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THE

ENGLISH CYCLOPEDIA.

NATURAL HISTORY.

CLIVINA. CLUPEIDJE.

CLIVI'NA, ft genus of Coleopterous Insects of the family Searilidtr,

tlinililJiniia. It baa the following characters: Body
elongate, somewhat cylindrical ; antenna; moniliform, the basal joint*
rather long (the first longest). the n maining joint* short and rounded

;

jwlpi with the t. rniinal joint long and pointed ;
mentum trilobate;

thorax nearly square ; anterior tibiae broad and compressed, with two
s externally, leaving three long pointed tooth-like processes;

the intermediate pair of legs with one of these external processes on
the tibia.

Dejean incorporates with this genus that of Dytrhiriut, but we
think without sufficient reason.

These insects are of small size, and live under stones in damp
situations, particularly on the margins of rivers, lakes, ic. Their
dentated anterior tibia; enable them to burrow like the Lamellicorn
Beetles.

Of the genus Clirina but few species are known. In England there

are two ; the more common in C. foaor (or C. arcnaria of some

authors). This species is rather more than ,ths of an inch in length,
and of a black or brown colour

;
the legs, antennao, and pnlpi, are

reddish. C. collaru, the other British species, is rather less than the

one just described. It is black, and has cheatuut-red elytra, sometimes
with a black dash on the suture.

The species of tin- KI-IMIX Ihwhiriu* are distinguished from those of
Clirina principally by their having the thorax globular, the terminal

joint of the palpi thicker in proportion, and somewhat securiform.
The body is generally shorter in proportion, and more convex, or less

cylindrical ; they are almost always of a brassy metallic colour,
IK the species of Clirina are black or brown, and without any
c hue.

Of the genus Tiyichirivt between twenty and thirty species are
.known. Their habits are much like those of the genus Clirina, but

they are less frequently found under stones, and often make cylin-
drical burrows in the ground in banks at the margin of rivers or
other pieces of water. Upwards of twelve species inhabit this country,
the largest of which is scarcely more than one-eighth of an inch in

(M.nANTHITK. [NiCKEL.1
CI.OT. [HlooD.]
CLOTHO, a genus of Fossil Bivalve Shells, established by Faujas

int Fond. Shell ovnl, subregulor, striated longitudinally, equi-
valve, subequilateral. Hinge formed by a bifid tooth, curved into a

hook, a little larger in one valve than in the other. Ligament
external.

' I.'iTHoMA. [BoiD*.]
CLbUDBERR V, a dwarf kind of Bramble, with herbaceous stems,

and orange-yi How fruit, found in turfy alpine bogs ;
it is the Rubut

chamamorui of botanists. Its fruit is excellently well flavoured when
Iirwlv !"ti,, i, ,1. [RtJBtlS.]

1
I 'iVKI'INK, a species of Ttianlhut, so called from a supposed

.lance in odour between its flowers and the cloves of the shops.

[TRIFOUUM.]
CLO MiToriiTi.r.rs.]

* SNAKK MOSS, is a prostrate moss-like plant,
with small scaly imbricated leaves, found in alpine or damp situations

t purU of tho world. Ite fructification consists of little two-
valved cases, containing powdery matter. All the species belong to
> AT. HIST. mv. vi. i ir.

the genus Lyropodium ; that to which the name is most commonly
applied is L. claraium. [LvcopomUM.]
CLUNCH, a name given to the lower and harder beds of tho

Cretaceous Rocks. They are occasionally used for building purposes,
and have been especially employed for internal work in cathedrals

and other large public buildings. This material stands well if not

exposed to accidents from mechanical violence. (Ansted, Elemmtary
Geoloyy.)

CLUPE'ID^E, a family of Fishes of the section Abdominales. The

Clupeida are placed by Cuvier between the Salmonidte ard the

Gadula : in fact they form the fifth and last division of his section
'

Malacopterygiens Abdominaux.' The fishes of this division may be

distinguished by their wanting the adipose fin, by having the upper
jaw composed of the intermaxillary bones in the middle, and the

maxillaries at the sides, and by the body being always covered with
scales. Some of the species ascend rivers.

The genus Clvpea, as now restricted by Cuvier, mny be thus

characterised : Maxillaries arched in front
; opening of the mouth

moderate
; upper jaw entire

; body compressed and covered with

large scales
;

teeth minute or wanting. To this genus belong the

Herring, Sprat, WhiUbait, Pilchard, 4c.

C. Itarengta, Linn., the Herring (French, T.e Hareng Commun), is a
fish well known. Its characters however will be useful to distinguish
it from some allied species ; they are as follows :

Small teeth in both jaws ; suboperculum rounded ;
veins on the

infra-orbitals and gill-covers ;
dorsal fin behind the centre of gravity ;

this fin commences about half way between the point of the upper
jaw and the end of the fleshy portion of the tail

;
ventrals placed

beneath the middle of the dorsal fin ;
tail forked

; length of the head
one-fifth of that of the body ; the greatest depth of the body one-fifth

of the whole length. The upper part of the fish is blue or green,

according to the light ; the sides, belly, and gill-covers are silvery-
white

; ordinary length, ten to twelve inches.

The term Herring is the same as the German Hiiring, which,
according to some, is derived from Heer, an army, and is applied to

these fishes from their visiting the coasts in such immense numbers.
"The Herring inhabits the deep waters all round the British

coasts, and approaches the shores in the months of August and

September for the purpose of depositing its spawn, which takes place
in October, or the beginning of November. It is during these mouths
that the great fishing is carried on, for after the spawning is over it

returns to deep water. The mode of fishing for herrings is by drift-

nets, very similar to tho<-e employed for taking mackerel and pilchard,
with a slight difference in the size of the mesh. The net is suspended
by its upper edge from the drift-rope by various shorter and smaller

ropes, called buoy-ropes ;
and considerable practical skill is required

in the arrangement, that the net may hang with the meshes square,
smooth and even, in the water, and at the proper depth ;

for according
to the wind, tide, situation of their food, and other causes, the herrings
swim at various distances below the surface.

"The size of the boat used depends on the distance from shore at

which the fishery is carried on, but whether in deep or in shallow

water, the nets are only in actual use during the night. It in found
that the fish strike the nets in much greater numbers when it is dark
than when it is light : the darkest nights therefore aud those in which
the surface of the water is ruffled by a breeze are consider, d the most
favourable. It is supposed that nets stretched ill the daytime alarm
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C. *(OM, LimiKMK (Aluta fnia, Cuvier), the Shad, i* another fish

belonging to this group. Curier separated thi*, together with several

other species, from the true Clupetr, from the circumstance of their

having the upper jaw deeply notched in the middle.

Two specie* of Shad are found off the British coast ; the first, the

Twaitn
'

' ivll. known generally by the name of Shad (A lota

jfa/o), is about 14 inches in length ; iU colour is brownish-green on

the back, or inclining to blue in certain lights ; the rest of ttie l>dy
i* silrery ; fire or six dusky spots are observed on each side, and are

dUpoeed longitudinally, the first close to the head, and the others

at short interval* ; the length of the head, as
compared

with the body,
is a* one to fire; the body rather exceeds this measurement in

depth ;
the jaw* are furnished with distinct teeth, and the tail is

deeply forked.

Thin fish is found in the Severn and Thames in tolerable abundance.

The principal fishing season for the Shad in the Thames is about the

second week of July. They begin to ascend the river about May for

the purpose of depositing their spawn, and this being done they
return to the aea about the end of July.

In former times thu Shad was caught a* high up thn river a*

Putney; it now rarely passe* London lindu.'. and is caught iu the

greatest abundance a little below Greenwich. It* flesh is dry, and

therefore not much esteemed for the tiible.

The second species of Shad, the Allice, or Allice Shad of Yarrell

,.4/0*3 ooamimui, is considerably larger than the one just described,

tMing from two to three feet in length : it may moreover be distin-

rnuhed by iU having only one spot on the side of the body, near the

head, and that i* sometimes scarcely visible : the jaws have no ilist met

teeth, and the scales of the body are rather smaller in proportion,

though they are large in both species.
The Allice Shad i* plentiful in the Severn, but of rather rare

occurrence in the Thamea.
C. ateraneolui (lannajus), the Anchovy (Engraulii tncnuicolui,

Fleming ; Enyraulit rulgarit, Cuvier). Thi* fish, which is a favourite

condiment, is a native of the British sea*. It has been taken in the

river Dart; and Mr. Couch, in his 'Cornish Fauna,' says, "This fish

abound* toward* the end of summer, and if attention were paid to

the fishery enough might be caught to supply the consumption of the

Brituh Island*. It u abundant on the coast of Wales :

" and Mr.
Yarrell say*,

" The Anchovy i*
reported

to be at this time an inha-

bitant of the large piece of water below Blackwall called Dagenhiun
Breach ; and in May 1838 I received one that was caught iu the

Thames, where howerer thi* species is so little known that the

specimen referred to was seut to me with a request to know what
fish it was." [ANCHOVY.]
CLU'SIA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

OtnWnceg or Gultifmr, named after Charles dc 1'EcIuse, or Clusius, one
of the most celebrated botanist* of the 16th century. [CLUSIUS,
CABOLDR, in Biou. Div.j It has a calyx of four imbricate coloured

permanent sepals, the outer one* smallest, usually doubly bracteate
at the base ; the corolla of 4-6 deciduous pntuls ; the stamens nume-
rous and frw in the male flowers

; few, sterile, and connected in the
female flower*; the style absent

;
the stigmas 5-12, radiately peltate,

seesile, permanent; the flowers usually polygamous; the ovary
surrounded by a short (taminiferou* nectary ; the capsule flcsliy,

6-13-celled, opening by valves from the top to the base, with a dis-

sepiment in the middle of each valve
;
the placenta thick, triangular,

central; the seeds egg-ahaped, surrounded by pulp, miapeuded from
the Inner angle of the cells ; the embryo straight, inverted

;
the coty-

ledon* separable. Thi* definition include* the genus y.ij,.(/a of
Anblet The specie* are tree* and shrubs, usually parasitical, and
yielding a viscid resinous juice, of a balsamic flavour

; hence they are
called in England Balaam-Tree*.

M, Hone-Flowered Balsam-Tree, ha* polygamous flower*, a
roto-ooloured 6-6-wpalrd calyx ;

the tops of the dense nectaries awl-

shaped ;
8-12 stigmas; the leave* obovate, obtuse, veinleaa, some-

time* emarginate, on abort striated petioles. It is a native of the
Carolina* and St. I lomingo, and other part* of

tropical America. The
fruit is green, and of the size of an apple, with eight lines running like
the meridian* of a globe : when it ripens it opens at these lines,

dwdosing it* scarlet *e*d* lying in the mid.tt nf a pulpy mucilaginou*
niter, similar to the

pomegranate. The whole tree is very hand-
some, but few fruit* offer so beautiful a piece of mechanism. "

It

grow* on rock*, and frequently on the trunks and Hindu of trees,
occasioned by bird* scattering or voiding the seeds, which li-ing
glutinous, like those of the mistletoe, take root iu the same manner ;

but the ronU not finding sufficient nutriment spread on the surface
of UM tree till they find a decayed bole or other lodgment wherein i*

some small portion of soil : th* fertility of thi* being exhausted a
root Is dUcharged out of the bole till it reaches the ground, where it

fixe* iUelf, and the stem becomes a large tree." (London.) The
ream collected from this plant U used u an external application iu

veterinary medicine, and also is employed for covering boats instead
of Ullow and pitch.

C. Ma has hermaphrodite flowers, a many-leaved calyx ; corolla
with 6-8 petal*; top* of nectaries retiue, or with 5-10 short



CLUSIACE.E. CLYTUS.

Rone-Flowered Balttam-Tree (Otvtia

1, an expanded flower
; 2, a calyx (een from below ; 3, the orarr, with a

part of the calyx cut away ; 4, a Uarnrerw section of a fruit.

stigmas 5-6
; leaves like the preceding, but not emarginate. An

elegant tree, native of South America, and epiphytical.on larger trees.

The trunk is frequently a foot in diameter. It abounds in a balsamic

juice of a green colour, which becomes brown on lieing exposed to
the air. The fruit is scarlet, and contains its seeds embedded in a
scarlet pulp. Birds are very fond of the seeds, and pluck them out
of the fruit while hanging on the tree. The Caribbees use the juice
for painting the outside of their boats. The flowers are white, but
not handsome.

C. Quapoya has stalked dioecious flowers; the calyx of 6 or

sepals ;
the corolla of 5 or 6 yellow petals ; the nectary short,

4-5-lobed
; stigmas 5 ; fruit globose ;

leaves obovate, acute. It is a
native of the words of Guyana, where it is called Quapoy. It is a

climbing shrub with yellow flowers, and when cut into yields a white

transparent juice. C. panapanari is a similar plant, yielding a

yellow juice. C. Jlara is a tree closely resembling C. alba. C. Jlara
is said by Endlicher to yield the Hog-Gum of Jamaica. The flowers
of < '. ijuignii weep a considerable quantity of resin from the disc and
stamens. Von Martins says he obtained an ounce from two flowers.

All the species grow well in a light sandy loaro, and cuttings root

freely in sand under a hand-glass in heat. The pots in which the

plants are grown require to be well drained with potsherds.
(Don, IHchlawydeou* Planti ; Lowdon, /.'//.//. 'ln/artlia of Plantt.)

CLUSIA'CEVE, orOriTIFKI{.E,6^t/<r.,asmallnaturalorderaf
BxOgenoQI I'lants, inhabiting the hotter parts of tropical countries in

both the Old and New World. They are readily known by their
coriaceous opposite leaves, with very fine veins running parallel with
each other in a gentle curve from the midrib to the margin ; by the

,

absenee of stipules ;
their calyx composed of several sepals regularly

j

overlapping each other, and bearing a definite proportion to the
|

petals ; their numerous stamens; and their superior ovary, which is

in iN'nt cases many-celled and many-seeded, with a peltate radiant

itigma. Their fruit is succulent, juicy, and in many cases resembling
a large apple or orange. The Mangosteen (Garcinia M nnynttana) is

probably the most delicious of any known ; but it has never been
B-cn in a fresh state in Europe, for the tree will hardly exist out of
its native humid heated atmosphere in the Indian Archipelago. The
mort remarkable product of this order is an acrid, purgative, yellow
gnm-resin. In one of its forms this is the Camboge or Gamboge of
commerce. This substance is well known as a yellow pigment, as

also a purgative medicine. The plant which yields the Gamboge of
commerce is still unknown. The London College of Physicians in

their '

Pharmacopoeia
'

refer it to some species of Gnreinia, others

refer it to species of Cambuyia, Xanthochymut, Hebradendron, and
Sl'ilrtijntitis, The East Indian Tacamahaca is yielded by a species of

CalopliyUum. [CALOPHTLLUM.] The Butter or Tallow-Tree of Sierra
Leone is the Pentadesma bu'yracea. The fruits of many species are

esteemed, besides the Mangosteen. The Mammee Apple, or Wild
Apricot of South America, is said to be very delicious. Its seeds are

anthelmintic ; its flowers yield on distillation a spirit known as Eau
de Creole, and wine is obtained by fermenting its sap. The large
berries of the Pacouryuva (Platonia insiynit) of Brazil are highly
prized on account of their delicious flavour. The fruits of several

species of Garcinia [GARCINIA], besides the Mangosteen, are brought
to table in the countries where they grow, but they are regarded as

very inferior. The blossoms of Mesua ferrea are remarkable for their

fragrance, and are sold in the bazaars of India under the name of

Nagke^ur.
The affinities of the order Cluiiacece are with Hypericacece, Tern-

r'i:,iii'-ace<r, and Ebenacece. The order contains 30 genera and 150

species.

(Lindli'y, Vegetable Kingdom.)
CLUTHALITE, a Mineral occurring in large nodules in amygdaloid,

constituting a congeries of imperfect crystals with rough surfaces.

Colour flesh-red. Hardness 3'5. Brittle. Lustre vitreous. Opaque
or translucent on the ed^es only. Specific gravity 2'166. Found in

the Kilpatrick Hills, near Dumbarton. An analysis by Dr. Thomson
gives

Silica 51-266

Alumina 23'660
Peroxide of Iron 7 '306

Soda 5-130

Magnesia V233
Water 10'553

CLYMENIA. [CLYMENID.*:.]
CLYMEXIDyE, afamily of Fossil Mo/liuca belonging to D'Orbigny'g

order Tentaculiferaof theclass Cephalopoda. Itembraces several genera,
which are divided into groups according as their partitions are without
or possess a single lateral lobe. To the first division, or those without
lateral or dorsal lobes, belong the genera Melitt, Cwmeroceras, Campu-
lita, and Trochiliia, To the second division, or those in which the

partitions have one lateral lobe but no dorsal lobe, the genera Clymenia
and Megatiphonia are referred.

The genus Clymenia, the type of this family, was first separated
from the (joniatitet, to which it has a strong resemblance, by Count
Munster. The species of Clymenia have the variations of form and
surface seen in Gvniatitet. [GONIATITK3.J By some writers the

Ctymenida are referred to the ffautitida, with which they have no
doubt a stronger affinity than with Ammonitidct, the family to which
Gmiiatila must be referred.

The genus Clymenia has a discoidal shell with slightly lobed septa,
and an internal siphuncle. Several species were described by Count
Minister from some calcareous bands in the Palaeozoic strata of the

Fichtelgeberge. Some of these, with others, occur in the strata of

Devon and Cornwall, and also in North America.
CLYPEASTER. [EcHiNiD*.]
CLY'PEUS, the generic name given by Klein and Leske to a group

of Fossil Echinida, frequent in the Oolitic Formations. C. ninwattu of

Leske is the largest British species. C. clunicularm of Smith is now
ranked as a Nucleolite*.

CLY'THRA, a genus of Coleopterous Insects of the family

Chrysomelida. The insects of this genus generally have the body
more or less cylindrical ;

the antenna.' short, with the basal joint

thick, the two following joints short, and the remaining (with the

exception of the apical joint) serrated, that is, produced internally, so

as to resemble the teeth of a saw. The head is placed vertically, and
inserted into the thorax, so as to be scarcely visible from above ; often

larger in the male than the female. The legs are moderately long,
rather thick : in the males the anterior pair are often considerably

larger than the two posterior pairs ;
the penultimate joint of the

tarsi is bilobed.

The larvtc of these insects (at least those that are known) inhabit

a coriaceous tube, which they drag about with them.
The Clyihne reside on trees and shrubs, and those found in this

country appear in the beginning of the summer. The species are

very abundant, and seldom adorned with metallic colours. In England
we have five species, the most common of which is C. quadripunctata.
This is not quite half an inch in length, and black ;

the elytra ochre-

coloured, with four black spots, two near the base, and two near the

middle. The next species which is not uncommonly met with is

C. tridentata. This beetle is rather less than the last, and of a

blue-green colour, thickly and finely punctured above; the elytra
are pale-yellow and immaculate ;

the anterior pair of legs in the male
are elongated.

CLY'TUS, a genus of Coleopterous Insect* of the section Lonyi-
corties and family Ceramtjifcidfc.
The species of the genus Clytui (a genus established by Fabricius)

form a well-marked group among th Cerambycidrt, and are chiefly

distinguished by their having the
palpi

short and nearly equal, the

terminal joint thicker than the others, and truncated at the apex ;

the head narrower than the thorax, and the latter nearly globular or
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pnry an I analknr on Ik* potterior ; aoatellum yellow ; elytra

TMt MM* It frtonawUy not with in garden* and wood* in the

i han.llod it makes a

nftansllk*!

to b* prodootd byUM friction of the thorax

* aMooMO whioh

III nr; ik kiar. oatoured a* in the hut-mentioned tpecie* ;

tkeru k*a a y*Uow band oa the fure put, and an interrupted
Ik* ...Ule. Ik* elytra bar* thn. yellow band*. and to

Ik* bas. thrw uu of ti earae colour ; Ik* tooUUom M also ye

i either of th* preceding specie* ; H
tk* C Jrisvit. but U considerably larger and
The antenna* are entirely of a reddish-yellow

. tk^

I band
toward*

i spam of Ik* tarn* colour; the sootellum i* alto yellow.
- Ml IICM. a g*aas of ifnfimJr. propoaad by Uoldfua* for

MM fo-iU nanallv ranked a* JiumHUi* and**.
[BLOOD.]

(Arum]
.vtaaiDJLJ

vL. an onaqo* mhaibU mineral substeaee of a black or

brown etor. and in all cat** giving indication* of having bean
a TonUbW aourea Snoh i* a deanitioo that would

r and tk* art* for Ik* porpoaw of eombntttoo, and popularly
I tint* M should b* tUted that the term baa

i lh.t U universally admitted,
rtb* term in

COAL.

of America with the eame differences of opinion ; and we refer to three

um to allow the difficulty <>f defining accurately thin well-known

ubetaoo*. It may be regarded in the pretent ttate of our knowledge
as one of thoee instances in which the typical form i* lost by irregular
oombination ith other and difTerent substance*.

That Coal U and munt be of vegetable origin aeemi to be agreed

upon by all inquirer*, but the question of how to determine that

origin in particular cam i* the difficulty. Again, it i* well k

that coal after it i* deposited undergoes certain chemical change* by
which rabttenea* with a very definite chemical character are pro-

duced, auch a* bitumen, paraffine, Ac. Thete, mixed with the coal

iv*. If and the earthy matter* around, may form compound Biibstancee

nl. .n( wbnae natur* there may be conaiderable difference of opinion.
Tlim i* not iniprubably the caw with the Torbane-Hill mineral, and

will acoonnt for the peculiarity of both it* chemical and microscopical
character*.

Coal presents iteelf ordinarily in a manrive form, and in IHT

aectile. It ha* a hardnen* of 2'5, an-1 a p<-cific gravity of 1 "1 t.> 1 ','.

It i* opaque, and ha* a black or brown colour. It ohemiea] compo-
nition i* dutinguiahed by the pretence of carbon : in ail.lition, it alo

yield*, on ultimate analyaia, hydrogen, oxygen, an<l nitrogen, t'u

burning it leave* an a*h which consute of varying qiuintities t>t

alumina, and oxide of iron. The carbon and hydrogen ar<

found chemically united to form bituminous compouudn which are

mixed with the coal. It i* the pretence of these compound* \\lii< h

cauaet coal* to bum with a bright flame ; at the tame time they give
off a bitiitniiioii* inluur. Thote dt-Htitiit<- of bitunr

burn with a pale blue flame, due to carbonic oxide, which i formed

in that* oatet through the decomponition of the water present.
The following table, founded on Mr. Munhet'n Analysis of Coal, it

taken from Profeator Anttod'* '

Elementary Course of Geology,

Mineralogy, and Physical Geography :'

Analytn of rariotu Kindt of C>

mtaiv and Ik* art

UM Ceal. At Ik*

> with kw own vfarwa. A* tk* knowjadg/of chemioal prin-
i of Invmthmtiim kav* advanced, substance, which

as identical hare bean shown to have a

Try daW^t thitnlial mmpotHlon at wU miatraatopie ttrootnra.

to Ik*

WkntlsCoalt
For lat*nr*. in onr eoorU *f law, on* of the
t* of Otlfaspie r. RanHU-wa* tried in Edinburgh during the pre-

ftin U Ikit ***, by an afrwoMot far a I*M* *ntarad
Ik* plain** and oWrttdaaU. tk* former agreed U. gnat
a btnt of - Ik* wbot* coal, ironttena, iron-ore, limoatone,

>jr. but not to noanrtntnd OMMMT or any other mineral
l< .u alUtrd by the plautifii that, although th*

i upon iron-ore

I r*el*yofworkaU. value, they had neglected
tksM. and bad cW4jr workod a onrtnin minaral mbsteoc* which th*

fmlatl.1 imliiilil was not let to tk* -* -i
~r*i. not bning on* of

Ik* asinaral i it il i 1 1 1 *ptind in tk* agrrmnt. Thit mineral wa*
f n>Mk (rmtar vahm. K wa. Xatod, than any which th* dei.ndi.nu
Mr* pavmrlted to work. Ahhongh Mad at a eombartibl. material,

i was not ooal. and that it. cbemical,
I narsriln w*r* not thoaeof ooai

On ik* otk*r hand, it was nmtrted by th* aaftailanti thatth* mineral
tn .tisUa wa* *aal ; tkal they had Urn Ud to atok a lent* of tbe
TuiW. HUi ounte frarn th* fart that on tk* 'adjoining land* of

t**ad Ikl* mlitnl *in1*d. and was worked and aold a* ooal. being
known to th* markets by tk* nam* of tk* Boghead OM Coal' This
tntnl. ttwr *ontond*d; wm nm* **al balonging to Ik* variety known

_v. f^^nrnja-J f^ I^BaWtml f '*^tl Tknm tnY^svl ni innAsnn1hn*n*nInnnv n *>*.-ussst , f *U.> V*sli 1MB *r**H WnW BnTCaWVaHO^ fHB tsCOOUn v Ol UM

afltnul m nbant *|al nnmb>n on either
i en*jta*dus( that th* mlatr.1 wa* ooal. whiltt the

nBanal M WsM nVsC. A IsUWA sBannVnntil r inttmr.nnis'ititr f-\t

ter* of eml and tk. *nli > with which H it band nmo-
M* hud b*fcr tk* jury, who tnm* to tk* ooanmtion that,

*tr rniRtrt b* UM rmoH of aoiortH. l.tmUjiUiio in more
viy Knln* the nalnn of coal and limitiog toe us. of that
hth nksatdb and cWnftnant. osIUd tkm minoral ooal wbto tk*

drawn *,. and tht*fui. gar* a vordict in favour of th*

Tfctl

mw w.fi

trUtn has law b*M debated in Scotland ha*
tk* law Mrt* of Onntmay and of tk* United State*

Uealitr.
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... .

; whit* q

*^ka ^^^^^aOv

is of ml; (res. MO* to 11,000 ft* ia total

UM foUowiaf group* or ai

Of which i. not elpc-ed,- '

with

la UM. DMbjiabai '***** we >et UM foUowiaf rroop* or mie. :
-

1 "
**-'-: UMk aheJ. with their btenteittted lime-

+~~. M >* pi**.. 4W to Mel
a lObtaw Oftt : **>*/ li, with nooselnc.*! amall con-

(UMnta. ia*imi>,s.l with ahalaa and a few null bed* of coal ;

aaWw* 1700 tWi
.aal U*a*ar* ; attoraatMtM <rf saaoWtons sad thai., with beds

eS o*J osd irMMton* ; total IhMuMM, J700 fa* MM! more.
PTIII i .Jag AMI the Uerbyattre diatrict toward* the north, a

grwataal ceaMar* takr |4*c* IB the- CarWiferoua Formation in Midi a

V th It bvcnOM* axw* aad mo** a sarie* of Coal Meaaum from
ts * bettem TlM MUletoM Ortt U aever anything more than th*
fewer pert of the Coal-Measure* in which bed* of strong *and*tone
WMB TtBaflpW Ml WV p^MM*Ml BOnll OVOODM IIMMV Mid BMW Split Up
ea* .iUfad by beds f ebale and oooadoaal bed* of ooal The
liMislaii Hbaia. too. of Derbyahire farther north become, aplit np by
heals ef grtaUm aaj

h^Mstojae,
aad till farther north bybeda of ooal

I tr* by bash of (bale, UMD
m split up and iaterstra-

ahale and auKktone, and
and ooala.

i dirctly and unooofonnably on
la Staffonhhir*

at** OHM
I Mveral bed* of'coal

eaeae teejBtbjST bv UM thJajfijaaT oan\ of she intonuawitafta. nuwaur^a. aiul

aaake a aseaa of coal which ia *OOM plaoes i* upward* of SO feet
>ttol8b*da

t DO aubdiTiaioo*
above UM Old Ke.1 Sandatow are Coal-

bad.* of eoal. over which are thiok
liiatJiiHi I with shale*, so that BO eiagi* mav of Utae-
UkM (sat thick. The whole eerie, of Cartxxuferoa*

i feH thick, the whole
of ttmeetaoe in the
Metoae of England,
in th. following pro-

M aaid lo U upward* of MOO f*H thick. UM whoU
bod* of UnMdoBo in the

poaad of

Peat.

: N
MM
*06
1M
18*

that there aerer i* an unbroken act

thioknea.ofaach.ort:-

to all

UM
ef

I

-7 .

D baoabastd Bodotea of day^rc
UMsiMissMSBd e%e of tb.Cs

. . 180
40

. IS
X8

f'.iind occasionally

aj aa| ,

U
ef two
Th.

in UM amrth and waat
aad Ooal.Ma.Mm.

imtim thiokaeai of which M
tatol*..i*_A. Low.

M.
la UM north nf Irekad UM Car-
om of the type of thoe* of Tork-

TbeCoal MeMune are utill onotned

Tb. Co.l-iii.in oo.M of
with a rw UU> b*d* of ooal

i ef Irelaad oaa b* aeouratel* traeed hvto UM

efb.ijr.aai Ante, .f . threefold

i Limretone Group; cunoida], dolomitic, and producttu lime*

too**, with chert and anthracite.

8. Coal-Meaiure* ; abale and aandstone, with coal.

The formation i* found also at St-Ktienne in central France, where
it appear* to oonaut of conglomerate and aandstone below, and shale

and auHMtoo* above, with bed* of ooal

In Weatphalia there are black ahalea below, pawing up into black

llniartnno*, and thoee into lighter-coloured limestone, which are

covered by black ahalea and landntone in which bed* of coal occur.

In Kuaiia then are, according to Sir K. Murchinon, two type* of
th* formation. The northern type consist* of (ascending order) :

1. Sand* and Shale* with ooel
8. Dark-Gray Productus Limestone, Yellow Magnesian Limestone.

White Limeatone of Moscow, auale and sandstone, and gray, white,
and yellow limestone.

S. Limeatone*, calcareous grita, and flagntone* capped by oon-

glomerat*.
In thia type th* ooal i* confined to the base of the formation.
The southern type consist* of :

1. Sand* and Shale* without coal
2. Prodiictu* Limestone with thales, sandstone*, and thin lime-

stones, with many bed* of coal
8. Limeetone, oalcareous grits, and flagatonea, with traces of ooal,

capped by sandatone oonUining coal plant*.
In this type the moat eoal occurs about the centre of the formation.
The above remarks, taken from Mr. Jukes's admirable ' Intro-

duction to Physical Geology,' will serve to show the relation of the

deposit* of Coal to Ute other rock* and substance* with which it i*

found aa*ociard. Tli* Coal-Meajmree above referred to occupy il^K-

nite and limited area* of loniewhat conaiderable extent in various

part* of Europe, Asia, America, and the islands adjacent The
following i* an estimate of the annual production of coal* in various

part* of the world a* given by Profeseor Antted :

CMairin.
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147. Tb coal-imeaures hew
t MtteMX in hating limeetons as wall u

Uh lhebr.1. ofcoel: theeoal

and i* considered inferior in

There ere several collieries, l-ut the

The Vowedbl of these

Cram Fell. The coal of which it is composed,
i lillj

Mr. and en*** be burnt by iUrtt Tb. poorer class nue it up into

y.and nee hferfWoL This bed i.

I of the MiwDMUi bed*. < Ann. of Phil,' voL iv.) There
k.l mo*. u> thu tnet

I ! Field* in the North of Yorksir*.-Tbeae an very
ent. Ufa* mull insulaud coal beams, lying in hollow.

T*^owsmrMiddleb.iii,Leyburne.Tbo.
MM! w far west a* Kettlew.lL The nun i* Ml.lom

then SO inch* thKk. At Thed.well Moor UM lowed MUD U
oe yard. but UM etraton disninjshe. ud vani*he at the edges.
Mean. Conyheare and Phillip, doubt whether these bed. should not
U isfaied to UM U>ia eoal MUM subordinate to tha mUlstone grit

r then to UM principal ooal-mouure*.

of UM great carboniferous chain
'

*not
* Craven

i Carboniferous
Chain tram Penlgenl to kirkby Huphen? in OeoL Trmn...

1

vol. ir.

*m~ it M raaci*c aluag UM UM of junction of UM central chain with
UM skirt* of UM Cumbrian .yU-m, |ieslluj along UM *outh flank of

.....
x*awe Iron Pe.mt to Kirkby Stephen. Hen, the

Mlf oooem. demibed by Profeeeor Sedgwiok (' On the

C*ssHei low Fell, up llarboodale. UMBO* oroas UM valley of Dent
tkrmwk UM upper part of the valley of Sodberxh. and along the
naak. of Bow* Pell, and Wildboar Fell, to th. ridge which flank*n.l(!e

UM whole of this line there are

dislocation., which affect the strata of
UM coal formation and produce other phenomena. Only one of the
en! etrata in UM lowest part of the coal-measures i. sufficiently
velnahU to b* worked ; it varies from 18 inches to nearly 4 feet in

tniekniss At Turn. Fell, nrar Hawes, in Yorkshire and at Tan Hill,

near the highest part of the road from Brough to Argragartbdalr. thi.

ealstateawvely worked, and i* of good quality. Th* mme warn i*

wnnd now Kirkby Stephen. Horumtal drifts have been carried into

this bed near the top of Penirat. of Wbernetde. and of Great Colin ;

but fas these part* it is of bad quality and not fit for domestic use,

being mixed with ferruginous and pyritou* shale. This coal varies in

thlitsiii from a mere trace to I bet It was once worked to *ome
I on the eowth aid* of UM valley of Dent, by mean* of horUonUl

r Orewt Colm. It wae only a few incbee in thickneea, but
kit* be of eogoodaqaeJHyaetobeingreatreaiMst. About 70 orM year, afo it wu MM OB pack honeii from tl.ii place M far a.

Kndl.forUMieorbUekaauth >

forR.Aa. Kendal hai long been
with fad from the UncaJiir. coal field ; but thi, (act. of

a daU. etronglr illtutratei the aitoniihing
in oar Mode* of internal

Barboo ooal pit in WeeUnoreland. a coal bed of thi* series
is hk.wu. wrought; the lower part of it i. however so impure *s to
h* onnt far ordinary purpose*, and ia chiefly ooncumed in lime-works.
The foUowing i* Motion of the straw as occurring in the Barbon

fwl. In.

62
1 6

. I. Alkrrml 8oO
1 MaU alcareoo. Shale)
& limmlen*, the 4th or Moedale Moor Limestone

of UM imtt Mction

L Ah^rnation. of Shal* and UriUtone

T. Crow l.hnmlinji
ft. PUt* wita n Mnoh Crow-Coal
LCMMeM ....

l '

27

The etrmia of the coal are in general much leat reguUriy oonUnuoot
then the-u ..f Lm^toM, Thii howerer ie not alwiy. the cnM.
SenM W the thte bend, of eoal here aear to continue with artoniah-

.

of eoal here appear to continue with artoniah
Nl renkrity. The following et.mple u quoted from Profenwr
lMrM.L -A- . in the vmlley of Dent, the ooal eeam
n4nr the U rathce. bMrtone i. dirided, by a band of day half an

tath thiek. into te part*, with dietteet mineral character. ; and the
eenM eenl a, with cucUy the aame enbditpwiona, ha. been -found
tn Ih. liMHiiHln o. the oppeette aide of th. ralley at the dUUnce oftr 4 nUU. miMMed to a etralrirt line. Thieeeemito prore that*
hed not More than a fraction of an Inch thick wu originally con-"' thrwagheejt nn area preUbly eerenU mile, in diameter."

4. Ttmw*' *oL IT. MC. S. p. 101.)
C-J-ftald of ** YorUi, Xottin.ham. and Drrbj.l

rhhl Mteneli. irtd. wbteh in rhancter ie cloerly allie.1 to that of
*H hiaieered by MOM gtilce^ete ee n re-emrrgenc** *"' "< of magnrt.n limeetoi.

Meh H h Mej.nliJ through the tMerrnilng ,pM. Tbi. c.l- field

i and eovih from a IttUe to the north-

eartof Leed* nearly tn Derby, a diatano* <' mmv (li;m <..'. i.rl.-?; iU

grrateet widtli, TA uiilpo, is on tin 'y HH far as

Halifax to the went. On the outh it extends to-.-. i-t to

Ni>ttin);hani, and i hero about 1 2 miles wide ; but .rt* it

in moon narrowiT. Tlie tmtn of thew cmil may n ''"

aame mannerM in tin Nnrtlnunberland

dip to the rant and rise to the west and north-went, in \vl.i. 1:

tionn the lowest measurai at length i r^p out against the rocke of the

milltone-grit eerie*, which onnxtitute the higher ridge* of the I

chain. The Ktrata of this coal formation are \

are 20 bed* of gritatone at the least, Rome of great thickness.

of these bed* consist of grains of semi-transparent silex nnit.-i

argillaceous ccini'iit ; the lowest of these beds is term,.! the millstone

nit, beneath which no workable coal u found. Besides th

beds there are numerous strata of shale (lnt-clay), hind (indurated

loam), and chinch (indurated clay), alternating wkh several beds of

coal of different thickness and value. A hard an^llaceoua rock called

crow-etone forms in some places the floor of the > and is

supposed to be a variety of the cluin'h .-till more liighlv

The numerous faults in this coal-field r. mh-r it extrrnifly difficult to

ascertain the exact number and order of the coal heds. Mr. Bake-

well (p. 384) states their number at 80, varying fmm r> inches to

and the total thickneasof coal at 26 yards. Tl.,.- h..w.-\.-r I,.-

oonaiders as only an approxiniHtinu. Three varieties of c;il ... . nr in

these measures: hard, or stone-coal, which burnx to a whit.

soft, or bright, which bums to a white ash ; caking, or crozling, which

usually burns to a red ash. The first is esteemed the best, and i- in

much greater demand than the others. The thickest bed ia worked
near Bamsby. In a pit near Hiddleton three seams are being worked ;

one at the depth of about 40 to 70 yards from the surface, an

58 yards lower, and the deepest from 28 to 32 yar< I

the whole depth from 106 to 140 yards. The upper seam is about 2

feet 8 inches thick, th,- middle oeiim from 2 fet-t 10 inches t<>

4 inches, and the lower one from 4 feet 6 inches to .'

The strata of thi. field are traversed by an immense fault com-
11 Allestry, in the south, ami running in a i^grag dii

through the south and east
part

of the field ; the rise of the ot i

said to be much more rapid on the western than the eafttem I

the fault. Besides this great fault there are many oth r - \vlm-h

tnvene the field in various directions, and create an inexti

fuuon by the rise and fall of the different strata, rendering it ;

impossible to trace distinctly the continuation of each I ..1. II

field supplies the coal for the important manufactures which surruml
it, and also, by means of inland navigation, the midland enmities

south and east of Derbyshire.
A little to the west of the coal-field already described, coal has been

found iu two places about half-way between Ashborne and KT!>Y, but
it has not been worked.

N..rth Stafford. There are two detached coal-

fields: the one situated on the north-caM . I .ym-,

distinguished as the Pottery Cmil-r'irl.1 ; the other at <> the
east of the firxt. The form of the I'"'' iy i'n:il-l''irld i

IU vertex U near Congleton, from whi<-h point the sidea <li\i

the south-south-east and south-south-west, running in each ilh

about ten miles ; the base i.-

castle is nearly in the centre of the batte. The strata dip from the
two .ides to the centre of the area. On the eastern H\.|, the inclina-

tion westward is estimated at one foot in four
;
on the other xidc it is

still more rapid. Between Hurxlem and its eastern lim

the centre of the coal-field, it has been aneeit .lim-d tl>

In of coal of various thickness, generally from ulmu; 8 to 10
feet each ; but the.ntrnta are in t:eneml n

In the principal mines in this district coal is found at various
from 60 to 300 yards an

worked at th<' <lfptli .if nmn 1 t.hnn 400 yards. Son i.ly 20
thick have occasionally heen worked, but they are .--

worked und< r :! ..r I f.-i't thi. !

The Chendh- I'ml-KiiOd i an insuliited basin siirrntin-

renosing upon nnlli-t<mc grit ; it in about five mil . s 1 -n.; anil three
milra liroa/l, and i- ! Httlr imp .rhuice.

6. The SI. Co .; i'';.-l,| i-
,.,-p

.

b Vorkuhiri! ami |)i rhy. hire hy the ranp- of lofty
hillii e\t<-ii<lin)> from near Coin, to Klnckxtnni 1 K<U nee to

It i'iiiiiiiii.iiccx nenr the went. -i ii ;-idc of thin

north-wwt of I

' thence to the

>vetrni |rt of Lancaiiliiii-, forming an area somenhat in the

h]e of a . The
Mi..nl or

I>|NIII Iwlwevn the opposite horns is about fort] mile*. It

runs nearly due north from Macclesfield to a few n. Roobr
dale, a distance of thirty miles; the |rt bctv 1,-nfield and
ManebesUr is however very narrow, lieiiiK in Borne places not two
miles in width. Prom Rochdale it extends westwar. n and

,n.l I'n.-.'ot, north - w .--t I,, i

.: it as a whole, the strata rue towardn the
-if thin crescent-shaped coal tiel.l, ulon^ hich th-'

"f mil. i which they ivpnue, crop out from ben-atli

naddip sowarda ita inner edge, where thej
*traU of the newer randtU-i .i.Uiiu occa^
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beds of calcareo-maenesian conglomerate. Great disturbances have
however interrupted the regularity of this arrangement, and caused
divisions of the coal-measures, which render it difficult to trace out
the exact dimensions of the field. At Disley, in Cheshire, it bifur-

cates into two branches, having an intermediate ridge or " saddle of

millstone grit, the eastern branch forming a trough, of which the
strata crop out on both sides against the millstone grit." This part of

the field is a long narrow strip joined to the main field at Disley, and

extending thence southward fifteen miles to near Mearbrooke in

Staffordshire. The strata of the western branch of this bifurcation,

extending from Disley to Macclesfield, dip again to the west, but not
at go great an angle as they rose, on the e::st side of the intermediate

ridge. In other parts of the coal-field great faults occur, but it has
not been sufficiently investigated by the geologist for them to be

distinctly traced. Mr. Bakewell has investigated a small portion,
which he distinguishes as the Coal-Field of Bradford : the result of his

observations is found in the second volume of the '

Geological Trans-
actions.' This tract is rather more than two miles long, and little

more than one mile and a furlong wide. It is situated on the river

Medlock, a short distance east-south-east of Manchester. It is sur-

rounded on every side, except the east, by the red-sandstone which

prevails in the environs of Manchester. Beds of limestone pass under
this and overlay the coal-measures, in which there are several beds of
coal rising to the north, under an angle of 30. One of these, near
the centre of the field, is four feet in thickness. To the north of these
inclined beds there is a considerable disturbance, and the direction of
the beds becomes suddenly vertical. One of the vertical beds, toge-
ther with its accompanying strata, bears so close a resemblance to the
4-foet coal above mentioned, that there is no doubt of their iden-

tity, and that the vertical stratum was, before the dislocation which
severed them took place, a continuation of the first. With these
vertical beds the coal-measurea terminate : on the north an interval of
the red-sandstoue succeeds for about 1400 yards, when coal-beds

again appear, rising as before towards the north. All this indicates
I'xn.'iderable faults and subsidences, which however cannot be accu-

rately traced at present. The coal from the Lancashire field supplies
Manchester, Liverpool, and the surrounding districts.

6. The North Lancashire Coal-Field is one of little importance. It

lies midway between Lancaster and Ingleton ;
it is about eight mil. H

long and six miles wide, but it has never been thoroughly examined,
and its strata cannot be distinctly stated.

7. The Whitehaven Coal-Field is situated on the west coast of

Cumberland, and extends from near Egremont, -south of Whitehaven,
to near Allonby on the north.

Central Coal District. Under this division are classed the coal-

fields of Ashby-de-la-Zouch, of Warwickshire, and South Staffordshire,
1. The Coal-Field of Ashby-de-la-Zouch is of a very irregular figure,

and so much dislocated that it rather forms two small basins than
one continuous whole. The greatest length from north-west to south-
east is about ten miles, the greatest breadth about eight miles. The
eastern extremity of this area approaches almost close to the transition
d (strict of Charnwood Forest. This coal-field is described by Mr.

Farey as " one of the highly curious but perhaps not uncommon
occurrences in the red marl districts

;
a tract entirely surrounded by

a fault, or a series of faults, which unite, seem lifted up through the
i irl strata, and denudated, the coal strata having rapid dips in

various directions, while the surrounding strata of red marl are hori-

zontal, or as nearly so as may be." Of the two portions of the

field, one ranges by Ashby Wold, about three miles on the west
of Ashby ; the other by Cole Orton, which is about the same distance
on the east.

The Ashby Wold portion ranges from Swepston, four miles south
of Ashby, to Bretby in Derbyshire : the inclination of the strata is

towards Ashby ; but between the out-crop of the beds and that town
another crop has been traced near Brothorpe, dipping in a contrary

ion. More than twenty coal-works have been opened on this

line. The lowest shaft sunk is to the depth of 246 yards. One of
the seams is from 17 to 21 feet thick. Thisgreat thickness is caused,
it is supposed, by the running together of two or more seams a cir-

';mce which is known to occur in the coal-fields of South
rdshire. The eastern portion of this district commences about

a mile and a half north-east of Ashby, and extends about six miles in

length, running parallel to the larger portion. The strata dip to east-

north-^ast. In the pits belonging to Sir George Beaumont two coal-

fach a yard and a half thick, are worked. On Cole Orton Moor
several coal-seams, which have been proved to lie above these, have
been worked at the depth of 1 1 6 feet.

2. The Warwickshire Coal-Field commences at Wyken and Sow,
two villages about three miles east of Coventry, and continues in a
north-west direction to Polesworth and Wareston, about five miles
east of Tamworth, a distance of sixteen miles : its average breadth is

about three miles. All the strata ri*e to the east-north-east, the
inclination becoming greater towards the eastern edge of the field,

in many parts it makes an angle of more than 45 with the
i wards the west it decreases to about one foot in three,

iitly in five. The principal collieries are near the south of the

fi-1.1, at 'Jriff and Bedworth. The depth of the first is 117 yards, and
tin' principal seam three yards in thickness. The same seams are

KIT. ntsT. uiv. vol.. it.

worked in the Bedworth mines, but there the fii-st and second coal-

seams of Griff run together and form a 5-yard seam. The interme-

diate strata of shale which separate them at Griff are found in the

eastern shaft to be 33 yards, and in the western 25 yards thick ; but

they gradually decrease as they proceed westward, till at length

they entirely vanish.

3. South Staffordshire or Dudley Coal-Field, the principal in the
central district, extends from Beverton, near Badgely, on the north-

east, to near Stourbridge on the south-west. The greatest length is

about twenty miles, and its greatest breadth, from Walsall to Wolver-

hampton, is about seven miles, but it is very irregular towards the

south, being almost divided into two parts. The area, from actual

survey, has been found to be about sixty square miles. The southern

portion, extending from Stourbridge to Bilston, about seven or eight
miles in length and four in breadth, has been fully investigated by
Mr. Ken's, and described by him in Shaw's '

History of Staffordshire.'

No satisfactory account of the northern portions. of this field has
hitherto been published ; many coal-seams, of eight, six, and four
feet in thickness, are worked in it. The southern portion is of much
more importance, as it contains seams from 30 to 45 feet in thickness.

This enormous thickness is however not one continuous seam, but a
number of seams, divided by layers of what the miners call band,
which are very thin beds of clay-ylate. The working of these thick
.seams is not so profitable as might be supposed. The pillars left

standing in order to support the high roof are estimated at about one-
third of the whole coal in the bed, and the small coal left in the mine
is about equal to another third, so that only one-third of the whole is

at present taken out of the mine.
In the coal-measures of this district there is an absence of the

millstone grit, carboniferous limestone, and old red-sandstone, which

usually lie under the coal-measures. The coal-measures rest, in the

Dudley Coal-Field, on the transition rock at once, without any inter-

mediate strata : this singularity is likewise observed in the Coal-
brook Dale coal formation.

The coal district in South Staffordshire is traversed from north-
west to south-east by apparently a line of hills, but they are riot

absolutely continuous, though they have a uniform general direction.
On examination, the hills on the north and those on the south of

Dudley are found to differ entirely in their character. The northern
chain consists of highly inclined strata of limestone, against the
Rides of which all the coal-measures crop out at a considerable anple,
but come nearer a horizontal position as they recede from these
hilla. The other chain of hills, on the south of Dudley, is entirely
composed of one mass of basalt and amygdaloid, and the coal-

measures preserve their usual level in approaching the hills, not

cropping out as they do upon the limestone chain. Two opinions
are entertained with regard to these basalt elevations :

"
they may

be either the protruding edge of a vast basaltic dyke traversing the

coal-field, or an overlying mass :" the latter is considered the more
probable. The coal-measures on the south, near Stourbridge, appear
to dip beneath the beds of the newer red-sandstone formation : the
bed* of this and of the Warwickshire coal-field dipping in opposite
directions under the super-strata, give reason for suppos.ng that they
may extend continuously below this through the intervening space.
The eastern side of the field, which extends a little beyond Walsall,
is bounded by the same limestone with that of Dudley, and the coal-

measures are observed again to crop out against it, thus lying in a
basin between these two towns. That the coal-beds rise towards the

north, and the upper ones crop out while others continue under the

surface, is very satisfactorily shown by the comparison of the strata

in different collieries. At Tividale the main coal is 60J fathoms
below the surface ; at Bradley it is only 20^ ;

and the greater number
of beds which cover the main coal at the former place have entirely
disappeared before the main seam reaches Bradley ; and farther to
the north the main seam also crops out and disappears altogether.
A very curious phenomenon takes place at Bloomfield colliery, to the
south of Bilston, thus described in the '

Geology of England,' p. 412 :

-" The two upper beds of the main coal, called the roof, floor, and

top slipper, separate from the rest, and are distinguished by the
name of the '

flying reed.' This separation grows wider, and at

Bradley colliery amounts to 12 feet, four beds of shale (slate-clay)
and ironstone being interposed. These two upper beds crop out,
while the rest of the main coal goes on to Bilston, and is only eight
yards thick."

This district supplies coals to the numerous iron-works in the
immediate neighbourhood, and the manufactories of Birmingham
and its vicinity ;

besides which, all the neighbouring counties, as
far south as Reading and Gloucester, are supplied by means of inland

navigation.
The clay ironstone occurs in various bedn, but is only wrought

in two : one of these is the bed under the main coal, and is wrought
for iron-ore.

Many faults or dykes occur in this field
; they are usually fissures

in the beds, filled up with clay, and very frequently the levels of the
different strata vary in consequence. There is a great fault near
Bilston, which causes the dip of the strata to be reversed, the beds
on the south side dipping south, and those on the north side dipping
north : this is however an unusual circumstance.
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thai unDunded by exterior hands of mountain limestone and ..1.1

red-eandstane, m the order of the outcrop of the subjacent bed*. This

ilutrict include* three principal coal basins, together with HHIU
smaller ones, adjacent to and cloeely connected with the two last.

First, the South Welsh coal basin ; second, that of South Gloucester

and Somerset ; third, that of the Forest of Dean.

1 . The Coal -Field of South Wales is upwards of 100 miles in length,
and the average breadth in the counties of Monmouth, Olatnorgati,

Caennarthen, and part of Brecon, i* from 18 to 20 miles ; it become*
much narrower in Pembrokeshire, being there only from 3 to 5 milts.

Thi* area extend* from Pontypool ou the east to St. Bride's 1'.

the west, and form* a vast basin of limestone in which all thu

of ooal and ironstone are ileposited. The deepest part of the bnj-in m
between Neath and LUnelly : from a line ranging nearly east and
west through Neath all the strata rue on the south towards the south,
and on the north towards the north, cropping out at the edges. The
limestone crops ont at the surface all round the coal, except where
its continuity is interrupted by Swansea and Caermarthen bays.
The depths from the surface to the various strata depend ugxiii I...- il

ftituations. The upper coal-seam does not extend a mile either iioitli

or south beyond Neath, and not many miles in an east or w< t

tion, and its utmost depth is not above 60 or 60 fathoms
;
the next

stratum of ooal and those likewise beneath, being deeper, crop out .it,

a greater distance from the centre ; and so of the rest in pro]>
to their depth. The lowest bed is TOO fathoms deep at the <-

and all the principal strata lie from 500 fathoms deep to this <li>)>th.

Kut thin district is intersected by deep valleys which gem-rath run in

.1 north and south direction, intersecting the ctwl. li> ilrivin^ lev. 1*

in the hills the beds of coal are found without the labour and i-x

of sinking shafts ; there are also many pits in the low valleys. This
basin contains twelve bed* of coal from 3 to 9 feet thick, making an

aggregate of 704 fw* u>d there are eleven more from 18 inches to 3

feet, together equal to 24| feet
;
the whole thickness is therefore 5

feet. A number of smaller seams likewise occur. On the south Hide

of the basin, from Pontypool to Caermarthen Bay, the ooal is prni'-i-

pally of a bituminous nature ; ou the north-east it is a caking coal ;

on the north-west, anthracitic. It is this latter com! which has the

greatest heating power. It is found in abundance near Swansea, and
is cheap. Great faults occur in this field, which traverse it gen
in a north and south direction, and throw the strata out <

40, 60, 80, or 100 fathoms. These dislocations ar. howu
on the surface. A principal fault occur* at Cribbath, where the
strata of limestone stand erect; another of considerable magnitmlu
lie* between Ystradvellte and Penderryn. These dykes are usually
filled with clay, but one of some magnitude has been observed n< ir

Swansea, which is many fathoms wide ami filled with fragments of
the disrupted strata, the level of which differs by more than 21
The rich ironstone of this basin

supplies extensive iron-works in the

| neighbourhood. The principal beds of ironstone occur in the l\v<-r

part of the coal-measure*
; the most valuable bed is found I.

the lowest ooal. The strata of this coal formation dip much nn.iv

rapidly on the south than on the north
; on the south tlicy make an

ancle of 45* with the horizon, and on the north dipping only 10.
The coal from the South Wale* basin supplies the whole of
with the exception of the more north.-m counties, the whole of Coin-
wall, and the wot. ni half of I icvon-hire.

.'h i;i...i. n.ter and Somerset Basin. This basin
occupies

an
irregular triangtilar npnoe, bounded on the south by the Aim. lip
Hills, which are a high range of mountain limestone i. i m- on ,m
arch of old red-nan '

i.,n.-. The vertex of the triangle in on tin- north.
at the village of Tortwortb in Gloucestershire : the western side from

j

theUendipe to the vertex is formed by three insulated masses of high
| land, separated by narrow intervals, the widest of which is less than
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three miles. Near Tortworth the range extending from Almonds-

bury is deflected suddenly to the south, and this may be considered
the north-eastern frontier of the basin

;
it may also be traced through

Wick war to Sodbury. The south-eastern limit, from Sodbury to

ii -;tr Mells, the eastern extremity of the Mendips, is mostly concealed

by overlying deposits. Partial denudations occur at Lansdown, near
Wick Rock, where the limestone can be traced in the valleys dipping
towards the centre of the coal basin. From Lansdown to the Mendips
the continuity of the basin can be well ascertained, the coal-measures

being uncovered in some of the valleys in which the principal collieries

are situated. In other places shafts have been sunk through the

overlying horizontal deposits beneath which the coal is worked. The
greatest length of this area is 25 miles

;
the width, from the collieries

near Bath to those of Bedminster near Bristol on the west, is about
1 1 milei!. In this district there is much local irregularity, and the

stratification of the coal-measures is so deranged that they have very
different and varying levels. In some parts the beds are denuded,
in others concealed by the more recent horizontal deposits ;

and thus
the whole basin is divided into several detached coal-fields.

The uncovered areas may be divided into the northern, the central,
the southern, the eastern, and the western coal-tracts. The northern
is the most extensive and elevated : its greatest length, from the vertex
( the basin near Tortworth to the village of Brislington on the left

bank of the Avon near Bristol, is 12 miles; its greatest breadth from
east to west is nearly four miles. The collieries of Iron Acton, Sodbury,
and Kingswood are in this coal-tract. Along the northern limits of

the basin, from Sodbury to Cromehall and Titherington, the coal-

measures are exposed in immediate contact with the limestone ; on
t!ie western, southern, and great part of the eastern border of the
tract they are skirted by hills of red marl capped by lias. At
I'ueklechiirch shafts are sunk to the coal through both the latter

formations.

The central tract, which begins on the south of Dundry Hill, is

divided into two parts by a narrow valley ;
the northern portion,

about six miles in length, extends from Burnet on the north-east to

Knowl Hill, near Stauton Drew, on the south-west; near Pensford it

is about two miles in breadth. The southern division, extending from

Temple Cloud on the west to between High Littleton and Timsbury
on the east, is about three miles in length. To the south-east of this

central coal-tract the coal-measures are entirely concealed by super-

jacent deposits through a distance of six miles. Throughout this space
however many shafts are sunk some through the red marl of the

valleys, and some through the lias which occurs on higher ground,
are several of the latter description in the parishes of Timsbury

ami Poulton
;
but the deepest is on Clan Down near Radstock, which

is sunk 200 fathoms before its horizontal adits are driven. Another

shaft, beginning in the oolite, is sunk on the edge of the same Dnwn
near Paultou

;
Imt it is not so deep as the former, since here there is

a rise in the strata, and the coal-seams are in consequence much nearer
the surface. On the ascent of the hill above Chilcompton the coal-

measures are again exposed to the extent of about an acre.

The southern coal-tract commences near the point where the road
between Bath and Shepton Mallet crosses the Nettlebridge stream,
and ends between Vobster and Mells

;
its greatest length is six mile*,

nnd greatest breadth two miles and a half. The coal-measures of the
eistern coal-tract are laid open in the vale of the Buoyd at Wick and

l"],t.in. both in Gloucestershire
; they are likewise exposed at Newton

St. Leo, on the left bank of the Avon below Bath, dipping towards the

interior of the basin. Several seams are worked at Upton and Newton.
Th>! western coal-tract lies ut the south-east of Leigh Down, near
Bristol. Beds of red marl form the upper strata in the shafts of all

the coal-pits of thi* tract between Long Ashton and Bedminster. The
coal-field of Nailsea, lying more to the west, is a continuation of thistract.

A great undulation in the strata of the coal-measures which form
the coal-basin of Somersetshire and the south of Oloucestershirea, Iters

the apparent position of the seams so much that it is very difficult to

ascertain the identity of each throughout the various collieries. The
local nami-s of the several seams also tend to confuse the geologist.
The chain of hills which limits the western boundary of this coal

di.-trict present* remarkable anomalies between Clevedon and Port-

bury along its northern escarpment. A great fault ranging along the

edge effects a very considerable subsidence of the strata. In conse-

i|in noe of this "the coal-measures, depressed to the level of the old

:idstone, appear to occupy its place, and seem to dip beneath
the [Mountain limestone, on which in fact they repose." (' Oeol.

Trans.,' vol. iv.)

The following are the principal subdivisions of the Coal-Measures in

i*in, beginning with the highest : The Upper Coal Shale
; the

"it Grit (sandstone); the LowerCoal Shale; and the Millstone Grit.

In the. Bedmiuster colliery on the south-west of Bristol there are

.-">ams of good bituminous coal : the deepest and uppermost are

worked : tin? former is 4 feet 3 inches, the latter 2J feet to 3 feet

thick ; the middle seam is only 1 foot. The interval between the two

11 seams is 23 fathoms
;
the lowest shaft sunk is 127 fathoms

'!
|.. These beds are obviously referrible to the lower coal shale.

In tl "f I'iti-'it, situated a little to the north-east of

'Hrlt.'e, all the strata are vertical : a perpendicular shaft is

there mink to tie ilijith of 80 fathoms in one bed of coal.

The total number of mines worked in this district is probably less

than it was formerly, but the whole produce is certainly much greater,

owing to improved methods in working. The seams of coal are very
thin in comparison with those which are worked in the principal coal-

fields of England, and in most of those would be rejected as not
worth the working.

3. The Forest of Dean Conl-fiasin occupies an irregular elliptical

area, circumscribed by the triangle formed by the Wye, the Severn,
and the road from Gloucester to Ross

;
the largest diameter from

north-north-east to south-south-west is about ten miles, the shorter
about six miles. All the strata dip uniformly towards the centre of

the basin. The whole of this coal-tract, together with the high land
that surrounds it, constitutes a mountain group, the average height
of which above the level of the sea is about 900 feet. The aggregate
thickness of the whole strata of the coal-measures is, according to Mr.

Mushet, 500 fathoms
;
he divides the different strata into seven series,

in which there are 27 beds of coal.

On the north of the Forest of Dean basin, and at the distance of a
few miles, is the Newent coal-field, a very small tract surrounded and
concealed by overlying strata of the new red-sandstone.

Scotch Coal-Fieldt. Several small Coal-Fields occur in Dumfries-

shire, forming narrow basins in the valleys of the great southern
transition chain of Scotland. In the valley of the Nith, in the parishes
of Sanquhar and Kirkconnel, there is one of these coal-basins, about
7 miles in length and 2J miles in breadth. Three seams of workable
coal have been discovered, averaging in thickness from 3 to 4 4 feet.

The range of the seams is in the direction of the Nith
;
the measures

are disturbed by a dyke running north and south, by which the strata

are much depressed on the east side. In the parish of Cauobie,

adjoining Cumberland,' coal is worked in two pits : the principal seam
is 5 feet 10 inches thick.

The principal coal-district of Scotland occupies the tract which
forms the great central lowland of Scotland, and lies between the

great transition chain on the south and the still loftier primitive
mountains of the Highlands on the north. " The whole of this wide
tract is occupied by the coal-measures, the carboniferous limestone,
and the old red-sandstone, associated in every possible manner with
vast accumulations of every variety of trap." (Conyb. and Phil.)
To begin with the most eastern county in this tract in which coal

is found : In the parish of Dunbar, on the east coast of Haddington,
there are indications of coal, but no seams have yet been found of

sufficient thickness for working. In the parish of Ormiston, in the west
of the same county, coal is found in abundance

; there are three

workable seams of coal, varying from 28 to 43 inches in thickness,
and the coal is of good quality.

Coal occurs in Fifeshirc, on the north side of the Forth. There are

mines in the parish of Dysart, where coals were first raised in Scotland

nearly 400 years ago. Coal is wrought in several places in Mid-Lothian.
In Lanark the coal-fields are numerous and extensive. The Wilson-
town coal-basin and the Climpy basin both occur in the parish of

Carnwath; the latter is on the west side of the first, the crop of the
one nearly approaching the other. There are several seams of coal

in these baiiins. The main coal, or lowest, is called the 4-feet coal
;

another seam is about 2 feel in thickness. The accompanying strata

are sandstone, varying in composition and hardness, bituminous shale,

slate-clay, and thin beds of ironstone alternate with the coal. Several
small faults, or hitches, as they are here called, traverse the field. On
the south-west part of the field the main coal is generally 14 feet

below the crow coal, which is the next superior bed
;
on the north-

east the space between the same beds is only about 2 feet. These
basins form part of the great coal-basin of the Clyde, which extends
on both sides of that river, and the centre of which is near DalzieL

On the same side of the river, in the parish of Moukland, there are

many collieries, in which the thickest bed of coal is 9 feet, and it is

of good quality. On the left bank of the river coal is wrought in

several places. Several mines are worked in the parish of Rutherglen,
and others in the adjoining parish of Cambuslang. There are several

also in Hamilton, Stonehouse, nnd Douglass. Throughout this dis-

trict seven seams of coal are usually found within 415 feet of the

surface
;

five of these seams are of sufficient thickness and good

quality to be wrought. The following *hows the situation and thick-

ness of the seams of coal in the pits in the parish of Cambuslang :

fuel. In.

!"[>]Mrr woil (earth and clay) . , . from 20 to 30

Argillaceous white freestone . . * . . 20

Shale, with vegetable impressions, from 30 feet to 40 feet 35

1 st Seam, soft coal ....... 46
Interval (hard freestone, Ac.) . . . . 26 6

2nd Seam, soft coal 36
Interval (shale) 63 6

3rd Seam, shaft coal 50
f shale, 20 feet . . . .

]
Interval < hard ironstone, from 6 to 18 inches > . 65 2

[ shale and freestone . . .
I

4th Seam, soft coal 60
i ( shale 00 AInterval ', > 83

(
freestone J



rf the wal Md of UM friKnnivariea considerablyTV
pan* aoJ the M*b4r* hare given moat be taken only a*

aa1in The etrata ar. frequently denoted by faulu,

M*rMftaee*tw*et In their general arrangement

angle of 45*. In the Dromagh colliery, where all the bed* which

have been discovered have bean aucoeasiv.-lv and in general sucoea*

fully wrought, four bed* incline on each other, and at no greater

distance than 300 yard*. The first of theae bed* is a 3-feet stone-

owl, and i* the leading bed. All fault*, checks, and disloc..

similar to thoae which are discoverable in this be i, are in general to

be encountered in the other three. The names of the- four beds are,

the roaUni thia li farthest to the north ;
the rock-coat, so called

from iu bring comparatively of harder quality than the other bed* ;

the Imlkhrii, ao called from lUcontontabrm- found in largo masses or

bulk*; and Ha'k'i-bnl. ao called from the name of a celebrate. I I

iniiirr, by whom it had baen mny year* ajo diaopvered
an<l w..

The coal-bed oonuata of S-feet aolid co.tl, and U not aulphui

the ruck-coal ia nearly of tlu- utne thicknea* with the leading

mi* MAallv rvM AMfiv naralbl to each other although th*-v

ja,, .laajaaiiiinnilariTlt a^ri* ttf atonUinu. and* uniformly dip easily wrought The other bed* are of the culm species, but of
but is very sulphurous, and, hiving the soundest roof, U the i:e-t

.

law ClyeV
aad Mate o

A great fatilt occur. Hamilton and

i of th principal (MB* are wrought for aome mile*

aorta, of Ihb ape*, the coal beds being sank nearly 1 00 fathoms lower

I tan tawat ut of th* fault The main aearn worked at Quarter'ia

ft fas* inche* thick, and oonabte of four distinct varieties of coal.

That <..! Beau of the ClyJe extend* into Kenfrew, whore there are

Coal b wrought in the pariah of Kwtwo .1, in that

a aeanw of rariou* thtcknees, bat none exoeed 3 fret

The whab are of good quality. Five of them are wrought
ia |u varying " depth Cram 10 to 40 fathom*. The coal-measure*

here canabt of the o.u.l earba of freestone, shale, Ac., dipping
to the eouta-weet. This coal formation partly surrounds

of Cadie Hanipla. and continues without interruption into

ATnture, around Kilbinb Loan, and onwartl* to Ardroaaau. Ol
i la dtffctwrt pboa* hi Dumbarton, where, among other parishes,

Kaaiar Kilpatrick. It is also found abundantly in

of the Lennox Hills. Coal

Useww*> ooonr* throughout LinliUtgow, and is worke 1 extensively in

th*t cuuaty ; it i likewiae found iu Clackmannan and in the south

of the o*ot*e of Perth and Kinroaa.

of the rieh*l and moat valuable bands of ironstone are

the ol-maanr*a of Scotland, chiefly in the basin of

Ike OyOe. Tn* maaufactun of iron in thi. di.trict i* very exten-

etavx In theyw 1 649 nearly 700,000 tone of pig-iron were wrought
UtabdMrie*. The Seotch bed* include a Urge proportion of sand-

.worked at- Burdie House near K -Im-

The raanaiaja of plant* and animal* are found in theae rook*.

the latter the JrVyeVAMjw, a foeail fish of Urge aUe and
ct ir*.]

in hi. CW-/U-< flths, in hi. '

Report on the Ldn*tr
i ><a*riet.' give, an excellent aummary of the Iriah coal-Belda,

fraea which what followa i* taken "
If we eieept the Leroatrr <!H

in**, mf kajowladg* of the ooal-field* of Ireland M a* yet Tery limited ;

e I UMMirh each in iu turn will f>irm th aubject of a aeparate report,
I think K rifht to draw attention to them in thia place, by giving

gMMTcl Utfonaation a* I poaaea* respecting their aituation and
Coal ha* been dlaeoviarad in more or lea* quantity in

of Inland; but I believe the Wand oontain* but
eoal-dirtrieto namely, the Leuuier, the M.iMter, the

I' lajajjajghl, and the Uhrter. The two former oontain carbonaoeoua
or tM"enel, aajd the latter biUunbtou* or blaxing coal

>* LeiMiaraoaJ-diatriet ia ait.iated in the countieaof Kilkenny,
mty. and ooootr of Carlow. It alao extend* a abort diV
ih. ooonty of Ttpperary. a* far a* Killenaute. Thi* U

icipal earbouewMM ooal-li.t ri -1 . It i> .lirided into three
I part*. **paraled from each other by eeeoodary tionatone

Ml only enTatopa, but in continuation paaae* under
M cal-di*Uiet

; a fact which wa* indUputably. though
by Uw Oraajd Canal Company, who Muik a pit

li jairib of black aarteeUy and flinty alaUi inU> the limeatone
efeoaL Tb. l^iwlrr ooal^iatrictM therefore of

the whole of UM <

r anbaequent

Mvnetar aoaMblrkt oempba a oon.ider.ble portion of the
Mil of Ihnenrt and Kerry, and a brge part of the county of

l M by mattt the Moat extenaiv* in Irelaod ; but aa yet there
na nalilim tajfarmnlion reaperting the number, exUnt, or thick-

axaaioflnehedaof ooal it may omtun.
" Canl and culm have been rabad for near a century in tht neigh-'

id of Kajrtajrk. in the ooun<y of Dromagh oolliery
Und th* work ha* bean earrbd on to a very contiderable
aaid Ha annoal aapplba at coal and culn have materially
tad to Ine Mrinillural ImaraianiHit of an immenae extent

!* nVaiaaamA *^haka>*4in^hM ^^ I daa^n^^na^aanaaWt n riaslsi 1-"- nf t* aJi
'

f_
'

I III T .

aMBrieeUd and unreclaimed.
mUe the examination of thi*

MM! IM % n*cvti* ApplioA-

by the Cork lna>UiUon to the Dahlia Society to
aid the M*d*rtakb4t. H b probabb that this Immenae dni
% . be mm:*, nptoradT From all that haa bean aaeertaioad,
i . rar, b*r l*>at ih* 4ia> of the bb and th* quality of the coal

akfteaaterkaiyfnwtltw^UMUinatardbtrict. In the Munsier
ntjfat the Wi ran ra*t and waet, and dip to the xnith, forming an

peculiar *trength. . . . The bulk-bed forms immenae bulks and

ninaon of culm, in which the miner* hare frequently been unable to

retain the ordinary directions of roof and seat.

work hai been undertaken in the Munster coal-district t.. a

greater depth than 80 yard*. The present work nt the l>i

, ih. :y is at that depth; it ia heavily watered, and consequently

expensively wrought The quality of the coal and culm improves aa

the work deacenda. . . .

" The Connaught coal-.liitrict stand* next in order of value and

importance to the Li-in.-t. T and Munster, an I possibly may be foninl

to deserve the fir*t
\'\

lien its mihlernui .< swill be

explored. At present nothing is known, except that the outer edgea
,il beds of coal have been obaerved, but they have not been

traced to any distance, ao that their extent i !> n<> means ascer-

Tbe coal ia of the bituminous specie*. This coal is particu-

larly adapted to the purpose* of iron-works, foundries, &>
" The I.' later coal-dutrict is of trilinu- ini|>urtauc when compared

with the foregoing. It commences near i in t)if futility of

Tytvne, and exten<ls in a northern direction to Coal Island, and in

continuation to the neighbourhood of Cookstow n.

worth working have hitherto been discovered betw. n I'o.il Island

and Cookstowu, but certainly the coal strata ext.-i.'l tlin.. The

princijial collieries are at Coal Island anil :<t Dungannon. Tl^

of this district U bituminous. I understand tlmt mdioations of co.il

have been obaerved at Driunquiii, iu the county of Tyrone; and also

at Petigoe, to the north of Lough Erne. Poasibly the coal formv ion

muy extend from the neighluurhood of Cookstowu westward to the

north of Lough Erne.

"Besides the foregoing principal coal-districts, there are oth.

lea* consequence. Bituminous coal has been found in the n.-i .-liliour

hood of lielturbet, in the county of Cavan, and at the collii T

Ballyc&stle, in the county of Antrim
;
but the Antrim coal-district in

not very extensive. Theae collieries have Iwen wrought for .1 innulxT

of years. The coala are of a slaty nature, and greatly reseint.li- Koth

the coal and the accompanying rocks which occur iu Ayr.-hm . mid

probably they belong to the same formation."

Continental Europe. France. In the centre and south of France
aome small coal-field* occur iu the valleys of tin- Loin', the Allier,

reuse, and the Dordoguc, the Aveyron, and Ar.lr h. ,

between ridge* proceeding from the primitive central pou|.
connected with the Cerennes; and, in a few localities, acme "i tl>''

thickest beds of co.il \vt di^-ovtivd have been found. In tin- north

of France, the goal-formation occupies; a very large tract ol r..uniiy,

running westwHrd from llardin^hen, near lionlojm . liy
\

and thence up the Sclii'Mu and down the Meuse to K-> )m< ilcr,

beyond Aix-In ( 'h;i|-ll'. The total area of coal in France i-< |.rol K1l.ly

not lea* than 2000 aquare milen. Iu annual yield is not i,.,.. th.ui

4,000,000 tons. These deposits are of the same age as those of H-

lnil they rest on granite or "tin r crystalline and metaio oplnm
Belgium. The district along tho Meuse, between Xiiinur and

Liege, i* aaid to renemble in its geological structure, as well

tureaque feature*, the S .
. and South Qlouce.stcr <1

the strata being broken and deranged, exhibit, if possible, ntill

contorted and inverted positions of the renpective beds. The defile*

of the Sauibru and the Meuse ('Qeol. Trans.,' vol. i.,
-Jn.l serifs) pre-

sent an exact counterpart of those of the Avon ami tip \V\.-. Tin -m
are two j.riin i|>nl oial-lii-ldn in Belgium, the one extending to the cast
and known as the Liege Coal-Field, and the oth.-i \\cst forming the

Hainault division. The seam* are generally thin. ivm:irk:il>ly

numeroiK, and presenting an apparent multiplication by doublings
"f tin- strata. A kind of coal in found in Ili-l^inm culled Fleni
wlin-li i not fonn.i in (!r at I'.ritnin. It burns rajiidly, giving out a

disagreeable smell. |IU:i.<;ir.M, in DKOL. liiv.)

Qennany. The coal-districts in the north of i .re probably
the prolongation of the Ifelgium formation. On the aorth-eaat aud

H i Balk D badl tad N. u <:"]t. th.-

Ira resting on the tranniti .....-o (-k of that gronp In

Haxony coal i* found in many places along the northern foot of the

Eraegebirge. It i* ext'-n-iv<-ly uork.-d m-nr X\\i. K.IM :m<l m-ar
Dreaden. There is v 'dintriet in Hohcinia,

ing int<> I"p|-r Sili-nia. This district lies between the in. it |.iiniitivn
of the Enegebirge and the Riesengebirge, ,,n nd the
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great district of primitive slate which occupies the larger part of
i! >hemia south of the Bsraun and Upper Elbe. More than forty beds
of coal are supposed to be worked iu this district. The whole annual

supply from Prussia and the German States of the Zollverein exceeds

8,760,000 tons.

Russia. Good coal has been found in Southern Russia, near Toula,
lat. 54", long. 37, where it is worked; but the quantity is so am ill,

and the difficulty of working it beneath a loose and half-liquid bed of

quicksand is so great, that it seems unlikely to be of much utility.

On] has also been worked at Bakhmout, lat. 48, long. 38, in the

government of Katerinoslaf. (Mr. Strangways on the Geology of

Russia,
'

Geol. Trans.,' vol. i., 2ud series, p. 35.)
.Sweden. Coal occurs in this country near H;lsingborg at the

entrance of the Baltic, and also in the island of Bornholm.

[BohMIOLM, ill ClE J i. 1)JV.]

Spain. Both bituminous coal and anthracite are found in Spain.
The richest beds are in Asturias, where the measures are so much
broken and altered as to be worked by almost vertical shafts driven
tlirnu','h the be 1s. Tbe area covered by coal-beds in Spaiu ig not

exactly known, but it is said to be the largest in Europe, presenting
upwards of 100 workable seams varying from 3 to 12 feetiu thickness.

(Anstel.)

Hungary and some other countries in the east of Europe contain

coal-measures which appear to belong to the carboniferous period.
It has been conjectured that coal exists in several parts of continental

Greece. Coal is said to be found north of Constantinople.
Atia. In Asia coal has loug been known iu China, where it is said

to have been worked as early as the 13th century. Mr. Williams says
that both bituminous coal and anthracite are seen in the coal marts
of the north of China. Coal is likewise found in the countries imme-

diately around the Persian Gulf, but of a very indifferent description.
In most parts of Cutch, coal occurs in abundance and of good quality ;

it i/nites quickly, and burns to a white ash. Coals are also found in

Bundelcund. There are large mines in the district of Burdwan, 130
miles from Calcutta, and worker! to the extent of 14,000 or 15,000
ton* annually. They are situated on the banks of a river connected
with the Hoogly, and were first worked about thirty-five years ago,
but they have not been in extensive operation more 4han twenty-five

years ;
the principal seam is about 9 feet thick, and is about 90 feet

from the surface. Coal has likewise been got from a mine opened
near Bhaugulpoor, on the Ganges, about 300 miles from Burdwau.
Another coal-field ha* been discovered on the banks of the Hoogly,
ne ir Mer/i poor, about forty miles from Calcutta; the coal is found

to the s.irfa -'; and the thickness of the principal seam is

said to be 2 feet. Coal of good quality likewise occurs in the Birman

Empire.
America. Professor Ansted says, "It is only within a few years

that the coal-measures of the continents of America have been in any
way known, and we are even now in ignorance of many details with

I to the greater number ;
but enough is ascertained to convince

any unprejudiced person that the supply of mineral fuel there obtain-

able is amply sufficient for the requiiviii.-ntH of the whole civilised

world fur thousands of years, even should the demand increase

rap'dly and the consumption continue to bear reference to the multi-

plication of all kinds of industrial occupation. There are in North
Amrriua four principal coal areas, compared with which the richest

;tn of other countries are comparatively insignificant. These
are the great central Coal-Fields of the Alleghanies ;

the Coal-Field of

Illinois and the basin of the Ohio
;

th:tt of the basin of the Missouri ;

ami those of Nova Scotia, Xw Brunswick, and Cape Breton. Besides
there are many smaller coal areas which in other countries

well take rank as of vast national importance, and which even
in North America will one day contribute greatly to the riches of
various states. We will endeavour to give a brief outline of the
nit in facts concerning the chief of these districts.

" The Alleghany or Appalachian Coal-Field measures 750 miles in

length, with a mean breadth of 85 miles, and traverses eight of the

pal states in the American Union. Its whole area i estimated
at not less than lij.OOII square miles, or upwards of 40,000,000 of acres.

The area is thus distributed

Niim<- nl

Alabama

Georgia .

Tennessee .

Kentucky
Virginia

Maryland
.

I'eninylvania

Area in Acre*.

2,250,000
10(1,000

2,7.
r
.0,000

5,750,000

13,500,000

350,000
7,500,000

9,500,000

41,700,000

"
Making a lilx-ml deduction for unproductive portions, denuded and

i, inn! th. parts nl the seams out of reach, we may still

fairly nt in this district an area of 25,000,000
The working has already com-

1 Hi" states above mentioned, though not generally

to any very considerable extent. Thus in Alabama, the beds alternate

with the usaal sandstones, shales, and clays, ani the coal-seams worked
seem to be from 4 to 10 feet thick, and are quarried at the surface.

They repose on grits and appear on the two sides of an anticlinal.

The coal is bituminous and used for gas. In Kentucky both
bituminous and caunel coal are worked in seams about 3 or 4 feet

thick, the cannel being sometimes associated with the bituminous
coal as a portion of the same seatn ; and there are in addition valuable
bands of iron-ore. In Western Virginia there are several coal-seams
of variable thickness, oaa 9J feet, two others of 5 feet, and others
3 or 4 feet. On the whole there seems to be at least 40 feet of coal

distributed in thirteen seams. In the Ohio district the whole coal-

field affords on an average at least 6 feet of coaL The Maryland dis-

trict is less extensive, but is remarkable as containing the best and
most useful coal, which is worked now to some extent at Frostbur ,.

There appears to be about 30 feet of good coal in four seams, besides

many others of less importance. The quality is intermediate between
bituminous and anthracitic, and it is considered well adapted to iron-

makiag. Lastly, in Pennsylvania there are generally from two to five

workable beds, yielding on an average about 10 feet of wjrkable coal,
and amongst them is one bed traceable for no less than 450 miles,

consisting of bituminous coal, its thickness being from 12 to 14 feet

on the south-eastern border, but gradually diminishing to 5 or 6 feet.
- the bituminous coal there are iu Pennsylvania the largest

anthracitic deposits in the States, occupying as much as 250,000 acres

and divided into three principal districts. The Illinois Coal-Field, iu

the plain of the Mississippi, is only second in importance to the vast

areas already described. There are four principal divisions traceable,
of which the first or Indiana district contains several seams of bitu-

minous coal, distributed over an area of nearly 8000 square miles. It

ia of excellent quality for many purposes ; one kind burning with
much light and very freely, approaching cannel coal in some of its

properties ; other kinds consist of caking or splint coal. In addition

to the Indiana Coal-Field, there appears to be as much as 48,000

square miles of coal area in the other divisions of the Illinois dis-

trict. Although thesa are less known and not at present much
worked, 30,000 square miles are in the State of Illinois, which sup-

plies coal of excellent quality and with great facility. The coal is

generally bituminous. The third gre it coal area of the United States

is that of the Missouri, which is little known at present, although
certainly of great importance. From the account given of these

localities the reader will be able to appreciate in some measure the

mineral resources of the United States, and may perceive also the

importance of geological knowledge in recognising the laws of the

position of a material so valuable.
"
British America contains very large supplies of coal in the provinces

of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The former presents three coal-

fields, occupying in all no less than 57,000 square miles
;
but the latter

is far larger, and exhibits several very distinct localities where coal

abounds. The New Brunswick coal-measures include not only
shales and sandstones, as is usual with such deposits, but bands of

lignite impregnated with vitreous copper-ore and coated by green
carbonate of copper. The coal is generally in thin seams lying

horizontally. It is chiefly or entirely bituminous."
Nova Scotia contains a great quantity of coal. The great coal-field

of 1'ictou has been traced from Carriboo Harbour to Merigomish,
comprising an area of more than 100 square miles. The seams of

coal resemble much more those of Staffordshire than those in the

north of England. One bed is described by a practical miner, who
went to Nova Scotia to superintend the opening of the mines, as 40

feet in thickness ; it is not however equally good throughout, and it

was thought advisable to work only 10 feet of the upper part. Ac-

cording to Bouchette, the seams of this field vary iu thickness from
1 foot to 50 feet. The coal is highly bituminous and burns well.

There is another coal field, also of considerable extent, in the north-

west part of the county of Northumberland, between the river Macan
and the shores of the Chignecti Channel. In this district there are

eight strata of coal, varying from 1 foot to 4 feet in thickness. This

coal is not considered so good as that of Pictou. There are also indica-

tions of coal iu the township of Londonderry and at Ouslow ;
on the

north shore of the Mina's basin ;
at the head of Pomket Harbour, in

the upper district of the county of Sydney ;
and on the south shore

of Wallace Harbour, in the county of Cumberland. (Bouchette.)
Coals of excellent quality are got in Cape Breton. The coal-

measures have been traced in the WMtaro part of the island, on

Inhabitants River, at Port Hood, and at Mabou. On the east the

Sydney Coal-Field is of great extent
;

it commences at Miray Bay and
runs along the coast to the Great Bras d'Or, being in length about 40

miles, and averaging 5 miles in breadth. " From a minute calcula-

tion, after deducting harbours, bays, and all other interpositions, it

appears that there are 120 square miles of laud, containing available

veins of coal." (Bouchette.) The measures in this district contain

fourteen beds of coal, varying from 3 to 11 feet in thickness. The
coal is wroaght at Sydney Harbour and at Lingan.

Coal is found very abundantly in Australia, and is worked exten-

sively in the Newcastle district, on the Hunter's River. A coal

formation likewise occurs in Van Diemen's Land; and coal has been

found and is wrought in several parts of New Zealand.
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COAL PL A NT> That coal is the result of the mineralisation of

vegetable remains is abundantly proved, l>th by the numerous

impressions of plants found in cininertion with it, and by the traces

of organisation which are still discoverable in it.

In general the impressions of plant* occur chiefly in the shale of

the coal-measures, that is, in the mud which separates the sen

coal, or in the sandstone or ironstone associated with the coal forma-

tion; and as such impreosious are much more distinct than any that

occur in the coal itnelf, it is chiefly from them that our idea* of the

vegetation from which coal has been produced have l
. i i i i . i _

The finest example I have ever witnessed is that of the coal-mines

of Boh. MntioMd. The most elaborate imit.it i,m> of living

foliage upon the painted ceilings of Italian palaces War no romp
with the beauteous profusion of extinct vegetable formr with which

the galleries of these instructive coal mines are overhung. The roof

is covered as with a canopy of gorgeous tapestry, 6nri<hc<l with

festoons of most graceful foliage, flung in wild irregular j.r

over every portion of its surface. The effect is heightened by the

contrast of the coal-black colour of these vegetables with the light

irniiind-work of the rock to which they are attached. The spectator
feels himself transported, as if by enchantment, into the forests of

.mother world; he beholds trees of form* and characters now
unknown \i|wn the surface of the earth, presented to his senses

almost in the beauty and vigour of their primeval life
;
their scaly

stem* and bending branches, with their delicate apparatus of foliage,

are all spread forth before him, little impaired by the lapse of

countless ages, and bearing faithful records of extinct systems of

vegetation, which began and terminated in times of which these

relics are the infallible historians."

tins consist chiefly of impression* of leaves separated
from their branches, and of caste of trunks more or less in a broken

state ; and with them occur now and then pieces of wood or remains
of trees in which the vegetable texture is to some extent preserved.
Of the leaves the greater part is more or less mutilated; those of

fenw, which are extremely numerous, have lost their fructification in

the majority of instance*; and it frequently happens that the

leaflet* of compound leaves have been disarticulated , ith.T wholly
or partially. Stems or trunk* are in all cases in a state which must
be supposed to result from decay previously to th> >n into

coal; destitute of bark, or with the prin<-.|.:il part of that i nv.-lope

gone, and often pressed quite flat, so that all trace of their original

convexity is destroyed. Where ripe fruit* are met with, they are not

in cluster* as they probably Were when alive, but separated into
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single individuals. Of flowers there is no trace that can be satis-

factorily identified ;
for Antholithes Pitcairnue, the most perfect that

has yet been discovered, is altogether of a doubtful nature.

It will at once be seen that the investigation of plants in such a

condition is very much more difficult than that which is presented by
a recent Flora. The nature of the inquiries, and the difficulties

presented to an investigator of the plants of the coal formation, have
been well described by Dr. Joseph D. Hooker, in a paper

' On the

Vegetation of the Carboniferous Period as compared with that of the

Present Day," in the second volume of the ' Memoirs of the

Geological Survey of Great Britain.' His remarks are arranged under
four heads the nature of the plants, their geographical distribution,
relation to the soil, and the reciprocal influence of the whole mass of

the vegetation on the surface it covers :

"
1. Of the mutual affinities of the groups under which the

majority of the genera of coal-plants arrange themselves little more
can be said but that the ferns occupy the lower end of the series and
the C'onifera possibly the highest ;

but this depends upon the view
taken of the affinities of SigiUaria, the most important group.
These are classed by some observers amongst Ferns, by others with

Cunifrra, another considers them as linking these two widely-different

families, whilst a fourth ranks them much higher than either. The
affinities of another group, Calamitet, are entirely unascertained.

Of the whole amount of species in each no conjecture can be formed,
or any but a very rough one, of the number into which those with
which we are familiar as of common occurrence should be divided.

The Ferns far outnumber probably all the others ; but this again

materially depends on the value according to the markings of

Xi-/i'//<triie, as means of dividing that genus; for if the slight
differences hitherto employed be insisted upon, the number of the
so-called species may be unlimitedly increased.

"
2. With regard to the geographical distribution of the species, &c.,

it appears that a uniformity once existed in the vegetation through-
out the extra-tropical countries of the Northern Hemisphere, to

which there is now no parallel ;
and this was so whether we consider

the coal-plants as representing all the flora of the period, or a part

only, consisting of some widely-distributed forms that characterised

certain local conditions. Nor is this uniformity less conspicuous in

what may be called the vertical distribution ; the fossils in the

lowest coal-beds of one field very frequently pervading all the

succeeding beds, though so many as thirty may be interposed
between the highest and the lowest.

"
3. Of the relations between the soil and the plants nourished by it,

little more is recognisable than that the Sigillarva have been particu-

larly abundant on the under clay, which,.judging from the absence of

any other fossils but Sigiliaria roots (Stigmaria), seems to have been
either in itself unfriendly to vegetation, or so placed (perhaps from

being submerged) as to be incapable of supporting any other. The
latter is the most probable, because both Sigillarice and their

Xtujmnria roots occur in other soils, besides under clay, and are there

accompanied by Catamites, Ferns, &c. The Cuniferce again are chiefly
found in the sandstone*, and their remains being exceedingly rare in

the clays, shales, or ironstones, it may be concluded that they never
were associated with the KigiUai-iit and other plants which abound
in the coal-seams, but that they flourished in the neighbourhood, and
were at times transported to these localities. The quantity of

moisture to which these plants were subjected must remain a

question so long as some authors insist upon the Sigilfarite being
allied to plants now characteristic of deserts, and others to such as

are the inhabitants of moist and insular climates. The singular
succulent texture and extraordinary size of both the vascular and
cellular tissues of many, possibly indicate a great amount of humidity.
The question of light and heat involves a yet more important
question, some of the coal-plants ofthe arctic regions being considered

identical with those of Britain. How these can have existed in that

latitude under the now prevailing distribution of light and heat has

not been hitherto explained ; they are too bulky for comparison with

any vegetables inhabiting those regions at the present time, and of

too lax a tissue to admit of a prolonged withdrawal of the stimulus

of light, or of their being subjected to continued frosts.

"4. The consequence of the existence of the coal-plants has been
the formation of coal; but how this operation was conducted is a

question yet unsolved. The under-clay or soil upon which the coal

rests, and upon which some of the plants grew, seems in general to

have Buffered little change thereby, further than what was effected by
the intrusion of a vast number of roots throughout the mass. The
hales on the other hand are composed of inorganic matter, materially
altered by the presence of the vegetable matter they contain. The

iron-clays again present a third modification of this mixture of

organic and inorganic matter, often occurring in the form of nodules.

These nodules seem to be the result of a peculiar action of vegetable
matter upon water, charged with soil and a salt of iron

;
the iron-

stone nodules of existing peat-bogs appearing altogether analogous
t-. those of the carboniferous period, whether in form or in chemical

ituents. Il.-r- tli'-n the botanist recognises in one coal-

seam a vegetable detritus under three distinct phases, and which
has been acted upon in each by very different causes. In the under-

clay there are roots only ;
these permeate its mass as those of the

water-lily and other aquatic plants do the silt at the bottom of still

waters.
" The coal is the detritus either of those plants whose roots are

preserved in the under-clay, or of those together with others which

may have grown amongst them or at a distance, and have been after-

wards drifted to the same position. Above the coal is the third soil,

bearing evidence of the action of a vigorous vegetation ;
this is the

shale, which has all the appearance of a quiet deposit from water

charged with mineral matters, and into which broken pieces of plants
have fallen. Here there is so clear a divisional line between the coal
and shale that it is still a disputed point whether the plants con-
tained in the latter actually grew upon the former, or were drifted to

that position in the fluid which deposited the mineral matter. Amongst
the shales are also interspersed in many cases innumerable stumps of

SiffOloria, similar to those whose roots occur in the under-clay, and
which are themselves found attached to those roots in soils similar to
the under-clays, but unconnected with any seam of coal. These

stumps are almost universally erect, are uniformly scattered over the

seams, and otherwise appear to have decidedly grown on the surface
of the coal

;
the shales likewise seem deposited between these stumps.

The rarity of Siyillariie roots (Stigmaria) in this position is probably
due to their being incorporated with the coal itself, though they
sometimes occur above that mineral and between the layers of shale.

The seams of ironstone (or black band) are the last modifications of
soil by vegetable matter to which allusion has been made. When
these are uniform beds or layers, they may be supposed to be the

deposit from water charged with iron and soil which has percolated
through the peat, and in so doing absorbed a great deal of vegetable
matter. The layers of nodular ironstone are simple modifications of

these, and may be caused by the sedimentary particles contained in
the fluid, which instead of being deposited in a uniform stratum, are

aggregated round bits of vegetable matter (as fern leaves, stems, or

cones) which served as nuclei.

"Now, though each of these points admits of some explanation
when taken separately, and some illustration from the action of an

existing vegetation on the soil, Ac., it is very difficult to understand
their combined operation over so enormous a surface for instance,
as one of the American coal-fields and even more to account for
their regular recurrence according to some fixed law in every succes-
sive coal-seam throughout the whole carboniferous formation."

Coal-plants may be divided for practical purposes into three classes :

1, those of which only wood still containing organic structure has
been found ; 2, those which have an obvious analogy with receut

plants ; 3, those with which no existing analogy has been traced.

1. Coal-Planti of which Wood only containing Organic Structure
hat been found.

The existence of wood in the coal formation with its texture still

preserved, is a discovery of very modern date. Mr. Nicol, of Edin-

burgh, claims the credit of having first invented the art of preparing
fossil wood so as to show its structure microscopically ; Mr. Withain
has investigated the subject extensively, and he has been followed by
Messrs. Lindley, Hutton, and others. The result of these inquiries
has been, that wood still preserving its texture exists in a mineral
state extensively throughout the coal-mines of the north of England ;

that it in most cases has a structure analogous to, although not
identical with, that of recent coniferous wood

; and that in those
cases in which its structure is not coniferous it is unlike that of any
existing trees.

Coniferous wood is known amongst other things by the presence of
small discs upon the sides of its woody tubes

; differences in the

arrangements of these discs have given rise to the formation of the

genera Pence and Pinites, to one or other of which all the coniferous
coal-wood seems referrible. Mr. Nicol believes that it may all be
referred to either the existing genera Pinus or Araucaria. Specimens
of this kind of wood occur sometimes of considerable size. A trunk
of Pinitet Brandlingi has been found 72 feet long, and another of
Pinitet Withami 36 feet long.
The wood to which Mr. Witham's genus Anabathra apparently

belongs is known by its longitudinal section representing tubes
marked by parallel transverse lines resembling the steps of a ladder.

This is very uncommon, and is stated by Messrs. Lindley and Hutton
to belong to the genus Stigmaria, mentioned hereafter.

Specimens in ironstone also have occurred of the wood of the

genus Lepidodendron. It consists principally of loose cellular tissue,

having near the centre a zone of spiral vessels, connected with the
bases of the leaves by arcs of spiral vessels, and having rudiments of
wood on the outside of the zone.

2. Coal-Planti which hare an obviout Analogy with Recent Planti.

Coniferous plants have but few remains, except wood, by
which they can be recognised. A cone of Pinvs anthracina has been
met with, and there is reason to believe that certain stems called

Botkrodendron, having numerous minute dots upon their surface, and

deep circular oblique concavities 4 or 5 inches across, at intervals of
10 or 11 inches, are also remains of trees of this description. It is

probable moreover that some of the fossils referred to the genua
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Odontopterit has leaves like the last, but its leaflets adhere to the
stalk by their whole base

; there is no midrib
;
and the veins spring

aide by side at once from the base of the leaflet, passing onwards
towards the point.

Odoalopttrit Brardii.

Sphenopterii has twice or thrice pinnatifid leaves
;
the leaflets are

narrowest at the base, and the veins generally arranged as if they
radiated from the base ; the leaflets are more frequently wedge-shaped
than any other figure.

Sphenopteris arteniuUrfolia, magnified.

Lonchopterit hag the leaves several times pinnatifid, and the leaflets

more or less united to one another at the base ; there is a distinct

midrib, and the veins are reticulated.

51

Lonchopterit Jlricii.

Cyclopterii has the leaves simple, and either altogether undivided
r unly lobed at the margin ; they are more or less orbicular, and are

t.li.'.l with veins radiating from the base ;
there is no midrib. Speci-

mens of this genus are common in ironstone nodules.

HAT. HWT. DIV. VOL. II.

Cyclopttris orliculaHs.

&:hizopteri3 is like the last, except that the leaf is deeply divided
into numerous unequal segments, which are usually lobed and taper-
pointed.
Under the name of Caiilopterw are comprehended all the kinds of

stems of tree-ferns. They are found in the form of short, round, or

compressed truncheons, marked externally by oblong scars of consi-
derable size, much wider than the spaces that separate them, and
having their surface irregularly interrupted by projecting points.
Such appearances are owing to the manner in which the woody parts
of the leaf when fresh were connected with the stem. The fragments
to which this name is given no doubt belong to leaves bearing other
names ; but as the stems and leaves are never found united, it is

impossible to identify them. Remains of tree-fern stems are of such
rare occurrence that up to the present time not more than two or
three specimens have been found in the rich coal-fields of Great
Britain.

Dr. Joseph Hooker observes, with regard to the species of fossil

ferns, that the characters on which many of them have been
founded are quite insufficient to prove them distinct. He shows that

amongst recent ferns the presence of the fructification is alone suffi-

cient to show the identity of forms that, according to the method
of procedure amongst fossil ferns, would be widely distinct.

3. Coal Planlt with which no existing Analogy has been satisfactorily
traced.

Calamita are fossils found in short, jointed, cylindrical, or com-
pressed fragments, with channels furrowed in their sides, and some-
times partially surrounded by a bituminous coating, the remains of a
cortical integument.

Ciiltiinitcs drtbius.

They were originally hollow, but the cavity is usually filled up with
the substance into which they themselves are converted. They were

separable at their articulations, and, when broken across at that part,
show a number of stria- originating in the furrows of the sides, and
turning inwards towards the centre of the stem, which however they
do not reach. It is not known whether this structure was connected
with an imperfect diaphragm stretched across the hollow of the
stem at each joint, or whether it merely represents the ends of woody
plates of which the solid part of the stem was composed. Their

D
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Sifillaria m(farmii.

Atterophylliia are very common planto, with narrow pointed whorled

eavea, which vary in figure and in size, but which, together with the

Blcndernem of the item to which they belong, give the plants much
the appearance of the modern geuua Go/mm. They present howerer

further affinity to Exogenous Planta than thi analogy of form.

AfliopAyHum, with many of the characters of the last genua, hu
broad wedge-nbaped leavea, the vein* of which are forked. That cir-

cunurtance baa led to the notion that it waa related to Ferus, especially

to the genus Manilra.

8fhmoj>l>ytl*m Sfhlolkeiiuii. AlttroplyUittlJalionu.

Such are the more common of the plants whose remainx ore traced

in the ooal-measurea, One of the Ant tilings which strikes UK in cast-

ing the eye on the liat is the little variety of form apparent in the old

flora. Instead of the infinite diversity of plants which are contained
in a modern forest, nothing here presents itself except fir-trees, ferns,
and a small number of species whose nature is unknown. Not a trace

i- fruinil of frnwftcn, or the numerous herbs and shrubs that are now
met with in all rcgiuns cluthnl with vegetation ;

and of the vast class
<f l-:\"gen* not one authentic instance occurs. Ferns, too, would
sown to hare constituted in themselves one-half of the entire r'lr.-i,

and yet it i* only in a few rare cases that they have been mot with in

a state of fructification. These circumstances have led to the hasty
iiifi-n-ncc thnt in the beginning nature was in reality but little <li

fled ; that a few forms of organisation of the lower kind only were all

that clothed the face of the earth
;
and that it was only in after-ages

that nature assumed her many-coloured over-varying robe. And yet
it has been at the same time admitted that in those early days vegeta-
tion was more luxuriant and vigorous than at the present hour. It

is not a little singular that the true explanation of thin circumstance
should not have been hit upon without any direct experiment having
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been instituted for the purpose of demonstrating how it is really to

be explained ; for, considering that all geologists are of accord in the

opinion that the plants which formed coal were for a period of some
duration floating in water, a partial destruction of them might easily
have been supposed to be the result. Professor Lindley has proved
that plants are capable of enduring suspension in water in very differ-

ent degrees, some resisting a long suspension almost without change,
others rapidly decomposing and disappearing. One hundred and

seventy-seven plants were thrown into a vessel containing fresh water
;

among them were species belonging to the natural orders of which
the flora of the coal-measures consists, and also to the common
orders, which, from their general dispersion over the globe at the

present day, it might have been expected should be found there. In
two years one hundred and twenty-one species had entirely disap-

peared ;
and of the fifty-six which still remained, the most perfect

specimens were those of Coniferous Plants, Palms, I/ycopodiace(e, and
the like ; thus showing in the clearest manner that the meagre cha-

rcter of the Coal Flora may be owing to the different capabilities of

different plants of resisting destruction in water. The same experi-
ment accounts for the want of fructification in fossil ferns

;
for it

showed that one of the consequences of long immersion in water is

a destruction of the fructification of those plants.
A much more important fact is the presence of certain tropical

forms of vegetation, such as tree-ferns, in the coal
;
and the quasi-

tropical character of other species, as A rawcarm-like Coniftrte. This
is the more startling when connected with another fact, that the coal-

measures of Newcastle are of the game age as those of Newfoundland,
and even of Melville Island, in 75 N. lat

From this it has been inferred that the northern parts of the world

enjoyed in remote ages a climate where frost and snow, and the incle-

ment seasons of arctic regions were unknown ;
that they were at least

aa hot as equinoctial countries now are
;
anil that the inhospitable

hyperborean plains of Melville Island at one time displayed the noble
scene of a luxuriant and stately vegetation. Palms, it has been said,

were there, and they are the especial and princely denizens of the

tropics ;
tree-ferns occur, and they now only exist in the primeval

forests of the torrid zone, haunting their deepest recesses, breathing
a damp and equable atmosphere, and living, like vegetable eremites,
withovit even a parasite to fix itself upon their trunks and keep them
company. Stiymaritt, Myi/larite, and even Catamite* have been
enlisted in the cause of this theory, notwithstanding that no one can

gay what they may have been. And in confirmation of all this, the

preponderance of ferns has been appealed to as having its parallel
nowhere except in the hottest and dampest islands of Polynesia.

In opposition to this view it has been asserted that the presence of
these tropical forms of vegetation in northern latitudes is no proof of

what the climate in which they were deposited formerly was, because

they may have been drifted to their present situations by currents.

The perfect state of many of the remain* offers however great diffi-

riilti.-i in the way of this supposition; for although they are very
iiiiic'h broken, yet the angles of most fossil plants are by no means
water-worn, and in Siyillaria, &c. are as sharp as they ever were.

Nor is the state of those tropical stems and fruits, which in modern
times reach the coasts of Ireland and Norway, at all like that of the
buried plants of the coal-measures.

Another difficulty in the way of admitting a high temperature in

northern regions in former days is suggested by considering the dura-
1 the days. Without a diurnal change of light and darkness
cannot exist

;
absence of light blanches them, by the accumu-

lation of undecomposed carbonic acid ; absence of darkness destroys
or dwarfs and deforms them, by the incessant decomposition of their

carbonic acid. Now, however this may be reconciled with a country
like England, in which the winter days are of moderate length, it is

lew reconcilable with the northern parts of North America, and not

at all with Melville Island, in which there are 94 days when the sun
is never above the horizon, and 104 days that he never sets. With

regard to the transportation of the coal, the absence of indications of

washing, and the frequent occurrence of upright stems, seem to lead

to the conclusion that in most instances the plants which formed coal

have grown at the most within a few hundred miles of th"e places
where they are now deposited, and probably in their very vicinity.
From this statement we must at present except the coal of Melville

Island
;
for although the vegetable impressions in the English coal-

meaaurea are by no means water-worn, yet those in the British

Museum from Melville Island are so rubbed and damaged that there

is no doubt they have travelled long distances before they were
t,r.t\.

'I in' opinion that the plants of the coal-meneurea afford evidence

he climate where they grew must have been tropical, has been

founded upon three classes ot facts, each of which rer|nires separate
examination ; the one, the excessive development of certain forms of

vegetati'-n ; :m-.ther, the presence of tho remains of palms and tree-

which are usually considered incapable of existing unlens in a

il atmosphere; the third, the excessive disproportion of ferns

t'> nthcr [>lnt.
With regard to the first argument it may be answered, that we

know too littlo r>f Hi" real nature of the SigiUnriir, Lepidodcndra,
nd other plant, to Wrm a correct opinion. It is almost

certain that all these plants are in reality destitute of living analogies ;

and therefore as we do not know what they were, we have uo means of

judging what kind of climate they required. Supposing that some of

the Lepidodendra were closely allied to the modern genus A raucaria, as

is highly probable, yet that fact does not afford any proof of a tropical
climate; for Araucaria Dombeyi now inhabits the cold mountains of

southern Chili, and is at this day uninjured in the severest of our

English winters : while Cunniitghamia Sinentis, and species of Callilris

or Dacrydium, with which other remains of Lepidodcndra may be

compared, although not European, are by no means of tropical habits,
but are found on the mountains of New Zealand aiid Van Diemen's

Land, where they are exposed to a far from temperate climate.

Moreover, Salieburia adiantifolia, which would certainly be considered
a tropical form of Coniferrs, if found in an extinct state only, is one of
the hardiest of trees, and a native of the rigorous climate of Japan.
But even supposing Sigillaria could be found to have beeu succuleut

plants, allied to Cactacece or uphorbiacece, as some think, still no real

evidence of their having required a tropical climate for their develop-
ment would be afforded by them, because there is nothing in the mere

organisation of succulent plants which unfits them for cold climates.

A capability of enduring cold is something immaterial and independ-
ent of organisation, about which nothing can be judged a priori ;

for

turnips, cabbages, Jerusalem artichokes, house-leek, and many other

hardy plants are in parts as succulent as Cactacece. All arguments
therefore to prove that the north of Europe was formerly tropical,
deduced from the presence of such plants as those now mentioned,
are inadmissible.

Nor is the argument derived from the presence of palms and tree-

ferns of much greater force. In the first place, we have seen that
there is really no grounds for believing that palms existed

;
and as for

tree-ferns, we have them in New Zealand, and especially on the south
side of Van Diemen's Land, where the mean temperature probably
does not exceed 54 Fahrenheit. So that, all things considered, it

is by no means safe to take the remains of these plants as good evi-

dence of a tropical climate, or of a climate materially unlike that
which we now experience.
The only remaining argument to be considered is that derived from

the great preponderance of ferns in the Coal Flora. It is said by
Adolphe Brongniart, that as it is only in damp tropical regions that we
now find ferns equal in the number of thejr species to all the species
of other plants, and as this same proportion is found in the Coal

Flora, that therefore the climate under which the Coal Flora was

produced must have been damp and tropical. But as, by the experi-
ment already mentioned, it was shown that when a given number of

plants of entirely different habits are plunged into the same vessel of

water, by far the greater part is decomposed before ferns begin to

be affected, it is obvious that no estimate of what the proportion of
ferns to other plants really was, can now be formed

;
and consequently

this argument also falls to the ground.
From these facts it appears then that we may safely adopt the fol-

lowing conclusions :

1. That coal is of vegetable origin.
2. That at the period of its deposit, the earth was covered with a

rich vegetation, of which only a small portion has been preserved ;

and that of this portion all the species and several of the races are

totally unknown at the present day.
3. That the climate may possibly have been something milder than

it now is, but that there is no evidence in the vegetable kingdom to

show that it was materially different from that of the present day.
The following is a list of the species of plants that have been found

in the coal-measures of Great Britain, as given by Professor Tennant
in his

'

Stratigraphical List of British Fossils.' Very few species indeed

appear to have been found in other parts of the world that are not
found in Great Britain :

A letkoptherii Cittii, Goppi
A. keterophylla, Gopp.
A. Lindleyana, Presl.

A. limrliiiidii, Sternb.

A. Mantelli, Gopp.
A. nerroa, Gopp.
A. Sauverii, Gopp.
A. Kerra, Gopp.
A. Serlii, Gopp.
A . urophylla, Gopp*.
A. vulgatior, Sternb.
Anabathra pulchei'rima, Lindley.
Annuhi'i'i" f< rtil'm, Sternb,
A. longifolia, Broug.
Antkolil/ies anom.alw, Morris.

A. Pitcairnia, Lindley.
Aphlebia adnatcenn, Presl.

Artitia approximata, Brong.
A . distant, Brong.
A . traiwverga, Presl.

Aspidiaria Anfjlica, Presl.

A. confuens, Precl.

A, cristata, Presl.

A, quadrangular^, Presl.

A. urtdula/a, Presl.

Aiteraphijllitei comosus, Lindley.
A . folioius, Liudley.
A. galimdes, Lindley.

A.jubatus, Lindley.
A. rigidui, Lindley.
Bechera charctformii, Sternb.

B. grandit, Sternb.

Borrtia equisetiformis, Sternb.

Bt'uckinannia grandis, Liudley.
B. longifolia, Sternb.

B, ritjida, Sternb,

B. tenuifolla, Sternb.

B. tuberculata, Sternb.

Calamites approsimatut, Brong.
C. cannffformis, Schlot.

C. Cietii, Brong.
C. decoratus, Brong.
C. dubius, Brong.
C. intfffnatis, Brong.
C. Lindle.yi, Sternb.

C. tiodoatis Schlot.
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P. mni*llarti, Lindley.
/'. \\',tkam>, Lindley.
Pimlaria (apiHaceo, Lindley.
Pitft a.r,v .,i, Witham.
P. prim**, Witham.
/Wt/ nxmiu, Lindley.
Khadtm da^fta, Preal.

-
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i .

!(, PresL

ftmitm putrmt, Brong.

*0iori fccnwiw, Lindley.

, Lindley.

, Brong.
,

.

.>'. Jtuntota, Lindley.

.S Knorrii, Brong.
& MttfcnM, Brong.

. .

>'. Slurrhaoni, Lindley.
& molala, Brong.
& ofulata, Lindley.
& ormo/im, Brong.
& rmifirmit, Brong.
& SnUlii, Brong.

Splmbplflimm dtmtalum, Brong.
& cmaryintitxm, Brong.
& erotmm, Lindley.
& ScUotheimit, Brong.
Sphntoflerii acvlifolia, Brong.

: & aJiaitioidrt, Lindley.
& af*u, Lindley.
A artrmiiirfolia, Sternb.

& UjUa, Lindley.
& caudala, Lindley.
& CoiMpayi, Lindley.
& rraMa, Lindley.
5. rmta/a, Lindley.

auMotafa, Lindley.
filalafa, Lindley.

8. tlcyw, Brong.
& oMba. Lindley.
& yrarilu, Brong.

Vrfi'i, Lindley.
A tali/olio, Brong.

.
. ,. ..

& mmtilnta, LindUy.
.1. mlt,*.ta. l.mdlay.
A otoraM l..i,.!l. >

Brong.
;>

!, ..,

r tkUmgnm, LindUy.
r. tUtaformt, Lindley.
r orafmii. Liii<llry.

ChJtmJnm AUam,, BuckL
r. Om^aHi, BuckL
RXn
r

nuy'iu, Lindley.
/'. Mmiu. Lli

u, HchUt.
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11 COBALTINK. COCA.

Gray Cobalt occurs massive and crystallised ; primary form a cube ;

colour grayish tin-white
;
streak grayish-black ;

lustre metallic ;
hard-

ness 5'5; specific gravity 6'466
;
fracture uneven ; cleavage indistinct.

The massive occurs amorphous and reticulated. It is found prin-

cipally at Schneeberg in Saxony, and is used in the manufacture of

smalt.

Earthy Cobalt occurs massive, amorphous, botryoidal, pulverulent,
ic. ;

colour yellowish-brown and bluish-black ; specific gravity 2 to 2'4
;

the fracture of the massive is earthy and dull, but polished by
friction, aud yields to the knife readily ;

when heated on charcoal

gives an arsenical odour, and a deep blue colour with borax : it is

found in Hesse, Saxony, Bohemia, and also in Cheshire and Cornwall.

Piilplutret of Cobalt occurs yellowish-white and steel-gray; streak

gray ; it is amorphous or botryoidal, and externally brilliant
;
fracture

uneven. According to Hitsinger it consists of

Cobalt . 43-2

Copper 14-4

Iron 3-53

Sulphur 88-50

Earthy Matter '33

99-96

Arienia>e of Cobalt Cobalt Bloom Red Cobalt occurs fibrous,

massive, and crystallised ; primary form an oblique rhombic prism ;

colour various shades of red passing into crimson ; sometimes

grayish ; translucent, transparent ;
it is soft, light, and flexible ;

specific gravity 2"948
;
the massive variety amorphous, botryoidal;

structure fibrous, radiating ; before the blow-pipe emits arsenical

odours, and tinges borax blue : it occurs in Saxony, Bohemia, Scot-

laud, and Cornwall, Ac.

Analysis by Bucholz :

Arsenic Acid 37'9

Oxide of Cobalt 39'2

Water 22"9

100

H></l>halt of Cobalt Red Vitriol is of a pale rose-red colour, and
occurs investing other minerals, in small masses and in stalactites ;

the masses are semi-transparent and crystalline; it is soluble in

water
; translucent ; lustre vitreous, often dull externally : it occurs

among the mining heaps near Hanau and in Salzburg.

COBALTINE, an Arsenical Ore of Cobalt containing sulphur. It

is of a silver-white colour inclining to red. It is found in Sweden,
iay, Siberia, and Cornwall.

COBITIS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the Abdominal Mala-

cofterygii and family Cyprinidist. This genus includes the Loaches,
fishes generally of diminutive size, which may be distinguished by
their having the head small ; mouth but slightly cleft, without teeth,
and furnished with barbules on the upper lip ; body elongated,
covered with small scales, and invested with a mucous secretion ;

ventral fins situated far back, dorsal fin placed above them
; gill-

openings small
; branchiostegous rays three in number.

C. barbatula, the Loach, Loche, or Beardie, is common in most of

our running waters. It is about 4 inches in length, and of a dirty

pale-yellow colour, mottled with brown ; its upper lip is furnished

with six barbules, one of which springs from each corner of the

mouth, and the others are situated on the fore part.
Like fishes in general which have barbules, the Loaches feed at

the bottom of the water. The species above described spawns in

March or early in April, and is very prolific.

C. tirnia (Linn.), the Spilled Loach, or Groundling, is a far less

common species than the above ; its form is more compressed ;
the*

barbulea are very short, and consequently less conspicuous : the

principal character however consists in its having two spines, one
before each eye. From this character and some other differences of

minor importance, this fish, and several others having the same

structure, have been separated from the true loaches, and now con-

stitute the genus Bolia of Mr. Gray.
The Loaches are extremely restless during stormy weather, when

they generally rise to the surface of the water, which from their

restlessness is kept in constant agitation.
COB-NUT or HOG-NUT, a name given in the West Indies to the

fruit of a species of Omphalea. [OMPHALKA.] It is also applied to

the larecr forms of the cultivated Hazel-Nut. [CoRYLCs.]
COBRA. [VIPEBIDA]
COCA, the dried leaf of Erythrosrylon Coca, is one of those stimu-

lating narcotics which belong to the same class with tobacco and

opium, but is more remarkable than either of them in its effects upon
the human system. The plant is found wild in Peru, according to

'ig,
in the environs of Cuchero, and on the stony summit of the

>;in Cristobal. It is cultivated extensively in the mild but

very moist climate of the Andes of Peru, at from 2000 to 5000 feet

above the sea : in colder situations it is apt to be killed, and in

warmer districts the leaf loses its flavour.

A detailed account of it is given by Poppig and Sir William
T in the '

Companion to the Botanical Magazine,' whence we
extract the following information. It forms a shrub from 4 to 8 feet

high, the *' 1 with whitish tuburcles, which appear to be

formed of two curved lines set face to face. The leaves are oblong,
acute at each end, 3-ribbed, on short petioles, with a pair of intra-

petiolary brown acute stipules. Flowers in little fascicles
; peduncles

sharply angled ; calyx 5-cleft
; petals oblong, concave, wavy, with a

jagged plaited membrane arising from within their base
;
stamens

10
; styles 3 ; fruit a 1-seeded oblong drupe.

Erythroxylon Coca.

The effects of this drug are said to be of the most pernicious
nature, exceeding even opium in the destruction of mental and

bodily powers. The coca leaf is chewed by the Peruvians, mixed
with finely-powdered chalk, and brings on a state of apathy and
indifference to all surrounding objects, the desire for which increases

so much with indulgence in it, that a confirmed Coca-chewer is said

never to have been reclaimed. Poppig describes such a person iu kJs

usual graphic manner :

" Useless for every active pursuit in life, and the slave of his

passions, even more than the drunkard, he exposes himself to the

greatest dangers for the sake of gratifying this propensity. As the

stimulus of the coca is most fully developed when the body is

exhausted with toil, or the mind with conversation, the poor victim

then hastens to some retreat in a gloomy native wood, and flinging
himself under a tree, remains stretched out there, heedless of night
or of storms, unprotected by covering or by fire, uncouscious of thy

floods of rain and of the tremendous winds which sweep the forest
;

and after yielding himself, for two or three entire days, to the occu-

pation of chewing coca, returns home to his abode, with trembling
limbs and a pallid countenance, the miserable spectacle of unnatural

enjoyment. Whoever accidentally meets the Coquero under such

circumstances, and by speaking interrupts the effect of this intoxi-

cation, is sure to draw upon himself the hatred of the half-maddened
creature. The man who is once seized with the passion for this

practice, if placed in circumstances which favour its indulgence, is a

ruined being. Many instances were related to us in Peru, where

young people of the best families, by occasionally visiting the forests,

have begun using the coca for the sake of passing the time away,
and, acquiring a relish for it, have, from that period, been lost to

civilisation ;
as if seized by some malevolent instinct, they refuse to

return to their homes ; and, resisting the entreaties of their friends,
who occasionally discover the haunts of these unhappy fugitives,
either retire to some more distant solitude, or take the first oppor-

tunity of escaping when they have been brought back to the

towns."
The immoderate addiction of the Peruvians to the use of this

drug is such that their forests have long since ceased to be able to

supply their wants
; and the cultivation of the plant has been carried

to a very great extent, not only under the Incas, but beneath the

local government of the Spaniards, who seem to have been no more
able to resist the temptation of a large revenue from the monopoly
of this article than European nations from the consumption of

ardent spirits. It is snid that in the year 1583 the government of

Potosi derived a sum of not less than 500,000 dollars from the con-

sumption of 90,000 to 100,000 baskets of the leaf. The cultivation

of Coca is therefore an important feature in Peruvian kusbandry,
and, it is added, so lucrative, that a coca plantation, whose original
cost and current expenses amounted to 2500 dollars during the

first 20 months, will, at the end of 10 months more, bring a clear

income of 1700 dollars. Poppig states that Coca has now become
a sort of necessary evil ;

that thousands of persons would be
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> of aiartains if ito consumption w*r* put a

ate to. sad that th* nlu ru an-l Bolivia amount* to

*W. < .. and a half million, of dollar. a yar.
Th* doitinc pruxnpU of UM Cook ha* not yet Urn inquired into.

It u etotod by Pbppig te b. of > wry oUtil* . **_*
U, oaly tw;iv* iSlh. old baooaj. perfectly UMrt and good for

of UM frwhly^lried leaves, particularly
iffuse very strong

hay in which there U . quantity of mrlil.it.

it .Iranian to sleep MM- them, as they woold

liTToo-qoanor. When kept in amall

low iU Mat and become.

alhfcsf -Large b*ap* of the freshly -dried leaves,

wk.W th* warm rays of th* *un ar* upon thorn, diffuse i

MU. r..*aabHag that of hay to which there U a quanti

artioa*. and *ft*r fcw month*. tit* coo* low iU Mat and become.

U.k proportion. Th* aorta. think. that th* grassy *mdl and

frmh hue an a* perceptiUe b th* old *tato M when new, and thu

to be expected with UM Peruvian, who never us it without the

tiHHIii of ban* ttoe. Without thu, which always excoriates the

oath of a stranger, toe native* declare that ooca ha* not it* true

tost*. a AaToar. by the bye, which can only be detected after a loop

e* of ii It tbon tiara grew UM carefnUy-ewallowed spittle, aixl

f theyield* aa MU*L~ of the avne colour. Of the Utter clone I made

tnal. and found that H h*d a flat jnu. like UU, but I experienced

UM full power of iU stimulating principle*. When taken in the

evening it wa* followed by great restleasneas, low of sleep, and gene-

rally uacumfortable sensationii; while, from iu exhibition in the

mommc. a similar effect, though to a slight degree, arose, accompanied
wiltTloi. of appatite. The English physician, Dr. Archibald Smith.

who ha* a *u|rar plantation near Hiuauoo, once, when unprovided
with Hi inMI tea, mad* a trial of the ooca aa a substitute for it, Km
XDerMnosd such distressing sensation* of nerrou* excitement that

h* avw ventured to u*e it (gain. The Peruvian increases its effect*

by Urg* <\imm. utter retirement, and the addition of other stimulating

mbrfanock. The inordinate us* of the ooca speedily occasions bodily

flhusrr. and detriment to UM moral powers; but still the custom

may b* pia*d in for many yaars, especially if frequently inter-

ntittod, and a Coqooro sometimes attains the age of fifty, with com-

parati**ly few complaint*. But the oftener the orgies are celebrated,

especially in a warm and moist climate, the sooner are their dentmotive

weet* mad* evident. For this reason the native* of the cold and

try dktricta of the Amies are more addicted to the consumption of

coca than those of the close forest*, where, undoubtedly, other

sUmulanU do bat take it* place. Weakness in the digestive organs,

which, lik* moit inourahl* complaints, increases continually in a

Creator or loss day**,
first attack* the unfortunate Coquero. Thin

oumpUint, which is called 'opilacion,' may be trifling at the beginning,
bat toon attains an alarming height. Then come bilious obstructions,

sltoill with all thos* thousand painful symptoms which are

so much aggravated by a tropical climate. Jaundice and derangement
of th* anno* system follow, along with pains in the head, and such

a pn-Wation of strength that the patient speedily loses all appetite ;

the ho* of th* whites assumes a leaden colour, and a total inability
to *l**f> cnsu**, which aggravate* the mental depression of the

. . ...... _. ..

osi) of UM herb to which he owe* his suiferinga, but craves brandy in

**H****~ The appetite become* quite irregular, sometime* failing

altof*th*r, and sometimes asntnlng quite a wolfish voracity, espe-

cially fur animal food. Thus do 'years of misery drag on. succeeded
at length by a paiuf.il .l-tl.."

(Poppig, Rent I'M C'ltilt, Vr., vol. ii. ; Hooker, Companion to Bat.

JV*W.[*lvl
COCCID.fi (Ixch), Galtiiuteto (Latreille), a family of Insect*

BMDii by Utreille and other* at the end of the Jiomoplera. These
Uiista apparsotly have but on* joint to the tarsi, and this is furnished
with a single claw. The male* are destitute of rostrum, and have two
wing*, which when cloned are laid horizontally on the body : the

of th* abdomen i* furnished with two setas. The females are
and provided with a rostrum. The antennc are generally

Th* Insects belonging to thi* family live upon tree* or plant* of
*artoa kind. : they ar* of amall si**, and in the larva state have the
amaraa** of oval or round wale*, hence they are called Scale Insect*.

They *r* clcadir attached to the plant or bark of the tree they
inhabit, aad exhibit no distinct external organ*. At certain season*,
whaa about to undergo their transformation, they become fixed to
th* plant, and *SMOM the pupa state within the skin of the larva.
The pupa of UM maUs ha* thrir two anterior leg* directed forwards,
aad the rim lining four backwards ; where** in the female* the whole
sis ar* directed backward*. When th* mala* have assumed the

wkajad or imajro state lb*y are said to issue from the posterior
lliallj of their cocoon.

IM spring tisM th* body of th. f*m^ b*ooBMatstfly enlarged,
aad *|iatiiaili*a more or Was to a spherical farm. In some the skin
M s*Both, sad ia oUMT* tranmra* looiaions or vertige* of Mgmente
^rMlhla, ItlshUhtertatethat UMfaiiaUraorivMUMmbtmos.
f the ft. *4W which ah. o>po4ta IMT eaxa, whioh an utr.rn.lyaia-f. In MM th. egg* are dapoahaiTby tb* insect beneath
kr , body, afW which Z. die*, aad th* body hardens and form*
a eaakvlik* onveriac. which *sr*s to protect UM eon until the

MMt, whso UMy Utah. Tb. f.m*M. ofother sp*ca

cover their *gg* with a white cotton-like substance, which annwera

:

.nU of thirty specie* of the family CbcnoVr, or OaUuueda, tan

numerated in Mr. Stephana's
'

Caialogo* of British Iiuecte ;

'

*everal

of these however have undoubtedly been introduced with the plant*

they inhabit, and to which they are peculiar.

Many of the exotic tWn have long been celebrated for the beautiful

dye* they yiald. The Coenu t'orti of Linn*>us may be mcntioni-d a*

an instance. The female of this apoie* is of a deep bn>w .-..l..ur,

covered with a white powder, and exhibits transverm- ii>ri>j..iH on the

abdomen. The male is of a deep red colour, and has white wings.

Caeeul Carti, mnirniAni.

tt, the mule ; b, the feiaatc.

This insect, which when properly prepared yields the dye called

cochineal, is a native of Mexico, and feed upon a particular kin.l ..!'

Indian fig, which U cultivated for the express purpose of rearing it.

IT... MtXEAL.]
'

'. 1 1 id*, an insect found abundantly upon a small speciea of ever-

green oak (Queroa cocci/era), common in the xouth of France and

many other parts, has been employed to impart a blood-n-<l <T

crimson dye to rl.tli from the earliest ages. ('Introduction to

Entomology,' by Kirby and Spence, vol. L p. 819.)
C. Polmiou is another apecies which i used in ilyi-inp, ami

impart* a red colour. It U now chiefly employed by the Turk" fr

dyeing wool, wilk, and hair, and for xtniniiig the nnil of women's

fingers. (Kirby and Spence, vol. i. p. 320.)
But we are not only indebted to the Cotctu tribe for the dye* they

yield ;
the substance called Lao is also procured from one <>i

insects (the GVv-nu Laeea.) This species inhabits Itnliu, h.

found on various trees in great abundance. MWhan <m female* of
this (Jocau have fixed themselves to a part of the branch <>t tlir

trees on which they feed (/Via rttiyiata, and P. Inilicn, /tiit'it

frondon, and KAatntitu Jvjuba), a ]n-llu<-ii| and glutinou.i xubstance

begins to exude from the margins of 'he body, and in the end coven
the whole insect with a cell of this subHtance, which when hardened

by expoaure to the air becomes lac. S., numerous are these insects,

and so closely crowded together, that they often entirely cover a
branch

;
and the groups take different shapes, aa square*, hex;'

Ac., according to the space left round the inxfct which first In-

form it* cell. t'niliT tin -Be rellx the females deponit their eggs, wliieli

after a certain period are hatched, and the young onea eat their way
out." (Kirby and gpenoe, vol. iv. p. 142.)

C. admidum, the Mealy Bug, is an insect well known hi our hot-

houses. It attacks vines, pine-apples, ami other pl.mtx. It m of n

reddish colour, and is covered with a white inenly i>o\vdcry-looking
substance hence its name,

i'. Vila, tlie Vine-Scale, is another species whieh .!<>,.-. cn-.it mi- In. f

to vines on account of the rapidity with which it in propagated.
'

'

//rjcvrtdim is found on orange-trees. C'. Tr*iutli>, the Turtle-

Scale, in found on stove-plants exposed to a hi

Many ways are recommended of getting rid of these insect*,

llniiihiiig them off with cold or lukewarm water, when jil:mt-'

will bear it, is a good plan, faintim; with xpiritu of tiu-peni

exposing them to the fumes of turpentine, or tobacco, or niilphur
ha* also been foun.l rfleetiiid.

COCCI NKU.A. [TKIMKRA.]
COCCOLITE, a general name for granular varieties of /';/.-
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COCCO'LOBA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Pol!/ynnacccr. It has a 5-parted calyx, eventually becoming succu-
lent ; the filaments 5, inserted into the base of the calyx, and forming
a short ring by their union

;
the styles 3 ; stigma simple ; the nut

1-seeded, bony, covered with the succulent enlarged calyx; the

embryo in the middle of the albumen.
C. uvifera, Sea-Side Grape, has cordate roundish shining leaves.

It is a tree 20 feet in height, with flexuose branches. The leaves
are very beautiful, being of a full bright glossy green colour, with
the principal nerves of a deep red. As the fruit advances to maturity
it becomes surrounded by the succulent perianth, which forms an
obovate reddish purple berry, not unlike a small pear. The nut in
the inside is roundish, very acute, 3-lobed at the base, and attached

by the centre. The embryo has foliaceous cotyledons. The leaves,

wood, and bark of this plant are powerfully astringent, and a
decoction of them is evaporated to form the substance called Jamaica
Kino. The astringency depends on the presence of tannin, but there
is in addition present in the wood a red colouring-matter which is

used as a dye. The wood is also valued for cabinet-work. The fruit

is eatable, and is exposed for sale in the West Indian markets, but is

not valued much. It is a native of the sea-coasts of most of the
West Indian Islands and the adjoining shores of America. There
are several other species of Coccoloba natives of the West Indies.

They are all of them evergreen-trees. They grow freely in a light

loamy soil, and ripened cuttings taken off at the joint and placed under
a hand-glass in a pot of sand will root freely. They require a stove.

(Loudon, Encyclopedia of Planti ; Lindley, Flora Mtdica.)
COCCO'STEUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, with a tuberculated scaly

covering, from the Old Red-Sandstone of Gamrie, Cromarty, Caithness,
and the Orkney Islands. (Agassiz.)

COCCOTHRAUSTES, a genus of Insessorial Birds belonging to

the family FrinyUiidie. It has the following characters : Beak
conical, very thick at the base, tapering rapidly to the point ; culmen
rounded ; the commissure slightly arched

;
lower mandible nearly

tut large as the upper, its cutting edges inflected, and shutting within
thoae of the upper. Nostrils basal, lateral, oblique, oval, nearly
hidden by the short feathers at the base of the beak. Wings long,
rather powerful, the second and third quill-feathers of nearly equal
length and rather longer than the first. Legs with the tarsi short,
not exceeding the length of the middle toe, the outer toe longer than
the middle one ; claws sharp and curved, the hind-toe and claw broad
and strong. Tail short and more or less forked.

C. t^Ugarit. the Hawfinch, Haw Grosbeak, Grosbeak, of the

English ; Gylfiubraff of the Welsh; Le Grosbec and Pinson

Royal of the French ; Frogione, Froccione, Frosone, Frisone,

Friggione, of the Italians
; Kernbeisser, Kirsch Kernbeisser, Kerech-

fink, Nusbeisaer, of the Germans; Appel-Vink of the Netherlander)*;
Lofia. Coccothraiutfi of Linnaeus ; Prim/illa Coccotkrautta of

Temminck ; Coccothratutct rulyaru of Brisson.

It has the rump, head, and cheeks, red-brown
; edging round the

bill, space between that and the eye, a line beyond the eye and throat,

deep black ; a large ash-coloured collar just below the nape ; back
and greater part of the wings deep brown, but there is an oblique
white stripe upon the wing, and beyond it a considerable space of a

light whitish colour going off into chestnut
; secondary quills as if

cut off square at the ends, or, as Edwards says with justice, like the

figures of some of the ancient battle-axes, glossed with rich blue, less

conspicuous in the female ;
tail-feathers white within, of a blackish-

brown on the external barbs ; lower parts of the bird vinous-red ; iris

pale red (according to Temminck); feet and bill grayish-brown.
Length seven inches.

The female is generally like the male, but with the colours much
less brilliant.

The young of the year before the moult are very different from the

adults and old birds. Throat yellow ; face, cheeks, and summit of

the head dirty yellowish ;
lower parts white or whitish ; sides marked

with small brown streaks, with which all the feathers are terminated.

As the young bird advances in age some red vinous feathers appear

disposed irregularly upon the belly ;
the upper parts are of a

tarnUhed brown, spotted with dirty yellowish ;
bill whitish brown,

except at the point, where it is deep brown. (Temminck.)
Mr. Gould (' Birds of Europe ') says that in the male the beak and

feet in winter arc of a delicate flesh-brown, the former becoming in

summer of a clear leaden hue, the ends straw-colour, and in Home
instance** white ;

the top of the head, the cheeks, and rump, of a

chestnut-brown. The rest of the description does not differ much
from M. Temminck's.

Varieties. White, yellowinh, or grayish. Wings and tail often

white. Plumage often variegated with white feathers.

Pood, Habits, Reproduction, &c. Hard seeds and kernels form the

principal food of the Grosbeak, but we have seen it feeding on the

IMTII' s of the hawthorn (whence its name), and shot it when so

yed ;
so that it is probable that the soft part of fruits is not

dUr^reeable to it, although the bill is evidently formed for cracking
the itony kernel. Willughby states that it breaks the stones of

cherries, and even of olives, with expedition. The stomach of one

which he dissected in the month of December was full of the stones

of liolly-berrien. The majority of ornithologists give the Hawfinch

credit for forming a nest beautifully constructed of lichens and
vegetable fibres, with a lining of feathers and other soft materials.

But, according to Mr. Doubledayi
who has thrown much light on the

history of thia bird, and discovered it breeding in Epping Forest in

May and June, the nest, which is made in some instances in bushy
trees at the height of five or six feet, and in others near the top of
firs at an elevation of twenty or thirty feet, is remarkably shallow
and carelessly put together, being scarcely deeper than that of the
dove. In materials it resembles that of the bullfinch, but is not to

be compared with it in neatness and compactness of construction.

Eggs, from four to six in number, of a pale greenish-white, varying
in intensity, spotted and streaked with greenish-gray and brown.
Mr. Gould states that he has known the bird to breed near Windsor,
and a few other places ;

but certainly nowhere so abundantly as on
the estate of W. Wells, Esq., at Redleaf, near Penshurst, Kent. This

gentleman informed Mr. Gould that he had, with the aid of a small

telescope, counted at one time eighteen on his lawn.
Mr. Selby remarks that in the pairing season it probably utters a

superior song, as Montagu says that even in whiter, during mild

weather, he has heard it sing sweetly in low and plaintive notes.

Distribution. Plentiful in some districts of France
; permanent

and not uncommon in Italy ; common in Germany, Sweden, and part
of Russia. In Mr. Selby's

'

Illustrations,' and indeed in most other

English works, the Hawfinch is noticed as an occasional visitant.

Dr. Latham says that " the hawfinch visits us chiefly in winter, but
one was shot in the summer months near Dartford, in Kent." He
goes on to remark that White records another instance at the same
season, and says that it had the kernels of damsons in its stomach,
"
These," continues Dr. Latham,

"
might possibly have bred here,

though we have no authority for its ever being the case," This

authority now exists in the observations of Mr. Doubleday.
" The

hawfinch," says Mr. Doubleday,
"

is not migratory, but remains with
us during the whole of the year." This observer sufficiently

accounts for the rarity of its appearance :

" Its shy and retiring
habits leading it to choose the most secluded places in the thickest

and more remote parts of woods and forests, and when disturbed it

invariably perches on the tallest tree in the neighbourhood."

Grosbeak (Coccothrautles nilgaru).

C. chlorit, the Greenfinch or Green Grosbeak ;
Grosbec Verdier of

the French ;
Loxia Moris and Frinyilla Moris of authors.

The male has the upper parts and breast yellowish-green ;
the head

tinged with gray ;
the edges of the wings, outer webs of primary

quills, with the basal part of the tail-feathers, yellow. Female with

the upper parts greenish-brown ;
the breast grayish-brown ;

the wings
and tail marked yellow, as in the male. Young similar to the female,
with fault brown streaks on the back.

This bird is common in all the countries of Southern Europe, and

is found generally in the cultivated parts of England, Ireland, and
Scotland. It remains in this country all the year round, and

frequents gardens, shrubberies, orchards, small woods, and cultivated

lands. It feeds on grain, seeds, and insects. Its notes are harsh

and inharmonious. The eggs are white tinged with blue, from four

to six in number.

(Yarrell, British Birdt ; Macgillivray, Manual of British Birds.)

CO'CCULUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Menitpermacece, consisting of climbers, whose leaves are usually more

or less heart-shaped, and the flowers small, and either white or pale

green, in loose panicles or racemes
;
in most cases they are dioecious,

and are always very minute. The distinguishing characters of the

genus are : Six sepals in two whorls, a corolla of 6 petals, 3 or

6 distinct stamens, terminal 2-celled anthers opening vertically;

3, 6, or more ovaries
;
and 1-celled 1-seeded drupes. The species

are usually powerful bitter febrifuges. Coccutm criepus, a twining

plant found in Sumatra and the Moluccas, with a tubercled or warted

stem, is employed by the Malays for the cure of intermittent

fevers. Owing to its intense bitterness and twining habit it was

called Funit felleut by Rumf. Another plant, the Menispermum
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berry ; nibgloboM, emarginate, dark brown, opaque, rough, nnd
wrinkled ;

the external integument, or hulk, i* very brittle ; within
u the *eed or kernel, lunul.to, ...1>. with a nauneon* an

bitter ta*te. The kernel contain* about one part in ilir liuudred of

1'icrotuxw, or lfeni*permia, a* come term it Upon thin pn:
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effect* are very ipeedily dipUyed. What render* it a more redoubt-
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powdered berrie* i* very efioaciou* in mine cutaneous dineaaea, such
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tory *tate
;
but its employmeut require* great care. Creaaote will

probably aupenede it in such coses.

L'alumba is the root of tho Coccvlu* palmatui, a native of the forest*

of the eait coaat of Africa, whence it in sent to Ceylon, and thence to

Europe. It occun in the form of tram-erne sections, tho bark of
which in thick and easily separable ; the woody portion i* spongy, of
a yelliiw colour, and when old much perforated by worms. The
odour in faintly aromatic, the taste bitter and slightly acrid. It

contains much starch, a yellow azotised matter, a yellow bitter

principle, traces of a volatile oil, woody fibre, salt (chiefly of lime
riinl potassa), oxide of iron, and gilcx. The active principle ix Colum-
bine, which may be obtained either by alcohol or ether. As Calumba
contains nothing which can decompose the salt* of iron it may be

given along with them. The powder i* a good form : the infusion
soon xpoiU, but is otherwise a very excellent form ;

a tincture or
extract retains the virtue*, and keeps a long time.

Other roots are often fraudulently substituted for Calumba. Some
of theae are supplied by America, others by Africa. The American,
which is the most common in England and the north of Europe, is

the root of the Prasera H'allera (Mich.), a native of the marshes of
Carolina. It may be distinguished from the true by ita whiter colour,

lighter texture, the presence of longitudinal pieces, and the taste

being at first sweetish, and not nearly so bitter as genuine Calumba.
Chemical tests further auist in discriminating them : xolutiou of

proto-sulphate or of permuriate of iron, doe* not trouble the tincture
of the real, while it give* the false a dark green colour ; the tincture
of the genuine yields with tincture of gall* a copious dirty gray
precipitate, but the false none. The substance of the true is rendered
blue by iodine, the false brown. In large dose* the spurious causes

vomiting, but the genuine allays that action.

Slices of bryony root are often employed to adulterate Calumba
root
COCCUS. [CocciDJt]
COCCYZUa [CcccuD*.]COCHINEAL is extremely rich in the finest red colouring-matter,

and has been long employed in scarlet dyeing and in the manufacture
of carmine. [CARMINE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]

<'.H hineal ha* been analysed by Pelletier and Caventou, nnd they
tind that it contain*: 1, a colouring-matter to which they have
given the name of carmine, or carminium ; 2, a peculiar animal
matter

; 3, fatty nmtU-r which is soluble in ether, and consisting of
tearine, oleine, and an odorous acid ; 4, phosphate of lime and of
potash, chloride of potassium, and carbonate of lime, and potash
combined with an organic acid.

Carminium was obtained by Pelletier and Caventou by digesting
OoehfaMa] in ether; treating the residue repeatedly with boiling
alcohol, allowing it to cool ; treating the deposit formed with pure
alcohol, and then adding a volume equal to its own of pure sulphuric
ether : a deposit of Carminium is thus formed.
The chief use of Cochineal is the dyeing of scarlet

; the fine colour
which it yield* i* converted to this tint by means of chloride of tin

iwually called Muriate of Tin, and by the dyer Tiu
Spirits.The insect which constitutes Cochineal feeds chiefly upon the

ON** eocAuMttyero and C. opwtfio. [CoociD*.] The female insect

only i* collected. Several varieties are distinguinhed in commerce, and
have different degree* ofvalue attached to them, dependent chiefly upon
the different method* employed to kill and dry the insects. When
dried they resemble small grains scarcely so large a* a pepper-corn,
ovate, convex above, piano below, transversely furrowed, externally
blackish brown, but as if dusted with a white powder, light, friable,
the internal ubt*nce consisting of extremely small grains, obscurely
|inrplo, but when reduced to powder of a rich purple. Inodorous,

n l>ittcr-weet acrid taste. They impart to water or alcohol
by digention an intensely red colour. The colmiriiiK principle is
termed Carmine. Adulterations are effected either by mixing old
insect* consisting of the mere skin or grains artificially prepared with
the genuine.

Cochineal has hitherto been employed mostly as a colouring
nuteriftl either of tincture* or of other things, the nature of which it
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is wished to disguise ; but lately it has been stated to possess diuretic

and antispasmodic powers, and to be useful iu pertussis, or hooping-

cough. Its claim to this character requires yet to be established by
further evidence.

COCHLEA'RIA (from Cochleare, a spoon, the leaves of the species

being hollowed out like the bowl of a spoon), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Cruciffrtr. the sub-order Pleurorhiiea,
the tribe Afyssinete. It has sessile ovate-globose or oblong silieles,

with ventricose very convex valves, with a prominent dorsal nerve ;

many seeds, not margined; the calyx equal at the base, spreading;
the petals entire ;

the stamens toothless. The species are annual or

perennial herbs, usually smooth aud fleshy, but sometimes pubescent.
The flowers are mostly white.

One of the most common species of this genus, as formerly defined,

is the common Hor.^e Radish (C. Armoracia). This species however
is now referred by some botanists to a new genus, Armoracia, and is

\

described by Babington, in his 'Manual of British Botany,' as

A . rtuticana. The genus Armoracia differs from Cochltaria in its

globose pouches or silicles being destitute of a prominent dorsal

nerve. The Horse-Radish, though described in books on British

Botany, can scarcely be considered a native of Great Britain, as the

wild specimens are evidently escapes from gardens.
C. <>j)icina.li, common Scurvy-Grass, has the radical leaves cordate,

reniform, stalked
;

the stem-leaves sessile, oblong-sinuate, half

embracing the stem
;
the pouch globose or ovate. It is a native of

Great Britain, in muddy places near the sea-coast. This plant varies

inueli iii t\/.>', and two or three varieties have been described. The
C. Grtenlandica of Smith aud Withering appears to be nothing more
than a diminutive variety of this species. In France the Scurvy-
Gross is called Cranson Officinal

;
in Germany Loffelkraut. When

fresh it has a peculiar smell and a bitter acrid taste, which are quite
lost, l>y drying. The fresh plant is a stimulant, and possesses the

antiscorbutic virtues of the whole order. It has however a peculiar

reputation in the disease called scurvy ; hence its common name. It

is sometimes used as a salad. When cultivated the seeds should be
sown in July, in drills eight inches apart, and when the plants are up
they should be thinned to about six inches apart. Those plants
which are taken out may be placed in new beds. They will all be fit

for use in the following spr;
6*. Uanica has the leaves all stalked, the radical ones cordate, some-

what lobed
;
the stem-leaves 3-5-lobed, subdeltoid uppermost, mostly

shortly stalked
;
the pouch roundish, elliptical. It is found in Great

Britain, in a few places on the nea-coast. It is a more abundant
native of the sea-coasts of the north of Europe, and is a native of
K Hintchatka,

\ Hi/Urn, English Scurvy-Grass, bos the radical leaves stalked,

ovate-oblong, entire
;

the stem-leaves oblong, entire or toothed,

mostly sessile, the upper ones embracing the stem ; the pouch oval,

oblong vein. ij. Jt is a native of muddy sea-shores about the mouths
ofri\ lly in Great Britain; but is found in Norway aud

Lapland and other parts of Kiin.pe.
There are sevei rim of / 'nr/Uearia described; they are

however most of them insignificant plants, inhabitants of northern
climates. For the culture and medical properties of C. Armoracia
see HORSE-RADISH, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.

I'uc'MI.ICKLLA. [Him
I'l M'HLIi iiSSA. [Hi:u.
i i " '

II 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 'S, a genus of Placoid Fishes, from the Carboniferous
one of Armagh and Bristol. (Agaasiz.)

riii'lfl.iiDKSMA. [THBACIA.]
CHCIH.I.Ill.VA. [HF.UCID.fJ
< i.rlii.onoNTA. IHi.i.i, II..K.]

nirm.oGKNA. [llu.,, ,,,>.
|

rni'HLuHYDRA. [HKMI-ID*.]
< 'i ii II I.OSI'ERMI.'M, a genus of Plants placed by Lindley in the

natural order Ciftaceit, found in Asia, Africa, and South America.
Botanists usually place it amongst the Theads (Ternitromiacere) ;

but
its parietal placenta;, acrisomeroiis flowers, and curved embryo lying
in the midst of albumen, seem fatal objections to that association.

C. fiwai/iiium i a large tree with downy shoots. Leaves 5-6 inches

long, :"> 1 .!.. I : ovary beneath on cylindrical downy stalks. Panicle
terminal. Flowers large, and bright yellow. The trunk yields the

gum Kuteera, which in the North-Western Provinces of India is

substituted for Tragocanth.
"rignt grows in I'.ra/.il on the plains in the western desert, part of

the province of Minos Geraes, and also on the Cuturges of Minas Novas.
The leaves are coriaceous, palmate, 5-lobed, the lobes folded together
coarsely and sharply double serrated, when full grown nearly smooth.
A decoction of the roots is employed in interim! pain*, especially such
as result from falls or accidents

;
it is also said to heal abscesses

already aommDCd. C, tinctorium is used in cases of amenorrhoca,
and al.-io a* a yellow dye.

(Liti<l|.-v. Flora M"l>"< : Undloy, Vegetable Kinydom.)
(XX III.USTYI.A. [IlKMrlD.K.]
OlCK. [Pm I.VNC8.]
' '-K UK THK WOOD, fr M-I i

vr.t.]
1

-..E.J

COCKATRICE, one of the names by which the Basilisk was known.
"
Many opinions," says Dr. Thomas Browne, in his ' Pseudodoxia

Epidemica,'
" are passant concerning the basilisk, or little king of

serpents, commonly called the Cockatrice ;
some affirming, others

denying, most doubting, the relations made hereof. .... That
such an animal there is, if we evade not the testimony of Scripture
and human writers, we canrlot safely deny." This is very true

;
and

it is equally true that the alleged generation of the Basilisk or Cocka-

trice, and the powers attributed to it in ancient times, were the most
ridiculous fables.

Of Basilisks or Cockatrices there were said to be three, if not four

kinds. One species burned up whatever they approached; a sort of

breathing upases, they made a desert wherever they went, for every-

thing animal and vegetable withered before them
;
a second were a

kind of wandering Medusa's heads, and their look, like Vathek's eye,
caused an instant horror, which was immediately followed by death *

;

the touch of a third caused the flesh to fall from the bones of the
wretched animal with which they came in contact

;
and a fourth, a

concentration of evil, was said to be produced from the eggs of

extremely old cocks (Ova ceittotiina)}, hatched under toads or ser-

pents. There are authors who maintain that this parentage did not

belong exclusively to one kind only, but that it was the origin of the
whole infernal brood.
The Greek word Baai\i<TKos is often translated in Latin by the word

Reguhn. When mention is mode of these Basilisks or Cockatrices in

the Holy Scriptures, nothing appears to occur in the sacred volume
beyond words expressive of a very poisonous and deleterious serpent,
intended, in the opinion of many commentators, to typify sin, misery,
destruction, God's judgments, and the principle of evil, or Anti-Christ.

Thus, in -Psalm xci. 13, it is written "Super aspidem et basiliscum

ambulabis," which in the old quarto Bible, 'imprinted at London by
Robert Barker, printer to the King's most excellent Majestie, 1615,'
is translated " Thou sbalt walke upon the lion and aspe ;" and in the
more modern editions,

" Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder."
In the ' Booke of Common Prayer,' by the same printer (Robert
Barker), 1613, the passage stands, "Thou shalt goe upon the lion

and adder," and so in the more modern editions. Again (Proverbs
xxiii. 32), speaking of the abuse of the wine-cup,

" Mordebit ut colu-

ber etsicut Regulus venena diffundet," which in the old edition above
alluded to is rendered,

" In the end thereof, it will bite like a serpent
and hurt like a cockatrice;

"
and, in the modern version,

" At the last

it biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an adder." So, Isaiah xiv. 29,
" Ne Iseteris," Ac. " de radice euim colubri egredietur Regulus," &c.,
in the old quarto,

"
Rejoyce not (thou whole Palestina) because the

rod of him that did beate thee is broken
;
for out of y

e
serpents roote

shal come forth a cockatrice, and the fruit thereof shall be a fiery

flying serpent:" and lix. 5, speaking of the wicked, "Ova aspi.liw

rumpunt et telos arauearum tcxunt
; qni cornederit de ovis ejus morie-

tur, et quod fractum erit erumpet in Regulum :" in the old quarto,"
They hatch cockatrice egges, and weave the spiders webbe : he that

eateth of their egges dieth, and that which is trod upon breaketh out
into a serpent ;" which the commentator thus explains,

" Whatsoever
cometh from them is poison ami bringeth death. They are profitable
to no purpose." The present edition reads,

"
They hatch cockatrice-

eggs, and weave the spider's-web : lie that eateth of their eggs dieth,
and that which is crushed breaketh out into a viper." Also Jeremiah
viii. 17,

" Ecce ego inittam vobis serpentes Rcgulos," &c., which the
same old edition renders,

'' For behold I will send serpents and cock-
atrices among you, which will not bee charmed : and they shall sting

you, saith the Lord
;

" which the commentator explains as follows :

" God threateneth to send the Babylonians among them, who shall

utterly destroy them in such sort as by no meaues they shall escape."
The modern edition scarcely varies from the old quarto, except in the
substitution of the word ' bite

'

for '

sting.'
These Basilisks were called Kings of Serpents, because all other

dragons and snakes, behaving like good subjects, and wisely not wish-

ing either to be burnt up, or struck dead, or to have their flesh fall

from their bones, although they were in full feast upon the most
delicious prey, were supposed, the moment they heard the distant

hiss of their king, to turn tail in a ' saure qui pent
'

style, leaving the
sole enjoyment of the banquet to the royal monster.
Of the ancient profane writers, Aristotle, as might be expected,

says nothing about the wonders of the Cockatrice
;
but Pliny, who

dearly loved a fable, mentions the Basilisk more than once : thus

(' Hist. Nat.' book viii. c. 21, and book xxix. c. 4) he enters at length
into its deadly attributes, and records the praises with which magi-
cians celebrate the efficacy of its blood, which was considered an

|

admirable antidote against sorcery (veneficia). Dioscorides, Galen,
Solinus, yElian, and others, are eloquent upon Basilisks, as are Avi-

cenna, Grevinus, Scaliger, and many more.
Browne (Ptteud<tdo.< ia) is of opinion that what " we vulgarly call a

cockatrice, and wherein ^but under a different name) we intend a
formal identity and adequate conception with the basilisk, is not the
basilisk of the ancients, whereof such wonders ore delivered

;
for this

*
Lady Ann*1

, in Shakaperc'f* play of Richard III., in answer to IUcli:ir.l'n

observation nn her eyes, says

"
\\i-til.l they were basilisks to strike thec (U-.t.t !"
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. I***, wi, a wind.

t* tad. Mkl art* or <MBb aoowwtut like cock ; but the baailUk

of U*r UIBM WM proper kind of Mrpmk not atwve three plm
k*. H * Mont; and dinVrvo-*) from other arpeoU by
4*M)etef b head. and MOM whit* miriu or coronary apota upon
Ik* <*ww. M all aoik*BU* writer* bar* delivered." The following U

V.f viR. 21V After Mating that the

baa* CatobWpaa, aby* with ttoaya,k*pnaa*at:-TW C/tinaju yrori*x produce* him of the greatnea* of not more
Una t**ir nnr. and remarkable for . white (pot, like a diadem,

lu IM.L He drire* away all nrpenU br hi. busing, nor doe* he
tauel hw body Ilk* the rwl by * mulUplw.1 flexion, but advance* lofty
aw) upright (oal**M *t mctui in medioV. He kilU the shrub*, not

only
kerh.

by suatact. bat by breathing on them, acorche* up the green
aad plite tk* rack* : nek power. of evil i* there in him. It

orowrly tiH.v.i that if killed by a apear from on honebaek,
tk* power of Ik* poiaon conducted through the weapon killed not

only tk* rid*r. bat tk* bon* aba." To thi* Lacan allude* in theee
'

Q>U arnlMt atlwrl tasflsms ra**4de Maori
Tnaxwta* t v Ira ntiril per Mia vaaeaam,

flock a pnxligy wa* not likely to be panned over in the legends of

tk* aiata. Accordingly we find that a good man (vir qiiidam Justus)

goiag to a fountain in the deaert. suddenly beheld a Basilink. II-

{nxdbtaly raiaad hi* eye* to heaven, and with a
piou* appeal t the

chat limilar miracleA aomewhDty. bid tk* nvxuter dead at hi* feet
i* related of tk* abbot St. John, who, by prayer, (lew a

tkat by hid in the bottom of a deep well, and reduced the i

a Btoaaatery built by him to the greatest distress for want of water.

Lao IV., by a similar piety, i* aaid to have delivered Rome from' a

BamlUk
the monks of

whoa* broth afflict*! the inhmbiUnU with a terrible paiti-
locv io hu poatificale.'

u*o* enumerate! the attribute* of the Bxilik in dilence, till he
i to ita alleged power of annihilating with the eye, when he mgely
*A

"
Intuitu intcrimere rix erediderim, quid enim primug
-"

I w,,ul<l aoaroely believe that it kill, with iU look, for

who Ant amid bar* aaan it
"

The worthy phyacian wai not aware
that UMW who went to hunt the Baciluk of thu aort, took with
tkaai a mirror which reflected back the deadly glare upon ita author,
and. by a kind of poetical jiutioe, alew the Baailuk with ita own
waapoB.

It i* curiou. to oUerre that Browne, who treata mort of the fabled
about Ik* Baaliek with oontotnpt, i< till unable to reaut the itory of
IU killing with th* eye. We think we can trace a little of the nym-

ory maintaiaed by Sir Kenelm Dighy and others, in the

aaage :
"
Aooording to the doctrine of the ancient*, men

that it killeth at a dutance, that it poiaoneth by the eye,
by priority of Tiaioo. Now that deleteriou* it may be at tome
M*. and deatraetJTi, without corporal contact ion, what unoer-

Utaly aoner UMT* be in the eftVet, there ia no improbability in th.-

KaktiMu For if plague* or pestilential atom* hare been conveyed in
th. atr fmn dioWrat regi<< ; if men at a diatanoe hare infected each
other ; U Ik* ahadow* of *ome tree* be noxiou* ; if torpedoo* deliver
tkair ofivm at a dinUooe, and itupify beyond them**Ire* ; we cannot

reaainahly deny that (baaida* our groa* and retrained poinoni,
r.|uirig eontir their action.) there may proceed from
Mbtillcr ***d* mor. agile *manatinn, which contemn tboae law*, and
tarade at a ilKindl nn*xp*eto>l. That thi* renenation ihootetb from

[ aarpaota, that renomou* fond *o inqninate* their ovall conception*, or

egg* within their bodie*, that they *oniet: nli in ><-r|K'ntini<

ahapo* ;
and therefore they alwaie* brake their egg*, nor would '!.;,

endure the bird to nit upon them." (Browne.) Baptuta
Porta i* of

opinion that if a hen'*-gg be placed in a ditch full of serpenta, cor-

n (tabe*), areenic, -ind other poi*oni, it will produce an animal

noxiou* to the light and touch : at the name time heputa the >

mentaliit on hi* guard, lint in trying to produce tlii* anini:ii |..-

might (like Knuikeiutein) give birth to a creature that would do liiiu

a minchief.

But what wu to atUcV this terrible and unapproachable monster t

There i* an old laying that "
everything hath ita enemy ;" ami ill.-

Cockatrice quailed before the weaael. (Pliny, Soliuiu, and others.)

The Baailiiik might look dagger*, the weaael cared not ; in he went
to the (cratch. When it came to biting, the affair became mora
eriou* ;

but the weaael retired for a moment to eat some rue (which,
of coune, wa* the only plant which the Baailialu could not with. r.

and wa* always growing where they lay), returned to the charge, and
never left the enemy till he lay stretched dead before him. So that

when men found out the den of a Ifosilisk, they had only to turn in a

weaael, and the thing was done. The monster, too, as if conscious of

the irregular way in which be entered the world, was supposed to

have a great antipathy to a cock ; and well he might ;
for as soon as

he heard the cock crow, he expired. This we learn from .-Klinn
; and

African travellers, consequently, carried with them the ' bird nf

dawning
' M a specific against Cockatrices.

The Banili.sk was of some use after death. Thus we read that ita

CM-CAM wa* suspended in the Temple of Apollo, and in private houses
as a sovereign remedy against spiders'-webs, and that it was also hung
up in the Temple of Diana, for which reason no swallow ever dared
to enter the sacred place.
The reader will, we apprehend, by this time have "

supped full
"
of

absurdities, but still we can imagine hix anxiety to know what a

Cockatrice was like. We therefore subjoin from Aldrovandii-. in

whom work he will find two others made out of skates (Raia), a

couple of figures, one of which he seems to owe to Cardan, and the

other to Grevinus. In both it will be seen that

till

ad

th. ey*. aad that thu way a basilisk may empoison, although thus
Wfc b* oot agreed upon by autbo*a, some imputing it unto the

***** k*r unto th. bit. < impoMible ; for oye*
r***iv* oflMair* impraanon* from their object*, and may havo inHu-

i to each other ; fur tk* risible apecie* of things itrike

y, but treatning in corporal raies, do carry
from whence they flow, and the
Thus, through a green <>r r-d

of the aame colour*
; thus, sore

'_
thenuelrea also by refl>-xion,

le what

ye* carrying

o to an mnanwd eye that behold* itaelf long in a
rtliii oade out ; and thu* al*o it ia not impo*nble" *"'* " *- <* *- %~

flnt tk*
-

and U from thence comma

tf tk* author of the loqnirie* into Vulgar and Common
kmskow. aooMthlng of th* lingering look with which mortW4 reoHwd pnjudio**, he mskr. amend* by declaring war
k* *t*ry of tk* mod* of tk* Cockatrice*, production. As

'* P'

a toad or atrprat, it i* a conceit

thanitlon that the il.i, f,.,dinK ,,,,

Thf likn

" What wrnied his hond
i of a kingly crown had on."

AlW/unu in lalitmlinr Africa rirna.

h HI, tirr llrii



53 COCKCHAFER. COCOS.

In these cuts will be seen an example of the ' Somnia Porten-

taque Thessala,' which have vanished before the light of science.

[BASILISK.]
COCKCHAFER. [MELOLONTHID*.]
COCKLES. [CARDIUM.]
COCKROACH. The common name for the Blatta orientali.

[BLATTIDi.]
COCKSCOMBS. [CELOSIA.]
COCKSFOOT-GRASS. [DACTYLIS.]
COCOA. [THEOBSOMA.]
COCOA-NUT. [Cocos.] .

COCOA-PLUM, the fruit of Chryaobalaniu /coco. [CHRYSOBA-
LANUS.]
COCOON. [BOMBYCID* ; PUPA.]
COCOS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order of

Palms. It is thus defined by Von Martius : Both male and female
flowers on the same spadix. Spathe simple ; flowers sessile. Males :

calyx 3-leaved
; corolla of 3 petals ; stamens 6 ; a rudiment of a

pistil. Females : 3 sepals and 3 petals rolled together ; ovary
3-celled ; stigmas 3, sessile ; drupe fibrous

; putameu with three

Cocoa-Nut Palm (Cocos mictjera).

a, lower portion of the upatbe opened ; ft, branchlct, with female flowers

the main on the upper end dropped off; c, female flower; d, stamens;
*, female corolla ; /, male corolla

; gt gcrmen.

pores at the base
;
albumen homogeneous, hollow

; embryo next one
of the pores at the base

;
stems either lofty or middle-sized, slender,

ringed, or crowned by the bases of the petioles, with a pale fibrous

wood
; leave* pinnated ;

the pinna lanceolate or linear ; flowers pale

yellow; drupes brown, green, or orange-uoloui
1

,
rather dry. The

genus contains several species.
Cocos nucifera, the common Cocoa-Nut Palm. This plant is found

all over the tropical parts of the world, especially in the vicinity of

the sea, growing within reach of salt-water, and establishing itself

upon reefs and sandbanks as soon as they emerge from the ocean.

Its principal range is said by Mr. Marshall to be between the equator
and the 25th parallel of latitude, and in the equinoctial zone to an
altitude of about 2900 feet. Its great importance to man has caused

it to be cultivated wherever the climate is favourable' to its growth ;

and accordingly it is sometimes found occupying extensive tracts to

the exclusion of all other trees : the whole Brazilian coast from the

river San Francisco to the bar of Mamanguape, a distance of 280 miles,

is, with few breaks, thus occupied ; and it was estimated that in the

year 1813 no fewer than 10,000,000 trees were growing on the south-

west coast of Ceylon.
The Cocoa-Nut Palm rises like a slender column to from 60 to 90

feet in height ;
its stem is of a soft fibrous nature, and is marked on

the outside by rings produced by the fall of its leaves
;
two such

leaves are said to drop off annually, and consequently the age of an
individual is equal to half the number of the annular scars of its

stem. About a dozen or fifteen leaves, each from 12 to 14 feet long,
crown the summit of the stem ; and as these are not inaptly compared
to gig-antic ostrich-feathers, they give the plant the air of an enormous
tuft of vegetable plumes. A reticulated substance, resembling coarse

cloth, envelops the base of each leaf-stalk, but falls off before the leaf

is full grown. The flowers proceed from within a large pointed spathe,
which always opens on the under side. In wet seasons the tree

blossoms every five or six weeks, so that there are generally fresh

flowers and ripe nuts on the tree at the same time : there are com-

miinly from five to fifteen nuts in a bunch
;
and in good soils a tree

may produce from eight to twelve bunches, or from 80 to 100 nuts

annually.
In hot countries the uses to which the Cocoa-Nut Tree is applicable

are innumerable. The roots are chewed in place of the areca-nut ;

gutters, drums, and the posts of huts are formed from the trunk ; the

young buds are a delicate vegetable ;
shade is furnished by the leaves

when growing, and after separation from the tree their large size and
hard texture render them invaluable as thatch for cottages ; they are

moreover manufactured into baskets, buckets, lanterns, articles of

head-dress, and even books, upon which writing is traced with an iron

stylus. Their ashes yield potash in abundance
;
their midrib forms

oars
;
and brushes are formed by bruising the end of a leaf with a

portion of the midrib adhering to it.

The sap of the tree during the time of blossoming ascends in large

quantities : it is very sweet, and flows freely on the stem being punctured.
In Ceylon it is daily collected by a class of people known as '

toddy-
drawers,' who get up early to procure it for the use of the inhabitants.

If allowed to stand, this toddy ferments, and forms palm-wine, from
which an ardent spirit called arrack is distilled. By further distilla-

tion sugar is procured from this spirit, which is called *

gagglieng
sugar." This sugar, mixed with lime, forms a powerful cement, which
resists moisture, endures great solnr heat, and will take a fine polish.
A farinaceous matter contained in the stem is a good substitute for

sago. The ripe fruit is a wholesome food, and the milk it contains is

a grateful cooling beverage ; indeed, these together form the principal
sustenance of the poor Indians in many countries. The nuts are

inclosed in an outer husk, which has three flat sides terminating at

the top in a blunt point. This peculiar form seems to be a special

provision for the dissemination of the species ; growing, as it docs, near
the shores of seas and rivers, its large seeds drop into the water, and
their shape pM-ticularly adapts them for sailing; one edge, being down-

wards, forms the keel, while the upper surface, being flat, is acted upon
by the wind, and so propelled along on the surface until it reaches

some coral reef or shore, where, when stranded, it vegetates and rises

to be a magnificent palm, affording food and shelter in abundance.
The shell of the Cocoa-Nut is inclosed in a fibrous husk, which has
now become a considerable article of commerce on account of the

strength and durability of the fibre. Its preparation is very simple,

consisting of little more than beating the husks to separate the fibres,

which are dry and but loosely held together, and afterwards drawing
them through a coarse comb or heckle, by which the refuse is cleaned

out
;

it is then spun into yarns of different thickness, and is now
extensively manufactured in Europe into ropes and matting : it is also

used to stuff mattrasses and cushions. In India it is very generally
used as cordage for vessels, and for fishing-nets ;

its lightness recom-
mends it especially for the latter purpose. Its durability is surprising ;

perhaps no other vegetable-fibre will resist so long the action of alter-

nate dryness and moisture. The hair-like fibre is made also into

scrubbing-brushes ;
and the poorer classes in many places use the

entire husk for the same purpose. The imports of cocoa-nut yarn
and rope into England are greatly increasing : in the year ISM (as

nearly as can be ascertained) 10,661 tons were brought into Liver-

pool from Ceylon and Bombay. The oil of the Cocoa-Nut is valuable

as an export : it is used largely in Europe for burning, in the manu-
facture of torches, and in the composition of pharmaceutical prepara-
tions. Mixed with dammer (the resin of Shorea robusta), it forms the

substance used in India for paying the seams of boats and ships.
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CCELOGENYS. COFFEA.

F. Cuvier observes, that the Pacas are, among the Omnivorous
Rodents, what the Capybaras are amoug the Herbivorous section. The
first possess molars with roots distinct from their crowns, to the
number of 4 on each side of either jaw. Those of the upper jaw are

nearly of a size
; but, in the lower, they diminish gradually from the

last to the first. All the molars, before they have been subjected to

the process of mastication, present, on the upper surface of the crown,
4 tubercles, which more or less completely divide the tooth broadwise,
and are separated by three transverse furrows,more or less large or deep.
When the crown of the tooth is exposed to mastication, the top of
the tubercles begins to wear away, and the enamel, instead of forming
a sort of hood or cap, presents a series of riband-like foldings, the
outlines of which are conformable to the tubercles and furrows. In

proportion to the continuance of the abrasion, the tubercles are suc-

cessively effaced
; and, finally, nothing is to be seen but the enamel,

which hoops the tooth externally, and that which penetrates the
interior and is there complicated, the plaits going very deep, so that
the ribands of enamel, whose edges are exposed on the triturating
surface, change their appearance with the age of the animal, and ter-

minate by disappearing in a great measure.
The Pacas approach the ( 'apybarns and the Agoutis most nearly,

and are closely allied to the latter by their general form and the

similarity of their organisation. Tlie dental and generative systems
in both are very nearly alike ; neither have clavicles, nor indeed has
the Capybara ; and though the Agouti has only three toes on the hind
f et, the two additional hind toes of the Paca are hardly more than
rudiments. The great differences consist in the zygomatic develop-
ment, the folding back of the skin under the zygomatic arch and
the consequent bluff appearance of the head the cheek-pouches, and
the fur.

F. Cuvier records two species, C. mbniger and C. fulvn* ; but Baron
Cuvier, in the last edition of the 'Regne Animal," treats them as
varieties of the same species.

C. Paca (Retigger), the Paca. It is the Mut Paca, Linnaeus
;
Caria

Paca, Schreber ; C. tulmiger, F. Cuvier ; C. niyer, F. Cuvier ; Otteouera

platycephala, Harlan; Le Pag, D'Azara.
IU general appearance reminds the observer of the Pachydermatous

animals, for it is thick-set and stubby. The legs are thick, the neck
short, the head heavy, the body rounded, the gait clumsy, but the
motions of the animal are prompt and sudden. All the feet have five

toes, which anteriorly have the ordinary proportions, but posteriorly
the analogues of the little toe and great toe are extremely short in

proportion to the rest, and almost rudimentary, like the upper or
lateral toes in the hog. The claws are conical, thick, and strong, and

proper for digging. The tail is reduced to a naked immoveable
tubercle, a few lines in length. The principal male organ is directed

backwards, and there is no external appearance of the testicles. The
external ear is moderate in size, rounded, and simple. There is

nothing particular about the eye, the pupil of which is round. The
nostrils, which are large and almost united, open transversely at the
nm/zle. The tongue is very soft, short, and thick. The upper lip is

divided, the interior of the mouth is furnished with cheek-pouches,
and, externally, the large area formed by the development of the

zygomatic arch is lined on its inner surface with a continuation of the
skin of the cheeks, which is reflected from the face, so as to form a
hollow pouch, of which there is no other example among mammi-
ferotu animals, and the use of which it is difficult to divine, if the

great development of the zygomatic arch be not destined to preserve
the true cheek-pouches (abajoues) from external shocks. Strong
whiskers spring from the sides of the muzzle, and from behind the

eye. The fur is composed of silky hairs, very short, very thin, and

very stiff, of a blackish-brown on all the upper parts of the body,
excepting four rows of parallel spots, which begin at the shoulders
and terminate at the buttocks : the spots of each row are so approxi-
mated, that when viewed in a particular direction they seem to form
an uninterrupted line, and the row nearest the belly is almost con-
founded with the colour of that part, which is white, as well as the
im<!er parts of the lower jaws, the internal surface of the limbs, and
the claws. Length of the body, from the occiput to the insertion of
the tail, 18 inches : length of the head, from the occiput to the end of
the muzzle, 5 inches. Height, to the shoulders 12 inches to the top
of the buttocks (train de derriere) 14 inches, French. (F. Cuvier.)

This animal is better known as the Paca of zoologists generally, and,
afUr. the Capybara and Coypu, is one of the largest of the South
American Rodents. It is the Spotted Cavy of Pennant and Bewick,
the Pag of the Brazilians, Paig of the inhabitants of Paraguay,
Ourana of some of the tribes of* Guyana and Pakiri of others, the Pak
of the colonists of Cayenne, and the Water-Hare of those of Surinam.
In all these countries it is common, with the exception of Paraguay,
where, according to D'Azara, it is very rare. They formerly existed in

the islands of the West Indies.

In a state of nature the habitation of the Paca is in low humid
foraatu, and in the neighb<irhood of water. The animal digs a burrow

'

rabbit, but much less deep ;
indeed it is so near the surface,

that the foot of the pedestrian often breaks through, and, sinking into

the tunnel, drives out the tenant. There are generally three issues

to a burrow, and the aperture of these the animal covers with dry
leaves and branches. To take it alive, the hunter stops two of these

apertures, and digs into the third
;

but when the penetralia are

i<:!<ii'-.l, the hapless besieged makes a most determined resistance,

fighting the enemy with ferocity, and trying to bite. When undis-

turbed, it often sits up and washes its head and whiskers with its two
fore paws, which it licks and moistens with its saliva at each ablution,
like a cat

;
and with these fore paws, as well as with the hind ones, it

often scratches itself and dresses its fur. Though heavy and corpulent,
it can run with a good deal of activity, and often takes lively jumps.
It swims and dives with great adroitness, and its cry resembles the

grunting of a young pig. Its food consists of fruits and tender plants,
which it seeks in the night, hardly ever quitting its burrow in the day,
the strong light of which, as is the case with other nocturnal animals,
is oppressive to its eye. The planter often rues the visits made by
these midnight foragers to his sugar-canes. The female is said to

bring forth at the rainy season, and to produce but a single young one,
which stays a long time with the mother. The Pacas are very cleanly
creatures, never dropping their excrements near their dwellings, but

going to a considerable distance for that purpose.

The Paca (Ccclogenys Paca}.

In captivity, according to F. Cuvier, no animal can exhibit less

intelligence. When offended, it throws itself violently at the object
whii-h has displeased it, and then makes a grumbling, which breaks
out into a kind of barking ; and when it is not eating it is sleeping.
But it requires a soft and well-made bed

; and, to obtain this, it

collects with its mouth hay, herbage, straw, anything indeed that suits

its purpose, of which it makes a little heap, and then lies down in the
centre of it. This bed it never defiles, but goes to the extremity of
its cage the farthest removed from it, and constantly resorts to the
same spot for the same purpose. If, says F. Cuvier, it is but little

favoured on the side of intelligence, it appears on the other hand to

be recompensed by a large share of instinct, to judge, at least, by
appearances. Mr. Bennett, from his observation of one which lived

for some months in the Garden of the Zoological Society in the

Regent's Park, says that it is quiet and contented in captivity.
Buffon, who kept one for some time in his house, found it familiar
and mild.

The flesh is stated to be excellent and of good flavour
;
but as it is

very fat and rich, it soon cloys : it is prepared for cookery by being
scalded like a sucking pig. Piso gives the following character of its

merits for the table :

" Came est tenera, pingui lardo non indigens,
si assetur, Bed inter epulas magnatum, sicut lepores et capreso in

Europa, habetur." Its skin ia of no value to the furrier
;
but its

thickness might make it available in the useful arts. F. Cuvier
thinks that it would be possible to introduce this animal into our

European rural establishments, and that it would form a very good
acquisition in the department of domestic economy.

6*. laticeps (Lund) is a fossil species founded upon a cranium from
the caverns of Brazil. In this species the surface of the frontal bone
and zygomatic arch are smooth. It also differs from the last species
in the infra-orbital opening being larger, the upper part of the bony
ring which incloses it narrower, and the zygoma is thrown more

boldly forwards. Dr. Lund distinguishes a second ppecies from the
same caverns, which he calls (J. major. It is much larger than the
last. Mr. Waterhouse says,

" From the caverns above alluded to the
British Museum contains numerous remains referrible to the genus
Ctelogenyt. The most characteristic specimen among these is a consi-

derable portion of a skull, in which I can find no points which would
lead me to suppose it belonged to a species distinct from the common
Pte*."

CCELOPTY'CHIUM, a genus of Spongiadv, proposed by Goldfuss,
for some fossils of the Chalk.

CCENURUS. [ENTOZOA.]
CCEREBA. [NKCTARINID*:.]
COFFE'A, a Cinchonaceoxis genus, consisting of many species of

tropical berry-bearing shrubs, one of which, Cuffea Arabica, is cele-

brated for the agreeable stimulating effect of an infusion of its roasted

albumen. This substance, the coffee of commerce, is to that plant
what the flour is to corn, the white meat to a cocoa-nut, and the
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amanlir ruminated n1-*"" * U> a nutmeg. It i* a secntioa formed

ta Ike interior of the seed, and enveloping the embryo pi..

.leatiiwl when it fir* begins to germinate; it

the principal part of the ar.1. the embryo iUrlf being a

4. ly&g maoaVity at one eod of the albumen. Unskilful

are often unable to find the embryo; but it may readily be

lowing simple mean* : Take a new (ample of small

_ Mocha ooaVe, and throw it into boiling water; the

will, after a little while, be expelled with force from the

i in a majority uf c***

TWg(MCJ*aatb>owa*BotCilioliaaaceouiPUnta by having
a tabular coroUt, with four or five (Dreading divisions; stamens

ran* from the naked throat of the corolla, and either EtwdfakJ

benod H or inclosed within it ; and a succulent berry containing two

oelk lined with a carulnginou* membrane, of the texture of parch-

Mt, in each of which cell* there i* a (ingle *eed, convex at the

back awl deeply furrowed in front, in consequence, of the albumen

being rolled inward*.

Cls/ia JrvAira i* an evergreen shrub, with oval ihiuing wavy

katp |1ed leave*, white fragrant five-deft clustered corolla* with

projecting anther*, and oblting polpy berries, which are at first of a

bright red, but afterward* become purple. It is uUtt-d by Niebuhr

to bar* been brouitht from Abyiainia to Yemen by the Aral* from a

email! wmilar to their own pUin* and mountain*. By that people
H ha* fur agee been cultivated in the hilly range of Jabal, in a healthy

climate, watered by frequent rain*, and abounding in wells

Hera the plant* are grown in grounds that are

coaturaally lllis,(led. and in soil from one to one and a half foot deep.

Amcag the plutatkxu are interspersed various kinds of trees, whose
(bade DM a benencial effect upon the coffee-bunhea. When in flower,

theydixfona moat daiicious fragrance, in the mid*tof which the natives

fix their babrtitintm The fruit begin* to ripen in February; and
lien the awd* are prepared, they are conveyed to the city of Beit el

Fakih. whence part goea to Mocha, and another portion to Hodeida
and Lobcia. whence H find* ite way to Djedda and Suez for the

Turkish and European market*.

e, 0ntl nisii, *Ww*H UV. Hae* 8 , pl.til , r, berry ; i, ,, eMtions of
Ik* CHM ; /. Makrre.

Riehne** of *U fa the WeM Indie*hM been thought to be the cause
fthe infenorqnality of c8e grown in that part of the world, and

of Mocba cotW Bntit baa been ahown that the Arab** oowrtcmet
the eoWt of any JryixM in the air by abundant irrigation ; and that"" H h not in the Tehama or dry put* of the country that it
b~*f-^^^-rf^ the temperature i. much lower,Md where H rain* dafly tor four rnoothi m thVyear.
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p*^"'"' principle or alkaloid, termed Cafeine, which oonUin* more

nitrogen than any other known vegetable unbalance. The seed is used
in a raw itate in medicine, and, when ruasted, both as a medicine and
till more extensively a* an article of diet The coffee-plant begin* to

produce fruit when two or two and a half years old ; but the quality
of the seeds from young stems U not so good as that from stems four

or five yean old. The sue and colour of the bean (as the inner |rt
of the seed i* called) vary considerably, those from the West Indies

being larger than those from the Kant. Much more depends upon the

manner of roasting and making the coffee, than upon the quality uf

the bean. The superiority of French coffee, in the pr<
which little or no Mocha coffee is used, proves this position. Beans
of a good quality are hard and heavy, sink quickly in water, arc of a

light yellowiah-green colour, not discoloured or black, and possess the

odour of coffee, which though faint is peculiar, and are free from any
damp snielL Beans recently collected, or only two or three monthx
from the tree, are not so good as those about a year old ; when older
than this they become deteriorated. From the analysis of Seguin and

Schrader, coffee consists of coffee-bitter (impure cafeine), solid fat,

resin, a little aromatic principle, gum, albumen (this albumen, accord-

ing to Seguin, unites with the yellow coffee-bitter, and forms a green),
anil liiinin.

The taste of raw coffee is somewhat sweetish ; but the application
of heat in the process of roasting produces important changes.
The beau increases to nearly twice the original size, while it loses

about one third of its weight : a powerful and agreeable odour is

evolved, and a large quantity of empyreuinatic oil, which appears in

small drops on the surface, is formed along with a bitter ]>rinri|>lu,

probably by an alteration in the cafeiue, and of the saccharine matter.
The roasting should take place in a close revolving iron cylinder, over
a clear but moderate fire, and should not be carried too far : win n

the beans have acquired a light chestnut colour, the roaxtMi^ >h..uM
be discontinued. The beans are then to be cooled quickly by being
tossed up into the air, and the grinding, or rather rough poumlin^,
should be performed in a covered mortar or mill. The drink should
be prepared from it as soon as possible, by infusion, which is prefer-
able, unless some apparatus be employed by which a kind of deem-ti-m

is made in a close vessel. About half an ounce of coffee powder should
be used for every eight ounces (half a pint) of water. In Britain the

roasting is generally carried too far; and the subsequent parts of the

process, instead of being performed immediately, are often postponed
for days or even weeks, by which the aroma is dissipated: \\lxn
made the liquid is generally deficient in strength and clearness. The
employment of white of egg or fish-akin for clarification i* di-i'idcilly

objectionable : clearness is thus purchased, but at the expense of the

strength.
The addition of milk (which should always be hot) and of nupar

heightens the nourishing qualities uf this beverage, and in the morning
renders it a more substantial article for breakfast \Vln-n

dinner to promote digestion it should be without milk, and, where the

palate can be reconciled to it, without sugar.
There is much uncertainty as to the first introduction of coffee

into the western parts of Europe. The Venetians, who traded with
the Levant, were probably the first to use it. We lind it iniMiti..in-il

in the year 1615 by Peter de la Valle, and thirty years after this some
gentlemen returning from Constantinople to Marseille brought with
them a supply of this luxury, together with the vessels requirr
its preparation.

Coffee was first introduced into England in the year 1652, fourteen

years earlier than the introduction of tea. The first coffee-house was
opened in George Yard, Lombard Street, by a Greek named Pasque,
who was brought from Turkey by a merchant of the name of
Edwards.
The adulterations of ground coffee are very considerable

; the most
important of these is chicory, a dark brown powder made from the
roasted root* of the Chiforium Inlybta. It is perfectly harmless, and
by some is thought to be an agreeable addition to the coffee : it is not
however of so much value, and should not therefore be added to the
coffee by the deal, r, but sold separately, so that those who desire to add
it may purchase it themselves. Various other seeds are used either
as imitations or adulteration* of coffee, such as Kye-< 'lii.-k ]Y:u< (deer
m-iWinvm), Broom Seeds (Spartum tcojiarium), the Yellow Water-Iris
(/rit jHfudacoitu), and the Dandelion root (Leoniw
It has been suggested to use the leaves of the coffee-plant in inl

the same as those of the tea-plant, and it is said they form a very
agreeable beverage ; but the berrie* are too valuable in themselves to

permit the tree* being injured by the Ion of their leaves, as they
would be were there any demand for them as an article of diet
For medical uses, trade, and cultivation, see COFFEE, in ABTS AND

ST. Div.

CO1X, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order of Grasses.
One of the species, C. Lachrytna, has bard stony fruits, which are
i-n. n l.y the name of Job's Tears. These fruits are supposed by
some writers to be strengthening and diuretic.

COLAPTKS. [PiciDJtJ
COLARIS. [CoRiimT
COLCH1CACE.E. [MKLAKTHACEJS.]
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COLCHICUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Melaathaceie. It has a coloured funnel-shaped perianth, with a very
long subterranean slender tube, anil a somewhat campanulate 6-parted
limb ; 6 stamens inserted into the throat of the tube

;
a 3-celled

ovary ; numerous ovules in 2 or 4 rows ; 3 long filiform styles ;

stigmas somewhat clavate
; capsule 3-celled, 3-partible, opening

inwardly; seeds numerous, roundish, with a shrivelled skin.

C. autumnal?, Meadow Saffron, is a plant with a solid bulb-like

rootstock, found wild in various parts of Europe, as well as in Great
Britain, and forming a gay carpet in the autumn in the fields, where
its lively purple crocus-like flowers spring up. Its under-ground
stems, or bulbs, as they are called, and its seeds, abound in an acrid

stimulating deleterious principle, which has been carefully examined
by modern chemists, and the plant forms an important article in the
Materia Median, large quantities of both rootstocks and seeds being
annually consumed in the manufacture of Eau Meclicinale, and other
medicinal preparations. The rootstock is irregularly egg-shaped, and
covered with a dry brittle brown skin ; at its base it bears a bud,
which feeds upon the parent stock, exhausting and finally replacing
it every year. Its flowers are large, pale purple, and spring up in the
autumn without leaves, forcing themselves readily through the soil,
and expanding just their orifice, together with the anthers and
stigmas, above the surface of the soil, while the tubular part with
the ovary and filaments, remains enveloped in membranous sheathing
spathes below the soil. Each stock produces six or eight of these
flowers. The stamens are six, the ovaries three, each with a long
thread-shaped style, and not adhering in any degree to the tube of
the flower. These are succeeded by three little follicles, which
slightly adhere to one another by their inner edge, and in the spring
are elevated above the soil by their lengthened footstalk. At this

time, too, the foliage makes its appearance in the form of an erect tuft
of broad, oblong, shining, sheathing leaves. Each follicle contains
several oblong seeds. It is found in the moist rich pastures of

Kn_"Und, and in various other countries of Europe.
Colchicum is so very like an autumn crocus that an inexperienced

observer might readily mistake the one for the other. They are
however to be distinguished by the crocus having only three stamens,
one style, and an inferior ovary, while the Colchicum has six stamens,
three styles, and a superior ovary distinctions of no little importance
when the poisonous qualities of Colchicum, in which the crocus does
not at all participate, are considered.

For medicinal purposes the rooUtocks of Colchicum should be col-

lected at Midsummer, and they should be used immediately ;
for at

that time the peculiar principles which they contain are in the

greatest state of concentration. If they are employed at a time when
the plant is in a state of growth, especially when it is coming into

flower, those principles are partly lost and decomposed by the growth
of the plant, and there is no certainty as to the quantity of Colchicia
that a given weight of the rootstock will yield.

Other species of Colchicum are cultivated for the sake of their

flowers, but they are of no medicinal importance, and are very badly
distinguished from each other by botanists.

Three different parts of C. autumnal* yield an active principle used
in medicine, but they respectively contain it in the greatest intensity
at different seasons of the year ;

the connus (incorrectly called root
or solid bulb) having it in perfection about June or July, the flowers
in September, and the seeds the following spring. .The cormus and
seeds are most frequently employed in Britain

;
but should the proper

period (Midsummer) for collecting the cormi be neglected, the flowers

may be substituted, though they can only be put to immediate use,
as they do not keep well The cormi are found at various depths
under ground ; when very deep they are not so good, being the pro-
duce of old exhauned plants. Each cormus is about the size of a
hazel-nut or walnut, ovate or heart-shaped, consisting of a white

flashy succulent substance, which, when cut across, exhibits roundish

plates. It is somewhat flatter on one side, on which also may be dis-

covered a groove, in which is lodged the germ of the flower-stem of
the following year. The recent cormus has a nauseous radish-like

odour ; when dried, no odour
; the taste is sweetish-bitter, leaving an

acrid sensation in the throat.

The seeds, which should be collected in May, are small, globose,
about the size of a grain of millet, of an obscure fawn-colour, opaque,
rough, and wrinkled, with a white hilum at the base, very hard,

tintgti, and difficult to reduce to powder. The relative proportions
of the constituent ingredients of the coruius differ greatly, according
to the season of the year when it is taken up for examination, as

Stolze's analyses demonstrate. The active principle of Colchicum
wan long considered to be the same as that of Veratrum, and hence
called Veratria

;
but Geiger and Hesse have shown that it is different,

and have termed it Colchicia. The seeds contain this principle, and
likewise some thick oil. Colchicum imparts its active principle

partially to water, but more so to acetic acid, proof spirit, and wine.
A *imp is sometimes formed of it, but it does not keep well.

' ''
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[ liRASStCA-l
!''>[, KoTTKKA (*o*t($irTfj>a), a name first applied by Aristotle

Anim.' i. Sic.), and now universally adopted, to designate one of
I- r- into ivliicrli Insect* are divided, the species of which order

are commonly known by the name of Beetles.

Nearly all true Insects, or those Annulose Animals which have six

legs, exhibit, in a more or less developed state, four wings, or mem-
bers, which, although they may not enable the animal to fly, occupy
the same situation, and are analogous to those which in many insects

are true organs of flight.

These members are modified in various ways to suit the habits of
the species or of the groups in general ;

but in those insects whose
habits are of a nature not to require the power of flight they are very
seldom entirely wanting, being found either in a rudimentary state,
or modified in their structure so as to perform some other office. In
those instances where the win;-;s are only rudimentary, we cannot
often assign any positive use for them

;
we can only perceive that the

affinities of the individuals exercise an influence in these respects
that is to say, those species which belong to groups where the indi-

viduals generally possess perfect wings, will often possess these
members in a rudimentary state, when from their habits they do
not require the power of flying. It appeared necessary to make
these few general remarks before proceeding to give the distin-

guishing characters of a Coleopterous Insect, in order that the
nature of these characters and the departures from them might be
understood

;
for it is difficult to give a strict definition of any group

of animals.

The insects, then, which constitute the order Coleoptei-a may be
characterised as having four wings, of which the two superior are not
suited to flight, but form a covering and protection to the two inferior,
and are of a hard and horny or parchment-like nature, and when
closed, their inner margins, which are straight, touch and form a

longitudinal suture (fy. 16, c) ;
the inferior wings, when not in use,

are folded transversely under the superior, and are membranous.
From this character of having the wings in a sheath, the term
Coleoplera was applied, it being composed of the two Greek words
xo\f6t, a sheath, and irrepi, wings. The superior wings, which form
the sheath, are generally called elytra.
The principal exceptions to this general rule are as follows : those

beetles which have no under-wings, or have them in a rudimentary
state, as in Carabut cancellalus, and those in which the elytra are
soldered together at the suture, in which case W3 believe no under
wings are ever found. Another species of Carabut (C. violaceus) and

many among the Heleromera afford examples of this exception. There
are several beetles in which the elytra do not close at the suture, and
in which the under-wings are not protected by them. Such is the
case in the genera Sitaris, Ripiphorm, and others, in which the wing-
cases, or elytra, are somewhat pointed ; and in the genus Molorchus,
among the Cerambycid<t, the wing-cases are very short, and the wings
are not folded beneath them when at rest. In the Staphylinidce the

wing-cases are also very short, but the under-wings, by a series of

folds, are, when not in use, entirely concealed beneath them
;
and

as in this tribe the elytra form a straight suture when closed, the

only exception consists in the greater number of folds in the under-

wings.
Numerous other exceptions might be noticed, but we shall merely

mention the genus Meloe, where one elytron partly folds over the
other

; the families Lampyridce and Telepknridcc, in which the elytra
are comparatively soft and flexible; and the glow-worm, the female
of which beetle has neither elytra nor wings.
The larvae of Coleopterous Insects are generally composed of

thirteen distinct segments, the head included. They are almost

always of an elongate cylindrical or slightly depressed form
;

the

body is often soft and fleshy, and of a white colour : in these the head
is always of a firmer texture, being of a horny nature. The principal

parts of the mouth are the same, as to number, as in the perfect
insect, although the parts are (as far as our observations go) always
differently formed. The head i.i furnished with two antennae, which
are generally minute, and composed of four joints ; and ocelli, or simple
eyes, are, on each side, situated near the base of the antenna. The
body is furnished with six legs, which are attached to the first three

segments, or those next the head, a pair to each : the legs are small
and usually terminated by a simple claw. Sometimes, in addition to

the ordinary legs, ihe larva is furnished with false legs (often termed

pro-legs) ; these are fleshy tubercles which the animal can protrude
at pleasure, and are used to propel the body. Some larvae have only
two of these pro-legs, which are attached to the apex of the terminal

segment of the abdomen, or placed beneath that segment; and in

the larvae of the species of Cerambycida each segment of the body
is thickened in the middle both above and below : those parts the

animal has the power of protruding considerably, by which means it

is enabled to thrust itself forwards or backwards in the holes in

the trunks or boughs of trees which are formed by its feeding upon
the wood.
The larvao of groups (generally believed to be natural) very closely

resemble each other, though those of different groups are sufficiently
distinct

;
hence a knowledge of the larvae is of great use in determin-

ing the natural affinities of species when their families or sections are

not well ascertained.

We select as an illustration of the principal characters of a Coleop-
terous larva, that of one of the LamMicorrux, a group which comprises
the common Cockchafer, and where the larva generally, if not always,
have their body bent under at the apex.
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We -rfl now [ULII| to the pupa state of Coleopterou* Insect*.

Those bmt that live in UK- ground generally prepare for the pupa
Ul* by raoovin* the soil which surrounds them no a* to form an

OTml apace: others form a cpeoies of cocoon around them,

of psrtirlai of earth, and other aubstanoe* within reach,

ther by a kind of 1- <>r glutinous substance. \V, ,,,.!-

Urvat, or those that lire in the trunks or bark of tree*, for the

m^ nan aMnmt Uw papa state without such preparation.

Socae Urnt which bed upon plant* incline themselves in a *phe-

lioal ooooon; others again suspend themselves by the tail, and hang
fruui a lea/ or stalk of the plant. In one instance we have known the

-h.l to easiian the papa state within the skin of the larva. The

pane of Coleopterous Ineecta are what is termed incomplete, that is,

all the part, of the perfect insect are distinctly risible, the leg*,

aatcmc. wing*. *c, Ming each inclosed in a separate sheath, and

PP^ M m the pupa or chrysalis state of moths and butterflies, where

all ib* part* are soklored together, or a* in the pupa: of the //rmi'frf'ra

(bW tribe). or OrOkffltrm (locust-tribe), in which stage the insect is

aottve, and ia some iiMUace* cannot be distinguished from the perfect

loan*. This character of incompleteness in the pupa is therefore

ant of gnat importance, and i* generally added to the dctiniti n of n

riJsii4sii*i lasurt. for there are no other insects which, in the pujm

knob do** not exhibit articulation*, or I* composed of a -

it i* Mid to be capitate with solid kuoli. Kxamples of th. -.

i in the genu* Kecro)Jtonu, and of tin- Utter in the genu*
Munuiomn. fig. 6 represent* an antenna which beoome* gradually

thicker toward* the apex, mod which is termed eUvate. /V../. 7

antenna of one of a most extraordinary group of beetles, tl.

many of which insect* bare the knob of that in.

inflate I an auriculate antenna, and ia so call

having an ear-like appendage at it* bane. This description .-i imtenmi

if |..im.l in the genera Parntu and liyrinut. Fig. V re]

antenna of the common Cockchafer (Mtluluntha ru>garii). Thin form

of antenna, whieh in termed Umullate, i* foun.l through'".

immense tribe of beetles called by I. in '.,,<. nnd which

ha* received the name of Lamtilicorna from this peculiar character.

stale, ir* hOTimplstoi and which in the imsgo state could be con-

founded with the CWtnfcm
lUving traced UM beetle through the larva and pupa state*, we

arrive at UM la* or ioMgo state, the perfect insect.

Prrtlr- belong to the Mmmdilmlala, which forms the first of the two

great Motion* into which Insects are divided : a section, the indivi-

dual* of which are distinguished by thrir possessing distinct nminli

be**; aad a* the insrcto of the order CoteopUn poa**** the mandiblra

al all other part* of the mouth so well developed, they have by
nuay been phoed at the head of the Iiuect-Tnbe. We imagine,

however, that the KMOIM *UUd fur *o doing are not sufficient.

TBS uwt/xny of insect* i. given under the article IXUBTA. Weshall

Ihenfun *t pi iisnt cunnoe oundvas to the external part* of a beetle,

aad to thner only which it is eseentisl tu know, in order to understand

UM description of those insects.

Whea we look at a beetle, we perceive that it w composed of three

distinct parta, the foremost of which is the head ; the next i*

the thorax; aad the last the abdomen.
The head i* famished with two eye*, two antenna*, and the various

arc* of the month, called the tropbi The eye* are situated on each
id* of the hsed. sod an generally prominent, and always convex
Ma*** composed of an immense number of lenses arranged closelycomposed

fecMher. so that their i

cally tanned
terstice, form hexago

arranged closely
These are techni-

eyes, and arc of a circular or oval form,

k>dnryhapd, aad in some uuUnces (as in the genu*
TV~ amoag the CtnmifeUa) they are completely divided.
Tke aataaMl ia Cotcoptcroa* Insects have their origin generally

ear Uk* eyes aad sre uluisted for the most part either between them
or before them. They arc generally composed of eleven joint. ;

is numW cannot be traced, whilst in some few thb. traced, whilst in some few there
to U twelve. Th* form of UM antenna) i* extremely variable

will br bast understood bv an iospeotion of the bUowinf ill.,,

ma, ** which will b* found mo*t ofUM more com, no,, f,,n,,-

> of UM more rxtraordinary
rv 4 renewal* the head (with one antenna attached) of one of the

CWnaHseJnV a hug* tribe of bsetl, in

nod gmidiUt, that is, they have the terminal joints knoed, o
it aa aagie with UM basal J..JHL ' describing beetle* of this
UM aalcaaa k nMnll* divided into three parts. The loiur

i*

tribe

ba*al joiat <) i* celled* UM aoa>ua, UM several foil,,wing joints (6) are
urm^l th* fiiaieala*. sod UM Urminsl joints !

U i ctsvm. F,y t aad UisnraMUl snUnn* whieh arc termed oai.itate
or whMb have the terminal joint suddenly .nlarged and

Wb-n UM. knnb ehibtU distinct artiiiilatinns (fg.t
la* anWnns lrrm~i fnliU knob

; and when th

It must be observed however that slight modification* MIV found.
y
i<j. 10 is a figure of a serrate antenna. Antenna; are go cnlloil wli.-n

they have the apex of the joint* widened, so as to n svinlile the teeth

of a saw. Examples may be found in 11 und /(//<.

^tinate antenna; (fy. 11) are those in which the apex of the joints

produced on one Hide, and which somewhat resemble the teeth of

comb. There are many examples of this structure in the an-

of the Lampyridir, *<., and there are some in which the joints are

elongated on each aide : these are termed l.i|>r.
tin-it . /'"/. 13 is

what i* called a fignate antenna (the joint* on one Bide divided as by
ncisures). Thin form of antenna is found in the genus l.iu-ann.

Fig. 14 represent* a very common form of antenna (where it is slender

and tapering gradually to the apex) ; it i termed seUceoun, and most
of the C'araliitlir, and Uframliyritto will afford example*. The ant

termed filiform somewhat resemble the last, but the joints are all of

equal thickness throughout. The hwt description of antenna: vthi.-h

w* shall notice are those termed moniliform. (Fi;i. IS.) Here nil tin-

joints are oval or round, and resemble a necklace of bendx. Examples
I in many of the specie* of the se> 'inera.

We now come to the parts which constitute the mouth of a beetle ;

these, it i* scarcely necessary to say, are nitutited in the fore part of

the head : they consist of a labrum, or upper lip ;
two mandibles, or

jaws; two maxilUo, or under-jaws; and alnbium, or under lip.
These

are the six principal parts. We shall however also notice the portions
e.-ill. d the mi-lit uni. "i- chin, and the clyjwus, since they are frequently
mentioned in description*.

'I'ln- labrum is a movenble plate, often on the same plane with tin.

fore part of the head, which it terminates, and genemUy cover* the

base (at least) of the mandibles above; hence it is often called the

iii'l- r lip. f-in.iiiiL; iw it dors the upper boun.lury of the mouth.
Thi portion, although of various forms, ifl less liable to variation

than most of the oth.-r parts of the mouth. The roost common lrm
perluips is somewhat quadrate, or broodtT than long, an in u-i. -I.

Upon referring to the article CARAHI'*, it will lie seen that i li.it

genus and some other olaMly-aUid gem ut.-.l .-1m fly on

account of the ilillii'-n.-r in thefonnof tliin memlK-r. In one it is

dmcribed ss biloliatc ; by this is meant that the l.-il.nitn is not< -hed in

the middle, so that the two side-pieces form lobes. (/'/>;. '!'.<.} \Vlim
the lahnun is mit thus notrhed, tint pi-esents nti even nnterior mm-^iii.

it is described iw entin- In of the other genera .
/

where the Isbnim i descrilxtd u trilobate, the only <litl

consists in its having
tn-.> notehe* on t he anterior parts.

eparstH as it w-r.- in'., tl >
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The clypeus is the part to which the labrum is attached, and which
is usually on the same plane with it. The term clypeus will seldom
lie found in descriptions, excepting in giving the characters of those
beetles which belong to the LameUicorncs, a tribe in which this part
is greatly developed (fys. 17 and 18, d), and where the labrum is

hidden beneath it.

Under the labrum the mandibles (inandibulic) are situated. These,
as their name implies, are the organs of nmndiication

; they move

horizontally, and are most commonly of a shape more or less

approaching to a triangle. Their form however varies according to

the food of the insect.

Generally speaking, in beetles which feed upon vegetable sub-
stances the jaws are broad, obtusely pointed at the apex, and have
moreover a broad flat surface at their base (often with little sharp
ridges), which somewhat resembles a molar tooth of herbivorous

quadrupeds. (Fig. 21.) In those species whose habits are carnivo-

rous the jaws are longer and less stout, have the apex acutely pointed,
and several sharp tooth-like processes on their inner side. (Pig. 20.)
Next in succession follow the maxilla;, or under jaws (fig. 17, n, and

fig. 22) : these organs are situated beneath the mandibles, and, like

them, move horizontally. A typical maxilla consists of several parts,
the principal of which are the hinge (cardo), a piece situated at the

Lase of the maxilla (fig. 22, d) ; the maxillary palpus (fig. 22, a), an
articulated organ generally composed of four joints ; the outer lobe

(lobim superior), which in beetles of carnivorous habits is a two-jointed

process (Jig. 22, 4) situated between the maxillary palpus and the
inferior lobe (lobus inferior), which last portion constitutes the inner

part of the maxilla, and is often formed like the blade of a knife, and
furnished generally with a series of bristles or hairs on the inner edge.

(Fig. 22, c.) The maxillae seem to be used with the labium in direct-

ing the food during manducation, and the bristles on the inner edge
appear to serve as a kind of strainer through which the juices are

pressed, for we observe that solid substances are seldom swallowed by
insects in their imago state.

The labium, or under lip (fig. 17, i and g, and/</. 23 and 26), is

a moveable organ which serves to close the mouth beneath, and is

generally divided by a transverse suture, in which cane the lower

portion constitutes the mentum, or chin. The tongue (fig. 23, c),

which may be considered as a portion of the labium, in Col-opterous
Insects, is usually situated at the apex of that member, or emerging
from it. The labial palpi (fig. 28, I, b, and fig. 1 7, /) are two articu-

lated organs usually springing from the summit of the labium on
each side.

Having now briefly noticed the head and its parts, we come to the
thorax. On this portion it will be unnecessary to dwell : we need

only mention that the thorax in insects tn composed of the three flrst

Mgmento of the body, which in the larva state are usually distinct
;

these are termed the prothorax, mesothorax, and metathorax ; and it

generally happens that in the perfect insect one of these segment* is

greatly developed at the expense of the other two, particularly on
the upper surface of the body ;

such is the case in the Beetle Tribe,
HAT. HI8T. DIV. VOL. II.

where the first portion or prothorax (fig. 16, a) and the small plate

(fig. 16, b), which is a part of the mesothorax, are all that is visible

from above when the elytra are closed. Some few entomologists,
therefore, in describing Beetles, call the part (fig. 16, a) the prothorax,
but it is most commonly called the thorax. The small plate (fig. 16, 4)
above referred to ia called the scutellum, and is usually of a triangular
form.

To the thorax are attached the legs and wings : the anterior pair
of legs are attached to the prothorax ;

to the mesothorax the inter-

mediate pair of legs and the anterior pair of winps, or elytra, as they
are termed in the Culeoptera ; and to the metathorax the posterior

pair of legs and the hinder pair of wings. Of the wings enough has
been said for the present.
The legs in Beetles vary according to their habits. Thus in some

they are formed for running (fig. 27), in others for swimming (fig. 28) ;

here they are very broad and flat : in others again their structure is

suited to burrowing habits (fig. 29) ;
and fig. 30 represents the hind

leg of a beetle, which has the power of leaping to a great distance,
where the thigh is very large.

A leg may be divided into five principal parts : the coxa, or hip
(rt, fig. 27 and 29), which is the first joint, or that joined to the body,
where it plays in a socket

;
the next part, or second joint of the leg,

is the trochanter (6, fiyi. 27. 28, and 29) ; the third is the femur, or

thigh (c, figt. 27, 28, and 29) ;
the fourth -joint is called the tibia, or

shank (d, figt. 27, 28, and 29) ;
the fifth and last part is the tarsus

(e,

figs. 27, 28, and 29) : this part in a great portion of the Coleopterous
Insects is composed of five joints ;

in many a lesser number is found,
but in none do they exceed five : the last joint of the tarsus is usually
terminated by two hooked claws called unguiculi (g, fig. 27), and the

apex of the tibia is furnished generally with two straight spines called

the calcaria (/, figs. 27 and 28).
As regards the classification of the Coleoptera, as well as of insects

in general, in almort every work which treats of the subject, a new
method is proposed. We shall content ourselves however with

noticing two that which is most commonly adopted on the conti-

nent, and that which is followed by most entomologists of our own
country : the former is the method proposed by Latreille, and the
latter by Stephens.

In the classification of the Coleoptera, published by Mr. Stephens
in his 'Systematic Catalogue of British Insects,' the various sections

and subjections are as follows :

Order, Coleoptera.

Sect. 1. Adtphaga.
Sub-Sect. 1. (jeodephaga.

2. Hydradephaga.
3. Philhydritla.
4. Necrophaga.

Sect. 2. Ckilognathomorplia.
Sub-Sect. 1. Clavicorrux.

2. LameUicornet.
3. S/ernori.

4. Malacodermi.

Sect. 3, ndminthomorpka.
Sub-Sect. 1. Ilhinchophora.

2. Lowrjicornes.
Sect. 4. Anoplurimorpha.

Sub-Sect. 1, Eupoda.
2. Cyclica.
3. Trimeri.

Sect. 5. Ifeteromera.

Sect. 6. Brachelytra.

The arrangement of Latreille is founded upon the number of joints
of the tarsi. He accordingly divides beetles into the four following

great sections :

Section 1. Pentamera, including all those Beetles which have five

joints to their tarsi.

Section 2. Jleteromera, Beetles with five joints to the tarsi of the
two anterior pah's of legs, and four to those
of the posterior pair.

Section 3. Tetramera, Beetles with only four distinct joints to all

the tarsi.

Section 4. Trimeri, Beetles with only three distinct joints to the

tarsi.

On comparing these two arrangements, it appears that, there is

considerable difference of opinion between the authors of them as to

the value of certain groups. Ths Trimeri, according to Latreille, is

made one of the four great sections, whilst Mr. Stephens makes the

same group a sub-section of a tribe of not equal importance with
Latreille' s first division, the Pentamera.
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All the Tani with five joint*.

(Mrptaaa, M'Leay.
S. //idraoVwya, M'Leay:
S. Arae&Wyfro, LatreiUe.

4. \tfrvfiafa, M'Leay.
4 Pftficunm, LatreiUe.

7. AarMuri, Latreilla.

the order Cklmftm
aod that Latrailw's

Section 1

n* jaiote to th* Tani of th* two anterior pain of leg*, and four to

the posterior pair.
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COLLEMACE.E. u order in tha LichcnsJ Alliance proposed by
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thalliu hirangiaiuQ*. gvUtinou*. or cartiUminou*. l>r. Lin.lley UM
frfaa no arrangvnwnt f the geoera and *pacie* of thi* order in hi*

acatabU Kingdom.- (LlcWM.]
OLIXTMIA (frac* <AA, glu.), a gcnu* of Plant* U,lnging to the

lilial order Pfltmimiueti*. H ha* a cainpanuUte calyx, fccluft i.r
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* awvasisai
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COLLOPHOHA, a genus of PUuU belonging to the natural r<!< r

pocynoww. One of the (pecie*. (/. <rti/u, yields caoutchouc, or a

substance analogous to it.

! 1.1 ItK IXCLA. {LAHUJBA]
COLLUKIO. [UKIADJL]
CO'LOBUS, a genus of Quaclrumanous Mammalia (Cheiropeds of

Mr. Ogilby) e*tabli*hed by Illiger and adopted by U. Oeofiroy. The
Utter place* the geno* in the group of Singes C*Urrhins, or Monkey*
of the Old Continent; a group diativgniahed by haviiig their nostrils

eparatod by a very thin |>:>riition, :m.l by pomteaaing tivo^nohu- teeth

only on each sidu of the two jaws.
The geniuf ha* the following characters : Facial angle from 40 to

45 degrees ; muzzle short.: face u*k<l ; body elongated and small ;

extremitie* alfinlcr; thu imbTior hands deprived uf a tliunil>; tlie

Bngen rather short ;
the poatorior tluiinl. v<-ry .liMi.nt fi"iu the

fingers, and placed very
much backwards ; tail longer than the body,

mall, and tufted at the end ; cheok-pouohea.; and callositie* on the

buttocks.

The t'o/utt, which are supposed to be inhabitantfl of the Coast of

Guinea, seem to be in the Old World the representative* of A tele*,

whose locality i* South America.
C. polycomot, Geoflroy, U the Simla polycomot of Schreber ; the

Simla comota of Shaw; the Quenon a Cainail of Buffon ;
and the

Full Bottom of Pennant It is a very handsome species. The head
and upper part of the body are covered with hair, falling over the

boulders and forming a kind of hood and pelerine, from whence it

derives the name given to it by Uuffuti, while the reaemblanee of this

chcvelure to a wig determined Pennant to give it tin- I '.nidi-li name
above recorded. This ornament is composed of floating hairs, which

are yellow mingled with black ;
the face is brown, and the rest of

the body U covered with very short close hair of a jet-black, a colour

which *eta off the snow-white tail, which is much longer than the

body and not prehensile. In this last particular, in the possession of

cheek pouches, and in other characters, it diflers from Atdr*; while

in some points, and especially in the absence of the thumb in tha

anU-riur bauds, it resembles it much.

hull lUHium (CWut>ujN/fy>x).

It inli:il.i(, ill, t.,rr^t cif Si. rni Leone, where the natives give it the
name of the ' Kin ..!' the Monkeys' (Uoi de* Singe*), apparently, wija
Daamanat, on account of the beauty of its coloiuw, n<l it*

'

camail,'
which represent* a sort of diadem. They attach great value to it*

which they make ornament*, and they apply it to various

tf. falfamut, Scbmlier, with the head and ahouldcrs covered with
long coamc flowing hair, of a dirty yellowish colour, mixed with
l.Uck

; body, arms, and legs of a fine glosay blackness, covered with
short hair ; tail of a snowy wbitcncM, with v<TV l"iig hair at the end,
funning a tuft. (I'euuant) Locality, Sierra Leone.
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C. Vrginus, Ogilby,
" with very long glossy black hair over the

whole body and extremities, and a long snowy-white tail, tufted at

the end;" described from two imperfect skins without heads or

hands. It is probable that this animal is only a variety or identical

with C. polycomos.
C. Guereza, Ruppell, with the head, face, neck, back, limbs, and

basal half of the tail, covered with short black hair ;
the temples,

chin, throat, and a
band over the eyes,
white ;

the sides,

flanks from the-

shoulders downwards,
loins and buttocks,
clothed with long
flowing white, which

hangs down on each
side like a loose gar-
ment ; the tip of the
tail tufted with dirty-
white. Locality, Abys-
sinia. There is a spe-

cimen,
' one of Dr.

Ruppell's, in the Bri-

tish Museum.
C. fcrruyinonu,

Geoffrey. Crown
black ;

back of a deep
bay colour ; outside

of the limbs black ;

cheeks, under part of

the body, and legs,

very bright bay; tail

black. Locality, Sierra

Leone.

C. fuliyinotut.

Smoky-blue above,

dirty yellowish-gray beneath ; cheeks, throat, tail, and extremities,
brick-red. (Ogilby.) Locality, the Gambia. Mr. Ogilby observes

that the face in short, the head round, and the whole form and habit

of the animal similar to those of the Semnopithcci. The teeth, he

adds, are of the usual form and number, and there are large and

very distinct cheek-pouches.
"

I was the more particular,"' says
Mr. Ogilby,

"
in making this last observation, because the organs in

question had not been previously recorded as existing in the Colobi,

and because M. Geoffrey St. Hilaire, in his valuable lectures, of which
it is a matter of great regret that so small a portion has been given
to the public, even doubts their existence." In the '

British Museum
Catalogue

'

this species is given as a synonym of the following :

C. Temminckii, Kuhl,
" with the hands, face, and tail, purplish-red ;

rest of the members clear-red ; belly reddish-yellow ; head, neck, back,

shoulders, and outer face of the thighs, black." Habitation unknown.
Described from a specimen formerly in Bullock's Museum, aud now
in that of Leyden.
COLOCASIA, at genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

A racetf. The species are excessively acrid ; the leaves of C. esculenta

excite a violent salivation aud burning sensation in the mouth. Not-

withstanding this property many of the species are used as food by
the natives' of the south of Europe. The leaves and roots of

C. e*culenta, C'. Jfimalenrit, C. Antiquorum, and C. nuceronata, under
the names of Cocoa-Nut, Eddoes, and Yams, when boiled or roasted,
are common articles of diet in hot countries. Whole fields of

C. maerorhua are cultivated in the South Sea Islands under the nama
of Tara or Kopeh roots. In the Himalayas the species which is called

C. llimalennt farms a chief portion of the food of the Hill Tribes.

Medicinally the root is stimulant, diaphoretic, and expectorant. The
whole of the species are remarkable for containing & milky juice.

They are cultivated in Portugal, Greece, aud Egypt.
COLOCYNTH. [Cucums.]
COLON. The alimentary canal below the stomach is divided into

the small and great intestines. The former consist of the duodenum,
jejunum, and ilum

;
the latter of the colon and rectum. The Colon

commences a little above the right groin, in the right iliac fossa

[ABDOMEN], in the form of a dilated pouch, which is called the caput
<xi)i, or more commonly the coecum, from its blind rounded extremity.
The ileum opens obliquely into the left side of this pouch, its inner
or mucous membrane projecting so as to form the ileo-ccacal valve,

which, permitting the contents of the small intestine to pass into the

Colon, suffices to prevent their return, except in peculiar cases of

diseased action. Near the same part of the ccccum opens alw> a
slender contorted intestine about two inches long, likewise blind,
which is called the appendix vermiformis, from its resemblance in

the human subject to a worm. The use of this appendage is

unknown : in some animals, as the sheep, it is much larger, and is

l.ly of more importance than in man. From the right iliac

i the Colon passes upwards along the side to the under surface
of the liver. Hence it turns to the left, stretching over the upper
part of the belly just below and in front of the Hb.m.nli, to which
it is connected by tb<j common attachment of l,tli organs to the

omentum, a loose pendulous membrane, formed by a double fold of

the peritoneum, and spread like an apron in front of the small intes-

tines. Having reached the opposite side of the abdomen, the Colon

passes downwards to the left iliac fossa
; thence, taking two sudden

turns to the right and downwards, it descends into the pelvis over
the last lumbar vertebra, and becomes continuous with the rectum.
The double turn just mentioned is the sigmoid flexure

;
the trans-

verse part is called

the arch of the Colon
;

and the ascending and

descending or lateral

parts, as they lie im-

mediately over the

loins, are called tho

right and left lumbar

portions. The central

space thus nearly en-

circled by the Colon
is occupied by the

\ convoluted heap of

small intestines. The

length of the whole
intestinal canal is six

or seven times that
of the body in man,
the Colon constituting
about a fifth part. In

graminivorous animals
its length is propor-

tionably greater ; in

those which feed ex-

clusively on flesh it is

less.

The Colon is en-

'uereza. veloped in the serous

membrane called the

peritoneum, which forms the external covering of all the abdominal
viscera. [ABDOMEN.] This outer tunic passing entirely round it, meets

behind, and forms a duplicature called the mesocolou, which attaches

it, more loosely at the arch than at the sides, to thg spine and loins, and
serves as a medium for the passage of nerves and vessels, and the

lodgment of absorbent glands. Between the peritoneal coat and the
interior mucous lining there is a layer of muscular fibres, some of

which encircle the bowel in scattered bands, and serve to diminish its

calibre; others, more regularly arranged in three distinct longitu-
dinal bands, contract its length ; and. their combined actions, taking

place successively in different parts of the intestine, but on the whole

propagated from, above downwards, agitate its contents backwards and

forwards, and urge them ultimately into the rectum.

The Colon is amply supplied with blood-vessels, nerves, lymphatics,
and duots, which pour out the mucus that lubricates the interior as

well as various excrementitious^ matters here separated from the

blood as being injurious or useless. The canal is not smooth and
uniform like the small intestines, but bulges out between the bands
of muscular fibre into various prominences more or less regular in

their form, in which the faeces lodge for a time and become deprived
of much of their moisture as they are rolled onwards by the peristaltic
action. Hence arises their tabulated or globular form, more observable

in some of the lower animals, as the horse and sheep, than in man.
It is in the Colon that the faeces acquire their peculiar odour, which
is not perceived above the ileo-ccecal valve. It is in this part of the

i alimentary canal that the fluid part of the food is chiefly absorbed,

j being no longer needed to keep the nutritive particles in suspension.

I

The lymphatic vessels of the Colon are consequently found distended

with a transparent fluid, and not the milk-like chyle absorbed by
those of the small intestines. [LACTEALS ; LYMPHATICS.]
COLOPHO'NIA (in French the wood is called Bois de Colophane),

a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Surseracea;. It has

an urceolar bluntly 3-lobed calyx ; 5 roundish-ovate petals inserted

under the disc, imbricated in the bud
; 6 stamens, one half shorter

than the petals, equal in length to the calyx ; :
the diso 6-lobed. It is

to a genus thus defined that De Candolle refers the tree producing the

Bois de Colophane of the island of Mauritius, and calls it C'. Mauritiana.

In his description of the tree he says the fruit is unknown. Lindley,
in his ' Flora Medica,*' gives Colophonta Mauritiana, De- Cand.,.

Surtera. paniculata, Lam., Amyris Zeylanica, Retz., and Baltoamo-

dendron Zeykmicum, De Cand., as synonyms of Canarium commune.
This last is described as a small tree, with 7-11 leaflets on long stalks,

ovate-oblong, acute or shortly acuminated, quite entire, smooth ;

stipules oval; the panicles of flowers terminal, divaricating; th

flowers 2-3 together, almost sessile, when young covered over by
broad ovate concave eilky bracteola ; the calyx silky externally ;

the

drupes oblong, black. The bark of this plant yields a limpid oil,

with a pungent turpentine smell,, which congeals into buttery

camphoraceous substance. It possesses the same properties as

Copaiba. Don says :

" When the nuts are mature they contain a

fwri't ki>riH;l, which does not become rancid, and which resembles

a sweet chestnut; they are eaten both raw and dressed by the
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at the Molucca*. Raada. and New Guinea ; and an oil it

<om thsaa, which U nsed at the tabU when frseh, and for

hrMd is also made from them, oakea, buouiu, ftc.,

fresh they are apt to bring on diarrh.B- and
.-

dyeeateriea. aad to nnnaaim an oppression at the breast" The aanie

-..-
imHt.ii- of In.lu and of the islands of the Eastern Archipelago.

ftuto; Undley, Worn Jfofco.)

K. a euane granular variety of (Jamil, presenting
JeMsat hue* and a resinous lutre. [GARXET. J

Coco**.]
(CnBUMU.]

OT. the common name of Tiunlaya Far/an.

COLI'IIKh. fCotCWUOJL]
CummiH.t:. a family of Snakes, the last of the sub-order

fVteariae of l>r J. K. Gray. The CWeortM include the families

HfJnJ.r jliTuimx). Boi-t* [BolDJt], and Colubrida. This hurt

fkaUly hHt4 the geana CWaerr of Limueus, which comprised all

the eerpeaai, whether venomous or not, whoee scales beneath the tail

arc divided into two, or, more properly speaking, arranged in pairs;

but the term is generally applied by Cuvier and other authors to

which have transverse plates on the belly, and the

the tail f .miiug a double row, a flattened head with
1

plaits, teeth almost equal, and no poison-fangs. The

fclVlahal is Lr. Cray's definition of the sub order CultArina : Jaws

strong, both toothed, sometimes with some fang* iu front or grooved
teeth behind. Head moderate or in.li-tim-t ; crown often covered

with regular shields. The section of this order to which the

CW.nJW belong haw the belly covered with broad bind-like shields ;

vast without any ; spur-like feet ; the tail conical and tapering. The
onlr family in this Motion are the OthAnda, which have the nostril)

arW lateral. open ; the head generally shielded.

Uurrati plaoed the Oelukrid* between the Rattlesnakes (Caudi-
WM) and the Vipers. Scopoli's (enen were those of Linnaeus.

Ucepede pUoed the OJmkrida at the head of his nine genera of

Serpeau, and next to them oame the BOM and Rattlesnakes.Serpeau,
Ak them the last but one of his six genera
of Ophidians. arranging them between the Vipers and the Boas.

UareilU gave the genus a place between Ckenydrtu and Diptat in

hi* family at Aaguiviperes. Daudin eumprehended 172 species under
the geana, In the synoptical table of Dumeril and Bibron, Cuvier u
Mde to place it between Ihptai and Ctrrernu. Oppel subdivides his

seortno (the sooond) the S^nammata (Kcailleux) into seven families,
of which the C-Jmknda (Cootaivrtfee) ire the hut, coming imme-
diate!* afUr the Perado-viperes. Merrem divided the Serpents into

two sub-tribe*: in the first sub-division, the Innocui, or serpents
without venom, of the first tribe (flWonei), Coluber appears between

H-flfl, and //arnoa. De BUinville separated the SerpenU into

fifiitt mA Apod*; Oolmbtr coming immediately after Boa, is placed
in the maoeooos division of these Apod*. Dr. Harlan made the

nera, and laoed Colnttr
Ur.

Ophidians, his fourth order, contain six genera, and plaoed Colnttr
betweea OfUnmnu, his first, and Ki/xro, his third genus.

Orfus, in his camprebansive
(ISM) arranged the Oolt

eevata, the third enb-par

Haworth arranged the genus CWnor between Scgtale and

mnng the Trie garpaute. (Afoda epatptbrata, or serpents without

yeUib), and under the umoeuon* branch of the Ouloxia. Fitzinger
(I8M) placed the (MalrMto between the Pytkantidf* and the

sive third tribe JVonopaoa *]*aimata.
OoltAritla and the Boida under his

nb-partition of the first sub-division,
(with entire teeth), of his third u>> order of Scaly

Wader published in 1830 his ' Xaturalichea System der
tssnhlhean' He makes his fourth order, the SerpenU, consist of one

family only, comprehending 97 genera, and places Coluber the forty
nrth between gpiUfm (Wagler) and Hcrprlodryi ( I

U 1SSS PraaMsor John Muller, of Bonn, published his system
the Colubers are arranged by him immediately after Dryimu, as the
Uet of the tiniu, the thirl family of his second order, uniting the

JfovesfeaMS, which corre^ond to the fftttrodtrma of Dumeril.
The spseiss of the ireaus C'o/nW, as left by Cuvier, are very
MMtvaa, and their geocraphical distribution i. very wide. The
fomgn ajulis are some of them remarkable for their vivid colouring,
Ml others far the regularity of the pattern, so to speak, with which

they are avsrked. Others again are singularly slender in form, but
aeae grow to a large rttt.

The barmlees Common Snake or Ringed Snake (Nei.lr fraith,
JJeidr j toaMnrdd, of the Wel.h. Nalrix to^ttnta of Owner and
K.v. CVahr .Vatru of Unnsrus) is the best example of the form

'1 ' W. a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order
It has a spreading 5-cleft calyx; petals 5, obovat*

Knit eapmlar. dehiscent, trloooemm, girded

titter bark of which tree U said to bring on violent fermentation in

be liquors into which it U thrown. There are several other species

leecribed, natives of South America, Africa, and the Bust I

None of them are of any known use, and are not worth cultivation

except in general collections.

Cill.l'MBA. rCoLUMBID-*.]
CULUM'BID^K, a natural family of Birds, comprising the Pigeons,

Doves, and Turtles.

Aristotle mentions five, if not six, birds of this group

auviMMl* ; atigaM* S.

at the ba by the ealrt. The scads are rurniabed with a shorTstalk.
The epeeiM are shnbs with alternate, quite entire, or crenuUtod
loan*. nHted with distent feather-nerves, n

-,,,|ly pubes
r rusty villoua. The lowers are in axillary short crowded

sa, ar to KsaWai with eiinpte pedaodee,
^d Saake Wood, is a native of Guinea

; the

, OTTO, Otvos, and Tpirrvr, entering at Urge into their

organisation and habits. (' Hist,' b. i. c. 1
;

b. ii. c. lf>, 17 ; l>. iii. c. 1 ;

b. v. c. 18 ; b. vi c. 1, 2, 4, and 8 ; b. viii c. 3
;

b. ix. c. 7.) He also

>>. viii. c. 8) speaks of a bird named *a^, whicii Athena>us (' Deipn.,'
i. iz. c. 11) and others consider to be one of the Uolumbuttr, while

others again hold a different opinion, inasmuch as Atheutuus states

that Aristotle has distinguished five species of Pigeons, an.l

mumerates *i^ as one, omitting n<Aia>; and so Aristotle does

b. viii a 3), but he mentions n<Aeiai elsewhere (b. viii o 18), and it

s clear to us from the context that Pkaja signified one of the., ntpumpotiStit. There is considerable doubt as to which
of the species of pigeons Aristotle intended to designate by the

erms above given, and some of them have been applied by modern

ornithologists to signify forms which he probably never saw. Only
.wo, or at most three, can be identified with anything like cer'

rMiny (' Nat Hist,' b. x. c. 34) writes 'Do CoIumbU,' and (c. SJ

i'nliiiubibiiit.' He enters moreover largely into their habits in other

-U of his
' Natural History.'

Much doubt seems to have prevailed as to the proper place of the

ligeous in the system. Belon collected the few species known to him
inder the titles Ramiere, Tourtorelles, Bisets, Pigeons Fuyards, and

Pigeons, among the birds "
qu'on trouve viander iudifTpreuimeut en

lous lieux," placing them between the Torcou (Jynjc Toryuitln. \Vry-

leck) and the Merlu Bleu (Blue Thrush). Geauer arranged them
ttctween the Gallinaceoua Birds and the Bustards ; Aldrovandiis placed
them between the Domestic Cock and the Sparrow; Willughby
between the Bustards and Thrushes, and Ray gava them the gamo

place, Brisson, Pennant, and Latham insulated them in a particular
>nier. Pennant also arranged them between the Gallinaceous and
Passerine Birds, and Latham between the Paueret and the Gallimr.
Other authors placed them among the Gallinaceous Birds. Liunteus
made them a genus of'his order Paueret, arranging them between
Tetrao (the Grouse and Partridges, Ac.) and Alautia (the Larks).
Cuvier placed them among the Gallinaceous Birds, next to the
Tinamous (Tinanaa, Latham; Cryplurut, IlUger), making them the
last of the order. In his arrangement the Echassiers (Grallatoret,

Wading Birds) form the order which immediately follows the
Gallinaces. Lac^pede had previously given them the first place in

the last-mentioned family, as did also Dumcril. Meyer had insulated

them as his seventh order, coming between the Ckclidone* (Swallow
Tribe) and his eighth order, Uattlnac ; and Illiger had found a
situation for them under his Keaortt (the Rasorial Birds). La
Vaillant, who seems to have been the first who separated the

into well-defined divisions, arranged them in three
sections ; the first containing the Colombes, Itamiem, and Tourte-

relles; the second the Colombars; and the third the Colombi Galline*.

Vieillot made them the last family but one (Colombins) of his second
tribe (Animlaciyti), arranging them between his Oithiojihaget and
Aleclrida. M. Temminck classed them as his ninth order between
the Chelidons and the Gallinaces. De Blainvillu's order Spontora, or
Les Colombins, contained these birds, and came between the SaJtalora

(I'uttera) and the Oradatora (Pheasants or Partridges) : in his

amended method, as developed by U. Lherminier, they occupy nearly
the same position between the Pattern and the Gallinaceous Birds.

C. Bonaparte (Prince of Canino) assigns the same place to them.

(' Specchio Comparative.')
When he wrote the article 'Pigeon

'

in the '
Dictionnaire d'Histoire

Naturelle,' U. Violllot conformed to the opinion of Linntcus in

placing those birds among the Ptuurra, because of its natural great
analogy to the last-mentioned group, like nearly the whole of which
the pigeons pair in the season of love, the male and female working
jointly at the nest, taking their turns during incubation, and partici-

pating
in the care of the young, which, among the true pigeons, are

batched blind, fed in the nest, which
they

do not quit till they are
"covered with feathers, and are

supported by their parents some time
after their departure from it, having no power to feed themselves.
Such are the points of resemblance. Their dissimilarity consist* in
their mode of drinkiug and feeding their young, in the nature of their

plumage, and the
similarity of their courtship and of their voice

points of difliTenoo which also separate them from the true gallina-
ceous birds, with which, nays M. Vieillot, they have no analogy iu their

instincts, their habits, or their loves. Nearly all the gallinaceous
birds are polygamous, and lay a great number of eggs each time they
incubate, which is rarely more than once a year in the temperate
cones; while the true pigeons lay only two eggs each time, incubate

frequently during the year, and are monogamous. Among the galli-
naceous birds, as a general rule, the male does not solace the female
at the time of building the nest and of incubation ; the young run a*

soon almost as they are out of the egg-shell, quitting their nest, and
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seeking their own food immediately. Finally, a striking character
removes the pigeona from the gallinaceous birds, and in M.
Vieillot's opinion places them in the same natural group with the
J'n.-.x rfi, namely, the possession of a posterior toe articulated at the
bottom of the tareus, upon the same plane as the anterior toes,

touching the ground throughout its length in walking and embracing
the roost in perching. On the contrary, in the gallinaceous birds, the
hind toe is articulated upon the tarsus higher than the others, and

only touches the ground with its claw, or at most with its first

phalanx, and remains perpendicular when the bird is on the perch.
Nevertheless it must be confessed that there are found among the

pigeons species which participate in some degree with the gallinaceous
birds in regard to their manners and gait (allures) or some exterior

conformity. Such are the Colombi-Gallines, the Pigeon-Caille of Le
Vaillant, to which must be added the Colombi Gall ines of M. Temininck,
the Mountain-Partridge of Sloane, the Blue-Headed Pigeon, the

Cocotzin, Ac., all which have their feet more elongated than those of
their congeners, with the wings of tlie partridges, that is to say

j

rounded, and with the two first quills shorter than the thud or fourth
;

j

but for the rest, all, with the exception of the Colombe-Galliue of Le
Vaillant, approach the other pigeons in their amours, their laying, and
the bringing up of their young; and so it is of the birds which at

Gindaloupe and Martinique bear the name of Partridge; and M.
Vieillot quotes Dutertre, who says that "according to the common
opinion of the inhabitants of Guadaloupe, there are three sorts of

partridges, red, black, and gray, which have never passed in my mind
for aught but turtles (tourterelles) ;

for they have not the short

quality of flesh belonging to our partridges, they have the straight
bill, they perch and build their neste in trees, they only lay two eggs,"
Ac. (' Hist. de Antilles," torn, ii.) These facts, adds M. Vieillot,

"

have been confirmed to me by the inhabitants of Martinique and

Guadaloupe. Of all the pigeons and turtles, continues this ornitho-

logist, which I have had occcamon to study in the living state, the
Cocotzins are those which appear to me to have the greatest relation

to the partridges ; their haunt is always in the fields and savannahs
;

there they seek their food, and never resort to trees; they raise them-
selves into the air like the partridges, and after a short flight alight

upon the ground. For this reason the English and the inhabitants of
the United States call it the Ground Dove. But the habit of

frequenting the ground, Ac. does not belong exclusively to the

pigeons whose wings are formed as above stated ; for, according to

Latham, the Columba Chalcoplera (Phapt), which M. Temminck
arranges with his Columbtt (Vieillot's first section), has the same
habitn, so that the English of Australia call it the Ground Pigeon.

.(Vieillot.)
" The family of Columbldti (says Mr. Vigors,

' Linn. Trans.,'
vol. xiv. p. 410), alternately arranged by systematic writers among the

Perching and Gallinaceous orders, and not unfrequently grouped as a

separate order between the two, at once indicates where the point of

junction exists between them. These birds, although we have the

high authority of Linnreus for uniting them with that division of our
Perchers which forms hU Pagseres, I do not hesitate in arranging, con-

formably to the opinion of Messrs. Cuvier and llliger, as a subdivision
of the Gallinaceous Birds.

" In those particulars, where they respectively assume the character
of each order, their affinity with the latter is considerably stronger
thmi that which approximates them to the former. Their food and
habits, their internal economy, and the formation of their bills,

identify them with the Rtuoro ; while, on the other hand, the cha-
racters which bring them near the Iiuestorn, their divided toes and

comparatively short leys, are weakened by the resemblance which
those members bear to the same parts of the contiguous order in their

general structure, and more particularly in the bluntneas of the nails,
so strongly indicative of the rasorial habits of the Gallinaceous Tribes,
and so strikingly contrasted with the sharpness of the nails in the
Linncean Ptueru>. They are much more nearly allied to these latter

tribes by their habits of perching and building their nests in trees or

rocks, by the absence of the spur on the legs of the male, and by the
inferior number of their tail-feathers."

In a note to that part of the text which alludes to the rasorial

habit* of the Gallinaceous Birds, the author cites the habits of
Columba Nicobarica, Columba caruttfu/ata, and Coluatba paeterina.
Mr. Vigors accordingly places the Columbida; in the aberrant group
of bis Ratoret. "

I have already observed, when speaking of the affi-

nities," says that ornithologist in the paper above quoted,
" which

connect the orders of birds together, that the Columbidce form the
. passage from the Jnwsnorez to the liatftn-pg by their habits of perching
and their powers of flight. The hind toe is articulated, as in the
Perchers. and their tarsi are shorter, more particularly in the earlier

group*, than those of the Gallinaceous Birds in general. The first

group which we meet in this extensive family is the genus Vimnjn of

M. Cuvier, the bills of which, stronger and more solid than they are

usually found to be among the pigeons, unite them to Penelope and
CTOJ-, which lorm the opposite extreme of the present order, as well
s to Mtuophaga and Curylhaix, which approach, as we have seen, the
whole of the groups before us, and connect them with the Perchem.

this genus Vinni/'i, which seems confined to the southern divi-

sions of t.|,.; Ol ! World, we may observe a series of groups leading

gradually to the true Columba, of which genus the European species
Columba (Knot, Linn., may be considered to form the type. Hence
we are led by several intervening species to the Columbi-Gallines of
M. Le Vaillaut, which, still retaining the soft and flexible bill of

Columba, approach the typical Gallinaceous Birds in their more ele-

vated tarsi, and in their habits of living in company and seeking their

nourishment chiefly on the ground. Among these may be noticed
some forms, C. Nicobariea, Linn., and C. carunculata, Temm., for

instance, which possess the feathered appendages, together with the
naked face and caruncles of the Linusean Gallince ; and another group,
the Lophyrus of M. Vieillot, which exhibits the size and general form
of the same birds, as well as the singular plumes which frequently
decorate their head. This last-mentioned genus, formed of the
crowned pigeon of India, possessing the strongly-formed leg and foot
of Meleagris, Linn., but without the spurs, while at the same time it

retains the bill of Culumba, may be observed to open the passage
immediately from the present to the succeeding family" (the
Phnsiaiii<l ' >.

The following remarks embody Mr. Swainson's views upon this

interesting family :

" The extensive genus of Columba, like that of

Falco, has been pronounced indivisible by an eminent ornithologist of
the present day ; who, from having made these birds his peculiar
study, is in one sense pre-eminently qualified to give a decided

opinion. The principle he has laid down, and on which this opinion
consequently is founded, is, that whenever intermediate species are
discovered which serve to unite two neighbouring genera, such genera
should invariably be united." After stating that this theory has been
refuted in the pages of the '

Zoological Journal,' Mr. Swainson thus
continues :

" It is admitted that there are certain peculiarities of form
and of economy among the Colutnbidte, which point out natural divi-

sions. Some of these have been used for the construction of genera,

by Messrs. Le Vailluut, Vieillot, and Cuvier, and of sections by M. Tein-
ininck

;
but the immense number of species already known, and the

great influx of new ones, renders it essential that many others should
be formed. As we labour under a comparative ignorance of the
natural economy of the vast number of tropical species recently
described, any attempt to throw the Columbidie into their natural

arrangement must be very imperfect. The basis of such a work must
rest on their natural habits, their food, and their geographic distribu-

tion. Yet, as we see in other natural families that a peculiarity of

economy is almost invariably accompanied by some corresponding
modification of structure, we shall receive considerable assistance by
accurately examining such variations. We may note the forms
without being acquainted with their reference to the peculiar habits
of the group ;

aud although our inference in some eases may be

erroneous, in others we shall not be far from the truth. The pas-

senger-pigeons, for instance, have their first quill-feather as long as

any of the others a sure indication of that rapid and long-continued

power of flight they are known to possess. The Columbi-Galliues of

M. Le Vaillant are described as having naked and somewhat length-
ened tarsi ; a structure well adapted to those ambulating habits

which bring some of them close to the Phasianidte, Vigors, and others

to the Cracida, Vigors. Another group, the Colombars of M. Le
Vaillaut ( Yluayo, Cuv., Tn'ron, Vieill.), have a strong hard bill

;
and

their short clasping tarsi covered with feathers lead us to conclude

they seldom perch upon the ground ;
in fact, Messrs. Le Vaillant

and Cuvier both assert that these birds are only found in the tropical
forests of the Old World. Apparently confined to the same regions,
we see another group, wherein the bill partakes of that weak structure

observed in the generality of pigeons, while the tarsi are thickly
clothed with feathers, similar to the group last mentioned. These
seem to be the principal divisions among the Columbida." In 1827
the same author characterised the genera Perietera, Chamcpelia, and

Ectopiita ;
and in the ' Fauna Boroali-Americana,' under Columba

Eclopittet migratoria, he has the following note :

" As ornithologists
do not appear to be aware of the great difference which exists in the

groups of this family in the relative structure of their feet, we shall

here draw their attention to the principal groups. In the even-tailed

wood-pigeons of Europe, North America, and the Old World, forming
the restricted genus Columba, the external and internal anterior toes

are equal. In the lovely genus P/ilinopus, Swainson, confined to the

green pigeons of the Indian and Australian isles, and in that of Vinago,

Cuv., formed by the thick-billed species of the same countries, the

inner toe is much shorter than the outer
;
but in the sub-genus (?)

Ectopiales, Swainson, and the small turtle doves, this proportion is

reversed, the inner toe being the longest. In the beautiful genus
Perutta-a, Swainson, which comprises all the bronze-winged pigeons
of Australia and the ground-pigeons of America, the tarsi are more
elevated, the hind toe shorter, and the inner toe is likewise the

longest. We have been for some time engaged in analysing this

family, with the view of ascertaining the relative value of all these

groups." Dr. Ritgen (1828) makes the genus Columba, Linn., form
the third family (llerpochoropteni) of his first tribe (Choropteni), of his

second scries (Xerornitltet, or birds of the dry land) in his tricho-

tomous system, as applied to birds.

P. J. Selby, Esq., in the ' Naturalist's Library' (1835), characterises

the following genera, Carpophaf/a, Phapa, and Gtopkilus. He thus

speaks of thu classification:
" Of the Bub-families or five typical
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we oan only pak with diffldeooeand unr-
k. epeeiea wleienUy .triet or extensive b

oooetnsive deduction, can be

that the arboreal pigeone.

with fort formed expressly
for

which, from their habit* MidOa IQIWe^D wui.ii, irmu M

ration with the imseinrial order is supported,

one ; the tone pigeons, of which our ring-

M.nYbeeo.Jd^tyjc.l,a.eoond :
the

with fret of different proportions from the

nwwed UiU, thinl; the ground .pigeons, or

Uil^il rr Tin I ef UM French net urali-te. fourth ; ml the fifth i

*M* aUHlr * represented by Vi-illof. genus Jop*rw, in which

UMdieti~ fiwn the|^ Columbine form is not to that of Ui.

nisei . but to UM Oxiorf*, placed at the farther exteem.ty,

and. like the CWewfettVr, another aberrant family of the RworuU

certain light* The greater wing-coverta and secondary quilU are

greeoimh Mck, with a deep and well-defined edging of gamboge-

yellow throughout their length. The tail him the two middle feather*

wholly green, and slightly exceeding the ret in length ; thews are of

a drk bluiih-grmy, with a dark central band. The under tsil-coverte

are yellowish-white, barred with green. The legs and toe* are red,

the clawi pale gray, etrong, aharp, and eemioircular." (Selby ; and see

i'emiumck.)

I HIM if til-
-' "-" -' "- OJwaMAr, ooe part of

_ --mal organisation of the pigeon i> worthy of special notice,

Tbe crop, to UM stole which U adapted for ordinary digestion, is thin

ad numl* ". and the internal nirfaoe in imooth ;
bat by the

about to be hatched, the whole, except that part

trachea, beeoroea thicker, and put* on a ^MMW
it* internal surface very irregular. In this organ

.

h b the* the food ia Uhonted by the parent* before it is conveyed
uid of a grayiah colour u secreted and

the grain or seeds undergoing digestion,
Toong ; for a milky fluid of a grayiah colour u secreted and

Into the crop among the grain or seeds undergoing digestion,

and a quality of food raited to the neetling i thus produced. The
with aoida and form* curd, and the apparatus form*.

among birds, the ntaiuet approach to the mamma- of warm-bloo<)e>i

nimaW (Btan); henee no doubt the term '

pigeon's-milk.' Tbe
number of vertebra amonnte to IS cervical, 7 dorsal, 18 sacral, and

7 eandal - 40 (Cnvier). Tbe sternum is narrow, with a deep keel,

UM inferior border convex, and the anterior one curved forwards, thin,

and trenchant ; the manubrial process is strong and bifurcated, the

eneUl
)
Humes short. Tbe posterior margin is cleft by two fissures

on either aide of the mesial plane, the Uteral and superior fissures
'

deepest ; the mesial ones are occasionally converted int.. a

The ooetal surface of the lateral margin is, u in the galli-

i birds, of very little extent In the crown-pigeon the superior
are so deep and wide ss to convert the rest of the lateral

margin into a mere flattened process, which is dilated at the extre-

mity. (Owen.)
The distribution of this family is very extensive, the form occurring

almoet everywhere, exeept within the frigid zones. The species are

t in Southern Asia and the Great Indian Archipelago.
The following definition includes the CWemWo-, to which we shall

refer in the present article :
- Kill moderate, compressed, covered at

UM ha* of the upper mandible with a soft akin, in which the nostrils

arc pierced, and more or lees curved at the point Feet with three

divided toes in front, and one behind.

I.MO (Cnvier). BUI comparatively large, strong, thick, and solid,

eampressfd at the aide* ; the tip very hard, hooked, and inflated
;
the

cnpantivrly exposed, and with the swollen or projecting
but little developed. Tarsi short, partly clothed with

below the tanal joint; sole wide, the membrane being
steaded, and UM whole foot formed for perching and grasping ;

the

enter to* longer than the inner, cUw* strong, sharp, and semicircular,

"aleeely resembling in form those of the woodpecker or other scan-

sorial birds." (S-ll.y . Wings of mean length, strong and pointed,
eenosl and thinl quilU about equal, and the longest in the wing.
Mr. Melby says, that in all the species submitted to examination the
third quill has the central part of the inner web deeply notched, a* if

piece had been cut oat ; and that the prevailing colours are green
ad yeilew of dltWen.1 fartenatUea, contrasted more or less in certain

parts with rich purple and reddiehJirown.
Tbe sfiBin inhabit IntertropUal A-i and

berries and fniite They are shy and timid, and inhabit the woods.
Mr. Belby give* UM following, on the authority of Mr. X.-ill. who,
tmking of riney. tfArmmm, cays :

"
I hail two, but both, I believe,

were males Both hail a song, very dttWrnt from the mere cooing
ef UM ringdove. When they sang in concert, they gave the same
tittle tone, bat an dmVrent keys. After the death of one the sur-
vivor wed to stag at oemmand, or, at all evente, when incited t.. it by

It is the CalmmHa eresvvini of Itham. " The
.r> U of a mild and timorous disposition, and is gene-

ratly seen In ieoaa or eaeistiei, exeept during the period of reproduo-
Men, when they pair. MM! retire to UM noisiii of the forest. The
MB* to sfaanle, awl eosapoeed of a few twigs loosely put together, and
Ike eajs are two Tbe base or softer pert of the bill is a

itray. the tip yellowish white, strong, m,,. h 1 ...,i. .1.

on the eUe. The forehead to of a bright stT

r. the chin and IkMat
a bright eiakin-green. th<

boga-yeHow, the remaincmwn greMisfcrav. the chin and Utfont pmboga-yeHow, t

4er of UM neek. UM breast, belly, lowvr l.rk, and rump,
fr~n TVe npft hack or mwitlr. sn-l |->rt of the ISMMT wing
fvverta, ere of a rick brownish-red, and rhil>it s purplioh tinge in

\
Aromntie Vmap> ( Finaft nromntirn],

It inhabits the continent of India, Java, and other adjacent inlands.

The habits of this species are arborial. Mr. Sclby, gives the follow-

ing note which accompanied th skins of V. militant, and V. aramaticn.

"Green Pigeon. This beautiful bird has brilliant red eyes. Its feet

something like the parrot' g, and it climbs in the same way as that

bird. It is very difficult to find
;
for although a flock is marked into

a tree, yet its colour is so similar to the leaf of the banyan ( on the

small red fig of which it feeds ), that if a bird does not move you may
look for many minutes before you can see one, although there may be

fifty in the tree."

}>tilinnp<u ( SwainsonV Wings moderate, first quill contrncted

towards the apex, third and fourth longest Bill slender. Tarsi

feathered.

Mr. Swainson says that in proposing the characters of this p'tni,

he wifthes them to be considered more as indicating a gronp, by hi. li

the genus TWron, Viell. ( Vinago, Cuv.), may be united to the naked-

legged pigeons, than as being so rigidly framed as to exclude all ..( I

to that group ..f Miiiillcr pigeons in which the first quill-feather

becomes suddenly narrowed or attenuated towards the tip, and tli

tarsi are feathered almost to tin- <lhii<m of the toes.

The species inliaV.it the Moluccas, the Celebes, and the islands of

the Pacific (Selby.) Their habit* are retired ; they live in forest soli-

tude*. Food, fruits and berries.

The following is a description of the genus as restricted by
Mr. Selby : Bill comparatively slender, the base slightly depressed,
and the soft covering of the nontrils not much arched or swollen;

the tip though hard i little inflated, with a gentle curvature ;
the

forehead is rather low and depressed ; the legs are short but strong ;

the tarsi clothed with feather* nearly to the divinion of the toes
;
the

feet are calculated for grasping, and are similar in form to those of

.. the sides of the toes boing enlarged by thr .-xt-'inion of the

Uterus! membrane, and the outer longer than the inner one ;
the

wings are strong, and nf modi'i-nti. length, the flrnt quill-feather con-

siderably shorter than the second, and unddenly narrowed toward* tho

tip a peculiarity also posessed by several pigeons belonging t..

dintinet groups, and by which means the connexion is thus kept up
between them. The third and fourth quills are nearly equal t..

other, and are the longest in the wing. The Uil in of propon
length, and generally square at the end. Predominating colour like

that of Viaagn, green, varied in part* with yellow and orange, and in

some, beautifully encircled with masses of purpUah-red and vivid blue.

P. ryono-nmu. It is the CottHnba ryann-rimu of Lesson, who
described it in the 'Voyage <! l.i Coquille.' The bird is t.

Monanopo in the I'apnan toiivuc, nnd inhabits. ay Ix-snon, the pro-
found itml Mill vii : V'w 'iuinea. "It was
ill the ir igM-.Mih..,,,! .,r tin- harbour of Dorery thnt we procured the
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greatest number of individuals. Their low cooing was heard frequently
from the large, trees, and every thing indicated that they were

Ptilinnpits cyuno.rirtns.

Description. Total length from the end of the bill to the extremity
of the tail, 8 inches 6 lines (French) ; bill delicate and black ;

iris

of a red-brown ; tarsi short, and nearly entirely feathered ;
toes

with a membranous border, and of a lively orange colour
; head, rump,

upper purt of the body, wings, and tail, of an agreeable grass-green ;
a

large patch (calotte) of a beautiful indigo-blue covers the occiput ;

elongated blue spots occupy the centre of the sabalar feathers, which
are bordered with a straight yellow line ; the internal and hidden part
of the same feathers is brown ; the quills are entirely brown, and
bordered at the external edge with a line of canary yellow ;

the tail is

square and rectilinear ; the feathers which compose it are fourteen in

number, brown, their extremities white below, and of a green similar

to that of the back above, passing into black in the middle, and each

terminating within with a white spot; the two exterior ones are

brown, bordered with yellow externally, as are the two or three next
;

the shaft is brown
;
the throat to half-way down the neck is ash-gray ;

the breast is grayish-green ;
the belly and the flanks are at first green

mingled with some yellow borderiugs, and then comes a large patch
of yellowish-white extending on each Hide so as to form a kind of

girdle ; the feathers of the thighs are green ; those of the vent, white
and pale yellow ;

the lower tail-coverts are yellow mingled with green.
M. Lesson mentions another individual rather smaller, with some
differences of plumage, which he supposes to have been either a female

or a young one. Mr. Selby remarks upon the fact that no notice is

taken of the form of the first quill-feather in this description, and

regret* it, but entertains little or uo doubt of its presence in nearly a

similar form to that assumed by the rest of this group, of which
P. purpvratat is the type.

Carpoptaya (Selby).
" In this group," says Mr. Selby,

" which is

composed of birds of a much larger size than the preceding, the

wings, though possessing the same relative proportions, have no

emargination, or sudden narrowing of the tip of the first quill. Their
tarsi also are not so thickly or entirely feathered ; and their nostrils

are placed nearer to the base of the bill. In some species, green,

yellow, and purple are the prevailing colours; in others, a rich

bronzed or metallic colour composes the upper plumage, exhibiting
hade* of deep green an<l purple, uncording to the light in which it is

viewed, while in those which lead the way to the typical pigeons, the

tints become less vivid and more uniform in their distribution. Their
bill is considerably depressed at the base, the membrane in which the

nostrils are placed but little pToninfOt or swollen, the. tip compressed
and tooderately arched, the- tomia slightly sinuated. The forehead
is low, and the feathers advance considerably upon the soft portion of

the liilL In many of them a caruncle, or gristly knob, varying in nixe

and ihape according to the species, grows upon the basal part of the

upper mandible during the season of propagation. This is supposed
to be common to both sexes, as the female is described with it in

I 'upi'irey's
'

Voyage.' After this epoch it is rapidly absorbed, and its

situation scarcely to be observed upon the surface of the bill. The
feet are powerful, and formed'for grasping, the soles being fiat and

greatly extended. As in the other members of this group, the hind
toe U fully developed and long, and the exterior longer than the inner

toe. They inhabit the forests of India, the Moluccas, Celebes, Aus-

tralia, and the Pacific Isles. Their food consists of fruits and berries.

TIi it of tli prwiout nutmeg, or rather its soft covering, known to us

name of mace, at certain seasons affords a favourable repast to

some species, and upon this luxurious diet they become so loaded
with fat as frequently, when shot, to burst asunder when they foil to

the ground. And here we may remark on the remarkable provision
nature has made for the propagation as well as the dissemination of
this valuable spice ; for the nutmeg itself, which is generally swallowed
with the whole of its pulpy covering, passes uninjured through the

digestive organs of the bird, and is thus dispersed throughout tha

group of the Moluccas and other islands of the east. Indeed, from

repeated experiments, it appears that an artificial preparation ana-

logous to that which it undergoes in its passage through the bird, is

necessary to ensure the growth and fertility of the nut
;
and it was

not till after many unsuccessful attempts had been made that a

lixivium of lime, in which the nuts were steeped for a certain time,
was found to have the wished-for effect, and to induce the germinat-
ing tendency. The fruit of the Banyan (Ficus religiosa), the sacred
tree of the Hindoos, is also a favourite repast of all the pigeons of this

group, as well as of the stronger-billed Vinago."
C. oceanica. It is the Columba oceanica of Lesson. This species,

according to Lesson, is the Moulouesse, or Mouleux, of the natives of

Oualan, and though it approaches the Nutmeg Pigeon, Colombo,

(Carpophcuja) (enea, very nearly, it differs from it in size, being one-
third less, and in the distribution of some of its colours,

" The

Nutmeg Pigeon lives more particularly in tha eastern Moluccas, aud

especially at New Guinea and Waigiou, while the Oceanic Fruit-

Pigeon is abundant in the little isle of Oualan, in the midst of the

great archipelago of the Carolines, and seems to exist in the Pelew

Islands, where Wilson mentions it under the name of eyep." Lesson
further observes, that it may be possibly spread over the Philippines,
and at Magiudanao.

Oceanic Fruit-Pigeon (Carpophaga ocenniea}.

Description. Total length, 14 inches (French), including the

tail, which measures five
;
the bill, an inch long, is black, strong, and

surmounted at its base by a rounded aud very black caruncle
;
the

feet are very strong and of a bright orange colour
; the tarsi are

feathered nearly down to the toes, which have a well-developed
border

;
the wings are pointed, aud only one inch shorter than the

tail, which is almost rectilinear. The feathers of the forehead, cheeks
and throat, are whitish mixed with gray ;

the head and the back
of the neck are of a deep slaty gray ;

the back, rump, wing-coverts,

quills, and tail-feathers, are of a uniform metallic green, passing into

brown on the interior of the great feathers
;
the breast and upper

part of the belly are gray, with a tint of rust-colour ; the lower part
of the belly, the vent, the thighs, and the lower tail-coverts, are a

deep ferruginous red ;
the tail-feathers on the under side are a bright

reddish-green (vert rougeaire clair). (Lesson.)
M. Lesson thinks that this, very probably, is the species mentioned

by
" the celebrated naturalist, Forster (and not Captain Forater, as

the reading is, twice, in M. Temminck's work, torn. i. p. 89, 8vo),
who observed in the Isle of Tanna, one of the New Hebrides (Cook's
'Second Voyage,' vol. iii. p. 179, 4to), a Nutmeg Pigeon of the same

species as that which occurred at the Friendly Islands."

The caruncle shown in the cut is dissipated after the breeding
season, leaving nothing but a slight cutaneous wrinkle. M. Lesson

says that the bird feeds on a berry which is very abundant in the

small Isle of Oualau, and that it is not disturbed by the natives.

Mr. Selby gives as a form apparently belonging to this division of

the Columbida, the following species : Columlia Pliasianella (Tenim.),
the structure of the bill being, as he observes, intermediate between
that of Vinago and Columlm, and the feet formed upon the same

plan as those of the rest of the Pl
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ai raUwr more,

and a half btyoejl

_r-_-LeeUi Iron. U to 1 inoha,tiMteU being

UMT nwre. Wings " ~*l. * olo a' *' '"^
half beyond UM root of UM tell, round-i and with the third

|iiMart : UM ftrrt and fobrUi being equal to eech other. Hill,

iiililn from UM frb*d, nearly thrre quarter* of an inch long ;

tfc. tin of UM npper man.lit.lr moderately arch.-.!, and with a n-t.-li ;

the* of UM lower angulat*-! and etrong; throat, yellowuh-whito ;

httd. sMss. and front of UM neck, and whole of the under plumage
anwe-orown ; hinder part of UM nck changeable rich riolet -purple

wftn brilliant |oU rejeetioos ; back. ng covert*, and the rest of

tW apfMr plunug*. deep rddi*h-brown* *hot with bronze in some

lkU: Uil (radnaUd or cnwiform. thr two middle feathers brown.

lh UUral marked obliquely with a black bar ; feet and naked part

at Up reddh-brown ; sole of the hind and inner toes much

diferinf from UM adult in baring the neck dirty reddish-

brown. with narrow ban of black ; Mir of a pale reddish-gray,

minutely and darkly peck]ed; back inclining to hair-brown; and

gnuHer wing-eorerU deeply edged with orange-brown.
remminck nrst dewribed the specie* in the ' Linnicin Trans-

uHnns.' from an Australian specimen. It baa since been observed

la sjwet of UM Philippine an-l Molucca Islands, Java, ftc.

tVsils Ptr'TTff/TT is an inhabitant of the woods. It* food is said

10 enamct of a kin I of pimento and of other aromatic berries,

wallowed entire. The flesh ia dark, but it* flavour is stated to be

Mr fWtiy Ri\km UM group t/i contain Cuitmba tfoeroura, Auct ;

r >MU/u. Wag-to; *nd f. fr-minir./-... T.-I..II..
" Of iU precise

ftaatioa." mj* Mr Selby, "in the circle of the t'oltmbiAr, we speak
with aoejM dfroe of doubt, not baring had an opportunity of

lje|llllaje. to strict an attain-* of the ipecie* an the subject requirm ;

but we batter* it will be found to enter amon? the Ptilinopuur, or

arboreal pi*o<M. M UM feet and tani of iU members are similar in

fens to UVMS of that dirWon, the latter being rery short and partly
(toned below the joint, UM furmer with the exterior t * longer than
the fatter. awl UM binder tne fully derelnped ; the sole of the foot,
Hr Ik* estewinn at UM membrane, is broad and en|nirr, ami tl.r

inn ar* arched and stronc. all of which are character- <-i j.l.-ntly

to be exprwaly adaptetl for perching and
. and not for grsesorial moreoMOta. The bill aun in one

sfiatss (C. Heifwunllii) approaehe* in point of streiurth neariy to
UM* at r.M*, and m all of them the tip of both mandible* i bard
esH tm. UM upper one with a ri.ible emrgination and mwleratoly

'

tipper one
ir IttbiU Md Bode of life are aim neariy allied to the

'.- inhahitanU of the W.MK!,
j UM fruiu and berriee of rariooi tree* and shrub*.

. TsnMiMii, In his desertpiluo of thi. speciea, says that it poa-
etmctnr, and form preciwly .iniiUr U, that of the C.

r>srts of North America. To thi. we cannot subacribe, seeing
that He tial dMncters, as abore dwcribed, are diflbreot, and

that the only point of resemblance . .iil.-i...l.

Indeed, so far remored do we think it fn.ni the Auii-riiitn trn.up,

that we cannot consider it as it* analogue in the Asiatic regions

where it resides."

<:./uixl.a, Auct. Mont ornithologidta are agreed that the imb-fiiinily

Columbian contains the type of the form nf the CWnmoioV, ami that

we are to look among the species of our own country for that type.

The Ring-Pigeon, Cuhat or (Jueeet (('. I'altmbat), the Wood-P

(C. (i'ntu), and the Rock-Pigeon or Bwet (C. llria), are connidered to

be the forms in which the peculiarity of structure and habit* of the

family are most perfectly developed, and of these r. Palvmbut U

generally taken as the typical point of comparinon. The Columbian

are distinguished by a bill of moderate strength, with a hard tip,

bulging and somewhat arched. The nostrils are partly clothed by a

soft membrane, and the orbit* of the eyes are more or less denuded

of feathers. The feet may be called both gressorial and insessorial ;

for they are so organised, that the action of walking or perching

may be performed at pleasure, for the back toe is moderately long,

and the claws are so formed and placed an not to interfere with

terrestrial progression, while they are at the same time eulculated

for arboreal prehension. In the types the exterior and interior toea

are of equal length. The wings an- fully developed and somcwli.it

pointed ; the second and third quills are the longest The tail is

generally square, and moderately long.

"In those specie*," says Mr. Selby, in the work above quoted,
" which are the media of connection with other groups, the above

characters become partially modified, as we see exemplified in the

species nearest allied to the Pltiinopina, or iirboreal pigeons, their

feet losing the true character of that of the common pigeon, and

assuming more of the grasping form than that fitted for progress upon
the ground."
The species are very numerous, and spread over every quarter of

the globe.
" The prevailing colour of the pigeons is bluish-gray, of various

intensities and shades, frequently embellished upon the neck with

feathers having a metallic lustre and peculiar form, and which exliiliit

various tints of colour according to the light in which they arc viewed.

pair. Most of the species seek their food upon the ground. This

consists of the different Ccrealia, as also acorns, beech-most, anil ot ln-r

seeds, and occasionally of the green and tender loaves of particular

plants. Their flesh is sapid and nutritions, being of a wann and

invigorating nature. Their flight is powerful, very rapid, and can be

long sustained, and many species are in the habit of making distant

periodical migrations. They are widely disseminated, species of the

ganus being found in every quarter of the globe, and in all climates,

except the frozen regions of the two hemispheres. They buiM in

trees or holes of rocks, making a shallow nest of small twigs loosely

put together. Their eggs are never more than two in number, their

colour a pure white ; they are incubated alternately by both sexes,

and are hatched after being sat upon from eightesn to twenty-one days.
The young, upon exclusion, are thinly covered with down, which is

rapidly succeeded by Uw proper Jsathers." (S,ll, v i Tin- npj.nratua

for preparing the food for the nestlings has been before advfi-ti-il to.

C. ipadieea, Mr. Selby places this species as conin-i-ting tin- arbo-

real species with the typical pigeons, but arranges it mi. In- tin- >

binir, not without doulit,
" for although it presents characters in some

of it* members approaching those of the pigeons, it cannot be denied

that, in its general appearance, and the metallic lustra of its plumage,
it also shows evident marks of a near affinity to several specie* of the

genu* CuriKtpHaffn, and it might perhaps with equal propriety be

placed at the extremity of that group ;" and n-givU the little infor-

mation extant of it* peculiar habits and mode of life, which would

hare assisted in forming a more satisfactory conclusion as to it, proper
iti.in. He adds, that from the fbrm and da* of tl>, f.-.-t . may

i that it* habit* are more those of an arboreal than terrestrial

. though it* claws want the groat curvature of those of the J'tili-

noptiur, and show it* capability of occasionally r. >"i1mi; t" the (.'round

for food. M. Lenson, who killed many in.livi.lualM of tlii brilliant

pigeon, de*cril-.l l>y Latham and figured l'\ 'IVminiin-k, (.ays that its

flesh U excellent, and that it is n-ry abundant in the woods about

the Bay of Ipiripi, or the Bay of Inlands. The first whirl, he procured
wa* killed an. I s.-nt to the expedition by one of the officers of the

roquilli' ;
ami Toui, ehief ..f th.- hippah of Kaouera, near whieh !

was moored, brought them fr.-.|iiently on board. He adds, that the

i.i'liv.ilual described by Latham as the Chestnut Shouldered Pigeon
came from Norfolk Island, not far from New Zealand, and that

M. Temminck indicate* the Friendly or Tonga Islands as its native

roiiutry. Thi* locality M. Leswii, from whom the following descrip-
tion ia token, seem* to doubt.

Total length, 16J inches (French) English authors give it as from

10 to 20 inches; tail 6 inches, nearly rectilineal, and slightly noti-h.- I
;

bill rather swollen near the point of the l<m.-r n,.o,.lil.lr. of n brilliant

carmine at it* base as well a* the feet, the tarsi of whi. h

almost to the toes. The eves are surrounded with a bright ><! n-m-

brane, and the iris is of the same colour. All the upper part* of the
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bird, the back, the rump, the wings, and the throat, are of a change
able hue, in which are mingled rosy copper-reflections running into
brilliant and iridescent tints, but becoming more sombre upon the

great quills. The plumage of the breast, belly, vent, and tarsi are

pure white. The upper part of the tail is brown, slightly tinged with

greenish ; and below it is brown, which is deepest within and at the

extremity.

mba ipadicra.

C. dilopha.
" In this curious species," gays Mr. Selby,

" besides the

occipital crest, an ornament which is found in many other birds, there
w an additional one in front, composed of long recurved and lax

feathers, which not only occupy the forehead, but also the superior
part of the soft or basal portion of the bill. This double crest gives
the head of the pigeon a character unlike any of its congeners, and
more resembling that of some of the crested Phasianidce or Cracidtr,
with which an analogical relation is thus sustained. In other respects

Columba dilfipha.

H characters agree with those of C. ipadicea, the proportion of the

wings and the form of the feet being nearly the same. Temminck,
who first described it, observes, "Cette nouvelle espece a le plus de

rapporta dans toutes ses formes avec la Columba tpadicea, et toutes
les deux sent tres pen dirty-rentes de notre Kamier d'Europe."

AT. BIR. DIV. VOL. II.

The size of this bird is nearly that of C. spadicea. Wings long and

powerful, reaching when closed beyond the middle of the tail, second,

third, and fourth feathers longest and nearly equal, fifth shorter than
the first. Bill rich orange, tip of under mandible obliquely truncated,

tip of upper mandible compressed, somewhat arched, culmen rounded.

Frontal crest beginning on the upper part of the bill immediately
behind the horny tip and above the nostrils, composed of long curved

feathers, soft and loose in texture, and bluish-gray tinged with rufous

in colour, pointing backwards. Occipital crest rich rufous, bounded
on each side from the posterior angle of the eye by a streak of glossy

black, decumbent, composed also of long soft feathers with open
barbules, each feather widening towards the tip. Side and front of

neck and breast pale gray, black at the base of the feathers, which is

hid. The feathers here are trifid at the end : 6n the back of the neck

they are acuminated, but not distinctly divided as upon the breast.

Back, scapulars, and wing-coverts deep bluish-gray, the feathers

darker at the margin ; quills and secondaries bluish-black
;
under

plumage gray. Tail square, basal part and narrow band pale gray
tinged with reddish, tip and broad intermediate bar black

; length
7 inches. Naked parts of tarsi and toes crimson-red

;
hind toe

strong, with a broad flat sole, and exceeding the tarsus in length ;

nails long and somewhat curved. It is found in Australia and Java.

C. Paiumbta, the Cushat. It is the Ramier of the French
; Torquato,

Ghiandaria, &c., of the Italians, according to Belon
; Colombaccio,

Palombo, Piccione da Ghianda of the same, according to Prince Bona-

parte ; Ringdufwa of the ' Fauna Suecica
;

'

Wild-Taube and Ringel-
Taube of the Germans

; Ring-Dove, Queest, and Cushat of the British ;

Ysguthan of the Welsh, and in Belon's opinion the Qdrra of the

Greeks.

The Cushat most probably sat for the pretty picture of Virgil's
'aeriae palumbes.' It is considered the type of the Columbime.
Instances have been known of its laying in aviaries, and Mr. Selby
states that a pair of ring-pigeons in one of the aviaries of the

Zoological Gardens " built their nest in a tree or shrub contained

within it, and that the female laid two eggs, which unfortunately
were destroyed by some accident during incubation. This fact shows
that under favourable circumstances, and when the habits of the bird

are attended to, a progeny may be obtained."

C. (Enai. It is the Palombella, Palombella di Macchia, Piccione

Topacchio of the Italians ; Le Pigeon Sauvage of Brisson ; Stock-Dove
and Wood-Pigeon of the British. Mr. Selby observes.

" Near as it

approaches the common pigeon in size and form, no mixed breed that

we are aware of has ever been obtained between them, although
repeated attempts to effect an intercourse have been made. This in

our mind appears a strong and convincing proof that all the varieties

generally known by the name of Fancy Pigeons have originated from
one and the same stock, and not from crosses with other species, as

some have supposed, the produce of which, even could it be occa-

sionally .obtained, we have no doubt would prove to be barren, or

what are generally termed mules."

C. lima. This the Pigeon Prive" of Belon
;
Le Pigeon Domestiquo,

Le Biset, and Le Rocheraye, of Brisson
; Coulon, Colombo, Pigeon,

of the French
; Palombella, Piccione di Torre, Piccione di Rocca, of the

Italians; Feld-Taube, Haus-Taube, Hohl-Taube, Blau-Taube, andHoltz-

Taube, of the Germans ; Wild Rock-Pigeon of the British
; Colommen

of the Welsh is the stock from which ornithologists generally now
agree that the domestic pigeon and its varieties are derived.
" Under this species," writes Mr. Selby,

" we include not only the
common pigeon, or inhabitant of the dove-cot, but all those numerous

varieties, or, as they are frequently termed, races of domesticated

pigeons, so highly prized, and fostered with such care and attention

by the amateur breeder or pigeon fancier ; for, however diversified

their forms, colour, or peculiarity of habit may be, we consider them
all as having originated from a few accidental varieties of the common
pigeon, and not from any cross of that bird with other species, no

signs or marks whatever of such being apparent in any of the nume-
rous varieties known to us. In fact, the greater part of them owe their

existence to the interference and the art of man
;
for by separating

from the parent stock such accidental varieties as have occasionally

occurred, by subjecting these to captivity and domestication, and by
assorting them and pairing them together as fancy or caprice sug-

gested, he has at intervals generated all the various races and peculiar
varieties which it is well known when once produced may be per-

petuated for an indefinite period, by being kept separate from and
unmixed with others, or what by those interested in such pursuits
is usually termed '

breeding in and in.' Such also, we may add, is

the opinion of the most eminent naturalists as to their origin, and it

is strongly insisted on by M. Temtoinck in his valuable work the
' Histoire Ge'ne'rale Naturelle des Pigeons.' Indeed the fact that all

the varieties, however much they may differ in colour, size, or other

particulars, if permitted, breed freely and indiscriminately with each

nther, and produce a progeny equally prolific, is another and a

convincing proof of their common and self-same origin ;
for it is one

of those universal laws of nature, extending even to plants, and one
which if once set aside or not enforced would plunge all animated
matter into indescribable confusion, that the offspring produced by
the intercourse of different species, that is, distinct species, is incapable
of further increase. That such an intercourse may be effected is well

o
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i to all ; but it is generally under peculiar or artificial circuni-

s, and rarely when UM animals, birds, or whatever they may
be. an in their natural state, and in a condition to make their own

It M seen in the unmiis obtained in a state of confinement

UM canary and goldfinch, linnet, Ac. ; in the hybrids between

apeoiea of Amultdm, when domesticated or kept in captivity ;

SB belwsen UM pheasant and common fowl, Ac. ...
i produce of the common wild turtle ( TW/nr communu)

pale purplish-red. Wings when closed reaching within half an inch

f the end of the tail. (Selby.)

with UM tortk of UM aviary (fW<w rwon'iu) hai been proved by

freqoeat expmmeote to be barren, although the two species from

whence it originate, appear to be doaely allied, and a mixed breed

la aa*Uy procured ; and such, we hare no hesitation in sayinir, would

b* UM neat if a era* could be obtained between the common pigeon
and UM ring pigwn, UM wood pigeon, or any other species." These

nlaaisliuM an well worthy of attention. The amertiou respecting
UM bastard produce of the turtles, made above, is corroborated by
Measii Boitard and Corbie in their

' Histoire des Pigeons de Voliere,'

and UM principle ie further confirmed by the experiments of MauduyV
TletUot, and CorbW.
The varieUea of this bird produced under the fostering hand of

man, the tumbler*, croppers, jacobines, ruuta, spots, turbits, owls,

nun*. Ac Ac., wuuld fill a volume. Our limits will not permit us to

gun or describe them. The Carrier however demands notice. In

one of his odea (tli ntftrrtfiar) Anacreon has immortalised it as the

bearer of epistles. Tauroethenee sent to his expectant father, who
resided in .Cgina, the glad tidings of his success in the Olympic
games on UM very day of his victory. Pliny (' Nat Hist,' book x.

7) spelts of the communication kept up between Hirtius and
Decimua Brutus at the siege of Xutina (Modena) :

" What availed An-

tony the trench and the watch of the besiegers ;
what availed the nets

(retia) stretched acroas the river, while the messenger was cleaving
UM air (per ecelum eunte nuntio)." The Crusaders employed them,
and Joinville records an instance during the crusade of Saint Louis.

'Gierusalemme Liberate,' cant xviii. sings of one that was
1 by a falcon and defended by Godfrey,

" Che dat eotto ad un Bio vinta prnde'
aUacaiaaa earta, e wtto un' ala aacoaa."

' carte* Godfrey of course reads, and is put in possession of all

In the same way Ariosto (cant xv.) makes the ' Castellan di

nad UM news of Orrilo's death all over Egypt Sir John
i, knight, warrior, and pilgrim, who penetrated to the border

of China in the reign* of our Second and Third Edward, thus writes :

- In that contree and other oontrees bexonde thei nan a custom, whan
thai achulle usen werre, and whan men holden sege abouten cytee or

oaatilla, and thei withinnen dur not senden out measagers with letters

fro lord to lord, for to sake sokour, thei maken here letters and

byndon them to the nekke of a C'olrer, and letten the Colver flee

and the Colvena ben so taughto that thei fleen with the letters to

the very place that men wolde seode hem to. For the Colveres ben
sent to

; and thei senden hem
the Colveres retourneu azeu

UM very place that men wold* aeode h
noryascht in too places where thai ben
thoa for to baran ban letters. And
where aa thai ban norisecht, and so the

The Carrier however gradually sank,
of UM intelligence of the felon's death at Tyburn Hogarth's

print win occur to every body : it became the messenger from the
and prue-ring, and was also largely used in stock-jobbing
s. The invention and application however of the electric

baa to a considerable extent superseded the use of the
Oksdsvttasm
BOOM idea of UM astonishing fecundity of the domesticated pigeon
ay be derived from UM assertion of Biberg, who observes that if

Cml eosras rt dalota lalcbrow la pumlct nidi.'

In UM Orkneys and Hebrides it is said to swarm. "
It also met

w&fc upon UM northern and western ooaste of Sutherland, the perfo
rated and cavernous rocks which gird the eastern side of Loch Eriboll
and UMM of UM limestone district of Durneaa, furnishing suitabl

place* of retreat; and again upon UM eastern coasts of Scotland it is

ana about UM rocky steeps of the Isle of Bass and the bold promon
tory of 8*, Abb's Head." (Belby.)

ws in ite wild state has UM following characters : Bill blackwh
brown ; UM nostril membrane red, tprinkUd as it were with a whiU
wwder. Tbe iride* pale raddiah-oruge. Head and throat bluiah
gray. Sides of UM neck and upper part of UM breast dark lav. ml. .

prt>U. !. -I with sbadea of green and purplish-rod. Lower part
of Inert and abdomen Uaiabray. Upper mandible and wing
eoTrrta Mw^ray. Greater oovarlaand woadaries barred with black,
so that tben an two broad and distinct ban across the closed wings.UPWW put of UM back white ; rump and teil-coverte bluish-gray
Tail d**i> gray, with a broad black bar at the end. Legs and fee

Wild Hock-Pigeon (Cutumlxi

Turtur (Ectopittitue, Selby).^Bill more slender thnii that uf 'In

LTfunrt. Tip of the upper mandible gently deflect*-.!, tluit of the

ower scarcely exhibiting the appearance of an angle. Tarsi ^ruthcr

shorter than the middle toe. Feet formed for walking or pcivhing ;

tnier toe longer than the outer. Front of taivi rojvrcd with broad

lubricated scales. Wings first quill a little shorter than the gecuml,

third longest of all Tail rounded or slightly graduated. (Selby.)

T. ritoritu. It is the Colnmba ritoria of authors; T. ton/mil iu

Sentgalenrii, Briasou
;

Tourterelle a Collier, Buffon
;' probably the

Turtle of the Scriptures, and still plentiful in Egypt and other eastern

countries, where it is often kept in confinement The relics of Greek
and Roman art give a very fair representation of this species ;

but

Belon and others seem to be of opinion that the T. cotntnunin, Common
Turtle Dove, was the Tpvyav of the Greeks.

Tui'lut- riiufi't/.*.

The following is a description of a wild specimen from Southern
Africa : Length about 10 inches. Chin whitish

;
from the corners

of the mouth to the eyes a narrow streak of black. Forehead pale

bluish-gray; crown darker; cheeks, neck, breast, and belly, gray,

tinged with vinaceotis or pale purplish-red ;
the hind neck with a

demi-collar of black
;
some of the side feathers of the collar tipped

with white. Back, scapulars, and rump, pale clove-brown, with a

greenish tinge. Margins of wings, greater coverts, and under win^-

covertu, blue-gray. Greater quills hair-brown, delicately edged with

grayish-white. Vent and under tail-coverts white. Legs and feet

gray ; inner toe a little longer than" the outer. (Sell.y.)

In ite natural state this species haunts the woods, where it breeds,
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making a nest like that of the common turtle, and lays two white

eggs. It seeks its food in the open grounds, and subsists upon grain,

grass-seeds, and pulse, &c. Its trivial name is derived from a fanciful

resemblance to the human laugh in its cooings. (Selby.)
A race between the common turtle and this species has been ob-

tained
;
but the mules are stated to have been invariably barren.

T. commnnis (Linnaeus), the Turtle Dove (Columba turtwr of authors),
is found in Great Britain. It occurs only as a summer visiter coming
from Africa.

Mr. Selby provisionally places the C. lophotes of Temminck under
this genus.

Ectopistes (Swainson). Bill slender, notched. Wings rather elon-

gated, pointed ;
the first and third quill equal ;

the second longest.
Tail rounded, or curvated. Feet short, naked ;

anterior scales of the

tarsi imbricate
;
lateral scales very small, reticulate.

E. miffratoria. It is the C. migratoria of authors, the Passenger

Pigeon of Wilson, Audubon, ancl others. Our limits not allowing us

to give a detailed history of any length of the habits of more than

one species, we have selected Wilson's graphic account of this elegant
bird as the most striking :

-

Paiwnjer Pigeon (Ectopistti migratoria'

" The roosiing-places are always in the woods, and sometimes

occupy a large extent of forest. When they have frequented one of

those places for some time, the appearance it exhibits is surprising.
The ground is covered to the depth ofseveral inches with their dung ;

all the tender grass and underwood destroyed ; the surface strewed
with large limbs of trees, broken down by the weight of the birds

collecting one above another ;
and the trees themselves, for thousands

of acres, killed ax completely as if girdled with an axe. The marks
of their desolation remain for many years on the spot ; and numerous

places could be pointed out where, for several years after, scarcely a

single vegetable made its appearance. When these roosts are first

discovered, the inhabitants, from considerable distances, visit them
in the night with guns, cluba, long poles, pots of sulphur, and various

other engines of destruction. In a few hours they nil many sacks

and load horses with them. By the Indians a pigeon-roost or breed-

ing-place is considered an important source of national profit and

dependence for that season, and all their active ingenuity is exercised

on the occasion. The breeding-place differs from the former in its

greater extent. In the western countries, namely, the states of Ohio,

Kentucky, and Indiana, these are generally in back woods, and often
extend in nearly a straight line across the country for a great way.
Not far from Shelbyville, in the state of Kentucky, about five years
ago, there wn one of these breeding-places, which stretched through
the woods in nearly a north and south direction, was several miles in

breadth, and was said to be upwards of forty miles in extent. In this

tract almost every tree was furnished with nests wherever the branches
could accommodate them. The pigeons made their first appearance
there about the 10th of April, and left it altogether with their young
-before the 25th of May. As soon as the young were fully grown, and
l-<bre they left the nesta, numerous parties of the inhabitants from
all parts of the adjacent country came with waggons, axes, beds,

ng-utensils, many of them accompanied by the greater part of

tVunilieK, anil encamped for several days at this immense nursery.
Seweral of them informed me that the noise was so great as to terrify

tUfchonvs, and that it was difficult for one person to hear another

l>*0c without bawling in his ear. The ground was strewed with
broken limbs of trees, eggs, and young squab pigeons, which had been

lUted from above, and on which herds of hogs were fattening.
Hawkn, buzzards, and eagles were sailing about in great numbers, and

seizing the squabs from the nests at pleasure, while, from twenty feet

upwards to the top of the trees, the view through the woods presented
a perpetual tumult of crowding and fluttering multitudes of pigeons,

.vings roaring like thunder, mingled with the frequent crash of

falling timber
;
for now the axemen were at work, cutting down those

tree* tht seemed to be most crowded with nests, and contrived to fell

them in such a manner, that in their descent they might bring down
several others

; by which means the falling of one large tree some-
times produced 200 squabs, little inferior in size to the old ones, and
almost one heap of fat. On some single trees upwards of 100 netts

were found, each containing one squab only ;
a circumstance in the

history of this bird not generally known to naturalists. It was

dangerous to walk under these flying and fluttering millions, from the

frequent fall of large branches, broken down by the weight of the

multitudes above, and which in their descent often destroyed numbers
of the birds themselves; while the clothes of those engaged in

traversing the woods were completely covered with the excrements
of the pigeons." These circumstances were related to me by many of the most

respectable part of the community in that quarter, and were con-

firmed in part by what I myself witnessed. I passed for several miles

through this same breeding-place, where every tree was spotted with

nests, the remains of those above described. In many instances I

counted upwards of ninety nests on a single tree ; but the pigeons
had abandoned this place for another, sixty or eighty miles off, towards
Green River, where they were said at that time to be equally numer-
ous. From the great numbers that were constantly passing over our
heads to or from that quarter, I had no doubt of the truth of this

statement. The mast had been chiefly consumed in Kentucky ;
and

the pigeons, every morning a little before sunrise, set out for the

Indiana territory, the nearest part of which was about sixty miles

distant. Many of these returned before ten o'clock, and the great

body generally appeared on their return a little after noon. 1 had
left the public road to visit the remains of the breeding-place near

Shelbyville, and was traversing the woods with my gun, on my way
to Frankfort, when about ten o'clock the pigeons which I had observed

flying the greater part of the morning northerly, began to return in

such immense numbers as I never before had witnessed. Coming to

an opening by the side of a creek called the Benson, where I had a

more uninterrupted view, I was astonished at their appearance : they
were Hying with great steadiness and rapidity, at a height beyond gun-
shot, in several strata deep, and so close together that, could shot

have reached them, one discharge could not have failed of bringing
down several individuals. From right to left, as far as the eye could

reach, the breadth of this vast procession extended, seeming every-
where equally crowded. Curious to determine how long this appear-
ance would continue, I took out my watch to note the time, and sat

down to observe them. It was then half-past one
;

I sat for more
than an hour, but instead of a diminution of this prodigious proces-

sion, it seemed rather to increase, both in numbers and rapidity;
and anxious to reach Frankfort before night I rose and went on.

About four o'clock in the afternoon I crossed Kentucky River, at the

town of Frankfort, at which time the living torrent above my head
seemed as numerous and as extensive as ever. Long after this I

observed them in large bodies that continued to pass for six or eight

minutes, and these again were followed by other detached bodies, all

moving in the same south-east direction, till after six o'clock in the

evening. The great breadth of front which this mighty multitude

preserved would seem to intimate a corresponding breadth of their

breeding-place, which, by several gentlemen who had lately passed
through part of it, was stated to me at several miles."

Wilson then enters into a rough calculation of the numbers of this

mass, and he comes to the conclusion chat its whole length was 240

miles, and that the numbers composing it amounted to 2,230,272,000

pigeons, observing that this is probably far below the actual amount.
He adds, that allowing each pigeon to consume half a pint of food

daily, the whole quantity would equal 17,424,000 bushels daily. Mr.
Audubon confirms Wilson in every point, excepting that he very pro-

perly corrects that part of the narrative which would lead to the

conclusion that a single young one only is hatched each time. The
latter observes that the bird lays two eggs of a pure white, and that

each brood generally consists of a male and female.

Description. Wings long and acuminate, having the second quill-
feather exceeding the others in length. The tail is greatly cuneiform
or graduated, and consists of twelve tapering feathers. Bill black,
and like that of the turtle. Legs purplish-red, short, and strong.
Iris bright orange-red, the naked orbit purplish-red. Head and cheeks

pale bluish-gray. Fore-neck, breast, and sides brownish-red, with a

purplish tinge. Abdomen and vent white. Lower part and sides of

neck purplish-crimson, reflecting tints of emerald green and gold.

Upper plumage deep bluish-gray, some of the scapulars and wing-
coverts spotted with black. Greater coverts gray, tipped with white.

Quills blackish-gray, their exterior webs bluish-gray. Tail with the

two middle feathers black, the other five on each side gray at the base,

with a black bar on the interior arch, and passing into white towards
the extremities.

Thi female is rather smaller, and has the colours of her plumage
much duller than those of the male, though the distribution is the

same. (Selby.)
The Passenger Pigeon inhabits the North American continent, be-

tween the 20th and U2nd degrees of north latitude. Mr. Eyton has

figured one as a visitant to our shores, on the authority of Dr. Fleming,
who, in his '

History of British Animals,' says that one was shot in

the parish of Monymeal, Fifeshire, on the 31st December, 1825. Mr.
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Tamil also rvcord. UM capture of another .pecimen at Royston,
in riiiilni||.ealiir*

Mr. Selby refer, provisionally OUtmU Cayem*. Auct,
aM, Leisaa. and C. >*>, Temnv, to hi* group of

sad tniaks tnet by UMa* and eonM other nearly allied form* a paasage
to UM not gromp. Pa iHmma, UM Oround-Dovea, i* effected.

The lef* are cooaiderably longer than in the typical~
r exceeding the middle toe in length, and

or walking than grasping; the claws are

< and eligntlv arched. The hallux i* shorter, and it* relative

ostttoa illfceal from that of the arboreal species. Their plumage
M {illiner and more uniform in tint than that of come of the preced-,

iag group*, though it is till brilliant in thoee ipecie* which connect

then with other form*. They live almost entirely upon the ground,
end many of UM specie, run with great celerity, on which account

they have been called Partridge Pigeon*. Their flight, which is

umally low, I* *geot*d with greater exertion than that of the pigeon*,
and i* never long sustained. (Selby.)

Mr. Selby observe* that thi* division contain* a great number of

'at, and U of opinion that when better investigated it will be
I divisible into a variety of minor group* or genera. He place*

it Pltaft, Ckamcrptlia, and Pcriitera. Thi* group U dis-
"

emarginate, and by its tarsi,

rith the frontal Kale* divided
into two eerie*, and the aide* and hinder part reticulated with minute

las Another group, he add*, Menu indicated by certain Asiatic

species, conspicuous for the rich metallic green of the plumage
of their backs, resembling therein come of the Ptilinopina. The
tarsi of these are destitute of scale*, except a few indistinct ones in

front, just above the toes. The bill is rather long, aad destitute of a
notch. They live mostly on the ground, but their flight is powerful.
Mr. Selby takes Ctlumta nptrcilioia of Wagler a* the type of this

long, rather slender ; upper man-
dible genUy deflected at the tip, and with the indication of a notch

'

Oion. Wi

tinguiahed by a loafer bill, very faintly ema
which we moderately long and naked, with

rt Mentioned group.
Pk*F* (Htdbj). Bill moderately

loans,
a* the

'ing* of mean length ; second and third feathers
and nearly equal Tail slightly rounded. Leg* tarsi as long

) middle toe, the front covered with a double row of scale*, sides
and back reticulated with small hexagonal scales. Hind toe short ;

inner toe eineeding the outer in length. Claws blunt, slightly arched.

Type. tWeatia dtmteopten, Latham. C. elegant, Temm. ; and C. picata,

"jrler. belong to this group. (Selby.)
/. otofcosttro. It is the C. fkaieoptera, Latham

; the C. UmachetU
of Temminck; Bronxe-Winged Ground Dove.

Onma4.0ert (H.*r

boot that of C. <*. Total length about 16 inchea. Bill
fc* cap., hardly an inch

; black anteriorly; reddiah
nrenead, etripe below UM eye., and throat, white' - -T ? wa *usw*nv. wuibV .

-r-zirriJS* rMUt' "^^ wiu> d<uky "* *
SHMS of aeek bluuhgray ; bottom of neck in front and breast

purplish-gray. Belly and vent gray, with a pale purple tinge. Back,
scapular*, rump, and upper tail-coverta, brown tinged with greeuiah
in some light*, the border of each feather paler. Wing-cover* bluiah-

gray, but the outer web* of every feather have a large ovate spot,

producing various tints of metallic brilliancy according to the direc-

tion of the light. Quill* brown above, with the inner surface of the

webs, the axillary feathers, and under wing-coverts bordered rather

deeply with pale orange-red. Tail (lightly rounded, bluish-gray, with
a black band. Leg. red; two rows of scale* in front, the aide*

reticulated.

It is an inhabitant of Australia and islands in the Pacific ;
in the

neighbourhood of Sydney from September till February.
It baunU dry and sandy places, whore it is generally seen on the

ground, and occasionally perched upon the low branches of shrubs.
Vest inartificial, in hole* of low tree* or decayed trunks near the

ground, sometimes on it Eggs two, white. Theae birds go in pairs

generally; their cooing is loud, and has been compared, when heard at

a distance, to the lowing of a cow.

CliaiHirpflia (Swainson). Bill slender, entire. Wings rounded, the
first quill short, third, fourth, and fifth nearly equal and longest ; the
web* on both aides slightly emarginate. Tail rounded. Feet rather
short

; the sides of the tarsi feathered. Types, Columba pauerina,
Linn. ; C. Hfitamota, Temm. (Swainson).

C. Tatpicoti. It is the Columba Talpicoti of Temminck, the specie*
which Mr. Selby considers to be the type. Length 6\ iuches, adult
male ; forehead, crown, and nape of neck, ash-gray ; cheeks and throat

pinkish-white ; upper plumage entirely brownish-orange, with the

exception of a few transverse streaks of black upon the exterior webs
of some of the wing-covert, nearest the body ; under plumage deep
vinaceous-red

; axillary feathers and part of under wing-coverts black
;

tail with the two middle feathers brownish-orange, the remainder
brownish-black, with reddish-brown tips, moderately curved

;
bill and

orbit* bluish-gray ; leg* and toes pale red, the outer side of the tarxiis

with a row of small feathers down the line of junction between the
acrotarsia and paratarsia; quills broad, the fourth with a large

projecting notch towards the middle of the inner web. The female
has the crown of the head of a sordid gray ;

the upper plumage of a
wood-brown, tinged with red

; the scapular and wing-coverts marked
as on the male

;
under plumage dirty gray, tinged with pale purplish-

red. (Selby.)

-_
.

Chamaptlia Talpicoti.

This bird inhabits Brazil, Paraguay, and other di*trictn of South
America. It haunt, open grounds near woods, where it roostx and
breeds upon the underwood, but never far from the ground, whrrv it

is active, and feed* upon the smaller cerealia, berries, 4c. Generally
observed in pairs, sometimes in families of four or six, never in large
flock*. Does not fly from the face of man, but affects the confines of
house* and farm-yards. Easily kept and propagated in aviaries.

J'rruitra (Swainnon). Bill slender, sub-emarginate. Wings rounded,
the fint quill short and abruptly attenuated, second and fifth equal,
third and fourth equal and longest Tail rounded. Feet strong,
naked, somewhat lengthened ; anterior scales of the tarsi imbricate,
lateral Male* none. Type, Culuml,a cinerea, Temm. (Swainson).

P. tymiMnutria. It is the Cotumba tympanatria of Temminck.
Length about 9 inches

; upper plumage brown, slightly tinged with

gray on the ueck
; large *poto of shining dark green on the outer webs

of three or four of the greater wing-coverts ; middle tail-feathers
brown

;
the two exterior on each side gray, with a broad black bar

near the tip ; inner webs of greater quills deep brown
; forehead,

treak over the eye, and under plumage, pure white ;
under wing-

covert* and aides
pale orange-brown ; under tail-coverts brown ;

bill

and legu gray, the latter with a reddish tinge.
It inhabit* South Africa, where it is said to haunt woods. The

species doe* not seem to be common.
Otophtiut (Selby). Mr. Selby, speaking of Colwnba cyanocephala,

Wagler, Tttrtw Jamaiccniit, Brisson
; Columba carunculata, Wagler ;

aud CUttmia Xitobarica, Latham, tWumit* Uallut, Wagler, gays
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Perutera tympaniitria.

" Whether they will form a separate division, or the three first will

enter among the Peritterma, and the Lophyriu alone remain a repre-

sentative of another group, we are unable to determine, uot possessing
sufficient materials to institute so strict an analysis as is necessary, or

to trace out with precision the direct affinities of those species, and

the situation they hold in respect to the other groups of the

Columbida, as well as those of the adjoining families. The three first

we have provisionally included in the genus Geophilw. In their

form and habits they approach still nearer to the typical gallinaceous

birds than the species we have just been describing. Their tarsi are

long, and covered with hexagonal scales
;
their tail short, and rather

pendent ;
their wings concave, short, and rounded

;
and their body,

as compared with the typical pigeons, thick and heavy. A striking

departure from the general economy of the Culumbidie is further

observed in their mode of propagation, the number of the eggs they

lay each hatching not being confined to two, as is seen to prevail in

the groups already described, but extending to eight or ten, which are

incubated upon the ground, and the young, like those of the true

gallinaceous birds, are produced from the egg in such n state as to

be able immediately to follow the parent, which broods over and

attends them like the partridge or domestic fowl. They live entirely

upon the ground, except during the hours of repose, when they some-

times retire to bushes, or the low branches of trees. They walk and

run with great quickness, like the Gallintr, and in fact appear to be

the forms which immediately connect this family with the Pavonida:

and Tetraonida. Although for the present we have placed the first

three under the same generic head, yet from their distinct geogra-

phical distribution, and the difference observed in the bill of the first,

it is more than probable that a further division will be required."

Q. carunculatui. It is the Columba carimculata of Temminck
;
the

Colombo Oalline of Le Vaillant. Size about that of the Common
Turtle, but with the body stouter and more rounded. Base of the

bill and forehead covered with a naked red wattle
;
another wattle of

the same hue depends from the chin, and branches of it extend

upwards towards the ears. Plumage of head, cheeks, neck, and

breast, purplish-gray ; back, scapulars, and wing-coverts, pale gray ;

feathers bordered with white. Belly, upper and under tail-coverts,

flanks, and under wing-coverts, white. Tail short, rounded, deep

ruiMy-brown, except the outer feather on each side
;
these have the

outer web white. Legs covered with hexagonal scales, purplish-red.

Iris with a double circle, yellow and red. The female has no wattle,

ami her colours are less pure. (Le Vaillant.)

It inhabits South Africa, where it was discovered in the Great

Namaqua country by Le Vaillant, who gives the following account of

its habits and affinities :

" To the pigeons its affinity is shown by
tin- t'nrm of the bill and the plumage ;

while it differs from them in

the pendent wattle, elongated torsi, rounder body, less graceful form,

tail, which it carries hanging down like that of a partridge, and

rounded wings ; points which bring it near to the GaUinai." A
pa/wage is thus formed by it, in his opinion, between those birds and

the pigeon*. The nest, composed of twigs and the dried stems of

gramen, is formed in some slight hollow of the ground, and there the

female lays six or eight reddish-white eggs, which are incubated by
the parent*. The young are hatched clothed with down of a

reddish-gray, run immediately and follow their parents, which keep

them together by a peculiar oft-repeated cry, and brood over them
with their wings. Their first food consists of the larvae of ants, dead

insects, and worms, which the parents point out to them. When
strong enough to find their own food, they live on grain of different

sorts, berries insects, &c., and keep together in coveys, like the

partridge and other Tetraonidos, till the pairing-time.

Geophilus carunculatvs.

If the wattles of the last-named species recall to the observer the

same parts so highly developed in the gallinaceous birds, the species
which we next present will remind him of the hackles which
ornament the GaUiiue.

Q. Nicobaricu*. It is the Columba fricobarica of Latham, the

C. Hall us of Wagler. Length hardly 15 inches
;

bill slender, about 1.J

inch long, tip but little bent downwards
;
the tail pure white, the

quills deep blackish-blue, with varying tints of green ;
all the rest of

the plumage rich metallic green, shooting, according to the light,

into the variegated tints of golden-green, bronze, Joright copper-

colour, and deep purplish-red; neck-feathers long, narrow, and

pointed, like those of the domestic cock ;
barbules towards the tip

silky and distinct ;
tail short, pendent, nearly square ; wings, when

closed, reaching nearly to the termination of tail ; legs strong,

moderately long, black, covered with hexagonal scales
;
nails yellow,

gently curved, blunt. Upon the base of the upper mandible of the

male a round fleshy tubercle (probably apparent in the breeding
season only). The female resembles the male in colour, but her neck-

feathers are not so long, and she has no tubercle.

It inhabits the isles of Nicobar, Java, Sumatra, and many of the

Moluccas. Authors differ about its habits, some asserting that its

nest is placed on the ground, and that the female lays several eggs,

the young running as soon as hatched ;
but Mr. Bennett, who suw

them in Mr. Scale's aviary at Macao, says that they were usually
seen perched upon the trees, even upon the loftiest branches, and

adds, that they build their rude neats and rear their young upon
trees, similar to all the pigeon tribe.

Lophyrui (Vieillot). Bill moderate, rather slender, and slightly

gibbous towards the tip ; upper mandible channeled (sillonnee) on
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toward* the point; nortril. situated in grooTe;

*Mrw. It b UM tWfct ra/a of Utham ; Pkwaniu
/lir. Bron : Cbl*< //. L. V.UL ; Colombe Galline

Goora. Twnm. : Or-t Crowned Pigeon. Kdw. A .pecie* ~rpsing
ta all U other CW*.*. Total lenRth from 27 to 28 inch** ;

bill two bM*M loot, black, tip* of mandible, thickened, that of the

,|,M on. ffmr-fclt JdUirtri ; he*d with a large derated semicircu-

ti' Mian il orasiof BMTOW straight feathers, with decomposed

or ntiMrOmaitod silky barbate*, alway* erect ; crest and body below

fTmrWA Wo; feather, of back, scapulars, and nnaller wing coverts,

bUrfc at th bast, rich purple-brown at the tip* ; greater covert*

DM colour, bat centrally barrr.1 with white, forming a tingle tran

nrw band aero- the wing* when clossd; quills and Uil deep gray,

th. Utter WrminaUd with gnyuh-bhw ; leg. gray ;
tar*i 81 inches m

trarth. eoiwnd with rounded Malm not clowly set, with a white

barter of .kin round each; toe* strong and somewhat abort, icalee

placed M in the C<J*mtim<r.

Great Cromed Plfcoo (Lofkynu coronatm).

ThU bird i* found in many of the island* of the great Indian group.
X<4 ran in Java and Banda, abundant in New Ouinea and in most of

the Molucca*. Nest built in trees
; eggs two

; cooing of the male

hoars*, accnrapaniod by a noine somewhat like that of a turkey-cock
wkxo -rutting. Food berries, ssed, grain, Ac. Flavour of the flesh

i .

" In this magrtaWmt and beautiful bird," says Mr. Selby,
" we

obsarr* a ooaihinatiop of form different frum that of the ground
psyani so lately dsKribsd ; for, instead of the marked affinity to the

tyl*lil raaorial families, lh- .nd Tttramida, so decidedly
xUbttod by torn* species, both in their mode of life and in their

deviation from the usual Columbine figure, we have, in the present
butane*, an apprnximatioo of structure much nearer that of some of
UM CrmnH*. another tribs of bird* which constitute* an aberrant

family at UM Rs*orlal Order; and it i* on this account we think that
U* bird cannot well be pUoe.1 in the same division with the ground-

i moat oomtitaU the type of a separate group."
CMsMtUshb IV. Buckland enumeratm the bones of the

mkj the rsmains in the cave at Kirkdale, and figure* a bone
a* awn appruaohes cloaslr to the Kpaniah runt

;
but Professor

ia lus '
Britiah Fosril Mammals and Binl..

1

i* silent on this

by [tiail

IWMttfc

ITK. Minoral into the compo.it.on of which the metal
tera. Oohtmbium on iu fint diKovery wa* alao called

Taatalom, and thU mineral ha* abo been called

marairr. It i* of an iron-black or bmwnuh-bUck colour, often with

a characteristic iridescence on a .urfacc of fractun- : .[,. ntreak dark

irown, alightly reddUh ;
lurtre lubmetal I opaque; brittle.

The hardneea i. 5 to 6
; the specific gravity 5-3 to 6'4.

According to Dana the composition of an American specimen wan

a. follows :

Columtiic with Kiobic Acid 80'1

Protoxide of Iron rj-i

I'mtxixide of Manganese 6'0

Oxide of Tin '1

Oxides of Copper and Load -4

Bavarian specimens contain 1'.
l<>{>i<- arid, which, according to Rose,

accounts for their high specific gravity, which range* from 57 to 6'4.

This mineral is infusible alone before the blowpipe, but on mixture

with borax in fine powder it fuses slowly but perfectly, forming a dark

rraen glass, which indicates the presence of iron.

Columbito is found in granite at Bodenmais in Bavaria, also in

Bohemia. It occurs in the United States in feldnpathic or nll>itir

rocks, at Middletown and Haddam, Connecticut, at Chesterfield and

Beverley, Massachusetts, and at Acworth, New Hampshire, frrro-

lanlalite i* a Columbate of Iron.

(Dana, Mineralogy-)
COLUMK'LLA, the central part or axis in the theca of a mom,

around which the spores ore arranged, without having any definite

connection with it. Also the axis of any kind of fruit when separate
from the carpels : in the latter case it is a hardened state of tin-

growing point.
COU*.MKI.I.IACE.iE, a natural order of Exogenous Plants with

epipetalous stamens, sinuous anthers bursting longitudinally, and

| * /I

Ctottimrtliti oblonga.

1, a flowrr w*n from above; S, the ovary, rtyle, and Hiinna; n, the hair-

ripe fruit ; 4, the fruit opening, with the calyx adhering i i, the pericarp nepa-
rated from the calyx ; 6, valve* of the pericarp ; 7, one valve and wed*.

unsymmetrical flowers. They are evergreen shrubs or trees. The
leave* opposite, without stipules, entire or serrated; the flowers

yellow and terminal; calyx superior, 5-parted ; corolla rotate, 6-8-

parted, with an imbricated activation ; stamen* 2, inserted in the

throat, alternate with the segment* of the corolla; anthers ronn.li-h.

3-lobed, bunting externally, each consisting of three pairs of narrow

somewhat sinuou* cell*, which open longitudinally, and which ore

placed upon a solid fleshy connective. The affinities of this order

ore rery doubtful. Professor Don, who first noticed the order, places
it near the Jasmines. It differs hownvcr materially from them, :md

may almost be described as a f.inn -if monopetalou* Onayracar, Dr.

I.iiiilli-y, in thi. uncertainty, leave, it by the side of Berbfracetr and

CwcAoiuxxa; to either of which, and especially to the latter, it may
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be compared. The species hitherto discovered are from Mexico and
Peru. TiiSy are not known to possess any useful properties.
COLUMNARIA. [MADREPHYLLLEA.]
COLUMNEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Gtsneracea. One of the species (C. scandena) is called by the French
colonists Liane 2 Sirop, because its flowers secrete a large quantity of

honey.
COLUMNPFER^E, an old name for Plants belonging to the

natural order Malvaceae. [MALVACEAE.]
COLUTE'A, a Papilionaceous genus.of Exogenous Plants, consisting

of hardy shrubs, with pinnated leaves and inflated membranous pods,
which explode when suddenly compressed, and which look like vege-
table bladders, whence the common English name of Bladder-Senna.
The species have yellow or yellow and red flowers of some beauty ;

and are all found in the South of Europe, in Palestine, and in the

Himalaya Mountains.

COLY'MBID^E, a family of Swimming Birds (Natatory), having a

smooth, straight, compressed, and pointed bill.

Willughby assigned the family a place in his fifth section (' Whole-
Footed Birds, with Shorter Legs '), under the name of " Douckers or

Loons, called in Latine Colymbi," and he divided them into
"
Cloven-

Footed Douckers that have no Tails," the Grebes, and the " Whole-
Footed Douckers with Tails," the true Divers. The following is

Willughby's description
' of Douckers in general :

' " Douckers have

narrow, straight, sharp-pointed bills, small heads, and also small

wings ; their legs situate backwards, near the tail, for quick swim-

ming and easier diving ; broad flat legs, by which note they are dis-

tinguished from all other kinds of birds
;
broad claws, like human

nails. Of these Douckers there are two kinds
;
the first is of such as

are cloven-footed, but fin-toed, having lateral membranes all along the

sides of their toes, and that want the tail
;
the second is of those that

are whole-footed and caudate, which do nearly approach to those

birds we call Tridactyla;, that want the back toe. These arc not
without good reason called '

Douckers,' for that they dive much, and
continue long under water, as soon as they are up dropping down
again."

Ray, in his 'Synopsis/ arranges the Cloven-Footed and Whole-
Footed Colymbi, Grebes, and Divers, under his '

Palmipedes Tetra-

dactylas digito postico soluto, et primo rostro recto angusto acuto,

Brachyptera; et Urinatrices, Colymbi dicta;.' He also includes the

genus iferyulut. [AuK.]
Linnaeus placed both the Divers, properly so called, and the Grebes

under his genus C'olymbiu, which ttanda in his system under the

order Amtra, between the genera Phatton (Tropic Birds), and Lara*

(Gulls).
Pennant followed Brisson in separating the Grebes from the Divers.

The first he placed next to the Coots, and immediately before the

Avosets ;
and the Divers between the Guillemots and the Gulls.

Under the term '

Plongeurs, ou Brachypteres,' Cuvier arranges
those Palmipeda,

" a part of which have some relation to the Water-
Hens. The legs placed more backward than in any of the other birds,
render walking a difficult operation, and oblige them, when on laud,
to keep themselves in a vertical position. As the greater part of them
are, besides, bad flyers, inasmuch as some of them cannot fly at all

on account of the shortness of their wings, they may be regarded as

almost exclusively attached to the surface of the waters. In accord-

ance with this destination their plumage is more close-set, and some-
times it even offers a smooth surface and silvery hue. They swim
under the water, aiding themselves with their wings, nearly as if they
were fins. Their gizzard is sufficiently muscular, their c<cca are

moderate, and they have each a peculiar muscle on each side of their

lower larynx." The following are the genera comprehended under
this family by Cuvier : the Grebes, Brisson (Podictpt, Latham

;

C'nlymbiu, Brisson and Illiger) ;
the Divers (Plongeons), properly so

called (Ittrijun, Brisson
; Coh/mbue, Latham

; Eudytet, Illiger) ;
the

Guillemots (Uria, Brisson and Illiger); the Auks (Pingouins), Alca
of Linnseus ; the Penguins (Manchots), Aptenodytei of Forster, con

listing of the sub-genera Aptenodyta, Cuvier ; Catarrhactet, Brissou
;

and Sphenitcui, Brisson.

Tetnminck places the Grebes (Podieept) next to the Plialaropet, at

the end of his fourteenth order, the Pinnatipedei, or Fin-Footed
Birds ; and the Divers (Colymbut, Latham) between the Pelicans and
the Guillemots in his fifteenth order, the Palmipede*.

Mr. Vigors makes his fifth order of birds (Natatores) comprise the

following families :

Analidte, Leach.

Oolymbida, Leach.
Alcadte,

Pelecanida, Leavh.

Laridte, Leach.

Or, with reference to the typical groups
Normal Group.

With short wings, which are sparingly feathered, and "1 Colymbida.
with feet placed behind the equipoise of the body . . j Alcadae.

M. Lesson, in his '

Manuel,' makes the Colymbidce (Plongeurs, ou

Brachypteres, Cuvier ; Urinatores, Vieillot) the first family of the

sixth order of birds, Les Palmipedes (Nafatores of Illiger and Vieillot) ;

and the family comprises the genera Podiceps, Latham
; Colymbwt

(part), Linnaeus ; and Cephus, Cuvier.

The Prince of Canino places Podiceps under his order Anieres in

the family Lobipedes, and Colymbus under the same order in his family
Pygopodes. .

.
.

In the ' Fauna Boreali-Americana,' Podiceps is placed at the head
of the order Natatores, and is immediately succeeded by Sterna (the

Terns) : the position of Colymbus is between Pelecanus and Uria,.
which last-mentioned genus concludes the order.

Podiceps. Bill longer than the head, robust, slightly compressed or

nearly cylindrical, subulated, straight, entire, pointed ; upper m:xn-

dible straight, or hooked at the point ;
nostrils oblong, half-closed.

Wings short, the first three quills of equal length and longest. Tail

none. Toes bordered with Iar re fitubriatious
;
hallux pinnated.

Aberrant Group.
With longer and well-feathered wings, and feet espe- I

'

dally placed within the equipoise of the body . .

J^^'(c

Head and Foot of the male Eared Grebe; summer plumage. The head from

Mr. Gould's * British Birds ;' the foot from u specimen in the Museum of the

Zoological Society.

The species of Podiceps are called Grebes. They haunt the sea as

well as the rivers, are excellent swimmers, and dive frequently, as all

who have watched the Dabchick or Little Grebe (Podiceps minor),
and have been amused by its quickly-repeated pluugings, well know.

They feed on small fishes, frogs, crustaceans, and insects, and their

nests, formed of a large quantity of grass, &c., are generally placed

among reeds and carices, and rise and fall with the water.

The geographical distribution of this genus is very wide. Five

European species are enumerated, and the foreign species are very
numerous. The form seems capable of adaptation to great varieties of

climate. In the ' Tables
'

published in the ' Introduction to Fauna

Boreali-Americana,' we find P. cornutus and P. Carolinensis among
the birds which merely winter in Penusylvania, and migrate in

summer to rear their young in the Fur Countries ;
and P. crista-

tun, P. rubricollu, and P. cumulus in the list of species common to

the Old World and to the Fur Countries. Sabiue gives a description

of a mature individual of P. rubricollis killed at Great Slave Lake,

and of a specimen of P. Carolinensis killed at the same place, both in

Sir John Franklin's first expedition and in May 1822
;
and Sir John

Richardson notes P. crit'atus as having been killed on the Saskatche-

wan, and P. cornutiu at Great Slave Lake ('Fauna Boreali-Ainericaua ').

P. Chilean* and P. Amencanus are natives of the warm parts of

America ;
the first, as its name implies, having been found in the Bay
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and the Mcood OB the Brazilian water* (Rio Grande

I (Leeaon) may be taken as an example. Thia Grebe,
M Leam. U remarkabl* for the delicate tinU of it*

7 which U slate-gray (gri* ardottf) above and of a satiny white

Uow." The cheek, and foreoead are of a light gray ; a bundle of

looee plomee (plnme* efllUe*) spring* behind each eye, and is pro-
id backward, and on the aide, of the neck. A calotte of deep
: it*** from the

occiput,
and i. prolonged on the posterior part of

ok half-way down it The throat is of a pearled-gray, which
i lighter, ao that the front of the neck and the aides are of a

i white, a* well a* the reat of the lower part of the body. The
t and wing* are of a deeper late-colour, and this tint, mingled

however with white, prevail* on the feather* of the rump. The Ursi,

torn, and the eoaatdetably large membrane* which fringe them, are

a,ieeih. The bill U ihort and black. The iris i* of a moat lively

red, ao brilliant a* to call forth from Pere Dom Pernetty, whoee Petit

Plongeon a Lunette, it U, the expression that " diamond* and rubies

have nothing to ofler equal to the fire of the eye* of a species df

Plongeon which is frequently found on the edge of the sea." The
total length of this Grebe is 1 1 inches and 2 or 3 lines ; from the

1 to the point of the bill, 8 lines; tarsi, 17 line*; external toe,

The British *pecie* of this genus given by Yarroll in his
'
British

Bird*,' are P. crura/w, the Great-Crested or Great-Tippet Grebe ;

P. raencnOu, the Red Necked Grebe ; P. ronutfiu, the Sclavonian,
Dtuky. or Horned Grebe ; P. am-i/w, the Eared Grebe ; and P. minor,
the Little or Black-Chin Grebe, Dabchick, and Didapper.

CWyaU**. It is the Mrryut of Briaaon ; Urinator, Laco"pcde ; and
JtWyte, Illiger. Bill moderate, strong, straight, very much pointed,
enmiweeed ; noatrib concave, half closed. Wing* short ; the first

quill the longest Tail short, rounded. Three front toes very long,
entirely palmated ; hind toe bordered with a small supple membrane.
The Diren bear a doae resemblance to the Grebes, from which

they dinVr bat little, excepting in their palmated feet On the water
they are at their eaae : on land, they, as well as the Grebes, are awk-
ward and beset with difficulties in their locomotion.

They principally inhabit the northern latitudes, where they nestle
In the wildcat and moat desert spot*. In the ' Table*

'

in
' Fauna

Boreeli-Americana,' we find C. glacialit and C. teplentrionalii in the
Ha* of species which merely winter in Pennsylvania ar.d migrate in
aammar to rear their young in the Fur Countries, and C. rptentrionn-
lit in the list of bird* (migratory) detected on the North Georgian
Wand* and adjoining aeas (Ut 73 to 75 north), on Sir Edward
Parry'* Brat voyage. C. glacialii and C. trptenlrionalit occur in
Babine's list of Greenland Bird* ; and C. fflaeialtu, C. orrtiow, and
C. rftmrionaJu in Sir John Richardson's list of specie* common to
the Old World and to the Fur Countries.

Catenate, the Great Northern Diver. Head, neck, and upper tail-
enverta gloaetd with deep purplish-green on a black ground. A short
tranevus* bar on the throat, a collar on the middle of the neck, inter-

rrr (CWjmhu flacili,\.

****.
b'*e

5-
wb' upper plumage, wing*, side* of the
Uil-ooT.ru, black

; all, except the quill* and

tail, marked with a pair of white ipot* near the tip of each feather :

the ipota form rows, and are large and quadrangular on the scapular*
and interecapulan, round and smaller elsewhere; imallest on the rump.
I'n.l.T

plumage
and inner wing-coverts white, the axillaries striped

down th.-ir middles with black. Irides brown. Bill compressed,
strong, tapering; its rictus quite straight; its contour very si

arched above
; Tower mandible channeled beneath, appearing deepest

in the middle
;
it* gonys sloping upwards to the point ; margins of

both mandibles, but particularly of the lower one, inflected,

wing-coverta very long. Tail, of twenty feathers, much rounded. Total

length 36 inches ; extent of wing 48 inches. Sir John Richardson, whose
description this is, observes, that specimens in mature plumage vary
considerably in total length, upwards of an inch in length of wing,
and more than half an inch in the length of the tarsus.
The young of the year differ considerably from the <>M bird*. The

i head of the young, the occiput, and the whole posterior part .if the
neck are of an ashy-brown ; on the cheek i are small ashy anil white

pointo ; throat, front of the neck, and other lower parts, pure white
;

feathers of the back, of the wings, of the rump and flanks, of a very
deep brown in the middle, bordered and terminated by bluish-ash

;

upper mandible ashy-gray, lower mandible whitish; iris browi.

externally deep brown ; internally, as well as the membranes, whit i-.li.

In this state Temminck says that the bird is the Colymbia Jmmer,
(Gmelin,

'

Syst. Lath. Ind.') ;
Le Grand Plongeon of Buffon (but the

plate enl. 914 represents a young individual of Colymbiu arelicta) ;

Mergo Maggiore o Sraergo (' Stor. deg. Ucc.'), with a good figure. He
thinks that the Imber Taucher of Bechstein (' Naturg. Dent') is pro-
bably a young of this species on account of its large dimen-.ii.ns. an.)

remarks that under the name of C. Immrr the young of this q
are often confounded with those of C. arclicut.

At the age of a year, according to the same author, the individual*
of both sexes show a transverse blackish-brown band towards the
middle of the neck, about an inch in length, forming a kind of collar

;

the feathers of the back become of a blackish tint, and the small white
blotches begin to appear. In this state it is the Grand Plongeon of
Brisaon (vol. vi. p. 105, pL 10, f. 1), a very exact figure.
At the age of two years the collar is more defined : this part, the

head, and the neck are varied with brown and greenish-black feathers ;

the numerous blotches on the back and wings become more prevalent,
and the band under the throat, and the nuchal collar also, are marked
with longitudinal brown and white lines.

At the age of three years the plumage is perfect
According to Montagu, Colymbia glatialii is the Colymlut marimut

caiulaitu of Ray ; Mcrffiu major tumtu and Mergut rurviiu of Br:
L'lmbrim of Buffon

; Greatest Speckled Diver or Loon of Willughby ;

and Northern Diver of Pennant (' Brit. Zoo].') : and the female is

Colymbtu Immrr of Linmeus ; Colymbiu maximut Getneri of Ray;
Mtrytu major of Brisson ; Le Grand Plongeon of Buffon ; Ember
Gooee of Sibbald

; and Imber Diver of the British Zoology. It is the

Colymbiu torquatut of Brunnich
; the Schwarzhalsiger See-Tfturlier,

Eis-Taucher, Groase Halb-Ente, and Meer-Noering, of the Germans
;

Bruaen of the Norwegians ;
Turlik of the Greenlanders

; Eithinnew-

Moqua of the Cree Indians; Talkyeh of the Chipewyans; Kagloolek
of the Esquimaux ;

Inland Loon of the Hudson's Bay residents ; and
Trochydd Mawr of the Welsh : it is provincially called by the British
i limner and Greater Doucker.

Fish is the principal food of this specie*, and the herring in par-
ticular; the fry .if tih, crustaceans, and marine vegetables. It nestles
in small islands and on the banks of fresh waters, and the female lays
two eggs of an Isabella-white, marked with very large anil with mnall

spots of a purplish-ash. Sir John Richardson gives the following
description of its manners :

"
Though this handsome bird is gene-

rally described as an inhabitant of the ocean, we seldom observed it

cither in the Arctic .Sea or Hudson's Bay ;
but it abounds in all the

interior lakes, where it destroys vast quantities of fish. It is rarely
seen on land, its limb* being ill fitted for walking, though admirably
adapted to its aquatic habits. It can swim with great swiftnetw. anil

to a very considerable distance under the water; and when it comes
to the surface, it seldom exposes more than the neck. It takes wing
with difficulty, flies heavily, though swiftly, and frequently in a circle
round those who intrude on it* haunt*. Its loud and very melancholy
cry, like the howling of the wolf, and at times like the distant P. -

of a man in distress, is said to portend rain. Its flesh is dark, tough,
and unpalatable. We caught several of these birds in the fishing-
net*, in which they had entangled themselves in the pursuit of fi-li."

The species is sometimes taken even in the south of England. Montagu
. one which was kept in a pond for some months. In a few

days it became extremely docile, would come to the call from one
side of the pond to the other, and would take food from the hand.
The bird had received an injury in the head, which had depriv
ye of its sight, and the other wa a little inip:iir<-.1 ; l"it, notwith-

standing, it could, by incessantly diving, discover all the fish that
were thrown int.) the pond. When it could not get fish it would eat
fleah ; ami when it quitted the water, it shoved its body along upon
the ground like a seal, by jerks, rubbing the breast against the

ground ; and returned again to the water in a similar manner. In

Iwimmmg and diving the legs only wi-re iw.l, and not the wings, and
by their situation so far behind, and their little deviation from the
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COLYMBUS. [COLTMBID^.]
COLZA.

[BRASSICA.]
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w* ateoa* dombt, and yet while doubting w* most believe, it being the

only IVwoid at promt inhabiting our MM, at one time so full

. it* of great
at a** to UM oologist only bat also to UM geologist" In the

raw 1 Si3 Mr. J. V. Thompson discovered In th* Bay of Cork a singular
UtU. |HdHnikMd animal, which be oallad Pntoerimt Bvnpaut,

i proved to b* the young of the CosMrWa, and gave rise to

i'lx.th at home and abroad, for it was the

I of UM Eaorait* kind which had been seen in the seas of

Katop*. and th* drat recent *mmitt that bad ever been examined

by nmtiXsat observer in a living state. In 1836 Mr. Thompson
in th '

Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal,'

naioUisjing th* proposition that his Pentamitvi Europtnu was only
UM youag of CVnafW* ; that the Feather-Star commenced life ai an
Mia mitt, and that at it were changed it* nature from a psendo-polype
to a sUr-tUb. He than compare* the youngeat Comatula he had met
with, with UM uldcet Pataen*<u, and ahowa the gradual progression

of Uw iiaUrml U, lomr nldc ; J, upper
; I, part eC IW nafttf .[<k of . r.v m.nlflrj

; 4, U|M .

Ml r*r> mHK% tkmrlaf th. bonk or uwbor. D. BUInrill. .

*M> el Ue
. aw ef U. dMMl r*r>

of Corn during th* development of th* latter towanU the adult (tate
of the fanner, gum that time other naturaluU hare testified to
Uii. ob*T.Uoo of Mr. J. V. Th..mfon ; it ia confirmed by Profeawr

'

the late Mr. W. Tbompaon ofE. Forbea, Dr. Ball of Dublin, and

C. A4t*tm of Laa*rck ha* UM foUowi i : 10 pinnaUd,

Blender, p*uniform rays ; pinnules lanceolate, oomplicatedly canalicu-
late below ; 20 doraal cirrhi.

It inhabits the seas of Australia, where Peron and Losucur f<mn<l
it hooked on to an AJtona. His small, delicat<-. with In

feathery rays, and only 3 inches in diameter. Tin- pinnules are

lanceolated, and folded in two, as it were, below. l<>i>Kit<nliiml!y.
The species of Vernaltda are widely spread. T) ither-

Star is foun.l n many parta of the British Coast. Two species are

friren as British in most works on zoology, C. rotacra and C. barbata.

They are evidently the same animal of different ages or in different

states of preservation : they are both identical with the C. Mediter-
rmta of Lamarck. A Feather-Star.is a very different animal when
preserved in spirits with its expanded fins from what it appears when
dried. In the Museum of the College of Surgeons there are two
specimens from the Society Isles, one brought up from a depth of
J*} fathoms, in 80 26' X. Int., 12' 30' K. long. iH.M.S. Dorothea,
Captain Buchan, R.X.): and the same species (A leclo glacialu) from
260 fathoms, 80 26' N. lat, 11 32' E. long. (H.M.S. Trent, Lieu-

tenant Franklin, RX.!.
The species probably are tolerably numerous. Dr. Leach records

three species, two in the British Museum, Lamarck eight, and De
Klainville nine. Many of the species are of comparatively large size.

[

K< IIIXODKKMAIA.]

Fottil Comatvla.

Ooldfuss enumerates four species from Solenhofen (Oolitic group).
There are none in any of the British strata.

COMBRETA'CE,*:, an order of Polypetalous Exogenous PlaiiU,
with 1 -celled inferior fruit, the seeds of which are solitary or nearly
so, and pendulous, the stamens definite in number, aud the cotyledons
convolute. It cannot be doubted that this order has a near relation

to Ifyrtaeta and especially to Pnnica. Dr. Lindley considers it to be
in closer alliance with Lauracta :u i'ie.

Ootnbrrtum coccinfum.

a, Flower : i. flower opened to nhow the insertion of the eight ptamenn ;

r, pintil ; </, rtunen ; f, fruit ; /, horizontal section of fruit ; f, seed
; A, embryu.

Tin; species known as Myrobalans are tropical shrubs or trees, with
alternate or opposite leaves destitute of stipules, and long slender
stamens. The order does not contain any plants of much importance
for their useful properties. Some of them are astringent and uood
for tanning, and the kernels of others are eatable; they are clii, Hy
valued for their brightly coloured showy flowers, especially

COMEPHORUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family of
Oobiea. There is only one spc-< ii -, whirh is found in the fresh-water
lake of Baikal. It is not taken by the '

but is found (Utd
on the shores after the severe storms to which that lake in frequently
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exposed. The fish is about a foot in length, and of a soft greasy
texture. It is collected and pressed for oil, but is not eaten.

COMFREY. [SYMPHYTUM.]
COMMELYNA. [COMMELYSACE^..]
COMMELYNA'CE^E, a very small order of Tripetaloideous

Endogens, consisting of Plants with sheathing leaves, white or most

frequently blue flowers inclosed in a green spathe, and a single
3-celled ovary terminated by a single style. They are moreover
remarkable for their pulley-shaped (or trochlear) embryo lying in a

particular cavity of the albumen. None of the species are European,
nor of any known use. Many of them are common Indian weeds ;

others are handsome American herbaceous plants. The common
Spiderworts are a good type of the order. They are in many respects
allied to the Lilies. Brown compares them with Rushes. They may
also be compared with Alismads. Lindley places them between
IMiacea and Bromeliacea. There are 16 genera of this order and
about 260 species.

Spidcrwort (
Tradttcnntia Virgittinna).

a, Calyx, stamens, and pistil ; b, stamen magnified ; e, jointed hair from the
filaments of the stamen

; rf, pistil ; /, fruit ; p, horizontal section of the seed-
Tessel ; A, i, sections of seed

; *, embryo ; /, seed germinating.

COMMIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Eupkorbiacccc. It has dioecious flowers. The staminiferous flowers
are formed of bracts united into an amentum; the stamens are
numerous and united into a single column. The pistiliferous flowers
are racemose, the calyx is 3-parte<l, the styles 3, the capsule 3-lobed.

C. C'ockinchinentit is a small tree with a resinous juice. It has
alternate entire smooth leaves. The male flowers are amentaceous,
the catkins consisting of imbricated 1-flowered scales, axillary and
short

;
the female flowers racemose, terminal, and small. This tree

yields a gum which possesses emetic and purgative properties. It is

recommended in cases of dropsy, but has not been introduced into
Knr >|iean practice. It is a native of Cochin China.

VOMMIN'UTONITE, a Mineral belonging to the Silicate of Iron
series. It is a compound of silica, iron, manganese, and soda.
COMOCLADIA (from n6it.it, hair, and xAiJot, a branch), a genus

of Plant* belonging to the natural order Anacardiacecc. It has

hermaphrodite or monoecious flowers
;
a 3-4-parted permanent calyx,

3-4 long petals ;
3-4 short stamens; a single ovary with no style, and

a single stigma; an ovate 1 -celled, 1 -seeded drupe ;
the seed somewhat

pendulous from a curved funiculus originating at the base of the

cavity ; no albumen.
C'. dentata, Tooth-Leaved Maiden-Plum, has pinnated shining leaves,

green above, with a round rachis 6 inches long, 6-10 leaflets on each

ride, with an odd one oblong, acuminate, spiny-toothed, veiny, and
somewhat downy at the back. This plant is a tree reaching a height
of about 30 feet. It u a native of the woods of Cuba and St. Domingo,

where it is called (Juao. It has au erect not much branched stem.
A milky juice exudes from it, which is glutinous, and becomes black

by exposure to the air. It stains linen and the skin black, which
cannot be washed out of the former, and only comes off from the
latter by the exfoliation of the cuticle. It is believed by the natives

of Cuba that it is death for persons to sleep under this tree, especially
if they are fat or of a full habit of body. It is, undoubtedly, a

poisonoxis tree, although nothing is recorded of its mode of action on
the system.

C. integnfolia has stalked leaflets, lanceolate, quite entire, smooth.
It is a tree 20 feet high, with small scentless deep red flowers.

The berries are black and succulent, and may be eaten with impunity,
but are not pleasant to the taste. The wood is hard, of a fine grain,
and reddish colour. The tree gives out a watery juice, which is

slightly glutinous, and grows black on exposure to the air. Like the

juice from the last, it stains linen and the skin indelibly. It is a
native of Jamaica.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Plants; Lindley, Flora Mcdica.)
COMPO'SIT^E, the largest known natural order of Plants. It

consists of Monopetalous Exogens with syngenesious stamens, and an
erect solitary ovule in a simple 1-celled inferior ovary, the style of

which is divided into two arms ; the flowers are always arranged in

dense heads, or capitula, and are surrounded by one or more external

rows of bracts forming an involucre. Professor Lindley regards it as

an alliance of several natural orders. It consists of herbs, shrubs, or

trees, found in all parts of the world, but assuming an arborescent
character only in warm latitudes : they occur in every conceivable

variety of situation, are often exceedingly similar to each other in

appearance, and have always been, from the birth of botany as a

systematic science, the puzzle and reproach of systematists. Every
succeeding writer, with a few exceptions, rendered the subject more

complicated and difficult, till Cassini, a Frenchman, of good powers of

observation, much patience in investigation, and a clear head, with
the command of the rich materials included in the Paris herbaria,
set steadily about a re-formation and re-examination of the whole
order. In 1832 Lessing gave the world a synopsis of the genera of

Compotita, in which for the first time a clear, compendious, intelligible
view of the order was systematically taken. Subsequently De Can-

dolle, the celebrated botanist of Geneva, achieved the difficult task of

systematising the Composite in an unexceptionable manner in his

great work,
' Prodromus Systematis Naturalis Regni Vegetabilis.'

The old and generally adopted plan of breaking up Compost/a; into

primary divisions is that of Jussieu, which may be explained thus :

Every head of flowers, or florets, as they are technically named, has a

central part, or disc, and a circumference, or ray : of these florets

some are regularly tubular, with their limb cut into four or five seg-
ments

;
others are slit up on one side, opened flat, and turned towards

the circumference of the head ; the latter are named ligulate florets.

When in a head of flowers all the florets are alike and ligulate, it

belonged to the division Cichnracece (fy. a), as in the dandelion
;

if

the florets of the disc were tubular, and those of the circumference only
ligulate, it was referrible to Corymliifera (fig. b), as in the marigold ;

and when all the florets ore alike tubular, both in the disc and ray
(fig. c), it belonged to Cynarocephala;, provided the involucre was at

the same time stiff and ovate, as in the thistle. The latter character
was necessary in order to distinguish Cynarocephala from those Corym-
biferce in which the ray is not developed, as common groundsel. To
these three divisions a fourth has in later times been added under the
name of Labiatiflorae, in consequence of the florets having distinctly
two lips of unequal size. (Fiys. d and e.)

These divisions have however been thought objectionable on several

accounts, and De Candolle, following Cassini and Lessing, has trusted

more to modifications of the style ; the result of which is the follow-

ing arrangement of the order in eight tribes :

*
Tubulifiorcf ; namely, with the hermaphrodite floreta regularly

tubular, and 5-toothed, seldom 4-toothed.

Tribe 1, Venwniacea;. Style of the hermaphrodite flowers cylin-

drical, its arms usually lengthened and subulate, rarely short and

obtuse, always equally hispid in about all the length. The true stigma
ending short of the middle of the arms of the style, A part of the

rayless Corymbiferce. (Fig. 1.)

Tribe 2, Eupaloriacece. Style of the hermaphrodite flowers cylin-

drical, with long somewhat club-shaped arms, which are covered

externally near the end with papillose down. The true stigma but
little prominent, and usually ending short of the middle of the arms
of the style. A part of the rayless Corymbiferce. (Fig. 2.)

Tribe 3, Asteroideie. Style of the hermaphrodite flowers cylindrical,
with linear arms, rather flat externally, and towards the end equally
and finely downy. The true stigma produced about as far as the

origin of the external down. A part of Corymbiferce. (Fig. 3.)

Tribe 4, Senecionidetr. Style of the hermaphrodite flowers cylin-

drical, with linear arms having a pencil of hairs at the point ; either

truncated, or produced beyond the pencil into a short cone, or a long
narrow hispid appendage. The true stigma broad and prominent as

far as the pencil. A part of Corymbifenr. (Fig. 4.)

Tribe 5, Cynarete. Style of the hermaphrodite flowers thickened

and knobby towards the upper end, and often pencilled at the knob,.
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the arms either distinct or grown together, and downy externally. The true

itum* not prominent, reaching the apex of the arms, and then becoming
confluent All the CynaneejAaUt. (Pig. 6.)

Lab\al(fora ; namely, with the hermaphrodite florets usually 2-lipped.

Tribe 6, .Vaiitiatta. Style of the
hermaphrodite

flowers cylindrical at the

upper end, or rather knobby, the arms usually obtuse or truncated, very convex

on th outnde, and at the upper part covered with minute even down, or naked.

(Fy. ft.)

Tribe 7, \<utatiacfa. Style of the hermaphrodite flowers never knobby and

thickened; the arms linear, rather long, truncated, and pencilled at the poiut

only. (Pfg.7.)

' ' *
l*y*lijlora ; namely, with all the flowers hermaphrodite and ligulate.

Tribe 8, Cickoneta. Style cylindrical at the upper end, with rather long arms,
which are somewhat obtuse and equally hairy ; the true stigma terminating short

of the middle of the anus. (Pig. 8.)

DeOaadotU
Tl-,ar.in

one-tenth of the whole vegetable kingdom
Be, M lettuce and succory ; in others they are

dioratic, M various eoaraw ; some are tonic and stomachic, as wormwood and
Common attichnke* with their succulent receptacles, and Jerusalem

ith thir MOoaUoi tubers, are the
only esculent*. Many are beautifn

upon, and are amongst our choicest garden flowers, M dahlias

aanguia*. oonopais, aster*. 4r.

For further information on this order we ACUIU.FA ; Airrauiu; ARNICA
A*TUOMA; ASTER; BARKRAIMA; BELLI*; BIDEVS; CAI.ENDCLA; CEKTAUREA
(T*A*niciirK CICIIURACEJE; CICHORIUM; CIDERARIA; COXTSA; CORTMBIFKR*;

CREPU; CTXARA; CVHARACE.K; DAHLIA; UIOTIS;
'AKI.INA ;

KHIUKROX
;

I M
;

FII.AIIU
;
HKI.MIN-

TIIIA
; HIKRACIUM; HVPOCIKEKI- LACTOCA;

PSANA; LEONTODOH ; LIHOSTKI
UEDIUK

; PETA81TE8; PlCRlS ; PRENANTIIEB; PTRKTII i

iENECio; SOLIDAUO; OPORINIA; TANACETUM; THKINCIA;
["RAOOPOUON ;

Trs.Mi.Auo.

COMPOUND FLOWERS are the flower-heads of

.'umpotitir ; they are masses of small flowers collected

upon a depressed axis, or receptacle, and surrounded by
an involucre of floral leaves or bracts.

COMPT'ONIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Myricacttr, named after Henry Com]
li'-p of London, by whom the fine collection of plants

attached to the episcopal palace at Fulham was formed.

The male flowers have cylindrical loosely imbricated

catkins, with deciduous 1 -flowered bracts; 2 sepals;
6 stamens, adhering in pairs : the female flowers have
ovate densely imbricated catkins, with 1 -flowered bracts ;

6 sepals, larger than the bract* ; 2 capillary styles, and
a 1 -seeded nut. There is only one species, the C. tupltni-

'ulia. Sweet Fern. It is a small bush from 3 to 4 feet in

leight, yielding a powerful aromatic fragrance wln-u

rubbed between the fingers. It has long linear pinnatifid

eaves, brown and rather downy on the under side, shining
on the upper. It is a native of the woods and mountains
of the United States, where it is a favourite domestic

remedy for the cure of diarrhoea. It possesses tonic and

astringent properties. It is a handsome shrub, and will

thrive in a peat soil or sandy loam, and may be propa-

gated by layers or suckers. It was called MJVMMsMr
ilenifolium by Linntcus, but differs very much from

that genus in its characters and properties. (Lindley,
Flora Afedica ; London, Encyctujxrdia of Plant*.)

COMPTONITE, a Mineral, also called Thomtonile.

Trimetric. In right rectangular prisms. Usually in

masses having a radiated structure within, and consist-

ing of long fibres or acicular crystals. Also amorphous.
Cleavage parallel to the diagonal planes of the primary
form. Fracture uneven, convhoidaL Hardness, scratches

fluor-spar. Colour snow-white ; lustre vitreous, in-

clining to pearly ; transparent to translucent. Specific

gravity, 2 to 4'7. Composition :

Silica 38-3
Alumina 307
Lime 13'5

Soda 4-5

Water 13.0

It intumesces and becomes opaque, but the edges merely
are rounded at a high heat. When pulverised it gelatinise*
with nitric or muriatic acids. It is distinguished from
Natrolite and other Zeolites by its difficult fusibility. It

occurs in Amygdaloid near Kilpatrick, Scotland
;

in

Lavas at Vesuvius ; in Clinkstone in Bohemia ; also at

Pelter's Point in Nova Scotia, in Trap.
CONCHA'CEA, a family of Stollutca in M. De Blain-

ville's arrangement of the Animal Kingdom. The fol-

lowing is his definition of the family :

" Mantle closed

before (en avant), above, and behind, where it is pro-

longed by two tubes more or less long, extensile, and
either separated or united ; abdomen constantly provid.d
with a foot of slightly variable form, serving for loco-

motion. Shell nearly always regular, entirely closed,

equivalve; umbones curved forward; hinge dorsal,

plete that is to say, with teeth und a ligament; this lost

cither external or internal, short, and swollen (bomlx') ;

two distinct muscular impressions united below by a

ligulo more or less large, and very often inflected or

returning backwards (rentree en arriere).
" All the animals of this family live plunged more or

less deeply in the sand or in the mud, but they nrc still

able to come out of it sometimes."
M. Rang thus modifies De Blainville's definition.

principally for the introduction of Iridina (which in-

ing to the observations of M. Deshayea could no longer
be retained among the Submytilacra) and d'rattlupia, a
fniwil speciea.

" Mantle closed, furnished with a considerable antero-

inferior opening, for the passage of a foot, and presenting
two posterior tubes more or less elongated, ext<

united or
separated longitudinally, the lower one serving

for respiration, and the upper one for dejections. SliHI

equivalve, generally regular, rarely gaping ; umbone*
more or less curved forwards; hinge almost always with
teeth

; ligament short and swollen, internal or external
;

imifoiler impressions very distinct ; united by a pallia!

impression more or less excavated posteriorly.
" Animals marine, rarely fresh-water."
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Cuvier, in his last edition of the '

Regne Animal,' at the foot of his

definition of the Cardiacea, the fourth family of his Testaceous

Acephala, has the following note :

" M. de Blainville en fait la

famille des Cmchaceet." The following is Cuvier's definition of his

Cardiace's :

" Mantle open in front (par devant), and moreover with

two separate openings, one for respiration and the other for the excre-

ments, which are prolonged into tubes sometimes distinct, sometimes
united into a single mass. There is always a transverse muscle at

each extremity, and a foot which most frequently serves for creeping.
It may be regarded as a sufficiently general rule, that those which
have long tubes live plunged in the mud or sand. One may recognise
on the shell this condition of organisation by the more or less

developed contour (contour plus ou moins rentrant), which the im-

pression of the attachment of the borders of the mantle describes

before uniting with the impression of the posterior transverse

muscle."

These definitions appear contradictory, but in reality they are

meant to convey the same ideas. The mouth is placed anteriorly, the

foot is exserted inferiorly, and the tubes open posteriorly. The fol-

lowing is an arrangement of the genera :

Hinge linear and toothless freshwater. (Rang.)
Iridina. Animal elongated, straight, rather thick on the back,

thinner towards its inferior border; mantle delicate, terminated

anteriorly by a thick border, open from the anterior muscle to two-

thirds of the lower border for the passage of the foot ; borders of

the mantle united throughout the whole posterior part, whence spring
two short and unequal tubes, with no retractor muscle to the siphons ;

foot compressed and sharp-edged. Shell, with an epidermis, nacreous

or iridescent internally, tolerably thick, oval oblong, elongated, in-

auriculated, equivalve, inequilateral, the anterior end shorter than

the posterior, a little gaping at either end ;
umbones small and pro-

jecting but little, slightly inclined ; hinge very long, linear, attenuated

towards the middle, often creuulated, as it were, throughout its

length ; ligament very long, marginal, external
;
muscular impressions

very distinct Example, /. exotica, Lam. ; /. tlongata, Sow.

Iridina exotica, one-third of natural size.

Lamarck gives the rivers of warm climates as the locality. The

specimens were supposed to come from China. M. Caillaud found
them in considerable abundance in the Nile

;
and from his specimens

preserved in spirit M. Deshayes made his examination. Mr. G. B.

Sowerby figures another species (' Zool. Journ.,' vol. i.), /. Nilotica,
obtained from Sennaar by M. Caillaud, and sent to England by M.
D'Audebard. It very much resembles the species given here as an

example, but its hinge margin is not crenulated or dental ed. M. Des-

hayes, in his last edition of Lamarck, makes it identical with

/. exotica, Lam. and Desh., Anadonta exotica, Blainv., and Le Mutel,
Adanson.

Hinge with Teeth.

a

Regular : Hinge-Teeth lateral and wide apart (marine).

Cardium [CARDICM]. The species are numerous, and some grow
to a very large size. M. Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck, gives

forty-eight, including llemicardium, a form which Cuvier proposes
to separate from the others, comprehending the species with com-

pressed valves strongly carinated in the middle, observing that it is

difficult to suppose that the animal is not modified in unison with
thin singular conformation. M. Rang corroborates Cuvier's observa-

tion, from the examination of many living individuals of Cardium
na, the type ; but M. Deshayes considers that the form can only

be admitted as a section.

De Blainville divides the genus into the following sections :

1 . Species more or less gaping posteriorly, and with the ribs of the

shell as large as the channelings. Example, Cardium exoticum.

2. Species not gaping, and with the ribs as large as the channelings.

Example, C. tuberculatum.

8. Species not gaping, with the ribs larger than the channelings.

Example, C. edule.

4. Smooth or almost smooth species. Example, C. elongatum.
i whose anterior side is very short and nearly flat. Example,

'tcardium.

ml species have been added to this genus from the collection

of Mr. ('inning.
The specie* of Cardium are found fossil.

1. Hinge of Curdiitm tlongatum, natural size. 2. Oardium (Hemicarditim)
Carduta, natural size ; spotted variety.

Deshayes in his Tables gives fifty-three living species and thirty-nine
fossil (tertiary), and C. ringent, C. ciliare, C. echinatum, C. eulcatum,
C. edule, C. tuberculatum, and C. planatum, as both living and fossil

species (tertiary). Of the recent species M. Deshayes, in his edition

of Lamarck, where they are given as forty -eight, considers 0. Indicum,
C, ringens, C. echinatum (of which last he makes C. tuberculatum to be

only a variety), C. luicatum, and C. edule (common cockle) as identical

with fossil species described by Brocchi and others under different

names. The fossil species he makes amount to thirty. Of these he
refers C. echinatum to its living analogue, C. Burdigalinum to the
recent C. Indicum, C. rhomboides to the recent C. edule, and considers

C. diluvianum, Lam., as identical with C. hians, Brocchi. The fossils

occur in nearly all the fossiliferous strata from the Supracretaceous
to the Grauwacke group, and appear to be most abundant in the Crag,
London Clay, and Greensand and the contemporaneous beds.

Capta. Animal with the mantle considerably open at its ante-

inferior border for the passage of a compressed and very large foot :

Capua Bi-aziliens!s.

tubes separated and of considerable length, with tentacular papilla;
at their orifices. Shell transverse, equivalve, inequilateral, not gaping ;
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oanbaai u<a divwwjnf from a point do** to the umbo, no lateral

tesdi inane Talra, in the other OM diatinot bind cardinal tooth, an.l

rtaat vanr obsolete lateral ones; ligament external on the

r sid of UM umbooe* ; a Urge sinus in the pallil impressions.
The species are fownd in temperate and warm seas. They bury

IhssssMlTii at a small depth in UM sand, where they are said to lie

with UM posterior part upward* to facilitate UM influx of the water

far respiration. The (anna ha* been found in aandy mud and soft

mod. *t depth* varying from 0r* to twelve fathom* from the surface

of UM asa.

Mr. U. & Sowerby ha* addad a new specie*, C. mltiar, brought homo

by Mr. fuming. (' Zool Proc.')
/fc*ar. r Animal rather eomprasood, more or UM triangular, having

UM mantle bordered with tentacular appendages; Ubial appendage*

large ; mouth small ; branchite very unequal, on the same side ; foot

oompressed, trenchant, angular ; tuba* separate and elongated, return

ing into a anus of UM mantle.

Hall more or lass triangular and compressed, always longer than

it is high, regular, equivalve, very inequilateral, posterior side shorter

than the anterior ; umbones but little prominent, and nearly vertical ;

hinge composed of two cardinal teeth, sometimes upon both valves,

siiiaslimss upon one only, and one or two lateral teeth more or lew
distant ; ligament external, short snd swollen

;
muscular impressions

rounded, united by a pallia! impression, which is straight and very
rated posteriorly.

The species are widely extended. De Blainville says that they
occur in all part* of the world. They plunge themselves in sand anil

sandy mud, where the animal lies with the short side of the shell

uppermost, at a depth ranging from the surface of the sea to ton

fathoms.
The species are numerous. M. Deshaye* in bis Tables enumerat. -

twenty-nine living, and in hi* edition of Lamarck thirty of then,'.

He considers D. fukncau. Linn., a* having bean established on a young
individual of />. tnrtum ; D. yratwta, Lam., a* a variety of I), etuteala ;

ror/Mwi.

/'

.

i, u approaching nearer to the
CjHuraas than the Donaca ;

a* belonging to the genus t'u;*j, Lam., if Lamarck's
are rigorously followed ; H. eardiSuU* (the animal), as a

subject far study, as it U Tory probable that it doe* not belong
. UM pallia! impression is not notched posteriorly, and

._" Merer to that of Cardium medium than those of the
r . and ft ttrrilt and D. srripfa, as having more of the charac-

_-_-_.-_- ^*f*Mnaa Amaen. Forbes and Hanley give the following
apaoia* as British : ft. oao/isjiu. It has the inner margin crcniilated,
and UM hinge with lateral teeth. It is the ft frunrWiM of Linmcus.

* **T ao*jimon on all our shore*. I). j*ttitv* has the inner margin
entire. It U the ft romplanalui of Montagu, and is one of the most
beautiful ofour native shell*. It i* never common, and is much prized
by collector*. It U found on the south coast* of England, and at

Baotry Bar in Inland.
Lamarck divide, the specie* into two section* : fir*t, those which

hare UM internal border of the valve, entire or nearly so; second,
those that bar, the internal border dwtinctly orenulated or dentated.
De BMnrilM Mparate* them into five divisions, according to the

hapa, sculpture, and markings of the shea His fifth division is the
flaao* OMB of Lamarek.

0. B. Hnwerby . in hi* Oeners of Shell*,
1

says, Of fossil species
f!*n T"7 = Brooohi mention* two, and we possess a small
* ^?' but ** *- ^"T * T"7 oarce." De Blain-

DWrsaos for isveateeu. three of which are analogues, one
near Bordeaux, on* in Italy, and a third in the environ*

of 1'ari*. Ueabaye* in his Tablvsgives fifteen fosail (tertiary).
'

onlr (It. tUngmta) a* both living and fossil (tertiary). In his .

of Lamarck, the last-mentioned specie* i* paaw-1 without any notice

of it* occurring in a foesil state ; but /'. trunrultu it noticed a* fossil,

and Brooohi, Conch.,' t it, p. 537, No. 1, in quoted : nine fossil specie*

only are given. The fossils are said to have occurred principally in

the blue marls of the south of France, Ac., the beds at Bordeaux anil

Dax, and in the oolitic group.

(irattlnpia. Shell subtrigonal, equivnlve, regular, nearly equilateral,
a little attenuated at ita posterior |H, in.l pi n.-nting st the poste.ro-
inferior border a ulight sinnniiity ; umbonesvery small, nut projecting,

hardly inclined forwards ; hinge with three cardinal diverging teeUi

in each valve, and from three to six cardiui-eerial teeth, lamellar, with

finely dentelatod edge*, converging towards the summit*, and situated

a little below them, under the ligament ;
a single lateral tooth, ante-

rior, beneath the lunule, in the left valve, corresponding with a hollow

similarly situated in the right valve; ligament external, long, swi>]l<-n.

passing beyond the aerial teeth ; muscular impressions nearly equal,

oral, united by a pallia! impression largely and very deeply excavated

posteriorly.
This genus, founded by M. Charles des Moulin*, was confound. <!

with the Donace* by M. de Basterot M. Hang, who agrees with

M. de* Moulin* on the propriety of this separation, says that there is

but one species, </'. donaciforma, which is fossil. It is found in ti,,-

marine beds of Me'rignac (tertiary). Dr. Lea, in his ' Contributioi s

to Geology,' describes and figures another specie*, (J. Monlituii, from
Claiborne, Alabama (America), here copif.1.

Tellino. Animal generally very much compressed, considerably
elongated ;

mantle moderately open
at its antero-inferior pan

bordered with tentacular appendages ; branchiae unequal, on both
sides

;
foot very much compressed, trenchant, and pointed before ;

tubes very much elongated, separated, and capable of being returned
into a fold of the mantle.

Shell generally elongated, and very much compressed, equivoke,
regular, sometimes slightly inequilateral ; the anterior side not beiuc;

always much longer than the posterior one, which is often angular,
with a flexuous and irregular bend or fold at its lower border:
umbone* very small

; hinge with three canliiul t.-rt.h, and two lateral

one* which are often distant, with a hollow at their base in each valve ;

ligament posterior, swollen and elongated; a very small second

ligament near the umbo; muscular impression* rounded; pallia I

impression straight, and very deeply CXC.T.

Lamarck makes the forms of Tellina and TMinidc* distinctly g.
Mr. O. B. Sowerby follows Lamarck's arrangement, observing that of
the TtUintf there are many species, ome of a form very much elongated
in a transverse direction, as T. rotlrata, T \-r. ; others of an
oval shape, some of which are rough on the outci.li-, T. liii;/iiafelit,
for example ; others, again, nearly orbicular, T. icobinala, T. eamaira,
Ac.

; a very few have one valve more flat than the otl- alarit,
for instance : while both valves are remarkably deep in others, a* in

T. larunoia. Of Trllinidet, he says that the number of shells that

may be rouged under it is rather considerable, although Lamarck ban
mentioned only one.

Both M. de HlainvilU- and M. Uang think that these two forms

belong to one genus, and M. Deshayea is of the same ..piiii..n.

The species are found in almost all seas, but more particularly in

those of warm climates, whore, like the Donacet, they live plunged in

the sands and randy mud ;
Tillinn having been f<m<l in the tumui

at depths varying from tho nurface of the sea to aevi-Mt. rn t'.ithoniH,

and Trllinidfi in sandy mud at depths ranging from live to sixteen
fathoms. Mr. Q. B. Sowerby observes that they ar r.nnnionly tlic

prey of A\mrrhaiilrt, Jlurrina, and other carnivorous Trackclipodt,
which pierce the shell to devour the inhabitant.

The species are very numerous. M. Deshaycs, in his Tables, makes
the number of living species sixty-eight, ami tli /, one. In
his edition of Lamarck (1835), he records sixty-two only, the number of

species of TeUinidet being still one. Of these, he considers some as

repetitions or varieties (Trilina unti<" W./<<i. T. nUphnrea, for example,
the first of which he considers a white variety of T. radialn, and the
second as identical with T. latiroitra, the only difference being that
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of colour), and others as founded merely on the difference of age,
T, Muroltuca, for example.
Lamarck divided the species into

1. Those with the shell transversely oblong. Example, T.

radiata.

2. Those with the shell orbicular, or rounded oval. Example,
T. Kobinata.

De Blainville divides the genus thus :

1. Subtriquetral species. Example, T. bimacitlata,

2. Elongated species, but which have the posterior side shorter
and narrower (plus e"troit) than the anterior. Example, T. radiata.

3. Oval, or suborbicular, and nearly equilateral Example, T.

tcobinata.

4. Equilateral species, sufficiently elongated, almost without a
fiexuoua fold ; two divergent cardinal teeth, and two distant lateral

ones, of which the anterior is but little distant from the umbo.

(TetUnidet, Lam.)

1. TeHina roilrata. 2. Trllinidrl.

The fossil species are recorded as occurring in the Supracretaceous
group, in the Cretaceous group, and in the Oolitic group (Coralline
Oolite, Yorkshire ; Kimmeridge Clay ; Bernese Jura). Sir R. Murchison
mentions two species (probably) in the Salopian outlier of Lias.

A mpkidetna. Shell suboval or rounded, of little thickness, longer
than it is high, inequilateral, sometimes a little gaping ; hinge with
one or two cardinal teeth, and sometimes lateral teeth more or less

projecting ; ligament double
;
one ligament external and short, the

other internal and fixed in a narrow (e'troite) hollow of the hinge.
As the genus was left by Lamarck, it would appear to be widely

spread, for it is recorded as occurring in the European seas (Northern,
English Channel, Mediterranean) ;

those of Australia and the south
;

and on the coasts of Brazil. But it should be remembered that A.

rorbuloida, Lam., Mya Norwtgica, Chemn., is the example given by
Deshayes for his genus Oiteodetma, while A . glabretia (seas of Australia
and Kangaroo isles) is one of his Mwjdexmaia. The species, which
are tolerably numerous in their undisturbed state (Amphidftma,
Lam.), are said to have been found in sands and mud at depths
varying from the surface of the sea to forty fathoms. Lamarck gives
sixteen species ;

Mr. G. B. Sowerby has added twelve, brought home
by Mr. Cuming. (' ZooL Proc.')
A . rarieyatum may be taken as an example of the genus. It is found

on the coast of Brazil.

Amphidenma tariegatum.

But few species have been found fossil.

Maodetma (Deshayes). Animal inclining to oval or subtrigonal,
flattened; lolies of the nniitl" united for two-thirds of the posterior

ii, and provided, at their posterior extremity, with two short

i|j|i"ii* |>rnloiii;-d within by a very delicate membrane; foot very
much flattened, quadrangular, hidden in part by the branchia>, which

are short, truncated, and fixed (soude'es) posteriorly, the external pair
smallest and subarticulated. Shell oval, transverse or triangular,
thick and ordinarily closed. Hinge with a spoon-shaped hollow,

straight and mesial for the ligament, and, on each side, an oblong and

simple tooth. (Deshayes.)
M. Deshayes remarks that the shells of this genus are easily

recognised. The shell is always thicker than that of the Mactrce :

they are more compressed, more completely closed (raieux fermtSes)
and hi this respect approach the Cra&satcllce. The hinge is particularly
remarkable ; in the middle of the border and immediately below the

umbo is placed a spoon-shaped triangular deep hollow, the border
of which projects within the valves as in the greater part of the

Lutrarice. On each side of this spoon-like process, in which the

ligament is inserted, is seen in each valve a large thick tooth, and
behind is a hollow to receive the tooth of the opposite valve. Muscular

impressions unequal ;
the anterior largest, elongated ;

the posterior
somewhat rounded. The pallial impression in the species which

approach the Mactra has a moderate posterior sinuosity which
diminishes more and more in proportion as the species have more
resemblance to the Crassatdtce. The sinuosity exists however in all

the species of the genus.

Cumingia (G. B. Sowerby). A genus which should be placed near
to Amphidesma. It is remarkable for the dissimilarity of the hinge
of the two valves, one having a strong lateral tooth on each side of

the ligament, and the other being entirely destitute of lateral teeth.

Having only met with a small West Indian species, we could not
venture to consider this genus as established, until Mr. Cuming showed
us several species in his rich collection of South American and Pacific

shells, one of which is sufficiently large to show the characters

distinctly. ('Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells,' No. 40.) Mr. Sowerby
characterises the shell as inequilateral, equivalve, with the anterior

side rounded and the posterior rather acuminated. A single small

anterior cardinal tooth observable in each valve : one strong lateral

tooth on each side of the hinge in one valve, but no lateral tooth in

the other valve ; ligament internal, and affixed to a somewhat spoon-
shaped pit in each valve. Muscular impressions two in each valve,
lateral and distant, the anterior irregular and oblong, the posterior
rounded. A very large sinus in the muscular impression of the mantle.
The species are found in the tropical seas as far as is yet known, in

clay, mud, and sand, in the fissures of rocks, at a depth varying from
the surface of the sea to six fathoms. No fossil species known.

Example, Cnmingia mutica (Sow.).

Cumingia mutica.

Mactra. Animal oval, somewhat thick, with the borders of the
mantle thick and simple, furnished posteriorly with two tubes but
little elongated and united

;
branchial lamina; small and nearly equal ;

foot oval, trenchant, very long, angular. Shell transverse, inequi-
lateral, subtrigonal, sometimes a little gaping at the sides

;
umbones

protuberant ; hinge with one cardinal tooth, folded into the shape of
the letter V, the point being nearest the umbo and the branches

diverging from it ; posterior to this and very close to it is a very
thin sharp tooth

;
sometimes the branches of the folding tooth are

separated at the base, forming two diverging teeth
; ligamental pit

immediately behind the angular tooth and projecting within the
shell. Lateral teeth, two on each side in one valve, one on each side

in the other, diverging from the umbones, and very near the margin,
thin, mostly elongated, and the inner ones more prominent than the

outer, but in some species very short, in the thicker species perpen-
dicularly striated. Muscular impressions two, lateral, distant

; pallial

impression with a small sinus. Ligament consisting of two portions
(as usual), one, by far the larger, internal ; the other external. In
some species the umbones are separated, and the ligament forms a

deep pit extending both within and without to the point of the beaks :

of this M. Spenfjieri is an example." This genus," says Mr. G. B. Sowerby,
" contains a great number

of species, some of which are handsome and others very singular
shells ; upon examining a number of species we think it might be
desirable to divide it into several genera, because we find several

distinct forms in it." It is found in Europe, East and West Indies,

Africa, North America, &c., buried generally in sandy mud and sands
at a depth varying from the surface of the sea to 12 fathoms.

The species are numerous. Deshayes, in his Tables, gives thirty-two

living ;
in his edition of Lamarck thirty-three ; but in his opinion

one of these, M. donacia, is not a Mactra but a Meeodesma, and
others are repetitions or varieties.
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D. BUtnrilU thu. divid*. the

J. *rly non-xitont in

ow. Example,

U of who- teeth r very Urge, UnM*. nd not

rSh* d^olid .peoM. without an epidenni. ;
the lateral

toMh toety *t~ted; miiU. pieroed with two opening.; but

I tut** Example, H. Iriftmttm.
^jt^l n*ci*M trivvivd looirituuiiiauly \

c&rdinu_ _~. or next to noniTuteral teeth rery thick, approximated,

rai~d. u external Ufemeot beside* the internal one.

Mr. O. a Sowerbj" says,
" The foMtl .pecie. are not numeroua ;

they are only found in the tertiary bed*, unle indeed some very

angular f.il. found in the Mcondary .irate, particularly oolite, be

truly refcrrible to thU g>nu ; of thin however we cannot be certain,

bmui w, know not their binge* ;" they will be found represented
in

8owrby'.
' Mineral Conchology.' De Blainville quote. M. Defrance

for iffatoni foil specie*, one identical, one analogue
in the Plaisan-

Ua. and another analogue
" dan. la Caroline du Nord." Deahayfs

in hi* Table, give, fourteen foeail (tertiary) and four a. both living

and fowl (tertiary) : in bin edition of Lamarck but three specie, are

M fuMil only. Among the fomil nhclln from the border* of the

Sea, collerUd by Mr. J. Burton and communicated by Mr.

to Mr. Lyell, we find M. Stultontm with a (t). Mr. Lea

ie*, M. dmlala, M. Grayi, and it. fygoxta, from the

[M*CTIDJL]
. Jhell equivalve, transverse, inequilateral, not attached

nor gaping. In one valve two rtrons, cuneiform, rugose, sometime.

p*rp*ndicuUrry-grooved cardinal teeth ; in the other only one ; liga-

ment internal, attached to a concave .pace placed on the anterior

aid* of the binge ; the pit divided by a carina into two portions, and

that part of UM ligament attached to the outer portion visible

externally when UM valve, are closed : two strong oblong depression,

may then be observed, on* on the anterior side of the umbo, rather

lnnpt.il. and not so dutinct a. the other on the posterior side

MiuruUr impression, two, distant, lateral, rather oblong; latera

teeth none, or nearly obsolete. Shell very thick, particularly in old

the reosot ones with a brownish somewhat horny epi

all more or lea. tnuwrenely grooved near the umbones.

The apecM. are found in the MM of Australia.

M. Dohayea, in hi. Tablea, give, the number of living specie, a

The ahrll. may be dutinguisbed from Haodtnua by mean, o

alwar* i

Mr. (

C.<

hich i. alway* .imple in the CnunttU*, an

a Sowerby, in hi 'OeMta.
1

mention* C. tumida an
> from UM Caleaire Oroemer of the environs of Paris, an

at Hordwell, and as appearing to '

characterise of the London Clay. M. Desh.ye. remark, upon that

.hell that Lamarck regarded the fossil, at Beauvau and those living

t Australia as analogues ;
but that he has satisfied himself that those

oetiU and C. mlcala are different species. C. tumida, he observes,

pproaehe* C. Ki*fficola nearer than any other.

De Blainville .tetes that there are even at least fossil in Ki ice,

and that M Defrance mentions twenty from the lower chalk WIN

some doubt In his Tables M. Deshaye. give, twenty-four fossil

specie* (tertiary) : in hi. edition of Lamarck he record* fourteen

lily.
It appear* in the catalogues in the Supracretaceous and

O^gem^bdonging to De Blainville'. Cmxkacta.will be found

nder LITHOPHAOID.B, and the genera separated from Venut, or allied

that family, under VBXERIDJL
CONCH I'f-KKA, Lamarck's name for that Urge class of Molluscous

Animal, which .re protected by shell, consisting of two principal

i commonly known under the denomination of Bivalves,

comprises the whole of the Acephalous Mollusks of Cuvier, including

the Bratkiopoda. [BRACHIOPODA.]
Lamarck divided the class into two great orders, the IHmyan

Dimyaires), or Conchifera, furnished with two adductor muscles, and

he Monvmyaria (Monomyaires), or Conchifers furnished with one

adductor muscle only. M. Deshaye. would separate the class into

three sub-classes:!, the Polymyaria, or Brachw,xla ; 2, the

/Urn i/aria ; 3, the Monomyaria. He founds this order of arrange-

ment on the principle that the organisation of the Brackiopoda i*

more simple than that of the other Conchifers, while that of the

'Xmyaria is somewhat leas complex than that of the Jfononn

The two last divisions are now more generally called La

rantkiaia, from the fact that in nearly every case the branchiic. or

gills, occur in the form of four riband-shaped lamellae, two of WMBB
Ire attached to each lobe of the mantle.

The following account of the structure of the Conchiftra refers

more especially to the Lamdlibranchiata :

Digestive System. Mouth without any hard parts, situated ante-

iorly : in the Dimyarians concealed between the foot and the anterio-

retractor muscle : in the Monomyarians under a sort of hood made by
the mantle. Labial palps or lips flattened, sometimes truncated,

sometimes laminated internally, more or less elongated, extending on

either side. No salivary gland. QJsophagus varying in length and

capacity, often wanting altogether both in Dimyarians and Mono-

myarians. Stomach sometimes, not often, lengthened and narrow,

sometimes subcircular, generally pear-shaped ;
interior surface with

irregular depressions, or biliary crypts. Intestine arising posteriorly,

convoluted within the liver and ovary, and so brought toward, the

back and mesial line of the animal, and continued posteriorly to the

vent, nearly of the same diameter all through. Rectum, which

commences with the dorsal part
of the intestine, shorter in the

Monomyarians than in the Dimyarians : in the former it i. <

luted behind the single central adductor, and terminates in a floating

vent between the edges of the mantle ;
in the latter the vent is

situated above the (uperior adductor. Liver very large, supported

by muscular fibres, which traverse it, pouring the bile into the

stomach by the biliary crypts.

Circulatory and Respiratory System. Circulation, a simple circuit

of two vascular systems, namely, a ventricle and an arterial system
a venous system and two auricles, the ventricle firmly and closely

embracing the rectum, so that it appear, to pass through it The
arterial system not complicated, the venous system upon a consider-

able scale of development Circulating fluid nearly colourless, or

white, scarcely tinged with bluish, slightly viscid, and with very

little crassainentum. [BLOOD.] "Circulation then is an extremely

simple function in the Conchiferous Molluaks
;
an aortic ventricle

gives the blood impulse enough to carry it through the two nystpms
of vessels, to expel it from the heart, and to carry it back again to

the auricle. In other branchiferous animals the auricle is sometimes

adapted to give the blood a new impulse when it is about to pas.

through the branchiae; here, on the contrary, the auricles do not

receive the blood until it has been exposed to the revivifying inti

of the organ, of respiration." (Deahayes.) The respiratory Cm

is carried on by mean, of hranchiic variously disposed. They are all

however disposed in a lamelliform manner.
The reproductive system consists simply of an ovary envol^x-d in

the visceral mass. Taking the common oyster for example, it rests,

a whitish mass of considerable size, upon the adductor, and may be

seen through the mantle. It occupies the whole upper part of the

mollusk, and creeps down along the sides and lower parts, lieing

filled at the time of reproduction with a milky fluid, containing
multitudes of small globules of a whitish colour. These are the eggs;
and in many of the family they are not at the time of their exclusion

abandoned at once, but are deposited between the two membrane* of

the branchial lamina, where they undergo a kind of incubation. In

>me the ohell is developed in the ovum before it quits this receptacle.
Tin- fostering of the eggs seems to be analogous to the gestation of

the eggs in the Cnutacm and the pipe-fishes. Sir A ntliony Carlisle

C llmiterian Oration,' 1826) sny, "Oysters are vivip.inmw. .,,,.1 thi-ir

young arc found within the trachea! passages :>nd l>et.ween the folds

of the coverlet (mantle) during the month* of June and July
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climate. In its first state the oyster exhibits two semi-orbicular films

of transparent shell, which are continually opening and closing at

regular intervals. The whole brood are associated together by being
involved in a viscid slime, and in that state called the '

spat," it being
common among viviparous animals of this kind to have their spawn
posited in contact with the lungs. The involving slime serves as the

first nutriment : and we may infer that the fcetal food so influenced

by the gills is at the same time a respiratory supply to the imperfectly
formed young." In the siphoniferous branch of the family the longer
the siphons the larger, as a general rule, ia the mass of the ovary : in

those forms which have the siphons short and the foot comparatively
large the ovary is comparatively small. As far as anatomy has

hitherto detected this part of the organisation, here we have herma-

phroditism in the true sense of the word. The whole business of

reproduction is apparently carried on within the two valves of the

shell without the aid of a second individual, as it is in a hermaphro-
dite fiower. But it will occur to most observers that the Conchifara
are gregarious; the Fixed Conchifers (Oysters, Spondyli, Chamec,
Ac., for instance) eminently so

;
and it is by no means clear that

this congregation may not be a neceisary condition for the
fecundation of the ova

;
and that there may not be a mutual

diffusion of some influence analogous to that of the milt in fishes.

M. Prevost, who made his experiments upon the Unionist, would
make it appear that though there can be no union, still no propa-
gation takes place without an assemblage of these animals upon the
same spot.
The muscular system, as it regards motion, is two-fold

;
valvular

and locomotive. The first consists in the adaptation of muscular
fibre to the movement of the valves, and indeed this muscular appa-
ratus may in some cases be made ancillary to locomotion, as iu

the Pectens, for example. The adductor muscles are attached to

opposite points in each valve, and their office is to close the valves by
their contractility, or suffer them to expand by their relaxation. In
the greater number (itimyaria) there are two

;
one anterior near the

oval aperture, the other posterior. The Monuinyaria have appa-
rently one only ;

but Poli has shown that this muscle is in reality mi

approximation of two, and thence most probably arose the slight

regard manifested by Cuvier fur the division of Lamarck. The
second or true locomotive organ is called the foot, and is formed of

various layers of fibres, which by their counteraction bestow on it

great power of motion when the organ is well developed. Though in

some species merely rudimentary it is found in all the Dim
not so in the JUonomyaria, some of which are entirely without it. Its

place may be defined by stating that the mouth is generally hidden
between ita base and the anterior adductor. Where well developed
it is of various shape*, cylindrical, flattened, &c. In some it ig a

digging organ, or kind of ploughshare for making a furrow in the

sand or mud wherein the animal means to lie hid ; in others, as in

the cockle, Ac., it becomes a leaping organ, and enables the conchifer
ii> clear a boat's gunwale when laid on the bottom boards. The foot
is the instrument which produces the byssus. [Bvssus.] The
following is Deshayes'g account of the structure :

"
If the byssus and

foot of a byssiferous mollusk be placed under a powerful lens, the last

filaments of the byssus are first seen to be nearest to the base of the
foot ;

and if the inferior edge of the foot be inspected, a fissure will

be found running completely along it, at the bottom of which a
brownish and semicorneous filament is often to be perceived : this is

neither more nor less than a filament of the byssus prepared to be
detached by the animal, in order to which the animal stretches forth

ita foot until it encounters the object upon which the other fibres of

the byssus are fixed ; to this it applies the point of the foot, which
then xecretea a small quantity of glutinous matter continuous with
the silky filament lying along the bottom of the furrow of which we
have spoken. When the pasty matter has acquired sufficient con-

sistency, and is firmly fixed to the stone or other body at the bottom,
the animal retracts ita foot, and in doing so detaches the new fibre at

the base of the pedicle. The mode in which the filaments of the
< are formed is consequently entirely different from that iu

which hair or the horns of the higher animals are evolved, and it is

easily understood when the intimate structure of the foot of the

byssiferous molluaks is known, when we are aware that this organ
consists in its centre of a pretty considerable fasciculus of parallel and

longitudinal fibres. By a faculty peculiar to the class of animals that

now engages our attention .the fibres situated nt the bottom of the

groove of the foot become horny, and are detached in succession in

the form of threads as they become consolidated." The siphons,
which arc the organs by which these animals take in and throw out

water, are retracted by means of two lateral fun-shaped muscles,
situated posteriorly.
Mantle and Cuticular System. Two thin fleshy lamimc applied over

the back of the animal, extending over its sides, and with its edges
meeting along the anterior middle aspect of the body, covering, or

closely in contact with, the whole interior surface of tho shell, form
the mantle, in the thickened edge of which is the principal apparatus
that secretes the shell : there arc also frequently rows of contractile

ilia fringing it. The, whole, of these parts are exquisitely
pi highly contractile. The mantle becomes free at the

nehiic, and forms a cavity round the lower part of

XAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.

'n> 1'ietiirum.

A, anterior or oral extremity ; P, posterior or anal extremity, with the

siphons or tubes
; II, Hinge ; F, Foot.

,i . .t or
II,lV,.lr .,,,

=i^^-w-;-^i- "<

A, anterior or oral extremity ; P, posterior or anal extremity.

A

Shell of Ot/thcraa.
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the foot, for the extrusion of

Ait* This is the pallial sac,

_ tar respiration and nutrition are

where their xist. project from the mantle,

tattoo*. Thar are sometimes very long, and

Mrs perforations; sometimes separate, and
but in any caw the superior siphon is that

, and U called th* anal aiphon, white the office

r on* is to conduct the water to the branchiss, whenoe it

th* branchial or oral siphon. The structure of these

phoa* or tubes i* eminently contractile, and their a|rtures
ar. fringed with a number of papilla of great sensibility, capable of

grrms; otto* of th* contact of any prejudicial foreign body. The

lesiaUur museb is Hilly man or Ms* developed according to the

ysslst or Vise eatrJnpment of the*s pert*.
T1w MTTOOS system is very simple. Symmetrical in the Dimyaria,

-si .11 1 sjiMeliinsllilhs Ifiniis.iVs They have no true brain. In

the l*myun then is a ganglion above the OMophagus
on each side of the

mouth toward* th* labial palps, connected by a transverse filament,

erasing th* oasophsgua. From these ganglions filaments are given
off to th* month, anterior adductor, *c. ; and from their posterior

edges two Mrvooa branch** go to the stomach, liver, and heart, ovary,
and hraachisL A branch of some volume goes down to the foot

Th* latoal filament*, after advancing along the internal surface of the

posterior adductor, are conjoined into one or two ganglions larger than

the anterior one*. These
posterior ganglion* give off the nerves to

all th* posterior put* ; if the ganglions are much separated u nervous

In the JsfmomjKina the system is less

The senses of these animals are very limited ; and indeed there is

no good ground for attributing to the generality of than an;.

beyond a sense of touch and taste. That most of tlu-m i .

conscious of the
presence

or abiwnce of light is possible.
" Nt

having any especial organs for iieeiug, hearing, or smelling," fu>

Anthony Carlise, speaking of the common oyster, in hi* '

llui

(ration
1

(Ib24), "the creature ia limited to perceive no nil.-.

impressions but those of immediate contact; mul \<t , .rv part uf

its exterior seems to be sensible to light, sounds, odours, and liquid
stimulanta. It is asserted by fishermen that oysters, in . utm. -I

beds, may be seen, if the water is clear, to close their shells whenever
the shadow of a boat passes over them."

M. Deshayes goes so far as to say that no especial organ of sense
can be detected among them, unless perhaps those of t.uu-li ami
taste ; but we must not forget what have been called the eye-specks in

Pert**, to the animal uf which Poli gave the name of Anjia, frum !!,,

supposed number of its visual organs. The pectens are free swimmers,
and, from their rapid and desultory motions, we have hear<l

termed the butterflies of the ocean. The manner in whir!

motions are executed, especially on the approach of danger, in

the possession of a sense analogous at least to that of ordinary
vision. These eye-specks may be soen in the pecteu placed nt

intervals round tlie thickened edge of the mantle, on the outworks,
aa it were, of the internal part of the animal fabric. "As !

tion so vUion" i* a general aphorism, not without it* |..<rti. nlai-

exception ;
for there is good reason for believing that

which in a fixture in it adult state, is furnished with these visual

specks.

Th* following arrangement of the Outduftm proposed by H. Deshayes, is published in the '

Cycloptcdia of Anatomy and Phv.-ii.li.gy
'

:

CLASSIFICATION OF THE CONCHIFERA.

Families.

i i ll v: >

BIVAI.VIA

DIMTARIA

MOXOMTAKIA

Th.lote.ol the nimntlc

united In a irreMcrorless
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Th" lobes of the mantle, the thick edges of which form th

principal secreting organ, determine apparently the form of the shell.

[SHELL, PEARL.] In the Cmcltifera it is bivalve, or composed ot two
pieces, often covered with an epidermis, joined at their upper edge
(corresponding to the dorsal part of the animal) by a hinge.
The hinge is entirely formed by the inner layer of shell, and

consists of either a simple cardinal process, or a serrated edge, or of

projections, or teeth as they are called, and corresponding cavities

into which they are inserted. To this hinge is superadded a ligament,
which binds the two parts together, and keeps the parts composing
the hinge in their places. The ligament is either internal or external,
internal when it is hidden by the outside of the cardinal edge,
external when it appears beyond it, and is highly elastic, being
composed of a number of fibres parallel to each other, and perpendi-
cular to the valves which they connect. This is a beautiful
contrivance for the necessities of the animal. When undisturbed, the
elastic ligament keeps the valves open, and the animal functions are
carried on without any effort

;
when danger is apprehended, or

circumstances require it, the adductor muscle or muscles contract,
overcome the resistance of the hinge, and shut the valves close till

they may be opened in safety. One of the earliest signs of the loss

of vitality in the Conchifers is the more than ordinary wide gaping of
the shell. This arises from the state of the adductor muscle, which

licinjj relaxed by death is no longer an antagonist to the elastic

ligament.
The common oyster will serve as an example of the Monomyarians,

:i?i<l the cuts will give a general idea of the Dimyarians, their shell,
and its muscular impressions.
CONCHODERMA. [CIRRIPEDIA.]
( '' >Ni :n< iLEPAS. [EXTOMOSTOMATA.]
CONCHOLOGY is that branch of science which teaches the

structure and forms of the shells which are the hard external
i'"\-c ring of the animals belonging to the class Molltaca. Although
these shells present great variety of forms, and are variously marked,
they are only a subsidiary part of the structure of the animals to
which they belong. Hence amongst naturalists the shells are only
studied in connection with the structure of the animals which
inlinl.it them. An account of these animals, with their shells, will
be found in the articles MOLLCSCA, BRACHIOPODA, TUNICATA, CONCHI-

< JASTKROPODA, PTEROPODA, CEPHALOPODA
;
also under the heads

of the more important of the families and genera of the Molluca.
CONDAMINEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

inacete. It has a campanulate calyx, 5-crenate or 5-toothed

limb, deciduous; corolla funnel-shaped, with a somewhat curved
tube, which is a little longer than the calyx, a dilated throat, and a

5-parted limb
;
stamens inserted above the middle of the tube or near

the throat; anthers oblong, linear, bifid at the base, length of corolla;

otigma 2-lobed. Capsule turbinate, truncate, opening in the middle
of the cells. Seeds numerous, very small, wedge-shaped. The
species are American shrubs, with 2-parted acuminate stipules and
terminal many-flowered corymbs.

C. corymtiota, is a native of the hills and ravines of the Peruvian
Andes. It has ovate-oblong leaves, acuminate, cordate, sessile,

plicated, coriaceous ; corymbs large, brachiate, trichotomous ; corolla

purple externally, with the throat and filaments naked ; teeth of the

broad, short, and blunt The bark is febrifugal. The bark-

ers of Peru are said to use this plant for adulterating samples of
<'n,i'l,,,nii. It* bark is only slightly bitter, and may be easily

recognised by its being white inside, rather bitter, and viscid.

('. tinctoria is a native of South America, and is used occasionally
as a dye.

(I.imlley, \'r/jtt<Mc Kingdom ; Lindley, Flora Medico.)
CONDOR, or Cuntur, one of the largest Birds belonging to the

family Vulturlilif. Of the size and habits of this bird many exagge-
rated accounts were at one time current. It was compared to the

' the Arabian romance-writers; nay, by some it was considered
identical with that monstrous oriental conception. In the ' Musseum
Tradescaritianmn,' under title 'Clawes,' we find " the claw of the bird

Rock, who, as authors report, is able to trusse an elephant." Th !
>

may have been the claw of a Condor, exaggerated by some of the
artists who wrought extraordinary zoological forma for the collectors

of the day. Near the passage quoted there is a notice of a toucan's

HI'H) bill, and other parts of birds from Brazil and 'the West
In the old French-' Encyclopedic,' after noticing Condamine's

-'lit, the writer adds that it is believed that these birds exist

alo in the region of Sophala, of the Kaffirs, and of Monomotapa, as far

as the kingdom of Angola, and that it is supposed that they do not
difli'r from those which the Arabians call

' rouh.'

Ray, in his '

Synopsis,' confesses that such was the enormous and
' incredible magnitude attributed to it, that he at one time con-

! the Condor the mere offspring of fiction; that he dared not
the bird in Willughby'g 'Ornithology;' and that it was to Sir

, who possessed a feather plucked from the wing of one
shot on the coast of Chili, and presented to him by Captain Strong,
who gave him at the same time the measurement of the bird, that he
firt owed his belief of its existence.

I
ill A corta, Oarcilossn de la Vega, and John de Laet, all speak

of this vulture. Acosta says that the birds called Condors are of

great magnitude, and of such strength that they are not only able to

eviscerate and devour a sheep, but even an entire calf. Garcilasso
enumerates among the rapacious birds those called Cuntur, and cor-

ruptly by the Spaniards Condor, and states that some of those killed

by the Spaniards measured 15 or 16 feet from tip to tip of the
extended wings. He further observes that nature, in order to temper
their ferocity and strength, has denied them the crooked talons which
she has bestowed on the eagle, and given them claws more like those
of the Gallinaceous Birds ; but that she has however endowed them
with a beak sufficiently strong to perforate and tear off a bull's hide,
and to rip out its entrails. Two of them, he adds, will dare to attack
a cow or a bull, and will devour it ;

" neither do they abstain from
the human race, but will set upon and slay single-handed boys of ten
or twelve years, and it is by a providence of nature, for the protection
of the flocks and the natives, that many are not hatched ; for, if they
were numerous, they would cause great slaughter among the herds,
and the greatest damage to the inhabitants." The account given by
John de Laet, who speaks of the ' vasta moles

'

of the bird, is much
the same with that of Garcilasso.

In relation to the Condor's alleged attack upon children, Condamine
notices a story of the Indians setting up a figure of a child made of

very viscous clay ; on this the Condors were said to pounce, and so

entangle their claws that they were held fast.

Abbeville assures his readers that it is twice the size of the most
colossal eagle. Desmarchais gives eighteen feet as the extent of the

wings, which, he says, are so enormous that the bird can never enter
the forest ; and he adds that it will attack a man, and carry off a stag.
Linnxus seems to have drawn up his account of the habits of the bird
from the writers above noticed, some of whom he quotes.

"
It preys,"

says LiiiiKi-us,
" on calves, sheep, nay, on boys of ten years ;

a pair
will tear up and devour a cow

;

"
and he adds, that the rushing of its

wings, as it nears the earth, renders men planet-struck, as it were, and
almost deafens them "

in terrain devolans, susurro attonitos et surdos
fere reddit homines :" he makes the alar extent from 13 to 16 feet.

These marvellous stories were left to work upon the minds of men
always prone to receive the wild and the wonderful

; for, till within
the last forty or fifty years, one or two specimens, and those not perfect,
were the only evidences of the Condor hi the cabinets of Europe.
The Great Vulture of the Andes was a striking instance of the way

in which things imperfectly known are exaggerated.
"
It was with

the Condor," observes Vieillot,
" as it was with the Patagonians," both shrank before examination." To the scrutiny of the Baron

Von Humboldt and of M. Bonpland we owe the reduction of the bird
to its proper dimensions. Nestling in the most solitary places, often

upon the ridges of rocks which border the lower limit of perpetual
snow, and crowned with its extraordinary comb, the Condor for a

long time appeared to the eyes of Humboldt himself as a winged
giant, and he avows that it was only the measurement of the dead bird
that dissipated this optical illusion. The grand scenery among which
it is found had a precisely contrary effect on Lieutenant Maw

('
Journal

of a Passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic'), who, in describing his

descent into the deep and narrow valley of Magdalena, says :

" Whilst

descending, several condors hovered round us, and about the rocks on
which they build their nests

;
but so vast was the scale of the rocks

and mountains, that even these immense birds appeared quite insig-

nificant, and I doubted for a time that they were condors."
Under the name of Zopilote, a word derived from the Mexican word

Tzopilotl, which is said to signify
'

King of the Vultures,' M. Vieillot

places the Condor in the same genus with the bird usually termed
' the King of the Vultures

'

( Vultur papa of Linmeus and others), and
the Californian Vulture ( Vultur Californianw, Latham and others).
His Latin name for this genus is Gypayus. Mr. Bennett adopts this

arrangement, and, as his description of the bird is accurate, and evi-

dently made from personal observation, we give it the preference.
" The condor," writes Mr. Bennett,

" forms the type of a genus, a

second species of which is the Vultur papa of Linntcus, the '

King of

the Vultures
'

of British writers. They are both peculiar to the New
World, but approach in their most essential characters very closely to

the vultures of the Old Continent, differing from the latter principally
in the large fleshy or rather cartilaginous caruncle which surmounts
their beaks

;
in the large size of their oval and longitudinal nostrils,

placed almost at the very extremity of the cere
;
and in the compara-

tive length of their quill-feathers, the third being the longest of the
series. The most important of these differences the size and position
of their nostrils appears to be well calculated to add to the already

highly powerful sense of smell possessed by the typical vultures, and
for which these birds have been almost proverbially celebrated from
the earliest ages. There is also a third species, the Californiau vulture,
two noble specimens of which, the only pair in Europe, are preserved
in the Society's museum, rivalling the condor in bulk, and agreeing iu

every respect with the generic characters of the group, except in the

existence of the caruncle, of which they are entirely destitute.

"In size, the condor is little, if at all, superior to the bearded griffin

(the Liimmergeyer of the Alps), with which Buffon was disposed con-

jecturally to confound it, but to which it bears at most but a distant

relation. The greatest authentic measurement scarcely carries the

extent of its wings byond 14 feet; and it appears rarely to attain so

gigantic a size. M. Humboldt met with none that exceeded 9 feet,
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and was aa*uiwi by many credible inhabitant* of the province of Quito

iMMMVtedMMrlMMWtiMAMMHrtdBHnthMinlMk The

Invlh of male T^" eomnrhai less than V fed in expanse, was

* feet a JTiiV- ftwn UM Up of the beak to the extremity of the tail ;

aad rt. height. *hn perching, with Ik* neek partly withdrawn, 2 foot

inches. I to beak wa S{ Inohe* in length, and an inch and a quarter

ia depth when cia*ed.

"Th7 bk of Ik* ooodor U straight at UM hue, but the upper
oome* arched toward* the point,

and terminate* in a

ll-curved hook. The bawl half U of an ash brown, and

portion toward* UM point i* nearly white. The head

al neck are bare of feather*, and covered with a hard, wrinkled,

rolduh akin, on which are Mattered aoma abort brown or

h|afc*A bain. On UM top of UM head, which U much flattened

above and extending OHM di*tano* along tbe beak, U attached an

Ana caruncle or comb, covered by a continuation of the akin

invert* UM bead. Thi orgmn i* peculiar to the male. It is

I to the beak only in its anterior part, and i* separated from

-he base in such a manner a* to allow of a free passage of the"

air to the large oval nostrils which are situated beneath it at that

pert Behind the eye*, which are eomewhat elongated and not sunk

Vmrilh the general surface of tbe head, the skin of the neck is, as it

p. gathered into a aerie* of denceu.lm,- fold-, extending obliquely

i the beck of tbe head over the temples
to tbe under side of the

there connected anteriorly with a lax membrane or wattle,

~p-tJ. of M"f; dilated at pleasure", like that of the common turkey.

Th* neck i* marked by numerous deep parallel folds, produced by
th* habit of retracting the head, in which tbe bird indulges when at

ML la this position scarcely any part of tbe neck is visible.
~ Roond the lower part

of the neck both sexes, the female as well

a* the male, are famished with a broad white ruff of downy feathers,

which form* the line of separation between the naked skin above and

the true feather* covering the body below it All the other feathers,

with the exemption of the wing-coverts and tbe secondary quill-feathers,

are of a bright black, generally mingled with a grayish tinge of greater

or leas intensity. In the female the wing-coverts an blackiiui gray ;

bat the males have their poiuU, and frequently as much a* half their

l*agth. white. The wings of the Utter are consequently distinguished

from tboee of the female by their Urge white patches. The secondary

quill feathers of both sexes are white on the outer side. The tail is

ehort and wedgtahapsd The leg* are excessively thick and powerful,
aad are coloured of a bluiah-gray, intermingled with whitish streak*.

Their elongated toes are united at the base by a loose but very appa-
rent membrane, and are terminated by long black talons of considerable

Iliiiinses. but very little curved. The binder toe is much shorter

than the rat, and it* talon, although more distinctly curved, is equally

wanting in strength ; a deficiency which renders the foot much less

powerful a* an organ of prehension than that of any other of the large
birds of the raptorial order."

This bird U found in the Andes, and the greater part of tbe vast

mountain chain which run* up South America to 7 N. lat, but most
"~"~ in Peru and Chili.

The Condor i* found most frequently at an elevation of from 10,000
to 15,000 feet above the Uvel of the sea, and there they are to beseen
ia groups of three or four, but never in Urge companies, like the true

Many of the clusters of rock* and of the elevated pUteaux
I after them Cuntur Kahua, Cuntur Palti, and Cuntur Him-

, for example name* which, in the language of the Incus, are saidmple nat

to *ignifv the Condor'* Look-out,* tbe Condor's Boost, and the Condor's
Ne*t In tbi* rarefied atmosphere tbe bird breathes freely, and
rraurt* to the plains only when impelled by hunger. Then two of

them will attack the vicuna, the guanaco, the heifer, and even the

puma, the lion of South America, persecuting the tormented quad-
raped till overpowered it fall* beneath the wound* inflicted by their

claws aad beaks, groaning and
protruding

it* tongue. Upon this and
UK- rye*, their favourite morsel*, the Condor* instantly seize, and the

bloody banquet U continued till they are quite gorged. Humboldt
aw them after such repeat* putting sullen and sombre on the rock*

;

and when thus overloaded, they will suffer themselves to be driven
before UM hunter rather than take wing. But he ha* also Men them,
when on the look-oat for prey, and especially on serene days, soaring
at a prodigious height, a* if for tbe purpose of commanding the most
extensive view.

" Cert I'oiseau," rays Cuvier, (peaking of the Condor,
"
qui *' flev* le plu* hut" With regard to the stories of their carry-

ing off cbildrm. Humboldt never heard of an instance, although the
iafanU of the Indian* who gather mow for nale are frequently 1. it

iliHiiag in th* oprn air in tbe midet of tbe haunt* of these bird*.
-*

pproechc.l within a few feet of three or four of them as

they cat on th* rocks, but thry never manifested any disposition to

Mack him : and the Indians of Quite assured him that men have

nothing to fear from Condon : he admit* indeed that two of these
vuliiim would be rti genius antagonist* for a single man to cope
Kb. aad SirKranci* Head describe, a severe struggle between one of

them and a Corm* miner, with hi* usual graphic power. When,

UM bird descends int.. Uw plain*, it rarely
the croud, for (Undine and walking on
claws are better Mftpird.

1 that the
, which an white, and three or

on tree*, preferring
Its toe* and straight

four inches in length, are deposited on the bare rock without any
..f straw or oUier defence. The young ones are said to n-iiuiiii

with the female during one year. The nestlings have no fent :

their bodies for some months are covered with a very fine curling
whitish down or hair, something like that of young owls ; and

are so puffed out by this envelope, that they look almost larger than

adults. At the age of two years the Condor is not yet black, but of

a yellowish-brown ; up to this time the female has no appearance of

the white ruff (golitla of tbe Spaniards), and it is owing to want of

observation on this change of plumage that many naturalists and
travellers nay, the inhabitants of 1'eni themselves talk of two

species of Condor, the black and the brown (Condor negro y Condor

pardo). Thus Lieutenant Maw, in the sequel to the passage above

quoted, says,
" There were two kinds of Condors ;

one dark-brown,
the other white on the back, with half the upper side of tbe wings
next the back, and a white ring round the neck."

At Peru, Quito, and in the province of Pnpayne, Condors are taken

alive with the buwo. To this end a cow or a horse is killed. Down
come the Condors, and are permitted to gorge themselves. Then the

Indians, with their husoes, appear on the scene, and soon capture
them. When one of the birds finds itself hampered, it makes
incredible efforts to raise itself ill the air, and succeeds, after vomiting

freely. The Spaniards call this sport
' correr Buitres,' and it is, next

to tbe bull-feasts, the great amusement of the country people. In

other countries it is said that poisonous herbs are placed in the belly
of the quadruped that serves as a bait, and then the Condors appi -;ir

as if intoxicated after their meal.

The tenacity of life exhibited by the Condor almost rivals the

endurance of the Grisly Bear. [BEAR.] Humboldt relates that at

Kiolnmbn he saw some Indians first strangle one with a lasso ami

hang it on a tree, pulling it forcibly by the feet for some miimt<-.x.

The lasso was hardly removed when the Condor arose, and walked

about as if nothing extraordinary had happened. At leas than four

paces, three balls were then discharged from a pistol at it, all of \\lii. li

entered its body, wounding it in the neck, chest, and abdomen : the

bird still kept ita legs. Another ball broke its thigh, and brought it

to the ground ;
but the wretched creature did not die till after an

interval of half an hour. I'lloa asserts that in the colder p;irtn of

Peru .the skin of the Condor is so closely covered with feathers, that

eight or teu b;ills may be heard to strike it without penetrating it*

body.
This celebrated vulture, I'uWicr Grypkut of Linnaeus, Ofpagu$

Qryffuf of Vieillot. Xarcwaiaiihtu Grypltw of Dumeril, is said to

possess a most exquisite sense of smelling. It may be doubted bow-

ever whether, as in other vultures, the eye is no', at least as pr.

assistant to the bird in discovering its prey as the nostrils arc. [
Hi 11 1 >-.

|

Lieutenant Maw saw the Condor's quill used as a pen in the Cordillera

(Toulea).

The Condor (Sarcoramiiktu (iryplmt, malt).

The Zoological Soeii ty of London have now made this bird, of
which sin-li romantic tales were told and credited, familiar to tbe

whole population of the metropolis. It is a striking contrast to rise

from tin. perusal of one of these marvellous stories, and look at the

liviiii; bird in tlm Id-gent's Park.
: UK.]
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CONDURRITE, a Mineral found in Cornwall. It is an arsenate of

copper of a brownish-black or blue colour. It gives out, like the other

arsenates, an alliaceous odour when heated on charcoal before the

blow-pipe.
CONDYLU'RA, Illiger, a genus of Insectivorous Mammalia,

founded on the Sorex crutatvx of Linnoms. Cuvier observes that

Desmarest was the first who made the peculiar dentition of the genus
known.

It has the following characters : Body thick, furry ; muzzle much

elongated, bordered with membranous crests, disposed star-like round
the opening of the nostrils; no external auricles; eyes extremely
small ; anterior feet short, large, with five toes, furnished with robust

claws proper for digging ; posterior feet slender, with five toes : length
of tail moderate.

Incisors, _; canines, -^- ; molars, _H_= 40.
4 7 i

Teeth of Cimdj/lara crittata(f. Curier).

Lesson observes that the generic name rests on an error made by
La Faille, who had represented the radiated molu with knotty swellings

on the tail ;
but it is generally received by zoologists. The genus is

allied to the Moles and to Sealopi.

The species are entirely confined to North America, as far as is

known at present. Speaking of some specimens of Condylura longi-

>< in the Museum of the Zoological Society, obtained from Moose

Factory, Hudson's Bay, Sir John Richardson says, "They were not

accompanied by any account of their habits, or notice of the exact

locality where they were killed ; but, as the most southern fur posts

depending upon Moose Factory are situated upon the borders of Lake

Superior, it is probable that they came from that quarter. Pennant's

specimen was received from New York."

C. macmura (Harlan), the Thick-Tailed Star-Nose. The follow-

ing is Sir John Richardson's description of a specimen presented to

him by the unfortunate Mr. David Douglas, and which the latter had

procured on the banks of the Columbia River.
" The head is remarkably large ; the body is thick ami short, and

becomes narrower towards the tail, and the hind legs are consequently
nearer to each other than the fore ones. The nose is rather thick,

and projects beyond the mouth ; it is naked towards its end, is

marked with a furrow above, and terminates in a flat surface, which
is surrounded by 17 cartilaginous processes, with two more anterior

ones situated above the nostrils, and a pair of forked ones immediately
below the nostrils. The surfaces of these processes are minutely

granulated. Some white whiskers spring from the side of the nose,

and reach about half the length of the head. There are others not so

long on the upper and under lips. The fur on the body is very soft

and fine, and has considerable lustre. It is longer than the fur of the

other two known species. Its colour on the dorsal aspect is dark

umber-brown, approaching to blackish-brown. On the belly it is

pale liver-brown. When the fur is blown aside, it exhibits a shining

blackish-gray colour towards its roots. It is longer on the hind-head

and neck than on the belly. The tail is narrow at its origin, but it

suddenly swells to an inch and a half in circumference ;
it then tapers

gradually until it ends hi a fine point, formed by a pencil of hairs,

about half an inch long. It is round, or very slightly compressed,
and is covered with scales about as large as those on the feet, and

with short, tapering, acute hairs, which do not conceal the scales.

The hairs covering the upper surface of the tail are nearly black
;

those beneath are of a browner hue. The extremities are shaped
almost precisely like those of the C. lonyicaudata. Only the palms
and toes of the fore feet project beyond the body. The palms are

nearly circular, and are protected by a granulated skin like shagreen.
The sides of the feet are furnished with long white hairs, which curve

in over the palms. The five toes are very short, equal to each other

in I'-n^th, and, together with the back of the hands, are covered with

hexagonal scales. The fore claws are white, nearly straight, broadly

linear, and acute, convex above and flat beneath. The palms turn

obliquely outwards, which causes the fourth claw to project rather

farthest; but the third one measures as much, the second is shorter,
and the first and fifth are equal to each other, and a little shorter

than the rest. The hind feet are also turned obliquely outwards,
ami are scaly, with a few interspersed hairs above, and granulated
tinilemeath. The sides are narrow, and present a conspicuous callous

tubercle, posterior to the origin of the inner toe. The hind legs are

very short, and are clothed with soft brown hair, a tuft of which
curves over the heel. There are no hairs on the sides of the hind

feet, like those which form a margin to the fore ones. The hind

iL-er than the fore ones, and are armed with more slender

claws, which are white, awl-shaped, curved, and acute. They have a

narrow groove towards their points underneath. Length of the head
and body 4 inches 3 lines

;
of the head, 1 inch 6 lines ; of the tail,

2 inches 6 lines, including the pencil of hairs at its extremity,
3 inches 3 lines

;
naked part of the nose, exclusive of the awl-shaped

processes, 2J lines," &c. (' Fauna Boreali-Americana.')

Thick-Toiled Star-Nose (Cmtflylura macroura).

Dr. Godman observes, that though the external ear in C. critfata

is destitute of auricle, it is very extensive, and is situated at a short

distance from the shoulder, in the broad triangular fold of integu-
ment connecting the fore-arm and head.

Two or three other species are known.
CONESSI BARK is the produce of a plant belonging to the

natural order Apocynaceir, a native of the western coast of Hindustan.

It is the Wrightia antidytenterica, and is a valuable astringent.

CONFERVACE^;, a name sometimes considered synonymous
with Alga. It is limited in systematic botany to a section of Algir,

consisting of simple tubular jointed species inhabiting fresh water.

[ALG.E.J
CONFERVITES, species of Fossil Plants, probably of the ('.on-

fervaceous Family, occurring in the chalk of Bomholm and the south

of England, in the Greeusand of Maidstoue, and Chalk-Marl of

Hamsey. (Mantell.)
CONGER-EEL. [MoB.-ENiD*.]
CONGLOMERATE. This term is most usually applied by geolo-

gists to designate rocks more or less distinctly inclosing displaced

fragments of mineral masses which had been consolidated at some

previous epoch, and subsequently broken up, removed from their

original site, and placed in circumstances such as to permit of their

being re-aggregated, and more or less cemented together by interven-

ing smaller particles. Thus the old red conglomerate on the borders

of the Grampians is full of fragments of the still more ancient

schistose and gneissic strata, worn by attrition in water, and reunited

into a solid rock by interposed red sands. In some volcanic regions
the materials thrown out by eruptions are re-aggregated into conglo-

merate, by the operation of water.

The coarser conglomerates are sometimes called Pudding-Stone.

Conglomerates differ in their nature, and vary in the size of their

component parts according to the process by which they have been

brought into the form of conglomerate. Along the base of the

Maritime Alps the rivers, with few exceptions, are now forming con-

glomerate and sand. (Lyell's
'

Geology.') Near Nice the mud,
pebbles, and portions of rock brought down by the torrents form
beds of shingle ;

but the greater part are swept into the deep sea,

where they form strata of inclined conglomerate, about 1000 feet in

thickness and 7 or 8 miles in length. Volcanic eruptions also tend

to the formation of conglomerate by uniting masses of rock together.

Conglomerates, as already observed, to whatever causes owing, arc

characterised by being manifestly a congeries of fragments of rock,

of various sizes, which have undergone the process of attrition, and

consequently have been formed by fragments of various rocks that

have been carried considerable distances. [BRECCIA.] Many of these

conglomerates are sometimes so well compacted as to form a hard

rock, capable of receiving a considerable degree of polish, as we
observe in two colossal fragments of heads in the British Museum,
the faces of which are tolerably smoothed by Egyptian art, while

the broken parts exhibit a conglomerate consisting of irregular-Kized

rounded grains, and masses of quartz and other rocks. According na

they consist of granite, quartz, limestone, &c., they are called

granitic, quartzose, calcareous. In building, the conglomerates are

generally only employed for the coarser kinds of work, as for founda-

tions and the abutments of bridges.

CONID^E, a family of Gasteropodous Mollttsca, including the

genera Oonut [CoNira] and I'leurotoma [Pl.EUROTOMA]. They are
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b DM abell bemf inversely eonical ; the aperture long
UM ootsr Up notobed at or near UM suture ; operctiliim

The animal ha* n oblong fout truncated in

fruol, wiUi ouo|cuuo pura in UM utiaai. The bawl U produced,
nd lhctn>Uc>M.n:frp.rt. Tli* eye. are atta^l to the tentacle*.

TW fill* *r two. The lingual teeth are In pairs, elongate, subulate.

according
agon of C.

Laaarek record* niw fowl *p<*CM of OtmUa. Deahayw in his

TO*.' oMlwtk*MimlMr(brt7iiiii*<t<rtiuTX one of which, C'. Atf/.-

tarrMrw. b* give, as both living and foal (tertiary). Mr. O. B.

8ow<rfay COeacra') say. :
- Koasil cone* re not unfrequent; but

w. behove that they occur only la the newer strata, or those above

UM rh.lk.wch as Uw London Clay and Crag in England, the Calcaire

OroMMT in France, and UM contemporaneous bed* in other countries.

Tbr an a few wen in collection*, filled with a coarse dark-green

substance; Iliian belong to the Terrains Calcareo-'l'rap-

oogniart. Doubtful CM** are met with in the inferior Oolite,

to Conybeare and Phillip*." The name author giTe a

C. Jormiior, a fossil from Barton, approaching very near to

ivma. Many specie* are found in the blue mark of the south

of France (X. Maroel de Semi). M. da Baaterot gives many from

Bordeaux and Dax. tc.; one of them, C. dtperditot of Lamarck, a*

analog, to the exwting specie* at Owhyhee. Among the fossil

mini from the weatern borders of the Red Sea, collected by Mr.

Jame Burton, named by I>r. J. E. Gray and Sir. Kreml.ley, and com-

municated to Sir Charles Lyell by Mr. Greenough, are twelve species
all living; but neither C. Mtdiierrtmau nor C. deperditvt appears in

the list

Tennant in his List of British Fossils records three
specie*

of Plruro-

loma in the Crag and nineteen in the London Clay, and nine species of

CWiu in the latter formation.
i natural order of Gymnospermous Exogens (called

by Dr. Lindley Ptnotar), consisting of resinous, mostly evergreen,
hard-learn] trees or shrubs, inhabiting all those part* of the world in

which arboraacent plant* can exist Under this name are collected

UM rarioua nee* of fir-tree*, pine*, cedars, juniper*, cypresses, and
UM like, which, however dJMJmilar they may at first sight appear,
eotrsaixiad not only in their universally terebintaoeous sap, but in

the following points of organisation : They all branch from numerous

bods, proceeding from the aide of a main stem. Their wood consist*

f tubas of nearly equal diameter, among which there are here and
there nst.iUr cavitim which receive the resin that exudes from the

wood. The sides of the woody tubas are marked by circular discs,

which when highly magnified appear as if consisting of a smaller

internal and a large external circle : the nature and use of these disc*

are unknown. The following cut represent* highly-magnified sections

of a piece of deal A shows the nearly equal sue of the woody tubes

when viewed transversely ; B is a perpendicular section with the discs

MB OB UM sides of the tubes.

The leave* arc articulated with the stem, and very often are linear,
veinlmc", and aharp-poinUd ; but in aome cases, as Salubwia eulianti-

/alia, jty. 1, and Podofarjau atplniif,J,a. .',/. 2, the leave* become
brnad, and then they are filial with vriiu, which are all of the same
i*f. and branch by repeatedly forking ; a mode of veining known
only in the** pboto and in fen*. The flowers are collected in little

scaly ooooi ; males in on* cone and femalrs in another. The female*
have no pericarpial covering;, but consist of naked ovule*, to which
fertilisation b communicated directly from the pollen, without the

InUrpoaHioa of a style or stigma. When the fruit is ripe it consist*
of a rertain number of scale* collected into a cone, and inclosing the

naked seeds in their axil*. Sometime* such HCales arc thin <u in tic.-

larch, or hard and long in in the pine, or even su.-.'nl.-nt :i> in tin-

juniper, whose berries, as they are named, are small oon
nilent consolidated scale*.

Fir. I. Fig. 2.

SalMnrin iirliaiitifalia. rodocarpus atftrniifolia.

I.inclU-y plnces this order between the Cymln-'fi' ami T
There are 20 genera and above 100 xpecies, which include tn-.> and

shrubs of universal importance to mankind. Gignntk- in -i/v, r.cpi.l

in growth, m.l.le in aspect, robust in constitution, those trees form a

conxiderable proportion of woods and plantations iu cultivated

countries, and of forest* where nature remains in temperate countries

in a savage state. They are natives of various ports of the \viM.
from the perpetual snows of arctic America to the hottest regions ,,)'

the Indian Archipelago. The principal part of the order is found in

temperate climates. In Europe, Siberia, China, and the tempenitV

part* of North America, the species are exceedingly abundant The
timber of these trees is exceedingly valuable iu cimmceive, and H
known under the names of Deal, Fir, Pine, and Cedar. Their reriiium.j

secretions are also well known by the names of Oil of Turjiciitiiio,

Burgundy Pitch, Canadian Balsam, &c. The common Larch yields
Venetian Turpentine ; Liquid Storax is procured from a specie* of

Pine
;
the branches of the Hemlock Spruce are used in making xpi-in <

beer ; and the Savin, which is well known in medicine, is a species
of Juniper.

CONIROSTKKS, a family of Birds, the third amongst Cuvier's

Pattern. It comprises those genera which hare a strong bill, m
less conical, and without notches. Cuvicr says that they live exclu-

sively upon seeds, in proportion as their bill is incu-e or le.-- thick.

The Comrottrtt form one of the five tribes of the order Inse*s<

Mr. Vigor*. [Bum-. |

CON IUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order A ;<
.

or Umbcllifcrie. It has an obsolete calyx; petals obcordate,
what emarginatc, with a very short inflexed lobe. Fniit o mi-

nt the side; ovate. Half-fruits with five prominent equal undulated

ridge*, of which the lateral are on the border. Channels with many
stria;, but no vitta?. Biennials. Hoot fusiform; stem taper lirun

leave* decompound ;
both involucres 3-5-leaved, the partial one-halved.

Powers white, all fertile.

C. maculalum, Hemlock, is found in waste pine .
^ throughout

Europe, the east of Asia, and the cultivated parts ..f Amerje.-i. It

possesses highly narcotic and dangerous qualities, but is used mcdi-

einally as a remedy in nervous affections. It has a white fusiform
biennial root; an erect branched bright-green spotted stem, l>< m
five to ten feet high, ou which are planted so many smooth finely cut

large fern-like leave*. When very healthy, and growing in a s]x>t
where it is neither injured by storms nor disfigured by dust, the

Hemlock is one of the most noble of our wild plants. Its little

greenish white flowers, arranged in umbels after the manner of its

order, have a minute involucre of several leaves at the base; and the

partial umbels have also three or four short oval leaflets on one si.]. .

The fruit is globular, each half having five projecting angles, which
are slightly crenelled, without either vitta; or appendages or

|

tion* between them. It grows in wild places, sometimes by the.

side* of ditches in meadows, but more frequently in light upland
pastures, flowering in June and July. It is alienist t) nly wild

umbelliferous plant whose fruit is destitute of vitta;, and consequently
not aromatic.

It is necessary to pay the greatest attention to the botanical cha-

racters of C'oni'tim macula/urn, in order that, the genuine plant may be
collected. Sometimes plants resembling it are collected, which are

almost or entirely inert when . ni].l..\> Heine; or i
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I of greater potency are used in its stead, from which fatal

results have followed. It is a " well-known circumstance that the

greatest discrepancy prevails among medical men as to the activity
of hemlock, not merely as a remedy but also as a poison." This dis-

crepancy admits of satisfactory explanation on several grounds. The
activity of the plant even supposing the proper one to be collected

depends greatly upon its place of growth, the kind of season, the
time when collected, and the means employed- to dry it or form it

into an extract
; on the temperature and dryness ef the place where

it is preserved, and on the length of time it has been kept. In the

Fruit of Conium maculatum.

1, a partial umbel, loaded with fruit, natural size
; 2, the back view of a

fruit, much magnified ; 3, a transverse section of the lame, showing the

ridges, the absence of vittce, and the involute albumen.

south of Europe it is much more energetic than in the north, owing
to the greater intensity of light ; even in the southern provinces of

France it ia more powerful than in the northern. The wild plant,

growing in well-exposed situations, is always to be preferred to a

cultivated one; the kind of season markedly influences its power,
which is greatest in a dry sunny season, and least in a wet gloomy
one. The leaves during the first year of growth possess little potency ;

nor do they possess much during the early period of the second, till

the flower-stem is developed, and the flowers are about to expand.
If this period, which is the fittest time for collecting the leaves, is

allowed to pass, it is better to wait two months longer, and collect

the fruits instead, an they become the recipient of the active principle.
The leaves should be dried quickly, but not by the application of a

high temperature ; they should never be powdered till the time when
it is intended to use them, but preserved meanwhile in a cool dry
place. If an extract be formed which requires much care in the

preparation, it can rarely be kept beyond twelve months. A fresh

supply of leaves, fruits, or extract, should consequently be procured
every year, and the former thrown away, as the action of time or heat
volatilises the active principle (Conia), and renders the residue nearly
inert. When these precautions are attended to, Hemlock is a medi-
cine of great power and unquestionable value.

The fresh leaves are dark green, shining : odour strong, stupifying,

unpleasant, resembling that of mice, or the urinous odour of fresh

Spiuiixh Flies
;
when (Tried the colour is lighter, a grayish green ;

the
taste is disagreeably saline, nauseously bitter, and at last somewhat
acrid. The expressed juice is green.

According to Linmcus, sheep eat the leaves, but horses, cows, and

goats refuse it. Kay informs us that the thrush will feed upon the
seeds even when corn is to be had. The first physician who endea-
voured to bring hemlock into repute as a medicine was Baron Stoerck
of Vienna, who announced that it exerted extraordinary effects on the
most inveterate chronic disorders in 1700. The whole plant is a viru-

lent poison, but varying much in strength according to circumstances.
When taken in an over dose it produces vertigo, dimness of sight,

nausea, and paralysis of the limbs. In small doses however it is found

very useful in scirrhus, scrofulous tumours, dropsy, epilepsy, and
as an anodyne. Dr. Pereira and Dr. Christison recommend an
alcoholic tincture of the bruised ripe fruit instead of the leaves.

In what way hemlock proves useful as a remedial agent in many
diseases is by no means clear, unless it be by allaying irritability in

the diseased parts, and giving an opportunity to the vital powers to

recover their heathful action. That it lessens irritability in many
diseased or^;m. is certain, from the effects of the administration of

even a few <lo.se?', especially in many cases of scrofulous affections,
and above all from allaying the irritation of the lungs during the
formation of tnlxTcles, and indeed during all the subsequent stages of

consumption. Even when inhaled along with the vapour of warm
water the same good effect is said to follow, but this is rather doubtful.
Its beneficial influence over external ulcers is however open to observa-

iml John Hunter remarked, that under the combined action of
.11 ami rini'hijtia-hark, many obstinate buboes, which resisted

in took on .L lulling process. Many
irritable <>r painful ulcers are soothed and improved by a hemlock
poultice. Rheumatic pains, and those attending nodes, are said to be

effectually allayed by conium and ipecacuanha. From the very decided

sedative action of conia on the spinal cord, Dr. Gordon has suggested
that it will prove a useful remedy in tetanus and other spasmodic
diseases.

Dr. Christison is of opinion that the Conium maculatum of the

present day is not the plant which furnished the poison employed to

dispatch Phocion and Socrates. Waller considers it to have been

Oicuta virosa. [CoxiA, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
For further particulars with regard to the subject of this article

we refer to Dr. Christison's ' Memoir on the Poisonous Properties of

Hemlock and its Alcaloid, Conia.'
('
Transactions of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh,' vol. xiii.)

CONNARACE^E, a natural order of tropical Trees or Shrubs allied

to Anacardiacete and Leguminosce. It contains 5 genera and about 40

species. The leaves are compound, not dotted, alternate, without

stipules. The flowers terminal and axillary, in racemes or panicles,
with bracts. Calyx 5-parted, regular, persistent ;

activation either

imbricated or valvular. Petals 5, inserted on the calyx, imbricated,

rarely valvate in estivation. Stamens twice the number of petals,

hypogynous, those opposite the petals shorter than the others;

filaments usually monadelphous. Carpels solitary or several, each

with a separate style and stigma. Ovules 2, collateral, orthotropal,

1 L

fun/Kirns Asiaticttft.

1, an expanded flower, much magnified; 2, its stamens and styles; 3, a

section across the ovary.

ascending ; styles terminal ; stigmas usually dilated. Fruit dehiscent,

follicular, splitting lengthwise internally. Seeds erect, in pairs or

solitary, with or without albumen, often with an aril
;
radicle superior,

at the extremity opposite the hilum
; cotyledons thick in the species

without albumen, foliaceous in those with albumen. Brown says the

genus can be distinguished from Leguminous plants by the relation

which parts of its embryo bear to the umbilicus of the seed
;
that is

to say, by the radicle being at the extremity most remote from the

hilum. From A nacttrdiaccte and others they are at once known by
their total want of resinous juice and their orthotropal ovules.

The species are all tropical ;
most common in America. The beautiful

zebra-wood now so much used by cabinet-makers is ascertained to bo

produced by Ompludolium Lamberti, a large Guyana tree of this

order.

CONNOCHETES. [ANTILOI-EJ:.]
CONNOR, a Fish belonging to the family Labndie. [CKESILADKUS.]
CONO'CERAS, a genus of Cephalopoda, fossil on Lake Huron.

Bronn founds the characters of it on the form of the septa, which are

convex t.ownnU Hie base of the cone.

CONOELIX, CONfELIX, or CONOHELIX, a genus of Turbiiiiit.nl

Mvlltuca, established by Mr. Swainson for a group which, in his
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MM. -form a bamntifuUy defined link connecting the Cones with

tie Volutes, strioUy so termed." It ha. the following generic cha

^^^toUinifora. Spire vary short Outer hp simple.

Culuowlla or pillar plaited. A|rture "ncer. narrow, longer than

^r!
>

8wain^nT^to*ill inostrationT) figures three species, and
'

iptrinvn-T are in the Bankaian collection from

."ooeof these spimirr in that collection, Taheite,

i,
is given as a locality. Mr. Cuming brought

tk*Mew Islands. Toone o ese spece, n a , .

uallr oiled OUhdtr, is riven M locality. Mr. Cunuug brought

? C Yiroo which Mr. Swainson considers as

JJlSTtW..!^,' from the reef, at the Wand of Hietoa. It

B ^, jn gtoljinr wmter
"
Hhtti smooth, whitish, with tranirene capillary

falroo. Hnm Spire depressed, the apex prominent. Pillar six-plaited.

lirfuJMtotto South See. <F>." <Swauon.) The figure-,.which are at

the natural siae, are oupied from the accurate drawing in the
^logical

Hhmr-ti^.- All the other known species are comparatively small

(kmerlir limralta.

De Blainville divides the genus Hitra into five sections, and makes

his fifth consist of fmtritaria, Schum., and Conotiir, Sow., meaning

Sowerby ; but the genus is Swainson's, and is generally adopted.

CONOP8, a genus of InsecU belonging to the order Diptrra and

the family CbnopiaVr, The family Conopida is thus characterised :

proboscfci dintinct, last joints of antenna forming a short style,

Wing, perfect Cubital vein simple ; brachial veins without spurious

vein ; axillary lobe rounded. Halteres uncovered.

The genus Conopt has the following characters : Body of middle

rie, rather slender, generally adorned with yellow or red bands.

Head thick, vesieulose, the crown especially, with a transverse vesi-

cular tubercle ; front broad in both sexes. Eyes prominent, oblong ;

ocelli none. Proboscis long, porrect stiff, clavate, horizontal, -or

somewhat raised into a curve, geniculate at the base, arched above,

hollow beneath, obliquely notched at the tip, much shorter than the

InVfr. Lingua slender, filiform, transparent Palpi uniarticulate,

short, very small, fringed at the tips with fine bristles. I.abium

obliquely porrect, cylindrical, twice the length of the lingua, narrower

towards the tip, most slender in the male, bilobed, slightly hairy,

and with three shallow transverse furrows at the tip. Antenna;

bout as long as the head, porrect, seated on a tubercle, approximate
at the base, diverging thenoe ; first joint short, cylindrical, pubescent,

forming an angle with the second ; second long, sub-cUvate ;
third

conioal, shorter than the second ; fourth very short : fifth and sixth

larger, widened on one aide ; sixth and seventh like a little spine.

Thorax almost quadrate, slightly convex above, with a scapula on

each side ; seutellum small, semicircular. Wings lanceolate, finely

unbent, and parallel in repose, pnebrachial vein united

with the cubital towards the tip ; prssbrachial
and discal areolets

long, the Utter closed near the posterior margin by a transverse vein

atial arenlct long, distinct, complete. Abdomen arched, rather long

with six ses.man)s more or leas slender towards the base, obclavate

toward* the tip, which i- incurved. Legs rather stout
;

tibia; very

lightly curved, compressed and dilated at the tips, in some cases

with a transverse suture; tarsi rather broad; ungues and

Male. Abdororn with a projecting conical process on the fourth

segment beneath.

These lies frequent Bowers ; their larva; are paranitic on those o

the humMe-bre. There are twenty species of this insect in the col

lection at the British Museum, of these not more than throe are foum

in '"t****^! the rest having been caught in the south of Franco, Nortl

AaeScaTand Australia.

A single t|t*t"
M of C. ttrigala was found near Killarney, in

he year 1 850. (Walker, /lureta Britan

[MctAMrm]
i 1 V UIA. a fossil genus of .VoUntca, generally ranked witl

QrftMlofoda. (THKOCOMATA.]
OO'Ni'l.rs. a generic name for Sckinida, to which also the term

- .ppliei
Xt'S, agraueof Oastsropodons IttUmra. founded by I.inn . .M

The animal is elongated, very much compressed and involved, with

very distinct bead, terminated by a proboscis capable of much cxton

eion : mouth with a tongue rather short, but projecting, and an
with two rows of sharp teeth ; teaUcula cylindrical, carrying the eyes
new toe summit ; foot oval, elongated, wider before than it Is behind,
with a tranmr*e anterior channel; mantle scanty, narrow, formin

an elongated siphon in front

Shell thick, solid, rolled up as it were in a conical form ; cpidurmia

_embranous, sometimes very thick ; spire of different degrees of

levation, sometimes almost flat; aperture lon.n :m.l very narrow,

widening a little anteriorly; lips generally straitfit an.l paimlW, B
iit<-r lip simple and sharp-edged, sometimes a little nn v. .!, tin- IIIIKT

ithout any plaits on the columella, but with a few elevate*!

its anterior termination. OpiTculuin horny, very small, subspinil,

with a terminal summit, placed obliquely on the back p-irt of (he.

oot, and, when compared with the length of the aperture, tppeuiBg
ke a rudiment.
The species are found in southern and tropical seas. The form

Becomes gradually less developed as the locality approaches the noHli.

n the Mediterranean there are a few
species,

but none appear t

jeen detected in the northern seas. They are carnivorous, and bund
>c sandy mud at depths varying from near the surface of the sea to

seventeen fathoms.

The species are very numerous. Lamarck record* 181 recent ; and

several of these include varieties. The following observations of

fa. Broderip in his introduction to the description of some new species

n the Cumingian collection may be of use to the student

ointing out the difficulty of the task arising from the infinite varieties

resented by the genus, anil the very few points of form anil structure

n the shell that can be relied on as the foundation of .SJK, ili,- < li:i

racter, the author thus continues :

" M. de Blainville, when noticing

he numerous species already recorded, gives us a hint that many of

hem may be what Adanson calls
'

espoces de cabinet,' and no one

can examine an extensive collection of Cones, particularly if it contain

many individuals of each species, for the purpose of comparison,
without being struck by the force of the observation. Colour, granu-

ation, or smoothness, length or shortness of the spire, its plainness

or coronation, will be found in many species the result of locality,

bod, or temperature." M. Duclos, in reference to the numbers iveii

jy Lamarck, states that he is convinced that there arc many of the

species which can only be regarded as varieties at most A

269 recent speciea and 80 fossil species have been describe.:! up to the

present time.

Many of these species and varieties arc verybe:uitifnl, l>th in shape

and colour, and the genus has always been highly vnlueil by coll-

C'uniu gloria-marit, C. ado-nulli, C. omai'ctw, C. auritiac*.

alii, and some others, have brought very large prices, and some of the

inest specimens of these shells are now in this count ry.

Lamarck separates the genus into two divisions : the in-; <-<>m|iri>iii%'

those species whose spire is coronated; and the svcoml Ih.-e !i-

spire U simple. By far the greater proportion of species belong
latter division.

De Blainville thus divides the genus :

a.

Conical species with a projecting spire, which is not crowned with

tubercles. (Example, C. yentralit.)
/3.

(Genus JViombtu, De Montfort.)

Conical species with a coronated spire, which i cither projecting

or flattened. (Example, C. imi>erialu).

*
(Qenus Cylinder, De Montfort.)

Species a little elongated, suboval ; the wpire projecting and

pointed, but not coronated. (Example, C. ttjtil,.)

(Genus RM<u, De Montfort)

Snlicylindrical species, the spire apparent and coronated. (Example,
C. ycoyrapk**.)

SL

(Genus Jferma, De Montfort)

Elongated, cylindrical species with a projecting spire, and the

aperture as in the genus Trrebrllnm, that is, angular posteriorly.

(Examples, C. \tutnlella and C. milratta.)

Mr. Q.B. Sowerby ('Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells') observes

that the Cones are liable to be confounded with the PtawotosMBto, and

the young specimens of some Strombi ; and those which are

,

Animal of Convt l

a, ccn In proBIc ; 6, view of under ulilc
; r, oporciiH.ni.

ventrioose with young CV/' r'" r ''"' that they may be distinguished

from the Plrurotomala by their nhort spire, their linear apcrtui

their straight columella; from the young Sti-oml.i, by their being
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entirely destitute of varicose sutures, and by their never having any
appearance of a notch near the lower extremity of the outer lip ;

the

young Strombi moreover are seldom, if ever, so regularly conical
;

and from the young Cyprceoe by the thickness of their shell, by the

coronated or abrupt spire, and by their not being naturally polished
in every part, which the Cijpntte always are, in consequence of the

want of epidermis which covers the shell of the Cone, while in the

Cypnea the large mantle comes in contact with the whole of the shell.

Shell of Cunui gtnrralii.

CONVALLARITES, a genus of Liliaceous (?) Plant*, fossil in the

Red-Sandstone of Sulzbad. (Brougniart.)
C'ONVOLVULA'CE^E, a natural order of Monopetalous Exogenous

Plants, with bell-ahaped flowers, opening or contracting beneath the

influence of light, a plaited aestivation of the corolla, 5 stamens, and a

fruit with 2 or 3 cells, in which 1 or 2 ovules stand erect. The

embryo is crumpled up in the midst of very firm albumen. The
common Bind-Weeds of the hedges, the 1pomace and Convolvuli of the

gardens, offer illustrations of the ordinary state of thia order, the

species of which have purgative roots
;
and in the case of scammony,

yielded by C'mvohultu Scammonia, and of jalap, produced by various

species of fpomcea [IPOSNKA], are of great medicinal importance.

Occasionally the purgative principle is so much diffused among the

frecula of the root as to be almost inappreciable, as in the case in the

Convolvulus Batatat, or Sweet Potato of America, which was the

forerunner of the common potato, and gave it its name, and which is

still cultivated in the south of Spain and France. [BATATAS.]

1, a bracteal leaf of Ifeuropeltit racfiiiota, with a flower growing from its

midrib
; 2, one of its flowers magnified ; 3, a corolla opened, showing the

stamens; 4, a small cluster of flowers; 5, one of its ovaries with two styles;

6, a section of the calyx of a Canvohulut ; 7, half a capsule, with valves sepa-

rating by their edge from the dissepiments ; 8, a transverse section of a seed,

showing a part of the embryo lying in the albumen.

In most instances the sterna of this natural order are twining, and
in such cases it is immediately recognised ;

but occasionally they are

erect and more spiny, and when that happens it is not so easy to

HAT. H13T. DIV. VOL. II.

know the order. If however attention is paid to the very imbricated
state of the calyx, two of the sepals being quite exterior with respect
to the other three, no real difficulty in identifying it need be experi-
enced. For illustration we have taken a singular East Indian genus
called Neuropdtis, in which the flowers grow from the midrib of the
bracteal leaves.

The species are abundant in all parts of the tropics, but rare in

cold climates where only a few are found. In the coldest climates

they are unknown. The roots abound in a milky juice, which is

strongly purgative : this property depends on a peculiar resin

which is the active principle of jalap, scammony, and others of like

nature. There are 43 genera and above 600 species. The order,

according to Dr. Lindley, is allied to Solanacea, Boraginacece, and
Nolanacece,

CONVOLVULUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Conrolvulacece. The species are chiefly herbs or herb-shrubs.

The genus is known by the style being divided into 2 linear arms
and its ovary having 2 cells in which stand 2 erect ovules. There
are above 130 species of this genus. They are commonly known by
the name of Bind-Weeds.

C. Scammonia, Scammony Bind-Weed, is a native of Syria, Cappa-
docia, and of the island of Rhodes, in hedges. It has large campanu-
late cream-coloured or very pale red corollas. The roots, which are

very long and thick, when fresh contain a milky juice. This is

obtained by removing the earth from the upper part of the roots, and

cutting off the tops obliquely. The milky juice which flows out is

collected in a vessel in the earth at the lower end of the cut. Each
root furnishes a few drachms, and the produce of several roots is

added together, and then dried in the sun. This is the true and una-
dulterated Scammony. It is light, of a dark gray colour, and becomes
of a whitish-yellow when touched with the wet finger. It seldom
reaches us in a pure state, but is commonly mixed with the expressed
juice of the root, and often with flour, sand, or earth. The best comes
from Aleppo, and a second quality from Smyrna. Scammony is

an efficaceous and powerful purgative. [SCAMMONY, in ARTS AND
Sc. DIV.]

C.arventit has angular striated stems; leaves sagittate, somewhat auri-

cled; peduncles usually 1-flowered; sepalsovate, roundish
;
corolla white

or rose-colour. It is native throughout Europe in sandy fields and by
road-sides ; also in China, Persia, and some parts of India. It is very
common in Great Britain. This species is said to possess a purgative
quality, as also C. SoldaneUa, C. maritimut, and C. mawocarpus.

C. pandurattu abounds in prussic acid, and is one of the plants from
which the liqueur Noyau is prepared.

C. altraoida is a native of the South of Europe, North of Africa,
and Levant, climbing among bushes. It has stems branched from the

bottom, climbing or spreading, taper and leafy ;
the corolla about two

inches long, and of a beautiful rose-colour. According to M. Loiseleur

Deslongchampa the roots contain a purgative resin, which is given in

doses from 15 to 24 grains.
C. SoldaneUa and C. sepium are now referred to the genus Calystegiu

by Robert Brown. [CALYSTEGIA.] Several of the species are natives

of Great Britain. Many grow well in our gardens, and form handsome
and showy flowers.

CONY'ZA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Com-
porita, to the sub-order Tubuliflorae, the tribe Eupatorlacete, the sub-
tribe Baccharvlece, the division Conyzeoe, and the sub-division Enco-

nyzeai. It has an herbaceous imbricate involucre, the flowers of the

ray tubular, 3-toothed, pistiliferous, those of the disc tubular, 5-

toothed, hermaphrodite ; the anthers caudate, the achenium beakless,
the pappus pilose, the receptacle naked. The species are herbs and

shrubs, and are found in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
C. tquamoia, Fleabane, Ploughman's Spikenard, has the scales of

the involucre all linear, the leaves ovate-lanceolate, downy, denticulate,
the lower leaves narrowed into a footstalk, the florets of the ray sub-

ligulate, the fruit terete. This is a common plant on calcareous soils,

in Great Britain and throughout Europe. It possesses a volatile oil

with a peculiar scent, and is used for the purpose of driving away
fleas and gnats. It seems to have had this reputation from an early

feriod,

as its names in most languages have reference to this quality.
U Latin name is Pvlicaria ; French, Herbes aux Puces

; English,
Fleabane. This species has been referred by De Candolle, in his
'

Prodromus,' who is followed by Babiugton, in his '

Manual,' to the

genus Inla, under the name of /. Conyza.
C. anthelmintica has ovate or oval-oblong leaves, acuminate at both

ends, coarsely serrated, and downy ; the heads corymbose, each con-

taining 40-50 florets ; the scales of the involucre lanceolate, linear,

acute, the outer somewhat spreading, leafly, and obovate-linear. It is

a common plant among rubbish and in dry uncultivated ground in

the East Indies. It is the Vernonia anthelmintica of Willdenow.
The fruit is used by the doctors of India as a powerful remedy for

worms.
C. gcnittelloidet has very small leaves reduced to sharpish somewhat

ternate scales
;
1-2 heads in interrupted spikes, the involucre turbinate,

with the scales all acuminate. This plant is a native of Peru and
Brazil. It is the Baccharit genwteUoid.es of Persoon, the Molina
reticulata of Leasing. It contains a bitter extractive matter and an
aromatic oil, and is not unlike in its medicinal characters the common
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wunawoud U i* employed in tit* Brazil* hi

-.yb.
,and

in 4ll ihoe* oa*~> when UM Artemisia U indicated. It

panintkriy b--et- IB Ik* chronic dbeaee. of how-, which an

Ywffowlaflhfepbat. U nay be employed in UM form ofu extract

has st*il*, broad -lanceolate, acute, serrated leaves ;

IfcttiKiat*. It i. a native of North America,
volatile oil. which firm out UM odour of

TU* yrupeUj i* also poenesed by </. cempkormttL
, Jsaf>rfi*Wis / Ptumtt; K.ocb, Plr* (jrrmamica ; Lindley,

of PlanU belonging to the natural order
A reafisifisa, TSM *p*eM* art small tote* with impari-pinnate leave* ;

IsU*** alternate, unequal at UM bate, or oblique.
C ~Mrft i* a native of China and the Molucca* ; it has ovate

luianliti Uatete, -~.^.l~.*~t_ hardly unequal at the ba*e. It i* a

Idifll mmt trt* bearing eatehlo fruit about the sice of a pigeon's egg,

yellow oo UM outside, UM plp white, rather acrid, but sweet. This
frait i* irtnmiJ as an article of diet in China and the Indian Arch*

prlago, and i* known by UM name of Wampte. There are two 01

Uu~t other net**, native* of the East, all known at Wampee Trees.

COOT. fnM I.IPM 1

COPAI'FERA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Lryuminota, sometime* placed in the Amyridacea. It has
a

(parted calyx, segments diverging, the lowest the narrowest

CoraOa. wanting; stemeus 10, declinate. Ovary roundish, com-

piatttl.
with i ovule*. Fruit pedicellate, oblique, obovate, 2-valved,

1-tMded; *~xi iodoeed in a 1 -sided aril The species are tree* or

drubs, inhabiting tropical America. Their trunk* yield balsam by
(citimtx Tb* leaves an alternate, pinnated equally or unequally ;

Issiflet* oppoeite or alternate, either dotted or not The flower*

an arranged in compound axillary and terminal spike*.
C./, the C. ofkinalii of Jacquin, i* a native of the Wast

Indie*. Th leave* an generally equally pinnated ;
leaflets in 2-5

pain, incurved, ovate, unequal-aided, obtusely acuminate, with

pdloeid dot*. From thi* species is obtained thn Copaiva Balsam
of UM West Indie*, which i* used in medicine, [COPAIVA, in ABTS
AD Sc. Di v.J

J/vV ha* equally-pinnated leave*
; leaflet* 6-10 pairs, some-

what incurved, unequal-sided, with a long tapering point and pellucid
dot*. UM lower ovate-oblong, the upper lanceolate. Thi* U said to

yield UM Copaiva exported from Para.
f. f*~Wii^ grows In the province of a Paulo in Brazil. It ha*

kaleU in M pain, equal-idd, obtuse, with pellucid dot*
; the lower

OTS**, UM upper elliptical: UM petiole* and peduncle* slightly
downy.
The Copaiva Balsmm of Brazil it furnuhed by thi* and the next

.e*nM.u*l*o a native of & Paulo in Brazil. It ha. leaflet, in
t* pain. UlpUotl, quald~l, emarginate, not dotted ; petiole, and-V^f'Tooth' "^ B<J"ua "* CP~~. > "* bitter-

Bqaid resin, is apparently furniabed by all the species of thi*

L^ ove an
(nv-j_ upon the authority of Hayne, who

uid braetrata. The k'~"" is said to gush out of the heart of tue*e
tree* In large quantitie* when wounded
COPAL, a reain po**e*ted of peculiar propertiea, the produce of

the KAiu copallimtm, a native of Mexico ; it us in rounded masse*,
imooth and brittle, transparent or nearly *o, without colour or having
a slight tinge of yellow; it has but little taste, and in nearly
inodorous; it is insoluble in water, fusible, and inflammable. It
differ* from mo*t other renins in it* very sparing solubility in alcohol ;

and of the little that disaolve* with the assistance of heat the greater
part is

deposited
a* the solution cool*. It is dissolved by ether and

some essential oil*.

A substance resembling Copal i* alao found mineral, which U called
Fuuil Copal. It is however insoluble in alcohol

CO'PHINUS, a fossil genus whose affinities are uncertain. (Murch.
'SiLSy.f pi 26, f. 12.)

COPPER, one of the metal*, occurs native in considerable quantities ;

also combined with oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and various acids. Tin
ores of copper vary in specific gravity from 8'5 to 8'5, and seldom exceed
4 in hardness. Many of the ores give to borax a green colour in the
outer flame, and an opaque dull red in the inner. With carbonate of
soda on charcoal, nearly all the ore* are reduced, and a globule of

copper obtained ; borax and tinfoil are required in some cases, where
a combination with other metals conceals the copper. When soluble
in the acids, a clean plate of iron inserted in the solution become*
covered with copper, and ammonia produces a blue solution.
NATIVE COPPER. Monometrio. In octahedrons; no cleavage Appa-

rent Often in plates or masses, or arborescent and filiform ha|*s.
Colour copper-red. Ductile and malleable. Hardness, 2'5 to 8. Specific
gravity, 8-58.

Native copper often contains a little silver disseminated throughout
Before the blow-pipe it fuses readily, and on cooling it is coveredit.

mortar-beda, w the C.

with a black oxide. It dissolves in nitric acid, and produces a blue
solution with ammonia.

Native copper accompanies the ores of copper, and usually occurs
in the vicinity of dykes of igneous rocks. Siberia, Brazil, and Corn-
wall, are noted for the copper they have produced. A mass, supposed
to be from Bahia, now at Lisbon, weighs 2616 Ibs. The vicinity of
Lake Superior is one of the most extraordinary regions in the world
for its native copper, where it occurs mostly in vertical seams in trap,
and also in the inclosing sandstone. A mass weighing 3704 Ibs. has
been taken from thence to Washington city. One large mass weigh-
ing 80 tons was quarried out in the same district It was 50 feet

long, 6 feet deep, and averaged 6 inches in thickness. This copper
contains intimately mixed with it about 3-lOths per cent of silver.

Besides this, perfectly pure silver in strings, masses, and grains is

often disseminated through the copper ; and some masses when
polished appear sprinkled with large white spots of silver. CryxtaU
of native copper ore also found penetrating masses of prchuite and
analcime in the trap rock. This mixture of copper and silver cannot
be imitated by art, as the two metals form an alloy when melted
together. It is probable that the separation in the rocks is due to
the cooling from fusion being so extremely gradual as to allow the
two metals to solidify separately at their respective temperatures of
solidification

;
the trap being an igneous rock, and ages often elap^m/.

as is well known, during the cooling of a bed of lava covered from
the air. Small specimens of native copper havebeen found in various

parts of the United State*. It occurs also in Australia.
Vitreuut Copper Ore. Trimetric. Cleavage parallel to the faces of

a right rhombic prism, but indistinct Secondary forms, variously
modified rhombic prisms. It occurs also in compound crystals like

arragonite; often massive. Colour and streak blackish lead-gray,
often tarnished, blue or green, streak sometimes shining. Hardness,
2-5 to 3. Specific gravity, 5'5 to 6'8. Composition :

Sulphur 20-6

Copper 77-2
Iron 1-5

Before the blow-pipe it give* 08' fumes of
sulphur, fuses easily in tlj.'

external flame, and boils. After the sulphur is driven off a glol.
copper remains. Dissolve* in heated nitric acid, with a precipitation
of the sulphur. The vitreous copper ore resembles vitreous silver
ore

;
but the lustre of a surface of fracture is less brilliant, and they

afford din>rnt results before the blow-pipe. The solution nnule by
putting

a piece of the ore in nitric acid covers an iron-plate or knife-
blade with copper, while a similar solution of the silver ore coven a
copper-plate with silver.

This ore occurs with other copper ore* in beds and veins. In Corn-
wall splendid crystallisations occur. Siberia, Hesse, Saxony, the
Bannat, Chili, and the United States, also afford it

Copper Pyrita Sulphuret of Copper and Iron. Dimetric. Crys-
tals tetrahedral or octahedral, sometimes compound. Cleavage
indistinct It occurs also massive and of various shapes. Colour
brass-yellow, often tarnished deep yellow, and also iridescent ;

streak unmetallic, greenish-black, and but little shining. Hardues*,
8-5 to 4. Specific gravity, 4'16 to 4'17. Composition :

Sulphur 36-3

Copper 321
Iron 31-6
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It fuses before the blow-pipe to a globule, which is magnetic, owing to
the iron present. Gives sulphur-fumes on charcoal

;
with borax

affords pure copper. The usual effect with nitric acid.

This ore resembles native gold and also iron pyrites. It is dis-

tinguished from gold by crumbling when it is attempted to cut it,

instead of separating in slices ; and from iron pyrites in its deeper
yellow colour, and in yielding easily to the point of a knife, instead

of striking fire with a steel.

Copper pyrites occurs in veins in granite and allied rocks; also in

grauwacke, Ac. It is usually associated with iron pyrites, and often

with galena, blende, and carbonates of copper. The copper of Fahlun,
Sweden, is obtained mostly from this ore, where it occurs with serpen-
tine in gneiss. Other mines of this ore are in the Harz, near Goslar,
in the Bannat, Hungary, Thuringia, &c. The Cornwall ore is mostly
of this kind, and 10,000 to 12,000 tons of pure copper are smelted

annually. There is much of this ore found in the United States.

Besides being mined for copper, this ore is used extensively in the
manufacture of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper) in the same manner
that sulphate of iron (copperas) is obtained from iron pyrites.

Variegated Copper Pyrites. Monometric. Cleavage octahedral,
in traces. Occurs in cubes and octahedrons ;

also massive. Colour
between copper-red and pinchbeck-brown ; tarnishes rapidly on expo-
sure ; streak pale grayish-black, and but slightly shining. Brittle.

Hardness, 3. Specific Gravity, 5. Composition :

Sulphur 25'7

Copper 62-8

Iron 11-6

It fuses before the blow-pipe to a globule, attractable by the magnet.
Ou charcoal affords fumes of sulphur. Mostly dissolved in nitric acid.

This ore is distinguished from the preceding by its pale reddish-yellow
colour. It occurs with other copper ores in granitic and allied rocks,
and also in secondary formations. The mines of Cornwall have
afforded crystallised specimens, and it is there called from ita colour
Horseflesh Ore. Other localities of massive varieties are Ross

Island, Killarney, Norway, Hesse, Silesia, Siberia, and the Baunat.
Fine crystallisations occur in some of the United States.

Gray Copper Ore. Monometric. Occur* in modified tetrahedrons,
and also in compound crystal*. Cleavage octahedral, in traces.

Colour between steel-gray and iron-black ; streak nearly as the
colour. Rather brittle. Hardness, 3 to 4. Specific Gravity,
4*75 to 5.1. Composition :

Sulphur 26-3

Copper 38 -6

Antimony TI'5

Arsenic 7"2

together with some iron, zinc, and silver, amounting to 15 per cent.

It sometimes contains 30 per cent, of silver, in place of part of the

copper, and is then called Argentiferous Gray Copper Ore, or Silver

Pahlerz. The amount of arsenic varies from to 10 per cent. One
variety from Spain included 10 per cent, of platinum, and another
from Hohenstein some gold ;

another from Tuscany 2'7 per cent, of

mercury. These varieties give off before the blow-pipe fumes of

arsenic and antimony, and after roasting yield a globule of copper.
It dissolves, when pulverised, in nitric acid, affording a brownish-green
solution. Its copper-reactions before the blow-pipe, and in solution

in nitric acid, distinguish it from the gray silver ores. The Cornish

mines, Andreasberg in the Harz, Kremnitz in Hungary, Freiberg in

Saxony, Kapnik in Transylvania, and Dillenberg in Nassau, afford

fine crystallisations of this ore. It is a common ore in the Chilian

mines, and is worked there and elsewhere for copper, and often also

for silver.

Red Copper Ore. Monometric. In regular octahedrons, and modi-
fied forms of the same. Cleavage octahedral. Also massive, and
sometimes earthy. Colour deep red, of various shades

;
streak

brownish-red. Lustre adamantine, or sub-metallic ; also earthy,

sub-transparent to nearly opaque. Brittle. Hardness, 3'5 to 4.

Specific Gravity, 6. Composition :

Copper 88'88

Oxygen 12

Before the blow-pipe on charcoal it yields a globule of copper.
It dissolves in nitric acid. The earthy varieties have been called Tile

Ore,,(rom the colour. From cinnabar it differs in not being volatile

before the blow-pipe, and from red iron ore in yielding a bead of

copper on charcoal, and copper-reactions. It occurs with other

copper ores in the Bannat, Thuringia, Cornwall, at Chessy, near Lyon ;

in Siberia, ami Brazil ; also in the United States. The octahedrons
are often green, forming a coating of malachite.

Black Copper. Tenorite. An oxide of copper occurring as a black

powder and in dull black masses and botryoidal concretions, in veins
or along with other copper ores. From Cornwall, and also the Vesn-

i lavas. It is an abundant ore in some of the copper mines of the

ippi Valley, and yields 60 to 70 per cent, of copper. The
of copper are easily smelted by heating with the aid of

charcoal alone. They may be converted directly into sulphate
or blue vitriol by means of sulphuric acid, but are more
valuable for the copper they afford.

Blue Vitriol. Sulphate of Copper. Copperas. Triclinate. In oblique
rhomboidal prisms ;

also as an efflorescence or incrustation. Colour

deep sky-blue ;
streak uncoloured. Sub-transparent to translucent.

Lustre vitreous. Soluble. Taste nauseous and metallic. Hardness,
2 to 2-5. Specific Gravity, 2'21. Composition :

Sulphuric Acid
Oxide of Copper
Water

31-7

32-1

36.2

A polished plate of iron in a solution becomes covered with copper.
It occurs with the sulphurets of copper as a result of their decompo-
sition, and is often in solution in the waters flowing from copper
mines. Occurs in the Harz, at Fahlun in Sweden, and in many
other copper regions.

Blue Vitriol is much used in dyeing operations, and in the printing
of cotton and linen ; also for various other purposes in the arts. It

has been employed to prevent dry rot by steeping wood in its solu-

tion, and is a powerful preservative of animal substances
;
when

imbued with it and dried they remain unaltered. It is afforded by
the decomposition of copper pyrites, in the same manner as green
vitriol from iron pyrites. It is manufactured for the arts from old

copper sheathing, copper turnings, and copper refinery scales. The
scales are readily dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid at the temperature
of ebullition ; the solution obtained is evaporated to the point where

crystallisation will take place on cooling. Metallic copper is exposed
in hot rooms to the atmosphere after it has been wetted in weak
sulphuric acid. By alternate wetting and exposure it is rapidly
corroded, and affords a solution which is evaporated for crystals.

400,000 Ibs. is the annual consumption of blue vitriol in the United
States. In some mines the solution of sulphate of copper is so
abundant as to afford considerable copper, which is obtained by im-

mersing clean iron in it. It is called Copper of Cementation. At the

copper springs of Wicklow, Ireland, about 500 tons of iron were laid

at one tune in the pits : in about twelve months the bars were

dissolved, and every ton of iron yielded a ton and a half, and some-
times nearly two tons, of a precipitated reddish mud, each ton of
which produced 16cwt. of pure copper. The Rio Tinto mine, in

Spain, is another instance of working the sulphate in solution. These
waters yield annually ISOOcwt. of copper, and consume 2400 cwt. of
iron.

Green Malachite. Green Carbonate of Copper. Monoclinate. Usual in

incrustations, with a smooth tuberose botryoidal or stalactitic surface.

Structure finely and firmly fibrous ; also earthy. Colour light green ;

streak paler. Usually nearly opaque. Crystals translucent. Lustre
of crystals adamantine, inclining to vitreous ; but fibrous incrustations

silky, on a cross fracture. Earthy varieties dulL Hardness, 3'5 to 4.

Specific Gravity, 4. Composition :

Carbonic Acid 18
Oxide of Copper . . . . . . 70'5

Water 11-5

Dissolves with effervescence in nitric acid. Decrepitates and blackens
before the blow-pipe, and becomes partly a black scoria. With borax
it fuses to a deep green globule, and ultimately affords a bead of

copper. It is readily distinguished by its copper-green colour and its

association with copper ores. It resembles a siliceous ore of copper,
CltryiocoUa, a common ore in the mines of the Mississippi valley ;

but it is distinguished by its complete solution and effervescence in

nitric acid. The colour also is not the bluish-green of chrysocolla.
Green malachite usually accompanies other ores of copper, and forms

incrustations, which when thick have the colours blended, and

extremely delicate in their shades and blending. Perfect crystals
are quite rare. The mines of Siberia, at Nischne Tagilsk have
afforded great quantities of this ore. A mass partly disclosed mea-
sured at top 9 feet by 18 feet; and the portion uncovered contained at

least half a million pounds of pure malachite. Other noted localities

are Chessy in France, Sandlodge in Shetland, Schwartz in the Tyrol,
Cornwall, Australia, and the island of Cuba. This mineral receives

a high polish, and is used for inlaid work, and also ear-rings, snuff-

boxes, and various ornamental articles. It is not much prized in

jewellery. Very large masses are occasionally obtained in Russia,
which are worked into slabs for tables, mantel-pieces, and vases,
which are of exquisite beauty, owing to the delicate shadings and
radiations of colour. In the Great Exhibition of 1851 there were

magnificent specimens of this material in the shape of doors and
vases sent thither by the Emperor of Russia. At Versailles there is

a room furnished entirely with tables, chairs, &c., wrought in

malachite, and the same are to be found in other European palaces.
At Niscbne Tagilsk, a block of malachite was obtained weighing
40 tons. Malachite is sometimes passed off in jewellery as turquoise,

though easily distinguished by its shade of colour and much inferior

hardness. It is a valuable ore when abundant, but it is seldom
smelted alone, because the metal is liable to escape with the liberated

volatile ingredient, carbonic acid.

Aewtie. Slue Carbonate of Copper. Monoclinate. In modified

oblique rhombic prisms, the crystals rather short and stout
;
lateral

cleavage perfect ; also massive ;
often earthy. Colour deep blue,

azure, or Berlin blue ; transparent to nearly opaque ;
streak bluish.
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frldle Uravity. M to *5.

Brittle. Hardness, 85 to 4'5.

Oxide of Copper

Mere UM blow-pip* and to acids it set. like tne preced

lllHIMlll other ores of copper. At Chessy in Frai

li*nlii iff -TTT-T|- J ' J
It is found also to Siberia, i

and new Redruth to Cornwall As incrustations, I

> Ike blow-pip* and to adds it acts like the preceding. Arurite
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.
and rarely as

New York ;
also in other parts of

tae roiled Mute*.
abaodant H is a valuable or* of copper. It makes a poor

. M it is liable to ton green."
Mwate*/Cbp*r. Usually as incrustations; botryonlal

an to thin sssms and stains: no fibrous structure

,
nor any appearance of crystallisation. Colour bright green,

eea. Lustre of surface of incrustations smoothly shining ;

earthy. Translucent to opaque. Hardness, 2 to 8. Specific

Gravity, J to M. Composition :-

Oxide of Copper 40-0

SUioa 36-5

Water 20-2

Carbonic Acid 21
Olid* of Iron 1-0

Tab mineral varies much to the proportion of its constituents, as

H knot crystallised. It blackens in the inner flame of the blow-pipe
without melting. With borax it is partly reduced. No effervescence

nor complete solution to nitric add, cold or heated.

It is distinguished from green malachite, as stated under that species.

It accompanies other copper ores to Cornwall, Hungary, the Tyrol,

Siberia, Tnuringia, Ac. In Chili it is abundant at the various mines.

In Wisconsin and Missouri it is so abundant as to be worked for

copper. It was formerly taken for green malachite. This ore in the

par* state affords 30 per cent of copper, but as it occurs to the rock

will hardly yield one-third of this amount Still, when abundant, as

it appears to be to the Mississippi valley, it is a valuable ore. It is

e**y of reduction by means of limestone as a flux.

riisfor is another silicate of copper, occurring in rhombohedral

crystals and hexagonal prisms. Colour emerald green. Lustre

vitreous ; streak gmsiiish Transparent to nearly opaque. Hardness,
5. Specific Gravity, 3-28. From the Kirghese Steppes of Siberia.

Besides the above salts of copper, the following species, which are of

little nee to the art*, are given to Dana's ' Manual of Mineralogy
'

:

Artenalet of Copper.

fmekniu has a bright emerald-green colour, and contains 83 per
cent of arsenic acid and 48 per cent of oxide of copper. Occurs in

modified rhombic prisms. Hardness, 375. Specific Gravity, 3'4.

Prom Lebethen to Hungary.
Afk sx'to is of a dark verdegris-green inclining to blue, and also

dark blue. Hardness, 2'5 to 3. Sp.Gr.,419. It contains 30 per cent.

of araenif acid and 54 per cent of oxide of copper. From Cornwall.

Srimiti has an emerald-green colour, and occurs to mammillated

ninlinji Hardness, 4-5 to 5. Sp. Or., 4-04. Contains 33*8 per cent
of arsenic add and 59'4 per cent of oxide of copper. From Limerick,
baaasa,

lAriofOMie varies from sky-blue to verdigris-green. It occurs to

rhombic prisms sometimes an inch broad. Hardness, 2'5. Sp. (Jr.,

*$ to S-9. Contains 14 per cent of arsenic add and 49 per cent
of oxide of copper.

(Mtmitt presents olive green to brownish colours, and occurs in pris-
maUc crystals or velvety coating*. Hardness, 3. Sp.Or.,4'2. Contains
847 par cent of arsenic add and 56'4 per cent of oxide of copper.
Copfv Jfira is remarkable for it* thin foliated or mica-like struc-

ture. The colour is emerald or grass green. Hardness, 2. Sp. Or.,
**t. It contains 21 per cent of arsenic add, 58 per cent of oxide
of oopprr, and SI per cent of water. From Cornwall and Hungary.

CofferPmk is another arsenato of a pale apple-green and verdigris-
i colour. It ha* a perfect cleavage. It contains 25 per cent of

) add, 4311 of oxide of copper, 176 of water, and 13-fl of carbo-
nate of lime. Prom Hungary, Siberia, the Tyrol, and Derbyshire.
ComJmmit ha* a brownish black or blue colour. From Cornwall
Thaw diaersat anenaUa of copper give an alliaceous odour when

batted OB charcoal before the blow pipe.

Pkotpkala of Copper.
JVrads MmlutUli occurs to vary oblique crystals or massive and

hlra*Hni. and has an emerald or bUckiah-graen colour. Hsrdneas,
4 S to 4. Hp. Or., 4-2. Contain* 08 per cent of oxide of copper.
rVwa near Bonn on the Rhine, and aleo from Hungary.

fil Kiss id ha* a dark or olive-green colour, and occurs in prismatic
eryetal* sad massive. Hardness, 4. Hp. Or., 3 6 to 3 8. Contain* 64
par**at of oxide of copper. From Hungary and Cornwall.

Jmtmtililt i* a green phosphate occurring massive in Hungary
O'lililn M per cent of oxidTofoopper.

i before UM blow-pip*, and have the

CUoridtt of Copper.
A'afitmiif. Colour green to blackish-green. Lustre adamantine to

itreous ; streak apple-green. Translucent to sub-translucent Occurs

a right
rhombic prisms and rectangular octahedrons ; also massive.

insists of oxide of copper 76', muriatic acid 10-6, water 12'8. Gives

ff fumes of muriatic acid before the blow-pipe, and leaves a globule
of copper. From the Atacama Desert between Chili and Peru, and

elsewhere in Chili; also from Vesuviusand Saxony. It i ground up in

'lr.li, and sold as a powder for letters under the name of Arsenillo.

A Sulpkote Chloride of Copper has been observed in Cornwall, in

blue acicular crystals, apparently hexagons!
BfmmontHe of C. T. Jackson is a hydrous crenato-silicate of copper,

containing 16'8 per cent of crenic acid. It is bluish-green to greenish-

white, and pulverulent when dry. From Cheesy, France.

Vanodott of Copper. Massive and foliated or pulverulent ;
folia

citron-yellow, pearly. From the Ural.

JJuratile. A hydrous carbonate of copper, zinc, and lime, occurring

n bluish radiating needles. Sp. Or., 3"2. From Chewy, France ; the

Altai Mountains ; and Tuscany.
Velvet Copper Ore. In velvety druses or coatings, consisting of

short fine fibrous crystallisations. Colour, fine smalt blue.

Copper has been known since the earliest periods. It is obtained

for the arts mostly from pyritous copper the gray sulphureU
and the carbonate ;

also to some extent from the black oxide and

from solutions of the sulphate. The principal copper mine* in the

world are those of Cornwall and Devon in England ;
of the island of

Cuba ;
of Copiapo and other places in Chili ; Chessy, near Lyon, in

France
;

in the Erzgebirge, in Saxony ;
at Eisleben and Sangerhausen,

in Prussia ; at Ooslar, in the Lower Harz
;
at Schemnitz, Kremnitz,

Kapnik, and the Bannat, in Hungary ;
at Fahlun, in Sweden ; at

Turmsk, Nischne Tagilsk, and other places to the Urals ;
also

m China and Japan. Lately extensive mines have been opened in

Southern Australia. Copper, united with zinc in different proportion*,
forms brass and pinchbeck. Bronze is an alloy of copper with 7 to 10

per cent, of tin. This is the material used for cannon. With 8 per
cent, of tin it is the bronze used for medals. With 20 per or

tin, the material for cymbals. Bell-metal is composed of copper with

n third to a fifth as much tin by weight Sheet-copper is made by

beating the copper in a furnace, and rolling it between iron rollers.

Copper is also worked by forging and casting. In canting, it will not

bear over a red heat without burning.

(We are indebted for tbe substance of this article to Dana's excel-

lent ' Manual of Mineralogy.')
COPPER, ORES OF. [COPPER]
COPPERAS. [COPPER.]
COPROL1TES (xirpot and A(8), the fossilised excrements of

reptiles, fish, and other animals, found in various strata of the earth.

1 >r. Buckland in his
'

Bridgewater Treatise
'

first drew attention to

the probable nature of these substances, some of which had been

previously known under the name of Bezoar Stones. These fosm'U

were first detected in the Lias at Lyme Regis and in other localities,

and their true nature inferred from the fact of their identity with

similar masses found actually within the body of many species of

lehthyotaurat. The Coprolita are often found to contain scales of

fishes, and occasionally teeth, and fragments of bone, belonging to

species of fishes and reptiles which have been swallowed by the animal

as food, and have passed undigested through its stomach. They oft.-n

occur in a spirally twisted form, which is a characteristic of the

excrements of some of the larger forms of recent fish, and have been

accepted by comparative anatomists as indications of the nature of

the intestinal tube in the extinct forms of Reptiles and Fishes.

Professor Liebig says in his 'Letters on Chemistry,' "In the autumn

of 1842 Dr. Buckland pointed out to me a bed of Coprolites in th<

neighbourhood of Clifton, from half to one foot thick, inclosed in a

limestone formation, extending as a brown stripe in the rockn for

miles along the banks of the Severn. The limestone marl of l,\m.-

Regis consists for the most part of one fourth part of fossil exert-:

and bones. The same are abundant in the Lias of Batheaston, :m.l

Broadway Hill, near Evesham. Dr. Buckland mentions beds ><

miles in extent, the substance of which consists in many places of a

fourth part of Coprolites."

Coprolites, when chemically examined, are found to contain a large

proportion of phosphate of lime. Liebig states that tome he examine!

from Clifton contained above 18 per cent of phosphate of lime, whilst

other specimens have afforded a much larger per centage. The
occurrence of phosphate of lime in these substances has led to tli.-n-

use as manures, and large quantities are annually collected in this

country for that purpose. Before being used they are submitted to

the action of sulphuric acid, by which the phosphate i converted into

a super-phosphate of lime. [MANUHB, in ARTS AND So. Div.J

Not only have the beds of the Lias afforded deposits of phosphate
of lime which have received the name of Coprolita, but they have also

been found in the Greensand, in the Wealden Formation, and in the

Red Crag. In the latter formation it may be altogether doubted as

to whether the phosphate of lime there found in the form of dark-

brown ..r l.lnrkish smooth nodules, can be appropriately called

Coprolites. These nodules occur in beds or seams running through
the Red Crag of Suffolk, where, in the neighbourhood of Ipswich and
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Woodbridge, and on the sea-coast of Felixstow and Bawdsey, it is

worked to a considerable extent. In addition to these nodules, are

found the fragments of the bones of various forma of Cetacete, all of

which contain large quantities of phosphate of lime, and are collected

under the name of Coprolites. It is still a question of interest as to

how the nodules not having an organic basis have been formed. It

has been supposed that all deposits of phosphate of lime are derived

from the destruction of organised beings, but it is very evident that

phosphate of lime must have existed in some form or another before

the creation of either vegetable or animal beings. The increase also

of the number of individuals of species of plants and animals demand
tha.t there should be some constant supply of this substance from the
mineral kingdom. Whatever may be the result of further inquiry on
this point, there can be little doubt of the impropriety of calling all

deposits of phosphate of lime Coprolites. A better general name and
which is not exposed to the objection of a false theory would be

PlwiphaHtt. [PHOSPHATITE.]
COPROPHAGI. [SCARAB.BIDES.]
COPTIS (from xowru, to cut), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Ranunculacece. It has 5-6 sepals, coloured, petaloid,

deciduous; the petals small, cucullate; the stamens 20-25; the

capsules 6-10, on long stalks, somewhat stellate, membranous, ovate,

oblong, tipped with the style ;
4-6 seeded.

C. trifolia. Gold Thread, has ternate leaves, obovate blunt toothed

hardly 3-lobed leaflets
;
the scape 1-flowered. It is a native of Ice-

land, Norway, Greenland, Siberia, and Kamtchatka, in swampy woods,
and also of the cedar-swamps of North America, from Canada to

Virginia. It is a small plant with white flowers and a yellow fibrous

rhizoma which runs in all directions. The French in Canada call it

Tissavoyanne jaune. A decoction of the leaves and stalks is used by
the Indians for giving a yellow colour to cloth and skins. The rhizo-

mata are bitter, and when administered as a medicine act in the same
manner as quassia, gentian, and other bitters, but are not astringent ;

it is a popular remedy in the United States for aphthous affections of

the month in children.

C. asplenifolia has biternate leaves, the leaflets rather pinnat ifiil, very
acutely serrated, the scape ^-flowered. It is a native of Japan and the

north-west coast of America.
Both species are pretty plants, and will thrive in a peat soil. A moist

situation agrees with them, or they may be planted in pots among alpine

plants. They may be propagated by seed, or by dividing the roots.

(Don, Dichlamydeoui Plants ; Lindley, Flora, Medical)
CORACES. [CORACIAS.]
CORACIAS, a genus of Birds belonging to the Inaessorial or Perch-

ing division.

Linnteus arranged the genus Coraciai between Coma and Oriolut.

Pennant ('British Zoology') gives it a position between the Nut-
Cracker and the Oriole ; M. Dume'ril placed it between the Birds of

Paradise and the Crows
;
and Meyer arranged it in his second order,

Coraca, among which it stands in Illiger's method. Cuvier placed the

Rollers (Coraciai, Linn.) between the Crows (Corviu, Linn.) and the
Birds of Paradise (Paraditea, Linn.), the portion assigned to them by
Lace'pede ;

and includes under that title the Rollers properly so called

(Coraciai garrula, Linn. &c.), and the Rolles (Colarit).
Mr. Vigors places them in his family Corrida". [CoRvn>..]
M. Lesson's family Euryttomido! (Rolliers of Cuv.) consists of the

Rollers (Ijalyulut, Itrisson, and Coraciat, Linn.) ; the genus Rolle

(Eurystomiu, Vieill. [MEROPID.EJ, Colarit, Cuv., Coraciat, Linn.) ; the

genus Mainatus (Etdabes, Cuv., Gracvla, Linn.) ; and the genus Minn,
Less. M. Lesson rejects the term Coraciat, because many authors
have so dismembered it, according to their different views, that a
confusion calculated to produce error is the result.

In the system of Mr. Swainson, who retains the generic name
Coraciat, the Rollers appear among the Meropidtt. [MEROPlDjS.]
The Prince of Canino arranges the genus Coraciai, giving as an

example the common Roller, ( C. garrula, Linn. ) in the family
Ampdidar. ('Birds of Europe and North America.')

In Mr. Gould's great work on the 'Birds of Europe,' the Roller

(C. yarrula) comes down between the Bee-Eater (Meropi apiatter) and

Kingfisher (Alcedo atpida).
Mr. Yarrell (' British Birds ') arranges the common Roller under

the family Maropida.
C. garrula, the Roller. It is the Pica Marina and Pica Merdaria of the

Italians ; Rollier of the French
; Birk-Heher, Blaue-Racke, and

Mandelkrahe, of the Germans
; Spransk Kraka, Blakraka, and Alle-

kraka, of the Swedes ; Ellekrage of Brunich ;
and Rholydd of the

Welh. The bill is black towards the point, becoming brown at the

base with a few bristles ; irides of two circles yellow and brown ; head,
neck, breast, and belly various shades of verditer-blue changing to

pale green ;
shoulders azure-blue, back reddish-brown, rump purple,

wing-primaries dark bluish-black, edge lighter, tail-feathers pale

greenish-blue, the outer ones tipped with black, those in the middle
aUo much darker in colour

; legs reddish-brown ; in old males the

outer tail-feathers are somewhat elongated.
Adult females differ but little from the males ; young birds do not

attain their brilliant colour till the second year. (Gould,
' Birds of

Kiirxpo.') Length about 13 inches.

This bird appears to hare a wide geographical range. In Europe,

it is found in Denmark, Sweden (where it arrives with the Cuckoo),
and the southern provinces of Russia

;
is more common in Germany

than France, where however it has been found in Provence
;
and it

has been taken at Gibraltar. In Italy, according to Prince Bonaparte,
it is rather common, arriving in the spring and departing in September.
In Malta and Sicily it is exposed for sale in the shops of poulterers,
and is said to have the taste of a turtle-dove. In the Morea it is con-
sidered a delicacy in the autumn, when it is fat with its summer food.
It has been captured at Aleppo, and at Trebizond and Erzerum. It

visits the countries between the Black and the Caspian seas ; and
Dr. von Siebold and M. Burger include it among the birds of Japan.
In North Africa it is found from Marocco to Egypt. Flocks were seen

by Adanson at Senegal, and he concluded that they passed the winter
there. Dr. Andrew Smith records it among the birds of South Africa.

In Great Britain it has been killed in Cornwall, in Suffolk, and Norfolk,
in Cambridgeshire, in Yorkshire, Northumberland, Perthshire, the east

of Scotland, and Orkney. It has been only occasionally seen in Ireland.

The Roller (Ooraciaa garrula),

Deep forests of oak and birch appear to be the favourite haunts of

the Roller. In the ' Annals of Natural History
'

for 1839, it is stated

by a traveller in Asia Minor, that the Roller, which was most common
throughout the south and west parts of the country wherever the

magpie was not found (for it was not seen in the same district with
that bird), was observed to fall through the air like a Tumbler Pigeon.
Temmiuck states that it makes its nest in the holes of trees, where it

lays from four to seven eggs of a lustrous white. M. Vieillot states

that in Malta, where trees are scarce, the bird builds on the ground.
In Barbary it has been observed to form its nest in the banks of the

Sheliff, Booberak, and other rivers
;
and Pennant remarks that where

trees are wanting, it makes it in clayey banks. These last modes of

nidification bring it very close to the Bee-Eaters and Kingfishers, whose

eggs quite resemble those of the Roller in colour and shape, and only
vary in size. The male takes his turn to sit. The food is very varied,

according to Temminck, who enumerates moles, crickets, cockchafers,

grasshoppers, millipedes, and other insects, slugs, and worms. Gould
states that it feeds on worms, slugs, and insects generally. Yarrell

informs us that the food consists of worms, slugs, insects in their

various stages, and berries.

Bechstein observes that till lately he had thought that the Roller

was untameable ; but Dr. Meyer of Offenbach had convinced him to

the contrary, having himself reared them in his room by the following
method : The young ones must be taken from the nest when only
half grown, and fed on little bits of cow's-heart or any other meat
which is lean and tender, till they can feed alone ;

small frogs, worms,
and insects may then be added. Its mode of killing and swallowing
insects is thus described : it commences by seizing and crushing them
with its bill, and then throws them into the air several times, in order

to receive them in its throat, which is very capacious. When the

morsel is too large, or the insect is still alive, the bird strikes it hard

against the ground, and begins again to throw it into the air till it

falls not across, but so as to thread the throat, when it is easily swal-

lowed. Bechstein says that he had never seen the bird drink. The
translator of Bechstein's interesting little book states, that he once
saw a Roller drink after having swallowed dry ants'-eggs ; it then ate

greedily of lettuce and endive.
" Another which I kept," adds the

translator,
"
liked the outside of lettuces and spinach after having

eaten insects, especially beetles, which are very heating. To judge
from what I have observed, the Roller is by nature wild and solitary ;

it seldom changes its situation except to seek its food or to hide itself

from strangers. It is a good thing, whether kept in a cage or let

range, always to have a box in its way, in which it may take refuge
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rt will not fail to bide it-)f there, and by thi.

to beet iteelf violently, which H doss when

it of He fright I 1 kno"* '** mUtnss very

.. it un,'come* new her, and site without any fear on

nVwbAs^wHhont stirring. Tbi. U far a. itgo..

U is neither caressing nur familiar : when

esjsd it vstan hsrsh cries, softer one* when ite food i* brought ^but

crag, crag, crssfc' at the aune lime raising its head, U the expression

*
oZJ&^rJlM^Lbumu,), the Mino-Bird, U the Beo and Mencho

of the Javanese. Teeong of the Sumetran*. snd is referred by Mr. Swain-

son to the awmatex Mr. O. R. Gray arranges it under the family

to the sub-family (JrefWi-i. Mr. Swaiiuon state, that

has convinced him that neither the Roller* nor the bird in

(ton belong to the Oonida ; and be remark* that the little value

ten trtsMrrti-'1 to speculation* on the rank of Uie present genera

le Bd*d anon mere srntbesto, will beet appear by looking to those

^Si.r.^w;^ S^q>'
M Lesson place, thi* bird next to the Roller*, and among the

The general opinion
Mino-Bird.

to be that there U but one specie* of

mo-uira.
Cuvier however itates that Linntou* confounded two specie* under

the name of Grant/a rcligioia, namely, *laba Indicia aud Eulaba

/MKJMHL
H. Lesson, who tUto* that only one specie* i known, namely, the

Mainate Religirux, '/mm/a rrityiota, Linn., Boo and Mencho of the

Javaneee, remark* afterward* that there is Raid to be a smaller variety :

thi* i* probably the Eulaba Jndictu above noticed.

JI.no.Blrd (Gnnla rafyioM). (K*>ot*i JCMMM, VleUl.)

U i* the type of Cuvier"* genua E*Jahn, which ha* the following

uhsjuiitMrs : BUI nhort, (tout, not to long as the head ; entirely com-

pneaed. Frontal feather* advancing far upon the bam, but not

dividing MM front. Culmen gradually curved from the baee to the

tip, which to diaUnctly notched. Commiwure but slightly angnlated.

Under mandible with the baae broad and dilated. Nostril* basal,

naked, round, mink in a depression. Krontal feather* short, velvety.

Head with naked wattle*. Wing* a* in Pastor. Tail short, even.

Feet rather abort, vary strong. Tamus and middle toe equal ; hinder

to* shorter; inner to* almost equal to the outer toe. (8w.)
IU colour i* of a deep velvety black ; a white space in the middle

of the wing ; bin and feet yellow ; behind the eye spring fleshy ca

mnde* of a bright orange-colour, and extend beyond the occiput
It i* food in Java, Sumatra, and the great Eastern Islands.

Insects aad fruit, form the food of the Mino-Hinl. which i* easily

tested, end learn* to whistle and talk with great facility. With the

native* it to a great favourite in consequence. Msrsden says of it

that it ha* the beaky of imfesUng human speech in greater perfection
then any other of the feethered tribe. B-mliu.. who term* it Pica

ra eerie* Aente* /nafeM, beads the chapter where be figures I

describe* H, with the following line* :-
rumens Bel* eesavl* uM silMM *b erl<

Jesi* lesesr : vtoatt aw nrsu (amis* Isdoa."

Aad teib th* following story : There was, when he was in Ratavia,

an old Javanese woman, the servant of a Chinee* gardener, who kep
on* of the** birds, which was vary loquacious. Bontiu* was ver

anxiovs to boy it, bat thi* the old women would not hear of. H
then be*xed that abe would at least lend it to him that iu picture

light be taken, a request which was at last granted with no very

good greee, th* andvnt Mohammedan dame being under great appre-
m^-n that Booth* would offer that abomination, pork, to he

beloved bird. This he promised not to do, and bad the loan of th

MID... which kept continually saying
" Ormnit Xasarani Catjor Macan

Babt
"

Thto. MAS; interprated, mean* "Christian Dog, Eater of

Pork;" and Bontlos csn> to th* conclu*ion tliat tt.^ unwillingness o

th* oU women arc** not only from the fear of her bird being dese-

crated by an offer of swine * flesh, but slso from th* apprehension
that be or hi* B*rvsnU, irritated

by it* contumelies, would wring its

neck. M. Lesson also saw one at Java which knew whole phrases o
th* Malay leogiskge.

.

The last-mentioned ornithologist applies the old Indian word Mino

a* a generic term for a very different bird, Mino Dumontii, described

by him in the '

Zoology of the Coquille,' and there figured at pi. 26.

He is also of opinion that Gracula calva, Linn., should be added to

this genus.
CORA'CINA.a genus of Bird*, separated from the Crows (Corrida)

by Vieillot, and divided by him into four sections. The first comprises
those species which have the bill furnished at its base with velvety

feathers (Les Col-Nun, 'naked necks') ; the second those whose nostrils

are covered with setaceous feathers, directed forwards, and whose

upper mandible is notched towards the end (Leg Chouearis, Grattcalui) ;

the third those whose bill is naked at the base, and notched at the

point (Coracina gymnoeepluUa, Vieillot; Corrw calmu, Latham, for

example) ;
and the fourth, that curious species on which Qeoffroy-

Saint-Hilaire founded his genus Cephaloptenu.

Cuvier, in the last edition of the '

Rogue Animal,' defines Gravcalui

to be the Greek name of an ash-coloured bird (oiseau cendre
1

), and

says that three Choiicari* out of four are of that colour. M. Vieillot,

he adds, confounds theee birds with his Cvratiiur, which comprise th*

Gfmnoderi and the Oymnm-'iihnli.
M. Lesson, who places the group under the A mptlidrr, observe* that

the genus Coracina is far from being determined. Thus, he observes,

M. Vieillot place* under it the CrphalopUrut of M. Geoffroy-Ssiint

Hilaire, the Choucari* and the Col-Nu, or Oytnnodtnu. (He might
have added the Gymnoctphalui of (leoffroy and Cuvier.) Temmiuck
add* to it many of the Cotingtu of Le Vaillant

;
but for his own

(Lesson's) part, he adopts the term Coracina for that group of birds

which Cuvier has collected together under the name of Piauhaui.

Coracina, Lesson (Coracina, Temminck ; Les Piauhaus, Colinga,

Cuvier ; Pisuhau, QvxrWo, Vieillot). Bill
depressed, smooth, ciliated

at the base, thick, narrowed at the point, angular above, a little curved

towards the end, slightly toothed at the point ; lower mandible a little

flattened below
;
head and neck feathered, but without any ornamental

plumes, and without any naked skin.

C. teutala, Temminck and Latham. This
species

differ* but little

from Coracina rubricollu, Mutcicapa rubricollu, of Omelin, in the

colour of it* plumage, but the wings are shorter. In C. rubrirollit the

plumage is all black, with the exception of the throat aud front of

the neck, which are of a purpled rose-colour. In C. iculata, the red,

which cover* the throat and breast, goes as low a* the upper part of

the belly, and the bill is not black a* it is in C. rubricoUit. It is found

In Brazil, which is also the habitat of C. rubricollu.

Oymnoctphal<u(Coracinn, Vieillot). M. Lesson observe* that Messrs.

Vieillot and Temminck place the Oymnoffphali (Bald-Heads) among
the CoraciiuT, and that Cuvier content* himcelf with observing that

Corvtu calnu, Latham, the type of thi* new genus, ha* the bill of the

Tyrant*, with the ridge (culmen) a little more arched, and a great

portion of the face denuded ot feathers. Le Vaillant, he states,

regarded thi* denudation of the skin in the front of the head a the
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1 The principal characters of Gymnoderus, Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, rest

on the possession of a bill like that of the Coracinee and Cephalopteri,
with a partially naked neck and a head covered with velvety feathers.

Q. foslidui. It is Coracir.a gymnodera, Vieillot ; Conns nudus,
Latham

;
Gracula nudifollis, Shaw

; Gracula j&tida, Linnaeus
;
Col-

Nu, Buffon. Rather larger than the jackdaw, but the body is thick
and fleshy. The sides of the neck are entirely naked, and only pre-
sent some traces of down. Buffon's figure, on the contrary (Planches
Enhim. 609), represents this part as being clothed with a considerably
thick down. Upper part of the head, back of the neck and throat,
covered with small close-set feathers like black velvet. External

edges of the quills of the middle of the wing, the last quills, and all

the wing-coverts, bluish-gray. Great quills and tail-feathers black,
with bluish reflections. The rest of the plumage, bill, and feet, black.

Eyes red brown, with a yellow skin beneath. The female is smaller,
\ and of a brownish black. It is a native of Brazil and Guyana.

Cttraeina icutala.

result of a particular habit
;
and in the '

History of the Birds of

Paradise
'

has printed a note, in which he affirms that he had received

from Cayenne a specimen having this
part

well covered with feathers;
but M. Lesson adds that he himself had seen at Rochefort more
than twenty skins of Gymnocephali, and that all had the face bare of
feathers. However it may be, he continues, this genus entirely

requires revision.

0. calrut, the Capuchin Baldhead. It is the Coracina yymnocephala,
Vieillot

; Cormu calvut, Latham. Size of the crow
;
and of the colour

of Spanish snuff, or, as some authors write it, Capuchin colour, whence
the Creoles of Cayenne give it the name of Oiseu mon Pere. The
quills and the tail-feathers are black. The large beak and ample fore-

head bare of feathers give a singular air to this bird. Vieillot observes
that it has been compared to the rook, on account of the nakedness
of the head, a comparison which seems to him just; "for," say?
Vieillot,

"
it has not this part naked till it is adult, the young, like

the young rook, having the head entirely feathered, and even the

Capuchin Baldhead ((rymnocephatut caltiu}.

nostrils covered with small setaceous feathers, as I can testify, from
the inspection <>f a young individual of which I have made mention
in the first edition of the ' Xouveau Dictionnaire d'Histoire Naturelle.'

"

It is a native of Guyana.
Oymnodenu (Coracina, Vieillot, Temminck ; Cotinya, Le Vaillaut).

'

(j'yittnoderiis fatidtt.i, male.

Cfphaloptmu. Bill strong, robust
;
mandibles nearly equal, the

upper one convex and scarcely curved at the summit, not notched at

the point ;
lower mandible flattened below. Nostrils longitudinal,

open, hollowed into an oval excavation
;
bristles at the border of the

bill, which infringe a little on the frontal feathers. Two rows of

feathers, taking their origin on the forehead, and elevating themselves
into a plume or crest on the head. The feathers of the neck form a
kind of pendent pelerine in front of the neck, which is naked.

C. ornattu. It is the Coracina cephaloptcra of Vieillot. Colour a
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Head and baae of the bill ornamented with a

^ a sort of parasol, composed of *traight elevated

. w ,th white and etiff shaft*, and terminated by an ear (<pi) of

black beard*, which project* forwards (se renverae en devant). The

of the neck are naked, but long feather* forming a looee pelerine,

.WB lower than the breast, spring from beneath the

the aide* of the neck. Tail long, slightly rounded.

ftTiml plumage of a deep black. Greet and feather, of the pelerine

riving nv^ic reflection*. (Leseon.)
The bird that furnished the description was brought to M. Geoffrey-

gaJBt-Hileire from Lkbon. M. Leaeon state* that the belief was that

it came from Brazil, but that a well-informed Portuguese had told

him that it was from QJ*. M. Tieillot My* that the colour of the

naked akin of the neck I* cerulean blue. Mr. Swainson, in hu
Vaton! History and Clsseil nation of Bird*,' London, 1836, My* :

The creat of this extraordinary bird is immensely large, advancing
so br in front m to touch the end of the bill, and it is oompresMd in

the came manner as that of Rupirola ; but the ends of the feather*,

Inslssil of meeting so as to form a sharp ridge, suddenly recede from

each other, curve outwards, and form a most elegant drooping line of

plume*, hanging over on the sides so a* to shade the face like an

umbrella. The figures that have hitherto been given of this rare

bod are all taken from the
specimen

in the Paris Museum, and which
has been sadly distorted in the setting up. A minute examination of

this fTTfrnf ha* convinced us that the frontal feathers, instead of

being raved over the bill, a* Temminck represents them, partly repose
and overshadow it, at least a* much a* do those of Calyptumtna and

'

(voL i. p. 41). Tbe species above noticed is the only one

as anmas an pants. en ter structure was mperecty
stood they were regarded with many of the zoophytes (Pol
and Pulyioa) and sponge* as sea-weed*. When the animal
of thees beings was established it was again an inference t

CORACITE (Le Conte), an ore resembling Pitchblende [PITCH
BUS in], in which oxide of aluminium

supplants
a part of the oxide

of uranium contained in that mineral It is found on the north

shore of Lake Superior in a vein two inches wide, near the junction
of trap and syenite. It occurs massive with a resinous lustre, and
has a hardness of 4'S, and a specific gravity of 4-38.

CORAL. [PoLTririEA.]
CORAL RAO, the most calcareous or at least most coralliferoug

part of the Oxford Oolite Formation. It U a variable and singular
rock, most rich in Mfdrtukylluia and Echinodermata, in the vicinity
ufCalne.
CORALI.IVA. [CoRii-uxACM.]
CORALLINA<'K.K, a family of Marine Plants belonging to the

order Alya. According to Harvey's definition it includes the Coral-
UM* and SfOitgiHa of Kiitxing, and the Coraltinid* and XuUiporida
of Dr. Johnston.
The forms referred to this family have been alternately regarded

as animals and plants. When their structure was imperfectly under-

(Polypi/era
al nature
that the

Corallines belonged to the animal kingdom. Recent researches have
however demonstrated the truly vegetable nature of this family both
in their general structure and mode of reproduction. The following
U Dr. Harvey's diagnosis in his 'Manual of the British Marine

Alfa :' Rigid, articulated, or crustaceous, mostly calcareous sea-

weeds, purple when recent, fading on exposure to milk-white.

Composed of
closely-packed elongated cells or filaments, in which

carbonate of lime is deposited in an organised form. Tetraspores
tufted, contained in ovate or spherical conceptaolea. Cenuuidia
furnished with a terminal pore.
Tbe following general remarks on this family are taken from Dr.

Harvey's work : The root, where this organ is manifested, is an ex-

panded onwUoeous disc, often widely spreading. The frond almost

always calcareous, effervescing strongly when thrown into acids, rarely
deeUuite of lime, very variable in aspect and habit. The lowest
forms uf the order are simple incrustations, spreading like the crus-
Uoeoua lichen* over the surface of rucks, or the fronds of the larger
Alga. In the smaller of these the crust is a mere film, as thin as

paper, generally circular, and extending by means of small addition*
to the circumference. so that the frond become* marked as it advances
with eoocentiic circles. In the larger the crust is thick and atony,
rising hen and there into

>rther advance man
habit at Aret

papilla rise
,

widen, and lengthen, and at length throw nut branches, till a .hr.i'.l.;.

frond, of (ton* hardneea, but extremely britUe, is formed. All these

change* In character take place within the limits of a single genus,***. rly related to this (and by many botanists considered
identical) is JfwfepAera, a genus in which the frond U expanded
farto leafy lobes, usually fan-shaped, eessile, or stalked, but not adnate
to rocks; of a flexible *ub*Unoe, containing a amaller portion of
carbonate of lime than the former group. Some of these have the
habit of />orfiM, but differ from that genus in being of a red colour.

organised of the leafy or fmndoae

an aony,
o prominence and sinking into depressions.
nifesto itself by the crust assuming a branched
rise from the surface; these thirken, and

Oorrili*.-(jrW'W). The articulated or true Coralline _
iUform. either pinnated or dichotomous, the branch** formed of
strings of calcareous articulation., truncated at the upper extremity
and rounded at the lower, each articulation connected with that above

and below it by a flexible joint composed of cellular tissue, destitute

of carbonate of lime. This joint in our British species is scarcely
evident till after maceration ; but in many exotic specie* (of A mphiroa)
it is so long a* to interrupt the continuity of the articulations, and is

either marked or coated with wart-like calcareous tubercle*.

The form of the articulations vane* extremely, and often in the
ame species, or even in the same specimen, so that the determination
of these plaute U sometimes difficult In many the articulations are

cylindrical, in others oval and compressed, in some flat and irregularly

shaped ;
but in the greater number they are

heart-ahaped or wedge-
shaped, with the upper angle* frequently prolonged with horns.

The fructification consists of hollow external or immersed rmi-

ceptacle* containing a tuft of oblong spores, divided nt maturity by
three horizontal fissure* into four parts. They are therefore tetra-

spores, precisely similar to those of Plocamium, Hypnea, Ac. The
nature of the conoeptacle varies even in the same species. Thux in

Corallina it is normally formed by the metamorphosis of the terminal
articulation of the branches, which swells at the sides and becomes

pierced at the apex; but in C. iquamata and even in C. officinalit

other articulations frequently bear numerous small hemispherical
conceptacles on their sides ; and sometime* the whole surface is

warted with such, and these irregular organs are equally furnUhed
with tetrupore* as the normal one*. These latter conceptaclea, which
are irregular in Corallina, are the normal fruit of A mphiroa, a geuux
chiefly from the Southern Ocean. In Jania the conceptacle is similar

to that of Corallina, except that it generally bears a pair uf raiauli

(resembling the antenna* of an insect) from its upper angles.
The Corallines are found in all parts of the ocean, but are much

more numerous in warm than in cold countries, and some of the

species of the tropical and sub-tropical ocean are among the most
beautiful of marine vegetables. Until recently the plants of this

order were with other calcareous Alga confounded with Zoophytet, or

polypiferous corals. They are however undoubtedly of vegetable
nature, and when the lime which they contain is removed by acid,
the vegetable framework concealed beneath it ia found to be of a
similar structure to that of other Rhodosperms, to which group of

Alga they are further allied by their colour and the nature of their

spore*. The order consists of two, or if Lythocyita be rightly placed
in it, of three sub-orders, as follows :

Synoptit of the Britith Genera.

Sub-order 1. Corallinea. Frond filiform, articulated.

1. Corallina. Frond pinnated. Ceramidia terminal, simple.
2. Jania. Frond dichotomous. Ceramidia tipped with two horn-

like ramulL
Sub-order 2. Nulliporea. Frond crustaceous or foliaceous, opaque,

not articulated.

3. Jfelobtiia. Frond stony, forming either a cruataceous expansion
or a foliaceous or shrub-like body.

4. llildenbrandtia. Frond cartilaginous, not stony, forming a
crustaceous expansion.

Sub-order 3. Lythocyttca;. Frond plane, hyaline, composed of
cells radiating from a centre. Fructification unknown.

5. Lythocyttu. A minute parasite.

Sub-order 1. Corallinea.

1. Corallina. Frond filiform, articulated, branched (mostly pin-

nate), coated with a calcareous deposit Fructification turbinate or

obovate, mostly terminal Ceramidia, pierced at the apex by a minute

spore, and containing a tuft of erect pyriform or club-shaped trans-

versely parted tetrupore*. Name from Corallium, Coral, which these

plants resemble in having a stony substance.

C. officinalii U the most common example of thin genus on KritixU

shore*. It is decompound, pinnate, the lower articulations cylindrical,
twice a* long a* broad, upper slightly obconical, round edged, their

angle* blunt, ultimate ramuli cylindrical obtuse. It is found on rocks
between the tide marks, extending from the limits of high to the

extremity of low water mark. Perennial. Winter and spring. The
root is a widely expanded red crust The tY.-n,!< t>..m two to six

inches high, tufted, much branched, bipinnatod, but varying greatly
in luxuriance according to the depth at which it grow*.

C. elongate and C. tquauuila are both British species, and are
mentioned in Dr. Johnston's work on the Corallines and also by
Dr. Harvey.

2. Jania. Frond filiform, articulated, dichotomous, branch..!,
coated with a calcareous deposit. Fructification urn-shaped. Ceruiuiiliu

formed of the axillary articulation of the uppermost branches (u

two-homed), pierced at the apex by a minute pore, and containing a
tuft of erect pyriform transversely parted tetraspores. Named from
Janira, one of the ftereide*.

J. rulxru U found on all part* of the British coast on the smaller

Alyir between tide marks. The articulations of the princi|l branches
and ramuli are cylindrical, about four times as long as broad. The
frond* are from half au inch to two inches high, denxely tufted,

dichotomous, many times forked, fastigiate ;
branches either erect or

spreading gradually, tapering upwards. Articulation* cylindrical in
all parts of the frond, without prominent angles ; those near the base

very short, the upper one* gradually longer. Ceramidia subterminal,
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urn-shaped with long horns, formed of two to four articulations.
Colour a pale red with a purplish shade when quite fresh.

/. corniculata, is also found on the southern shores of England and
Ireland, and in Jersey.

Sub-order 2. NuUipor&x.
3. Melobesia. Frond attached or free, either flattened, orbicular,

ninuated or irregularly lobed, or cylindrical and branched (never arti-

culated), coated with a calcareous deposit; fructification conical,
sessile. Ceramidia scattered over the surface of the frond, and con-

taining a tuft of transversely-parted oblong tetraspores. The genus
is named from one of the sea nymphs of Uesiod.
M. polymorpha is found attached to rocks, thick, stony, incruating,

or rising into short clumsy branches, which are seldom much divided,
and often merely rudimentary. Much is yet to be done in working
out the species of this genus.
M. jiu.itu.lata is the largest and most developed of the parasitic

section of the genus. It is found on Phyllophora rubmt, C/tondrus

crigpta, &c. It is thick, of a dull purple or green colour, oblong or lobed,

incruating, smooth. Ceramidia numerous, large, rather prominent, and
conical Dr. Johnston refers this species to Coralliaa officinal.
This plant, he says, appears first in the guise of a circular calcareous

patch of a purplish colour, and in this state is common on almost

every object that grows between tide-marks. When developing on
the leaves of Zostera, or in other unfavourable sites, these patches are

usually pulverulent and ill-coloured, green or white, and never
become large ; but in suitable situations they continue enlarging in

concentric circles, each marked with a pale zone until they ultimately
cover a space of several inches in diameter. The resemblance which
in this condition the crust has to some crustaceous fungi, more espe-
cially t.) Pi,ly,,r,rns renicolor, is remarkably exact ; and neither is it

less variable than the fungus in its growth, the variations depending
on the nature of the site from which it grows. If this is smooth and
even, the folliaceous coralline is entirely adnate and also even

;
but if

the surface of the site is uneven or knobbed, the coralline assumes the
same character. If it grows from the edge of a rock, or the frond of
a narrow sea-weed, or from a branch of the perfect coralline, the
basal lamina; spread beyond in overlapping imbrications of consider-
able neatness and beauty ; they are semicircular, wavy, either smooth
or studded with scattered granules, and these granules (ceramidia)
may be either solid or perforated on the top. Such states of the
coralline have been described as Afillepora lichenoidti, while its

earlier states constitute Lamoroux's various species of Melobetia.
4. Hildenbrcmdtia. The frond cartilagineo-membranaceous (not

utony), crustaceous, suborbicular, adhering by its lower surface
;

composed of very slender closely-packed vertical filaments
; concep-

tacles immersed in the frond, orbicular, depressed, pierced by a hole,
and containing tetraspores and paraphyses at the base of the cavity.

//. rubra is found on smooth stones and pebbles between tide-marks
and in deep water. It is very common, and forms a thin membra-
nous crust, at first orbicular, and spreading concentrically, at last

liir in form, following the sinuosities of the body to which it

may be attached. Viewed under the microscope, a small portion
shows minute cells lying in a clear jelly. When in fruit, the surface
is pitted with disc-like depressions, pierced by a hole which commu-
nicates with a chamber in which the spores lie. The colour is

variable
;
now a bright, now a dull red.

Sub-order 3. (?) Lithocystett.

Li'/iocyilit. Plant calcareous; consisting of a single plane of

cellules, which are disposed in radiating dichotomous series, forming
mi uppresBed flabclliforrn frond. Named from a stone in the bUdder,
because the cells have stony coats.

5. L. A Umtmni is parasitical on Chrysymenia clarellota from an oyster
bed at Malahide, Dublin, by Professor Allraann. It forms minute dot-

like patches of a whitish colour on the fronds of the Chrysymenia.
Kat.-h dot uoiiBists of one or several fan-shaped fronds composed of

quadrate cells disposed in dichotomous series. Tho plant U brittle,

colourleiiri, antl effervesces in acid.

(Harvey, Britith Alija.)
CORALLINES. [COKAT.LINACE.E.]
CORALLIUM. [POLYPIFERA.]
CORALLOKHI'ZA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

/"(f. and to the tribe Dfulaxidece. It has a converging perianth ;

the lijiK with two prominent longitudinal ridges at the base ; 3-lobed,
the lateral lobes small, the middle lobe large, slightly emarginate ; the

spur abort or obsolete; the stigma triangular ;
the riwtellum obsolete,

but with a large globose appendage ; the anthers terminal, 2-celled,

O|MTIH '

iely ;
the column elongated; the germeu slightly

stalked, straight.
C. innnta, has the spur obsolete or wanting. It has thick fleshy

roots with much branched fibres. The flowers are seated on a spike,
and arc of a yellowish colour. It is found in Great Britain in moun-
tainous woods, but is a rare plant. There are several American syecitia.

They are exceedingly difficult of cultivation.

fiiKALWOKT. [DENTARIA.]
rolilil'LA, a genus of Marine MnUuica, belonging to the Lamelli-

The shell is suborbicular or oval, tumid or depressed,
JAT. Hi.-,r. Id V. VOL. 11.

very inequivalve, slightly inequilateral, rounded anteriorly, more or
less truncated posteriorly ;

beaks prominent ;
surface of the valves

more or less furrowed or transversely striated, covered with an epi-
dermis. Hinge composed of a recurved primary tooth in one or both

valves, with corresponding socket and ligamental pit beside it. Liga-
ment small, interior. Muscular impressions slightly marked, united

by a pallial one with a very slight sinus. The animal is short, with

very short united siphonal tubes. Orifices fimbriated. Mouth closed,

except in front, where there is an opening for a bony narrow thick
foot of considerable dimensions. Anal siphon with a conspicuous
tubular membrane. Labial tentacles slender.

This genus was once abundant in the European seas, especially

during the early part of the Tertiary epoch. Only a few species now
exist. It has more species in the tropical seas of the present day.

C. nucleus is one of the most common species in the seas around the
British Islands. Whilst very frequently found in the dredges, it is

seldom washed on shore or found in shallow waters. It is about half

an inch in length and about one-fourth less in breadth.
This genus belongs to De Blainville's family Pyloridea, which

embraces Solen, Panopea, Mya, and other allied species. [PYLORIDEA.]
CORCHORUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Tiliacece. The leaves of C. oliiorius are used in Egypt as a pot-herb.

Fishing-lines and nets, ricie bags, and a coarse kind of linen called tat,

are made in India of the fibres of C. capsuJaris.
CORDIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Oordiacete.

It has a tubular calyx, 4-5-toothed. Corolla funnel shaped or cam-

panulate, with a flat 5-7-cleft limb, and a hairy or naked throat.

Stamens 5, short, inserted in the throat of the corolla. Style pro-

truding, bifid, with 4 stigmas. Ovary 3-4-celled. Drupe containing
1 stone with 1 or 3 cells, two of which are usually abortive.

C. latifolia is a native of Hindustan. It has numerous spreading and

drooping branches
;
the young shoots angular and smooth. The general

height of trees ten or twelve years old about 20 feet. Leaves alternate,

petioled, round, cordate, and ovate, often slightly repand ; 3-nerved
;

of a hard texture, smooth above, scabrous and pale underneath
;
from

3 to 7 or even 8 inches long, and rather less in breadth. Petioles

nearly rounded and smooth. Panicles short, terminal, and lateral,

roundish; the branches alternate, diverging, and one or more

frequently dichotomous. Flowers numerous, small, white. Bracts

minute, villous. Calyx villous, campanulate, leathery ;
mouth unequally

toothed. Corolla short, campanulate. Segments 5, linear-oblong ;

filaments as long as the segments of the corolla, and inserted imme-

diately under their fissures. Anthers incumbent. Ovary ovate, 4-celled,
with one ovule in each attached to the upper end of the axis. Style
short. Stigma 4-cleft

; segments long, rugose, and recurved. Drupe
oblate-spheroidal, about an inch or an inch and a quarter in diameter ;

smooth when ripe, straw-coloured, covered with a whitish bloom.
Under the name Sebesten Plums, Sebestans, or Sepistans, two sorts

of Indian fruit, have been employed as pectoral medicines, for which
their mucilaginous qualities, combined with some astriugency, have
recommended them. They are believed to have been the Persea of

Dioscorides. Linmcus has erroneously applied the name of Sebesteu
to an American species of this genus which is not known in medicine.

C. Myxa is a native of many parts of India, Persia, Arabia, and Egypt.
The trunk is generally crooked, from 8 to 12 feet high, and as thick

or thicker than a man's body. The bark gray, cracked in various

directions. Branches numerous, spreading, and bent in every possible

direction, forming a dense shady head. The flowers are numerous,
white, small

;
a very large proportion of them are sterile, and they

always want the style. The drupe is globular, smooth, the size of a

cherry, sitting in the enlarged calyx ;
when ripe, yellow ;

the pulp is

almost transparent, very tough, and viscid. The smell of the nut

when cut ia heavy and disagreeable ;
the taste of the kernels like that

of filberts. It is the true Sebesten of the European Materia Medica.

The fruits, according to Roxburgh, are not used in the Circars

medicinally, but when ripe are eaten by the natives, and also most

greedily by several sorts of birds, being of a sweetish taste. Tho
wood is soft, and of little use except for fuel. It is reckoned one of

the best kinds for kindling fire by friction, and is thought to have

furnished the wood from which the Egyptians constructed their

mummy cases. The wood is said by Dr. Royle to be accounted a

mild tonic.

C. Geraacanthu is a native of the West Indies in woods, and of

Mexico, near Acapulco. It has ovate oblong leaves, acute, quite

entire, glabrous ; racemes terminal, aggregate ;
flowers verticillate,

sessile ; calyx 10-furrowed, 10-striped, downy ; limb of corolla 5-cleft ;

throat villous; stamens the length of the corolla. This is esteemed one

of the best timber-trees in Jamaica, of which it is a native. The wood is

of a dark brown colour, and gently striped ;
it is tough and elastic, of

a fine gram, and easily worked. It is called Spanish Elm or Prince

Wood by the English, and Bois de Chypre by the French.

C. Rnmphii has brown wood beautifully veined with black, and

smelling of musk.
There are above 100 species of this genus.

(Lindley, Flora Medica.)
CORDIA'CE^E, a small natural order of Monopetalous Exogens,

with a shrubby or arborescent habit, a gyrate inflorescence, and a

drupaceous fruit. The leaves are alternate, usually covered with aspe-
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.lAM'KTM, agrnu.of PlanU belonging to the natural order

t'mfU,/,r,T. It ha* 5 acute calyx teeth, unequal and permanent ; petals

oborat*. anarfinato, with an indexed segment, the exterior radiating
and biftd. Fruit globose, with 10 rib* scarcely separating. Half

fruit*, with 5 primary depraved wavy ridge*, and 4 secondary one*

<b**ida* UM marginal.) more prominent and keeled. Channels with-

oat ritt; oonmimre with 2 vitt*. Seed hollowed out in front

with * IOOM skin. The specie* are smooth herb*. Leave* multifid ;

mtisl* with 1 or 1 ray*. Involucre none ; involuceU about S-leaved,
: ...i

C
1
. taitnm { found in the corn-fields of Tartary, the Levant, Greece,

Italy, and the south of Europe. It is not really wild in England.
The root is tapering, the

. ^>^ *tem erect, 12 or 18 inches

high, more or less branch-

ed, leafy, round, striated.

^^^^MV The lower leaves are pin-^W^ nate on longish slender

talk*, their leaflet* wedge-
shaped or fan-shaped, and

acutely notched
; upper

leaves multifid in fine

lineal segments. The
flowers are white, often of

a rvddish tint. The fruit

pale brown, somewhat
coriaceous, spherical, 1 ^
line* in diameter ; all the

ridge* indistinctly shown
on account of their slight

elevation; the vittoo of
the commissure short, lu-

nate, just visible without
dissection. The fruit in

carminative and aromatic.
Cnllen oon*Hd it more powerfully corrective of the odour and taste
of senna than any other aromatic. (Lindley,

' Flora Medica.')
Coriander fruit, or seed* a* they are incorrectly called, are used in

*wsslniaU, in certain stomachic liqueur*, and in some countries in

cookery : they are little esteemed in England.
CORIAKIA'CE-E, a very (mail natural order of Oynobaaic Poly-

I. a portion of a* umbel, IB fruit ; I, a fruit

J, a tnuMvtn* section of the tame.

Itt

Uavea, 10

It. kraH, la* aalWr. not rtt vllbl* ; 1, the auM with tht
i , ami. sexto* of Ih. evarr; 4,aMl ; 4, vertical

PlanU. with opposite or alternate exstipulate
with an hypogjmotu inaertion, and 6 distinct

ovariea, with distinct spreading stigmas. The two genera, of which
alone the order oonauU, are nearly allied to Kutaeetr, but their leave*
are not dotted. The only plant that give* the on I. rcat i*

Coriaria myrlifolia, a shrub inhabiting the south of Europe, and
employed by dyer* for staining black. Its fruit U succulent, and said
to be poisonous.
CORIOCELLA. [CHIIIJIOBIIAHCHIATA.]
CORK, botanioally considered, i* a soft and elastic layer of bark

which become* remarkably developed in the kind of oak inhabiting
Spain and Portugal [QuERcvs ; BARK.] This lubstance is deve-

loped in other plant*, but in none in so laive quantity aa in the

(jHrn-ut .Snoer. AH soon a* the bark dies it cease* to grow, and HM-II,

funding as it is pressed upon from within, it falls off in flake*
whirli correspond to the layers that are funned annually. The*e
flake* are the layers of cork which the Spaniards collect under ii..-

name of the outer bark, while the inner living bark is or rather nli. .\il.l

be
pared.

We are told however by Captain S. Cook that the

Spaniards have been iu the habit of stripping off the inner bark also,

although it is of no value except for tanning, and although it* removal
destroy* the tree*. The same intelligent observer state* that the
cork-tree occurs in Spain throughout the whole extent of the Tierra
Caliento, but i* most abundant in Catalonia and Valencia, whence the
principal export* have been made. Cork appears to be a corruption
of the Latin word '

cortex.' For the use* of Cork in the art* see COEK
in ARTS AND Sc. Div.

CORK, MOUNTAIN. [AsBESTt-s.]
COKK-TKKK. |Qri:
CORK-WING. [CRENiLABRca.]
CORKLINO. [CRENtLABRDaJ
CORMORANT. [PELECAJIID.*.]
CORN-MARIGOLD. [CHRYSANTHEMUM.]
CORN-SALAD. [VALKRIAXKLUA.]
CORNA'CE^B, a small natural order of Polypetalous Exogenous

Plants. They consist principally of shrubs, very rarely of herbaceous

plants. They have opposite strongly-veined leaves without stipules; an
inferior ovary, in each of whose cells is one pendulous ovule

;
4 val-

vate petals ; 4 stamens alternating with them
; and a drupaceous fruit

with two cells
; the embryo lies in some fleshy albui

Cornel-Tree (Ctrrnwt mo*).

1, an fipandrtl flower, with the petaln and aUmons
; 2, an orary cut through

vertically, allowing a cup-like dim unrounding the baie of the >tyle, and the

praduloui ovulr* ; 8, fruit cut 10 an to nhow the stone
; 4, a vertical section

of the tonr, exhibiting the embryo and albumen.

Many of the species arc cultivate! in I jir.ipean gardens, especially
Cornui mat, the Cornel-Tree; C. alba, C. mnyuinra, and C. frrieea,
called Dogwood; together with Benthamia fragifera. They are
valued either for their bright-red shoot*, which in the winter are
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highly ornamental, or for their richly-coloured fruit. Benthamia

fragifera in particular has its drupes collected in roundish strawberry-
like heads, which have a beautiful effect in the south-west of England,
where it has been several years introduced from the Himalaya Moun-
tains. The bracts of some species of this order are very large, and
resemble petals, and being white they are a gay substitute for the
flowers themselves, which are small and inconspicuous. This is

particularly the case with Cornus herbacea, C. Jiorida, and Benthamia

fragifera. Medicinally, Comaceous plants are of great importance.
The American physicians estee-n the bark of Cornus Jiorida and
C. tericca equal to Cinchona as a febrifuge.

Formerly the Cornus mat used to be cultivated in gardens for the

sake of its fruit, which were called Cornelian Cherries. It is a deci-

duous tree, with clusters of small starry yellow flowers, appearing in

the spring before the leaves. The leaves are ovate-lanceolate, acute,

wavy, and of a dull grayish-green. The fruit consists of oblong
drupes of a red or occasionally a yellow colour

; they are excessively
austere before ripe, but eventually blet like medlars, and then
become eatable.

This order is allied to Umbelliferos and Hamamdidacea. There
are 9 genera and above 40 species.

CORNBRASH, a thin calcareous member of the Oolitic Formations.
It constitutes the uppermost baud of the Bath Oolitic Formation,
and is extremely rich in Echinodermala and Conckifera, but somewhat

remarkably deficient in Belemnittt.

CORNCRAKE. [RALLID.E.]
CORNEA. [EYE.]
CORNEL-TREE. [CoRjtus.]
CORNELIAN, or CARNELIAN. [AGATE.]
CORNELIAN CHERRY. [CORXACB&]
CORNISH CHOUGH. [CORVID*.]
CORNISH DAW. [CORVID*.]
CORNSTONE. The peculiar Limestone, often mottled in colour,

of the Old Red-Sandstone of Hereford, Salop, and South Wales, receives

this title. (Murchison, Silurian System.)
CORNU AMMONIS. [AMMONITES.]
CORNULITES, an obscurely characterised genus (of Polypiaria ?),

which occurs in the Silurian Limestones and Sandstones very fre-

quently, as at Dudley, Usk, Marloea Bay, Ac. (Murchison, Silurian

Syitem, pi. 26, f. 5.)

CORNUS, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order Cornacea.
It has a calyx with a very small 4-toothed limb ; with 4 oblong
sessile petals ;

6 stamens
;

1 style ; a baccate drupe marked with
traces of a calyx ;

the stone 2-celled, rarely 3-celled ; the seeds

solitary, pendulous ; the albumen fleshy ; the radicle of the embryo
shorter than the cotyledons. The species are trees, shrubs, or low

herbs, with opposite leaves, and white flowers, sometimes yellowish.
C. languintu, Dog-Wood, Wild Cornel-Tree, has arborescent straight

branches
;
ovate cuspidate leaves, green on both sides ; the cymes

flat, without an involucre. This plant is a shrub, leaching a height
of 5 or 6 feet. Its branches are of a reddish colour. It is a native of

Ore-it Britain, in hedges and thickets. It also inhabits North America,
in Canada and the State of New York

;
but was probably introduced

there. It has a dark purple fruit, which is very bitter. Matthiolus

says that it contains an oil, which is sometimes expressed, and is used
for lamps. The wood is used for making charcoal, from which gun-
powder is made. The fruits are sometimes mistaken for those of

buckthorn, but do not possess the active properties of that plant.
The wood is also used for making skewers for butchers. It is called in

the country Female Cornel, Prick-Wood, Dogberry-Tree, Hound's-

Trt-e, Oaten, and Oaten-Tree.
C. luecica, Dwarf Cornel, has herbaceous stems, the leaves all oppo-

site, sessile, ovate ; the nerves separate almost to the base ; the
flowers umbellate, shorter than the 4-leaved petaloid involucre. It is

found in high mountain pastures in England and Scotland. It is not
so large a plant as the last, and has purple flowers with yellow
stamens. The berries are red and sweetish, and are supposed by the

Highlanders to create an appetite, of which their name for them,
'

Lus-a-Chrasis,' is expressive.
C. Jiorida has shining branches, ovate acuminated leaves, pale

beneath, beset with adpressed hairs ; the flowers umbellate ; the leaves
of involucre large, roundish, retuse, the drupes ovate. It is a native
of moist forests in the United States, especially on the borders of

swamps. Thu bark of this tree is a powerful tonic, astringent, and

antiseptic, resembling Cinchona in its action on the system, and much
valued by American physicians. The young branches stripped of
their bark, when rubbed against the teeth, render them extremely
white. The bark of the roots yields a colouring-matter which dyes
cloth scarlet.

C'. icricea, Silky Dogwood, has spreading branches
; woolly branch-

lets
;
ovate acuminate leaves, clothed with rusty pubescence beneath

;

the corymbs depressed, woolly ;
the nucleus compressed. It is a

native of North America, in moist woods. It has the same properties
as the last upvcies, and is used for the cure of intermittent fevers. It

is probable that these plants contain an alkaloid identical with quinine,
but it has not yet been separated.

V. mat, Male Cornel, Cornelian Cherry, has smoothish branches
;

leaves oval, acuminate, rather pubescent on both surfaces ; flowers

rising before the leaves; the umbels about equal in length to the 4-

leaved involucre
; the fruit elliptic. It is a native throughout the

continent of Europe, but is not found in Great Britain. It has yellow
flowers, which are succeeded by an elliptical fruit of a bright shining
scarlet colour, of the size and form of a small acorn. This plant was
formerly cultivated for the sake of its fruit, but it is very inferior to

many others that can be more easily produced, so that it is not now
often used. The fruit is called Corbet by the Turks, and is used

by them in the manufacture of sherbet. The wood is very durable.
The species of Cornus form good plants for shrubberries, and many

of them will grow under the drip of trees, and in spots where other

plants will not thrive. They may be propagated by cuttings, layers,
or suckers.

(Don, DiMamydeous Plants ; Lindley, Flora Medica ; Babington,
Manual of British Botany.)
COROLLA, the name given by botanists to the innermost of the

envelopes of which the flower is composed. Like the Calyx [CALYX]
it is formed of leaves changed from the ordinary state of those parts
in consequence of an alteration in the office they have to perform, but
liable to resume the state of common leaves if exposed to the effect of

any disturbing cause. The corolla is usually thin, delicate, perish-
able, and both larger and more richly coloured than the calyx ; hence
the older botanists considered those qualities proper to the corolla,
and applied the term to all cases in which they existed. But it is now
known that the calyx is frequently in the same state, and hence the

only distinction that is now made between calyx and corolla is to
consider everything calyx which forms the exterior of two or more
rows of floral envelopes, everything corolla that belongs to the inner

rows, and when there is only one row, to refer that to the calyx,
whatever the colour or texture of it may be.

There is little doubt that when a calyx is green and leafy its busi-
ness is principally to protect the corolla ; and that a corolla when
large, thin, and brightly coloured, is intended to exercise some special
influence upon the fertilising organs of the flower ; for while the

respiratory action of the calyx when green is not distinguishable from
that of common leaves, the corolla differs most essentially in the want
of all power of decomposing carbonic acid

;
it absorbs oxygen from

the air, but does not part with it again in a pure stat : on the con-

trary, it combines it with its carbon, and throws off the carbonic acid
thus formed. But although there is this difference between the calyx
and corolla in ordinary cases, the functions of the corolla are per-
formed by the calyx when it has the appearance of a corolla, and
vice vend. The peculiar functions of these parts are therefore

performed indifferently by the one or the other according to their

structure.

The leaves of which a corolla is composed are called Petals ; and
the endless varieties of its form and structure depend principally

upon the different manner in which those parts are united, or upon
the proportions they bear to each other. A Monopetalous Corolla, for

instance, is composed of several petals joined more or less together by
their edges ; Cauipauulate Corollas originate from petals without a
claw or unguis ;

Tubular Corollas from unguiculate petals. In a

regular monopetalous corolla all the petals are of equal size, and are
united in the same degree ;

in an irregular monopetalous corolla, the

petals are unequal in size, and perhaps unequally united.

The corolla is generally the part of the flower in which grotesque
forms are most frequently met with

; such as horns or spurs project-
ing from the base

;
or a cowled figure, or dark hairy appearances

resembling the bodies of insects, as in the Bee-Larkspur, various orchi-

daceous plants, &c. The cause of these singular forms is entirely
unknown

; they appear to be specific cases of which no explanation
can be given. [FLOWER.]
COROLLIFLOR^E, a subdivision of the class of Exogenous or

Dicotyledonous Plants. It embraces those orders in which the petals
are united and the stamens are attached to those organs.
CORONARII. [AMMONITES.]
CORONILLA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Legu-

minoscf. It has a campanulate calyx, short, 5-toothed, the superior
teeth approximated and nearly united. Claws of the petals distinctly

longer than the calyx ;
keel acute. Stamens diadelphous. Legume

tapering, slender, finally separating into oblong 1-seeded joints. Seeds
ovate or cylindrical. The species are shrubs or herbaceous plants.
Leaves unequally pennated. Peduncles axillary, bearing an umbel
of stalked flowers.

C. Emerui is common all over the South of Europe. It is known
by the name of Scorpion Senna, and its leaves are cathartic like those

of true Senna, but less so. It is a small bush. Branches deep
green, strongly furrowed, quite smooth. Leaflets 2-3 pairs, obovate,
retuse or obtuse, when young very downy ; stipules ovate, acute, very
much shorter than the first joint of the petiole. Peduncles axillary,

2-3-flowered, slender, erect, as long as the leaves. Calyx slightly

downy, only half the length of the claws of the petals. Corolla deep
bright yellow. Legume a long while before its joints drop in pieces.

C. varia is an herbaceous plant, with distinct lanceolate petals ; the
leaflets 9-13, oblong, elliptic, mucronate, the lower ones approaching
the stem; the umbels 18-20-flowered; the legumes angular, very long,

straight. It inhabits meadows and waste places in the south of

Europe and in the Crimea. The leaves have a diuretic action on the
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r to sand under a band-gbs*, and may be turned out into the

hordsr to spring, when they will flower all summer. Many of

UMCB are well adapted for rock-work, but are apt to be killed during

(I too. DieUimmleOiU Plant* ; London, Kneyelojxtdia of Plant*,;

I.indlrv, Flora Mnlifa.)
i;\ci.A. [Ciaunnu.]

< < >):< >|-H I CM. a genus of Animal* belonging to the clan* Cnutatfti

and the family Gmmmrintr. With the whole of the family, it is

isssntlilii for the length of Ha antenna?. It ha* no claws. One of

tks niseis*. Confer grompa of Linnvus, Gammon* longicornit of

Kahriciua, Cnunw nlulalor of Pallas, is well known on the coast of

La KocheDe for ite habit of burrowing in the sand. They live prin-

cipally upon the annelids, which inhabit the sand, and are remarkable
for assembling fa great numbers around their

prey,
and destroying it

although it may be twenty time* a* Urge a* themselves. They also

attack ashes, moliutcm, and the dead bodies of other animal*.

CORREA, a grans of Plants belonging to the natural order

*Ww, of which one of the specie*, C. 0/60, is used by the settlers in

Australia as a substitute for tea. (Landley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
CORRIOI'OLA (diminutive of corriyia, a shoe-string), a genus of

Plant* belonging to the natural order I'aronychietr. It has 5 sepal*

lis^ttly cohering at the base; 6 petal* equalling the sepal* ;
5 stamens

;

3 eassUs stigmas ; a 1 -seeded indehuoent fruit; the seed suspended
by ite cord, wnich arise* from the base of the capsule ; the petal, as

toe sspml, inserted upon an obscurely perigynou* ring at the bottom
of the calyx. The specie* are procumbent glaucous herbs, with
alternate stipulate leaves.

-oralu. Strap-Wort, ha* the (tern leafy on the part only which
bear* the flower*. It i* the only British species of the genus. It is

found oa sandy shores in England, but it is not an abundant plant.
There are three or four other speciea described, native* of America
and Africa.

(Babmgton, Manual of Rrititk Botany.)
N- MOSS. [PLOCARIA.]

'

icUNDUM. Several lubstsnoes differing considerably in colour,
awl snnistiinM to form, but nearly agreeing in composition, are classed

together under the name of Corundum, which i* that given to the
i variety by the natives of India.

, of which there are several varieties, the names of which
lent chiefly upon their colour : the H'hile Sapphire, which

is transparent or translucent; the Oriental Sapphire, which i* blue;
oriental Jsisrtsrf, which i* purple ; the Oriental Topaz, yellow ; the
(trimlfl fmnmlil, green ; and some other varieties occur, a* the Cha-
1~* sad the itpalnml Sappkire. The Sapphire occur* in rolled
BM* and crystallised, and the primary form of this and every variety

of crystallised Corundum i* a (lightly acute rhomboid, presenting a

great variety of secondary form*
; H usually occur* in the form of

-sided prisms variously terminated. Ite ipecific gravity is 3-975 to
K.I. it | doubtsdouble refraction, and i* inferior in hardness only

Alone before the blow-pipe it suffers no change ;

a colourle** glass. In

parallel with the face*

vrry brilliant surface
; the

The fineat are found in Ceylon. Accord-
of

. 6-25
Oxideoflron ...... 1-98-25

Aoonrding bowwer o Dr. Thomas Muir, this subetunoe i* pure
alnmtoa. omUiaiag no rilica but what i. abraded from tho mortar;
and tU. b tike vWw adopted by modern mlneralogist .

A4f. Coloor blood red or row-red, sometimes a Ungo of violet
;

primary form a* above, and groerally occur* in (tsided prisms. It i*
ot hard a. the Sapphire, and I. more readflvcl-ved. Like the

The large** oriental rubySapphire, It

the Sapphire, and
of pure alumina.

more readflvcl-ved. Like the
t conataU of pure alumina. " The large** oriental rubyb~t fr" China to Prince Oargarin, governor of Siberia;H afterwards pane farto UMBBMIUJMI of Prince Menailkoff, and

now a jewel in the Imperial Crown of Rusaia." Dana.
' "" TllriH3r UTO<ulJP oa"'d

,

(Dana.)

; it p
*

reat variety of colour,

but is ni'-' i..... Hiinnly greonwli r grayish : occattionally brown or red,

rarely blue. Although its most common form U the 6-*i<lotl
i

it oocnre, though rarely, also in acute and obtuse double 6-*idod

pyramid*. On account of it* extn'in< li .-inlnnvi it received th>-

uf Adamantine Spar. It occur* in China, Bengal, Malabar, Tibet, tlio

Carnatio, Ac. Hi* used in the Kast Indies for cutting and polishing

preciou* stones, and also granite and other hard rooks that are em-

ployed in the temple* and other public monument*. According to

Cbenevix, the Carnatic Corundum contains silica, but this doe* not

appear to be constant

Emery. This substance which, when reduced to powder, is much
used for polishing hard bodies, though very different in appearance
from the preceding, is, on account of ite hardueas and an

regarded as Amorphous Corundum. Ite colour in usually gn.
lustre i* somewhat glistening. Ite specific gravity is about 3*66

to 4
;

it occur* massive, and is granular. It is principally imported
from the inland of Nazoe in the Grecian Archipelago, and was found

by Mr. Smithson Tennant to consi*t of

Alumina . . . . . .86
Silica ........ 3

Oxide of Irou ..... . . 4

93
It occurs also in Italy, Spnm, nn<l i 'axmiy ; and it i mud, in small

<lii:uititieH, nUo in Wicklow, Ireland.
iii l;\ I H.-E, Crows, a fnmily of Birds belonging to tlif il

Coninalra. The bill is strong, slightly ciiltrinwtnil, or more or lem

compressed ; the gape or commissure straight. The nostrils are

covered with stiff bristle-like feather* directed forwards.
" The A'ucifraga, Briss., our British Nutcracker," Bay* Mr. Vigors,

in his paper
' On the Natural Affinities that connect the Orders anil

Families of Birds,' in
' Linn. Trans.,'

"
closely resembling the pre-

ceding groups (Ham. Slurnitltr) in the form of ite bill, in conjunction
with liarila, Cuv., introduces us into the family of Consider. From
that genus we may trace a line of affinities, through some inter.

forms, to the Jays and Hollers, Garrultu, Briss., and Coracia*, Linn.,
until we arrive at the Corrtu of Linnaeus, "which again branches out
into several groups closely allied to each other, but differing consider-

ably in the structure of the bill. Hence we proceed by means of

Glaucopit, Forst, to some genera, among which we may particularise
J'tilonor/iifnchiu, KuhL, Orypririna, Vi.-ill., Kulabet, Cuv., and Fregiita,

Cuv., which, in the metallic lustre of their plumage and the velvet-

like process that in some species ornaments the face, indicate our

approach to the Birds of Paradise. The lost-mentioned genus, Frt-

yilui, in particular, by ite curved and slender bill, brings us imme-

diately into this group, the Paraditea, Linn., which, in conjunction
with the Epimachut of M. Cuvier, terminates the family of Corrulir.

Here we shall probably find the passage from the present to the

succeeding family. The f.'iilmarfiui, more united in its front toes

than the Corrulit in general, holds a middle station in respect to that
character between the two groups ; while in the length and curvature
of ite bill it approaches, in conjunction with many of the Para<li*ir,
to some of the extreme species of the Hutrridtr, among which the
Baterot natuiut of Latham may be instanced." Mr. Vigors, in a note,

say* that he speaks with considerable hesitation as to the situation Of

Epimackiu, which bears too strong a resemblance to the Promerojtt
of M. Brisson, a group feeding on vegetable juices, with an extfnxilii

tongue, to permit him to separate it without some expression of
doubt.

Mr. Swainson, in
' Fauna Boreali-Americana,' vol. ii., thus writes on

the Corrida: "There are some singular and highly interesting
peculiarities exclusively belonging to groups pre-eminently typifil,
which demand the deepest attention of the philosophic naturalist.

One of the most striking of these is the great difference between
those forms which belong to perfect and natural genera, strictly so

termed. We might cite the restricted genera, Tanagra, Caihmor-

hynrhui (C'atmarhynfhoi), and Cuccothrauttrt, as remarkable example*
of this fact, and as groups which would repay the most minute

anslynin. This peculiarity sometime* extend* to higher groups ;
imd

in the present family, the most pre-eminently typical in the whole
circle of ornithology, it is more striking than in any other. It i*

perhaps to this circumstance that we must attribute the very imper-
fect manner in which the internal relations of the Corrida; have been

illustrated, and the artificial distribution that has been made of the

groups it contains. Our space indeed will not permit us at present to

throw much light upon the subject, further than what may be gained
by studying the following table of sub-families :

Analogies.

COKIROBTBH.

DEXTIROBTIUB.

ScAjcsoniw.

TKHDIRIMTRH
l-'i .;. . Mm,

1. Typical Group.

( Wings lengthened, obliquely pointed ;
1 ,, . .

) lateral toes equal.
'

2. Sub-Typical Group.
/Wings shorter, rounded, convex

;
1

i lateral toe. unequal

8. Aberrant Group.

{Bill

short, entire, light ;
feet short.

"|
Crypiirirw.

Bill slender, lengthened ; feet short. J Fregilitur.
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" A glance at the modern arrangements will show how essentially
we differ from all ornithologists who like us have attempted to eluci-

date this very intricate family. The tests however by which every
series of animals thought to be natural must be tried, will bring to

light many remarkable peculiarities which belong only to the fore-

going arrangement. Yet however confident we feel on the general

accuracy of this sketch, we are unprepared either to show in what
manner the sub-families are connected, or to refer many of the modern
genera to their natural divisions. The Jays (Garruliruf) unquestion-
ably represent the Bush-Shrikes (T/iamnophMrur) ; while the genus
Crypfirince and the short-legged Glaucopirue of M. Temminck form

part of a group typifying the Drongo-Shrikes. The slender bill of the

Pregdincf, at the opposite side of the circle, indicates the position of

the fissirostral group, corresponding to the Buceridce. But we have

many doubts on the true nature of the tenuirostral type, since it

must not oaly represent the Hang-Nest Starlings (Icterinw), but also

the Caterpillar-Catchers (Ceblepyrince), and the typical Ampelidce, or
Chatterers. Now it will strike every ornithologist who has the means
of examining the Gracula calra of authors, that notwithstanding its

general resemblance to the Chauve of Le Vaillant (' Oiseaux de

I'Ame'rique,' pi. 49), it is decidedly a Crow ; while the latter is con-

sidered by Le Vaillant as unquestionably belonging to the AmpelicUe.
We have therefore good reason to suspect the Gracula calra to be one
of the tenuirostral types of the Corrida;. In all probability it will

prove to be the sub-family type representing that tribe, although at

present we choose to omit its designation in the foregoing table."

In the following article we shall describe the genera Corrida, and

give examples of the species which illustrate them.
Carrot. Bill straight, large, compressed, and a little swollen on

the sides
;
convex and curved towards the point, its edges cutting.

Nostrils open. Fourth quill the longest. Tail even, rounded, or
rectilinear.

" The species Coma," says M. Lesson,
"

is very numerous in its

species. Birds which differ in their characters and habita from the

crows, properly so called which are the largest of the Paaera,
whose way of life is carnivorous, and their food composed of all sorts

of substances, especially carrion have been joined to the genus. The
crows possess much intelligence, are easily tamed, and become very
familiar. They are very voracious, and live in numerous bands, and
their harsh cry has been called croaking. They often commit such
havoc that a price is set on their head in some countries. They have
at all times been objects of superstition to the people. Some of the
crows are sedentary ;

others again are travellers, and migrate annually.
They moult but once a year."
The species of this genus are found in all the four quarters of the

globe.
C. Corar, the Raven. This well-known bird is the K6faf of the

Greeks
; Currut of the Latins ; Corvo, Corbo, and Corvo Grosao of

the modern Italians
;
El Cuervo of the Spaniards ; Corbeau of the

French ; Der Rabe and Der Kolkrabe of the Germans ; Korp of the
Swedes

; Raun of the Danes
; Corbie of the Scotch

; Cigfran of the
Welsh ; Kaw-kaw-gew of the Cree Indians ; and Toolloo-ak of the

Esquimaux. Sir John Richardson says that it abounds in the Fur
Countries, and visits the remotest islands of the Polar Seas. "It

frequents the Barren Grounds even in the most intense winter colds,
ito movements being directed in a great measure by those of the herds
of rein-deer, musk-oxen, and bison, which it follows, ready to assist in

devouring such as are killed by beasts of prey or by accident. No
sooner has a hunter slaughtered an animal than these birds are seen

coming from various quarters to feast on the offal
;
and considerable

numbers constantly attend the fishing stations, where they show

equal boldness and rapacity. The experienced native, when he sees
from afar a Bock of ravens wheeling in small circles, knows that a

party of hi* countrymen well provided with venison are encamped on
the pot, or that a band of wolves are preying upon the carcass of some
of the larger quadrupeds, and pushes on briskly in the certain pros-

pect of having his wants supplied. The thievish habits of a tame
raven are well known ; but it is remarkable that, inhabiting in a wild
state the most secluded and worst peopled districts of America, it

should exhibit the same disposition to carry off shining metallic
bodies and other articles totally unfit either for food or to be used in

the construction of its nest. Mr. Kendall, in crossing the height of land
which divides the waters that (low towards Hudson's Bay from those
which fall into the Arctic Sea, saw a raven flying off with something
in his claws pursued by a number of his clamourous companions.
The bird being fired at dropped the object of contention, which

proved to be the lock of a chest."

The aptitude of the raven for articulating clearly is generally
admitted. Mr. Swainson says,

" One belonging to Mr. Henslow, of
St. Albans, speaks so distinctly that when first we heard it we were

actually deceived in thinking it was a human voice : and there is

another at Chatham which has made equal proficiency ; for living in

the vicinity of a guard-house it has more than once turned out the

guard, who thought they were called by the sentinel on duty."
Sir John Richardson (' Fauna Boreali-Americana ') states that a

pied individual was killed on the south branch of the Mackenzie from
a flock of the common sort. Its neck, fore part of the back, and
part of the wings were gray ;

the rest of its plumage black.

"This," writes Dr. Latham, "is a universal species, found hotli in

the old and new continents
;
from Greenland to the Cape of Good

Hope in the one, and from Hudson's Bay to Mexico in the other. It

was also met with by our circumnavigators in the Sandwich Isles,

and at Owhyhee was held in great estimation." Its appearance is

recorded in the first and second voyage of Parry as occurring within
the Arctic Circle, and in Franklin's Journal. Several pairs were seen
at Melville Island, and Sir John Richardson gives a description of

one killed at Fort Franklin in March, 1826.

Sir James Ross (' Appendix to Sir John Ross's Second Voyage,'
p. 28), speaking of the Raven, says,

" This is one of the few birds that
are capable of braving the severity of an arctic winter, and of enduring
the scorching rays of a tropical sun without any change being pro-
duced in its plumage by the extremes of climate. Cuvier and other
authors mention that in the north it is frequently found more or less

white : we never saw anything corroborative of such an observation.

It preserves its plumage and peculiar characteristics unchanged in

every quarter of the globe."
In his 'History of British Birds,' Mr. Yarrell has gone into a

minute investigation of the structure of the larynx in the Raven, in

which he shows that its power of voice depends on the complicated
nature of the muscular apparatus with which this organ is supplied.

C. frugiltgut (Linn.), the Rook. This well-known gregarious and
familiar bird (for it seems to affect the neighbourhood of man, and
even not to be scared by the smoky atmosphere of great towns) is the

Cornacchia Nera and Cornacchione of the Italians ; Graye, Grolle,

Freux, and Frayonne of the French; Corneille Moissoneuse of Brisson ;

Schwartze Krahe of the Germans ; Roka of the Swedes
;
and Ydfrau

of the Welsh.

Tlend nnd Foot of Ilook (Corvnsfrngilegus).

Belon and Cains, the latter of whom names the Rook Spermoloyus,
tea Pnujilega, appear to be of opinion that it is the 2*tpfiok6yos of
Aristotle (' Hist. Anim.' viii. 3). It is doubtless, as Pennant observes,
the Connu of Virgil, who has happily described a flock of them

14 E pasta decedens agmine magno." (' Georg.' lib. i. v. 381.)

The Rook is spread over the greater part of Europe ; but nowhere
does it seem to be more abundant than in Great Britain and Ireland.

Wooded and cultivated districts are its favourite haunts. The
farther north the observer goes in Scotland the fewer rooks does he
see. In Orkney and Shetland there are none, nor are there any in

Guernsey and Jersey. They do not appear to be numerous in Den-

mark, nor in the southern districts of Sweden, nor in Russia and
northern Asia, though they may be seen there. In Italy the Rook is

common and permanent ;
but it appears to be migratory over a part

of the continent of Europe. In France it is also common, and the

following quatrain appears under the cut of it in the 'Portraits

d'Oyseaux :'

" Jamais Ic Frcnx nc hantc le rivagc,
Et ne He paint que de grainr'et.de.verB,
II cst oyaeaucommun, gros et[ pervers,
Qui vole en trouppe, ct crie 4 ravantape."

It occurs between the Black Sea and Caspian Sea ; and Dr. Von
Siebold and M. Burger note it among the European birds seen by
them in Japan.

Grain, and insects especially, form the food of the Rook, and there

can be- no doubt that it amply repays the, farmer for the seed which
it takes by its assiduity jn clearing his land of wire-worms and the

larveo of the Cockchafer (Mdolontha vulgarit). These last arc called



OOBVIH.K.

*"T placr*. and the Unit may be

to rathrr them up u Uie share expoees them.

their nesU.

with their weight as they sssinitiln to pick off the cock-

la their winged state. Where theae birds have been incon-

* deelrnyiil on aeoouat of the supposed damage which they

bed doeja, a total (kilur* of the crops has made the farmer glad to try

, jw~A again. The (tick-built nest contains four or five

blotched with dark greenish-brown ;
these are

nsjirflsjiss palmed upon the nndieeeraing for plovers' eggs, but are

easily distinguished from them. Not that a rook's egg is by any
Masts bad, though far inferior in every respect to the other. The

maj. i, nr~* attentive to the female whilst she is sitting, and feeds

her aeaiduooaly ; both are very industrious in supplying their young,
and the akin under the tongue may at this season be often seen

dilated into a kind of pouch by the collected food. During the

they have great squabble* among themselves about

An account of one of their battles with the herons for

on of a disputed territory is alluded to in the article

AftDJu. They frequently visit their nest-trees in the autumn on

thrfr w T to roost in some distant wood, and come to them for the

purpose of repairing their nest, and setting about the business of

incubation early in March.

The Rook is not without the power of mimicry granted BO largely

to the greater part of the true crows, is docile, capable of learning

amusing tricks, and becomes much attached to the kind hand that

|*Js it. It his been heard to imitate the note of a jackdaw
(Hewitaon) and the barking of dogs so perfectly that if the mimic

had been out of sight no ear could have discovered the deception.

(Macgillivray.)
Varieties. White, pied, and cream-coloured. "A gentleman,"
an the charming author of the '

History of Selbornc,
" had two

milk-white rook* in one nest. A booby of a carter finding them
before they were able to fly, threw them down and destroyed them,
to the regret of the owner, who would have been glad to have pre-

I such a cariosity in the rookery. I saw the birds myself nailed

against the end of a bam, and was
surprised

to find that their bills.

legs, feet, and claws were milk-white.'
1

These perhaps were perfect

JHn, and might so have continued ; but instances are not wanting
where the original light colour deepens into the usual sable with age.

Mr. Yarrell quote* Mr. Hunt, of Norwich, who states that a gentleman
of his acquaintance had in 1816 a young rook of a light ash colour

most beautifully mottled all over with black, and the quill and tail-

feather* elegantly barred ; but when the bird moulted it became a

jrt MaHr rook, and in this state was suffered to join its sable brethren

in the field*. Mr. Yarrell remarks that this agrees with his own
nlieei isliiini, and he adds that accidental varieties will generally bo
found to be comparatively small and weak bird*. As these young
birds increase in age and gain constitutional power, the secretions, he

observes, become perfect, and the plumage
assumes it* natural

colours, whilst the assumption of white feathers by old birds is

probably the effect of the convene operation of the physiological law.

(Briti* Birds.
1

)

It ha* been, and indeed still is with some, a question whether the

loss of the feathers at the base of the beak in the young rook upon
the Ant moult, is or is not a specific distinction, or merely the result

of denudation from plunging the bill into the ground in search of

prey. It must be borne in mind that some foreign birds resemble
the rook in this particular. Mr. John Blackwall's observations

Baseanrhns in Zoology') touching this matter are full of interest.

e refer* to a rook preserved in the Manchester Museum, which has

Ha mandible* onmsj near their extremities, but so slightly that the

malformation could not hare interfered materially with the mode of

Itrimiriisf food usually resorted to by rooks, as is clearly shown by
the dernded sUU of the nostrils and anterior part of the head, both

('

H

of which anc i of feathers. But he notices another
in the paeMMion of Mr. R. Wood of Manchester, which has
ibles greatly elongated and much carved. "

Now," says
BUckwall, -

it is evident that the bird poiisering a bill thus
Mid not thrust it into the ground in srarch or worms and

f faMecta, as the rook U known to do habitually ; and accord-

ingly the nlmasgs at the base of the bill of this individual, and the

briMly fsathrs which cover iu nostrils, are very conspicuous, not

having untamed the slightest injury. The opinion entertained by
many persons that the naked condition of the nostrils and anterior

part of the bead i* aa original peculiarity in the rook is thus satis-

factorily proved to be incorrect; indeed the fact that young rooks
exhibit no Jeflaieaoy ta these particulars is sufficiently conclusive on
this point; hot the possibility of aa entire species being endowed
with aa iastiaet destructive of s usual portion of iu organisation was

probably never contemplated by these observer* ; it U not surprising
therefore that the inference deduced from a partial view of the
.

.

.

_

. , .....

C. Ctmt, the Carrion-Cmw, Oor Crow, Black Crow, Corby Crow
Hoody, Bran.; the Corneille Noire of the French. It has the feather,
of the throat short, ovate-lanceolate, compact. Tail straight, (lightly

rounded. Plumage black, highly glow I, with purple reflections

above and green beneath. Young similar, but leu glossy.
It is found throughout England, and also in the north of Ireland

and Scotland. It nlao inhabits Germany, France, Spain, Provence,
and Italy. Temmiuck says it is a native of Japan.

Like the raven, the crows keep in pairs all the year, and seldom
more than two are found together, unless at a feast of carrion. Its

partiality to animal food has given it its various appellations, as well
u that of Flesh-Crow. They are dangerous enemies where sheep are.

They attack lambs and small quadrupeds, as well as the young of

birds. They also eat shell-fish on the sett-shore. In default of meat

they eat grain, potatoes, and have been known to feed on green-
walnuts. The Carrion-Crow is an early breeder, and commences
1 Hi tiding its nest in February. The female lays four or five eggs of a

palb bluish-green, spotted and speckled with two shades of ash colour
and clove-brown.

C. cornur, the Hooded or Royston Crow, Gray-Backed Crow, Gray
Crow, Dun Crow, Bunting Crow, Heedy Crow

;
Corneille Mantelee of

the French. The feathers of the throat are short, lanceolate, compact ;

tail straight, slightly rounded ; head, fore-neck, wings, and toil, black ;

the other parts ash-gray. Young with the plumage all dull black,

except a broad band of dusky round the foi e part of the body.
This bird resembles the last in its form, and in its habits is said to

tie even more mischievous. In the southern parts of England it ix

only a whiter visitant, arriving from the north early in October, and

departing again in April. In the western and northern parts of Scot-

land it remains all the year. It frequents marshes near the sea, the

banks and shores of tidal rivers, as for instance the Thames. It is

called Royston from its frequency in the neighbourhood of that town
from October to April. Like the last species, they feed on lambs,

poultry, and other animals, and when on the sea-shore partaking of

criutacea, molliuca, and fish. Mr. Selby says,
"
I have repeatedly

observed one of these birds to soar up to a considerable height in the

air, with a cockle or mussel in its bill, and then drop it upon the r:>ck

in order to obtain the included fish." The Hooded Crow often pairs
with the Carrion-Crow, and, what is singular, the produce are not

apparent hybrids, but assume either the plumage of the Hooded Crow,
or Corrion-Crow.

Pica. Bill entire, with cutting edges, straight or curved, furnished

at the base with setaceous feathers, lying forwards. Tail very long,

graduated. (Vieillot)
The Piece, Magpies, feed much in the same manner as the true

crows, build their nests in trees, advance on the ground by hopping,
are clamorous, learn to articulate words easily, and the European
species is renowned for hiding anything shining and portable that

pleases its eye. This bird also has been always on object of supersti-
tion with the vulgar.

P. caudala of Kay, Corviu Pica of LinuteuB, our common Magpie,
or 1'ianet, is, there U hardly any doubt, the Klrra of the Greeks. It

is the Pica of the Romans
; Gacza, Regazza, Putta, Picha, Gazzuola,

Gazzora, Ghiandaro, Goggio, and Gaggia Domenicono, of the Italians ;

Pie, Jaguette, Dame, and Agasse, of the French; Die Elster,
Die Aelster or Aglaster, of the Germans

;
Skade and Huus Skade of

the Danes; Skior and Tunfugl of the Norwegians; Piogen of the
Welsh

;
and Ootawa kec-oskee of the Cree Indians.

The Magpie hardly needs description, its plumage of block and
white being so characteristic and well known. It is omnivorous, and

lays six or seven oblong eggs of a yellowish-white, spotted with brown,
and cinereous : its nest, well fortified with blackthorn twigs, is a curiosity.
The female is rather less than the male, and her tail is shorter.

"This bird," says Sir John Richardson ('Fauna Boreali-Ameri-

cana'), "so common in Europe, is equally plentiful in the interior

prairie lands of America ; but it is singular that though it abounds
on the shores of Sweden and other maritime parts of the Old World,
it is very rare on the Atlantic coasts of America, or near Hudson's

Bay : only stray individuals passing to the eastward of the Mississippi
or of Lake Winipeg. Mr. Say informs us that it winters on the

Missouri, and takes its departure northwards on the 23rd of March.
It does not entirely quit the banks of the Saskatchewan c>\

winter, but is much more frvquent in summer. On comparing it

eggs with those of the European bird, they are found to be longer and
narrower; and though the colours are the same, the blotches are

larger and more diffused. The manners of the American bird are

precisely the same that we are accustomed to observe in the English
one." Mr. Swoinson adds, that he has been. able to compare English
and Arctic specimens with one from the interior of China, communi-
cated to him by Mr. Gray, and that he cannot perceive the slightest
difference whereon to build even the character of a variety, much less

of a species. The toils of the Arctic specimens, he observes, are very
beautiful. A white variety of this bird is occasionally seen.

The habits of the Magpie are very suspicious. Although seeking
the habitations of man, it is always prompted by self-interest.

"
It

is," says Montagu, "a great enemy to the husbandman atid the

preserver of game; but has cunning enough to evade their wrath.
No animal food conies amiss to their carnivorous appetite ; young
poultry, eggs, young lambs, and even weakly sheep it will attempt to

destroy by first plucking out their eyes ;
the young of hares, rabbits,

and feathered gome, share the some fate ; fish, carrion, insects, and
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fruit, lastly grain, when nothing else can be got. It is an artful noisy

bird, proclaiming aloud any apparent danger, and thereby gives
notice to its associates. Neither the fox nor other wild animal can

appear without being observed and haunted ;
even the fowler is

frequently spoiled of his sport, for all other birds seem to know the

alarming chatter of the magpie."
Everywhere this bird is marked for destruction, and were it not

for its sagacity it would certainly long since have become extinct.

This bird is common in Scotland. Although not known in Ireland

a century and half since, they are now common. This bird is very
common in Norway, where the inhabitants avoid destroying it. It

lives in Lapland, and is common in the Morea. It is also a native of

China and Japan.
There are seveVal foreign species of .Pica. They occur both in the

Old and New World.
Dendrocitta a genus founded by Mr. Gould, and comprehending

Pica vagabunda of Wagler, P. Sinemis of Hardwicke and Gray, and
a third species, which Mr. Gould believes to have been hitherto

unnoticed.
It has the bill shorter than the head, cultrated, broad at the base ;

culmen arched, sides subtumid ; nostrils basal, partly covered with

setaceous feathers. Wings moderate : fifth and sixth quills longest.
Tail elongated, cuneated, the tail-feathers spatulate. Feet (tarsi) short

and weak: toes moderate; hallux strong, with a strong incurvated

claw.

D. leucoffoitra. Black ; occupit, neck, transverse stripe at the base

of the quills, and abdomen, white ; scapulars, interscapular region

(interscapulio), and lower tail-coverts, tinged with chestnut (dilute

caataneis); two internal tail feathers ash-coloured, except at their tips.
" The shortness and comparative feebleness of the tarsi in Dt-n-

drocilla, and its more elongated tail, the feathers of which are equally

graduated, except the two middle ones, which are much longer than

the others, distinguish it from the typical Pica; the common magpie,
for example. These characters are in accordance with its habit of

wandering from tree to tree in search of its food. It is farther

di-tinguished by the form of its bill.
" All the species yet known are natives of Eastern Asia," (Gould,

'ZooL Proc.,' May 14th, 1833.)
D. vagabunda, Pica rayabunda, Wagler. Head, neck, and crest, of

a smoke colour, or blackish gray ; the back light cinnamon ; the centre

of the wings gray ; the quills black ; the tail gray, each feather being

tipped largely with black
;
under surface pale tawny ;

beak and tarsi

black. Length 164 inches; beak 1J inch; tarsi 1J inch; tail 10

inches. The species is more widely diffused than any of its congeners,

being found in considerable abundance all over India. (Gould, 'Century
of Birds from the Himalaya Mountains.')

\dv. Bill moderate, straight, with cutting edges, inclined, and
with obscure notches near the point. Tail even, sometimes rounded.

(Vieillot.)
The Jays are inhabitants of the wooded districts, and live chiefly

upon fruits, principally acorns and such vegetable productions. They
rarely come into the open country, but make great havoc in gardens
and cultivated grounds in the neighbourhood of woodlands. Their

f'.'i.l is much less varied than that of the true crows; but they may
still be styled omnivorous. Their plumage is generally gay, and even

brilliant : the beautiful speculum on the wing is a leading character.

The manners of the foreign species are analogous to those of the

foreign magpies. Those of the Common Jay and its aptness at

imitation are well known.
0. glanjariui, the Common Jay, is supposed by Belon to be

the MoAeutoKjxu/tiij of Aristotle; and we may observe, in con-

firmation of this opinion, that the editor of the last edition of

Pennant says, that the bird is very common in Greece, where it still

retains its ancient name, MoAaxoitpaixiis. Belon states it to be the

Gaza Ghiaudaia, or Ghiandara, the Gaza Verla, and the Berla, of

the Italians ;
and the Prince of Canino gives GMandaja, Pica,

Pica ghiandajii, and Pica palombina as its Italian appellations. It

is the Jay and Geai of the French, the Eichen-Hiiher (Oak-Jay),

Holtzschryer (Wood-Cryer), or Holz-Hiiher, of the Germans; and
Screen y Coed of the Welsh.
The Jay, like the Magpie, is too well known to require description.

Its beautiful colours make it one of the handsomest of our native

birds. It builds ita basket-like nest in trees or high coppice-wood and

hedges, and lays five or six eggs of a dull whitish olive, mottled very

obscurely with pale brown ; -towards the large end there are usually
two or three black lines. It is a sad enemy to gardeners. Fruits,

especially cherries, and peas are its great favourites, and it is fre-

quently taken by springes set upon the rows of peas when in bearing.
Dr. Kramer says that it will kill small birds. With regard to their

imitative powers, Bewick says,
" We have heard one imitate the sound

made by the action of a saw so exactly, that though it was on a

Sunday, we could hardly be persuaded that the person who kept it had

not a carpenter at work in the house. Another, at the approach of

cattle, had learned to hound a cur dog upon them, by whistling and

calling upon him by his name. At last, during a severe frost, the dog
wag, by that means, excited to attack a cow big with calf, when the

poor animal fell on the ice, and was much hurt ;
the jay was com-

plained of as a nuisance, and its owner was obliged to destroy it."

Dr. Latham says he has seen two varieties
;
the one pure white, the

other as in the Common Jay, but having the whole of the quills
white.

The author last quoted states that this species, though not nearly
so for spread as the magpie, exists in various parts of the continent
of Europe, and that he has observed it among drawings done in

China.

There are several foreign species, both of the New and Old World.
Mr. Gould, who figures three species in his '

Century of Birds,' well
observes that, "The close affinity which the Garrulus lanceolatus

bears to some species inhabiting the United States and Mexico is

worthy of remark, as a corroboration of the fact so often insisted on,
that similar forms of ornithology are found in countries widely
separated from each other, whose temperatures are alike." Indeed,
the last-mentioned bird immediately reminds the observer of the
Blue Jay (Garrulus cristatui) of America, while Garndus bispecularis
recalls the common jay to his recollection.

Pica/hartea a genus founded by M. Lesson, who takes for the type
the Pie Chauve (Corvus yymnoccphalus of Temminck).

It has the bill convex, not very robust, the upper inaudible higher
than the lower

;
the latter a little swollen towards its extremity ;

the

base entirely without hairs, and furnished with a cere. Nostrils

placed on the middle of the bill, oval, open, hollowed into an oblong
excavation. Head entirely naked. Feet (tarsi) long, but little

scutellated in front, naked behind; claws feeble; wings rounded,
short. Tail long, graduated. (Lesson.)

" The form of this singular bird," says M. Temminck,
" the cut of

its wings, and its long conical and very graduated tail, serve me as

indicia to judge by analogy of what country it may be a native, its

locality being unknown. In fact, on comparing our new species with
the Piapic of Le Vaillant (Cornts Seneyalensi), one is inclined, from
the marked analogy, to conclude Africa to be its country. Some data,
which it is nevertheless not prudent to trust, lead me to believe that
the only individual known, which is in the collection of Mr. Lead-
beater of London, was brought from the English possessions on the
coast of Guinea."

"
Proportions (taille) a little stronger, tarsi much longer, and a tail

less in proportion distinguish our bird from the Piapic. The head in

certain points offers some resemblance to that of the Qractda calva of

the Philippines, and this approximation is so strong that it would

produce doubts as to its African origin, if it did not bear a greater
resemblance in its general contour to the Piapic of Africa. In fine,

if this bird is not African, it can only be a native of the Philippine
Islands."

Picathartn gijmnocefhuhis.

Upon this passage M. Lesson remarks, that he does not find the

least analogy between the figure of the Eulum., 538, which is the

Corvia Senegalemis, and the Pie Chauve, which more resembles a
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T'., , I in 1L Temminck's last sentence M.

nmucV. description of the species: "The
tbftrtaa

The followinc i. Temminck-,
naked Mite of the head offer a particular character. The whole of

tb. aodHory natas U completely destitute of feather, and Ten of

bun. A null border, or rudiment of membrane, forms, below the

fttM of the mr. a eort of external conch*, but little apparent, it U
true, in the itufbd spenimen. but the extent of which must be remark-

able in the bring bird. All this part of the organ of bearing, a*

wW) t* a part of each aide of the occiput, are covered by a black akin

with a aticfaUv-proMOtuig orbicular border, and forming a rounded

plaqtM. fh. c.n> which envelope the bate of the bill in also black.

All the reet of the naked parU of the head, the mesial line of the

inrtprt which aeparatee the black plaque* of the templei, and the

pper put of the top of the neck, appear to me to hare been red or

rosy in the living subject ; a alight tint of ray-yellow coven these

parU in that before us. The whole of the nape u covered, clearly,

by a whitish and very short down. The front of the neck and all the

other parU are white. The back, well covered with thick-sot feathers,

1* of an aaby-black ; all the reet of the plumage in burtre brown.

The feet are yellow, and the bill i* black. Length 15 inches."

(Temm.)
JWsam This genus wai founded by M. Fischer, for a bird din-

oomed by Dr. Pander, in the country of the Kirgise beyond Orem-

burg, whose habit* of life are analogous to those of the crows, among
which M. Lesson thinks it ought to be placed.
The bill is moderate, of the length of the head, bending downward*

at iu point, without a notch, and slightly angular, the upper mandible
shorter than the lower, receiving and covering the edges of it

Nostrils bsssl, rounded, large, covered with setaceous overhanging
fcrthsn (plumes setacees retombantes). Feet robust and long ;

claws

triangular, very much pointed, and but little curved ;
a warty mem-

brane bordering the thickness of the phalanges. First quill short,
soond long, the three next equal Tail -rectilinear. (Fischer.)
P. Paitdtri. Greenish glaucous above ; eyebrows white ; bill and

claws blackijih ; feet greenish. The bird flies badly but walks very
welt It lives in flocks.

, Bfll rm lam, rtrong and hard, furnished at iU
with MM stiff hrUtle. and small feathers turned forwards.

sub-oral, cloved bj a Urge membrane.
QuiO* Marly equal, the third longest.

Vfingt rounded
Feet Terr long,

ml stnictar* tl^r may be conndend as depending in a great

measure for their subsistence upon worms, insects, and lanno. The
manners of H. Temmincl-ii, when on the ground, are .-iid much to
resemble those of the Kn/li-h I'l.u'klnrd. It may bo quvstioiiul >lu

whether this group U properly placed among the Cur

M.Jtarinttru (M. mrtaUicut, Temm.) Kntir.-lr of a
.|,-,-p

l>lu. Mark
with metallic tints. Bill of a beautiful yellow. ! . It

in!. .il.it- .l:i\...

J/yopAonlu flarirottri*.

Ptiionorhynchu*. Bill strong, robust, widened, rather long, npp.-r
Kix.il termination convex, but little marked ; point recurved

; upper
mandible presenting two small notches at its extremity ;

e Igea a little

swollen
;
lower mandible slightly convex

;
commissure of the month

straight, simple. Nostrils basal, lateral, famished with short bristles.

Wings short, rounded. Tail moderate, graduated. Feet Blunder.

(Lesson.)
The genus, as modified by Lesson, contains but two species. He

thinks that it would be better placed among the Dmtiroitrci at the
side of the Choucarig (Graucalut, Cuvier) ; but he allows that it hax

all the forms of the Rollers (Coracvu) and of the Crows. Locality,
the warmest islands of the West Indian Archipelago.

P. Sinentit, Coracuu Sinmiit, Latham. Body above pale aqua-
marine green clouded with yellowish-green. Forehead furnished with

silky round feathers turned in different directions ; feathers of thr

nape long, unravelled as it were, and capable of being erected into a
tun both of a yellowish-green. A black baud taking its rise from
the angle of the bill surrounds the eye and nape. Throat and cheeks
of a yellowish-green. Lesser wing-coverts brown. Quills brown,
inclining to olive externally and clientnut internally; the last thr..-

progressively
terminated with greenish white. Bill red, (surround, d

by a few block bristles
;
feet reddish. Size 11 inches. Locality, the

Philippine Islands.

The other species, according to Lesson, is Kitta thalatima, Tem-
minck.

Kitta. Bill short, convex, compressed on the sides ; npper mandible
with the basal termination recurved, and depressed tUut ;

<>.. point

sharp and funnr-hcd on each side with a small projecting tooth
ders of the mandibles thick, recurved, and covered at the commissure.
Nostrils basal, transversal, hidden l.y thu silky feathers of the f. n

head, and by a row of small bristle*. Wings pointed. Tail equal,
rounded. Feet robust ; toes equal ; hallux strong. (Lesson.)

Lesson, who places in this genus Kitta holotcricea, Ptilonorhynchut
Smilkii, and Kitla virencent, says that what was observed as t

last-mentioned genus is applicable to this, which has the general
characters of the Rollers and Holies (Culnru).
The birds composing the genus are exclusively peculiar to Aus-

tralia and the temperate zone. (Lesson.)
A', hulotiricen, Temminek

;
l'i ,/.. Kuhl

;

Satin Orakle, Ijtthnni; Ptilunorhmchtu Aluc-Lcujii, Latham JISS.

Vigors and 1
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Ptilonorhynchut

Hale, very brilliant blackish-blue. Quill* and tail-feathers dead
black. Bill and feet yellow. A double row of silky and velvety
bluish-black feathers at the base of the bill. Length 13 inches. The
female has the upper parts of an olive-green. The quills and tail-

Satin-Bird (Kit/a holutericea

feather* of a red-brown ; wing-coverts varied with brown and a colour

inclining to olive
;
lwer parts greenish, barred with black. There

are whitish horizontal spots, lanceolated, and bordered with black, ou
the front of the neck.

HAT. UIsT. D1V. vol.. II.

Mr. Caley says (Vigors and Horsfield,
' Linn. Trans.,' vol. x.v. p. 264)

that " the male of this species is reckoned a very scarce bird, and is

highly valued. The natives call it Cowry, the colonists Satin-Bird.
I have now and then met with a solitary bird of this species ;

but I

once saw large flocks of them on some newly-sown wheat, from
whence they fled on being scared iuto a neighbouring brush. When
all was again quiet they soon returned to the wheat. They did not
leave the brush above a few yards. There were no black ones among
them, nor can I affirm that they were feeding on the wheat."

Nucifraga. Bill long, thick, with cutting edges terminating in a
bluut point, furnished with setaceous feathers at the base, the tipper
mandible longer than the lower. Nostrils round, open. Wings
pointed ; fourth quill longest.

Till the publication of Mr. Gould's Nucifraga hemispila (see 'Cen-

tury of Birds') but one species was known, namely, that which we
select as the example :

N. Caryocataclft, Brisson, the Nutcracker ; Caryocatactes nucifraga,
Nils.

; Corvus Caryocatactet, Liima;us, the Casse-Noix of the French
;

the Tannen-Hiiher of the Germans ; the Noddekrige of the Danes
;
the

Not-Kraake of the Norwegians ;
and the Aderyn y Cnau of the

Welsh.
This bird is somewhat less than the Jackdaw. The bill is straight,

strong, and black. Head, neck, breast, and body, rusty brown.
Crown of the head and rump plain, the other parts marked with

triangular white spots. Wings black. Coverts spotted like the body.
Tail rounded at the end, black, tipped with white. Legs dusky.
Locality, most parts of Europe ;

but the Prince of Cauiuo does not
notice it in his '

Specchio Comparative.'
Pyrrhocorax. Bill moderate, compressed, subulate, rather slender,

furnished at the base with feathers directed forwards, and at the

extremity of the upper mandible with two small teeth which are
often wanting. Nostrils basal, ovoid, open, hidden by bristles. Feet
robust

; claws strong and recurved. Fourth and fifth quills longest.
These birds, the Choquards of the French, live in troops like the

Jackdaws, which they resemble in their manners. They inhabit the

high mountains of Europe, and especially the snowy regions of the

Alps. They are omnivorous, feeding on insects, worms, soft fruits, and
seeds. They moult once a year, and the sexes are alike externally.

P. Pyrrhocorax. Brilliant black, but the colour is dull in youth,
<tnd the bill and feet are black. In the adult bird the black presents
iridescent and changeable tints varying to greenish ; the bill is yel-

lowish, and the feet bright red. The female lays four white eggs,

spotted with dirty yellow ; the nest is in holes of the rocks. Locality,
Alps of Switzerland. The Prince of Canino (' Specchio Comparative ')

notes it as rare, and only occurring in the Apennines.
Pregiltu. Bill longer than the head, slender, entire, arched, pointed.

Nostrils covered with feathers directed forwards.
Lesson is of opinion that this genus ought to be united with the

last, from which it only differs in having the bill longer and more
curved, which ma<le Cuvier place it in the tribe of Tenuirottres, near
the Hoopoes (Upupa). The species have the manners, habits, and

general organisation of the crows
;
and the European species (selected

here as an example) perfectly resembles Pyrrhocorax. (Lesson.)
P. graculut, Temm. ;

Corvui graculut, Linn. The Cornish Chough,
or Red-Legged Crow, is considered by Belon, on no bad grounds, to

be the Kopcuciar, the Koptavtj <t>oivii<ApvyKos (Red-Billed Crow) of the
Greeks and the Pyrrhocorax of the Romans

; Spelvier, Taccola, Pason,

Zorl, of the Italians (Belon) ;
Choucas aux Pieds et Bee Rouge, Choquar,

Choiiette Rouge, of the French (Belon) ; Stein-Tahen and Stein-Frae

of the Germans; and Bran Big G6ch of the Welsh.
Back beautifully glossed with blue and purple. Legs and bill

bright orange, inclining to red. Tongue almost as long as the bill,

and a little cloven. Claws large, hooked, and black. The Chough
builds its nests in high cliffs or ruined towers, and lays four or five

eggs, white, spotted with dirtyyellow or light brown and ash colour.

It is a native of England in Devonshire, Cornwall, and Wales.

Pennant says that it is found in different parts of Scotland as far as

Straithnaveru, and in some of the Hebrides. He also states that it is

found in small numbers on Dover cliff, where they came by accident
;

a gentleman in that neighbourhood had a pair seat as a present from
Cornwall which escaped and stocked these rocks. They sometimes

desert the place for a week or ten days at a time, and repeat it several

times in the year. Montagu, speaking of this locality, says,
" We

believe the breed in those parts
is again lost." Latham states that it

is also said to frequent the South Downs about Beachy Head and

Eastbourn, where it is called the Red-Billed Jackdaw. With regard
to its general geographical distribution, Pennant observes that we do
not find it in other parts of Europe except England and the Alps.
In Asia the island of Candia produces it

;
in Africa, Egypt, which

last place it visits towards the end of the inundations of the Nile.

He quotes Pliny, Brisson, Belon, and Hasselquist, for these statements.

The editor of the last edition of Pennant says that the Chough inha-

bits the lofty cliffs about the mid region of the highest mountains of

Greece, but never the maritime parts, as with us. Scopoli speaks of

it in Caruiola, and says that the feet of some during autumn turn

ilack. These were probably young birds.

The Cornish Chough is easily tamed, and may be taught to speak.
One in Colonel Montagu's possession would stand quietly for hours to
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b* ort,.a and oar*a*d. but woold r**ent an affront both with bill

mod eUw -
It ia," ay Pennant.

"
active, rB*tl*m. and Uttering ;

Btfr Ukm with glitter, and meddling as not to be truitcd where

things of oo*jMilii*niir lie. It b Terr apt to catch up bit* of lighted

stick*, eo that there are instances of hou*M being eat on Are by its

mar, which U the reason that Cunden call* it incendiaria aria.'
"

8*Nr*l of the Welah and Cornish familie* bear this bird in their coat-

There are foreign spci* rVry.Yj Intmptmu, Vigor* and II. <r*

ftaU (/yraeKX {nuvpfenu, Temminck). from Australia, where

U b oaOsd by the native* Waybung. according to Mr. Caley, and
~

i AIM. of Honfteld. from Java, for instance.

L fBnui* or PABADISK.]
BUl mooth at the ban*, compressed laterally, straight

abov*. pourted. notched, and bent towards the extremity. Tail very

long and very graduated.

PI* O* I-.rm.1i..

Tki* gn.i. wan founded by Virillot for a l.ird <,( the moil brilliant

l-luir.g,, which with other character. ,.!-.-. it near the Bird* of
I'mrnW. while it ha* several point* which w.Mil.l lra.1 to arranging it

UM Thi-uahe*. Thu Omelin gave it the name of Paroduta
Latham that of Porodura yulari,, while Cuvi*r considered

it to oome under the genui Tttrdui (Merle de la Nouvellc Quince).
Thii beautiful bird ii the Pie de Paradis or Incomparable of ill-

r'rench. Leatton aayi :
"

I brought from New Ouinea two in.lm.linU

of thin magnificent bird, the value of which i* sufficiently considerable

in France, and which seems to be very ran eren in its native country ;

Tor, during our sojourn at the Molucca* and the land of the Papous,
I only saw there two birds, and on* of these now embellishes the

galleries of the museum where I deposited it."

No description can convey any idea of the brilliancy of thin bird.

The metallic tint* of almost every hue, varying with the piny f th<>

light on the plumage, almost surpass belief. It is well figured in

I.e Vaillant's
' Oiseaux de I'aradis,' plate 20 and 21

;
but no colour-

ing can give the slightest notion of it* splendid intensity and variety.
The form may be imagined from the preceding cut taken from the

plates above mentioned.

Foail Cor'

Dr. Bucklnnd mentions the remains of the Raven as occurring in

the cave at Kirkdale, and figures the right ulna of one of those birds

in
'

Reliquiae Diluvianse,' plate xi.

CORVUS. rCoBviDA]
CORYDA'LIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural ..r-l r

Funariaffcf. It has a calyx composed of two sepals, or absent ;
4

petals, the upper one sparred at the base ; the stamens diadelpl
the pod 2-valved, many seeded, compressed. The species are n

small glaucous herbs, with ternate or pinnated leaves, and fusiform

tuberous or fibrous roots. Upwards of 40 species of this genus have
been described. They are natives of the temperate part* of the earth
in the four quarters of the globe.

C. clariculata. White Climbing Fumitory, him a fibrous root ; pin-
nate leaves, with acuminate bracts, the pinna' ternate

; footstalk ending
in tendrils. It has small pale-yellow or nearly white flowers. It has
a slender climbing stem, 1 to 4 feet long. It ia found in bushy place*
in hilly district* of Great Britain and throughout K\.;

C. l*tea, Yellow Fumitory, has n fibrous root, triternate leaves;
minute oblong cuspidate' bracts ; shining seeds, granulate-rugose, with
a patent denticulated crest. This plant is a native of the south of

Europe, in the fissures of rocks and old walls. It is now naturalised
in Great Britain, and forms a picturesque object on the old walls of

ruins, as at Castleton in Derbyshire, and Fountains Abbey, Yorkshire.
It is a very common plant in gardens.

0. tolida has a tuberous solid root, with biternate cut leaves, the
lowest petiole a leafless scale, the bracts palmate. It U found in Great
Britain, but has been undoubtedly introduced.

C. Pabacea has a nearly simple erect stem, scaly under the lower
leaf ; the leaves stalked, biternate ; the bracts ovate, acute, longer than
the pedicles. It is a native of shady mountainous places in Sweden,
Denmark, and many other part* of the continent of Europe. Tln-

species, as well as C. tuberota, a native of the South >!' Kurope, ha* a
tuberous root. The root of both the species ia very bitter and rather
acrid. That of C'. tubtroM is hollow, and i* found to contain a icu-
liar alkali called Corydalin. On the continent these roots are used
under the name of Radix Arutotochict, and are employed as external

applications to indolent tumours. C. btttbota has a tuber which is

somewhat aromatic, extremely bitter, slightly astringent, and acrid,
and was formerly used as a substitute t'ur Birth-Worts in expelling
intestinal worms, and as an emmeaagogue.
Many of the species are cultivated in Great Britain, and, having

escaped from gardens, are occasionally found wild, but only C.

culala is a native
; C. luita U naturalised. In cultivation they require

a light rich soil They are well adapted for flower-borders and rock-
work. The perennial species may be propagated by dividing the roots,
the annual by seeds, which should be sown where they are intend. -.1

to remain. They will grow well under trees if the soil be not very dry.
(Don, IKeUamydma Plant*; Lindlcy, Flora Mediea ; Loudon,

Bncyelop<rdtm of PUatlt ; Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
niltVLA'CIL*, ItuHwort,, the Oak-Tribe, a highly important

natural order of Apetalous or Incomplete Exogenous Plant*,
consisting of tree* or shrubs, chiefly natives of the colder parts
of the world, and valuable either for the nuts they bear or the
timber they produce. The Oak, the Beech, the Hazel, the Horn-
lienm, and the Sweet Chestnut, all belong to this order, the
Keneral character of which is briefly this : Leave* alternate, usually
serrated, often with veins running straight from the midrib to the

margin, beyond which thev slightly project ;
at the base of each leaf

a pair of membranous stipules. Flowers monoecious
;
the males in

catkins
; the females in bud-like cluster*. Stamens from 5 to 20,

arising from the scale* of the catkin. Ovary inferior, crowned by a
toothed obsolete calyx, seated in a membranous cup or involucre,
with more cells than one, and as many styles as cells ; ovules solitary
or in pairs, pendulous ;

all the ovules except one and all the cells

disappear after the flowering is over, and when the fruit is ripe there
is but one cell and one seed, whatever their number may originally
have been. Fruit, a nut (called also acorn, mast, *&), inclosed within
a peculiar kind of involucre or cupule composed of bracts more or lea*
united together, and forming a cup in the oak, n hunk ill the filbert,
and a spiny caso in the chestnut and beech. The seed consist* of a
roundish emliryo, with thick fleshy cotyledons, and no albumen. The
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most southern of the species of this order is the Beech, of which many
varieties occur in the lower parts of South America, Australia,

and New Zealand. The order is allied to Juglandacece. For parti-

culars respecting the genera of this most important family of plants
nee CAHPINCS ; OSIBTA

;
COBYLUS ; FAGUS

;
CASTAXEA ; QCEBCUS ;

LITHOCABPUS.

Flowers of the Hazel-Xut (Corylia Acellana).

1, a branch, with the male flowers " in drooping catkins ; the females * in
bud-like clusters

; 2, one of the scales of the male catkin, with the stamens
attached to it

; 3, a female bud, with the styles projecting beyond the bracts
;

4, the young ovaries with the bracts removed ; 5, a section of the ovary,
exhibiting the ovules, the toothed calyx, and the base of the style ; 6, a cross
section of the ovary ; 7, a longitudinal section of a nut.

COTIYLUS, a genus of Plants after which the natural order Cory-
lactat receives its name. It consists of the different species of hazel-

nut, and U distinguished from the genera associated with it by its

cupule being a two-leaved lacerated husk, and its ovary having but
two cells, in each of which is one ovule.

C. Avellana, the Common Hazel-Nut. This plant, which is a
native of all the cooler parts of Europe, Northern Asia, and North
America, is the parent of the many varieties of nuts and filberta now
cultivated for their fruit. [HAZEL-NUT, FILBERT, in ABTS AsnSc. l)iv.]
It U specifically known by its husks being hispid with glands, leafy,
broad, much lacerated, and rather spreading at the point ; never con-
tracted into a long tube, nor divided into narrow rigid segments ; by
its rounded, heart-shaped, very rugose, angular, toothed, cuspidate
leaves, glandular-hispid branches, and shrubby habit. It varies very
much in the form of its husks, in the degree of their hispidity, some
being nearly smooth, in the shape of their nuts, and in the height to
which it grows. In the Hazel-Nut the husk is open at the point,
shorter or at least but little longer than the nut, and nearly smooth ;

while in the Filbert (Corylua lubuloia of some writers) it is lengthened
considerably beyond the nut, and covered more or less with glandular
hairs

;
all degrees of intermediate structure may be found in the cul-

tivated varieties. This plant is found as a large shrub having nume-
rous stems rising from the root, or as a small bushy tree with a great
number of branches, which are covered with hairs when it is young.
It is found all over Great Britain, from Cornwall to Sutherlandshire.
It grows at the height of 1600 feet above the level of the sea, in the
north of England and Scotland. It is cultivated very generally on
account of its nuts, especially in the county of Kent, where it attains
its greatest perfection. It is also cultivated on the continent of

Europe ; and every year large quantities of the nuts are brought into

England from various parts of France, Portugal, and Spain. The
hazel is valued in planting principally as an undergrowth. Ita branches
and stems are used for various kinds of wicker-work. The wood
is said to make the best charcoal for gunpowder, and is also used for

making crayons for drawing purposes.
C. Americana is not distinguishable as a variety from the last

species. The Beaked American or Cuckold-Hazel is a pretty purple-
leaved kind in shrubberies.

C. roitrata, the Horned Hazel-Nut. In this the branches are
quite free from glandular hispidity, the leaves are oblong, not cordate,

doubly toothed, and acuminate, and the husks globular over the nuts,
where they are extremely hispid, without ever being glandular ;

beyond the nuts the husks are contracted into a tube an inch or more
long, and irregularly lacerated at the point. It is a very distinct

species inhabiting the mountains of the Carolinas, where it rarely
exceeds three or four feet in height. In gardens it is scarcely larger.

C. Colurna,, the Constantinople Nut, a white-barked tree 20 feet

and more high, with an erect trunk and a dense spreading head. The
leaves are shining, much less rugose than in the hazel-nut, cordate,

angular, serrated, acute or acuminate, slightly hairy on the under
surface. The branches and all the other parts are destitute of

glands; the husks are campanulate, deeply cut into narrow hairy
rather falcate segments. The nuts are roundish aud very hard. It

is a native of Asia Minor, and known from all the other garden
species by its becoming a tree. It seldom produces its nuts in this

climate.

Besides these there are the C. lacera and C. ferox, two species
found in the Himalaya Mountains. Of these, the former, gathered in

Kumaon, is hardly different from C. Colurna; the other, from Mount
Sheopore, has narrow taper-pointed leaves, and excessively hard nuts

inclosed in a husk, with divaricating narrow spiny divisions.

CORYMB, a form of inflorescence approaching very nearly to the

raceme. The raceme consists of an axis, upon which all the flowers

are disposed upon footstalks of the same length ; and hence its figure
is more or less cylindrical. A corymb consists of an axis, the lower-

most flowers on which have very long stalks, and the uppermost
very short ones, so that the mass of inflorescence is an inverted cone,
as in candytuft and many other cruciferous plants. The corymb is,

in fact, an umbel with a lengthened axis.

From this word is derived the term Corymbose, which is applied not

only to flowers, but to any kind of branching in which the lowermost

parts are very long and the uppermost very short, as is the case in

most species of Aster. [INFLOBESOENCE.]
CORYMBITERjE, one of the primary subdivisions in the system

of Jussieu, of the natural order Composites. It comprehends most of

the Tubulijlorce of De Candolle. It is characterised by the absence of

albumen, an erect seed, a hemispherical involucre, and the florets of

the ray, if present, ligulate. This division comprises by far the

largest number of the genera of the large order Composite. The

species of Corymbiferoc produce more active secretions, and have been
used more extensively by man than those of the other subdivisions of

the order. They generally represent the Cichoracece [ClCHOBACE^;]
in hot climates, and this will perhaps account for their more active

properties. In Great Britain the Corymbiferce are more numerous
than either the Cynaraceee or Cichoracece. The number of species in

the second edition of Babington's
' Manual of British Botany

'

is

Corymbifera . . . . . . .62
Cichoraceu; 51

Cynaraceat 26

Composite 139
De Candolle estimates that the species of the Composites form a

tenth part of the flowering plants in the world, and this is about the

proportion in which they occur in Great Britain.

The following is a synopsis of the British genera of Corymbiferce :

Tribe I. EupATOBiACE.fi.

Section I. Eupatoreas.

Eupatorium cannabinum

Section II. Tiusilar/inar.
Petasitet vulgara
Tussilago Farfara

Tribe II. ASTEROIDE.E.
Section I. A stereos.

Aster Tripolium
Erigeron ... 3 species
/.'/' i.< perennis

Solidayo Virgawea
Chrysocoma Linosyris

Section II. Inuleae.

Invla .... 3 species
Pulicaria . . 2 species

Tribe III. SENECIONIDE.S.
Section I. Helianlhea. ~

JBidens ... 2 species

Section II. Anthemidete.

Antliem.it. . . 5 species
Achillea ... 4 species
Diotis maritima

Chrysanthemum 2 species

Pyrethrum . . 3 species
Matricaaria Chamomilla
Artemisia . . 5 species
Tanacetum vvlgare

- Section III. Gnaphaliece.

Filago ... 3 species

Gnaphalium . 5 species
Antennaria . . 2 species

Section IV. Senecionecc.

Doronicum . . 2 species
Cineraria . . 2 species
Senecio ... 9 species
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Th. t.n,|rUe of this division of CampttHa are characteristic.

BsMsrassm, with an aromatic odour, U common to all the species.
Whether UM bjHscniss depends on an alkaloid or not, chemists have

Many of UM species pnssiss properties vrry similar

by quinine, and are administered in the same
i ; among these are species of the genera Inula,

*UM, and Emtlia. This bitter principle seldom how-

gives UM Asrantcr to UM plant alone, but is combined with some
tic oil. which (in* the plant the properties of both a tonic and

stimulant. Such a combination is found in many of the specie* of

UM f*B*m Amrikrmu, ArtrmuM, DioHl, Santolina, Ckrytanthmtim,
tufiltrmm, Lialu, Ac. Sometimes the volatile oil is more promi-
nent than UM bitter principle ; and this is obvious in the species of

yrwfcnssi, TmtcHmm, Awaofis, Kriyrron, Ac. In some of these the
voUUl oil aseumes the characters of turpentino and the oil of juniper,
and acts as a diuretic ; hence a certain number of these plants have
UM reputation of stimulating the action of the kidneys. In some the
volatile oil assumes an acrid character, as in Bidtni, and acts as a sia-

IcfOfne, as in Pyrrtkrum and Spilantke* ; in Manila it is sufficiently
active to

produce vomiting. In some a secretion is produced, similar
to that which gives the character to Ciclioracetr. Thus BvpUhalmum
fultft/olimm is said to possess narcotic powers, and the Arniea monlana
is stated by Burnett to have yielded a principle identical with Cyti-
ain*, the active principle of the laburnum. Some of the species yield
a fixed oil. In addition to the acrid oil in Pyrrthrum officinaU, there
is a butyraeeous matter, consisting principally of stearine. The seed)
of UM species of Utlimtk<u yield a fixed oil on expression, and this is

probably not confined to the seed* of this genus. These seeds also
contain nutritive matter (protein?), and are the support of birds and
sometimes of man, in America. Another group yield colouring-
matters : A ntnrmit tinctoria, and the species of Calendula and Bideni,
are mad for dyeing yellow ; the Tanacetum rulyare for dyeing green.
The root* of many species

contain starch, and in quantities large
enough to afford food for man, as in the tubers of Hdianthut tuberotui.

Many of the species also yield the peculiar kind of starch known byUM name of Inulin, so named after the Inulas in which it was first

found. Some of them appropriate potash in the spots where they
grow, and a species of Erigeron U remarkable for the large quantities
of this alkali which it contains. Gum is a secretion found in consi-
derable quantities in some species, as of Gnapkalium, Conyza, and
TumUogo, and on this account they have been used in medicine as
demulcents. Tannin is not found in any quantity in this tribe of
plants, so that they seldom exert an astringent action upon the sys-
tem ; UM AckiUea millrfotimm seems however to possess this property.
Many of the ornaments of the garden belong to the Corymbiferas. The
DaUia, CkrytanOumum, Xeranikenum, A tier, Erigeron, Solidago, Cere-
optit, and Tagetet, are amongst the genera that afford the most showy
and highly valued flowers in the autumn of the year. Although the
propei tie* and use* of these plants in relation to man are important,
yet in proportion to the position they occupy in the vegetable king-
dom, they are few. Many orders which yield a much smaller number
offPfC'es

afford much more abundant materials for the USA of man.
(Lindley, Flora Medico; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom; Babington,

Manual of Britiik Botany .- Burnett, Outline! of Botany.)CORYNE. [PoLTnrnA.]
CORYNETHORUS, a genus of British Grasses, belonging to the

Jibe A minor, with the following characters: Awn club-shaped,
straight, jointed in the middle, the upper portion clavate, a tuft of
hairs at the joint, panicle hut, glumes 2-flowered. There is but one
species, C. cmtKiiu, which has a rather dense elongated panicle, the
glumes acuminate, longer than the flower, the awn coming from near
the base of the pale*, the leaves setaceous. It is a native of the sandy

? *l?orfollt "* 8uflbtk * J ~y- (BsWngton, Manual.)
CORYPHA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Pal-MM. It has gigantic fan-eheaped leaves, flowers with a S-toothed

calyx. 3 petals, 6 stamens, and a 3-celled ovary. The fruit is com-
posed of round 1 -seeded berries.

:

Talli^m,
the Tara. or Talliera, is an elegant stately species in-

nabiting BenfjU. Its trunk is about 80 feet high, and asWrly a.
poseible of equal thickness throughout The leave* are in about
JO divisions, each < feet long by 4 inches broad, radiating from the
point of a leaf-rtalk from 6 to 10 feet long, and covered with strongnteM at ite edge. Roxburgh describes the spadix as decompound.Mi* in UM month of February fmm the apex of the tree and centre
of UM leave* forming an immense diffuse ovate panicle of about

LTJ! ?^^ '"'I*1 Th* frult of crab appi,,
kled, dark-olive, or greenish-yellow. The leaves are used by the

natives of Indm to write tinnn with tln.ii. *! .t.-i^. .n .i r..- ..*iof India to write upon with their steel styles, and for other

-mhnrulifrrm, UM Tala, or Talipat Palm, 1s a native of Ceylon,and similar in appearance; but ite leaves are not so round as those of

tUJM*.thc djrUons
in the centre being shorter than those at

UMsUea. The trunk grows <0 or 70 feet high; the leaves are 14 feet
and IS feet long, exclusive of this stalk, and they form a head

bout 40 feet in diameter. Fans of enormous sice are manufactured
from this plant in Ceylon ; UM pith of ite trunk furnishes a sort of

breexl is made; the leaves make excellent thatch,and are ab nwd for writing on, like those of the Talliera.

C. Ofoauga is one of the most useful of all the Indian Palms. Its

pith furnishes a sort of sago ; its leaves are used for thatch and
broad-brimmed hats ; fishing-nets and linen shirts are woven from its

fibres, and ropes from its twisted leaf-stalks ; the root is both emollirnt

and slightly astringent ; sliced, it is used in slight diarrhosas, and
Waits says that it in a most valuable remedy for the periodical
diarrhtaas which in the Kant Indira attack Kiiropeana.
roKYl'H.KNA (Linncus), a genus of Fishes belonging to the

section Acanlhojiterygii and family Kcomli

The
group of fishes formerly included under the head Corypktma

is now subdivided, and the subdivisions may be either termed sub-

genera of the genus Coryplutna, or the group may be looked
UJKUI

as a sub-family, and the subdivisions as genera. The principal
characters of this group are as follows : Body elongated, compressed,
covered with small scales ; dorsal fin extending the whole length of
the back (or nearly so); branchiostegous rays generally seven in

number. These fishes have commonly a long anal fin, in some
extending from the tail almost to the ventral. The tail is more or
less forked, and the pectoral fin is usually arched above and pointed.

Considering Corypluena as a genus, the following are the itub-genera :

Corypluena (proper), Caranxomortu, Centrolophtu, Attrodermttt, uinl

Pteraclit.

Coryp/urna, The species have the head much elevated, and the

palate and jaws both furnished with teeth.

These fishes are very rapid in their motion*, usually of large size

and they prey upon the flying-fish.
C. hippunu (Linn.), a species not uncommon in the Mediterranean,

i.i about -2 feet in length, of a bluish-lead colour above and pale-yellow
beneath. There are dark-blue spots on the back and dorsal fin, and
the under parts of the body are furnished with spots of a paler
colour. The ventral fins are yellowish beneath and black above, and
the anal fin is yellowish. The greatest depth of the body is about
one-sixth of the whole length.

Ooryphtena hippurut.

There are several other species of this genus, some of which are
found in the Mediterranean, and very closely resemble the one juat
described.

Caranjromoriu (Lacc'pcde) is closely allied to Coryphrrna (proper) ;

the species however may be distinguished by their having the head
less elevated and the eye in a medial position ; the dorsal-fin is

shallow and of equal height throughout : the tail is much forked.
C. pelagic*! is about 9 or 10 inches in length, of a bluish colour

above and yellowish beneath ; the dorsal and anal fins are of the same
colour as the back of the fish, and have a whitish margin. It inhabits
the Mediterranean.

Cenlrolophut. The species of this genue have the body shorter in

proportion than in either of the two preceding genera, and of a
somewhat elongate-oval form, the tail le forked, &c. [CKNTrto-
LOPHDS.1

.4*tro<fermiu(BonneUi). But one species of this sub-genns is known.
The generic characters are : Head elevated, mouth but slightly clrft

;

dorsal fin extending nearly the whole length of the body ; ventral fins

very small, and placed on the throat
; branchiostegous rays four.

A. Corypnanoidet (Cuv.) U from 12 to IS inches in length, and of a
pale-rose colour, with five or six longitudinal rows of round black
spots ; the dorsal and anal fins are blackish, and the pectoral and
caudal fins are of a red hue. The most remarkable character of this
fish however consists in the scales, which, instead of folding over each
other in the usual way, are scattered over the body and head

; they
are very minute and serrated, and under a lens resemble small stars.
It inhabits the Mediterranean.

Aitrodermut Coryptiitnoida.

Pteradu (Cuv.) The species of this group are remarkable for tho
immense size of the dorsal and anal fins, each of which springs from
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between two tiers of scales, which form a protection, and probably
give strength to the basal portion of the fin-rays. These fins extend
the whole length of the body ;

the head and teeth are nearly the
same as in the true Coryphmtce ; the scales are large.

P. ocellat us (Cuv ) is about 4 inches in length, and of a silvery hue ;

the pectoral and caudal fins are yellowish ;
the others are bluish-gray,

and the dorsal fin has a large blue spot near its highest part.

rterattts ocellatui.

CORYPHODON, a genus of Fossil Animals belonging to the family
of Tapirs. The remains of this genus have been found in this

country ;
and although closely allied to the genus Lophiodon of Cuvier,

Professor Owen regards its differences as of sufficient importance to

constitute a new type. The specimen on which this genus was esta-

blished is unique, and was dredged up from the bottom of the sea

between St. Osyth and Harwich on the Essex coast, and now forms

part of the collection of John Brown, Esq., of Hanway Green, near
Colchester. This specimen is petrified, containing metallic salts, and

having the appearance of fossils from the London Clay. There can be
little doubt that it was originally imbedded in the Eocene Tertiary
Formation of the Harwich coast. It consists of the right branch of

the lower jaw, containing the last and part of the penultimate molar
teeth of the lower jaw. Although this fragment resembles the same
bone in the genus Lophiodon, yet a close examination of the crown of
the last molar tooth exhibits a smaller antero-posterior diameter in

proportion to its transverse diameter, as compared with the corre-

sponding tooth in that genus. It also differs from the teeth of

Anthracotherium, to which it has some resemblance. Professor Owen
infers from this and other characters of these teeth that " the whole
dental series of the extinct Eocene Pachyderms offered modifications

of the Lophiodont type of dentition, which led towards that of the
A nthracotherimn, more especially of the smaller species from Garonne
and Valery. From the closer resemblance which the fossil presents
to the true Lophiodons, it must be regarded as a member of the same

family of Tapiroid Pachyderms; indicating therein a distinct sub-

genus, characterised by the want of parallelism of the two principal
transverse ridges, and by the rudimental state of the posterior talon
in the last molar tooth of the lower jaw. The name Coryphodon, which
I have proposed for this sub-genus, is derived from \opu<^, a point,
and oSoiii, a tooth

; and is significative of the development of the

ridges into points. The broad ridged and pointed grinding surface of
the tooth indicates its adaptation to comminute the coarser kinds of

vegetable substances ; and it is very probable that the habits and
food of the Tapir, which is the nearest existing analogue of the Cory-
phodon, are not very dissimilar from those which characterised of old
the present extinct species and the true Lophiodons."

Professor Owen gives the species the name of Coryphodon Eocamui.
He also describes a tooth found in digging for a well at Camberwell,
at a depth of 160 feet in the Plastic Clay. After describing this tooth,
Mr. Owen says,

" From its close resemblance in the essential characters
of its form to the canines of the great extinct Tapiroid Pachyderms,
and the apparent specific distinctions from any of the known species
of Lophiodon, I strongly suspect it to have belonged to a Coryphodon"

(Owen, Britiih Poiail Mammalt and Bird>.)

CORYSTES, a genus of Brachyurous or Short-Tailed Cnutacea.
The species have the following characters : Exterior antennae longer
than the body, setaceous, with two rows of cilia. Jaw-feet (pieds-

machoires) having their third joint longer than the second, straight,
terminated by an obtuse point, with a notch upon its internal border.

Eyes rather distant, borne upon large peduncles, which are nearly
cylindrical, and somewhat short. Anterior feet (chelae) large, equal,
twice as long as the body, and nearly cylindrical in the males

;
in the

females, of about the length of the body, and compressed, especially
towards the hand (manus). The other feet terminated by an elongated
nail or claw, which is straight, pointed, and channeled longitudinally.

Carapace oblong-oval, terminated by a rostrum anteriorly truncated

and bordered posteriorly. The regions but slightly indicated, with
the exception of the cordial region, the branchial or lateral regions

being very much elongated.

Long-Clawed Crab (Corytta Cnssitelaunvs], male.

C'irystci CassicclauMis, female.

C. Castivelaunus (Leach), the Long-Clawed Crab
; C. dentata, C.

dentatiw, C. longimanut, of Latreille; Cancer Casiivelawiu, Cancer

penonatuf, of Herbst; Albtmea dentata of Fabricius.

This crab has the surface of the carapace somewhat granulous, with
two denticles between the eyes, and three sharp points directed
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forward* on each side. Ts* male has but five abdominal piece* ; but,

a* M. LetreUU oUrrve*. U>e veAiges of th* separation of the two

irthisri may be dearly remarked upon th* intermediate or third piece,

whiohi*tn* large* of all.

It u found OB UM COM** of England and France. The specimens

6gr*d by Pennant were dredged up from deep water near Holyhead

and Red Wharf. AnftMMT.
Jt Deamarest U of opinion that tb* natural rrlations of his crustacean

it to AttUndmt, 71 w, and Ltmcotia, of which M. LatreUle

hi* Orbicular Tribe (Le* Orbiculaires). Dr. Leach, be adds, in

hw method, placed them near the first two of the above-mentioned

genera, eobfy because they have the *ame number of abdominal

artieuktiuoa. T\t Lncotia, in which the number ofthoee articulations

i* bs* cotMiderabl*, are removed to a distance.

COeCINOTORA, a genus of Fosul Coral* proposed by Ooldfuss.

C ipjWaVliiKfsnnii occur* in the Chalk of Ireland.

COTSJONl'S (CUirrille), a genus of Coleopterous Insect* belonging
to UM family tWWiom'rfir. It ha* the following characters:

1MB short, rather thick ; funiculua 7 -jointed, the basal joint*

than the following ; club Urge and of an oval form
;
rostrum

long, thickened at the apex ; thorax truncated before and

behind, and somewhat depressed above ; elytra elongate, moderately
convex above, and covering the abdomen ; tibia dilated towards the

apex, where there ia a Urge hook ; tarsi rather slender, the penul-
tiWto joint bilobed.

About seventeen species of this genus are known, of which
L'. littrarit a* the type. This species is not

i in England, and has been found in Boleti and in old trees.

It is about a quarter of an inch in length, and of a narrow elongated
form, and black or brown colour ; the elytra are punctate-striated.
C tardmt is another British specie* which closely resembles the last,

but is of a larger sis*, being nearly half an inch in length.
COSSUS (Kabricius), a genus of Insects belonging to the section

Lrftiofttn Mctanw, Moths, and the family HepMidce (Stephens).
The species hare the following characters : Antenna; long, rather

leader, furnished on the inner edge with a series of transverse

Isi si ml ridge* (which when viewed from the aide resemble the
taeth of a saw) ; two distinct

palpi, thickly clothed with scales, and
each 3-jointed ; head very small

; upper wings longer and larger than
the lower; body large. Larva lignivorous. Pupa inclosed in a

f. liymipfrja (Fab.), the Goat-Moth, is one of the largest of the
British moths, measuring from tip to tip of the wings when expanded
from S to Sj inches. It U of a gray colour ;

the upper wings are

mottled with white, and adorned with numerous irregular black
line* ; the under wing* are almost of a uniform brownish-ash colour

;

the anterior part of the thorax U of a buff colour, and there is a
transverse dark mark towards the posterior part ; the body is of a
dark brownish-gray colour, with rings of a silver-like hue.
The larva, or caterpillar, U about three inches in length when full-

grown, and of a yellowish colour ; the upper part of the body is pink,UM bead i* blmck, and the finrt segment of the body (or that joining
tb* bead) ha* two irregular black patches above.

This caterpillar emit* a very strong and disagreeable odour, and if

touched with the hands the scent cannot be discharged from them for
some considerable time, although they may be frequently washed.
It raeide* in and feed* upon the wood of the poplar, oak, and aspen ;

but old pollard willows appear to be it* most favourite haunts.
These we frequently see perforated with numerous oval holes large
enough to admit the finger, and when the caterpillars are abundant the
trees attacked eventually fall a sacrifice to their ravages. ItU three years
before attaining maturity, at which time it incloses itself in a tough
cocoon, formed of piece* of wood joined together by a glutinous web.
Tb* moth i* common in various part* of the south of England, and

UM name Goat-Moth has probably been applied to it from the

property of emitting a disagreeable odour having been transferred
from the caterpillar to the moth.
A detailed history of the C. ligxiperda will be found in the
Memoir** pour earvir a I'Histoire d-s Insect**,' by De Geer; and

for it* anatomy w* refer our readers to the 'Reoherches stir 1'Ana-
tomie et U* M4temorpno*e* de different Espece* d'lnsectcs,'

by L. L. Lyonet This latter author ha* also published a sub-
stantial quarto work, with numerous beautiful plate* engraved and
drawn by himealf, which i* entirely devoted to the anatomy of the

caterpillar above mentioned. This work, which was th* labour of

year*, must ever tend a* a monument of the gnat skill and perse-
verance of it* author, who boaU of having destroyed but ....

caterpillar for iu completion. It ia entitled ^raite" AnaU
U Chenille oui rang* I* Bob de Saule,' Ac.
(XX88TPHD8 (Olivier), a

tion Htttnwurm and

! Anatomique de

livier), a genus of Coleopterous Insect* of the MO-
I *uo-Mction Tcuneonut. Tb* principal character

of this genus nnnsiet* ia the dilated and flattened aides to the thorax
and elytra a *tructnr* also found in many of the NiltikJa and in

UM <unda. The** ineecU, if it were not for the dilated portion* of
UM thorax and elytra, would be of a long narrow form, but with
the** part* they present an oval outline. The thorax i* nearly semi-

circular, and it* dilated margin* a* well as those of th* elytra are
The antennjo are 1 1 -jointed ; the last four joint*

are considerably thicker than the preceding, and rather flattened ; the

terminal joint of the maxillary palpus i* dilated, and of a somewhat

triangular form ; the head U completely hidden by the anterior part
of the thorax.

Those insects inhabit the south of Europe and the northern part*
of Africa and India. About ten species are known.

C. Jloffmaiueyii is nearly half au inch in length, and of a dark brown
colour ; the part* of the thorax and elytra which extend beyond
the insect itself are of a paler hue. It is difficult to give an accurate

idea of this curious insect, which appears as if it were an ordinary

shaped beetle pressed against the under side of a little oval scnle of

wax, so that its impression is distinctly visible above, being convex,
whereas the scale itself is concave.

The present genus, with two others (Jldirut and MUM, form,

according to Latreille, the second tribe of the family Taficorna, and
are included under the head Cutypkcna.
COTINOA. [CORACISA.]
COTOXEASTEU, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Rotacea, and to the tribe Pomta. The segment* of the calyx 5 ; the

petals 5 ; the styles 2-5 ; the fruit turbinate, its nut* adhering to the

sides of the calyx, but not cohering at the centre; the stamens

erect, as long as the teeth of the calyx. The species are shrubs,
with simple entire leaves, woolly beneath. This genus was separated
from Afetpilui by Liudley.

C. rulyaru, the Common Cotoneaster. It has roundish ovate leaves,
rounded at the base, flower-stalks and margins of the calyx downy ;

the

petals are rose-coloured. It is a native of Europe, and U found in N . >rt h

Wales upon the cliffs at the Great Ormeshead. Previous to it* having
been discovered to be a British plant it had been cultivated in this coun-

try. Several varieties are met with both in a wild state and in gardens.
C. tomentota has its peduncles and calyxes woolly. It is a shrub

like the preceding, and is found wild on the rocks of the Jura and
other parts of the Alps of Switzerland.

C. laxiflora. has its flowers in panicled cymes, and its calyxes

quite smooth. It has the same general appearance as C. vulyarii,
and is probably a variety.

C. friyida is an East Indian species. It is a native of the higher
mountains in the northern region of Nepaul.

C. affinit was brought from Chittong, a town of Lower Nepaul, and
is similar in general appearance to the last species. C. acumn "''

and C. nummttlaria are likewise species from Nepaul.
C. rottaidifolia and C. microphylla are probably varieties of the

same species. They are both from the north of Hindustan.

All the specie* are adapted for shrubberies, and many of them
are very commonly cultivated in Europe. They are easily propagated

by laying down the branches, or by cuttings, which should be placed
in a sheltered situation under a hand-glass. They may be also

increased by dividing their root*, and by seeds.

(Liudley, Linncan Trantactioni ; Loudon, Arboretum et Pruticctum

Sritannicum.)
COTTON, a word derived from Kutn, or Kutun, one of the name*

given by the Arabs to this substance, is a filamentous matter pro-
duced by the surface of the seeds of various species of (ruuyjrium.

[GosSTPlUM.] It consist* of vegetable hairs, of considerable length,

springing from the surface of the seed-coat, and filling up the cavity
of the seed-vessel in which the seeds lie. Hairs are extremely
common on the surface of plants ; frequently however they ore

unobserved, in consequence of their small number and minuteness ;

while on the other hand in some cases they give plants, such as the

Mullein for instance, a remarkable hoary appearance. On the surface

of seeds they are uncommon ; and yet in the Malracea; and their al lies,

to which the cotton plants belong, they not only exist abundantly on
the seeds of that genus, but in several other

specie*. Vegetable hairs

are one of the many forms in which the cellular substance of vege-
tation is developed, and they consequently partake of two of the

great characteristics of that form of tissue, namely, thinness and

transparency. In the cotton they are long weak tubes, which, w In-n

immersed in water and examined under the microscope by transmitted

light, look like flat narrow transparent ribands, all entirely distinct

from each other, and with a perfectly even surface ami uniform
breadth. At certain distance* along the hair, an interruption occurs,
which looks a* if it proceeded fromi the turning round or twisting
of the hair during it* growth. On each side opposite these inter-

ruptions a slight indentation is observed. Sometime* a slight trace

of fine grains is discernible in the interior, but more frequently the.

hair* seem empty. If strained singly they have little strength and

readily break, and it is only when many are entangled together that

they acquire any appreciable degree of strength. In all these points
cotton differs from the vegetable matter that constitutes linen

;
the

latter consist* of woody tissue, in the state of long tube*, but is at

once distinguished by the tubes adhering in bundles, which it is

difficult under a microscope to break up into their component parts ;

the tubes are thick-sided, and will not acquire a riband-like appear-
ance when viewed in water, but rather resemble extremely minute
thermometer tubes. When they are jointed together the articulation

is oblique, the ends of the tube* being pointed and overlying each
other ; and finally, in each particular tube of the woody tissue,

delicate as it may be, there is a sufficiently appreciable degree of
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toughness when an attempt is made to break it. In short, cotton is

a development of cellular tissue. Linen is a form of vascular tissue.

Hence it is easy to distinguish with certainty linen from cotton

manufactured articles, in cases of doubt ;
and hence also the well-

known superiority of linen to cotton in strength : the latter is manu-
factured from the most delicate part of plants, the former from the

toughest. [TISSUES, VEGETABLE.]
Cotton is produced by many different species and varieties of the

genus Gossypium, which consists of herbaceous or nearly herbaceous

plants, varying in height from 3 or 4 to 15 or 20 feet, according to

the sort. Sometimes the branches become woody, but they always
partake very much of the herbaceous character. The leaves are

downy and more or less lobed, being sometimes however near the

top of the stem undivided ; at their base is seated a pair of awl-

shaped stipules. The flowers are either yellow or dull purple, and
have the ordinary structure of the Malvaceous Family ;

each is sur-

rounded by three heart-shaped bracts, which are more or less lacerated.

The calyx is a bluntly 5-toothed cup. The seed-vessel is a capsule

opening into from 3 to 5 lobes, and then exposing many seeds

enveloped in cotton, which sometimes adheres to them so firmly that
it is separated with difficulty ; sometimes it parts freely from them

;

in come sorts it is long and in others comparatively short, giving rise

to the commercial names of Long Staple and Short Staple.
The qualities of these hairs most valued by the manufacturer are

length of staple, strength, and silkiness. In these respects cotton
differs very much, and it is when these three properties are combined
in the highest degree that the cotton obtains the highest prices in the

markets.

Cotton-plants are found wild in both the Old and New World.
Herodotus and Arrian speak of the cotton-plant as indigenous in

India, and the cloth found in Peruvian tombs sufficiently attests its

having existed in that country long before it could possibly have been
carried to America by eastern intercourse. In fact the wild American

cotton-plants are specifically different from those of the Old World
;

but at the present day the cotton of the West is cultivated in Asia
and Africa, while that of the East has long since been introduced to

the American plantations.
The situations in which cotton-plants have been advantageously

cultivated are included between Egypt and the Cape of Good Hope
in the eastern, and between the southern banks of the Chesapeake
Bay and the south of Brazil, in the western hemisphere. It has not
been found to succeed beyond the parallels that limit those countries.

In the equinoctial parts of America Humbol.lt found it at 9000 feet

elevation above the sea ; in Mexico as high as 5500 feet ; and Professor

Royle saw it at the elevation of 4000 feet on the Himalayas. It seems

generally to prefer the vicinity of the sea in dry countries, and the

interior districts of naturally damp climates. Thus, while the best

cotton is procured in India from the coist of Coromandel, or other
maritime districts, and in the southern states of the American Union
from certain coast-islands, the coast cotton of Peruambuco is inferior

to what is produced in the interior of that country. These facts

lead to the inference that it is not merely temperature by which the

quality of cotton is affected, but a peculiar combination of heat, light,
and moisture ; the most favourable instance of which may be assumed
to be the coast of Georgia and the Carolina*, and the worst to be Java
and the coast of Brazil.

That this should be so would, in the absence of positive evidence,
be probable, considering the nature of cotton. We have seen that it

is a hairy development of the surface of the seed
;
and nothing in the

organisation of plants is more affected by the situation they live in

than their hairs : thus many water-plants which have scarcely any
hairs, when transferred to a dry exposed station are closely covered
with such organs, and vice vena. The quantity of hair is also affected

in an extraordinary degree by local circumstances. The Venetian

sumach-plant, when in flower, has its flower-stalks nearly naked
;
a

large proportion of the flower stalks has no fruit, and becomes covered
with very copious long hairs, whence the French call this plant Arbre
a Perruque ; but those flower-stalks which do bear fruit remain
hairless. In this case the local cause is probably the abundant food
thrown by the system of the sumach-plant into the flower-stalks for

the nourishment of the fruit
;
and the fruit not forming, the food

intended for it is expended in the formation of hairs upon the surface
of the flower-stalk. This is only an accident, but local circumstances
conducive to the formation of cotton in excess may be permanent,
and derived from the situations in which the plants grow. In a damp

<ly climate the food procured from the soil may not be concen-
trated upon the surface of the seed, but may be expended in the

production of excessive quantities of leaves, and of proportionally few
flowers

;
or it may pass off into the atmosphere in the form of a mere

exhalation, a small proportion only being consolidated
;
or in a dry

climate the soil may not be able to furnish food enough to the plant
out of which to form more cotton than it is absolutely its specific

I>r|ir.rty to produce under any circumstances. Or, lastly, there may
where the powers of vegetation are called into their utmost

activity by warmth and abundant food, and where, nevertheless, the
i" of the atmosphere and the brightness of the sun, constantly

art ing upon the surface of the cotton pods (seed-vessels), may drive
back the juices from tho surface of the latter to that of the seeds, and

;hus augment the quantity and improve the quality of the cotton

tself : this may explain the action of climate upon this substance.

The question is however rather more complicated ;
the different

specific qualities of different varieties of the cotton-plant must be also

;aken into account. A considerable number of varieties of cotton is

certainly cultivated, although little is correctly known about them,
[n some of them the cotton is long, in others it is short

;
this has it

white, that nankeen-coloured : one may be cultivated advantageously
where the mean winter temperature does not exceed 46 or 48, and
another may require the climate of the tropics. This is just what

iappens with all cultivated plants. Some vines will produce only
sweet wine, others only hard dry wine, and some are suited only to

the table
;
some potatoes are destroyed by a temperature of 32, while

others will bear an average English winter
; only one kind of wheat

produces the straw from which the fine Leghorn plait for bonnets is

prepared. But to multiply such instances is unnecessary. There can
then be no doubt that the quantity and quality of cotton will depend
partly upon climate and partly upon the specific properties of parti-
cular varieties.

The Cotton-Plant, or Gossypium. must not be confounded with the

Cotton-Tree, JBombax, or Eriodendron. The latter has also cottony
seeds, but they cannot be manufactured.

For further information see COTTOU MANUFACTURE, in ARTS AND
Sc. Div.
'

( Koyle, Illustrations of the Botany and other Branches of the

Natural History of the Himalayan Mountains, and of the Flora of
Cachmere, article

*

Malvaceje.')
CO'TTUS (Linnaeus), a genus of Fishes belonging to the section

Acanthopterygii and family Loricati (Jenyns). The species have the

following characters : Head large, depressed, furnished more or less

with spines or tubercles
;
teeth in front of the vomer and in both

jaws, none on the palatines ;
two dorsal fins ; ventral fin small ; body

without scales
; branchiostegous rays six.

C. gobio, (Linn.), the River Bull-Head. Miller's Thumb, or Tommy-
Logge, affords an example of this genus. This little fish, which is

found in almost all the fresh-water streams throughout Europe, is

from 3 to 4 inches in length, and of a browish colour above, more or
less mottled and spotted, and whitish beneath. The head is very
large in proportion to the body, and without spines ;

the pre-oper-
culum has a single curved spine on the posterior part : the eyes are

small, and directed upwards. The number of fin-rays are anterior
dorsal 6 to 9, posterior 17 or 18

; pectoral 15 ; ventral 3
;
anal 13

;

caudal 11. The name Bull-Head is given these fishes on account of
the large size of their heads. These fish more particularly frequent
those streams in which pebbles abound. They feed upon aquatic
insects, Ac. It is found in the brooks and streams of Great Britain.

The remaining British species of this genus inhabit the salt water,
and together with others of the same habits, are distinguished from the
fresh-water species by having the head armed with numerous spines.

C. icorpiiu (Bloch), the Sea-Scorpion, or Short-Spined Cottus, is very
common on our coasts, and is found very frequently under stones or

sea-weeds, hi the little pools left by the retiring tide. It is thus
described by Mr. Yarrell. "The head large, more elevated than
that of the River Bull-Head

; upper jaw rather the longer ;
teeth

small and sharp ; eyes large, situated about half-way between the

point of the nose and the occiput ; irides yellow, pupils bluish-black ;

one pair of spines above the nostrils, with an elevated ridge between
them

;
the inner edges of the orbits elevated, with a hollow depression

above, but no occipital spines ; pre-operculum with three spines ;
the

upper one the longest ; operculum with two spines, the upper one
also the longest, the lower one pointing downwards

;
there is besides

a scapular and a clavicular spjne on each side
; gill-openings large ;

the body tapers off rapidly, and is mottled over with dark purple-
brown, occasionally varied with a rich red-brown ;

the belly white
;

the first dorsal fin slightly connected with the second by an extension
of the membrane

;
lateral line smooth

;
the ventral fins attached

posteriorly by a membrane to the belly." Length rarely exceeding
8 or 9 inches.

This fish feeds upon small Crustacea and the fry of other fishes.

C. 64o/w(Euphrasen), the Father-Lasher, or Long-Spined Cottus, is

about the same size, and resembles the last both in appearance and
habits; the two species however are seldom found in the same imme-
diate neighbourhood. This species is distinguished from the last by
its more perfectly armed head, the spines of which are longer in pro-

portion, the space between the eyes is less, the crest above the eyes is

more elevated, and the ventral fins are destitute of the connecting
membrane observed in the Short-Spined Cottus. Both these and the
last species are remarkable for the length of time they will live out of

the water. Hence Mr. Yarrell concludes that it is not a large gill-

aperture, as has been supposed, which hastens the death of certain

kinds of fish, as these have very large heads and gill-apertures.
C. quadricomit (Linn.), the Four-Horned Father-Lasher, or Cottus,

another species also found off the British coast, though less abund-

antly than either of the foregoing maritime species, may be distin-

guisned, as its name implies, by the four tubercles which are situated

on the top of the head, two on the nape, and two near the eyes ; the

pre-operculum is furnished with three spines, and the operculum with
one

; length from 10 to 12 inches.
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i genua, or sub gruu*. i thu* characterised : Head Urge
_ a, mor* or l- armed with pine* and tubercle. ; both

jaws furaUbcd with t*rth. none on the vutuer ; body attenuated pos-

teourty. cuvd with angular plat*. ;
Yeutral* small ; branchiostegou*

nmmg.
A. funffut (CuTier), UM Anud Bull-Head, Pogge, Lyrie, Sea-

PoacW. Plmck, or .Noble Thi. lilt Ir fi.h. generally about 4 or 5 inches

in In^th. i. frequently caught in the shrimping neU, and U called by
tie ftaiwniMm. In some district*, in addition to iu other name*, the

Hook-Xos*. lu general covering U brown above and white beneath :

then are however moat commonly indication*, mure or lew distinct,

of Mreral broad dark mariu acroas the back ; the noaa is furnished

with four recurred fiats* ; the upper jaw extends beyond the lower ;

UM hifra-orbitab hare three blunt tuberclei on their lower margin,
and a sharp tpine directed backward*; the pre-operculum ia also

armed with a apine ; the branchiostegou* membrane and chin

ara each furniabed with numerous fleshy filament*; the body ia

divided longitudinally by eight acaly ridges, those on the upper part

being moat produced. The number of fin-ray* are dorsal 5 to 7 ;

pectoral 15 ; rentrml 3 ; anal 7 ; caudal 11.

The habit* of thi* fish appear in many respects to be the same a*

thoae of the C. wofptw, Ac. It ia very frequent on the southern
bore* of Great Britain.

COTl'NMTK, a Mineral. It i* a native Chloride of Lead, occur-

ring on Vecuriu* in white acicular crystals.
COTI'KNIX [TaTiuoKias.]

YLK'DON ia the leaf of a seed; it i* the part prepared by
nature to enable the young plant when it first springs into existence,
and before it ha* been able to form organ* of digestion and respiration,
to perform both tboee functions. Sometime* the cotyledon performs
these function* under ground during the whole period of it* activity ;

but in many casts it* subterranean life extends only to a few days or

hours, after which it is elevated above the soil, and takes on the

ordinary property of the leaves. [QSRMINATIO.V]
The situation of the cotyledon la on one side of the axis, of which

the plumule ia the apex, and the radicle the base. In the largest
number of known seed* there are two cotyledons on opposite sides

on the same plane ;
in a few there are several opposite to each other

in a whorl ; in a considerable number there ia only one
;
and among

the lower plant* there appears to be an absence of any distinct organ
of thi* kind. Theae difference* have given rise to the terms Dicoty-
ledon*, Pol/cotyledons, Monocotyledons, and Acotyledoua.
The first two and the last of these forms will be readily understood

;

but the structure of a Monocotyledon is far more puzzling to the

student, in consequence of the axis not being found on one aide of the

cotyledon, a* would have been expected. A common monocotyle-
donoua embryo i* a nearly cylindrical body, obtuse at each end, as at

fg. 4, and iU axis of growth ia in the interior of the cotyledon, so that
it can only be found by cutting the organ open. The following
diagram will explain this anomaly. Let the upper line represent four
kinds of embryoe* seen from the side, and the lower line the plan upon
which those embryoe* are constructed, the inner circle being always
the axis of growth, and the crescent or crescent* the cotyledons.
fig. 1 is a common dicotyledonous embryo, with it* cotyledons equal ;

/y. 2 U a rare kind of embryo of the same kind, with one of the

cotyledon* exceedingly imalL If the smaller cotyledon were abso-

lutely deficient, it may easily be conceived that such an embryo as
that at/y. 8 would be the result, the angles of the crescent being
drawn together round the axis, just a* the edge* of leave* are drawn
together when they roll ii|>

in the leaf-bud. If we now suppose that
UM angle* are not only drawn together, but actually united as at Jig. 4,
the pnmwoe of the axis within the cotyledon will no longer appear
iiM-xpliombk.

COTYLEDON, genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order
CrntnUet*. U ha* 6 sepals shorter than the tube of UM corolla

;

UM petals cohering in a tubular o-cleft corolla; the stamen* 10,
inserted on the corolla ;

6 bypogynous scales
; 4 carpels. The specie*

are succulent shrubs, mostly native* of the Cape of Good Hope.
C. W.c~, Navel-Wort, ha* UM lower leave, peltate, concave,

orbicular ; UM bract* entire ; flowers pendulous. The flower* are of
a greenish-yellow colour, and the item i* from to 12 inches high. It
i* found very commonly on rock* or wall* in UM west of England.

It U also a native of Portugal Although this plant belongs to an
order with comparatively inert properties, it has obtained a reputa-
tion iu the treatment of nervous diseases, especially epilepsy.

C. Infect has the lower leaves somewhat peltate, upper leaves crenate
or toothed, the bract* toothed, flowers erect. The flowers are of a

bright yellow. It ha* been found wild in Kngland, but is probably
not a native.

Many of the species of this genus have been separated under the

genus I'mliiliciu, the type of which is the first species named which
U called V. erecttu. The specie* of UmbUictu closely resemble those
of Cotylnlo*. In the cultivation of the specie* of both genera, they
should be

placed in pots well drained, with a soil of sandy loam or
brick rubbish. They may be propagated by cuttings, which >'

be laid to dry for a few days after they have been cut off, before they
are planted, as they are apt to rot at the wound if otherwise treated.
The bent situation for these plant.* i* the shelve* of n greenhouse.

(Don, DicUamydeotu Plant* ; Babiugtou, ilantutl uf Mrilitk

Botany.)
COUA. [CCCULID.B.1
COUAGGA. [SQUID*.]
COUCH-0 U A ss. i TniTicUM.1

COUMAROUNA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Ltyuminotce. It has 8 stamens, and the lower segment of the c:ilvx

undivided. This genus is also referred to IHpterix.
C. odorata is the plant which yields the sweet-scented Tonga Bean

of the perfumers. It is a native of French Guyana, where it forms a

large forest-tree, called by the'uatives Coumaruu. The trunk is said to
be 60 or 80 feet high, with a diameter of 3J feet, and to bear a large
head of tortuous stout limbs and branches. The leaves are pinnated,
of two or three pairs of leaflets, without an odd one at the extremity.
The flowers appear in axillary branches, and consist of a calyx with
two spreading sepals, and five purple petals washed with violet, of
which the three upper are the largest and most veiny. The stamens
are eight, and monadelphous. The fruit is an oblong hard dry fibruiis

drupe, containing a single seed
; the odour of it* kernel is extremely

agreeable. The natives string the needs into necklaces
;
and the

Creoles place them among their linen, both for the sake of their scent
and to keep away insects.

8we*U8oented Ton(t (Ooumarmma odorata].
1, a ripe drop* j J, the ume cut open ; S, a complete flower

; 4, the calrx
with s Tount drupt projecting from It.

COURSER. [Ci-BaoRiua.]
COUZKRAXITK, n Mineral from the Pyrenees. It has a compo-

sition near to that of Lal/radoritc. [LABUADOHITX 1

COW. rBoviD*.]
COWBANE, one of the common namos for tlio Water-Hemlock.

[ClCVIA,]
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COW-BERRY, a common name for the Red Whortleberry.
[VACCINIUM.]
COW-BUNTING. [MOLOTHRUS.]
COWITCH, or COWAGE, a word of unknown derivation, unless it

be a corruption of Al Kooshee, the Bengali name of one of the plants
that produces it, consists of the hairs found upon the pods of different

species of Miicuna. They are exceedingly slender, brittle, and easily

detached, and the fragments readily stick into the skin and produce
an intolerable itching ; hence they are frequently employed for mis-
chievous purposes. Cowitch is also used medicinally as a vermifuge,
by being mixed with syrup till of the consistence of honey, and given
in doses of two or three tea-spoonfuls.
The plants that bear these pods are large twining annuals or peren

nials, with leaves like those of kidney-beans, being dark purple papiliona-
ceous flowers, with a short standard lying close upon the wings and
keel, and diadelphous stamens, half of which have round and half
arrow-headed anthers. The pods contain from one to six seeds, and
are covered by a very wrinkled shriveled skin, which even stands up
in little plates. Before they are ripe and their hairs hardened, the

pods are employed as a vegetable, like kidney-beans, and are described
as being delicious. The species are found in hedges, thickets, on
the banks of rivers, and about watercourses in both 'the East and
West Indies, and America within the tropics. Mucuna urera and
M. prurient usually furnish the substance ; but that from M. mono-

rperma, called by the Telingas Enooga dola Gunda, or Elephant's
Scratch-Wort, is said to exceed the others in the irritating burning
property of ita hairs. Dr. Roxburgh states that M. prurient was one
of the plants formerly used in India to poison wells ;

"
it has turned

out, however, not to be the poison it was taken for, and it is more
than likely that the other plants employed for the same base ends
are fortunately much less dangerous than those who employ them
imagine." [MucuxA.]

Cowitch.

Opened pod of Miicuna monosperma, natural size.

COW-PARSLEY, an Umbelliferous Plant (CluxrophyUum temiUum).
[CH.EROPHYLLUM.]
COW-PARSNEP, an Umbelliferous Plant [HERACLEUM.]
COW-PEN-BIRD. [MOLOTHRCS.]
COW-PLANT. [GYMNEMA.]
COWRY. [CYPR^EID*.]
COWSLIP. [PRIMULA.]
COW-TREE, a Plant belonging to the natural order Urticacca:, and

apparently to the genus Sroiimum, from which, when wounded,
a milky nutritious juice is discharged in such abundance as to render
it an important object to the poor natives in whose country it grows.
It is 'described by Humboldt as being peculiar to the Cordilleras of

the coast of Caracas, particularly from Barbula to the lake of Mara-

caybo, near the village of San Mateo, and in the valley of Caucagua,
three days' journey east of Caracas. In these places it bears the name
of Palo de Vaca, or Arbol de Leche, and forms a fine tree resembling
the Star-Apple of the West Indies.

"
Its oblong pointed leaves, rough

Iternate, are marked by lateral ribs, prominent at the lower

surface, and parallel ; they are, some of them, ten inches long." Its

flowers and fruit have not been seen by any botanist. From incisions

in its trunk flows a glutinous milk, similar in consistence to the first

milk yielded by a cow after calving. It has an agreeable balsamic

smell, is eaten by the negroes, who fatten upon it, and has been found

by Europeans perfectly innocuous. In chemical characters it is

remarkably similar to the milk of animals, throwing down a cheesy
SAT. HIST. IHV. Vol.. II.

matter, and undergoing the same phenomena of putrefaction as

gelatine.
Humboldt supposed the Cow-Tree to belong to the Sapotaceous

Order; but, though little has been added to our knowledge of it since

his visit to the Caracas, it is at least certain that it is either a species
ef Brosinium, or very nearly related to it, and consequently a member
of the Urticaceous Order.

The latter circumstance renders the Cow-Tree still more interesting ;

for the milky juice of Urticaceous plants is in other cases highly
poisonous. But botanists are now acquainted with many instances of

innocuous plants in poisonous orders ;
tlras the Hya-Hya Tree of

Demerara, for instance, belonging to the deadly Apocyuaceous Family,

yields a thick rich milky fluid destitute of acrimony ; and the Kiria-

ghuna plant of Ceylon is a sort of East Indian Cow-Plant, notwith-

standing it belongs to the Asclepiadaceous Order, which is acrid and

dangerous. In the absence of precise information as to the circum-

stances under which the Cow-Trees are milked, it is impossible to say
what is the cause of their harmlessness

;
but every physiologist will

see that it is capable of being explained without difficulty in more

ways than one.

COYPU. [MYOPOTAMUS.]
CRAB. [CANCER ; CRUSTACEA.]
CRAB-APPLE, or WILD APPLE. [PYRUS.]
CRABRO'NID^E (Leach), Crabronita (Latreille), a family of

Hymenopterous Insects of the section Aculeata and sub-sectiou

Possores. The species have the following characters : Head large,
and appearing almost square when viewed from above

; body oval or

elliptical, narrowed more or less at the base, and joined to the thorax

by a peduncle ; antenna short, and generally thickened towards the

apex.

According to Latreille, the following genera are included in this

family : Tripoxylon, Gorytet, Crabro, Stigmus, Pemphredon, Mdlinue,
Alyton, Pirn, Philanthut, and Cercerit.

The species of Tripoxylon provision their nests with small spiders.
The species of Gorytei are parasitic.
The species of the genus Crabro are chiefly distinguished by their

having but one perfect cubital cell to the anterior wing ;
the mandibles

terminating in a bifid point, and the antenna; being distinctly genicu-

lated, they are sometimes filiform, and sometimes slightly serrated.

The palpi are short, and almost equal. The clypeus is frequently
clothed with a fine down of a glossy silver-like hue.

These insects are extremely active in their movements, and may be

frequently seen settling on the flowers of umbelliferous plants, on

palings, or on the leaves of plants when the sun is shining upon them,

lying wait in such situations for the approach of other insects, which

they seize and carry to their nests for the purpose of feeding their

larvae. The larger species of this country are mostly of yellow and
black colours, the body being adorned with rings of the former colour,
the smaller species are for the most part black.

Crabro ctplialotes is upwards of half an inch in length ; black
;
the

body is adorned with five yellow rings ; the basal joint of the antennae
and the tibia: and tarsi are also yellow.

Crabro patellatus (Panzer), and several other species of this genus,
are remarkable in having a large appendage attached to the external

part of the anterior tibiae ; this is a thin plate of a somewhat rounded

form, convex above and concave beneath, and is undoubtedly used in

removing the soil whilst these insects are forming their burrows in

the ground. Each burrow is stored with flies or other insects

(depending upon the species of Crabro to which it belongs) ;
the eggs

are then deposited with these flies, which constitute the food of the

larvae when hatched. Many species of Crabro form their cells in

rotten trees or posts. Much that relates to the habits of these insects

however remains to be discovered.

CRA'CID^E (Vigors), a family of Rasorial or Gallinaceous Birds

(Rasoret). Mr. Vigors regarded this family as connected with the

Struthious Birds, Strulhionida (Ostrich Family), by means of the

Dodo [DoDo], generally supposed to be now extinct, the foot of

which, he observes, has a strong hind toe, and which, with the excep-
tion of its being more robust, in which character it still adheres to

the Struthionidai, corresponds exactly with the Linnsean genus Cms.
The bird," says Mr. Vigors,

" thus becomes osculant, and forms a

strong point of junction between these two conterminous groups,

which, though evidently approaching each other in general points of

similitude, would not exhibit that intimate bond of connection which
we have seen to prevail almost uniformly throughout the neighbouring
ubdivisions of nature, were it not for the intervention of this important

genus."
" The family of Cracida," says Mr. Vigors,

" thus connected with

the Struthionidce, are separated from the typical groups of the order

by the length and robustness of the hinder toe, and by its being
situated more nearly on a level with those in front. These birds,

placed in this manner at the extreme of the present order, assume
uore of the habits and appearance of the preceding order of Perchers

;han the other Rasoro, with the exception of the family of Columbidte.

They are found most frequently to make their abode in trees, and to

resort to the neighbourhood of forests : in the lesser number of their

iail-feathers they evince an equal deviation from their more typical

congeners, and they never possess a spur. This family contains the
N
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* M. Curi^T-d th. tru* 0r. Una.. tog-th.* with the

/W<.~ an. 0rftefa of M. If mm. The two latter genera have

TLTtMMlMfcil oo a lev.l with the front toea, and thus

to Their bills also, more lengthened

On*, approach mo* nearly to those of the Pigeons,

oUrhand,m to m**t thn by the rtronger f.ooe oer
LSSta o, bflrf r-^. which derive, inth~

P-ticj'Ur.
^wnfamilT. The nus (*//<, m. The genus

are dh*ud from the

tw of Anrfo>. brings a* in immediate contact with IBM

. Hw.itb,intU.rtmnof the order, that I would assign

pUr. to to* beaotifal New Holland grnus Jtfmoro, Lath., a group

that BM liithirln aSbrded more difficulty to the systematic writer

ar other in the class. By modern author* it is generally placed

MoJtb* Pereben on account of the length and low position of the

I certain positions a alight tinge of green. Tail-feather* tipped with

white. Leg* red, claws yellow. Iris brown. Bill bright red : the

protuberance with which it is surmounted (which is rounded in the

young birds, and pear-ehaped with the narrow end directed forwards

in the adult males) of a livid slate-colour; it is more than two inches

in length when fully developed, hard and bony externally, and inter-

nally cellular, the cells communicating with the cavity of the mouth.

This protuberance is not visible till after the first moulting, when it

first appears in the form of a small tubercle, and becomes much

larger in the male than in the female. In other respects there u
little difference between the sexes, and the young are only distin-

guished by a browner tinge. The windpipe descends for a consider-

able distance in front of the sternum, immediately beneath the skin,

and makes no less than three distinct convolutions before passing

MTra Bat iu habiu and manners are gallinaceous,
as far as we

oan mr*^ and its general appearance decidedly evinces an aftimty

to Ik* >* The deviation in the structure of the foot from that

of the typical Rasorial groups only indicates its being placed at a

distance from them, and in that extreme of the order which connects

|^,)f v||]| to, conterminous order of Perchers. The same deviation,

it has bean seen, is found in other groups of it* own family, and in

the adjoining family of CbfanM&B. A group newly discovered in

some islands of the Eastern Archipelago, the Meyapodiiu of H. Tern-

rfWfc strves strongly to illustrate these principles, and to corroborate

nr opinion as to the situation of the singular New Holland genus

before us. The JtVpapodiiu, brought home to France by one of her

Uu expeditions, U confessedly gallinaceous in iU habits, and as such

has been placed, without hesitation, among the true Katortt, and yet

iU foot is precisely of the same construction as that of Menura. The

bill also shows no very material difference from those of the extreme

groups of toe Craeida. To return however to the general affinities of

toe family, it may again be repeated that all the Utter genera thus

united among themselves, evince an evident approach to the Colum-

Mm, from which, it may be remembered, we commenced our obser-

vatioos on the order. The whole of the groups of the Ratora, thus

following each other in continued affinity, preserve
their circular

accession without interruption." [Mr.Ni'RA.J
The following are the characters of the Family : Three toes before,

one behind, the latter touching the ground throughout Head

feathered, generally crested : there is often a cere or naked skin at

the tm-T of the bill.

Mr. Swainson, Natural History and Classification of Birds,' vol. i.,

p. 153, state*, that "
in the family of the Cracidtt, which connects the

lottmorm with the Katortt, the hinder toe is nearly as long as in the

cuckoos, and is considerably more developed than in any other group
of rasorial birds. We will say nothing of the genera Meyapodita,

PmlmmeJeu, and Jfatejra, whose feet are well known to be enormous ;

or of Ofutkomoxu, because specimens of these large and rare birds

are not upon our table. Confining ourselves to the genus Penelope,

we may remark that the tees, considered by themselves, might be

taken for Uioee of a cuckoo, if the outer one was only versatile ;
it is

evident also, from the structure of the claws, that these birds are

much more arboreal than their congeners, for their claws are more
curved ; and from their lateral and not horizontal compression, as

well from their acuteness, we conclude that they are very little, if at

all, employed in scratching the ground, their structure being similar

to those of Perchers, and adapted only for clinging. The foot, in fact,

of the Penelope, is not a rasorial but an meesaorial foot, for it does not

possess any on* of the rasorial characters. Even the hind toe, which
in all other rasorial birds is raised above the heel, is here placed upon
the same level as the anterior toes. That no ambiguity should rest

on this fact, we beg to call the ornithologist's attention to the parti-

cular species now before us, the P. Aracum of 8pix, one of the most
r~~~* of the same genus. How this remarkable formation in the

foot of the typical Oraeida should hitherto have been completely
overlooked, even by those who have speculated so much on the mode

by which the AMOKS and /mttaora are united, is somewhat extraor-

dinary. We oan only account for it by the custom of examining spe-
cimens set up in eases, or on branches, instead of preserving them in

Una, in which sUte they can be handled in all directions. But how-
ever this may be, the (act iteelf decides the long-contested question as

to which family of the Katora makes the nearest approach or rather

forms the passage to the Intettoret ; while, if this question be Ievened,
and it U astird which of the liuruom makes the nearest

approach
to

the Katortt, we need only direct our search among some of the long-

Isggsil Hnudlian cuckoos, or at once point to the singular genus
C^sssfjseosvHis.
Ouru (Pmuxi, Temm.). Bill short, strong, compressed, vaulted,

convex, dilated at the bsM of the upper mandible into a horny, oval,

hard, sod elevated substance. Nostrils basal, pierced near the front,

hidden, open beneath ; head corcrad with short and doswt feathers.

Pert (Umi) long and smooth. This family consista of the following

into the cavity of the chest. (E. T

" Pamxi (Cuv.), the Oaleatod Cnrassow. Sixe about that of a small
bra turkey. Head and neck covered with short velvety feathers of a
lion black. All the rest of the plumage, with the exception of the
white abdomen and under tail-covrta,

plumage, with the except
>verU, brilliant black, exhibiting

Calcutta CuroMow (Ouras

ThU bird is a native of Mexico, where the species lives in largo com-

panies perching upon the trees. Nest generally made on the ground.

The young are led about by the female in the same manner as the

hen pheasant and the common hen lead theirs. The first food of the

chicks consists of worms and insects, but as they advance fruits and

seeds ore added. Hernandez gives a very good description of the bird

in his
' Hiutoria Avium Novao Hispanic,' cap. ccxxii. The Galeated

Curassow is easily domesticated, and is enumerated by M. Temminck

among the birds which bred abundantly in the menagerie of M.

Ameshoff before the French revolution.

Mr. Yarrell has pointed out the peculiarities of the very elongated
trachea of another species, Ourax Mitu, Cuvicr. This organ is pro-

duced between the skin and the muscles beyond the sternum, and

reaches almost to the vent. It has been figured by Dr. Latham,
M. Temminck, and others. The sterno-tracheal muscles extend along
the whole of the tube, a disposition which, Mr. Yarrell remarked,

prevails with one or two exceptions in all birds in which the fold of

the trachea is not included in the bone. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1830-31.)

Mr. Bennett ('Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society')
observes that the nostrils in Ouro-r /tain ore seated behind the

protuberance, and are perpendicular in their direction : the mem-
branous cere which surrounds them, he adds, u covered with short

velvety feather*.

Oar. Bill moderate, long, compressed, higher than it is broad at

the base, thick, carinated above, curved towards t.be end, surrounded
at the base with a membrane ; lore naked

;
nostrils lateral, longitu-

dinal, pierced in the cere, and partinlly < \, i. >1. Head crested with

curled feathers. Tail spresid out, inclined
;
tail-fi-athers 14. Sixth quill

the longest. Hallux reaching the ground with the first phalanx.
C. Altctor (Linnteiu), the Crested Curassow. The plumage of the

Crested Curassow is of a deep black, with a slight gloss of green upon
the head, crest, neck, back, wings, and up|*T purl of the tail ;

it is

of a dull white beneath, and on the lower tail-coverts. Its crest is from
2 to 8 inches in length, and occupies the whole upper surface <>f tin'

head
;

it is curled and valvety in its appearance, and capable of being
raised or depressed at will. The eyes ore surrounded by a nake<l nkiii

which extends into the cere, and there assumes a bright yellow colour.

Sixe about that of Ourar /taut. (E. T. Bennett)
" This species," says Mr. Bennett

"
is a native of Mexico, Guyana,

and Brazil, and probably extends itself over a large portion of the

iithnrn division of the American cnntiniMit. In the woods of Quynna
it appears to be so extremely common that M. Snnnini regards it as

the most certain resource of the hungry traveller whose stock of pro-
visions is exhausted, and who has consequently to trust to hia gun

in
I for furnishing him with a fresh supply. They congregate together in
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numerous flocks, and appear to be under little or no uneasiness from
the intrusion of men into their haunts. Even when a considerable

number of them have been shot the rest remain quietly perched upon
the trees, apparently unconscious of the havoc that has been com-

-~

\- -~=
Created Curasao* (Crar Altctor}.

mitted amongst them. This conduct is by no means the result of

simplicity, but proceeds rather from the natural tameness and unsus-

piciousneas of their character. Those however which frequent the

neighbourhood of inhabited places are said to be much wilder and
more mistrustful, being kept constantly on the alert to avoid the

pursuit of the hunters, who destroy them in great numbers. They
build their nests on the trees, forming them externally of branches
interlaced with the stalks of herbaceous plants, and lining them inter-

nally with leaves. They generally lay but once a year, during the

rainy season ; the number of their eggs being, according to Sonnini,
five or six, and according to D'Azara as many as eight. They are

nearly as large as those of a turkey, but are white like a hen's, and
with a thicker shell." (' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological
Society,' vol. ii.)

C. Yarrellii, the Red-Knobbed Curassow. The trachea of this

species differs from all those previously known, but most resembles
that of C. Alector, Linnaeus, while in external characters the bird

approaches C. globicera, Linnaeus, from which it is distinguished by
the redness of its cere, and by a prominence on each side under the
base of the lower jaw, in addition to the globose knob near the base
of the upper. The tube in C. Yarrellii is straight throughout its whole

length, except a short convolution imbedded in a cellular membrane
placed between the shafts of the OB furcatorium. The trachea is

narrow, and the fold, invested and Rupported by a membranous sheath,

gives off one pair of muscles, which are inserted externally below the

apex of the os furcatorium. The lower portion of the tube immedi-

ately above the bone of divarication sends off a pair of muscles to be
inserted in the sternum. The upper pair of muscles (furculo-tracheal)
influence the length of the tube above the convolution. The inferior

pair (sterno-tracheal) have the same power over the bronchial tubes
and that portion of the trachea which is below the convolution.

(Zool. Proc.,' 1830-31.)
Mr. Bennett, speaking of the Zoological Society's Menagerie, says :

" Of all the gallinaceous birds in the collection, the most interesting
are those which hold out to us a prospect of supplying our farm-yards
with new breeds of poultry of a superior kind. Such are especially
the Curassows. In many parts of South America these birds have

long been reclaimed ; and it is really surprising, considering the ex-
treme familiarity of their manners and the facility with which they
appear to pass from a state of nature to the tameness of domestic
fowls' that they have not yet been introduced into the poultry-yards
>{ Kurope. That with proper treatment they would speedily become
habituated to the climate we have no reason to doubt

;
on the con-

trary, numerous examples have shown that they thrive well even in

its northern parts ;
and Temminck informs us that they have once at

least been thoroughly acclimated in Holland, where they were as

prolific in their domesticated state as any of our common poultry.
The establishment however in which this had been effected was
broken up by the civil commotions which followed in the train of the

French revolution, and all the pains which had been bestowed upon
the education of these birds were lost to the world by their sudden
and complete dispersion. The task which had at that time been in

some measure accomplished still remains to be performed ; and it

may not be too much to expect that the Zoological Society may be
successful in perfecting what waa then so well begun, and in natural-

ising the Curassow as completely as our ancestors have done the

equally exotic and in their wild state much less familiar breeds of the

turkey, the Guinea-fowl, and the peacock. Their introduction would

certainly be most desirable, not merely on account of their size and

beauty, but also for the whiteness and excellence of their flesh, which
is said by those who have eaten of it to surpass that of the Guinea-
fowl or ofjthe pheasant in the delicacy of its flavour." (' Gardens and

Menagerie,' &c., voL ii.)

Lieutenant Maw, who appears to have shot a Red-Knobbed Curassow
on his passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic down the river Maranon,
says that the native Peruvian name for the bird is Peury.

Penelope. Bill moderate, naked at the base, entire, convex above,
wider than it is high, bent at the point ; lore and base of the bill

naked. Under the throat a naked skin which is capable of being
inflated or swollen. Nostrils pierced in the cere towards the middle
of the bill, half closed. Foot (tarsus) slender, longer than the inter-

mediate toe
;
nails somewhat curved, strong, compressed, and pointed.

Fifth and sixth quill longest. Tail-feathers 12.

P. cristata (Gmelin), the Guan. Length about 30 inches, the tail

being 13 or 14 inches. Upper parts dusky black or bronze, glossed
with green, changing to olive in certain lights. A black stripe passes
from the under part of the bill backwards, and surrounds the ear.

Fore part of neck and breast spotted with whitish, each of the

feathers being bordered by white
; belly and legs, lower part of the

back, and under tail-coverts, reddish. Cheeks naked and violet-

purplish. Iris reddish brown. Bill blackish. Feathers of the back
of the head long, forming a thick tufted crest, which the bird can
raise or depress at pleasure. Naked part of the throat scarlet, with
a contractile and extensile fold of depending skin. Mr. Bennett
observes that this fold retains its elasticity after death. The female

differs from the male principally in having her plumage, especially
her under parts, more decidedly tinged with red.

Guan (Penelope cristata).

Mr. Yarrell states that the trachea of the Guan is uniform in size

and substance throughout its whole length. After descending by the

neck in the usual way, it is extended, and passes downwards under
the skin, but over the outer surface of the pectoral muscle on the

right side, to the extent of two inches beyond the angle formed by
the junction of the two portions of the os furcatorium. The tube of

the trachea is then reflected, and, ascending to the cavity of the

thorax, again turns to be carried to the lungs as in other birds, and is

provided with one pair of true muscles of voice, which have the usual

origin and insertion. The loop or fold of the tube formed on the

surface of the pectoral muscle is imbedded in cellular tissue, and
further retained in its place by a strong ligament, which, firmly

adhering to the loop, passes backwards to be first attached to the

posterior angle of the sternum ;
and afterwards dividing once, and

passing still farther backwards, the two slips are inserted on the two

elongated pubic points of the pelvis. This structure in the Guan, Mr.

Yarrell observes, has been noticed and figured by M. Temminck in

his
' Histoire des Pigeons et Gallinaces.'

Mr. Bennett remarks that the manners of the Guau have little to

distinguish them from those of the Curassows. Although to all

appearance equally capable f domestication, they have not yet been

introduced into Europe in equal numbers with the Curassows, nor lias

the same success attended the attempts to propagate them in this

quarter of the globe.
" We are told however," continues Mr. Bennett,

"
by M. Temminck, that the proprietor of a menagerie in the neigh-

bourhood of Utrecht had bred them for several years ; and there can

be little doubt that with proper care and attention these birds mi^ht
be added to the stock of our domesticated fowls. They are spokou
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of rWBtsUs* an xoaUrnt dish for UM table. In a wild state they
inhabit Guyana and Brazil, and perhaps extend still farther to the

north. TfcSrfcod canst** principally of seeds and fruits, which they
tor and eat upon UM ground ; bat the greater part of their

ixtslsnes is rmn\ upon UM trees, un the tops of which they perch,
and in which they build their neets. They are often found in large

Una., bat cnimfiy pur u^rther with UM strictest constancy. The
f.males Uy from two to fire egg* Their flight, like that of mort

nllioeosow birds, in eonatquenee of UM shortnea of their wings, U
low MM! heavy ; and in the |>erformance of thU action they derive

noch aanstaao. from their tail, the feathers of which may be

expanded in UM shape of a fan. All the birds of this genus appear
to be known in Brazil by UM name of Jacu, pronounced YHCOU,

derived, aooording to Xarcgrave, from their note. Thif, as might be

upecUd from UM conformation of their trachea, U extremely loud,

msomiioh that when a considerable number are collected near the

mtne spot, UM Terr woods, to use the expression of the scientific

traveller just quoted, re-echo with their clamorous cries." The same
author obserres that M. Spix added very considerably to the difll-

oulties that preriously existed in distinguishing the species of this

interesting group by the publication, in his
'
Brazilian Birds,' of a

series of figures representing apparently very slight modifications of

UM common form, but to each of which he has prefixed a peculiar

specific name. Mr. Bennett expresses his belief that most of these

will be found on further examination to be referrible to the present
snecJM, which, from its long domestication in the poultry-yards of

South America, must necessarily be subject to very extensive varia-

tions. (' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society,' vol. ii.)

M. Lesson, on the authority of M. Goudot, mentions a species,

Ptntiojx Aburri, Ooud., 2 feet 3 inches (French) long, the tail being
10 inches. M. Ooudot states that this species seems peculiar to the
mountains of New Granada, inhabiting temperate and cold districts ;

it i, he says, unknown in the great warm valleys and by the rivers.

In the environs of the city of Muzo, celebrated for its mine of

emeralds, this bird, he states, is known under the name of Pavo-6-
Uuali The inhabitants of the neighbourhood of Bogota and of the

valley of Cauca designate it by the term Pava Burn, or Aburri

Aburrida, which when slowly pronounced well expresses its cry. The
male does not differ from the female ; and those which M. Ooudot
opened bad two ca*cums analogous to Pentiope Paratona and Pavita

(npmtiiariil). The trachea descended without any fold to the lungs.
There was no gravel in the gizzard, the walls of which were thin, and
nearly entirely covered by the proper muscles. M. Ooudot states
that the species lives solitary, perches upon high trees, flics but little,

and suffers the hunter to approach easily within shot It is never
seen on the ground. The berries of trees compose its food. Its nest
is formed in a mass of dry leaves, disposed between the forks of
trees. The ens are three in number, white, and 1 inch 8 lines in

diameter. These birds, adds M. Ooudot, are very common in the
mountains of Quindiu, between Hague and Carthagena. Their notes
are the but that are heard on the approach of night, and the first

that announce the dawn of day.
OrtaJida. IU characters are the same as those of Patdope, except-

ing that the head is completely feathered, and that there is no naked-
ness about the throat or round the eyes.

O. Matmot, Pluuumtu ifolmol, Omcl., Phatianut Pan-aqua, Lath.
Colour red-brown, bronzed above. Tail moderate. It inhabits

Guyana.

../ iMmvt.

M. Ooudot describes a new species from Santa-Pe* de Bogota, which
M. I.nmn names Ortatida Ootdatii. The bird it appears Is fonml in
Uw SUM places with the Pnttopt Ab*rri. Total length 23 inches,

of which the tail U 9 inches. Feet red ; tarsus 2 inches 5 lines ;

middle toe 2 inches 4 lines, the claw being 64 lines (French). The
bill is blackish, brown at its point; the upper mandible 1 inch
5 lines; cere and naked membrane round the eyes blue. All the

upper plumage brown, with deep green reflections, or rather of a very
deep greenish. Feathers of the throat gray. Bottom of the neck,

belly, and abdomen, as well as the thighs, covered with ruddy. No
crest nor nakedness about the throat. No fold of the trachea in either

sex. It is found in the mountains of Quin.Hu.
M. Lesson observes that this bird approaches nearly to the last, but

U clearly distinguishable from it, especially by the trachea, which doe*
not descend upon the abdomen.

Opitthocomiu, Hofim. (Hoazin, Buff. ; Orthororyt, VieilL). Bill thick,

robust, short, convex, bent at the point, which is suddenly compressed,
furnished with diverging bristles at the base, which is dilated later-

ally ; lower mandible strong, terminated in an angle ; edges denteUted
towards the origin. Nostrils mesial on the surface of the bill, pierced
(de part en part), covered above by a membrane. Feet robust and
muscular

; tarsus shorter than the middle toe, the lateral toes long,

equal, entirely divided ; sole broad
;
toes bordered with rudiments

of membranes. Wings moderate, the first quill very short, the four

following graduated, and the sixth the longest Tail-feathers ten.

0. criitatta. This species, which appears to be the only one

belonging to the genus, is the Hoatzin and Hoactzin of Hernandez ;

who describes it as an inhabitant of warm districts, where it was seen

sitting on trees by the sides of rivers, and as having received its name
from a supposed similarity of the shrieking cry of the bird to the
intonation of the word ' hoatzin.' Hernandez relates some strange
stories of cures effected by its bones and by a suffitus of its feathers ;

but says that the bird is deemed inauspicious by the natives. Sonnini
states that it is known in Guyana by the name of Saga,

noaxin (Ofttthotomui criitatta).

Tin- Hoazin* are said to live in pairs or in small troops, consisting
of from six to eight individuals, in the flooded savannahs, which they
prefer, and where they seek for their food the leaves of the Arum
arboretcrn*. Their flesh is not considered good, having a strong smell
of Castoreiim about it. These birds are by no means timorous. In
stature and gait they resemble the peacock.

Megapoditu. Bill sleuder, straight, as wide as it U high, and
flattened above at the base : upper mandible longer than the lower,
nlightly curved at its extremity ; lower mandible straight, the point
hidden by the edges of the upper mandible. Nostrils suboval, open,
placed nearer to the point than to the base of the bill

; nasal fosse

long, covered by a membrane furnished with small feathers. Space
round the eye naked, head and neck well feathered. Feet large and
strong, placed far backwards; tarsus large and long, and covered
with large scales, compressed posteriorly ; four very elongated toes,
the three anterior ones nearly equal, united at their bases by a small
membrane, which is more apparent between the inner and middle toe
than between it and the outer one

; posterior toe horizontal, touching
the ground throughout iU length ; claws very long, very strong,
flattened above, very little curved, triangular, obtuse at the point,
nearly like those of Menura. Wings moderate, concave, rounded ;

third and fourth quills the longest. Tail small, wedge-shaped, scarcely
exceeding the wings in length, and formed of twelve feathers. (Ouoy
and Oaimard, with slight alteration.)

if. Duperreyii. In size hardly so large as a partridge. Tarsi less
elevated than they are in M. Prtycineth and M. rubripa. The bird
is moreover altogether better proportioned. Total length, from the
extremity of the bill to that of the wings, which are longer than the
tail, rnther less than a foot (French). Tawi strong, covered with
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scales, and 20 lines in length ;
middle toe, including the claw, 1 7 lines ;

hind toe 1 4 lines ; posterior claw 7 lines. Bill slightly swollen towards
its extremity, yellow, 8 lines in length. Nostrils suboval, covered
with a membrane clothed with very small rudimentary feathers.

Space round the eyes naked, but less than in the other two species.
Neck well clothed with feathers. Iris reddish. A very thick crest

covers the head
;
the feathers which compose it are raised (se redres-

sent) towards the occiput. The wings are concave, an inch longer
than the tail, and terminated in a point : the fifth quill the longest.
Tail suboval, pointed, very short, composed of 10 small feathers.

Legs grayish, and feathered down to the tarsi
;
the claws slightly

curved, pointed at the end, flat below, and of a brown colour.

(Lesson.)

Mnngoipe (Mitgnpodiut Buprrrfyii).

" The tuft," says M. Lesson, "of our M, Lhtperreyii is of a brown-

yellow ; the neck, the throat, the belly, and the lateral parts, are of

a gray-slate colour. The feathers of the back and the wing-coverts

large, and of a ruddy yellowish-brown. Rump, upper part of the

tail, and vent-feathers, ochreous red. Quills yellow without, brown

within, the shafts being ruddy brown.
" The middle toe is united to the inner one by a membranous

border, which is wanting between the middle toe and the external one.
" In comparing our Megapodius with the Menura of New Holland,

we cannot fail to perceive that it connects the last-mentioned genus
with the gallinaceous birds, by forming a very natural passage. In

fact, if we examine the position of the nostrils, the general form of

the bill and legs, and the nakedness round the eyes the membrane
which unites the two external toes, but which is wanting between the

middle toe and the inner one (an arrangement which is reversed in

Meyapodiut) the same length of the toes, the analogy in the form

of the claws, the greater length of the posterior one, the concavity^
and the smallness of the wings all these characters, in fine, coincide'

to confirm this pass-age, if we except the extraordinary grandeur and
luxuriant form of the tail of Menura, a form without analogy among
the other birds. Meyapodiui would thus belong to a small natural

group, theLyrifcri of Vieillot (27th family) ;
the name of which, in con-

sequence of its having become improper, would have to be changed.
" The M. Duperreyii, the Hangoipe of the Papuans, inhabits the

umbrageous forests of New Guinea, in the neighbourhood of the

harbour of DonSry. The bird is timid, runs very fast among the

bushes, like a partridge in standing corn, and utters a feeble cluck

(un petit gloussement)."
M. Lesson states that he only observed M. Preycinetii in the

I.tliniH of Waigiou, and that the attempt to preserve it alive in

cages was vain, for the birds soon died. Their flesh, he says, is

black, very hard, and not very agreeable as food, although possessing
a fumet which the cooking developes. The Papuans brought them
on board the Coquille daily, and called them (those of the harbour

of Offack at least) Manesaqud.
IVjth Pigafetta and Oemelli Carreri speak of the Tavon (Mcya-

podiut), and it would seem that this, the Megapodiut of the Philip-

pines, leaves ita eggs to the fostering heat of the sun. The habits of

the Megapodii of New Guinea and the neighbouring islands are,

according to M. Lesson, entirely unknown.
Alecthelia. The characters of the genus Megapodiua, observes M.

Lesson, established by Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard in the Zoology ofthe

voyage round the world performed by the Uranie, are in great

measure applicable to the sub-genus Alecthelia, formed by M. Lesson
for the position of a bird which differs from the true Megapodii, or

Tavons, by many distinctive characters.

Bill short, compressed, pointed : the upper mandible prolonged,
the lower mandible a little swollen and very short ; nostrils at the
base of the bill separated by a straight ridge ; head and forehead

abundantly covered with feathers down to the nostrils
; space round

the eyes furnished with short and close-set feathers
;
inner toe rather

the shortest ; membrane which unites the middle toe to the inner

one almost absent
;
no tail ;

all the feathers of the body, except
those of the wings, composed of loose barbs, very finely ciliated on
each of the shafts.

A. Urvillii, Lesson. It is the only species known. Its total length
from the extremity of the bill to that of the wings is 5 inches 4 lines.

Tarsi 14 lines
;
middle toe 10, hind toe 8, claws 5, bill 6 lines (French).

The bird is covered with loose and scanty feathers, but has upon the

occiput a thick bunch of feathers. The general tint is brown,

fuliginous, deepest above; belly and throat brown, slightly tinged
with ruddy colour ;

throat ash-coloured
; wings concave, rounded,

the feathers entirely brown, the second, third, and fourth being

equal : the upper part is bron n sprinkled with zigzag or irregular

lines, not well defined, of ruddy yellow. Place of the tail-feathers

supplied by very loose plumes, composed of very fine barbs, bristled

with very slender approximated barbules, presenting much analogy
with those of the Cassowary (No. 6, pi. 67, 'Atlas de Peron"), and

which, implanted in the rump in the same manner, form a feathery
tuft as in the Cassowary ;

all the feathers of this bird, except those

of the wings, are composed of multiple stems, very slender and soft,

furnished with equal and very fine barbules which may be called

multirachid. The bill is grayish, and so are the feet
;
the inner toe

is a little more united to the middle one than to the external one
;

the claws are slightly curved, sharp, convex above, concave below,
and of a brown colour; the iris is reddish.

Alecthelia L'rMlii.

This species, which comes from the Isle of Gueb<!, placed imme-

diately under the equator, is, no doubt, proper to the neighbouring
lands such as the great and beautiful Isle of Halamiva or Golilo, so

little known and so little studied by naturalists. (Lesson.)

CRAG, the uppermost of the distinctly Tertiary Strata of England
using this term in a sense which is perhaps gradually passing

away, to be replaced by the larger meaning of Cainozoic, suggested
in this work. The Crag of Norfolk and Suffolk is partly a calcareous

mass rich in delicate corals ; partly a subcalcareous sand rich in

shells
;
and partly a rudely aggregated deposit of sand, shells, pebbles,

and bones. To these divisions, whose origin is due to different local

conditions, and successive times, Mr. Charlesworth has assigned the

titles of Coralline Crag, Red Crag, and Mammaliferous Crag. The

position of these beds will be best seen from the following table of

the classification of the Tertiary Rocks from Professor Ansted's
'

Elementary Geology."

Newer Tertiary, or Pliocene Series :

1. Upper Gravel and Sand.

2. Till.

3. Mammaliferoui Crag.
4. Fresh-Water Sand and Gravel.

5. Red Crag.

Middle Tertiary, or Miocene Series :

6. Coralline Crag.

Lower Tertiary, or Eocene Series :

7. Fluvio-Marine Beds, Ac.
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For a further

the other
CRAKE.

of the Cra*; Formation, and it* reUtion to

of UM Tertiary Seriee, see TTU*T STMATA.

CRAKBK/a rentu'of Plant. belonging to UM natural order

wr.*. H belong. U> UM eul*der l*maat** andI the tribe

It he* aTjofated *flide, upper joint gfcboee, with 1 seed

a long carved siiil stslt springing from the bottom of

lower jomt barren. (talk-like.

ifia*. UM Ho Kill, or Sea-Kale, U a gUucous spreading

long carved

cell; lower jomt barren. (talk-like.

C naiifia*. UM Ho Kill, or Sea-

Art. with broad-toothed sinnated leave*, and denes corymbs of Urge

Site flower*. found occasionally on the sea-coast of England and

BOW oMUDoalT cultivated in garden* for tho Bake of iU delicate

tender sbooU. Naturally the flavour of the plant in strong, cabbage-

like, and highly disagremble, but in the *tato in which it i* sent to

UM kitchen, it U merely a oolourieai ma* of delicate fleshy vege-

table Iban, with little or no flavour. ThU arises fmm the shoot*

^w- are to be cooked being grown in darkness, and with a little more

speed M*" "rrnm> For this purpose a garden-pot U inverted over the

crown of an old sea kail stock, in the winter before the leaves sprout.

Over the pot u thrown a little litter, or some decaying leaves, or

DOM old tan, so as to increase the temperature of the earth, and to

exclude light ; after a week or two the pot is examined from time

to tine, and when sprout* five or six inches long have been pro-

duced, they are cut off, and are fit for table.

Sea-Kail love* a light candy soil, well drained in winter and richly

manured. It will continue to bear cutting for twenty yean together

without suffering
much ; and is one of the most simple and useful

of all culinary plant* for a small garden. It is generally grown in

row* eighteen inche* or two feet apart
CRA1IBCS, a genus of Moths (Ltpidoptcra noctuma) of the family

TSnrirfar (Brrnhmf) The type of this genus is the Phalama PatcveUa
'

In mi ssing dry meadows during the summer time, we observe

numerous little moths fly from the grass at every step we take
;

they soon settle again, and are then not easily detected, owing to

their mode of folding their wings, which when shut almost incloee

their aleader bodie*, and
partly

surround the blade of grass on which

they rest ; their form U then long and narrow, pointed at the head,

and somewhat truncated at the opposite extremity. Their colouring
i* often brown and white, disposed on the upper wings principally in

longitudinal linen. Very frequently however we find them adorned

with beautiful metallic colour*, generally of silvery or golden hues.

are the insects which constitute the genus Crambtu, and of

about 40 species in this country. The characters

of this genii* are : Probosci* distinct ; wings convoluted round the

when at rest ; superior wings narrow ; palpi long, the inferior

; head furnished with short closely-applied scales.

When the wings are expanded, these moths commonly measure
about an inch in width ; they are called in England the Veneers, and
sometime* Gram-Moth*.

\XHKKHY. [OxTcoccus.]
CRANEFLY. [TIPUUDA]
CRANKS. [ORt'iDjt]

\\E-S.Bll.U [Ouuiiim.]
CRAN<X>NII>., a family of Cnularta brlunginn to the division

Dttmfti* Maenmra. The type of this family in the Common Shrimp
(Crango* mlgarii), and no other genera are included in it It has the

following character* :

Internal antenna) inserted on the same line a* the external antenna;
;

flrst pair of feet terminated by a subcheliform hand. Although there
an a Urge number of Cnutaeea which are vulgarly called Shrimps
which resemble in general form the Common Shrimp, the Crangonida:-

too much from all these to be comprised in the natural tribes
*

by them. It corresponds to the genus Cranyon of Fabric! us,
in the opinion of M. Milne-Edwards, has been unnecessarily

subdivided by Dr. Leach and M. Risso into tho Crangons, properly
ao called, Egeons, and Pontovkili.

Crmmgo* oomprise* those shrimp* wh
by a mooodactylous and lubcheliform

vhose anterior foot are terminated
i hand.

Gampao* much more depressed than in tho other xlirimps, and

[Milting anteriorly only the rudiment of a rostrum. Eye* short,

large, and free. Antenna inserted nearly on the same transversal

liae; the Ant pair dilated at their base, at the external side of which
is a rather large scale ; their peduncle is short, and they are termi-
nated by two multi-articulate filaments. The external antenna: are
inserted outwardly and a little below the preceding, and they offer

nothing remarkable. The mandibles are slender, and without any palp.The external jaw-feet, which are pediform and of moderate length,
terminate by a flattened and obtuM point ; within, they carry a short

palp, terminated by a small flagrifonn appendage directed inwards.
The ternum is very wide backward*. The first pair of feet are

strong, and terminate in a flattened hand, on the anterior edge of
which a moveabU claw i* bent back : the internal ancle of this hand,
w%i*h correspond* to the point of the claw, i* armed with a tooth
reprsswiUn*; an immoveable rudimentary finger. The two succeeding
pairs of fort an extremely slender; UM second terminate generally in
a very small didactylous cUw ; and ths third an monodactylous
like those of UM fourth and fifth pain; but thee* four posterior feet

am much stronger. The abdomen is very large, but present* nothing

remarkable in it* conformation. The branchial are only seven in

number on each aide of the thorax. (Milne-Edwards.)

DetaiU of Crangoit. a. Mandible.

The genus is divided by M. Milne-Edwards into the following
sections :

1. Species having the second pair of feet nearly as long as the

third pair.
In this section are comprised C. rulyarii, C.fatciatiu, and C. Sorea*.

2. Species with the second pair of feet much longer than the third.

Example, C. leptemcariaalm.
C. vulgarit, the Common Shrimp. Carapace and abdomen almost

entirely smooth, with the exception of one small median spine on
the stomachal region, and one lateral above each branchial region.

Terminal filaments of the internal antenna: more than twice as long
as their peduncle. Lamellar appendage of the external antenna: large
and elongated (about twice as long as the peduncle of the internal

antennffi). Last joint of the external jaw-feet long and narrow.

Two last pairs of feet of moderate size. A strong spine inserted on
the sternum between the second pair of feet, and directed forwards.

Abdomen smooth, and without any keel. Median blade of the caudal

tin pointed, and without a furrow above. Length rather more than

two inches. Colour greenish-gray, dotted with brown.

Common Shrimp (Crangon rulgnrit). a, anterior foot or claw.

It is common on the coasts of England ami Fruiic<>. ,
It U the Crevette of the French, and Shrimp of our market*, nn.l

is one of the most delicious (Pennant thinks the most delicious) of
the macruroiu crustaceans.
The shoals of these creatures which frequent our coast give empl< >y-

inent to a great number of persons, who are engaged in catching
them. They are abundant at the mouth of the Thames, from whence
the London market is principally supplied. They are caught by a

Urge open net, which U attached to a lung stick and pushed through
the water. They are most plentiful on sandy shores. They are iued
also for bait
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C.fcaciatus, the Banded Shrimp, is found in the Mediterranean.

It has also been taken in England at Salcombe Bay.
C. ipinonu, the Spiny Shrimp. It is the Pontophilu spinosux of

Leach; Egeon loricatus of Guerin. This shrimp has been taken in

several places on the south coast of England.
C. iculptus is a British species, described by Professor Bell in his

'History of the British Stalk-Eyed Crustacea." It was taken at

Weymouth by Mr. Bowerbank.
C. tritpinosiu and C. bupinosiu are also British species, and have

been taken on the coast of Hastings.
CRANIA. [BRACHIOPODA.]
CRASSAMENTUM. [BLOOD.]
CRASSATELLA. [CONCHACEA.]
CRASSINA. [VENERID.E.]
CRASSULA, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order

Crassulacea. It has a 5-parted calyx, much shorter than the corolla
;

sepals flattish
; the petals 5, stellate, spreading, distinct ;

the stamens

5, filaments awl-shaped; scales 5, ovate, short; carpels 5, many-
seeded. The species are very numerous. They are succulent herbs
or shrubs, and are mostly natives of the Cape of Good Hope. Their
leaves are opposite and entire, or nearly so. The flowers are mostly
white, rarely rose-coloured. Upwards of fifty species have been
described

;
and many of them, on account of their grotesque appear-

ance, are cultivated in our gardens. They are greenhouse plants.
One species, C. tetragona, is used at the Cape of Good Hope as a

remedy in dysentery. Any medicinal properties they possess is

probably owing to the presence of tannin.

CRASSULA'CE^E, Houte-Leela, a natural order of Polypetalous
Exogenous Plants. It consists of succulent plants, with herbaceous
or shrubby, and annual or perennial roots, growing in hot dry exposed
places in the more temperate parts of the Old World chiefly. On the

sun-scorched cliffs and volcanic soil of the Canaries, and on the dry
sterile plains of the Cape of Good Hope, they are most abundant.
Their flowers are arranged in panicles, spikes, cymes, and corymbs ;

each has a calyx of several divisions, alternating with which is the
like number of petals, alternating with which is the like number of

stamens, or twice as many, alternating with which are as many

A, a portion of a branch of Sempervivvm villasum ; 1, a calyx of S. montanum ;

1, a part of the petals and stamens laid open, and adhering by the tube of the

eljrx ; S, a calyx with the ovaries projecting the hypogvnous scales are seen

at the base of some of these
; 4, a ripe follicle

; 5, a section of a seed showing
the embryo in the albumen.

distinct carpels as there are segments of the calyx. The stamens
arise from the tube of the calyx ; there is usually a hypogynoux
gland at the base of each carpel j

the carpels are often of the same
r as the petals ;

and sometimes, in monstrous cases, the anther*

bear ovules as well as the ovaries. The fruit consists of a number of
distinct follicles, each containing numerous minute seeds

;
the embryo

lies in the axis of fleshy albumen. The affinities of this order,

according to Dr. Lindley, are with Samagesiacea, Caryophyllacea;,

xifragacefz, and Turneracece.

Many species of Cratsula, RocJiea, Sempemvum, Sedum, Ac., are

cultivated for the beauty of their flowers ;
the various annual Tillseas,

&c., are obscure weeds
;
house-leeks (different sorts of Sempervivum)

are grown for their refrigerant qualities ;
and the leaves of Semper-

um arboreum possess powerful tanning qualities. This order

contains 22 genera and 450 species. [SEDUM ; SEMPERVIVUM ; COTY-
LEDON ; ECHEVEKIA ;

TILL.EA ; ROCHEA ; RHODIOLA ; UMBILICUS ;

BBYOPHYLLUM.]
All the hardy species may be grown on old walls, roofs, rock-work,

or other places thoroughly drained of moisture
;
the greenhouse kiuds_

require what is called a dry-stove treatment that is, they must be'

potted in a mixture of lime, rubbish, broken pots, and earth ; in

summer they are freely exposed to the weather in sunny situations

without protection, and in winter they are kept moderately cool, and

nearly without water.

CRAT-iE'GUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Roiaccce and the sub-order Pomeee. This genus is very nearly allied

to the Apple (Pyrus), from which it differs in the fruit containing a

variable number of stones, as the Medlar does
;
from the Medlar it is

known by its fruit being closed, not spread open, at the apex.
The species inhabit woods and hedges throughout the northern

hemisphere, from Barbary and Palestine to about 60 N. lat. in the

east, and from Mexico to a similar latitude in the west. South of

these limits they do not occur in a wild state. The flowers appear in

the greatest profusion, usually in terminal cymes, in the early mouths
of the year, and are succeeded by small round fruits, coloured yellow,

red, purple, or black. Most of them are merely haws, and fit only
for the food of birds

;
a few are larger and more fleshy, but none of

them have been found worth cultivating for the fruit, except the

Azarole (Cratitgus Azaroliu), which is eaten in Italy, and the Aronia,
which is sold in the markets of Montpellier under the name of Pom-
mettes a, Deux Closes.

Between sixty and seventy well-marked species and varieties are

known in the gardens of this country. Into extensive collections they
are all worth introduction, except C. parvifolia and those immediately
allied to it ; and for the ornament of park-scenery there is probably
no genus of flowering trees at all to be compared with Cratcegua for

variety, fragrance, and beauty. Our limits prevent our noticing all

these at length ;
we therefore confine ourselves to a brief indication

of those which are most valuable for ornamental purposes.
C. oxyacantha, the Hawthorn, White Thorn, or May. The leaves

are obovate, 3-4-lobed, cut and serrate, cuneate at the base; the

flowers corymbose ; calyx not glandular ; styles 1-3. The branches

are spinose. This plant is one of the most common in the British

Flora, being used throughout the kingdom for forming quickset

hedges. Babington mentions two varieties, expressing an opinion that

they are not improbably distinct species C. oxyacantha (Linnseus and

Jacquin), with the peduncles and calyx glabrous, and C. monogyna
(Jacquin), with the peduncles and calyx villose. The latter is the

more common form.
The Hawthorn not only grows in the form of a shrub or bush in our

hedges, but is not unfrequently seen in the form of a tree. It is of

slow growth, and many individuals have attained celebrity for their

antiquity. There are several in Bushy Park said to be above two
centuries old. The wood of the Hawthorn is hard, takes a fine

polish, and is used by cabinet-makers.

Under the name of Hawthorns may be comprehended all the nume-
rous sorts which are either varieties of Cratcegus oryacantka or nearly
related to it. They have all deeply-lobed rather shining leaves, so

little hairy that their bright green colour is not deadened, small fra-

grant flowers, and small shining haws. They are distinguished for

the graceful manner in which they generally grow in rich soil and
unharmed by the pruning-knife. Thirty feet is not an unusual height
for very fine specimens, and when of that size their appearance is

exceedingly graceful and picturesque. C. oxyacantha itself produces
varieties with double flowers, bright crimson flowers, yellow fruit,

black fruit, and fruit downy when young ;
the latter is called C. oxy-

acantha eriocarpa, and is one of the most beautiful of the genus.

Very nearly allied to these are the Oriental Thorns, spec es which

have their deeply-cut leaves covered so closely with hairs as to have a

dull gray or hoary aspect, large fragrant flowers, and large succulent

rather angular fruit. These are less graceful in their manner of

growth than the true Hawthorns, some of them, especially C. tanaceti-

folia and C. odoratittima, having a round formal head
;
but their

flowers are even more fragrant than the May-bush, and their fruit ren-

ders them striking objects in the autumn. The Azarole is one of

them
;
but it does not fruit or flower readily, and is the least worth

having of the group. We should recommend C. odoratissima, with

its red fruit, C. tanacelifolia with its yellow fruit, C. orientals with

purple fruit, and C. Aronia with its light orange-coloured fruit.

The American Thorns are species with leaves but little lobod,

usually broad, shining, and toothed unequally, often having exceed-

ingly long spines, and having fruit generally of an intermediate size
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They are not quite *o handsome a* the species of the two former

crop. ; twt the following, neverthelea*. have eufflcientiy ornamental

filurir. namely C Crm^alli, or the Coctupur Thorn, with very

k>* *troB ipto* and chining deep green leave*; of thi* we hare a

bleed leaved variety called C. fplenJau, and a narrow-leaved varietv

called C talieiftlim ; C. frmufoli^ C. oraltfolia, and C. Ihuglant, with
. . ^ . ,

dark baadM leavee; C pwrfota, with Urge yellow or red h.w* ;

C eertUrt, with brilliant Mark* fruit ; and C. microeanM, with very

mall beautiful vrmilion fruit and graceful pendulous ihoota.

Tew Small-UaTvd Thorn* are all North American : they form small

bu>b*. and ar not worth cultivation,

r, tae Evergreen Thorn. oooaUt of C. ifancaM and C. pjrr-

The former i. a mall tree with lanoMhaped bright green

tmvw. and large round yellow fruit; it U probably too tender for

.bardy cultivation north of London. The latter, an inhabitant of rocks

aod wild places in the couth of Europe and the Caucasus, ha* been

f cultivated in thi. country for the lake of its flame-coloured berriei

AH theee plant* may be budded or grafted upon the Common Haw-

thorn, eo that pereon* wboee mean* do not allow them to purchase
the plant* may nevertheless ornament their gardens with them by

providing hawthorn stock*, upon which they may work them thein-

elvee ; or a very email garden might exhibit a good many sorts, if

each of the group* here pointed out were intermixed upon the same

plant. This might be easily effected by a-akilful budder. U would

not however do to intermix the different groups upon the same plant,

because the specie* would not harmonise, and consequently a bad

appearance would be the result.

(London, XrooretMN el Pruticelum Britannic*!* ; Botanical Reyiiter,

vola xxi. and xxii.)

CRAT.VA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Cap-

fmrUmtem. It ha* 4 sepal*; 4 unguiculate petals larger than the

calyx, and not doung over the ctamen* during (estivation ;
8-28 sta-

men* ; thetom* elongated or hemispherical ; the berry stalked, between

ovate and globose, pulpy within ;
a thin pericarp. The species are

unarmed ahrub* or tree* with trifoliate leaves and terminal cymes or

ticietn** of huge flower*.

C. Byneiirfm, Garlic Pear, ha* 20-24 stamens inserted on the cylin-

drical receptacle, longer than the petal* ;
the berry ovate ; the leaflets

orate, acute ;
the petal* lanceolate. It is a native of bushy places

end thicket* near the sea-aide in Jamaica. The whole plant has a

naueeou* smell and a burning taste. The bark of the root is said to

blister like cantharides.

C. Tafia, the Tapia, or Common Garlic-Pear, has 8-16 stamens,

derlmete, about three time* as long aa the petals ; the stipe of the

ovary a* long a* the stamen* ; the stigma sessile, capitate ;
the fruit

globose. This plant is a tree about 20 feet high. It* fruit is the size

of a email orange. It i* brought both from the West India Island*

and from South America. The fruit ha* the smell of garlic, and com-
innlialia it* odour to animal* that feed on it The bark is bitter

and tonic, and ha* been employed in the cure of intermittent fever*.

C. Jfonaetw, the Bilva, or Mahura, is a small tree bearing a large

spheroidal berry with a hard ahell, and 10-15 colls which contain,
beside, the seed*, a large quantity of a tenacious transparent gluten,
which on drying become* very hard, but continues transparent ; when
fresh it may be drawn out, before it break*, into thread* of one or
two yard* in length, and so fine aa scarcely to be perceptible to the
naked eye. Thi* plant is now however transferred to the family A ttran-

Hmna, tinder the generic name Aiylt. It is the Fcronia pellucida of
ome author*. It is found in all part* of the East Indies. The fruit

i* nutrition* and aperient, and very delicious to the taste. It in

recommended by European physicians in the Eaat a* a valuable

remedy in habitual coiti veneas, and it is said never to fail in producing
ft* aperient fleet*. The root, bark, and leave* are also used in fevers

by the Malabar physician*.

(LmdUy, Flora Mtdiea; Don, DiMamydeotu Plantt.)
CRAW-FISH. [AaTAcm.]
CRAX. [CRACIDJL]
CRAY KISH [A*TACC*.]
CREAM-FRUIT, a kind of eatable Fruit found at Sierra Leone, and

'

i ...!, .,.. .\. u* Plantproduced by come Apocynaceou
<

'

It KKPRR& [fKRTII iAox. 1

CRKNATI'I.A [MAI.UUCKA.]
MTTII.IOA]

CRENILA'BRUS (Cuvier), a genus of Fishes b-Ionging to the
section AttmUtflajgU and family Labridn. The species of this genu*
hav. all the general character, of the true Lahri, or Wrasses, but are

disUju.bedbv their having the margin of the pro-operculum denti-
cnkted : UM cfaeek* and operculnm are scaly.

!** "!)< * othew, the Gilt-

,

w"tar' wbet* **" bottom
i* rockv ; He food i* chiefly Ontlmetm.

C. JNNMjfM (fnv. rt VaU, C. OonMnt (Rweo), the Goldflnny or

OoliLiinny, and
Cprkwing,

somewhat resembles the last, but may
always be distinguished by a black spot on each side near the base of

the tail, and situated on the lateral line
;
its general colour is yellowish

green, darkest on the back ; the sides are usually adorned with longi-
tudinal lines of a deeper hue. Length about three or four inches.

C. yibbm, the Gibbous Wrasse, may be readily distinguished from
either of the known British species of this genus by its comparatively
shorter and more elevated form. The depth of the body is consi-

derably more than one-third of the length : the colours are chiefly

orange and blue; the gill-covers and sides of the body are spotted,
and the back is striped. The ventral fin* are green, the pectorals are

yellow, with transverse red stripes at their base.

Pennant obtained a specimen of this fish off the coast of Anglesey ;

and this is we believe the only instance on record of its capture off the

British coasts.

C. luieta (Couch), AeanthM,nu Couchii (Cuv. et VaU, the Scale-

Rayed Wrasse, has been caught by Mr. Couch off the coast of Cornwall :

the specimen was 22 inches in length. The tail is round, and consists of

15 rays ; "between each ray of the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins, is a

process formed of firm, elongated, imbricated scales. Colour, a

uniform light brown, lighter on the belly ; upper eye-lid black ;
at the

upper edge of the base of the caudal fin U a dark brown spot. Pectorals

yellow : all the other fins bordered with yellow."
C. mullidrnlatiu (Thompson), Turdtu minor (Ray), Labrta putilttu

(Jenyns), the Corkling, Ball's Wrasse. This fish waa originally
taken on the British coast by Professor Heuslow at Weymouth. It

haa since been taken in Cornwall and Ireland. It is about four inches

in length. Hr. Jenyns says,
"

It is quite distinct from any of those

described by other authors. Though belonging to the present aection

(Labnu) which it U convenient to retain, it would seem to form the

transition to the Crenilabri, to which its near affinity is indicated by
the rudimentary denticulations on the margin of the pre-opercle."

C. rupestrit, Jago's Goldsinny (Selby). It has been referred by
various writers to the genera Sd<rna, Labnu Percn, and Lutjanu*.
Several specimens of this fish have been taken in Great Britain. It

is found occasionally in the Baltic, in Sweden, Denmark, and

Norway. It* prevailing colour is orange, the free edge of each scale

being of a light golden-yellow colour; the colour ia darkest over the

three or four lines of scales along the highest part of the back, and

lightest on the lower part of the aides and belly ;
the body is indis-

tinctly marked with five transverse bands. In northern localities it

is tinged with green.
C. microttoma, the Small-Mouthed Wrasse, or Rock-Cook (Thomp-

son). It is the Acantholabna exoletiu (Cuv. and Val.), the Labrut
cjcolettu of other authors. This fish is occasionally caught in ('!>>

wall, and has been taken at Antrim in Ireland. It is immediately
known amongst its congeners by its very small mouth. It is found
on the coasts of Sweden, Denmark and Norway. [LAIIRIII.K.]

CREPIDO'PTERIS. a genus of Fossil Ferns, which Presl sK-ti-
tutes for Pecopterit of Brongniart, in the case of two species, one from

Stuttgardt, the other from Newcastle.
CUKI'IDULA. [CALYITR;EII>.*:.]

CREPIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Com-

potita, the division Cichoramr, and section Lactntar. It haa many-
flowered heada ; a double involucre, the inner of one row, the outer
of short lax scale* ; the fruit terete, narrowed upwards or obscurely
beaked. Moat of the species of this genu* are common weeds in the

hedges of Europe. Five of the species are found in Great Britain.

The most common is the C. virera, which has the outer involucral
scale* adpressed, linear, the inner ones glabrous within : the leaves

lanceolate, remotely dentate, runcinate, or pinnatind, the uppermost
leaves linear, arrow-shaped, clasping with flat margins ;

the stem MI!>-

corymbose; the fruit shorter than the pappus, oblong, slightly
attenuated upward*, with amooth ribs. This is the C. Irctnram of

Smith
;
but the tme (re/arum has revolute margins to its upper leaves,

and other points of difference, and haa neverbeen found inGreatliritnin.
The other British species are C. pulchra, a rare plant found in

Scotland
;

C. biennit, also rare, found in chalky places in England ;

C. tuccit<rfolia, common in wooda in the north of England ;
C. pain-

data, not uncommon in damp wooda and shady places. C. laccra is

considered to be a venomous plant in Naples, where it grows.
(Babington, Manual of Brititk .Botany.)

CREPUSCULATUA(Latreille),a section of Lepidopterous Insects

corresponding with the genus Sphinx of Linnicus. These insects

occupy an intermediate station between the Lepidoplera Diurna, or

Butterflies, and the Ltpidoptera ffoctvrna, commonly called Molli-.

They have the following characters : Antenna; growing gradually
thicker towards the apex, at which part they are furnished with an

elongated club, either fusiform or pri*in:it.i<-. Inferior wings furnishrd
with a rigid bristle-like process at their base, which pomes into a hook
on the under surf" ;> -nor wing*, and serves to retain tlu'in.

The larva; are furnished with 10 legs, and many of them have a long
horny process on the last segment of the body. The chrysalides are

smooth, or sometime* furnished with small spines (but destitute of tin-

point* and angles usually observed in those of butterflies). They nro
eithiT inclosed in a cocoon or buried in the earth. Thelarvtc som< '

feed upon wood, in which case they assume the pupa state within the
tree or branch.
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The families contained in this section are the Sphingidce, Sesiid<e,

jEgeriidas, and the Zygcenidce.

CRESCENTIA, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order

Crescentiacece. It has a 2-leaved equal deciduous calyx ;
the corolla

campanulate, with a fleshy tube much shorter than the ventricose

5-cleft unequal crisped limb
;
4 stamens, didynamous, with the rudi-

ment of a fifth ; the fruit gourd-like, 1-celled, with a solid shell, inter-

nally pulpy, many-seeded. The species are large spreading trees, with

solitary flowers rising from the trunk or branches.

C. Cujete, Cujete or Common Calabash-Tree, has oblong acute or

obtuse leaves, cuneate at the base, and in fascicles. This plant is a

native of the West India Islands and Spanish Main. It is a tree

about 20 feet high, and is readily distinguished from all others by its

habit. It sends out large horizontal branches, which bear fascicles of

leaves at various distances. These leaves are from 4 to 6 inches long.
The flowers are scattered over the older branches ; the corolla is large,
somewhat campanulate and constricted below the middle, which gives
the upper part a ventricose character. It does not wither up as other

corollas, but becomes putrid, giving out a nauseous and intolerable

odour. The form and size of the fruit is very variable, being from
2 inches to 1 foot in diameter. It is covered with a thin skin, of a

greenish-yellow colour when ripe, and under this is a hard woody shell

which contains a pale yellowish soft pulp, of a tart unpleasant flavour,

surrounding a great number of flat seeds. The shell is of great use

to the inhabitants ; the smaller oblong ones are formed into spoons
and ladles, the larger ones form drinking cups, basins, and bowls for

every variety of domestic purposes. They will even bear fire, and
are used for boiling water in. The Caribs generally carve the outside

of these vessels with a variety of grotesque figures. The pulp is

sometimes eaten by the natives, but it is not much sought after. A
syrup ia prepared from it in the West Indies, which has a great repu-
tation as a cough medicine. The pulp is also used as a poultice in

cases of abscess or bruises. The leaves and branches and pulp of the

fruit are eaten by cattle in times of scarcity. The wood of the tree

is tough and flexible, and well adapted for the work of the coach-

maker. Ther are three or four other species, natives of the West
Indies and South America, having the same general characters as the

above.

The species of Cracentia will grow in a mixture of loam, peat, and

sand, and woody cuttings will grow when placed in sand in heat under
a hand-glass. They do not however blossom in this country, as they

require first to arrive at the full size.

(Don, Dichlamydeout Plantt ; Loudon, Encyclopaedia of flanti ;

Lindley, Flora Medica.)
CRESCENTIACE/E, a natural order of Plants formerly included in

the Solanacea, allied to Gemeracxf and Bignoniacete. The species are

trees of small size, with alternate or clustered simple leaves without

stipules. The flowers grow out of the old stems or branches;
the calyx free, undivided, eventually splitting into irregular pieces ;

the corolla monopetalous, irregular, somewhat 2-lipped, with an
imbricated aestivation. The stamens a?e four in number, growing on
the corolla, didynamous, with the rudiment of a fifth between the

posterior pair, which are the longest ; anthers 2-lobed, bursting longi-

tudinally ; ovary free, surrounded by a yellow annular disc, 1-celled,

composed of an anterior and posterior carpellary leaf, with 2 or 4

equidistant parietal placentae, which sometimes meet and produce
additional cells ;

ovules 0-0, horizontal ; style 1
; stigma of 2 plates.

Fruit woody, not splitting, containing a multitude of large amygda-
loid seeds buried in the pulp of the placentae ;

skin leathery, loose
;

embryo straight, without albumen, with plano-convex fleshy cotyle-

dons, and a thick short radicle next the hilum.

CRESS, the name given to various Plants with acrid or pungent
leaves. Common Cress is Lcpidium tatimim ; Water-Cress, Nastur-

tium o&cinaU; Belleisle or Normandy Cress, Barbarea pnecox;
Indian Cress, Tropaolum majut. [LEPIDIUM; NASTCBTIUM; BARBABEA;
TmoraotuK.]
CB KTACEOUS GROUP or FORMATION. [CHALK FORMATION.]
CKKUSIA. [CmniPKDlA.]
CREX. [RALLID*:.]
CRIBELLA. [SOLASTIBIA]
CRICACA'NTHUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the Mountain

Limestone of Armagh. (Agassiz.)

CRICETUS, the name of a genus of Rodents, whose economy
makes them one of the most interesting of the great Linnacan genus
Miu, or the family of Mwridce in its most extensive sense. The

species have the following characters :

Molar teeth simple ;
their crown furnished with blunt tubercles.

toes and the vestige of a thumb on the fore feet
; five toes on

the hind feet ; nails robust. Tail short and hairy.
2 3_3

Dental Formula : Incisors, o
t

_
molars,- = 16.

o o

The species are found over all the north of Europe and of Asia, the

temperate countries of Persia, and the deserts of Astrakhan. If the

Canada Pouched Rat (Hamster du Canada, Cricctus bwtariiu of

Denmarest, Afia hurtarlus of Shaw) is to be considered a Hamster,
Canada and the borders of Lake Superior must be added ; and it must
be remembered that the Tucan of Hernandez, an inhabitant of New
Spain, is considered by some to be identical with this Canada Rat
NAT. HIST. DIV. VOr.. IT.

(Sir John Richardson thinks on insufficient grounds). But the last-

mentioned zoologist places Desmarest's Canada Hamster under the

genus Geomys, with a note of interrogation ; and Say has given it a

generic distinction under the name of Pseudostoma.
C. milgai-is, the Common Hamster, Mus Cricetw of Pallas, Le

Hamster of Buffon and the French (uithors.

Teeth of Common Hamster (Oricelia Bulgaria). F. Cuvier.

It is reddish-brown above ; black below, with three great whitish

spots on the sides ; feet white ; a white spot on the throat, and ano-

ther on the breast. Length about 9 inches
;

tail 3 inches. Males

bigger than females. Weight of some males from 12 to 16 ounces;

weight of females seldom exceeding from 4 to 6 ounces.

Common Hamster (Cricetus vulgaris}. F. Cuvier.

Variations in colour are not uncommon. There is one variety

entirely black. Pennant figures one which is entirely black, with the

exception of the edge of the ear, the muzzle, the under-jaw and feet.

It is found in the north of Europe and Asia (Lesson), Austria,

Silesia, and many parts of Germany, Poland, and the Ukraine
; nil

the southern and temperate parts of Russia and Siberia
;
and even

about the river Yenesei, but not farther to the east. In the Tartarian

deserts, in sandy soil : they dislike moist places. Swarming in Gotha.

(Pennant.)
The Common Hamsters are ill friends to the farmers. The quan-

tity of grain which they consume is very great, nor does the destruc-

tion stop with mere satiety of appetite ; the animal nover forgets its

hoard, and fills its two cheek-"pouches till they seem bursting with the

booty. They are also said to be very fond of the seeds of liquorice.

Their dwellings are under the earth
;
their mode of forming them,

and the purposes to which they apply them, have been thus

described : They first form an entrance, burrowing down obliquely.
At the end of this passage one perpendicular hole is sunk by the male ;

the female sinks several. At the end of these they excavate various

vaults, some aa lodges for themselves and young, some as storehouses

for their food. Every young one is said to have its separate apart-
ment ; each sort of grain its different vault. The '

living apartments,'
as they may be called, are lined with straw or grass. The vaults are

said to be of different depths, according to the age of the constructor :

a young hamster, it is stated, makes them scarcely n foot deep, an old



I and the whole 'curtilage, to

eight or ten f>xrUndi*meter. From the mode

ijlrl fl i tlMir work, tbo reader will be prepared for the state-

nt U the male and female live in separate apartments; and

appear* that, excepting at the abort season of oourtahip,

UMV have nrj tittle or no intercourse. Pennant gire* them a very

MiVriii"- character.
" The whole race," says that zoologist,

" U so

malrruWcit H u> constantly reject all ocietr with one another. They

wfll fcrht, kill, and derour their own species, as well as other lesser

a*im*L ' BO may be said to bo carnivorous a* well a* granivorous. If

K happen* that two male* meet in March of a female, a battle ensue*;

^.f^.tf matt* a abort attachment to the conqueror, after which

the QMMotinn nouns She bring! forth two or three times in a year,

and produce* from 1 to 18 young one* at a birth : their growth if very

qoiek, aad at about the age of three weeks the old one forces them

Vt of the borrows to take care of themselves. She shows little affeo-

Uon lor them ; for if any one digs into the hole, the attempts to save

herself by burrowing deeper into the earth, and totally neglects the

amfvty of her brood ; on the contrary, if she is attacked in the season

of courtship she defends the male with the utmost fury."

The fr* rut of these animnlt commences in August. Grains of

com, ears of corn, peas and brans in the pods, all Bud their way into

their cheek-pouches, which will hold a quarter of a pint EnglUh.
This forage is carefully cleaned in their burrows, and the husks and

chaff earned out. When all is in order, they stop up the entrance

and prepare for their hybemation, which lasts during the whole of

the severe season ; the provision they have made having been col-

lected for the purpose of their support before their torpidity actually

commences, and also in the spring and summer before the season has

produced a supply for them in the fields. If all tales be true, they are

a bold gsptirstiiii. and will jump at a horse if he tread near them, and

hang by its DOM so as to be disengaged with difficulty. Their voice

i* aaid to be like the barking of a dog. Fierce as they are, they quail

before their deadlyenemy the pole-cat, which, chasing them into their

hnlss. destroys them unrelentingly. Notwithstanding this check,

they are said to be so numerous in some seasons as to occasion a

dearth of corn.

The fur of the animal is said to be valuable ; and the peasant, when
he goes a Hamster-nesting

'

in the winter, not only possesses himself

of the skin of the plunderer, but of the plunder, which is said com-

monly to amount to two bushels of good grain in each magazine.

Booon, quoting Subter, says that in Ootha, where these animals were

proscribed on account of their vast devastations among the com,
11.M4 of their skins were delivered at the Hotel-de-Ville of the

capital in one year. 64,429 in another, and 80,130 in a third.

There are four or five other species of this genus.
rtnfessor Kaup records Vricttut ntlgari* fouilii, from the Epple-

anaimsand.
CRICHTONITE. [Truxuni.]
CRICKET, FIELD. [QBTLLIDJL]
CRICKET, HOUSE. [OBTLUDA]
CRICO'PORA, a genus of Corals formed by BUinviUe out of a sub-

division of the MiUfforida, including some fossil
species,

which chiefly

occur in tb* Oolitic Formations. C. ilnminca u found near Scar-

borough ; C. eonritoM near Bath.

CRINOIDEA. ptftCBimTB*,]
CRINUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Ammrfllititcftt. It has a tubular long perianth, with a spreading
lefliiml or equal limb ; 6 stamens, spreading or decliuate, inserted

into the orifice of the tube
;
the ovules hardly separable from their

fleshy pUoenUe ; the capsule membranous, bursting irregularly ; the

seeds globose, with a fleshy testa, giving them the appearance of

mall tube*. The species are handsome plants, and many of them
form UM greatest ornaments of our gardens.

f. Anaiirnm, Poison Bulb (Radix Inzicaria. Rumph.), hoi a cylin-
drical bulb bore ground ; the leave* lanceolate, smooth at the edge,
longer than the scape, flowers on stalked umbels, the segments long,

, raflexed ; the ovary inferior ; the style as long as the stamens,
; the fruit membranaoeous, subglobose. The bulbs of thin

plant are powerfully emetic, and are used in IlinilimUn for the purpose
of producing vomiting after poison has been taken, especially that of
UM AnWarU. It is a native of th.- Ivwl Indies.

A mmuKli ha* a very large bulb with a long red neck, the leaves

brad, gUoeoos, smooth at th* edge ;
tho ninbela many-flowered ;

UM tab* shorter than the limb. This plant is a native of the East
Indies, bat is now common in our greenhouses. Many of the species
nave been lately introduced. They grow best in a rich loam mixed
with a little rotten dung. They should be potted In large poto, where
they will flower abundantly. They may be propagated by suckers
tram UM route, or they may b* raised from seed. Should tin- plant
show any indisposition to put out suckers it should be cut down near
to UM root, when It will put oat plenty.

(Luvttey. Flont Mafic* ; Loudon,' B*e,ctop<rdw of Plant,;
Herbert, AmarfUUacanu Pla*H.)

< ItlOCKKAtlTKM Tb* disooidally xpiral Amm.mili,!,,, whose
whorls do not touch each other, receive this generic title. The species
oooar in UM Oolitic and bower Cretaceous Strata. [ AMMOXITCR.]
CUIOCE'Kin.K (Leach), a family of Coleopterous Insects, of the

sub-section Ettpoda mid section Tclramrra, distinguished by th

lowing characters : Mandibles truncated at the apex, or presenting

two or three notches ;
labium generally entire, or but slightly emargi-

nated; antenna of moderate length, filiform, somewhat thickened

towards the apex; the joints mostly of au obcouic form ; tarai with

the penultimate joint bilobed ;
femora often thick, especially towards

the apex.
The principal genera contained in this family are Donacia,

Jlirmonia, Ptaurittti, Crioceru, Zcugopkora, Authenia, and MtffacelU.

The species of the genus Crioceru have the posterior femora of the

same thickness as the others ;
the antenna; gradually enlarged towards

the apex, the joints of whioh are scarcely longer than broad ; the eyes

are emarginated on the inner side : the thorax is narrower than the

elytra, short, and usually of a somewhat cylindrical form : the elytra

i! all nM '

About eight species of this genus have been found in England, of

which the most common is the Crioceru Atparayi, sometimes called

the Asparagus Beetle, which is nearly a quarter of an inch in length,

and of a blue-black colour ; the thorax is red, with two black spots ;

the elytra are yellow, with the suture, two transverse bauds, and a

spot at the base, black.

This pretty little beetle is found in abundance in the south of Eng-
land on asparagus plant* ;

the larva) are of a greenish hue, rcucmblo

little masses of jelly, and inhabit the same situations as the perfeut

insect They subsist upon the leaves and soft part of the stalk of tho

asparagus plant.
CRIOCERUS. [ECPODA.1
CHISIA. [CELLARI.KA ; POLYZOA.]
CRISTATELLA. [POLYZOA.]
CRITHMUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural m-.W

i'mbellifertft. The margin of the calyx is obsolete ; petals roundjah,

entire, involute, ending in an obovate segment ; transverse section of

fruit nearly terete ; mericarps with 5 elevated sharp rather winged
ribs, lateral ribs a little broader than the rest, and margin

pericarp spongy, with large cells; seed semi-terete, constituting a

free nucleus which is covered with copious vittaj iu every part.

A suffruticose glabrous fleshy herb ; petioles sheathing at tho base
;

leaves bipinnate ; leaflets oblong linear ;
umbels compound ; involucre

and involucels of many leaves
;
flowers white.

C. mari/imum, Samphire, U a well known native of rocky sea-

shores and cliffs along the Black Sea, in Tauria, the Mediterranean

Sea
;
and of Europe, along the shores of the Western Ocean, from

Spain to Britain, and of the Canary Islands
;
in Britain on the rocky

sea-shore and cliffs. The root U branched and creeping extensively ;

the plant is greenish, salt, and pungently aromatic in flavour;

the leaves biternate, the stems ascending ; the flowers are white,
anthem yellow. Samphire is a favourite ingredient in pickles. It i

generally gathered in places where it is found wild, and the allusion

to the practice by Shakespere in his description of the clifis of

Dover is well known. The plant is also used medicinally. Samphire
is cultivated artificially in many places for the purposes of diet.

CROCIDOLITE, a Silicate of Iron of a lavender-bluo or leek

colour. It is colled Blue Asbestus. It comes from Southern Africa.

CROCODILE. [CROCODILIDJL]
CROCODrLIDJs, Crocodile-Tribe, Crocodiles, a family of Saurians,

comprising the largest living forms of that order of Roptili--.

Dumoril and others distinguish tho family by the appellation of

Aspidiot (shielded) Saurians
;

while many modern zoologists have
consiiloml them as forming a particular order. They form the Lori-

calaot Merrcia and Fitzingur, and the EtnydatoMnant of Do Blaimill.-.

Cuvior in his. 'Regne Animal' describee the peculiarity .< of th

family. The tail U flattened at the sides ; there arc five an tori

four posterior toes, of which th throe inner ones only on each foot

are armed with claws ; all the toes are more or less joined by
membranes. There is a single row of pointed teeth in each jaw, and
the tongue is fleshy, flat, and attached very nearly up to the edges,
which made the ancients believe that the Crocodile wanted that

organ. The intromittent male organ of generation is single ;
the

opening of the vent longitudinal. The back and tail are covered by
great and strong squared scales, elevated into a ridge on th. n- iiiul.ll.'.

ply duntilnU-d croHt on tho tail, at the bam- of wlii.-h

tho crest becomes double. The scales of the belly are ftp.

delicate, and smooth. Tho nostrils are opened at the end of the

muzzle by two small crescent-shaped slits, closed by small valves,
and lead by a long and straight canal pierced in *.! palatine and

sphennidal bones to the bottom of the back port of the mouth. As
the lower jaw is prolonged behind the skull, the upper jitw has the

appearance of mobility, and so the ancients wrote ;
but it only moves

in concert with the whole of the head. The external ear is shut at

will liy means of two fleshy lips ;
and the eye has three lids. Under

the throat are two small glandular orifices, whence issues a musky
secretion.

The vertebra; of the neck bear upon each other by means of small
false ribs, which render lateral motion difficult. Crocodiles there-

fore change their direction not without trouble, and they may be

easily avoided by doubling, and escaping while they are employed iu

the laborious operation of turning round. They have no true

clavicles ; but their coraooid npophyses are attached to the sternum,
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as in all the other Saurians. Besides the ordinary and the f;Jae ribs,

there are a set which protect the abdomen without reaching up to

the spine, and which appear to be produced by the ossification of the

tendinous portions of the recti muscles. Their lungs are not sunk
in the abdomen like those of other reptiles, and there are fleshy fibres

adhering to the part of the peritoneum which covers the liver, and
which present the appearance of a diaphragm, which, joined to their

trilocular heart, where the blood which comes from the lungs is not

mingled with that venous portion of it which comes from the body
so completely as it is in the other reptiles, slightly approximates the
Crocodiles to the warm-blooded quadrupeds. The auditory bone

(caisse) and the pterygoid apophyses are fixed to the skull as in the
tortoises.

The eggs of the Crocodiles are hard, and as large as those of the

goose ; and these reptiles are considered to be animals in which the
extremes of size, taking that of the newly-hatched young and that of

the full grown adult as the most remote points, present the widest
difference. The females guard their eggs, and when they are hatched
take care of the young during some months. (Cuvier.)
The dentition of the Crocodiles is peculiar. The teeth are

numerous, large, of unequal length, conical, hollow at the base,

disposed in a single row, and planted in the thick-

ness of the edges of the superior and inferior

maxillary bones, in separate cavities which may
be considered as true alveoli. These teeth are

hollowed at the base in such a manner as to

serve for the case or sheath of the germ of the
tooth destined to replace it, and which is to be
of greater volume ;

so that, in Crocodiles, the
number of the teeth does not vary with age ag in

many other animals.

Great solidity and strength are the results of

this double gomphosis, and the alveoli are more-
over directed obliquely from front to rear. The

bony edges of the jaws whence these insulated

teeth spring, are covered by a kind of gum.
Another peculiarity of admirable adaptation to

the necessities of the animal, may be observed in

the interior of the mouth of the Crocodiles.

Their palatine vault is nearly flat, and is not

pierced by the extremities of the nasal fossa;, as

in the majority of other reptiles. The posterior
nasal apertures open in the pharynx behind the

velum palati, which is sufficiently long to over-

spread that portion of the roof which is in front

of the orifice of the glottis. They are probably
the only reptiles which have a true pharynx, that from the effect of the
is to say, a vestibule common to the posterior rising pressure of the

noxtrila, the mouth, the larynx, and the (esophagus, advancing tooth.

This conformation, joined to the muscular struc-

ture of the tongue, and a peculiar expansion of the body of the os

hyoides, produces a kind of cartilaginous disc or valve, which can

be raised and applied to the velum palati above, so as to protect
the glottis, to which it serves the office performed by the epiglottis
in mammifers, while it confers on the reptile a peculiar power of

deglutition and respiration, of the greatest consequence to its economy
when it is below the surface of the water and has seized its prey in

that situation ; or, when the muzzle alone is above the surface, in

carrying on respiration.
The following is a summary of the characters of the family Crocodi-

lida. Body depressed, elongated, protected on the back with solid

and carinated scutcheons or shields; tail longer than the trunk,

compressed laterally, annulated, and furnished with crests above;
feet four, short, the toes of the posterior feet united by a natatory
membrane : each foot with three claws only ; head depressed, elongated
into a muzzle, in front of which are the nostrils approximated upon a

fleshy tubercle, furnished with moveable suckers (soupapes) : gape of

the mouth extending beyond the skull; tongue fleshy, adherent,

entire, not protractile ; teeth conical, simple, hollowed at the base or

towards the root, unequal in length, but placed in a single row ; male

genital organ simple, having its exit from the cloaca, which opens
longitudinally. (DumeVil and Bibron.)
No living species of this family is found in Europe, nor has any

been yet detected in Australasia. The Alligators are peculiar to

Ameria; the species of Oroeodilui are distributed in the Old and
New World

;
thoso of fiavlalu seem to be limited to the Ganges and

>t,her large rivers of continental India.

Asia, besides the Gavial of the Ganges, produces at least three true

liles, viz. Crocodiha miffaril, C.galeatui (C. Siamensit, Schneid. ;

inenrit, Gray ?), and C. biporcatut. Siam seems to be the prin-
if not the only locality, where the first of these has been found

;

while the other two appear to be natives of those rivers which have
mouths in the Indian Ocean and the Ganges.

Africa, where neither Caimans (A lligator) nor Gavials have yet been
is the native country of the Crocodile a Bouclier, and

'Iilia vulgarit : it may also be the locality of G. planirottrit of

Graven and of Gray (C. Qraraii, Bory de St. Vincent) ;
and C.

intermtditu of Graves and of Gray (O. Jowrnei, Bory de St. Vincent),

baga , conc

though their geogrupliical position does not seem to be determined :

these may perhaps come from the coast of Guinea. The only part of
Africa whence the Crocodile a Bouclier has been received is Sierra
Leone

;
while Crocodiliis vidyaris seems to be spread over the whole

of Africa, and is also an inhabitant of Madagascar. Numbers have
been taken in the Nile, and one in the river Senegal. (Dumeril and

Bibron.)
America is most fruitful in Crocodiles, and possesses more species

than Asia and Africa put together. True Crocodiles have never been
detected on the continent. C. acutus has been found at Martinique
and St. Domingo, and C. rjiombifer at Cuba. The northern part of

America is inhabited by one species only, Alligator Lucius, while four

species, viz. Alligator palpebrosus, A. sderops, A. punctulatitt, and A.

cynocephalus, inhabit the south. (Dume'ril and Bibron.)
Cuvier says that the Crocodilidce inhabit fresh-water, that they

cannot swallow while in the water, but drown their prey and place
it in some nook under water, where they suffer it to putrefy before

they eat it. This account seems to require some modification. Sir

Charles Lyell, in his
'

Principles of Geology,' observes that the larger

Gangetic species descends beyond the brackish water of the Delta into

the sea : and other instances are recorded of the true Crocodiles (but
not of the Alligators) frequenting the mouths of large rivers, and
even passing between different islands at considerable distances from
each other. [ALLIGATOR.] This should be remembered by geologists.

Then, as to their inability to swallow while in the water, those authors
who describe their collective fishing expeditions, entirely contradict

it. True it is, according to them, that the Alligators, after they have
seized the fish from below, rise to the surface and toss the fish into

the air to get rid of the water which they have taken in with it,

catching it again in its descent : but it is clear that they swallow it

without resorting to the land, though they go thither for the purpose
of devouring those land animals which they have succeeded in

capturing and drowning, after they have undergone some degree of

decomposition.
" The laying of the eggs," says M. Ricord,

" takes place in April
and May, and the number amounts from 20 to 25, more or less, laid

at many times. The female deposits them in the sand with little

care, and scarcely covers them. I have met with them in the lime

which the masons had left on the bank of the river. If I have
reckoned right, the young come forth on the fortieth day, when the

temperature is not too cold. At their birth they are 5 or 6 inches in

length. They are hatched alone, and as they can do without nourish-

ment while coming out of the egg, the female is in no haste to bring
it to them : she leads them towards the water and into the mud, and

disgorges for them half-digested food. The male takes no account of

them." The young preserve for some time the umbilical mark or

cicatrice on the abdomen, whereby the vitellus was absorbed.

The Crocodilidie are generally considered as forming a natural

passage from the Saurians to the Chelonians, the last genera of which,
in certain points of their conformation and habits, approximate nearly
to the family under consideration.

The following is a synopsis of the species from the '

Catalogue of the

Species in the British Museum' :

Fam. I. CROCODILIM (Crocodiles).

The lower canines fitting into a notch in the edge of the upper jaw.
The hind legs with a fringe of compressed scales behind.

Synopsis of Genera.

* Teeth all uniform
;
nose of the male very large, inflated.

Clurialii. Jaws very long, slender, sub-cylindrical. Cervical and
ilorsal discs united together.

** The ninth upper and eleventh lower teeth longer, like canines.

Nose of both sexes simple.

Meciitopt. Jaws oblong, slender, depressed. Cervical and dorsal

discs united. Hind feet webbed.
Crocodilut. Jaws oblong, depressed. Nuchal, cervical, and dorsal

discs separated from each other by small scales.

Gavialis. Jaws very long, subcyliudrical, slender, rather dilated

and convex at the end. Teeth, canines two, quite anterior, small ;

lower canines shutting into a notch in the edge of the upper jaw.
Feet fringed ;

toes webbed to the tip. The cervical plates united to

and forming a disc with the dorsal ones. Males with a large swelling
in front of the nostrils. Native of Asia.

O. Gangetiau, the Gavial, or Nakoo.

Mefistopt(Gray), Oavialia (Miiller). Jaws oblong, slender, depressed,

flat, without ridges. Teeth unequal, lower canines fitting into a notch
in the side of the upper jaw. Feet fringed ;

toes webbed to the tip.

The cervical plates in three or four cross series united to the dorsal

shield. Males without any swelling in front of the nostrils.

M. Henrietta, Bennett's False Gavial.

M. cataphractus (Crocodilus catap/iraclus of Cuvier), the False

Qavial.
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JT. Jfnm (OocmtifM inlermatiui at Graves), Journey's False

UaviaL
IWeodi/u. Jaws oblong, depraved, tapering, rather diUted at the

cud. Teeth "***'l"**. lower canine* fitting into a notch in the side of

th upper jaw. Pest fringed ; toe* webbed to the tip. Nuchal and

vical plates forming a disc eparatod from the dorsal one by smallg a d
scales. The bead of the newly hatched specimens is abort,

gradually elongates, and after a abort time attains the formDoUtT?
proper to the species ; and, through the bones becoming more solid by
innrssaiug age, they only alightljr alter the relative proportions of the

different parts, so that the form of the head, taken with the shielding
of the back, affords good characters for the determination of the

C. yeresm, the Indian Crocodile.

C. bomltfnmt, the Large-Headed Indian Crocodile.

C. rkombi/rr, the Aque Palin.

C. America***, the American Crocodile.

C. maryinalut, the Margined Crocodile.

C niyarU, the Egyptian Crocodile.

C. faliulnt, the Muggar, or Ooa Crocodile.

xmoft, the Wide-Faced Crocodile.

C. p/oiu rtMfrw, Qraves's Crocodile.

C. Siamentit, the Siamese Crocodile.

Fam. II. ALUGATORIDJE (Alligators).

Synopsis of the Genera.

Canine teeth of the lower jaw fitting into a pit in the edge of

the upper jaw. It is a native of the New World.
Jmeart. Jaws oblong, depressed, with a ridge across the face

between the eyes. Hind feet scarcely webbed. Nostrils with a car-

tilaginous septum. EyeUds fleshy.

Allig-itor.--J*K* oblong, depressed, with a small longitudinal rib

between the orbit*. Hind feet webbed. Nostrils separated by a

bony septum.
Caiman. Jaws oblong, depressed. Hind feet scarcely webbed.

Noetrils a cartilaginous septum. Eyelids with three bony plates.

Jaeare. Head oblong, depressed, with a ridge across the face before
the eyes, rounded in front. Teeth unequal, canines of lower jaw
each fitting into a pit in the upper jaw. Toes scarcely webbed.
Nuchal and cervical plates united into one group. Eyelids fleshy,

only partially bouy. Nostrils only separated by a cartilage.

J.faipa, the Broad-Headed Tacare.
J. tcbrvpt, the Yacare.
J. liffra, the Black Yacare.
J. p<tnttlali, the Spotted Yacare.
J. raUi/nau, Natterer's Yacare.

AUiyalor. Jaws oblong, very depressed, broad, nearly parallel,
rounded in front. Forehead with a small longitudinal ridge between
the orbits. Teeth unequal, the lower canines received into a pit in
the edge of the upper jaw. Nuchal and cervical plates separate.
Feet fringed behind; toes half webbed, the outer front toe free.

Nostrils separated by a bony septum arising from the outer edge.
North America. The muzzle elongates by age.
A. Ifitrifipentu (Gray), A. Lucita of others,,the Alligator.
Caiman. Jaws oblong, depressed, subpyramidical, rounded, and

swollen at the end, without any frontal ridges or maxillary pits.

Forehead flat and smooth. Teeth
, unequal, lower canine teeth

fitting into a pit in the inner edge of the upper jaw. Eyebrow*
defended with three bony plates. Toes scarcely webbed. Nuchal
sad cervical plate* united into one group ( ? ). Tropical America.

C. trigonal**. The Trigonal Caiman.
C. frnlrttroKU. The Eyebrowed Caiman.
C. fitUctft. The Swollen-Headed Caiman.

. regard to the differences between the above-named genera, Du-
meril and Ribron obserre that nothing better distinguishes the Croco-
ditss from the Alligators than the narrowness of the muzzle behind the
nostrils, a narrowness which isproduced by the deep notch on each side
of the upper mandible serving for the passage of the fourth lower tooth.
The Osvials. it is true, have similar notches, which are destined for
the same purpose ; but at the extremity of the muzzle they have also
two others for the reception of the front lower teeth

; in u'eu of this
the front lower teeth in the Crocodiles pierce the upper mandible
through and through. The horizontal contour of the head of the
Crocodiles represents In genera] the figure of an isosceles trianglemore or lea. elongated, depending upon the sis* of the jaws ; but in
no CSM is the muni* wider than that of the Caimans, nor more slender
than that of the Oavials. The Crocodiles have, like the former, their
jaws festooned, M it were, on their side., and their teeth unequal, but
to Us. number, because they have never been observed with more
thaa 19 on each aids above, and 10 on each side below. The cranial
holes an.larger than they are in the Caimans, and less wide than they
are in the Oavials. Their diameter is always found to be less than
that of the orbits. The nasal aperture is oval or subcircular. There

very small bony piste in the thickness of the upper eyelid.

The same remark, as to the length of the head in proportion to its

width at the three principal epochs of life, applies to the Caimans as
well as to the Crocodiles.

The greater part of the Saurian* of this group have the hind toes,
the three]external ones at least, united up to their extremity by a wide

natatory membrane. There are indeed some nevertheless in which it

in shorter, and one species, Crocodilm rhonbifer, wants the membrane
almost entirely, in the interval of the two inner toes. With about
two

exceptions,
all the Crocodiles have the posterior border of the

leg furnished with a dentilated crest formed of flattened scales. The
two species which are said not to present this character are Croco-

(tiltu jJaniruttrii and C. rhombifcr.

a. Skull of Crncndiliu ntlgarit, won from above ; t, okull of Alligator ].<:ciut,

name view
; r, profile of skull of Crocodilm rulyaris.

a, hin.l foot of Caiman ; i, hind foot of Crocodile.

Only one species among the Crocodiles (Mecittopi Bennetlii, (

phractiu) has its cervical scales similar, in regard to the extent wlii.'h

they occupy on the neck, to those of the Caimans
; that is to say,

they form a long band commencing behind the nape, and prolonging
themselves to the first dorsal

plates.
In the others, the cervical

armour occupies about the middle of the neck
;
so that there rcumiiui

before and behind it a considerable space devoid of bony pieces. The
scales which cover the sides of the body are flat in some, carinated in

others, and there are some which are provided with both Borte. The
carimc springing from the tail-platen to form the crent which sur-
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Nuchal and cervical plates, &c., of

Crocodilus vtilyaris.

mounts that part are in general lower, of less consistence, and less stiff

than those in the Caimans. Crocodilus rhombifer must however be

excepted ; for the caudal crest of

that species is very low, and, so to

speak, osseous.

Zoologists seem to be agreed in

allowing that there is scarcely any
genus of Reptiles the species of

which are so difficult to be distin-

guished from each other as those

of Crocodilus. Crocodilus Bulgaria,
the Egyptian Crocodile, may be
taken as a type of the genus to

which it belongs and of the whole

family. It has the following charac-

ters : Jaws not elongated into a

narrow beak. Hind feet largely

palmated, and with a festooned crest

along their posterior border. Six

cervical plates. Dorsal scutcheons

or shields quadrangular, and sur-

mounted by six longitudinal rows of

corinao but little elevated.

It is the Crocodilut amphibius
'icut, Loch.

;
Le Crocodile du

Nil, Daud.
; Crocodilut vulgarit,

Cuv.
; Crocodilut vulgarit, Tiedm.

; Le Crocodile Vulgaire, Cuv. ; the
Common Crocodile, Griff., 'Animal Kingdom;' Lacerta Crocodilus,
Linn. ; C. Champses, Bory ; C. lacunosut, Geoff.

; C. complanatus,
Geoff.

Messrs. Dume'ril and Bibron make four varieties of this species. The
first variety has the following characters : Muzzle a little narrowed,
rather flat than arched across, with small hollows and channeling*,
which are now and then worm-shaped, on its surface. Table of the
skull entirely flat. Back green, speckled with black ; two or three

oblique bands of the last-mentioned colour on each flank. The authors

give the following synomyms :

Crocodilut vulgarit, Geoff.,
' Ann. Mus." torn. x. p. 67 ;

'

Descript,
Egyp.' ('Hist. Nat.') torn. i. p. 8; Atlas, pi 2, fig. 1, 2 : C. rulgaris,
' Merr. Amph.' p. 37, spec. 9 ; C. Champtet, Bory de St. Vincent,
' Diet. Clas.' torn. v. p. 105 ; C. vulgarit, Geoff.,

' Crocod. d'Egypte,'
p. 159; C. lacunotus, Geoff., 'Croc. d'Egypte,' p. 167; C. vulgarit,
Gray,

'

Synops. Hept' part i. p. 57, spec. 1.

This, as well as the following variety, i that to which those indivi-

duals whose jaws are the least narrowed belong. The jaws have not
indeed the same width in all, but it may be said generally that their

width, when measured at the ninth upper tooth, is only one-seventh
of the length of the head measured from the end of the nose to the

occiput. There are some individuals of this variety whose upper
mandible presents a nearly flat surface

;
that is to say, the extreme

edge of its contour is the only part which declines towards the lower

jaw. As an example of this group Messrs. Dumc'ril and Bibron refer
to the individual brought from Egypt by M. Geoffroy, and which
both Cuvier and himself have taken as the type of Crocodilus

vulgarit.

that historian to the locality of Elephantine alone, nor to any parti-
cular species. Geoffroy observes that the Crocodile still bears in

Egypt the name of Temsa, which M. Champollion thought he recog-
nised upon many papyri, as mshah, a word which he regard d as

formed of the preposition
'

m,'
'

in,' and the substantive '

sah,' egg.'
"With regard to the Suchus, M. Champollion, the younger, states that
the Egyptians gave the name of Souk to a deity which they repre-
sented as a man with a Crocodile's head. We refer those who wish
to follow out this part of the subject more especially to the ancient

authors above mentioned, to M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire, to Cuvier, and to

the volume on Egyptian Antiquities in the '

Library of Entertaining
Knowledge ;' observing only that the Egyptians ornamented their

tame Crocodiles by hanging rings of gold and precious stones in the

opercula of their ears, which they pierced for the purpose, adorned
their fore feet with bracelets, and presented them in this finery to the
veneration of the people. They also fed them well. Cake, roast meat,
and mulled wine were occasionally crammed and poured down their

throats. Pliny, ^Elian, and others, did little but copy what preceding
writers had written upon this subject ; but we learn from the former
that the Romans first saw them in the aedileship of Scaurus, who
showed five. Augustus introduced thirty-six of them into an amphi-
theatre at one time, where they were all killed by gladiators.

It is said that Crocodilus vulgarit is no longer seen in the Delta, but
that it is found, sometimes in great numbers, in the Thebaid and the

Upper Nile.

The characters of the genus Gavialis are given above.
The upper mandible of the Gavials is never pierced for the intro-

mission of the teeth of the lower jaw, as it is in Crocodilus ; but there

are four large notches which serve as lodgments for the first and fourth

pair of lower teeth. The Gavials are besides distinguished by the

narrowness and length presented by the anterior part of their head
and jaws, which resemble a sort of straight beak spread out at its

origin, subcylindrical for the greatest part of its length, and termi-

nating in a slight circular enlargement at its extremity. These jaws
are rectilinear, and not undulated as in Alligator and Crocodilus. The
number of teeth with which these narrow mandibles are armed is also

greater than in either of the last-mentioned genera, amounting ordi-

narily in Gavialit to 118 or 120, all of which are equal, with the

exception of those which compose the five or six first pairs above as

well as below. The post-orbito-cranial holes are oval, and larger than

they are in Crocodilut, for their diameter approaches that of the

orbite themselves. The external orifice of the nasal fossae, or rather

of the long canal, which M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire has termed cranio-

respiratory, is triangular. The membrane which closes this orifice has

a considerable development in the males, and forms a large oval car-

tilaginous mass. This prominence is a kind of sac divided into two

portions internally, the aperture of which is backwards and a little

below. As in the Crocodiles, the eyelid contains in its substance a

rudiment of a bony plate.
The hind feet of the Gavials are formed for the most part in the

same manner as those of the majority of species of Crocodilus ; that is

to say, there are long and wide webs between the toes, and the poste-
rior part of the leg is furnished with a dentilated crest. The cervical

plates of the Gavials form a long band on the neck, as in the Caimans,
and in one species only of Crocodile. The scales of the flanks are flat and

Egyptian Crocodile

The second variety is the C. paluttrii, Less.,
'

Voy. Ind. Orient.' ;

Bell,
' Zool. Rept.' p. 306 : C. vulgarit, van, E., Gray,

'

Synops. Rept.'
p. 58.

The third variety is C. marginalia, Geoff.,
' Croood. d'Egypte,' p.

165; C. vulgarit, var., B., Gray, 'Synops. Rept.' part. i. p. 5.
The fourth variety is the C. complanatus, C. Suchut, Geoff.
It "may be expected that we should notice the ancient history of

an animal held sacred by the Egyptians, and even elevated by them
to the rank of a deity, for it was certainly one of the symbols of

Typhon. Herodotus, Aristotle, Diodorus, Strabo, and Plutarch, will
be read with interest on this subject. While it was worshipped in one

part of Egypt under the name of Suchus or Souchis, it was eaten at

Klephantine. Cuvier observes that the term SoDxos, or SoD^is, was
only applied to the sacred individual, as Apis, Mnevis, and Pacis were
appellations of the deified bulls of Memphis, Heliopolis, and Hennon-
this respectively, and not intended to designate particular races of
oxen. Geoffroy St. Hilaire is of a different opinion from Cuvier, who
considered that Charnpsa,* as used by Herodotus, was not applied by

K>.I'T< It K. *(<xMu., iXii X*ft4m But they are not called Crocodiles,
but Champiw.

(Crocodilut tuJgaris}.

ovaL The carinso which surmount the bony pieces forming the dorsal

cuirass are low, but the crest of the tail is very much elevated

throughout the whole of its length.
The Caimans and Crocodiles, in their youth, have the head short in

proportion to the size which it exhibits at their full growth. The

contrary obtains among the Gavials, for in them the head is propor-

tionally longer in youth than it is in age, so that it has the appearance
of becoming shorter as the animal increases in size. (Dume'ril and

Bibron.)
G. Gangeticut, the Narrow-Beaked Crocodile of the Ganges, Edw.,

' Phil. Trans.' It is the Crocodilus mauiUi* teretibus subcylindraceis,
' Gronov. Zooph. ;' Crocodile, Merck,

' Hess. Beytr.' ; Lacerta Gange-

tica, Gmel. ;
Le Gavial, Lac5p.,

'
Hist. Quad. Ovip. ;'

Le Gavial, Bonn.,
'

Encyc. M(5th. ;' Crocodile du Gauge ou Gavial, Fauj. Saint Fond,
'
Hist. Mont. Saint-Pierre ;' Crocodilut longirostrii, Schneid.,

' Hist.

Amph. ;' Le Gavial, Latr.,
' Hist. Rept. ;' Gangetic Crocodile, Shaw,

' Gener. Zool. ;' Crocodilus arctirostris, C. longirostris, Daud.,
' Hist.

Rept.;' C. longirostris, C. tenuirostris, Cuv.,
' Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat ;'

C. Gangeticus, C. tmuiros/rit, Tied., Opp. und Libosch,
'

Naturg. Amph. ;'

Gavialit longirostris, G. tenuirostris, Merr.,
'

Amph. ;

'

Crocodilut
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C. Inuimtrit, Car.,
' Ox. Foss,;' La Ormnd Oavial, Le

Uarial. Bonr da 8t Vincent, 'Diet. Claw. d'Hist Nat.;'
Uiw (tauatinu, C fr*in*rt, OoE, Mem. Mus. d'Hiit Nat ;'

U Omviel da Onge, CUT.,
'

Hog. Anim. ;' Oarialu rnmirotfru, Ouer.,

Icon. Rs>. Anim. ;' JttMpAarftHM tawwvtfre, WagL,
< NaturL Syst

Amph.;' GsnaJii 0s*yrKii, Gray, 'Synops. Rapt.;' the Onviid of

UM Quag*, Oriff, 'Anim. Kingd.'
The bead of the Oavial may be considered u framed of two part* ;

MM anterior and long, almost cylindrical in form, more or lea flat-

taoad ; UM other posterior and abort, presenting the figure of a

ilanraamit hexahedron, wider behind than before. The jawi constitute

the anterior part or beak, which is long, straight, and of extreme

narrowness, but not, properly speaking, cylindrical It is 4-sided,

bat the angle* are rounded. It spreads out at iU base and terminates

in front, so as to recal to the observer the beak of the Spoonbill Its

vertical diameter is throughout less than its transversal diameter.

, Skill of 111* Gnat GavUl {<!aria lit Ongttieia), tern from above ; 6, lower

jaw of G..U1, another Individual ; r, profile of the ikull of Oarial ; d, outline

of Ike head eovrnd with the Inurnment*.

The head, properly so called, that is, the part situated behind the

beak, has its sides straight and perpendicular. The upper surface is

quadrilateral. The port-orbital portion is flat and smooth, except
that ona can perceive through the skin the subtriangular or ovoid
bole, with which the skull is dotted. The other portion is consider-

ably inclined forwards, and mostly occupied by the eyes, the interval

between which forms a slight gutter-like depression. The mandible
U not continued from the forehead by a gradual slope as it is in the

Crocodiles, but sinks suddenly to follow a straight and nearly hori-

conUl direction, on a Una with the inferior edge of the orbit At the

extremity of this upper mandible are the four notches for the passage
of the first and fourth lower teeth whan the mouth is shut Two of
these notches are very deep, and situated quite in front : the other
two are moderate, and placed one on the right, the other on the left,

behind UM spatulif.mn termination of the beak, where it is slightly

The division of the lower jaw into two branches does not com-
mence till towards tha twenty-second or twenty-third tooth. The
first tan tipper teeth, among which the two anterior teeth are the
least separated, are implanted in the intermaxillary bone, and the

gfaalar portion of the teeth of the upper mandible are longer than
UM corresponding teeth of the lower taw. Up to the nineteenth or
twantipth pair they are turned a little outwards, so that when the
mouth is shut UM upper teeth pass over the sides of the lower jaw,
and UM lower teeth over UM sides of tha upper. The last six pain
art straight or nearly so, so that the points of the one sat correspond
xactiy with tha intervals of the other. The firsftbe third, and the

fourth above, and UM first, second, and fourth below, are the longest
Thar are in general a little curved and slightly compressed from
Wore backward*, and are very slightly trenchant right and left

Hardly more than UM last eight or nine on each side are nearly
ooariaal Slight vertical ridgas show themselves on the surface of the
teat* of old individuals.

Under UM throat, about the middle of the branches of the maxillary-
,
are situatad, one on tha right and. tha other on the loft side, thebosja, a

The axtsrnaJ orifice of tha nostrils opens on the upper side of the

beak, at a small distance from it* terminal border. The aperture is

.~ Eiiilmiar, at the bottom of which may be perceived a cartilaginous

plate, which divides it longitudinally m two. The edges
opening form two lips, which appear to have the power of approaching
each other, so as to dose the aperture hermetically. The anterior of

these is curvilinear, and the posterior rectilinear ; in the females and
in young subjects they are very delicate and quite soft; but in the.

old males the anterior lip not only arrives at a cartilaginous con-

sistence, but a development that carries it backwards as far OH the
seventh pair of teeth, and triples the thickness of the muzzle. This

pouch, or cartilaginous sac, with two compartments, is of a sub-oval

form, and U notched behind so as to form two very thick rounded
lobes. Above these is, on the mesial line and in front, a cordiform

prominence, on each side of which is a deep fold in the form of the

letter S. This sac has its opening, which is common to it and the

nostril), below. This apparatus is the nasal purse or pouch (bourse
nasale) of M. Oeoflroy, and in his opinion performs the office of a
reservoir of air for the animal when plunged beneath the surface of
the water.

Tho anterior limb is nearly one-half longer than that part of the

body which lies between the anterior and posterior limbs of the same
side. The hinder limb is about two-thirds of the same interval. The
third toe is longest in all the feet The three middle toes of the fore

foot ore united at their base by a very short membrane : the other
two toes are free, as well as the first toe of the posterior feet

;
but

the second, third, and fourth of these last are united by a thick
membrane with a free border, which is notched as it were seini-

circularly between the toes. The nails are slightly arched.
The nape supports two strong scutcheons, surmounted by a cnrinn,

more compressed behind than it is before. Their form is oval, and
their height nearly equal to their width. There is sometimes a
small scutcheon on each side of these. This is the cose in one of the

largest individuals
; namely, that described by Locepcde, and figured

hy Faujas de Saint-Fond in his '

History of St. Peter's Mountain,' at

Maastricht The cervical scutcheons, to the number of four pairs,
form a longitudinal band, which extends from two-thirds of the length
of the neck to the dorsal shield. The first two are triangular, the

six others quadrilateral. Each of them has a longitudinal cariua on
their mesial line, and there is a large scale on the left and on the

right of the last pair.

Nuchal and cervical platen, Ac., of two individual* of Garialii Gangetirta,
from i

The upper part of the body is transversely cut by eighteen band.*

of osseous plates, with equal airinic, which consequently form four

longitudinal rows all down the bock. The plates of the two lateral

rows are squared, and rather smaller than those of the mesial rows,
which are also four-sided ;

but their longitudinal diameter is less than
their transversal A longitudinal row of other carinated scutcheons

borders this dorsal cuirass on the right and on the left for a part of

its length. The flanks, the sides of the neck, and a portion of its

upper part are covered with oval flat scales of moderate size. The
tail is surrounded by from thirty-four to forty scaly circles, the iinin

ber varying in different individuals. The dcntiluted crest dors not

become very perceptible till towards the sixth or seventh circle : its

double portion terminates at the eighteenth or nineteenth. This crest

is highest towards the middle of the tail, elsewhere it is delicate and
flexible. The scales which clothe the lower ports of the body are quadri-
lateral, oblong, and perfectly smooth: there are nearly sixty transverse

rows from the chin to the vent, and, like those of the flanks, they aru

all pierced with a small pore on the middle of their posterior border.

The limbs are protected above with rhomboidal scales : tho

anterior limbs on their external edge ; the posterior limbs from thu

bock (jarret) to the little toe have a row forming a serrated edge.
The surface of the natatory membranes is covered with gronulous
scales.

The ground-colour of the upper ports is a deep water-green, on
which are often scattered numerous oblong irregular brown spots.
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In young subjects the back and limbs are transversely banded with
black. The lower region of the body is very pale yellow or whitish.

The jaws are sprinkled with brown. The nails are of a clear horn
colour. (Dume'ril and Bibron.)
The Qavial of the Ganges is supposed to be the largest of the living

Suurians. The measurement of the largest mentioned by Messrs. Du-
iiidril and Bibron is given at 5 metres, 40 centimetres (17 feet 8 inches).

Cuvier was led to think, principally from the figures published by
Faujas de Saint-Fond, that there was more than one species of

Gavial, and on subsequent inquiry distinguished two, the Great
Gavial and the Little Gavial

; but he was afterwards satisfied, from
the examination of numerous specimens, that age alone made the
difference between them.

Fotril Crocodilidee.

"In the living sub-genera of the Crocodilean family," observes
Dr. Buckland (' Bridgewater Treatise,' p. 250),

" we see the elongated
and slender beak of the Gavial of the Ganges constructed to feed on
fishes; whilst the shorter and stronger snout of the broad-nosed
crocodiles and alligators gives them the power of seizing and

devouring quadrupeds that come to the banks of rivers in hot coun-
tries to drink. As there were scarcely any Mammalia during the

secondary periods, whilst the waters were abundantly stored with

fishes, we might, a priori, expect that if any Crocodilean forms had
then existed, they would most nearly have resembled the modern
Gavial : and we have hitherto found only those genera which have

elongated beaks in formations anterior to and including the chalk
;

whilst true crocodiles with a short and broad snout like that of the
caiman and the alligator appear for the first time in strata of the

tertiary periods, in which the remains of Mammalia abound."
The genus Stenewaunu of Geoffroy St. Hilaire appears to come the

nearest in its corformation to the living Gavial, and a general idea of

the structure of the muzzle and anterior nasal aperture will be
derived from the following cut of a specimen from Havre ;

whilst

chc.Muzzle of Steneotauna, from Dr. Buckland, who i

in Tcleotaunu (Geoff.), though there is considerable similarity in the

general contour of the head and jaws, the conformation of the muzzle
and nasal aperture is very different from that of the living Saurian,
the anterior termination of that aperture forming almost a vertical

section of the extremity of the upper mandible.

a, head of Teltotaurua CVinpmanni, seen from above ; 6, head of another

Individual of the same species seen from below, showing the lower jaw :

locality of both, Lias in the neighbourhood of AVhitby ; c, inside view of

anterior extremity of lower jaw : locality, Great Oolite at Enslow near Wood-

lock, <),vm. From l)r. Cuckland.

Anterior extremities of the beak or jaws of Teleaiauna. Locality, Great

Oolite, Stoncsneld, Oxon. From Dr. Buckland.

In his monograph on the ' Fossil Reptilia
'
of the London Clay,

puMifhedby the Palacorftographical Society, Professor Owen describes

the following species of extinct Emydosaurians.
"idilui Toliapicu. It is the Crocodile de Sheppey of Cuvier;

C. Spenceri of Buckland, in his '

Bridgewater Treatise,' and of Rose in

the 'Reports of the British Aasociation,' 1841.

It was found originally in the Eocene beds of Sheppey, and was first

described by Baron Cuvier from a specimen in the collection of M.
Deluc of Geneva. Professor Owen doubts if the skull figured by Dr.

Buckland (and given below) as C. Spenceri is identical with a more

perfect specimen of this species now in the British Museum, from
which he has given his own description.

Skull of Crocodilus Spenceri. Buckland.

C. Champsoides (Owen). This species seems also to have been
included in Buckland's C. Spenceri, and Cuvier's Crocodile de Sheppey.
This species has been established from a skull in the possession of

Mr. Bowerbank, and although not to be clearly identified with Buck-
land's C. Spenceri more nearly resembles it than C, Toliapicus.

" The evidences," says Professor Owen,
" of Crocodilean Reptiles

from the deposits at Sheppey, less characteristic than those above

described, are abundant. Mr. Bowerbank possesses numerous rolled

and fractured vertebrae, condyloid extremities, and other portions of

long bones, with fragments of jaws and teeth." In relation to the
two Sheppey species he says,

"
Amongst the existing species of Croco-

dile, the C. acutus of the West Indies offers the nearest approach to

the C. Toliapicui ;
and the C. Schlcydii of Borneo most resembles the

C. Champioidet."
C. Hcutingsice (Owen). The specimen upon which this species is

established was discovered by the Marchioness of Hastings in the
Eocene Fresh-Waterdeposits ofthe Hordwell Cliffs in Hampshire, which
her ladyship has described in the volume of '

Reports of the British

Association
'

for 1847.

Alligator Jlantoniensis (Searles Wood). The specimens of this

fossil differ from the last in the exposed condition of the inferior

canines when the mouth is shut. Although this distinction is suffi-

cient to separate the existing species of Crocodiles and Alligators,
Professor Owen is inclined to doubt whether it may not be in this

case a mere accidental variety.
Qavialis IHxoni (Owen). The remains on which this species is

established were discovered by the late Mr. Frederick Dixon in the
Eocene deposits of Bracklesham.
In concluding the monograph in which these Fossil Crocodiles are

minutely described and figured, and the skeletal anatomy of the

family treated at large, Professor Owen says,
" On reviewing the

information which we have derived from the study of the fossil

remains of the Procseliau Crocodilia that have been discovered in the
Eocene deposits of England, the great degree of climatal and geogra-
phical change, which this part of Europe must have undergone since
the period when every known generic form of that group of reptiles
flourished here, must be forcibly impressed upon the mind.
"At the present day the conditions of earth, air, water, and warmth,

which are indispensable to the existence and propagation of these
most gigantic of living Saurians, concur only in the tropical or warmer
temperate latitudes of the globe. Crocodiles, Gavials, and Alligators
now require, in order to put forth in full vigour the powers of their

cold-blooded constitution, the stimulus of a large amount of solar

heat, with ample verge of watery space for the evolutions which they
practise in the capture and disposal of their prey. Marshes with

lakes, extensive sestuaries, large rivers, such as the Gambia and Niger
that traverse the pestilential tracts of Africa, or those that inundate
the country through which they run, either periodically, as the Nile
for example, or with boundless forest and savannahs, like those

ploughed in ever varying channels by the force of the mighty Amazon
or Orinoco, such form the theatres of the destructive existence of the
carnivorous and predacious Crocodilean Reptiles. And what then
must have been the extent and configuration of the Eocene continent
which was drained by the rivers that deposited the massess of clay
and sand accumulated in some parts of the London and Hampshire
basins to the height of 1000 feet, and forming the graveyard of count-
less Crocodiles and Gavials. Whither tended that great stream once
the haunt of alligators and the resort of taper-like quadrupeds, the

sandy bed of which is now exposed on the upheaved face of Hord-
well Cliff? Had any of the human kind existed and traversed the
land where now the base of Britain rises from the ocean, he might
have witnessed the Gavial cleaving the waters of its native river with
the velocity of an arrow, and ever and anon rearing its long and
slender snout above the waves, and making the banks re-echo with
the loud and sharp snapping of its formidably armed jaws. He might
have watched the deadly struggle between the Crocodile and Palsoo-

there, and have been himself warned by the hoarse ami deep bellow-

ings of the Alligator from the dangerous vicinity of its retreat. Our
fossil evidences supply us with ample materials for this most strange
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piston of the animal life of ancient Britain ; and what adds to the

insularity and interest of the restored
' tableau vivant

' U the fact,

thai it could not now be presented in any part of the world. The aune
forms of Crooodilean Reptile it U true itill exist, but the habitats of

UK Gavial and the Alligator are wide aiunder, thousands of miles of

land and OOMH intervening : one U peculiar to the tropical riven of

.p~nMn^l Alia, UM other U restricted to the warmer latitudes of

North and South America; both fomu are excluded from Africa, in

the rircn of which continent* true Crocodile! alone are found. Not
on* representative

of the Crocodilean order naturally exists in any

part of Europe : yet every form of the order once flourished in

alow proximity to each other in a territory which now forms part of

i :.. . :

I .." Chromate of Lead. [LEAD.]
CROCUS, a beautiful genus of Iridaoeous Plants, consisting of

many hardy species, some of which are among the commonest orna-

ments of gardens. Crocuses are chiefly found in the middle and
southern parts of Europe and the Levant, three only being wild with

us, namely Croftu itudijtumt, which is abundant in the meadows near

Nottingham, C. rtrnmi and C. tativtu. Botanists have found it ex-

tremely difficult to ascertain by what precise technical marks the

species are to be distinguished. We do not propose to occupy our-

selves with that subject, bat shall rather enumerate briefly the names
and localities of such as are apparently distinct ; so that those who
wish to form a complete collection of these pretty flowers may know
when to look for them, and when their task is accomplished.

Vernal Species.
C. HI mil This U the common Purple or White Crocus of our

ganttm* in the
spring.

It has produced a multitude of florists' varie-

ties, some of which are extremely beautiful and well marked. Its

root-coaU are finely netted, its flowers scentless, and the throat of

the tube of the flower covered with hairs. C. albijlortu and C. oborattu

are varieties of it It is said to be wild in some parts of England,
but it may have been introduced. It is certainly wild on the Alps,

particularly of the Tyrol, Piedmont, Switzerland, Salzburg, and

Carinthia, descending to the sea-coast at Friuli. It is also found on
the mountains of the Abruzzi and elsewhere, in similar situations in

the kingdom of Naples, associating itself with oaks, chestnuts, and
similar trees, and not existing at elevations exceeding 6000 feet

C. wmcofor, the common Sweet-Scented Variegated Spring Crocus.

There are not many varieties of it, all of which are recognised by the
root-coats not being cut circularly, the yellow tube of the flower

hairless, and the sweet scent It grows wild about Nizza (Nice), and
in all the eastern parts of 1'rovenoe.

C. ovtonu, the Scotch Crocus. The beautiful pencilled sepals
and dear or bluish-white petals of this species distinguish it at once ;

added to which the root-coats are cut round into circular segments,
a circumstance that occurs in no other species. It is a native of the
moot southern parts of Italy; growing wild in sterile subalpine

in the kingdom of Naples, and in similar situations in Sicily.
Our garden plants are merely a cultivated state of the C. ptuiUui of
the Italians.

C. Imftnti. This is little known in England. Its leaves

appear long before the flowers, and are glaucous and spreading. The
petals and sepals are a delicate violet inside, but externally white ;

UM petals are almost whole-coloured and pale purple, except at the
base

; the sepals are strongly feathered with rich purple. A white
and a whole-coloured variety of it are said to exist It differs from
C. kijlona in its root-coats being membranous, and not cut circularly,
and from C. rerricolor in the tube of the flower not being hairy. It

inhabits low hills and woods in the kingdom of Naples, on Capri, on
Mount 8. Angelo di Castellamare, and elsewhere. It is supposed that

C. ia*oltiu u at most only a variety of this.

C. luitut or wurtiactu, the Large Yellow Crocus. It is charac-
terised- by very large whole-coloured flowers, and large roots, with

coarsely netted coats. It is an oriental plant, but its exact locality is

unknown.
C. murau, the Small Yellow Crocus, by no means so common as

UM last, of which it is probably a variety. IU flowers are smaller and

deeper coloured, and it has a pale cream-coloured variety. Dr.

aibthorp found it wild on the hills of the Morea.
C. MMMU, the Cloth-of-Oold Crocus. This species is well

known for its coarsely-netted root-skin, and small deep yellow flowers,
UM sepals of which are feathered with dark chocolate brown, and are
rolled back when expanded under sunshine. It is a native of the

Crimea, the Ukraine, and the other parte of south-western Russia : it

is also believed to be a Turkish plant; and localities are given for it

under UM name of C. rttifulntut, on mountains near Trieste, in woods
near Lippixxa, in Friuli, and in Hungary, in the

lordship
of Tolna. A

remarkable variety with deep purple flowers exists, but it is extremely

C. tUOalM and C. tulplkurau are pale and probably hybrid varieties
of C. <<<ML Thv have never been seen except in gardens, and are
UM least pretty of the genus.

Autumnal Specie*.
C. Mfinu, UM common Saffron Crocus, an sastern plant, culti-

vated from USM immemorial for UM sake of Hs long reddish-orange

drooping stigmas, which, when dried, form the saffron of the shops.
Its Asiatic localities are not known ; in Europe it grows apparently
wild in the south of Tyrol, and is said to have been found near Ascoh,
and on the Alps of Savoy. Its British station is in all probability to

be ascribed to accident
C. odorut, the Sicilian Saffron. This species, which has also

been named C. Imtgi/toriu, is found in mountain pastures in Calabria,
and in both mountainous and maritime situations through all Sicily,
where its stigmas are collected instead of those of the true Kiitlr.m.

Its blossoms are sweet-scented, and are known at first night from the

stigmas not tnging out of the flower, but standing upright and
inclosed within it The tube of its flower is very long.

C. Thomtuii, a Calabrian plant, found in mountain woods. It

is said to have coarsely-netted root-coats, fragrant saffron-like trun-

cated stigmas inclosed within the flower, which appears long after the

leaves, and has a bearded throat It exists in English gardens, but is

very rare.

U. ntfy?oriu. The flowers appear without the leaves, and tin-

root-coats are slightly netted. The stigmas are divided into many
deep narrow segments. The plant is not rare in many parts of

Europe, flowering about the time of the Colchicum, to a email species
of which it at first sight bears much resemblance. C. ipccianu,
C. mttltijiilut, C. meditu, are mere varieties or synonymous names of
this plant

C. ecrutinia. This requires to be compared with (J. odortu, to

which it approaches very nearly, if it be not the same thing.
The Crocus delights in a dry situation and a rich light sandy soil.

In such a place and soil it flowers profusely and produces large roots ;

but in a wet poor soil it dwindles away. Slugs are the chief enemies
of this plant, which may be destroyed by watering the beds or clumps
with lime-water.

For a florist's account of the varieties of spring Crocuses cultivated

in the gardens of this country, see the ' Transactions of the Horticul-

tural Society of London,' vol. vii.

CRONSTEDTITE, a hydrous Silicate of Iron, occurring both
massive and crystallised. Its primary form is a rhomboid, in small
thin hexagonal prisms, and in radiating groups. The cleavage is per-

pendicular to the axis, distinct The colour is black and browni-h-
black ; streak, dull green. Hardness 2'0 to 2'5. Specific gravity
3'3 to 3'36. Lustre vitreous. Opaque. This mineral is found in

Cornwall, Brazil, and Przibram in Bohemia. It haa the following
composition :

Silica ........ 22-45

Oxide of Iron ....... 58'85
Oxide of Manganese ..... 2-89

Magnesia ....... 5'08

Water........ 1070
CROSSARCHUS.
CROSSBILL.
CROSS-STONE. [STAUBOTIDE.]
n:nss WOKT. [II.M.II-M.J

CROTALIDJE, a family of Reptiles belonging to the order Serpents
or Snakes, and including those species known by the name of Rattle-

Snakes. In the '

Catalogue of the British Museum '

Dr. J. E. Qr.<

stitutes Crotalitltr a family of his sub-order IV/.rmm. The family
has the following distinctions : Face with a large pit on each side,

placed between the eye and the nostril. The head large behind, crown

flat, covered with scales or small shields ; the jaws weak, the U|>|T
with long fangs in front and no tooth. The belfr covarwd v, ih brood
hand-like shields: anal spurs none. The species are all of ilrm
venomous and viviparous.
The following is a synopsis of the genera and species :

A. Head covered with scales, having small shields on the edge of the
forehead and eyebrows ;

tail ending in a spine ; cheeks scaly.

a. Subcaudal plates two-rowed to the tip. Cratpedocephalina.
Oratpedocfjihalia. Superciliary shield single, hinder labial shi. Ms

large ; scales lanceolate, keeled. America.

Species C. Jiratilientii; C. lanceolatui ; C. atror ; C. elegant;
C. trilintafui.

Trimaurui. Superciliary shield single, hinder labial shields

smallest
;
scales lanceolate, keeled. Asia,

T. viridu ; T. albolabru ; T. cannatiu ; T. purpureta; T. macu-
lalui; T. tubarmulatui ; T. Philippentu ; T.tlriyuliu; T. SumoUranut ;

T.formotut; T. Ceylmennt.
Pariat. Superciliary shield single, hinder labial shields smallest ;

scales lanceolate, of head ^and body smooth, of crown un
Asia.

P. Jtaromafulalut ; P. ornatut; P. variegatiu.

Mtgtrra. Superciliary shield double, hinder labial shields sin

scales lanceolate, of head and body smooth. Asia.

igonocephala ; if. oliracea.

Atropot. Superciliary shields many, forming a prominent arched
series. Asia.

A. aconlia.

b. Subcaudal plates four-rowed at the tip. America. Litehuina.
/xicAM. Head ovate

;
crown scaly.

L. mutvi; L. picliu.
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B. Head more or less shielded.

c. Subcaudal plates two-rowed
;

tail ending in a spine ; cheeks not

scaly; head-shields with some additional plates in front. Triyono-
crphalina.

Trigonocephalu*. Dorsal scales keeled.

T. Halyi; T. affinii; T. Bromhoffi ; T. rhodosloma ; T. Ifypnale ;

T. Azara.

d. Subcaudal plates one-rowed
;
tail ending in a spine ; cheeks not

scaly ;
head shielded. America. Catchrina.

Cenchris.

C. contortrijr ; C. atrofiucm ; C. pitcivanu.

e. Subcaudal plates one-rowed ; tail ending in a rattle
; cheeks scaly ;

bead more or less shielded. America. Crotalina.

Crotalophoria. Head with nine large shields extending behind the

eyes.
C. miliarit ; C. tertjeminu* ; C. Kirtlandi.

Uroptopkut. Head with scales behind ; temporal scales and labial

shield moderate.
I', dfcuitug.

Crotaliu. Head with scales behind
; temporal scales and labial

shields very small, convex.
C. horridtu.

The last species, C. horridut, the Rattle-Snake, may be taken as a

type of the whole family.
The colour of the head is brown ; eye red

; upper part of the body
yellowish-brown, transversely marked with irregular, broad, black
lists. Rattle brown, composed of several horny membranous cells, of

an undulated pyramidal figure, articulated one within the other, so

that the point of the first cell reaches as far as the basis or protuberant
ring of the third, and so on

;
which articulation, being very loose,

gives liberty to the parts of the cells that are inclosed within the
outward rings to strike against the sides of them, and so to cause
the rattling noise which is heard when the snake shakes its tail.

(Catesby.)

A, Rattle of twenty -four joint* ; b, section of rattle.

It is a native of Virginia, the Carolinas, and other parts of America.

Lawson, in his 'History' (1714), says, "The Rattle-Snakes are

found in all the main of America that I ever had any account of
;

being so called from the rattle at the end of their tails, which is a
connection of jointed coverings of an excrementitious matter, betwixt
the substance of a nail and a horn, though each tegmen is very thin.

Nature seems to have designed these on purpose to give warning of

such an approaching danger as the venomous bite of these snakes is.

Some of them grow to a very great bigness, as six feet in length, their

middle being the thickness of the small of a lusty man's leg. We
have an account of much larger serpents of this kind ;

but I never

met them yet, although I have seen and killed abundance in my time.

They are of an orange-tawny and blackish colour on the back ;

differing (as all snakes do) in colour on the belly, being of an ash-

colour inclining to lead. The male is easily distinguished from the

female by a black velvet spot on his head ; and besides his head is

smaller shaped and long. Their bite is venomous if not speedily
remedied ; especially if the wound be in a vein, nerve, tendon, or

sinew ; when it is very difficult to cure. The Indians are the best

physicians for the bite of these and all other venomous creatures of

this country. There are four sorts of snake-roots already discovered,
which knowledge 'came from the Indians, who have performed several

great cures. The rattle-snakes are accounted the peaceablest in the

world ;
for they never attack any one, or injure them, unless they are

trod upon or molested. The most danger of being bit by these

snakes is for those that survey land in Carolina
; yet I never heard of

any stnjveyor
that was killed or hurt by them. I have myself gone

over several of this sort, and others
; yet it pleased God I never came

to any harm. They have the power or art (I know not which to call

it) to charm squirrels, hares, partridges, or any such thing, in such a

manner, that they run directly into their mouths. This I have seen

by a squirrel and one of these rattle-snakes ;
and other snakes have

in some measure the same power. The rattle-snakes have many small

teeth, of which I cannot see they make any use
;
for they swallow

everything whole
;
but the teeth which poison are only four

; two on
each side of their upper jaws. These are bent like a sickle, and hang
loose as if by a joint. Towards the setting on of these, there is, in

each tooth, a little hole wherein you may just get in the point of a
small needle. And here it is that the poison comes out (which is as

green as gram) and follows the wound made by the point of their

They are much more venomous in the months of June and
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.

July, than they are in March, April, or September. The hotter the
weather the more poisonous. Neither may we suppose that they can
renew their poison as oft as they will

;
for we have had a person bit

by one of these who never rightly recovered it, and very hardly
escaped with life ; a second person bit in the same place by the same
snake, and received no more harm than if bitten with a rat. They
cast their skins every year, and commonly abide near the place where
the old skin lies. These cast-skins are used in physic, and the rattles
are reckoned good to expedite the birth. The gall is made up into

pills with clay, and kept for use, being given in pestilential fevers and
the small-pox. It is accounted a noble remedy, known to few, and
held as a great arcanum. This snake has two nostrils on each side of
his nose. Their venom, I have reason to believe, effects no harm any
otherwise than when darted into the wound by the serpent's teeth."

Catesby thus notices this species in 1771 : "Of these vipers," says
he, writing of all the American venom-snakes under that name,

" the
rattle-snake is most formidable, being the largest and most terrible of
all the rest : the largest I ever saw was one about eight feet in length,
weighing between eight and nine pounds. This monster was gliding
into the house of Colonel Blake of Carolina

; and had certainly taken
his abode there undiscovered, had not the domestic animals alarmed
the family with their repeated outcries

;
the hogs, dogs, and poultry

united in their hatred to him, showing the greatest consternation, by
erecting their bristles and feathers, and, expressing their wrath and
indignation, surrounded him, but carefully kept at a distance

; whilst
he, regardless of their threats, glided slowly along."

It is not uncommon to have them come into houses, a very extra-

ordinary instance of which happened to myself in the same gentleman's
house, in the month of February, 1723 : the servant in making the
bed in a ground-room (but a few minutes after I left it), on turning
down the clothes discovered a rattle-snake lying coiled between the
sheets in the middle of the bed.

"
They are the most inactive and slow-moving snake of all others,

and are never the aggressors except in what they prey upon ; for
unless they are disturbed they will not bite

; and, when provoked,
they give warning by shaking their rattles. These are commonly
believed to be the most deadly venomous serpent of any in these

parts of America : I believe they are so, as being generally the largest,
and making a deeper wound, and injecting a greater quantity of poi-
son

; though I know not why any of the other kinds of vipers may
not be as venomous as a rattle-snake, if as big, the structure of the

deadly fangs being alike in all. The most successful remedy the
Indians seem to have, is to suck the wound, which, in a slight bite,
has sometimes a good effect ; though the recovered person never fails

of having annual pains at the time they were bit. They have likewise
some roots which they pretend will effect the cure

; particularly a
kind of Asarum, commonly called Heart Snake-Roots, a kind of Chi-ys-
ant/temum called St. Anthony's Cross, and some others

; but that
which they rely on most, and which most of the Virginian and Caro-
lina Indians carry dry in their pockets, is a small tuberous root, which
they procure from the remote parts of the country ; this they chew,
and swallow the juice, applying some to the wound. Having, by tra-

velling much with Indians, had frequent opportunities of seeing the
direful effects of the bites of these snakes, it always seemed and was
apparent to me that the good effects usually attributed to these their
remedies is owing more to the force of nature, or the slightness of the
bite of a small snake in a muscular part, Ac. The person thus bit I

have known to survive without any assistance for many hours
; but

where a rattle-snake with full force penetrates with his deadly fangs,
and pricks a vein or artery, inevitable death ensues

; and that, as I
have often seen, hi less than two minutes. The Indians know their

destiny the minute they are bit
;
and when they perceive it mortal,

apply no remedy, concluding all efforts in vain. If the bite happeneth
in a fleshy part, they immediately cut it out to stop the current of
the poison. I could heartily wish that oil of olives applied to the
wound might have as good success against the venom of these snakes
as it hath been found in England to have had against the poison of
the adder." (Catesby,

' Natural History of Carolina.')
Lawson, it appears, was an eye-witness of the fascination, if so the

effect of terror on the victim is to be termed, of the Rattle-Snake
; and

though Catesby never saw it, he thus details the evidence of the fact
known to him :

" The charming, as it is commonly called, or attractive power this

snake is said to have of drawing to it animals and devouring them, is

generally believed in America. As for my own part, I never saw the

action, but a great many from whom I have had it related all agree
in the manner of the process ;

which is, that the animals, particularly
birds and squirrels (which principally are their prey), no sooner spy
the snake, than they skip from spray to spray, hovering and approach-
ing gradually nearer their enemy, regardless of any other danger ; but
with distracted gestures and outcries descend, though from the top
of the loftiest trees, to the mouth of the snake, who openeth his jaws,
takes them in, and in an instant swallows them."

There can be little doubt that this supposed power is greatly
exaggerated. That a suddenly-surprised animal should be arrested

by terror and easily fall a victim to the serpent, is highly probable ;

but that it should descend to its destruction from the top of the
loftiest trees, in almost iucivdible.
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UM .fleet of wound* inflicted by venomou* aerpente *nbaequently to

UM fir* i. greaUy liesinid. either by UM diminution of the quantity
of venom or of MOM deterioration of ite strength, the following anec-

A gentleman of hi* acquaintance had received a living rattle-

frojB America. Intending to try the effect of it* bite upon
_ < rate, be introduced one of those animal* into the cage with the

nrpaot, which immediately (truck the rat, and the latter died in two
minutes. Another rat wa* then placed in thx cage, and ran to the

forlheit earner from the anake, uttering cries of distress. The serpent
did not attack it immediately ; bat after about half an hour, on being

irritated, struck the rat, which exhibited no symptom* of being poi-

anej.d for aeveral minute*, nor did it die till twenty minute* after the

bite bad bean inflicted. A third rat, remarkably Urge, wa* then intro-

duced into UM cage, and exhibited no signs of terror, nor wa* it appa-

rently noticed by ite dangerous companion. After watching for the

re* of the evening. Mr. Bell's friend retired, leaving the
rattlesnake

and UM rat together. He row early the next morning, and visited

UM cage : thani lay UM make dead, and the rat had *upped upon the

muscular part of ite back. Mr. Bell doe. not remember at what time

of the year this took place, but he expresses hi* belief that it wa* not

The length of time during which a man will linger after being
bitten by one of these deadly make* wa* manifested in a very dis-

. Home yean ago a carpenter came to aee a rattlenmake

which wa* publicly abown for money in London. The man endea-

voured to excite it, probably to hear ite rattle, with hi* rule, which
be dropped into UM erpanf* cage. A* be wa* trying to recover it

UM anake bit him in UM hand. He wa* taken to one of the hospitals
(8t> (ieorge's, if we recollect right), and bore up ao long that hope*
were entertained of hi* recovery ; but hi* constitution gave way at

laM, and after many day* be fell a victim to UM poiaon. [TOBOU.]
a from of Plant* belonging to the eatural ..rd.T

. ,

.- .

medical propertiea. It b dintinguiahed from
iU order by momwaoti. flower. ; the male* with

Hrted alvnUr calyx. 6 pateh, i gtand* alternate with the petal*,

andaddtoitenumWofdiMinctmanwo*; UM female* with a i-parted
calyx, no patala. * bifld or nraltifld atylea, 6 gland* irmundini!
UM ovary, and a tricoccoo* fruit The *pecie* an extremely diverai-

fted ia appaanaaa, *e*ne being treea, other* both**, other* berbaceoun
I. atrrated or lobvd Uavea, many with entire one* ;
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fl*hijii. Ht. tX^nagc, and Florida. F<
UM. SCOT. i. that which farni.be. the
bvt oUien aacribe it to C KUoUvri*

i<lrr* that the true Caaoirilla Bark i not yielded by thi* upccic* but

by C. Ktruiheria.

C. Tiglium. Leave* ovate, mnooth, acuminate, eerratod. Stem
arboreaoent. Flower* in terminal npike. Fruit *mooth, the uze of

haxel-nuL An inhabitant of the Molucca*, C-eylon, and other part*
i.f the Kant Indie*. Thi* plant i at once the most active and dangerous
of drartic purgative* ; every part wnod, leave*, and fruit seems to

l*rticipate equally in the energy. The leave* are ao acrid an to

inflame the mouth, lip*, and fiuice* of tho*e who merely chew them,

'.ringing on (welling anil producing a n?iMition of burning a* far a*

the anu*. The aeed* thrown into water intoxicate fish. Ten or

twenty fruit* bruised with honey have been known to kill a horse by
the violent diarrhoga they have produced. Hence the oil obtained

from the seed*, which i* known hy the name of Oroton Oil, when uaed

medicinally, ha* to be administered with extreme care.

CVolon Tiflium.

C- latciftrum. Leave* ovate, downy, serrulated, stalked
; calyxra

downy ; flowers in terminal spikes ; fruits small and velvety. A
native of the East Indie*. This specie* i* laid to furnish the finest of

all the sorU of lac, but scarcely ever to find it* way to Knglauil. I '

i* very pure, of a bright red, and furnUhe* a brilliant varnish in

Ceylon.
C. Draco, a Mexican plant, with long heart-shaped woolly leave*,

with C. tpkarocarpum, and C. minguijtuuni, yields, when wounded, a
rtainou* substance of a deep red colour, resembling dragon'* blood.

Other* are merely aromatic. From C. baltamiferum the liquor called

Eau de Mantes i* distilled ; C'. annao/i'mm, C. m'rriim, C. fragrant,
and C. rariarrttm have similar qualitie* ; and C. Ihurifrrum exude* a

fragrant resin analogous to inceuse,

The bark of theae tree* occurs in piece* about a foot long, which
are tubular or overlapping, externally covered with a cuticle which

easily peels off, so that the liber or bark i* often exposed, in \vliirh

caae it feels soft and cork-like. The colour externally is yellowish,

aah-gray, or varying to rrildisli-linm-n : this last colour i* mostly
owing to the prest-licc of lichoiiH. Til" unrfaue i nlxo marked by
irregular deep longitudinal furrows. The inner surface is a dirty or

rusty-brown colour. Odour faintly aromatic ; ta*te bitter, not mi-

pleaaant, and stimulating. No alkaloid has been detected in it
; but

it poaieaae* much volatile oil. One pound of bark yield* one drachm
and a half of volatile oil. This bark is sometimes mixed witli i].,-

cinchona bark*, being called Gray Fever-Bark a mitixtitutiitn in im

respect hurtful.

For the medical properties of thi* genua aee CASTARIU.A and CKOTOX
Uiv.

I'd TII.\i;.V (Linn.), Crolophagtu (Browne, Brisson), a genus
of Hirdu placed by Lesson under the third family, H(<t<5roramphes, of
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the order Grimpeura (Scansoren), Cuvier; Zyyodactyli, Temminck;
Sylvains Zygodactyles, Vieillot.

The bill short, very much compressed, arched, without dentilations,

elevated, and surmounted by a vertical and trenchant crest
;
nostrils

basilary, open ; fourth and fifth quills longest ;
tail-feathers long,

roundei
These birds are called Ani and Anno in Guyana and Brazil, and

Anno in Paraguay. In Mexico they are named, according to Her-

nandez, Cacalotototl, and in the Antilles Bouts de Petun, Amangoua,
Diables de Savannes, and Perroquets Noirs. In Cayenne their

common name is Bouilleur de Canari. Their general colour is black,
with more or less of metallic reflections.

A considerable portion of the species are found in America

principally the hot and humid parts, but the south more especially
and the Antilles.

The Anis live in flocks, and are so far from timid that when they
see their companions fall before the gun, the survivors fly but a short

way, and then a^ain settle. Bushes, the skirts of woods, and the

borders of flooded savannahs, are their favourite haunts. Their food

consists of small lizards, insects, and seeds. Many pairs are said to

use the same nest, built on the branches of trees, and of large

dimensions, when considered in relation to the number of couples

occupying it, where they lay and hatch their young in concert.

C. Ani is a blackbird with bronzed tints in some lights. Size

rather larger than that of the common blackbird ; less than that of a

jackdaw. Locality, moist savannahs and the neighbourhood of water,
in the West India Islands, Carolinas, Brazil, Paraguay, &c. It is the

Razor-Billed Blackbird of Jamaica of Catesby, the Savannah Blackbird

of the English colonists, and the Great Blackbird of Sloane.

Jamaica Blackbird (Crntupluiga Ani).

Browne (' Hist, of Jamaica ') thus describes it :

" This bird i.<

about the size of a Barbary dove, or something larger, black all over,

and splay-footed like a parrot. It has a long square tail, a broad

compressed bill, and a short thin tongue : but the beak or upper part
of the bill is flatted on the sides, arched and sharp above, and straight
at the edges below. They live chiefly upon ticks and other small

vermin, and may frequently be seen jumping about all the cows and
oxen in the fields ; nay, they are often observed to fly on their backs
unless they lie down for them, which if much troubled with ticks

they generally do when they see the birds about them ; but if the

beast be heedless they hop once or twice round it, looking it very
earnestly in the face every time they pass, as if they seem to know
that it was only requisite to be seen to be indulged. They are very
noisy birds, and one of the most common sorts in all the pastures of

Jamaica. Their flight is low and short."

Sloane thus describes his specimen, under the name of the Great
Blackbird :

" This was thirteen inches long from the end of the bill

to the end of the tail, and about fifteen inches from the end of one

wing to the end of the other, both being extended ;
the bill was three-

quarters of an inch long, and black, the under mandible being straight,
the upper of a singular make, distinguishing it from other birds

;
for

it was arched or round, raised high, flat and thin on the upper round

edge. The feet have three toes before and one behind (though
Marcgrave says otherwise). The legs are two inches long, and black
as jet ; the middle toe before is one inch and a half long, armed with
a pretty sharp claw, and the other toes proportionable. The colour

of the feathers all over is black. The stomach of this bird was

pretty thick ; it was very full of grasshoppers, beetles, &c., disjointed
and partly dissolved.

" It haunts the woods on the edges of the savannahs, and is very
common, making a loud noise upon the sight of mankind, which
alarms all the fowls in their neighbourhood, so that they are very
prejudicial to fowlers ; but on the other hand, when negroes run
from their masters and are pursued by them in the woods to be

brought back to their service, these birds, on sight of them as of other

men. will make a noise, and direct the pursuers which way they must
take to follow their blacks, who otherwise might live always in the
remoter inland woods in pleasure and idleness.

"
Perhaps this bird may have the toes sometimes two before, at

other times two behind."

Sloane's doubt may have arisen from a casual examination of dead

specimens-. The fact is that the external toe in some scansorial birds

can be directed backwards, but not forwards to any extent.

These birds are easily tamed, and may be taught to speak. Their
flesh is said to have a bad odour.

CROUGER, a local name for the Prussian or Gibel Carp.
[CYPRIXID-E.]
CROW. [CORVID-E.]
CROW-BERRY. [EMPETRUM.]
CROW-FOOT. [RANUNCULUS.]
CROZOPHORA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Euphwbiacut. The flowers are monoecious. Calyx of male flowers 5-

parted; petals 5; stamens 5-10, with unequal connate filaments. Calyx
of female flowers 10-parted; petals absent; styles 3-bifid; capsule
3-coccous.

C. tinctoriaisA small prostrate hoary annual, with slender cylindrical
stems about a foot long ; soft, oval, alternate, almost rhomboidal leaves,
which are plaited and curled at their edge ; small flowers arranged iu

short clusters, and drooping fruit composed of three blackish rough
cells. It is a native of barren places all over the south of Europe, and is

cultivated about Montpelier for the sake of the deep purple dye
called Tournesole, which it produces. Its properties are acrid, emetic,

corrosive, and drastic, like thejnost virulent Euphorbiaceous Plants.

Orozophora tinctwia.

), a male flower cut open, showing the stamens; 2, a closed flower; 3, a.

nearly ripe fruit
; 4, 5, different kinds of starry scales, with which ail the greeu

parts are covered.

CRUCIAN CARP. [CYPBINID^B.]
CRUCI'FER^E, Crucifert, the Cabbage Tribe, a very extensive and

most natural assemblage of Plants, called Tetradynamia and Cruciattf by
Linnams, and Brcwsicacece by others. It comprehends the Mustard,
Cress, Turnip, Cabbage, Scurvy-Grass, Radish, Horse-Hadish, and
similar plants, having a pungent principle diffused more or less in their

sap, and giving them valuable antiscorbutic qualities. All the species
have an inflorescence without bracts

;
a calyx of 4 sepals ;

4 petals with
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< stamens, 4 of which an- lunger than the

lm rf 1 T' "1 1- '-' ' ' *"'

M ftttod a pair of .Widuous valves, and from UK sides of which under

UM valvw IB tUttaniJ thin doubU transparent diaphragm.
In each

0.11 ar two or DMT* seeds, with an embryo folded upon iUelf, and

ilsstiliili of albumen. The fonn of the fruit in extremely rariable :

wnea it is long and (lender it U called a Silique, and when short and

iwoad a aOiole ; hence the two divisions of the Tetradynamia of Lin-

as into ?ili|ii and 'ilifulnta

About a couple of thousand specie* art dispersed over the milder

paru of the world, refusing alike to <xit beneath the severe cold of

Ike arctic lone and the exsive heaU of the tropic*. A Urge pro-

portion consists of inconspicuous and useless weed* ; many are object*
of beauty from the sin and gay colour* of their petal* ; and the namea

enow that another part of the order consists of

*t from which the peuli hart bwn remoTcd ; J, the .Umeni ; ,
a

UM orarjr j 4, a rips fruit, from which the vaUes are separatlnf ;

. aa

Owinf to the number of the species, and the great resemblance
between them, the systematic arrangement of Cruciferous Plant* wan
until late yean exceedingly unsatisfactory. It hat however been dis-
oorered that the embryo preeenU the moet constant character, and
that by fir. modifications of the manner in which it is folded up five

precisely limited divisions of the order are secured. The following
ert illustrates them. Let A 1 be an embryo with the radicle applied
to UM cotyledons in such a way at to Ho against its edge*; then B 1II 4 t

'> (Do <8> (BD

will be the appearance of such an embryo when cut across, and C 1
wUI be a aim sxprtttinf the mutual positions of the radicle and coty-ledons by a circle and two ban: thees are flnnrkium. Then^.A2

will be the tame embryo with the radicle applied to the back of the

cotyledons ; and B 2 and C 2 will give the section and sign of what
are called Nolorkata. When the cotyledons instead of being flat arc

channeled so as to receive the radicle in a kind of groove, as at A 3,

it gives the division Ortkoploettt. If the cotyledons are to long aa to
be doubled twice, A 4, they constitute Spirolobeir ; and if, as if

the cotyledons are doubled three times, they indicate the division

JHplttolobetr. Upon these distinctions all recent arrangement* of

Crufifmr have been formed.

The affinities of this order are with Papareratta, Cittacea, Cappa-
ridaeeir, and Fumarituta. There are 173 genera and above 1600

species described. It w eminently a European order : 166 species
are found in Northern and Middle Europe, and 178 on the northern
shore or islands of the Mediterranean ; 45 are peculiar to the coast of
Africa between Mogadore and Alexandria ; 184 to Syria, Asia Minor,
Tauria, and Persia; 99 to Siberia; 35 to China, Japan, or India;
76 to Australia and the South Sea Islands ; 6 to Mauritius, and the

neighbouring islands; 70 to the Cape of Good Hope; 9 to the
Canaries or Madeira ; 2 to St Helena ; 2 to the West Indies

;
41 to

South America; 48 to North America; 5 to the islands between
North America and Kamtchatka

;
and 35 are common to various parts

of the world. This being their general geographical distribution, it

appears that, exclusive of the species that are uncertain or common
to several different countries, about 100 are found in the southern

hemisphere and about 800 in the northern hemisphere ; or 91 in t In-

New and the rest in the Old World. Finally, if we consider tin M
with regard to temperature, we shall find that there are

In the frigid zone of the northern hemisphere . . . 205
In all the tropics (and chiefly in mountainous regions) . 30
In the temperate zone

Of the northern hemisphere .... 548 1 ...

Of the southern hemisphere . . 86 J

Such were the calculations of Do Candolle in 1821. Although re-

quiring considerable modification, especially in the Asiatic and North
American numbers, which are much too low, they serve to give a general
idea of the manner in which this order is dispersed over the globe.
The character of the genera of this order is antiscorbutic and stimu-

lant, combined with an acrid flavour. The officinal species are among
the commonest of all plants, and will be found treated of under their

respective heads. A large number of genera are natives of Britain.

The following U a synopsis of the British genera, according to

Babiugton's
' Manual of British Botany :'

Sub-Order I. SiLiQuo&jB.
Pod (silique) linear or linear-lanceolate, opening by two valves ;

dissepiment narrow, but in its broadest diameter.

Tribe I. ARABIDK.G.

Cotyledons accumbent, parallel to the dissepiment ; radicle lateral ;

seed compressed.
1. Malthiola.

2. Chtiranthut
3. Xaiturtium.
4. Sarbarea.
5. Turrilit.

6. Arabit.

7. Cardamine.
8. Deataria.

Tribe II. SISVMBRIK.K.

Cotyledons incumbent, contrary to the dissepiment ; radicle dorsul
teed compressed.

9. ffaperi*.
10. Suymorium.
11. AUiana.
12. Kryiimum.

Tribe III. BRASSICEJE.

Cotyledons conduplicate, longitudinally folded in the middle
;

radicle dorsal within the fold.

13. Brauica-
14. Sinapit.
15.

Sub-Order II. LATISEPT*.
Pouch (silicle) short, opening with two valves; dissepiment in its

broadest diameter.

Tribe IV. ALTSgiNKJt
Cotyledons accumbent

16. Alyuum.
17. Koniya.
18. Draba.
19. Cochlearia.

20. Armoracia.

Tribe V. CAMELINE.E.

Cotyledons Incumbent
21. CamAina.

Tribe VI. VtLLE.fi.

Cotyledons conduplicate.
22.
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Sub-Order III. ANGUSTISEPT.E.

Pouch (silicle) short, laterally compressed, opening with two boat-

shaped valves, keeled or winged on the back
; dissepiment narrow,

linear, or lanceolate.

Tribe VII. THLASPIDEJE.

Cotyledons accumbeut.
23. Thlu!S ,l.

24. Hutchinsia.

25. Teesdalia.

26. Iberit.

Tribe VIII. LEPIDINE.E.

Cotyledons incumbent.
27. Lepidittm.
28. Captella.

Tribe IX. SUBULARIE*.

Cotyledons incumbent, long, linear, curved back above their base
;

cells many-seeded.
29. Sulidaria.

Trilie X. SENEBHIERE.E.

Cotyledons incumbent, long linear, curved back above their base ;

cells one-seeded.

30. Senebrwra.

Sub-Order IV. KUCAMENTACK.E.
Pouch (silicle) scarcely dehiscent, often 1-celled, owing to the

absence of the dissepiment.

Tribe XI. ISATIS.

Cotyledons incumbent.
81. Itatu.

Sub-Order V. LOMENTACE*.
Silicle or silique dividing transversely in single-seeded cells ;

the

true silique often barren, all the seeds being in the beak.

Tribe XII. CAKlLixtz.

Cotyledons accumbeut.
32. Cakite.

Tribe XIII. RAPHAXE.K.

Cotyledons conduplicate.
33. Cramle.
34. Raphanua.

CRUCIROSTRA. [LOXIAD*.]
CRUSTA'CEA, Crustace's of the French, Krustenthiere of the

Germans, MoAaxiisTfKuca of Aristotle and the ancient Greeks, a

class of Articulated Animals, whose external covering is less solid

than that of the majority of Testaceous Mollusks, but much
firmer and harder than the skin of the Naked Mollusks; and whose
conformation is essentially distinguishable from other classes, espe-

cially in the circulating, respiratory, and locomotive organs. The
Common Crab [CRAB], the Lobster, and Crayfish [ASTACUS], the

Common Shrimp [CRANGONID*], and the Water-Fleas [BRANCHIO
PODA], may be taken as types of different sections of this family.
As in many of the Testaceous Mollusks, the skeleton of the Crustacea

is external. It is made up of the tegumentary envelope, which, ii

gome of the class, always continues soft, but in the greater portion is

very firm, forming a shelly case or armour, in which all the soft parts
are contained. In the more perfect Crustaceans it is complex. The

following description of its component parts is from the pen o

M. Milne-Edwards, who, in hia
' Histoire Naturelle des Crustacc's

(Paris, 1834, &c., 8vo), and in the article 'Crustacea' in the '

Cyclo

paxlia of Anatomy and Physiology (London, 1836, Ac.), has given
the most complete view of the organisation of this family. Taking
the Brackyura, or Short-Tailed Crustaceans, as his instance of the

more highly developed forms of the class in which the complex
structure is exhibited, he thus proceeds,

" The integument consists o"

a corium and an epidermis, with a pigmentary matter of a peculia;

nature, destined to communicate to the latter membrane the varioui

colours with which it is ornamented. The corium or dermis, a

among the Vertebrata, is a thick, spongy, and very vascular membrane
on its inner surface it is intimately connected with a kind of serou;

membrane, which lines the parietes of the cavities in the Crustacea in

the same manner as the serous membranes line the internal cavities

among the Vertebrata; these two membranes, divided in the latte

order by the interposition of muscular and bony layers, which cove

and protect the great cavities, become closely united when thes<

layers disappear, as they do in the Crustacea, in consequence of th<

important changes that take place in the conformation of the apparatu
of locomotion. The corium again, among the Crustacea, is completelj
covered on iU outer surface by a membranous envelope unfurnishei

with blood-vessels, and which must be held in all respects as analogou
to the epidermis of the higher animals. It is never found in th

properly membranous state, save at the time of the Crustacea casting,
their shell; at this period, it is interposed between the corium am
the solid covering ready to be cast off, and has the appearance of

pretty dense and consistent membrane, in spite of its thinness. I

orms, as among animals higher in the scale, a kind of inorganic
amina, applied to the surface of the corium, from which it is an
xudation. After the fall of the old shell it becomes thicker and

ery considerably firmer, owing to the deposition or penetration of

Calcareous molecules within its substance, as well as by the addition

f new layers to its inner surface. The degree of hardness finally

cquired, however, and the amount of calcareous matter deposited
within it, vary considerably ;

in many members of the class, it remains

semicorneous, in a condition very similar to that of the integuments
if insects, with which, moreover, it corresponds very closely in point
if chemical composition ;

in the higher crustaceans, again, its compe-
tition is very different : thus, whilst chitine in combination with
albumen is the principal element in the tegumentary skeleton of some

ipecies, this substance scarcely occurs in the proportion of one or

rwo tenths in the carapace of the Decapods, which, on the contrary,
contains 60 and even 80 per cent, of phosphate and carbonate of lime,
the latter substance particularly occurring in considerably larger

>roportion than the former. With regard to the pigmentum, it is

ess a membrane or reticulation than au amorphous matter diffused

through the outermost layer of the superficial membrane, being
secreted like this by the corium. Alcohol, ether, the acids, and water
at 212 Fahr., change it to a red in the greater number of species ;

)ut there are some species in which it may be exposed to the action

of these different agents without undergoing any perc3ptible change.
The epidermic layer hardened in different degrees is the part whieli

mainly constitutes the tegumentary skeleton of the Crustacea. In its

nature it is obviously altogether different from that of the internal

skeleton of the Vertebrata; still its functions are the same, and this

physiological resemblance has led naturalists to speak of these two

pieces of organic mechanism, so dissimilar in their anatomical relations,

under the common name of skeleton. The tegumentary skeleton of

the Crustacea consists, like the bony skeleton of the Vertebrata, of a

great number of distinct pieces connected together by means of

portions of the epidermic envelope which have not become hardened,
,n the same way as, among the higher animals, certain bones are

connected by cartilages, the ossification of which is only accomplished
in extreme old age."

This skeleton, or crustaceous frame-work, consists of a series of

rings varying in number, the normal number of the body-segments
being twenty-one. Instances of a larger number are rare, and a less

number seldom occurs
;
one or more rings may be apparently absent,

but in such cases they will generally be found consolidated as it were.

In the embryo the segments are developed in succession from before

backwards ;
the posterior rings therefore are generally absent when

the number is defective. Each ring is divisible into two arcs, one

upper or dorsal, the other lower or ventral. Each arc may present a

many as four elementary pieces. Two of these united in the mesial

line form the tergum ; the sides of this upper arc are framed of two
other portions denominated flanks or epimeral pieces. The lower
arc is a counterpart of the upper. Two of the four pieces into which
it is divisible constitute the sternum, situated in the mesial line, and
are flanked by two episteruums. These two arcs do not cohere at

their edges, but a space is left for the insertion of the lateral append-
ages or extremities which correspond with them. (Milne-Edwards ;

Audouin.)
The one-and-twenty rings above mentioned are generally divisible

into three sections of seven each, and may be considered as corre-

sponding with the three regions which zoologists have generally
consented to recognise in the bodies of the crustaceans, under the

denominations of a head, a thorax, and an abdomen ; but the student

should be on his guard against the false impressions which, as M. Milne-

Edwards observes, are likely to arise from these terms, by their leading
the mind to liken them to the grand divisions in the Vertebrata, which
are defined by the same expressions.
The cephalo-thoracic portion and carapace first claim our attention,

and the latter acquires its greatest development in the Decapods.
" In these animals," says M. Milne-Edwards,

" the frame-work of the

body does not appear at first sight to consist of more than two por-

tions, the one anterior, formed by the carapace, and representing the

cephalic and thoracic segments conjoined ; the other posterior formed

by the abdomen. In reality, the first fourteen rings of the body are

covered by this enormous buckler, and are so intimately conjoined
as to have lost all their mobility ;

the whole of the thoracic segments
thus hidden below the carapace are connected with it in their superior

parts ; they are only joined with one another underneath and late-

rally ;
and their tergal parts having, in consequence of this, becomo

useless, are no longer to be found, being in some sort replaced by the

great cephalic buckler
; thus the whole of these rings, in conformity

with this arrangement, are imperfect and open above."

The subjoined cut represents the carapace of a Brachyurous or

Short-Tailed Crustacean, and the regions of which it is composed,
named after the viscera and organs protected by them.

The succeeding figure represents the carapace of a Macrourous or

Long-Tailed Crustacean.

The abdomen is most fully developed in the Macroura, or Long-Tailed
Crustaceans, in many of which it becomes a very important organ of

motion, and in them there is a comparatively small development of

the carapace ; while in the Bi-adtyura, or Short-Tailed Crustaceans,
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body, and other parts of their organisation for the performance of

office* and functions equally various, and see that all these diversities

are produced only by modifications of a typical number of part*, we
cannot but be struck by so remarkable and interesting an illustration

of the great economical law, as it may be termed, that the ta/, ,,,!

frucfure of any group being yiten, the different habiti of tit component
tlfdet or minor groupt are provided fur, not by the creation of new

organ* or the detraction of othtri, but by the modification in form,
tincture, or place, of organ* typically belonging to the group."

One of the necessary consequences of the condition of these

animals inclosed in a hard shell is the power they possess of throwing
it off. If this were not the case all growth would be stopped, except-
ing increase of thickness in the shell by a succession of secretions from
below. To allow therefore room for the expansion and growth of
the body and limbs, a provision for their increase is made by means
of moulting, which, as a general rule, is more frequent the younger
the animal is, as indeed might be expected. Thus eight moults in

the short space of seventeen days have been observed in a yi>mi^
Dapknia. [liKANcuioroUA.] It can be easily observed in the Common
Crab. [CAN. nt.)

In Attacut Jluviatilit, the moult, or Ecdysis, as this process is called,
is preceded by a few days of fasting and sickness, and at that time
the carapace becomes loosened from the corium to which it W:LI

attached. The corium begins forthwith to secrete a new shell, which
U at first soft and membranous, becomes gradually harder and hurdrr,
and is at last calcareous. When all connection with the old shell in

broken off, and the corium has completely secreted the new mem-
branous envelope, the animal begins to set about freeing iUelf from
the old incumbrance, and becomes very restless, the symptoms of

inquietude increasing in proportion as the time for emancipation
draws nigh. It rubs its legs one against the other, and finally throws
itself on its back. In that situation it begins to shake itself and swell
itself out, till it tears the membrane which connects the carapace
with the abdomen, and begins to raise the former : then it rests a
while. Alternations of agitation and rest succeed each other :,t inter-

vals of longer or shorter duration, the carapace is completely raised,
the head, the eyes, the antenna1

, are extricated. The greatest dif-

ficulty occurs in freeing the extremities, nor could they be extricated
at all did not the old covering split longitudinally : and indved it

frequently happens that the Crawfish leaves a limb or two behind
;

and is sometimes so fettered, that it perishes front inability to extri-

cate itself. The abdomen is the last division of the body freed, :iu<!

the whole change generally takes place in half an hour. Four-and-

twenty-hours, or two or three days at furthest, are necessary for the
conversion of the soft and membranous integument which sheathes
the corium or naked body into a firm calcareous case similar to the

last, and presenting the same appendages, even to the hairs ; although
M. Milne-Edwards has stated that these hut organs are not formed
within the old ones, as supposed by Reaumur, but exist ready -t<

in the new envelope, turned in towards the interior like the fim-<

a glove turned in upon itself.

Mr. Spence Bate of Plymouth, who has very successfully M
the Omtacea, states that he has confirmed the original observation
of Reaumur.
M. Milne-Edward* observes that the time occupied in the business

of throwing off the shell varies considerably in different, |>ecic,s, and
that it also depends on atmospheric influences ; and this obsorvutii n

applies equally to the number of day* required for giving the new
tegumentary sheath the oonsiatency of the old obeli ; and he adds,
that in the whole of the species which have been duly watched,
especially those found on the French shores, the period which precedes
and that which follows the Eodysis is a period of inquietude and
disorder. The muscle* are then flaccid, the flesh is soft and watery,
and the animal* are considered unwholesome and unfit for food. An
exception to this remark occurs in the Land-Crabs ((Jecarcintu), which,
according to the testimony of all who have spoken and written on the

subject, are never so delicious u during the season of change.
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At the period of Ecdysis, rounded flattened calcareous concretions

(carbonate of lime), commonly called Oculi Cuncrorum, are formed
at the sides of the stomach of the common river crawfish. (Prep.

406, Mus. Coll. of Surg.)

Every one has occasionally been struck with the difference of size

in the members of crabs and lobsters. One claw of these, and other

crustaceans which have the claws, when perfect, nearly equal, is often

found of its full volume, while the other is comparatively diminutive
;

for the animal, upon the limb receiving any injury, has the power of

suddenly throwing it off, and the effort does not appear to be attended

with pain, though it is frequently made when the system receives a

severe shock. [ASTACUS.] The point at which the separation takes

place is always in the second articulation, near the basis of the

limb, and from the stump, which speedily cicatrises, a new claw buds
forth with all the proper articulations, and with an entire though
miniature resemblance to the rejected member. This new claw is

formed within the old shell and lies folded up until the exuvia are

hed, when it appears as a part of the new skeleton. If one of the

limbs be severed in any other place than the usual point of separation
the stump goes on bleeding, nor does it heal. In such cases the

renovating process does not commence until the animal succeeds in

separating the remains of the member at the proper point, and this

it does by a violent muscular contraction. Some years ago there

were some Land-Crabs (Gecarcinus) at the Garden of the Zoological

Society, and the apparent ease with which they parted with their

smaller legs in order to escape from any one who injudiciously took
them up by those members was very remarkable. They did not seem
to regard the loss at all, and ran away on the remainder of their legs
as if nothing had happened. Mr. Harry Goodsir has pointed out
that this power of renewing the members in the Crustacea depends
on a small glandlike body seated at the base of each limb. This

body consists of a great number of large nucleated cells, which are

interspersed throughout a fibro-gelatinous mass. It is supplied by a

vessel and a nerve. Mr. Spence Bate describes the development of

the shell as follows :

"
Immediately above the heart, a pulp consisting of nucleated cells,

areolar tissue, (and blood vessels ?), is formed, extending to the
internal surface of the shell, from which it is separated by a layer of

pigment which gives colour to the new formation. Towards the

base, that in, immediately above the heart, the cells are uniformly large
and distinct, while an areolar tissue ramifies throughout the whole.

As advance is made from the base, cells of less size mix with them,
which increase in number as they diminish, in diameter, until they
approach the layer of pigment, immediately beneath which they
adapt themselves by mutual pressure into a polygonal form. The
pulp extends over the whole periphery of the crab, immediately
beneath the shell ; the thickness of the pulp decreases with the
distance from the centre

; and the larger cells- become fewer in

number, the mass being made of the smaller cells which become the

secreting organs of the future shell, which process commences pre-

viously to and is completed after the removal of the exuviae." (' Annals
of Nat. Hist.,' vol. vii.)

Of the nature of the organs of locomotion developed by the
external skeleton, Milne-Edwards has given the best account :

" The kind of solid sheath formed by the tegumentary skeleton of
the Crustacea, and which includes in its interior the whole of the
viscera and other soft parts of these animals, is required to be so

constructed as not to oppose locomotion ; consequently there exist,
either between the different rings of the body or the various con-

stituent elements of the limbs, articulations destined to admit of

motion to a greater or less extent between these different pieces.
The structure of these articulations is of the most simple kind

;
the

moveable piece rests upon that which precedes it by two hinge-like

joints, situated at the two extremities of a line perpendicular to the

plane in which the motion takes place. In the internal portion of the

edge of the moveable piece comprised between the joints there exists

a notch of greater or less depth, destined to admit of flexion, whilst
on the opposite or external side the same edge generally glides under
that of the preceding piece. This kind of articulation, whilst it is the
most favourable to precision of movement and to strength, has the

disadvantage of admitting motion in one plane only ;
therefore the

whole of the rings of the body, the axis of motion being entirely
parallel, cannot move save in a vertical plane ;

but nature has intro-

duced a kind of corrective of this disadvantage in the structure of
the limbs, by changing the directions of the articular axis, whence
ensues the possibility of general motions being performed in every
direction. Between the two fixed points two opposed empty spaces
arf observed, left by the rings severally, and destined to admit of the
occurrence of motions of flexion and extension. The tegumentary
membrane which fills it never becomes incrusted or calcareous, but

always continues soft and flexible.
" The tegumentary skeleton supplies the apparatus of locomotion

with fixed points of action as well as with the levers necessary to

motion. The immediate or active organs of this apparatus are the
muscles, the colour of which is white, and the structure of which
presents no peculiarity worthy of notice. They are attached to the

pieces which they are required to move either immediately or by the
intermedium of horny or calcareous tendons, which are implanted

upon the edge of the segment to which they belong. To the fixed

point they are most commonly attached immediately. Their struc-

ture is simple, and each segment in fact, as has already been said,

being contrived to move in one fixed and determinate plane, the
muscles which communicate motion to it can constitute no more
than two systems antagonists to each other, the one acting in the
sense of flexion, by which the segment moved is approximated to

that which precedes it, the other in the sense of extension, by which
the segment is brought into the position most remote from the centre

of motion. The muscles that produce these opposite effects, as might
have been concluded, are found implanted into the opposite arms of

the lever upon which their energy is extended.
" The motions in flexion tend universally to bring the extremities

and the different rings towards the ventral aspect of the body ;
it is

consequently upon this aspect that the flexor muscles are inserted,
and these are in general the more powerful. On the contrary, and iu

accordance with the nature of the motion produced, it is upon the

superior or dorsal aspect of the segments that the extensor muscles
are attached. In the trench the two orders of muscles generally
form two distinct layers, the one superficial, the other deep ;

the
former thin and sometimes absent, the second on the contrary very
powerful wherever powerful motions are required. The muscles

generally extend from the arc above to the one immediately below,

passing for the most part from the anterior edge of the upper to the
anterior edge of the lower segment. The extent and the direction of
the flexion of which any segment is susceptible depend on the size of
the interannular spaces above or below the ginglymoid joints ;

and as

these spaces are in general of considerable magnitude on the ventral

aspect, whilst the superior arcs are in contact, and can only ride one
over another in a greater or less degree, it is only downwards that
the body can be bent upon itself, while upwards, or in the sense of

extension, it can hardly in general be brought into the horizontal line.
" Thus far what has been said applies more especially to the rings of

the body, but the extremities present nothing that is essentially
different, either as regards the mode in which the tubular segments
are articulated to one another, or as regards the mode in which the
muscles are inserted. Each of these indeed having but one kind of

motion, and even that very limited in its extent, nature has aided the

deficiency, as has been stated, by increasing the number of articula-

tions, by which extent of motion is conferred, and in varying the
direction of the articular axes, an arrangement by which the animal
obtains the ability of moving in every direction, but at the expense
of power, rapidity, and precision in its motions. Each segment of a
limb incloses the muscles destined to move that segment which suc-
ceeds it, unless it be too short and weak for this end, in which case
the muscles themselves have their origin at some point nearer to the
medium plane of the body. As a general law the muscles are observed
to be more powerful in proportion as they are nearer to the centre,
which is to be explained by the fact that each motion they then com-
municate is transmitted to a larger portion of a limb, to a lever

longer in that sense in which it is disadvantageous to the power.
Occasionally however the two last segments of a member are converted
into a sort of hand, and in this case the penultimate segment some-
times includes a muscular mass, which may surpass in power the
same system in the whole of the limb besides. Those muscles that

put an extremity generally into motion are attached to the sides of
the thoracic cavity, and the apodemata supply them with surfaces of
insertion of great extent, and very favourably situated as regards
their action. They occupy the double rank of cells formed by these

laminae, but they vary too much in their mode of arrangement to
admit of our saying anything generally upon this head. The motion
of translation or from place to place, the only kind upon which it

seems necessary to say anything here, is effected iu two modes,
either by the alternate flexion and extension of the trunk, or by the

play of the limbs.
" In those Crustacea which are formed essentially for swimming,

the posterior part of the body is the principal agent in enabling the
animal to change its place ; but here the motions, instead of being
lateral, are vertical

;
and instead of causing the creature to advance

they cause it to recede : it is by bending the abdomen suddenly
downwards, and bringing it immediately under the sternum, that it

strikes the water, and consequently by darting backwards that the
animal makes its way through the liquid. [ASTACUS.] From what
has now been said it may be imagined that the Crustacea whose con-
formation is the best adapted for swimming have the abdomen largely
developed, and this is in fact what we always observe ; the Amp/ii-
poda and Decapoda Macroura are examples ;

whilst in the walking
Crustacea, such as the Crabs, the Caprella, the Oniscus, &c., this por-
tion of the body attains but very insignificant dimensions. In the

swimming Crustacea the appendages of the penultimate segment of
the abdomen also become important organs of locomotion, inasmuch
as they for the most part terminate in two broad horizontal plates,

which, with the last segment, also become lamelliform, constitute an
extensive caudal fin arranged in the manner of a fan. We have

already said that the thoracic extremities alone constitute true ambu-
latory limbs. When destined for swimming only, their segments are

lamelliform, and the palp, as well as the stem, contributes to form the
kind of oar which each of them then constitutes.
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W* come now to the organs of digestion. The cheliform or sub-
ifcslifm m daw* may be considered as ancillary to this important part
of UM organisation of the Crustacea ; and there are other parts, the
detail* of which w* proceed to give before we enter at Urge into this

part of the subject.
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in UM MasHoaHnt Cnntanaiaa, raaoh in them their highest
Mat; whilst in UM Hacking Crasteo.ua, which

adapted for sticking, and in the interior of which are two slender

pointed proem 81 that act as lanoeU for the purpose of perforation,
m lieu of the true mandibles.
The basilar articulations of the anterior thoracic extremities in

many species are
employed to seize, hold fast, and in a .

decree comminute, the food
;
and the most perfect developm

this design is manifested in the cheliform dawn of the lobsters and
crabs, with all their admirable modifications for powerful prehen
The mouth is a mere opening of the short oaHophagus : nor is it

furnUhed with a tongue the organ so named (langue and languette)
is no more than a horny and lamellar process, performing in a degree
the functions of a lower lip. The oesophagus, which terminate*
without any interruption in the stomach, and Imtli parts, with one

striking exception in the case of the latter, which we shall presently
mention, present nothing remarkable, consisting, as well n the whole
of the intestinal canal, of two membranous layers, and presenting a
considerable resemblance to the same part of the organisation of the

higher animals. The stomach is globular and capacious, occupying
much of the area of the cephalic cavity, and consisting of two . !

portions: 1, the cardiac region, surmounting the mouth and oeeo-

phagiis ; 2, the pyloric, placed behind the cardiac region.
Around the pylorus is situated that extraordinary apparatus of hard

tubercles or sharp teeth which operate as grinding or tearing organs
on the food submitted to the action of this animal mill

; and though
the different pieces vary considerably in different species, their greater
or less development depending upon the nature of the food taken by
those species, they may be traced in all the Brachyura and Marroura.
In Squilla this masticatory framework is reduced to two half-liriiy
pieces, with rounded projections ; and, to make up for this deficiency,
a branch of each mandible reaches down to the pyloric orifice.

From the pylorus the intestine proceeds direct to the vent, there

being no convolution ; but in the higher Crustaceans it is distinguish-
able into two portions, to which the names of duodenum and rectum
have been applied, and which are sometimes, in the lobster for in-

stance, separated by a valve, but more frequently are without defined
limits. In the lower Crustaceans the intestine in cylindrical, and
offers no difference throughout its whole length from the stomach to
the vent, which is always situated in the last ring, and has its orifice

closed by muscular fibres which perform the functions of a sphincter.
The liver is largely developed in many of the Oriutacta, especially

in the Decapods ; indeed, no one can eat a crab or a lobster without

being struck with the large proportions of this vinous, which in those

species is considered so delicious. In the Edriophthalmians, on the

contrary, it is almost rudimentary, there being in them only three

pain of biliary vessels, much resembling those of insects. The organ,
when well developed, consists of two symmetrical portions, generally
separated from each other, and composed of a collection of ceecums,
which at one of their extremities discharge their secretion into excre-

tory ducts, which being converted by their union into longer and
larger vessels, pour the bile ultimately through a double channel into
the pylorus. The nature of the whitish fluid secreted by the two,
and, as it is said, in some cases three, elongated blind tubular worm-
like organs the first two situated on each side of the pylorus, and the
third on the middle of the intestine a short way below them U not
known, nor is its use.

The two green glandular organs placed on each side of the 09*0-

phagus are supposed to act in some degree as substitutes for salivary

expected, obMrrabU; certain part* of UM apparatus bdnc
into . probosoi. or tub* of longrr c

Much has been written on the subject of the vascular system of the
Cnutacai. The following are the conclusions to which MiimMMwardn
and V. Audouin came, after a careful study, as well of the anatomical
disposition of the circulating apparatus of the Cnutatta, as of the
progress of the blood through its interior :

" The circulation of the blood in these animals is accomplished in a
manner very similar to what takes place in the HoUiuca. The blood,
pushed forward by the heart, is distributed to every part of the body,from whence it is returned into Urge sinuses situated at no great
distance from the base of the branchue

; from these sinuses it is sent
on to the respiratory apparatus, which it traverses, and from which it
finds its way to the heart, to recommence the same circle anew. The
heart is consequently aortic and single. The heart is always found
in the median line of the body, and lying over the alimentary canal,
near the dorsal aspect Its form is various ; in the Decapods it i

nearly square, and lies in the middle and superior part of the thorax,
being separated from the carapace by tegumentary membranes only,and may be seen in the space included between the two vaults of the
flanks. In structure it appears to be composed by the interlacement
of numerous muscular fibres, fixed by their extremities to neighbouring
parts, and passing to some distance over the aggregate at either end,
o that the whole organ brings to mind such a figure as would be
irmed by the superposition of a number of stars the rays of which

do not correspond. In the other orders this general form of the heart
varies considerably, from the figure of an oblong square of rather
considerable ate*, as it occurs in the Decapodn, to that of a long

cylindrical vessel extending through the whole length of the body, as
it appean in the Stomapoda and the Kdriophtlialmiflnit. In the
former of these it gives origin to six vascular trunks, three of which
issue from the anterior edge, and three from the posterior surface
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each of the six openings is closed by a valvular apparatus, which

prevents the regurgitatiou of the blood.
" The first of the three anterior vessels is situated in the median

line, and is distributed to the eyes, in cousequence of which we have
entitled it the ophthalmic artery. Lodged within the substance of

the general teguinentary membrane, it continues its course without

undergoing any subdivision along the median line through the whole

length of the thorax, until, arrived opposite the eyes, it subdivides
and terminates in two branches, which penetrate the ocular peduncles.
On the two sides are the two antennary arteries. They run obliquely
towards the antennae, sending off numerous branches to the teguinen-

tary membrane, in which they are at first lodged ; they then plunge
more deeply, sending branches to the stomach and its muscles, and to

the organs of generation, between which they insinuate themselves

by following the folds of the same membrane which parts them.

Lastly, each of these vessels subdivides into two branches, one of
which proceeds to the internal and the other to the external antenna.

" Two hepatic arteries arise from the fore part of the inferior sur-

face of the heart, and penetrate the liver, there to be ramified
;
but

they are only found double and distinct from one another so long as

the liver ia met with divided into two lobes, aa it is in the crawfish
and lobster.

" From the posterior part of the same surface of the heart there

proceeds a large trunk, which, from its importance, might be com-

pared with the aorta. This is unquestionably the vessel which many
authors have spoken of as a great vena cava ; we have entitled it the
sternal artery. It bends forward, giving origin to two abdominal

arteries, dips into the sternal canal, distributing branches to the
different thoracic rings, as also to the first five cephalic rings, which
it passes over in its course. Meeting with the oesophagus, it bifur-

cates, but still sends branches to the mandibles and the whole of the
anterior and inferior parts of the head.

" The bulb presented by the sternal artery at its origin, in the

Moeroura, is the part which Willis characterised as auricle of the

heart. AB concerns the two abdominal arteries, which may be distin-

guished into superior and inferior, and which arise from the kind of

cross which it forms almost immediately after its exit, they are in

precise relationship in point of size with the magnitude and import-
ance of the abdomen itself. In the Brachynra they^re mere slender

twigs ;
in the Macroura, on the contrary, they are capacious stems,

and the inferior of the two sends branches to the two posterior pairs
of thoracic extremities.

" The disposition of the first three vessels is the same in the Stoma-

poda aa in the preceding species ; but the great vessel which represents
the heart being extended through the whole length of the body, sup-

plies immediately other arterial branches in pairs, and in number
equal to those of the rings.

" The blood returns from the different parts of the body by canals,
or rather vacuities, among the tissues (for they have no very evident

appropriate parietes), which terminate in the venous sinuses situated
close to the branchiae.

" In the short-tailed Decapoda we find no more than a double series

of these sinuses included within the cells of the planes above the

articulation of the extremities. They communicate with one another,
and they appear to have no parieties other than laminae of cellular

membrane, of extreme tenuity, which cover the neighbouring parts.
Each of them, nevertheless, receives several venous conduits, and

gives origin at its superior and external part to a vessel, which, tra-

'>g the walls of the planes at the base of the branchiae, conducts
the blood to the latter organs. This is the external or afferent vessel

of the branchiae.
" \Ve find the same lateral venous sinuses in the Macroura ; but

instead of communicating with one another athwart the thoracic

septa, as is the case in the l]r>-li */" -'. they all empty themselves into

a great median vessel, which is itself a venous sinus, and occupies the
sternal canal. In the Stfuilta this sinus is almost the only vessel which
serves as a reservoir to the venous Mood.

" The blood, after being arterialised in its passage Uirough the

capillaries of the branchiae, is poured into the efferent vessel which
runs along the internal surface of each branchia. It enters the thora-
cic cells in the same manner as the afferent vessel passed out from

them, bends upwardly under the vault of the flanks, and thus takes
iU course towards the heart. It is to this portion of the canal that
we have given the name of brauchiocardiac vessel."

The anatomical accuracy of the above description is generally
admitted; but the physiological deductions of M. Lund ilitl'ur from
those of Messrs. Audouin and Milne-Edwards. He regards the heart

tined to propel, not only the pure blood from 'the gills, but also

mixture of venous blood which enters the cavity of the heart by
four orifices, seated on its dorso-lateral aspects, and distinct from
those in which the branchial veins terminate. The French anatomists
have objected that these orifices described by Lund are" closed by a

nii-uiljrane
;
but we find them plainly shown, and provided with the

v ilvular apparatus fur preventing a reflux of the blood, in a prepara-
N'o. 898 a.) added by Mr. Owen to the Hunterian Series illus-

trating the same subject in the Museum of the College of Surgeons.
.I'lhn Hunt. T Imd long ago arrived at the same conclusions as to the
mixed condition of the blood which is scut from the heart, and iu a
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series of elaborate researches on the circulation in the Crustacea

and Insects, first discovered the diffused state of the venous blood in

extensive and irregular venous sinuses ; the general disposition of

which, in the lobster, is well displayed in the four beautiful plates

(15, 16, 17, and 18) illustrative of John Hunter's account of the circu-

lating system of the lobster, in the '

Catalogue of the Physiological

Collection,' vol. ii.

With regard to the circulation in the Amphipoda, Mr. Spence Bate
has pointed out to us that there appear to be no vessels, and that the

fluid circulates between the muscular structure.

The vascular system just described is regarded by most authors as

a true sanguiferous system, but Professor Agassiz has stated his rea-

sons for believing that the fluid which circulates is not blood but

chyle, and that this system must be regarded as chyliferous. (' Ann.
Nat. Hist.,' 1851.)
The respiration of the Crustacea is carried on generally by means

of branchiae. We say generally, because there are some forms where
no special organs have been detected, and where it is presumed that,

oxygen is obtained from the water through the medium of the exter-

nal tegument. But where, as in the great mass of these animals,
branchial respiration is present, the variety in form and disposition of

the apparatus, and in some cases the complexity of it, are very great.

Thus, in the Bnmchiopoda the lamellar form of all the thoracic extre-

mities and the two external appendages corresponding to the palp
and flabellum present membranous vesicles, flat in shape, highly vas-

cular and soft, whose office is to facilitate the action of the air upon
the blood. In the Amphipoda and Lcemodipoda we begin to perceive
a gradual departure from this type. In the Lcemodipoda the vesicu-

lar bodies produced by the flabelliform appendage of a certain number
of pairs of the thoracic extremities, only perform the functions of

branchiae
;
and in the Isopoda the locomotive extremities cease to act

as respiratory organs, the first five pairs of abdominal extremities

being exclusively devoted to those duties. The Staniapuda, which in

some cases are without determinate respiratory organs, in others pre-
sent an organisation analogous to that of the Decapodous embryo, and

again in the Squillie and Thysanupoda exhibit a highly-complicated
structure of branchiae, which, though superior even to the highest

type in complexity, still fall short of the perfection manifested in

that type, inasmuch aa the branchiae float in the water unprotected

by any envelope.
M. Milne-Edwards thus reviews the respiratory apparatus in its

state of greatest complexity, commencing with it in the embryo, and

following it in its progressive development. It should however be
recollected that the larvie of Antaeus Jiumatilis undergo no metanioB-

phoeis, and can hardly be regarded as typical of the Cnutacea :

" In the earliest periods of embryotic life of the common Astacus

fluriatilii we discover no trace of brauchiie
;
but at a somewhat more

advanced stage of the incubation, though still before the formation of

the heart, these organs begin to appear. They are at first small lamel-

lar appendices of extreme simplicity, attached above the three pairs
of maxillary extremities, and representing the flabelliform portions of

these limbs. Soon these lamellar appendages elongate and divide into

two halves, one internal, lamellar, and triangular, the other external,

small, and cylindrical ; lastly, upon the surface of this, striae are

observed to appear, which are the rudiments of the branchial fila-

ments. During this interval the thoracic extremities have become

developed, and above their bases other branchiae have made their

appearance, presenting in the beginning the form of tubercles, and

subsequently that of stilets, smooth and rounded on their surface,
but by-and-by becoming covered with a multitude of small tubercula-

tions, which, by their elongation, are gradually converted into branchial

filaments similar to the preceding. During this period of the de-

velopment of the branchiae, these organs are applied, like the extremi-

ties, to the inferior surface of the embryo ;
but they subsequently

rise against the lateral parts of the thorax, become lodge i within a

cavity situated under the carapace, and thus are no longer visible

externally.
" The cavity destined to protect in this manner the branchial appa-

ratus is neither more nor less than an internal fold of the common
tegumentary membrane. It shows itself first under the guise of a

narrow groove or furrow, which runs along the lateral parts of the

thorax, below the edge of the lateral piece of the carapace. This lon-

gitudinal furrow is not long of expanding, and becomes consolidated

by its superior edge with the internal surface of the carapace, which,

by being prolonged inferiorly, constitutes the external wall of a cavity,

the opening of which, situated above the base of the extremities,

becomes more and more contracted, and ends by being almost entirely
closed. The space in this way circumscribed incloses the branchiae,

and constitutes what is called the respiratory cavity of the Decapod
Crustaceans.

" From what has just been said, it would appear that the embryo
of Atfacus Jluviatilia presents four principal periods with reference

to the state of the respiratory apparatus : 1, that which precedes the

appearance of this apparatus ; 2, that during which the branchiae are

not distinguishable from the flabelliform appendages of the extremi-

ties, or in which it consists of simple lamellar or stiliform processes,
which appear as mere processes of other organs especially dedicated to

locomotion or mastication ; 3, that charaoUrisud by the transformation
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at these extremely simpk appendage* into organ* of a complex

towtwre, entirely distinct from the extremities, hut .till entirely

sternal ; 4, tad bully, that during which the branchiie link inwards,

a*>d bwnme lodced in a cavity especially adapted for their reception,

and provided with a particular apparatus destined to renew the water

necessary to the maintenance of
respiration.

If we now turn to the examination of the apparatus of respiration

in the different groups in which it exhibits important modifications,

we shall, in the series of Crustaceans, encounter permanent states

analogous to the various phase* through which we hare just seen the

apparatus pasrinr in the moat elevated, *"'"*'* of the class. And in

hot the Ant period which we have particularised above in the

embryonic life of the Decapod i* exhibited in the permanent condition

of some inferior Crnstaoeana, in which not only are there no special

organs for respiration,
but in which none of the appendices occur

with such im^lfrBI^P* of structure as would fit them to become *nb-

for the branchiir, in which, consequently, the process of

that ia, the aeration of the blood, appears to take
place

over the surface of the body at large. The greater number of the

Hanstellate (Vwtatto, of the I'ulomo^raca properly so called, of the

< o/Kpmfa. and even of the Pkyllotomata, appear to belong to this

type
of organisation."

The branchial character is so inherent in this class, that it is pre-
served even in certain species that live on the land. The Land-Crab

(Cxrsrrimul, for example, would die if long immersed in water ; but

this, as well as other land Crustaceans, require* a certain degree of

moisture to enable the branchiie to act, and accordingly they never

remove far from damp situations.

Much light ha* been recently thrown on the anatomy of the nervous

system ana senses in the trustarea.

The principles derived from the study of the gradual evolution of

tb* nervous system in the common I'rawfi-h are 1. Tbe isolated

formation of the nervous centre*, independently of one another. The
ulterior junction of the organ* constitutes the law of centripetal

development of M. Serres. 2. A tendency to conjunction by a motion

transversely. 3. A second motion in the line of the axis of the body,

producing a final concentration of a greater or lea* number of nervous

centres, originally independent of each other.

The first of these condition* is well seen in Talilnu. On each side

of the mesial line in thi* genus i* a chain of ganglion*, conjoined by
nsjvou* centres of simple construction, flattened, and somewhat

loatnge-like in their outline. Thirteen pain of these correspond to

the thirteen segment! of the body, the two nuclei of each pair com-iMi*W together in the same way that each pair is connected with
i antecedent and succeeding pair, by means of medullary cord* in

the first case, and longitudinal cord* in the second. Each of these

pain in all eesrntisli is a counterpart of the other, the cephalic gang'
lion, which sends branches to the antenna: and eyes, not excepted.
In Pltfllotoma the tendency to centralisation is more obvious, and in

Cjmoikof the union of the medullary nuclei is accomplished, the

approximated chains forming a single longitudinal aerie* from head
10 ML

In the type*, a* might be expected, the centralising system is per-
fected by the actual conjunction of the nuclei. This subject has been

fully treated ly Rathke, Audouin, Milne-Edward*, and Newport
Mr. Newport's excellent and instructive paper

' On the Nervous Sys-
tem of the S,J,injc limutri of Linnams' (' Phil. Trans.' part ii., 1834),
including beautiful illatrations of the nervous system of the Lobster,
and showing ite identity in principle with that of the Sphinx, may be
consulted with advantage.
Tb* conclusion formed by M. Milne-Edwards in his

' Histoire
'

is,

that " tb* nervous system of the Crustacea consists uniformly ol

medullary nuclei (ganglions), the normal number of which is the
> as that of the members or rings of the body, and that all the
iftcatiooa encountered, whether at different periods of the incuba-

tion or in different species of the series, depend especially on the

approximation, more or loss complete, of these nuclei (an approxima-
tion which take* place from the sides towards the median line, as well
as in the longitudinal direction), and to an arrest of development
occurring in a variable number of the nuclei."

Mr. Newport appears to have been the first who pointed out the
double gangliouic chain in the Lobster, a* being composed of two
orders of fibres, forming distinct and superposed fasciculi or columns,
dsnknstiil by him column* of sensation and of motion.
Tbe highest degree of nervou* centralisation ia found in Main,

according to M. Milne-Edwards, who lay* down the following princi-
pies, the result of the experiment* made by himself and M. Audouin,
and his deep and elaborate Investigation of the subject :

"
1 Tbe nervous system is the system which entirely preside* o

the motion* and motion*.
"

S. Tb* nervous cord* are merely the organ* of transmission of the
nsation. and of volition, and It i* in the ganglion* that the power

of perceiving the former and of producing the latter resides.

'*&* asperated from ha nervous centre speedily loses all motion and

ite

V The whole of the ganglions have analogous properties ; the
<

Untuning motion* and receiving mutations exists in each
rihew organ* j and the action of each is by so much the more iudc-

pendent as ite development i* more isolated. When the ganglionic
hain ia nearly uniform through ite whole length, it may be divided

without the action of the apparatus being destroyed in either portion
:bus isolated, always understood, that both are of considerable size,

Because, when a very small portion only is isolated from the rest of

Jie system, this appears too weak, as it were, to continue ite func-

tions, so that sensibility and contractility are alike speedily lost Hut
where one portion of the ganglionic chain has attained a development
very superior to that of the rest, ite action becomes essential to the

integrity of the functions of the whole.

"It must not be imagined, however, from this that sensibility and
the faculty of exciting muscular contractions are ever completely
concentrated in the cephalic ganglion*, and it seem* to us calculated

to convey a very inaccurate idea of the nature and function* of these

ganglions to speak of them under the name of brain, as the generality
of writer* have been led to do, seduced by certain inconclusive analo-

gies in point of form and position.
"
It is nevertheless to be remarked, that in these animals an obscure

tendency to the centralisation of the nervous functions is observable

in the anterior portion of the ganglionic chain ; because if, in the

lobster, for instance, it be divided into two portions, as nearly equal
as possible, by severing the cords of communication between the gan-

glions belonging to the first and second thoracic rings, sensibility, and

especially mobility, are much more quickly lost in the posterior than

in the anterior half, and this diaproportion is by so much the more
manifest as the division i* performed more posteriorly ;

still there i*

a great interval between this first indication and the concentration of

the faculties of perception and of will in a single organ the brain

of which every other portion of the nervous system then becomes a
mere dependency." (' Cyclo. of Aunt and Phys.')
The sense of sight is possessed by the whole of the class at some

period of tin ir lives, and in the great majority the organ is of a

highly complicated structure. The parasitic Cnutacru, which

undergo a kind of metamorphosis, possess eyes in the early stage of

their existence, though they are subsequently obliterated
;
but the

great mass of Crustaceans are gifted with the power of distinguishing

objects through the medium of light from their birth to their death.

The different forms presented by the visual apparatus are as

follows :

Smooth or Simple Eyes. These consist of a smooth rounded

transparent cornea, being a modification of the tefrumentary mem-
brane, immediately behind which tend in contact with it is the

crystalline lens, generally spherical, and behind this hut and in con-

tact with it is a mass of gulntino. which performs the function of the

vitreous humour, and touches the extremity of the optic nerve. A
thick deep-coloured pigment envelops the whole, and lines the inner

surface of the eye-globe up to the point at which the transparency of

the cornea begins. Limvlut (Molucca Crab, King-Crab) affords an

example of this kind of eye. The simple eyes have never been found
to exceed two or three in number.

Intermediate Eyes. Nrbalia, Branchipui, and Daphnia present us
with the first modification of a visual structure, intermediate as it

were between the simple and the compound eyes. In this organisa-
tion the cornea U still undivided externally, but a number of small

crystalline lenses and vitreous humours, each in ite separate pigmen-
tary sac and terminating in immediate contact with the optic nerve,

presents an eye consisting of a conjunction of several etemmata or

simple eyes
under a common cornea A put [BuiocoLus], besides its

pair of simple eyes, has also a posterior compound pair. The second

modification, which is to be found in the Edriophthalmians (A mpki-
that, for instance), brings us still nearer to the truly compound form
with distinct facets. Two transparent lamina; form the cornea in

these Crustacean* : the external is smooth and undivided, the internal

divided into a variable number of hexagonal facet*, each with a
distinct cornea, which are superposed upon the conical crystalline lens,
which ia an ingredient in compound eyes properly so called.

Compound Eyes. The external and internal membranes, the junc-
tion of which forms the cornea, present simultaneously the division

into facets, each of which forms anteriorly an ocular compartment
Unlike the facets in the eyes of insects, which are always hex:

these present various figures in different Crtutacea. I'

(ialalhta, the common Crawfish, Ac., for example, they are square : in

Paguriu, Squilla, the Crabs, tc,, they
are hexagons. The erystnllinn

humour that succeeds them immediately, is, according to M. Milm-
Edwards, "of a conical form, and is followed by a vitreous humour
having the appearance of a gelatinous nlnnicnt. adhering by its base to

the
optic

nerve." Each of the columns thus formed is moi

lodged within a pigmentary cell, which likewise covers the bull> of

the optic nerve. " Rut the most remarkable circumstance is, that the

large cavity, within which the whole of these parallel columns, every
one of which in in itself a jwrfect eye, are contained, is closed poste-

riorly by a membrane, which appears to be neither more nor less than
the middle tegutnentary membrane pierced for the passage of the

optic nerve, so that the ocular chamber at largo results from the sepa-
ration at a point of the two external layers of the general envelope."
. . . .

" The most remarkable modification of facetted eyes con-
sist* in the presence of a kind of supplementary lens, of a circular

shape, and net, within the cornea in front of each proper crystalline
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lens. These small lenticular bodies exist independently, and are

perfectly distinct from the small corneal facets. In some cases they
might be mistaken (in the Idoteee, for example, where they may be

perceived singly, and with their distinct circular forms), and the

incautious observer led to conclude that the corneal facets are merely
these lenticular bodies so much enlarged that their hexagonal or

square forms result from their agglomeration in a point ; but there
are Crustacea, such as the Callianassce, in which these two elements
of the external cornea may be perfectly distinguished, the lenticular

body being of insignificant dimensions, and occupying the centre of

the corneal facet only. In general however the diameter of the lenti-

cular body is equal to that of the corneal facet itself, so that their

edges blend. Further, the lenticular bodies are most commonly
evolved in the substance of the cornea

;
but there are cases in which,

under favourable circumstances, they may be detached from it.

Although the existence of these different modifications must not be
considered as being exclusive, inasmuch as there are certain Crustacea
which exhibit more than one of them at the same time, for instance,
stemmata and compound eyes, the latter only are the species of visual

organ encountered in the great majority of cases. Their general
number is two ; but these are occasionally united, so as to form a

single mass, and make the animal appear at first sight as if it had but
a single eye. This peculiarity of organisation can even be followed in

the Daphnice [BRAXCHIOPODA], in the embryo of which the eyes are

first seen isolated; with the progress of the development however

they are observed gradually to approach each other, and finally to

become united. Stemmata are always immoveable and sessile
;
the

compound eyes with smooth cornea; however, although in the majority
of cases they present the same disposition, now and then occur move-
able : sometimes they are supported by a pedicle, moveable in like

manner and provided with special muscles. The eyes with facets

present the same modifications, and even supply important characters

in classifying these animals : thus in the Edriophthalmia the eyes are

always immoveable and sessile, whilst in the Decafoda and Stoma-

poda they are supported upon moveable stems of very various

lengths, and which every consideration leads us to view as limbs or

appendages of the first cephalic ling. It sometimes even happens that

in these animals, between the outer edge of the carapace and the base
of the antennae, there occurs a furrow or cavity, within which the eyes

may be withdrawn or laid fiat, so as to be out of the way of injury ;

this groove or cavity is generally spoken of under the name of the
orbit." (' Cycl. of Auat. and Phys.')
Absence of Eyes. Mr. Westwood has recently made known through

the Liumcan Society a form of Edriophthalmia inhabiting a deep well,
a species in which there is no external appearance of eyes whatever.
Mr. Newport has however, with his accustomed accuracy in dissection,

pointed out that even in this case a rudimentary visual organ exists

underneath the cephalic crust.

In some of the forms (Maia, for instance) there is a fringe of hairs

on the inner side of the orbit, so placed as to perform the office of a
brush in wiping the eye when brought into contact with it.

With regard to hearing, a cavity full of fluid, supplied with a nerve
fitted for the perception of impulses of sound, forms the basis of the

auditory system in the Crustacea. This apparatus appears to be
assisted by certain organs, elastic membranes, and rigid stems, for

instance, organised so as to vibrate under the action of sonorous

undulations, or to assist such vibrations. The long rigid stem formed

by the antennas of the second pair is said to assist in this function,

and, according to the highly interesting experiments of M. Savart, the
addition of such a rigid stem renders certain vibrations appreciable ;

but in some instances no such stem exists. In many of the forms

(Mala, for instance) there is an ossiculum auditus.

In the Museum of the College of Surgeons (Gallery, No. 1559 A) is

a Hermit Crab (Payurus Mile*, Oliv.), prepared by Mr. Owen to show
the organ of hearing, which is composed of a simple vestibular cavity
situated at the under part of the basal joint of the external antennae.

The cavity is surrounded by a dense crustaceous substance, except at

the internal opening, where the auditory filament of the antennal
nerve penetrates it, and at the opposite side, where an elliptical open-
ing or fenestra is left, which is closed by the acoustic membrane : the
membranes of sound affect this membrane, and are transmitted to the

nerve, which is exposed on the left side. (Owen,
'
Cat. of Physiolog.,'

series, vol. iii. part 1.)

Every lobster-pot that is baited on our coasts affords evidence that
the Crustaceans are endued with the sense of smelling, but where the

organ is seated is doubtful M. de Blainville placed it in the antennae,
where it certainly does not reside, according to M. Milne-Edwards,
who further states that the opinion of M. Rosenthal, who ascribes

thn. function to a cavity which he discovered at the base of the first

pair of antennae, requires to be supported by direct experiment.
Though the Crustacea have no true tongue, their selection of food

and the preference exercised by them, show that they are gifted witli

the sense of taste or a sense analogous to it. The seat of the faculty
is most probably that portion of the tegumentary membrane that
lines the inside of the mouth and oesophagus.
The more or less calcareous crust with which the Crustacea are

covered forms a medium not calculated to convey external impressions
of any delicacy.

"
Neverthsless," says M. Milne-Edwards,

"
in front

a, right external antenna of

Thelphuna flnrintilia ; i, left an-
tenuu of the same. Desmarest.

of the head there are certain special organs which all the observations
I have had an opportunity of making upon the organisation of these
animals lead me to regard as parts more particularly destined to be
the seat of the sense of touch. These organs are the antennae those
slender filaments possessed of a great degree of flexibility, of motility,
and of sensibility. M. de Blainville was led to regard these organs as

the seat of the sense of smell ; but
direct and conclusive experiment
has satisfied us that the destruc-

tion of the antennae has no influence

whatever on the exercise of the
sense of smell : and we are on the
same grounds induced to believe

them destined to the exercise of

the sense of touch of considerable

delicacy, unless we would imagine
them as the instruments of some

quite peculiar sense, the existence

of which would be purely hypothe-
tical. The number and disposition
of these organs vary extremely.
Some of the Crustaceans at the

very bottom of the series are

wholly without antennae, or are

furnished with them in a merely
rudimentary state. Some species
have no more than a single pair ;

the normal number however ia

two pairs. In speaking of the

tegumentary skeleton we have said to which of the rings these

appendages belong; we shall only say further here that they may
be inserted on the superior or inferior surface of the head according
to the respective development of the different pieces of which this

segment is composed. They do not differ leas widely in their form
and composition, and under this double point of view present modi-
fications analogous to those which we have specified as occurring in

the extremities."

As a rule the sexual organs are separate in the Crustacea, that is,

they never co-exist in the same individual, and the reproduction is

oviparous. Milne-Edwards has however described a crab in which
the organs were male on one side and female on the other. Mr.

Spence Bate also informs us that he has in his possession a

specimen of Corystea in which all the characteristics are female but
with male organs. The celebrated hermaphrodite lobster also (' Phil.

Trans.,' 1730, p. 290) presented a different sexual organ on each side,
and both the male and female portion were complete. In the more

perfect Crustacea the analogy between the male and female organs is

so great as frequently to deceive the observer at first sight.
In the male organs of the Common Crab the testis is grape-like,

the cluster consisting of four principal lobes formed of numerous
worm-like delicate canals convoluted into pellets. The first portion
is placed in the front of the thorax, and terminated in a large coiled-up
vessel situated on the side of the stomach

; behind, and connected
with it, is the deferent vessel, a convoluted canal of some size and
of a milky colour. It is twisted about the thorax, and at last pene-
trates the cell of the last pair of limbs, opening outwardly ou the
basilar piece, and again passes into the styliform organs, which are

true intromittent organs. The intercourse of the sexes only takes

place during the time that the female is moulting." The female reproductive apparatus of the Crustacea," says Milne-

Edwards, "in the highest state of complication consists of an ovary, an

oviduct, and copulatory pouches. The ovaries in the Decapoda brachy-
ura resemble four cylindrical tubes placed longitudinally in the thorax,
and divided into two symmetrical pairs, each opening into a distinct

oviduct, yet communicating with one another by a transverse canal,
and by the intimate union of the two posterior tubes in a portion of

their length. The oviducts as well as the ovaries are of a whitish colour ;

they are short, and become united in their course to a kind of sac, the

neck of which extends to the exterior of the animal's body ;
there is

one of these on each side, and they are known by the name of the copu-

latory pouches. It is into these reservoirs that the male pom's the

spermatozoa, which are simple round cells, and are applied to tha

ova as they pass in succession along and out of the oviducts. These,
after a course which is never long, terminate at the vulvae openings
formed in the sternal pieces of the segment which supports the third

pair of ambulatory extremities.
" The A nomoura and Macroura have no copulatory pouches, and

their vulvas are situated on the basilar joint of the ambulatojy
extremities of the third pair. The mode in which fecundation is

accomplished in these genera is consequently much less apparent than

in the Brachyura. Many writers are of opinion that this operation
takes place in the interior of the ovaries, a process that appears by no

means feasible on account of the inequality of development of the

ova, which is such that the last of them are not in being even long
after the first have been expelled." The female Crustacean does not abandon her eggs after their

extrusion. Those of the Decapods preserve them under their abdo-

men by means of the abdominal extremities modified in their
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> of tli (UK-lli f. .mi ppradancw of the extremities belonging to

U moo : wbiU the inferior (WMn. wcfa a* the Ktomo*ra
have MMMKMd to UM external orifice* cither horn; tubes or pair

of nnobmoon* me* which onnUhi and transport them from place to

BUM. TtMw rarwtie* in the aceea*ory organs of generation are in

\nrnn CM.. MOrwot to distinguish the sexes; thus, among the

/hf !>' evc**i, UM fcmatoa are known at a gUooe by their

. which is ooMtimea of .uch dimensions u to ooTer

the whole sUrnnm
"

Tbe following ct will convey eome idea of the relative poaition of

the parU in the cunpace.

Common *Vw-Crmb (Carrima mmat). open.

b; ,, rrniialonrn; <-. hnrt ; < rf, bnnchto ; ,/,/,UTCT.

Prma-Wstrr Cnr-FIh (Ailanajlirriniila], open.

..,. toourh ; . f*alul onranii ; r, hesrt ; t, 4, d, d, d, liver ; t, .

VruKhi* ; /, /, aoiMles of tke mandibles.

At oo time it was supposed that the young of the Crtulacea
underwent no change after being hatched from the ova, and this was

fomMfiy given a* a distinction between the Insects and Cnutacca. We
BOW know however that those anomalous forms of animal life known by
UM name of Zoat, aad referred by Bosc and others to the Kntomostra-
ou* OHSMCM. are truly the young of the higher forms of Uruttacea

undergoing OMtomorphoaia. FBlUKOinorODA.] The fact* of this pro-
eta* were fin* mad* out by Mr. V. Thompson in the year 1823, and

obcsqaeaUy the instances in which it has been observed are so

numerous that UMTS can be no doubt that metamorphosis takes place
in all the Mario* Ueoapodous Cnulaera. In the various forms of

Jfswrvwv, th* metamorphosis I* lea* decided than in the Brathy*ra;
and in the Freah-Water Cray Pish (A**r*,jl*rii>lu) no change Ukes

flac*
at all The** bav* led *ome observers to doubt the correctness of

Mr. Tbompra's eooclusicaa. One of the last and most important series
Of ioT-rticatwos eoli>cUd on this ..il.ject was by Mr. R. Q. Couch,
of Pwmao*, CotnwsJI, who, diatMifto<l with the uncertainty and
0Mtr*diotioa ot former testimony, reiwlved to inveMigate the matter
lor himnlf. He obMrred the mt .morjihoais to occur in the following
fmttn : Camctr, ZmnOto. Pilummiu, Carcintu, Purtunut, Maia,
OSM****, y/emorw. and Palinmnu. The details of Mr. Couch's
otasrvBUoo* WOT* published in th* 'Prooseding* of the Cornwall

IViJ^iiliiilii Society
'

for IMS.
'"*f Bell says,

"
Eliminating, therefore, this exceptional case

(the* of ^*tenuj(wrMti7u), it will be found that the fact of a moU-
morpbusia * DMO dMDoo*traUd with mor* or IMS siicea in no less
thM **lsuU*u |*o*r of th* brach vur >u order of th* DrnipoJa, in

which oriler th phenomenon i rnont deri.l.'.l mul i.1ivinu<, belonging
t.> tin- f;imilitr A^I^/WKK/T, .l/>n'i>/.r, C'uncrr. /'mno-

/.iW.r. In the Anomo" i it ha* been

i tl . ^-nrra Paguriu, Farctllann, and (Jalalh >i. Kii.l mnongst
the Uofrouni in ll;marur, I'nln.uria, Palirmon, and Crangon."
The following U Mr. < '..n, II'H account of the change* which take place

in the Common Sh. .iv-< 'rub (Cartintu manat). Having procured some

Rpecimena of the Crab laden with ripe ova, he aay
" Tbeae were

tranaferred to captivity, placed in separate baains, and supplied with

m-watcr, and in about sixteen hours I had the gratification of fil

large numbers of the creatures alluded to above swimming about with

all the activity of young life. There could be but litllo doubt that

these creatures were the young of the captive crabs. In order how-

ever to secure accuracy of result, one of the crabs was removed to

another vessel and supplied with filtered water, that all insects might
be removed ; but in about au hour the same creatures were observed

swimming about as before. To render the matter if possible still

more certain, some of the ova were opened, and the embryos extracted,

but shortly afterwards I had the pleasure of witnessing beneath the

microscope the natural bursting and escape of one prpi-i*-ly similar in

form to those found so abundantly in the water. Thus then th. i H

no doubt that these grotesque-looking creatures are the young of the

Ciircinta mteruu ; but how different they are from the ftdult need

hardly be pointed out When they first escape they rarely exceed

half a line in length. The body is ovoid, the dorsal shield large and

inflated ;
on its upper edge and about the middle is a long Hpiue,

curved posteriorly, and rather longer than the diameter of the body,

though it varies in length in different specimens ;
it is hollow, and

the blood may be seen circulating through it. The upper portion of

the body is sap-green and the lower semitransparent. The eyes are

large, sessile, and situated in front, and the circumference of the

pupil marked with radiating lines. The lower margin of the nlii. !.!

nt waved, and at its posterior and lateral margin is a pair of natatory
feet. The tail is extended longer than the diameter of the shield,

and in composed of five equal simulations besides the terminal one ;

its extremity is forked, and the external angles long, slender, pointed,

and attached to the last aimulation by joints. Between the external

angles, and on each side of the median line, are three lesser spines,

also attached to the last ring by joints. Between the eyes and from

near the edge of the shield hangs a long stout and somewhat com-

pressed appendage, which as the animal moves is reflexed posteriorly
between the claws. Under each eye there is also another appendage,
shorter, and slightly more compressed. The claw* are in three pairs ;

each is composed of three joints, and terminates in four long slnuli r

hair-like appendages. These claws are generally bent on tin-

but stand in relief from it If the animal be viewed in front the

lower margin of the dorsal shield will ba found to be waved into

three semicircular festoons, the two external of which are occupied

by the eyes, and between which the middle one intervenes ;
the

general direction of the claws will be seen to be at right angles to the

body. As the young lies inclosed within the membranes of the egg,
the claws are folded on each other, and the tail is flexed on them so

far as the margin of the shield ; and if long enough is reflected over

the front of the shield between the eyes. The dorsal spine is b.-nt.

backwards, and lies in contact with the dorsal shield
;
for the young,

when it escapes from the egg, is quite soft, but it rapidly hardens and

solidifies by the deposition of calcareous matter ill what maybe called

its skin. The progress of this solidification may be very beautilully
observed by watching the circulation in the dorsal spine. When the

creature has just effected its liberation from the egg, the blood globules

may be seen ascending to the apex, but as the consolidation advances

the circulation becomes more and more limit'-. 1 in its extent, and is

finally confined to the base. These minute creatures, in thin early
state of their existence, are natatory and wonderfully activ.-. Tin y
are continually swimming from onn part of the vessel to the oth.-r,

and when observed free in their native pools, if posnible even more
active than when in confinement. Their swimming is produced by
flexions and extensions of the tail, and by repeated beating motion*
of th.-ir claws; this, together with their grotesque-looking forms, gives
them a most extraordinary appearance when under examination. As
the shell becomes more solid they get less active, and return to the

sand at the bottom of the vessel to cast their shells, and acquire a
new form. They are exceedingly delicate, and require great core and
attention to convey them through the first stage, for unless the water

be supplied very frequently and in groat abundance they soon die.

The second form of transmutation is equally as remarkable as the

first, and quite as distinct from the adult animal. I now
nnil'T r .n^i.l. rition this second tnumformntion i marked by the dis-

appearance of the .:-.r-. I ..|.;in . tb

depressed: the anterior jiortion in. .re li,.ri/. I. the

three festoons having disappeared. The cy< *. from l-ing sessile, are

now elevated on foot-stalks; the infra-orbital appendages become

apparently converted into antennae. The claws undergo an entire

revolution ; the first pair become stouter than the others, and are

armed with a pair of nippers, the others being simple, but the

posterior pair are branched near the base, and one ,.f the branches
ends in a bushy tuft The toil is greatly diminished in its relative

size and proportions, and is sometimes partially bent under the Im.ly,
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but is more commonly extended. This form is as natatory as the

first. They are frequently found congregating around floating sea-

weed, the buoys and strings of the crab-pot marks, and other floating

substance", both near the shore and in deep water. Their general
form somewhat resembles a Galathea."

Subsequently to this second change a third takes place, in which
the animal loses its tail, and becomes more like to the form it assumes
in adult age. In the various species different forms are assumed, but

they can all be referred to departures from the typical form of the,

family. On this point the following observations of Mr. Couch are

very interesting :

" So far as my observation has extended, it appears probable that

the metamorphosis of the young in their progress to adult growth is

uot universal in all Crustaceans ; but, on the contrary, that the families

in which the eyes are always sessile in their adult growth, and which
do not exuviate or voluntarily throw off their limbs, are in the habit

of producing their young perfectly formed : and an opportunity that

has occurred to me of observing the process of early development in

the common lobster will tend to establish the existence of a law of

nature as applicable not only to it, but probably also to all the genera
of this extensive family or class, that is, the Long-Tailed Crustacea ;

which law is, that tlie greatest extent of metamorphosis is in those

genera which are of the highest rank in the series, that is, the Short-

Tailed, or Crabs, that even at their birth the Long-Tailed genera, as

the Lobster, approach more closely to the ultimate size of the parent ;

and, what is still more extraordinary than all beside, that so long as

the lobster in particular retains the eyes sessile, the progress of

development and growth is conformed to what is the perpetual mode
of growth of the permanently sessile-eyed races ; and it is only when
the crust has become fully extended and hardened, and thus the
exuviation is rendered necessary, that the eyes become elevated on

foot-stalks, and the adult form and habit are completely established."

With regard to the arrangement of the Crustacea, almost every
writer on this class of animals has embodied his own views in their

classification. Among the principal zoologists who have written on
the subject, the names of Cuvier, Desmarest, Latreille, and Leach will,
with many others, occur to the observer. We select the arrangement
of M. Milne-Edwards, because it is founded on anatomical investi-

gation, and on actual experiment made in a great many instances by
himself and M. Audouin. He makes the Cruttacea to consist of two

great divisions.

1st. Those which have the mouth furnished with a certain

number of organs destined in an especial manner to the prehension
or division of the food.

2nd. Those which have the mouth unfurnished with special pre-
hensile or masticatory organs, but surrounded by ambulatory extre-

mities, the bases of which perform the part of jaws. We shall take
this second division first, because it contains but one order, namely,
the Xyphftsura. Example, Limnlut.
But it is to the first division that the great mans of the Crustaceans

belong, and these are subdivided into two great groups.
1st The Maxillosa, or Mandibulata, which possess a mouth armed

with jaws, Ac.

2nd. The Edentata, or Ifatutellata, whose mouth is prolonged in

the shape of a sucker.

I. MAXIT.LOSA.

The Maxillota are separated into four great sections :

1. Podophthalmia.

These almost always possess true branchiae ; pedunculated and move-
able eyes; feet or extremities vergiform, partly prehensile, partly
ambulatory ;

and a thorax covered by a carapace.
The PodopliJhalmia contain two orders, the Derapoda and Stomapoda.
1. The Decapoda, whose branchiae are fixed to the sides of the

thorax, and are inclosed in special respiratory cavities. The oral

apparatus is composed of six pairs of members. There are five pairs I

of thoracic extremities, which are generally ambulatory. The
Detapoda are divided into 1st, the Srachyura (Cancer, Portunus,
Grapsut, Podophthalmit, Thelphusa, Grcamnus, Ocypode, Pinnotheres,
Main, Leiirosia, Dorype, 4c.); 2nd, the Anomoura (Dromia, Ranina,
Pagurus, Hippa, Remipes, Brigus, &c.); 3rd, the Macroura(Astacus,
Scyllarus, Palamon, Palinurut, Punaus, &c.).

2. Stomapoda, whose branchiae are external; sometimes rudimentary,
or none. Oral apparatus composed in general of three pairs of mem-
bers. Thoracic extremities prehensile, or for swimming ; generally
Biz or eight pairs. (Mytis, Phyllnsoma, Squilla, Tkysanopodes, Alima,
CyntMa, &c.).

2. Eilriophthalmia,

True branchiae none, but replaced by certain portions of the extre-

mities modified for this in their structure; eyes sessile; thoracic
extremities ambulatory, almost always consisting of seven pairs ; no

carapace. Tin; J;''lrt'>/,kthalmia contain three orders, namely, the
A mphipoda, the Lcemodipoda, and the Isopoda.

1. Amjihipoda. These have the flabella of the thoracic extremities

vcHicular, and subserving respiration. The abdomen is very much
developed, subserving locomotion, and is furnished with six pairs of

limbs, the first three of which differ in form and use from the last

three. (Grammarus, Talitra, Uyperia, Pltronima, &c.)
2. Lcsmodipoda. Abdomen rudimentary. Flabella of the thoracic

extremities vesicular, and subserving respiration. (Proto, Caprella,
Cyanus, &c.)

3. Isopoda. Abdominal extremities well developed ;
the first five

pairs lamellar, and subserving respiration. Abdomen well developed.
(Idotea, Spheroma, Cymothoa, lona, Bopyrus, &c.)

3. Branchiopoda.
No true branchiae, but thoracic extremities lamellar, membranous,

and so formed as to be subservient to respiration. The Branchiopoda
contain two orders, Phyllopoda and Cladocera.

1. Phyllopoda. No bivalve shell-like covering. Extremities nata-

tory, and in considerable numbers (from 8 to 22). (Limnadia, Cluro-

cephalus, Nebalia, &c.)
2. Cladocera. Carapace in form of a bivalve-shell. Thoracic

members five pairs. (Daphnia, &c.)

4. Entomostraca.

No branchiae nor any modification of organ apparent to supply
the place of these. Eyes sessile, and commonly united into a single
mass. The Entomostraca contain two orders, namely, the Copepoda
and Oitrapoda.

1. Copepoda. Body divided into distinct rings, neither carapace nor
valvular envelope. Thoracic and oral members in considerable num-
bers. (Cyclopi, Pontia, &c.)

2. Oatrapoda. Body without very eviilent annular divisions, and

entirely inclosed under a large dorsal shield having the form of a
bivalve-shell. Extremities in very small number. (Cypris, &c.)

II. EDENTATA.

The Edentata contain three orders, naniely, the Araneifarmes, the
Sipkonostomata, and the Jjemffiforqies.

1. Araneifarmes. Extremities rod-like, long, adapted for walking.
(Pycnogonon, Nymphon.)

2. Siphonoitomata. Extremities not adapted for walking ; partly
lamellar, partly prehensile. (Caligua, Dicheleation, Nicothoa, &c.)

3. Lfrnceiformet. Extremities rudimentary, body presenting auor-
mal forms. (Lerncea, &c.)

Fossil Crustacea.

Various forms of Crustacea have been found throughout the whole
series of fossiliferous rocks. Although their shells are not so well
calculated to resist decomposition as those of the Mollusca, and even
the Echinodermata, yet a considerable number of species have been
recorded, especially of the smaller forms. Bronn, in his list of extinct
and recent species of the families of animals, gives the following as
the result amongst the Crustacea :

Extinct. Recent.
Entomostraca 563 143
Malncoitraca 244 541

These numbers are probably higher for the extinct and lower for the
recent than the present state of our knowledge would warrant.
One of the most interesting groups of extinct Crustacea, are those

found in the Silurian Rocka, and which from their most prevalent
forms may be called Trilobitic. [CHIROCEPHALCS ; TRILOBITES.] The
species in this formation are more abundant than at any subsequent
period, and present greater departures from the types of existing
Cruttacea.

In the Devonian Rocks the Crustacea are represented also by Trilo-

bitic forms, some of which, as Brontes, are characteristic and remark-
able. This fossil which was at first supposed to be a fish, has been
referred by Agassiz to the Cruttacea. It was not unlike a lobster in

shape, but was four feet iii length. Its claws were of gigantic size. The
shield was sculptured with delicate markings, looking like scales. The
tail was continuous, and so large that a lobster of ordinary size might
stretch its entire length on it.

The Carboniferous group of Rocks presents us with a considerable
number of species of Crustacea, but they principally belong to the

groups of smaller forms referred to the Entomostracous Crustacea.

[ENTOMOSTRACA.] We have however, in certain forms, as in those

species which have been referred to Apus, Asaphus, Daphnia, Cypris,
and Limulut, approaches to the forms which exist at the present day.
Of the Ostracodous Crustacea Professor M'Coy has figured, and has
described twenty-two species from the Carboniferous Limestone of
Ireland

;
M. de Koninck six species in Belgium. The Ottracoda

described in the Carboniferous and Silurian Rocks amount to about

thirty seven species.
The Permian system, embracing the Magnesian Limestone Formation

of England, affords the remains of no other Crustacean but those

belonging to the Entomostraca or Ostracoda.
In the Oolitic Rocks the species of Crustacea are not numerous, but

the forms so closely resemble those more common at the present time
as to afford some difficulty in distinguishing them. The specimens
discovered in British rocks haveall been referred to the genua Astacus,
of which Professor Tennantgives four species A. leptomanusA. mucro-
natus, A. scalrosut, A. rottratus. The Lithographic Limestone of
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i several exsmples of the CVtufoora of thu forma-

It oontela* specie* of Limuliu, and alo of a genus 1

aWed to Ox recent rniu ^ <<-.
la UM Chalk, specimen* of CmHaeta ara found fomenting both

the lobster and the orab. The following lUt of specie* ia given by
Tennant in hi* ' Brituh Fosaila :' -.U'ocw JWAW, X. lo*yimo*<u,

'

StOHwinmi, Oritkrya Btttri, Paaunt Patyatii, ScyUani tlanlMii.

In the Tertiary bed* UM remains of Ourtocra are not very numerous,
but their form* are many of them identical with thoie now existing.

Many form* remain yet to be discovered, especially among the minute
TtoaM*fnMu [CYTHKKil of which only a few hare yet been described.

(Bell, Uuiory of tiu Brilitk Stalk-Eytd Onttacta; Owen, Lecture*

* Otmpfratirt Anatomy ; K. Jones, Outline* of Animal Kingdom;
OftUfudia of Anatomy and Pkynology, article Cruttacta ; Stance

BaU, in AnnaU of .\atural Uulory ; Milne-Edwards, Uittoire Natu-
nlle da Cnutaeia ; Rathke, L'nltrtufltungen iikcr die BUdung und

tntwidHlumff dt Flutt-Krtbm ; J. V. Thompson, HeiamorplutK* of
Cnutacta; Rupert Jonea, Monograpk of Ike Enlomottraca m Ike

Cretoftout Formation* of England Pal. Soc.
;
W. King, Monograph of

Permian Pauilt Pal. Soc. ; Baird, Ilitturf of Brititk Bntomottraea

Ray Soo. ; Burmeister, Tke Organisation of Trilebittt Ray Soc.)

CKYOI.ITK, a specie* of Mineral, a fluate of soda and alumina.

It U of a white colour, or reddiah, or yellowish-brown, and its streak

ii white. It occur* in crystalline masses, but its primary form hag

not been observed ; its cleavage U parallel to the terminal and lateral

plane* of a rectangular prism. It* specific gravity is from 2'94 to

rMS. It is not so hard as fluor-spar, U translucent, and by immer-
sion in water becomes transparent It fuses by the blow-pipe into a

transparent globule, which becomes opaque on cooling.
It Is found at Arkul-nurd, in West Greenland. According to the

analysis of Vauquelin it consist* of

Fluoric Acid and Water
Soda .

Alumina . . .

47
32
21

100

CRYPTOCE'PHALUS (Geoffrey), a genus of Coleopterous Insects

of the section Cyfiica and family Ckrytoaulida. It ia known by the
antenna? being filiform, nearly u long as the body ; palpi with the

joint* nearly of equal thickness ; bead deeply inserted into the thorax,
mall and vertical ; thorax nearly as broad as the elytra : body short
and cylindrical.

Upward* of twenty specie* of this genus are found in this country.
The most abundant specie* is Cryptocepkalu* ttrieeut. This little

bestls i* of a brilliant golden-green colour, and about a quarter of an
inch in length ; it is found during the month of July in the flowers of
the Hirracium and similar plant*.

Cryptottpltaiut Litfola is about the same size as the last, and is

found on oak-trees, hasels, Ac. ; it is black and glossy ; the elytra are

red, and have an oblong dash in the middle, and the suture and outer

margin black.

CRYPTOCOSCHUS, a name given by some toologists to those
MltfUm whose shelly plate* are entirely hidden by the investing
bocder. [CmrrosiDJLj
CKYPTODIBKAXCHI ATA, De Blainville's name for the Cepha-

lopodous ifoUutca. [CEPHALOPODA.]
CRYPTOOA'MIA, the twenty-fourth class of the Linnican System

of Plant*. It include* all those genera the flowers of which are either

altogether absent, or formed upon a plan different from that of ordi-

nary plant*. Fern*, Mouses, Lichens, A Iga, Fungi, with their immediate
allies, form UM class, which i* the same a* the Aaotyledon* of Jussieu
and UM Ctiluiara of De Candolle. It is often employed to distinguish
UM Flowerless from the Flowering Plant*, which are thence called

fnmntrtfmmif. [LICHEXI; LTOOFODIACI.M ; Am*; Fvsoi ; DIATO-
ucu; Aooocm; DEHMIPE.K.]

ITK. [CMUCM.]
rrCTBAOXDJL]

< liyiT<)THAOC8(Herbst), a genus of Coleopterous Insect* of
the family Bnyida. They are minute beetle*, which are found in

fungi and ia flower*, and some of the species are common in damp

The CrffiojAayi are seldom more than an eighth of an inch in

length, generally of a pale brown colour, and more or less pubescent
They have UM antenna- rather thick and 11 -jointed ; the basal jointU thicker than the seven following, and the three apical joint* form
an elongated knob ; the terminal joint is somewhat conical, and the
two preceding joint* an cup shaped ; the haul is nearly triangular,
inserted into the thorax a* far back a* the eye* ; the thorax linearly
square, and the lateral margin* are more or less denticulated

; they
usually exhibit an obtu** tooth-like proces* in the middle ; the elytra
ara elongate ; UM (id** an generally straight and parallel, or nearly
so, and the apex i* rounded.
About sixteen sped** have been found in this country. Cryptopha-

*l*mt i* sometimes abundant ia puff-ball*, and probably

CBTPTOPROCTA. [VIVMBID*.]
CBYPTORHY'.VCHIDES (Hch.mherr), a family of Coleopterou*

Insect* btlonging to the section MjnwAopAoro , the species of which

are chiefly dirtingiilihH by their possessing a groove in the chest into

which the rostrum U received when at rest

This family contains upwards of twenty genera, of which the genus
Cryptorhyntkut may be considered a* the type. The characters of

this genus are : Antenna: 12-jointed, short, funiculus 7 -jointed, the
first joint rather longer than the rest ; club oval or oblong oval ;

rostrum moderate, rather arched
;
thorax often broader than long,

narrower towards the apex, and furnished with tuft* on the anterior

part ; elytra somewhat ovate, covering the abdomen
;
scutellum dis-

tinct ; legs moderate, femora often armed with a spine beneath.
Of this genus upwards of ninety specie* are known, only one of

which inhabits England, Cryptorhynchu* Lapathi. This beetle is less

than half an inch in length, and of a dull brownish-black colour . (),.

thorax is whiti&h at the side*, and is furnished on the upper part
with

five black tufts two on the anterior part near the eyes, and three in

a line a little behind these, one in the middle of the thorax, and one
on each side

;
the elytra are brown-white at the base, and white at

the apex, and are studded with numerous black tubercles.

C. Lapathi is found on willows, and is sometimes tolerably abun-
dant in osier-beds in the south of England : when touched, like most
of its tribe, it contract* it* legs and falls to the ground.
CRYPTOSTOMA. [CHISMOBBANCHIATA.]
CRYPTURUS. [TETBAONlBJt]
CRYSTALLINE LENS. [Kvi.]
CRYSTALLO'ORAPH Y, or the doctrine of the relations of crystal-

line forms, is in strictness an application cf solid geometry ; but it M
practically allied to Mineralogy, and may also be regarded as a sub-

sidiary department of that science.

Minerals occur very generally in the state of crystals, that is, in

certain definite and symmetrical forms, and these are regarded a*

crystals whether they are transparent or opaque.
A solid figure, of the shape of a common die used in games of

chance, frequently occurs among minerals, and U then termed a Cube
or Cubic Crystal.

If the corners of this cube were to be cut off so as to take away
equal portions of the three adjacent edges, a new figure would be
produced which is aaid to be derived from the cube.

If the edges were to be all cut off so as to produce new surfaces,
making equal angles with the adjacent sides of the cube, another
derived form would result In these cases the cube would be deemed
the primary form, and the derived figures secondary forms of the
cube.

Minerals are very generally known by their primary forms
;
but as

these are of different kinds, and as natural crystals are very generally
found in secondary forms, from which the primary is to be inferred,
a knowledge of the exact relations of the primary and secondary
forms U requisite to enable the mineralogist to determine the primary
from the secondary, and hence to arrive at a knowledge of the mineral
to which any given crystal belongs.
Our subject may therefore be considered under three heads,

namely :

1. Primary Forms.
2. Secondary Forms.
3. The Laws of Derivation, or the mutual relations of the secondary

and primary.
We must however premise a few definitions.

What we hare called the comers of the cube will be termed its

Solid Angles, and so of the corners or points of all other figures.
A solid angle, or edge cut off so as to produce a new surface, or

Plane as it is termed, is said to be truncated.
The series of forms resulting from each of the primary forms con-

stitutes a peculiar System of Crystallisation ; there are consequently
a* many different systems a* there are different kinds of primary
forms.

A Prism U a solid figure, having any number of sides with parallel
edges, and its two ends parallel.
A Right Prism is one which stands upright when placed on a table;

if it overhangs the base hi the direction of an edge or diagonal it is
termed oblique, and if an oblique prism is again oblique in the direc-
tion of a second edge or diagonal it is doubly oblique. The bases of

doubly oblique prisms are Xisually oblique-angled parallelograms.
The edges of the sides, and the side planes of a prism, ara termed

lateral, and those of the ends terminal edges and planes.
1. Primary Forma
These are in some degree arbitrarily assumed, as it appears from

the three following figures, showing the relation between the cubes
and angular octahedron.

Pig.lut, Cube.

Pig. 2, a Cube, with its solid angles truncated.

Pig. 3, an 8-sided figure or octahedron, which is produced when the
solid angles are so deeply truncated as to obliterate all the faces of
the cube.

Now it is, mathematically speaking, indifferent whether we take
.he cube or the octahedron as the primary form of all the derived
Igures of this system of crystallisation ; for it may be readily per-
ceived, from an attentive comparison of the following figures, that new
>lnnes which might be produced on the octahedron by the truncation
of its solid angles would correspond in position with the faces of the
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

cube, and those which would res'ilt from the truncation of its edges
would correspond in position with those which would result from the
truncation of the edges of 'the cube. The cube might therefore be

regarded as the secondary form of the octahedron, arising from the
truncation of its six solid angles. Relations of the -same nature subsist

among the original and derived figures belonging to each kind of the

primary forms except the rhomboid. The reason for preferring the
one or the other of these as the primary will be considered when we
treat of the relations of the different forms of crystals.
We have, for reasons which we shall then state, assumed the fol-

lowing figures as the primary or fundamental forms of all known
crystals.
The Cube, /jr. 1.

The Square Prism, in which, supposing the base of this prism to be
of the same dimensions as a side of a given cube, and this and the
cube to be both standing on a table, the upright edges would be longer
or shorter than those of the cube.

A Right Rhombic Prism, flg. 4.

An Oblique Rhombic Prism, fig. 5.

A Double-Oblique Prism, fig. 6.

A Rhomboid or Rhombohedron, fly. 7.

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. c. Fig. 7.

The Cube being bounded by six equal square planes, the minerals
which assume this form are not distinguishable by the figure of their

crystals ;
but minerals which occur under the other forms may gene-

rally be distinguished as follows :

Those which can be referred to square prisms, by the different

proportions which, in each particular case, the lateral edges bear to
the terminal edges ;

and those which belong to the other prisms and
to the rhomboid, by the angles at which their planes intersect each
other. The ratios of the edges of square prisms may be determined
by known algebraical formulae from the angular measurement of some
of the secondary forms, and the angles at which the planes of the
other forms meet, may, in many cases, be ascertained by measurement
with an instrument called a Goniometer, but in others they must
be deduced mathematically from some of their respective secondary
forms.

These six primary forms stand in certain relations to each other,
which it may not be useless to point out. If the lateral edges of the
cube be supposed to be longer or shorter than, the terminal edges, a

square prism, as we have already seen, would be produced ;
if two

opposite lateral edges of a square prism could be pressed towards each
other, the parallelism being kept, a right rhombic prism wotdd be

formed
;

if this prism could be pressed in the direction of either of
the diagonals of its terminal plane, so as to make the figure overhang
the base in that direction, an oblique-rhombic prism would be repre-
sented ; and if again pressed in the direction of the other diagonal, so
that it would overhang the base in both directions, a doubly-oblique
prism would be formed. If we suppose a cube to be made to stand
on one of its solid angles by placing the fingers on an opposite one,
and if, while held in tlu's position, the two solid angles could be

pressed nearer together or drawn further apart, the altered cube
would become a rhomboid.

2. Secondary Forms.
These might be produced, and are most conveniently described, by

supposed truncations of the solid angles or edges of any of the pre-
ceding forms ; but as in nature the most minute crystals appear in the

shape of secondary forms, it is to be inferred that these modifications
of the primary are occasioned by some natural influence operating
upon the first germ of the crystal, and continuing during the period of
its increase in size.

Secondary Crystals are sometimes altered from the primary only
by single sets of planes replacing some of the solid angles or edges ;

in
other cases both the solid angles and edges are replaced by planes in
the same secondary crystal ;

and in others, several different sets of

planes appear replacing the solid angles and edges of the same crystals,
and producing very numerous and complicated secondary forms.
Thus it occurs that the solid angles of the cube are sometimes replaced
by three and sometimes by six symmetrical planes, of which several
sets may occur on the same crystal, and perhaps with other planes
replacing the edges. Similar changes of figure may also occur on
each of the other kinds of the primary forms, thus producing the
different systems of crystallisation before referred to.

The number of known secondary forms belonging to each system is

already very great ;
in one mineral, carbonate of lime, they amount to

many hundreds
;
but thousands and tens of thousands more might

occur under the operation of only a few of the laws of which we shall

afterwards treat.

Among the secondary forms of crystals there are some which differ

in their characters from those already described. Let us suppose two
diagonal lines to be drawn through opposite angles, and crossing each
other on the faces of the cube. It may be observed, by referring to

fig. 2, that the solid angles at the extremities of all these diagonals are
truncated to produce the octahedron

; but it sometimes happens that
the solid angles at the extremities of only one of those diagonals on
one plane, and a transverse diagonal on a parallel plane are truncated,
producing a four instead of an eight-sided secondary figure ;

these are
termed hemi forms, from their presenting only half the number of

planes which might be expected from the symmetry of the primary
crystal. These defective figures, as they may be termed, from their

wanting the number of faces which might be expected on the crystal,
are frequently troublesome to the mineralogist, and occasionally
mislead him; but there is another, of a much more capricious
deviation from the regularity of the simple forms, which is still more
troublesome than the preceding ;

these are what have been termed

Hemitrope and Twin Crystals. In twin crystals the two individuals
are united in such a manner that if one of them be made to describe
a half-revolution round an axis perpendicular to a plane, which is

either a face of one of the crystals or which might be one in virtue of
the laws of crystallography, it comes into the position of the other.

Twin Crystals are produced by the union of two or more crystals

according to some regular plan, so that if any number of twin crystals
of the same kind of mineral should be found, they would be fashioned
in the same manner. Hence these apparently capricious composite
figures are subject to definite laws, and are not the results of merely
accidental aggregation. There are also two other classes of irregular
forms of crystals, one of which, termed by Haiiy

'

Epigene," occurs
where a crystallised mineral has undergone a chemical change without

disintegration or suffering any change of figure ;
the form in the

altered state of the mineral not being proper to the new substance,
but remaining that of the original body.
The other class, termed Pseudomorphous, appears as if they had

been produced in moulds resulting from the destruction of crystals of

other substances which had been inclosed or imbedded in them, and
which moulds being filled with some new kind of mineral, the new
and intrusive matter assumes the form of the originally inclosed body,
and one altogether foreign to its proper shape.

3. The secondary forms of crystals are not derived from the primary
by accidental and indefinite truncations of the solid angles and edges,
but according to known and definite laws, so that all the possible
alterations of figure which any given primary form can undergo,

might be determined a priori, if the extreme limits of the relative

proportions of the edges considered to be cut off in producing new

planes were known. Within well ascertained limits however many
thousand of possible secondary forms, belonging to each kind of

primary, might be determined with absolute precision.
The laws according to which any secondary planes are produced

are termed the laws of those planes. To illustrate the nature of

these laws, let fig. 8 represent a square prism, whose edges ab c are

each divided into any equal number of parts, which parts are corise-

|
quently proportional to the respective edges. Now a new plane.
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wbieh *bouW out off one proportion from each of the edge* air,
would *vid.ully b* parallel to the plane at

/,
whose edge* would

4* with the diagonals of the primary plane*. It would carry
the limit to which we mu.t restrict this |*per, if we were

to enter upon a geometrical consideration f

three line*, and we shall therefore confine our-

selves to this statement, that if, on any square

prism, we find a net of plane* truncating it*

solid angles, and if we assume the edge* of

the**) plaae* to b* respectively parallel to the
JHr""'* f *ne primary planes, the ratio, or

comparative length* of the edge* a and r, may
D* found, aud thus the distinction between

prism* of different heights belonging to different

minerals may be ascertained. Crystals be-

longing to the other primary form* may
grarrally be distinguished, ai we have already stated, by measurement
of the angles at which the plane* severally incline to each other. Hut

in order to investigate the laws of their respective secondary plane*,
we require to know the comparative lengths of the lateral and
terminal edge*, which may be found by means analogous to those we
have just described. The rhomboid however, whose edges, like those
of the cube, are all equal, does not require this preliminary investiga-

tion, but the laws of new plane* may be determined from measurement

. .

When a plane similar to that shown in fy. 8 occurs on one solid

ogle of a crystal, it generally occurs on all the others, establishing
what Hauy has termed the Law of Symmetry. But, as we have
before stated in reference to the cube, this law is occasionally deviated
from by the production of only one-half the symmetrical number of

secondary planes on a square prism. This remark also Applies to such
other kinds of secondary plane* as we now proceed to describe.

Besides the plane shown in Jty. 8, there are three other kinds

fleeting the solid angles.
First, such as would cut off one, two, three, or more portions of the

>lges a and b, but at the same time some other number from tin-

lge e. Thus if one portion be cut from a and one from b. there will
be two, three, four, or some other number cut from c ; or if three

portions were cut from a and three from 6, either one, two, four,

five, or some other number would be cut from e, so that a numerous
cries) of plane* of this nature might occur on each solid angle.
The second kind of planes are those which would cut off an equal

number of part* from a and r, but a different number from 6. But
in this ca*e there would be two planes on each solid angle, for if wo
suppose one plane to cut three part* from a, and three from c, and

two from 6, a second plane would also be pro-
duced, cutting three parts from 6 and c, and two
from a, producing two planes similar to those
in jty. 9.

. of the series of planes of the first kind
would have an edge parallel to the diagonal / e,

*'y.*; and each of those of the second kind w..i,l.l

have edges parallel to the diagonals d / and
e / of the same figure. The planes of the third
class also occur in pairs, and are such as would
be produced by cutting off dissimilar numbers of

part* from the three edges, such as two part*
from a, three from 4, aud four from c, none of the edges of these new
plane* being parallel to any diagonal.
The secondary planes on the terminal edges may cut off any number

of part* from the edge* r and i, and the same, or any other number,
from s and e. Thoee on the lateral edges, if they cut unequal
portions from and o, and 6 and , will be found to occur in pairs.

8i*gl> pUoe* on the lateral edge* are such a* would result from
catting a and o, and 6 and PI, equally ; and the secondary planes on
the other primary forms are produced by laws analogous to those we
have just described.

The reasons for preferring prisms to octahedrons for the primary
lorn* may be thus briefly stated
We hare already feed that the octahedron derived from the cube

night b* taken a* the fundamental or primary figure of that system
of cryctaUimtioo. An octahedron derived from the truncation of Uic

upper and low* edf** of the square prism, or of its solid angles, by
plane* which would internet the terminal plane* parallel to their

diagonal*, might b* assumed a* the primary form of this system ; aud
octahedrons similarly derived from the other prisms might also be
retarded as the primaries of their respective systems. Aud these
h ;ures have accordingly bern adopted by Moll*, as the fundamental
form* of hi* system of cry.ullography. From the greater simplicity
b.wever of derivation which result* from the assumption ,,f .),'..

prism, a* primary form*, and the greater mathematical facilities in

determining the relations of the derived to the primary, we have been
induced to retain them as the fundamental forms of our system
the relation, among these primary and their respective secondary
form* are, according to our plan, dependent only upon the proportion*
of the primary edge* required to be cut off to produce given second-
ary plane*. But in taking the octahedrons a* primaries, Mobs has
founded the relations of time to the aooondary figure* upon the

relative length* of the axes of the derived figures, according to w huh
view of derivation the lateral planes of the square prism would he

1 a* those of an octahedron with an infinitely long axis, and
the end plane* a* those of an octahedron with an infinitely short axis.

A nt I for all the various prisms which may occur, octahedrons must
first be found, from the infinite prolongation of whose axe* the given

prism* may be produced. From the complexity of this method it

will probably not extend far beyond the school of its highly ingenious
author.

The exact relations among primary and secondary forms may be
determined mathematically, bomctime* from measurement and some-
time* from parallelism* between certain edge* of the secondary figure* :

am) the mathematical processes may be either those of plane trigono-

metry, as applied by Hauy ; or spherical trigonometry, u used by
other authors; or analytical geometry, as applied by Professor

Win-well in a paper in the 'Phil. Trans.' for 1825 ;
or by ret.

the planes of the crystal to the surface of a sphere aud deiiutin

positions stereographically, as shown in a
pafier by Professor Miller,

of Cambridge, in the 'Lond. ami Kdiub. I'liil. Mag.' of Feb. 1835.

Crystallisation and the circumstances under which it lake* place
form an interesting subject of inquiry, not only in reaped of the

variety of figures under which crystals present themselves, but in

relation to much more comprehensive geological investigation!) into

the formation of the early crystalline rocks and the various emi

crystallised minerals, and into the manner iu which the nun

crystalline bodies found ill the metallic and other veins h.i\ -

produced.
From the great length of time during which these natural processes

must have been in action, the slowness with which they probably have

proceeded, anil the hidden rcce.-ses in which they have taken place,
the progress of natural crystallisation can scarcely be said t

been ever observed; for the production of saline crystals at the
bottom of certain lakes, and even that of iron pyrites, which are
said' to have been observed in a progressive state of formation,
cannot be regarded as belonging to the class of phenomena we arj

contemplating.
Not having therefore the operation of nature open to our inapt

our only sources of information relative to the formation of crystals
are those afforded by the processes of artificial crystallisation ; aud
here until very recently our experiment) were circumscribed and our
views bounded by a very few modes of operation : that of the di

of crystals from solution iu some fluid ; their production while

gradually cooling from a state of fusion
;
and their volatilisation by

heat or otherwise. Latterly however, by the aid of that in,

agent, electricity, new methods of producing crystals have

pursued: much of the darkness iu which the subject had been pre-
viously involved has been dispelled, and there can now be little

that the phenomena of crystallisation are influenced in a greater or
leas degree by electric influence.

The crystallisation of salts from solution in fluids generally takes

place when the solutions are sufficiently evaporated, but the decree of

evaporation is very dilferx-nt for different subst ... salu begin
to crystallise- at the surface very soon after evaporation comm-
and others (for example, sugar) must be evaporated to the consistence
of a thick syrup before any crystals will bu form d. Hut fluids will

generally dissolve more matter than cold ones, aud crystals are

frequently produced during the cooling of the hot solution. S,. in-
soluble substances however cannot be brought to crystallise ui,,l, r

any circumstances hitherto tried; but on the solv<
,tiug a

thick pasty matter U left, which by further evaporation becomes a
hard solid mass. Camphor affords an instance of the formation of
crystals by volatilisation. The sides of a bottle containing this body
may frequently be observed iucniKted with brilliant crystals.
The slags of furnaces will frequently be found to contain cr-

lised matter; and the common rolls of sulphur when broken will

frequently present small cavities lined with thin needle-like crystal*.
(Anstod, KUnu-ntary liculvyy ; Dana, Manual of Jtmtraiegf.)
CTENACA'NTHUai a genus of Fossil 1'Ucoid Fishes, from the

Mountain Umestoue and OM Hod-Sandstone. (Agassiz.)
CTKHODA'CTOVA (Oejeau), a genus of Coleopterous Insect*

belonging to the section Otodepkaga and sub-section Tntncali/ieunei.
It has the following characters : Body but slightly
flattened ; thorax longer than broad, truncated post,
joint of the palpi almost oval ; three basal joints of lli. i

nearly triangular or lirart-ohapod ; claws denticulated beneath.
It. jean, in his 'Catalogue des Colcoj.teivs,' only enuiucrsto

specie* of this genus, all of which are from Guyana. There are
however other species kn<Avn.

C. Chtotutatii is less than half an inch in length, of a blue-black
colour above, and brown buuoath ; the thorax is red, and the legs and
antenna! are yellowish-red.

' TKNolUVTYU'S, a genus of Rodent Animals of the family
AnietUdm, established by Dr. J. E. Gray.
Each foot has four toe* only, and an obsolete clawless wart in

place of the thumb; claws small and falculated; toes pectinated
internally, with small bony appendages. Tail very short aud hairy

2 33
Dental formula : Incisors, j ; Molars,

,pqr. (Gray.)
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IV. Gray is of opinion that this sub-genus appears to be most

nearly allied to the Lemmings (Lemmu), with which it agrees in

teeth and form, but differs from them hi only having four free toes
on each of the feet and a very obscure clawless wart in place of the

thumb, and in the claws of all the feet being short and incurved,
those of the hinder ones being covered with a tuft of rigid hair, more
especially to be distinguished in the two inner toes, each of which
also has a double, small, deeply pectinated, bony plate on its inner
side. The tail is very short, scarcely longer than the fur of the back,
covered with long bristly hair. The outtins; teeth incurved, tha
lower rounded in front, the upper concavely truncated. The upper
grinders are probably like the lower, which are laminar and with a
2-lobed crown, the anterior lobe being transverse, narrow, round on,

the outer, and narrow and sharp on the inner side
;
the hinder lobed,

larger, and rounded, the lobe of the two anterior ones being rather
wider than long, and that of the last as long as it is wide. (Gray.)

C. MoMonii, Hassan's Comb-Rat. The fur is soft and silky ; upper
parts fulvous brown ; the hair very thin, pale lead-coloured at the

base, pale fulvous at the end, with very short blackish tips, especially
upon the head ; chin, throat, inner side of limbs, and beneath, whitish,
with the same lead-coloured base to the hairs. Head rather small,
and densely hairy ;

muzzle very small, black
;
mouth rather small

;

cutting teeth exposed, rounded and smooth in front, white
;
the

whiskers very long, twice as long as the head, rigid, black, with two
or three slender long bristles over the eyebrows ; eyes moderate,
rather nearer the ears than the end of the nose

;
the ears rounded,

externally covered with dense short fur like the body, internally
rather naked, black, with a distinct helix. Limbs short

;
the feet

covered with shortish rather adpressed hair ;
the fore feet short

; the
toes free, the two middle ones nearly equal, the inner rather shorter,
and the outer shortest of all

'

r the claws short, subequal, incurved,
black, not so long as the hinder ones

;
the hinder feet large with

naked soles ; toes free, the three inner equal, the outer rather the

shortest, the two inner toes with two series of four or five bony
laminae placed side by side, forming a comb-like process, and covered
with some very stiff bristly incurved hair ;

the tail very short, cyluv
drical, ending in a parcel of rather rigid black-tipped hairs. Size and

shape about that of a half-grown guinea-pig. Length (stuffed speci-

men) from nose to base of tail 9 inches ; of the tail 1 inch (the

longest bristle extends beyond the tip) ;
of the hind feet, 1 }, inch

; of
the ears, j"; of an inch. (Gray.) Locality, Cape of Good Hope."

I am not aware," says Dr. Gray, speaking of the comb-like

appendage,
" of the same kind of process being found on the toes of

any of the Mammalia. It most nearly resembles the pectinated edge
of the daws of the middle toes of the feet of the Goatsuckers and
Herons : it may probably be used for the same purpose to olear their
coats of intruding insects, and this idea is strengthened by the fact of
the two living animals in the collection of the Zoological Society, said
to come from Barbary, continually scratching themselves with their
hind claws. Some of the Lemmings, to which these animals are
most nearly allied, are peculiar for having a very curious conforma-
tion in the claw of the index finger of the hand."

Dr. J. E. Gray refers to two specimens in the British Museum,
one of which is marked in the hand-writing of his late uncle,
Dr. E. W. Gray.

"
C. B. Spei Masson, 1744, appears to be a variation

of No. 1," which last Dr. Gray thinks is probably the other specimen
in the British Museum, which is rather larger.
The species is named after Mr. Francis Masson, who was one of his

Majesty's gardeners, and published a p\per in
'
Phil. Trans.,' Ixvi.

(1775), giving an account of three journeys . from Cape' Town to the
southern parts of Africa, undertaken for the discovery of new plants
towards the improvement of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew.
The description of this curious animal is taken from Dr. Gray's

'

Spicilegia Zoologica,' where there is a figure of the species.

CTE'NODUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the Coal Formation
of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and the Limestone of Burdie-House.

(Aga.-
CTENOID FISHES, a great division of Fishes, thus named by

Agaaaiz, from the pectinated appearance of the retral edges of the

scales, which are of a horny substance, not bony nor enamelled.
Abundant in the actual creation, they are rare as fossils in all but the
more recent strata.

CTENO'LEPIS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the Oolite of

Stonesfield. (Agassiz.)

CTENOMYS, a genus of Rodent Animals. [>!URIDJ;.]
CTENO'STOMA (Klug), a genus, of Coleopterous Insects of- the

section Oeodephaya and family Cicmdelidrt. The species have the

following distinguishing characters : The basal joints of the anterior

tarsi dilated in the male sex, the third with an obliquely elongated
portion on the inner side

; body narrow and long ; thorax long, some-
what globular in the middle, and suddenly constricted towards the
base and apex ; antennae setaceous

; palpi long and distinct
; mentum

furnished with a tooth-like process in the anterior and emarginated
part.

Ctenottoma macilentum (Klug), is about half an inch in length, and
of a brassy-black colour

;
the elytra are distinctly punctured, and

have a transverse yellowish farsia in the middle ; the legs are

yellowish.
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This species is from Buenos Ayres. Eight or nine other species
are known, all of which inhabit South America: several are from
Brazil.

CiitioMnrna tiiactletittim.

a, denotes the natural length.

Under this head may be noticed three other genera which are

closely allied to the one just described Therate, Tricondyla, and
t'olliurut.

The species of these three genera are at once distinguished from
those of Ctenostoma by their having no tooth-like process in the emar-
gination of the mentum. The principal characters of the geuus
T/ieratet (Latreille) are as follows : Tarsi nearly the same in both
sexes, the third joint shorter than the two basal joints, and notched
at the extremity ;

fourth joint very short and heart-shaped ; internal

maxillary-palpi very small, and consisting of one joint only.
The species of this genus are of an intermediate form between

Ctenoftomn and Cicindela : they are shorter and broader in propor-
tion than those of the former, and hence approach the latter ; but the
thorax is of that same globular form (though short) as observed in
Ctentjitoma.

Only four or five species are known, and these are from Java and
Guinea : their colouring is very brilliant.

Theratet labiata is of a brilliant blue colour, with violet reflections
;

the elytra are nearly double the width of the thorax; the labrum,
femora, and. abdomen, are of a reddish-yellow colour.

The species of the genus Tricondyla (Latreille) very much resemble,
in form and general appearance,

those of Ctmostoma ; but they may
be distinguished by their having the joints of the targi nearly equal
in length, the three basal joints of the anterior tarsi of the males
dilated, the third being prolonged obliquely on the inner side, and
the palpi being less conspicuous from their comparatively smaller size.

Of this genus three species are known : they inhabit the islands
north of Australia.

The technical characters of the genus Collluriu are : fourth joint
of all the tarsi prolonged on the inner side in both sexes ; thorax
elongate, nearly cylindrical, and constricted near the base and apex ;

body elongate, nearly cylindrical, broader towards the posterior part ;

antennae short, slightly thickened towards the apex.
All the species of this genus as yet discovered (which amount to

only four or five) are found in the southern parts of Asia, and in tha
islands north of Australia.

Colliurta emaryinata (Dejean), is about an inch in length, and of a
dull blue colour ;

the elytra are coarsely punctured, and truncated at

their apex ;
the legs are black, with the exception of the thighs,

which are red.

CUBAN, a native Sulphuret of Copper and Iron.

CUBE-ORE, a native hydrous Arsenate of the Peroxide of Iron.
It crystallises in cubes, and is found in the mines of Cornwall, Franca
and Saxony. [PHABMACOstDEBiTE.]
CUBE-SPAK, a name by which Anhydrite is known. [ANHYDRITE
CUBEBA. [PIPER.]
CUBICITE. [ANALCIME.]
CUBOIDES. [ACALEPH*.]
CUCKOO. [CUCULID*.]
CUCKOO-FLOWER. [CARDAMINE.]
CUCKOO-PINT. [AROIDEA]
CUCUBALUS, a genus of Jelly-Fishes. [AcALEPH*.]
CUCU'BALUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Caryojihyllaceas. It has a 5-toothed naked calyx ; 5-clawed petals ;

10 stamens; 3 styles; capsule a globose 1-celleil berry; reniform
seeds. There is but one species of this genus, C. baccifer, the Berry-
Bearing Campion. It differs but little from the species of Silene

except in its berried capsule, which is black. It is a native of Europe,
and has been found wild in Great Britaiu. It has been undoubtedly
introduced, but is scarcely naturalised. (Babington, Manual.)
CUCUL^EA. [POLYODONTA.J
CUCU'LID^E, the Cuckoo-Tribe, or Cuckoos, a family of Soansorial

Birds, placed by Cuvier and Lesson next to the Wrynecks, Yunx, and



>n CUCULID^S. en-run.*.

by Mr. Visor* U the aberrant group of his SctMorm, between the

AftJL^J^ sUkll tftM JKsWflmAUi*tl4ff.

The CtjeWiA* are placed by Mr. Swainaon alao between the

OrtAMoW and Jsfasf<nX and theee three families constitute what

b* term* hi* third and aberrant eircl* of the Scwum*. The following

i* his .Uflnition of the family character : -Feet not strictly soansorial,

very short, xxxtrils naked, tail-cover* remarkably long ;
and he sepa-

rate* th group into the following sub-families : CmaMma, Coetmincr,

Smwtl*rm*, OfUktnmima, fmdiaaonma. Of the first sub-family

Cmtm. Lmn, U the type; of the second Oxxynu, Vieill. ;
of the

. ,

third Samk*r, TieilL ; of the fourth Opitkomm<u, Hoff.
;
and of

the fifth Imdamlor, Sparrm.
The following account of thin family by Mr. Swainson bean the

stamp of actual observation. "So faintly is the MBVMtill itnicture

indicated in theae birda that but for their natural hnl.it*, joined to

otioo of their toes, we ahould not suspect they were no inti-

r connected with the more typical group* of the tribe aa they

undoubtedly are. They neither use their bill for climbing, like the

parrot*, or for making hole* in trees, like the woodpecker*,
neither can

they mount the
perpendicular stems, like the Ccrtkiadrr, or Creeper* ;

and yet they decidedly climb, although in a manner peculiar to them-

adToa Baring frequently aeen different species of the Brazilian

cuckoo* (forming part of the genus Coteynu) in their native forests,' I

may safely affirm that they climb in all other directions than that of

tb* perpendicular. Their flight is so feeble, from the extreme short-

MSB of their wings, that it is evidently performed with difficulty, and

it is never exercised but to convey them from one tree to another, and

these flights in the
thickly-wooded

tracts of tropical America are of

course very abort : they alight upon the highest boughs, and immedi-

ately begin to explore the horizontal and slanting ramifications with

the greatest assiduity, threading the most tangled mazes and leaving
none unexamined. All soft insects inhabiting such situations lying
in their route become their prey, and the quantities that are thus

destroyed must be very great In passing from one bough to another

they simply hop, without using their winga, and their motion* are so

quick, that an unpractised observer, even if placed immediately
beneath the tree, would soon lose sight of the bird. The Brazilian

banter* give to their cuckoos the general name of Cat's-Tail ;
nor is

the epithet inappropriate,
for their long hanging tails, no less than

their mode of climbing the branches, give them some distant resem-

blance to that quadruped. I have no doubt that the great length of

tail possessed by nearly all the cuckoos is given to them as a sort of

balance, just as a rope-dancer, with such an instrument in his hands,

preserves his footing when otherwise he would assuredly fall. Remote
therefore aa the cuckoos unquestionably are from the typical Scatworet,
we yet find the functions of the tail contributing to that office,

although in a very different mode to that which it performs among
the woodpecker*, the parrots, and the creepers. The structure of the

feet, as before observed, ia the only circumstance which would lead an

ornithologist to place these birds among the climbers, supposing he
was entirely unacquainted with their natural history properly so

called, or with their close affinity to the more perfect Semuora. The
toes indeed are placed in pairs ; that is, two directed forward and two

apparently backward ; but a closer inspection will show that the
latter are not xtrictly posterior, and that they differ so very materially
from those of the PitwUt (the pre-eminently typical family of the

climbers), aa clearly to indicate a different use. The organisation of

the external posterior toe of all the woodpeckers, parrota, and toucans,
randan it incapable of being brought forward, even in the slightest

degree ; nbstea* in the cuckoos this toe can be made to form a right

angle with that which is next it in front, from which circumstance it

I termed versatile ; this term however is not strictly correct,
~t u the to* cannot be brought more than half way forward,

although it can be placed entirely backward. Now this form, which
ia obviously the least developed state of the scansorial structure,'

exactly with the rank of the family, which is that of the most
t group in th circle, and farthest removed from the type.

The etsekoo* a fact are half-perching half-climbing birds, not only in

thir fast, bat, as we have -een, in their manners. No one, from

tiling than alive, would rappos* they were truly scansorial bir<< ;

and yet it U highly probable that this singular power of varying
the position of one of their tees gives them that quickness of

of holding which accompanies the habit juat

"That* i* another circumstance in the history of this family of

birfa, which, with one solitary exception, is altogether peculiar, aa

they raoUin the only parasitic birds yet known. This term indeed
bat bsao applied. I think impropariy, to other gmera, which, like the
fritrate fttiatm, the )*era, and some of the eagles, rob other birds of
their food; bat this U a mere act of thieving, for all these feathered
Tobbm can and do habitually depend jot u much upon their own
todtistry to procurtog food. Bat witfc the typical ouckoo* the cane is

far ditemit, for, by teostUnf their egg* in the neata of other birds,
to whom thy lav the oar of hatohins; their young and feeding
tbrm arWrwuHa.U^beeocneMtnilyparasiti**. u>yof thVleari
r /*.'! . they fasten thMnsahraa, M it ww*, on the living animal,

whos animal b**A brofi their yxmnf into life, whoe* food they alone

,
sad who** d*ath would MUM* their* during the period of

infancy. Such only i* a
parasitic animal, and such only, among birds,

belong to the typical cuckoos and their representative, the Uoloihrta

pecorii." [MoLoTHHrs.]
Warm and temperate climates are the chosen haunts of the Cuckoos.

The European species there are but two never show themselves in

our quarter of the globe, except in the warm weather, quitting it

upon the first approaches of a colder temperature.
" So congeni.-il n

warmth to their nature," says Mr. Swainson in the memoirs last

quoted,
" that even the mild temperature of an Italian winter ia not

sufficient to retard their return to the sultry groves of Northern
Africa. There is a fact regarding their structure which appears con-

nected with this susceptibility ( cold, and which I believe has not
hitherto been noticed. A 11 the cuckooa, both of the old and the new
wurlcl, which I have had the opportunity of dissecting, are remarkable
for the thinness and delicacy of their skins, so much so indeed aa to

render their preservation in an entire state extremely difficult to

inexperienced hands. Every one who has skinned the common
British species must doubtless have observed this. On the nthrr

hand, as if to compensate for the delicacy of the cuticle, the feat I.. >-.

more especially upon the back and rump, are unusually thick-set and

compact"
Tropical countries, and those which approach the equator, afford

the greatest number of species.
The food of the Cuckoos, as might be expected from this geogra-

phical distribution, consists principally of soft fruits and soft insects,

especially the latter, and more particularly when they are in the
larva state.

Cnculiiut include the genuine Cuckoos. This nub-family has the

following character* : Bill wiiler at the bane than it is high, rather suH -

denly contracted behind the nostrils and becoming compressed ; upper
mandible slightly sinuous at the tip, so as to assume the form of the
dentirostal notch. Wings considerably long, nearly reaching to two-
thirds the length of the tail, and so far pointed as to diminish rapidly
in length beyond the fourth quill. Feet remarkably short; tarsus

thickly clothed with feathers for nearly half its length, not longer than
the hallux or true hind toe. Upper cover-feathers of the tail thick-

set, narrow, generally pointed, and comparatively elongated, and in

rigidity only comparable to those of the Ctblepyrina, the corresponding
type in the Laniadce.

"Popular interest," adds Mr. Swainson, "has been so much cof-
fined to the parasitic habits of the cuckoo, that upon many other

points
of its economy we are still in comparative ignorance. Hence it

is that we cannot trace, so fully an could be wished, the influence
which the structure just described exercises upon the habits and
manners of such birds as possess it We know however that all the

genuine cuckoos fly with strength and rapidity. Host of them, in

fact, are migratory birds. .... The form of the nostrils in the

typical cuckoos is very peculiar, and I believe that future observations
will shew this structure to b intimately connected with their para-
sitic habits. The nesta of those species in which the cuckoo deposits
its eggs, we all know, are built in the thickest and most central part
of trees and bushes, to discover whioh, superior powers of smell have
been given to the toucans (which feed upon the eggs or young), and,
in a lees degree, are probably conferred upon the cuckoos, to facilitate

their search after a foster-parent for their young. How far this idea

may be correct future observations will determine. Certain however
it is, that this peculiar-shaped nostril ia restricted to auch cuckoos as
are parasitic, for the whole of the Coccyrina- have the aperture of a
lengthened oval shape, or in the form of a slit, and all we know of
these birds sanctions the idea that they are not parasitic. Tim
shortness of the feet, in the typical cuckoos, ia another important
distinction, and leade to the belief that these members are mu. 1

used than those of the Coccyzina, whose habits we have already
mentioned when alluding to the cuckoos of South America, all of
which are excluded from the group now under consideration."CJ Bill broad at the base, compresed beyond, the upper
mandible obsolctely notched

; nostrils circular, with a tumid margin
wing* long, pointed, the third quill longest, the second and fourth of
equal length ;

feet slender, very short, tarsi feathered posteriorly
almost to the toes

; rump and upper tail-covers long, thick-set, and
rigid. InhabiU the Old World. Parasitic.

C. eanonu, the Cuckoo. It is the Krf*>tu{ of the Greeks ; Cucaftu and
Cteeyx of the Romans ; Cucculo, Cucco, Cuco, Cucho, Cuccu, of the
Italians; Cocuo, Couoou, Coqu, of the French ; Kukuk and Kuckuck
of the Germans

; Gjok of the Fauna Suecica
;' Gjoeg of the Danes

Gonk of the Norwegians ; Cog of the Welsh
; Gowk and Cuckoo of

the Hntiah.

Length about 14 inches, weight about four ounces and a half.
Hill black, yellowish at the base of the upper mandible : ini.b- ,.f

"'h red. Irides yellow. Head, and whole H]J|MT ]^rt of t.hr bir-i,
dark ash-colour. Throat, under side of the neck, and upper part of
breast, pale ash, the latter sometimes inclining to rufous brown

; lower
part of broast and belly white, with transverse undulating black lines.
Quills dusky, inner webs barred with white oval spots. Tail-feathers
ten, of unequal length ; two middle ones black, dashed with n>

tipped with white, the rest black, with white spot* on each id of th
shaft The lateral feather* in some have white spots only on thfc
interior webs, but all are tipped with white. Female, rather lew than
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male, and differiug from him generally in the neck and breast being
of a tawnyish brown, barred with dusky, and the coverts of the wings
marked with light ferruginous spots. Tail-feathers and quills much
like those of the male, but the edges of the spots incline to reddish-
brown. Legs in both sexes short and yellow. Outer tail-feather and
first quill remarkably abort

Cuckoo (Oucuha caiiorut), male.

The young is so distinct in its plumage from the adult that it has
been described as a distinct species (C. rufiu, Bria). It is supposed
not to throw off its nestling feathers till the second year's moulting,
for it is stated in Montagu's

'

Dictionary
'

(last edit.), that in three

specimens killed the same season ( two mains and a female ), the
thirteenth and three succeeding quill-feathers, and the three greater
coverts impending them, are barred with brown and ferruginous. In
the first year the irides are grayish ;

the whole upper plumage is a
mixture of dusky black and ferruginous, in transverse bars, except
the forehead and a patch on the back of the head, which in this

specimen described in Montagu was white, and the tips of tlu scapu-
lars pale ;

the feathers of the whole under parts sullied white, with
distant transverse bars of dusky black. In general each feather is

barred twice or thrice. The sides of the neck and breast are tinged
with rufous

;
lateral tail-feathers and inner webs of the quills more or

less barred with white. Tail covert*, which, as well as the feathers

on the rump, are unusually long, dashed with cinereous and slightly

tipped with white.

The Common Cuckoo arrives in this country early in spring. In
White's ' Naturalist's Calendar,' the Cuckoo is noted as first heard

April 7-26, and in Markwick's, April 15, May 3
; last heard June 28.

By the 1st of July it has almost always taken its departure, but it is

sometimes later. Mr. Swainson, in his
' Memoir on the Cuculidae,' says,

" The common species comes to us every spring, from northern Africa
or Asia Minor, and returns in autumn. This we know from personal
observation

;
for vast numbers arrive in the spring iu Sicily and

Naples, in company with the bee-eaters, orioles, hoopoes, and other

migratory birds
;
but after remaining a short time, they appear to

direct their flight northward, from whence they return in August and

September." Speaking of the food, the same author observes,
" The

English cuckoo, no doubt, searches for its food among foliage, but its

nature is so shy that we have never been fortunate enough to witness
its mode of feeding." Montagu however, one of the best authorities

we can cite, says, that "
its principal food consists of caterpillars, so

that it not only possesses the general cast of colours, and much of the
structure of ite prototypes, the Ceblepyrina, but actually feeds on the
same description of insects." The Editor of the '

Magazine of Zoology
and Botany' adds, "In an open and muirland district where the
cuckoo is very common, we have always found, during May and June,
that their stomachs were filled with the remains of caterpillars which
fed on the various plants frequent in such localities. Among them
those gf the Laxiwampre formed a great proportion, and hairy species
seem to be preferred." White, in his '

History of Selborne,' thus
writes :

" In July I saw several cuckoos skimming over a large pond ;

and found, after some observation, that they were feeding on the

Libellultt, or Dragon-Flies ;
some of which they caught as they settled

on the weeds, and some as they were on the wing." The following
narrative from the last edition of Montagu's

'

Dictionary
'

will throw
a iiiji: light on this part of the subject :

" A young cuckoo, brought to

Colonel Montagu in the month of July, just as it could fly, was, by
great care, kept alive till the fourteenth of December. It had, during
that time, two or three attacks of dys.ntory, from which it recovered

by having chalk and ginger given to it
; and during the time it lived

no change was observed to have taken place in its plumage. For two
months after this bird was caught, it never attempted to feed itself by
picking; and even to the last moment seemed to prefer being fed by
the hand of its mistress rather than have the trouble of picking up
its food, of which it was extremely choice. Nothing appeared to be
acceptable as a substitute for insects except raw beef. 1'lies it would
eagerly devour

;
but its most delicious morsel was any species of hairy

caterpillars ;
these it seized with avidity, shook them to death, and

softened by passing several times through the bill, till they were
perfectly pliant, when it would swallow whole the largest of the

caterpillars of the egger or drinker moths. Of strangers it was
extremely fearful, fluttering in its cage to avoid their attentions

;
but

it would quietly suffer itself to be handled and caressed by a young
lady who had been its kind benefactress, appearing to like the warmth
of her hand to its feet."

It is the habit of the Cuckoo in depositing her egg in the nest of
another bird that has made it so much an object of curiosity. Many
strange stories were formerly rife on this custom, which can hardly be
called abandonment, as the nest of a bird that feeds its young with
insects is always selected. Among others, the hedge-sparrow, the

reed-sparrow, the tit-lark, the water-wagtail, the yellow-hammer, &c.,
have been recorded as the birds to whom the egg has been committed,
but the first seems to be most frequently chosen. White saw one
hatched in the nest of the tit-lark. The nests of the green-bird, the

linnet, the white throat, and even of the wren have been mentioned as
the places of deposit. Dr. Jeuner's celebrated paper in the ' Philo-

sophical Transactions' threw great light on this subject, and many
other observers have corroborated in general that author's remarks.
Some indeed, and among them Dr. Fleming, have declared that in
some cases the Cuckoo constructs its own nest, but there can be little

doubt that there is no foundation for this assertion, and as little that
the nests and young supposed to be those of the Cuckoo on such
occasions were those of the goatsucker. Whether the bird actually
deposits the egg from her body while sitting on the nest has beeu
doubted

;
and if the case of the deposit of one in a wren's nest be a

fact, it is almost conclusive that she does not so deposit it in all cases,
for the aperture of the wren's nest is in the side, and not more than
big enough to admit the wren. Another observer has recorded the

following facts :

" Previous to the above-mentioned publication (Dr.
Jenner's) I had taken much pains towards investigating the several

phenomena I had noticed in this bird, and was so fortunate as to have
ocular proof of the fact, related by Dr. Jenner, of a young cuckoo

turning out of a hedge-sparrow's nest a young swallow I had put in

for the purpose of experiment. It is needless to recite all the cir-

cumstances attending this extraordinary bird, as that gentleman has
so amply explained it

;
I shall therefore only add, that I first saw it

when a few days old, in the hedge-sparrow's nest, iu a garden close to

a cottage, the owner of which assured me the hedge-sparrow had four

eggs, when the cuckoo dropped in a fifth ; that on the morning the

young cuckoo was hatched, two young hedge-sparrows were also

excluded ; and that, on his return from work in the evening, nothing
was left in the nest but the cuckoo. At five or six days old, I took
it to my house, when I frequently saw it throw out the young swallow
for four or five days after. This singular action was performed by
insinuating itself under the swallow, and with its rump forcing it out
of the nest with a sort of jerk. Sometimes indeed it failed, after

much struggling, by reason of the strength of the swallow, which was

nearly full feathered ; but, after a small respite from the seeming
fatigue, it renewed its efforts, and seemed continually restless till it

succeeded. At the end of the fifth day this disposition ceased, and it

suffered the swallow to remain in the nest unmolested." This won-
derful instinct is absolutely necessary for the self-preservation of the

young Cuckoo, which, if it did not dispose of all other claimants on
the affection uf the parents, must perish for want, and, as it is, the

poor little birds to whose lot it falls to supply the demands of their

craving and gigantic nestling, have a weary time of it. Indeed there

are well recorded instances of their being assisted by others of their

own species, and by other insectivorous birds.

The Romans considered the Cuckoo excellent eating. Pliny (lib. x.

c. 9) says that no bird can be compared to it for sweetness of flesh.

C. glandariw, the Great Spotted Cuckoo, is a native of Senegal
and North Africa. It has beeu observed on the continent of Europe,
and a specimen is recorded by Mr. It. Ball as having been taken in

Ireland.

Oxylophus (Sw.) Bill slender, considerably compressed nearly its

whole length ; upper mandible entire ;
nostrils ovately round

;
head

crested
; wings moderate, pointed, shorter than the tail-covers, the

fourth quill longest ; tarsi moderate, naked
; upper tail-covers long

but not rigid. The species inhabit the Old World
;
and are parasitic.

0. Levaillantii. Head crested, the feathers pointed ; plumage
above, black glossed with green ;

band at the base of the quills, end
of the tail, and under parts of the body, white ;

throat striped with

black. Wings long but rounded, fifth quill longest. Total length,
15 inches. Mr. Swainson, whose description we have given, says that,
unlike the true Cuckoos, these birds rear and provide for their young
in the ordinary manner. Locality, Senegal and the western coast of

Africa.
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Kryikropluyi (Sw.) Bill u in Oxylophtu ; head not created ;
nos-

tril* oval ; wing* lengthened, pointed, extending beyond the teil-

eoven, the third quill longest, the second much shorter than the

fourth ; Urei moderate, naked. They .inhabit the New World, and

rear their own young.
K. Amtnetua* (tWW Carolinauit, Wilson). The male has the

till as long a* the head, compressed, slightly arched, acute, scarcely

t rbut than in many Sylrvr ; upper mandible carinated above,

its manrins acute and entire ; lower mandible cariuated beneath,

acute. NcMrtrils basal, lateral, linear-elliptical, half-closed by a mem-
brane. Feet abort, tarsus scutellate before and behind ; toes two

before, separated ;
two behind, one of which is versatile, the sole fiat ;

claws steoder, compressed, aruhed. Plumage blended, slightly glossed.

loop, the first ququill short, the third longest, the primaries

tapering. Tail long, graduated, of ten feathers, which are rather

narrow and rounded. Upper mandible brownish-black, yellow on the

Burgio towards the bass ; under mandible yellow. Iris haxeL K.

gnjuli-Uuc. The general colour of the upper part*, including the

wiug-corerU and two middle tail-feathers, U light greenish-brown,

deeper anteriorly. Primary quills with the inner webs browuish-

orange. Tail-feathers, excepting the two middle ones, black, the next

twu entirely black, the rest broadly tip|d with white, the outermost

white on the outer web. The under parts are grayish-white.
'

Length,

121 inches ; extent of wings, 16 inches ; bill along the ridge, 1 in. 1, ;

along the gap, one inch and a third. The female differs very little

'nun the male in colouring. (Audubon.)
The author whose specific description wo have given above, thus

graphically describe* the habits of the Yellow-Billed Cuckoo (CVeWw
I'arotimaaii of Wilson, Coceytui Amerifamtu of the Prince of Camno,
Cucultu Anuncao<u of Liuiucua, and Carolina Cookoo of Latham.
' The flight of the bird U rapid, silent, and horisontal, ai it moves

rom one tree to another, or across a field r rn.-r. anil u generally

continued amongst the branches of the trees in our woods. When

making its way among the branches, it occasionally inclines the body
to either side, so as alternately to show its whole

upper
or under

parts. During its southward migration it fliea high in the air, and iu

such loose flocks that the birds might seem to follow each otli. r,

Instead of their keeping company together. 0n the other hand, early

in March, the greater number enter our southern boundaries singly,

the males arriving first, and the females a few weeks after. Th-

not fly iu a continued line, but iu a broad front, as, while travelling

with great rapidity in a steam-boat, so as to include s range of a hun-

dred miles in one day, I have observed this cuckoo crossing the Mis-

-i. i|>pi at many different points on the same day. At this season

they resort to the deepest shades of the forests, and intimate their

presence by the frequent repetition of their dull and unmusical notes,

which are not unlike those of the young bull-frog. These notes may
be represented by the word '

cow, cow,' repeated eight or ten times

with increasing rapidity. In fact, from the resemblance of Hs notes

to that word, this Cuekoo is named Cow-Uird in nearly every purl of

the Union. The Dutch farmers of Pennsylvania know it better by
the name of Kain-Crow. and iu Louisiana the French settlers call it

Coucou. It robs smaller birds of their eggs, which it sucks on all

occasions, and is cowardly and shy, without being vigilant. On this

latter account it often falls a prey to several species of Hawks, of

which the Pigeon-Hawk (Palco columbaria*) may be considered as its

most dangerous enemy. It prefers the southern states for its resi-

dence, and when very mild winters occur in Louisiana some indi-

viduals remain there, net finding it necessary to go farther south.

This bird is not abundant anywhere, and yet U found very far north.

I have met with it in all the low grounds and damp places in Massa-

chusetts, along the line of Upper Canada, pretty high on the Mixsis-

gippi and Arkansas, and in every state between these boundary-linen.
Its appearance in the state of New York seldom takes place before

the beginning of May, and at Green Bay not until the middle of that

month. A pair here and there seem to appropriate certain tracts to

themselves, where they rear their young in peace and plenty. They
feed on insects, such as caterpillars and butterflies, as well as on

berries of many kinds, evincing a special predilection for the mul-

berry. In autumn they eat many grapes, and I have seen them sup-

porting themselves by a momentary motion of their wings opposite a

bunch, as if selecting the ripest, when they would seize it and return

to a branch, repeating their visits in this manner until satiated. They
now and then descend to the ground to pick up a wood snail or a

beetle. They are extremely awkward at walking, and move iu an

itmUing manner, or leap along sidewise, for which the shortness of their

legs is ample excuse. They are seldom seen perched conspicuously
on a twig, but on the contrary are generally to be found amongst the

thickest boughs and foliage, where they emit their notes until late in

autumn, at which time they discontinue them. The nest is simple,

flat, composed of a few dry sticks and grass, formed umch like that of

imon dove, and like it fastened to a horizontal branch, ft<-n

within the reach of man, who seldom disturbs it. It makes no p u

ticular selection as to situation or the nature of the tree, but settles

anywhere indiscriminately. The eggs are four or five, of a rather

elongated oval form, and bright green colour. They rear only one

brood in a season, unless the eggs are removed or destroyed. Tim

young are principally fed with insects during the first weeks. Toward*
autumn they become very rat, and are fit for being eaten, although
few persons, excepting the Creoles of Louisiana, shoot them for the

table." ('Ornithological liiography,'
vol. i. p. 18.)

CAaleila, Less. bill and general structure as in C*r<ilt. Plumage
metallic green ; upper inaudible entire ;

nostrils circular ; wings
I, the third quill longest, the second much longer than th

fourth ; tarsi very short, almost entirely plumed ; rump and upper
tail-covers soft Inhabits the tropies of the Old World. Pam

C. attratta; Cuculut auratm of authors (Swainsnn). Of this g.'nus
Mr. Swainnon nays, "I feel much more scrupulous in adopting
the genus Chalcilet, than in proving that of Ki-yilir,ij,l,r>ii. The
beautiful little shining cuckoos, indeed, which have thus beeu

detached, have altogether the appearance of belonging
to n different

type from those of the genus Cucitltu ; and this idea is strengthened,
when we find that there are already four or five species, all

distinguished at first sight by their diminutive size and their beautiful

golden-green plumage. On the other hand, their actual structure U
so completely that of an European group, that I must beg to be
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understood as being by no means satisfied on the propriety of the

separation. For the present however I shall adopt this genus,
conceiving that these splendid little birds may probably constitute
the tenuirostral type of the Cuculina, in which case they will be

analogous to the humming-birds, and nearly all those genera whose
plumage is ornamented with metallic colours. The attempt that has
been made to define the group by its bill, nostrils, &c., as distinct
from the cuckoos, is singularly unsuccessful

;
while those light shades

of difference really existing between Chalcitea and Cnculux have been

completely overlooked. Ckalcitei, in fact, has the bill, nostrils, feet,
and wings of Cucului, with this difference only, that the tip of the

upper mandible is without the slightest indication of a notch
; the

second and third quills are longer than the fourth, and the feathers of
the rump and upper tail-covers, instead of being thick-set and rigid,
are of the same degree of density and softness as in ordinary birds.
AVe have seen that, however dissimilar in their appearance the fore-

going groups of the Cucuiiruz may be, yet that the variation of their
external structure is but slight. This consideration has much weight
with me in the temporary adoption of M. Lesson's genus Chalcitei,
for we have just seen an example in Erythr&phrys, where there is an

equally slight variation in external form, yet a most important one in

economy and internal orgauj.-iatiou." (' Mag. of Zool. and Bot.')

C'iitilcitct aurattu.

Eiulynamyt, Horsf. and Vig. Bill strong, thick, the under mandible
not curved, and augulated beneath ; upper mandible entire

; wings
pointed, the fourth quill longest ; tarsi much shorter than the longest
toe ; the upper part plumed ; rump and tail-covers soft. Inhabits
the Old World.

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Horsfield, who established this genus in their

description of the Australian birds in the collection of the Linmeaii

Society (' Linn. Trans.,' vol. xv. p. 303), observe that the true Cuckoos,
or that portion of the family of C'ucutidre which constitutes the genus
Cuculiu of authors, is distinguished from the remaining groups of

the family by the comparative weakness of the bill, in which the
nares are small and rounded, and situated on an elevated membrane ;

by the wings being strongly acuminated, the primary quill-feathers

considerably exceeding the secondary in length ;
and by the feeble-

uess of the legs and toes, the former of which are plumed beneath
the knee, and are generally covered by the feathers. Ewlynamya,
they state, deviates from these characters, which may be considered

typical in the family, by the greater strength of all these members.
The bill U powerful, the under mandible more particularly, which is

marked by a strong ascending gonys. The nostrils are wide and oval,
and covered only on the upper part by a membrane. The tarsi and
feet are particularly strong ; the former are much compressed on the
external side, exhibiting by this conformation a nearly flattened

surface in front. In many of these particulars the group agrees very
nearly with the neighbouring genera, Centropiu, 111., and Phmtico-

jihatu, Vieill., which have equally bten separated from the typical

specie* of the family. But it may at once be distinguished from

Cmlrojnu by the absence of the lengthened nail to the hallux
;
and it

will be seen equally to differ from Phanicophatu in its stronger,

shorter, and less arcuated bill, in the wings being longer, and the tail

rounded, not graduated. The compressed formation of the sides of

the tarsi iu Eiulyiiamys is also wanting in Phcmicophaui.
The species are widely distributed over the East.

. Oi-ientalu; Cuculiu Orimtalii, Linn. ; Coucou des Indes Orien-

taleo,
'

Eul.'
; Eastern Black Cuckoo, Lath.

The plumage of the male in black with metallic lustre. Bill yellow.
The female is shining greenish-brown above, spotted with white

;
tail-

feathen banded with white
;
whitish beneath, transversely undulated

with greenish-brown. The synonyms of the female are Cuculus Min-
danemii, Linn. ; Coucou Tachete" de Mindanao,

' Enl.' 277.; Mindanao
Cuckoo, Lath. (Vigors and Horsfield.)

Eastern Black Cuckoo (Etulynamyi Oricntalu).

" These birds, which now generally are considered the sexes of one
species, appear to be but accidental visiters in the colony. At least
Mr. Caley informs us that he never met with more than two indivi-
duals of the male and one of the female. The male specimen in the

society's collection seems to ba a young bird changing to the adult

plumage. It has several pale ferruginous feathers iu the lowtr parts
of the body, and it has a single ferruginous feather streaked with
black among the secondary quill-feathers of the right wing, which
forms a striking contrast with the deep black of the rest. The cor-

responding feather on the left wing was lost, as Mr. Caley tells us, by
the shot striking the wing. This bird had berries of Cassi/tha in its

stomach. The native name of the male is Cowhat, of the female,
Ik-Hinging." (Vigors and Horsfield.)

"All the cuckoos I have yet seen," says Mr. Swainson in his
' Memoirs on the Cuculidse,'

" with more or less pointed wings, and
circular nostrils, and whose habits are parasitic, will arrange them-
selves under .one or othrr of the foregoing genera. Nor are there

wanting considerations, drawn from their analogical resemblances in
other groups, which render it highly probable that they serve to
indicate a circular group. Ei-yt/irofihi-ys, as the rasorial type, resem-
bles the rufous-winged scansorial creeper ; and as it is by this group
that the parasitic cuckoos) lead immediately to those which build

nests, so we have the external characters of Ojcylophm joined to tho

economy of Coccyziw. C'halcitet, again, as representing the humming-
birds, may be viewed as the tenuirostral type ; while Eudynamys,
with its large bill, and black glossy plumage, will become the repre-
sentative of the toucans, and of tho fissiroatral ty|>e. It m;iy
be questioned, indeed, whether Cu.cu.lua or Ojylophus follows

Eudynamyi ; but I incline to the series in which they are here

placed, from the obvioua affinity of Efythrophrys to O.ry'.ophu.."

('Mag. of Zool. and Bot.')
The family Indwatorinas includes the Honey-Guides. The'e

appears to be but one genus, Indicator (Le Vaillant), which is

thus characterised : Bill straight, Finch-likp, the base triangular, the
sides compressed. Culmen and gouys equally inclined towards the

tip ; gonys angulated. Wings lengthened, pointed. Tail moderate,
rounded. Feet short. Middle toe much longer than the tarsus.

Mr. Swaiuson is of opinion that the nearest approach to the

Creepers yet known is made by the African Honey-Guides, whose bill

is not unlike Ur/honyx ; and he adds that these birds are said to climb
in a more perpendicular manner than any others of this family ; the
.mo zoologist has pointed out the affinity of Indicator to Buphaga.
The species are not numerous. The stories told of these birds

indicating the nests of bees and guiding men to them by their motions
and cries, from the time of Sparrman downwards, appear to be per-

fectly authentic, though some great travellers allected to disbelieve

them. Mr. Swainson censures Bruce and Le Vaillaut for their scep-
ticism on this subject, and quotes Mr. Barrow to prove the univer-

sality of agreement on this point iu the country itself. He farther

says, ''If more evidence was wanting than this and other similar con-

firmations of Dr. Span-man's statement, it will be found in the follow-

ing note by M. Wiedmann, attached by a label to the specimen from
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wUek UM rabaeqiMai deaoription was taken :
" 80 MOD u this bird

mm a IM in Ik* woods, wbn> bsea* neat is in the neighbourhood,
WttlNlkm**MB> MArfM'*fatldUrttlUlil'" Mr. Swain-

em UMB proceed* to describe hi* Indicator trucotu (I. n/Wrorfru,

Twain.). ( Binb of WMtan Africa; X*tunaut'Ubimi7;
>

'Omi-
, *

Mr. mnilan. in hu Wandermpi and Adventure* in South Africa
'

(IftU). sava.
* Tb. littk honey-roaer. or Indicator, kept fluttering

befcr* with ita cry of elMrr. char.- a* if inviting u* to follow. It

fWqueally known to conduct traveller* to a nwt of honey deposited
in Ik* hollow of tree. I bar* however beard many iutanca

I of its stopping abort of the hive, and hovering over a spot
where a lion or tiger ha. been reposing jusUy establishing it* character

as an ImJttmlar. Mr. Van der Xe* informed me that he was once

induced to follow it in expectation of discovering honey ; and on

pmtiinj through the thick brushwood that enveloped tbe trunk of a

tree over which UM Indicator we* hovering, he suddenly came upon a

leopard : at the same instant UM animal made a spring in a contrary
direction, and much to hi* gratification disappeared without attempt-

ing to do him any injury, being evidently as much alarmed at the

intrusion a* tbe Veld cornet had been at so unexpected on en-

Tbe specie* of this family are natives of Africa.

Tbe other sub-families belonging to tbe Cuculida are, according to

Mr. Swaineon, Cotrysimr. and Untopkagiiut, and Liplotluminir.
The tVrjrrmcr, or Hooked-Billed Cuckoos, are characterised a*

having the wing* abort and rounded, the nostril* linear, the bill curved,
the margin* of the upper mandible dilated, the tarsus naked and

lengthened, and the tail very long and concealed.
The genera comprised by Mr. Swaiusou under this sub-family

are the following:
SerispBie*, Bill nhort and strong, the gonys Uiick, ascending,

and angulatod ; the culmen thickened and arched ; the tarsus
and middle toe equal, the lateral toes unequal, and the claws short

KiampWi, Scruomtu criiialtu. (Sw.) The species are found in

Africa. (Sw.)
Zmnc!o4tommt- Bill much compressed throughout, gonys curved

downwards, culmen and upper mandible greatly curved, and the
basal margin considerably dilated

; wings, tail, and feet, as in the last

genus, but the lateral fore toe* nearly equal Found in the tropics of
the Old World (Sw.). Example, Zancluilomta Jatanicut, P/utnico-

imVtu (Horif.). Java.

(Vieillot). Bill moderate, thickened at the base, coin-

gonys straight ; basal margin of the upper mandible not
curved outwards, and acarcely dilated ; tarsus and middle toe of equal
length ; lateral toes unequal Native* of America only. This genus
haunts the branches of lofty trees, from which it collect* the insect*
which form it* food.

C. Amrrifania is described by Yarrell as an occasional viaiter in
Great Britain. He records four capture* of this bird.

Mr. Swainson place* the Coucals of India and Africa under the new
sub-genus Leptonnu.

Ptilulrpt**.- -\\iogt very long; bill intermediate in. form between
CVxarynu and CetHruptu; nostrils long and linear; feathers of the
bead and neck alrniler and rigid : tanus and middle toe equal, lateral
toe* unequal, all the claws curved and of equal sice

; toil-feathers

eight Habit* terrestrial. The species inhabit South America.
Example, PtiluUft** erutaliu. (Sw.)
CaVrepiu (llliger). Bill strong; tarsus and middle toe equal;

anterior claws slender, slightly curved ; hinder claw very long and
nearly straight Native of Africa. Example, C. Seiugakiuit. Mr.
Halt, in bis

'

Travels,' notices this bird as common in the mountainous
district* (Abyssinia), generally sitting in the thick caper and thorny
beaha*, whence it i* difficult to drive it
The OxeeJUgina, or Horn-Bill Cuckoos, consist of the following

oojaye. fCaoroniAOA-]
AujiopAn*. BUI rather Urge and compressed throughout ; gonys

angulate.1 ; culmen convex, gradually arched ; frontal feathers incum-
bent and concealing tbe nostrils ; feathers before the eye erect, form-
ing a double crest <8w.) Example, U. impmiliont. (8w.)

/>ar-<vj44iu ( Vieillot).-BUl large, very thick, smooth, resembling
that of a toucan in miniature ; face naked ; nostril* basal, oval, close
10

"t ft* ***** m * S*00 of **" bU1 - ud Bended by .tiff
net bnetles. (8w.) Example, P. rir,,ti,.

Tbe Cntnpkifimm an found in Africa and America.
M LmWfmtma, or Long Hilled Cuckoo*, consist of the following

Swerfcr. (VJefllot). -Bill lengthened, longer than the bead, and
sinight, except towarda UM

tip ; the culmen convex, the gonys
straight, UM upper mandibU with iu margins finely crenated

; orbits
naked ; wings moderate, aecotid and third quill* longest ; feat short
Example. S. ftUtm.
A MMWmia. OcMral structure of 5MrofArra ; but the upper man-

dible u only notched at UM tip, UM margin, are entire ; wing* much
wMtnajt^Bt UM *- ** -

'

1 * * * . . - -- Ant fwur quill* graduated. (Sw.) Native of India.
KxampM. A. rm/men*.
|*Y**l*MeV--MI very long and entire; wing* very short and

rounded ; tail long and educated ; tarsus much longer than the toe*.

Example, L. hmgicotid*.
Mr. Swaiuson considers Lrjilutloma to be the grallatorial type of the

Cui-ululit. Cntropm he also oonsiden to be a grallatorial
Tbe Lfiitotiomiiur are found in India and America.
CUCl'I.IX.K. [<,,, Mi,.J
cucuLLua rAcALBPHAj
CUCUMBER, the name of the fruit of CWvmu sorinu. [Curmu.]

For its culture and varieties see CUCUMBER, in AKTS AND Sc. Div.

CUITMHKU, SPIRTING. [MOMOKUICA.]
I 'MIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

CttcurtilacKt, comprehending the Mulon, the Cucumber, and some
sorts of Gourd. It i* dUtiuguUhed from the neighbouring genera by
its three thick split stigmas, and by the seed* having a thin margin.
The fruit U in all caaes pulpy internally, many-aeeded, and divided
into three or six cells when young. The following are the principal

specie* :

C. Udo, the Melon. The native country of this valuable plant
U unknown. Liunteu* say* Tartary, but his authority i* not given,
and in all probability is erroneous ; lie Caudolle says Asia ; Roxburgh
only knew it in a cultivated state in tropical India ; and Professor

Royle seems unacquainted with any wild station for it in the Himalaya
region*. Cashmere is the most likely to be the country whence it

sprang ;
for it seems to be the mother of many of our other culti-

vated fruita, and has from time immemorial been famous for the

excellence and abundance of its melons, which form a staple article of

the food of the inhabitants. For the varieties and cultivation of this

fruit see MELON, in AKTS AXD Sc. Div. ; we only here observe that all

the melons known in Europe belong to the present species, unless it

be the Winter Melon and ita varieties, and that kind poauibly origi-
nates from the following specie* :

C. utiliuimia, an annual, native of the higher cultivated lands

of India, but generally found in a cultivated state.
" The stem*

exactly as in C talirut, but not quite so extensive. Tendrils simple,
leave* broad-cordate, generally more or less Mobed

; lobes rounded,
toothlctted ; above pretty smooth, below scabrous, the largest gene-

rally about six inches each way. Floral leaves of the female flowers

seseile, and very email. Mole flowers axillary, peduucled, crowded,
but opening in succession. Female flowers axillary, ped-.mcled, soli-

tary, both sorts yellow, about an inch or an inch and a half in diameter.

Fruit fleshy, generally a very |>erfcct oval
;
when young, downy and

clouded with lighter and darker green ;
when rijie perfectly smooth,

variegated with <le<-]er and lighter yrilow ;
from 4 to 6 inches long,

and from 8 to 4 inches in diameter. This appears to me to be by far

the most useful species of C'vrttmu that I know. When little more
than one-half grown the fruits are oblong and a little downy ; in this

state they are pickled; when ripe they are about as large as an
ostrich's egg, smooth and yellow ; when cut they have much the

flavour of the melon, and will keep for several months if carefully
iMthrivd without being bruised and hung up; they are also in this

state eaten raw, and much used in curries by the natives. The seeds,
like- those of other ciicurbituceoiu fruits, contain much farinaceous

matter blended with a large portion of mild oil The natives dry and

grind them into a meal, which they employ a* on article of diet
; they

also express a mild oil from them, which they use iu food and to burn
in their lamps. Experience as well as analogy proves these seeds to

be highly nourishing, and well deserving of a more extensive culture

than is bestowed on them at present. The powder of the toasted

seed* mixed with sugar is said to be a powerful diuretic, and >

able in promoting the passage of sand or gravel The cultivation <>f

this species is chiefly couiiucd to the Guutoor Circar, where the seeds

form a considerable branch of commerce ; they are mixed with those

uf Jlulciu Svryltum, or some other of the large culmiferous tribe, and
sown together ;

these plants run on the surface of the earth, and help
to shade them from the sun, so that they mutually help each other.

The fruit keeps well for several mouths if carefully gathered and

suspended." (Roxburgh,
'

Flora Indies.')
C. laiiviu, the Cucumber, has rough stems bearing tendril*

;

leave* cordate, obscurely 5-lobed, petiolate, the terminal lobe the

largest ;
flowers on short peduncles, usually 3, of a yellow colour ;

the fruit is long, somewhat triquetrous, smooth or prickly, usually

Hhiniug. When very young the Cucumber is known by the name of

Uerkiu. Tartary is assigned to this species as its native country, Init

upon authority equally questionable with that for the Melon. N

ii traveller seems to have found it wild. [CucuMUKB, in ARTS

Div.]
C. Culocyntkit, the Colocynth Gourd. This plant furnishes the

drug Colocyuth, no well known for its purgative |>ropi-rtie*. It is

found wild iu the Grecian
Archipelago, Egypt, and the iiortli-etiKt.ru

part* of Africa generally. Burckhardt saw it covering large tracts iu

Nubia, and Roxburgh speaks of it as common on the coast of Coro-
uiondel It i* doubtful however whether the plant of the latter

botanist is not rather C. Pitiulo-Cdocyntliit. This species grows like

a cucumber, but has cordate ovate many-cut and lobed leaves, white
beneath with hairs. IU fruit is small, round, deep yellow, smooth, hard

externally, with an intensely bitter pulp. The gourds are gathered in

autumn, when they are beginning to turn yellow ; they are then peeled
and dried rapidly in stoves. [CyLoo.Mii, iu ARTS AMI Sc. Div J
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C. Citrulliu, the Water-Melon. Its deeply-lobed and gashed
leaves, and its round fruit, with a spotted rind and a cold watery
pink or white flesh, in which lie a number of black seeds, sufficiently
mark this species, which is most extensively cultivated all over India
and the tropics of Africa and America, and generally in hot countries,
but which is of no value in the north of Europe, where high flavour
is required more than cooling properties. This plant serves both for

food, drink, and physic to the Egyptians. It is eaten in abundance

during the season, which is from May to July. It is the only medi-
cine the common people use in ardent fevers : it is gathered when
ripe or almost decaying ;

the juice is expressed, and mixed with sugar
and rose-water. It is generally considered to be the Melon of the
Jews mentioned in many parts of the Bible.

The other species are of little moment compared with the pre-

ceding ; many are eatable, but they are in all respects inferior in quality
and size. C. Dudaitn is sometimes grown under the name of Queen
Anne's Pocket Melon, but it is a mere curiosity.

CUCUMITES, a genus of Fossil Plants, from Sheppey. (Bower-
bank.)

CUCURBITA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
C'wurbitacea. It has monoecious flowers; a campanulate yellow
corolla, the petals joined together and to the calyx. In the male
flowers the calyx is hemispherically campanulate. The stamens 5, in

three bundles, or joined at the apex ;
anthers abruptly curved both

at the base and the apex, the rest straight and parallel. In the
female flowers the calyx is obovate clavate, narrowed towards the

top or campanulate, and always circumcised under the limb after

flowering ;
the anthers usually sterile

; stigmas 3, thickish, and
2-lobed ;

fruit 3-5-celled ; seeds ovate, compressed, with hardly tumid

margins.
C. maxima, the Common Large Gourd, has cordate leaves, very

nigged hispid petioles ;
the tube of the calyx obovate, ending in a

short neck
;
fruit globose, somewhat depressed, yellow, red, or green.

The native country of this common plant, as well as that of its many
varieties, is unknown.

C. Melopepo, Squash Gourd, has cordate obtuse leaves, somewhat
5-lobed ; denticulated tendrils, usually transformed into very imper-
fect leaves

;
the calyx hemispherically campanulate, short, having the

throat much dilated ; the fruit depressed ; carpels irregular, rising

beyond the throat of the calyx ; the flesh dry, spongy, and white.

The fruit is flattened at both ends. It is of great use in long voyages,
for it can be kept for several months in a fresh state, and is commonly
made into pies like the pumpkin, or boiled and eaten with meat
instead of turnips or potatoes.

C. Pepo, Pumpkin, has cordate obtuse leaves, somewhat 5-lobed,

denticulated, the calyx ending in a neck beneath the limb ;
fruit

roundish or oblong, and smooth. It is a native of the Levant. This
is the Melon or Millon of the early horticulturists, the true melon

being formerly distinguished by the name of Musk-Melon. Though
often grown in gardens for curiosity, it is cultivated in many country
villages in England on dunghills, with the shoots trained a great

length on the grass. When the fruit is ripe a hole is often cut in the

side, the seeds taken out, and the space filled with apples, sugar, and

spice ; the whole being baked is then eaten with butter. On the
Continent the fruit is a good deal used in soups, and also stewed or

fried in oil and butter. Pumpkin pie is also very common in many
parts of the world. There are various receipts given in cookery-books
for dressing this fruit so as to render it a palatable and wholesome
article of diet.

C. aurantia, the Orange-Gourd, is rather more tender than the

other species. Its native country is unknown. It has hitherto only
been cultivated for curiosity. When trained spirally round a pole or

against a wall, and loaded with yellow fruit, it is very ornamental.

C. oviftra, Egg-Bearing Gourd, or Vegetable Marrow, has cordate

angular leaves, 5-lobed, denticulated, pubescent ;
the calyx obovate,

ending in a short neck, and cut round after flowering to the neck. It

is a native of Astrakhan. The herb and flowers are very like those of

C. Pepo, but less scabrous. This fruit is useful for culinary purposes
in every stage of its growth. When young it is good fried with butter

;

when larger, or about half grown, it is excellent either plain boiled or

stewed with a rich sauce
;
in either case it should be cut in slices.

The flesh has a peculiar tenderness or softness, from which circum-
stance it received its name

;
and this property remains till it is almost

fully grown, when it is used for pies.

C. Lagenaria,Common Bottle-Gourd (Lagenariavulyaritof Seringe),
is a musky-scented plant clothed with soft pubescence; the stems

climbing; tendrils 3- 4-cleft ;
leaves cordate, nearly entire; the flowers

monoecious, stellate, spreading much in fascicles; the fruit is pubes-
cent, but when mature quite smooth ;

the flesh white and edible. It

is a native within the tropics. The fruit is shaped like a bottle ;

when ripe of a pale yellow colour ; some nearly six feet long, with a

roundish bottom and a neck ; the rind becomes hard, and when dried
is capable of containing water. It is then of a pale bay colour. It is

very important that these bottles should be well and repeatedly washed

out, so as to remove all traces of a bitter principle in which they
abound, which is poisonous. It is said that a sailor was poisoned some

yeT8 since by drinking beer out of one of these bottles which had
been improperly prepared. Professor Royle also mentions, upon good

atithority, that cases of poisoning have occurred from eating the bitter

pulp of this plant, in which the symptoms were those of cholera.

There are about nineteen species of this genus : they are propa-

gated from seeds.

CUCURBITA'CE^E, Cucurlik, the Cucumber Tribe, a natural

order of Plants. It consists of climbing or trailing species with
unisexual flowers, scabrous stems and leaves, a lobed foliage, and a

more or less pulpy fruit with parietal placentae. Nearly all the species
climb by means of tendrils. The greater part consists of annuals,
either wholly, or in so far as their steins at least. The petals are

deeply veined, and usually either yellow, white, or green.
The order abounds in useful or remarkable plants, comprehending

as it does the Melon, Gourd, Cucumber, Colocynth, Bryony, and all

the many species approaching those types. Professor Royle, in his

valuable '

Illustrations,' remarks that "
they are chiefly remarkable

for the power of adapting themselves to the different situations where

they may be grown. Thus we hear of their affording large and juicy
fruit in the midst of the Indian Desert, where water is 300 feet from
the surface (Elphinstone) ; and they are equally grown in the dry
season on the sandy islands of Indian rivers ;

but excess of moisture
does not appear to be injurious, as the great majority are successfully
cultivated in the rainy season ;

and Mr. Moorcroft describes an exten-

sive cultivation of Melons and Cucumbers on the beds of weeds which
float on the lakes of Cashmere

; they are similarly cultivated in Persia

and in China. (' Hort. Trans.,' 2nd ser.. vol. i. p. 468, and Staunton's
'

Embassy.') Being chiefly annuals which a few months suffice to bring
to perfection, we find them succeeding in the summer temperature of

northern climates, and thus extending from the line to 55 or 60 of

northern latitude, and southwards to the Cape of Good Hope. Some
of the species may be seen in the most arid places ;

others in the densest

jungles. Planted at the foot of a tree, they emulate the vine in

ascending its branches
;
and near a hut they soon cover its thatch

with a coating of green. They form a principal portion of the culture

of Indian gardens : the farmer even rears them in the neighbourhood
of his wells."

The affinities of this order are with Datitcacciz and Seyoniacea;.
There are 56 genera and above 270 species.

jlfomnrdfrtt Jtalsarnina.

1, a uterilc flower
; 2, a fertile flower ; 3, a section of a need ; 4, the embryo.

Two principles especially deserve attention in this order
;
the one

saccharine and nutritious, the other bitter, acrid, and purgative ;
and

the qualities of the products of the species vary according to the

preponderance of the one or the other. In the Melon, the Gourd, and
their allies, the first exists almost exclusively, and hence the edible

nature of their fruit ;
but even here its well-known laxative quality

sufficiently attests the presence of the bitter principle in some degree.
In the Colocynth, the Bottle-Gourd, various species of Luffa, Bryony,
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and beam UM active and *v*a dangerous qualities of tbose plants,

from which tbe Cwmmber iteelf i* not exempt : only its bitterness

i. ileini*il by tb* peeolUr eultivalioci of that plant Tb* seeds of

>BM kinds yWld nil ; and thoee of CWvstw ilomonlira an said to

U ground inti a kind of ines! [CcrVMU; CrrrmiiTA; BsToniA ;

CTDDKS. [Mii AXOCS-]
I >WEED. [Kiiauti.)

I LEX. fCcucilwa.)
i ri.I C1DES iLatreilUl. a family of Dipterous Insect* of the

section JVpJUcrr*. It has the following characters : Proboscis long
and sledr, projecting forwards, usually straight, terminated by two

litU* lip-bke appendages ; sucker composed of six alender bristle-like

member.; palpi 5 jointed, grnwrmlly elongated; antenna; filiform,

emend with hairs in tbe male sex resembling little plumes ; eyes

eaaUfUou* ; no ocelli ; wings inclined, lying close to the body when
at net, and having on* marginal and two sub-marginal cells.

Tbe CWirirfsf. according to Latreille, constitutes the first family of

Diptaron* Insect*, and is the same group as that designated by Lin

i Ctdfi. It is divided into three genera, distinguished principally

by tbe following rhsncton:

AoojJirt'i (Mrigen.) Palpi equal in length to the proboscis in

botherxe*.
Cater. Palpi of the males longer than the proboscis, and in the

female* very short

(fdm. Palpi shorter than the proboscis in both sexes.

We an but too well acquainted with the torment inflicted by the

iiisiiuls of this tribe, which an known in this country by the name of

Onatx ; an called in France Cousins ; and in America Mosquitoes.
Tbe pain and irritation are caused by their piercing the skin to

feed upon tbe blood (by means of the little bristles forming part of

tbe proboscis), and injecting at the same time a poisonous fluid. It is

said tbe females alone arc the persecutors.
Tbe humming noise accompanying their flight is produced by the

vibration of their wings. Gnats' seldom appear during the day-time,

except in thick woods, and they always abound most in damp situa-

tions, a circumstance owing to the habits of their lamr, which reside

in stagnant water*.

Tb* female Onat deposit* her eggs (which amount to 200 or 300 in

a year) one by one : and as they are deposited they ore joined together,
mod form a little raft, which floats on the surface of the water. The

eggs an hatched in about three days' time, and produce little greenish
lamr, which have a distinct head and lengthened body, composed of

numerous segment*. The head is furnished with two ciliated organs,
which an in constant motion. This motion appears to be for the

purpose of creating a current, by which means minute animalcule}, or

other substance* which may constitute the food of the animal, are

dnwn into the mouth. Two other appendages, furnished with tufts

of hair, appear to co-operate with the former for this purpose.
Tbe breathing apparatus.of the larva consists of a tube, terminated

by radiating seta situated at the apex of the body ; through this tube
tbe air is conveyed to tbe trachea*, and for this

purpose it is brought
to tbe surface of the water, so that the animal is then in an inverted

position. Then is another apparatus also, situated at the tail of the

animal, opposed to tbe breathing apparatus, which servos as a fin, and
eosblei the larva to swim and dive with considerable velocity.

These Urns an full grown in about fifteen days' time
; they next

assume tbe pupa state
; the animal then appears to have a rounded

form, owing to the apex of the body being recurved. It still inhabits

tbe water and i* active ; the position of its breathing apparatus is

however altered, it bring now situated on the anterior part of the

body, sod consist* of two little tubes, which, as before, are
applied

to

tb* surfac* of tb* water for the reception of air. When about to
assuror tb* imago state, the skin which covered the pupa being
IcossDsd from tbe animal within, and the space between the two being
occupied with air, it floats upon the surface of the water; the Onat
breaks through tbe upper part, and stands on the skin it has quitted,
and which now serves as a little boat, upon which it floats until it has
attained strength to

fly.

Osfarimi(UnB.). the Common Onat, i* lew than a quarter of an
iswb Isl length ; tb* palpi and antenna; are brown ; the thorax is of a yel-
lowish brown, with two darker lines

; the abdomen U of a pale gray
colour; tb> legs an brown, and tb* base of the thighs yellowish.
Tb* insert which I* so troublesome in the West Indies, the Mos-

quito (Oultx IrospUfo), U not quite so large as the Common Onat
It* proboscis i* black ; tb* palpi an spotted with white; the head
and thorax *n spotted with silvery white, and the Utter has a curved
band of UM *Bin* bne. Tb* edges of the segment* of the body are also
of a silver lik* colour.

CULM, tb* stem or strsw of grassc*.
CCLTIROSTRE8, a DUD* given by Cuvier and others to a f.imily

of Birds, consisting of those species which were united under the genus
Ar4t* by Linnsraa, and whose bill is Urge, long, and strong, and most

<ros^Doiat*ds}*o,sach a* Cranes, Herons, Storks, Ac. [ARDKA.]CUMBRIA X ROCKS. Professor Sedgwick ha* given this term to
UM low*** series of Slatv Rook* which appear in the ramre. of Skiddaw

K.U in Cumberland. Tb*y U* below tb* green slaty

rocks of Scam-fell and the Old Han, which the same writer regards as

coeval with the strata of Snowdon, and ranks under the title of
Cambrian. [CAMBRIA* ROCKS.)
The succession of rocks, as pointed out by Professor Sedgwick in

the Cumberland hills, is as follows :

1. Skid. law Slate, usually without fossils, but containing Graptolittt
in one locality.

2. Coniston Limestone, abounding in fossils.

S. Coniston Flagstone and Grit.

These rooks find their representatives in those called Cambrian in

North Wales. Those Utter rooks an included by Sir Roderick

Miiivhison in his
'

Silurian System.' As the nomenclature of these

rocks is still a dispute! question, we subjoin the account of them

published by Mr. Jukm, in his work on '

Physical Geology.'
"Cambrian or Cumbrian Rocks. The word ' rocks is used here

instead of '

system,' or '

formation,' because we cannot yet precisely
toll the value of the Cambrian division. Cambrian means the rocks

of Wales ; Cumbrian those of Cumberland and Westmoreland. In

Wain these rocks consist of certain thick sandstones, gritstones, and

conglomerates, with Intel-stratified beds of green or green and imq.1.-

late*. It U in the uppermost of the slate beds of this Cambrian

group that the great Penrhyn and Llanberris slate quarries are

opened. They contain no fossils. These rocks are found to have a
thickness of upwards of 20,000 feet in some places in North Wales ;

but as the base of them is never exposed we know not how much
greater thickness they may possess, nor what is btjlow them. One

portion of this division has boon provisionally called the ' Barmouth
and Harlech Sandstone Group.' Their upper boundary is a purely

arbitrary line along the top of a certain set of beds drawn by the

officers of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, under the direction

of Sir H. T. He la Beche, C.B. ; their reason fur drawing it being

simply that no fossils have as yet been found below that line, whereas
fossils are pretty abundant in many places above it. It must not be

forgotten that Professor Sedgwick (of whose peculiar department we
are now speaking, he being the one geologist who has single-handed
done far the most to unravel the structure of these older rocks)
dissents from this placing of the boundary of the Cambrian Rocks ;

and himself places it much higher, so as to include the beds we shall

subsequently speak of, as Lower Silurian, dividing his system into

Upper and Lower Cambrian. There con be no doubt that if we

neglect the fossils, and look only to the physical structure and position
of the rocks of Wales, Professor Sedgwick is right. There con be no
reason for drawing the boundary where it has been drawn, and along
no other geological horizon in North Wales, except the fact that

fossils have been found in all the rocks above that line of division, and
in none of those below. Whether they may not hereafter be found
is another question. If we go to Cumberland, Professor Sedgwick
there describes the Cambrian, or, as he there calls them, Cumbrian

Rocks, as likewise consisting of upper and lower, and gives the

following abstract of them :

{Coniston

Flagstone .

Coniston Limestone
Slates and Porphyry

Cumbrian, Lower Skiddaw Slate

F**t
. 1500

300
. 10,000

6000

He describes these however as all fossiliferoua, which, by the rule

lately mentioned, would exclude them from being considered as
Cambrian at all, more especially as the fossils of the upper beds ore
such as palaeontologists seem agreed to consider of Silurian age. It

is highly probable that tbe Skiddaw Slates are of the same age
as the Barmouth and Harlech Sandstone Group of North Wales,
which likewise contains the best roofing-slates of that country. In
that case, according to the classification adopted by the Geological
Survey, the Skiddaw sUtes would be considered Cambrian, and all

above them as Silurian. The reader will gee from these statements
that this part of the classification of the stratified rocks is far from

being settled. There is however no dispute about the things
themselves; the rocks are all known, and their order completely
ascertained; the uncertainty is merely as to the name by whii-'h

certain portions of them shall be called." [WALKS, OEOLOOT or, in

Gsoo.
CUMINOIA. [CosctiACEA.]
CUUINUM, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

I'mMliferir. It has 5 calyx teeth, which are lanceolate, setaceous,

unequal, and permanent The petals ore oblong, emarginate, erect,

spreading, with an indexed lobe. The fruit is contracted at the side.

The ridges of half-fruits wingless ; the primary filiform, minutely
muricated, the laterals forming a border, the secondary more promi-
nent and aculeated

;
the channels under the secondary ridges with

one vitta in each. The species are annuals, with multifid leaves,

having setaceous divisions. The flowers are pink or white.

CUMMINOTONITE, an American Mineral belonging to the Horn-
blende series. It is fibrous, of an ash-gray colour, with a slight silky
lustre. H U found at Cummington and Plainfield, in Massachusetts.

(Uana, Mineralogy.)
CUNITA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

Labiatir. It has a 13-nerved calyx, ovate, tubular, equal, 5-toothed,
the throat villous inside. The corolla having the tubs equalling the
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calyx, naked inside, and the limb bilabiate; the upper lip erect,

flattish, usually emarginate ;
lower lip spreading, trifid, with nearly

equal entire lobes, the middle lobe rather the largest and emargiuate.
The stamens 2, erect, exserted, without any rudiments of the upper
two

; filaments glabrous, toothless ;
anthers 2-celled, cells parallel, or

at length divaricate. The style shortly bifid at the apes ; the lobes

nearly equal, subulate, minutely stigmatiferous at top ;
the achenia

dry and smooth. The flowers small, white, or purplish. The species
are herbs, shrubs, or undershrubs.

C. Mariana, native of Canada to Carolina, on dry mountains, is a

branched herb with short glabrous branches, but pubescent at the

nodes. The corolla is about twice as long as the calyx, and is pubes-
cent inside, and of a red colour. It is employed medicifially,
where it grows, in slight colds and fevers, with a view to excite

perspiration.
C. microcephaly is also used medicinally in coughs and colds, in

Brazil, where it grows. It has a procumbent stem, with scarcely

pubescent branches ; the leaves petiolate, oblong or obovate, obtuse,

quite entire, or subsinuately serrated, narrowed at the base, glabrous,
and flat. The corolla is white ; the throat villous inside.

There are several species of this genus, none of which are of any
known use except those above mentioned.

CUNNINGHAMIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Coniferce. C. Sinentu is an evergreen Chinese tree, formerly
called Pinut lanceolata. It has narrow oval lanceolate stiff pungent
leaves, which, when the plant is old enough, collect into cones, after

the manner of an Araucaria, The plant will live near London in the

open air, with a little protection in winter.

CUNONIA'CK^E, Cunoniads, a small natural order of Polypetalous
Apocarpous Exogens, allied to Saxifragacert, with which they were

formerly united. They are trees or shrubs, inhabiting Southern

Africa, South America, and very sparingly the East Indies. In most

respects their flowers are constructed like those of Saxifragacea, but
the styles are more consolidated, and they have a dense spiked or

racemose inflorescence instead of a few loosely-arranged blossoms.
The leaves are opposite, and furnished with interpetiolar stipules,
and being pinnated, in most cases give the plants a peculiar aspect.
Little is known of thefa- properties, except that their bark is some-
times very astringent, and used for tanning purposes. There are

22 genera and 100 species.

C. Weinmnnnin rubfscfnt,

1, a perfect flower ; 2, an ovary ; 3, a tianvcrc section of the same
; 4, a

ruit.

Crr'KKSSJ.VITES, a genus of Fossil Plants from Sheppey,
containing 13 species. (Bowerbank.)
CU IT, KSS< }(

'

K I N IT KS, a gmns of Crinnldm. (Or,l,lf,

CUPRESSUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

XAT. HIST. DIV. vor.. ii.

Coniferai, distinguished from the firs and pines by its leaves being
mere scales, its cones formed of a small number of peltate woody
bracts, and the seeds very small, angular, and several to each bract.
Botanists mention several species, but of these three only are suited
to the climate of Great Britain.

C. iempervirens, the Common Upright Cypress, is a native of the
warmer parts of Europe, but has long since been transferred to

gardens for the sake of its deep evergreen branches and leaves, and
the gloomy air it imparts to the situations which it occupies. Its

timber is of great durability : it is probable that Gopher-Wood, which
some have referred to the cypress, was rather the timber of Thuja
articulala. It is not much cultivated in England, the climate being
too damp and cold for it in summer; otherwise it is sufficiently

capable of resisting the cold of winter. Its formal mode of growth
moreover is not to the taste of the people of this country. The
cypress was anciently, as well as at present, in south-eastern Europe,
chosen as a memorial of the dead

;
and they are still the principal

ornaments of cemeteries in Greece and all over the Ottoman empire.
C. horizonialit, the Spreading Cypress, is a far handsomer species,

partaking in all the excellent qualities of the last, being more hardy,
and becoming a beautiful object with its graceful spreading branches,
loaded, as they usually are, with large round cones. Miller has

rightly pointed out the difference between this and the last, but it is

nevertheless exceedingly uncommon in the collections of this country.
The Spreading Cypress of the nurseries is nothing but a very slight

variety of C. tempervirent.
C. Lmitanica, the Cedar of Goa, differs from the two preceding in

its much ftver mode of growth, and in its leaves having a singularly

glaucous colour.. It is said to be of Indian origin, but has long since

been naturalised in Portugal, where about Cintra it acquires a large
size. In England it will only succeed well in the warm parts of the
southern coast.

CUPULE, a kind of cup or involucre surrounding certain kinds of

fruit, and composed of bracts more or les grown together. In the
oak the cup of the acorn is the cupule ;

in the hazel-nut it is the
husk ; in the beeoh and chestnut the prickly shell

;
and in the horn-

beam the lobed bract.

CUPULIFER^E. [CoBTLACE*.]
CUPULITES. [ACALEPHJ!.]
CURASSOW. [CKACIDJ:.]
CURCU'LIO, a genus of Insects founded by Linnaeus for such

Tetramerous Coleoptei'a as have club-shaped antennae inserted on a

prolonged rostrum. In the twelfth edition of the '

Systema Naturae,'
95 species are enumerated. The progress of entomology has con-

verted the genus, as defined by its founder, into a family including
several thousand species, though the original name is retained for a
few South American beetles, of which CurciUio iplendidut is the type.
The popular name for these insects, whatever may be their scientific

designation, is the Weevil. The Weevils are favourites with the

entomologist on account of the sigularity and often beauty of their

forms and colours. The splendid Diamond Beetle, the wing-cases of

which furnish such gorgeous microscopic objects, is a member of the
tribe. Many of them are adorned with the most vivid metallic lustre,
and some in intensity and brightness of hue emulate gems, and have
been used for purposes of ornament. The family includes very
numerous genera and species, and they are distributed widely over
the world.
The Weevils are interesting in another point of view. Many of

them are dangerous enemies to the agriculturist, destroying grain,

fruit, flowers, leaves, and stems, and from their numbers often perpe-

trating serious mischief. Their natural history therefore has been
made an object of special researches, in the hope of counteracting
their ravages. We shall here give some account of the noxious

species.
1. Weevils attacking the nutritive organs of plants. Ehynchitcs

Betideti is a little blue or green beetle, glossed with metallic lustre,
which attacks the vine and the pear-tree. It is four lines in length,
one-third of which is occupied by its snout. Short; spines on the
thorax distinguish the male from the female. It attacks the leaves

of the plants mentioned, in order to construct its habitation of

them, and with a view to their furnishing food for its offspring. It

rolls up the leaves and deposits its eggs in the rolls, where they are

hatched, the nest afterwards supplying the larvie with food. As the

maggot grows, the rolled leaf and its stalk dry up, and at length fall

fco the ground on the first high wind, by which time the maggot is

fully grown and ready to leave its house, to bury itself in the ground
and wait for the spring, when it is to appear in a new garb as a

Weevil
The process by which the roll is made is thus described by Kollar :

" When the female has selected a, suitable leaf, she cuts the petiole
with her rostrum almost half through, so that it hangs down, and
is more conveniently placed for future proceedings. She then begins
to roll the leaf together, generally alone, but sometimes assisted by
the male. While this operation is going forward, she also lays her

eggs, that is, she pierces the roll, lays an egg in the opening, and

pushes it in with her rostrum, in such a manner that it remains on
the inner side of the leaf. When she has introduced five or six eggn
in this manner, between the different folds, she rolls the remaining

I
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rtof th*Maf*irelytot.*her. eo Ua K to impossible to dtoooTer.

(ram the outward appearanrr in what manner the egg* weredeposited,
Thto beetle HI extntnely injurious to TUMjraTdTby defoliating the

Ti*.aJVr which UM grape* wiU not ripen, and the pro*pect of a

turtege U destroyed. Th. rolled up Wave* containing lU yonng

eh<mfi be eerefolly eoUectod nd destroyed brfure UM worms have

Urn. to errive .1 maturity.
(*

It* operation* are often

MMAw /<</ to another beetle which

to injurious to the vine by gnawing off the young shoot*. It also
'

i the roots of raeeoJeat plant*.
etCeeevjt to a little Weevil only two line* long, with a

wry abort bmk, a black bead, body, and thorax ; and reddixh antenna,

feet, and wurea**e. It attacks the voung leaves of young fruit-

tree*, above all those of the peach, and to both a glutton and an

; for while H devour* meet voraciously, it wlecte only the

, portion* of UM leaf, the cellular parenchyma, leaving the

midrib end petiole untouched. It appear* very early in spring, and

after pairing the female deposit* her egg* in the ground, the grub
i liag on the root* of variou* plant* until the following spring.

Wbn these ineeot* an,on the tree*, they must be gathered with

the band.

There to a very small species of KkyncMHa, the R. AUiaritt, scarcely

a line and a half in length, and of a eteel-blue or green colour, which,

l.y injuring the honta.of young tree* and fine grafts, is a source of

great annoyance to the planter, sometimes perpetrating great ravage*

in nunoriM, without distinction a* to the kind of trees. The

fallowing lulejrottin*. account of the operations of this insect is

extracted from Roller :

When the about of the tree or graft to about a span long, the

female *lniils one that suit* her, and it does not signify to what

kind of fruit-tree it may belong. A* soon as she has reached the

moat suitable pert of the shoot, she marks the place first by a prick
or by a small cut, where she intend* to cut off the bud or shoot

8be then recede* about a line upwards, and begins (with her head

turned downward*), on the side which is not next the tree, to bore

with ber proboeoU, until she reache* the middle of the shoot With
it ahe also widen* the chamber, and prepares it for her offspring. She

then places linieilf over the entrance, and lays an egg, which is pushed
in by th proboscis and conveyed to the proper place. This operation
la*U an hour. Immediately after the female returns to the former

place,
to cut off the shoot, moving it from one side to the other with

her probceeU, until she baa cut it a certain depth. She then gives
some decided thrust*, which she continues, without fatigue, till the

hoot only hangs by the under part When she observes this, she

geta np on the point of the twig, to make it fall over by her own

weight It not unfreq-iently happens that it falls immediately, the

hoot having been previously so cut as to remain attached to the

tarn only by the bark. If the beetle however find* that the pierced
hoot doe* not (all, she turns back to labour again at the same place,

ad eute (till deeper through the branch ; and if she is not able to

divide it, she get* up once more to the further extremity, by which
Mint the generally succeeds in bringing the separated branch to the

ground. When thto labour to over, she feeds upon a leaf, scraping off

the epidermis, which serves her a* food." This operation i* repeated

day after day for the same purpose ur til the middle of June, at the

rate of two egg* a day, the insect i .posing under a bent leaf at

night Her work to interrupted by
4 bad weather. When the egg i*

hatched, nnially in eight days, tor grub eat* the pith of the shoot

which fall* off, upon which it leaves its habitation, and buries itself

M the earth, when it mike* a *ubtrraneous vault for it* winter

nsiitonn*. When the spring come*, it appears a* a Weevil to pursue
the avocations above d-ncrilwd. The beetle to timid, and drops from
the leaf when approached, so that, when we proceed to gather them,
which should be done in order to destroy them (besides collecting
and destroying all fallen and injured ihooU where their egg* may be),
we moot approach with caution to gain our object

There an two species of Weevil which attack the wood of the

pint tree, namely, the //fo6iiu A bietit and Piaodtt notatta ; the first is

UM larger sfeoise, and usually precede* the latter in its atUcki
UM one to plentiful, the other to also abundant, and vice versa ; the
cease of thto correspondence in numbers being, that they usually
only Meek neb tree* as an sickly, but when the supply of sickly
tree* fails, they an apt to hav* recourse to the more healthy plant*,
and thu* may destroy valuable plantations. They apparently attack

sickly tree* in preference, since in such the motion of the sap is
'

k, an<l there to not no much ra*in exuded a* to oppo*e and
their operations. Th* larger insect attacks both bark and

buds, an 1 dangerously wounds such ramifications of the root* a* are
near the MrfSac* of the ground. The wound to an ugly bean-slmped
car. The second species chiefly confines it* attack* to the bark and
sickly oonea. The wounds it make* resemble pin-hole*, and an often

extremely nunnroin. On account of their caution and timidity, both
bee* t*je*ot, although numerous when present, an very difficult

i > ftod. The best prevctttive of their ravages to to root np and burn
Mb yonng trees in the plantation a* are sickly.
There to a specie, of CWWre, the C. Paimarum, which in South

America attacks the pith of the palm-tree. It* larva to called by the
eclonUU Ver Palmtte, and to eeteemeii a delicacy.

In the third volume of the 'Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society of Kngland,' Mr. Curtis has given an account of two little

Weevils, CeutorliyncJnu luiimtfit and C. contracttu, which injure turnip

crops by puncturing the leaves of the young turnips, sometimes

causing as much damage as the Turnip-Fly (J/altica ffemonun). They
should tie collected from the turnip-flowers left for seed, by shaking
the stalks over a bog-net or cloth, and sweeping the insects into a

pail of lime and water. The insects should afterwards be destroyed

by boiling, as the hardness of their horny coat renders it no easy
matter to destroy them otherwise.

v Weevils attacking the reproductive organs of plants. There
is a little brown Weevil which often destroys our prospects of a

pli-Miful supply of apples. As soon as the spring comes it goes
forth to seek the apple-tree, and when the blossom-buds appear, and
are full of sap, it deposits its eggs in them, so that the grubs an
hatched in the fint warm weather, and immediately proceed to destroy
the generative organs of the plant, eating up the innermost first. It

is called Anllt'inomiu Pomorum. The affected flowers swell out, and
form a sort of cup, within which, when we open them, we find the

torva in the form of a small white maggot with a black head. The
beetle selects the finest apple-blossoms to be the cradles of its off-

spring. It bores a hole in them with it* proboscis, making a canal

even to the parts of fructification ;
then laying it* eggs at the entrance

it turns round and pushes them in with its snout as far as it can.

This operation it repeat* as long as it has eggs to lay, walking from
blossom to blossom, choosing the finest and calmest days i

labours. Nothing but gathering the beetles and destroying the

affected Bowers can arrest their progress in the orchard, and by doing
so we may diminish their number, though, it ia to be feared, hopes of

their extirpation are vain.

There is another Weevil of the same genus, the A. Pyri, very
similar in appearance, which destroys both blossom and leaf-buds of

the pear, and which, when not too numerous, may even increase the

crop by preventing an overweight of fruit The ascent of both these

beetles up the trunks of the trees may be impeded by circles of

paper covered with tar.

The fruit of the plum is destroyed by a Weevil called Rhynrhita
cnprtui, which sometimes also makes use of the soft spring shoots of

plum and apricot trees. The female beetle attacks the plums when

they are about the size of almonds. She has two objects in view :

first, to deposit her egg in the pulp ; and second, to sever the fruit

from the tree in order that the larva may bury itself in the earth

preparatory to its final metamorphosis. The first purpose she effects

by cutting the epidermis with her proboscis, raising it, boring a hole

in which her egg is to be'laid, and after that has taken place covering
it carefully over with the raised skin so as to prevent the access of

water. Before she seta about this, she half cuts through the pedun-
cles

;
and when the egg-laying operation is completed she severs the

stalk entirely ; the joint operations occupy from two to three hours.

It takes the grub five or six weeks to devour the pulp of the plum.
If left undiflturbed, the beetle never leaves the tree until it has

pierced and thrown down every plum it can find. The only remedy
or preventive to its destructive industry is to gather and destroy the

affected plums. Similar ravages are committed on the apple by ano-

ther species of Rhynchita, R. liaechiu, the hue of which U beautiful

purple and gold.
In the first volume of the ' Transactions of the Entomological

Society,' Mr. W. Christy has made known a Weevil, the Catamlra
IK/I, which destroys tamarind stones. There are sometime*

thirty or forty of those \Veevils in a single stone. Ue was led to seek
for them from finding that the stones of tamarinds sometime*
crumbled to pieces in the mouth. In such cases the albumen was

perforated in every direction, and the cavities filled with a brow ni-li

powder. Those in which he first found the insect exhibited no tr.i< o

of puncture in the epidermis. It would be curious to ascertain in
v. !i it manner the parent insect deposits her eggs. If she attacks the
fruit in an advanced state she must have to make her way through
the external shell, the internal acid pulp, and the leathery envelope
of the inside, before arriving at the stone itself.

A more destructive species of Calamirn is the Corn-Weevil, C. gra-
naria. In this cane the maggot also is found in the centre of grains
without traca of an aperture. The insect probably lays the ezg in the
blossom. It is often very abundant in old granaries. The bread
made from the affected flour is supposed sometimes to be unwhole-
some. Perfect ventilation and a constant shifting of the grain are the

mi-dies. Mr. Mills state* ('Kiit. Tnms' v..l. i.) that a boat of
110* Fahrenheit <liil not prevent the development of the insect, whilst
from 130" to 140 killed them.
The HrnfMiu granariat attacks peas and beans, selecting the finest

seed* in which to deposit her eggs. The bean- MM.] |..M ii. |.u in Knit
ulfiT sometimes severely from this beetle. It is a little black punc-

iih. ?:, It - at ti..- BUD* . tceat. /'. /YW. n.

larger species, common in peas from Germany and Russia, is in \rtli
i at times such a pest, that in some States, towards the

beginning of the last century, the cultivation of peas was abandoned
in consequence of its ravages.
The family of CurctUiontiiat, as at present constructed, has 1 n

made the subject of special research on the C<inliii"iit
1>_\

M. Si lin-
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herr, and in England by Mr. Walton. The former entomologist has

published a work entitled * Genera et Species Curculionidum.'

CU'RCUMA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Zinyiberacece. It haa the tube of the corolla gradually enlarged

upwards ;
the limb 2-lipped, each lip 3-parted ;

the single filament

broad
;
the anther incumbent, with two spurs at the base

;
the style

capillary ;
the capsule 3-celled ; the seeds numerous, arillate. The

species are stemless plants with tuberous roote
;
the flowers are of a

dull yellow colour, surrounded by bracteolse.

C. Zerumbel, Zedoary, has lateral spikes, the tubers palmate, pale
straw-coloured ;

the leaves from 4 to 6 together, with a long some-

what winged petiole, with a dark purple cloud running down the

centre ; the flowers shorter than the bracteoto ;
the embryo truncate,

nearly as long as the seed, the upper half lodged in the vitellus, the

lower half in the periBperm. This plant is the Zedoaria longa of the

shops, and has the same property as the following species. It is a

native of the East Indies and Java.

C. Zedoaria, Broad-Leaved Turmeric, has the spikes lateral ;
bien-

nial tubers, which are yellow internally ;
the leaves petioled broad-

lanceolate, entire, underneath covered with soft sericeous down. This
is the Zedoaria rotunda of the shops. Fc"e has confounded this plant
with Ktrmpferia rotunda, wljiuh has no sensible properties resembling
the plant in question. The tubers of this plant are aromatic, and
are used by the Hindoos not only as a stimulating condiment auil a

medicine, but as a perfume. Its sensible properties are very like

those of ginger, but not so powerful. It is employed in the East in

faxes of disease, as colic, cramp, torpor, &c., where stimulants are

indicated. Tlie Zedoary is used under the same circumstances. Tha
roots of both these plants are imported into Europe, but are not used

extensively. C. Zedoaria is a native of Bengal, China, and various

other parts of A.ti.-i, and of the Asiatic Islands.

C. rub&ceiw has lateral spikes, the tubers pearl-coloured inside
;
the

leaves bifurious. broad -lanceolate, cuspidate, smooth, strongly marked
with parallel veins, of a uniform dark green with the nerves or ribs

red, 1 2 to 24 inches long, 5 or 6 inches broad ; the scapes invested with
several dark reclduh sheaths. It is a native of Bengal. All the parts
of the plant have a pleasant aromatic smell when the plant is bruised.

The pendulous tubers of this and several other species of Curcuma

yield starch, and are employed by the natives for preparing arrow-
root. In Travancore it forms the principal diet of the natives.

C. Amada, Mango-Ginger, has few-flowered central spikes ; the
tubers horizontal, palmate, of a deep orange colour inside

;
the leaves

radical, bifarious, petioled above their sheaths, lanceolate cuspidate,
smooth on both sides, from 6 to 18 inches long by 3 to 6 inches broad.

This plant is a native of Bengal, and is called by the Bengalees
Amada. It is called Mango-Ginger because the fresh rout has the
smell of a mango. It ia used for the same purposes as ginger.

C. leucvrltiza grows in the fore.sts of Bahar, where it is called

Tikor. It has remarkably long tubers, often a foot in length, of a

pale yellow inside, and they produce an excellent arrow-root.
C. anyustifotia, with stalked narrow lanceolate leaves, is a native of

the forests of India from the banks of the Lona to Na<rpore. Its

tubers, which are found at the end of fleshy tibri-s which meet toge-
ther forming a crown, yield an excellent arrow-root, which u that met
with in the markets of Benares.

C. lonya, the common Turmeric, is cultivated all over India, and is

used as a condiment and for dyeing. The root is divided into several

fleshy fingers, of an oblong form, and as thick as the thumb. The
leaves spring at once from the crown of the root, have a lanceolate

figure, sheathe each other at the base, are 'about a foot long, and

produce from their centre a short thick leafy spike, in the axil of

I bracts are seated the inconspicuous pale cream-coloured
flowers. Dr. Roxburgh gives the following account of the manner in

which the plant is cultivated :

" The ground must be rich, friable, and
so high as not to be drowned in the rainy seasons, such as the

Bengalees about Calcutta call Danga. It is often planted on land
where sugar-cane grew the preceding year, and is deemed a meliorating
crop. The soil must be well ploughed and cleared of weeds, &c. It

is then raised in April and May, according as the rains begin to fall,
into ridges, nine or ten inches high, and eighteen or twenty broad,
with intervening trenches, nine or ten inches broad. The cuttings or

seta, namely, small portions of the freuli root, are planted on the tops
of the ridges, at about eighteen inches or two feet asunder. One acre

requires about nine hundred such sets, and yields in December
and January about two thousand pounds weight of the fresh root."

[TURMERIC, in ARTS AND Sc. Dr;]
CURLEW. [SCOLOPACITA]

I CAN'T. [RIBES.J

CURRUCA, a genus of Insessorial Birds belonging to the tribe
Dmtirottra and family Syhiadce. It includes, according to Yarrell,
the'following British species :

Curruca atrica/nlla, the Black-Cap Warbler.
C. horteniii, the G.irdrn-Warbler.

C. cinerea, the Common White-Throat.
C. tylvieUa, the Lesser White-Throat. [BLACK-CAP; SYLvrAD^E

;

WHITE-THROAT.]
rrUSoltirs. [CHARADBIA
CUSCUTA'CEJi, L>odder, the Dodder Tribe, a small natural order

of Monopetalous Exogcns, cut off from ComolrulacecE because of their

imbricate corolla, which does not fall off after flowering, their seeds

with a spiral acotyledonous embryo, and their leafless parasitical
habit. There are but two genera of this order, Cuscntu, and Lepidanchf.
About 50 species have beeu described.

Cuscuta, Dodder, is a genus met with in moat temperate climates,
the species fixing themselves on the branches of woody or other

plants, twisting round them, striking a number of minute suckers

down upon their bark, and thus attracting from the system of

the plants and from the air the sustenance necessary to their own

support. Hence they are true parasites, although they do not actually,
like mistletoe, plunge their roots into the wood and incorporate
themselves with the tissue.

Cutailn FjnV/ii/mum, twining round Lucerne.

I, perfect fiucr; 2, a corolla cut ojieu ; 3, an ovary with its calyx ;

4, the embryo.

The following are the species of Cuacuta found in Great Britain :

C. Europaa, Common Dodder, a white or reddish-looking annual,
which flings ite thread-shaped arms like a cluster of living threads

round the branches of heath, furze, &c., on commons and dry wastes.

It has no leaves, except tiny scales that stand in their room
;
and it

bears small clusters of white bell-shaped blossoms, each of which has

five scales at the base of its tube. The fruit is a little membranous

capsule, opening transversely like a soap-box, and dropping four seeds

upon the soil. There is a common prejudice that these seeds actually
strike root into the plant ; but that this is a popular error is sufficiently

shown by the following observations translated from De Caudolle :

" The seed of dodder differs from that of other Convolvulaceie by the

absence of cotyledons, as the dodder itself differs from them by the

absence of leaves ;
the latter are either entirely absent, or are reduced

to almost imperceptible scales. The germination of the dodder is

effected, like that of plants in general, in the earth, and without

requiring the presence of other vegetables. The embryo, deprived of

its cotyledons, is nourished, in its first development, at the expense
of the central albumen which it envelops. The slender and simple
radicle descends into the earth ;

and the plumule, equally simple and

cylindrical, rises like a thread : if it finds no other living plant near it,

it dies ; if it finds one, it surrounds the stem, and from the points of

contact proceed hollow tubercles or suckers which plant themselves

in the bark, and suck the juice which has been elaborated by the plant
attacked

;
then the root becomes obliterated and dies, and the plant

lives from that time forward by its suckers only. Whilst it was not

a parasite, it rose vertically ;
as soon as it became one, it was no longer

tempted to direct itself either vertically, or towards the light. Its

shoots dart from one plant to the other, and thus are conveyed to new
victims when the old ones are exhausted. Often the seeds germinate
before they quit the capsules, and the new plant immediately becomes

a parasite ;
this is particularly observed iu the Cuacuta monoyyna,

which attacks the vines in Languedoc.
"The dodders, called by the French cultivators Teigne, Rache,

Perruque, &c., are very dangerous to the fields of leguminous plants

which they attack, and upon which they multiply themselves with

singular rapidity. They destroy the plants either by depriving them
of their nourishment, or by strangling them in their folds. It is

difficult to guard against them on account of the rapidity of their

vegetation, the facility with which they pass from one plant to

another, the abundance of their seeds, and the double power which

they possess of germinating either iu the earth or in the capsule.

M. Vaucher cleared his artificial fields from dodder pretty well by

perpetually breaking and dividing their stalks with a rake. The
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r to me really efficacious are Immediately to mow
all UM portion* 'of artificial meadow where dodder kas been sern to

develop iteetf. and to do it before it can have produced seed. If it

appear in Seed* of t-i. UM plante n"vk*H must be cut down, or

rooted up; and if it appear among vines, the branches must be cut

before the seed is matured. If these precautions have been neglected,

and a portion of the land ahould be infested with these seeds, the

crop which ha* been attacked mart be replaced by crops of corn or of

sjisise Thus time is given to the eeeds of dodder which have been

eoaeealH in UM eoO, to develop themselves, when they may peris*

without doing any harm, since the soil And* itself covered with planU
which cannot nourish them. A* to the seeds of leguminous plante

which may b* infested by a mixture with thoee of the dodder, the

be*t miens to -get rid of them is to sift them in a tolerably fine sieve,

so that UM eeeds of UM dodder, which are very small, may pass

through, leaving those of the trefoil or of the lucerne. In tins

operation the seed must be shaken rather violently, so as to break the

capsule* of the dodder, and to force their aeeds out"
i t,*l,*m, Flax-Dodder, has clusters of bracteatod sessile flowers,

the tube of the corolla ventricoee; Male* adpreseed, fimbriated, distant

below, with roundad spaces ; the calyx with fleshy segments, deltoid

below, nearly as long as the tube of the corolla. This species i*

parasitical on flax, and very injurious to the crop.
C. BfMkymmm, Leaser Dodder, has clusters of bracteated sessile

flowers; tube of the corolla cylindrical; the scales converging, as long
as the tube of the corolla, fimbriated, and rounded at the end, approxi-
mate below, with narrow acute spaces ;

the calyx bell-shaped, shorter

than the tube of the corolla. It is parasitical on small shrubby plants.

(,'. Trijolii, Clover-Dodder, has the scales converging, half as long as

the tube of the corolla, fimbriated and rounded at the end, distant

below, with rounded spaces; the calyx narrowed below about as long
a* the tube of the corolla. It is parasitical on clover.

(Babingten, iftumal of BritU/t Bvtany. )

CUSHAT. [-
fSPARIA.
-PAKD-APPLK.

CUTICLE. [EnDKBukl
1T1.K FISH. [SEMADJt]
\XITK. [KlAMTE.]

i VA'THEA, a genus of PlanU belonging to the natural order of
Fern*. The son are globose, situated upcn a vein or veinlet, or in

the axil of a fork of the vein
; the receptacle elevated, globose, or

columnar; the involucre globose, inferior, membranaceous, or some-
what horny, at first entire and covering the whole sorus, afterwards

bursting from the top with a nearly circular opening, becoming cup-
shaped, more or leas entire, or laciniatrd, or lobed ; the veins pinnate,

simple, or forked, free. (Hooker.) The species are arborescent, and
the trunks are often beautifully marked with the scars of the fallen

frond*. The frond* are simple or pinnate, or decompoundly pinnate.
The stipe is frequently aculeated. The specie* of this extensive

genii* of Kern* are found most highly developed in tropical climates.

They give a peculiar feature to the vegetation of many districts of
Mouth America, and specimens have been brought from the forests of
linuil. the mountain* of Mexico and Peru, from the islands of the
Kaitrrn, Western, and Southern Oceans, and from the south of Africa
and the ulterior of India and China. Sir William Hooker, in the

ttpecie* Filicum,' enumerate* about forty different BjiccieA They
are difficult to determine when brought to this country.

"
They

have," lays Sir William Hooker, "arborescent trunks whose appear-
ance, and even external form, are only known to travellers who have
the privilege of eraing them in their native soils. The fronds, gigantic
in mart cases, and large in all, seldom reach us in an entire state. We
are but little acquainted with the stipes, whether it be unarmed or
euleated, or with any other character which may afford marks of

distinction. The shape or outline of the entire frond we have rarely
the means of ascertaining : nor do we Jmow what is the exact nature
of Ha composition, nor the value to be put upon the more or less

downy or acmly covering of the pinna, or the greater or less breadth
*epJnn*^or pinnule*, or segments, or the more or less deeply

rrsted margins. Hence, too, their synonymy becomes inextricable;
rttbout th opportunity of examining authentic specimens of

uthor*, their sped** in many instance* must be looked upon as
The difficulty is increased by the older author* not con-

riertng^tbe
aator* of the fructification nor the venation, so that in'

_*
* n d te movt common, and, we presume, the- the one upon which the gruus appear* to have been

, CfuHtt ariona, correctly named."
The following is UM definition of the typical species :_
C. crterec. Common Trec-Fern, unarmed, or with few distant short

, on the main racbis and stipe* which are frequently downy ;... _i
,_, Unceolate. elongate, much acuminated,

,
or with the rachi* and oosta hairy, paler

on*, cup-shaped in age, a little contracted
ward*, opening with a beautifully even margin. It i* a native of

Jamaica, Ilwj.iuoU. Martinique, ht Vincent, probably the West India
Island* (etwraUy, and BruiL

In Hooker'. Species Kih<-.im
'

the members of this genu* are di-
Uibutod according to the dutricte in which they grow. Twenty-one

Ir^bWnn.te; ptonuls.
deeply pionatind. glabrous,U ; involucre coriaceo

species are natives of the West Indies, Mexieo, and South America.
Two only are found in South Africa. Eleven are natives of Eastern
India and islands, the Pacific Inlands, and New Zealand.
Few of these Ferns are used by man, and although very elegant are

seldom cultivated. One of them, C. metitUlaru, a native of New
Zealand, produces a starchy matter, which is used by the natives as

food, and called Mamaga. The starch is found HI the roots, and
them are baked and eaten as food.

(Hooker, Speciti Filicttm ; liurnett, Outlinn of Botany.)
CYAT1I< "KIM IKS, a genus of Fossil Vrinoidta, confined to the

Palfoozuic Strata. [KXCKINITES.]
CYATHUPHY'LLUM, a genus of MadrcphyUiaa, which occurs

fossil in Pakcoaoic Strata, especially in the calcareous beds of the
Silurian and Carboniferous Rocks. In the works of Uoldfuss, Murchi-
son, and Phillips, many species sro recorded from the Eifel, Siilnji,

Devon, Yorkshire, Ac. [HaDUHmUOa,]
< V I'.IUM, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the London Clay of

Shi'ppey. (Agassiz.)
C\ CADA'CEJS, Cycadi, the Cycas Tribe, one of the natural orders

of Oymnospermous Plants. It is essentially characterised -by its trunk

growing in a cylindrical unbranched manner, in consequence of the

i'lnent of one terminal bud only, and by its dicecious flowers,
of which the males at least grow in cones composed of peltate scale*.

In one genus, Zamia, the female flowers ulso are disposed in the same
manner

; in the otbor, I'ycta, they are placed upon the toothings of
abortive leaves, occupying the centre of the terminal bud. The
leaves of these plants are pinnated, and have a certain resemblance
to those both of ferns and palms ; their wood is arranged both in con-
centric circles, which in C'ycai are numerous, and in a confused manner
among the central pith ;

so that a Cycadaceous stem partakes in struc-

ture of the peculiarities of \xith Exogtns and Endogens. In the
manner in which their leaves uurol, and in their terminal single bud,
.Vycadacea resemble Ferns, with which they may moreover be com-

pared on account of their fruit proceeding from leaves ;
with Conifera

they accord in the cone-like arrangement of their ports of fructi I

and their naked ovules
; and with Palms in the secretion of a large

quantity of fivcula in their stem, in their mode of growth, and in the

Cyoal tit final-it.

1, a Male cone ; 2, s female >)iikc ; S, section of s ripe fruit.

arrangement of a part of their woody system. Cycadacttc thprefore,
belonging as they do to QymnoKpcrms, possess nearly equal affinity
with Palms, or Endogens, and Tree-Ferns, or Acrogeus. The species
are natives of the tropics and temperate parts of America and Asia.

They are found at the Cape of Good Hope and Madagascar, but not
in equinoctial Africa, One specicx, Afacrozamia tjiira/ii, inhabits the
west coast of Australia. Undoubted fossil remains of these plants
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in the Lias, Wealden, and other formations of England, attest the

fact of their once having formed a part of the vegetation of Great

Britain. All the speciea contain starch, and from many it is separated
and employed aa an article of diet. The species of Encephalartos are

called Kaffir-Bread. The seeds of Dion edide yield starch in Mexico.

The same substance, under the name of Sago, is obtained from

speciea of Zamia in the Bahamas and other West India Islands
;
in

Japan from Cycat revoluta ; and in the Moluccas the Cycas circinalis

yields a coarse kind of flour. This species also yields a transparent

gum. The order contains about fifty species.
A fine collection of Cycadaceous Plants exists in the Royal Gardens

at Kew. A unique collection of these plants has also been recently
made by the Rev. J. Yates of Lauderdale House, Highgate.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom.)
CYCADEOIDEA. The fossil stems proved by Dr. R. Brown to be

of the Cycadeous family, which occur in the Isle of Portland, were
thus named by Dr. Buckland. Brongniart called them Mantellia, and

they are ranked by Presl as Zamita.
CYCADI'TES. Fossil remains of Plants allied to the natural

group of the Cycadaceos are thus named by various authors, but the

species are now usually ranked under Pterophyllum, Zamites,

Otopferis, &c.

CYCLADID^E, a family of Lamellibranchiate Moltwca. It is a

group of Fresh-Water Mollusks, whose shells resemble those of Ketiia

or of Attarte, but whose soft parts present structures conspicuously

distinguishing them from the tribes to which either of those genera

belongs.
The shells are more or less tumid, equilateral or inequilateral, thin, as

in our British forms, or thick, as in the foreign Cyrence ; smooth or con-

centrically striated and furrowed, and covered with an epidermis.
The hinge is furnished with cardinal and lateral teeth, and the ligament
is external. The animals have plain-edged mantles open in front,

siphonal tubes produced, and either partially separated or completely
united to their unfringed extremities, and a large linguiform foot.

They live buried in the mud of slow streams, lakes, ponds, ditches,
and springs. Our native species are all ovoviviparous. They breed

readily in confinement, and often exhibit considerable activity, ascend-

ing the sides of the vessel in which they are placed. (Forbes and

Hanley.) This family contains two British genera, Cydas and

Cyclat has the shell equivalve, thin, suborbicular, more or less

inflated, slightly inequilateral, closed, smooth, or concentrically
striated

;
cardinal teeth, one in the right and two in the left valve ;

lateral teeth developed ; ligament external.

C. rivicola has the shell oval, globose, striated
;
umbones obtuse;

dorsal area with a small lunular impression ; ligament manifest.

The ordinary length of the finer specimens is 104 lines, iu"l its

breadth about two-thirds of an inch.

The tubes of the animal are tinged with rose or tawny, and when
fully protruded are nearly equal, the branchial, if either, being longest.
The foot is large, white, and linguiform ;

the mantle white ; the
labial palps long, triangular, and strongly striated. It is sluggish in

its habits.

Forbes and Hanley give the following localities : The most prolific
U the river Thames

;
it is found likewise in the New River (Baily) ;

the Trent (Jenyna) ; the Lea (S. H.) ;
the canals about Leamington,

in Warwickshire (Thompson); streams in Yorkshire (Bean). In a

pond at Enville, Staffordshire, a young specimen (Jeffreys). It has

not been taken either in Scotland or Ireland. On the Continent it

occurs in Germany, France, and Belgium ;
and as a fossil is found in

the Pleistocene Fresh-Water Beds of the south of England.
C. cornta, Linn. Shell suborbicular, almost smooth ; umbones

obtuse
; ligament inconspicuous. There is a subglobose variety

(apparently the Stagnicula of Mr. Sheppard), which is flattened

towards the ventral margin, and has the pellucid and swollen umbones

peculiarly prominent. The dimensions of the larger typical form are

rix lines and a quarter in length, and five lines in breadth
;
of the

variety five lines and a half in length, and four and three-quarters in

breadth.

The animal is white, its sub-elongated siphonal tubes tinted with

pale flesh-colour. Mr. Jenyns observes that the superior tube is sub-

conic, with a small aperture, the inferior cylindric and truncate, .with

a wider aperture.
This very common species is a general inhabitant of rivers, ponds,

and ditches throughout the country. It appears to thrive equally
well both in running and in stagnant water. (Jenyns.)

It is also generally distributed throughout Europe, and occurs
fossil in fresh-waU-r strata of the Pleiocene age in the valley of the
ThameV

i!. caliculaia has the shell more or less rhombic
;
umboues narrow,

more or less prominent, capped.
This species is apparently less infrequent in the north than in the

more southern parts of England. Mr. Alder has found it near New-
castle ; Mr. Bean at Scarborough (where it is not scarce) ;

Mr. Thomp-
son at Lichfield

;
and Captain Brown records the vicinity of Man-

chester and the lakes of Westmoreland for its localities. Montagu met
with it in Devonshire and Wiltshire

;
Mr. Jenyns at Bookham Common

iu Surrey, and more sparingly in Cambridgeshire; and Mr. H. Strick-

land at Hornsea in Yorkshire. Mr. Jeffreys has taken it in the
Clumber Lake, Nottinghamshire, and in the neighbourhood of Bristol.

In Ireland it is also rare.
" On the Continent it occurs in Sweden,

Germany, Belgium, France, and Italy. The C. partumeia of Say, in

despite of the ventricoaity of the adult, is very closely allied,

especially in outline, to this species, and may be regarded as its trans-
atlantic representative." (Forbes and Hanley.)
Pimdium has the shell equivalve, thin, usually tumid, sub-oval,

inequilateral, smooth or concentrically striated ; hinge with one tooth
in the right and usually two in the left valve ; also lateral teeth

;

ligament external, inserted at the shorter side.

The species are very small bivalves, living iu similar localities with,

Cyclas, and not uncommon even in drains through meadows.
P. piwittum. Shell rounded, oval, not greatly inequilateral, not

distinctly striated; valves not swollen, always a little compressed
below

;
umbones usually broad, and but little projecting. This is by

far the commonest of the smaller Pisidia in this country. It is found

abundantly iu ponds and ditches. It inhabits generally northern and
central Europe.

P. pulchellum. Shell small, striated (not grooved) ;
umbones simple

and without appendages. There are many varieties of this shell.

It has a great tendency to assume a multiplicity of forms. The
average size is a line and a half long, and a line and a quarter broad.
It is very common in many parts of Great Britain.

The other British species of this genus are P. Hendowianum,
P. nitidum, P. cinereum and P. obtusalf.

CYCLA'MEN, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Primulacece. It has a bell-shaped half 5 cleft calyx ;

the corolla with
a short bell-shaped tube, and 5-partite reflexed limb

; 5 stamens
inserted at the bottom, on the tube of the corolla, included

;
the

capsule many-seeded, opening with 5 teeth. The species are herba-
ceous humble plants with very handsome flowers.

C. hederifolium has cordate angular crenate leaves, and the throat
of the corolla with 5 teeth. The root consists of a large depressed
tuber

;
the flowers are nearly white, seated upon long flower-stalks,

which roll up after blossoming, and bury the gernien. This plant has
been found in Great Britain, at Sandhurst, and near Cranbrook in

Kent. It is rare, and difficult of cultivation. Its flowers exhale a

pleasant fragrauce.
C. Europaum, Common Cyclamen, has the leaves orbicular, cordate,

crenate, or toothed, the segments of the corolla lanceolate. This

species is found in the south of Europe. It has been recorded as a
native of Great Britain, but, if fouud, has probably been an escape
from gardens. It is often confounded with the former species. This

plant is abundant in Sicily, where the wild boars prefer it to any
other kind of food. Hence it is called Sow-Bread. It has been used

medicinally ; it acts upon the system as a cathartic, and was formerly
esteemed emmenagogue. The acrid principle of the root has been

separated under the name of Arthanatine.
Several other species have been described. Most of them are

hardy plants, and may be grown on an open border. They are

peculiarly adapted for pots and for chamber decoration in spring. One
of the peculiarities of the genus is, that the flowers are seated on a

twisted pedicel, which, wheu the flowers fade, turn round and
round till they bury the capsule which they bear in the earth. In this

position the seeds ripen and germinate, and produce other plants.

(Loudon, Encyclopedia of Plants ; Babington, Manual of Botany ;

Burnett, Outlines of Botany ; Koch, Flora Germanica.)
CYCLANTHACEyE, a group of Plants belonging to the class of

Endogens, separated by some writers from the Pandanacece. It

embraces the genera Carludovica, Nipa, Cydanthm, and Weltiniu.

For an account of the order see PANDANACE^;.

CYCLA'RTHRUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the Lias of Lyine
Regis. (Agassi/.)
CYCLAS. [VENERID*:.]
CY'CLICA, a family of Coleopterous Insects. According to

Latreille, this group forms a sub-section of the section Tetramera.

The family Cyclica contains the Linna-an genera Hvspa, Caasida,
and Chrytomela, the species of which may be distinguished by the

following characters : Tarsi 4-jointed, furnished beneath with a

velvet-like substance
;

the penultimate joint bilobed
;

autenuse of

moderate length, generally filiform, or increasing in thickness towards

the apex ; body usually of a rounded or oval form, the thorax being
at the base of the same width as the elytra.

These insects are usually of brilliant metallic colouring : various

shades of green appear to predominate. Their larvae have a soft body,
and are furnished with six legs, attached two to each of the first

three segments, or those next the head. They feed upon the leaves

of plants.
To this group belong the following families : Cassidiadce, Chryso-

melidif, and Galerucidte. The principal genera belonging to the

family Caisidiadce are Alurnua, Hinpa, Chalipue, and Caxaida. To
these genera we shall at present confine our remarks.

The genus Cassida has the following characters : Body oval or

rounded, depressed; thorax generally somewhat semicircular, with

the anterior portion produced so as to conceal the head
;
maudiblt-s

with three notches on the inner edge; external lobe of the maxilla

as long as the inner one.
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hat flattened form, and an
abi* for tMr having the external margin* of the elytra pro-

beyond Ik* body ; UK outer margin* of the Uiuraz are also
'

and OODOM! th. head. Thoat part* which extend beyond
iteelf am c*a*rUy Mmitnuuparant and flattened, whilst

bJch t ~-"--y cover th* in**ct an more or lea* convex,

i* at ml. UM l*ga, which are rather abort and com-

1 tin 1 1. are retracted, and UM external margin* of the elytra and

Utorax ar* applied cloMly to UM plant on which it live*. The Urvtc

of th* CmtnJa an of a depreawd form, and osually armed on the

port* with numerous little spine* ; these ar* longest on the

of UM body and at the tail. The UM of these little spines

i to h* (or UM purpoM of holding the excrement of the animal,

i* alway* deposited upon it* back, and probably serve* aa a

i at dcwno*, by concealing it from it* enemiea.

C. nrMlw, an insect not uncommon iu thi* country, is about

quarter of an inch in length, and of a bright green colour above ;

UM body bapaath i* black. Tais specie* lives both in the larva and

imago tote* upon thistle*.

Mr. fllifihans, in hi* 'Catalogue of British Insect*,' enumerate*.

l*)*tan specie* of thi* genus.
The iixints belonging to the other three genera of the Cauidiadae have

UM body of a more elongated form than those just described, and

UM bead i* exposed, the margins of the thorax and elytra not being

produced. They are all included in the genus ///*;> of Liuna-us.

l.nllKAXCHIATA, an order in De Blaiuville's arrangement
of UM HoUutca. It include* those animals mostly referred to the

CuTi.-ruui order \tuiilramckiiita. [NuDiBBANCHiATA.]
i } l.i 'ID KISI1KS. One great division of Fishes is thus termed

by Agaaau, from the concentric ittriation apparent in their scales, of

which the *ub*tance i* horny, not bony nor enamelled. They are

rare a* foaaUa in all except the more .recent strata, but abound at the

praentday. [Fust*.]
CYCI.Ul.ITKS, a genus of lladrti-hylliaa, including single-celled

specie*. (MADHxrHTLLiuu.)
CYCLO'POM A, a genus of Fossil Fiahe*, from Sheppey. (Agansiz.)
CYCLOPS. (BBAKCIIIOPODA.]
CYCLOTTEKLS, a genus of Fossil Ferns (Rrongniart), remarkable

for the size and orbicular or oval shape of the leafite. To the species
from the Coal-Measure* (C. orbicuiari*, C. 06/171*0, &c.) this remark

applie* bettor than to thoae (C. Beanii, C. dilatata, 4c.) from the

Oolite*, which are really of a different genus. [COAL-PLANTS.]
1.OITEKU&. [DISCOBOLI.]

CYCLOSI8. The regular movemenU of the contents observed in

UM interior of the cells of many plant* have obtained this name, to

^MtituniUli them from other movement* to which the vegetable cell

i* sublet.
The fluid content* of the cells exhibit two kinds of movement,

one in which there i* observable in each cell a single current ascending
on th* on* aide and descending on the other, and another in which
minute currents, with numerous anastomosing branches present them-
elvea. The fluids which move vary in colour, transparency, and

onn*l*tnny, and carry with them whatever grains or globules of

torch, protein, oil, chlorophyle, or other matters that may be loose

in to* interior of the cell

Th* TTJatnm of theae curious currents was first made known by
Bonavcntura Corti in 1772, who observed them in the sap of certain

pecM* of CAaracea and in Cantinia franjil.it. Foutana about the
ante time confirmed these discoveries. They however excited no
attention, and the fact* *eem to have been rediscovered by Treviranus
in Germany in 1807, and Amici in Italy in 1819, and still later by
Variey in England.
The number of plant* in which theae movemenU are observed is

vary numerous, and every day is adding to their number. It is not
under all drcumatence* that the current* are developed. They are
MS* active, and aumetimes not at all seen, when the cell is very young
or vry old. When young the current* are not established, when
old they ciass. In some instance* preparation of the plant is

n*ce*m*ry. In some of tb* form* of Chora the bark external to the
evil* must b* removed. ID faUimeria ipiralit it is seen best when
UM Uaf is cut in two. Heat also increase* these movement*, so that

plant* which fail at first to exhibit them, will do so after remaining
litUe lime in a warm room. The persistence of this motion is very

curious in some of the plant* which exhibit it Thus in VaUimeria
it will continue in the Uaf Mveral mouth* alter it has been separated
from it* parent plant, and although the leaf exhibit* the yellowness
of d*oay. (' Microscopical Journal,' p. SS, voL ii.)

Mr. Lawaoo of Edinburgh give* the following list of plants in
which b* ha* observed Ibis movement of UM cell-content* :

Cknr-r Slid .\ilttla.

Snyillarta tagitti/vtia.
-...-.

1'aJlunrna tpiralu.

JM*Mfef**Mlr*L
Ufdroduuit mvrtiu ramir.

Loata (in stinging hairs).

Ufiica (in stinging hairs).
TradtKanlia firyinica (in hairs of filament*).

Campanula medium (hairs of corolla).

JUarcluuilia (polymorpha !) (radical huin).

fodvitcmacett.

Lichens.

Alya.
foagi.

These movement* are bent seen in the plants in which they were
first discovered in A'itcila, Hydrwlmrit, and VaUimma. Each of

these ha* its peculiarities, and may be taken as examples of the rest
In XittUa the moving stream i* very considerable, so that only a
narrow streak remains at comparative rest between the ascending and
descending current*. The stream is strong and rapid, and came*
along with it starch granules of considerable size. It* course is not

exactly parallel to the axis of the stem, but forms a small angle v. ith

it In two contiguous cells, the currents flowing on the |.million
between them run in opposite directions

; consequently, throughout
the whole plant, the ascending streams are uu mn- hide, and in fact

owing to their oblique direction form u spiral : thin U the cage also

with the descending streams. If the cell be carefully tied across, the
current is in a short time re-established in each sub-division. If the
cell be cut through, the fluid escapes only on one side, the remainder
of the fluid making the entire circuit of the cull before it come* to
its turn to escape.

Mr. Lawsou gives the following account of the movement in the
ii'-w Water-Weed which has just appeared in this country, and is called

by Mr. BMngtonAnackaruAUinatirum. [UooKA ; HYDUUCHAKIDACEJL]" The leaf of the Anacliarii is composed of cells of an oblong form,
but in some parts of the leaf becoming much elongated. At the

margin of the leaf (which is toothed, each tooth consisting of a

single somewhat triangular cell) the tissue consists of a single

layer of cells, the Litter being more elongated in form than those
towards the centre of the leaf. In these marginal cells, the green
granules (chlorophyle) which they contain may be readily seen in

rotation, thus indicating the currents of cell-sap. The phenomenon
is best seen however in those cells (very much elongated) which form
the midrib of the leaf. Granules are seen scattered about in the
cells ;

a few in the centre of each cell ore fixed. But there will be
observed another set of spherules, forming a continuous line around
the margin of each cell ; these ore in rapid motion, flowing along
one side of the cell, generally with great regularity, till they arrive at

the end, where they cross over and return by the other side, thus

forming a continuous rotation in the cell. Although the granules
generally move on in this way without interruption closely following
each other, still a casual interruption occasionally takes place, and

crowding ensues ; this is most frequent at the ends of the cells at

the '

crossing.' But th.; granules are gifted with even a greater share
of politeness than ia usually to be found at a London crossing ;

for

when a crowding takes place, there is never seen an obstreperous
granule trying to gain the precedence of his fellows to get over first."

The movement* of the minute anastomosing currents are more,

difficult to observe than those above described. They do not occur
alone in water-plauU, but have been principally observed in the

Phaneiw/'i HI >". In the anastomosing current* the movement is always
observed to and from the c}tobhu.t of the cell, which is invunuUy

The fluid is of a mucous (proteinaceou*) nature, and mixed
with minute opaque granules. The currents cover the internal surface

of the cell-wall, or traverse the cavity of the cells from one wall to

the other, without mingling with the rent of the cell-fluid, which for

the most port is aa clear as water. On this subject SchleideD says,
"
Up to the present time (1849) I have found this peculiar form of

circulation in numerous cryptogomous plants, for instance, ia

AcUya prolifera, Sjirioyyra, and other H'yphomycetet and Confirm ; in

almost all the forms of hair in the Phanerogamia that I have as yet
examined, for instance, in the Solanun tubcrvtum ; in many spores,
such as of E'i<tisctuitt arrrnie, and pollen granules, for instance of

.fiiiutlicra ymndijiora in the immature state
;
in almost all immature

endosperm-cells, aa in Ar

u;//tr luleum, and eHpecially in such as are

subsequently re-absorbed, as in Ccratoji/tyllmn danertum ; in almost all

stigma-papilla*, as in '/'''. ,,n < I'ctneriana ; in the loose cells uf juicy fruits

in the young state, as in Pruuiu dumatica ; in the pulp which is formed

by the placenta! cords, us in Alammillaria ; less frequently in the

loose juicy parenchyma of many plants in the young state, as in

Tradacaiitia rotca, I believe it exints however in all vegetal>l

as long as the cytoblaat retains its vitality. As instances admitting
of verification, 1 would mention the fruit of ^ijnijilioricarjioi racemotui

(Suowberry) or of a .Wammttlaria."
In these instances each cell is isolated and filled with an entirely

colourless fluid. At one part of the wall can be seen the cytobUiat

presenting a well-marked uuclcolar corpuscle. The cytoblost in always
KiirTiMindcd by a narrow areola of a yellowish mucous fluid, thickly
en. will il with ininuh; opaque granules, and from it proceed cmTent.-c

of various width and depth. The currents con be seen passing to
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or from the cytoblast. In their course they exhibit various anas-

tomosing branches. Many of the streams are so minute that, under
the highest magnifying power, they exhibit the appearance of a line

without any breadth, merely rendered to a slight extent irregular by
the individual granules.
The cause of these movements in the interior of the cells of plants

has been the subject of much discussion. Although not observed
in every instance, there appears to be reason for the inference that

they are universally present, and th*t they are but the result of

the living processes going on in the cell, and perhaps the mode by
which nutrition is effected.

" After the most careful research," says
Schleiden,

" with the best instruments, I have been unable to -perceive
a trace of the presence of vibratile cilia as a cause of the motion."
And indeed if cilia had been discovered, the inquiry would then
assume the form of the cause of movement in cilia. If this question
be answered we get at an ultimate fact applicable alike to movements
in granules, cilia, cytoblasts, or cells. One fact presents itself in all

these cases, which seems worthy of every consideration, and that is

the presence of some form of proteinaceous matter. In the fluid

which circulates in the vegetable cell some form of proteio is always
present. The cytoblast or nucleus, and the primordial utricle in all

cells are composed of protein. Cilia take their origin in all cases in

a prote'naeeous basis, and their movements appear to be but the
result of an irritability, which in every case finds its origin in a

proteinaceous compound. [CELLS ;
HISTOLOGY ; TISSUES, VEGETABLE.]

(Schleiden, Principles of Scientific Botany, translated by Lankester
;

Microscopical Journal, vols. i. and ii. ; Huxley, On the Identity of
S'ructure of Plan's and Animals, Proc. Roy. Inst., 1853; Varley,
Transactions of Microscopical Society.)
CYCLOSTOMA. [HELICIMS.]
CYDIPPE. [ACALEPH.E; BEROE.]
CYDO'NIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

P omacece.

C. vulgaris, Quince, a small tree with dark smooth branches.
Leaves ovate, obtuse at the base, quite entire, cottony on the under
aide. Flowers large, solitary, with a cottony calyx and bright pink
petals. The fruit a turbinate or roundish angular pome, covered
with a thin cottony down, extremely austere, but having a peculiar
fragrance.

There are two varieties Apple-Quince and Pear-Quince. The seeds
are the parts used in medicine, on account of the mucilage which they
yield. The seeds are more numerous in the small hard than in the

large fleshy fruits. They generally occur in large irregularly-shaped
masses, as they easily adhere to each other, owing to the mucus which
invests them. When moistened in the mouth or in water, they give
out a large quantity of mucilage, which is white, and not coagulable
by boracic acid. One part of these seeds will render 40 to 50 parts
of water so mucilaginous that it will possess the thickness of a syrup.

They should be set to digest in cold water, otherwise the mucilage
acquires the odour of hydrocyanic acid. Indeed the actual presence
of, or tendency to form, hydrocyanic acid, may be demonstrated by
distillation. (Btockmann.) Many seeds yield a yellow-coloured muci-

lage. If allowed to remain in a fluid state the solution soon spoils,
but by careful evaporation the mucilage may be brought to a dry
state ; or, as proposed by Zier, the mucilage may be precipitated from
its watery solution by alcohol. Ten ounces of seeds yield two ounces
of dried mucilage, two grains of which, with distilled water, produce
one ounce of mucilage of proper consistence for use. In whatever

way obtained, the mucilage possesses demulcent qualities, and may be

employed cither internally or as a lotion, which is especially appli-
cable to the faces of those who suffer from the cold winds of winter
and spring.

CYGNIX^E, a sub-family of Web-Footed Birds, belonging to the

family Anntidrr, order Antera of Linnaeus, including the Swans.
Mr. Swainsou makes the genus Cyynta the first of his .sub-family

Anserinte, with the following character: Size large. Base of the
bill tumid, fleshy, and naked. Neck remarkably long. Feet short.

Hinder toe simple. (' Classification of Birds.')
The Prince of Canino, in his ' Birds of Europe and North America,"

arranges the Anseres as his fifth order of birds. The Anatidce stand
as the first order of the A nitres, and cdmprise the sub-families Oyy-
nince, Amerina:, Anatince, Fuliyulnue, and Meryina. The Cyynince
consist of the single genus Cygnus, of which the Prince records C.

Olor, G. immutdbilis, C. musicus, and C. Hewickii as European species,
and C. Americanos and C. Succinator as American species. The

nfe in the Prince's method are immediately followed by the
A nterina.

(July two true Swans are recorded by Linn&us, and those as varie-

ties of Anns Cygmu, namely, variety a, C. ferus, and variety 0, C.

mamuftus. Since his time the researches of zoologists have added con-

siderably to the catalogue.
The peculiarities of organisation in this sub-family deserving of

notice are the great length of the neck, consisting of 23 vertebra;, and
the cavity in the sternum for the reception of a considerable portion
of the trachea.

The generic character of Oyynui is as follows : Beak of equal
breadth throughout its length ; higher than wide at the base

;

depressed at the point; both mandibles furnished along the sides

with transverse serrated lamellae. Nostrils oblong, lateral, near the
middle of the beak. Neck slender and very long. Legs short, the
hind toe small and free. (Yarrell.)

C. ferns (Ray). Male. Pure white, with occasionally a buff tinge
on the top of the head. Bill black, and depressed anteriorly, quad-
rangular at the base, and yellow, which tint extends forward along
each lateral margin of the upper mandible beyond the aperture of the

nostrils, which are black
;
bare space between the base of that man-

dible and the eye also yellow, which colours the back part of the
lower mandible. Iris brown. Feet black. Length, with neck stretched,
about 5 feet

;
across expanded wings, about 8 feet. Female. Similar

to the male, but smaller, and the neck more slender. Young. Those
that we have seen, when about a week old, have been covered with a

gray down above and a whitish down below, with flesh-coloured feet,

or rather of a dusky flesh-colour
;
the bill flesh-coloured, and rather

dusky above anteriorly. Mr. Yarrell states that at ten weeks old the
bill is dull flesh-colour, the tip and lateral margins black

;
the head,

neck, and all the upper surface of the body, pale ash-brown
;
the

under surface before the legs of a paler brown ; the portion behind the

legs dull white
;
the legs, like the bill, of a dusky flesh-colour. This

description was taken from young birds in the Garden of the Zoological

Society, London, in the middle of August. In the middle of Octo-

ber the same zoologist found the bill black at the end, with a reddish-

orange band across the nostrils, and the base and lore pale greenish-
white

;
the general colour pale grayish-brown ; a few of the smaller

wing-coverts white, mixed with others of a pale buffy-brown, and the

legs black. He also observes that the young Hoopers bred in 1839
had almost all their brown feathers at the autumnal moult of 1840,
and that before their second winter was passed they were entirely
white. (' British Birds.')

This is the C. musicus of Bechstein, and, as there are now more
than one wild species well defined, the Prince of Cauino and others

adjpt that specific name instead of the original C. ferus ; but the

propriety of this may be doubted. It is the Cygne Sauvage of the
French

; Cigno and Cigno Salvatico of the Italians ; Singschwan and
Nordbstliche Singschwan of the Germans

;
Vild Svane of the Danes

;

Hooper, Elk, and Whistling Swan, of the British
;
and Alarch Gwylt

of the Welsh.

Head of Hooper ( Cygnut fmu).

This bird is found in the northern regions of Europe and Asia,

residing in summer within the arctic circle, Iceland, and Scandinavia-
Winter visiter to the British Islands (where however it has been
known to breed in the Shetland and Orkney Islands and in Suther-

landshire), Holland, France, Provence, and Italy, and, according to
Mr. Bennett, going as far south as Barbary and Egypt. Eastward it

extends as far as Japan. This species is in all probability the Swan
so celebrated by the ancient poets for its dying song.
The note of this Wild Swan resembles the word '

hoop
'

uttered
several times successively. They fly in a wedge-like figure, uttering
this note as they proceed, and when heard from above it is not unmu-
sical. The apparatus for producing these sounds was known to Aldro-

vandi, Sir Thomas Browne, Willughby, Ray, Latham, and others.

Mr. Yarrell, who has paid so much attention to the tracheae of birds ,

has thus well described it :

" The cylindrical tube of the trachea or windpipe passes down the

whole length of the long neck of the bird in the usual manner, but

descends between the two branches of the forked bone called the merry-
thought, to a level with the keel of the breast-bone or sternum. The
keel of the breast-bone is double, and receives between its two plates or

sides the tube of the trachea, which, after traversing nearly the whole

length of the keel, turns suddenly upon itself, passing forwards, up-

wards, and again backwards till it ends in the vertical bone of divari-

cation from whence the two long branchial tubes go off, one to each
lobe of the lungs. The depth of the insertion is not so considerable

in females or young males."

'The Hooper, like the rest of the Swans, feeds on aquatic plants and

insects, can keep the head under water for some time, but never dives.

The large nest is constructed on the ground with flags, rushes, leaves,

and marshy plants. The eggs, six or seven in number, are whitish,

tinged with yellowish-green. Length of egg, 4 inches
; breadth, 2

ij
inches.
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Thi* *p*rM* breed* in captivity, and may frequently be seen on
' '

pieces of water in a half domesticated state.

Steranm of Hooper with a portion of one aide of the keel removed to show
the convoluted tube within. Yarrell.

C. Bftrirkii. Independent of external characters, the anatomical

distinctions pointed out by Mr. Yarrell, who first proposed to sepa-
rate the upecies under the name here given, clearly point out the

difference between it and the Hooper.
" The principal and moat

obvious difference," say* Mr. Yarrell,
"

is in the trachea. The tube
of the windpipe u of equal diameter throughout, and, descending in

front of the neck, enters the keel of the sternum, which is hollow, as

in the Hooper, traversing the whole length. Having arrived at the

end of the keel, the tube, then gradually inclining upwards and out-

warda, pawn into cavity in the sternum destined to receive it,

caoaed by a separation of the parallel horizontal plates of bone form-

ing the posterior flattened portion of the breast-bone, and producing
convex protuberance on the inner surface. The tube also changing

iu direction from vertical to horizontal, and reaching within half an
inch of the posterior edge, is reflected back after making a considerable

curve, till it once more reaches the keel, again traversing which, iu

a line immediately over the first portion of the tube, it panes out
under the arch of the merrythought, where, turning upwards, and
afterwards backwards, it enters the body of the bird, to be attached

to the lungs in the usual manner. This is the state of development
in the oldest bird I have yet met with. The degree next in order, or

younger, differs in having the horizontal loop of the trachea confined

to one side only of the cavity in the sternum, both sides of which

cavity are at this time formed, but the loop of the tube is not yet

sufficiently elongated to occupy the whole space ;
and the third in

order, from a still younger bird, possesses only the vertical insertion

of the fold of the trachea." Mr. Yarrell adds however, that in this

last case the cavity in the posterior part of the sternum already exists

to a considerable extent
Bewick's Swan is much smaller than the Hooper, the whole length

being from 3 feet 10 inches to 4 feet 2 inches.

Mead of Brwkk'i Swan ((\fnut Bririrl.,, .

"Young bird*," nay* Mr. Yarrell, "an they appear here in the

t'lumage of their first winter, are grayiih-brown. At their second

winter, when they have acquired the white plumage, the irides are

nrange ; the head and breast strongly marked with rusty red
;
base

of UM beak lemon-yellow ;
when ofJ-r, some continue to exhibit a

ting* of mat-colour oil the head after that on the lireiwt. has p-uued
oC The adult bird U of a pure unsullied white

;
the base of the

h*ak orange-yellow ; the irides dark
;
the legs, too*, and membranes

black."

The anterior part of the bill is black, and, in tin- males, orange-
yellow at the bane, which is of a letnon-oolonr in the females.

It is found in the north of Kurope and America certainly, ami f

Asia probably. It brrvd* within tin- arHir ,;,, !.-. and in lotted in

May, according to Teuimiuck, who nays that it has been found on the

maritime coasts of Pioardy. It is an occasional visitor to the British

Islands, especially in severe winters.

The nest, according to Captain Lyon, is constructed of moss-peat,
is nearly feet long, 4] feet wide, and 2 feet high on the outside,
with the cavity a foot and a half in diameter. The eggs, six or seven
in number, are of a yellowish-brown, according to Temininck ;

brownish-white slightly clouded with a darker tint, according to

Lyon. The call-note of this species is said to be a low-toned whistle,

according to Mr. Sinclaire, but this was in confinement. Mr. Black-

wall describes their calls in their wild flights as loud, and says that a
flock of twenty-nine of them were very clamorous.

6'. inMHHlalUit (Yarrell), the. Polish Swan, is another wild species,
and it* cygnets, unlike those of the other white swans, are pure
white. It has been kept in captivity. Mr. Yarrell states that 1 -<>r< 1

Derby purchased a pair of these swans, and sent them to Knowsley.
The female died. The male paired with a Mute Swan (C. Otor), and
a brood was the result

;
but the hybrids, though old enough, neither

paired among themselves nor with any of the Mute Swans on th

name water.

Hesd of Polinh Swan [Ci/ynai immttlaHlu}.

The following is Mr. Yarrell's description of the Polish Swan :

"
In the adult bird the beak is reddish-orange ;

the nail, lateral

margins, nostrils, and base of the upper mandible, black ; the tubercle,
even in an old male, of small size ; the irides brown

;
the head, neck,

and the whole of the plumage, pure white ; legs, toes, and intervening
membranes, slate-gray. From the point of the beak to the end of the

tnil, r>7 inches. From the carpal joint to the end of the second quill-

feather, which is the longest in the win);, 214 inches
;
tarsus 4 inches ;

middle toe and nail, 5j inches. Its food and habits closely resemble
those of the mute swan. The organ of voice appears, from one that
I examined, to be like that of the mute swan

;
but Mr. Pelerin has

found considerable differences in various parts of the head : the

description and measurements were given in a paper published in tho

'Magazine of Natural History' for 1839, p. 178."

Mr. Yarrell then extracts Mr. Pelerin' s comparative measurements
of the crania of adult Mute and Polish Swans, and states that he has
verified all his observations.

C. Otor (Genus Olor, Wagl). Our Mute half-domesticated Swan is

too well known to require description. The trachea has none of the

complicated structure of that of the Hooper, and is even more simple
than that of the Black Swan. The large tubercle, or berry, as the
swanherds term it, at the base, of the bill, at once distinguishes this

graceful species from its congeners.

Head of Mute Swan (Cffiua Otor).

It i tho Cjgue of lh Kronen ; C'igno and Ciguo Keale of the

Italians
;
Scliwan and Hooker Schwan of the Germans

; Tain Svane
of the Danes

;
Tame Swan or Mute Swan of the English ; and Alarch

of the Welch.
This elegant bird is said to exist in a wild state in Russia and

Siberia. The Prince of Canino, in his 'Specchio Comparative,'

speaks of it a* occurring in the Dtighboorhood of Home ("raro
iivv.-nti/.io d'inverno"); anil, in hin Kirdu ->f Kimi|.o and North

America,' he gives north-eastern Europe as the locality. The Polish
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Swan above noticed should not be forgotten in assigning these
northern localities to our Tame Swan, and very probably was not by
the skilful ornithologists who have noted these localities. Tem-
minck says,

" Habite en dtat sauvage les grandes mers de I'inte'rieur,
surtout vers les contre"es orientales de 1'Europe."

In the Thames, at present, the greatest number of swans belongs to
the Queen, and the companies of vintners and dyers own the next

largest proportion ; but the birds are far less numerous than they used
to be. The swan-marks are made upon the upper mandible with a
knife or other sharp instrument. The swan-hopping or upping, that

is, the catching and taking up the swans to mark the cygnets, and
renew that on the old birds if obliterated, in the presence of the

royal swanherd's man, is still continued bv the companies above
mentioned. Below is the royal swan-mark used in the three last

reigns and the present, from the cut given by Mr. Yarrell, in whose
interesting

'
British Birds

' much curious information on this subject,
together with no less than sixteen swan-marks, will be found.

)eooo)
Royal Swan-mark. Yarrelt.

Sir John Richardson (' Fauna Boreali-Americana ') records only two
American swans, C, Buccinator and C'. Bewickii. The Prince of

Canino, in his 'Specchio Comparative,' gave one, Anas Cygnita

(meaning, apparently, the Hooper). Nuttall notices three : 1st, the
Wild or Whistling Swan, C. fent* of Ray ; 2nd, the Trumpeter Swan,
C. Buccinator ; and 3rd, C. Beirickil. The Prince, in his 'Birds of

Europe and America,' records two species, C. Americama, Sharpl.
(C. muticut, Bonap.), and C. Buccinator; but he does not record
C. Bewickii as an American species. Nuttall declares that in the
winter of 1810 he saw two individuals of C.ferut (C. muticiu, Bechst.
and Bonap.) in a state of domestication near St. Louis (Missouri),
which were obtained, with several others at the same time, in conse-

quence of the extreme cold. The Prince of Canino evidently
considers his C. muiicus, which he gives as a synonym of C. Ameri-

camtt, a different species from C. Btujickii, which last stands opposite
to C. A mcrican w* in the European column.

C. Buccinator. According to Sir John Richardson, it is the most
common swan in the Fur Countries, and to which the bulk of the
swan-skins imported by the Hudson's Bay Company belong.

Colour white, the forehead alone tinged with reddish-orange ; bill,

cere, and legs, entirely black. Bill nearly resembling that of C. ferns
in form, though longer and rather more depressed. Wings : third

quill the longest. Tail consisting of 24 feathers. A specimen in the

Zoological Musum has the crown and cheeks bright chestnut. Total

length TO inches. (Richardson.)
It breeds as far south as the 61st degree of latitude, but principally

within the arctic circle, and in its migrations it generally precedes
the geese. Sir John Richardson observes that C. Bewickii makes its

appearance amongst the latest of the migratory birds
;

while
C. Buccinator is the earliest, with the exception of the eagles. He
states that a fold of its windpipe enters a protuberance on the dorsal

or interior aspect of the sternum at its upper part, which is wanting
both in V. feriu and C. Bewickii ; in other respect*, he adds, the

windpipe is distributed through the sternum nearly as in the latter

of these species. In the '

Supplement
'

to Sir Edward Parry's
' First

Voyage,' Anat Cyynns, Wild Swan, with references which leave no
doubt that the Hooper was meant, is noted as breeding on the North

Georgian Islands
;
but C. Bfioickii had not then been distinguished.

C. atratvt (Genus Chenopa, Wagl.), the Black Swan. This bird,
the Anat Plutonia of Shaw, has now become so common in our

menageries, where it breeds freely, as not to justify the occupation
of space with more than a cut of its head, and of the course of its

trachea, which is not unlike that of the Mute Swan.

Head of Black Swan (Cygnm a/mint).

It is all black, except the primary, and a few of the secondary

quills, which are white. Bill bright red above, and sometimes with

SAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.

a slight turbercle at the base, which the female wants. The anterior

part of the upper mandible is crossed by a whitish band, and the
under one is grayish-white. Legs and feet dull ash-colour. Size less

than that of the Mute Swan and Hooper. Irides red. Young, when
about a fortnight old, covered with dusky-gray down above, lighter
beneath

; bill, eyes, and feet, dusky-black.
Mr. Yarrell observes that the structure of the trachea is inter-

mediate between that of the Hooper and the common Mute Swan.
" It quits the neck at the bottom, and descends to the centre circular

portion of the furcula, to which bone it is firmly bound by a tough
membrane : the remaining portion then rises over the front of the
breast-bone between the clavicles, and passes backwards to the lungs,
the last portion of the tube immediately preceding the bone of

divarication being flattened horizontally. The form of the trachea
in our common swan, in which it follows the neck without deviation,

being remembered, and Dr. Latham's figure of the wild swan referred

to, it will be observed that the black swan exhibits an interesting
link between the two." (' Linn. Trans.' vol. xv.)

Sternum and trachea of Black Swan (Oifgntis atrfilns}. Yarrell.

It is found in Van Diemen's Land, New South Wales, and the west
coast of Australia.

In a state of nature the Black Swans are generally seen floating on
some lake in flocks of eight or nine. When disturbed, they generally
fly off in line or single file ; and are so shy, that it is difficult to get
within gunshot. Their note is far from harsh, at least when uttered
in captivity.
CYGNUS. [CYGNKf*.]
CYMBA. [ACALKPH^.]
CYMBULA. [THECOSOMATA.]
CYME, an irregular kind of panicle, having a corymbose appear-

ance, and in which each branch is stopped in its growth after

producing a single flower, when it is forced to form lateral branches,
which are themselves stopped after forming one flower. The
common Laurmtima or the Elder-Bush offers examples of this sort

of inflorescence.

CY'MINUM, or CUMINUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the
natural order Umbelliferct. C. Cyminum, Cumin, is a plant of annual

duration, found wild in Egypt and Syria, and cultivated from time
immemorial for the sake of its agreeable aromatic fruit, which, liks

Cyan/turn Cymiiittjii.

1, a young fruit, with the calyx still adhering; 2, a ripe fruit; 3, a trans-

verse section of the latter, showing the ridges, the vita?, and the commissure.

that of Caraway, Dill, Anise, &c., possesses well-marked stimulating
and carminative properties. Cumin grows about a foot high, and is

very little branched
;

it is smooth near the ground, but slightly downy
near the end of its branches. Its leaves are deeply cut into long
capillary segments. The partial and general involucres consist of

T
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similar lorn, but smaller. The flower* we white or reddish ; the

fruit it contracted at UM side, surmounted by a calyx with long brisUe-

pointed division*, and ha* each of it* halves marked by nine unequal
elevated ridge*, all of which are slightly muricated, especially the

secondary ones, under each of which there U a vitta. Two vitta! arc

present on the commissure, and the albumen it not involute.

Cumin U laid to be employed in flavouring Dutch cheese. The
fruiu are carminative, but the smell U disagreeable. They are chiefly
need in veterinary surgery. Combined with rain they make a warm
*hm1i>Mnt plaster. [Cum*, in AETS ASD Sc. Div.]

YV riaoro
< YMnrHAXR. [CHR

;IOPODA.]
i Y\ AN'i'HI'M (from iW, a dog, and tryx.*, to strangle), a genus

of PlanU belonging to the natural order Atclepia<lacr. It has a

S-parted somewhat rotate corolla; a coronet of appendages consoli-

dated, 5-SO-lobed, when 5-lobed with the segments opposite the
anthers ; the pollen-masses ventricose, pendulous ; the stigma usually
aniculate, sometimes blunt, very rarely with a beak inclosed below
the summit ; the follicle* smooth. The species are herbs or under-

shrub*, with opposite leaves and mostly twining stems.

C. Vimfftoxifum has an erect stem, a beardless corolla, a simple
umbel with the pedicels three times longer then the peduncle ;

the
corona 5-lobed. This plant is a native of sandy places in most part*
of Europe, with the exception of Great Britain. It possesses emetic
and purgative properties, and was once celebrated as an antidote for

poisons, from which it has derived its specific name.
C. Momptliaemm, Montpellier Cynancnum, is an herbaceous twining

glabrous plant, with roundish cordate-stalked leaves, with a semi-
ianoeolate contracted point ; the segments of the corolla lanceolate,
bluntuh

; the coronet tubular. It is a native of the sea-coast of Italy,
of Spain, the south of France, and Greece. The juice of this plant is

a drastic cathartic, and when dried it is used as a medicine under
the name of Montpellier Scammony.

C. oraiifolium it a smooth twining plant, with oblong oval acuminate

leaves; many-flowered cymes; peduncles not longer than the petiole;
the coronet Id-cleft, about as long as the corolla ; the stigma pointed,

emarginiite. This plant is a native of Penang, where, according to

Dr. Wallich, it is used for the purpose of procuring from its sap
caoutchouc, which is of an excellent quality.

C. Aryet has erect, pale, round stems ; the leaves scarcely stalked ;

about an inch long, ovate lanceolate, acute, smooth on each side, and
rather wrinkled, glaucous on the under side; the corymbs small,

axillary, with many smooth alternate branches
;
the sepals lancolate

;

the corolla white, but little longer than the calyx. It is a native of

Upper Egypt The leaves and the whole plant act as a powerful
drastic purgative. Thin plant appears to be a native of the same
districts as those from which the Alexandrian Senna is obtained, and
all the samples of that senna contain these leaves. They do not
however

appear
to be added for the purposes of adulteration, but are

collected with the leaves of the senna through the ignorance of the

persons employed in their collection. The leaves of Tinnivelly Senna
are not found to contain those of the C. Argd mixed with them.
Much of the unpleasant griping effect of the Alexandrian Senna is

attributed by some writers on Materia Medica to the mixture of the
leaves of the Argel Senna leaves are also mixed with those of the

Gompkocarptu fruticotiu, which are in Syria also called Argel, or

ArgheL
The C. 7peeocUM*a of Willdcnow, the Atclrpifu ailknotica of

Roxburgh, is now referred to the genus Tylophora. [TYLoruoRA.J
\\TlirS. [TROCH1UD*.]

N'ARA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Componttr, in many reapecU like the thistle, but having an involucre

composed of thick fleshy spiny scales, and a remarkably thick fleshy
receptacle, covered over with numerous bristles. The two species
most known are UM Artichoke and the Cardoon.

C. Snlymtu, the Artichoke, so long cultivated in our gardens as a

vegetable, came originally from the south of Europe, ami though it

has long bean cultivated in the regions of the north, it doe* not resist
UM very severe cold of winter. IU perennial root is thick, fleshy,
hard, branching, and give* rise to a cylindrical, glabrous, rather

branching stem, from 2 to 3 feet high, to which are attached very
large pionatifid leave*, of a pale green above, whitish beneath, deeply
serrated in lobes, and irregularly toothed. The heads stand singly at
UM top of the ramifications of the stem; they are as large as the
doubled fist; their receptacle is very thick, fleshy, concave, furnished
with

simple bristles ; the leaflet* of the involucre are broad, thick,
and terminated in a spiny point. AIL the florets are hermaphrodite,
sti-l f a clear violet colour ; the tube of the corolla i very long ;

its

limb has S very narrow segment*; the stamina! tube is very promi-
ent, of UM HIM colour a* the corolla. The pappus is sessile and

nrtbsry. The root of the Artichoke is rather bitter, the stem still

nor* so. It was formerly employed as a dinretir, l.ut it has long
been cultivated only a* a kitchen-garden plant. Everybody knows
that UM heads of the plant are gathered before the expansion of the
flown, and that the receptacles or the base of the involucral scales
are eaten either raw or after having been boiled in water. Tlie
Artichoke when cooked U an agreeable food, not very nourishing

perhaps, but easy to digest The
receptacles,

or artichoke bottoms,

may be preserved for winter use by drying them after having blanched

them in boiling water. The Arabians consider the root of the Arti-

choke an aperient ; they call the gum of it Kunkirzud, and place it

among their emetics.

C. carrfnncettiu, the Caribou. The country of the Cardoon in the

same as that of the artichoke ; it is found in the southern count ri>-

of Kuropo and in the north of Africa. Its thick and fleshy leav.

into spiny lobes with very prominent ribs, it* more slender stems

terminated by heads of flowers three or four times smaller, with a

thin receptacle, and the scales of the involucre armed with sharp

spines, easily distinguish it from the artichoke. Some authors how-
over have endeavoured to prove that the artichoke u only a variety
of the Cardoon. This opinion however does not appear well f.nm.l.-.l ;

for if it were so among the great quantity of Cardoons that arc

cultivated in gardens, some plants would be found transformed int<>

artichokes, which has never happened. In this species it is the vi',

or the middle nerve of the leaves, which is eaten. When cooked it is

tender, and its flavour greatly resembles that of the artichoke. It is

in general a choice dish, and seldom seen except at the tables of

persons in easy circumstances.

CYNARA'CE^E, or CYNAROCEPHAL.*, one of the primary
subdivisions, in the system of Jumieu, of the natural order Componlrt.
It is included in the Tubulijlorte of De Candolle. It is characterised by
an erect seed, the absence of albumen, a hemispherical involucre, the

florets of the ray of the flower tubular, inflated, and regular. Of the

three subdivisions of C'ompotita; this is the smallest. Its type is the

genus Cynara, to which belongs the common Artichoke, C, Scolymut.
The genera of British plants belonging to this subdivision are as

follows :

Section I. Carlinett.

Sammrea . . 1 species.
Carlinn . . 1 species.

Section ll.Cenlavna:
i '.u'mi.; i . .7 nasJn,

Section III. Carduinetf.

A ret i urn . . 2 species.

Onopordum . . 1 species.
Carduia . .12 species.

Section IV.Silybca.
Silybum . . 1 species.

Section V. Snratuim.
Serralula . . 1 species.

The Cifnaraceoc differ from the Corymbifene in their active pro-

perties in possessing in a more intense degree the bitter principle of

the whole order. None of them seem to possess a tendency to

develop the narcotic principle which characterises the Cichoract ;

nor is the volatile oil which gives to so many of the Corymbifera a

peculiar aromatic smell developed in these plant*. The Carduiu
nulant (Musk Thistle) is the only one which possesses any remarkable
amount of odour. The prevalence of the bitter principle renders

many of them useful stomachic, tonic, and febrifuge medicines. For
these purposes Centaurea, Calcitrapa, Cnicut benedictut, Carduut

lanalut, Serratula ariviuu, and Silybum Marianttm have been used.

Some of them are said to be cathartic, and Echinvpt tp/urroccphalut,
which has this property, is used in Languedoc as a remedy for

rheumatism. The seeds of various species of Onopordum yield a

fixed oil, which in some parts is expressed and used for domestic

purposes. Many of the CytHiractir yield colouring-matters. The
I'arlhnnnu lincturiiu yields a yellow colour, and is employed to

adulterate saffron ; Srrratula tinttoria yields a yellow dye of a fino

colour. A pigment of a blue colour is obtained from the flowers of
Crtitattrea cyanut. Some of them secrete small quantities of tannin,
and are used in consequence as astringents in medicine, as the Onopor-
dvn aca*lki*m. Galls also are found on the Cnicut arventit, which
possess astringent properties, owing to the tannin they contain. A
number of species yield food. The bracts of the involucre are in
some very large ; and, as they contain starchy and other alimentary
secretions, are used as diet by man. The Artichoke in a familiar

instance. The heads of the Onopordum nrrtnlhium are often eaten in

the same way. The tender sprout* of the A ret turn Isippa arc

gathered and eaten in the north of Europe. They are cooked in tho
same manner as asparagus. The tubers of

frequently cooked and eaten, and many other species yield starch in

their roots. Animals do not generally like the plant* belonging to

the Comporittt. They HCCUI howev. M.-illy to eat them medi-

cinally, and the ass prefers the thistle to most other kin. In of :.,...!.

(Ituniott, (hulinet of Botany ; Lindley, /'//, Babington,
Manual of Rrilith Botany.)
CYNA'RRHODON, a name given sometimes to the hep nf the

rose, which is a fruit composed of a succulent calyx-tube inclosing a
number of hard dry hairy nnts.

i Y NIC'I'IS, n gemu of Animals lielonging to thn onlrr Carnirora,
established liy Mr. Ogilby for an animal connecting the Family of the
Civet* with that of the Dogs.

It has the following generic characters :

Dental formula : Incisors, 1; canines, _^- ; molars, t^?=38.
6 1 1 55
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Of these last the first three are spurious, the fourth is the carnassier,
and the rest are tuberculated. Feet, digitigrade ; toes, 5-4, with long
falcular claws adapted for digging. Tail long, bushy." This system of dentition," says Mr. Ogilby,

"
is, in most respects,

extremely similar to that which is common to the Viveme in general,
and particularly to the genus Herpeites, from which the Cynictii differs

principally in the absence of the rudimentary false molar of the lower

jaw, in having that of the upper jaw in contact with the canine, and
in a few other circumstances of very minor importance when compared
with the general character of the organisation. From the Syzcena or

Suricate, on the other hand, the dental system of Cynictis differs in

the presence of the superior rudimentary false molar, being thus

directly intermediate in point of dentition between this genus and the

Herpettei ; and it is not a little singular that it should bear precisely
the same relation to both these genera in the form and number of its

toes. The Herpettet have rudimentary false molars both in the upper
and under jaws, and five toes both before and behind; the Cynictis
has rudimentary false molars only in the upper jaw, five toes on the
fore and only four on the hind feet

;
the Ryzctna has no rudimentary

false molars in either jaw, and four toes only, as well on the anterior

as on the posterior extremities. These traits of zoological character

strongly point out the
true natural relations of

all these animals, and
demonstrate the rela-

tive positions which

they occupy in the

system of nature. With
the single exception of
the Prattles, there is no
other known genus of
the Viverra family
which possesses the
same number of toes

and complete digiti-

grade extremities which
form BO prominent a

character in the Cynic-
tit. Here however all

analogy ceases between
these two genera. It

is true that we are at

present ignorant of the
adult characters of the

dentition of the Pro-

telet ; when we become
better acquainted with
this important part of

its organisation we may
perhaps discover addi-

tional points of relation

between it and the

present genus; but in

all its most striking ex-

ternal characters it is

completely different,

and seems to occupy
an intermediate station

between the Dogs, the
skul , of c, M;S _

Civets and the Hyanas. a< Km ,mm above .

&> profl ,c of fte Mme .

e<
e half of cranium seen from below, allowing the posi.

characters the Cynictu tion Of thc t^tt, ln tlle upper jaw .

d> ha i f of the

may be readily distin- lower jaw wen from above (from Mr. Ogilby'a

finished by its external figure),

form and appearance
from all conterminous genera. It has a short head, contracted

suddenly in front of the eyes, and forming a small naked muzzle,
divided by a longitudinal furrow ; the ears are short and elliptical,
naked inside, and directed forwards

;
the body long and slender ;

the
tail bushy, and two-thirds of the length of the body, and the whole
external form and appearance not unlike that of a Ferret or

Ichneumon. The temporal fossa: are separated from the orbits by a

complete rim of bone."

C. Steedmannii (Ogilby), named after Mr. Steedman, to whom
zoologists are indebted for a knowledge of the animal. It has the

following synonyms in the 'British Museum Catalogue' : The
Meerkat, C. Levaillantii, fferpettes penicMatut, Cuv.

; Ichneumon

albeiceni, J. Geoffrey ; C. pictva, A. Smith
; Manyuita Levaillantii,

A.* Smith; Meerkat, Barrow; Rattel, Swainson; C. Ogilbyii, A.
Smith.
The length of the head from the muzzle to the root of the ear is 2J

inches
; length of the ear

j(
of an inch ;

breadth of the ear 1 f inch
;

length of the body from the muzzle to the root of tail 1 foot 6 inches
;

length of the tail 1 foot ; height at the shoulder 7 inches
; height at

the croup 7 4 inches. Hair moderately fine in quality, much resembling
that of a dog, smooth and close on the body, long and bushy on the

tail. The general colour, ag well as the whole external appearance,

precisely that of a small Fox
; bright red over the entire body, head,

and extremities ; deep and uniform on the back, but mixed with
silvery gray on the cheeks, neck, sides, and tail, arising from a mixture
of hairs tipt with gray, and dispersed through the fur of these parts.
The breast, belly, and legs unmixed red

;
and the tail, which precisely

resembles the brush of a fox, covered with long bushy hairs of a sandy-
red colour at the roots, dark brown in the centre, and gray at the

points ;
the last two inches at the tip of the tail uniform dirty white.

Hair of the body not annulated as in Jferpestes and the Suricate, and
altogether of a finer and more furry quality. External form and
appearance comparable with those of tho Ferret and Egyptian
Ichneumon, but probably standing higher on the legs as being more
completely digitigrade.

Cyiiitlts StcedinanHii (Meerkat).

It is a native of Uyteuhage, on the borders of Kafir-aria. (Ogilby.)
Mr. Ogilby thus concludes his observations on this interesting

animal :

" In consulting the works of travellers through the colony
of the Cape of Good Hope I have been able to find but two notices

which seem clearly to refer to this animal
;
one by Dr. Sparrmau, the

other by Mr. Barrow. The first of these authors, in the English
translation of his '

Travels," vol. ii. p. 184, has the following passage :

' Two other small animals, which probably likewise belong to the
Virerra genus, I had only a hasty glimpse of in this colony. The one
we saw and gave chase to between the two Fish Rivers made its

escape from us however by running intp a hole underground, and
seemed to be somewhat less than a cat, though longer in proportion.
The colour of it was a bright red.' It is true that this passage records

no observation by which we can with certainty refer the animal to

which it alludes to the C. Steedmannii, but the size, colour, and
habitat are so perfectly similar in both cases, as to render their

identity extremely probable. In the following extract however from
Barrow's 'Travels,' vol. i. p. 185, the characters are fully reported :

'

Upon these parched plains [those of Camdebo, on the eastern con-

fines of the colony] are also found several species of a small quad-
ruped which burrows in the ground, and which is known to the
colonists under the general name of Meerkat. They are mostly of the

genus of animals to which zoologists have given the name of Viverra.

An eagle making a stoop at one of these, close to where we were

passing, missed his prey, and both fell a sacrifice, one to the gun, the

other to the dogs. Both the bird and quadruped appeared to be
undescribed species. . . . The Viverra was wholly of a bright
chestnut colour ; the tail shaded with black hairs, bushy, straight,
and white at the extremity ; ears, short and round ; on the fore feet

five and on the hind four toes
;
the body and tail each one foot long."

" There can be no doubt," continues Mr. Ogilby,
" of the animal to

which this description refers, a description more minute and accurate

than we generally find in the works of travellers. It agrees in every

point with the species which forms the subject of the present memoir,

except perhaps in the reported dimensions of the tail and body ; but
this difference most probably arises from the age or sex of the speci-

mens, or from the measures of Mr. Barrow being taken in a straight

line, whilst mine followed the different curvature of the head, neck,
and body. The name Meer-kat, by which it appears this animal is

known to the colonists, signifies a monkey, and is of very general

acceptation in South Africa, being applied indifferently to the present

species, tho Cape Herpestes, Ground Squirrels, and various other small

burrowing animals. Both the passages here quoted confirm the

burrowing habits of the 0. Steedmannii, which I had already inferred

from the form of tho claws."

CYNIPS. [GALLS.]
CYNOCEPHALUS. [BABOON.]
CY'NODON, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Chloridete.

It has a 1-flowered fingered spike, with a superior rudiment; the

{lumes nearly equal, patent; the paleaj equal, outer boat-shaped,

compressed, embracing the inner; the styles long, distinct; the

itigmas feathery, protruding below the summit of the floret.

C. Dactyltm has 3-5 digitate spikes ;
smooth palea;, the leaves downy

>eneath
;
the scions prostrate. It is a native of England, on the shores
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of Devon and Cornwall. C. Umnrit is a native of the East, and is

known by the name of Puna-Crass.

(Babington. Mammal of Brili* &rf..)
NOOLUSSUM (from *W, a dog, and >AaW, a tongue), a

grail* of Plant* belonging to the natural order srv#MMe. It has a

6-cMt calyx ; a funnelShaped corolla with the mouth closed, with

prominent blunt scale* ; the ***""* mdiHl^ filameuU very short ;

th* nuta roundish-ovate, depressed, muricmted, attached by their inner

edge. The species are herbs, with soft leaves.

C. tfomait. Common Hound'* Tongue, has the letvea downy, acute ;

the lower leaves elliptical, contracting into a petiole, the upper leaves

lanceolate, narrowed below, suboordate, half clasping. The corollas

are of a dull red colour. It is a native of Asia, Africa, North Ame-
rica, and Europe. It U found in Great Britain in waste ground.
The whole plant has a disagreeable -smell, resembling that from mice.

It is said to postass narcotic properties, and was at one time used

as a remedy in scrofula, but it is not employed in medicine at the

present day.
C. momlaummt has the leaves slightly hairy, acute, nearly glabrous

and shining above, scabrous beneath, inferior, oblong, narrowed into

a long petiole, upper leaves lanceolate, slightly narrowed below,

cilasrilng It is found in Great Britain by road-sides and in hedges in

shady situations.

About fifty other species of Cfmogtoumm have been described,
beside* the British ones above named. They are all coarse plants,

having only small flowers, so that few only are desirable for ornamental
cultivation. They are however of the most easy culture, and will

grow in almost any situation and soil The greater number of the

species are biennial, and may be propagated by sowing their seed in

spring in the open border.

(Babington, Mammal ; Don, DieUamydeoui Plant,.)
CYNOMORI A'CE^E, an obscure order of Rhisanths, distinguished

from BalamoiJtoracrcr by their distinct stamens, and the imperfect
perianth of the male flowers. The order is represented by Cyrtomo-
rimm coecimntm, the f'umytu Melitauil of the old herbalists, a plant
once in repute for its astringent properties, but now valued only for

its rarity, and the botanical interest that attaches to it Dr. Walsh
tell* us that "

it grows most plentifully on a detached rock on the
south-west side of the island of Goto. It is there much celebrated
for it* medicinal properties : the time of the discovery of its virtues

is not known, but from some ancient manuscripts it appears to have
been at a very remote period. It had been the usage of Malta to

banish to Goxo all females of dishonest character, and here, according
to tradition, they found a vegetable substance of an astringent quality,
which proved very efficacious in removing the consequences of their

irregular life. It was prepared in earthen pots, some of which have
since been dug up in various places, marked with Phoenician charac-
ters indicating their use. The plant was also applied by them to the

purpose* of divination. It was laid between the breasts, and from
some accidental circumstances of position, ftc., they augured good or
bad fortune. This practice was reproved, and said to be finally

abolished, by a Capuchin missionary. This curious vegetable was

subsequently esteemed as a remedy in dysentery, and its curative

powers were long held in very high repute. About the year 1740
the Knights of Malta set such a very high value on this fungus, that

they interdicted the approach of any person to the place where it

grew, and guarded the passage with the strictest jealousy. In April,
when the fungus was ripe, it was carefully gathered by persons
appointed for that especial duty, and the precious morsels were

deposited in a government office, whence some portions were sent as

presents by the grand-master to diflerent sovereigns, and the
remainder distributed among the hospitals of the island. Even after
the English took poaaeasion of Malta, and succeeded to the territorial

right* of the order, and, amongst other things, to the possession of
this rock, a custode was appointed to take care of it as heretofore,
with a salary, which always makes an item in the public accounts of
Malta. The fungus is thus continued to be guarded and regularly
gathered, deposited in the state-office, and distributed among the

hospitals ; and when Dr. Hamilton, through the kindness of an
official person in Ooio, was permitted to visit this rock, be was
accompanied by the custode. The rock, a* shown by the doctor's
dutch, is difficult of approach : it is an isolated precipice, about 600
feet in height, detached from the neighbouring snore, and presenting
very steep and inaocearible sides, in some place* projecting consider-

ably over the sea, so that the circumference of the base is leas than
that of the

upper part*. It stands on the verge of a noble circular

basin, formed by the surrounding clifls, into which the sea enters by
the chasms at each side of the fungus rock, the whole presenting the
aspect of UM enter of a volcano, raised from beneath, or extinguished
by the irruption of the sea."

CYNOPTERUa. [CHCIBOITKRA.]
C N08URU8, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order of

C. crutmhu, a well-known pasture-grass, called by fanners Crested

Doptail, or Gold-Seed, U exceedingly abundant in all natural and arti
1 grass-land. It grows with a slender smooth stem to the height

r two feet, and is terminated by a somewhat cylindrical spike-
like panicle of short clusters of flowers; each cluster consists of two

Cmtcd Uogntail

(Cynonriu crittatul).

flowered suikelets resting upon pinnate bracts. The plumes are 2,

about the length of the floret* ; the pale* 2, of which the lowest is

sharp-pointed. The styles are feathery ;

the fniit is a small yellow smooth shining
seed-like body, whence the common name
of Gold-Seed.

Although this grass forms so constantly
:i i-.rti.m of all good pastures, it is chiefly

on account of the fineness and closeness

of its herbage that it u valuable, the

quantity of nay that it produce* being
inconsiderable. Mr. Sinclair hence ob-

serves, that "it is inferior for the

purposes of hay, but admirably adapted
for permanent pastures. The roots pene-
trate a great way under ground, from

which circumstance it remains green after

most other grasses are burnt by a con-

tinuance of dry weather. In irrigated
meadows it arrives at a greater size than

in any other situation." Sheep are said to

be leas liable to be affected by the disease

called the ' foot-rot' when fed on pasture*

containing a considerable portion of this

grass than on such as arc composed of the

more tender and soft-leaved sorts.

C. cchinatu* is another species of tbis

grass, found in Guernsey and Jersey. It

has an erect stem, one or two feet high ;
the scales of the appendage

with long points. It is extremely rare.

CT'NTHIA, a genus of Ascidian ilolttuca. It consults of those

Ascidians whose body is sessile, and which have the branchial sac

plaited longitudinally, and the reticulation continuous ; branchial and
anal orifices opening in four rays or lobes. Their external envelope
or test is coriaceous.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, in the '

History of British Molluscs,'

enumerate 13 species of this genus as natives of the seas of the

British Isles.

C. riutira has the body more or less globular or botryoidal, rugose,

usually of a rusty red ; apertures sessile, placed apart, deeply tinged
with rose-red. From half an inch to two inches in length. It is

common on most parts of our coast, and is found attached to various

kinds of sea-weeds.

C. damdicax* has a tuberous body ;
the test wrinkled and furrowed

in every direction ;
the orifices are small, deeply 4-lobed, and placed

on slightly prominent conical projections. It is about an inch in

height, and is found attached to oysters.
C. ayyrrgata has a bottle-shaped body with terminal approximate

orifices. It was found gregarious in vast numbers by Professor K.

Forbes and Mr. M'Andrew in twelve fathoms' water at Dartmouth.
It was found under large stones ; and on many of the branching r. .. .1

-

fibres there were small, tough, globular, iinperforated, orange-coloured
bodies of various sizes full of granules. This form seems to be inter-

mediate, and between the single and social Ascidians, and " should

probably rank as the type of a distinct genus." (Forbes and Hanley.)

CYPEK'ACE-flC, Sedget, an extensive natural order of (!liiin:u -.-.in >

Endogenous Plants, having much the appearance of Grasses, with wliii-h

fyjurtu

1, iplkelct inapiiltrd ; S, flowor with lu brnct
j 3, a fruit

; ^, a icilion

of a K-nl.
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they are sometimes popularly confounded. They differ in their stems

being usually solid, not hollow, and angular, not round
;
in the sheaths

of their leaves not opening on one side, but forming perfect tubes

when the stem is pulled through them ;
in their male florets having

no pale* nor any covering to the stamens except a single bract, while

the bisexual florets have nothing more than a few hypogynous bristles

superadded ;
and finally, in their embryo being inclosed in the albu-

men, and not lying at one side of it. There are other distinctions

besides these, but what have been mentioned are the most remarkable.

A large proportion of the order bears the name of Sedges, and hence

the Sedge Family or Tribe is given to these plants as their English

appellation. They are mostly inhabitants of marshy or swampy
grounds ;

a few are met with on dry upland pastures, and a good
many are alpine plants. They occur in all parts of the world, and
are generally abundant, but little or nothing has been discovered of

their uses ; their most common application is to the manufacture of

what are called erroneously rush-mats and rush-bottoms for chairs.

The plant used in this country for such purposes is not any kind of

rush, but the cyperaceous species Scirpw lacustris. It is not a little

remarkable that, nearly as these plants are allied to Grasses, they

scarcely at all participate in the nutritious quality of that useful

order ; it is only among the coarse bad herbage of marshes that they
are allowed to form a constituent of hay.
The following is a synopsis, of the British genera of this order :

Tribe I. Cyperete. Flowers perfect. Glumes 2-ranked.

Perigone absent.

Cyperui 2 species.
Kckientts nigricani.

Tiiba II. Sclrpea. Flowers perfect. Glumes imbricated

on all sides. Perigone absent.

Cladium mariscus.

Khyncopura ... 2 species.
Eltocharit ... .4 species.

Scirpui 14 species.

IS/!/xmut ... .2 species.

Eriophorum . : . . 6 species.

Tribe III. Elyneit. Flowers diclinous. Perigone absent, or

formed of one or two scale*.

Kobresia caricina,

Tribe IV. Flowers diclinous. Nut completely inclosed iu

the urceolate perigone.

Carcx 72 species.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany, 1851.)
C VPR^E'ID^E, the Cuwry Family, Cowries, or sometimes Gowries

Porcellanen of the Germans
;

Porcelaines (Porcelain shells) of the

French a family of Marine Gasteropodous AfoUutca, well known in

commerce from one of the species (C. Afoneta) being used in some

parts of the East as a circulating medium.
This group of shells is characterised by the auimal being unisexual,

elongated ; head distinct, with two conical or subulate tentacula of

some length, at the external base of which are situated the two sessile

eyes on small projections ;
mouth vertical, at the bottom of a small

cavity, and containing a lingual riband, or lamina, beset with tentacles

and prolonged in the abdomen. Branchial cavity open, situated near the

back of the neck
; gills arranged in a longitudinal pectinated series on

the inside of the columella on the left side of the mantle
; siphon very

short, and formed in the mesial line by the edges of the two lobes.

Mantle bilobated, the lobes very large with extended aliform edges,

capable of being reflected over the back of the shell so as to join on

the mesial dorsal line. Foot oval, elongated, very large. Vent at the

extremity of a tube behind the branchial cavity. Male organ situated

more forward, and communicating with the orifice of the deferent

canal by means of a furrow. Adult shell involute, highly enamelled,
oval or oblong, more or less rounded or cylindrical, with a small and
imbedded spire; aperture longitudinal, nearly straight, toothed, or

plaited, on each side, with a channel or groove at each end, inner lip

flattened or sub-concave, outer lip involute. No operculum.

fection :

" The shell alters its appearance considerably according to
the age of the individual, and exhibits three very distinct stages. In
the young or first stages the shell is generally smooth, of a plain
grayish colour, or with three longitudinal bands, and the upper part
of the inner lip is smooth, convex, the lower part flat or concave ;

the outer lip thin. In the second stage the shell begins to assume
more the character of the genus, as the outer lip begins to be in-

flected or rather thickened, and approaches nearer the perfect appear-
ance of the species as the second coat of colour is deposited; but

Cypr&a (Trivia)

a, the animal Men from above
; 6, side \icw of the saim\

Dr. J. E. Gray, whose arrangement we select as being in our opinion
the best which has hitherto appeared, thus notices the very great

change of form that the young shell undergoes iu its progress to per-

a Exanthema, illustrating the stages of gruwth.

ff, younff shell in the first stage, seen from above, view of the back
; fc, the

.iiinf showing the columella and the thin edge of the outer lip ;
c

t
nn advanced

4tage, view of back (the apex is already sinking, and the thickened lips

are formed) ; rf, still further advanced (the mantle has begun to secrete the

enamelled spotted coat on the aide, but the transverse stripes are still visible) ;

e, the perfect shell, all traces of the transverse stripes lost under the enamelling
of the thickened spotted coat ; /, view of under side of the perfect shell.

differs from it in the want of thickness of the shell and the spire being
more distinct, and in the want of the dorsal line, which is usually
distinct in the third or perfect state, where the last coat has been

deposited, and the aperture is more plaited on both sides. The colour-

ing, or at least the disposition of the colouring here, is a much more
certain characteristic of species than either the general outline of

form or size, the Utter of which is exceedingly various. In this

family I have often observed full-grown specimens of C. Aral/tea from
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one to three inches long; tab peculiarity is attempted to be explained

by Lamarck and others, who assert that when the animal has formed
a complete ihcll, as it ha* not the faculty of enlarging iU site, it U
obliged to quit it* nhrll and form a new one, in the name manner ai

the Aimmlota cant their skins, and by that means the aune animal

forms many ahelli
;
but I believe there is not the slightest ground for

thu notion."

The Cypneida abound both in the Old and New World, but their

greatest development both in point of size and number of specie*
take* place in warm climates. A Tory few specie* are inhabitants of

the European sea*. The family are littoral, and are generally found

under stones or rolled corals.

Genus CVpnM. The young shell smooth, the adult with both lipa

toothed ; the anterior and posterior canal distinct, recurred ; the front

end of the columella-lip smooth, edged by a single large oblique fold,

separated from the teeth by a deep groove. (Gray.)
* Sub-Oenua 1. Cfprtra. The front of the culumella broad, deeply

impressed ; shell mostly smooth.

a. Shell smooth ; columclla-pit transversely ridged ; teeth of inner

Up generally long. (Gray.)
Under thin division of the sub-genus Dr. Gray arranges 27 species,

including some of the rarest forms C. aurora (the Morning Dawn, or

Orange Cowry), and 6'. Princtja, for example together with C. Tiyrit

(the Tiger Cowry), and other common species.
(.'. Mappa, the Map-Cowry. Shell more or leas ventricoec, ovate,

varied with deep brown or yellow lines, and spots. Dorsal line laci-

niated. Margin thick, spotted with black ;
teeth yellow. It is found

in the Indian Ocean.

Map-Cowrjr (Cyprtra
a, seen from aborr

; t, ;,,u.

There an many varieties, among which the rosy variety, the dark

variety from the Pearl Inlands, the citron variety, and the dwarf
rich-mouthed variety from the Mauritius, are the rarest or most
beautiful. Tile young shell u of a fawn colour with obsolete spots
and dashes.

0. Shell smooth ; coluinella-pit (nearly) smooth ; teeth of inner lip
Khort or indistinct.

Under this division of the sub-genus Dr. Gray arranges 1$ species.
C. TaJjta, the Mole-Cowry ; Sardonyx Cowry of Gray. Shell oblong

ovate, nibcylindrical, yellowish, with three darker bondx
;
the culj-

angular base and teeth brown or black ; mouth
p.il, .

Mulr-Cowry (Cgrraa TalpaJ.

There is a
variety (Kjnulu,) shorter, darker, an 1 with the teeth

mailer and closer.

.JL^ "I
th "" Wk wmrty ("*** unooth), base ridged. Under

mat Ur. Gray enumerates tone species.

C. Cifrnulu, the Vetch-Cowry. Shell subgloboee, yellow, brown,
dotted, with a dorsal groove, and scattered tubercles over etch

extremity; base four-spotted, partly grooved.

Ii-Cowry (Cyfrtra Oirrrmla).

a, seen from above ; A, seen from below.

There is a larger variety which is more oblong, smooth, an<l i-

itlimit the dorsal groove (C. globultu).
! Slu-ll with tmusverse ribs. Only two species are enumerated by

Dr. Gray, and one of thexe, C. rugota, 15rod., is !

C. Children!, Children's Cowry, Gray.

Children's Cowry (Oyprira Children!).

a, wen from above
; 4, icen from below.

< Shell with longitudinal and transverse ribs.

C. Adanuonii, Adamson's Cowry, Gray, a very rare species, in tli<>

only representative of this group. Shell ovate; pear-shaped, whit.-,

brown mottled. It is a native of the Pacific Ocean (?). (Gray.)

Ailanuon'K Cowry (Cyprtra Adamsonii).
" Sub-Genus 2. A rifia. Front of the c<iliiini-ll:i flat, or nearly

so ; back of shell smooth.

a Margin of the shell pitted on the upper edge. Fourteen sj

C. gtUtala, Gmel.
; Blotched Cowry, Gray. Brown, pale sputtnl,

base and margin white, brown-ridged : a beautiful and rare species.

Locality, Red Sea (?). (Gray.)

Blotched Cowry (Oyprtta (Aricia) futlala).

Margin entire ; teeth of both lips exU'inlcd nmro or less over the
base. Thirty-seven species.

C. Moneta, Money-Cowry, Linn. Shell yellow or white, with a

yellow ring ; margin and bone tubercular
; teeth of inner lip moderate.

I'owry (Cyprtra (Ariria) llonrta).

a, adult
; t, young.
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There are two varieties : a, without a ring ; 6, with the margin aud
base less tubercular.

The young are whitish with two dark bands (C. icterina).

y Margin entire; teeth of inner lip very small, forming a slight

ridge ;
front of columella-lip slightly concave, produced, and toothed

internally. Two species.
C. anguatata, Gray. Shell whitish brown, minutely brown dotted ;

base white
; margin closely black dotted, ends blackish. Worn plain

brown, varying in darkness. It is found in Australia.

Cyfraa (Anna) angustala,

*** Sub-Genus Z. Naria. Front of the columella narrow, dilated

into a sharp-toothed ridge ; shell smooth.

This sub-genus is represented by one species.
C. irrorata, Gray. Shell ovate, purplish, yellow dotted ;

base

white, flat ; teeth large. It is a native of the South Seas. Most
allied to C. Pelina, variety 1.

Cypraa (Xaria] irrorata.

Genus Laponia. Shell like Cowry, but front end of the columclla-

lip crossed by several irregular ridges, without any distinct marginal

one, internally narrow, flat
;

shell pear-shaped, smooth, or cross-

ribbed. There arc five species.
L. Algomtii, Algoa Lupon, Gray. Shell pale, brown dotted; base

smooth ;
teeth of inner lip very small ; margin black dotted. Variety

with the teeth more or less obliterated. It is a native of the Cape of

Good Hope.

Algoa Lupon (Luponia A'gocmii).

Cyprtfovula. Like Cowry, but front end of columella covered with

regular cross-ribe, like rest of base, internally produced into an acute-

toothed ridge. Shell pear-shaped, cross-ribbed.

C. Capentit, Cape Cypncovula, Gray. Pale brown ; ribs very thin,

continued, sharp. It is found at the Cape of Good Hope, but is

very rare.

Cape CypncoTOU (C; pritocula Capentit).

Triria. Like Cyi>rrioritl<i, but front of cc lumella internally con-

ribbed. Shell subglobular, cross-ribbed.

a. Mouth wide
;
outer lip slightly indexed ;

shell equally ribbed.

In this Hection there are five species.
T. cornea, Flesh-Coloured Pig, Oray. Shell oblong, thin, pellucid,

pure rose-coloured, with very thin distant continued ribs
; lips

li. Varies with an indistinct dorsal groove.
Dr. Gray observes that Pig is the common name of these shells on

tho coast, and that they are called Porcelli in Italy. He adds, that

Porcellain, the common name for Cowries, is taken from the fancied

resemblance of these shells to pigs, and refers to Fabius Columna, &c.

Flesh-Coloured Tig (TV/uio carnea).

0. Mouth narrowish
;
outer lip wide ;

ribs of back subequal, linear.

This section contains eighteen species.
T. Europ&a, European Pig, Gray ; Cypraa Eumpcea, Lam. Shell

ovate, subglobose, ash- or flesh-coloured, with three black dots, and a

whitish dorsal streak ; ribs close, rather thick, whitish ;
base white

;

outer lip wide.

European Tig (Cypraa (IVirio) JHwoptt*)-

a, adult
; 6, young.

There is a variety with the back spotless, with an indistinct dorsal

groove (Cypraa Arctica, Mont.). This shell is found on the British

coast It ranges from the verge of low water to as deep as 50

fathoms. It is also found in the coralline and red crag.

The young are white and smooth.

y. Mouth narrowish
;
the outer lip arbhed ;

the ribs enlarged or

tubercular near the dorsal groove. It contains seven species.

T. Pcdimlui, Louse-Pig, Gray ; Cypraa, Pedicwlus, Linn. Shell

ovate, pale reddish, with six square black dorsal spots : ribs rather

thick, subrugose, crowded
;
dorsal line narrow ;

base reddish. It is a

native of the West Indies.

Louse-Pig (Trivia Paticu/ia).

S. Mouth narrow ;
ribs tubercular

;
dorsal line distinct

;
front of

columella smooth. In this section there are two species.

T. puttulata, Pimpled Pig, Gray ; Cyprtea pustulata, Lam., com-

monly called by collectors the Small-Pox Cowry. Purplish-brown ;

ribs studded with red-brown, black-edged warts. It is a native of the

Pacific Ocean.

Small-Pox Cowry (Trivia ptistulata}.

Erato (Risso). Spire conical ; apex sub-mamillary, blunt ; shell,

when young, smooth ;
the adult with both lips finely crenulated ; the

columella concave, slightly radiatedly plaited or smooth, with two or

three folds in front ;
the anterior canal straight, the hinder indistinct.

This genus includes seven species.

E. icabriiucula, Roughish Tear-Shell, Gray ; Marginella Cypraola,

Sow. Shell ovate, turbinate, livid, purplish, minutely tubercular ;

spire conical ;
dorsal line impressed ;

mouth wide, whitish, inner lip

largely plaited its whole length ;
teeth large ; young, smooth ; lip

thin, toothless. It is found in the South Pacific, St. Helena.

Kougbirh Tear-Shell (Erato scatriusmla).

Ovulum, ((hula. Lam.). The shell, when young, spirally striated

when adult, covered with n smooth enamelled coat ;
the inner lip
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taothleas
; the outer toothed or moated ; tho anterior and posterior

canal more or lesa elongated.
. The outer Up broad, indexed, rounded, crenulated ; extremities

abort ; front of oolnmelU rounded.
In this milxtivifluu Dr. limy enumerate* two species.
0. orum ; Om/o on/ormu, Lain. ; Bulla orm, Linn. ; Common

Poached Egg. White
;
back rounded ; innide orange-brown.

Common Poached F.(TR (Orulm arm), adult.

ft. Outer lip indexed, broad, toothed ; end* short, curved, hinder

end with tooth on the inner lide
; front of the oolumella expanded

beneath. One specie* only.
it. rfrrurottun ; (train rtrrueota, Lain. ; Bulla rerrucota, Linn. ;

Two-Warted Poached Egg, Gray. Shell ovate ; back angular ; extre-

mity rosy, with a depressed wart above. Young closely striated
;

ends brown-edged. Found in the Indian Ocean.

Tiro-Wrted Poached Egrf (Orulum rfrrurnnm}.

y. Outer lip indexed, rounded, narrow, toothed ; rest like sect. 0.
It includes four species.

0. Margarita, Sow. ; Pearl Poached Egg, Gray. Shell ovate, sub-

globose, white, pointed in front, rentricose ; base convex ; hinder
tubercle rugose ; front of columella concave

; outer lip rounded.
This with six brown dota artificially made is OriiM punctata of Duclos.
A native of the Friendly Islands.

IV.rl Poached Era (Or*l*m Jtarftrita \

< >nter lip slightly Indexed, narrow, keeled externally, wit.h edge
nhi-lring inwanls; the rat like the former. This section includes
even specie*.

it. pyriformr. Sow. ; Pear-Shaped Poached F.gg, Gray. Shell pear-

shaped, yeUowih-white, attenuated in front; front of columella

ave; outer lip shelving inwards. It is a native of Australia.

I r*r4lhapMl Poached Ef (Orulnm pyrif<Hrmt).

" lip thickened, indexed, toothle**; extremities *hort ; front
of the eoluroella flattened ; hinder part with a fold obliterated by age.
! thin section there are nine specina.

0. yibbonm ; Urula gibbon. Lam. ;
H*lta yMota, Linn. ; Gibbous

Poached Egg, Gray. Shell oblong, blunt, white; margin yellow,
covering nearly the whole shell

;
back with an angular rib. Varies

in length and breadth. Fuund in the Atlantic Ocean.

fiibtK.au Poached T.gg (Orulnm fiMonrm).

(. Outer lip thickened, indexed, toothless; cxtremiticA rather rl<m-

gated ;
tho hinder conical, straight ;

the rest like the former. Four

species are included in this section.

O. lonffinairatum, Sow. ; Coodhall'n False Spindle, Gray. Shell

fusiform, white, thin ; beak very long, curved
; mouth linear, rather

expanded in front. Found in the Adriatic.

Goodhull's False Spindle (Ornlum lonyirtutrntum).

t>. Outer lip thickened, slightly indexed, toothless ; the front of the
columella rounded, the extremities very long. (Volra, De Montf.)
It embraces one species only.

0. volva; Ovula rolra, Lam.; Jlnlla Volrn, Linn., Common
Weaver's Shuttle. Shell oval, flesh-coloured, striated ; outer lip

pink ; tho beaks long, flcxuous. Locality, China.

Common Wearer's Shuttle (Ornlm rohvi).

On the position of this family amongst tho MMutca, Dr. .1. K. Gray
makes the following remarks : "Thin family appear* to be allied to

the sub-family Caundtv, amongst tho Bucciniidftr, by moans of thr

Cauii Tftticultu, of which Lamarck observes,
' ce casaue a un peu

1'aspect de certains Cyjiram ;
'

but the affinity is not slight, for in t In-

shape and forrn <if thu nperture, which has a groove or canal at each

end, both of the lips plnited, and the front part of the columella
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flattened, it accords with those Cypnea; but the outer lip ia not

inflected, nor is the back of the shell covered with a china-like coat,
but with epidermis, and the canal in front of the aperture is recurved.

The Ovuld, on the opposite side of the family, have certainly great

affinity to the Bullidece (Bullidce), as is pointed out by Linnaeus, who
places them all in that genus, but Bulla differs most essentially from
them : in the animals, by the position of their branchiae and their

being half hermaphrodite, and in the shell, by the aperture being
rounded and quite entire at each end, and the edges not being
thickened, nor the back covered with a ehelly coat, for the shell is

here covered with the soldered reflected lobes of the mantle; the

connection is most apparent by means of Ovula palula and Bulla

Naucum, in the latter of which there are some slight appearances of a
curved canal at each end of the aperture, as in the character of the

Cpyrceidece (Cyprceida), but it has not the enamelled back.
" This family has some analogy, in their polished coats, first to the

MargintUcf, which induced Montagu to call a species of that genus
Cyprata valuta ; and indeed, such is the affinity between the young
of this species, which has been called Bulla diaphana, that DUlwyn
has considered it as the young of Cyprcea Europcea ;

in which Montagu
appears also to have coincided, until he observed a totally different

construction in the animal : but I believe that M. persicula is the
most analogical species of this genus ;

and secondly, to the Olivce,
which differ essentially in having an operculum, and all the characters

of the Buccinoideie (Buccinida)."
Messrs. Forbes and Hanley in their 'History of the British Mollusca,'

place them after the Conida, and last of the families of the Gasteropoda
Prosobran chiata.

Fossil Cyprceidee.
Fossil shells of this family do not appear to have been found below

the Supracretaceous Group. Mr. G. B. Sowerby, speaking of the genus
Cyprcea, eays,

" Of these," the fossils,
" we have several species in

Britain, in the London Clay and Crag ; many others are found on the

Continent, as in the Calcaire Grossier in the environs of Paris
;
at

Laugnan, near Bordeaux, and in Normandy ; also in Italy and Pied-

mont; we have seen specimens of a very fine fossil species, nearly
resembling Cyprcea mus, from the Netherlands : they seem to be
confined to the newer formations." Lamarck enumerates 18 fossil

species of Cypcea, and two of Ovulum. Deshayes, in his '

Tables,'
makes the number of living (hula 18, and the number of fosuil (tertiary)

species 6. Three species, (T. Spelta, 0. birostre, and a new species, he
makes both fossil (tertiary) and living hi the Mediterranean, the
Indian Ocean, and the Mediterranean respectively. The number of

living species of Cypraa he makes 138, and the number of fossil

(tertiary) 19.

Dr. Gray notes the following as fossil :

Cyprcea Phytis, Brocchi (C. Pyrula, Lam.), Plaisantin or Placentin;
C. teporina, Lam.

; C. gibbosa. Gray ; C. tumidula, Konig, Bordeaux :

and he observes, that G. annularia, Brogn., appears to be an allied

species ; C. fragilit, Gray ; C. Detkayesii, Gray ; Ovula tuberculoaa,
Duclos ; C. infata, Lam., Grignon, allied to Ovulum ; C. subrostrata,

Gray, Nehove
; C. fabayina, Lam. ; C. diluviana, Gray ; C. rugoia,

Brod., Turin.

Liiponia elegant, Gray (C. elegant, Defr.); L. dactylosa, Gray;
C. dactylosa, Lam.

; C. Gervillii, Sow.
;
C. Georgii, Defr.

Trivia Barcinemis, Gray ( C. .Barcinentii, Konig, Barcelona); T.

tpkariculata, Cyp. Lam. (?), Italy ; T. acuticottata, Gray, Italy ; T. pedi-
culoida, Gray, Italy ;

T. Porcellus, Gray, Crag (?) ; T. Bronnii, Gray,
Italy ; T. soltda, Gray ;

T. avellana, Sow., M. C., Suffolk Crag, which,
Dr. Gray observes, appears to be an allied species; T. Xhiclosiana,

Gray.
Erato ventricosa, Gray, Italy.
Ovulum Lctherii (Leathesii '!), Sow., M. C.

The following species are described in Mr. Searles Wood's account of

the Crag Sfollusca (Pal. Soc.) : Cyprtea avellana; C. affinis; C,

Anglice ; C. return; C. Europcea; Erato Iwvis ; E. Maugerioe.
CYPRESS, [Cui'RESSCS.]
CYPRICARDIA. [SCBMYTILACEA.]
CYPRINA. [VENERIDJ!.]
CYPRINE. [IDOCRASE.]
CYPRl'NID^E, a family of Fishes of the section Malacopterygii

Abdominales, the species of which are distinguished by their having
the mouth small, formed by the intermaxillary bonec, and generally
devoid of teeth

; the pharyngeans furnished with strong teeth, the

branchiostegous rays few in number, and the scales generally of

large size.

The principal genera belonging to this family are Cyprinui, Barlus,
Gobio, Tinea, Cirrhvnut, Abramit, Labeo, Catastomus, Leuciscus, Gono-

rhynchut, Cobitii, Anablepi, Ptxcilla, Ltbiat, Fundulus, Molinesia, and

Cyprinodon.
Cyprinui, as now restricted, contains the Common Carp and allied

species, which are distinguished from those of the other genera above
enumerated by their having one long dorsal fin, a small mouth devoid
of teeth, the scales of large size, and the second rays of the dorsal
and anal fins large, bony, and more or less serrated ; branchiostegous
rays three in number.

C. Carpio, Linn., the Common Carp, was introduced Into this

country at an early period (probably between the 14th and 15th cen-
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turies), but neither the date nor the country from which it was

imported is precisely known. In Jenyns's
' Manual of British

Vertebrate Animals' it is said to be originally from the middle of

Europe ;
and since it thrives best in this part, such is probably the

case. It now inhabits most parts of Europe, and in some places its

growth is much attended to for the purposes of traffic. It frequents
lakes, ponds, and rivers

;
in the last however it avoids those parts

where the current is strong, preferring still water.
The food of the Carp consists chiefly of vegetable substances, which

are masticated by means of the flat teeth which are situated on the

pharyngeans ; the larvse of insects and worms however also afford it

nutriment. This fish is of an elongate form, and rather thick
;
the

back is considerably elevated, and the greatest depth of the body,
which is beneath the commencement of the dorsal fin, measures rather
more than one-third of the entire length : the head is large, and the
mouth small in proportion ;

the lips are furnished with two barbules
on each side, situated near the corners of the mouth : the dorsal fin

commences in a line with the end of the pectorals, and occupies a

space nearly equal to one-third of the entire length ; the first ray is

short and bony ;
the second is also bony but long, and serrated on

the hinder part ;
the third ray is the longest, and is flexible, as are

likewise the remainder of the rays : the anal fin terminates in a line

with the dorsal, and like that has the two foremost rays bony and the
second serrated

;
the pectoral fin has its origin immediately behind

the free edge of the operculum ;
the caudal fin is forked, and the

longest rays are double the length of those in the centre. The number
of fin-rays are dorsal, 22

; pectoral, 17 ; ventral, 9
; anal, 8 ; and

caudal, 19. The lateral line is straight.
The general colour of the upper parts is a rich olive-brown, which

is darkest on the head
;
the under parts are yellowish white, and the

fins are brown ; the ventral and anal fins are tinged with red.

As regards the size and weight of the Carp, we extract a few lines

from Mr. Yarrell's valuable work. "
Though not so rapid in their

growth as some fish," says this author,
"
carp have attained three

pounds' weight by their sixth year, and six pounds' weight before their

tenth year. The largest I can refer to are thus noticed in Daniel's
' Rural Sports :'

' Mr. Ladbroke, from his park at Gatton, presented
Lord Egremont with a brace that weighed thirty-five pounds, as

specimens to ascertain whether the Surrey could not vie with the
Sussex carp." In 1793, at the fishing of the large piece of water at

Stourhead, where a thousand large brace of killing carp were taken,
the largest was thirty inches long, upwards of twenty-two broad, and

weighed eighteen pounds.
" At Westou Hall, Staffordshire, the seat of the earl of Bradford,

the painting of a carp is preserved, which weighed nineteen and a half

pounds. This fish was caught in a lake of twenty-six acres, called

the White Sitch, the largest of three pieces of water which orna-

mented this fine estate."

Carp are in season for the table from October to April.
C. gibelio, Bloch, the Prussian Carp, is another species of this geuua

now naturalised ill this country, and which is said to have been intro-

duced from Germany.
This species is considerably less than the Common Carp ;

its usual

weight is about half a pound ;
it has been known however to weigh

upwards of two pounds.
The Prussian Carp may at once be distinguished from the Common

Carp by the absence of barbules on the lips. The greatest depth of

the body is equal to one-third of the whole length, the tail included
;

the lateral line descends in a gentle curve from the upper angle of the

operculum below the middle of the body, whence it is straight ;
the

tail is forked
;
the longest rays are about one-third longer than the

shortest rays ; the dorsal and anal fins have a strong bony ray, as in

the Common Carp, but these rays are not so deeply serrated. The
number of fin-rays are dorsal, 18

; pectoral, 14
; ventral, 9

; anal, 8 ;

and caudal, 19.

The colour of the upper parts is olive brown
;
the belly is almost

white ;
the cheeks and gill-covers are of a brilliant golden-yellow hue

;

the fins are for the most part of an orange-red colour.

This fish is found in some of the ponds in the neighbourhood of

London, and in other parts of England, but is rather local.

C. auraiui (Linn.), the Gold Carp. The gold and silver fish, as it

is termed, has been long known in this country : it is a native of

China, and, according to Pennant, was first introduced into England
hi 1691, but was not generally known till 1728. The Gold Carp is

now completely naturalised, both here and in other parts of Europe,
where it has been introduced, and breeds freely, especially in ponds
in warm and sheltered situations. In many of the streams of Por-

tugal it abounds, whence they are brought over to this country in the

trading vessels for sale.

This fish is too well known to require description. It is subject to

much variation not only in colour but in the fins, which are sometimes

double, and not unfrequently have triple tails; in the latter case

however it appears that the tail is thus developed at the expense of

part or the whole of some other fin. When young, the Gold Carp is

of a very dark colour, approaching to black; this dark colour is

replaced by the golden-red hue more or less early according to the

constitution of the individual.

Of all fish the Gold Carp is most easily domesticated, and it may be
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kept for year* in small glass vessels if care be taken to change the

water even day in the summer, and twice or three times a week in

the winUr. Even this is not necessary if they are kept in vessels in

which wnter-planU are permitted to grow, and a few fresh-water

snails are added. In this way most of oar fresh-water fish can be

reared and treated, as pet* in the drawing-room. (AQOAVIVARIUM.)
C. Mnusisu. the Crucian or German Carp.

This species was for-

merly confounded with C. yibtlio. The following U Mr. Tamil's

description :

" The length of the head U to the depth of the body as

1 to S- and to the whole length of head, body, 1 tail as 1 to 5 ;
the

depth of the body compared to the whole length as 2 to 5 ;
the Uil

and each cell has its placenta doubled back from the axis so as to

form two plates at right angles with the dissepiment. It'""!**

inhabit the East Indies chiefly, a few only being met with in otter

warm part, of the world. They are all beautiful in *.>"*

they arerf no known ie. In hi.
'

Vegetable Kingdom/ Dr. Lu.dl.-y

includes these plants in the order Ganeraeete. [QE8HERACM.J
, --^

sHllinr" *V UW IfH"-

jo* fish is much more rare than the Prussian Carp.
Mr. Yarrell

ays he has never seen this fish except
" from the Thames between

Hammersmith and Windsor, where it attains considerable size,

sometimes weighing a pound and a half; in one instance a specimen

brought me in October 1829 weighed 21bs. lion. Of ite habite

little is known."
In addition to the above species of Cyprinui, the following British

fish belong to this family :

Barbui rulgarii, Cuvier (Cyprinui rulgarii, Linn.), the Barbel.

[BARBEL.]
GMo jturiatUit, Cuvier (Cyprinui Gobio, Linn.), the Gudgeon.

[GOBIO.]
Tinea Tulgarii, Cnvier (Cyprinui Tinea, Bloch.), the Tench.

[TlXCA.1
Abramii brama, Cuvier (Cyprinui brama, Bloch.), the Bream, or

( .- i > .

A. blicca, CUT. (Cyprinui blieca, Bloch.), the White Bream or Bream-

Flat.

A. BuaaAagyii, Thompson (Cyprinui Buggcnhaggii, Bloch.), the

Large-Scaled or Pomeranian Bream. [BREAM.]
Ltudicu* Idui, Cuvier (Cyprinui Idui, Linn.), the Ide.

L. rutilut, Cuvier (Cyprinui rulilvi, Linn.), the Roach.

L. rulgarii, Cuvier (Vyprinut ItuciKUt, Linn.), the Dace, Dare, or

L. Lameaitrieniii, Yarrell (Cyprinui LancaHrienni, Shaw), the

L. ctfkalui, Fleming (Cyprinui ctphalut, Linn.), the Chub or Skelly.

L. tryotJkropUialmui, Cuvier (Cyprinui cryothroptkalmut, Linn.), the

Bed-Eye, or Rudd.

L. earuleui, YamD, the Axurine, or Blue Roach.

L. alburnui, Cuvier (Cyprinui alburnui, Linn.), the Bleak or Bhck.

L. jJtofinui, Cuvier (Cyprinui phojnnut, Linn.), the Minnow, Minim,

or Birk. [Licences.]
Cobili* barbalula, Linn., the Loach, Loche, or Beardie.

C. Ionia, Linn., the Spined Loach, or Groundling. [CoBms.]
CYl'lMXl's. rcirRiMDJE.]
i V I'KII'E'DIUM, a geuus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Orckidacm, and the tribe Cypripediat. It has a patent perianth ;
a

ventricose inflated lip ; column trifid above ;
the lateral lobes bearing

stamens, the middle lobe sterile, dilated ;
the two lower sepals com-

bined ;
the germen straight.

C. talctolui, Lady's Slipper, has a leafy stem ;
the middle lobe of

the column nearly ovate, obtuse, deflexed ;
the lip slightly compressed,

shorter than the calyx. This plant has been found in Great Britain,

bat is extremely rare.

All the species are exceedingly elegant plants. They are mostly

inhabitants of North America and Northern India. Two new species

have been lately introduced. In their cultivation they require great

care. They will only thrive in a shady border in peat soil. The

American species should be covered with some dry straw in very

severe frosts, or if there should be too much wet ; they are not easily

increased, but will perfect seeds in favourable situations, particularly

if pains be taken to apply the pollen to the stigma.

iigton, Manual ; London, Encyclopaedia of Planti.)

is. [BRASCWOI-ODA.)
CYI-SKLAS. [HlRU*DIXII>Jk]
CYltKXA. [VrxERio*.]V/ 1 ivr..^/\. I v r.itbniuA.j

CYRILI.ACE.*, CynUadi, a natural order of Exogenous Plants.

The order oonsisU of shrubs with evergreen simple leaves without

stipules. The flowers usually in racemes. The calyx 4-5-partod. It has

6 distinct petals, with an imbricated aestivation. The ovary is

2-3-4-celled, always composed of some number of carpels different

from that of the calyx, corolla, and stamens; solitary pendulous ovules,

a short style, the stigma with as many lobes as there are cells of the

ovary. Ths fruit u a succulent capsule or a drupe ;
the seeds

inverted ; the embryo in the axis of a very large quantity of albumen,

with a very long superior radicle. This order is related to (Macacta

and fiUofparaeeec. All the
species

are inhabitants of North America.

Nothing has been recorded of any uses to which they are applied.
i ^ ICTANUKATE.AS,a small natural order of irregular-flowered

Monoprtalo.il. Exogens, allied to Bignoniacta and Oeineracetr. They
are herbaceous plants, and in many cases stemless, with no tendency
to twine; sometimes they are parasitical ; their calyx, corolla, and

Unwns are those of Bignoniacta ; but their fruit is a long M. -n-l-r

pod, ormUining a multitude of seeds, that are often terminated by

long delicate Uils, and are destitute of albumen. The pod is 2-celled,

Strcptocarpui Rrrii.

1, a section across the rip pod, showing the double placenta-.

CYRTO'CERAS, a genus of Fossil Cephalopoda belonging to the

family Ammmiiidtr, proposed by Goldfuss. It occurs in the Pal;,

Strata of Devon, the Eifel, and Ireland principally, and includes nmny

species of great beauty and interest. JThe septa are pierced by a

Bubdorsal siphon ;
the last whorl finishes in a straight extension.

I'al,, 'Fou. of Devon.')
i \ STI'XOIA, a genus of Tunicated Ascidian Molluica, established

by Mr. W. S. MT^eay, who observes that it comes nearer to <

than to any other hitherto described; and that they may prove

eventually to be only two sub-genera, of which we want the inter-

vening links to enable us to form an accurate notion of the genus to

which they belong. It has the following characters : Body with a

subcoriaceous test, affixed by the summit to a very short pedicle,

which is in the same line with the two orifices. The branchial orifice

quiutrifid and lateral, the anal irregular and terminal ; both being so

little prominent as not to alter the form of the body. Branchial

pouch membranaceous, indistinctly reticulated, and divided into

longitudinal folds. The tcntaculft of the branchial orifice composite.

Intestinal canal lateral. Stomach very large, extending almost the

whole length of the body. Ovaries two, composed of globular ova

disposed in free racemes on each side of the body, with the branchial

pouch and stomach between them. (W. S. M'Leay.)

C. Griffitlurii has the envelope semipellucid, yellowish. Mantle very

thin, and provided near the branchial and anal orifices with a reticu-

lation of circular muscles nearly at right angles to each other. Ten-

tacula about 10 or 12, compressed and laminated like those of the

genus Sollmia. Branchial pouch having its net-work exceedingly lax,

meshes irregular and indistinct, but api>arently simi'lf. tl- m-rvures

being nearly of the same size. The longitudinal folds of the brancliiic,

or rather (owing to the singular position of them in this genus) tlirir

transverse folds, about 14 or 15 in number. Length of tho body, half

an inch. (W. S. M'Leay.) Locality, Winter Island.

Cyilinyia Griffilhiii.

\, nstnral lr.c, wn on the right ide ; 5, magnified, n on the left side

o, anal orifice ; b, branchial orifice ; , grlni of nd externally encruitlng the

thick end of the pedicle.

Mr. M'Leay, who has named the species after William >

Griffiths, Esq., who found only one specimen during the third vy.-ige
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under Captain (now Sir Edward) Parry, gives the following details of

its organisation :

" The body of this animal, so different in many respects from all

other Tethyce, is pyriform, and attached to a pedicle so short as

scarcely to curve down farther than the branchial orifice. This

pedicle is rather conical at its base, sub-cylindrical, and apparently

very, weak at its extremity. From this apparent weakness and im-

perfect formation of the pedicle, in conjunction with the circumstance

of one side of the conical part in the only specimen that I have seen

being incrusted with sand, I suspect that the animal can scarcely be
said to be suspended by its pedicle, but rather reposes on the conical

part of it
; by which means the folds of the branchial pouch will take

a vertical and the stomach a horizontal position, and thus be more in

correspondence with the ordinary position of the stomach in the

simple Aiddice, which is very rarely descending. The envelope of

C. Griffithtii is exceedingly smooth, and so pellucid as to appear
almost gelatinous. The original colour I cannot ascertain ; but if it

be the same as that of the specimen in spirits, it is cinereous, rather

yellowish. The external orifices have scabrous veins, are very minute,
and scarcely at all prominent. The branchial orifice is quadrifid, and

placed exactly half-way down the side. The anal orifice is on the

same line with it and the pedicle, but is placed opposite to this last,

BO as to be terminal, having its external surface apparently without

rays ; in both respects being totally different from the anal orifice of

Boltenia."

Respiratory System.
" The entrance of the branchial cavity is pro-

vided with a circular range of 10 or 12 unequal tentacula, which are

composite or divided into laciuue at the extremity, which lacinise are

again so minutely divided as to be almost plumate. The branchial

pouch has about fourteen folds, and its net-work is very indistinct and

lax, the transverse nervures being perhaps the most visible, particu-

larly towards the branchial orifice. The folds of the branchiw are

most easily seen on the inside of the branchial pouch."

Circulating System.
" The heart is situated horizontally between

the lower part of the tunic and the stomach. It is large, ovoidal, and

appears to be composed of several lobes, and is indeed of a structure

different from that of such Atfidida: as are known.
" The dorsal sulcus is remarkably distinct, and proceeds from the

immediate vicinity of the heart, or rather along the back of it to that

of the branchial orifice. It may be seen through the external enve-

lope of the body when thU is viewed on the left side, and forms an
arch inclosing a lesser and more pointed arch, which last appears to

be nothing else than one of the folds of the branchial pouch. At the

point where this last arch touches the dorsal sulcus there is in our

specimen an orifice opening internally, and apparently communicating
by a tube with a beautifully diaphanous longitudinal pouch, which
contains nothing but two blackish nodules, one of which is longer
than the other." The imperfection of the only specimen which

M'Leay had for examination prevented him from accurately ascer-

taining the nature and use of this part of the organisation, which, he

says, appears to have nothing similar to it in any of the other Tunicata
hitherto observed.

Digestive System.
" The pharynx is situated rather higher than the

branchial orifice ;
and the oesophagus, which is about half the length

of the stomach, after descending to the highest part of the branchial

vein, descends, and gives rise to a simple but enormous stomach, with

very slight transverse stria;, and having a longitudinal division,
marked somewhat deeply, and which runs almost the whole length of

the body in a line between the base of the pedicle and the anal orifice.

The intestine is exceedingly short, and apparently descending in a line

with the stomach ; the rectum is cylindrical, and anus simple. Such
at least is the description of the digestive apparatus of this animal, if

we give the name of pharynx to that end of the intestinal canal

which opens into the branchial cavity, and the name of anus to that
end of it which is free

; and there is no doubt that such a description
makes it an animal totally different from Boltenia, and in fact from
all other species of Tethyce, not only with respect to the singular form
of the intestinal canal, but inasmuch as the branchial vein is thus

placed, in relation to the pharynx, directly opposite to its position in

all other animals of this group. I therefore am induced in some
measure to suppose that there is a monstrous formation in the intes-

tinal canal of the only specimen which I have had the means of

examining ;
a supposition which must of course for the present throw

doubt on any generic character which might be drawn from the above

description of the intestinal canal. If indeed we could imagine that
were it not for some monstrosity of structure, the intestinal canal
would communicate with the branchial cavity by that end which,
from its being free, I have been obliged to consider the anus, then the
whole of the internal organs of nutrition would have a situation

analogous to that of those of Boltenia. For instance, there would
then be a short (esophagus opening near the anal orifice of the enve-

lope, an ascending stomach, a long curved intestine, and descending
rectum, while the branchial vein and heart would take their usual
situation in respect to the pharynx and stomach. We know more-

over, from those memoirs of Savigny, to which I have in the course
of this paper had occasion to refer, that the digestive organs of the
Tunicata are subject to analogous derangements, of which he has

figured two remarkable examples in Cynthia Momui and PhaUuiia

Turcica. It appears indeed to be a consequence of the low rank of

these animals in the scale of being, aud of their simple organisation,
that the organs apparently most essential to their existence may
undergo the greatest inversions without affecting their life

;
for the

monstrous Cynthia Momus described by Savigny, as well as the

Cystingia now under consideration, had its ovaries full of eggs."
Mr. Griffiths's specimen was taken in Fox's Channel, and two

other specimens were obtained by the expedition under Captain Sir

John Ross, near Felix Harbour ; but as these were abandoned with

the rest of the collection, it is probable, as Captain James Ross

observes, that the individual from which Mr. M'Leay's description
and drawings were taken is the only specimen ever brought to

England.
CYSTIPHY'LLUM, a genus of MadnpTiyllicea, proposed by Lous-

dale, to include species which have a vesicular internal structure,

instead of clearly defined horizontal diaphragms and vertical lamellae.

It occurs in the Palaeozoic Strata of Shropshire, Devon, and the Eifel.

CYSTO'PTERIS, a genus of Ferns belonging to the tribe Aspidieai.
It has the indusium attached by its broad hooded base under the

sori, with a lengthened fringed free extremity, at first covering the

thecai.

O. fragilie, Brittle Fern, has bipinnate fronds ;
the pinna: ovate-

lanceolate
; the pinnules ovate or ovate-lanceolate, toothed or pinna-

tifid. This is a remarkably variable species of fern. Three forms or

varieties may be distinguished C. f. dentata, with obtuse ovate pin-

nules, pointless, bluntly toothed or rarely pinnatifid, not decurrent ;

C. f. angustata, with pinnules linear, lanceolate, deeply and acutely

pinnatifid or slightly toothed at the margin; the ultimate subdi-

visions oblong or linear, not dilated, rounded or ovate, sometimes

notched at the end. The other form has the pinnules ovate, acute,

pinnatifid, cut, and serrated, slightly decurrent. These plants are

common in Great Britain, and found on rocks and walls, especially in

limestone districts. They are of a diminutive size, and of a remark-

ably brittle nature, from which circumstance they have obtained

their common name.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Newman, History of British

Anuj
CYTACIS. [ACALEPH.E.]
CYTHERjEA. [VENERID*.]
CYTHERE, a genus of Entomostracous Crustacea, belonging to

the legion Lophyropoda, the order Ostracoda, and the family Cytheridce.

The species are found very commonly in Great Britain. [BRANCHIO-

PODA.] Mr. Rupert Jones, in his '

Monograph of the Entomostraca

of the Cretaceous Formation of England,' describes five fossil species

belonging to this genus. [ENTOMOSTRACA.] The same author describes

ten species of this genus as fossil in the Permian Rocks of England.

Cythereii is a genus separated from the group of species known as

Cythere, by Mr. R. Jones. It has the following characters : The

animal is unknown. Carapace-valves or shell of an almost regular

oblong shape, the dorsal and ventral margins lying nearly parallel to

each other. Surface of a very irregular appearance, being wrinkled,

ridged, and beset with tubercles, and crenulated or strongly toothed

on the margins.
Dr. Baird has described three recent species, whilst nine fossil

forms have been described by Mr. Jones from the Chalk.

Bairdia is a group of species formerly referred to Cythere, and

separated by M'Coy. The valves externally are convex and smooth,

sometimes finely pitted or spined, never ribbed or granulated ;
the

hinge is simple.
This genus has no recent species. Six species have been found in

the Chalk.

Cytherdla, a genus separated by Jones from Cythere. It embraces

species of Cytherina of other authors. The carapace-valves are oblong,

and vary in the convexity and smoothness of the surface ;
the right

valve is larger than the left, and its contact margin thicker than that

of the opposite valve. Six fossil species have been described from

the Chalk.

(Rupert Jones, Monograph of the Entomostraca of the Cretaceoia

Formationt of England; W. King, A Monograph of the Permian

FosiiU of England, both published by the Palsoontographical Society ;

Baird, Natural History of the British Entomostraca -Ray Society.)

CYTHEREIS. [CrrHERE.]
CYTHERELLA. [CYTHERE.]
CYTINA'CE^E, Cutus-Rapei, a small natural order of Rhizanths,

the type of which is Cytinus Hypocittis, a parasite found growing on

the roots of certain kinds of Cittwi in the south of France. Its stems

are a few inches high, thick, succulent, reddish or yellowish, and

covered by straight fleshy imbricated scales which are only abortive

leaves. The flowers are nearly sessile, erect, arranged at the summit

of the stem, yellowish and velvety on the outside. The relations of

this order amongst the Rhizanths are evidently with Rafflesiacea and

Balanophoracece. Like the Rhizanths generally they are also allied to

Fungi, whilst their resemblance to certain Endogenous orders, as

Bromeliacea, is evident. Griffiths regards the Rhizanths as reduced

or degraded forms of Phamogamous Plants. The fruit is baccate,

inferior, leathery, divisible into eight polyspermous lobes. The

inspissated juice is used in French pharmacy as a styptic, but it

is not admitted with us. Along with this penus are associated the
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rnu* Hydmoru, Cape of Good Hop*, which look, like a great

the Lrctfvdt* Apodrnllxu. a minute parasite upon the

two other lex knownI Of teMt, and .. . n

fyfiMiu Ilyporiita.

1, t male Bower ; 1, eetlon of the Mine, very much magnified ; ,
a female

Bower ; 4, a *rction of the Int.

C'YTISl'S, a genii* of Plant* belonging to the natural order

lymmiiumr It has a bilabiate calyx, the upper lip generally entire,

the lower somewhat 3-toothed. The vexillum ovate and broad
; the

carina very obtuse, including the stamens, which are monadelphoua.
The legume ia

piano-compressed, many-seeded, not glandular. The

species an imall trees or shrubs, with ternate leaves and yellow-

purple white flowers.

C. Laltmnnm, Common Laburnum, U a native of the mountains of

Saroy and Switzerland. It ia a small green branched tree. The

young shoot* are downy ; the leaves on long stalks, leaflets rather

glaucous, ternate, nearly sessile, oval, mucronulate, a little downy on

the nnder side, the terminal one larger than the others ;
the petioles

and subulate stipules downy. The raceme* are pendulous, about

8 indie* long, terminal, many flowered, frequent, and downy. The

calyx campanulate, oblique, pushed inwards at the base, downy.
The corolla large, and of a bnght yellow colour. The legumes are

downy, lineal, flat, thickened at each suture, rather contracted between

the seeds. The seeds are oblong, compressed, shining, smooth, and
of a deep greenish-black. They are highly poisonous, possessing
narcotic acrid

properties.
The seeds of this plant are frequently

own in plantations infested with hares and rabbits, who will touch

no other tree as long a* a twig of Laburnum remains. Though eaten

to the ground every Mason it rises again in the spring, thus affording

a constant supply to these animals, so as to save other trees from

their attacks.

C. Alpinut, Alpine Laburnum, has terete branches, petiolate leaves,

ovate lanceolate leaflet*, rounded at the base
; pendulous reoemes ;

pulveruloua pedicels
and calyces; glabrous few-seeded marginate

legumes. It is a native of Carinthia, in groves. It is nearly allied

to the ZoowMtm, but is distinct. The wood of both specie* U
used by cabinet-makers on account of it* hardness, durability, and

beauty.
<7. #copan'ia, Common Broom, is a large bushy shrub, with copious

long, straight, angular, dark-green, smooth, tough branches. The
leave* are deciduous, scattered, stalked, ternate, the upper one*

generally simple, the leaflets uniform, obovate, obtuse, and entire ;

silky wjjen young. The flowers are axillary, solitary or in pairs, on

simple stalks, longer than the leaves, large and handsome, of a deep

golden yellow, sometimes tinged with orange. The swelling ovary soon

split* the tube of the filaments. The legume is brown, flat, above an
inch long, nearly smooth at the sides, but fringed with harsh hairs at

each margin. The Cytittu of Virgil was the Mtditago arborra of

botanists. For the medical properties of this plant see SCOPARIOS, in

ARTS AND So. Div.
CYTOBLAST. In the development of the tissues of plants from

the blastema, or cyto-blastema, which is a fluid consisting of water

holding in solution sugar, gum, dextrine, &c., some of the granules
assume a definite form, and become darker than the surrounding

granules. These dark spots may be seen in the fluids of the growing

parts of all plants. They are composed of some form of protein, and
it is to these that Schleiden has given the name of Cytoblasts. The

Cytoblast produces from its surface a cell : when the cell has become

fully grown other Cytoblasts are produced in its interior, which, by
producing other cells, burst the parent cell and increase the substance

of the part in which they are found. A growing point of the same
nature has been observed in the tissues of the animal kingdom, and
it haa been thus demonstrated that in the original growth of their

tissues there is an identity between the animal and vegetable king-
doms. Although, when first made known by Schleiden, the Cytoblast
was supposed necessary to the formation of every cell (and this led to

the observation by Schwann of its extensive presence in the animal

kingdom), it has since been pointed out by Mohl and others that the

great mass of cells originates in the division of a protoplastic matter,
which is not found in the form of a nucleus, but of a vesicle lining
the interior of the cell. This substance haa been called by Mohl the
'

primordial utricle.' It is composed of the same material, and per-
forms the same functions, as those attributed by Schleiden to the

Cytoblast. Mr. Huxley proposes to call the proteinaceous formative

matter originating each cell, under whatever form it occurs, the

Kndoplast. Thus the terms nucleus, protoplasm, primordial utricle,
and endoplast may be regarded as synonyms of Cytoblast. [CKLLS;
TISSUES, VEGETABLE ; TISSUES, ANIMAL ; HISTOLOGY.]
CYTTARIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Fungi. One of the species, C. Dartoinii, grows on the livim? branches
of the South American beeches, and is described by Mr. Berkeley in

the ' Transactions of the Linuioan Society.' It forms a principal part
of the food of the natives of Tierra del Fuego during many mouths of

the year.

I \AR [PLattnU
L'DABCHICK. [Comoro*.]
DABfKCIA (from St Dabeoc), genus of Plant* belonging to the

natural order Eritatta. It ha* a 4-parted calyx ; the corolla oval,

Yentricoae, the limb 4-toothed ; 8 stamens inclosed, the filament*

dilated, glabrous ; the anther linear, sagittate at the base, the cells

of the anthers parallel, loosened at the apex, dehiscing lengthwise ;

the stigma simple, truncate; the capsule 4-oelled with a aepticidal
dehiseraop. There is but one species, the I), polyfolia, which is a

dwarf bushy evergreen shrub, a native of Ireland and the Pyrenees.
This plant is the Andromeda ftobftfia of Linntous, the A'rica ho/xrcia

at Smith, the Htnaeria Duktcio of De Condolle, and the Henztttia

folyfolia of Juiwicu. In Ireland, which is it* only locality in the

British Islands, it i* called Iri.h WfaorU. Cantabrian Heath, and St.

Dabeoc'n Heath. It is a pretty shrub, and well fitted for decorating
the front* of brubberies, or for rockwork. It may be propagated by
dividing the whole plant, or by cuttings, or by layers. (Don, Edin-

Imryk flkwcVMsMMl Journal, vol xvii.)

DACE. [Licences.]
i'\' Kl.o. [Kisoruwam]
DACNIS, Cuvier** name for a genus of Birds (the Pit-Pit* of

BuBbn) which, he observe*, represent the Carouges (Xanthornui) in

miniature by their conical and sharp bill D. Cayana is of a cerulean
blue ; forehead, shoulders, wings, and tail, black. It is a native of

Thl* pretty little bird i* the Elotototl of the Mexican*. Hernandez

says that it lives about the trees of the Tetzcocan Mountains ;
that it

is eatable ; that it does not sing, and that therefore it is not kept in

the house* of the inhabitant*.

FH-rit (DfJttii*
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DACRYDIUM, a genus of Gymnogenous Plants belonging to the
natural order Taxaceas. One of the species, D. taxifolium, the
Kakaterra-Tree of New Zealand, acquires a height of 200 feet.

From its branches may be manufactured a beverage resembling in

antiscorbutic qualities the well-known spruce-beer. (Lindley, Veget-
able Kingdom.}
DACTYLIPORA. [POLTPIAEIA.]
DACTYLIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order of

Grasses. D. glomerata, Cocksfoot-Grass, is an extremely common
plant in fields and waste places, growing and flowering during a great
part of the summer. It has in its wUd state a coarse bluish rough
herbage, and a flower-stem about three feet high, divided at the

point into a loose panicle, each of whose divisions bears a cluster of
flowers at its end. The glumes are 2, sharp-pointed, keeled, and
rather unequal ; they inclose from 3 to 6 florets, each of which con-
sists of 2 rough-ribbed paleae, the lower and outer of which is the

broader, and tipped with a short bristle. In its uncultivated state

this is a coarse hard grass ; nevertheless it is readily eaten by cattle,

horses, and sheep. It strikes its roots to a considerable depth in the

soil, and on this account is capable of enduring the drought of dry
sandy exposed land. Hence in such situations, where scarcely any
other pasture can be procured, as in the naked brecks (or undulating
downs) of Norfolk, it is of great value.

Mr. Sinclair assures us that Cocksfoot forms a part of the herbage
of pastures most celebrated for fattening and keeping the largest

quantity of stock in Devonshire, Lincolnshire, and the vale of Ayles-
bury ; and he states that in the most skilfully managed of these pas-
tures the foliage of the Cocksfoot was only to be distinguished by an

experienced eye from the various species of fine pasture grasses with
which it is combined. We would not however recommend any one

laying down artificial grass to employ Cocksfoot where other grasses
can be made to succeed, for we have invariably found it overgrowing
the sorts with which it was mixed, and forming coarse tufts which
neither feeding nor mowing has been able to keep down.

Cocksfoot Grass (Dactylil glomrrata).

I, a spikelet much magnified ; a, a, the glumes ; 2, a floret with the paleec.

DACTYLO'PTERUS (LaoSpede), a genus of Fishes belonging to

the order Acanlhopteryyii and family Loricati. It has the following
characters : Head flattened, large, and long, and rising suddenly from
the muzzle, which is very short

;
inferior angle of the pre-operculum

furnished with an elongated strong spine ; operculum without spines ;

mouth small
; jaws furnished with masses of minute conical teeth ;

branchiostegous rays six in number
;
some of the anterior rays of the

dorsal fin free
; subpectoral rays numerous, very long, and connected

by a membrane ; ventral fins with four rays ; body covered with hard
carinated scales.

The fishes of this genus are classed with the gurnards ; they may
however be readily distinguished from the typical or true gurnards
by the immense size of the pectoral fins.

Iji
the true gurnards we observe three detached rays situated under

the pectoral fins, but springing from the same base : in our present
genus these rays are very numerous, immensely long, and connected

by a membrane. By means of these large fins, the length of which is

almost equal to that of the body of the animal, these fishes are enabled
to sustain themselves in the air for several seconds, which they often
do to escape from their enemies when pursued ; but in quitting the
waters to avoid their pursuers in that element, they not unfrequently
fall a prey to the frigate-birds and albatrosses.

This genus contains but two species, one of which has been long
known : it inhabits the Mediterranean, and is the Triyla volitant of

Linnaeus. It is commonly called the Flying-Gurnard and Flying-Fish ;

but there are other species of fish which have obtained this name, on
account of their power of sustaining themselves for a few seconds out
of the water. The other species inhabits the Indian Seas, and is the

Dactylopterus orientalis of Cuvier.

Dactylopterus orientalls.

Dactylopterua volitana, the Flying-Gurnard, varies from 1 foot to
15 inches in length, and is of a brown colour above, with spots of
a deeper tint : the sides of the body are red, and the under parts are
of a pale rose-colour. The large pectoral fins are of a blackish tint,
mottled and spotted with blue

;
the ventral and anal fins are of a

rose-colour; the anterior dorsal is gray, with clouded markings of a

deeper hue ; the posterior dorsal is transparent, and its rays are of
a pale colour, spotted with brown.
DADDY-LONG-LEGS. [TIPULA.]
D^EDALION. [FALCOTJID.E.]

DAFFODIL, the English name of Narcissiu Pseudo-Narcissus and
its allies, to which some recent botanists have given the generic name
of Ajar. [NARCISSUS.]
DAGYSA. [SALPACEA.]
DA'HLIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Com-

positce. Three species only are known, all natives of Mexico. Of
these, two, D. coccinea and D. Cervantesii, were formerly cultivated
in this country, but not sporting into varieties, and being much less

beautiful than D. variabilis, they are not now seen in gardens.
D. variabilis itself is, in its wild state, a bushy herbaceous plant,
7 or 8 feet high, with single purple or lilac flowers, and is by no
means remarkable for its beauty. In cultivation however it is so

readily improved in size and form, and sports into such endless
varieties in stature, leaves, and flowers, that it has become the most

extensively cultivated florist's plant of the present day. Its innumer-
able sorts are the glory of our gardens in the autumn, and are quite
unrivalled at that season of the year : they are however destroyed by
the earliest frosts. [DAHLIA, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
DAISY, or DAY'S EYE, the little perennial plant called Bellis

perennii by botanists. Like most composite flowers, it has proved
productive of varieties when domesticated ;

but they have almost

disappeared, except from old-fashioned or cottage gardens. [BELLIS.]
DAL BERGIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Pabacea, named in honour of Nicholas Dalberg, a Swedish botanist.

It has a campanulate calyx, 5-toothed ;
a papilionaceous corolla, the

petals of the keel connected to the apex; 8-10 stamens, sometimes
all monadelphous, with the tube or sheath cleft in front, sometimes
divided into two equal opposite bundles. It has a stipitate mem-
branous compressed legume, which is flat, oblong, and tapers to both
ends. The seeds, which vary from 1 to 3, are compressed and
remote. The species are sometimes trees, but usually climbing
shrubs, with impari-pinnate leaves.

D, Sinsoo, has five alternate leaflets, glabrous above, pubescent
beneath. It is a native of Bengal, where the timber is much prized,
and is known by the name of Sissoo.

D. monetaria, another of the species, yields a resin very similar to

Dragon's Blood.

There are about 22 species of this genus, none of which are of any
known use except those mentioned.
DAMA. [CERVID/E.]
DAMALIS. [ANTILOPE.E.]
DAMASK-ROSE. [ROSA.]
DAME'S VIOLET. [HESPERIS.]
DAMMARA, Dammer-Pine. [AQATHIS.]
DAMOMITE, a Mineral found in the United States. It is a

hydrous silicate of alumina. [PREHNITE.]
DAMSON, or DAMASCENE (from Damascus), a race of plums

cultivated in this country for the sake of their hardiness and prolific

habits. They are a mere form of the domestic plum, from which
there are no certain characters to distinguish them, except the

abundance of their late oval fruit, and the property they possess of

propagating by suckers. All the varieties are used for kitchen
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principally. ku<! arc generally confined to the garden* of

(inHsgn or farm-houses, where the quantity of produce ii more
valued Uwa it* quality. Much the finet variety of this sort of plum
u that called the Shropshire Damson, which U extensively multiplied
in the nurseries by grafting. [PLUM, in ARTS AXD So. I)i v.J

DAN^JACE.K, DatHnfoHt, a mail natural order of Plant* related

to the Ferns. They hare all the habit of Dorsiferous Fern*, but their

pore-oaaes are ringlesa and combined in miMM, splitting irregularly

by a central cleft The apeciei are all tropical. It embraces the fol-

lowing genera -.Kau^fiana, Anyiopltrii, Datura, Kxpodntm, Marattia,
and about fifteen tpeciea. Agioptrr\i rvtcta is said to be employed in

the Sandwich Islands to perfume cocoa-nut oil The rhizome of a

apeciee of ifarattio is eaten by the Sandwich Islanders.

DANBUKITE,an American Mineral It occurs crystallised. Its

primary form is an oblique rhombic prism. The colour honey-yellow,
booommg nearly white by decomposition ; streak white. Hardness
7'5. Lustre Titreous ; translucent, transparent. Specific gravity 2-83.

It U found at Danbury, Connecticut. The following is the result of

an analysis by Shepard :

Silica ....
Lime
Alumina
Vttria .

Potash, Soda, and loas .

Wifat

56-

28-38

17
85

6-12

8' 100

DANDELION, a corruption of the French name Dent de Lion, or
Lion's Tooth, a common weed, with a tapering milky perennial root,

resembling that of succory. It is the Lcontodon Taraxacum of

botanist*. [LEo-rronos.l
DANEWORT. [SAMBI-CCS.]
DAPE'UIUM, changed by Agassiz to Paptdiia, one of the first

described Hritinh genera of Fossil Ganoid Fishes. To D. polittun of

De la Beche (' Geol Trans.,' 2nd series, vol i pi. vi.) six others are
added by Agaasiz, all from the Lias.

DAPHNE, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

nymelaeea, containing many species, inhabiting the more temperate
pert* of Europe and Asia. Among them some are cultivated in

gardens for their beauty or fragrance, others are of medicinal

importance, and a few are employed in the manufacture of hemp and

paper. We shall briefly notice the more remarkable of these.

The genus ItapJme is distinguished in its natural order by having
8 or 10 stamens inclosed within the calyx, a simple stigma, a
succulent fruit, and a calyx, the orifice of whose tube is destitute of

_

If. Maemm, the Mezereon of the gardens, is a deciduous plant,
with white or purple fragrant flowers, sitting close to the stem, and
appearing on the naked branches before the leaves are unfolded. It
u a favourite in gardens, and succeeds in almost any well-drained

light soil where the air is not poisoned by the smoke of coal-fires. It
U found wild in the mountainous woods of many parts of the middle
and south of Europe. It is met with in woods in various coimties
of England. The berries are smooth, shining, and bright red.

All the part* of this and indeed of the other species, as far as

they bare been examined, are extremely acrid and poisonous. If the
bark is bruised and applied to the skin, it produces severe blisters,
and is sometimes substituted for cantharides when that drug cannot
be employed with safety. Taken internally, the bark, leaves, and
fruit, act as cathartics, but require to be administed with extreme
caution ; for they are apt to produce dangerous and even fatal con-

sequences. LUUUBUS speaks of a person having been killed by a
down Meacreon berries

; and they are employed in Sweden to poison
wild animals. According to Fee, the very odour of Daphne, agree-
able as it is, is attended with danger ; he says that if kept in sitting-
rooms they will bring on headache and fainting. It is moreover
sMTtsrt that Russian and Tartarian women sometimes rub the berries

of the Mexereon on their cheeks to produce a slight irritation, which
of oourw gives the effect of rouge, only in a more permanent degree.
(Mmfctov, in ARTS AXD 8c. Dir.)

1). laumla, the Spurge Laurel, is another British species, found
wild commonly in woods and hedges. It is a handsome evergreen
bosh, with the aspect of a laurel The leaves are placed very close

together ; they are of a leathery consistence, deep green, lanceolate,
acute, and narrowed to the base. The flowers are green, and grow
in little short clusters, which are nearly concealed by the leaves. The
berries are, when ripe, a deep purple black. We have no species that
grows more readily beneath the shade of trees; and as its appear-
ance ls highly ornament*], it would be a most useful garden plant,
if it were not for the dangerous berries, which children are apt to eat
An ointment for keeping open blisters i* prepared from this plant

D. jxmJico. One of the plants which is reputed to have contributed
to the poisonous quality of the honey that was eaten by Xenophon's
oWlen, is very like this species, and is often cultivated as a hardy
evejgjeeu.

1). (Jtudium, the Oarou-Bush, an evergreen with narrow sharp-
pointed erect light-green leaves, and branching clusters of white

TIT***
oowrni' common plant in dry waste places in the south

of Europe. It will not live in the open air in England, except in the

warmest counties. Both the berries and leaves are employed by the

French as purgatives. The plant also affords a good yellow dye.
D. Oiteorum, a native of grassy places in the Alps of Switzerland

and the rest of Central Europe, with it trailing stems, numerous
small narrow blunt deep-green leaves, and clusters of rich pm-pli'

fragrant flowers, is one of the most beautiful of all plants, when it

finds a soil and climate that suit it At Bagshot, for instance, and in

similar situations, it is under good management quite unrivalled by
the other hardy shrubs among which it grows. It will not succeed

where the soil is otherwise than sandy and peaty, nor can it bear the

impure atmosphere of large towns.
I), collina, 1). alpina, D. Neapolilana, and D. Tarlon-raira are other

species cultivated in gardens. The first has dull purple sweet-scented

flowers, and is sufficiently common in collections ;
the others are rarer.

All are impatient of wet in winter ;
but if at that season kept tolerably

dry will bear considerable frost, and are desirable garden plants in the

milder parts of England.
In addition to the acrid and dangerous properties which appear

to be common to them all, some species are remarkable for the tough-
ness of their fibre, and for the economical purposes to which they are

applied. From J>. Cannabina is prepared the best kind of writing-

paper in China, according to Loureiro ; but it must be observed that

this statement, if true, is at variance with what is observed in Nepaul,
where the daphne-paper is very brittle and bad.

D. Lagelta, the Lace-Bark-Tree of Jamaica, is most remarkable for

the tenacity of the fibre of which its bark consists, and for the facility
with which it may first be separated into thin layers and then into

distinct meshes. If the inner bark of this plant be macerated in

water it may be readily separated into layers no thicker than the
finest lace, and which after having been pulled a little sideways
resembles in some measure that fabric. King Charles II. is said to

have had a cravat, frill, and ruffles of Lace-Bark presented to him by
his governor of Jamaica.

DAPHNIA, a genns of Entomostracous Cruttacea, belonging to the
division Branchiopoda, the order Cladocera, and is the type of the

family Dapkaiada. This genus is characterised by Baird as follows :

Head produced downwards into a more or less prominent beak.

Superior antennae exceedingly small, 1-jointed, and situated under the
beak ; inferior antenna; large and powerful

Several other genera have been formed out of the species that were

formerly referred to the genus Daphnia. [BRANCHIOPODA.]
D. Pulfx (Latreillc), the Water-Flea, is the best known species of

this genus. It is known by a multitude of names, the most common
of which is the Water-Flea, The whole of the species however have
this designation. The following are some of the synonyms :

Monocviia Pulex, LinntEus.

Daphne pennata, Muller.

Daphnia ramota, Koch.
Pou Aquatique, Joblot
Cermet minimi rubri, Bennett

Daphne Pulex, Muller.

Pulej- arborescent, Swammerdam.
Puceron Branchu, Trembley.
Le Perroquet d'Eau, Geoffrey.
Animaletti Aquatici, Kedi.

This little creature forms a beautiful object for the microscope. Its

shell or carapace is transparent, and through it can be seen the whole
of its interior organisation. The lower extremity of the valves termi-
nates in a sharp spine, which is serrated at the edges. The head is

large; the superior antenna) are very small, whilst the inferior antenna;
are very large. The male is much smaller than the female, and is

comparatively rarely met with. It is found commonly in ponds and
ditches round London at all seasons of the year. It is frequent in
the cisterns which supply the houses of London with water.

D. priltacea, Baird. It closely resembles the last species, but Dr.
Baird says, upon close examination,

" The form of the head and the
serrated dorsal margin distinguish it very readily."

D. Schaffcri, is a larger species than D. Pulex. It is about the
fifth of an inch in length and two lines broad. Their motion through
the water is peculiar, being a tumbling wavy sort of movement They
remain at the bottom of the water. They are very much infested
with species of Vortieella.

D. reluta is common round London, and has a smaller head than
D. Pulex. It is the D. lima of Muller and A/onocuZiu niniu of Gmelin.
There are three other species noticed by Dr. Baird in his ' British

Entomostraca.' D. rcticulata, D. rotunda, and D. mucronata. The
last is a rare species.

(Baird, Natural Hillary of Sriliih Eniomottraca.)
I'M'ILA [Ducss.]
DA'PSUS, a genus of Coleopterous Insects. [Er/MORPHC&l
DAPTKIUS. [FALCO.XID.E.]
DA'PTUS (Fischer), a genus of Coleopterous Insects belonging to

the family Harpalidce. It has the following characters : Hentum
deeply emarginated and without any tooth-like process in the middle

;

antenna! rather short, and moniliform ; second joint of the labial julpi
somewhat oval ; four basal joints of the four anterior tarsi slightly
dilated, short, and triangular; body more or less elongated, the elytra
with their outer margins almost parallel

l>. rittaJtu is of a pale yellowish colour, with an oblong block spot
on each elytron ; the head and thorax are more or less clouded with
brown or black in some specimens.

This species is about a quarter of an inch in length, and inhabits
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sandy districts in the vicinity of water in the southern parts of Russia
and France.

D. incrasietia (Dejean) has the same colouring as the last, but it is

of a larger size, being upwards of half an inch in length. It inhabits
North America.
DARNEL. [LoLirjM.]
DA'RNIS (Fabricius), a genus of Insects belonging to the order

Hemiplera and family Cercopidce. The species of this genus have the

posterior part of the pro-thorax prolonged so as totally to cover the

upper part of the abdomen and wings, or nearly so : this portion of
the pro-thorax is of the form of an elongated and arched triangle.

[ClCADELLA.]
DAROO-TREE is the Picus Sycamorus, the Egyptian Sycamore.

[Ficus.]
DART. [LEUC18CU8.1
DASYORNIS. [MEKPLIDJS.]
DASYPROCTA. [AGOUTI.]
DASYPUS. [ARMADILLO.]
DASYURUS. [MARSCPIATA.]
DATE-PALM. [PHCENIX.]
DATHOLITE, a Mineral which contains Boracic Acid, Silica, and

Lime. It has Been found at Arendahl in Norway, and a few other

places. It occurs both massive and crystallised in rhombic prisms,
the lateral edges and the solid angles of which are usually replaced
by planes. The colour of Datholitt is grayish or greenish white, and
it is translucent. Its specific gravity is about 3. It yields to the
knife. The fracture is imperfect conchoidal. The lustre is somewhat
vitreous. According to tfce analysis of Vauquelin, it consists of

Boracio Acid 21 '67

Silica 37-66
Lime 34-

Water . . 6'5

98-83

DATISCA'CE^E, Datucads, a small natural order of Plants allied

to Begonvacete and Cucurbitacetf, and the other apetalous srders in

their vicinity, but distinguished by its inferior ovary with parietal

placentae. It has unisexual flowers; the males have a calyx of

aeveral pieces, and from 8 to 1 5 stamens ; the females have an obsolete

guperior calyx, and three little recurved stigmas at the apex of an

oblong 1 -celled ovary, with 3 many-seeded parietal placentae. The
seed-vessel opens at the end like that of Reseda,; the seeds are

A mate plant of 1 atitca Cunnatina ; A, a cluster of ripe fruit from i

frmalc plant.

inclosed in a finely netted bag, and contain a straight embryo with-

out albumen. The order has 3 genera and 4 species. Datisca,

Cannabina, the commonest plant of the order, is
jji

herbaceous
dioecious perennial, with stems about 3 feet high, pinnated leaves

with from 5 to 9 ovate-acuminate coarsely-serrated leaflets, and long
racemes of flowers collected in clusters in the axils of long linear

bracts. It is a native of the southern parts of Europe, where, espe-

cially in Candia, it is used on account of its bitter tonic properties
as a substitute for Peruvian bark ; it also affords a yellow dye.

DATU'RA, a genus of Solanaceous Plants, with a funnel-shaped
angular 5-lobed calyx, a corolla of a similar form, but much larger,
and a 4-celled capsule, which is either smooth or muricated exter-

nally ;
the base of the calyx moreover adheres to the seed-vessel in

the form of a circular disc.

Several species of this genus are known in cultivation, the very
large size of their funnel-shaped flowers rendering them conspicuous
objects; they have however a nauseous odour, and are only hand-
some when in flower, for which reason they are not general favourites.

They are all exotics, with the exception of the following, in whose

properties they coincide.

D. Stramonium, the Thorn-Apple, is by no means an uncommon
annual upon dunghills, rubbish-heaps, and waste-places near houses.

It grows about 3 feet high, with a light-green stiff stout stem, which
is slightly downy near the upper end. The leaves are broad, oval,

stalked, sharp-pointed, sinuous, and angular. The flowers are large,

white, or occasionally dull light purple, and grow singly from the side

of the stem opposite the origin of the leaves
; they are erect, and

placed upon a very short peduncle. Their calyx is tubular, elon-

gated, a little swollen at the lower end, with five prominent ribs,

ending in as many sharp-pointed lobes ; after flowering, it all drops
off, except the base, which surrounds the fruit in the form of a cir-

cular disc. The corolla is much larger than the calyx, of a similar

form, but its lobes are more taper-pointed. There are five stamens,
which are inclosed in the tube of the corolla. The ovary is covered
with small sharp points, and contains four cells, in each of which is a

considerable number of ovules. The style is cylindrical, smooth, and

enlarged at the upper end. The fruit is a spiny oval capsule of four

imperfect cells, which communicate with each other in pairs. The
seeds are brown, kidney-shaped, with a scabrous surface.

This plant is well known, under the name of Stramonium, as a

powerful and dangerous narcotic. Its leaves and seeds are the parts

employed, and they are found to possess properties similar to those of

henbane and belladonna. The leaves are occasionally smoked, espe-

cially by country people, as a remedy for asthma
;

the seeds are

employed by thieves to drug the beverage of their victims. In small
doses they produce symptoms of frenzy ;

in larger quantities stupor
and death. The poisonous principle of this and other species is con-

sidered a peculiar vegetable alkali, and called Daturine. [STRAMONIUM,
in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
D. arborca and D. bicolor, beautiful arborescent South American

plants, the former with long white flowers, and the latter with yellow
or scarlet ones, are noble objects in the gardens of this country.

They participate in the properties of the true Daturas, but they are

not now considered to be genuine species, on account of their calyx
slitting on one side, and remaining permanent around the base of the
fruit. They are stationed in a genus called rugmansia.
DAUCUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Umbelli-

ferce. It has hispid fmit, of a somewhat compressed ovate or oblong
form, the primary ridges filiform and quite bristly, the secondary
ridges prominent, winged, and divided at the edge into a number of

fine teeth or hooks. De Candolle enumerates 38 species, chiefly

biennials, but it is doubtful whether several of them are not mere
varieties of each other.

D. Carota, the only one to which general interest attaches, is the

Carrot. This plant, which grows wild all over Europe in chalky soil,

is believed to be the origin of our garden carrot, but there is no
record of its having first begun to change its hard wiry juiceless wild

root for the nutritious succulent carrot of the gardens. De Candolle

gives for the range of the wild plant the meadows and pastures of

Europe, the Crimea, and Caucasus, whence it has been transported
into China, Cochin China, America, and elsewhere. [CARBOT, in

ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
1>. gummifer is known by having its radical leaves triangular. It is

found on the sea-coast of the south of England, and is also called

D. maritimus.

DAVILLA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

IKUeniacea:. It has 5 very unequal sepals, which increase after

flowering ; from 1 to 6 petals, with linear filaments dilated upwards.
The single carpel is testaceous, from 1 to 2-seeded, inclosed in the two
inner concave valve-like sepals. The seeds are solitary, enveloped in

an arillua, which is only open at the apex.
D. eUiplica has a shrubby erect much-branched stem, with hairy

branehleta. The leaves are elliptical, obtuse at each end, entire,

between crustaceous and leathery, rough and hairless above, downy and
netted beneath

;
the petiole villous on the under side. The racemes

are hairy and bracteolate ; the sepals silky. The petals from 1 to 6,

somewhat obcordate. This plant is an astringent, and furnishes the

vulnerary called Sambaibinha in Brazil.
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D. rufota it also a native of the fomU of Ilnviil, and bu twining
tern with hairy twin. The leave* are oblong, remotely and obso-

letely srrratesl, rough and bail-lew above, shaggy beneath on the

principal veins. The petiole* are very (baggy beneath. The pedun-
cle* and pedicels hairy. It hai two or three petals. Like the former

specie* it ia an astringent, and it uied in swellinga of the legs and
differentjnarU of the body in South America.

DAVITE, a name given to a Sulphate of Alumina, found in a warm

spring which contains sulphuric acid, near Bogota in Columbia. It

occurs massive, ia of a fine fibrous structure, a white colour, and silky
lustre. It is very soluble, and has a very astringent taste.

DAVYNK, a Siliceous Mineral, found in cavities in some of the

masses ejected from Vesuvius. The primary form is a rhomboid, but
it occurs in regular hexagonal prisms, with the terminal edges trun-

cated. Its fracture is conchoidal ; cleavage parallel to the planes of

the hexagonal prism.
It is transparent, colour white or yellowish-

brown. Streak white, lustre vitreous, pearly upon the cleavage

planes. Hardness, 5-0 to 6-5. Specific gravity, 2'4.

DAY-LILY. [HEMEROCALUB.]
DEAD-HAN'S FINGERS [ALCYONID*.]
DEAD-HAN'S TOES. [ALCVONIDA]
DEAD-NETTLE. [LAMIUM.]
DEADLY-NIGHTSHADE. [ATBOPA.] ,

DEAL-FISH. [TBACHYPTERCS.I
DEATH-WATCH. Every one has heard of the Death-Watch, and

knows of the superstitious notion of the vulgar, that in whatever
house its drum is heard one of the family will die before the end of

the year. These terrors in particular instances, when they lay hold
of weak minds, especially of sick or hypochondriac persons, may cause

the eveut that is supposed to be prognosticated. A small degree of

entomological knowledge however would relieve them from their fears,

and teach them that this heart-sickening tick is caused by a small

beetle giving a call to its companion.
Authors were formerly not agreed concerning the insect from which

this sound of terror proceeded, some attributing it to a kind of wood-
louse and others to a spider. The earliest scientific account of it is

probably that by Mr. Benjamin Allen, written in 1695, and published
in the '

Philosophical Transactions,' vol. xx. p. 376, where the writer

calls it Scaralxrut galcattu pultator ; followed, vol. xxil p. 832, by
another account from the celebrated Dr. William IX-rlmm, dated

Upminster, July 21, 1701. Swammerdam ('BibL Nat' edit Hill, i.

125), and Shaw (' Nat Misc.' iii. 104), have also written upon this

insect It is a received opinion now, adopted upon satisfactory evi-

dence, that the sound called the death-watch is produced by certain

beetles belonging to the timber-boring genus Anvlium. Latreille

observed Anubium itriatum to produce the sound in question ;
but

the species whose proceedings have been most noticed by British

observers is AnMum ttueUatum. When spring is far advanced these

insects commence their ticking, which, as already mentioned, is only
a call to each other, to which, if no answer be returned, the animal

repeats it in another place. It is thus produced : raising itself upon
its hind legs, with the body somewhat inclined, it beats its head with

great force and agility upon the plane of position ; and its strokes are
so powerful as to make a considerable impression if they fall upon
any substance softer than wood. The general number of distinct

strokes in succession is from seven to nine or eleven. They follow
each other quickly, and are repeated at uncertain intervals. In old

houses, where these insects abound, they may be heard in warm
weather during the whole day. The noise exactly resembles that

produced by tapping moderately with the nail upon the table ; and
when familiarised the insect will answer very readily the tap of the
nail. (Brand's 'Popular Antiq.' ; Kirl.y and Spence's

' Introd, to

Entomology,' edit 1828, i. 86
; ii. 382

; Wallis's
' Hist Northumb.'

L 967.) The superstition that the clicking of this insect is a death-
omen to mentioned by Baxter in his ' World of Spirits,' p. 203.

This is only one of many instances in which natural occurrences
have been regarded with superstition and terror, and is a good illus-

tration of the folly and danger of referring material phenomena to

spiritual raiisei.

\ III > II HAD MOTH.
DECAPODA. [CHCSTACBA.J

IL fClRVIDAl
IIKKK.I.IKK ANTELOPES. [AXTILOPM.I
I >K L I HI N A IT K IU:a [CttACKA.]
DKLPHnnUlC, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

JhMMmJace*. It consist* of annual or perennial herbaceous plants,
with irregular spurred flowers, the colours of which are often of the
moat vivid blue. They are very nearly allied to the Aconites, from
which they differ merely in their upper sepal being lengthened at the
bane into a spar instead of at the back into a helmet, and in the petals
having no spur at all, but being deformed stalked bodies altogether
different in form, and often in colour, from the sepals.
The specie* abound in the temperate parts of the northern hemi-

fpnere, and are often cultivated in gardens under the name of

Larkspur*.
1). contolida I* a hardy annual, of which many varieties are known

a Kocket Larkspur*. It i* found wild in sandy and chalky fields in
Great Britain.

1>. Jiarlowii i* a magnificent double-flowered perennial hybrid ;
and

the Bee-Larkspurs, consisting of D. grandijlorum, D. Sibiricwa, 1). < I, i-

Htiue, D. mttoltucum
,
and many more, are amongst the moot showy

plants of our garden*. These latter derive their name from a striking
resemblance on the part of the petals to the black body of an humble-
bee covered with yellow hairs ; the head and legs of the insect being

supposed
to be immersed in the cup of the flower.

The only species that has been applied to any useful purpose is

Staveaacre (6. Staphitagrin), an annual inhabiting the warmer
countries of the south of Europe. It has an upright branched stem
about two feet high covered all over with close velvety down, and

generally of a greenish purple colour. Its lower leaves are round, on

long stalks, heart-abaped at the base, and divided into 5, 7, or 9

deep lobes of an oval or lanceolate figure ; they are sharp-pointed,
and either undivided or cut into a few lateral incisions ;

on the upper
side they are deep green and almost smooth

;
on the under they are

paler and velvety. The flowers are a dull grayish green, arranged in

a lax spike at the extremity of the ramifications of the stem
;

th< ir

stalk is short and velvety, and has three linear short bracts. The

sepals are green and velvety externally, with a short spur curved
downwards. The four petals are separate from each other and smooth

;

the two upper are oval and rather long ; the two lower have short

stalks and a rounded, irregular, toothletted limb. The fruit is com-

posed of three woolly capsules filled with grayish irregularly-triangular

compressed very acrid bitter seeds. [STAFUISAOBIA, in ARTS AND
Sc. Div.]
DELPHINORHYNCHUS. [CKTACEA.]
DELPHINUS. [CETACEA.]
DELTHYHIS. Dalman proposed this generic name as a substitute

for the Sjiiriftra of Sowerby, imt few writers on fossil Brachiopoda
have adopted it

DELUNDUNO. [PRIONODON.]
DEMOISELLE. [GHUID.E.]
DKXDRO'UirM, an extensive genus of East Indian Epiphytical

Plants, found in the whole of the damp tropical parts of Asia, and a
little beyond the tropics in Japan and Australia, but unknown in the
rest of the world. Above a hundred species are enumerated by
systematic writers: D. Pierardi, D. cuculiatum, D. chryianthum, l>.

aurrum, 1). fimbriatum, D. mofchatum, D. dentijloruw, I), pulckellum,
D. mobile, and a few more, are known in the collections of this

country.
DENDROCITTA. [COBVID*.]
DENDROCOLAPTUS. [CERTHIAD*.]
DENDROCOPUS. [CKRTHIADJE.]
DENDRO'DOA, a genus of Ascidiau Molltaca, belonging to the

aberrant group, or those which have a branchial pouch with only eight
folds, the tentacula simple, and no livar.

It has the body subcylindrical, with both orifices exceedingly
minute, and situated on the apex. Branchial pouch marked with only
eight folds, and having the reticulation continuous. Orifices terminal.

Tentacula simple. Liver none. Ovary unique, branched, situated

beneath the mantle and the branchial pouch. (W. S. M'Leay.)
D. ylandaria. Body subcylindrical, with a round summit Enve-

lope whitish, subpellucid, coriaceous, and smooth, having its base

rough with agglutinated pebbles : internally it has a pearly lustre,
and is thickest towards the base. Orifices so little prominent as to

be scarcely perceptible without a lens ; separate from each other, and

opening with four indistinct rays. Mantle muscular, but of uniform
substance. Tentacula about twenty-six, simple, subulate, alternately

long and short Anterior nervous tubercle with many spirals. Bran-
chial cavity occupying the whole length of the animal. Pharynx situ-

ated at the bottom of the cavity of the body. (Esophagus descending,
and turning short round near the cardia into a cylindrical horizontal

stomach, which is striated internally, and occupies with the pylorus
(which turns round and lies parallel to it) the whole of the bottom of
the cavity. Intestine very long. Rectum ascending, almost vertical ;

terminated by an anus, margined.

Drndrodna flmittria.

a, natural *lw>, seen on the rlitlit side : the bane rncruitcd with pebbles,
bu the appearance of the cup of an acorn

; 6, the name wen obliquely, so
aa to show the top, which la a little compreMcd, and exhibits four point* : the
two lowest and largest are false orifices ; the two smallest (which arc so small

as to be almost Invisible to the naked eve) are the real orifices, the highest being
the anal, and the other the branchial orifice.

Ovary one, situated on the left side, between the branchial pouch
and the tunic. It consists of a trifurcated cylindrical stem, having at
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the base on one side a forked branch, on the other a simple one, all of

the same thickness. Mr. M'Leay remarks that the organs of digestion
have great affinity in external structure and position to those of

Cynthia pantex of Savigny, except that the stomach and intestine are

horizontal, and the anus simply margined, and that, different as this

species is in external appearance from all other Ascidice, internally it

agrees with the Pandocice in almost every essential respect but the

ovary. He observes that this singular animal completes the circle of
the genus Ascidia in the most beautiful manner. It agrees with the
first sub-genus, Cynthia, in the nature of its branchial reticulation and
of its digestive apparatus ; but Cynthia has two ovaries, the right one
contained in the intestinal loop, and the left one coating the tunic.

The first of these, or the right ovary, is the only one possessed by Pan-
docia, and the left is the only one possessed by Dendrodoa. Mr. M'Leay
concludes by stating that the distinction between the aberrant groups
of Ascidia depends thus upon the nature of their system of gene-
ration, aa that which exists between the two normal groups depends
on their system of respiration.

(Anatomical Observations on the Natural Group of Tunicata, &c.,

by \V. S. M'Leay, ; Linn. Tram., vol. xiv.)

DE'NDRODUS, a genus of Placoid Fishes, from the Old Red-
Sandstone of Elgin, Moray, and Russia. Professor Owen has described
five species, and Agassiz a sixth.

DE'NDROMUS, a genus of Animals belonging to the order

Jtodentia, established by Dr. A. Smith in his ' Contributions to the
Natural History of South Africa,' with the following characters :

Incisors,!; Molars, ?=? = 16.
2 3 3

The upper incisors with a longitudinal furrow on their anterior
face

;
the lower long, slender, with the cutting edge cuneated.

The upper first molar with six tubercles in a double row, and two
indistinct ones besides, of which one is at the anterior part of the
crown of the tooth, the other near another tubercle of the internal

series, behind the tarnsverse incisorial lamina
;

the second molar
with two or three longitudinal incisorial lamina; by the external

margin of the crown, in the middle of which lie three or four obtuse
transverse tubercles disposed in a row

;
the third molar has two trans-

verse incisorial laminae with an interjacent furrow. Below, the first

molar has six tubercles disposed in a double series ; the second, four
obtuse tubercles arranged in the same order ; the third is very small,
with some transverse lamina; and furrows intermingled. No canines.

Rostrum acute. Lip slit. Ears oblong, rather naked, and internally,
near the skull, with two transverse membranaceous valvules, of which
the lower lies over the external auditory meatua Tail elongated,
annulated, with scattered hairs. Feet divided, ambulatory; the
anterior with three toes, and a wart in lieu of hallux ; the posterior
five-toed : claws falcular.

D. Tyjiui. Above, brown, passing to ferrugineous ; beneath,
reddish-white ; whiskers long, partly black and partly white

; upper
lip white; ears without and within slightly covered with a fine

abort reddish-white fur
; extremities the same

;
tail pointed, consider-

ably longer than the body, and of a faint grayish-brown colour
;

along the centre of the back, particularly towards the tail, an
indistinct black line. Length from point of nose to root of tail, 34
inches: length of tail, I

1

, inches.

It inhabits South Africa, where it is found upon the branches of

trees, &c., in which situations it constructs its nest and brings forth

its young. Dr. Smith observes that the position of this little

animal among the family of mice is not well determined ; but that

]:rhaps its place is after the Mouse. ('Zool. Journ..' vol iv. p. 438.)
HKVDROMUS. [DUCKS.]
DENDRONESSA. [DUCKS.]
DE'NDROPHIS (Fitzinger), a genus of Serpents placed by Cuvier

under the great genus Coluber, and stated by him to be the . I luttulla

of Gray. The species of this genus have, like the Dipiai of Laureuti,
a line of wider scales along the back, and narrower scales along the

flanks, but their head is not larger than their body, which is very
slender and elongated. Their muzzle is not elongated, and they are
not venomous. They inhabit India and Africa.

DENDROPHYLLIA. [MADREPHYLLKEA.]
DE'NDROPLEX, a genus of Birds established by Mr. Swainson,

and placed by him in the family Certhiadce (Creepers), and sub-family
Vfrthiana, which have the tail graduated and rigid.
The bill is very straight. Wings moderate, rounded

; third, fourth,
and fifth quills longest.

Mr. Swainson observes that he knows not whether the type of this

genus hag been described, and states that the living bird has all the

manner of a Pieui. Except in ita perfectly straight bill, he adds, it

differs not from Dendrocolaptet. (' Zool. Jouru.,' vol. iii. p. 354.)

DENTA'LIUM, a genus of Gasteropodous Afollusca, whose place
in the animal series was first satisfactorily determined by M. Deshayes.
Hondelet considered the Denlalia marine shell-worms (vermis-
neaux de mer), though he noticed them as worthy of particular atten-

tion. Lister introduced them at the end of the Limpets (Patellce).

Lang followed in marly the same steps, separating, after the Pattlltp,
a section wherein he arranged, together with the Dentalia, all the
calcareous tubes of Annelides then known. Breyne placed his genus
Tubului, containing the Dentalia, lie., at the head of his Monotha-

*AT. nisi. DIV. VOL. ii.

1, Dendropha Ahirtulla, one fourth of the natural size
j

1 a, head ; 1 6, dispo-

sition of the scales above and below the cnt. (Iconog.)

lamous Shells, the first of the two grand orders, the Monothalamous
and the Polythalamous, into which he divided the Testaceans. In

this position Dentalium was separated from the Patella; by all the

other univalve shells comprised in the CoMidia, as well as by the

Polythalamous series ;
in short, by the entire interval of the Univalve

Testaceans
; Breyne, as M. Deshayes observes, having probably con-

sidered the Patellae as the passage from the univalves to the bivalves,
for he places them immediately before the latter. Tournefort gave
the Patellae a position at the head of the univalve shells, and at the

end, before the bivalves, he placed the Dentalia, Entalia, and the

other marine testaceous tubes. D'Argenville, in his '

Zoomorphose,'

appears to be the first who attempted to give any notion at all

approaching to reality of the animal, the result of a note and drawing
which had been sent to him from India. Though the materials were

too incomplete to furnish secure data for fixing its position, they gave
information which former authors had not enjoyed, and there was

certainly enough to prevent D'Argenville from placing it in the

heterogeneous third division of his system, denominated by him the

Multivalves. Linnaeus arranged it immediately after Patella, and
before Serpula, stating the animal to be a Terebella, and the shell to

be univalve, tubular, straight (recta), mouothalamous, and pervious 'at

each extremity. Bruguicre gave it nearly the same position : but if

both these zoologists were right iii making Dentalium, follow Patella,

they were as fur wrong in placing it by the side of Serpula, Teredo,

Sabella, and above all, Af]iergillum. Lamarck, in his 'Systeme dus

Animaux sans Vertebres' (1801), arranged Dentalium with Terebella,
x
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and other genera analogous in appearance. In the '

Philosophic

Zoologique he separated the clan of worm* of the 'Syttemn' into two
other nliiim, and formed the Annelide*, with the section of External
Worm* (Ver* Exteneun). He elevated, observes M. Deehaye*, thin

division sufficiently in the aerie* of /nrrrfrAm/u, the presence of a

heart and a circulation making it approximate to the Mollusks; whilst

the Worms, very inferior in organisation, remained between the soft

Radinm and the Insects. In this new class, add* M. Deahayes, we
find the ZAm/o/ia in the same section with Srrpula, fyirorif't, and

Siliqitario. This arrangement was not altered in
' L'Kxtrait dti

Coon,' published in l^ill. But, in the great work of the ' Auinmiix
sans Vertebra*,' Lamarck, assisted by the labours of Savigny, and
deceived moreover by the communications of M. Fleuriau de

Bellevue, considered ItentaJtum a* approximated to Clymenr, and

placed it in the family of Maldauians of H. Savigny. Systematic
author* generally, not knowing more than Lamarck did, that know-

ledge being confined to the tube, followed Lamarck's opinion. Cuvier,
in the first edition, placed it among the Anncluies Tubicoles, between

Atprryillnm (Patieillut, Lam.) and Siliguaria. Savigny, in his

'Systeme del Annuities,' gave a summary description of the animal,
but it was too incomplete to decide the question finally, though suffi-

cient to overthrow the observations of M. Fleuriau de Bellevue. The
D. Entalii, which was sent to Savigny by our countryman Leach,

gave sufficient information to that celebrated zoologist to enable
him to say that the animal had no trace of rings, that it hail no
hairs (soies) on the lateral parts of the body, that it was essentially
muscular, and that it could no longer remain among the Cluelojunln.

D. Eittali* was the species on which H. Deshayes mode his obser-
vations ;

and in a very interesting and elaborate paper read before tin-

Society of Natural History of Paris, on the 18th of March, 1825, he-

gave the fact* which led him to the conclusion stated at tin-

commencement of this article. The following is a summary of his

description : but we must premise that M. Deshayes'a specimens
were forwarded to him in spirit, and were consequently a good deal
contracted :

Externally the animal is conical and elongated, like the shelly

investing tube (dorsal surface corresponding with the convexity of
the shell ; ventral surface corresponding with the concavity) ; smooth
and truncated obliquely at the anterior end, the centre of the trun-
cation with a small pyramidal process, which is the extremity of tin-

foot. The posterior parts are less muscular, and the termination is

usually a funnel-shaped expansion, variously developed in different
individuals

;
for in some it is firm and well developed, and in others

it is scarcely perceptible. This expansion is separated from the rest
of the body by a strongly-defined contraction. There is a muscular
ring, broader on the ventral than on the dorsal surface, above this

contraction, and by that ring the animal is attached to the shell, which
on its inner Hurfoce present*, at about one-fifth of its length from the

posterior extremity, a corresponding impression in the shape of a
horse-shoe, the interrupted portion being ou the concave side. On
the dorsal surface a small elevation is perceptible, at about one-third
of it* length from the anterior end, indicating the place of the head.
The whole extent below this is occupied by two muscles on each side,

distinctly observable through the abdominal parietes. These muscles
are symmetrical, flattened, and directed obliquely from the sides of
the foot toward* the dorsal surface and the posterior extremity of
the animal, giving rise to and becoming commingled with the muscle
of attachment On the abdominal surface, likewise, there are on each
aide, at about one-third of it* length from the anterior end, two
symmetrical organs deeply jagged, and of a dark brown colour : these
form the liver. Below this point, nearly the whole of the abdomen is

visible through it* transparent pariete* filled by granulations con-
tained in the very Urge ovary, and by the straight descending intestine
which terminate* at the expanded extremity in a mesial vent. The
whole of the anterior part of the animal i* invented by a fine mem-
brane, which i fixed posteriorly to the origin of the foot, and U free
in front, where its circumference i* thickened. It i* perforated in its

centre, and M. Iteshayes considers thu to be the mantle. The
thickened portion i* produced by a circular sphincter, which, when
contracted, wrinkle* the skin, closely embraces in it* opening the
extremity of the foot, and thu* cut* off any external communication.
M. I/Orbigny, jun., who furnished a drawing of the living animal in
an expanded state, make* the dilated lobe* of the foot resemble a
flower whose undulated and small corolla support* in it* centra a
j.i.til thickened toward* the middle, and pointed at it* free end.
"n .litting the mantle down the middle of it* dorsal surface

separating it from its insertion to the right and left, and turning it

downward* and to the right, the foot, the head, and the branchiu;

Die foot i* elongated, subcyliudrica], slightly conical, and
flattened from above downwards, fle*hy throughout, and situated
at the interior and anterior part of the head, having its upperand under surfaces slightly grooved in the middle. The anterior
extremity i* largest, and iU centre is occupied by a sort of conical
miT , broader at iU base, being there partly covered by two small
notched lateral lobe., the notches

corresponding with the grooves of
' Th. posterior extremity ha* a bifurcated appearance, owingto the attachment there of the retractor muscles

;

'

project* a little into the abdominal cavity, giving support to the

stomach and the other principal viscera.

The head couaist* only of a mouth, and U situated superiorly at

the hinder extremity of the foot. It U bell-shaped, and flat

from before backwards. Two black |><>iuta ou its side* might be mis-

taken for eyes, but these are the jaws situated within the mouth, and
visible through the thin substance of which it is composed : they are

.spherical, horny, rough on their outer surface, cleft in the miiUi

bearing a considerable resemblance to a small bivalve oln-11. Th.-iv

are two lips deeply cleft at the margin, or, more properly speaking,
furnished each of them with three pairs of labial tentacles, those of

the posterior lip, the middle pair especially, being much larger thau

1. Shell of Dattatium JStiluli>, natural size. 2. Shell mainlined, broken
longitudinally, showing the animal In a contracted state; a, the pontcrior
extremity prulunging iuelf into a imull accidental tube. 8. Magnified, repre.
cntlng toe animal at the moment of It* advancing out of the shell

; a, '., the

foot, the lob. of which arc developed in the form of a corolla ; r, a part of the
collar. 4. The animal magnified, abdominal aspect ; a, extremity of the foot ;

k, the collar
; r, r, the mantle

j d, d, the liver ; r, the Intestine
; /, the ovary ;

a, the muscle of Insertion ; .;', It, the pavilion and it neck
; i, the vent.

i i. Magnified, doraal aspect ; a, extremity of the foot
; t, the collar

; r, r, the
mantle; d, slight projection produced by the head and the brumhin-; r, r,
Internal retractile muscles

; /, /, external retractile mmcle
; jr, neck of the

puvlllon ; A, the pavilion. G. Magnified : the mantle hat been |lit in the
dorul anil menial line, detached In part from IU jiosterlor insertion, and turned
aside showing, a, the extremity of the foot which closes the aperture j, of the
collar /, m, of the mantle >i, ", p ; t, t, lobes of the foot ; c, the foot itself, prc.
renting a depression or < tunnel running IU whole length ; rf, the head

; f, the
cerebral ganglion ; /, /, the two buccal Jaws ; f, f, the pedicle* or branchiferom
membrane*

; , , i, i, the branchln ; f. f, (f, ij, the retraetor miiM-les
; ,

the
muscle of liwrrtioii; I, the neck of th.- p.mll.m. 7. fig. 4 natural M/e.

I
8. flg. 5 natural M/.I-. (IKvliayes.)
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those of the anterior. There is a naked space in the centre of the
anterior lip indicating the aperture of the mouth, which is con-
tracted into a short fleshy oesophagus, terminating rapidly in a thick

pear-shaped stomach, supported by and closely adhering to the

extremity of the foot, and containing within, near the cardiac opening,
a rather complicated tooth-like apparatus. By a distinct vessel from
each of the symmetrical lobes of the liver its secretion is poured into
the stomach, which terminates below in a slender, transparent, straight,
mesial intestine, opening, as before observed, at the dilated posterior
extremity.
The heart is symmetrical, situated above the stomach, and con-

tained in a pear-shaped pericardium. A vascular trunk issues from
the anterior extremity of this sac, passes in the direction of the neck,
and divides into two large branches, one being distributed to each of
the branchias.

The branchiae two, symmetrically situated on the lateral and pos-
terior parts of the neck, and supported on a divided pedicle or bran-
chiferous membrane, formed of many very fine soft flexible tenta-

cular filaments with club-shaped terminations, and appearing from
their position to be equally adapted for directing nourishment
towards the mouth, and for fulfilling their important office of aerating
the blood.

The nervous system is apparently ganglionic ;
the cerebral ganglion,

the only one yet detected, is small, quadrilateral, considerably elon-

gated, and placed longitudinally on the middle of the posterior
surface of the head. Two very minute filaments issue from its

inferior angles and pass to the oesophagus ; they have not been traced

beyond it.

M. de Blainville (' Malaeologie,' 1825) agrees with M. Deshayes in

the conclusion to which the latter came, namely, that Denialium is

a true Mollusk, and he makes it the type of his first order Cirrlto-

branchiata, of his first section of hia third sub-class, Paracephalopftora
Hermaphrodita, placing it next to Patella. M. Rang (1 829) follows
De Blainville in referring it to his order Cirrhobranchiata, of which

Kang makes it the only family, as does De Blainville, and he gives it a
situation between Pitturella and Patella. Cuvier, in the last edition

of the '

Regne Animal
'

(1830), still retains Dentalium among the

Aiiin''lMi"<, placing it immediately after f>iphoitoma of Otto; but he

adds, that the recent observations of Savigny, and above all those of

Deshayes, render such a classification very doubtful. The animal, he

observes, does not appear to possess any sensible articulation, nor any
lateral hairs (soies), but it has anteriorly (en avant) a membranous
tube, in the interior of which is a sort of foot, or fleshy and conical

operculum, which closes its orifice. On the base of this foot, he adds,
is a small and flattened head, and on the nape are to be seen the

plumose branchiae. If, be continues, the operculum recals to mind
the foot of the Vermtti and Siliquarite, which have already been trans-

ferred to the class of mollusks, the bronchia; remind us of Amp/iitrite
and Tcrcbellum ; and he concludes by remarking that ulterior obser-

vations on their anatomy, and principally on their nervous and
vascular systems, will resolve this problem. Dr. J. E. Gray, who has

compared the description of the animal given by M. Deshayes with

specimens in the British Museum, is, he informs us, satisfied with
the correctness of that description, and he considers that the most
natural situation of Dentalium is nearest the Fimurelloe, but still far

from them. The apices of the British species, he observes, often

appear to be either broken off, or to have fallen off of themselves, like

the tips of decollated shells ;
and he adds, that when the tip is broken,

the animal forms a slight tube within, which is more or less produced
beyond the tip ;

and that the late Dr. Turton described a specimen
in this state as a species under the name of D. labiatum. Dr. Gray
thinks that there is only one species found on our coasts, the other

so-called species being mere varieties depending either on the worn or

broken state of the specimens. . In his '

Spicilegia Zoologica
'

he has

described a Fiphunculiu which inhabits these shells, and which, he
believes, has been considered by some authors to be the real inhabitant

of the fhe'l.

The geographical distribution of the genus is very much
extended ;

few seas are without some of the species, which vary
much in size. They are found sometimes in deep water, fre-

quently near the shore. Professor E. Forbes has dredged the

British species I). Knlalii and J). Tarentinvm at from ten to fifty

fathoms' depth. About 30 recent species have been described, and
70 fossil.

M. Deshayes separates his species into four groups :

1. .

Shell not slit at its posterior extremity.
a. Longitudinal stria;.

Example, D. ElephaiUinum,
b. No longitudinal stria;.

Example, D. Entalii.

2.

Shell nlit at its posterior extremity.
n. Longitiulin.il striae.

Example, // tlrialum.

b. No longitudinal striri'.

Example, D. eburneum.

Shell having a marginal rim
;
not slit at its posterior extremity.

Example, D. strangulatum.

Fossil Dentalia.
" Of fossil species," says Mr. G. B. Sowerby,

" there are many, par-

ticularly in the marine beds of the Tertiary Formations ; the London
Clay and the Calcaire Grossier swarm with several sorts not easily

distinguishable from the recent species, among which we may particu-

larly remark the fossil species from Piacenza, which so nearly resembles
D. Elephantinum that Brocchi has not hesitated to refer it to that

species, and the D. eburneum of Lamarck, which he says inhabits

India, and is found fossil at Grignon. Deshayes in his ' Tables' gives
the number of living species as 23, of the fossil (tertiary) 34, and the

following, D. Elephaniinum, D. deMalis, D. novem costatitm, D. Entalix,
D. eburneum, D. fi&sura, and D. strangulatum, as both living and fossil.

Mr. Mautell in his tabular arrangement of the organic remains of the

county of Sussex ('Geol. Trans.' vol. iii., second series, 1829), notes a

species, which he does not name, in the blue clay of Bracjdesham
;

D. planum, in the arenaceous limestone or sandstone of Bognor ;

D. cylindricum, in the sand on Emsworth Common
;
D. atnatitm,

D. elliplicum, and D. decnsiatmn, in the Gault, or Folkstone marl
; and

one or more, unnamed, in the Shanklin sand (Lower Greensand).
Dr. Fittou figures one species, V. medium, from the Greensand of

Blackdown, in his interesting
' Observations on some of the Strata

between the Chalk and Oxford Oolite in the South-East of England.'
('Geol. Trans.' vol. iv., second series, 1836.) And he notes D. ellip-

ticum in the Gault at Copt Point, on the authority of the Rev. G. E.
Smith. In his '

Systematic and Stratigraphieal List of Fossils
'

four
named species, including D. ellipticum,- D. medium, and an uncertain

species, are noted from the Gault of Kent, South Wilts, and Cambridge,
and the sands of Blackdowu. Dr. Lea, in his ' Contributions to Geo-

logy
'

(1833), describes two new species, D. alteiiiatum and D. tuwitum,
from the Tertiary Beds of Claiborne, Alabama, and gives the following
summary :

' In Great Britain 1 4 species have been obtained from
the Lias to the Crag. M. Deshayes's 'Tables' give 84, of which 13 are
from the Paris basin, the Eocene period. In this country (America)
Dr. Morton has observed casts in the Upper Greensand of New Jersey
and Delaware

;
and Mr. Say one species, the D. aitenuatum, in the

Tertiary of Maryland.'
"

DENTA'RIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Cntciferce, the sub-order Siliqitosfe, and the tribe Arabidece. It has a
lanceolate compressed pod, flat nerveless valves, a capitate stigma;
the seeds in a single row, the funiculus dilated, winged.

D. btilbifera, the Coralwort, is the only British species of this

genus. It has a simple stem, alternate leaves, the lower leaves

pinnate, the upper leaves simple, the axils of the leaves producing
bulbs. It has a thick fleshy rhizoma with tooth-like knobs, hence
its name. The flowers are rose-coloured or purple. It is a rare

plant in England, but it is found in the neighbourhood of Tunbridge
Wells.

(Babington, Manual of Britiih Botany.)
DENTATI. [AMMONITKS.]
DENTEX, a genus of Fishes belonging to the family Sparidce.

It has the following characters : Body deep, compressed ; dorsal fin

single ; head large ;
teeth conical, placed in a single row, four in

the front above and below elongated, and curved inwards, forming
hooks; teeth on the branchial arches, but none on the vomer or

palatine bones
;
nose and suborbital space without scales

;
branehi-

ostegous rays 6. There are several species of this genus.
D. rulijarit, the Four-Toothed Sparus, is regarded as a native of

England. Only one specimen however seems to have been taken in

this country, and that by Mr. Donovan in 1805 off Hastings. It is

a very common fish in the Mediterranean, and is the Dentex of the

Romans. It is remarkable for the great length of the four anterior

teeth in each jaw. It acquires sometimes a large size weighing from
20 to 30 pounds, and measuring 3 feet jn length. Mr. Donovan's

specimen weighed 16 pounds. "A more voracious fish," says Mr.

Donovan,
"

is scarcely known ;
and when we consider its ferocious

inclination and the strength of its formidable canine teeth, we must
be fully sensible of the great ability it possesses in attacking other

fishes even of superior size, with advantage. It is asserted, that

when taken in the fisherman's nets, it will seize upon the other

fishes taken with it, and mangle them dreadfully. Being a swift

swimmer it finds abundant prey, and soon attains to a consider-

able size. Willughby observes that small fishes of this species are

rarely taken, and the same circumstance has been mentioned by later

writers. During the winter it prefers deep waters, but in the spring
or about May it quits this retreat, and approaches the entrance of

great rivers, where it deposits its spawn between the crevices of stones

and rocks.

"The fisheries for this kind of Spanu are carried on upon an
extensive scale in the warmer parts of Europe. In the actuaries of

Dalmatia and the Levant, the capture of this fish is an object of

material consideration, both to the inhabitants generally as a whole-

some and palatable food when fresh, and to the mercantile interests

of those countries as an article of commerce. They prepare the fish

according to ancient custom, by cutting it in pieces and packing it in
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IvirrvU with vinegar and spices, in which *tte it will keep perfectly
well for twelve month*."

(Yam-ll, Bntuk /tab*)
1'KNTIPOKA, [MiUBEI-ORKA.]
PKNTlKOSTKrX [BIRDS.]
DKNTITIUN, the formation and evolution of the teeth. Tim

varied proctin* by which the teeth are formed, developed, and

arranged arc among the most curious and complicated operations of

the animal economy. The different stages of dentition, in the human

being, mark distinct epochs of human life, in which many important

change* occur in the phyiical frame, simultaneously with which new
mental power* are

developed.
The teeth differ in their organisation in several important respects

from all other organ* of the body. They are of a bony *tructuro,

and are placed in the archm of the upper and lower maxillary or

jaw-bone*. They consist of two nets, of which the one is intended

to last only for a short time, while the other ia destined to last

during the whole term of life. The first are called the temporary
and the second the permanent teeth. The temporary teeth, 20 in

number, are in general considerably smaller than the permanent,
have a lea* firm and solid texture, and their characteristic forma
and prominences are much less strongly marked. The permanent
teeth, 32 in number, are arranged in perfect uniformity, 8 on each
side of each jaw, those of the one side exactly corresponding with

those of the opposite. They are divided into four distinct classes,

which present specific differences in size, form, development, articu-

lation, and use ; namely, on each side of each jaw, two incisores, one

cuspidatus, two bicuapideft, and three niolarea.

For our knowledge of the early history of the development of the

teeth we are principally indebted to Professor Ooodsir of Edinburgh,
who in 1839 published his views upon this subject. In giving an
account of his researches and the additional facts that are known
on this subject, we shall employ the lectures of Mr. Tomes on
4 Dental Physiology,' as one of the most recent and complete works
on the subject.

Preparation U made for the development of the teeth at a very
early period of foetal existence. At the sixth week of the existence

of the human embryo, on examining the mouth, a groove is observed

which is called the primitive dental groove, and in it the first germs
of the teeth are observed. At the seventh week a slight projection
of the mucous membrane at the bottom of thin groove takes place,
and which soon increases in size and forms a papilla. This papilla is

the first condition of the tooth-pulp, and ia composed of a mass of

cells, each containing a nucleus, or cytoblast. No vessels are yet
seen in the pulp, but they pass under it to the mucous membrane.
As the papilla increases in size the vessels become elevated, and pass
into its substance. The first papilla thus formed constitutes the

follicle of the anterior temporary molar tooth, thoae of the upper
jaw appearing before those of the lower. Subsequently the papillae
of the other teeth are developed, and by the tenth week we have in

the dental grooves 20 papilla; corresponding to the 20 temporary
teeth. A* the papilla grow the walls of the dental groove increase,
and send out lamina toward* each other, which meeting, unite, and
form septa. By these mean* the

papilla)
are inclosed in a series of

cell* or cavities with open mouths called follicles. The septa are all

developed by the thirteenth week, leaving behind in the dental groove
an open portion.
A change now comes on in the shape of the papillic, which, instead

of remaining a* hitherto simple round blunt masses, become changed
into special characteristic form*. The papilla-, from their more rapid
growth, protrude also from the open mouths of the follicles. With
this change in the shape of the papillic a growth of lids or opercula
to the open mouths of the follicle* take*

place.
At the fourteenth

week the inner lip uf tin; dental groove has increased in size, and

applies itself in a valvular manner to the outer lip. The relative

growth of the papilla: and follicles is now reversed, the former begin-

ning to *ink by the increased growth of the latter. At this time also

a secondary dental groove is observed, which i* declined to furnish

the papilla: of the permanent teeth. It gradually appears in the form
of imuill crescent-nnaped depressions immediately behind the inner

opercula of each of the follicles of the first or milk serio* of papillic.

By the fourteenth or fifteenth week, through the adhesion of the oper-
cula in the first groove, the follicles have become sacs, and the samp

change subsequently occurs in the secondary groove inclosing the

permanent Ueth. The (pace left open in the primitive dental groove
at the end of the sixteenth or seventeenth week exhibits papilla:
which represent the anterior permanent molar teeth.

From the time of the closure of the milk follicles the pulp*
gradually assume their peculiar shape, and those destined for the
formation of the molar teeth are divided at the base for the growth
of their several roots. With these progressive changes, the sac

growing faster than the pulp, an intervening space i* formed, in

which i* developed a soft granular substance, which for a time
iner***** in quantity, and is adherent to the inner surface of the

aac, but not to the pulp, though closely applied to the surface of the

At this ctage of their growth each sac receive* a twig from the
denUl artery ; but this doe* not penetrate the granular substance.

The next step in the general process of development U the appear-
ance of caps of tooth-substance upon the tips of the puljw, and is

accompanied by a diminution of the granular substance, which

entirely disappears when the tooth-substance U perfectly developed.
From the last-mentioned period up to the eighth mouth the cavities

devoted to the ten anterior permanent teeth gradually recede from
their position between the milk-sacs and the gums, and are now
posterior to the milk-sacs. This separation of the sac* has led to

the notion that the permanent sacs are formed from the tem-

porary one* by a process of gemtniparous fission ; but the obser-

vations of Professor Goodsir have demonstrated that this view i*

entirely erroneous.

At about the time of birth the fangs of the incisors begin to be
formed. This process is attended with three separate actions:

1, elongation of the base of the pulp; 2, deposition of dentine upon
it ; 3, adhesion of the contiguous portion of the sac to the surface of

this dentine.

The central incisors pass through the gum, or arc cut as it ia called,

about the eighth or ninth month after birth. The crown of tho

tooth being perfected, and the formation of the fang advanced by the

triplex action already described, an action is set up by whicli tin-

edge of the tooth passes through the gum. Here then terminates the

saccular stage of the tooth, the sac having been opened by the

passage of the tooth through the gum. It must be borne in mind that

with the development of dentine for the fang the sac becomes
adherent to its surface, but not to the surface of the enamel A probe
might be passed down the surface of the enamel to the neck uf the,

tooth so soon aa the sac is opened by the edge of the tooth. When
once the tooth U cut growth progresses rapidly. The tooth however

appears to grow more rapidly than it really does, and from the follow-

ing causes: The sac being opened, and its inner surface there! iy

rendered continuous with that of the gum, a strong disposition to

contract aeems to come into force in that portion lying against the

enamel, and as the gum constitutes one fixed point, and the adhesion

of the aac to the neck of the tooth the other, the lower is aa it

lifted out of the gum by the shrinking of the aac between these two

points. Aa a consequence of this movement, the distance between
the unfinished end of the fang and the fundus of the alveolus is

lengthened. The socket now rapidly adapts itself to the neck of the

tooth, to which it becomes accurately moulded. The pulp elongates
itself and diminishes at ita base, till at the completion of a tooth it

has diminished to the size of a thread and ia constituted principally
of the dental vessels and nerves. Aa the temporary teeth have

advanced towards the surface, the sacs for the permanent teeth have

receded behind them, and have become inclosed in proper bony IT> i

' -
.

from each of which a foramen proceeds. In the sacs for the

front teeth these foramina open immediately posterior to the milk

teeth, but thoae for the bicuspid* open into the alveoli of the milk

molars. From the apex of each sac a fibrous cord proceeds through
the foramen to join the gum near the neck of the corresponding milk

tooth, excepting in those under the milk molars, in which the fibrous

cord unites with the periosteal lining of the temporary alveolus.

These cords, or gubernacula as they are called, are formed of the

obliterated portion of the pulp follicle, which it will be remembered
was rendered external to the sac by the development and subsequent
closure of the opercula. It seems the union of the two sides is some-

times incomplete, so that the cord is in fact a tube closed at ita two
extremities. The gubernaculura lengthens as the sac recedes from

the surface, and disappears only after the tooth passes through the

gum. From observing the position and the disappearance of the

gubernaculum many have supposed that it leada or directs tho

developing tooth to its proper situation in the alveolar arch. Pro-

fessor Ooodsir, when speaking of the use of the cords and foramina,

says:
" The cords of communication which pass through these foramina are

not tubular, although in some instances a portion of the iinoblitcrated

intrn-fiilliciilar compartment of the original little cavity of reserve may
be detected in them ; they are merely those portions of the gum \vhieh

originally contained the lines of adhesion of the depressions for the

permanent teeth in the secondary dental groove, and which have been

subsequently lengthened out in consequence of the necessarily retire.l

position in which the permanent teeth have been developed during the

active service of the temporary set.
" The cords and foramina are obliterated in the child, either because

the former are to become useful as '

gubernacula,' and the latter as
' itinera dentium,' or, much more probably, in virtue of a law which

appear* to be a general one in the development of animal Kidie*,

namely, that parts or organs which have once acted an important part,

however atrophied they may afterwards become, yet never altogether

disappear so long as they do not interfere with other part* or

functions."

The sacs of the permanent teeth are supplied with blood-vessels

first from the gums but afterwards from the milk-sacs. As the sacs

sink deep into the alveolus they receive vessels from the proper dental

canals.

Mr. Ooodsir divides dentition into three stages :

"
First, the folli-

cular, in which stage ia included the papillic when it existed as a

simple prominence from the mucous memlmine, and extends to the
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closure of the opercula. Secondly, the saccular, which commences
with the closure of the opercula, and ends with the passage of the
tooth through the gum. Thirdly, the eruptive, which commences
when the tooth appears through the gum, and extends to the period
when the permanent teeth are fully developed. These three stages,
when considered in reference to any particular tooth, are well defined,
but when viewed in reference to the whole set, or two sets, they are

intermingled ; thus, when one tooth-germ is in the saccular, another
is in the follicular stage ; again, when the temporary teeth are in the

eruptive, the permanent teeth are in the saccular condition."

For an account of the development of the tissues which form the

tooth, we must refer our readers to the article TEETH, in which the
tissues themselves are described.

The age at which the teeth first make their appearance varies con-

siderably, frequently without any apparent reference to the constitu-

tional powers of the child. Instances are not wanting in which
children have been born with two or more teeth. In many other
cases the teeth have not come through the gum until fourteen or

sixteen months, or even as late as two or three years. In general,

however, dentition may be said to commence at the age of from five

to eight months. The following table from Mr. Tomes's Lectures gives
the result of the observations of several writers on this subject :

Authors.
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: 2-0. Lustre somewhat resinous. 8j*cific gravity, 2'133. The

following analysis is by Ficinus :

Silica 35-800

Magnesia 23 700
1'rotoxide of Iron 11-333

1'rwtoxido of Mangnra3 .... 2-250

Alumiu* 0-4 It!

0-833

Water and Carbonic A ... 25 200

l>Ki:MATOHHANCHUS, a genus of Molluscous Animals esta-

blished by M. Van Hasselt, and arranged by him among the

.Vw/iiriiiu-Ai'i'ii. It has tho following characters: Animal de-

pressed, semicircular, provided with a considerably large foot,

and protected above by an enlarged mantle, rounded anteriorly,
narrowed posteriorly, beset with elongated stria* or pustules, which

are branchial. A pair of short, approximated, contractile teutocula

situated between the head and the mantle. Kyea none (?). Three

apertures on the right side of tho body, the anterior opening near the

head for the generative apparatus, the second for the vent, and the

third for the urinary organ. It is an inhabitant of the coast of Java.

m:i!Mi:sTKs. [DKHMESTTD.*.]
I'KHMK'STlll.K, Leach (from Acp/tfarqi, a moth or worm that

eats skins), a family of Animals belonging to the order of Coleopterous
Insects of the section Xccrophaya (M'Leay). They have the following
characters : Antenna* short, 1 1 -jointed, terminated by a compressed
club, consisting of 3 or 4 joints; palpi small ; mandibles short, thick,
and generally dentated ; head deeply inserted into the thorax

; body
generally oval, and more or less furnished with scales or hairs

; legs
short ;

tarsi 5-jointed. The species of this family are for the most

part of small size : their larva (at least those which are known) are

covered with hair, and feed upon animal substances. It includes the

genera Dtrmetttt, Claim, Megatoma, Attagenut, Atpidiphonu, A'ogo-

derma, Antkrentu, G lobttlicome, Limnichtu, and Troyoderma, The

species of many of these genera whilst in a larva state do great
mischief in houses. They are especially destructive to the collections

of the naturalist The perfect insects are harmless, living on flowers.

They are found throughout Europe, Australia, Africa, and America.
The distinguishing characters of the genus Dermttlet are : Antenna*

scarcely differing in the sexes ;
the basal joint thick, the six following

joints nearly of equal size, the eighth broader than long, the ninth

and tenth very broad and nearly of equal size, the eleventh also broad
but not equal in size to the two preceding ; palpi short and thick

;

1. -ly uf an elongated oval shape.
to. lardariat is about a quarter of an inch in length and uf a dull

black colour ; the basal half of each elytron is of an ashy tint, and
has three black spots.

This insect is sometimes very abundant in houses in the neighbour-
hood of London and elsewhere, and when this is the case is very
destructive, since it will devour almost any animal substance, hut we
believe only in a dried state.

to. rutpintu is about the same size as the last, from which it may
be distinguished by the elytra being totally black, and the sides of

the thorax and under parts of the body being covered with white scales.

This insect is brought over in great abundance in ships laden with
hides. We have seen them in skins of quadrupeds both from India

snd America. The larva is about half an inch in length, and covered
with blackish-brown hairs. Like the perfect insect it feeds upon
dried skins, and hence when abundant is very destructive to this sort

of property. In the 14th vol. of the ' Linmcan Transactions' is a

notice of the occurrence of several specimens of this insect, and also

of another beetle (NterMa the Egyptian mummy; and
in the ' Transactions of the Entomological Society,' vol. i., the Rev.
K. \V H"pe describe* several specie* of Coleopterous Insects which
had been found in the heads of Egyptian mummies. They are as

follows .Xecrobia Jfumiarium, to. ]*>liincti<>. l> I!"-'', and to. don-

gniiu. Accompanying these insects there were also found some frag-
ment* of a species of f'imelia -prolwbly the P. tpinuloia.

It. mmrimut is also about a quarter of an inch in length, and of a

Made colour ; the upper parts of the head, thorax, and elytra, are

mottled with scales of an ashy tyit ; the scutellum is of a fulvous

colour ; the under part* of the body are white.

The species is common in various part* of England, and is found in

dried animals which have been suspended in the open air by game-
keepers and other persons.

In the genus Ctetiat (Stephen*) the two basal joint* of the antenna*

are thick ; the six following are nearly of equal size and rather

leader; the ninth joint is rather long and of an obconic form
;
the

tenth joint is shorter than the last ; and the terminal joint U conical.

These three joint* form together an elongated knob.
rro is about an eighth of an inch in length, of a black colour,

with yellowish antenna*. It is found under the loose bark of elm
trees. The larva i* covered with long hairs.

ifeyatoma (Herbst). In thin genus the two basal joint* of the

antenna* are thick ; the four following are slender
;
the seventh and

eighth joint* are larger than the last-mentioned, and the remainder
form an elongated elub: the terminal joint in twice as long as the
others in the male, and but slightly elongated in tho female.

Atlagentii (Latrcille). Antennae with the basal joint thii-k
;

the
! less robust and shorter

;
the three following joint* !

the sixth, seventh, am! eighth joint" gradually increasing in size
; the

remainder forming a 8-jolnted club, of which the terminal joint i-,

extremely long and almost cylindrical in tin- male, and of an elongated
oval form in the female.

A. Ptllio is about an eighth of an iin-h in length, and of a black

colour.; the bate of the antenna* is yellowish, and there is a roninl

white spot in the middle of each elytron.
This insect is common in houses, and is very frequently found in

quills, upon tli.' pith ,.f whi.-h it prolmbly feeds.

IIKUMOVHKI.'* .xiA.1

I'KKUIAS.
[1

I-ISMAI -

[DA]
DKSMIIUK.K. a group of organised l>cings regarded by some

naturalists a* Animals and by others as Plants. The botanists who
have adopted them into tho vegetable kingdom have regarded Hi, MI

us Alyrr, and allieil to the JHatomnctir. Some however who tflrnit

the vegetable characters of Damidirtr deny them to Diatomactir. \ >r.

Lindley admits the /fern t(?tt as a sub-order of the l> which
he characterises as crystalline angular fragmentary bodies, IT t

multiplying by spontaneous separation. Amongst this L-roup uf beings
the JJrsmidiett are characterised as being 'cylindrical.' Tin- Co'.

is the definition of thin family as given by Mr. Kiilfs in his '

I

Desmidieu;,' a work which has greatly increased our knowlc-
these obscure beings : "Freshwater figured, mucous, and micro

Alga, of a green colour. Transverse division mostly complete, but in

some genera incomplete. Cells or joints of two symmetrical valves,
the junction always marked by the division of the endochrom.
also by a constriction. Sporangia formed by the coupling of the cell*

and union of their contents." It will be seen from this definition that

Mr. Kalfs regards these beings as plants. The principal points on
which he relies for establishing this position are the occurrence of

conjugation and swarming, and the presence of starch amongst the

The occurrence of a union or conjugation of the two filament* fur
tin- production of spores, has long been known amongst certain Conns
of Canftrrrc. This has been seen by many observers to occur an
VheJDttin i'li' ". In the Euatlrum rupalre (flg. 3 represents the ;

Niigeli describes this process. Two individuals arc placed do,-.

ther, and push out short processes, which meet, ami by the absorption
of the wall constitute a canal, into which the entire contents of the
two cells thus connected enter, and combine together to form our
mass which constitutes a single cell. This process is not alwavs
identical in different species. In Clotlerium (fy. 6) the middle of the
,-,-ll-iin'mbrane dehisces with a transverse fissure, and the entire con-
tents from two contiguous opened cells coalesce into a single round or

angular mass. Siebold cays, with regard to the spores or green bodies
which result from the union of the cells, that they are not in all cases

developed into a single Clottrrium, like spores ;
but that, as in the case

of other Algtr, such as Vaacktria and (Kdogoniwn, there are two sorts

of spore-formations, and that under certain circumstances these green
bodies represent a germ, capsule, or sporangium. in which, by a pro-
cess of division, several young Clottrria come to be perfected. The
union of the cells of 2)idymopri*m Borreri is seen in .';/. 1.

The process above described appears to be one entirely confined to

the vegetable kingdom, as it has never been obsen -i uni-

cellular organisms, which are regarded as decidedly animal.

The process of swarming is one which, although a few yean ago
its distinguishing feature would have been regarded as entitling the

organism exhibiting it to a place in tin- animal kingdom, is by Mr.
Half* ami other Knglish naturalists regarded as purely vegetable. It
has been observed in many species of Canftrtatttr, more especially in

Arhlya proli/tra [Acin.v.i] and Conferva trrea. The follow

M. Agardb's account of this curious phenomenon in the latter plant.
After describing the green matter in the joints, he says :

" The
granules of which it is composed detach themselves from the mass
one afW another, and having thus become free they move about in

the vacant space of the joint with an extreme rapidity. At the same
time the exterior membrane of the joint is observed to swell i

point till it there forms a little mamilla, which is to become i h.- point
from which the moving granules finally issue. Uy the e\toM>
the membrane for -.n of the mamilla, the tender fi)

whieh it is composed separating, cause an opening at the end of the

mamilla, ami it is by this passage that the granules escape. At first

they issue hi a body, but noon those which remain, swimming j n a
mu. -h larger space, have much more difficult.*. .1 it is

only after innumerable knocking* (titubations) against, the walls of
their prison that they luccred in finding an exit. From the. first

instant of the motion, one observes that the granules or spornle* are

furnished with a little beak, a kind of anterior process alwu\

tinpuishable from the body of the xporule by its paler colour.

on the vibrations of this beak that the motion, UK 1 conceive, de|.
at least I have never been able to discover any < ilia. M.-v.,-..,- \ w ill

not venture to deny the existence of these ;
for with a very high )>ower

|

of a compound in "lie sees the granules sun-nun. li (! with a

i hyaline border, as we find among the cil -'IT'ying n

glass of insufficient power. The sporulcn during their motion always
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present this beak in frout of their body, as if it served to show them
the way ;

but when they cease to move, by bending it back along the

side of their body, they resume the spherical form
;
so that before

and after the motion one sees no trace of this beak. The motion of

the sporules before their exit from this point consists principally in

quick dartings along the walls of the articulation, knocking themselves

against them by innumerable shocks
;
and in some cases we are almost

forced to believe that it is by this motion of the sporules that the

mamilla is formed. Escaped from their prison, they continue their

motion for one or two hours
;
and retiring always towards the darker

edge of the vessel, sometimes they prolong their wandering courses,

sometimes they remain in the same place, causing their beak to vibrate

in rapid circles. Finally they collect in dense masses, containing innu-

merable grains, and attach themselves to some extraneous body at

the bottom or on the surface of the water, where they hasten to deve-

lop filaments like those of the mother plant." This process, to which
the name swarming has been given, has been observed by Mr. Ralfs,

Dr. Hassall, and others hi various species of Desmidieie, more especially
in fSfilueroplea criapa and Drapamauldia tenuis. No similar move-
meuts to these have been anywhere observed amongst the ova of the

animal kingdom.
The presence of starch in the Deimidiecs 'is a third point relied on

by Mr. Ralfs as distinguishing the vegetable kingdom. The existence

of this substance is easily ascertained by the well-known reaction of

iodine upon it. Meyen first discovered this substance in the Algce,
and Mr. Ralfs and others have confirmed the correctness of his obser-

vations. At the same time it should be stated that starch, although
not found present in the tissues of the lower animals, has recently
been detected in the brain of man by Mr. Busk ('Microscopical

Journal,' vol. ii. p. 105). This tnay lead to the discovery of the

existence of this substance more generally in the animal kingdom
than has been hitherto supposed.

1. 7>///^"/" M///I llorreri, with the cells uniting to form the preen matter.

2. Micrattfrvu crenata. 3. JZitattrttm "lili>rit/ttm. 4. Xarithidinnt armaturn.

5. The same with a frond acquiring a new segment by division. 6. Chtterium

Lltnuln. 7. I'fitiastrum timplex. 8. Pediaatrum llorynnum. 9. Ankistro-

tietinu* falcatlil. .

The following reasons are given by Mr. Dalrymple, after giving an

account of the structure of Clatteria, for placing the species of this

genus amongst animals :

Int. That while C'lonterium has a circulation of molecules greatly

renembling that of plants, it lias also a definite organ unknown in the

vegetable world, in which the active molecules appear to enjoy an

iti.lc|,,.ti,l, tit motion, and the parietes of which appear capable of

contracting upon its contents.

2nd. That tin' ;.''''" (,'elatinous body is contained in a membranous

envelope, which, while it is elastic, contracts also upon the action of

certain reagents, whose effects cannot be considered purely chemical.

3rd. The comparison of the supposed ova with cytoblasts and cells

<.f plants precludes the possibility of our considering them as the

latter, while the appearance of a vitelline nucleus, transparent but
iiinlrriihir fluid, a <-lirinii, ur shell, determines them as animal ova.

It was shown to be impossible that these eggs had been deposited in

the empty shell by other Infusoria, or that they were the produce of
some Entozoon.

4th. That while it was impossible to determine whether the vague
motions of Closterium were voluntary or not, yet the idea the author
had formed of a suctorial apparatus fofbade his classing them with

plants. ^
On these reasons, Mr. Ralfs remarks, that the peculiar organ

the terminal globules of the Closteria are as much vegetable as

animal. That the throwing off the contents of the cell through
chemical reagents, is as much vegetable as animal. "

If fresh water
touches Griffitltsia sftacea, the joints burst and spirt out their contents."
That the supposed ova contain starch, and are therefore vegetable.
That he cannot discover that the orifices at the extremities of some of
the Desm idiece are tubes, or that they possess a suctorial power.
The Desmidiea are all of an herbaceous green colour, and from this

circumstance are easily discovered amongst the other microscopic beings
with which they occur. They are mostly inhabitants of fresh water.
Mr. Thwaites records two or three species from brackish water. They
are remarkable for the very definite outline which their forms assume,
especially in the genera Micrasterias (fig. 2), Euastrum (fiy. 3), Xan-
thidium (fly. 4), and Pediaitrum (flys. 7, 8). Their most obvious
characteristic however is their evident division into two valves or

segments. The point of union between the two segments is in

general very definitely marked. In Pediastrum and Scencdesmus it is

less obvious than other genera. It is at this point of union that the
cell opens and discharges its contents. " An uninterrupted gradation,"

says Mr. Ralfs,
"
may be traced from species in which these characters

are inconspicuous to those in which they are fully developed : thus in

Closlerium and some species of Penium there is no constriction
;
in

Tetmemorus, in some Cosmaria, and in Jlyalotkecu, it is quite evident,

although still but slight ; in JJulymoprium and Derniidium it is

denoted by a notch at each angle ;
but in Sphcerozosma, Micraaterias

(fig. 2), and some other genera, the constriction is very deep, and the

connecting portion forms a new cord between the segments, which

appear like distinct cells, and are so considered by Ehrenberg and
others." He further adds,

" That the frond in Euastrum (fly. 3) and
allied genera is really a constricted cell, and not a biuate one, will, I

am persuaded, be apparent to any one who traces the gradations
mentioned above."

The manner in which the cells of the Damidiere are multiplied,
is by means of repeated transverse divisions. This process may be
seen in Euaitrum, the new segments appearing at the constricted part
of the original segments. At first the new segments appear as

two roundish hyaline bodies formed of the substance of the con-

necting tube. These lobules increase in size, acquire colour, and

gradually put on the appearance of the old portions. As they
increase in size the original segments are pushed away from each

other, and at length an entire separation takes place, each old segment
taking with it a new segment to supply the place of the old one.

This process is seen going on in Jig. 5. This process is repeated
again and again, so that the older segments are united successively,
as it were, with many generations. This multiplication however
has its limits, for the time comes when the segments gradually
enlarge whilst they divide, and at length the plant ceases to grow.
When this occurs no more segments are produced, the internal matter

changes its appearance, increases in density, and contains starch-

granules. The spore is now formed, which is to give birth to a new
individual, and the old one perishes. The separate cells formed by
this process of segmentation must be regarded as continuations of
the same individual. They are like the grafts and buds from a tree

;

they continue the individual.

The reproduction of the Desmidieie seems to take place in two ways :

first, by the formation of granular contents in the cell, which have
the power of moving, burst the cell, and produce the phenomena of

swarming above referred to ;
and secondly, by the formation of a

sporangium, or case containing spores, after the union or conjugation
of the cells before described. The sporangia assume a variety of

forms, and are sometimes covered with spines, and Mr. Ralfs says,
"That the orbicular spinous bodies so frequent in flint are fossil

sporangia of Desmidiece, cannot, I think, be doubtful, when they are

compared with figures of recent ones."

Movements of the cell-contents of Desmidiece, similar to the cyclosis
of higher plants, have been observed by Dalrymple, Bailey, and
others. These movements consist of definite currents of the cell-

contents, passing in two opposite directions, the one along the side

of the cell, and the other along the periphery of the gelatinous mass
in their interior. Labarzewski, a German observer, states that these

currents are intermittent, lasting each time for about seven

seconds.

The part fulfilled by the Desmidieai in creation is little known.

They undoubtedly purify the water iu which they live in the same
manner as other plants, and furnish food to a number of fresh-water

animals. As they do not attach themselves to external objects they
are seldom found living iu running streams. They are sometimes
found in the beds of large rivers, and several species are enumerated

by Drs. Lankester and Redfern, in their report on the '

Microscopical
Characters of the Water of the Thames.' The best places for
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than M small shallow pool* which do not dry up in

Mr. Mr. Raid ay, however, that the luiue species never
occur in the same pools two you* in succession. They prefer open
noon and exposed places, and arc rarely found in woods, shady
places, or deep ditches. They kre seldom found in turbid water of

any kind. In this respect they are the opposite of their congeners
the IKatumaai* which almost as a rule are found where the Iktmidivt
are not
The best way of procuring then) for examination is to take a

piece
of linen, lay it on the ground in the form of a bag, ami then,

by the aid of a tin box or ladle, scoop up the water, and strain it

through the bag. After this process has been repeated a few times,
the specimens of Dtimidiea will be found in great almiulmice on the

linen, which, if kept moist, will allow of the growth and develop-
ment of these beautiful objects for many months.
The stuily of this family will undoubtedly amply repay the

naturalist for years to come. Comparatively little is known of the

species beyond the continent of Europe. The following is an analysis
of the genera found by Mr. Haifa in the British Islands :

*

Plant an elongated jointed filament. Sporangia orbicular, smooth.

1. JUyalolkeca. Filament cylindrical. Two species.
2. lHdymopr\m. Filament cylindrical, or sub-cylindrical. Joints

with two opposite or dentate projections. (Kg. 1.) Two species.
8. Itrtmidium. Filament triangular, or quadrangular ; joints con-

nected by a thickened border. Two species.
4. Aptogonum. Filament triangular or plane, with foramina

between the joints. One species.
5. Sflurmoima. Filament plane, margins incised or sinuated ;

joints with junction-glands. Two species.

*

Frond
simple

from complete transverse division, distinctly con-

stricted at the junction of the segments, which are seldom longer
than broad

; sporangia spinous or tuberculated, rarely if ever smooth.

6. MicnutrHau.Lobef of the segments incised or bidentate.

(Kg. 2.) Thirteen species.
7. nattritm Segments sinuated, generally notched at the end,

and with inflated protuberances. (Pig. 8.) Eighteen species.
8. Cotmarium. Segments in front view neither notched nor

inuated
; in end view elliptic, circular, or cruciform. Thirty-three

9. Xantkulitu*. Segments compressed, entire, and spinous. (Piyt.
4 and 5.) Six species.

10. Arthrodetmiu. Segments compressed, and having only two
spines or mucroa. Two species.

11. .SravnufniM. End view angular, radiate, or with elongated
processes which are never geminate. Forty species.

12. IHdymoeiadon. Segments angular, each angle having two
processes, one inferior and parallel with the similar one of the other

segment, the other superior and divergent One species.

Frond simple, from complete transverse division, generally much
elongated, never spinous, frequently not constricted at the centre.

Sporangia smooth.

13. Tctmemonu. Frond straight, constricted at the centre, and
notched at the ends. Three species.

14. PtniuM. Frond straight, scarcely constricted at the centre.

Right species.
15. Docidi**, Frond straight, much elongated, constricted at the

centre, truncate at the ends. Seven species.
1. dostsHsm. Frond crescent-shaped or arcuate, not constricted

at toe centre. (Pig. 6.) Twenty-two species.
17. Spintmia. Frond straight, not constricted at the centre;

endochrome spirally twisted. Two species.

Cells elongated, entire, fasciculated.

18. Amtitlro,lam<u. Cells aggregated into faggot-liko bundles.

(Pig. 9). One species.

Frond composed of few cells, definite in number, and not funning a
filament. (Sporangia unknown).

1. Ptduuhmm. Cells arranged in the form of a flattened star,
their outer margin bidentato. (Piyt. 7 t 8.) Eleven species.

SO. StaudeuHU. Cells oblong or fusiform, entire, placed side by
aid* In a single row, but during division into two rows. Six species.

( Ital/s and Jenner, IlritiA Itetmuiinr ; Siebold, O Vnif,IMar Plant,

mmdAnimaU, in Hie. Jonrna/,-1858 ; Meneghini, On Ike Animal Naturr
t MatoMcwc, translated by Ray Society, 1864; A. Kraun, On
Ac/MMMMOMf m tkt Plant , translated by Ray Society, 1854 ; Liudley.
P*fflUf Kingdom; Nageli, Utt*ngt tinuUigtr Atgtn pkytiologitck
mmd i&rmaHKu iewMM, Zurich, 1848; Cohn, On Ike Natural

vtoCTWou plnnalit, translated by Ray Society, 1864.)

DKSMol'H Y'LLUM, a genus of Fossil Kadiate Animals belonging
to the Zoonhites found in the London Clay of Shepiwy. (' UeoL
Trans.,' N. 8., voL v. t 8, f. i.)

HKSVAUXIA'CE.K, Jtrutltmrtt, an obscure and little known
natural order of Plants, consisting of a few Australian sedge-like
herbs, of no known utility. They are nearly related to Katiatttc and
Kriocaulattfr, and are principally charaterised among other Olnmoa*
Kndogens by having several carpels placed in the middle of each
flower. The most reoent character is the following, given by Kn.llii-lu-r

in his
' Genera Plautarum '

:

Dwarf Australian herbs with the appearance of a pigmy Cypertu
or Seirptu ; the roots fibrous or fasciculated. Culms filiform, undi-

vided, leafless. Leaves radical, between thread-slia]>d and bristly,

sheathing at the base. Spikelets hermaphrodite, in two ranks,
1 -flowered, or terminal and solitary with one or many florets. Ulume
single, anterior, or two nearly opposite each other, coarse. Palest

none, or delicate, single or double, parallel with the glumes. Stamen
single, anterior. Filament filiform, simple. Anthers turned inwards,
1-celled, attached by the back above the base. Ovary either single
and sessile (we would exclude this character) or several attached to a
common axis at different heights, imbricated downwards, 1-celled.

Ovule solitary, suspended from the apex of the ovary, orthotropous,
with the foramen regarding the base of the ovary. Styles filiform,

simple, united to each other at the base. Stigmas simple, or with a

feathery beard. Utricles membranous, dehiscing lengthwise at the
side. Seed orthotropous, pendulous; skin leathery and rather hard.
Albumen fleshy and abundant Embryo antitropous, lenticular,

applied to the albumen at the extremity of the seed opposite the
umbilicus ; the radicular extremity papillose, and regarding the base
of the fruit (' Genera Plantarum,' p. 119.)

There are 4 genera and 15 species in this order.

DETRITUS and DEBRIS, two words now universally received
into the language, the former of Latin, the latter of French origin.

They are very frequently employed in works of geology and p!i

geography, when treating of the formation of alluvial deposits. By
Debris, in geological language, is meant generally the fragments of

rocju, boulders, gravel, sand, trunks of trees, carcasses of "limal^, tc.,
detached from the summits and sides of mountains by the effect of
the elements, or resulting from sudden convulsions at the surface of
the earth. By Detritus we understand the some Debris finely com-
minuted or pulverised by attrition. Debris in general comprises
Detritus ;

but Detritus excludes the idea of the larger Debris.

Modern Debris seldom extends beyond the foot of the mountains
whence it is derived, the channels of torrents, and the higher parts
of the beds of rivers; Detritus alone, except in the case of such

tilings as float, being carried down to the mouths of large streams.
The boulders which lie strewn over such great extents of laud, ami
which are found at great depths below the surface-soil, together with

fossil-trees, bones of animals, to., are the Debris of a former age, no
cause now in action being apparently capable of bringing them to

such distances from their original sites.

DEUTZIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Philadelphafc<r, inhabiting the North of ludia, China, and Japan.
The tube of the calyx is campaniilate, tomentose, the limb 5- or <!-

cleft. The petals 5 or 6, and oblong. The leaves are opposite,

petiolate, ovate, acuminated, serrated, wrinkled, and veined.

J>. icabra has its leaves covered with stellate siliceous hairs, which
makes them very rough, and renders them of use to cabinet-makers
as polishing agents. The siliceous bodies are beautiful objects vi. . .1

by reflected light under the microscope,
DEVIL IN A BUSH, 1 Vulgar names of the genus Niydla.
DEVIL IN A MIST, / [NioM.LA.1
nr.VlL'S APPLE. [MANDBAOOIIA.]
HKVII.'S BIT, the vulgar name of .Scooiom tucciia. [SCABIOSA.I
DKVII.'S LEAF. [URTICA.]
DEVONIAN SYSTEM. A great portion of the Palicozoic Strata

of North and South Devon has been thus termed by Sedgwick and
Murchison (' Qeol. Trans.'), and also referred to as of coeval formation
with the Old Red-Sandstone of Herefordshire. Further investigation
ha* shown that a portion of the strata in North Devon belongs to the
Carboniferous System, and is equivalent to the lowest shales and
sandstones thereof. The Old Red-Sandstone must certainly be admittl
to be coeval with some parts of the Devonian Strata, which besides
contain several red-sandstone members ; but there is reason to think
that the true place of much of the stratification of South Devon, on
the ordinary geological scale, is rather about the upper part of the
Old Hed-Sandstone ; and this mode of viewing these rocks harm
with the distribution of organic remains in the Silurian, Devonian,
and Carboniferous Deposits.
The following table by Professor Sedgwick gives at one view the

relation of the rocks which enter into the composition of the Devonian
Formation:
Lower or Plymouth / Dartmouth Slate, Plymouth Limestone and

Oroup. \ Ited ( irit. and Lixkeard Slate.

Middle or Caithness f Hereford Sandstone, Marl, and Coriutone,
Oroup. Dipterous Flag.

Upper or Petherwin f Petherwin Slate and Clymonia Lim
Uroup. I Marwood Sandstone.
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The Devonian Formation is represented in Belgium and the
Rhenish provinces, in Russia, America, and probably also in Van
Diemen's Land.
With regard to the development of this great system, Mr. Jukes

saya
" The history of the production of the Devonian Rocks seems

to be this : At the close of the Silurian period, or during its later

portion, great dislocations and elevations took place, by which the
Silurian Rocks, and especially the Lower Silurians of the larger and
more northerly portions of the British Islands, became much broken
and contorted, and in many places lifted up into dry land. Granite
was protruded into them in the south-east of Ireland, and probably
also the granites of the north-east of Ireland and of the north of

England and south of Scotland, were formed at this time. Great
denudations also took place, by which some of the granite of the
south-east of Ireland (if not that of the other districts) was brought
to the surface. Upon the uneven ground thus formed, as it was slowly
depressed again, the Old Red-Sandstone was deposited, consisting

largely of the detritus produced by this denudation.
" But in the south-west of Ireland and England neither disturbance

nor denudation took place to anything like the same amount, the

locality remaining probably a pretty deep sea, in which fine-grained
mechanical and some chemical depositions were formed, partly con-

temporaneously with the Old Red-Sandstone proper, and partly

subsequent to it.

"
If we are allowed to continue this hypothetical history a little

longer, we should say that at the close of the Devonian period a sub-
sidence of almost the whole country had occurred, and in the sea
thus formed was deposited the Carboniferous Limestone, resting in

level sheets on the floor of the Old Red-Sandstone, that had filled up
and levelled the hollows and inequalities in the older rocks. When
the Carboniferous Limestone had been formed, the Coal-Measures were
accumulated on the top of it, setting in first of all as thick sandy
deposits, and then as alternations of sandy and shaly beds, with an
occasional bed of coal. The depression being suspended, and the sea,

having been partially filled by the accumulation of the Carboniferous

Limestone, was made still shoaler by the sandstones and shales of the
Millstone Grit and Coal-Measures, so that, according to gome, it was
entirely filled up to its surface, in order to produce a bed of coal, while

every one agrees that it must have nearly been so.
"
Depression then recommenced, allowing the accumulation of

several thousand feet of coal-measures, all successively produced in

comparatively shoal water."

(Jukes, Physical Geology.)

DEWBERRY, a kind of bramble, the Rubu caiitti of botanists.

[RUBUS.]
DEWEYLITE, a name for Serpentine. [SERPENTINE.]
DEXA'MINE, a genus of Amphipodous Crustacea, established by

Dr. Leach. The following are its characters : Antenna; 3-jointed,
the last segment composed of a number of minute joints; first

segment shorter than the second ; upper antennae longest. Eyes
oblong, not prominent, inserted behind the superior antenna}. Legs
fourteen

;
first and second pairs monodactyle, with a small compressed

hand ;
other pairs furnished with simple claws. Tail, on each side,

with three double styles ; above, with one small style on each side.

Body, (including the head) 12-jointed. (Leach.)
V, ipinoia. Body shining, the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth

segments produced into a spine ; front produced and bent downwards
between the antennae. The first joint of the upper antenna; beneath,
towards their tips, have a little spine-like process. Length three-

quarters of an inch. (Leach.)
Dr. Leach says that it is very common on the southern coasts of

England, and is often taken by the shore-net, or beneath stones

amongst the rocks at low tide. The legs, he observes, are easily
broken, which will account for Montagu's having described and
figured it (Cancer (Oammarus) tpinomw) without the monodactyle
hands.

DEXIATU.,32, a family of Dipterous Insects of the section Creo-

phila-. This family, established by M. Robineau Desvoidy, is com-
posed chiefly of Meigen's genus Dexia. The species may be distin-

guished from those of neighbouring groups by the greater length of
their legs : the body is generally elongated and cylindrical, but some-
times thick, depressed, or rounded. The fore part of the head is, in
most of the species, furnished with a ridge situated between the deep
grooves in which the antenna; are placed ; the antennas are rather
short, and the stylet is generally plumose ;

the eyes are separated in
both sexes, and the males are usually larger than the females. These
flies are of inoffensive habits

; they are usually seen on flowers, the

juican of which afford them nourishment.
The chief characters of the genera contained in the Dexiarire are

thrown into a tabular form by M. Macquart, in the following
manner:

Genus 1. Protena, St. Fargeau.
Proboscis long.
ProboBcia short.

Body cylindrical.
First posterior cellule of the wings closed.

Second and third joints of the antennae of equal length.
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.

Genus 2. Zeu.ria, Meigen.
Third joint of the antennas longer than the second.

Genus 3. Dinera, Desvoidy.
First posterior cellule of the wings open.

Antennae not extending to the epistoma.

Genus 4. Dexia, Meigen.
Antennas extending to the epistoma. Legs very long,

Genus 5. Scotiptcra, Macquart.
Body tolerably broad, depressed.

Fore part of the head arched (colours brilliant).

Genus 6. Rutila, Desvoidy.
Fore part of the head flat (colours, black or yellow).

Stylet of the antennae naked.

Genus 7. Gymnostyla, Macquart.
Stylet of the antennas covered with fine hairs.

Genus 8. Omalogaster, Macquart,
Of the genus Prosena Macquart describes only two species, one of

which inhabits Europe, and the other is from Brazil.
)f the genus Zeuxia but one species is known.
The genus Dinera contains five species, one of which inhabits Brazil,and the others are found in various parts of Europe.
The genus Dexia, contains twelve species, almost all of which are

European.
The genus Scotiptera contains two species ; they are of considerable

size, and inhabit Brazil.

Rutila. The species of this genus appear to be confined to Australia
they are generally of large size.

The genus Gymnostyla contains three species, two of which are from
Brazil and the third is from Surinam.
The last genus, Omalogaster, contains four species, all of which are

inhabitants of Europe.
DEXTRINE is a vegetable substance found in the interior of the

cells of plants. It can be artificially procured by treating starch with
diastase. Mulder has shown that dextrine may also be obtained from
cellulose both by sulphuric acid and by diastase. . The quantity of
diastase required is extremely minute

;
if too mucfc be iised, or the

process continued too long, grape-sugar is produced. It is by these or
similar means that nature converts cellulose into dextrine, and dextrine
or starch into sugar. As in- malting barley, diastase is naturally pro-duced with the starch, there is no reason why it should not in a
similar manner be produced in the growing plant, and thus convert
the cellulose into dextrine. [DIASTASE.]
The sap of nearly all plants contains a certain amount of dex-

trine, which, having the same chemical composition (C 12 H10 )
as gum, and in many other points resembling it, has been in most
analyses put down as gum. If one equivalent of water (HO) be taken
from one equivalent of cellulose (O,, H 21 21 ), two equivalents either
of gum or dextrine [2 (C lt H10 0,,,)] are formed. Thus a part of the
cellular membranes may be converted into dextrine by catalysis with,
out destroying the cells, if the vegetable sap, while passing through
them, contains only a very minute quantity of diastase, or of a sub-
stance resembling it.

Gum and dextrine have been frequently confounded. The most
important difference between them is, that the latter may be changed
into grape-sugar by sulphuric acid or diastase, while the former is

incapable of undergoing that change.
Dextrine belongs to that class of matters which are taken into the

blood ; all the starch taken as food being converted by the gastric
juice into it. The gums are not taken up ; they become mere ex-
cretions, and are apparently of little or no importance.

There seems every reason for believing that dextrine is the source
of the cellular matter, for it is a universal constituent of all parts
of plants. We are justified in assuming that the sap of plants
must contain the elementary matter of cellulose in a state of solution,
so as to be able to penetrate through the cell-walls, and to supply new
substance to increase the number of cells. No material but dextrine
is fitted for this office, though in young plants sugar also contributes
to it. By the production, during germination, of dextrine and sugar,we are led to believe that the cellulose of the young plant is really
formed from this dextrine and from the sugar in the germinating
cotyledons. Whilst many full-grown plants do not contain sugar, all
contain dextrine, so that the use of the latter in the formation of cells
cannot be doubted.

Dextrine is not merely a source of cellulose, but likewise of starch,
sugar, gum, and perhaps other vegetable substances

;
it is almost as

valuable to plants as protein is to animals, for it is a constituent from
which their organism derives its most important products. The com-
position of dextrine being C

1S
H]0 10 , the formation of cellulose is

accomplished by every two equivalents of dextrine taking up one
eqivaleut of water. Thus

2 (CM H10 10) + HO=C2. H21 2I =Cellulose.

Starch and gum contain the same elements in the same proportions
as dextrine, and hence for their production require merely a re-arrange-
ment of the molecules. For an account of the relation of Dextrine to
the other secretions of plants, see the article SECRETIONS, VEGETABLE.
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DIA'COPE, a fNttna of Fishes belonging to the section Acanlho-

jrfrrymi and family Ptrdda, and belonging to that aection of tin-

family in which the specie*
have less than seven branchiostegous

rayn, and an interrupted lateral line.

This genus is allied to Strrmtu, but may be distinguished by there

being a notch or emargination in the lower part of the preoperculum,
into which is fitted a projecting tubercle.

Many Urge and beautiful specie* of this genus inhabit the Indian

eaa. Dieeofi oetoUiuala, a very
beautiful species, caught off the

eoast of the Mauritius, is of a brilliant reddish-yellow colour, shaded

into white on the belly, and is adorned with four longitudinal blue

stripes on each aide of the body ; these stripe* are margined with

black. It U about 10 inches in length.

Some of the species are known to have attained the length of

3 feet and upwards.
DIADE'LPHIA, the seventeenth class in the Linnasan system of

arranging plants. Strictly speaking it ought to contain no genera but

those which have their stamens united into two equal or unequal

parcels; but as it consists principally of Leguminous genera it is

customary to place in it all the Papilionaceous plants which have

united stamens, whether in one parcel or two. This and similar

plans render the Linneean system more natural, but destroy its use as

an artificial guide to the determination of the name of a plant.

DIADEMA. [CIRRIPEDIA.]
DIALLAGE. [AooiTK.]
DIAMOND, a crystalline gem, which, on account of its high lustre

and extreme hardness, has always been regarded as the most valuable

of the precious stones ; the former of these qualities arises from its

great refractive power, and on account of its hardness its lustre

remain* undimimshed. It is commonly colourless or grayish, but
sometimes green, yellow, red, brown, blue, and black ; the two last-

mentioned colours are the rarest. Its lustra is adamantine
;
refrac-

tion single ; transparent, but sometimes rendered opaque by foreign
matter. Hardness 10, exceeding that of any other, and scratching

every other substance ; owing to its hardness it can be cut, or rather

worn down, only by rubbing one diamond against another, and it is

polished by the friction of portions of the gem itself reduced to

powder : it is broken without difficulty. The specific gravity of the

diamond is from 3'48 to 3'55
;
streak grayish ; fracture concboidal ;

cleavage parallel to the planes of the regular octahedron, which is its

primary form, subject however to numerous varieties, and the faces

are frequently curvilinear. When rubbed it phosphorises, and
becomes positively electrical, and is therefore a non-conductor of

electricity. When heated, without the contact of air, it suffers no

change, but if ignited in contact with it, it is totally converted into

carbonic acid gas, proving that it is carbon in a state of purity.
For ornamental purposes diamonds are cut into two shapes :

namely, Rose-Diamonds and Brilliants, the former being, for the most

part, made out of the octahedral crystals, and the latter from those
with curvilinear faces. The weight and consequently the value of

diamonds are estimated in carats, each of which is equal to 3'1 66 groins.
In the formation of either a brilliant or a rose-diamond so much is

out away that the weight of the polished gem is not more than half
that of the rough crystal out of which it was formed.

Newton, considering the fact that transparent bodies which are

uninflammable refract light nearly in the ratio of their density, while
those which are inflammable have refractive powers that are greater
than their density, was led to conclude that the diamond, on account
of this great refractive power, was '

probably an unctuous substance

coagulated."
In 16U5 experiments were made at Florence, which proved the

diamond to be dissipated by intense heat in the focus of a burning
lens. Several chemists proved that diamonds lost no weight when
heated without the contact of air, and on the contrary, that they
were dissipated when heated in it; but it was first shown by
Lavoisier that carbonic acid was obtained by the combustion of the
diamond, and he concluded that it contained carbon, and had great
analogy with this combustible body.

Thee* researches were not however sufficient to afford complete
proof of the nature of the diamond

; but this was accomplished by
the succeeding experiment* of Smithson, Tennant, Guyton Morveau,
Allen and Pepya, and Davy, who all arrived at the same conclusion,
which is, that although there exist* in many respect* so great a
difference between the properties of the diamond and charcoal, they
are identical in their chemical nature. Thus, whenever by combus-
tion pert* of charcoal, or an equal weight of diamond, are combined
with oxygen, the quantity of oxygen absorbed always amounts to
14

part*,
and the result of their combustion is 22 parts of carbonic

Diamonds occur in India in the district between Oolconda and
Mamlipatam, near Patina, in Bundelcund, also on the Mahanuddy, and
in Ellnre. They have been obtained in Borneo, on the west side of
the Ratoo* Mountain, with gold and platina. The Brazilian mines
were first discovered in 1728, in the district of Serra do Frio, to the
north of Rio de Janeiro. The largest diamonds are procured on the
river Jeuuitiuhnnha, which is called the Diamond River, also Rio
Pardo. In the Ural Mountains diamond* were detected in 1820, by
Humboldt and Roes, in their journey into Siberia. In the fnited

State* the diamond has been met with in Rutherford county, North

Carolina, and Hale county, Georgia. They have been found on the

river Qinul, in the province of Constantine, in Africa. They have
also been discovered in Australia, and of such size as to render it

probable they may add yet more to the mineral treasures of that

country.
The rocks in which the diamond occurs in Brazil are either a

ferruginous quartzose conglomerate, or a laminated granular quart*
called Itacoliimiie. The latter rock occurs in the Urals, and diamonds
have been found in it ; and it is also abundant in Georgia and North
Carolina. In India the rook U a quartzose conglomerate.

In most instances diamonds are obtained from alluvial washings.
In Brazil the sands and pebbles of the diamond streams are collected

and washed under a shed by a stream of water passing through a
succession of boxes. A negro washer U stationed at each box. When
a diamond is found weighing 17J carats the negro is entitled to his

liberty." The largest diamond of which we have any knowledge is men-
tioned by Tavernier as in the possession of the Great Mogul It

weighed originally 900 carats, or 2769'3 grains, but was reduced by
cutting to 861 grains. It has the form and size of half a hen's egg.
It was found in 1550, in the mine of Colone. The diamond which
formed the eye of a Brahminican idol, and was purchased by the

empress Catharine II. of Russia from a French grenadier, who had
stolen it, weighs 193 carats, and is as large as a pigeon's egg. The

Pitt, or Regent Diamond, is of less size, weighing but 136'5 carats,
or 41 Uj grains ;

but on account of its unblemished transparency and
colour it is considered the most splendid of Indian diamonds. It was
sold to the Duke of Orleans by Mr. Pitt, an English gentleman, who
was governor of Bencolen, in Sumatra, for 130,0002. It is cut to the

form of a brilliant, and is estimated at 125,0002. Napoleon pi
in the hilt of his sword of state. The Raja of Mattan has in his

possession a diamond from Borneo weighing 367 carats." (Dana.)
The great diamond mentioned in the above extract as in the posses

sion of the Great Mogul appears to be the identical diamond which,
under the name of Koh-i-Noor, excited so much attention at the Great
Exhibition in 1851. Some doubt is thrown on Tavernier'a statement

of its being cut. This precious gem has seen a variety of fortunes.

Its early history is mythical. From the Great Mogul it passed into

the possession of the reigning family of CabuL When Shah Suja
was driven from Cabul he became the nominal guest and actual

prisoner of Runjet Sing, who spared no means to obtain possession of

the precious gem. In this he succeeded in 1813. After the death of

Kniijut the diamond was preserved for a while by his successors. It

was occasionally worn by Khunuk Sing and Shire Sing. Aft<-r the

murder of the latter it remained in the Lahore treasury until the

supercession of Dhuleep Sing and the annexation of the Paujab by the

British government, when the civil authorities took possession of

the Lahore treasury, under the stipulation previously made that all

the property of the state should be confiscated to the East India

Company, in part payment of the debt due by the Lahore government
and of the expenses of the war. It was at the same time stipulated
that the Koh-i-Noor should be surrendered to the Queen of England.
It arrived in this country on the 30th of June, 1850, and on the 3rd
of July was presented to her Majesty. Since its public exhibition in

1851 it has been submitted to the process of cutting, which has much
enhanced its beauty and value.

The diamond U cut by taking advantage of its cleavage, and also

by abrasion with its own powder, and by friction with anoth

mond. It is a process of great labour, and many hours are spent in

producing a single facet. Diamonds were first cut iu Europe in 1456

by Louis Berquen, a citizen of Bruges.
The diamond is used for cutting glass. [DIAMOND, in ARTS AKD

S< . 1 uv.l It is also employed for the lenses of microscopes. It has

but little chromatic aberration, but the frequent irregularity of iU
structure is a drawback to its employment for this purpose.

(Dana, Manual of Mineralogy ; Cotalu'jue of Great Exhibition of
1851, Class xxiii.)

DIAMOND-BEETLE. [CuBCOLio.]
IHAX.'KA. [AflaJUMmj
DIA'NCHORA, a Fossil genus of Conchiftra allied to Spontlyliu,

established by Mr. Sowerby in his ' Mineral Conchology.' It has the

following characters : Shell delicate, adherent, regular, symmetrical,
equilateral, sulwuriculated, inequivalve ;

one valve hollowed within,
convex without; the other flat Hinge consisting of two distant

condyles.
Cuvier ('Rogno Animal') places the genus between Pachytai and

Podoptit, M. de Blainville between Playioiloma and Podoptis, and
M. It img between Pecttn and Pedwn. M. Deshayes, in his edition of

Lamarck, after observing that Pachylet had been funned at the

expense of Plarfioitoma, states that his examination of the iqwcies had
satisfied him of the identity of the genera, and that the same exami-
nation instituted with regard to IHnnchora had convinced him that
the characters of the last-named genus were identical with those of

I'achyta and Podopiit. A further inquiry terminated in the conclu-
sion that the so-called genera, Podojait, Dianchora, and Pachyttt,
were only Spondyli, whose internal lamina had been dissolved, and
had left naked the external or conical lamina. [SPONDYLUS.] The
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subjoined cut will convey to the reader the form of one of the so-

called species.

Dianchora striata.

Four species of this genus have been found in the Chalk and Green-
Band : D. lata, Sowerby ; D. obliqua, Mantell ; D. alriata, Sowerby ;

D. truncata, Lamarck.

DIA'NDRIA, the second class in the Linntean system of arranging
plants. It comprehends all genera with flowers having only two
stamens, provided the stamens are neither united at their base, nor
combined with the style and stigma, nor separated from the pistil

DIANTHUS, a beautiful genus of Silenaceous Dicotyledonous
Plants, with a calyx closely covered at the base by two, three, or
four opposite pairs of decussating rigid sharp-pointed bracts. The
petals are always more or less lacerated at the end, and in some
species are divided into fine capillary segments. There are 10 sta-

mens, 2 styles, and the capsule is 1-celled, with numerous black seeds

containing a straight embryo. In all cases the leaves are long, narrow,
1-ribbed, sharp-pointed, and destitute of all lateral reticulated veining.
De Candolle enumerates 113 species, of which some must undoubt-

edly be reduced to simple varieties. They are found in all the tem-

perate parts of Europe and Asia, from Ireland to the eastern coast
of China and Japan ;

two have been met with in the United States of

America, and four at the Cape of Good Hope. Most of them are

perennial herbaceous plants with permanent leaves and stems, and
hence they ought perhaps to be considered under-shrubs

;
a few

become woody and form genuine bushes.
D. barbatui, the Bearded Pink or Sweet William, has aggregate

flowers in bundles
; calycine scales ovate, awl-shaped, equal in length

to the tube
;
the petals bearded

;
leaves lanceolate and nerved. It

is a native of the south of France and Germany, in gravelly or sandy
places. The flowers are very variable in colour, from dark purple to

white, or variegated or speckled, single and double. Sweet William is

a very favourite and old-fashioned inhabitant of the garden, and was
much esteemed in the time of Gerarde for its beauty.

D. Caryophyllut, the Carnation, is a native of the south of France,
and in England on old walls in Kent and Norfolk. It has solitary
flowers

;
the calyx-scales broadly obovate, pointed, four times shorter

than the tube ; the leaves with smooth linear margins ; the petals

crenate, dentate, ovate, glabrous ; the stem barren, elongated, pro-
cumbent, branching; the seeds pyriform, nearly flat; the flower-

stems are from 12 to 18 inches high ;
the calyx-teeth not ciliated,

longer than the capsule. The flowers are of all colours, excepting
blue : in the British species they are of a pale pink, and in all cases

fragrant. The flowers of the variety of this species, known as the

Clove-Pink, are used to give a colour and fragrance to an officinal

syrup used in pharmacy. A small variety of the species is known by
the name of Picotees.

D. plumariut is the type of the Common Garden-Pink. It is a
native of Europe, and is found in England on old walls and ruins.

It has solitary flowers, two or three on a stem ; the calyx-scales are

roundish-ovate, shortly mucronate, four times shorter than the tube ;

the leaves rough at the margin, linear, subulate
;
the petals digitate,

multifid as far as the middle, with the central entire part obovate,

downy ; the stem barren, procumbent, rooting, much-branched
;
the

seeds flat, orbicular, with a point on one side
;
the flowering stems are

from 6 to 12 inches high; the calyx-teeth are ciliated at the margin,
slightly shorter than the capsule. The flowers are either double or

single, white, pink, spotted, or variegated, and sweet-scented.

Of the specie* of this genus six are British, and are described by
Mr. Babington in his

' Manual of British Botany.'
For the cultivation of the Carnation, Pink, &c., see PINK, in, ABTS

AND Sr. Div.

DIAPENSIA'CE-iE, Diaperuiadt, a very small natural order of

Monopetalous Exogenous Plants, formerly referred to Convolvulacea,
but in reality are more nearly allied to Loganiacece and Stilbacetf,

Only two genera, Diapcnria and Pyxidanthera, are known; they
consist of small depressed half-shrubby species, with the habit of a

minute-leaved Phlox. Their calyx grows in a broken whorl; the
corolla has an imbricated (estivation with five lobes, and as many
stamens growing from its margin in the sinuses ; the anthers have a

broad connective, and burst transversely ;
the ovary is 3-celled, with a

good many ovules growing upon central placentae ; finally, the embryo

lies across the hilum, iu the midst of fleshy albumen. No use has
hitherto been made of these plants. (Liudley, Vegetable Kinydom.)
DIAPHRAGM (Aicufifay/ia), Septum Transveraum, Transverse Parti-

tion, Midriff, a circular Muscle, placed between the thorax and

abdomen, forming a moveable partition between these two great
cavities. Its borders, which are broad and fleshy, are moveable

; its

central portion, which is tendinous, is fixed and immoveable. When
not in action, its upper surface, or that towards the thorax, is convex,
presents the appearance of an arch, which reaches as high as the

fourth rib, and is covered by the pleura, the membrane which lines

the cavity of the thorax. Its under surface, or that towards the

abdomen, is concave, and is covered by the peritoneum, the mem-
brane which lines the cavity of the abdomen. It is perforated by
several apertures, through which important organs pass from the
thorax into the abdomen, and from the abdomen into the thorax. In
its tendinous portion, between what is called its crura, or legs, there
is an oval aperture through which the aorta, or great artery of the

trunk, passes from the thorax into the abdomen, and the thoracic duct
enters from the abdomen into the thorax. A little above this and to

the left of it, in the fleshy portion of the diaphragm, is an aperture
through which the oesophagus passes in its course from the mouth to

the stomach. On the right side of the diaphragm, in its tendinous

portion, is a third aperture, through which the inferior vena cava

passes from the abdomen to the heart.

The diaphragm is a muscle of extreme complexity in its structure,
and next to the heart performs the most important function of any
muscle in the body. Its most important office is connected with the
function of respiration, and it is the principal agent both in enlarging
the cavity of the thorax in inspiration and in diminishing it in expi-
ration. These actions it performs by virtue of the power of alternate

contraction and relaxation which it possesses in common with all

muscles. When in the state of relaxation, as in expiration, its broad
lateral moveable borders present an expanded arch, the convexity of

which reaches, as has been stated, as high as the fourth rib
; when in

action, as in the state of inspiration, the fibres composing the lateral

borders contract, whence this moveable partition descends, until from
the form of an arch it presents a plane surface, increasing the capacity
of the thorax by all the space that intervenes between the fourth rib

and the lowest point to which the diaphragm is capable of descending.
The fibres then relaxing, the moveable borders are pushed up by the
contraction of the powerful muscles of the abdomen, until the dia-

phragm again assumes the form of an arch, diminishing the capacity
of the thorax by all the space that intervenes between the lowest

point to which it descends and the fourth rib. These alternate

actions, which are performed in regular and uninterrupted succession,

day and night, during our sleeping and our waking hours, from the

moment of birth to that of death, constitute the principal portion of

the mechanical part of the function of respiration or breathing, by
which air and blood flow to and from the lungs. During these

actions the central portion of the diaphragm, ou which the heart

rests, and to which the pericardium is attached, never moves
;
so that

though the diaphragm is in constant motion it never disturbs the

action of the heart, which it assists in supporting, and the function
of the circulation is not disordered by the movements which are

indispensable to the function of respiration.
There is a fixed relation between the action of the diaphragm and

of the abdominal muscles. When the diaphragm contracts the

abdominal muscles relax
;
when the abdominal muscles relax the

diaphragm contracts. The diaphragm is the antagonist of the abdo-

minal muscles in inspiration ; but it acts in concert with them in

vomiting, in the discharge of the contents of the bowels and of the

urinary bladder, and in assisting the expulsion of the foetus in partu-
rition. To produce the respiratory movements, and to assist in the

expulsion of the faeces, the urine, and the foetus, may be considered

the natural and regular offices of the diaphragm ; but it conduces to

the performance of many other actions. It
is_

the principal agent in

vomiting, yawning, coughing, laughing, crying, and in hiccup, which

may be regarded as its more powerful and irregular actions.

For diagrams representing the position of the diaphragm and its

relation to the other organs of the body, see ABDOMEN and HEART.

DIASPORE, a Mineral. It is a dihydrate of alumina, and occurs

massive and crystallised. Its primary form is a doubly oblique prism.
The colour is slightly greenish-gray and yellowish-brown. Its hard-

ness is 6'0 to 6'5. It is slightly translucent. The specific gravity
is 3'43. It is found at Kosoibrod in the Orenburg government of

Asiatic Russia. The massive variety occurs in slightly curvilinear

lamime of a shining pearly lustre and greenish-gray colour ; also in

cellular masses, constituted of slender crystals, which have a pearly

lustre, and intercept each other in every direction ;
of a brown hue

externally, but prefectly transparent and colourless when reduced to

thin laminse. The following is an analysis by Hess :

Alumina ,... 85*14

Water H'56
The brown variety, analysed by Children, gave

Alumina 76'06

Water U"70
Oxide of Iron 778
Loss !
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DIASTASE, substance fanned during the termination of plants.

It can be artificially prepared by reducing freshly germinated barley
into a pulp, with half iU weight of water, and then prawing out the

liquor strongly. To the clear liquid jul sufficient alcohol is to be
added to destroy iU rUcjdity and allow of iU being Bltered ; by tlii.i

an aaotiatd substance U precipitated, which mimt be considered as

vegetable albumen, since it coagulates at 167" Fahr. Having sepa-
rated this, alcohol U again to be added u long as the liquid become*

turbid; the precipitate U to be purified by solution in water and

precipitation by alcohol repeatedly ; the precipitate is at last to be

drinl in thin layers upon glass at a temperature between 101* and
123- Fahr.
The properties of diastase are the following : It is solid, white,

not crystalline, soluble in water, but insoluble in alcohol unless it be

weak; the aqueous solution is nearly tasteless, and without any
chemical action, not precipitating subacetate of lead. The aqueous
solution quickly changes, becoming acid : dry diastase undergoes
the same change in a longer time, but when boiled in water the

alteration is immediate. Common malt is stated in general not to

contain more than 1 -500th of ita weight of diastase : one part of it

U sufficient to convert 2000 parts of starch, thickeucd with water,
into a mixture consisting of much dextrine and a little sugar. It has

not yet been obtained absolutely pure. There can be little doubt
that diastase is one of the forms of protein ; and its reaction upon
starch is not different from that which takes place with some other

forms of the same substance. Schleiden includes it amongst the

nitrogenous substances of plants, to which he gives the name Schleim

(mucus).
(Schleiden, Principle* of Scienttfe Botany, p. 23.)

DIA'STYLIS, a genus of Crustacean Animals established by M.

Say.
It has the following characters. Four antenna) placed nearly on

the same line ; the intermediate antenna; bifid, having a peduncle of

three joints, the external simple, with the first joint long, and without
a scale. External jaw-feet very large, pediform, very much approxi-
mated to the front, with the first joint long and compressed, and the

others very small, cylindrical, and nearly equal. Corselet smooth, of

six segments, of which the first, larger than all the others together, is

terminated anteriorly by a short obtuse triangular rostrum, crene-

lated on ita lateral edges. Six pairs of bifid feet ;
those of the first

pair truncated at the end, and shorter than the external jaw-feet;
those of the second terminated in a point ; those of the third, fourth,
and fifth pairs raised, pointed, without a nail, and terminated by
strong hairs. Abdomen narrower than the thorax, formed of six

segments, the last two of which support the natatory feet. Tail

biarticulated, provided on each side of the first segment with a single
bifid style, and on the extremity of the second with a simple cylin-
drical style.

1>. arrnariut. Length one-fifth of an inch. It is an inhabitant of
the coasts of Georgia and Florida.

M. Say is of opinion that the Cancer tcorpionide* of Montagu, from
the English coasts, and the C. tca of Qmelin, from those of Norway,
ought to be referred to this genus.
JJIATOMACE^E, or DIATOME^E, a group of organised beings

which naturalists have placed in the animal and vegetable kingdoms,
according as they have regarded their structures as most allied to the
one kingdom or the other. These organisms consist of a single cell,
and are remarkable for possessing a hard shell-valve or frustule,
which is composed of silex or flint, and which remains permanent
after ita organic tissues have perished.
The following is a definition of this group of beings by one of the

most recent writers on this subject : Plant a frustule
; consisting of

a unilocular or imperfectly septate cell, invested with a bivalve sili-

ceous epidermis. Qemmiparous increase, by self-division; during
which process the cell secretes a more or less siliceous connecting
membrane. Reproduction, by conjugation, and the formation of

sporangia. (W. Smith.)
The Dialomactff are endowed with the power of motion ; and when

this function was supposed to be peculiar to the animal kingdom, it

is not to be wondered at that the first observers of these organisms
referred them to the animal kingdom. Khrenlierg, in his great work
on the '

Infusorial Animalcules,' greatly enlarged our knowledge of
this family, and added to the forms that were already known. He
regarded them, u well as the Dtmidiar, and other beings which are
now generally referred to the vegetable kingdom, as animals. The
following an the principal points on which he relied for assigning to
them this position :

1st The IMalomacet exhibit a peculiar spontaneous movement,
which is produced by certain locomotive organs.

2nd. A large number of them have in the middle of the lateral
surface an opening about which round corpuscles are situated, which
become coloured blue when placed in water containing indigo, just as

many of the Polygastic /n/worio.
3rd. The shells of the IHaiumactir resemble in structure and con-

formation thone which are teen in the Mvlltuca and other animals.
These arguments an met on the other aide by the statement, that

us movement is now known not to be specially animal, as
of many A

Iffir, and their entire fronds an known to be

actively motile. In the next place the colouring of the interior by
indigo also takes place in truly vegetable structures.

The complex structure of the minute siliceous frustules of the

Dialomacett is a fact that has struck many observers. It certainly in

without a parallel in the vegetable kingdom. Schleiden in his
'

I

pies of Scientific Botany,' after giving a minute analysis of the siliceous

structure otNaricula riridit (Jig. 6 represents this genus), says,
" Sm-h

an artificial and complicated structure amongst plants has no explana-
tion and is entirely without significance. In all true plants we find

the silica present in a very different form, as minute scales or drops,
and distributed through the substance of the cell-wall." Again, in

another place he says,
" This curious structure is wholly without ana-

logy in the vegetable kingdom, and cannot be derived from the laws
of vegetation with which we are at present acquainted."

More recently Professor Meneghini has come forward as an advocate
of the animal nature of IKatomaceit. In a very lucid and remarkable

asay, published at Venice in 1845, he says :

"If we supposesuppose them to be plants, we must admit every frustule,

every navicula, to be a cell. We must suppose this cell with walls

penetrated by silica, developed within another cell of a different

nature, at least in every case where there is a distinct peduncle or

investing tube. In this siliceous wall we must recognise a complica-
tion certainly unequalled in the vegetable kingdom. It would still

remain to be- proved that the eminently nitrogenous internal substance

corresponded with the gonimic substance, and that the oil-globules
could take the place of starch. The multiplication would be a simple
cellular deduplication (sdoppiamento), but it would remain to be

proved that it takes place, as in other vegetable cells, either by the

formation of two distinct primitive utricles or by the introflection or

constriction of the wall itself. Finally, there would still remain

unexplained the external motions and the internal changes, and we
must prove Ehrenberg's observations on the exterior organs of motion
to be false. But, again, admitting their animal nature, much would
remain to be investigated, both in their organic structure and their

vital functions ; excepting this, so far as we know, we have only one

difficulty to overcome, that of the probably ternary non-azotised

composition of the external gelatinous substance of the peduncles and

inveeting-tubes. But as the presence of nitrogen is not a positive
character of animal nature, so the absence of it is not a proof of vege-
table. And in order that the objection should really have some

weight, it would be well to demonstrate that this substance is isomc-

ric with starch. For then, supposing all the arguments in favour of

the animal nature of Diatomea were proved by new and more circum-

stantial observations, this peculiarity, if it deserve the name of objec-

tion, might still be regarded as an important discovery. We should
then have in the animal as well as in the vegetable kingdom a ternary
substance similar to that forming the basis of the vegetable tissue."

Of the chemical composition of the Diatomacue little satisfactory has
at present been made out Professor Frankland of Manchester,

according to the Rev. W. Smith, whose work on the British Diato-

maceae is one of the last that has hitherto been published, has found
that a large amount of iron exists in the state of a silicate or protoxide
in the siliceous frustules, which probably accounts for the brown or

yellow colour of these organisms. On the application of tincture of

iodine the internal membrane contracts on its contents, and converts

these from a golden-yellow to a bright green. On the addition of

sulphuric acid they exhibit a deep brown hue.

The fact which is most relied on to support the vegetable nature
of the Diatomacar, by those who advocate this view, does not

appear to have been known to Meneghini, and that U the con-

jugation of the cells of which they an composed in the same
manner as in the Dctmidiae. [DESMIDIE.S.] This discovery was
made by Mr. Thwaites, and observed in species of Eanotia (fiy. 1),

iu tJ/iit/iemia gibba and . luryida (fg. 19), Fragilaria pcctinalii, and
other species. This

process
takes place as follows: Two indi-

viduals closely approximated dehisce in the middle of their long
diameter, whenupon four protuberances arise, which meet four simi-

lar ones in the opposite frustule. These indicate the future channels

by which the endochrome of the two frustules becomes united, as well

as the spot where subsequently the double sporangium is developed
(fit. 8, 19). From the sporangium the new individuals an develop.,!.
This process is precisely analogous to what takes place in the J>et-

midiete, so that the frustules of the Diatoms must be regarded as cells

of the same individual.
"
If we duly consider this fact," says Mr.

Thwaites,
" how much does it exalt the lower tribes of plants in our

estimation ! since we may contemplate an individual plant of them
not as the single phyton not as the single frond not as the single
cell but it may be as the aggregate of thousands of these ; view it

occupying as much space and exercising as great an influence in the

economy of nature as the largest forest-tree I

"

The mode by which the cells an multiplied amongst the Dia/omaccre

appears to be strictly in accordance with what occurs generally in the

vegetable kingdom. Thia process is one of self-division. The first

step is the fission or division of the internal cell,
"
probably by the

doubling-in of its membranous wall, and consequently the separation
of the endochrome, or cell-contents ; the central vesicle or cytoblast
also dividing into two parts, which nmove to a little distance from
each other; these movements being simultaneous with a retrocession
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of the epidermal valves aud the formation of the siliceous connecting-
membrane already described. In the centre of the enlarged frustule,
in exact apposition to the original valves and closely applied to them,
there are now found two new valves, covering the surface of the cell-

membranes along the line of fission. The divided portions of the
endochrome spread themselves along the membrane which is embraced

by the new valves, and there result two half-new frustules bound
together by the connecting-membrane, generated during the process
we have described.

"
During the healthy life of the Diatom the process of self-division

is being continually repeated ;
the two half-new frustules at once pro-

ceed to divide again each into two frustules, and thus the process con-
tinues. I have been unable to ascertain the time occupied in a single act
of self-division, but supposing it to be completed in twenty-four hours,
we should have, as the progeny of a single frustule, the amazing num-
ber of one thousand millions in a single month ;

a circumstance which
will in some degree explain the sudden or at least rapid appearance of
vast numbers of these organisms in localities where they were but a
short time previously either unrecognised or only sparingly diffused."

(Smith, p. 25.)

1. Etinotia Diadcma. 2. Eupodiscut tculptus. 3. Tricerntium Faros. 4.

Burirella biteriata. 5. Synedra gracilis. 6. A'avicula elegant. 7. J'leurosigma

anguttatvm. 8. Qocconema lanceolntum t portion representing conjugation.
9. Gomphonema geminatum. 10. Meridion circulate. 11. Jtacillaria para-
(torn. 12. Acttnanthes longipts. 13. Striatclla impunctata. 14. Diatoma

tvlgaie, the frustules united. 15. Biddulphia pulchella. 16. Melosira variant ;

the enlargement is peculiar to the genus ; a, side view. 17. Dickieia ulvoidet ;

a, frnstule; h, frond. 18. Schixotiema Smithii ; a, frustule; b, ditto; c,

frond, natural size; rf, frond magnified. 19. Epithemia tvraida, illustrating
the process of conjugation. From a drawing by Mr. West.

The structure of the siliceous portion of the Diatomacea is the most
remarkable part of their organisation. The following is Meneghini's
account of this organ :

"
Kvery Diatom is formed of a siliceous shield and a soft substance

therein, contained. According to Kutzing, this shield consists of pure
silica, or, in some cauea, perhaps, of silica combined with alumina.

Niigeli further says that the silica is deposited in the outside of au

organic membrane, which be believes to be of a vegetable nature. In

fact, an organic membrane ought to exist, for the silica could not

become solid except by crystallising or depositing itself on some

pre-existing substance. On the other hand, we cannot admit, with

Niigeli, that it has been deposited externally ;
for in many genera,

and especially in the Achnanthidia, the siliceous shield is covered

with a very delicate dilatable membrane, itself containing silica, as

is proved by its sustaining unchanged the action of fire and acids.

Therefore, comparing this shield with other organic formations,
whether animal or vegetable, containing in like manner either silica

or some other so-called mineral element, we may reasonably consider

it to be formed of an organic tissue permeated by silica. This

permeation may occur either in the wall of a simple cell, as is seen

in the epidermal cells of many plants, or within minute cells, as in

various plants and animals. The action of heat or of acid, in these

cases, destroying the organic matter and leaving the silica untouched,
does not alter the apparent form of the organ, because the skeleton

remains unaltered.
"
Externally to the shield Kutzing observed a thin stratum which

he denominated cement, which may be made visible either by desic-

cation or by calcination ;
and produces either a simple opacity, or

lines, points, and macula;, sometimes irregularly disposed, sometimes

regularly. He supposes it to be a silicate of iron or of alumina.

Independently of the chemical materials which it may contain, this

outside integument seems to me the more important inasmuch as even
without resorting to the means indicated by Kutzing, I observe it to

be constant, not merely in the species enumerated by him, but also

in many others, and I could almost assert that it exists in all. For to

me it appears to correspond with that fine membrane of the Achnan-
thidia above mentioned, which, according to Kiitzing's own observa-

tions, is always visible whenever the two new individuals (into which

every Diatom is resolved in its multiplication by deduplication)

(sdoppiamento) begin to separate. The lines and points supposed to

belong to the subjacent shield belong very frequently to this kind of

covering.
" The shield itself is formed of at least four pieces, or valves,

united together in a four-sided figure a tetragon. The mode of

union is unknown. But the existence of a kind of articulation

which permits an opening and closing, like the valves of a shell-fish

described by Corda in a species of Surirella, has been denied by other

observers. Be this as it may, whether spontaneous after death or

induced by external means, this separation does take place in a regular
manner. Now, if we suppose an organitf cell with a wall permeated
by silica, and with a four-sided figure, we can easily suppose that all

the sides will mechanically support each other. Moreover, we shall

meet with numerous facts by a different kind of analogy, namely, that

with solid animal tissues belonging either to the internal skeleton or

the external tegument.
" The four valves are equal in length, but in many species and genera

one pair exceeds the opposite pair in breadth. In order to establish

an uniform language it is convenient to term those primary valves or

surfaces which exhibit along the middle the line of division in the

act of deduplication, which, since it is formed here in a normal

manner, runs parallel to the other two surfaces, denominated lateral.

Along the primary surfaces we frequently see longitudinal lines, which
terminate at the two extremities in small apertures. From their in-

ternal surface there project into the cavity linear marks variously
formed but always longitudinal : these are termed vittse.

" The lateral surfaces have frequently a round aperture of greater
or smaller size in the centre, and from this a fissure extends towards
each extremity. This fissure either loses itself gradually or expands
into the regular terminal apertures. When this occurs each of these

surfaces is divided into two distinct valves. On these lateral surfaces

we observe the striae, lines, and transverse costa:, no less admirable
for their beautiful appearance than for their constant regularity in

number, direction, and proportion. When many individuals are

united together to form one compound being, like a polyp for instance,
it is always by the lateral surfaces that they touch each other; and
since all other characters sometimes fail, we can affix to them the

denomination 'lateral' from this principal one.
" Besides the vittse before mentioned, in some genera (Biddulphia,,

fig. 15, Climacosphenia, Terfsinoi) there are other solid substances in

their internal cavities : these are variously arranged.
" These essential peculiarities of the shield may perhaps be regarded

as indicating a complex structure, very different therefore from what
would be prescribed by a simple cellular wall. Ehrenberg deduces

from it an argument to compare it with the shell of Molliixca. The
Anellinte may be cited among the fnfusoria. Kutzing states, in reply,
that among vegetable cells there is found a peculiar conformation of

the walls, with prominences, depressions, points, lines, papillce, and

perforations, disposed in a regular manner; he refers to grains of

pollen, as an instance. He might have added the more appropriate
instance of the Desmidiece, which would be very closely allied to the

Diatomece, if the latter, like the former, could be referred to the vege-
table kingdom. If not equal in constancy and regularity, the

Desmidece display a greater degree of complication ;
and we must

remember the different nature of their substance, for in the vegetable
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,.,.!, un lime or iliea predominates, the wall become* uniform and

regular (f) (uniform* od wregoUre)."
Tb tiliooou* epiderui presents an extraordinary variety of form*,

which in every genus and species offer the beet possible means of

distinction and identification : (true, or line* frequently moniliform,

dote arranged in a radiate or concentric manner, and minute divisions

pmentini. perfectly hexagonal outlines, are amongst the moat frequent

occurrence*. Great difference of opinion exiU a* to the nature of

the**. Mr. Smith *y, "
I am diipoeed to regard them all a* modifi-

eation* in the arrangement of the rilex of the valve, arising from the

mode of development peculiar in each cane to the membrane with

which the ailex U combined." He alao denies that there are any

perforation* in the valve, a* suppose.! by Ehrenberg and Kutzing.

Thene foramina are alao denied by Schleiden. Mr. Smith denies also

that the valve* are externally covered with any organic membrane.

The delicacy of the markings on many of the Diatomacetr render

them objects peculiarly adapted for testing the powers of the object-

glauea of the microscope. The following table, drawn up by Messrs.

Sollitt and Harrison of Hull, to whom microscopy is indebted for

having first pointed out this method of testing the powers of the

microscope, was presented by them at the meeting of the British

Association at Hull in 1853 :

Fool length of

object glass.
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animals possessed of vessels but without a heart and pulsation, and pro -

vided with a simple tubular intestinal canal. The forma developed in
the highest degree in that division would be Holothuriae and Echinoidece.

" The minute forms of organic life in the rocks of Barbadoes, as far

as investigated by Professor Ehrenberg in February, 1847, consist of

the following groups :

Species.

Polycyatina, . .

'

282

Polygastrica . '. '. '. '. '. 18

Phytolitheria . . . .- . .27
Geolithia 27

folythalamia 7

361
Of these more than 300 are new forms.

" The great discovery of the Polycystina, which might be almost
called a new class, since they amount to upwards of 280 species, a

larger number of specific forms than is contained in some classes of

animals, may guide us to form an idea of the geological age of the

rocks in Scotland district, by comparing these forms with similar

fossil animalcules from rocks upon the age of which geologists have

agreed. Ehrenberg considers that the Polycystina from the rocks

of Barbadoes resemble more the animalcules from rocks of the

secondary period than the tertiary."

Amongst the varieties of quartz rock the mineralogist recognises,
under the name of tripoli and polishing powder, certain pulverulent
and earthy forms of silex. On placing these substances under the

microscope they are found to be entirely composed of the siliceous

frustules of Diatomacea. The polishing powder or slate (polirschiefer)
found at Bilin in Bohemia is used for the purpose of producing a

polish on fine surfaces. The angularity and hardness of the frustules

of the Diatoms well adapt them to this purpose.
Another deposit in which the Diatomacea have been found in great

abundance is the Bergmehl of Sweden. [BERGMEHL.] The Diatoms
found by Ehrenberg in this formation are principally species of

ffavicula. (Fig. 6.)

Amongst the tertiary deposits, beds of Diatomacete are very
common. They have been observed in Italy, in Germany, and in

several of the States of America. " The city of Richmond in Virginia
is said to be built upon a stratum of Diatomaceous remains, 18

feet in thickness." (Smith.) Professor Gregory of Edinburgh has

recently described, in the ' Transactions of the Microscopical Society,'
a Diatomaceous earth, discovered about two years ago by the Duke
of Argyll hi the Isle of Mull. It constitutes a bed resembling marl
in appearance, lying in a rough piece of ground between Loch Baa
and the sea. The lake is about 30 feet, the land about 40 feet,

above the sea-level. At one part there is a hollow, which in winter
used to become a small loch, in summer only a stagnant p >ol, and in

draining this the bed of marl was discovered. The bed rests upon
gravel, which appears to belong to the diluvial period, and the

Diatomaceous earth is probably of recent origin. Professor Gregory
has examined the contents of this earth with great care, and has

given a list of upwards of 130 species, which he has been able to

make out (' Quarterly Microscopical Journal,' January, 1854). Of
these upwards of 20 are altogether new species, or species that are

new in a British locality.
From these facts it will be seen that the subject of fossil

Diatomacece promises an almost boundless field for further inquiry.
It appears that we may say of these organisms, what we can say of no
other family or group of organised beings, that once created they
exist for ever. Myriads of species of soft-bodied animals have

perished, never to be recognised, but each individual cell of the
Diatom leaves its siliceous wall as a record of its existence a record
that the ordinary forces of nature seem to have little or no power in

obliterating.
We now turn to the subject of arrangement. It would of course

be impossible here to give any account of individual species, and

systematic arrangements are being constantly modified by new
discoveries. The following is an arrangement of the families or
tribes by Kiitzing :

Tribe I. STRIAT.E.

Order I. Aitomatictt.

Without a central opening on the secondary valve.

* Transverse striaj unbroken.

Family 1. Eunotiece.

Family 2. Meridiece.

Family 3. PragUariecc.
** Stria; broken (interrupted) in the median line.

Family 4. Meloteir&z.

Family 5. SurireUea.

Order II. Stomatica.

With the central opening.

a Monoitomaticce.

Having a median aperture on only one of the two secondary
surfaces.

Family 6. Cocconeidece.

Family 7. Achnanthece.

Distomaticce.

With a median aperture on each secondary surface.

Family 8. Cymbellea.

Family 9. Gomphonemece.

Family 10. Naviculeoe,

Tribe II. VITTATJS.

Order I. Astomaticce.

Without central opening on secondary side.

Family 11. Licmophorece.

Family 12. Slriatelleie.

Order II. Stomaticce.

With a large distinct aperture.

Family 13. Tdbellarieai.

Tribe III. AREOLATJS.

Order I. Discifornes.

Family 14. Coscinodiscea.

Family 15. Aitguliferce.

Family 16. Tripodiscece.

Order II. Appendiculata.
Doubtful forms.

Family 17. Blddidphicae.

Family 18. Angulatce.

Family 19. Actiniscece.

The Rev. W. Smith, in his '

Synopsis of the British Diatomaceso,'

gives the following arrangement of the genera :

Tribe I. Frustules naked
;
not imbedded in gelatine nor inclosed in

membranaceous tubes.

Sub-Tribe 1. Connecting membrane deciduous; frustules solitary, or

during self-division in pairs ; rarely in greater numbers, adherent
or free, dispersed, or aggregated into a mucous stratum.

22 Genera

Epithemia (fy, 19) . . 16 species.
Eunotia (fig, 1) . . . . 7 species.

Cymbdla .... 6 species.

Amphora . . . . . 8 species.
Cocconeis . . 6 species.
Coidnodiscus . . . . 3 species.

Eupodiicut (fy. 2) . . 5 species.

Actinocyclut . . . . 1 species.
Arachnodiscus ... 1 species.
Triceratium (fig. 3) . . . 3 species.

Cydotella .... 4 species.

Campylodiscus . . . . 7 species.
Surirella (fy. 4) . . .20 species.

TryUionella, . .'.. 6 species.

Cymatopleura ... 5 species.
Nitzschia . . . 23 species.

Amphiprorct .... 5 species.

Amphipleura . . . . 2 species.
ffumcula (fig. 6) . . .36 species.
Pinnularia . . . . 24 species.
Stauroneis . . . .10 species.

Pleuroiigma (fig. 7) . . . 26 species.

Sub-Tribe 2. Connecting membrane subpersistent ; frustules after

self-division attached by a gelatinous cushion, or dichotomous

stripes.

7 genera
Synedra (fig. 5) . . .24 species.

Dorypkora . . . . 2 species.
Cocconema (fig. 8) . . .4 species.

Gomphonema (fig. 9) . . . 12 species.

Podosphenia.... 5 species.

JUiipidophora . . . . 3 species.

Jjicmophora .... 2 species.

Sub-Tribe 3. Connecting membrane evanescent, or obsolete ; frustules

after self-division united into a compressed filament.

12 Genera
Meridian (fig. 10) . .2 species.
Bacillaria (fig. 11) . . . 1 species.
Jfimantidium ... 7 species.
Odontidium . . . . 4 species.

Denticula .... 4 species.

Fragilaria . . . . 3 species.

Eucampia .... 1 species.

Achnanthet (fig. 12) . . . 6 species.

JJiadesmit .... 3 species.

Rhaitdanema . . . . 2 species.

Striatella (fig. 13) . . . 1 species.

Tetracyclv* . . . . 1 species.
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Sab-Tribe 4. Connecting membrane lubpersistent ;
frustules after

aelf-divuion united into a zigzag chain.

6 Genera
JMoloma (jig. 14) . . 4 specie*.

Onmmatopkora . . 2 species.

TuMlaria . . . 2 specie*.

AmpMitrtrai ... 1 species.

Mulp\ia (Jig. 15) . . 4 specie*.

Jilkmia.... 2 species.

Sub-Tribe 5. Connecting membrane subpersiatent as a siliceous

annulus; frustules after self-division united into a cylindrical

filament.

8 Genera
Podotira . . . . . 2 species.

Melotira (Jig. 1) . . . species.

Orthotira

Tribe II. Frustulee invested with a gelatinous or membranaceous

envelope.
"

Sub-Tribe 6. Frond indefinite ; mammillate ;
frustules scattered.

1 Genera r

MattogMa .... 3 species.

Sub-Tribe 7. Frond definite; compressed or globular; frugtulea

scattered.
*

2 Genera
JKdeieia (fig. 17) . . . 8 specie*.

SerteUyia .... 1 species.

Sub-Tribe 8. Frond definite ;
filamentous ;

frustules in rows.

3 Genera

fncyonema .... 2 species.

CoiMonmo .... 4 specie*.

Sckizonema (fig. 18) . . . 16 species.

Sub-Tribe 9. Frond definite, filamentous ; frustules fasciculated.

1 Qenns
Homtfdadia.* . . . . 3 species.

(Smith, Synopii* af Britith Diatomacea, vols. i. & ii. ; Meneghini,

On tke Animal Mature of Diatomea, translated by Ray Society;

Kutiiug, Specie* Algarum ; Siebold, On Unicellular Planit and

AnimaU, translated in Quarterly Journal of Microtcopical Science,

voL i. ; Pritchard, A Hittory of /nfutorial Animalctda, Living and

Fouil; Dujardin, Jliitoire Naturelle da Zoophytet Infutoira ; Hassall,

liritiik freik-Water Algae; Ehrenberg, Die Infunont-Thierchen;

Hooker, Briluk Flora, vol. ii. ; Agardh, Conipeclui Critical Diato-

mactarum; Papers in vols. i. & ii. of Quarterly Journal of ificroKOpical

Heience, by T. Brightwell, G. Shadbolt, Professor Gregory, Messrs.

Sollitt and Harrison; Papers in Annalt and Magazine of Natural

Hilary, by 3. Ralfs, Rev. W. Smith, G. H. K. Thwaite* ; Keporti of

SritiA Auociation ; Professor J. W. Bailey in Smithtonian Contri-

butioni to Knowledge.)
DIC^E'LUS, a genus of Coleopterous Insect*. [Licisus.]

DIC.iEUM. [CERTHIADJS; CIKSTBIDJB.]

DI'CKRAS, a genus of Fossil Conchiferous Mollutca, allied in form

to Ckan.a. It includes species mostly occurring in the upper part of

the Oolitic strata and (D. Lontdalii) the lower part of the Greensand.

D'Orbigny ranks the Utter species as Caprotina. [CHAMACEA.]
DICHKI.ASI'IS. [ClRBIPEDIA.]
mCHBLEBTHIUM. [POKILOPODA.]
DICHOBt'NK. [AHOPLOTHEBICM ; PACHTMBMATA.]
IHCHOLOPHUa [CABIAMA.]
DICHOTOMY, a term in BoUny employed to express a mode o;

branching amongst planU by constant forking. The first stem or vein

of a plant divides into two branches, each branch divides into two

others, and so on. It is only in the veins of fern leaves, and of those of

some of the specie* of Oontferte, and in the stem* of Ferns, that this

mode of division exist* a* a general character. It however doe* occur

ebewhere ; for example, the Doom-Palm (Crocifera. Thebaica) of Thebes

is remakable for its dichntomou* branches, and the Screw-Pines

(/'andanui) have a similar habit

DICHROITE, a Mineral, also known by the names lolite, Peliome,

.ftnnkntilr, and Cordierile. It is an anhydrous silicate of alumina,

and occurs massive and crystallised. Its primary form is a right

rhombic prism, commonly crystallised in 6 or 1 2-sided prisms. The

cleavage parallel to the lateral plane*. It has a blue colour in

the direction of the axis, and yellowish-gray perpendicular to it
;

sometimes dull yellowish in both directions. The streak is white.

Fracture uneven and somewhat conchoidaL Its hardness is 7'0 to 7 '8.

Lustra vitreous. It is transparent and translucent. It* specific

gravity is 2'58. The massive varieties are amorphous. It* structure

U indistinctly ganular. It is found at Cabo de Gala in Spain, in

Par the sbovt Illustrations we are Indebted to th Rev. W. Smith not only

far tkow pnblUbtd In vol. I. of hl Brlttah Dtatonwee**,' but through Mr.

I Wwt, la* srttot, for tevtnl from tlie unpublUhfd volume of tht

M* work. Mr. Wtt h al*o forolsbed some orifln.l drawing!.

Greenland, at Bodenmais, in Bavaria, Norway, the United States, 4c.

The following is an analysii by Stromeyer :

Silica 80-24

Alumina 33'42

Magnesia 10'84

Protoxide of Iron 4-00

Protoxide of Manganese .... 0'68

Water 1'68

DICLIDURUa [CHKIBOPTKBA.]
DI'CLINOUS, an obsolete term in Botany, signifying that a plant

has its sexes in distinct flower*. It comprehend* all the Monoecious

and Dioecious plant* of Linmcus.

DICOTYLE'DONS, a Natural Class of Plant*, deriving their name

from the embryo having in general two seed-leaves, or cotyledon* ; a

character t which there are however some exceptions. The genus

Ceratopkyllum has several : BertkoUetia appears to have none ; in

Trojxeolum and m/iny other* they are consolidated into one; and

Ciucuta is certainly destitute of them. Like all others therefore the

character derived from the cotyledons, nearly universal as it is, has

its exceptions. Hence botanists associate with the character derived

From the embryo others derived from the mode of growth, leaves,

flowers, &c., and the whole taken together give the real diagnosis of

the class to which the name of Dicotyledons is applied.

The stems of Dicotyledons are probably in all cases branched,

except when a plant is from its weakness and minuteness unable to

reach any development beyond that of the first stage from the

plumule. In herbaceous plants that are called Htemless, a sort of

branching take* place by the formation of small short stems upon the

crown of the axis of growth. They have the pith, wood, and bark

distinctly separated, and the wood traversed by medullary rays.

This wood if more than one year old consists of concentric circles,

each of which is formed on the outside of that which immediately

Ceded
it ;

the consequence of which is that the oldest part of a

ch will necessarily consist of the largest number of layers, and

will therefore be the thickest : hence the branches of Dicotyledons are

always cones, although usually very long ones [EiooKNs], and not

cylinders. But to some of these characters the exceptions are not a

few. It is difficult to trace any distinction of pith, wood, and bark in

the stem of the Water-Lily (Nympha-a) ; there are no concentric circles

in the wood of Arittolochta, and several other genera ;
and it is impos-

sible to show by measurement that the stems of many irregular

tropical dicotyledonous climbers vary perceptibly in diameter for

considerable distances.

The leaves of Dicotyledons are articulated with the stem, so that at

a particular time they are thrown off, and leave a clean scar behind

them, as in all the trees, whether deciduous or others, which are

found in the open air in England. Their veins are repeatedly

branched, so as to form a netted apparatus within the parenchyma.
But although by far the largest part of Dicotyledons are thus con-

structed, yet we have contradictions to this also. For instance, in

Dianthut, and a great many other genera, the leaves hav no veins

except the midrib, and there are many herbaceous plants whose leave*

never drop fairly off the stem*.

The number of parts in the flower of dicotyledonous plants is four

or five
;
that is, four or five sepals, four or five petals, and the same

number of stamens, present in either a complete or imperfect state
;

or if the number U greater it is some power of four or five. But in

Jtanuncului, Ficaria, most Anonaceous plants, and several more, the

parts in the flower are three.

Finally, when the eeeds germinate the embryo simply extends the

point of its radicle in the form of a root to seek for nourishment in

the soil. [ExoRHiz.] But although this is, as far as is yet known,

a character without exception, nevertheless it has been too little

studied for us to assert that it i* more free from anomalies than other

rhiUM.-S r-.

Hence it is to be observed that it is neither the two cotyledons,

nor the exogenous stem, nor the concentric circles of wood, nor the

reticulated disarticulating leaves, nor the quinary or quaternary

flowers, nor the exorhizal germinations, which by themselveH charac-

terise the class of Dicotyledons, but the (.unl'inuti.iM uf those

characters ;
and that the absence of some one of them is immaterial ;

so that a plant may be essentially a Dicotyledon, although it has any
number of cotyledons except two.

The Dicotyledons of Jussieu comprehended the plants now sepa-

rated under the name of Gymnosperms, and together with Monoco-

tyledons and Acotyledons, constituted the whole vegetalle kingdom.

They probably consist of at least two-thirds of all known plant* : in

the state of trees, shrubs, or herbaceous plants, they are found

wherever phronogamio vegetation can exist, and they and Gymno-

sperms together constitute exclusively the arborescent scenery of all

cold countries.

DICOTYLES. [Sure*.]
DICRURUS. [LAKIADJL]
DICTAMNUS, the botanical name of the fragrant horbaceous plant

called PrariwlU by gardeners. [FBAXINBLLA.J
DICTY'OCHA, a genus of organised beings referred by Ehrenberg

to the ffariculacea or Diatomacea. They are characterised by an
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areolate spinous shield, and differ so much from the other forms of

Diatomacece that many naturalists have doubted the propriety of

placing them there. The species are numerous, the larger number

being fossil and found with various forms of Diatomacece.

DICTYOGENJE, a class of Plants, proposed by Liudley, and

adopted in his '

Vegetable Kingdom.' It embraces a number of orders

standing between the larger classes of Exogens and Endogens. They
have a monocotyledonous embryo, but they have also a broad net-

veined foliage, which usually disarticulates with the stem. The

following are the natural orders of Dictyogence :

Triuridacew.

Dioscoreaccce.

Smilaceai.

Philcsiacece.

Trilliacco!.

Roxburghiacece.

Flowers unisexual. Perianth free. Carpels 00
;

one seeded
Flowers unisexual. Perianth adherent. Carpels

consolidated ;
several seeded ....

Flowers bisexual. Carpels several, quite conso-

lidated. Placenta; axile. Flowers hexapeta-
loideous

Flowers bisexual. Carpels several, quite conso-

lidated. Placentas parietal. Flowers 3-C-

petaloideous .......
Flowersbisexual. Carpels several, halfconsolidated.

Placentae axile. Flowers 3-petaloideous . .

Flowers bisexual. Carpels solitary, simple, many-
seeded, with long-stalked anatropal seeds, and
a basal placenta

DICTYOPHYLLIA. [MADREPHYLLKEA.]
DICTYOPHY'LLUM, a genus of fossil Plants, proposed by Lindley

and Button ('Fossil Flora') to include a large specimen (D. crassi-

nemum) from the New Red-Sandstone of Liverpool, and a more
delicate species (D. rugosum) from the Oolitic shales of the Yorkshire

coast. The latter is regarded as a fern by later writers. Its nervures

are rudely reticulated.

DICTYOTACE^E. [ALG*.]
DICYPELLIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

l.'tHcixxac. It has dioecious flowers, with a deeply 6-parted spread-out

calyx, with equal permanent segments. The staminiferous flowers

have 3 rows of sterile stamens ; the 3 outer being perfectly petaloid,
the 3 next petaloideo-unguiculate, indexed at the point, with 4 pits
below the point ;

the 3 inner compressed, sessile, truncate, with 2 pits
on each side below the point, and 2 glandular protuberances at the

back. The fruit is dry, and seated in the enlarged, fleshy, shrivelled

calyx, and among the enlarged, hardened, sterile stamens. The
inflorescence consists of single few-flowered racemes.

D. caryophyllatum, Bois de Rose, has alternate oblong leaves

tapering to a very fine point, which is nevertheless bluntish, acute

at the base, papery, and smooth-netted on the under side. It is a

tree, and a native of the woods of Brazil and Guyana. It is culled

Licari Kanali by the Caribs
;
and is the Licaria Guianentit of Aublet.

The bark gives out a smell very like cloves, and has a hot, clove-like,

peppery taste. It is used as a medicine by the natives in the coun-

tries where it grows, and possesses powerful tonic properties.

(Lindley, Flora Medica.)

DIDELPHINA, a sub-family of Mai-mpiaia. The whole of this

sub-family have the inner toe of the hind foot converted into a

thumb, destitute however of a claw, and this development is appa-
rent in nearly all the species which have a scaly prehensile tail.

Professor Owen remarks that in some of the smaller Opossums the

sub-abdominal tegumentary folds are rudimental, or merely serve

to conceal the nipples, and are not developed into a pouch ;
and

in these the young adhere to the mother by entwining (heir little

prehensile tails around hers, and clinging to the fur of her back;
whence the specific name dortigera, applied to one of the species.
He further observes that few facts would be more interesting in

the history of the Marrupialia than the condition of the new-born

young, and their degree and mode of uterine development in these

Opossums. Since the Marsupial bones serve not, as is usually
described, to support a pouch, but to aid in the function of the mam-
mary glands and testes, they are, he adds, of course present in the

skeleton of these small pouchless Opossums, as in the more typical

Marsupials. [MABSUI-IATA.]
The term Opossums is generally used to designate the Didelpkina,

now confined to the American continents. The former existence of

this type in Europe in association with Pal&ot/iertum, Anoplotherium,
and other extinct pachydermatous quadrupeds, is proved by the
fossil remains in the Paris Basin (Eocene of Lyell). Two species of

Didelphit have been found fossil in Great Britain. [MARSUPIATA.]
The dentition of these scansorial Marsupials bears mre resem-

blance' to that of the Bandicoots (Peramelea) than to that of the

Darauri, if the structure of the molar teeth be excepted.
The following species of this family are contained in the '

British

Museum Catalogue':
li"l>Jphit Virginiana, the Opossum. North America.
It. Aztirtr, Azara's Opossum. Brazil.

Philander nudicaudui, Naked-Tailed Philander. Brazil.

P. Opouum, the Philander. Tropical America.
P. mariupialu, the Crab-Eater. Tropical America.
P. dortigenu, Menair's Opossum. (See fig.).

HAT. HIST, BIV. VOL. it.

P. cinemis, Cinereous Opossum. South America.
P. murirmi, the Mamose. Tropical America.

T/tylanus elegans, Elegant Painted Mamose. Chili, Valparaiso.

(Owen, On /he Classification of the Marsnpialia, Zoo/. Trans, vol. ii.)

Didelphis dursigera (Philander dorsiyenis, 'Brit. Mus. Cat.*).

From the specimen in the British Museum.

DIDUS. [DODO.]
DIDYMOPRIUM. [DESMIDIE*.]
DIDYNA'MIA, the fourteenth class of the Linnsoan system of

arranging Plants. It is the same as Tetrandria ; that is, it has always
four stamens, only two of them are a little longer than the other two.

Under this class are comprehended a large part of the Lamiaceous,
Verbenaceous, Scrophalariaceous, Bignouiaceous, and Acanthaceous
Plants of modern botanists. It is divided into two orders, Gymno-
epermia and Angiospwmia. Gymnospermia includes the genera whose

ovary is split into four small seed-like lobes, which in the time of Lin-

naeus were taken for naked seeds
;
and Angiospermia, those which have

manifestly the seeds inclosed in a pericarp of some sort.

DIEFFENBA'CHIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Araceie, to which the Caladium Seguinum, Dumb Cane, belongs.

[CALADIUM.]
DIERVILLA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Caprifoliacece, consisting of a single North American species, by Lin-

naeus considered a honeysuckle, and called Lonicera, Dien'illa. It is

however obviously not of that genus, because its fruit is a dry capsule
with a papery pericarp, with four cells and several seeds.

D. Tourneforti, or, as it is also called, D. humilis, D. lutea, or D.

Canadcnsu, is a common hardy shrub, growing from two to three feet

high, in a spreading manner, and having small funnel-shaped irregular
5-cleft yellow flowers, growing in stalked clusters of two or three

from the axils of opposite ovate serrated leaves. It is found wild in

rocky woods in the United States, from Canada to the Carolinas,

flowering in June.

DIFFLUGIA. [INFUSORIA.]
DIGENITE, a native Sulphuret of Copper.
DIGESTION, the process by which the food is converted into

nutriment. Taken in its whole extent the process of digestion com-

prehends the entire series of changes by which the crude aliment is

assimilated into arterial blood. These changes are effected by organs

which, viewed collectively, comprise a most extensive apparatus com-

mencing at the mouth and ending at the lungs.
The first changes upon the food are effected in the mouth, where it

is mixed with mucus and saliva. [SALIVA.] Torn to pieces by the

teeth [TEETH] in the operation of mastication, and softened by the

secretions of the mouth until it is reduced to a pulp, it is then col-

lected by the tongue [TONGUE], and formed by that organ into a mass
called a bolus. The bolus of food thus prepared is carried by the

tongue to a muscular membranous bag called the pharynx [PHARYNX],
situated at the back part of the throat. The pharynx, as soon as it

receives the bolus contracts firmly upon it, and by a proper muscular

action delivers it to the oesophagus, a long muscular tube which
extends from the pharynx to the stomach. [STOMACH.] The bolus of

food does not descend along the oesophagus by its own weight, for ;i,

person can swallow while standing on his head, and many animals

have obviously to convey their food along the oesophagus againsl

gravity. The food when it enters the oesophagus is transmitted along
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the tab* by a powerful contraction upon it of the strong fasciculi of

mtucular fibre* of which it u composed.
By th* ooaophafTM the food u conveyed into the stomach, where it

U converted into a laid Urmed Chyme. The chyme when duly pre-

pared in the tomaeh U transmitted to the nll intestine*, in the

timt portion of which it i* oonTorted into a new subntauce called Chyle.
In iu

paasag* along the teoond portion of the small intestine* the

chyle disappear*, being taken up by a set of vessel* named lacteal*,

which conrey it through a double aerie* of glands, called the Mesen-

terio Olanda, to the Thoracic Duct. By the thoracic duct it i* conveyed

through the abdomen into the thorax, where it u poured into one of

the large veins, the Bubdavian, which return* the blood from the

upper parU of the body to the right tide of the heart, to be, by the

heart propelM into the Pulmonary Artery. By the pulmonary

artery the chyl*, DOW mingled with venoun blood, i conveyed to the

lung*, where it undergoes its ultimate change, and is converted into

arterial blood. The Urge intestinal meantime carry out of the body
that portion of the food which ha* not been converted into chyle.
All solid food undergoes the same process. [FoOD.]
The food torn, as has been stated, into minute fragment* by tho

operation of mastication, softened and brought into the state of a pulp
by it* admixture with mucus and saliva, and raised nearly to the tem-

perature of the blood by the warmth of the mouth, is received into .an

extensive chamber, the stomach, when it is constantly maintained at

a temperature of 100 of Fahrenheit, and kept in a state of gentle but
almost unceasing agitation by a peculiar motion of the stomach,
effected by its muscular fibres, and called, from its striking resem-

blance to the motion of the earthworm, peristaltic. The essential phe-
nomena which take place on the introduction of the food into the

stomach are the following :

The food on entering the stomach U not arranged indifferently in

any part of the chamber, but is detained in the great extremity, or
that portion of the stomach which is near the entrance of the oesopha-

gus, termed the cardiac extremity. This portion of the stomach

during the actual process of digestion appears to be cut off from the

rest by a contraction of the circular fibres of the muscular coat, called

the hour-glass contraction, by which about a third of the length of
the stomach towards its small or pyloric extremity is separated from
the great .or cardiac extremity. The food received in the cardiac

extremity is slowly dissolved ; this solution takes place at the surface ;

" iu proportion as it proceeds the dissolved part is rolled off the rest

by the peristaltic action of the fibres of the stomach, and carried to

the pyloric portion," where it accumulates. Thus the undissolved
and the dissolved portions of the food arc in different parts of the
stomach ; the undissolved portion in the cardiac extremity, and the
dissolved portion in the pyloric extremity.
A remarkable change takes place on the inner or mucous surface of

the stomach the moment a portion of food comes in contact with it

This change ha* been seen to take place in the stomachs of animals
laid open during the process of digestion for the purpose of affording
an opportunity to observe the phenomena, and even in the human
tomaeh, which, in more than one instance, ha* been completely
exposed to view in consequence of wounds accidentally inflicted.

The mucous coat of the stomach, which is of a pale pink colour when
the (tomaeh i* empty, becomes of a bright red colour when excited

by the contact of food. Over this reddened surface are visible, more
especially when it is examined through a magnifying glass, innumer-
able minute lucid points, from which distils a pure limpid and colour-
lews fluid. This fluid, as it i* discharged, is absorbed by the aliment
in contact with the surface of the stomach, or collects in small drops
and trickles down the sides of the stomach to the more depending
part*, and there mingles with the food and dissolves it This fluid,
the true solvent of the food, U termed the Gastric Juice or Acid. It

ha* been ascertained to be the efficient agent in digestion, and it*

solvent power ha* been demonstrated by a aeries of most decisive

experiments long ago performed by Spallanzani and others. This

distinguished physiologist (wallowed a metallic tube perforated with
hole* and Ailed with flesh

; be allowed the tube to remain in the
stomach four hours, and then contrived to throw it up by exciting
vomiting mechanically. The flesh in the tube was found to be tho-

roughly soaked with the fluid of the stomach
; ita surface was in a

dissolved rtate, being soft and gelatinous, and moreover it had wasted
from 3 to 88 grain*. Subsequently, Dr. Stevens induced a person
practiced in swallowing pebbles, to swallow a hollow silver sphere
containing raw or cooked flesh, or vegetable*, and perforated with
holt* that would admit a crow-quill : the sphere was voided in about
forty hours perfectly empty. Next, Mr. Hunter observed that the

great extremity of the human itomach i* sometimes found after death
in a softened state and even in a state of partial solution, the coats of
the stomach being dissolved by its own gastric juice, and the edges of
the opening appearing pulpy, tender, and ragged, and even the parts
adjacent to the itomach, a* the ipleen, the diaphragm, and the lungs
being in like manner softened.
More recently, Dr. Beaumont, an American physician, has performed

a neric* of experiment* on the digestibility of various kinds of food
by introducinic food directly into the stomach of a man Martin St
Ann who had a fictitious opening into that organ through the
paneto* of the abdomen. The result* of his experiment* are interest

ng, and are given in the following table. It appear* that the articles

were converted into chyle, that is, digested, in the times indica-

30
45

2 45
2 80

Oyster*, stewed

Eggs, raw . . .

Egg*, soft boiled

Eggs, hard 1>

Beef, roast or boiled

Beef, salted .

Mutton, roost or 1

Pork, boiled .

Pork, salt and bulled .

Pork, roost

Veal, masted

Turkey and Goo:-'

Domestic FowU .

Wild Fowls

3 "0

6 30
3

38
N
30
30
u

Rice, boiled soft . 10 Oyster*, stewed . 8 30

Apples, sweet and ripe 1 30 Eggs, raw .

Sago, boiled . . 1 45 Egg*, soft boiled

Bread, stale ... 20 Eggs, hard boiled . 3 30
Milk, boiled .

Cabbage . .

Baked Custard .

Parsnips, boiled .

Potatoes, roasted . 2 30

Potatoes, boiled > . 3 30

Turnips, boiled . 3 30

Jarrots, boiled . . 8 15

Butter and Cheese . 3 30
Venison ... 1 35

Oy.-tcra, raw . . 23
The solution of the food, which take* place during this process, U

wholly different from the spontaneous resolution which warmth and
moisture tend to produce in it. Exposure of the food to warmth and
moisture decomposes it by the process of putrefaction ; but the gas-
tric juice is antiseptic, and stops the putrefying process even after it

is considerably advanced. The solution of the food by the gastric

juice is a chemical operation, and the gastric juice is a chemical agent,
the exact nature of which is not yet clearly ascertained. Spallonzaui
discovered that the gastric juice is of an acid nature. Some years ago
Dr. Prout ascertained that muriatic acid is present If meat and

gastric juice be inclosed in a glass tube, and kept at the temperature
of the human body, a product is obtained closely resembli: i

formed by the solution of the food in the stomach. If meat be inclosed

in a glass tube with diluted muriatic acid, and kept at the tempera-
ture of the blood, a perfectly similar product is obtained.

From experiments upon the dog it has been ascertained that muri-
atic acid is not present in the gastric acid of that animal. IU acid

reaction is produced by superphosphate of lime. Lactic and acetic

acids are also found present in human chyle. So we may state that

up to the present time chemistry has not been able to decide, win ; In r
the acid re-action of the gnstric juice depends on free acids, acid salts,
or acid organic compounds.

In addition to the acid, the gastric juice contains a substance called

Pepsine. The properties of this substance have been principally
studied in that form of it obtained from the mucous membrane of the

pig, which is very like to that of man. [I'ni-siXK.J This substance, when
combined with muriatic or acetic acid, has a very remarkable power in

dissolving albuminous foods. "A liquid which contains only 17-ten-

thousandths of acetate of pepsine and nix drops of muriatic acid per
ounce, possesses solvent power enough to dissolve a thin slice of coagu-
lated albumen in the course of six or eight hours' digestion. With 12

drops of muriatic acid pi r mim-e, the same quantity of white of egg
is dissolved in two hours." (Carpenter.) These properties quite
explain the action of the gastric juice upon the food.

After the food has undergone the action of the gastric juice, it loses

it* sensible properties, and is converted into the homogeneous semi-
fluid mass which has received the name of chyme. Specific differences

are distinguishable in chyme, according as the food from which it is

formed has consisted of vegetable or animal matter, and according as
it has contained fatty or oily substances, or has been destitute of them.

Usually however it consists of a
pultaceous mass of a grayi.-h i uli.ur

;

it ha* a sweetish taste, and is slightly acid. The character common
to it, from whatever kind of food it may have been produced, and
therefore distinctive of it, is its acidity.
The state of the food in the chyme has not been clearly made out.

Dr. Carpenter gives the following account :

" The protein compounds, whether derived from animal or vegetable
food, are all reduced to the condition of albumen

;
a part of which U

dissolved, whilst another portion is suspended iu a MTV
divided state. Gelatine will be dissolved or not, according to its

'

previous condition; if it exist iu a tissue from which it cannot readily
be extracted it will pass forth almost unchanged, but when ingested
in a state of solution it remains so, and if it have been previously
prepared for solution by boiling, its solution is completed in the
stomach. The gummy matters of vegetables are dissolved \vlmi

they exist in a solilblo form, as in tho case of pure gum, pectiuo, and
dextrine, or starch-gum. The degree iu which starch, when its

vesicles have not been ruptured by heat, is nt!i<tl !>y the gastric
fluid, seems to differ in different animals; tho Ruminants and Omni-
vorous Birds apparently possessing the power of crushing or

dissolving the envelopes of the starch globules, whilst they pass
through the alimentary canoJ of other Jlcrbirora unchanged, and

may be detected entire in their excrements. Sugar is unquestionably
taken up in solution, as such, in a healthy condition of the system,
but it may undergo a previous change in the stomach in disordered
states of the digestive process. Oily matters \ihrilni- .;!' animal .,;

vegetable origin, are reduced to the condition of an emulsion, being
very finely divided, and their particles diffused through the i-l

Most other substances, a* resins, woody fibre, horny matter, yellow
fibrous tissue, 4c., pass unchanged from tho stomach, and undergo no
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subsequent alteration in the intestinal canal ; so that they are

discharged among the faeces as completely useless."

The chyme upon quitting the stomach passes into the duodenum
where it mingles with the Bile [BILE] and Pancreatic Juice. [PAN
CREATIC JUICE.] These fluids are not merely excretions, but exercise
an influence upon the mass of chyme with which they are mingledA part of the bile is probably taken up again into the system ; anc
from the experiments of Barnard it would appear that the function
of the pancreatic juice is to render the oily matters of the fooo
miscible and fit for absorption.

After mixture with these fluids a spontaneous change takes place
in the chyme. It separates into a whitish tenacious fluid termed

Chyle, and into a gray pulp ;
the first is the nutritive part of the

food, the second is its excrementitious portion. If fat or oil, whether
of vegetable or animal matter, have formed part of the aliment, the

chyle is of an opaque white colour, if not, it is of a grayish colour.
It differs in its chemical character from chyme ;

for chyme is acid,

chyle on the contrary is alkaline.

The following is the composition of the chyle, according to an

analysis by Dr. G. 0. Kees :

Water 90'237
Albuminous Matter (coagulable by heat) . . . . 3'516
Fibriiious Matter (spontaneously coagulable) . . . 0'370
Animal Extractive Matter (soluble in water and alcohol). 0'332
Animal Extractive Matter (soluble in water only) . . 1 '233

Fatty Matter 3'601
Salts : Alkaline Chloride, Sulphate, and Carbonate, "I

with traces of Alkaline Phosphate, Oxide of Iron /
' 0711

100-000
The chyle, together with the excrementitious portion of the food,

is slowly transmitted along the small intestines. The progress of
the chyle is rendered slow, partly by its own tenacity, in consequence
of which it adheres with some degree of firmness to the villi, and its

progress is still farther retarded by the val vulaj conuiventes, which
act as partial valves. [INTESTINES, SMALL.] In its course through
the small intestines the chyle gradually disappears, being absorbed

by the lacteal vessels, so called from the milk-like fluid they contain.

The lacteals commence on the surface of the villi. [LACTEALS,]
Loaded with chyle, the lactuals penetrate the coats of the intestine,

pass between the layers of the mesentery [MESENTERY], and enter
the first order of mesenteric glands. In the inesenteric glands the
lacteals unite freely with each other, and become exceedingly convo-
luted. On emerging from these glands the lacteals pass, still between
the layers of the mesentery, on to the second order of mesenteric

glands, which they enter, and in which they present the same convo-
luted appearance as in the first order. On emerging from the second
order of mesenteric glands, the lacteals pass on to the receptacle of
the chyle, which forms the commencement of the thoracic duct.

[THORACIC DUCT.] In the receptacle of the chyle terminates another

system of absorbent vessels, termed lymphatics, from the colourless

and pellucid fluid, called lymph, which they contain. [LYMPH.] From
the receptacle of the chyle the chyle and lymph commingled flow
into the thoracic duct, by which tube they are transmitted through
the abdomen and thorax to the left subclavian vein, where they are

mixed wittuvenous blood. Together with the blood contained in this

great vein, the chyle and lymph are sent by a direct and short course
to the lungs.
The result of the successive changes thus wrought upon the food

by these progressive steps of the digestive process, is to approximate
the crude aliment more and more nearly to the chemical condition of
the blood. [BLOOD.]

" This is accomplished partly by the gastric
and intestinal juices, and partly by matters combined with the food,

highly animaliscd in their own nature, and endowed with assimilative

properties, as the salivary secretion mixed with the food during
mastication ; the pancreatic and biliary secretions mixed with the
food during the conversion of chyme into chyle; the meseuteric
secretions mixed with the elaborated chyle of the mesenteric glands ;

and, lastly, organised particles, which have already formed a part of

the living structures of the body, mixed with the chyle under the

form of lymph in the thoracic duct"

(Valentin, Tt.rt-Snok of Phytioloyy, translated by Brinton ; Carpenter,
Manual of Human Physiology; Muller, Physiology, translated by Baly.)

DIGITA'LIS, a genus of Exogenous Plants belonging to the
natural order Scrophulariacea. It is distinguished by its 5-parted

leafy calyx, its irregular funnel-shaped inflated corolla with an oblique
limb, the upper lip of which is short and 2-lobed, the lower 3-lobed,
and its ovate acuminate capsule, splitting into 2 many-seeded valves.

The flowers in all the species are arranged in long racemes, are either

yellow, purple, or brown, and generally showy ; the leaves alternate

upon a round herbaceous stem.

D. purpurea, Foxglove, is found all over the west of Europe,
especially in England and France. It is a very handsome species,
with large purple or white flowers. It is a biennal, with oblong
stalked scalloped wrinkled leaves, gray with hairs, and a stem about
two feet high, also covered with a close soft nap. The purple or

white pendulous flowers ore above an inch and a half long, and are

arranged ill one-sided racemes ; in the inside of their corolla, on the

lower lip, they are bearded with long hairs, and gaily spotted with

blackish-purple specks. There are four didynamous stamens, shorter
than the corolla, with large smooth anthers, 2-lobed at the base.
The energetic stimulating acrid narcotic properties of this plant

have caused it to be extensively employed medicinally. For its

action and properties, see DIGITALIS, in ARTS. AND So. Div.
There are about 25 species of this genus; most of them are

showy garden flowers. The only one which is truly a British plant is

the one described.

DIGITA'RIA, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Pantcece.
It has fingered spikes, the spikelets in two rows on one side of a
flattened rachis, unarmed, 1-flowered, with an inferior rudiment

;
the

glumes 2, lower very small, upper 3-nerved
;
the sterile flowers of

one 5-7 nerved palea,, resembling the upper glume and equalling the
flower. This genus has obtained its name from the singular form of
its heads of flowers, which look like fingers. Two species are
described as natives of Great Britain. D. sanyuinalis was formerly
found in Battersea Fields, near London, but is not a true native. It
has the leaves and sheaths hairy, the flowers oblong-lanceolate,
glabrous with downy margins. It is a common plant in Germany,
and has obtained its specific name from an idle trick which the boys
in some parts of Germany have of pricking one another's noses with
its spikelets till they bleed. It abounds by the roadsides in Poland
and Lithuania, in which countries its seeds are collected, and boiled
whole like rice with milk, and is esteemed as a pleasant article of diet.

The other species is D. humifma. It has leaves and sheaths glabrous,
flowers elliptical and downy, with glabrous nerves. This is a rare

plant, and grows in sandy fields. Is is a true native in many parts of

England. (Babingtou, Manual; Loudon, Encyclopedia of Plants.)
DIGITIGRADES. [CAHNIVORA.]
DIGY'NIA, a systematic name given by Linnaeus, in his artificial

system, to such plants as have two styles, or a single style deeply
cleft into two parts.

DILL, the common name of a species of Ane/hutn. The genus
Aiiethum belongs to the natural order Umbelliferce. It has the

following characters : Calyx obsolete
; petals roundish entire, invo-

lute, with a squarish retuse lobe ; fruit lenticular, flattened from the

back, surrounded by a flattened border; half-fruits (mericarps) with

equidistant filiform ridges, the 3 dorsal acutely keeled, the 2 lateral

more obsolete, losing themselves in the border
; vittsc broad, solitary,

filling the whole channel, 2 on the commissure. The species are
annual plants, with upright smooth stems. Leaves much dissected,
with setaceous linear segments. The flowers are of a yellow colour,
and there is no involucre.

A . graveolent, the Common Dill, has the fruit rather more than two
lines long, oblong, bright shining brown and convex at the back, paler
and again convex at the edge, which is separated from the back by a

deep hollow
; dorsal ridges sharp, filiform, elevated, very distinct but

fine
; the commissure dull grayish-brown, with the tumid vittse only

indistinctly seen.

The fruit of the Dill, like that of many of the order, is carminative
and stimulant. It may be taken with food as a condiment, but is

more frequently employed for making a distilled water, for which
there is a great demand in the nursery. Whether its popularity as a
domestic carminative for children is dependent on any specific power
is doubtful, and it is more than probable that other stimulants would
act as favourably.

A. Sowa is a species found in the East Indies. It has properties of
the same kind, but more powerful than the last, and is employed in

Hindustan as an ingredient in curries.

(Lindley, Flora Medico.)
DILLENIA, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order

XHlleniacece. The young calyces of D. scabrella and D. speciosa have
a pleasant taste and are used hi curries by the inhabitants of Chitta-

jjoug and Bengal. Several species of Dillenia, are large trees, and
afford hard durable nnd valuable timber.

DILLENIA'CEvE, a natural order of Plants belonging to Poly-
petalous Albuminous Exogens, and related on the one hand to Mar/no-
liacece, on the other to Ranunctdacece and to Annnaceip. They are

briefly characterised by having 5 sepals in a broken whorl ; 5

petals ;
an indefinite number of stamens

;
a definite number of

ovaries, which are either quite distinct or more or less consolidated ;

berried or capsular and 2-valved fruits
;
seeds surrounded by a pulpy

aril
; and, finally, a minute embryo lying in solid fleshy albumen.

Differentially considered, Dilleniaceous Plants are distinguished from
Auonaceac by their flowers being arranged upon a quinary, not

ternary, type, by their albumen being solid, and not ruminated, and

by their want of aromatic properties; from Magnoliacere by their

want of stipules, and the presence of a pulpy aril round the seeds.

The plants of this order are chiefly Asiatic trees or shrubs, and

usually yellow-flowered. A few occur in America. The trees are

found in the woods of tropical India ;
the bushes inhabit Australia,

especially in the more temperate parts, and in China
;
the woods of

Brazil contain several kinds, usually climbers or having a trailing

labit. They appear to possess astringent properties, but nothing
'urther of importance.
The species in cultivation in this country are almost all Austral-

asian, and have something the appearance of yellow-flowered Cistunts.
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Amour UMM occur specie* of the euriotu genus Ple*ra*<lra, in which

UMtUmetM an developed on one side only of the flower, all those on

UM opposite aide being abortive. There are few analogic* to this in

the rentable kingdom. BMerti* ro/fc.7 is showy twiner, but it-

flown are intoUrably offensive in their smell. The Indian

are in almost all MM plant, of great beautv. They are **
both for the grandeur of their foliage and the magnificence of

flowers. Several species of DiUentaeta are large trees, aud afford

valuable timber.

I, * (lowering thoot of Jfiltn-Ha rolukilii ; 2, the calyx and carpels, with

oo< itamcn aalj remaining ;
the other stamens cut away to >how the carpcli in

the centre of the flower ; S, the ripe fruit.

DILUVIAL FORMATION. The superficial deposits of gravel,

clay, and sand (sometimes containing shells and bones of land Mam-
malia}, which lie far from their original sites on hills, and in other

situations to which no forces of water now in action could transport
them, are thus termed. The explanations proposed by geologists are

various, and aa yet unsatisfactorily demonstrated. Violent floods

pawing over the land ; streams flowing formerly at levels and in lines

now impossible ;
the littoral action of the sea during the time of the

uplifting of the land ; glacier movements ; and the flotation of ice-

bergs over the surface while yet it was covered by the ocean, have all

been strongly proposed for adoption : but the phenomena are very
complicated, and seem to require many partial solutions, involving

change of level of aea and land as the fundamental condition.

[AU.CTIUIL] (Lyell, Principle! of Oeoloyy ; Jukes, Physical Geoloyy ;

De la Beche, Iliac to Obterre in Gtoloyy.)

DIMEROCRINITE3, a genus of Crinaidev, proposed by Phillip*
('SiL System,' t. 17) to include species of Orinoidea inarhculata of

Miller, with the finger-joints in double rows. From the Wenlock
Limestone.

DIMORPHANTHUS, a genus ( Plants belonging to the natural

order Araliaceir. One of the species, formerly Aralia edulit, is eaten
in China. [ARALIACEJL]
DIMYARIA. [CosciHFEBA.]
IMNKMOURA. [I'o.i II.I.I-ODA.]

I>INI'.TI"8, a genus of Hymenopterous Insects, of the section
Foaora. [LAJUUOJL]

I ) I XOO, or A MtrolfaM Doy. [CAX is. 1

I'lNoDKS. [CHL.KXICS.J
DINOPS. [ClIEIRDITCRA.]
MN"KN1S, a genus of Birds probably extinct, the remains o:

several species of which have been found in New Zealand.
In November, 1889, Professor Owen exhibited, at a meeting of the

Zoological Society of London, the fragment of the shaft of a femur
8 inch** in length, and 5J inches in its smallest circumference, with
both extremities broken off. This bone of an unknown struthious
bird of large *i*e, presumed U> be extinct, was put into the Professor's1* i 1 1 i . i t . i

bands for examination, by Mr. Rule, with the statement that it

found in New Zealand, where the natives have a tradition that

belonged to a bird of the eagle kind, which has become extinct, and
to which they give the name Movie or Moa, Similar bones, it

said, were found buried on the banks of the rivers.

After a minute description of the bone, Professor Owen made the

following statement :
" There is no bone of similar nizo which pre-

sents a canoellous structure so closely resembling that of the preseu
bone, as does the femur of the ostrich ; but this structure is inter

ruptwl in the ostrich at the middle of the shaft, where the parietcs o
UM medullary, or rather air-cavity, are smooth and unbroken. From
this difference I conclude the struthious bird indicated by the proven

fragment to have been a heavier and more sluggish species than th.<

ostrich ; its femur, aud probably its whole leg, was shorter and

thicker. It is only in the ostrich's femur that I have observed super-
ficial reticulate impressions similar to those on the fragment in ques-
tion. The ostrich s femur in subcompressed, while the present i*

cylindrical, approaching in this respect nearer to tin- femur of the

emeu ; l>ut its diameter is one-third greater than that of the largest

men's femur with which I have compared it. The bones of the

xtremities of the great Tatudo rtri.hantu/.iii are solid throughout :

hose of the crocodile have no cancellous structure like the present
"me. The cancellous structure of the mammiferous long bones i of

much finer and more fibrous character than in the fossil. Although

speak of the bone under this term, it must be observed that it does

not present the characters of a true fossil ;
it is by no means mine-

ralised
;

it has probably been on or in the ground for some time, but

still retains most of its animal matter. It'weighs 7 ounces 12 drachms

avoirdupois." The discovery of a relic of a Urge struthious bird in New Zealand

s one of peculiar interest, on account of the remarkable character of

ho existing Fauna of that island, which still includes one of the most

extraordinary and anomalous genera of the struthious order
;
and

>ecause of the close analogy which the event indicated by the present
relic offers to the extinction of the Dodo of the island of the Mau-

ritius. So far as judgment can be formed of a single fragment, it

seems probable that the extinct bird of New Zealand, if it prove to

je extinct, presented proportions more nearly resembling those of the

Dodo than of any of the existing Struthivnidtr. Any opinion however

as to its specific form can only be conjectural. The femur of the Stilt-

Bird (Ifimantoptu) would never have revealed the anomalous develop-

ment of the other bones of the leg; but so far as my skill in

nterpreting an osseous fragment may be credited, I am willing to

risk the reputation for it on the statement that there has existed, if

there does not now exist, in New Zealand, a struthious bird nearly if

not quite equal in size to the ostrich."

It was not long before an opportunity occurred of testing this very
remarkable statement, and of proving the sagacity of the naturalist

who had thus staked his reputation upon his conviction of the truth

of the general principles of the science of comparative anatomy.
Professor Owen received a communication from the Rev. \V. Cotton

describing several other remains of animals of the same kind, aud

in 1843 a collection, comprising vertebra; and bones cf the hinder

extremities, pelvis, 4tc., were transmitted by the Itev. W. Williams to

the dean of Westminster (Dr. Bucklaud) ; and in 1846 many specimens
were sent to England by Dr. Mackellar, Mr. Percy Earle, and Colonel

Wakefield. These were placed in the hands of Professor Owen, and

form the subject of his first and second ' Memoirs on the Dinornis,'

in the '

Zoological Transactions,' vol. iii.

In these Memoirs Professor Owen pointed out that the bones which

had been thus sent over from New Zealand contained the remains of

no less than nine species of a remarkable group of birds, which he

at first supposed belonged to the family of Struthionida. Subsequent
examination however has led Professor Owen to the conviction that,

although wingless, these birds have as little connection structurally

aud physiologically with the ostriches as with any other group of

recent birds.

From an examination of the various bones thus collected, Professor

Owen was enabled to point out that the fragment of bone whieh he

had first received belonged to a species of the genus not only much

larger than any of the other species indicated by these remains, but

larger than any form of existing bird. To this species he gave the

name of IHnomii gigantttu, and found that the height of this bird

must have been from 10 feet to 10 feet 6 inches. The other species
described were It. inyrnt, attaining a height of 9 feet; D. itriitlii-

ida; D. didiformit, 4 feet; I), droaucoidet, 5 feet; D. ilruthioidet

upwards of 6 feet. In addition to these were described D. ciirtiu,

D.crotnu, . otidiformit, and/), catuariniu. Thus these remains

showed the existence of a number of birds, varying in size from the

almost flightless Bustard to birds of the size of the Dodo, the Kmen,
mid the Ostrich, and one larger than all.

On a subsequent examination of the bones of D. inyetu and T). dro-

maoidei, Professor Owen discovered a back toe which he had seen

nowhere in the other species, and for these he proposed the generic
name Patapteryjr. To these two was afterwards added a third species,

P. geranoidri. Dr. Mantell gives the following account of a further

discovery of the remains of birds in New Zealand :

In 1846 and 1847 my eldest son, Mr. Walter Mantell, of Wellington,"In 1846 and 1847 my eldestson, Mr. Walter Mantell, of Wellington,
who had resided several years in the colony, explored every known

locality of these fossil bones within his roach in the North li-hnul,

iiml went into the interior of the country, and located with the natives,

for the purpose of collecting specimens, and of ascertainin \\ In I InT

any of these gigantic birds were still in existence, resolving, if there

appeared to be the least chance of success, to penetrate into the

unfrequented regions, and obtain a live Moa. The information

gathered from the natives offered no encouragement to follow up tho

pursuit, but tended to confirm the idea that this race of coloured

bipeds was extinct, the last individuals having in all probability, like

the Dodo, been exterminated by human agency within a comparatively
recent period ;

or that if any of the species, whose bones occur in a
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fossil state, are still living, they will prove to be of comparatively
small types, related to the Apteryx, the living diminutive representa-
tive of the stupendous ostrich-like birds which once trod the soil of

New Zealand. My son succeeded however in forming the most

interesting collection of these remains hitherto obtained. It com-

prised between 700 and 800 bones belonging to birds of various

species and genera, and differing considerably in magnitude and age,
some belonging to very young individuals, in which the epiphyses of

the long bones are distinct from the shaft, while others are those of

adult and aged birds." The chief part of this collection is now
deposited in the British Museum.

The locality from which these specimens were obtained is thus
described by Mr. Mantell :

" Near Waikoriati, 17 miles north of Otago,
there is a headland called Island Point, about three-quarters of a
mile in length and 150 feet in height ;

it consists of sandy clay

distinctly stratified and traversed by dykes of columnar trap, the

columns begin at right angles to the sides of the veins. In a little

bight, south of Island Point, on the side of the bar which unites that

headland to the mainland at the entrance of the River Waikoriati in

front of the native Kaika, named Makuku, is situated the exposed
parts of the so-called turbary deposit, whence bones of Moos and
other birds of various kinds have been obtained in such number and

perfection. This bed is about 3 feet in depth and not more than 100

yards in length, and lies immediately on a stratum of tertiary blue

clay ; its inland boundary is obscured by vegetation, and appears to be
of a very limited extent

;
the bed is entirely submerged, and only

visible when the tide has receded. It consults almost wholly of

decayed vegetable matter, and its surface is studded with the undis-

turbed roots of small trees, which appear to have been burnt to the

ground at some remote period. It is a light, sandy, elastic earth,
of a blackish-brown colour, and emits a strong fetid odour when
first collected ; from the large quantity of animal matter it contain* I

conceive it wag originally a swamp or morass, in which the New
Zealand Flax (Phormium tenax) once grew luxuriantly. It is now
covered by a thin layer of sand when exposed at low water. . .

Although bones of several species of Moa, especially of the largest

kinds, have been collected from this locality in considerable numbers
and in great perfection, yet as the bed is rapidly diminishing from the
inroads of the sea, there is great reason to fear that it will be entirely
washed away, without yielding to the palaeontologist all the desired

information respecting the extinct animals whose relics it enshrines
;

for the natives and whalers are well aware of the interest attached
to the bones by Europeans, and they seize indiscriminately on any
specimen exposed by the receding tide, and if it cannot be readily
extracted they break it off, and thus many a valuable relic has been

destroyed. Their cupidity and avarice have too been so much excited

by the large rewards injudiciously given by casual visiters, that the
cost of specimens has increased to an unreasonable amount."

In their general aspect the bones which have been obtained from
these spots closely resemble those obtained from the ossiferous caverns
in Germany. Professor Owen gives an analysis of their chemical

composition, and from this infers that they may have been recently

deposited. Mr. Mantell obtained bones also from North Island :

" On the western shore of the North Island, about sixty miles south-

west of New Plymouth, there is a stream called Waingougou, which

empties itself into the sea at about a mile and a half south of Wai mate
in the Ngtftiruanui district. Part of the neighbouring country is

elevated table-land, with deep tortuous gullies, through which the
torrents and streams take their course to the sea. That of Waingou-
gou, which is as tortuous as any of them, takes its rise in the neigh-

bouring volcanic ridge, and has evidently at a former period discharged
itself far distant from its present embouchure, as is proved by the
existence of a line of cliffs which extends inland, and has manifestly
been produced by the corroding action of the river. Driven from its

course probably by a change in the relative level of the land and sea,

the stream has formed its present channel, which cuts through a bed
of loose conglomerate, 100 feet thick, overlying a deposit of finely-
laminated sand, which covers a thick stratum of blue clay full of

shells. The conglomerate consists of pebbles and large boulders of

an infinite variety of volcanic rocks ; the clay is the lowermost visible

bed
;
the shells it contains are marine, and resemble species existing

in the South Pacific Ocean
; but I suspect many will be found speci-

fically distinct from any recent forms. Between the two bluffs near
the embouchure of the river there is a sand-flat about 200 yards
across, and this on my first visit was strewn with bones of men, inoas

and other birds, and two species of seals. I had some deep openings
made near the foot of the ancient cliff on the top of which is the Pa
or native village of Ohawetokoloko, and at the same level as the flat

mi 1iich I had observed the strewn fragments of bones I came to a

regular ossifurous deposit. The bones however though perfect were
as soft and plastic as putty, so that if grasped strongly they changed
as it were by magic into pipe-clay ;

and it was necessary to dig them
up with great care, and expose them to the air and sun to dry, before

tlj'-y could be packed and removed. . . Unfortunately the natives

soon caught sight of my operations, and came down in swarms, men,
women, and children, trampling on the bones I had carefully extracted
and laid out to dry, and seizing upon every morsel exposed by the

spade. My patience was tried to the utmost, and to avoid blows I

was obliged to retreat and leave them in the possession of the field ;

and to work they went in right earnest, and quickly made sad havoc.
No sooner was a bone perceived than a dozen natives pounced upon
it, and began scratching away the sand, and smashed the specimen at

once. It was with great trouble, and by watching the opportunity of

working in the absence of the Maoris, that I procured anything worth

having."
The remains thus procured by Mr. Mantell wore placed at the dis-

posal of Professor Owen by Dr. Gideon Mantell, who was thus enabled
to supply many deficiences in his former descriptions of these remark-
able birds. They afforded specimens of the bones of Dinornis curtus,
D. didiformis, and 2). casuarinus ; also of Palapteryx ingens, variety
robustus, aud of a new species, P. geranoides. Notwithstanding the

great number of bones that have thus been examined, one fragment
only of the wings or humerus has been detected. This indicates the

rudimentary condition of the wings in these birds. The humerus
found Professor Owen regards as belonging to a species of Palapteryx.
The following is a summary of the nature of this collection by Pro-
fessor Owen :

" There are not less than 190 phalanges of the toes

referrible to five or six species of Dinornis, Palapteryx, and Notm-nis,
and there are 8 tarso-metatarsals, with the articular surface for a very
strong hind toe, and of a conformation more nearly resembling those
of the Dodo than of the Dinornis and Palapteryx, but shorter aud
thicker in proportion, and appertaining to the same bird as the tibia

and fibula described in my Memoir of 1843 under the name of 2).

otidiformis. The proximal articulation of this remarkable form of
tarso-metatarsal exactly fits the distal end of the tibia figured, and
also that of a corresponding fractured tibia in Mr. Mantell' B collec-

tion
;
which also contains the proximal end of another tibia, a fibula,

an entire femur, and distal ends of two other femora, of the same

species. The large surface for the hind toe
;
the strong calcaneal

process forming a complete bony canal for the flexor tendons at the
back part of the proximal end of the tarso-metatarsal

;
the perforation

above the interspace between the outer and middle metatarsals for

the tendon of the adductor muscle of the fourth toe, and the more

posterior position of the condyle for the inner toe all concur to

indicate the generic distinction of the bird to which it belonged from
either Dinornis or Palapteryx ; and I propose to distinguish the new
genus by the name of Aptornis and the present species A. otidiformis."

('Zool. Trans.' iii. p. 347.)
With the remains of the bones found on the banks of the river

Waingougou were mixed the fragments of egg-shells. The eggs to

which the fragments belonged were supposed to be about the size of

a tea-cup. In connection with this subject the recent discovery of a

large egg in Madagascar is interesting.
In a report to the French Academic de Sciences, M. Isidore Geoffrey

St. Hillaire described three enormous fossil eggs from Madagascar, and
some bones belonging to the same bird. The captain of a merchant-
vessel trading to Madagascar one day observed a native using for a

domestic purpose a vase which much resembled an egg, and upon
examination proved to be one. The native stated that many such
were to be found in the interior of the island, and eventually procured
the eggs and bones exhibited by M. St. Hillaire. The largest of these

eggs is equal in bulk to 135 hens' eggs, and will hold two gallons of

water. M. St. Hillaire proposes the name of Epiornis for the monster

biped of which these marvellous eggs and bones are the first evidence

brought under the notice of naturalists. Casts of these eggs have
been sent to this country, and are to be seen in various museums.

Amongst the bones sent home by Mr. Mantell, the remains of a

new genus, Notornis, were found. It belongs to the same family as the

Brachypteryx and the Rallidt?, and the interest that attaches to it in

this relation is the fact that Mr. Mantell succeeded in obtaining a

single living specimen. Many persons had reported the existence of

a wingless bird as large as a fowl, and with red beak and legs, with a

cry sounding like
' Keo Keo.' The following is Dr. MantelTs account of

the discovery of this bird : "On my son's second visit to the southern

part of the Middle Island (as Government Commissioner for thu

settlement of native claims), he fell in with some sealers who had
been pursuing their avocations along the little frequented islets and

gullies of Dusky Bay on the south-western shores, aud from them
obtained the skin of a recent specimen of Notornis Muntdli. It

appeared that when frequenting the coasts in search of seals aud other

game, these men observed on the snow, with which the ground was
then thickly covered, the foot-tracks of a large and strange bird, and
after following the trail for a considerable distance, they caught sight
of the object of their search, which ran with great speed and for a

long while distanced their dogs, but was at length driven up a gully
in Resolution Island, and captured alive. It uttered loud screams,
and fought and struggled violently ;

it was kept alive three or four days
on board the schooner and then killed, and the body roasted and
eaten by the crew, each partaking of the dainty, which was said to be

delicious. The skin, with the skull and bones of the feet and legs, was

preserved, and fortunately obtained by my son while in good condition,

and thus perhaps the last of the race of Mohos was preserved for

the naturalists of Europe. Upon comparing the head of the bird with

the fossil crania and mandibles, my sou was at once convinced of the

specific identity of the recent and fossil specimens ;
and so delighted

was he by the discovery of a living example of one of the supposed
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conUinuoraro* of the Mo*, that be wrote to mo and stated

.- skull iiil brmks were nlikc in both, and that the abbreviated

u.l feeble development f the bones and plumage of the wing wen in

perfect accordance with the indication* afforded by the humrnis and
itcrnnm found by him atWaingougou and now in the ltriti.-h Museum,
a* point..! out in the

'

Zoological Tiunmictioiin,' vol. iii. To tin-

native* of the pahs, or village*, my son visited on his homeward route

>.!>!. in, the .Yofoniw was a perfect novelty, and excited grant
interest. No one had seen such a bird, but all agreed that it was the

traditional Hobo or Takahe, which they had believed was utterly
extinct.

"This beautiful bird is about two feet high, and much resembles in

its general form, the Pvrjtkyrio mdanotiu, but it is larger and stouter,

and generically distinct ; the characters predicated by Professor < Hv.-n

from the fosml remains being clearly marked in his recent volume.
The lmks are short and strong, and as well as the legs wore of a

bright scarlet in the living animal. The neck and body are of a dark

purple colour, the wings and back being shot with green and gold.
The wings are abort and rounded, and remarkably feeble both in

structure and plumage. The tail is scanty and white beneath. The
specific identity of the recent and fossil A'ulornu is confirmed by
Mr. Gould, who has published a coloured figure the size of the

original in a supplementary number of his splendid work on the
' Bird* of Australia.'

"

In addition to the bones of the animals mentioned, remains of other
birds were found in the Mantellinn collection. These were of a

species of nocturnal Parrot, belonging to the genus Kettor, of n pro-

bably extinct species of Aftteryjr, of a species of Albatross allied to

Dioiutdta Mvrorliynckiu, and also of tin- Penguin.
Kor the structure of the Apteryx and its relations to other birds, see

the article STRI'TIIIUMDJL
In 1851 Professor Owen received from Governor Grey a large

collection of specimens from New Zealand of the bones, and more

especially the skulls, of several of the species, which he described in a
fifth memoir presented to the Zoological Society. An almost per-

fectly restored skeleton of the Dinornii gigantciu exists in the Museum
of the College of Surgeons. Professor Owen concludes one of the
memoirs referred to with the following general remarks: " The
extraordinary number of wingless birds and the vast stature of pome
of the species peculiar to New Zealand, and which have finally become
extinct in that small tract of dry hind, suggest it to be the remnant
of a larger tract or continent over which this singular Struthious
Fauna formerly ranged. One might almost be disposed to regard
New Zealand as one end of the mighty wave of the unstable and

ever-shifting crust of the earth, of which the opposite end, after

having been long submerged, has again risen with its accumulated

deposit* in North America, showing us in the Connecticut Sand-
stones of the Permian period the foot-prints of the gigantic lih-.ls

which trod its surface before it sank ; and to surmise that the inter-

mediate body of the land-wave along which the Dinornit may have
travelled to New Zealand has progressively subsided, and now lies

beneath the Pacific Ocean."

(Owen, iltmoiri on tke Dinornu; Zoological Traatactioni, vol. iii. ;

Owen, Proctedingi of Zoological Society, in Annaltuf Natural Jlittory ;

ManU-11, Pelrifactiotu ad their Teaching!.)

DIXOTHK'RIUM, a genus of gigantic extinct Herbivorous Mam-
mifere, established by Professor Kaup. The remains have been found
most abundantly at Eppleshcim in Hease Darmstadt, in strata of sand
referrible to the second period of the tertiary formations (Miocene of

Lyell). Fragments are noticed as occurring also in several parts of

France, Bavaria, and Austria, by Cuvier, who, from the resemblance
of their molar teeth to those of the Tapirs, at first considered the
animals to have been an enormous species of the last-named genus.

teeth are the principal remains hitherto found. A scapula in form
resembling more newly that of a mole than any other animal, ix the

principal bone of the body yet found, and this shoulder-blade has
been considered as indicating a peculiar adaptation of the fore leg to
the purpose* of digging. In the autumn of 1886, an entire head of
UM animal was disinterred at Epplesbeim, measuring about 4 feet in

length and 3 feet in breadth, of which Professor Kaup and Dr.

Klip-tein have given figures and a description. (' Beachroiuung und

AbbUdunyeovondemGiRhninhra.enaufgffuii.lcnenoolosMlenSche.lel
de* Dinotherii gigantei, mil geognostiachen Mittheilungen liber die
knocbenfUhreodcn Bildungen de* mittelrheinuichen Tertiurbeckeus :

von Dr. J. J. Kaup, & Dr. A. Klipstein. 4to., Darmstadt, 1836.')
It will be wen from the cut* (which are copied from the works of

Dr. Kaup and those of Dr*. Kaup and Klipstein), as well as from the
ra*U in the British Museum, that though the form of the molar teeth

approximate* to that of the tapirs, the tusks placed at the anterior

extremity of the lower jaw and curved downwards somewhat after* f n of those in the upper jaw of the Walrus, exhil.it a
remarkable deviation from this part of the dental formula in any
other known animal, whether living or fossil With this is combined
a form of the lower jaw iteelf which cannot but arrert the attention
of every observer.

I)r. Buckland, in the first edition of his
' Hn-1 atise,'

published before the appearance of the memoir : 1 >i. Kaiip nn.l I >. .

Klipstein, giving figures and a description of the entire bead, but
after tin- ]>M! lu :,'i,ni of I>r. Kaup's earlier publication, when n

ing to the Mammalia of tho Miocene Period.'!' I .yell, observe*, that
the second, or miooene system of tertiary deposit*, contains an admix-
ture of the extinct genera of Lacustrine Mammalia, of the first or
Eocene series, with the earliest forms of genera which exist at the

present time. This admixture, he adds, was first policed by M.

Desnoyers, in the marine formation* of the Faluns of Touraine, win-re
the remains of Palttotlui-ium, Anlhracotlitriuia, and Lopkiixion, wliieh

were the prevailing genera in tho Koc-eue Period, are found mixed
with bones of the Tapir, Mastodon, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, and
Horse. These bone* are fractured and rolled, mid -"in. times covered
with Pluttrie, thus giving indication of having been derived from
carcasses drifted into an acstimry or sex Similar admixtures, con-
tinues l)r. liuckland, have Keen found in Bavaria and m-ar Darmstadt,
and many of thc.w animals also indicate a lacustrine or swampy
condition of the regions they inhabited. One of them (JJinnlhti-itim

giganteum) in stated to have attained IS feet in length, and to have
been the largest of all terrestrial Mammalia yet discovered, exceeding
even the largest fo.wil elephant

Profile of the skull of DinoHirrium fifaiitriiui. The dotted line shown the

edge of the eoronoid jtroce** of left lower jaw, through the ramtii of which the
laal molar tooth and a portion of the last but one are >uppocd to be Men. The
xygomatlc arch U fractured, and the intermediate portion of it lost.

Profile of lower Jaw of Dinotlitrivm fij/antmm (another indiridual), with the
cornnoid proeesf (oar, and only two teeth lu tight. The length of this,

Including the tuik, U nearly four feet.
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Skull of Dinolherii'm yigtmtcutn, seen from above.

Skull of the s.ime, seen from below.

Portion! of the kull of the name ; n, posterior part of 'the skull, seen from
below, showing the occipital condyle and foramr-n, &c. ; 6, roof of the mouth
and molar teeth ; the interval between the rows widening from before

backwards.

In this view of the subject it becomes of importance to see what
were the remains which were found in the strata of sand at Epples-
heim, near Altzey, about 12 leagues south of Mayeuce, in company
with those of the Dinotherium.

Dr. Kaup, in his 'Description d'Ossemens Fossiles' (Darmstadt,
1832), gives the following number of species : Dinotherium, 2

;

Tapirtts, 2
; larger than living species. Chalicotherium (allied to

Tapirs), 2 ; Rhinoceros, 2
; Tetracavlodou (allied to Mastodon), 1 ;

Hippotherium (allied to Horse), 1
; Sus, 3 ; fclis (some as large as a

Lion), 4
; Machairodus (allied to Bear, Vrus citltridens) ;

Gulo

(Glutton), 1
; Agnotherimn (allied to Dog, but as large as a Lion), 1.

Dr. Buckland, iu the work and in the edition above quoted, after

giving a description of the tusks of the Dinotherium, thus proceeds :

"
I shall confine my present remarks to this peculiarity in the position

of the tusks, and endeavour to show how far these organs illustrate

the habits of the extinct animals in which they are found. It is

mechanically impossible that a lower jaw, nearly four feet long,
loaded with such heavy tusks at its extremity, could have been
otherwise than cumbrous and inconvenient to a quadruped living on

dry land. No such disadvantage would have attended this structure
in a large animal destined to live in water; and the aquatic habits of
the family of Tapirs, to which the Dinotherium was most nearly
allied, render it probable that, like them, it was an inhabitant of

fresh-water lakes and rivers. To an animal of such habits, the weight
of the tusks sustained in water would have been no source of incon-
venience

; nnd, if we suppose them to be employed as instruments for

raking and grubbing up by the roots large aq"uatic vegetables from
the bottom, they would, under such service, combine the mechanical

powers of the pick-axe with those of the horse-harrow of modern
husbandry. The weight of the head, placed above these down-
ward tusks, would add to their efficiency for the service here

supposed, as the power of the harrow is increased by loading it with

weights. The tusks of the Dinotherium may also have been applied
with mechanical advantage to hook on the head of the animal to the

bank, with the nostrils sustained above the water, so as to breathe

securely during sleep, whilst the body remained floating at perfect
ease beneath the surface : the animal might thus repose, moored to
the margin of a lake or river, without the slightest muscular exertion,
the weight of the head and body tending to fix and keep the tusks
fast anchored in the substance of the bank, as the weight of the body
of a sleeping bird keeps the claws clasped firmly around its perch.
These tusks might have been further used, like those in the upper
jaw of the Walrus, to assist in dragging the body out of the water

;

and also as formidable instruments of defence. The structure of the

scapula already noticed seems to show that the fore leg was adapted
to co-operate with the tusks and teeth, in digging and separating
large vegetables from the bottom. The great length attributed to

the body would have been no way inconvenient to an animal living
in the water, but attended with much mechanical disadvantage to so

weighty a quadruped upon land. In all these characters of a gigantic,

herbivorous, aquatic quadruped, we recognise adaptations to the
lacustrine condition of the earth, during that portion of the tertiary

periods to which the existence of these seemingly anomalous creatures

appears to have been limited."

In his description of the figures of the remains of Dinotlieriuni in

the same work, Dr. Buckland observes that they were found in a

sand-pit containing marine shells at Epplesheim, near Altzey, about
40 miles north-west of Darmstadt, where they are preserved in the
museum. He adds, that bones of Dinotherium have lately been found
in tertiary fresh-water limestone, near Orthes, at the foot of the

Pyrenees ;
and with them remains of a new genus allied to rhino-

ceros ;
of several unknown species of deer

; and of a dog or wolf, the
size of a lion. The following conclusion terminates the note appended
to the description in Dr. Buckland's first edition :

" From the near

approximation of this animal to the living tapir, we may infer that it

was furnished with a proboscis, by means of which it conveyed to its

mouth the vegetables it raked from the bottom of lakes and rivers

by its tusks and claws. The bifid ungual bone (Kaup,
'

Add.,' table

11), discovered with the other remains of Dinotherium, having the

remarkable bifurcation which is found in no living quadrupeds, except
the Pangolins, seems to have borne a claw, like that of these animals,

possessing peculiar advantages for the purpose of scraping and dig-

ging ;
and indicating functions concurrent with those of the tusks

and scap\tl(c."

Upon referring to the view of the skull of Dinotherium giyanteum
seen from above, the width of the anterior portion of the cranium
and the deep depression there visible, will strike the observer as very
remarkable ;

and we find that Professor Kaup has, in his restoration

of the animal, furnished it with a considerable proboscis, and given
its general form as a good deal resembling that of the tapir.

Dr. Buckland, in the supplementary notes to his second edition, has

the following notice, with a reference to p. 135 :

" The Dinotherium
has been spoken of as the largest of terrestrial Mammalia., and as

presenting in its lower jaw and tusks a disposition of an extraordinary
kind, adapted to the peculiar habits of a gigantic herbivorous aquatic

quadruped." The Doctor then alludes to the entire head found in

1836, and thus proceeds :

" Professor Kaup and Dr. Klipsteiu have

recflhtly published a description and figures of this head, iu which
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they tUto that the very rcmakable form and dispositions of the

binder part of the ukull show it to bare been connected with muscles
of extraordinary power to give that kind of inurement to the head
which would admit of the peculiar action of the tusks in digging into

and tearing up the earth. They furtW observe that my conjecture*

(p. 138) respecting the aquatic habits of thU animal ore confirmed by

approximation*
in the form of the occipital bon to the occiput of

CWCM; the Di*oiktrium, in thia itnicture, affording a new and

important link between the Cciacta and the Pachyilcrinata." In.

Buokland. in this iccond edition, gives a copy of the profile of the

entire bead and of the restoration.

Bettontion of IHnotherium gigantrum.

ThU head has been exhibited at Paris, and seems to have excited

great interest among the French zoologist* ;
for we find iu the

'Journal des Dlbata
'

of the 21at of March in the year 1837 that at

the sitting of the Acade'mie Itoyale des Sciences de Paris on the day
before M. de Hlainville read a note detailing his particular views of

the position which the animal held in the animal series views which,
it is there stated, were adopted both by M. Dumc'ril and M. Isidore

Oeoffroy St. Hillaire. These views were detailed in
' L'Institut' of

the 22nd of March ; and the subject is so interesting that we here

present them to the reader, more especially as they are so much at

variance with the restoration, a copy of which is above given.
" M. de Blainville read a note on the fossil head of the IHnotherium

gigmltvi* recently exhibited at Paris by Messrs. Kaup and Klipstein.

According to M. de Blainville the IHnotherium constituted a genus of

matnmifers of the family of the Dugougx and Lamantins, which family
makes a part of the order or of the degree of organisation named by the

last-mentioned zoologist Grarigradtt, on account of their heavy pro-

gression, and of which the first family is formed by the Elephants.
The following were the grounds stated for this opinion :

"As regards the teeth, the molars, five in number on each side of
each jaw, hare their crown squared and deeply traversed by two
transverse elevations, the same as in the Lamantins. But as this cha-

racter occurs also in the Tapirs and Kangaroos, and even in the

Laphiodons, it would be far from sufficient for deciding the question,
if it were not joined with the absence of false molars and canines

(a formula which produces a considerable space between the first

molar and the incisors), and with the number and form of these last,

which entirely resemble small tuslu ; only they are implanted at the

extremity of the lower jaw and are directed downwards. Whether
or no there existed a pair of incisors in the upper jaw is an uncertain

point, the two extremities of this jaw which have been found being
more or less truncated. It may however be inferred, from the

enlarged and thick form of a fragment found some years ago, that it

is possible that the animal might have had upper incisors, but smaller
than those below : perhaps only rudimentary." As to the form of the head and iU parts it corroborates what the

dental system bad established. In fact, the occipital condyles are

entirely terminal, or in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the

head, as in the Ioniantins and the Cetaceous Edentata, modified for

nistimrr in the water. The occipital surface is large, subvertical,
and even inclined from before backwards, with a profound mesial

depression, for the insertion either of a very strong cervical ligament,
or powerful muscles for the elevation of the head, and the

besilary
part of the skull is narrow in its component parts ; while the synci-

pitofrontal region is on the contrary very Hat, very wide, as in the

lamantins and dugongs, overplumbing the temporal fossa, which is

extremely wide and extremely deep, indicating enormous levator
muscles for the lower jaw, not only for the purpose of mastication,
but adapted besides for the particular action of that jaw with its rake-
like incisor teeth. This disposition of the temporal fossa is perfectly
in harmony with the zygomatic arch, which is wide, thick, robust,
and complete, as far as may be inferred from the portion whioh it

broken, but which nevertheless offers the articulating surface of the

corresponding bone, exactly as in the lamaiitins ; perhaps however
without the great enlargement which may be remarked at the jugal

appphysia
of the temporal bone in the Utter. The orbit is, as iu the

animals last named, very small and lateral, but very largely open in
the zygomatic fossa. The auditor)

1

aperture is small, narrow, and
rather oblique from below upwards. The face is wide and lint-

prolonged and enlarged a little, as in the Cctacea, anteriorly. It

presents
in its middle a very large aperture, the composition of which

it has not been possible to study on account of the position of the

head, which is upside-down, but which aperture, though evidently
wider and greater than that of the dugong, has evidently the greatest

analogy to what exists in that animal. The posterior orifice of the
nasal cavity is on the contrary very narrow. The sub-orbital hole is

very considerable, but even less perhaps than it is in the dugong.
With regard to the lower jaw, that again exhibits the greatest analogy
to that of the dugong, from the manner in which its branches are
curved downwards towards the anterior third part of their length ;

only, that of the JHnothtrium being armed at its recurved extremity
with a tusk, the ascending ramus offers, in its width and its comlyle,
which is as transverse as in the Carnirora, a concordant disposition :

so that the only motions permitted should be those of elevation and

depression, as in those animals. The ethmoid surface of the temporal
bone also is, as it were, a portion of a hollow transverse cylinder,
with an apophysary lamina, having an extremely strong ridge

' uno
lame apophysaire d'arrot extremement forte.'

' With this element

(says M. de Blainville) we may regard it as nearly beyond doubt that

the IHnotherium was an animal of the family of the Lamantins, or

Aquatic Grariyradtt, its proper position being at the head of tin:

family, preceding the Dugong, and consequently preceded by the

Tetracatilialuii, which ought to terminate the family of the Elephants.
In a word, the animal, in our opinion, was a Dugong with Tusk-
Incisors. We, must then suppose that it had only one pair of anterior

limbs, with five toes on each. As to the supposition that the animal
was provided with a trunk, which might be presumed from the great
nasal opening, the enlarged surfaces which surround it, and the size

of the suborbital nerve, as far as may be judged from the size of

the suborbital hole, we believe that this is at least doubtful, and
that it is more probable that these dispositions bear relation to a
considerable development of the upper lip and the necessary modifi-

cation of the uostrils in an aquatic animal, as is equally the case in

the dugong. We think even that the upper lip by its immense

development embraced the lower one, and thus hid even the base of

the tusks, and that the lower one was sufficiently small, as may be

presumed from the chin-holes (trous mentonniers). After this it is

easy to perceive that of the two principal opinions
which have been

broached and discussed concerning this singular animal, we are much
further from considering it a great species of Eiieniata, near the

sloths, with Dr. Kaup, than from considering it as a tapir, asU. I'uvirr

did, from an examination of the molar teeth, the only parts then
known. In fact, there is, in our opinion, much less distance, in the
natural method, between a dugong and a tapir than between a dugoug
and a sloth.' In this note M. de Blainville has not taken into con-

sideration that the head of the Dinothtrium, as well an a phalanx
which was found in the same locality, are referred by Professor Knup
to the same animal

;
but M. de Blainville does not believe that this

phalanx really belonged to the JHnotherium. ' In fact (says he),
Mr. Lartet found with these same phalanges a portion of a tooth,
which evidently indicates a great pangolin.'

" At the end of the reading, M. Dumc'ril rose to confirm the views
of M. de Blainville. He insisted particularly on the transversal form
and great extent of the condyle of the lower jaw and of the articular

fossa destined to receive it. He much regretted the loss of the zygo-
matic arch, the bases of which only remain on the jugal and temporal
bones.

' The curvatures of this arch,' said he,
' would have given

ideas of the volume and force of the maaseter and temporal muscles,
which must have been considerable. It would be important to know
them to compare them with those of the Lamantin on one side, and
on the other with the Mryathcriiun, whoso skeleton is at Madrid.
Witli regard to the phalanges, which are believed to be those of
the Dinolhrrium, they are certainly analogous to those of the Sloths :

but in the Lamantin, the lingual phalanx, which is in fact a doublo

pulley with a mesial projection at the base, offers at its other extre-

mity a single point with a sort of hood (capuchon) below : that
is to say, inverse to that which is found in the great species of
Cats (Petit), and very different from those of the Sloths and the Ant-
Eaters.'

"

In this statement there is one position that is rather staggering ;

and indeed we cannot but think it probable that M. de Blainville has
not been quite accurately reported. He is made to observe that the
articulation of the lower jaw is such that the only motions permitted
should be those of elevation and depression, as in the Carnirora.

Now, that with true grinding teeth, like those of the /'./,,/,. ,:.,.,. )],,.

jaws should be limited to the motions of elevation and depress
admirably fitted for working the cutting edges of the scissor-tceth of

the Cctrm'roro, is almost inconceivable. Without venturing to give
any opinion as to the true position of this interesting genus in the

series, we may be permitted to observe that the evidence on
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which M. de Blainville is stated to have rested for the cetaceous
character of Dinotherlum, appears to us to be rather meagre and

hardly sufficient to warrant the conclusion. At present the extremi-
ties of this creature have not been found. They would undoubtedly
throw more light on its true character than the skull alone can do.
In the British Museum is the femur of an animal from Epplesheim,
supposed to belong to the Dinotherium. If this point could be

satisfactorily determined it would at once clear up the difficulty, and
constitute the Dinotherium a terrestrial species.
DIODONTA. [TELLINID.E.]
DKECIA, the twenty-second class in the artificial method used by

Linnaeus in arranging plants. It comprehends such genera as have
male or stamen-bearing flowers on one plant, and female or pistil-

bearing flowers on another, as willows. Hence all plants having the
sexes thus distinguished are called dioecious.

DIOMEDEIN^E, a family of llirda to which the Albatrosses belong.
The characters of the genus Dionudea are given under ALBATROSS.
In that article three species of this genus are referred to. We now
give a complete list of the species of this important genus :

Diomedea exniam, Linn. This bird is abundant between 30 and
60 S. lat., and equally numerous in all parts of the ocean bounded
by those degrees ; its range however extends much farther south,
even to within the antarctic circle.

D. melanophrys, Temm. It is the most abundant species of the
southern seas ; equally numerous in every part between the 30th and
60th degrees.

D. cauta, Gould. This species was procured by Mr. Gould off the
south coast of Van Diemen's Land.

D. chlororhynchoi. Lath. It occurs between 30 and 60 S. lat., in

both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
D. culminata, Gould. This bird is rather abundant both in the

Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, between 30 and 50 S. lat.

// fttlif/inosa, Gmel. It occurs in all parts of the ocean between
30 and 60 S. lat.

; equally common off Van Diemen's Land, Cape
Horn, and the Cape of Good Hope.
D. brackyura, Temm. Found hi the North Pacific Ocean.
D. gilbota, Gould. An inhabitant of the North Pacific Ocean.
D. olivaceorfiync/ia, Gould. China seas (?).
Mr. Gray,inhis 'Genera of Birds,' also gives D. spadicea as a species.

He also makes D, gitibosa (Gould) synonymous with D. nigripa,
Audubon, 'Orn. Biog.,' voL v. p. 327, and adopts the latter name as

having the priority.
DION. [CYCADACE.K.]
DION^EA, a most singular genus of herbaceous Plants belonging

to the natural order jDroftracea. There is one species, the D. mutci-

pula, which is remarkable for the irritability of its leaves, which,
when brushed against by an insect, will suddenly close upon it and
hold it fast, whence it is often called Venus's Fly-Trap and the Caro-
lina Catchfly Plant. It is botanically related to the Droiera, or

Sundew, which has also the property of seizing insects by its viscid

hairs, but differs so much as to have led some botanists to doubt
whether it really belongs to the same natural order. Its flower-

branches, for example, are not rolled up before they unfold, but have
a straight aestivation ; the placenta) of the fruit are stationed at the
base of the one-celled capsule ;

the stigma is a lacerated fringed brush,
and there are other differences

;
but upon the whole it is probably a

genuine portion of the Droseraceous Order.
iJiontfa has broad stalked leaves, spreading in a circle round the

bottom of the flower-stem. Its flower-stem rises straight to the height
of 6 or 8 inches, and is terminated by a cyme of small greenish-white
flowers, each of which has a calyx of 5 sepals, 5 wedge-shaped
notched petals, 10 hypogynous stamens, and an ovary shaped like

ome of the old German wine-bottles, round at the bottom, and taper-

ing suddenly into a short neck or style. The best modern account of
its habits has been given by Mr. M. A. Curtis, who thus speaks of it

from hi observations upon the plant in its native bogs: "The
IHiiiitrn muicipula is found as far north as Newborn, North Carolina,
and from the mouth of Cape Fear River to Fayetteville. It is stated
moreover to grow along the lower branches of the Santee, in South
Carolina ; and it is not improbable that it inhabits the savannahs,
more or less abundantly, from the latter place to Newbern. It is

found in great plenty for many miles around Wilmington in every
direction. The leaf, which is the only remarkable part, springs from
the root, spreading upon the ground at a little elevation above it. It

is composed of a broad stalk, like the leaf of an orange-tree, winged,
and from 2 to 4 inches long, which at the end suddenly expands into
a thick and somewhat rigid blade, the two sides of which are semicir-

cular, about two-thirds of an inch across, and fringed round their edges
with somewhat rigid cilia', or long hairs, like eye-lashes. The leaf

indeed may be aptly compared to the two upper eyelids, joined at
their bates. Each portion of the leaf is a little concave on the inner

side, where are placed three delicate hair-like organs, in such an order
that an insect can hardly traverse it without interfering with one of

them, when the two sides suddenly collapse and inclose their prey,
with a force surpassing an insect's attempts to escape. The fringe or
hair* of tin-

|ipi>.-iiti> .*ides interlace, like the finger* of the two hands
clasped together. The sensitiveness resides only in these hair-like

procemes on the inside, as the leaf may be touched or pressed in any
WiT. HI8T. DIV. VOL. II.

other part without sensible effects. The little prisoner is not crushed
and suddenly destroyed, as is sometimes supposed ;

for I have often
liberated captive flies and spiders, which sped away as fast as fear or

joy could hasten them. At other times I have found them enveloped
in a fluid of mucilaginous consistence, which seems to act as a solvent,
the insects being more or less consumed by it. This circumstance
has suggested the possibility of the insects being made subservient to

the nourishment of the plant, through an apparatus of absorbent
vessels in the leaves. But as I have not examined sufficiently to pro-
nounce on the universality of this result, it will require further
observation and experiment on the spot to ascertain its nature and
importance."

It is not to be supposed, however, that such food is necessary to
the existence of the plant, though, like compost, it may increase its

growth and vigour. But however obscure and uncertain may be the
final purpose of such a singular organisation, if it were a problem to
construct a plant with reference to entrapping insects, I cannot con-
ceive of a form and organisation better adapted to secure that end
than are found in the Dioruea mmcipula. I therefore deem it no
credulous inference that its leaves are constructed for that specific

object, whether insects subserve the purpose of nourishment to the

plant or not. It is no objection to this view that they are subject to

blind accident, and sometimes close upon straws, as well as insects.

It would be a curious vegetable indeed that had a faculty of distin-

guishing bodies, and recoiled at the touch of one, while it quietly
submitted to violence from another. Such capricious sensitiveness is

not a property of the .vegetable kingdom. The spider's net is spread
to ensnare flies, yet it catches whatever falls upon it

;
and the ant-lion

is roused from his hiding-place by the fall of a pebble ;
so much are

insects also subject to the blindness of accident."
We may add, with reference to the American author's conjecture

that the trapped insects may contribute to the nourishment of the
leaf of Diontra, that leaves have actually been fed with chopped
meat, and have been found to become more healthy and vigorous in

consequence of this artificial stimulus
;
but still no argument can be

drawn from this fact in favour of the supposition that the plant
catches flies for nutriment, as most plants would be benefited by
such treatment.

DIOPSIDE. [AcoiTE.]
DIO'PSIS, a genus of Dipterous Insects of the family Sepsida:.

The insects of this genus are remarkable for the immense prolonga-
tion of the sides of the head. The head itself is small, and appears
as if it were furnished with two long horns, each having a knob at its

apex ; these horn-like processes however are not analogous to the parts

usually termed antennae, but are in fact prolongations of the sides of

the head, the knob at the apex of each being the eye of the insect.

They vary in length according to the species. In some they are

almost equal to the whole length of the insect, whereas in others

they are only about half that length. The antenna; are situated close

to the eyes, and are three-jointed : the basal joint is the smallest and
is very short ; the terminal joint is the largest, of a globular form

(or nearly so), and furnished towards the apex with a simple seta;
there is also a short seta on the peduncle or eye-stalk, situated about

midway between the base and the apex of that process, and on the

anterior part. The thorax is somewhat attenuated anteriorly, but

approaches to a spherical form, and is generally furnished with two

spines on each side ; the scutellum is also furnished with two spines.
The body is more or less elongated, sometimes nearly cylindrical, but

generally increases in diameter towards the apex. The legs are toler-

ably lu.ig the anterior femora are generally thick, and furnished

beneath with minute denticulations, and the four posterior femora
are often furnished with a spine at their apex.

Vioptis Sykesii. G. li. Gray.
a denotes the natural size.

The illustration represents the Diopsis Sykesii, one of the largest

species of the genus, and which has been selected as possessing the

longest eye-stalks ;
these processes in this insect are of a pitchy red

colour, and the body is of the same tint. The head and thorax are

black, and the wings are clouded with brown.

But little is known of the habits of these insects. Colonel Sykes,
who collected great numbers of the above species during his residence

in India, furnished Mr. Westwood with the following notice respecting
their habitat and habits :

"Habitat. The hill fort of Hurreechunderghur, in the western
2 A
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gfcauU of UM Ueocan. At an elevation of 3000 feet above the level of

UM *. 19' SS' N. Ut, 71' 40' E. long.
" This uwect affect* cluuuis or ravine* in the lofty traoOi which

eneirele UM mountain in U-IU. In various places, where the sun-

beam* occasionally pierce the wood* and fall ti|>on isolated or salient

rock* in UM above localities, they are *een in myriads, either poising

UMOuclve* in UM ray*, or reposing on the ipot* on which the

ray* fall."

All UM known specie* are from the tropical part* of Uie Old World.

( \Vwtw.xid, Trmuactiotu of Limnaan Socitty.)

1 Mi "1TASK, a Silicate of Copper. [Corncm]
I Hi MUTE, a rock consisting of Albite and Hornblende, also called

lilOSCOIlEA, a genus of Plant* which furnish the tropical

MolonU called Yams. It is the type of the natural order Diotco-

rrarrtr. The genus consist* of perennial fleshy-rooted or tuberous

dioecious plants, with annual twining stems, broad alternate leaves

having a somewhat netted arrangement of their veins, and loose

cluster* of small green flowers. The corolla and the calyx taken

together consist of 6 small equal segment*, which, in the females,

stand upon the top of the ovary. The male flowers have 6 stamens ;

the female* 3 styles. The seed-vessel is a thin compressed 3-wiugod

capsule, containing one or two membranous seed*.

The be*t account of the species is that of Dr. Roxburgh, who
cultivated seventeen sorts in the Botanic Garden, Calcutta ;

others

are known to botanists, but far from perfectly.

D. alata, the common West India Yam. It is a native of the West

Indies, but i* met with in the East Indies also, but only in a culti-

vated state. A figure of it is given in Rheede's ' Hortus Malabaricus,'

vol. vii. t 38, under the name of Katsji-kelengu. Its tubers ore

oblong, brown externally, white internally, and often of great size,

weighing sometimes as much as SOlbs.; they perish' after the first

year, if left in the ground, having first produced the young ones that

are to replace them. "Besides the tubers the proper roots of all

these plants are fibrous, springing from and chiefly about the union

of the stems with the tubers, and spreading in every direction." The
terns are furnished with four crested leafy wings, and spread to a

great extenV twining round trees and bushes ; they often bear prickles

near the ground. The first leaves that appear on the stem are

alternate, the succeeding are opposite, seated on long stalks, deeply

heart-shaped at the base, sharp-pointed, smooth, with from five to

even rib*. The flowers are small and green, and appear in compound
panicle*. The remainder of the species are very similar to this in

general characters ; a few short notes will sufficiently indicate their

differences.

It. globota, cultivated in Bengal under the name of Choo-Puree-

Aloo, is most esteemed of the Indian Yams. Its flowers are highly

fragrant ; the tubers are white internally ;
the leaves arrow-headed.

1>. mMla, the Guranya-Aloo, is another Indian sort with large

tubers stained with red immediately below the cuticle ; it is much
esteemed ; it* tubers are sometimes three feet long ; its flowers are

fragrant
/>. jwrpvrm, called Lal-Guranya-Aloo in Bengal. The tubers are

permanently stained purple throughout
At Mnlf~* is cultivated another purple-rooted sort, the 1). a/ro-

j,urjmrea, whole tubers an large and irregular, and grow so near

Uie surface of the ground as to appear in dry weather through the

cracks that they make in the soil by raising the earth over them.

Other eatable sorts are numerous, but are leas valuable, s

therefore not cultivated. In Otaheite the D. bulbifrra, which bears

small fleshy angular tuber* along the item in the axils of the leaves,

is the favourite species.
It is not a little remarkable that while so many species are nutri

tious in this genus, some should be highly dangerous ;
but such

is unquestionably the fact 1). Dtntonum and /'. Iriphylla, both
teroate-leaved species, have very nauseous and dangerous tubers.

niOHCOKEA'CE.*:, Yarn*, the Yam Tribe, a natural order of

Plant* belonging to the class Dictyogena. They are particularly

dutinguisbedbv the following character* :

Flowers diceciou* ; calyx and corolla superior ; stamens 6 ; ovary
Swelled, with 1 or 2-*eeded cells; style deeply trifid; fruit leafv

compressed, occasionally succulent; embryo small, near the hilum, in

a large cavity of cartilaginous albumen. The affinities of this order

are with Bmilatta and Aritiolocliiacnr. It contains 6 genera and 100

specie*.
All the species are twining shrubs, with alternate or spuriously

opposite leave*. They consist, with the exception of Tamtu, lilac!

Bryony, of tropical plant*, or at leait of such as require a mile

frosUees climate. Home of them produce eatable farinaceous tubers,
or yams, as the various specie* of Diotcona and Tettudinaria ; bu
there i* a dangerous acrid principle prevalent among them, which
render* UM order upon the whole suspicious. It exist* in a

perceptible
degne in Tamtu, and i* still more manifest in the 3-leaved Dioicorta.

[TAMCI; Tnm-niKAMA ; DICMCOBCA; KAJAHIA.]
IllOSMA, a genus of Kutaceous Shrub* inhabiting Uie Cape o

Good Hope. They have alternate simple leaves, strongly market
with dot* of transparent oil, and diffusing a powerful odour when
bruised. Some of the species are offensive to the European taste, as

1, a shoot of Rqjania cordala ; 2, a mule flower
; 3, a female flower ; 4, a

portion of a ripe fruit with the seed exposed i 5, section of the seed.

the Buckus with which the Hottentots perfume themselves, and which

ore chiefly yielded by D. crenata and D. ttrratifolia. The flowers of

most are white
;
those of a few are red. By most modern botanists

the old genus Diotma, is broken up into eight, namely, Atlenamlra,

CoUonema, Jtiotma proper, Euduxtit, Aemadenia, Baryotma, to which
the Buckus belong, Agalhotma, and Afacrvttylit.

The following are the best known species of the old genus
Diotma :

D. ttrratifolia has linear lanceolate leaves, acuminate, serrulated,

smooth, glandular at the edges, and 3-nerved. The flowers are lateral,

white, upon short axillary brocteate peduncles. This species is an
erect shrub, smooth in every part, and growing a foot or so

high ; branches tapering, purplish, long, lax
;
branchletg somewhat

whorled, ternate or scattered, angular, purple, twiggy, incurved, loose.

Leaves alternate on short stalks, ovate-oblong, blunt, flat, smooth,

deep green above, paler beneath, dotted with sunken gland
midrib somewhat keeled, the margin scolloped, glandular-dotted, and

ahining. Flowers solitary, white, middle sized. Peduncles filiform,

shorter than the leaves.

J). crenulata is an upright shrub between two and three feet high,
with twiggy branches of a brownish purple tinge. The leaves are

decussate, spreading, about an inch long, oval-lanceolate, on very short

petioles, very obtuse, delicately and minutely crenated, quite glabrous,

rigid and quite smooth above ;
the peduncles about as long as the

leaf, axillary, and terminal, chiefly from the superior leaves.

D. crenata (Linn.), D. terratifolia (Vent), and D. crcnu'nin \irld

leaves which at the Cape of Uood Hope are termed Buchu, or Hue, ,.,

nn,l which are sometime* used alone, but more frequently mixed.
\Vlii-n bruised they emit a strong peculiar odour resembling rosemary
or rue. The taste i* aromatic, but not bitter or disagreeable.

t de Oassecourt analysed the leaves, and found no alkaloid,
but 6'65 of volatile oil ; 21 '17 extractive; 2'15 resin; 63 lignin ;

Tin

chlorophylle. brandes considers the extractive to bo peculiar, and
terms it Diostnin, analogous to Cathartin. The volatile oil :m,l th,-

extractive appear to be the active ingredient: Th.-y arc usually
odiniiiiHUTcd in the form of infusion. [llrriir, in A UTS \M>
Bfl. lnv.|

I MI KSPYKOS (from fcot and in/pit, which may be translated '
celes-

tial food'), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Kbtnatnr.

They all form large trees, with alternate thick often coriaceous leaves.

The flowers are usually single and axillary, the male and female flowers

separate or united. Calyx and corolla 4-cleft, rarely 5-clH't. StainiinL

often 8, but varying in different species. Germ superior, often 8-celled ;

cells 1-seeded
;
attachment superior. Styles 8 or 4, rarely S, or ;

variously divided. I'.nry IP. in 1 to 12 heeded, often 8-fleedod. Ktulirx,)

invenw, and furnished with allniiii' j

ii. Mali- tl"u,-r l'i ",|u>>ntly with

twin anthers. The species are found chiefly in the tropical parts both
of Asia and America, as in the Malayan Archipelago and Peninsula,
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and in almost every part of India. One species extends southward
to Australia ; one, I). Lotus, to Switzerland ;

and D. Virginiana, into

the United States of America. As some are remarkable for the wood
which they afford, and others on account of their fruit, it is necessary

only to notice a few of each, though the whole require the labours of

a monographist.
D. Ebenux, the True Ebony, and that which is considered to be of

the best quality, is a large tree, a native of Mauritius, Ceylon, and

apparently also of Madagascar ;
for D. lanceolata, Poir., collected by

Commerson in that island, is considered the same. The leaves are

very smooth, short, petioled, alternate, bifarious, oblong in shape,
the buds very hairy ; male flowers sub-racemed, with about twenty
anthers, the hermaphrodite solitary, octandrous. Large quantities
of the ebony of this species have been sometimes imported into

Europe.
Ebony U well known as a hard black-coloured wood brought from

the hot parts of the world. The Greek name is t0fi>os, from which
the Latin Ebenus and our word Ebonyhave been immediately derived.

It is first mentioned by Ezekiel, xxvii. 15, but in the plural, hobnem,
where the men of Dedan are described as bringing to Tyre horns of

ivory and ebony. The Persian name, abnoos, is that by which it is

commonly known all -over India
;

it is probable therefore that the

name, like the wood itself, had an eastern origin. From its hardness,

durability, susceptibility of a fine polish, and colour, which has almost
become another name for blackness, ebony has always been in high
estimation, and in the present day is much used for mosaic work and

t
ornamental inlayings, though cheaper woods dyed black are frequently
substituted.

Herodotus (iii. 97) mentions ebony as part of the presents brought
in considerable quantities to the king of Persia by the people of

Ethiopia. Dioscorides describes two kinds one Ethiopian, which
was considered the best

; and the other Indian, which was intermixed
with whitish stripes and spotted ; and hence commentators have dis-

puted whether there were one or two kinds of ebony. But the fact

is that several trees yield this kind of wood, and all belong to the

genus Diotpyroi. Owing to the known geographical distribution of

this genus, the ancients must have derived their ebony either from
the peninsula of India and the island of Ceylon, or by the coasting
trade from Madagascar ; for no species of Diospyrog has yet been
discovered by botanists in the upper parts of Egypt or in Abyssinia,

though it is not improbable that gome may be found, as the climate
is well suited to their existence.

D. Sberuuter. This is also a tree of considerable magnitude, a

native of Ceylon, of which the leaves are coriaceous and smooth on
both sides, and the buds smooth.
D. reliculala (Teaelaria, Poir.) U another elevated tree, a native of

Mauritius, of which the heart-wood forms Ebony.
D. melanoxylont described and figured by Humph, iiL,

' Corom.

Plants,' 1 to 46, by Dr. Roxburgh, is the Ebony-Tree of the Coro-
mandel coast. It is found on the mountains of that coast as well as

of Malabar and in Ceylon. It grows to be very large, particularly the
male tree, of which the wood is also most esteemed. The leaves,
which are sub-opposite, oval, oblong, obtuse, and villous, are deciduous
in the cold season, the new ones appearing with the flowers in April
and May ;

as in other species, it is only the centre of large trees that

is black And valuable, and this vari in quantity according to the age
of the tree. The outside wood, which is white and soft, time and
insects soon destroy, leaving the black untouched. The ripe fruit is

eaten by the natives, though rather astringent, as is also the bark.

/>. tomentom and D. Roylei are other Indian species which yield

ebony.
Several species of the genus bear fruit, which, though clammy and

sub-astringent, is eaten by the natives of the countries where the trees

are indigenous. We need name only the most celebrated, as D. lotus,

a native of Africa, and now common in the south of Europe, which
bean a small yellow sweetish fruit about the size of a cherry, and
which has by some been supposed to be the famous Lotus of the

Ix>tophagi ;
but this is more likely to have been the Jujube, called

by botanists Zizyphui Lot at.

D. Jfaki is celebrated in China and Japan : specimens introduced

into the Botanic Garden of Calcutta were found to be identical with
others from Nepanl. The fruit is described by Dr. Roxburgh as being
tolerably pleasant. It is esteemed in China, where it attains the size

of an orange, and is frequently sent to Europe in a dried state, and
called the Date-Plum of China, and also Keg-Fig of Japan.

D. diicolor of the Philippine Islands also bears a fruit which is

esteemed, and called Mabolo.
/>. \'ii-i/iniana, the Persimmon-Tree, is indigenous in North Ame-

rica, especially in the middle and southern parts of the United States,

where it attains a height of 60 feet, but it does not flourish beyond
U N*. lat. The fruit while green is excessively astringent, but when

ripe, and especially after it has been touched by the frost, it is'sweet

and palatable. The fleshy part separated from the seeds is made into

cakes, which are dried and preserved. A kind of cider has also been
made from this fruit, and a spirituous liquor distilled from its fer-

mented infusion.

/A ;/lutinoKi also affords a fruit which, though edible, is far from

palatable, but more valuable as an article of commerce. The tree is

middle-sized, a native of the moist valleys amongst the mountains of
the Circars, and all aloug the foot of the Himalayas to 30" N. lat. Sir
William Jones first mentioned what is well known throughout Bengal,
that the astringent viscid mucus of the fruit is used for paying the
bottoms of boats. The unripe fruit contaius a large proportion of

tannin, and its infusion is employed to steep fishiug-uets in to make
them more durable.

DIOTIS (double-eared, from Sis, double, and our, arts, an ear), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Composite, the tribe

Senecionidce, and the section Anthemidea. It has homogamous disco'i-

dal heads ; florets hermaphrodite, tubular, the tube compressed, with
two auricles at the base

;
the receptacle convex with concave downy-

topped scales
;

the involucre bell-shaped, imbricated
; the fruit

is compressed, and is crowned with the persistent auricled tube of
the corolla.

D. maritima is the only British speciea. The whole plant is densely
cottony and white ; the stem is about a foot high, recumbent below,

densely leafy and corymbose above
;
the leaves sessile, oblong, obtuse,

flat, crenate, persistent ;
the heads in terminal corymbose tufts

;
the

flowers are yellow. It is found on sandy sea-shores, but is a rare

plant. 2>iotii is adopted by some botanists as the name of a genus of

plants belonging to the Chenopodiacete, the Axyria ceratoidea of
Liunams. It is a shrub of no great beauty, and is found wild iu

Siberia, and some parts of Austria. It thrives well in a light soil,
and is easily increased by layers or cuttings under a hand-glass.

(Babington, Manual ; Koch, flora Germanica.)
DIOXYLITE, a native Sulphato-Carbonate of Lead. [LEAD ]

DIPHANITE. [PREHNITE.]
DIPHUCE'PHALA, a genus of Coleopterous Insects belonging to

the Lamellicornes, section Phyllophagi.
This genus appears to be confined to Australia, and the species of

which it is composed are distinguished from those of allied genera
chiefly by their having the clypeus deeply emarginated ; they are of
an oblong form ;

the thorax is attenuated anteriorly, the elytra are
somewhat depressed, and the abdomen is veiy convex. The antennae
are 8-jointed, and the club is composed of 3 joints; the anterior
tibiae are generally deutated externally ; the anterior tarsi of the
males have the four basal joints dilated, and furnished with a velvet-

like substance beneath, and all the claws are bind.

A rich golden-green appears to be the prevailing colour of these

insects, and we understand that they are found on flowers.

D. sericea (Kirby) is nearly half an inch in length, of a golden-
green hue, and has a silk-like gloss on the upper parts ; the legs are
red ; the anterior tibia: have an obtuse tooth-like process on the outer

side, near the apex ;
the head and thorax are very thickly and

delicately punctured; the elytra are coverdd with confluent punc-
tures, which are arranged in longitudinal rows, and each elytron has
two smooth elevated stria; ; the under parts of the body are covered
with white scale-like hairs. This is the largest species known

;
there

are however many which are nearly equal to it iu size.

(Transactions of tJte Entomological Society of London, vol. i.)

DIPHYD^E. [ACALEPH*:.]
DIPHYDES. [ACALEPIIA]
DIPHYES. [AcALEPH*.]
DIPHYLLIDIA. [INFEKOBRANCUIATA.]
DIPHYSA. [ACALEPH*.]
DIPLACA'NTHUS, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes, from the

Old Red-Sandstune of Scotland. Agassiz admits four species.

(Reports of British Asiociation for 1842.)

DIPLAZIUM, a genus of Ferns. The rhizonias of one species,
D. etculentum, are eaten.

DIPLEU'RA, a genus of Triloliles, proposed by Green.

DIPLOCLUNUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Begoniacece.

DIPLOCTE'NIUM, a fossil genus of Lamelliferous Corals, allied

to Turbinolia, from Msestricht. [MADHEPHYLLIIEA.]
DIPLODA'CTYLUS, a genus of Lizards established by Dr. J. E.

Gray, and regarded by him as forming a new genus in the family of

Oeckot,

Generic Character. Scales sub-conformable, minute, smooth ; the

abdominal scales rather large ;
the caudal scales annulate and larger ;

the labial scales moderate, distinct, the three anterior ones on each

side much the largest ;
no gular scales. Tail cylindrical, veutricose.

Toes 5, 5, simple, subequal, subcyliudrical, the points subdilatcd,
bifid beneath, with two oval oblique smooth fleshy discs ;

claws

5, 5, small, very retractile. No femoral pores. (Gray.)
This genus differs from Phyllodactylus of the same zoologist in

having the under sides of the tips of the toes furnished with two
rather large oblong tubercles, truncated at the tip, and forming two
oval discs placed obliquely, one on each side of the claw, instead of

having, as in Phyllodactylus, two membrauaceous scales. The scales

of Diplodactylus are moreover uniform, whilst in Phyllodactylua there

is a row of larger scales, extending along the back.

D. vtttfUus, the Yellow-Crowned Diplodactyle. Brown, with a

broad longitudinal dorsal fillet
;
limbs aud tail margined with rows

of yellow spots.
There are two rows of rather distant small spots on each side of

the body ;
the spots become larger on the upper surface of the tail,
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ul are scattered on the limbo. Length of head and body two inches.

that of the tail ui inch and a quarter. It is an inhabitant of Australia.

u brought to England by Mr. Cunningham.

Th Yellow-Crowned Diplodsctyl* (biflodaclyliu riltaltu.)

The remaining species of thin genus in the 'British Museum

Catalogue' are A ornaltu, D. octllalut, a native of Australia, I),

marmoral**, from Australia, D. bilineatut, and 11. lintaiiu, Cape of

Oood H|ie.
DI'PLODON, Spix's name for a genus of Fresh-Water Conchifem,

ffaiadft at Lea. [NAIADES.]
DIPLODONTA. [Lt'cmiDJL]
DI'PLODUS, a genus of Fossil Placold Fishes, from the Coal

Formation and Mountain Limestone. (Agassiz.)

DIPLOLEPIS, a genus of Insects proposed by Qeoffroy for some

of the specie* which produce Galls. [GALLS.]

DIPLOPTEKA, a divison of stinging Hymenopterous Insects,

im-luding the various species of Wasps, and distinguished by having
the upper wings folded longitudinally when at rest.

DIPLO'PTERUS, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes, from the Old

Red-Sandstone of Scotland, three species; and from the coal shale

of Leeds, one species. (Agassiz, Report to Briliih Auocialion, 1842.)

DIPLOTAXIS (from InrAovi, double, and Tiu, an arrangement,
on account of the double rows of seeds in each cell), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Crucifera, ami the tribe Bratticeir.

It has a compressed pod and subconvex valves, with one straight

nerve, and the seeds oval or oblong, in two rows. The species arc

herbaceous plants, natives of Europe and the temperate parts of Asia

and Africa. There are two British species : 1). tenuifolia, with a

leafy branched glabrous stem, shrubby below
;
and D. muralit, with

an herbaceous simple hispid stem. The former is a fetid plant with

large yellow flowers, and grows on old walls, and is not an uncommon

plant in England and Scotland
;
the Utter is a rare plant. (Babington,

Manual ; Loudon, Sncytiopadia.)
Mll'PER. [MlUDLIBA]
DIPSACA'CE.*, Ttazkicortt, the Teazle Tribe, a small natural

order of Exogenous Plants, with monopetalous flowers, nearly allied

to Compo*it<r, from which it diners in the ovule being pendulous
instead of erect, in the embryo being inverted, in the anthers being

distinct, not syngenemoug, and in the corolla having an imbricated,

not valvate aestivation. In habit the species are similar to Compotifir,

having their flowers constantly arranged in heads. It embraces 6

genera and about 150 species. None of the
species

are of any import-
ance except the Fuller's Teazle (Diptacui Fullonum), whose prickly
flower-beads are extensively employed in carding wool. Many of the

species have handsome flowers, especially the Scabioses, and are

cultivated in the gardens of the curious. Purple and Starry Scabioses

are common hardy annuals. [DIPHACUS ; KNAUTIA
; SCABIOSA.]

DIPSACUS, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order

Diptatarta. It has the following characters : The calyx is cup-

ahaped, the involucel forming a thickened margin to the ovary ; the

corolla 4-fid; the receptacle with spinous scales shorter than the

involucre ; the fruit with four sides and eight little depressions. The

species are erect prickly or pilose biennial herbs. The leaves are

opposite ;
the heads of flowers are terminal, and the corollas lilac-

coloured, yellow, or white.

/>. tytrrttru, the Wild Teazle, has opposite undivided leaves
;
the

scale* of the receptacle straight, at the end longer than the flowers,

involucre curved upwards; the stem is five or six feet high, prickly,

leafy, branched. It is a native of Great Britain, and common in

hedges and by road-sides. The water which collects in the connated
leaves has a reputation for curing warts, and also as a cosmetic

amongst the country people ; hence Ray conjectures it has one of its

name*. Labrum Ventru.

D. PtUlomtm, the Fuller's Teazle, has the scales of the receptacle
hooked at the end as long as the flowers

;
involucres reflcxed. Thin

plant is extensively cultivated in Great Britain, especially in the

north and west of England, on account of the use of its hard recurved

spiny scales in the preparation of woollen cloth. In this way it has
been probably introduced. The most useful kinds are grown on
the continent of Europe, where it is an undoubted native. [TEAZLE,
in ARTS AXD 8c. Div.l

/>. pilotui has the leaves stalked, with a leaflet at the base on each
aide. The heads of the flowers are small. It grows in moist shady
places, and is a native of England and the whole of Europe.
There are many other species of fHptaau, but they are of little

importance.

A portion of the upper part of Itiptacttt

1
,
a flower with the hard spiny bract from which it apring* ; 2, a corolla

with two of the stamen*, and the ovary containing a pendulous ovule nmrh

magnified ; 3, a longitudinal section of a fruit, with the pendulous seed and the

inverted embryo.

DIPSAS (Laurcnti), Sungariu (Oppel), a genus of Serpents, |

by Cuvier under the great genus Coluber. Body compressed, mmli
leas than the head ; scales of the spinal row of the back larger tliuu

the others.

I), fiullca, Cuvier; Coluber Bucephalut, Shaw. Black, iiuuul.it , ,1

with white.

The cut in the next page, from Gueriu ('Iconog.') will illustrate the

form.
The term Dipnu is also used by Dr. Leach to distinguish a genus

of Fresh-Water Conchifers ; and he states that its systematic situation

is between Unto and Anodonta (Anodon); t'niv of Sowerby ;
Jfamilit

of Lea, [N
DIPSASTR.EA. [MADIIKPIITLLKKA.]

pI'PTERA, one of the orders into which Insects are divi.K-.l.

This name was first applied by Aristotle, and has subsequently l>< .-n

adopted by almost all entomologists to designate those insect* the most

striking characteristic of which is the possession of two wings only.
The common House-Fly and Blue-Bottle-Kly afford familiar ux;i ;

of this order. Some
Dipterous

Insects however are destitute of wing*
(such as the species of the genera Melophayut, Nycleralia, &c.) ;

hence
it is necessary that we should here notice other peculiarities observable

in these insects.

The Diptera have 6 legs furnished with 5-jointed tarsi, a proboscis,
2 palpi, 2 autcnnfc, 3 ocelli, and 2 halteres, or poiscrs.
The wings are generally horizontal in their position ami t ran -patent ;

their nervures are not very numerous, and are for the most p;irt longi-

tudinally disposed, a character in which the wings of Dipterous Insects

differ from those of the orders Aewopfera and Jfymenoptera.
The proboscis, situated on the under part of the head, is generally

short and membranous, and consists of a sheath (or part analogous to

the under lip or labium in mondibulate insects), which serves to keep
in situ other parts of the mouth, which when they are all present

represent the mandibles, maxilla;, tongue, and labium.

There are however conxiderable modifications in the structure of
the proboscis : in some it is long, slender, and corneous

;
and the

number of inclosed pieces, which ore generally very slender and sharp,
varies from two to six.

It is evident that this structure of mouth is adapted only to the
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cyanodon {Icono.)

extraction and transmission of fluids
;
and when these fluids are con-

tained within any moderately tough substance, the parts inclosed by
the sheath of the proboscis are used as lancets in wounding and

penetrating so as to allow the escape of the fluid, which by their

pressure is forced to ascend and enter the oesophagus.
The palpi are situated at the base of the proboscis. The antenna?

are placed on the fore part of the head, and approximate at their

base
; they are generally small and 3-jointed ;

the last joint however
is often furnished with an appendage called the stylet, which is con-

siderably diversified not only in form but in its position.
In some of the insects of this order, the Tipulidce [TIPULID.E] for

instance, the antenna; are long and composed of numerous joints ;

and in the C'ulicidc* [CULICIDES] they resemble little plumes.
The eyes in Dipterous Insects are generally large, especially in the

male sax, where they often occupy nearly the whole of the head.

The Halteres, or Poisers, are two small organs of a slender form,
and furnished with a knob at their apex, situated at the base of the

thorax on each side, and immediately behind the attachment" of the

wings. These organs have been considered by many as analogous to

the under wings of four-winged insects. Latreille and others however
'>me to a different opinion, from the circumstance of their not

being attached to the same part of the thorax. The .use of these

organs is not yet ascertained
;

it is however supposed by some that

the little knob which we mentioned is capable of being inflated with

air, and that they serve to balance the insect during flight, at which
time these organs are observed to be in rapid motion.
As regards the thorax, it is only necessary here to observe that

the chief part of that which is visible from above consists of the
meso-thorax ;

the prothorax and metathorax being comparatively
small.

The scutcllutn varies considerably in form, and is sometimes armed
with spines ;

we find it developed in an extraordinary manner in the

gHM^CHAM (Dalman), where it is very convex, and covers the

whole abdomen.
The abdomen seldom presents more than seven distinct segments ;

its form is very variable.

Dipterous Insects undergo what is termed a complete tranaforma-

ti'in. Their larvic are devoid of feet, and have a head of the same
soft substance as the body, and without determinate form. The parts
of the mouth exhibit two scaly pointed plates. The stigmata are

nearly all placed on the terminal segment of the body. When about
to assume the pupa state, they do not cast their skin (aa is the case

with the larvae of most insects), but this becomes gradually hardened,

and after a time the animal assumes the pupa state within, so that
the skin of the larva forms as it were a cocoon.

There are however exceptions to this rule, for many change their

skin before they assume the pupa state, and some spin cocoons.
We may here observe, that in some of the species of the genus Sar-

copltaga the eggs are hatched within the body of the mother, whence
the insect first makes its appearance in the larva state

; and in the

Pupipara not only are the eggs hatched within the body of the parent,
but the larva; continue to reside there until their transformation into

pupae.
As regards the habits of Dipterous Insects, they will be found

under the heads of the several families and genera ;
we shall therefore

conclude by noticing the two great sections into which this order is

divided by Macquart. These are the Nemocera and the Brachocera.
The species of these two sections are distinguished chiefly by the

number of joints of the antenna; and palpi. Their characters are as

follows :

Section 1. Nemocera. Antenna; filiform or cetaceous, often as long
aa the head and thorax together, and composed of at least six joints ;

palpi composed of four or five joints; body generally slender and

elongated ;
head small ; proboscis sometimes long and slender, and

inclosing six lancets ; sometimes short and thick, having but two
lancets

; thorax large and very convex
; legs long ; wings long, and

with elongated basal cells.

Section 2. Brachocera. Antenna; short, composed of three joints,
the third joint generally furnished with a stylet ; palpi composed of
one or two joints ; head usually hemispherical, and as broad as the
thorax ; proboscis either long, sleuder, coriaceous, and protruded, or

short, thick, and retracted, aud containing either six, four, or two
lancets ; thorax moderately convex

; legs usually of moderate length ;

wings with the basal cells rather short.

(Wiedemann, IHptei-a Exotica, 8vo, 1821 ; Meigen, Systematische
Beachreibung der bekannten Europiiischen zwe/Jtiigelingen Imekten,
6 vols. 8vo, with figures ; Macq uart, in the Suites a Buffon, ffistoire

de Iraectes,
'

Diptcres,' 2 vols. 8\ro.
; Kirby and Spence, Introduction

to Entomology; Walker, British M'Uteum Catalogue, 'Diptera' in

Intecta Britannica.)

DIPTERA'CE^E, or DIPTEROCARPE^, Dipteradt, an important
order of East Indian Exogenous Polypetalous Trees. They have a
tubular unequal permanent calyx, with five, lobes, which after flower-

ing become leafy and very much enlarged, surmounting the fruit with-
out adhering to it. There are five petals, with a contorted {estivation,
an indefinite number of awl-pointed narrow anthers, and a few-celled

superior ovary, with two pendulous ovules in each cell
;
of these all

Diptet-ocarpits gractlis.

l.two of the stamina; 2, a lipe fruit surrounded by the c:ih x wliosc seg-

ments have become laruc and leafy, and very unequal.
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are eventually abortive, except one, which formi the interior of a hard

dry leathery pericarp. The Mod is solitary, conUinn DO albumen, ami

luu an embryo with two large twutd and crumpled cotyledon*, and

a superior radicle. The leave* are long, broad, alternate, rolled inward*

before they unfold, with strong straight vein* running obliquely from

the midrib to the margin, and oblong deciduous stipule* rolled up
like those of a Magnolia. The affinities of this order are with TUiacctt

and Corytacta on the one side, and Ctutiacta and Ttnutromiaeta on
the other.

The different specie* produce a number of resinous, oily, and other

one a sort of camphor [DRTOBALAXOIW] ; another a fra-

grant resin u*ed in temple* ;
a third, Gum Auiini

;
while aomo of the

commonest pitches ana Tarnishes of India are procured from others.

Khal, or Dboona, a resin burned in the temples of India, is produced

by .SAorea roiutla. Saul, the bent timber in India, is furnished by the

same tree. It contain* 7 genera and 47 species. [DIPTEROCARPUS ;

DRTOBALAKOFS ; VATERIA.]
IH1TKKIX. [COCMAROCXA.]
DIPTEKOCARPU8, a genus of East Indian, and chiefly insular

Tree*, the type of the natural order Dipteracea. Blume gives the

following esMutial characters : "Calyx irregularly 5-lobed at the

mouth ;
the two opposite segments very long and ligulate ; petals

five, convolute when unexpended ; stamens numerous ; anthers long,

linear, terminating in an awl-shaped point ; nut rather woody, and
1 -celled and 1-eceded by abortion, inclosed in the enlarged calyx."
The species are described as enormous trees, abounding in resinous

juice, with erect trunks, an ash-coloured bark, strong spreading limbs,
and oval leathery entire leaves, with pinnated veins. The flowers are

large, white or pink, and deliciously fragrant. The pubescence is

always stellate when present The resinous juice of D. trinerrit, a

tree from 150 to 200 feet high, inhabiting the forest* of Java, is made
into plaisters for ulcers and foul sores ; and when dissolved in spirit
of wine, or formed into an emulsion with white of egg, acts upon the

mucous membranes in the same way as balsam of copaiva. Dryoba-
lanopt Camphura, the Camphor-Tree of Sumatra, is usually referred

to this genus ; but, according to Blume, is really a distinct genus.

[DHYOBALAXOF8.]
DI'PTERUS, a genus of Fossil Fishes, from the Old Red-Sandstone

of Caithness and Herefordshire. (Valenciennes and Pentlaud, deal.

Tram., 2nd series, vol.
iii.)

hll'US. [MuHinx.]
'

DIPYRE, a variety of Scapolite. It occurs with talc in the Pyre-
nee*, and contain*

Silica ........ 55-5
Alumina ........ 24-8
Lime ........ 9'6

Soda . . ....... 9-4

It has a specific gravity of 2't>5.

D1KCA, a genuti of Plants belonging to the natural order Thyme-
Itaette. It has a campanulate calyx, with an obsolete unequal limb

;

eight capillary projecting filament* inserted into the middle of the tube,

alternately longer ; the style incurved at the apex. This is an Ameri-
can gt-nus, with a single species, the I), paltutri*. It U remarkable
for growing in watery places, and is called Bois de Plomb by the
French. It is found in the low woods of North America, bearing the
everest cold, and the greatest heat of the various parts of the United
States. It is an irregular shrub, with a tendency to a horizontal
direction in it* branches. The flowers are yellow, and appear before
the leaves, and when young they are inclosed within a small hairy
bud, occupying a sheath or cavity in the end of each flowering branch.
The fruit is a small, oval, acute, red, 1 -seeded berry. This plant is

in all it* parts very tough, and the twigs are used for making rods,
the bark Tor ropes, basket*, *c. The bark is acrid, and in doses of
aix or eight grains it produce* heat in the stomach, and brings on
vomiting. It also act* as a vesicatory when applied to the skin, and
in small doses as a cathartic. The fruit possesses narcotic properties,
and produce* effect* upon the system similar to those of Stramonium.
Snails are observed to be very fond of this plant, when it is culti-

vated. In iu cultivation, layer* require two year* before they
produce root* It cannot be propagated in this country either by
cuttings or seed*. (London, Encyclopaedia of Planit ; Lindley, Flora
Mrtlico.)

I MSA STKR, a *ubdivi*ion of Kchinodermota, including Spatangut
oralt* <>f Phillip*. From the Oolite. (Agassi*.)
hlSCAUI A, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order Rham-

naee<r. One species, D.
ftorifuya, yiU the Quina of Brai-.il, which

is employed as a febrifuge and a tonic.

Msro-lMtl.I, the third family of the Malaeopterygiou. Osseous
Fishes in the arrangement of Cuvicr. The distinguishing character
U the presence, on the under surface of the body, of a disc composed
of the united ventral fin*. The fishes of this family are popularly
known as Sucking- Fishes. The most common and most remarkable
specie* Inhabiting the Brituh was is the Lump-Sucker (Cyeloptrrtu
MM*). It U a large-bodied small-finned fish, bearing on it* back
an elevated crort or ridge, and having a powerful sucker under it*

throat, formed of the combined pectoral* and ventral*. Before the
spawning *ea*on it is of a brilliant crimson colour mingled with
orange, purple, and blue, but afterward* change* to a dull blue or

lead colour. When full grown it is rouxh with tubercles, but v. If n

very young U cmooth and beautiful, marked with brilliant stripe* of
various hue*. In the seas of the Orkneys, in June, numbers of the

young fish, half an inch in length, ore seen swimming around floating
sea-weeds. For a long time they were supposed to belong not only to

a different specie*, but even to a different genus. In the old fish the

sucker is so powerful that a pail of water, containing some gallons,
has been lifted up by a person holding the tail of a Cycloptcnu adhering
to the bottom. It five* on young fish. It is brought to market, but

oftener a* a curiosity than a* on article of food. The Cfdopttrut
Lumput range* from the shore* of Greenland to those of the south of

England, and westward as far as the coast of North America. Ai.

genus of this family i.i J^padogatter, consisting of a number of small

fishes which have two discs on the under surface of their bodi<

one formed by the pectoral fins and the other by the ventral*. They
adhere to stones, rocks, and shells by these discs. They have wedge-

shaped defenceless bodies, smooth and without scales, often painted
with the meet brilliant and defined colour*. The Sea-Snail, or Ltparit,
i.i n third genus of this family, the species of which resemble gobies
in form. They are found under stones at low-water mark, and are

not so brilliantly coloured as others of the tribe. They are furnished

with a single sucker formed by the united ventrals and pectoral*.

DISCOI'DEA, a genus of Echinwlrrmata, in which are raukeil. l.y

Gray and Agassiz, several species generally referred to in win

organic remains under the title of Oaicrita. They belong to the

Chalk, Greensand, and Oolite.

DISK, or DISC, a term in Botany signifying any ring or whorl of

glands, scales, or other bodies that surround the base of an ovary, inter-

vening between it and the stamens. In its most common state it is a

fleshy wax-like ring as in the orange ;
it frequently forma a yellowish

lining to the calyx, as in the plum and cherry ;
and not unfrequently

rises up like a cup around the ovary, as in the tree picony. The latter

renders it probable that the disk is nothing but on inner whorl of

rudimentary stamens. Previously to the expansion of the flower the

disk contains fseculo, and is dry and brittle ; but after the blossom

unfolds, it perspires a sweet honey-like fluid, and become* tough,

absorbing oxygen and parting with carbonic acid.

DISSEPIMENTS, the partitions in the inside of a fruit which an
formed by the union of the sides of its constituent carpels. l>i

ments are therefore necessarily alternate with the stigma. When
partitions which do not bear this relation to the stigma occur in the

inside of a fruit, they are called Phragmata, or spurious dissepiment*,
as in the Cathartocarput Jittula, where they are horizontal, and
in Verbena, where they are vertical.

DISTHENE, a name for A'yanitc, [KYANITE.]
DI'STICHOUS, a term in Botany, signifies 'arranged in two rowi-,'

as the grains iu an ear of barley, and the florets in a spikclct of quaking-

grass.
D1STOMA. [BOTBYLLIDi.]
DITHYROCA'RIS, a fossil genus of Crustaceans, so named by Dr.

Scouler. It occurs in Tyrone and Derry. D. Colei and D. orbicularu
are described in Portlock's 'Geological Report" on those count

DITRU'PA, a genus of Annelida, founded by the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley, and which, from its having l>een previously cnnfiiundcil

with the species of an entirely distinct genus \/> ntn/miit). :m<l

circumstances respecting ita capture in a living state, iv.jmu^ parti-
cular notice. It has the following characters :

Shell free, tubular, open at both ends. Operculum fixed to a

conical pedicellated cartilaginous body, thin, testaceous, concentrirally
striate. Branchiae twenty-two, in two sets, not rolled up spirally,

flat, broadest at the base, feathered with a single row of cilia. Mantle
rounded behind, slightly crisped, denticulated in front, strongly

puckered on either side. Fascicles of bristles, six on each xide.

(Berkeley.)
Mr. Berkeley states that a few of the specimens of eand, gravel, &c.,

from different parts of the great bank running parallel with the

north-west coast of Ireland, obtained by Captain A. Vidal, R.N.,
during the extensive soundings made by that officer in the summer of

1880, whilst in search of Aitkin's Rock, were placed in his hands,
when he fouud among them several specimens of the shell of a
testaceous animal, which proved to be the Dentalium jubului

Deshayes, and identical with the Madeira specimens ; the only points
of difference being a paler hue, and an almost total absence of the
constriction near the orifice, the former being, as Mr. Berkeley
observes, exactly such as might be expected from the occurro
the species in a higher latitude, and the Utter so variable as uot to

throw any doubt on its specific identity. Having previously been

convinced, from Mr. Lowe's specimen, that the animal was not a

Dcntalium, but an Annelide, Mr. Berkeley requested Captain Vidal to

preserve in spirit during the following summer, when operations on
the bank were to be resumed, whatever animals he xlmulil procure
olive in sounding, and, if possible, specimens of the so-called /

Hum, at the same time noting the depth at which they were
The result was the capture of the shell with the included aniin.i!.

which enabled Mr. Berkeley to establish the genus named at the head
of thiri article. The animals of the Madeira and British speciiif in

proved to be perfectly identical.

It appears from Mr. Berkeley's paper, that the shells first liaif ll
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to him by Captain Vidal occurred in fine sand, at various distances
from the coast, in lat. 55, at great depths from 60 to 120 fathoms.
After speaking of the animals preserved in spirit, and stating that

Captain Vidal noted the depth at which each specimen was taken,
Mr. Berkeley remarks that the so-called Dcntalium did not occur at

any less depth than 63J fathoms, and twice (on one occasion off St.

Kilda) it occurred at 171 fathoms. Nothing could be concluded as
to habit, from the manner in which the shells were imbedded in the
tallow (with which the lead was armed) ;

but this was of the less

consequence, says Mr. Berkeley, because it had appeared, from Mr.
Lowe's information, that the animals are found in great numbers
together, in masses of a conglomerate (if it may be so called) of mud
and various marine substances, the broader end only appearing above
the surface. Mr. Berkeley infers, from the great difference in the

diameter, that the narrow or posterior end is gradually absorbed in

the course of growth.
Mr. Berkeley is of opinion that, notwithstanding the resemblance

of the shell to that of true Dentalia, it is most nearly allied to

Serpula ; but evidently distinct, in having an unattached shell (for
there is no evidence to lead to a suspicion that it is attached, even in

infancy), and especially in possessing a posterior as well as anterior

aperture. He thinks that other species of so-called Dentalia may be
found to belong to the genus Ditrupa. One at least, he observes,
does so belong, namely, Denialium Gadus, Mont. (D. coarctatvm,
Lam.). He thinks it highly probable that other minute British
Dentalia will prove to possess an animal of like structure, though
possibly, even in that case, it would bo requisite to place them in a
distinct genus.

-

Ditrupa lubulala, magnified.

a, the animal ; i, one 'of the branohitD ; c, a portion of the anterior part of

the mantle
j rf, operenlnm. (' Zool. Journ.' vol. v.)

DITTANY OF CRETE, the common name of the woolly labiate

Plant called Origanum Dictamnut or Amaracw Dictamnm.

DIURIS, a genus of curious Orchidaceous Plants, from Australia.

DIVERS. [COLYJJBID*.]
DIVI DIVI. [O.SALPINIA.]
DIVI LADNER, the Forbidden Fruit of the Ceylonese. It is

produced by a species of Tdbernmnontana.

DOCK, the common name of many perennial tap-rooted species of

the genus liumex. They do not multiply by division of the root, but

their seeds are dispersed in such abundance that they become a

serious nuisance in cultivated laud if they are not extirpated. The

only two methods of doing this are either by tearing or digging them

up, which is so slow as scarcely to be adopted in practical husbandry,
or by constantly hoeing up their young shoots ; by the latter means

they usually may be destroyed in a single summer. [RuMEX.]
DOCLEA. [MAIADA]
DODDER. [CuscuTAtE.E.]
DODECAOY'NIA, the name of any order in the Linnxan classifi-

cation of plants wherein the number of styles is twelve.

DODECA'NDRIA, the twelfth class in the Linntcan classification

of plants. It contains species having twelve or about twelve stamens,

provided they do not adhere by their filaments.

|)DDO (IHdiu), a genus of extinct Birds, of whose existence in

the 16th and 17th centuries there is abundant evidence. As this is

one o^ the few instances in which any history has been left of the

extinction of a race of animals, we proceed to draw attention to

the more prominent facts.

It appears that Vasco de Gama, after having doubled the Cape of

Good Hope (Cabo Tormentoso, or Cape of Storms) in 1497, discovered

at 60 leagues beyond it a bay, Angra de San Blaz, near an isle, where
he saw a very great number of birds of the form of a goose, but with

wings like those of the bats, which the sailors called Solitaries. On
r.'turn in 1499, the Portuguese touched again at San Blaz,

where they took a great number of these birds, and comparing them
to swans, called the island llha des Cisnes (Isle of Swans). lu the

voyage to the East Indies in 1598 by Jacob van Neck and Wybrand
van Warwijk (small 4to., Amsterdam, 1648), there is a description
of the Walgh-Vogels in the island of Cerne, now called Mauritius, as

being as large as our swans, with large heads, and a kind of hood
thereon ; no wings, but in place of them three or four black little

pens (pennekens), and their tails consisting of four or five curled

plumelets (pluymkens) of a grayish colour. The breast is spoken of

as very good, but it is stated that the voyagers preferred some turtle-

doves that they found there. The bird appears with a tortoise

near it in a small engraving, one of six which form the prefixed

plate.
In the frontispiece to De Bry ('Quinta Pars India! Orientalis,' c.,

M.DCI), surmounting the architectxiral design of the title-page, will

be found, we believe, the earliest engravings of the Dodo. A pair
of these birds stand on the cornice on each side, and the following
cut is taken from the figure on the left hand.

Dodo (Gallus gallinaccus pcrcgrinw.

In De Bry's
'

Descriptio Insulse de Cerne a nobis Mauritius dicta'

is the following account :

" Cserulean parrots also are there in great

numbers, as well as other birds ;
besides which there is another

larger kind, greater than our swans, with vast heads, and one half

covered with a skin, as it were, hooded. These birds are without

wings, in the place of which are three or four rather black feathers

(quarum loco tres quatuorve pennso nigriores prodeuut). A few
curved delicate ash-coloured feathers constitute the tail. These birds

we called \Valck-Vogel, because the longer they were cooked the

more unfit for food they became (quod quo longius seu diutius

elixarentur, plus lentescerent et esui ineptiores fierent). Their bellies

and breasts were nevertheless of a pleasant flavour (saporis jucundi)
and easy of mastication. Another cause for the appellation we gave
them was the preferable abundance of turtle-doves which were of a

far sweeter and more grateful flavour." It will be observed that the

bill in De Bry's figure is comparatively small.

Clusius in his 'Exotica' (1605) gives a figure, here copied, which,
he says, he takes from a rough sketch in a journal of a Dutch

voyager who had seen the bird in a voyage to the Moluccas in tho

year 1598.

from Clusius.

The following is Willughby's translation of Clusius, and the section

is thus headed :

" The Dodo, called by Clusius Galim tjaUinaccm

pereyrinius, by Nieremberg Ci/gnus citcullatits, by Bontius Vronte"\-

"This exotic bird, found by the Hollanders iu the island called

Cygnsea or Cerne (that is the Swan Island) by the Portuguese,

Mauritius Island by the Low Dutch, of 30 miles compass, famous

especially for black ebony, did equal or exceed a swa:i in bigness,

but was of a far different shape ;
for its head was great, covered as

it were with a certain membrane resembling a hood: beside, its bill

was not flat and broad, but thick and long ;
of a yellowish colour

next the head, the point being black. The upper chap was hooked ;

iu the nether had a bluish spot in the middle between the yellow and
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bUck put They reported that it U covered with thin nod short

father, and want* winga, instead whereof it hath only four or five

long black feathers ; that the hinder part of the body u very fat

and floahy, wherein for the Uil were four or fire amall curled feathers,

twirled up together, of an mill-colour. Its legs are thick rather than

long, whoa* upper part u far as the knee is covered with black

fcathen ; the lower part together with the fret of a yellowish colour :

its foet divided into four torn, three (and thorn the longer) standing
forward, the fourth and shortest backward : alKuruUhed with black

claws. After I had composed and writ down the history of thin bird

with as much diligence and faithfulness an I could, 1 happened to

ee in the honsa of Peter Pauwius, primary professor of physic in

the university of Leyden, a leg thereof cut off at tlio knee, lately

brought over out of Mauritius his island. It was not very long,
from the knee to the bending of the foot, being but little more than four

inches, but of a great thickness, so that it was almost four inches in

compass, and covered with thick-set scales, on the upper side broader,
and of a yellowish colour, on the under (or backside of the leg) leaser

and duaky. The upper side of the toes was also covered with broad

scale*, the under side wholly callous. The toes were short for so

thick a leg : for the length of the greatest or middlemost toe to the
nail did not much exceed two inches, that of the other toe next to it

scarce came up to two inches : the back toe fell something short of an
inch and a half ; but the claws of all wore thick, hard, black, less

than an inch long; but that of the back toe longer than the rest,

exceeding an inch.* The mariners in their dialect gave this bird

the name Walgh-Vogel, that is, a nauseous or yellowisht bird
;

partly because after long boiling it* flesh became not tender, but
continued hard and of a difficult concoction, excepting the breast

and gizzard, which they found to be of no bad relish, partly because

they could easily get many turtle-doves, which were much more
delicate and pleasant to the palate. Wherefore it was no wonder
that hi comparison of thone they despised this, and said they could
be well content without it. Moreover they said that they found
certain stones in its gizzard, and no wonder, for all other birds as

well as these swallow stones, to assist them in grinding their meat."
Thus far Clusius.

In the '

Voyage of Jacob Heemskerk and Wolfert Harmansz to the
East Indies' in 1601, 1602, 1603 (small 4 to., Amsterdam, 1648),
folio 19, the Dod-aarscn (Dodos) ore enumerated among the birds of

the Island of 'C'erne, now Mauritius;' and in the 'Journal of the
East Indian Voyage of Willem Ysbrontsz Bontekoe van Hoorn,
comprising many wonderful and perilous things that happened tn

him' from 1618 to 1625 (small 4 to., Utrecht, 1649) under the head
of the ' Island of Mauritius or Maskarinos,' mention is made (page (i)

of the Dod-eersen, which hod small wings, but could not fly, and
were so fat that they scarcely could go.

Herbert, in his
'
Travels' (1634), gives a figure or rather figures of

a bird that he calls
'

Dodo,' and the following account :

" The Dodo

_-
^-

Herbert's flyurr.

cotnm first to oar description, liere, and in Dygarrois (and no where
be, that ever I could see or la-are of, is generated the Dodo). (A
I'ortuRuixo name it in, and has reference to her nimplenes), a bird
which fur ahupc iui.l ran ii.-iwc infill be called a I'hdiiiix (wer't in

Arabia); her body is round and cxtrcame fat, her slow pace begets
that corpulencie ; few of them weigh tense than fifty pound: better
to the eye than the ttomack : grcanie appetites may perhaps commend
them, but to the indifferently curious nourishment, but prove offen-
sive. Let'* take her picture : her visage darts forth melancholy, as
sensible of nature's injurie in framing so great and massio a body to

W are Indebted to Dr. 1. K. Cnj for the fnllowlnr meanuremcnl of the
fnni In the Bitli.h Miurnm : Knee to ancle 4 \ Inctirn ; circumference 4 Inch ;

Middle toe 1 Inch**; back toe It Inch; front rUw>, which re much wmii,
t Us*.; back elaw, also much worn, abnrter. Dr. Gray otwtrvn tbit the !

by C1u.lt.. Is probably, from Uw .imilarity of the mc-a.mi-mrnt, tlir

was aftrrwards noticed by Crew, and finally came to the DrUinh

t Mo la Willnrhliy, but the print i mmrwhat imll-linrt, anil there may br
error. In the original tbe word* are "

WalKb-Vofel, hoc et, nantcam morcnn
arU, partial quod," kc. : tbe word therefore Is an Interpolation.

be directed by such amall and oomplementall wings, as are unable to

hoiae her from the ground, serving only to prove her a bird ; which
otherwise might be doubted of : her bead is variously drest, the one
Imlfe hooded with downy blackish feathers; the other perfectly
naked

;
of a whitUh hue, as if a transparent lawne had covered it :

ln-r Mil is very howked and bends downwards, the thrill or breathing
place is in the midst of it : from which part to the end, the colour is

a light greene mix t with a pale yellow ; her eyes be round and unall,
and bright as diamonds ; her cloathing in of finest downo, such as you
see in goslins ; her trayne is (like, a China beard) of three or fouro

short feathers ; her legs thick, and Mack, and strong ; her tallons or

pounces sharp ; her stomack fiery hot, so as stones and iron are easily

digested in it ; in that and shape, not a little resembling the Africk

oestriches ; but so much, as for their more certain difference I dare
to give thce (with two others) her representation." (4th ed., 1677.)

Nieremberg's description (1655) may be considered a copy of that

of Clusius, and indeed his whole work is a mere compilation. As we
lia'-e seen above, he names the bird Cygmu cucuJlntut.

In Tnull-scant's Catalogue ('Musicum Tradescontianum ; or,

lection of Rarities preserved at South Lambeth, near London, by .lolm

Tradescant,' London, 1656, 12mo.), we find among the ' Whole Birds'
"
Dodar, from the island Mauritius

;
it is not able to flie being so

big." That this was a Dodo there can be no doubt ;
for we have the

testimony of an eye-witness, whose ornithological competency cannot
be doubted, in the affirmative. Willughby at the cud of his section

on 'The Dodo,' and immediately beneath bin translation of Boutins,
has the following words: " We have seen this bird dried, or its skin

stuffed in Tradescant' s cabinet" We shall hereafter trace this

specimen to Oxford.
Jonston (1657) repeats the figure of Ctusius, and refers to his

description and that of Herbert.

Bontius, edited by Piso (1658), writes as follows: "Do Dronte,
aliis Dod-aers." After stating that among the islands of the East
Indies is that which U called Ceme by some, but Mauritius 'a

noxtratibus,' especially celebrated for its ebony, and that in the said

island a bird 'mine conformations
'

called Dronte abounds, he

proceeds to tell us we take Willughby's translation that it is
" for

bigness of mean size between on ostrich and a turkey, from which it

partly differs in shape and partly agrees with them, especially with
the African ostriches, if you consider the rump, quills, anil feathers :

so that it was like a pigmy among them, if you regard the shortness

of its legs. It hath a great ill-favoured head, covered with a kind of

membrane resembling a hood ; great black eyes ; a bending, promi-
nent fat neck

;
an extraordinary long, strong, bluish-whito bill, only

tiif i tnl-< of earh mandible are of a different colour, that of the upper
black, that of tbe nether yellowish, both sharp-pointed and crooked.

Drontf. Figure from Bontlnn (wood-cut).
There U alao a figure of the bird in tbe frontispiece, a copper-plate engraving.

It gapes huge wide as being naturally very voracious. Its body is

fat, round, covered with soft gray feathers, after the manner of an
ostriches : in each side instead of hard wing-feathers or quills, it is

furnished with small soft-feathered wings, of a yellowish-ash colour
;

ami in liiml, the rump, instead of a tail, is adorned with five small
curled feathers of the same colour. It hath yellow legs, (hick, but

very short
;
four toe* in each foot, solid, long, as it \ oj m,-.l

with strong block claws. It is a slow-paced and stupid bird, and
which easiljr becomes a prey to the fowlers. The flesh, especially of
the breast, is fat, esculent, and so copious, that throo or four Dodos
will sometime* suffice to till an honored i If they
be old, or not well boiled, they are of difficult <-oncoction, and are
salted and stored up for provision of victual There ore found in
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their stomachs stones of an ash colour, of divers figures and mag-
nitudes; yet not bred there, as the common people and seamen
fancy, but swallowed by the bird

;
as though by this mark also

nature would manifest that these fowl are of the ostrich kind, in
that they swallow any hard things, though they do not digest
them."

It appears from Adam Olearius (' Die Gottorfische Ktmst Kanmier,'
1666), that there was a head to be seen in the Gottorf Museum ;

but
the figure (tab. xiii. f. 5) is very like that of Clusius. It is mentioned
as the head of the Walch-Vogel, and Clusius is referred to. In the

plate the head is shaded, and has a more finished appearance ; the
rest of the bird is in outline.

Grew (' Musacum Regalis Societatis ; or a Catalogue and Description
of the Natural and Artificial Rarities belonging to the Royal Society,'
London, folio, 1681), at p. 68, thus describes the bird which is the

subject of our inquiry :

" The leg of a Dodo, called Cygnus cucullatua

by Nierembergius ; by Clusius, Gallus yoJlinaceiis pereyrinus ; by
Bontius called Dronte, who saith that by some it is called (in Dutch)
Dod-aers, largely described in Mr. Willughby's 'Ornithol.' out of
Clusius and others. He is more especially distinguished from other
birds by the membranous hood on his head, the greatness and
strength of his bill, the littleness of his wings, his bunchy tail, and
the shortness of his legs. Abating his head and legs, he seems to be
much like an ostrich, to which also he comes near as to the bigness
of his body. He breeds in Mauris's Island. The leg here preserved
is covered with a reddish-yellow scale ; not much above four inches

long, yet above five inches in thickness, or round about the joints,
wherein, though it be inferior to that of an Ostrich or Cassowary, yet,

joined with its shortness, may render it of almost equal strength."
At p. 73 there is the following notice : -"The head of the Man of

War, called also Albitrosse
; supposed by some to be the head of a

Dodo, but it seems doubtful. That there is a bird called the Man of
War is commonly known to our seamen ;

and several of them who
have seen the head here preserved do affirm it to be the head of that

bird, which they describe to be a very great one, the wings whereof
are eight feet over. And Ligon (' Hist, of BarbaoV p. 61), speaking of

him, saith, that he will commonly flv out to sea to see what ships are

coming to land, and so return. Whereas the Dodo is hardly a vola-

tile bird, having little or 110 wings, except auch as those of the

Cassowary and the Ostrich. Besides, although the upper beak of this

bill doth much resemble that of the Dodo, yet the nether i of a quite
different shape ; so that this either is not the head of a Dodo, or else

we have nowhere a true figure of it." Grew then gives a very
lengthened description of the skull which in figured by him (tab. 6),
:ind intituled " Head of the Albitros," as it doubtless was. The leg
above mentioned is that now preserved in the British Museum, where
it was deposited with the other specimens described by Grew, when
the Royal Society gave their '

rarities
'

to that national establishment.
Grew was a well-qualified observer, and much of this description
implies observation and comparison ; indeed, though he does not
refer to it, there is no reason for supposing that Grew was not familiar

with Tradescant's specimen.
Charleton also (' Onomasticon,' 1688) speaks of the Dodo Lurita-

norum, Cygntu cucullattu, Willughby and Ray, and asserts that the
Museum of the Royal Society of London contained a leg of the Dodo.
This was evidently the leg above alluded to.

We now proceed to trace the specimen which was in the Museum
Tradescantianiim. There were, it seems, three Tradescants grand-
father, father, and son. [TRADESCANT, in LIT. AND Bioo. Div.] The
two former are said to have been gardeners to Queen Elizabeth, and
the latter to Charles I. There are two portraits to the '

Musscum,'
one of ' Joannes Tradescantus pater

' and the other of ' Joannes
Tradeseantua filius,' by Hollar. These two appear to have been the
collectors : for John Tradescant, the son, writes in his address " to

the ingenious reader
"
that he " was resolved to take a catalogue of

those varieties and curiosities which my father had scedulously col-

lected, and my selfe with continued diligence have augmented, and
hitherto preserved together." This John Tradescant, the son, must
have been the Tradescant with whom Elias Ashmole boarded for a

summer when Ashmole agreed to purchase the collection, which was
said to have been conveyed to Ashmole by deed of gift from Tra-

descant and his wife. Tradeacfint died soon after, and Ashmole in

1662 filed a bill in Chancery for a delivery of the curiosities. The
cause is stated to have come to a hearing in 1664

;
and in 1674 Mrs.

Tradescant delivered up the collection pursuant to a decree in

Chancery, and afterwards (April, 1678, some say) was found drowned
in her own pond. Ashmole added to the collection, and presented
it to the University of Oxford, where it became the foundation of the
Ashmolean Museum. That the entire ' Dodar ' went to Oxford with
the rent of Tradescant's curiosities there can be no doubt. Hyde
(' Religionis Veterum Persarum, &c., Historia,' 1 700) makes particular
mention of it as existing in the Museum at Oxford. There, according
to Mr. Duncan, it was destroyed in 1755 by order of the visitors,

and he thus gives the evidence of its destruction :

In the ' Ashmolean Catalogue, made by Ed. Llhwyd, Musan
Procuntog," 1684 (Plott being the keeper), the entry of the bird is
'

N"'i. '29. Oalltis gallinaceus peregrinus Clusii," &c. In a Catalogue
made subsequently to 1755, it is stated that " The numbers from
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5 to 46 being decayed, were ordered to be removed at a meeting of
the majority of the visitors, Jan. 8, 1755." Among these of course
was included the Dodo, its number being 29. This is further shown
by a new Catalogue, completed in 1756, in which the order of the
visitors is recorded as follows :

"
Ilia quibus nullus in margiue

assignatur numerus a Musseo subducta sunt cimelia, annuentibus
Vice-Cancellario aliisque Curatoribus ad ea lustranda convocatis. die

Januarii 8vo., A.D. 1755." The Dodo is one of those which are here

without the number. (Duncan,
' On the Dodo

;

' '

Zool. Joum.,' vol. iii.

p. 559.)

Upon this solemn sentence, which left to the Museum nothing but
a foot and a head, Sir C. Lyell makes the following observation :

" Some
have complained that inscriptions on tomb-stones convey no general
information, except that individuals were born and died, accidents

which must happen alike to all men. But the death of a species is

so remarkable an event in natural history that it deserves commemo-
ration ; and it is with no small interest that we learn from the

archives of the University of Oxford, the exact day and year, when
the remains of the last specimen of the Dodo, which had beeu per-
mitted to rot in the Ashmolean Museum, were cast away :" and the

author concludes by giving the fatal record at length with becoming
gravity. The head and foot which now constitute the greatest
treasure of the Museum at Oxford were preserved by the curator,
who seems to have had a larger amount of natural history knowledge
than the majority of visitors.

We now come to the celebrated painting in the British Museum,
a copy of which, by the kind assistance of the officers of the

zoological department, who have given us every assistance in prosecu-

ting this inquiry, and who had it taken down for the purpose, we
present to our readers.

It lias been stated that the painting came into the possession of

Sir Hans Sloane, president of the Royal Society, and that it was

bought at his sale by Edwards, who, after publishing a plate from
it in his

'

Gleanings,' presented it to the Royal Society, whence it

passed, as well as the foot, into the British Museum. But Dr. Gray
informs us that the foot only came with the museum of the Royal
Society described by Grew; and that the picture was an especial

gift from Edwards. Edwards's copy seems to have been made in

1760, and he himself says,
" The original picture was drawn iu

Holland from the living bird brought from St. Maurice's Island iu

the East Indies in the early times of the discovery of the Indies by
the way of the Cape of Good Hope. It was the property of the

late Sir Hans Sloane to the time of his death
;
ami afterwards

becoming my property I deposited it in the British Museum as a

great curiosity. The above history of the picture I had from Sir

Hans Sloane and the late Dr. Mortimer, secretary to the Royal
Society."
M. Morel, Eerivain Principal des Hopitaux au Port-Louis de 1'Isle

de France, writes as follows in his paper
' Sur les Oiseaux Monstrueux

nommiSs Dronte, Dodo, Cygne Capuchonne', Solitaire, et Oiseau de

Nazare, et sur la petite Isle de Sable a 50 lieues environ de Mada-

gascar :'
" These birds, so well described in the second volume of

the '

History of Birds,' by M. le Comte de Buffon, and of which M.
de Borame has also spoken in his '

Dictionary of Natural History,'
underthe names of Droute, Dodo, Hooded Swan (Cygne Capuchonnu),
Solitary or Wild Turkey (Dinde Sauvage) of Madagascar, have never

been seen in the Isles of France, Bourbon, Rodriguez, or even the

Seychelles lately discovered, during more than 60 years since when
these places have been inhabited and visited by French colonists.

The oldest inhabitants assure every one that these monstrous birds

have been always unknown to them." After sbine remarks that the

Portuguese and Dutch who first overran these islands may have seen

some very large birds, such as Emeus or Cassowaries, &c., and

described them each after his own manner of observing, M. Morel

thus proceeds :

" However this may be, it is certain that for nearly
an age (depuis pros un siecle) no one has here seen an animal of

this species. But it is very probable tht before the islands were

inhabited, people might have been able to find some species of very

large birds, heavy and incapable of flight, and that the first mariners

who sojourned there soon destroyed them from the facility with

which they were caught. This was what made the Dutch sailors

call the bird ' Oiseau de Degout
'

(Waluk-Voegel), because they w^re
surfeited with the flesh of it. ... But among all the species of

birds which are found on this isle of sand, and on all the other islets

and rocks which are in the neighbourhood of the Isle of France,

modern navigators have never found anything approaching to the

birds above named, and which may be referred to the number of

species which may have existed, but which have been destroyed by
the too great facility with which they are taken, and which are no

longer found excepting upon islands or coasts entirely uninhabited.

At Madagascar, where there are many species of birds unknown in

these islands, none have been met with resembling the description

above alluded to." (' Observations sur la Physique, pour 1'An 1778,'

torn. xii. p. 154. Notes.)
Mr. Duncan thus concludes his paper above alluded to :

"
Having

applied, through the medium of a friend, to C. Telfair, Esq., of Port

Louis, in the Mauritius, a naturalist of great research, for any infor-

mation he could furnish or procure relating to the former existence

2 B
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of UM Dodo in that island, I obtained only the following partly

negative statement :

!.at there U a very general impression among"the inhabitant*

that UM Dodo did exist at Rodriguei, at well w in the Mauritius

iuclf ;
but that the oldes* inhabitant* have never *een it, nor hai the

bird or any part of it been preferred in any muxeum or collection

formed in tboM islands, although some diatinguished amateun in

natural history hare panted their lives on them, and formed extensive

^^tV- And with regard to the rappoied existence of the Dodo
in Madagascar, although Mr. Telftir had not received, at the time of

his writing to Europe, a reply to a letter on the subject which he

had addressed to a gentleman resident on that island, yet he stated

that he had not any great expectations from that quarter ; at the

Dodo was not mentioned in any of his voluminous manuscript*

Mtptdting that island, which contained the travels of persons who
had traversed M*^*g**~r in all directions, many of them having no

other object in view than that of extending the bounds of natural

history.'*'
\\'t close this part of the case with the evidence of one evidently

well qualified to judge, and whose veracity there is no reason to

doubt. If this evidence be, as we believe it to be, unimpeachable, it

DODO. an

the keeper was questioned therein yet I am confident that afterwards

shee oast them all agayne."
Since the foregoing history was recorded in the 'Penny Cyclo-

pedia,' the late Mr. Hugh Edwin Strickland, whose early loss by a

melancholy accident the world of science has to deplore, has published
a work on the Dodo and its kindred, in which he has most dili.

retraced the ground previously gone over by Mr. Broderip. With

regard to the statement of L' Estrange, Mr. Strickland says :

"
I have

endeavoured to find some confirmation from contemporary autho-

rities of this very interesting statement, but hitherto without success.

The middle of the 17th century was most prolific in pamphlets,

newspapers, broadrides, 'rows of dumpy quartos,' and literary
' rubbish mountains,' as Mr. Carlyle designates them ;

but the poli-

tical storms of that period rendered men blind to the beauties and
deaf to the harmonies of nature, and its literature U very barren in

physical research."

In addition to the works quoted in which reference is made to the

Dodo, Mr. Strickland gives the following :

Cornelius Matelief, a Dutch admiral, arrived in the Mauritius in

1606, and in a journal published in Dutch, and translated into French,

gives an account of the I><1, which he calls Dod-acr >. <>r ! >r mten.

LXxlo, from tin1

picture In the i:iii;.-'.i Muncuin.

If dear, n ! only that the Dodo existed, but that it was publicly
in London. The lacuna in the print represent the spaces

a hole burnt in the manuscriptby a hoU t

In Sloane Manuscript (No. 1839, 5, p. 108, Brit Mus.) is the follow-

ing interesting account by L'Estrange, in his observations on Sir
Thomas Browne's '

Vulgar Errors.' It is worthy of note that the

paragraph immediately follows one on the '

Kstridge
'

(Ostrich) :

" About 1638, as I walked London streete I saw the picture of
a strange fowl hong out upon a cloth vas and myselfe with one
or two more Gen. in company went in to see it It was kept in a
chamber, and was a great fowle somewhat bigger than the largest
Turkey Cock and so legged and footed but stouter and thicker and of
a more erect shape, coloured before like the breast of a yong Cock
Fesan (pheasant), and on the back of dunn or deare coulour. The
keeper called it a Dodo and in the ende of a chimney in the chamber
there lay an heap of Urge pebble (tones whereof bee gave it many in
oar sight, soau as bigg a nutmegs, and the keeper told us she* eats
them conducing to digestion, and though I remember not how farre

In 1607 two ships, under the command of Van der Hnagen, stayed
some weeks in the Mauritius. A journal was published in Dutch of
this voyage, and translated in the ' Recueil des Voyages de^a Com-
pagnie des Indes Orientales,' Rouen, 1725.

Admiral Peter Wilhelm Verhuffen touched at Mauritius in 1611,
and in 1613 an account of this voyage was published at Frankfurt,
entitled '

Kyllffter Schiffart ander Theil,' Ac., in which reference U
made to the Dodo, and especially to the fact that it attacked its

aggressors, and wounded them severely if they were not careful.

In a journal by Peter van der Broecke, in which allusion is made
to a visit to the Mauritius in 1617, Mr. Strickland discovered the
sketch of a Dodo, but found no reference to it in the letter-press.

In a work published by Francois Cauche at Paris in 1651, entitled
'
Relations veritable* etcurieusesde 1'Islede Madagascar,' he describes

birds called Oiseaux de Naiaret, which answer to the Dodo. He says
they lay but one egg the size of a halfpenny roll How he came to

* Thli etirloni statement Is extracted In the modern edition of Sir Thomu
Brown' worki by Wilklm : published by Pickering.
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call the Dodo by thia name, and what the size of a halfpenny roll was
in 1651 are difficulties.

There is a tract in the Ashmolean Museum of which there are two

editions, the first without a date, the second printed in London 1665.

It is a catalogue of rarities to be seen at ' the musique house at the
west end of Paules,' by R. H. alias Forges, Gentleman. Here at p. 11

we find "A Dodo's Leg ;
it is a bird that cannot fly." This is probably

the specimen that passed into the possession of the Royal Society, and
was described by Grew.
The last of Mr. Strickland's additions is a manuscript, entitled

' A coppey of Mr. Benj. Harry's Journall when he was chief mate of

the Shippe Berkley Castle, Captn. Wm. Talbot then Commander on a

voyage to the Coste and Bay, 1679, which voyage they wintered at

the Maurisahes.' He speaks of -the "Dodos, whose" flesh is very
hard."

This seems to be the last notice of the Dodo. " That the destruc-
tion of the Dodos," says Mr. Strickland,

" was completed by 1693

may be inferred from the narrative of Leguat, who in that year
remained several months in Mauritius, and enumerates its animal

productions at some length, but makes no mention whatever of

Dodos."
M. de Blainville says that at a public dinner at the Mauritius in 1816

several persons were present from 70 to 90 years old, who had no

knowledge of such a bird from recollection or tradition. Mr. J. V.

Thompson also, who resided for some years in Mauritius and Mada-

gascar previous to 1816, states that no more traces of the existence of

the Dodo could then be found than of the truth of the tale of Paul
and Virginia, although a very general idea prevailed aa to the reality
of both.

Since the publication of the '

Penny Cyclopaedia
'

the pictorial
evidence of the existence and characters of this bird has also in-

creased. In the royal collection of the Hague is a painting by Roland
Savery, which is regarded as one of that master's chef d'oeuvres. It

represents Orpheus charming the animal creation with his music, and

among innumerable birds and beasts the clumsy Dodo is represented
aa spell-bound by the lyric bard. This bird was discovered in this

picture by Professor Owen in 1838.
" Whilst at the Hague," writes the professor to Mr. Broderip,

" in

the summer of 1838, I was much struck with the minuteness and

accuracy with which the exotic species of animals had been painted
by Savery and Breughel in such subjects as Paradise, Orpheus charm-

ing the Beasts, &c., in which scope was allowed for grouping together
a great variety of animals. Understanding that the celebrated mena-

gerie of Prince Maurice had afforded the living models to these artists,
I sat down one day before Savery's Orpheus and the Beasts, to make
a list of the species which the picture sufficiently evinced that the
artist had had the opportunity to study alive. Judge of my surprise
and pleasure in detecting in a dark corner of the picture (which is

badly hung between two windows) the Dodo, beautifully finished,

showing for example, though but three inches long, the auricular
circle of feathers, the scutation of the tarsi, and the loose structure
of the caudal plumes. In the number and proportions of the toes,
and in general form, it accords with Edwards's oil painting in the
British Museum

; and I conclude that the miniature must have been

copied from the study of a living bird, which it is most probable
formed part of the Mauritian menagerie." The bird is standing in profile, with a lizard at its feet. Not any
of the Dutch naturalists to whom I applied for information respecting
the picture, the artist, and his subjects, seemed to be aware of the
existence of this evidence of the Dodo in the Hague collection.

"
I think I told you that my friend Professor Eschricht of Copen-

hagen had written to inform me that the skull of a Dodo had been

lately discovered in the museum at Copenhagen : it had before formed

part of the museum of the Duke of Gottorp."
In 1845 Mr. Strickland was examining Roland Savery's paintings at

Berlin.
"
Among them," he says,

"
I found one which represents

numerous animals in Paradise, one of which is a Dodo of about the
same size and in nearly the same attitude as the one last mentioned.
This picture was painted in 1626. Another picture of the Dodo, also

by Roland Savery, date 1628, exists in the imperial collection of the
Bellvedere at Vienna. The attitude is very different from that in the
other pictures, giving the impression that Savery must have studied
this bird from living specimens, and probably the one exhibited in

London sat to Savery for his portraits.
The only existing recent remains attributed to the Dodo are a leg

in the British Museum, and a head (a cast of which is in Brit. Mus.), and
a leg in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, the relics of Tradesoant's

bird/and the head referred to by Professor Owen. Whether the leg

formerly in the museum of Pauw be that at present in the British

Museum may be perhaps doubtful, though we think with Dr. Gray
that they are probably identical ; but that the specimen in the British

Museum did not belong to Tradeecant's specimen is clear, for it existed

in the collection belonging to the Royal Society when Tradescant's
' Dodar' was complete. In the 'Annales des Sciences' (torn. xxi.

p. 103, Sept. 1830) will be found an account of an assemblage of fossil

bones, then recently discovered under a bed of lava in the Isle of

France (Mauritius), and sent to the Paris Museum. They almost all

belonged to a large living species of land-tortoise, called Teetwto

Indica, but amongst them were the head, sternum, aud humerus
of the Dodo. " M. Cuvier," adds Sir Charles Lyell in his ' Prin-

iples of Geology,'
" showed me these valuable remains at Paris, and

assured me that they left no doubt in his mind that the huge bird
was one of the gallinaceous tribe."

Head of Dodo (from cast of Oxford specimen).

Foot of Dodo (specimen in the British Museum).

" Let us now endeavour," says Mr. Strickland,
"
to combine into

one view the results of the historical, pictorial, and anatomical data

which we possess respecting the Dodo.
" We must figure it to ourselves as a massive clumsy bird, ungraceful

in its form, and with a slow waddling motion. We cannot form a

better idea of it than by imagining a young duck or gosling enlarged
to the dimensions of a swan. It affords one of those cases, of which
we have many examples in zoology, where a species, or a part of the

organs in a species, remains permanently undeveloped or in an infan-

tine state. Such a condition has reference to peculiarities in the mode
of life of the animal, which render certain organs unnecessary ;

aud

they therefore are retained through life in an imperfect state, instead

of attaining that fully-developed condition which marks the mature

age of the generality of animals. The Greenland Whale, for instance,

may be called a permanent suckling ; having no occasion for teeth

the teeth 'never penetrate the gums, though in youth they are dis-

tinctly traceable in the dental groove of the jaws. The Proteus again
is a permanent tadpole, destined to inhabit the waters which fill

subterranean caverns ;
the gills which in other batrachian reptiles are

cast off as the animal approaches maturity are here retained through

life, while the eyes are mere subcutaneous specks, incapable of

contributing to the sense of vision. And, lastly (not to multiply

examples), the Dodo is (or rather was) a permanent nestling, clothed

with down instead of feathers, and with the wings and tail so short

and feeble as to be utterly unsubservient to flight. It may appear at

first sight difficult to account for the presence of organs which are

practically useless. Why, it may be asked, does the whale possess
the germs of teeth which are never used for mastication ? Why has

the proteus eyes, when he is especially created to dwell in darkness ?

and why was the dodo endowed with wings at all, when those wing.s

were useless for locomotion ? This question is too wide and too deep
to plunge into at present. I will merely observe that these apparently
anomalous facts are really the indications of laws which the Creator

has been pleased to follow in the construction of organised beings.

They are inscriptions in an unknown hieroglyphic, which we are quite
sure mean something, but of which we have scarcely begun to master

the alphabet. There appear however reasonable grounds for believing

that the Creator has assigned to each class of animals a definite type,

or structure, from which he has never departed, even in the most

exceptional or eccentric modifications of form. Thus if we suppose,
for instance, that the abstract idea of a mammal implied the presence
of wings, we may then comprehend why in the whale, the proteus,

and the dodo, these organs are merely suppressed, and not wholly
annihilated. And let us beware of attributing anything like imper-

fection to these anomalous organisms, however deficient they may bo

in those complicated structures which we so much admire in other

creatures. Each animal and plant has received its peculiar organisa-

tion for the purpose, not of exciting the admiration of other beings,

but of sustaining its own existence. Its perfection therefore consists,

not in the number or complication of its organs, but in the adaptation

of its whole structure to the external circumstances in which it is

destined to live, and in this point of view we shall find that every

department of the organic creation is equally perfect ;
the humblest

animalcule, or the simplest Confena, being as completely organised

with reference to its appropriate habitat and its destined functions
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a> QUO himself, ho clunu to be lord of all Such a view of the

I xil id. in

creation u surely man philosophical than the crude ami profane idea

entertained br Buffuo and hu disciples, oue uf whom call* the dodo
' un aiiB buarr*,

'

Buffuo

rr*, dont toute* le* partial porUient le caractere

d'uns conception maoqueV He fancies that thin imperfeotiou was
the remit of the youthful impatience of the newly-formed volcanic

i which care birth to the dodo, and implies that a steady old

onaUnent would hare produced a much bettor article."

We now paw to the oooaideration of the place this apparently
bird ought to occupy in the lyitenu of classification of

Piso, in hu edition of Bontius, pUoe* the Dodo immediately before
Ik* Cassowary ; and her* we may obaerre that the figure of Bontiiu

doss not
appear

to be identical with the picture which now hangs in

the British Museum. Though there is a general resemblance there

are particular difference* which go far to ahow, at all events, that the

figure of Bontius and that in the picture are different portraits.

WUlughby's eighth chapter treaU of The greatest land-bird*, of

a perulisr kind by themselves, which by reason of the bulk of tlu-ir

bodies and the smallness of their wings cannot fly, but only walk.'

The Ostrich occupies the first aection of thia chapter, and the Dodo
the fourth and last, being immediately preceded by the Cassowary
or Emeu. Kay'* aection ' Area rostru rectioribus minusque hamatis

maiims), singulares et aui generis, ob corporum uioloin et alamm
><iil*lm Tolandi impotea' contains the same birds as Willuffhl>y's

eighth chapter, namely, the Ostrich, the American Ostrich, the Emeu,
Erne, or Cassowary, and lastly the Dodo.

Moehring, and after him Brisson, gives the bird under the name of
**> a position next to the Ostriches also.

Buffon places it independently.
in his but edition of the 'Systems Nature' (the 12th,

1700), place* the bird at the head of hi* OaUiiur, the order imme-

diately sunroerting the Gratia, under the name of Didm ineptut, and

immediately before the genus Pan (Peacocks). The genus fitruthio

i* the last of his OraUa, and lUtta (American Ostrich) the last specie*
of Anrtie, *o that JXdtuimeptui itand* between StrtUMio RAca, Linn.,
and Pan eritlalut (the Peacock). In a former edition Limueus had
noticed the bird under the name Sirulkio ctetUlatui.

Latham in hi* synopsis (1782) followed Linnnus, but gave three

species: namely, the Hooded Dodo, the Solitary Dodo, sad the
N .. .-. [M
Omelin, in his edition of the 'Systems Nature' (1789), makes

Pttfkia (Trumpeter) the but genus of the Limucau tiraUtr, and (Hit

(Buirtard) the first genus of the Linnsmn Galliiur, under which la.it-

luentioned order be arranges the genus I),<l*t, placing it between the

groera Stnttkio sod Pan, which are both included by Onn-liu in the

order Ifallima. He also gives three specie* 1st Didm itupttu, Iii. h

be describes a* "
black, clouded with white, with tetradactyle feet"

The following are hi* synonym* : Dtdtu,
'

Syst Nat' xii. 1, p. 207.
n. 1

; .SrnuAio <<//<//, '

Syst Naf x. p. 155 ; Rapktu, Brias. 'Av.'

5, p. 14, n. 1 ; Cyyittu <-<///*, Nieremb. ' Nat' 231 ; Galltu yaiU-
WKMU ftnyrimmi, Clun ' Kxof 99, t 10; Olear. 'Mils.' S3, t 13,

1'ronte, Bont '
Jav.' 70; Buff. 'Hut Nat de* Oia.' L p. 480;

Dod-acrsen, or Valgh-Vugel, Herbert, it p. 382, t 383 ; Dodo, Raj.

Av.'p. 37, n.8; Will. -Oni.'p. Ii3, t 27; rilw. Milewi.' t. 294;
Hooded Dodo, Lath. 'Syn.' iii. 1, p. 1, t. 70. 2nd, IHdtu nlilaritu,
S.,luain-, Buff 'Hist Nat de* Oia.' L p. 485; Leguat, it L p. 98;
Soliury Dodo, Lath. Sy n.' iii. 1 . p . :i, u. i This specie* i* described

by Omelin a* " varied with gray and brown, with tetradactyle feet"

3rd, /*</KJ .\niarnoa, Oiaeau de Nazareth, et Oisnau de Nausoe,
Bolt 'Hi.t Nat de* Oia,' i. p. 486; Cauohe, 'Madag.' p. 130;
Naxarene Dodo, Lath. '

Syu iii. 1, p 4, n. 3. Omeliu describes this

speci** as -
black, with tetradactyle feet"

Blumsnbsch folknred Linnicu.
;
and Dumsril and Vieillot followed

Temminck instituted in bis 'Analyse du System* Genital d'dnn
Uwlogie' UM order /*** tor the Dodo and the Aftn-fje; two 1.,,-d-.

a* Mr. Yarr.II in hi* paper on the Aptay* ( Trans. ZooL Hoc.' voL L

P. 71) oUervm, dUbring decidedly from each other in their beaks;
but in refsreuc* to their imperfect winga, as also in the nature of their
external cowing, having obvious relation to the species included in

U* order Cfcrwn*. "
But," adds Mr. Yarrell,

" the situation chosen
tar this order Siwrfa, at the extreme end of his systematic arrange-
ment, beds me to infer that M. Temminck considered a* imaginary
the subject* far which it wa* formed."

IlUger, in hi* ' Prodromal' (1811), instituted the order /wjrfi for

the reception of the Dodo alone, Apttrfs not being then known, and
be placed it ImsnedUsriy preceding hi* Cunprt*, containing the
..... .

|

. ,

Curier. in tb* first edition of hi* '

Kegn* Animal,' at the end of l.is

notice on hi* (amity Brrrifamm (Le* Autrnohes, 8frmOtio. Linn.), ha*
the following note appended to hi* description of the last species,
ASM .-" 1 cannot tike* in this Ul.le .pecies but twlly known, or,
more, so little authentic a* thaw which comos* the genns l>,il<u.

Tn*> Ant, or the Droate
tton given by the In* D
' Blot' p. 99, and by an

1
; '' ""

the genns .

;Xiu), i* only known from a d-wrip-
vigators, and plumed l.y

< 'lnm.
painting of the same pooh copied by

rbert is j-ucrile, and afl

the other* are copied from Clusius and d-ards. It would aeeui

that the species ha* entirely disappeared, and we now posse** no
more of it at the present day than a foot preserved in the Briti.-h

Museum (Shaw,
' Nat MiacelL' pL 143), and a head in bad condition

in the Aahmolean Museum at Oxford. The bill doe* not seem to bo
without some relation to that of the Auk* (Piugouins), and tl.

would bear considerable resemblance to that of the Penguins (Mali

chots) if it were palmated. The second species, or the Solitaire

( Didtu tolHaritu), re*t* only on the testimony of Leguat,
'

Voy.' i.
p. 98,

a man who ha* disfigured the beat known animal*, such an UK Hippo-

potamus and Lamantin. Finally, the third ipecies, or L'Oiwau de
Nazare (Didia A'aaaroHu), U only known through Francois Cauche,
who regard* it a* the same as the Dronte, and yet only gives it tlir-

toe*, while all other authors give Jour to the Dronte. No one haa
been able to aee any of these birds since these voyagers." Cuvier'n

opinion* subsequently underwent considerable modification. Winn
he was in this country he had au opportunity of seeing the head

preserved in the Aalunolean Museum, and the foot in the Hriti-li

Museum, and he doubted the identity of this species with that of
which the painting u preserved in the national collection,

mention* these doubts, and we must here recall to the reader the

geologist's statement above alluded to, that Cuvier showed him tbo
valuable remain* in Paria, and that he assured him that they U-t't n<>

doubt on his mind that the huge bird was one of the Gallinaceous
tribe, (' Sur quelques Ostemeiu,' 4c.,

' Ann. dea ScL' tome xxt
p. 103, Sept 1830.)
Shaw, as appears indeed from Cuvier's note, made mention of the

Dodo in hia ' Naturalist's Miscellany
'

(plates 142 and 143), giving a

figure of the head preserved in the Aahmoleau Museum, and in his
'

Zoological Lectures.'

Mr. Vigors in his paper
' On the Natural Affinities that connect the

Orders and Families of Birds
'

(' Linn. Trans.' voL xiv.) thu
on the

subject
of the Dodo: "The bird in question, from i-viTV

account which we have of its economy, and from the appearance of
its head and foot, u decidedly gallinaceous ; and, from the insufficiency
of its wings for the purposes of flight, it may with equal certainty l>c

pronounced to be of the Struthious structure, and referable to the

present family. But the foot has a strong hind toe, ami, with iv.-

exception of its being more robust, in which character it still mil. i <
-

to the Strulhwnulit, it corresponds exactly with the foot of the
Linuxan genus CYor, that commences the succeeding family."

M. Lesson, in his 'Manual' (1828), after giving a description of the
Dodo (genus lirontt, l>iiltu, Linn., Raphiu, Moehriug, Brisnou), says
that the genus includes but one species which may be considered iia

at all authenticated, and which exists no longer ; this is the Droute,
Hula* inrjttiu, described by Clusius, ex. p. 99, figured by K.I.

pi. l".'4. "They possess," he adds, "a foot and head of it at London,
figured in Shaw's 'MincelL' pi. 143 nad 166." Then comes the

following statement: "M. Temmiuck has adopted, after Shu
genus Apteryjc, which he thus describes." M. Lesson, after giving thu

description mi.l n.>ti. -iiiR the only known species, Aptcryjc A tufnriii, pm-
oeed* to make the following queries :

"
May not the Dronto be the

Cassowary of the East Indies, to which has been added the bill of au
Albatross .' It is said that it was once very common in the Isles of
France and of Bourbon, and that the former received the name of tli.-

Isle of Cerne from these birds. May not the Apteryx of M.Tennuiix k
be founded on the fragments of the Dronte preserved in the Museum
of London F" To make the confusion complete, M. Lesson ,

immediately before the genus Dronte the Kmu Kirikiri, Ihtjn,

.Vur<e /dandiir, I..NW., which u no other than tin-

of .Shaw, and which has been so well described and figured )>y M r.

Yarrell in the first volume of the '
Traugactiouii of the Zoological

Society nf I. l.,n.'

M. do UUiuvillo, in a memoir on the ' Didus ineptus,' read
'

the Acaili-iiiy of Sciences, on the 30th of August, 1830, and publi.-li. .1

in the ' Nouvelles Annales du Museum d'Histoire Naturclle'
iv. p. 1, 4to., Paris, 1835), enters at Urge into the history of the
bird. AfU-r K' V'K tuu different points on which the claim of tlie

Dodo to be considered a gallinaceous bird rests, and the reasons fur
and against it he thus proceed* :" Among the orders of birds whirh
include the largest specie*, there only remain the birds of prey with
wlii li tl,- Dodo can be compared; and it seems to us that it is to

them that the bin) bears the greatest resemblance." In proof of this
it is necessary to attend to the following obaervuti,.,

1. The eye* are situated in the same part of the bill as in Ca'l'

8. The nostrils are ovl, situated very forward, and without .,

nuporior scale, as in those bird-.

3. The form of the nkull, iU great width in the intcrorbitary .-;

and its flatness at the sinciput, are also nearly the same ax in

vultures.

n the Colour of the bill, and the two caruncular folds of tl,

origin of the curved part, are nearly the MUIIC as in those birds.
',' >|H-cie of hood which the skin forms at the ruot of the bill,

'

-ti 1 which have earned for the Dodo the name of Cyynui ciKull<ilu,
ha* a very similar disposition in fniliniia.

6. The almost entire nudity of the neck, as well as its greenish
colour M-cn through the few downy feathers which cover it, ore aluo
characteristic of th vul'.urc.
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7. The form, the number, and the disposition of the toes, as well as
the force and curvature of the claws, indicate a bird, of that family at

least as much as a Gallinaceous Bird.

8. The scaly system of the tarsi and of the toes more resembles
also what is found in Cathartes than what is observed in the Gallina-
ceous Birds.

9. The kind of Jabot at the root of the neck, and even the muscular
stomach, are found in one order as well as in the other.

10. Lastly, M. de Blainville notices the absence of the spur
(1'ergot), which he remarks is nearly characteristic of the Gallinaceous
Birds.

M. de Blainville, after expressing a hope that both the Aye-Aye
(Chnromtjf, which has not been seen a second time since the days of

Sonnerat) and the Dodo may be yet recovered in the interior of Mada-

gascar, thus concludes his memoir :

"1. There ezist in the English collections traces of at least three
individuals of a large species of walking bird (oiseau marcheur), to

which has been given the name of Dodo, Dronte, Didua ineptus.
"

2. These traces exist in Europe since the epoch when the Dutch
began to take part in the discovery of the passage to the East Indies

by the Cape of Good Hope, that is to say, about 1594.
"

3. The name of Dodo is employed for the firft time by Herbert,
that of Dronte by Piso, but without its being possible to arrive at the

origin and etymology of these denominations.
"

4. The country of this bird is the Isle of France ; there being
nothing to prove positively that it has been found either at Bourbon
or at Fernandez, as has been thought, owing to the confusion, no
doubt, between the Dodo and Solitaire of Leguat."

5. The Dronte should be approximated to or even placed in the
order of Rapacious Birds, near the vultures, rather than in that of the
Gallinaceous Birds ; and, for stronger reasons, rather than among the
Grallatora (Echassiers), or near the Penguins (Manchots).

"
6. It is by no means certain that this bird has disappeared from

the number of living animals. If this is possible in the case of the
Isle of France, it is not probable in the case of Madagascar, the pro-
ductions of which are so little known, and which belongs, up to a
certain point, to the same archipelago." There remains another question to discuss, namely, whether the
incrusted bones which have been lately sent to M. Cuvier from the
Isle of France really belonged to the Dodo, aa M. Cuvier was led to

believe. It is a question which would be most easily solved by the
immediate comparison of theee bones with the pieces preserved in

England. If this was so, which the difference of height in the tarsal

bone does not permit us to believe, it would be at the same time

proved that the Dodo existed also at Rodriguez, for these bones have
been found in this isle in a cave (grotte), as M. Quoy, who saw them
on his passage to the Isle of France, has assured me ; and not at the

Isle of France under beds of lava, as M. Cuvier has stated from erro-

neous information in his note read lately to the academy. Then there
would be nearly a certainty that the Dodo was a Gallinaceous Bird

;

but in making the observation that these bones come from the Isle of

Fernandez, and that the description of the Solitaire of Leguat accords

sufficiently well with a bird of this order, or at lea.it with a Gallino-

Gralle, it might be that the bones actually in the hands of M. Cuvier
were no other than those of the Solitary Bird properly so called, and
not those of the true Dronte."
The memoir is illustrated with four plates. The first is a coloured

copy of the head of the Dodo from the Museum portrait, of the size

of the original. In the painting, the author observes, the head is at

leant a foot long from the occiput to the extremity cf the bill ; but
the head at Oxford is only eight inches and a half, or about two-

thirds. The bill, he adds, makes out nearly three-fourths of the whole

length. The second plate gives a profile of the Oxford head from a
sketch taken from the original, and a view of the same seen from

above, and skulls of the Urubu, and Vultnr Papa. The third plate gives
two views of the foot preserved in the British Museum, and the
remains of the foot at Oxford ; a foot of the Heath-Cock (Coq de

Bruycre), a foot of a Penguin, and a foot of Vuliur Pajia. The fourth

plate gives a profile of the cast of the head at Oxford, and a view of

the same seen from below.

In the Britwh Museum (1837), in cases 65-68 (Room xiii.), are the
Ostrich

;
Bustards " which in many respects are allied to the Gallina-

ceous Birds ;" the foot and cast of the head of the Dodo above alluded
to

; the Courser and Pratincole ; and at page 99 of the '

Synopsis
'

(1832) we have the following observations :

" Over the door adjoining
the twelfth room ia an original painting of the Dodo, presented to

the .Museum by George Edwards, Esq., the celebrated ornithological
artiat, and copied in his works, plate No. 294, who says it was
' drawn in Holland from a living bird brought from St. Maurice's
Island in the East Indies.' The only remains of this bird at present
known are a foot (case 65) in this collection (presented by the Royal

y), and a head and foot said to have belonged to a specimen
which was formerly in Tradescant's Museum, but is now in the Ash-
raolean Museum at Oxford. The cast of the head above mentioned
(in the same case) wag presented by P. Duncan, Esq. The bird in

the shortness of the wings resembles the ostrich, but its foot in

general rather resembles that of the common fowl, and the beak from
the position of it* nostrils is most nearly allied to the vulturux

;
HO

that its true place in the series of birds, if indeed such a bird ever

really existed, is not as yet satisfactorily determined."
Mr. Swaiuson (' Natural History and Classification of Birds," 1836),

speaking of the birds of prey, says (p. 285) :

" The third and last

type of this family appears to us to be the Secretary Vulture of

Africa, forming the genus Gypogerarms. At least we cannot assign it

to any other known division of the Raptores without separating it

much more widely from its congeners than our present state of

knowledge will sanction. It has been thought indeed that this

remarkable bird represented one of the primary divisions of the
whole order, in which case it would stand between the owls nnd the
Dodo

; but its similarity to the vultures and the falcons in our opinion
is too great to favour this supposition ; while, on the other hand, it

will subsequently appear that the circle of the Falconidte is sufficiently

complete to show that it does not enter into that family." After some
other observations Mr. Swainson concludes his remarks on the Secre-

tary thus :

"
It must be remembered also that the very same objec-

tions occur against placing this bird (the Secretary) between the

fti'i'/iiln (Owls) and the Dididit (Dodos) as those we have intimated

against considering it as the grallatorial type of the Vulturidic."
That a bird or birds called by the name of Dodo and the other

appellations which we need not here repeat once existed, we think
the evidence above given sufficiently proves. We have indeed heard
doubts expressed whether the Museum portrait was taken " from a

living bird," and have also heard it suggested that the picture may
represent a specimen made up of the body of an ostrich to which the
bill and legs of other birds have been attached ; and here it is that
the destruction of Tradescant's specimen becomes a source of the

greatest regret. Whatever was the condition of that specimen, as

long as the skin was preserved there existed the means of ascertain-

ing whether it was real or a made-up monster ; and when the vice-

chancellor and the other curators, in making their lustration, gave the
fatal nod of approbation they destroyed that evidence. With regard
to the picture, we have endeavoured to place it before the reader as

well as our limited means will permit, in order that he may have an

opportunity of judging from the internal evidence as to the proba-
bility of the portrait being taken from a living bird, and with this

view we have given the accessories as they appear in the painting as

well as the principal figure.
Dr. 3. E. Gray, among others, still inclines, we believe, to the opinion

that the bird represented was made up by joining the head of a bird
of prey approaching the Vultures, if not belonging to that family, to

the legs of a Gallinaceous Bird ; and his opinion, from his attain-

ments and experience, is worthy of all respect. His reasons for con-

sidering the Dodo as belonging to the Raptores chiefly rest on the fol-

lowing facts, premising, as he does, that it is to be borne in mind that

in the Raptorial Birds the form of the bill is their chief ordinal

character, which is not the case with the Grattatores or the Natatores,
where the form of the feet and legs are the chief character of the
order :

"
1. The base of the bill is enveloped in a cere, as may be seen in

the cast, where the folds of the cere are distinctly exhibited, especially
over the back of the nostrils. The cere is only found in the Raptorial
Birds.

"
2. The nostrils are placed exactly in front of the cere, as they are

in the other Raptores ; they are oval, and nearly erect, as they are in

the True Vultures, and in that genus alone; and not longitudinal as

they are in the Cathartes, all the Gallinaceous Birds, GraUatorex, and
Natatvre* ; and they are naked, and covered with an arched scale, as

is the case in all the Qattinaceai.
"

3. In Edwards's picture the bill is represented as much hooked

(like the Kaptoret) at the tip ; a character which unfortunately
cannot be verified on the Oxford head, as that specimen is destitute

of the horny sheath of the bill, and only shows the form of the

bony core.
" With regard to the size of the bill, it is to be observed that this

part varies greatly in the different species of Vultures
;
indeed so

much so, that there is no reason to believe that the bird of the

Oxford head was much larger than some of the known Vultures.
'' With regard to the foot," adds Dr. Gray,

''
it has all the charac-

ters of that of the Gallinaceous Birds, and differs from all the Vultures
in the shortness of the middle toe, the form of the scales 011 the leg,

and the bluntness of the claws."

But if we grant Dr. Gray's position, see what we have to deal with.

We have then two species, which are either extinct or have escaped
the researches of all zoologists, to account for : one, a bird of prey,
to judge from its bill, larger than the condor

;
the other a Gallinaceous

Bird, whose pillar-like legs must have supported an enormous body.
As to the stories of the disgusting quality of the flesh of the bird

found and eaten by the Dutch, that will weigh but little in the scale

when we take tlie expression to be, what it really was, indicative of

a comparative preference for the turtle-doves there found after feeding
on Dodos '

usque et nauseam.' "
Always partridges

"
has become almost

proverbial, and we find from Lawaou how a repetition of the most
delicious food palls.

" We cooked our supper," says that traveller,
" but having neither bread nor salt our fat turkeys began to be*loath-

some to us
; although we were never wanting of a good appetite, yet

a continuance of one diet made us weary ;" and again :

"
By the way
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oar guids killed maw turkeys, and two pole-cats, which he art,

esteeming them before f.t turkey*."
With regard to the form of the bill, we mutt be careful how we lay

too much aliis* on that. Who would have expected to find a bill

"
long, slender, mouth, and polished, in form resembling Uiat of an

IbaCbut rather more straight and Jsprsssaj at the bane," on an Emeu
like body with nworiol legs and feet f Yet luoh is the form of Aptcryt.

As to the argument aricing from UM abeeoee of the spur, it U worth

but little at bee* ; and it ma; be eaid in favour of those who would

pkee the Dodo between UM Struthious and Oallinaoioui Birds, that

tta absence in soch an oseulant bird would be expected.
U the picture in the British Museum and the cut in Bontius be

faithful representation* of a creature then living, to make such a bird

a bird of prey* Vulture, in the ordinary acceptation of the term

would be to set all the usual laws of adaptation at defiance. A Vul-

ture without wimp 1 How was it to be fed f And not only without

wings, but necessarily slow and heavy in progression on ita clumsy
feet. The t*nJ<wuf<r are, as we know, among the most active agent*
for removing the rapidly decomposing animal remains in tropical and

utertropicaT climates, and they are provided with a prodigal develop-
ment of wing to waft them speedily to the spot tainted by the corrupt
inoumbranc*. But no such powers of wing would be required by a

bird appointed to clear away the decaying and decomposing mime*
of a luxuriant tropical vegetation a kind of Vulture for vegetable

impurities, so to speak and such an office would not be by any means
inconsistent with comparative slowness of pedestrian motion.

Nevertheless we have the following expression of opinion from

Professor Owen, who in 1845 published a paper on the subject of the

Dodo in the ' Transaction* of the Zoological Society.' He concludes

his paper thus :

"
I'pon the whole then the Raptorial character pre-

vails most in the structure of the foot as in the general form of the

beak of the Dodo, and the present limited amount of our anatomical

knowlege of the extinct terrestrial bird of the Mauritius aupporU the

conclusion that it is an extremely modified form of the Raptorial
order. Devoid of the power of flight, it could have had small chance

of obtaining food by preying upon the members of its own class ; and
if it did not exclusively subsist on dead and decaying organised

matter, it most probably restricted its attacks to the class of reptiles

and to the littoral fishes, Crmtatta, Ac., which its well developed
back toe and claw would enable it to seize and hold with a firm gripe."

Mr. Strickland, who is the last writer upon the affinities of the

Dodo, and has produced a work quite exhaustive of the subject, refers

the Dodo to the Col*mbid<r.
" The extensive group of Columbida;, or Pigeons," says Mr. Strick

land,
"

is very isolated in character, and though probably intermediate

betwean UM Inimsnriil and Oallinaoeous orders, can with difficulty

be referred-to either. In this group we find some genera that live

wholly in trees, others which are entirely terrestrial, while the

majority, of which the common Wood-Pigeon is an instance, combine
both these modes of life. But the main characteristic of all is theii

diet, couponed almost exclusively of the seeds of various plant* and
. We accordingly find much diversity in the forms of their

liseks, according to the size and mechanical structure of the seeds on
which each genus is destined to live. Those which feed on cereal

grains and the issds of small grsssns and other plant*, like the

Common Pigeon and Turtle-Dove, have the beak considerably elon

gated, feeble, and slender. But in tropical countries there are

several groups of Pigeons called Nutmeg-Eaters and Trerons, whirl

feed on the Urge fruit* and berries of various kinds of palms, fig

nutmeg, and other tree*. These birds, and especially those of tin

genus Trtnm (Fieaye of Cuvier) have the beak much stouter than
other pigeon*, the corneous portion being strongly arched and com
prsessd, so as greatly to resemble the structure of certain Rapacious
Birds, especially of th* Vulturine family. This Raptorial form o
beak i* carried to the yesiest extent in the genus />i</mi.-Wm, a very
tegular bird of UM Bemoan Island* in the Pacific Ocean. Very littl

is yet known of H* habit*, but Mr. Stair, a missionary recently' m those islands, ha. reported that the bird feed* on
a. Its first discoverer, Mr. Titian P**le, an American

l (who** account i* I believe still unpublished) saw some

thing in its form or habit* that reminded him of the Dodo, and hence
to generic name. Mir W. Jardine, who first described the bird, under
the name of 0~/W, Urigimtri, in the Annals of Natural History
TO|. xvi p. 176, referred it oonjcturaUy to the JftpaMdirf*. thong
he noognicad in it several dove-lilt* characters. And Mr. Oould, wh
ha* given two figures of it in hi* 'Birds of Australia,' part 22, pro-
liouneesUMttlMbiHappraeiiMneaivt to the Pigeons. Weshallsoon
*e* the* UM Didine and Columbine hypotheses, though apparent!
ineungruou*. resolve themselves (as often happens) into one truth.

"
Although osrUfai gsaara of OotmmUJa are thus seentoaasun

form of beak ranmtillH * * * toftorm, yet no two group* i

the same claes am he more opposed hi White and afflniUm than the
feroc*. Aquils.' and 'imbed** Columbe).' It i* interesting however

Urity of structure.

"If now we regaid the Dodo as an

TuKurea, but oftae** vulture-like
i,
not of th

we shall,
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link, class it in a group whose characters are far more consistent with

hat we know of it* structure and habit*. There is no a priori reason

by a pigeon should not be so modified in conformity with external

ircurnstanaes as to be incapable of flight, just as we Me a Qrallatorial

ird modified into an Ostrich, and a Diver into a Penguin. Now, we
are told that Mauritius, an island forty milee in length and about one

mndred miles from the nearest land, was when discovered clothed

with dense forests of palms and various other trees. A bird adapted
to feed on the fruit* produced by these forests would in that equable
limate have no occasion to migrate to distant lauds ;

it would revel

n the perpetual luxuriance of tropical vegetation, and would have
ut little need of locomotion. Why then should it have the means of

ying
' Such a bird inigLt wander from tree to tree, tearing with it*

powerful beak the fruit* which strewed the ground, and digesting
iieir strong kernels with its powerful gizzard, enjoying tranquillity
and abundance, until the arrival of man destroyed the balance of

animal life, and put a term to its existence. Such in my opinion was
lie Dodo, a colossal brevipeniiato frugivorous pigeon."
The first idea of referring the Dodo to the Pigeons seems to have

jccurred to Professor Reinhardt of Copenhagen. To Mr. Strickland

lowever must be given the credit of laboriously working out this

des. We can here only refer to his volume, 'The Dodo and its

Cindred,' for further information. In working out the anatomical
letails he was assisted by Dr. Melville, now Professor of Natural

listory, Queen's College, Galway, Ireland. This part of the work is

remarkable for the detailed manner in which the subject is gone into,

and the beautiful illustrations which accompany the text.

We have now to draw attention to another part of this subject. In

peaking of the Dodo several references have been made to a bird

lled the Solitaire, and many of the writers quoted have confounded
t with the Dodo, or made it a second species. This bird was first

described by Leguat, who was for many years the commander of a

mrty of French Protestant refugees who settled upon the island of

.lodriguex in the year 1691. In his description* of the iale, which is

called either Diego-Kodrigo, or Diego-Ruys, or Rodrigo, he gives the

'allowing account :

" We had also another creek on the other side of

our cabins, and full of oysters sticking to the rock. We went often

a breakfast there, and brought some home, with which we made an
excellent ragout with palm-tree cabbages and turtle's fat. Of nil tin-

birds in the island the most remarkable is that which goes by the
name of the Solitary (le Solitaire), because it is very seldom M.H-II in

company, though there are abundance of them. The feathers of thu
males are of a brown-gray colour ; the feet and beak are like a turkey' ,

but a little more crooked. They have scarce any tail, but their hind

C covered with feathers, is roundish like the crupper of a horse.

j are taller than turkeys. Their neck is straight, and a little;

longer in proportion than a turkey's, when it lifts up its head. Ita

eye is black and lively, and its head without comb or cop. They
never fly ;

their wings are too little to support the weight of their
bodies ; they serve

only
to beat themselves and Slitter when they r.-ill

one another. They will whirl about for twenty or thirty times to-

gether on the same side during the space of four or five minutes ; the
motion of their wings makes then a noise

very
like that of rattle,

and one may hear it two hundred paces off. The bone of their wing
grows greater towards the extremity, and forms a little round mass
under the feathers as big as a musket-ball : that and its beak are the
chief defence of this bird. Tin very hard to catch it in the woods,
but easy in open places, because we run faster than they, and some-
time* we approach them without much trouble. From March to

September they are extremely fat, and taste admirably well, especially
while they are young. Some of the males weigh forty-five pound." Th* female* are wonderfully beautiful, some fair, some brown : I
call them fair because they are of the colour of fair hair. They have
a sort of peak, like a widow's, upon their breast*, which is of a dun
colour. No one feather 1s straggling from the other all over th. i,

bodies, being very careful to adjust themselves and make them nil

even with their beaks. The feathers on their thighs are round like
shells at the end, and being there very thick, have an agreeable effect

;

they have two risings on their craws, and the feathers are whiter there
than the rent, which livelily represent the fine neck of a beautiful
woman. They walk with so much stateliness and good grace, that
on* cannot help admiring them and loving them, by which means
their fine mien often saves their live*.

"
Though these birds will sometimes very familiarly come up near

enough to one when we do not run after them, yet they will never
grow tame ; a* soon as they are caught they shed tears without crying,
and refuse all manner of sustenance till they die. We find in the
gizzards of both male and female a brown stone, of the bigness of a
hcii' egg ;

it is somewhat rough, flat on one side, and round on the
other, heavy and hard. We believe this stone was there when they
were hatched, for let them be never so young you meet with it always.
Th-y have never but one "f them

;
and besides, the passage from the

craw to the gizzard is so narrow that a like mass of half the bigness
could not peas. It served to whet our knives better than any other
stone whatsoever. When these birds build their nests they choose a
clean place, gather together some palm-leaves for that purpose, and

* ' A new Vojrift to the but Indies by FruicU Ix-guat and his Companion*,
containing their Adrtnturn la two Desert Islands,' *c., BTO., London, 1708.
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heap them up a foot and a half high from the ground, on which they
sit. They never lay but one egg, which is much bigger than that of

a goose. The male and female both cover it in their turns, and the

young ia not hatched till at seven weeks' end. All the while they are

sitting upon it, or are bringing up their young one, which ia not able

to provide for itself in several months, they will not suffer any other

bird of their species to come within two hundred yards round of the

place ; but what is very singular is, the males will never drive away
the females, only when he perceives one he makes a noise with his

wings to call the female, and she drives the unwelcome stranger away,
not leaving it till it is without her bounds. The female does the same
as to the males, whom she leaves to the male, and he drives them

away. We have observed this several times, and I affirm it to be true.

The combats between them on this occasion last sometimes pretty

long, because the stranger only turns about, and does not fly directly
from the nest

;
however the others do not forsake it till they have

quite driven it out of their limits. After these birds have raised their

young one, and left it to itself, they are always together, which the

other birds are not ; and though they happen to mingle with other
birds of the same species, these two companions never disunite. We
have often remarked, that some days after the young one leaves the

nest, a company of thirty or forty brings another young one to it, and
the new-fledged bird, with its father and mother joining with the

band, march to some bye-place. We frequently followed them, and
found that afterwards the old ones went each their way alone, or in

couples, and left the two young ones together, which we called a

marriage. This particularity has something in it which looks a little

fabulous
; nevertheless, what I say is sincere truth, and what I have

more than once observed with care and pleasure." The worthy nar-

rator then indulges in some reflections on marriages in general, and

early marriages in particular. It is worthy of note, with reference to

the alleged juxtaposition of the bones of a large land-turtle and those
<>( the Dodo, to which we shall have occasion to allude, that the same
author, in the description of the game island, speaks of the multitude
of land-turtles ;

of which he says,
"

I have seen one that weighed one
hundred pound, and had flesh enough about it to feed a good number
of men."

Solitary Bird of Leguat.

The preceding cut is copied from Leguat's figure of ' the Solitary
Bird.'

In the frontispiece if represented one in a sort of landscape, and

also land-turtles
;
and in

' a plan of the settlement
'

in the island of

liodrigo, many, some in pairs, are placed about. This plan shows the

situation of the houses, &c. of Leguat and his companions ;
there are

also land-turtles and other animals.

Although Rodriguez ia now a British colony we have no further

testimony about living Solitaries. Persons resident on the spot have

in<|iiired with the name results as have attended inquiries after the Dodo
in Mauritius. Bone*, probably of this bird, have however been found.

ID a letter addremed to the Secretary of the Zoological Society by

Charles Telfair, Esq., Corr. Memb. Zool. Soc., dated Port Louis

Mauritius), November 8, 1832, and read before a meeting of the

society on the 12th March 1833, it appeared that Mr. Telfair had
recently had opportunities of making some researches about the
juried bones of the Dronte or Dodo found in the Island of Rodriguez.
The result of these researches he communicated, and inclosed letters

addressed to him by Colonel Dawkins, military secretary to the
"overnor of the Mauritius, and by M. Eudes, resident at Rodriguez.

Colonel Dawkins, it was stated, in a recent visit to Rodriguez,
conversed with every person whom he met respecting the Dodo, and
aecame convinced that the bird does not exist there. The general
statement was that no bird is to be found there except the Guinea-
Fowl and Parrot. From one person however he learned the
existence of another bird, which was called Oiseau-Boeuf, a name
derived from its voice, which resembles that of a cow. From the

description given of it by his informant, Colonel Dawkins at first

believed that this bird was really the Dodo ; but on obtaining a

specimen of it, it proved to be a Gannet (apparently referrible to the
Lesser Gannet of Dr. Latham, the Sula Candida of Brisson, and the
Pelecanus Piscator of Linnseus). It is found only in the most secluded

parts of the island. Colonel Dawkins visited the caverns in which
bones have been dug up, and dug iu several places, but found only
small pieces of bone. A beautiful rich soil forms the ground-work of

them, which is from six to eight feet deep, and contains no pebbles.
No animal of any description inhabits these caves, not even bats.

M. Eudes succeeded in digging up in the large -cavern various bones,

including some of a large kind of bird, which no longer exists in the

island : these he forwarded to Mr. Telfair, by whom they were

presented to the Zoological Society. The only part of the cavern in

which they were found was at the entrance, where the darkness

begins ;
the little attention usually paid to this part by visiters may

be the reason why they have not been previously found. Those near
the surface were the least injured, and they occur to the depth of three

feet, but no where in considerable quantity ; whence M. Eudes con-

jectured that the bird was at all times rare, or at least uncommon.
A bird of so large a size as that indicated by the bones had never
been seen by M. Gory, who had resided forty years on the island. M.
Eudes added that the Dutch who first landed at Rodriguez left cats

there to destroy the rats which annoyed them : these cats have since

become very numerous, and prove highly destructive to poultry ;
and

he suggested the probability that they may have destroyed the large
kind of bird to which the bones belonged, by devouring the young
ones as soon as they were hatched a destruction which may have
been completed long before the island was inhabited.

The bones procured by M. Eudes for Mr. Telfair were presented by
that gentleman to the Zoological Society. At the reading of the

letter, &c., they were laid on the table, and consisted of numerous
bones of the extremities of one or more large species of Tortoise,
several bones of the hinder extremity of a large bird, and the head of a

humerus. With reference to the metatarsal bone of the bird, which
was long and strong, Dr. Grant pointed out that it possessed articulat-

ing surfaces for four toes, three directed forwards and one backwards,
as in the foot of the Dodo preserved in the British Museum, to which
it was also proportioned in its magnitude and form. ('

Zool. Proc.'

1833, Part 1.)

The bones belonging to the birds here spoken of, Mr. Strickland

believes were those of the Solitaire. They were lost before he

began to investigate the subject. He however had an opportunity
of examining the bones before alluded to as preserved in the Museum
in Paris, and also a collection of bones made by Mr. Telfair in Rodri-

guez, and now in the Andersonian Museum at Glasgow. The bones
from Paris and Glasgow were found to agree, and were referrible to a

bird having the characters of the Solitaire as described by Leguat.

They however differed from those of the Dodo, but were found to pre-
sent affinities to the Columbidfs equally as strong as those of the Dodo.
From occasional notices amongst early travellers, Mr. Strickland

comes to the conclusion that also in the island of Bourbon there

formerly existed a brevipennate bird or birds, homologous with the

Dodo and Solitaire, that are now extinct. He refers also to a notice

by Flacourt of a large brevipeunate bird as an inhabitant of Mada-

gascar. He thus concludes this part of his work :

" On a review of

the various historical and osteological evidences which I have now
brought together, it seems sufficiently clear that the three oceanic

islands, Mauritius, Rodriguez, and Bourbon, which, though somewhat
remote from each other, may be considered as forming one geogra-

phical group, were inhabited until the time of their human colonisation

by at least four distinct but probably allied species of brevipeunate
birds. This result at once reminds us of the analagous case of the

New Zealand group of islands, where the scientific zeal of Messrs.

Cotton, Williams, Colenso, Mantell, and others has brought to light

a mine of osteological treasures, from which the consummate sagacity
of Professor Owen has reconstructed two new genera of brevipennate
birds. Seven species of Dinornit and two of Palapteryx have been

clearly established and elaborately described by Professor Owen
;
while

in the still surviving genus Apteryx, of which Mr. Gould has very

recently described a second species, we see an almost expiring mem-
ber of the game zoological group. The extraordinary success of the

naturalists of New Zealand in procuring from recent alluvial deposits
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a aerie* of osenons remain* which have more than doubled the number
of stratboid bird* previously known, should encourage the scientific

resident* in the island* of the I ndo African Sea to make similar

lessarchse. I feel confident that if an active naturalist would make a

rite of excavations in the alluvial depont* in the bed* of streams

and amid the ruins of old habitation* in the Mauritius, Bourbon, and

Kodricuea, he would speedily discover remains of the Dodo, the two

Solitaires, or the Oiseau Bleu. But I would especially direct the

attention to the caves with which those volcanic islands abound.

The chief agent*) in the destruction of the brevipennate birds were

probably toe runaway negroes who for many years infested the

primeval forests of those islands, and inhabited the caverns, where

they would doubtless leave the scattered bones of the animals on
which they fed. Here then may we more especially hope to find the

oeseou* remain* of these remarkable animals. Should any copies of

this work find their way to Mauritius or Bourbon they may perhaps
incite the lovers of knowledge in those islands to investigate further

the subject, which has been diligently but imperfectly pursued in this

volume ; and I shall feel rewarded for the trouble it has cost, if my
researches into the history and organisation of these birds, aided by
the anatomical investigations which Dr. Melville has introduced into

the second part of the work, shall have rescued these anomalous
creature* from the domain of fiction, and established their true rank
iu the scheme of creation."

DOG. fCAjemJ
DOGBANE. fAroer*ACEJL]
DOG-FISH. (SQUALID*.]
iMMMtOSE. [ROSA.]

i [CTXOSURPS.]
DOG'S T( >i iTII Sl'AR. [CALCAREOUS SPAR.]
DOG-WOOD. [CORSCS.]
DOLABKt.LA. [TKCTIBRAXCHIATA.]
DOLAIWIKOKM.a term applied in Botany to certain fleshy leaves,

which are straight at the front, taper at the base, compressed, dilated,

rounded, and thinned away at the upper end at the back, so as to

bear some resemblance to an old-fashioned axe-head.

DOLERITE, a form of Basalt consisting of Labradorite and A u-jite.

DOLICHONYX [BoB-o-LiXK.]
DO'LICHOS. Under this name Linnaeus included the greater part

of those tropical twining Leguminous Plants which bear eatable fruit

like the kidney-beans cultivated in Europe. A large number of spe-
eiee, ill distinguished from each other, and differing materially in the
structure of their fructification, were for so long a time collected
under this name that, although they are now broken up into several

genera, we shall briefly notice the more remarkable in this place.
IMiekot itself is confined to the species with a compressed linear

pod, having incomplete cellular dissepiments, and ovate seeds with a
small oval hilura. Of these />. Catjaag, the pulse of which is called

Boberloo in India, is an annual, and has somewhat deltoid leaves,

angular at the back, few-dowered peduncle*, and erect pods. It U
cultivated in the fields in many parts of India during the dry season,
and its seeds are extensively consumed by the pooler natives. I>.

fijaesa*. a
perennial,

with long racemes of flower*, broad heart-shaped
leaflets, and linear sharp-pointed pods, is extremely common all over
India, where it i* cultivated "

during the cold season in gardens and
about the doors of the natives, forming not only cool shady harbours,
but furnUhing them with an excellent pulse for their curri.

There are several varieties of it constituting the commonest kidney-
beans of India. 1>. biftonu, an annual, with oblong pointed leaflets

and acimitar-shaped hairy pods, furnishes the pulse called in India
Hone-Gram ; and D. tfkarotpermiu produce* the Calavana or Black-

Eyed Pea* of Jamaica.
Lfblab has a compressed scimitar-shaped pod, rough, with tubercles

at the sutures, and furnished with transverse imperfect cellular par-
tition*, and ovate seed* with a fungou* callous linear scar. Laiilab

fmlfurit, the old Dulidu* Lablab, is a common plant in the hedges in

many parU of India, whence it ha* travelled into the tropical part* of
America. It is a smooth

perennial
with showy white or purple

flower*, end Urge horizontal pod*, containing from three to four
ids. It has a heavy disagreeable bug-like smell, prefers a rich

Meek soil that cannot be flooded by rain*, and produce* a coarse but
wholesome pole*, much eaten by the lower classes in India.

Puekyrkitiu baa a long compressed pod. with kidney-shaped seeds
end no dissepiments, and IB remarkable for iu principal species, P.

mfuUl<H f formerly DolUlu* bmlbo,**), producing a root of the size

and substance of a turnip. It is reported to have been carried to the
ri,.ii|.|.in.-. from South America, and thence to have been introduced
into the west of Asia, The aide leaflets are nearly triangular, that in
the middle lowage-ehaped, .lightly toothed, and shaggy on both
idea. The flowers are very beautiful, of a violet-blue colour, and
arranged in axillary nearly erect raeemea, from one to two feet long.
IU root i* a common article of food in the Malay Archipelago, but no
other part of the plant is eaten.

I n 1'f.fAofarptu the pod* are oblong, and have four longitudinal
wing; the seed* an roundish. It comprehends the DoKckot Ittrn-

jraiinna>i, a twining annual, the pod* or tuberous roots of which are
common Indian eeoulent

with long straightUh compressed pods, having three
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short wings at the lower suture, cellular dissepiments, and oblong
seeds with a narrow hi hi in, comprehends the South American Liuia

Beans and the Sword Beans of India. The
species

have a handsomer
and firmer foliage than the other genera, and the flowers aro usually

large and showy. C. yladiala, the common cultivated species, has often

pods two feet long, and varien with red, gray, and white seeds.

Finally, the genus Mucuna, known by its oblong puckered com-

pressed hispid pods, includes all the xpeciea from which Cowage U
obtained. [CowrrcH or COWAOK.]

ItoI.IoU'M. [Ai vi.Ki'iiJt.]

IIIII.HJM. [E.NTOM08TOMATA.]
DOLOMITE, a variety of Magnesian Limestone, first noticed by

Duloinirii. It occurs mostly massive, and in mountain masses
;

it N

usually white, sometimes grayish or yellowish ;
its structure is some-

times slaty ;
it is frequently translucent on the edges. It is softer

than common limestone. Sometimes it is met with in veins accom-

panied by quartz, carbonate of lime, ic. The Dolomite of the Apen-
nines consists of 59 carbonate of lime and 40 carbonate of magnesia :

it contains a variable quantity of oxide of iron.

Compact Dolomite or Gurhoffian U snow-whit^, and very compact.
The surface, when newly broken, is scarcely shining, and the frag-

ments, which are sharp, are translucent on the edges; the fnu-t

flat chonchoidal, and its hardness is considerable. It occurs in veins

traversing serpentine between Gurhoff (whence its name) and Aggs-
bach, in Lower Austria, According to Kinpmtli. it conainta of car-

bonate of lime 70-50, and carbonate of magnesia 29'50.

This rock, having the aspect and general geological history of

limestone, but composed of carbonate of magnesia united to carbonate

of lime, usually atom to atom, occurs as a part of the Oolitic system
of the Alps and Apennines, and of the Herman Jurakalk

;
and it U

perhaps proper to call by the same name the crystallised Magnesian
Limestone of Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Yorkshire, and Durham.
The best example of this English Dolomite is at BoUover, in Derby-
shire, from whence the atone is taken to build the new Houses of

Parliament. From the manner in which this rock occurs along the

Lake of Lugano, and other parts on the. south side of the Alp . in

direct contact or more frequently in a peculiar relation of propinquity
to augitic traps. Von Btich inferred that Dolomite was a metamorphic
limestone, altered by absorption of magneaian vapours yielded by
volcanic action. There is much to recommend this inference. In

England we frequently find the mountain limestone dolomitised,

along lines of fracture and along the sides of mineral veins ; and these

cases appear to enter into Von Bueh'a explanation. But the broad

Magneidan Limestones of the North of England are certainly due to

original crystallisation together of the two carbonates already name 1.

Dolomite is usually very deficient in organic remains. In th<

and in Franconia its aspect is very picturesque.
The Magnesian Limestone belongs to a system of rocks called by

modern geologists Permian, which includes the Zechstein Kupfer-
K.-hi.-lVr and Koth-todte-ligende of German geologists. [PERMIAN
SYSTEM.]
DOLPHIN. [CKTACEA.]
DO'MliEYA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

fiyttnericKar, inhabiting the East Indies and the isles of France,
Bourbon, and Madagascar. They have a 5-partcd persistent calyx,
surrounded by a 3-leaved unilateral involucel. The petals are 6.

The stamens are from 15 to 20, scarcely monadelphou.1, five of them
being sterile, with from 2 to 3 fertile ones between each sterile

stamen. The name Dombeya was also applied to the plant now c 'all. .1

Anmcaria uccda. The bark of D. ipcctabUii is made into roj>e in

Madagascar.
DONAX. [AHDHDO.]
DONAX i' ..N.IU.KA.]
DOOM, or DOUM, a remarkable Palm-Tree exclusively inhabiting

Upper Egypt, especially the neighbourhood of Thebes, whence it is

named Vunfrra Tktbaiea. Its stem, instead of growing without
branches like other palms, forks two or three times, thus assuming
the appearance of a Pandanua. Clumps of it occur near Thebes. The
fruit is about the size of an orange, angular, irregularly formed, of a
r. .ldi-h colour, and has a spongy, tasteless, but nutritious rind. The
albumen of the seed is hard and semitransparent, and is turned into
beads and other little ornament*. Usorttier described it tinder the name
of Hi/phone coriartn. It is known in Egypt as the Gingerbread-Tree,
because of the resemblance of its brown mealy rind to that cake.

DORE'MA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

I'ml-llif.r.r. It has an epigynous cup-shaped disc ; the fruit slightly

compressed from the back, and edged ;
3 distinct filiform primary

ridges near the middle, and alternating with them 4 obtuse secondary
ridges, the whole enveloped in wool; villa? 1 to each secondary

ridge, I to each primary marginal ridge, and 4 to the commissure, of
which 2 are very small

/' 'nainoniarum is a glaucous green plant with a perennial root,

large leave* 2 feet long, somewhat bipinnate, the pinnic in three pairs,
the leaflets inciso-piunatifid, with oblong mucronulate entire or

nlJKhtly-lobed segments from 1 to 5 inches long and half an inch to
2 in. lies broad ; the petiole very large, downy, and sheathing at the
base

; the teeth of the calyx acute, membranous, minute
;
the petals

ovate, reflexed at the point; the fruit ellipUc.il, compressed, sur-
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rounded by a broad flat edge. This plant is a native of Prrsia, in the

plains of Yerdekahst and Kumisha in the province of Irak
;
and near

the town of Jezud Khast in very dry plains and gravelly soil, exposed
to an ardent aun. This plant is one of those which yields gum armno-

niacuru, but it is probable that there are several species of plants which

yield this as well as the other gum-resins of the order Umbdliferce.

(Lindley, Flora Medica.)
DORIPPE (Fabricius), a genus of Brachyurous Decapod Ciiistacea

belonging to the sub-division which have the feet of the fourth and
fifth pairs elevated on the back and not terminated with paddles, and
the eyes supported upon simple peduncles (Notopoda). The genus is

adopted by Latreille, Lamarck, Leach, Bosc, and Risso : it is the

Notogastropta of Vosmaer, and was comprehended under the general
term Cancer by Linneeus, Herbst, Aldrovandus, and Plancus. It has
the following characters : External antenna; rather long, setaceous,
inserted above the intermediate ones, which are folded (plie'es), but
not entirely lodged in the cavities where they take their insertion ;

third joint of the external jaw-feet (pieds-mAchoires) straight, elon-

gated, terminated in a point; buccal opening triangular; claws (chelie)

small, short, equal ;
the other feet very long and compressed, the

third pair being the greatest ;
the last two pair elevated upon the

back, and terminated by a small hooked nail, which is folded back

upon the next joint. Carapace slightly depressed (the sides wider

posteriorly than they are anteriorly), truncated, and spinous before
;

truncated, sinuous, and bordered behind ; the surface marked with
small humps or tubercles, which correspond exactly to the regions

proper to the soft parts beneath. Two great oblique openings, ciliated

on their edges, communicating with the branchial cavity and situated

below the head, one at the right, the other at the left of the mouth.
Inferior and posterior part of the body truncated into a kind of gutter
to receive the reflected abdomen, the pieces of which are nodulous or

tuberculous. Eyes small, lateral, supported on rather long peduncles,
placed near the angles of the head, and protected by its angular pro-

jections, which form the edges of their orbits. (Desmarest.)
The Mediterranean and Adriatic seas, and Manilla, are among the

localities in which the species have been found. They haunt great

depths in the sea, nor has it yet been proved whether they make use
of the feet elevated on the back to cover themselves like the Dromita
with foreign bodies. It is however very probable that such is their use.

D. lanata, Latreille, Lamarck; D. Facchino, Risso
; Cancer lanatm,

Linmcus
;

6'. hinutui aliut, Aldrovandus.
It has four dentations in the front and a very strong lateral point,

forming at the same time the angle of the head and the external bor-

der of the orbit. A short point on the middle of each side of the

carapace. Anterior border of the thighs of the second and third pair
of feet without spines. Fingers of the chelae compressed and arched

within, having their internal edge armed with a series of dentilationa,
which are rather strong, oblique, equal, and white. Body often

covered with reddish down.

Dorippe laiinfft.

a, external left jaw-foot.

It inhabits the Mediterranean and the Adriatic seas. The inha-

bitants of Rimini call it Facchino. (Desmarest.)

Foetil Dorippe.

Desmarest
(' Histoire Nnturelle des Crustacea Fossiles,' 1822)

describes a species, D. Riaoana, which has some resemblance to the

species above 6gured and described, and still more to the crab figured

by Herbst under the name of Cancer Frascone ; and above all to a

species brought from Australia by P(5ron, and named D, nodota.

Desmarest observes that he is the more inclined to consider it as

approaching very near to this last, inasmuch as he had thought that

the specimen which he had described might not be in reality fossil.

In fact, he adds, that though brown and shining, like the fossil crabs

which come from the East Indies, it is much lighter, more friable,
and not so much imbedded in the clay as they are. In his ' Considd-
ratioiu Qe'ue'rales gur la Classe des Crustaces

'

(1825) he describes the

Dorippe a Quatre Dents with the synonyms D. quadrident, Fabr.

Latr.
;
D. nodoia, Coll. du Mus.

; Cancer Frascone, Herbst. " This

/>'ii';,./i'. from the East Indies," he adds,
" has lately been brought
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from Manilla by M. Marion de Proce. It so much resembles a species
which I have described with doubt as fossil, that I know not how
precisely to point out the difference. This species belongs to M.
Defrance, who has stated its characters in the article

'

Dorippe
'

(fossil) of the ' Diet, des Sciences Naturelles.'
"

DORIS. [NUDIBRANCHIATA.]
DORO'NICUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Compositce, to the sub-order Corymb ifera, the tribe Senecionidce, and
the section Senecionece. It has the florets of the ray ligulate and pis-
tiliferous

;
those of the disc tubular, with both stamens and pistils ;

the involucre hemispherical, of 2 or 3 rows of equal scales ; the pappus
pilose, wanting in the ray. The species are deciduous herbaceous

plants. Two are natives of Great Britain.

D. pardaKanch.ee, with cordate denticulate leaves. It has a stem
from 2 to 3 feet in height, erect, solitary, hollow, and hairy. It is a

rare plant, and found in damp and hilly woods and pastures. It has
its specific name from ire!p5a\is, a tiger, and &yx f '"> to strangle, on ac-

count of the use said formerly to have been made of the plant for the

purpose of destroying wild animals. With the species of Arnica and
other plants of the order it has the common name of Leopard's Bane.

D. plantaginerum, the second British species, has ovate leaves, arid

the stem-leaves clasping. It attains about the same height as the last,

and its flowers are also yellow. D. scorpioidee, D. Caucasicvm, D. Aus-

triacum, and D. pardalianckea are natives of the continent of Europe.
(Koch, Flora Germanica ; Babington, Manual of Botany.)
DORR-HAWK. [GOATSUCKERS.]
DORSATI. [AMMONITES.]
DORSIBRANCHIA'TA, Cuvier's appellation for the second order

of Annelides, which have their organs, and especially their branchia;,
distributed nearly equally along the whole of their body, or at least a

part. Chloeia (Savigny) and Cirratvlui (Lamarck), with many other

genera, belong to this order. [ANNELIDA.]
DORSTE'NIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Urticacece. The roots of several species of this genus are all con-
founded under the appellation of Contrayerva Root

;
but as they all

possess nearly the same chemical composition and properties, it is of
little importance which particular species yields what is used. Indeed

by the time the root reaches Europe whatever virtues it originally

possessed are lost, so that it has scarcely any sensible qualities, and
very little effect on the system. It consists of volatile oil, extractive,
and starch. The first of these gives it some power over the nervous

system, should it not have been dissipated by time. Hence it is

recommended in the low stages of fever, especially of children
; but

Serpentaria Root may at all -times be advantageously substituted for

it. Contrayerva signifies antidote, and it was at one time supposed to

be an antidote to all poisons, whether animal, vegetable, or mineral,

except mercury.
DORY. [ZEUS.]
DOTO. [NUDIBRAXCHIATA.]
DOTTEREL. [CHAHADHIAD.E.]
DOUCKER. [C'OLYMBID-B.]
DOUM. [DOOM.]
DOURA. [SORGHUM.]
DOVES. [COLUMBID*;.]
DOWN, the fine hair of plants, is a cellular expansion of the cuticle,

consisting of attenuated thin semi-transparent hairs, either simple or

jointed end to end, or even branched, as in the Mullein. When
attached to seeds, it enables them to be buoyed up in the air and

transported from place to place. When covering the external surface
of a plant it acts as a protection against extremes of temperature,
and probably as a means of absorbing moisture from the air.

DRABA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Crucifenv,
the sub-order Lataeptif, and the tribe A lysainece. It has an oval or

oblong pouch, slightly convex, the seeds many in each cell, not mar-

gined, in two rows, the filaments simple. The species are perennial
or annual branched herbs, with linear oblong or ovate leaves, yellow
or white flowers.

D. rerna, common Whitlow-Grass, has a leafless scape, glabrous
above, with lanceolate acute attenuated leaves, hairy below, the petals

deeply cloven, the pouch oblong, shorter than its pedicel. It is an

exceedingly common plant, ornamenting old walls and dry banks in

the spring before other flowers make their appearance. It is found

throughout Europe, and is most abundant in Great Britain. It is the

ErophUa rerna of De Candolle.

1). aizoon. Evergreen Whitlow-Grass, has naked smooth scapes,
linear acute keeled stiff ciliated leaven, the style as broad as the hairy

pod, but one-half shorter. It is a native of Bavaria, Austria, Hun-

gary, Transylvania, and the Carpathian Mountains, particularly on
Mount Chocsz.

D. aizoides has a leafless glabrous scape, with linear rigid acuto

keeled glabrous ciliated leaves, the stamens as long as the slightly-
notched petals, the style elongated. It is a native of gravelly soils in

almost every country of Europe. It is a rare plant in Great Britain,
and has been found on rocks and walls at Pennard Castle, near Swan-
sea. The other British species are D. rupatrii, a rare plant found
on mountains in Scotland ;

D. incana, also a mountainous species ;

and D. muralia, found on the shady sides of rocks, walls, and moun-

tains, but it is a rare plant in Great Britain.

2
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Above species of Ifrata have been described. They are all

mekniftcant phut* inhabiting the temperate
and colder part* of the

world. They are not often cultivated, but are adapted for rock-work.

They are apt to drop off in winter when exposed, aud the best way
to preserve them U to keep them in

pote
as other alpine plants.

They grow best in a mixture of sand, loam, aud prat, and the pots
should be well drained with potsherd. They may be propagated by
dividing the roote or by seeds.

(Babtngton, Ma***l ; Don, DieUamydniu Plantt.)

DRACAENA, a genus of Endogenous Planta of the natural family

AifmagtH of Juesieu, now arranged as a section of Liiiacta: by Dr.

Ltodley. The genus was established by Linmeus, and named from
one of He specie* yielding the resinous exudation, familiarly known

by the name of Dragon's Blood, a translation of the Arabic name
Dura al Akhwain, met with in Avicenna aud other Arabian authors.

VracaiM is characterised by having an inferior 6-part ite perianth, of

which the segments are nearly erect, and have inserted on them the

6 etanmne, with filaments thickened towards the middle aud linear

antbrra. The style is single, with a trifid stigma. The berry 2- or

Swelled, with its cells 1- or 2-seeded.

The species of Drartna are now about 30 in number, and found
in the warm parts of the Old World, and in many of both Asiatic

and African islands, whence they extend southward to the Cape of

Oood Hope and Australia, and northward into China, and to the
eastern part* of India, as the districts of Silhet and Chittagong.
Species are also found in Socotra, and the Canary and Cape Verd
Islands, as well as at Sierra Leone. From this distribution it is

evident that the species require artificial heat for their cultivation in

England, They are found to thrive in a light loam, and may be

grown from cuttings sunk in a bark bed.

The species of Dracana are evergreens, either of a shrubby or
arboreous nature ; and having long slender often columnar stems, they
emulate palms in habit Their trunks are marked with the cicatrices

of fallen leaves ; the centre is soft and cellular, having externally a
circle of stringy fibres. The leaves are simple, usually crowded

together towards the end of the branches, or terminal like the in-

florescence ; whence we might suppose that the name terminalii had
been applied to some of the species, if Rumphius had not stated that
it was in consequence of their being planted along the boundaries of
fields. The structure of the stem and leaves is particularly interest-

ing, as the fossil genera Clalkraria and Slembrrgia have been assimi-
lated to Itracma, the former by 1C. Adolpbe Brongniart, and the
latter by Dr. Lindley ; and as Rumphius compares the leaves of a
Dratma with those of Oalaaga, it U as probable that the fossil leaves
called Catmoptyllilet may be those of a plant allied to Dracmta, as
that they belong to one of the Ca**e,r.

Of the several species of Dracmia which have been described by
botanists, there are few which are of much importance either for their
useful or ornamental properties. Among them however may be
mentioned D. lerminaJit, a species rather extensively diffused. The
root is said by Rumphius to be employed as a demulcent in cases of
diarrhoea, and the plant as a signal of truth and of peace in the
KnUmi Archipelago. In the islands of the Pacific Ocean a sweetish

juice is expressed from ite roots, and afterwards reduced by evapora-
tion to a sugar, of which specimens were brought to Paris by Captain
D'Urville from the island of Tahiti (Otaheite). The root is there
called Ti or Tii, and thence no doubt corrupted into Tea-Root by the

Kngliah and Americans. If . Oaudichaud mentions that in the Sand-
wich Islands generally an intoxicating drink is prepared from this

root, to which the name Ava is often applied, as well as to that made
with the roote of Piper sMfAysficiMt.

/' Itrato is the best known species, not only from ite producing
Dragon's Blood, but also from one specimen having so frequently been
described or noticed in the works of visitors to the Canary Islands.
The erect trunk of the Dragon-Tree is usually from 8 to 12 feet high,
and divided above into numerous abort branches, which terminate in

tuft* of spreading sword-ahaped leaves, pointed at the extremity.
The most celebrated specimen of this tree grows near the town of

Orotava, in the inland of Teneriffe, and was found by HmnU.ldt in

1799 to be about 45 feet in circumference. Sir O. Staunton hail

previously stated it to be 12 feet in diameter at the height of 10 feet ;

and Ledra gave even larger dimensions. It annually bears flowers
and fruit . and though continuing thus to grow, does not appear much
Unireassd in six*, in consequence of some of ite branches being con-

stantly blown down, as in the storm of July 1819, when it Tost a

great part of iU top. The great aUe of this enormous vegetable is

mentioned in many of the older authors ; indeed as early as the time
of Ihrtbencourt, or in 1402, it U described M large and as hollow as
H in now ; whence, from the slowness of growth of Dnoenas, has
been inferred the great antiquity of a tree which four centuries have
so little chanced. HumboUlt indeed remarks that there can be no
doubt of the Draeaua of Orotava being, with the Baolwb (Adantonia
tffitate), one of the oUcet inhabitant* of our planet; and as tradition
relates that it wae revered by the Uuanches, he considers it as singular
the* H should have been cultivated from the most distant ages in the

Canaries, in Madeira, and Porto Santo, although it comes originally
from India. Tbto fact he adduces as oMrtndKiag the assertion of

who ispissiut the Ouancbes M a no* of men completely

isolated from the other rao ol" culm- A*i.i or Africa. To this it may
be replied, that we know too little of the botany of the int. i

Africa to be able to draw from it any inferences; while the Dragon-
Tree on the other band is not known to exist farther to the eastward
than the island of Socotra.

DRACO. .

DRACOCELLA. [DRAOOSISA.]
DRACONINA, a sub-family of Saurians belonging to the family

Agamidte, the tribe Slrobilotaura, and the sub-order Packyytotut of
Dr. J. E. Gray's arrangement . The family of Agamas, or Ay
is thus defined by Dr. Oray : "Teeth implanted on the end f the

jaws. Tongue short, depressed, apex entire or slightly nicked. I

...
>

lids conniveut, valvular. Feet, for walking. Toes all free, unequal ;

the thumb of the hind feet on the same plane as the other toes
;
tho

little toes lower down on the ankle than the thumb. The thumb is

anterior and internal, and the great toe of the hind feet occupies the
same position, the thigh and foot being bent forwards. This is proved
by analog}' ;

this toe being the one that is clawless in the Gecko, whifh
have the clawless thumb, and in A no!it, where the thumb and great
toes are simple, and not dilated beneath, like the other toes."

The synopsis of the genera of this family, according to the '
British

Museum Catalogue,' is as follows :

I. Body compressed. Living on trees.

A. Femoral and [ire-anal pores none. Scales imbricate. Asiatic.

a. Ribs elongated, exserted, supporting wing-like lateral expansions.
Throat with 3 pouches.

1. Draco. Ears naked. Nostril below the face-ridge.
2. DracoctUa. Nostril above the face-ridge.
3. Dracunculiu. Ears covered with scales.

6. Ribs simple. Back crested.
* Toes 4 or 5. Ears exposed.

4. Sitana. Males with an elongated pouch. Females without any
pouch.

* Toes 55. Tail with elongated keeled scales beneath. Scales
of back small, often with scattered larger ones.

t Ears hidden under the skin.

5. Lyriocephalut. Head lyrate. Muzzle with a round tubercle in

front. Scales unequal
6. Cerctlophora. Head square. Muzzle with a prolonged horn-like

process. Scales unequal.
7. Olocryptit. Head squarish. Muzzle nearly flat, simple. Eye-

brows bluntly angular behind.

tt Ears exposed.
8. Gunyoctphaltu. Scales of the belly smooth, of the back unequal.

KYI lids angular, produced.
9. Dilopkynu. Scales of the belly smooth

; of the back equal.

Kyebrow rounded, simple.
10. Tiara. Scales of the belly keeled, of the back unequal. Eye-

brow and parotids unarmed.
11. Acunthottura. Scales of the belly keeled, of the back unequal.
Eyebrows and parotids armed.
*" Toes 6 6. Tail with broad rhombic keeled scales beneath.

Scales of back uniform.

12. Bronchocrla. Nuchal crest simple. Scales in descending series.

13. Salra. Nuchal crest double. Scales largo, in longitudinal
-

14. Calotet. Back crested. Scales in ascending series. Head swol-
len behind, with one or two ridges of spines.

Toes 55. Tail with truncated keeled scales beneath. Scales

small, keeled, in cross rings.

15. C'krltuor.ia. Parotids swollen, armless. Throat lax. The nape
and back with a low crest. Tail rather compressed. Face-ridge
rounded, with small scales.

18. Chnriuin. Parotids swollen, with some spines above. Tho
nape and back with a low crest Tail tapering. Face-ridge distinct,
with enlarged imbricated scales.

17. O'wtlalia. Parotids rather swollen, with 2 or 8 spines above.

Nape and back not crested. Tail tnncring, round. Face-ridge indistinct.

& Femoral pores distinct

a. Scales rhombic, placed in rings. Toes fringed on each side. Back
crested. Throat lax, folded across.

18. La/Aura. Back and tail with a fin-like crest, supported by bony
rays. Head squarish.
ID. PhryiiijnaJhvi. Back and tail with a crest of compressed scales.

Head swollen behind.

6 Scales irregular, imbricate. Australian.
* Neck with a frill-like expansion on each side.

20. CVamydotawtit. Head rhombic.
" Neck simple.

21. Hntltrin. Back and tail crested. Head elongate. Pro-anal porea
numerous. Scales smnll.

22. Lojtkognathiu. Back crested. Head elongate. Pro-anal pores
2-2. Femoral pores 8 1
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23. DiporopJiora. Back keeled. Head short. Pre-anal pores 1 1.

Scales rhombic, of belly larger.
24. Amphibolous. Back crested, with longitudinal series of larger

keeled scales. Femoral pores numerous.
25. Grammatophora. Back not crested, with cross rows of larger

scales. Femoral pores numerous.

II. Body depressed. Back with imbricate scales. Throat with a
cross fold. Terrestrial.

a. Pre-anal pores distinct. Femoral pores none. Ears exposed.
* Pre-anal and abdominal pores in several rows.

26. Landal'ia. Tail with rhombic keeled scales. Parotids spinose.
27. Stellio. Tail with rings of large spinose scales. Parotids

Rpinoee.
** Pre-anal pores in a single line. Abdomen poreless.

28. Affama. Parotids spinose. Scales rhombic, keeled.

29. Trapettu. Parotids unarmed. Scales minute. [AOAMA.]

6. Pre-anal and femoral pores none.

* Ears exposed. Body and limbs with large spinose tubercles.

30. Moloch. Neck with a convex tubercle above.

Ears hidden. Scales smajj, granular. Back not crested.

31. Phrynocephalut, Angle of mouth simple. Toes toothed on the
>ides.

32. Megalocltilw. Angle of mouth fringed. Toes fringed on the sides.

c. Femoral pores distinct. Pre-anal pores none. Ears exposed,
Scales small, granular. Back not crested.

33. Uromattyr. Tail broad, depressed, with complete rings of

spinose scales.

34. Saara. Tail broad, depressed, with scales of the upper part of

the rings spinose ; of lower, armless.

35. Leiolepu. Tail round, elongate, tapering, with whorls of smooth

The genera and species of the family Draconina are as follows :

1. Draco. Head small. Nostril in a scale, rather tubular on the side

of the face-ridge. Tympanum of the ear visible, opaque, white. They
live on trees, walking with agility with their wings folded on their

fides, but they expand them and use them as a parachute when they
throw themselves from the tops of trees. They spread out their

pouches as they lie on the trunks of the trees. Scales unequal, some

larger, keeled. Nape crested.

Rkeleton of a ppccien of Draco.

I), rolam, Linn., the Flying Lizard. It is the/), major of Lamarck,
O. viridit of Daudin, 1). liowonienit of Lesson, and the D. Datidini of

iJnmc'ril. The scales of the back are nither broad, generally smooth ;
of

the throat granular, of the same size
;
the lateral pouches of the males

moderate, rounded at the end, covered with ovate keeled scales
;
the

throat black-spotted; wings gray, fulvous, or brown, spotted and
marbled with black, sometimes forming four or five oblique black
bands near the outer edge : the sides with a series of large broad
keeled scales.

D. Timorensis, the Timor Flying-Lizard. It is the D. viridis Timor-
ensi* of Schlegel. It has flat scales, rather large, smooth, unequal,
with a row of rather larger keeled scales upon and on each side of the
vertebral line

; wings reddish, brown-spotted ;
lateral pouches (of

male) moderate, rounded at the end, covered with large keeled scales
;

sides with an interrupted series of large keeled scales.

D. fimliriatui, Kuhl, the Fringed Flying-Lizard. Scales of the
back small, equal, mostly smooth

;
the throat with many circular

spaces, covered with larger granular scales ; head white, brown-netted ;

lateral pouches of male elongate, angular, acute, covered with large
keeled scales

; wings with short whitish longitudinal lines
;
sides with

a series of small triangular keeled scales, placed in groups of two or
three

; nostrils sub-superior.

Draco fimlriatua.

2. Drafocella. Head small, covered with small unequal scales
;

the nostrils rouudish, in a scale, erect, vertical on the face-ridge ;

tympanum exposed, and opaque.
*
Nape crested.

D, Dutsumieri, Dussumier's Dragon, has moderate scales, rather

rhombic ;
the sides with a series of rather larger scales, placed in

roundish groups ;
orbit with a small bony point at back and front

angle ; wings with large brown spots near the body, and largely
marbled near the outer edge ;

a black band across the throat
;
base

of the pouch blue-black ;
the limbs moderate.

**
Nape not crested.

D. Nacuraiopogon, the Red-Throated Dragon. The orbit with a

small bony point above, upon the front and back edge ; scales of the

back equal, smooth, the sides with a series of large keeled scales
;

nape not crested ;
a large round black spot on each side of the base

of the pouch ; wings brown-spotted ;
the limbs elongate.

3. J9racuneJia. Head quadrangular, covered with small unequal
scales; nostrils lateral, on the face-ridge; tympanum hid under the

skin, covered with scales. Weigmann described D. lineatua as having
but five exserted ribs, but the specimens in the British Museum, like

the other dragons, have six on each side.

*
Nape not crested, with a longitudinal fold.

D. quinqueftutciatua, the Banded Flying-Lizard. Wings with five

cross bands ;
scales of the back keeled

; nape with a longitudinal fold,

not crested
;
nostrils superior, erect

; ears covered with many equal

granular scales.

**
Nape crested. Ears slightly concave.

D. lineotut, the Lined Flying-Lizard. Head gray, white-spotted;

wings dark-banded, with small white longitudinal lines
; the sides

and throat bluish-black, with large white spots ; the ears indistinctly

marked, covered with three flat scales; base of the tail rounder

above, with a slight crest on each side.

D. ornatus, the Banded-Head Dragon. Gray ; head black, cross-

banded
;
chin black, dotted ; wings gray, reticulated with black, and

with broad black bands at the edge ;
scales rhombic, of tho middle of
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ih back larger, keeled, of the aides smaller, smooth ; ears covered
with nail equal granular scales ; tail slender, compressed, with five

keel* above and two stronger keel* beneath, rather depressed at the

>**, with BT slight keel, above.

1). mtfrnlflmt, the Spotte-l-Winged Dragon. Gray, black-pottM ;

wings black-spotted ; throat gray ; pouch of the male elongate ;
scales

f the back rathec uoequaf, rhombic, keeled, of the aide* rather

smaller ; sides with a series of large keeled Males ; eer rather sunk,
with unequal Bat Kale* ; tail slender, with a central keel above and
five man small OHM on the aide* ;

bans dilated, with fire nearly equi-
ilhUnl i|iisl issls il

D. tfilofltnt, Weigmann's Flying-Lixard. Wingi reddish near the

body, with large brown spots, yellow near the edge ; throat yellow,

bbek-apottod. This may be the aune ai the former species, but the

are mbelliptic, and the acalee do not exactly agree.
: : :\DRACONTIL'M (from t>W, a snake, because the stem is mottled

like the akin of a serpent), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Aratnr. It has a eymbiform spathe, with a cylindrical spadix,

quite covered with hermaphrodite flowers, the perianth 7-9-parted ;

"9 etsmemi, with oblong 2-celled anthers, opening obliquely by a

port at the apex, and distinct from their filaments; the ovary
^-3-celled, each cell containing one pendulous ovule; a 1-3-seeded

berry ; sseii without albumen.
D. folypkyUum has a tuber resembling a small cake, producing one

or two leave*, with long clouded spotted petiole*, resembling the skin

of a snake. The spathe is Urge, of a purple colour, very deep inside,

hooded, acute, and appearing after the leave* have withered. It

smells so powerfully on first expanding, that persons have been
known to faint from the stench. It is also said to excite the nerves
f hearing, and even induce a state of catalepsy. It is a native of

Guyana, Surinam, and other parts of equinoctial America, where it

called Labarri, and regarded a* a remedy against the bite of the

l<abarri Snake, which its spotted leaf-stalks resemble in colour. Its

use in this
respect U doubtful, but its powerful action on the system

might render it available in the treatment of many diseases. There
u a specie* of Draamlimm in India, called by Ainslie by the some name,
which U a valuable remedy in asthma, and is used in hemorrhoids.
The Draemtium firlulmm of Liniueus, the Skunk-Weed and Skunk

Cabbage of the United States, is now referred to the genus Symplo-
rarp**. It differs from Drattmtium in its ovaries being 1 -celled, and
in iU spathe being cncuUate. It emits a powerful odour. When the
tubers are dried and powdered they are used as an antispasmodic
in America. It ha* been recommended in asthma and chronic

bronchitis, also in certain canes of hysteria, dropsy, and epilepsy,

.dley. Flora MrJica.)
DRACUNCULUa (DRACOMSA.)
DKAOON. [DRACOMSA.]
DRAGON-FLY. [LIBELLCUDJL]
IHtAGON'S-BLOOD. [CALAMUS; DRACJHA.]
DRAGON-TREE [DRACXHA/
DRAOONET. [OsUUWTinm.
DRAK .EA. a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order OrMil-
MB. D. ttiutita ha* a single flower placed at the end of a slender

smooth erect scape from 12 to 18 inches long, and its labellum, which
I* hammer-beaded and placed on a long arm with a moveable elbow-

joint In the middle, i* stated by Mr. Drummond to resemble an insect

suspended in the air and moving with every breeze.

DREELITE, a Mineral, found at Nuisiere, near Beaujeu, France,
occurs crystallised. IU primary form is a rhomboid, without any
modifications. It presents three cleavage* parallel with the face* of
the primary crystal. Ita colour and streak are white. Ita hardness
S-16. Its Inatr* pearly. IU specific gravity 32 to 34. Tl,.- follow-

ing I* an analysis by Dufrenoy:
Sulphate of Barytas . . . . r,l :::l

Huli-hateof Lime .

Carbonate of Lime .... 8-050
1-621

712

Water .:
-

08.

pUoad
l^ch

DRILL. [BAHOOX]
DRIMY.1 [Wim4.]
i'ltl/y.l.K. [LoTA.l

fC,

I'Ho MIA I Fabridus), a genus of Brachyurous Decapod Cnufacta,
by M. Latrnlle in the section of Ketopoda, and referred l>v 1 >-

U. the family of TVi-rH^orfa. In the British Museum Catalogue*
they an referred to the onto Anomomra and the family Itrnmiada.

It has the following characters : External antenna* small, inserted
below the ocular peJoaoU* ; the intermediate antenna placed below
and a little within theeye*; external jaw feet with their thinl joint

nearly M)nar, slightly notched at the extremity and within; claws
(obhs) great and strong; feet of the Meond and thirl pair terminated

by siiapk jotat, and Wrgw than th *e of the fourth and fifth pair,
nhteh are elevated on the b*rk and provide.) with a daw, inasmuch
a* the Ust joint, which i. beat and pointed, i* opposed to a .pii.e
n HT of the same form, which terminstes the penultimate joint ;

carapace oval, rounded, very convex, cut
(doooupee)

on its anterior

borders, hairy or rough (herissee), as well as .the feet and cheln
; eyes

small, supported on snort peduncle*, rather approximated, and lodged
in orbicular or cylindrical fossae. (Desmarest.)
The species are found in the seas of warm climates. They are in.l >-

lent in their motions, and live in spots where the sea is moderately
deep, choosing for their habitation places where the rocks are not
hidden under the sand. They are alinoRt always found covered with
a species of Alryonium, or with valves of Conchifers, which they retain

with their four hinder feet, and which seems to serve them as a shield

against their enemies. The Alcyonia, which are in general of the

species named Alcyvnium Donmncula, continue even to develop and
extend themselves upon their carapace, which they at last entirely
conceal In the month of July, according to M. Rimo, the females
come out of the state of torpor (engourdisaemenl) in which tlu-v

ordinarily are, and betake themselves to the shallows for the pur)KMu
of depositing there a great number of esga. (Desmarest.)

Dynomene, according to Deamarest, should be placed next inDromia,
the former differing from the latter principally in having the feet of the
fifth pair only instead of the hist four elevated on the back. In general
the llromia bear a great resemblance to the Crabs, properly so called,

in the general form of the body, the structure of the parts of the mouth,
the position of the antenna;, Ac.

;
but they difler from them in the

elevated situation of their four posterior feet and in their manners.
Dramia hirtuturima. Carapace very convex, with six dentations

on its lateral borders, and .with a large sinus on each side of the front,

which ia nearly trilobated. Body covered with lung red hairs. It is a

native of the Cape of Qood Hope.

-;Jf

flromia hirtvlutima.

The otlior species, of which there are specimens in the British

Museum, are ]>. ntlgarit, Mediterranean ;
D. Rumphii, Japan ; I).

Indica, Indian Ocean ; D. fallajc, Mauritius ;
D. rtrrutotifirt, Philip-

pine Islands.

DRONE. [Bet.)

[DODO.]
DROPWORT, a poisonous wild I'mlx-llifi-nms Plant, with fleshy-

fingered roote, inhabiting ditches and wet places. It hss been some-
times sold fraudulently by itinerant gardeners as a new species of
dahlia. IU botanical name i* (Knanlhe crocata.

DRO'SERA (from tfiaet, dew), a genus of Plant* belonging to the
natural order Droteraeea. It has a calyx deeply 5-cleft

; 5 petals ; 6

stamens; 3-5 styles, deeply bifid; a many-seeded 1 -celled capsule,
with 3-5 valve*. The specie* are herbs inhabiting bogs and mossy
swamps. The leaves are furnished with reddish glandular hairs, which
discharge from tlu-ir imint a viscid acrid fluid. Insects are often caught
upon these bain, and hence they have been supposed to be irritable,
and to resemble those of the Dionaa mwci/>Wa, Venus's Fly-Trap,
a plant belonging to the same order.

/'. roiundi/olia, Common or Round-Leaved Sun-Dew, has orbicular

spreading leaves, hairy petioles, erect peduncles, seeds with a loose

chaffy coat This plant i a native of Europe, in boggy places espe-
cially where tin* Spha-^num grows. It is found in Great Britain, and
has many localities near London, especially Wimbledon Common and
Hsmpstead Heath. It is employed in Italy for making the liqueur
called Rossoli. It is an acrid and caustic plant, and b is been supposed
to cause rot in sheep. It curdles milk, and has a reputation for re-

moving corns, bunions, and warts. \\ IMI !i tilled with wine a stimu-
lating spirit i procured, which was formerly much used as an excitant.
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D. lunata has viscid leaves with glandular fringes, which close upon
flies and other insects that happen to alight upon them.' It is pro-
bable that it would yield a valuable dye. It is also believed that some
of the species of Drotera found near Swan River, in Western Australia,

might be turned to account in that way, for every part of D. gigantea,
stains paper of a beautiful purple colour

;
and when fragments are

treated with ammonia they yield a clear yellow.
Two other species, D. longifolia and D. Anglica, are natives of Great

Britain. The first ia a common bog-plant, but the latter is only
common in the British Islands in Ireland. About 40 species of this

genus have been described. They have been found in boggy places
in all parts of the world, except in the extremes of heat and cold.

They are all singularly beautiful and worthy of cultivation. They
thrive best in small pots, which should be three-parts filled with peat-

earth, and Sphagnum should be planted on it; the Droseras should

be planted in the moss, and the pots placed in pans of water. The
Australian and Cape of Good Hope species will require the stove.

They may be propagated by seeds, but foreign plants should be

brought over in cases, for which purpose those of Mr. Ward are

admirably adapted.
Don, IHcklamydeotu Plants ; Loudon, Encyclopedia of Plants.)

DROSERA'CE.<E, Sun-Dews, a natural order of Albuminous Exoge-
nous Plants, consisting of marsh herbs whose leaves are usually covered

with glands or glandular hairs, and whose flowers are arranged in

circinate racemes. The calyx consists of 5 sepals : there are 5 petals ;

5 or 10 hypogynous stamens
;
a 1-celled many-seeded capsular fruit

;

and minute seeds, having an embryo lying at the base of a large

quantity of albumen. There are many species of the genus I>roera,
called in England Sun-Dews, more remarkable for the singular struc-

ture of their glandular hairiness than for the beauty of their flowers.

A few other little known genera are associated with it
;
and it is

probable that LHoncea [DION.A], whose singular irritable leaves have

much analogy with those of Drosera, also forms a part of the order,

notwithstanding its indehiscent fruit and erect vernation.

De Candolle having inexactly described the embryo as lying in the

axis of the albumen, the true affinities of the order were overlooked ;

they have since however been more correctly determined to be with

'otacca and Francoacea rather than with Violacett, Polygalactae,
or Franleniaeea.

Round-Leaved Sun-Dew (Drotfra rotundifolia}.

1, a complete flower magnified; 2, a ripe capsule magnified the needs are

Keen between the ralves of the capsule ; 3, a >eed very much magnified the

dark space in the middle is the nucleus, the remainder is a loose integnment
that invests the seed ; 4, a section of the nucleus still more magnified here the

dicotyledonous embryo i seen at the base of the albnmcn.

DRUPA'CEvE, the name given by some botanists to that division

n! Rosaceous Plants which comprehends the Peach, the Cherry, the

Plum, and similar fruitbearing trees. They are more generally called

litlerr. [AMTGDALE.fi.]
DKUPE, a cloe 1-celled, 1- or 2-peeded seed-vessel, whose shell is

composed of three layers
;
the outer membranous or leathery, the

inner hard and bony, the intermediate succulent or fibrous. A peach,
a cherry, a mango, are all fruits of this description. A cocoa-nut is a

Compound Drupe, being composed of three consolidated carpels, two of
which are abortive

;
and a date is a Spurious Drupe, the hard inner

shell being represented by a membrane. In theory the stone or inner

bony layer of the shell is equivalent to the upper side of a carpellary
leaf, the external membrane to the lower surface, and the interme-
diate pulp or fibre to the parenchyma.
DRYANDRA, a genus of Australian Shrubs belonging to the natural

order Proteacew, with hard dry evergreen serrated leaves, and compact
cylindrical clusters of yellow flowers, seated upon a flat receptacle,
and surrounded by a common imbricated involucre. It is in the latter

respect that the genus principally differs from Banksia. The species
are much esteemed by cultivators for their beautiful evergreen leaves.

They are commonly regarded as greenhouse plants, but will in several

cases survive an English winter without injury, if protected by a glass
roof in winter, and planted among rock-work high above the damp-
ness of the level of the soil.

DRYAS, a genus of Plants belonging the natural order Rosacece,
and to the tribe Dryadetp. It has the calyx 8-9-cleft, in one row

;

8-9 petals ;
numerous stamens ; the fruit composed of numerous

small nuts, tipped with the persistent hairy styles, which are straight
at the extremity, and aggregated on a dry receptacle ;

the seeds

ascending. The species are herbs or under-shrubs, with the stipiiles
adnate to the sides of the petioles.
D. octopetala has crenate-serrate obtuse leaves

;
the sepals three or

four times as long as broad, more or less pointed ;
the base of the

calyx hemispherical. The plant has white flowers, with a woody
prostrate stem and simple leaves with a woolly pubescence beneath.
It is a native of alpine districts of Europe, and is found in the moun-
tains of Scotland and Ireland, and in Yorkshire in England.

D. depretsa has crenate-serrate obtuse leaves, the sepals twice as

long as broad, and blunted and rounded at the end, the base of the

calyx truncate and nearly flat. This species has only been found
at Ben Bulben, in Sligo, and has been described by Babington in

the ' Annals of Natural History." Three other species have been

described, one a native of Greenland, and two natives of North
America; They are all evergreen prostrate plants. When cultivated

they thrive best in a bonier of peat soil. They may be propagated
by dividing the roots, or by seeds. They may be also planted in pots
as other alpine plants.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany; Don, D-iMamydeous Plant*.

DRYOBA'LANOPS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order IHpteracea, established by the younger Gartner from speci-
mens of the fruit found in the Banksiau collection, supposed by him
to belong to the tree which yielded the best cinnamon

; but Mr. Cole-

brook, from specimens sent to Dr. Roxburgh, which in the absence of

the latter he received, ascertained that the fruit belonged to the

Camphor-Tree of Sumatra, which he accordingly named Dryobalanops
camphora,

" until its identity with D. aromatica (of Gfertner) be

established." (' Asiat. Researches,' xii.) Dr. Roxburgh had, in his

manuscript
' Flora Indica,' already named it Shorea camphorifera.

Some botanists are of opinion that the genus is not sufficiently

distinguished from Dipterocarpus ; but Blume, the latest author, and
one who has had the fullest opportunity of examining the subject,

has, in the article on Dipterocarpea in his ' Flora Javae,' given it as

his opinion that Dryobalanops should be kept distinct
; as, like Shorea,

it has all five instead of only two of its sepals prolonged into long
foliaceous wings, white its cotyledons are unequal and rumpled.

According to Blume the existence of this camphor-yielding tree

was first indicated by Grimm in '

Ephem. Nat. Cur.' Ksempfer was
so well acquainted with its distinctness that in describing the Cam-

phor-Tree of Japan (Laurua camphora) he says, "that natural camphor
of crystal-like appearance, which is scarce and of great value, is fur-

nished by a tree of Borneo and Sumatra, which is not of the Laurel

genus." The first notice of the tree is in the 4th volume of the
' Asiatic Researches,' where we learn that a tree named Tappauooly
on the west coast of Sumatra yielded above three pounds of camphor,
and at the same time nearly two gallons of camphor-oil ; that the

tree resembles the bay in leaves, is fond of a rich red loam tending to

a blackish clay, and that it grows principally on the north-west coast

of Sumatra, from the Line to 3 N. lat. The fullest account is given

by Mr. Prince, resident of Tappanooly, who describes the tree as

growing spontaneously in the forests, and as being found in abundance

from the back of Ayer Bongey as far north as Bacongan, a distance of

250 miles : he says that it may be classed among the tallest and

largest trees that grow on this coast, several within daily view

measuring 6 or 7 feet in diameter
;
but it will produce camphor when

only 24 feet in diameter. The same tree which yields the oil would

produce camphor if unmolested, the oil being supposed to be the

first state of the secretion, which ultimately changes into concrete

camphor, as it occupies the same cavities in the trunk which the

camphor afterwards fills; consequently it is found in young treec.

The produce of camphor of a middling-sized tree is about eleven

pounds, and of a large oue double that quantity. ('Fl. Ind.' ii.,

p. 816.) This kind of camphor is very highly esteemed by the

Chinese. It is commonly called Malay Camphor, or Camphor of

Barus, from the port of Sumatra, whence it is mostly shipped. Its
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price in China is on* hundred time* greater than that of the common

.mmphor of commerce. (M'CuUooh.
' Com. Diet.') In the same work

it i* mentioned that camphor-oil being nearly as cheap aa spirit* of

turpentine, might perhaps be profitably imported into England as a

substitute for that article, or for medicinal use.

Camphor, which in many respects resembles the essential oils, haa

been shown by Duma* to be an oxide of hydrocarbon, indeutical in

composition with pure oil of turpentine : hence the term Carnphene
ha* been applied to it But Dr. Thomson informs us that its camphor-
oil differs in some respects from oamnhene, as he was not able to

produce camphor with the same facility or in equal quantity by
driving a stream of oxygen gas through highly-rectified oil of turpen-

tine, which Dumas regards aa pure camphene.
I'KYOPS, the name given by Olivier to a genus of Pentamerous

Coleopterous Inaorls of the family Ctaricornc*. The type is the

DmmtHm ouriruialia of Geoffrey, a little obloog gray sluggish beetle,

not uncommon in Europe in the neighbourhood of watery places. Fa-

bricius chanced the name of this genus into Parnut. It includes 14

snnri**, of which 7 are American and 7 European. The name Dryopt
wa* applied by Fabricius to another genus of Coleoptera, of which the

It'Htmrra femoraJit, a Swiss insect, was the type. Changes of this

kind are highly censurable, inc.easing as they do the confusion arising
from a complicated synonymy.
DKY ROT, a well-known disease affecting timber, and particularly

the oak employed for naval purposes. When dry rot is produced by
the attacks of fungi, the first sign of it consista in the appearance of

small white points, from which a filamentous substance radiates

parallel with the surface of the timber. This is the first stage of

growth of the spores of the fungus, and the filamentous matter is

their thallus or spawn. As the thallus gathers strength it insinuates

it* filament* into any crevice of the wood, and they, being of exces-

sive fineness, readily pas* down and between the tubes from which
th* wood is organised, forcing them asunder, aud completely destroy-

ing the cohesion of the tissue. When the thalli of many fungi inter-

lace, the r*Ktif*'T*r. appearance can no longer be remarked ; but a thick

tough leslhsij white stratum U formed wherever there is room for

Ha development, and from this a fresh supply of the destructive

filamentous thallus is emitted with such constantly increasing rapidity
and force, that the total ruin of timber speedily ensues where circum-

stances are favourable for the growth of the fungi
It is generally Hated that dry rot consists of the thallus of Merulitu

Utrfmami, or /'u/y/wnu detractor, two highly-organised fungi, whose
fructification is sometime* found upon rotten timber. But it is a

great mistake to
suppose

that dry rot belongs exclusively to those

two specie*, or that they are even the common origin of it : on the

contrary, there is reason to believe that any of the fungi that are

commonly found upon decaying trees in woods are capable of pro-

ducing dry rot, and it is quite certain that one of the most rapidly-

spreading and dangerous kinds is caused by the ravages of different
'

of Sftntrick*m. The latter throw up from their tlialhui

whole fousts of microscopic branches loaded with reproductive spores,
of such excessive smallness that they may insinuate themselves into

th* moat minute crevices or flaws even in the sides of the tubes of

which timber consists, and they are infinitely more dangerous than
MenUii or Patypori, which seldom fructify.
The eircnmstances that are moat favourable to the development of

the dry rot fungi are damp, unventilated situations, and a subacid
tate of the wood. The latter condition, especially in oak, is easily

(nxliieed by a slight fermentation of the sap which remains in the

timber, especially if the latter has not been well-seasoned before

bates; employed. It has been
proved experimentally that fluids

which, in their ordinary state, will not produce fungi, generate them

abundantly if ever so slightly acidulated. Dutrochet found that dis-

Ulled water holding in solution a small quantity of white of egg will

not generate fungi in a twelvemonth, but
upon the addition of the

minutes* quantity of nitric, sulphuric, nmrintir, phosphoric, oxalic,
or acetic acid, it generated them in eight days' time in abundance.
flllilnnant lifusinns possess the same property. This observer states

that the only poisons which will prevent the appearance of fungi are

UM oxid* or salta of mercury. A solution of fish-glue yields fungi

rapidly and in great abundance ; but a small quantity of red precipi-
tate or corrosive sublimate destroys this power entirely. It is more-
over an important feet that no other mineral preparation has any
such prutWUsa. Dutrochet ascertained that other metallic oxides

acted diflartntly. Oxides of lead and tin hastened the development
of fungi ;

thost of iron, antimony, and sine, were inert ; and oxides of

copper, nickel. Mid cobalt, although they retarded the appearance of

fank yet did not prsvent their growth in th* end. These facts are

aunlrmed by UM experience of the use of Ryan's process for preparing
timber, which consist* in submitting the wood to the action of corro-

sive sublimate. Immersing the wood in chloride of one also prevenU
the attack of fungi, and also submitting it to the action of the vapour

Dry rot also occurs In animals. Specimens of hymenopterous
famed* resembling wasps have been brought from UM West Indira,

with a fungus allied to jMbtria mUilaru (rowing from between th-ir
'

ir cox. and it is positively awn-tod by traveller* that the

fly about while burdened with UM plant. Upon owning the
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bodies of the wasps they are found filled with the thallus of Uie fungus
up to the orbits of the eyes and the points of the tarsi ; the whole of
i!i.' intestines being obliterated. In nucli canes it is to be supposed
that the thallus of tin-

.''/
Jutria first kills the wimp l>_v ..impressing

and drying up the body, aud then, continuing to grow, occupies the
whole of the cavity of the shell of the insect. A more common
instance of animal dry rot is the disease in silkworms called La
Muscadine. Silkworms of all ages are occasionally liable to become

sickly and to die, soon after death becoming stiff, and acquiring such
a degree of firmness as to be readily broken. They then throw out
from their surface a sort of white efflorescence, which is the fructifi-

cation of the fungus called liutrylu Batriana, their inside being filled

by the thallus of the same plant If some healthy caterpillars are

placed beneath a bell-glass, along with a small portion of worm killed

by the Bolrylii, they soon catch the disease, exhibit the same symp-
toms as those already mentioned, and eventually perish ; having, no

doubt, been infected either by rubbing themselves against the dead

worm, or, which is more probable, having received upon their skins

the infinitely minute seeds dispersed by the liotryiit. If healthy
crysalids are inoculated by the introduction below their shell of a

little of the Eatrytu matter upon the point of a needle, they also
. and die.

In theae cases effects arc produced upon insects similar to those

upon timber ; that is to say, vitality in the one case and cohesion in

the other is destroyed by the growth of the thallua of certain fungi,
which spread with great and irresistible rapidity, aud fructify where
occasion offers.

For other instances of the agency of fungi in producing the

destruction of vegetable and animal tissues, see KUNOI.
USIIIKKKTKl (XUctelei). Cuvier writes the word I^iyguelai,

and Buffon Ikigithai, the native name for the Equa Jlrmiuniu of

Pallas, AHUM Jfemionut of Gray. [Kyuiujj.]
DUCK-HI I,L. [ORNITHORHYNCHUS.]
1'1'i'KS, Duck Family, Anatida, a family of Birds belonging to

the order ffatalura, Antera, or Palmipede*. They are all Aquatic
limls, and have webbed feet.

Willughby distinguishes the whole-footed birds with shorter legs
into such aa want the back toe, and such as have it

; these latter into

such as have all four toes webbed together, and such aa have the
back toe loose or separate from the rest

;
these latter again he sub-

divides " into narrow-billed and broad-billed ; the narrow-billed have
their bills either hooked at the end, or Btraighter and sharp-pointed.
The hook-billed have their bills either eveu or toothed on the sides.

Those that have straighter and sharp-pointed bills are either short-

winged and divers, called Douckers and Loons, or long-winged and
much upon the wing, called Gulls. The broad-billed are divided into

the Goose kind and the Duck kind. The Duck kind are either Sea-
Ducks or Pond-Ducks." He afterwards, in his section on the Broad-
Billed Birds of the Duck kind, thus treats (chap, i.) of the Duck
in general :

" The Duck kind have shorter necks and larger feet in

proportion to their bodies than Geese : lesser bodies. Howbeit, the

biggest in this kind do equal if not exceed the least in that. They
have shorter legs than Geese, and situate more backward, so that

they go waddling ;
a broader aud Hatter back, and so a more OOBt-

pressed body ; and lastly, a broader and flatter bill Their tongue is

pectinated or toothed on each side, which is common to them with
i:

" These are of two sorts, either wild or tame. The wild again are
of two sorts 1. Sea-Ducks, which feed mostwhat in salt water, dive
much in feeding, have a broader bill (especially the upper part) and
Iwnding upwards (to work in the sletn), a large hind toe, and thin

(likely for a rudder), a long train, not sharp-pointed. 2. Pond-Ducks,
which haunt plashes, have a straight anil narrower bill, a very little

hind toe, a sharp-pointed train, white belly, speckled feathers, black
with glittering green in the ini<!.l!i> wing, with a white transverse
line on either side. For this distinction of Sea-Ducks and I'.m.l-

Ducks we are beholden to Mr. Johnson."

Ray divides his 'Pamipedes latirostra miuores, seu Auatinum
genus' into Anala marina: and A.jtvriatiiei, aqwu duleet pracipui
frequrnlanlai, A. exotica Branliennct, and A. domatinr. Itrisson's
24th order, consisting of birds with four toes, the three anterior

Iwing joined together by membranes, the posterior separated, and
with a dentilated bill, includes the genera Harle, Oie, and Canard
(Goosanders, Geese, and Ducks). This order is placed between that
order of birds the arrangement and connection of whose toes is

similar to the modifications of those parts in the 24th order, but
which have a bill without denotations (Puffins, Petrels, Gulls, Terns,
Ac.), and the 25th order, which is distinguished by the birds arranged
under it having all the toes joined by membrane* (the Darters,
Boobiea, Pelicans, Ac.).

Liumcus, under his third class of birds, Anteni, included the
general not, Mtrgiu, A lea, ProceUaria, Diomedca, POecamu, Plotiu,
Pkaeta*, tUymow, Larut, Sterna, and Rynchop* ; in short, all those
birds which possess a rather blunt bill, covered with an epidermis
gibbous at the base, dilated at the apex, ami with dentieiiluW bumf,
a fleshy tongue, and palmatod natatorial feet. The class stands between
the Pica and the Orallit. The genus A not comprehends the Swans,
the Geese, and all the Ducks in the general ncn-ptnti.in <>l (!
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Pennant's 24th genus, Duck, is placed between the genus Merganser
(Goosander) and the genus Corvorant; and it comprehends the

Swan?, the Geese, and all the Ducks, like the Liuu&an genus Anas.

Latham, who divides the birds into terrestrial and aquatic, makes
his 9th order, Palmipedes, consist of two great sections 4-the first

consisting of those with long feet Avoset and Flamingo for example
and the second of those with short feet, comprehending all the

short-limbed aquatic birds with webbed feet.

Lace'pede's second sub-class of birds consists of those the lower

part of whose legs is denuded of feathers, or have many toes united

by a membrane. The first division of this sub-class consists of

those which have three anterior toes and one posterior toe, or none.

The first sub-division consists of the Wsiter-Birds (Oiseaux d'Eau) ;

and the 23rd order of Lac5pede comprehends those genera which
have a dentilated bill, namely, Canard, Ana ; Harle, Meryiui ; Priom,
friim. The genus Anas consists of all the birds which combine with
the characters above stated a wide bill, rounded at its extremity,
and furnished around the mandibles with email vertical laminae.

Cuvier's 6th and last order is the Palmipedes ;
and the last family

of that order, Lamellirostres, contains tho great genus Des Canards

(Anai, Linn.). Cuvier remarks that they are commonly divided into

three sub-genera, the limits of each of which are not very precise,

namely, the Swans (Ci/gniu, Meyer), the Geese (Anter, Brissou), and
the Ducks, in the general acceptation of the term (Anas, Meyer).
The other great genus of Cuvier's Lainellivostres is Meryus, Linn.

Cuvier separates the genus Anas into two divisions. The first

consists of those whose hind toe is bordered by a membrane, whose
head is larger and neck shorter hi comparison, and which have also

the feet placed more backwards, the wings smaller, the tail stifier,

the tarsi more compressed, the toes longer, and the webs more entire.

They walk badly, live more exclusively upon fishes and insects, and
dive more frequently. (Platypus, Brehni; Ilydrobates, Temminck;
Fuliyttla, Carlo Bonaparte). This first division contains the following
sub-divisions: Lea Macreuseg (Oidemia, Fleming, Anai nigra, A.

futca, Linn., &c.) ;
Les Carrots (Clanynla, Leach

;
A ylacialit, A.

histrionica, Linn., Ac.) ; Les Eiders (Eider-Ducks, Somateria, Leach,
A. molliuiuia, Linn.) ;

Les Millouins (Pulvjula, Leach).
The second division is formed by those Ducks which are without

the membranous border on the hind toe, and have the head smaller,
the feet less, the neck longer, the bill more equal, and the body less

clumsy (opals). These walk better, and seek aquatic plants and their

seeds as much as fish and other animals. It would seem, adds

Cuvier, that the swellings of their trachea; are of a homogeneous bony
and cartilaginous substance. It is to this division that Carlo
Lucien Bonaparte, prince of Canino, confines the appellation Anas.
The following are the sub-divisions : Les Souchets, JIAyncltaspis, Leach ;

Les Tadornes, A . tadm-na, Linn., &c. ; those which have naked parts
about the head, and often a boss or convexity on the base of the bill,

as the Muscovy Duck
;
those with a pointed tail, A. acuta, Linn., for

instance
;
those whose male has curled feathers in the tail, as the

Wild Duck, Soichas, A . Boichas, Linn. ; those which have a tuft on
the head, and the bill rather narrower anteriorly, as the Summer-
Duck, Anas tponta, Linn., and the Mandarin-Duck, A. yalericulata,

Linn., Dendronessa, Swainson
;
those which have the bills of ducks,

but legs even longer than those of the geese, and which perch and
nestle in trees, A . arborea, Linn., &c. One of these Cuvier observes
has the feet only semipalmated, A. temipalmata, Latham. Finally,
Cuvier goes on to state that we possess, especially in winter, among
those which have nothing remarkable about them, A. itrepcra, Linn.,
A. Penelope, Linn.; and many small species which are distinguished
by the name of Sarcelles, Teals, A. querquedula, Linn., the Common
Teal, for example.

.Mr. Vigors, in his paper 'On the Natural Affinities that connect
the Orders and Families of Birds,' read before the Liimiean Society,
December 3, 1823 ('Trans. Linn. Soc.' vol. xiv. p. 395), makes his
5th order ffatatores consist of the families stated in the article

COLVMBID.E. The family of Anatida (Leach), to which he leads his

readers from the preceding order (Grattaturet) by means of the
connection between the Rallida; and Cereopiis, consists, he observes,
of the groups which compose the Linnamn genera Anas and Mergut,
mid with respect to the affinities that prevail throughout the families
ok the order, he remarks, that the more extensive subdivisions of the
Linnuean Anai which have been acknowledged by all systematic
writers, either under the name of sections or genera, display in con-

junction with Meryus a regular series of affinities conformable to the

principles
advanced by him as regulating the order. The first group,

he observe*, upon which we enter in this first aberrant family of the

order, has been formed into a sectional subdivision by M. Temminck,
ii!id.T the denomination of Les Dies; and with equal signification
and more effect has been made into a genus, under the title of Anser,
by M. Illiger, who therein followed the older naturalists that pre-

I I, inn rr us. These birds retain much of the manners of the
Widen, They are endowed with considerable facility in walking,
are found to swim but seldom, and do not dive at all. In these

charactcni, as well as in other particulars, they correspond with the

family of Lnrii/re, which meets them at tho other extremity of the
circle of Natatora.
To this division succeeds Ccrcoptit, Latham [CKREorara], strongly

allied to the preceding Anseres by its general structure, but still more

typical in the family in consequence of the length and nakedness of

the tarsi above the knee : characters which indicate a greater power
of walking, and a greater deficiency in swimming. It joins the third

division, or the genuine Anates, by means of a group of which Anas
arborea, Linn., is the representative. This third and most typical

group of the family, which accords with M. Temminck's first section

of 'Canards propremeut dits,' still approaches more closely to the
land birds than the birds which follow : the species swim with ease,
and even dive, but the latter faculty they seldom exercise unless

when pursued. Their food is also less exclusively marine than that

of the succeeding groups, being composed of vegetables, grains, and

insects, in addition to fish. This division, consisting of many promi-
nent forms, of which Anas arborea, before mentioned, A. tadorna,
Boschas, clypeala, Penelope, and querquedula may be considered types,
is distinguished from the remainder of the ' Canards propremeuts
dits' of M. Temminck by the hind toe being entire, or free from the
lobated membrane which is attached to the bind toe of these last.

Mr. Vigors proceeds to state that this character of the lobated

membrane, which is of considerable importance as pointing out the

approach of the birds in which it is found to the more typical oceanic

families, prevails in all the remaining groups of the present family.
It is strongly conspicuous in Mergus, Linn., the next division that

appears to follow : and we consequently find that the species of that

genus carry the powers of swimming and diving to the greatest

extent, making use of their wings also in their progress through the

water
;
and at the same time exhibiting a constrained and embarrassed

mode of walking, in consequence of the backward position of the

legs. It thus forms the passage to the succeeding family of Colym-
bidce. In the shape of its bill, which is slender and partially com-

pressed, it exhibits a distinct form in its own family : but still, by
means of the bill of an intervening species, M. albellus, Linn., which
is intermediate in its breadth and depression, it preserves its con-

nection with the Anates. " We hence," continues Mr. Vigors,
"
pass

to the 5th and last group of the family which, with the bill of the

Anates, retains most of the characters conspicuous in Meryus. The
forms most prominent in it, represented by the different Linmcan

species Anas ferina, clangula, kistrionica, and molliirimtt, possess a

strongly lobated hind toe; they frequent the ocean for the most

part, where they dive with the greatest facility and for a length of

time
;
and they live chiefly on marine animals. Their legs are also

thrown behind the equilibrium of their body ;
and thus also they

evince their contiguity to the typical Natatores. By means of the

group which contains A. mollissima, our well-known Eider-Duck and
its congeners, where the bill, with an elevated protuberance at the

base, approaches that of the Anas olor, Linn., we find ourselves brought
round to the Cyynua of the present day, which forms part of the

first division. That genus in like manner deviates partially from
the conterminous genus Anser, in its legs being thrown more back-

ward, and its consequen'.ly greater awkwardness in walking. Here
then the affinities are evident which thus establish the perfect return

of the series of the Anatid(e into itself. Before we leave the family
I must indulge myself in observing a most conspicuous peculiarity
which marks the series of affinities among these groups. The long
and slender neck observable in the Grallatores is preserved in such

groups of the Anatidce as are most conterminous to that order, such
as Cygnus, Anser, Sernicla, and Cereopsis, until it is superseded by the

short necks of the more Oceanic Anatidce, which exhibit all the

expansion and capaciousness of throat observable in the typical
Natatores,"

In the '

Zoological Journal
'

(v,ol. ii.), Mr. Vigors gives a disposition
of the Anatida; which exhibits a slight deviation from that drawn
out in his paper referred to above. The following is the arrange-
ment.

OBDO V. Natatoree, 111. (Anieres, Linn,)

1. Family Anaiidce, Leach, (Gen. Anat Meryus, Linn.)

Sub-Family Awerina.

Ansert Briss. ; Bernicla, Steph. ; Cheniscus, Brookes's M.M.S.;

Ghenoplex, Steph. ; Plectropterus, Leach*

Cereopsis, Lath.
Sub-Family C'ereopsina.

Sub'Family Anatina.

Tadorna, Leach j Oaii'ina, B"lem.
j Anas, Auct. ; Dajita, Leach;

Mareca, Steph. ; Querquedula, Ray ; Ilhynchatyis, Leach*

* * *

Sub-Family 1

Clangula, Flem.
; Ilarelda, Ray ; Meryus, Linn. (Merganser, Bliss.) ;

Somateria, Leach
; Oidemia, Flem. ; Biziura, Leach.

Sub-Family Cygnina.

Cyynus, Meyer.
The other four families are 2. Colymbidai, Leach

; 3. Alcada ; 4.

Pelecanidat, Leach ; 5. Laridai, Leach.
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Mr. Yamtll in hi*
' Observation* on Ui Trachcw of Birds' (' Linn.

Truw.' TO). XT.), after ppeaiinK of the form of the windpipe, among
ubn of UM Black Swan of Australia, Aniu ftrala, Linn., and of

that of UM Semi-psliuated DOOM, A*<u itmifulmala of Dr. Latham,

goes ao to remark that the different .pecies of geese considered

British pnMBt nothing remarkable in their traclie, the Egyptian
OOOM alone excited, the male of which speciet possesses a bony

enlargement at the bottom of iU windpipe ; and he notice* the circum-

i that y utematic author* seem to agree in placing this bird at

*tom of UM list of the geese, where it appear* to occupy it*

i ; and observes that, combining an it doe* some of the

:

common to thoe birds and the true ducks, it becomes a

natural link between them, and he closes his interesting paper
i an arrangement of the British species of the latter portion of

thi family founded upon internal as well as external conformation.
" The flnt division of true ducks," says Mr. Yarrell,

"
will contain

the Shielduck, Muscovy Duck, Wild Duck, Gadwall, Shoveler, Pintail,;

Wigeon, Bimaculated Duck, Oarganey, and Teal, all of which will U-

found to here the following characters in common. Externally they
exhibit considerable length of neck ; the wings are aim long, reaching
to the end of the tail ; the tarsi somewhat round ; the hind toe free

or baring no pendent lobe. In habits they may be stated generally
as frequenting fresh water, but passing much of their time on land,

feeding in ditches and about the shallow edges of pools on aquatic

plants, insects, worms, and occasionally fish, taking their food at or

near the surface ; possessing great powers of flight, but seldom diving
unless pursued. Of their internal soft parts, the stomach is in the

greatest degree muscular, forming a true gizzard ;
the intestines long,

the csscal appendages from 6 to 9 inches in length in the larger birds,

and decreasing only in proportion to the size of the species. Of the

bones it may be observed that the ribs are short, extending but little

beyond the line of the posterior edge of the sternum
;
the keel of the

breast-bone deep, affording great extent of surface for the insertion of

large and powerful pectoral muscles ; the enlargement at the bottom
of the trachea in all of them is of bone only. The wild duck may
be considered the type of this division."

Mr. Yarrell then proceeds to state that the Eider-Duck, King-Duck,
Velvet-Duck, and Scoter, possessing some characters common to the

preceding class, and others belonging to that next in succession, appear
to supply the link between these two divisions

;
and he regrets that

UM extreme rarity of the hut-named species had prevented him from

making any examination beyond that afforded by the external parts of

preserved specimens in collections.

The next division of true ducks, according to Mr. Yarrell, includes
in the following order the Red-Crested, the Pochard, Ferruginous,
Scaup, Tufted, Harlequin, Long-Tailed, and Golden-Eye ;

and their

general distinctions, he remarks, internal as well as external, compared
with those of the birds of the first division, will be found of an

opposite character. Externally, they exhibit the neck and wings
short, UM latter only reaching to the origin of the tail-feathers ;

the tarsi

abort and compressed ; the hind toe lobated, and an extended web to
the inner toe. They frequent the sea, or the deep parts of the fresh-

water Ukes, and have been called Oceanic Ducks ; they are seldom
seen on land ; their walk is embarrassed from the backward position of
their leg*, but they dive constantly and with great facility, taking their

pray
U various depths below the surface; their food consist* of

finned and shell-fish, and marine insect*, but of little or no vegetable
production ; and their power* of flight are moderate. With regard to

their soft parts, Mr. V arrell states that the cosophsgus is capable of

grot dilatation, that the stomach is a muscular gizzard, but that the
internal cavity increases in size ; the stomachs of the Long-Tailed
Duck and Golden-Eye most resembling the stomach of the Mergansers,
whilst UM intestine* and ctscal appendage* are shorter, the latter

dtainishmg from inches In the first to 4( inches in the Tufted Duck,
S inches in UM Long-Tailed, and but 3 inches in th . The
ribs of UM birds of this division, according to the same author, are

elongated ; the keel of the brewt-bone gradually decreases in depth
UM

position
of UM wings is more forward, and the legs are placet

farther back. The tncbest of these ducks, moreover, are particularly
distinguished from tbo*t of UM others by the enlargement at the
bottom of UM tab* being covered with delicate membrane, supported
by .lender portion* of bone; the trachea of the Red-Crested Duck is

an example of U,,. form, and Mr. Yarrell is of opinion that it may be
cosio*rd the type of this division.

"As UM Egyptian Goose," continues Mr. Yarrell, "has in thin

amuwcsoeut been considered UM link between the geese and the tin.

division of UM true ducks, from its possn*ing, with the characters o
UM former. UM bosry enlargement of the tncbea common to the latter
and the Velvet-Duck, for similar reasons, supplying the link betweei
the two divisions of true ducks, ponwssing, among other characters,
an attend form of the bony enlargement of the trachea of the one,
with the lobated toe of UM other; so UM Golden-Eye, the Ust of the
series, api-ears to complete UM arrangement, by exhibiting some of the
characters found in the Mergansers, which are next in succession.'
The Ant point of similarity is found by Mr. Yarrcll in ths elongated

feather, of UM top of the bead, forming a crest
; they agree also, be

adds, in the shape of the sternum, and a particular extensions of its

posterior edg, brooming Ml fusiform process; and this exteii-iou ..
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he edge of the breast-bone prevails in the genera t'otymbtu, Alfa, and
'.'ria : and, with the elongation of the ribs observable in all good salt-

water divers, seems intended as a protection to the important viscera

of the abdomen, and enables them to resist pressure when below tin

surface. ^The Golden-Kye, in the opinion of the same author, U alsu

ntermediate in its stomach, intestines, and coecal appendages, the

alter being only 2 inches in length. In the Goosander indeed Mr.

Yarrell found that these appendage* reached 3 inches ; but, as he well

observe*, the size of the bird being considered, they are reduced on a

comparative estimate to less than 2 inches ;
in the Red-Breasted Mer-

ranner he found them to measure but 1 inch, and the Swan he states

s without any. In the form of its trachea, the Golden-Eye, it seems,
uorr closely resembles the Mergansers than that of any other duck,

jy the enlargement in the tube, and in the shape of the labyrinth.
' Thus the whole of the numerous species of the A nalidte ap|>ear to

descend to the more perfect water-birds by gradations, but with well-

marked divisions throughout."
Prince C. L. Bonaparte, in his ' Tabella Analitica dei Generi.'

'Specchio Comparative,' 1827) makes his -Ordine Anttm consist of

ive families : the Lonyiptnnet, the LamtUutudentati, the Sttyanopodri,
;he Lobi/iiilrt, and the Pygopodtt. His Famiglia LameUotodentali

comprises the two genera Aiuu and Mergut, the firr-t of whii-li In

characterises thus " Becoo depresso, ottuso, con deuti lamellitWmi :

"

and it comprehends the swans, geese, and ducks in the large meaning
of the term.

M. Lesson, in his 'Manual' (1828), makes the Anatida (LamtUi-
rottra of Cuvier) the fifth and lost family of the sixth order, Lrs

Palmipedes, Natatorct of Illigerand Vieillot. Under the Anatida he

arranges the genera Cygntu, Meyer ; An$er, Brisson, with its sub-

genera; C'ereopnt, Latham; Amu, Linntcus ;
and Mtrytu, Lin:

The genus A not he divides into two sections.

Mr. Swainson, in his paper 'On those Birds which exhibit the

Typical Perfection of the Family of Anatidaj' ('Journal of the Royal
Institution of Great Britain'), remarks, that the most superficial

observer, on looking to the family of the Anatida, or Ducks, under

which he will include the geese and swans, must be struck by the

remarkable shape and structure of the bill, totally different from that

of all other birds. This, iu fact, he adds, is the only group in the

aquatic order wherein the bill is very considerably dilated in its

l.readtli, an. I of a texture unusually soft. In addition to these, a

third and a very important character is discerned ;
the cutting margins

of the bill are provided with numerous transverse lamellar plaits, so

much developed in some species as to project beyond the bill, thus

assuming an analogy to the teeth of quadrupeds. This analogy how-
ever is more imaginary than real, since these appendages are destined

for a very different purpose. The feet, although in general short, art'

adapted to more than one purpose, since they are not only u.-

swimming and diving, but for walking.
Mr. Swainson proceeds to state that "the gulls feed indiscrimi-

nately upon marine animals, whether living or dead: they are the

purifiers of the waters, as the vultures are of the land. The pelican*
and the penguins derive their support from those large fish whic-h the

more feeble gulls can neither capture nor swallow, while the term
rkim the ocean iu search of small fish which rise to the surface. But
the inconceivable multitudes of minute animals which swarm, ar

voyagers assert, in the northern seas, and the equally numerous pro
fusion inhabiting the sides of rivers and fresh waters, would be
without any effectual check upon then- increase, but for a family of

birds destined more particularly for that purpose. In the structure

accordingly of the ducka we Rue all these qualifications in the utmost

perfection. By means of their broad bill, as they feed upon very
small and soft substances, they capture at one effort conaid.

numbers. Strength of substance in this member is unnecessary : the
bill is therefore comparatively weak, but great breadth U obvimi-K
essential to the nature of their food. As these small insects also
win. li constitute the chief food of the A natiJa live principally beneath
the surface of the mud, it is clear that the bill should be so formed
that the bird should have the power of separating its nourishment
from that which would be detrimental to the stomach. The use of
the lamina1 thus becomes apparent : the offensive matter is ejected
between their interstices, which however are not sufficiently wide .,

admit the passagti of the insect food at the same time. The mouthful
of stuff brought from the bottom is, as it w,

r,., ,-ificd in,.M ,11, vtualiy

by this curiously-iibaped bill
;
the refuse is expelled, but the fud i

retained. It is probable also that the tongue is materially employed
on this process; for unlike that of all other bird*, it i. runmrkalily
Urge, thick, and fleshy. From being so highly developed, it must be
endowed with an unusual degree of sensation; anil ind..d, a very
exquisite sense of taste muKt belong to any animal which has t >

separate its food from extraneous substances, without deriving any
assistance in the process from its powers of sight; against this defi-

ciency nature has wisely provided, by heightening and increasing the
eases of taste and touch."
In the physiological series of the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons in London -Gallery (317) is the head of a Muscovy Duck,
Anai JHoichala, Linn., showing the serrated character of the tiargin*
of the mandibles, and the peculiar tuberomty at the base of the beak ;

and a good opportunity of studying the structure of the tongue is
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afforded by the preparations numbered 1468 and 1469. In the former

are seen the bones of the tongue and upper larynx of a swan (Cyynus

olor, Brisson). The glosso-hyal part is broader and longer than it is

in the land-birds, corresponding to the greater development of the

tongue in the lamellirostral swimming birds, but is devoid of the

cartilaginous processes to its posterior angles in the gallinaceous tribe.

In the larynx may be distinguished the thyroid, cricoid, and arytenoid

cartilages, which in most birds are more or less bony : the thyroid

cartilage is the largest, and covers the whole anterior part of the

larynx like a shield : the posterior broad part of the cricoid (wkich is

not in this class developed in the form of a ring) supports as usual the

arytenoid cartilages which form the rima glottidis ; they have muscles

for opening and closing that fissure, and the larynx is defended by
the latter action alone from the entrance of food or fluid. No. 1469

exhibits the lower jaw, with the tongue and larynx of the same bird,

and it will be seen that the tongue is so far developed as to corre-

spond with the form of the lower jaw. It is a thick and fleshy organ,
beset with four longitudinal rows of horny tooth-like processes, two
at the sides, and two on the dorsum, separated by a mesial furrow :

the base of the tongue is also armed with retroverted spines arranged
in a chevron figure ;

similar spines again occur behind the larynx.
The apo-hyal and cerato-hyal bones are dissected on one side, but
covered by the muscles on the other.

Mr. Swainson, in the paper above quoted, divides the genus Anas

(which he thus characterises" bill longer than the head, depressed

nearly its whole length ; the base not enlarged, the tip very obtuse
;

the lamina; of the upper mandible generally projecting ;
hinder toe

uot dilated, short,- claws short, thick") into the following sub-

genera :

1. Typical Group. Sub-Genera.

Bill spatulate, simple; laminae considerably

projecting

2. Sub-Typical Group.

Bill spatulate, furnished with a lobed mem- 1

brane; lamina; considerably projecting . .]

8. Aberrant Group.

Bill of equal breadth ; projecting lamina) 1 rn.-.j;..j... a-,

short, slender, acute, crowded . . . J 6 ' '"* Sw'

Bill more cylindrical, lengthened ;
tail long . Dajila, Leach.

Bill depressed, of equal breadth ; lamina; "I

distant, obtuse, and generally concealed ; tail
} Boichat, Antiq.

short J

The type of the genus A not is considered by Mr. Swainson to be
the Shoveler Duck ; and he thus speaks of the arrangement above set

forth :

" In regard to the tabular disposition of the five sub-genera,
or types of form, it will be expected that I should say a few words,
since it is at variance with the mode of exhibiting circular affinities

adopted by that distinguished writer who first detected this arrange-
ment. On this point I must refer the reader to the ornithological
volume of the ' Northern Zoology,' now about to appear, where he
will find our peculiar views explained and illustrated. I have, indeed,
chosen to enumerate, in both instances, the subordinate divisions of

the aberrant group, but they are always viewed by me as forming a

distinct circle of their own, the primary divisions of every natural

group being considered as three and not five. In the present instance,
the three sub-genera of Chauliodits, Dajila., and Boschat, possess one
common character, in not having the bill conspicuously dilated at its

extremity ;
while their circular succession can hardly be questioned,

when we find the greatest modern reformers * leave the Gadwall and
the Mallard in the same group ; these writers having overlooked the

modifications of the lamina;, and passed over the difference in the
habits of these birds, as not bearing upon the question. The theory
that the mallard is the typical representation of this family has now,
I trust, been thoroughly investigated, and demonstrated to be erro-

neous ; t nor can I consider the two circular arrangements J that
have been made of the whole family, each apparently perfect, but

essentially different, in any other light. They appear to me to be the
result of abstract theory, and of a theory misapplied. On the other

hand, I deem it but justice to the great merits of another ornitho-

logist of our own country to acknowledge the assistance I have derived
liis highly valuable paper on the trachaja (trachea;) of birds,

and, at the same time, to declare that if there is any truth in his own
inferences, drawn from internal structure, or in mine, resulting from
attention to external form and habits, he has himself marked out the
true circle of the Anatidcr., so far as the British species are concerned,

totally unconscious of having done so. There is, and there cannot be,
but one plan of creation. In our efforts to develop this plan we
must, as Mr. Yarrell justly observes, 'combine ascertained habits,
external characters, and anatomical structure ;'

and in proportion as

we can do this so may we assume that our arrangement is
'

natural'
"

Sir John Richardson ('Fauna Boreali-Americana ') observes that
the Anatidce are "of great importance in the Fur Countries, as they

Dr. Leach, Dr. Firming, Stevens (Stephens ?), Vigors,
t For the dcmoniitration, see the paper quoted.
{ Linn. -Train.' xir. p. 499;

' Zool. Jour.' iii. (ii.) p. 404.
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furnish at certain seasons in the year, in many extensive districts,
almost the only article of food that can be procured. The arrival of
the water-fowl marks the commencement of spring, and diffuses as

much joy among the wandering hunters of the arctic regions as the
harvest or vintage excites in more genial climes. The period of their

migration southward again, in large flocks at the close of summer, is

another season of plenty, bountifully granted to the natives, and

fitting them for encountering the rigour and privations of a northern
winter. The Anatid<e have therefore very naturally been observed
more attentively than any other family of birds, both by the Indians
and white residents of the Fur Countries ; and as they form the bulk
of the specimens that have been transmitted to England, they are
also better known to ornithologists."
We shall now proceed to speak of the genera and species of this

family under the sub-families Ph&nicoptince, the Flamingoes ;

Anserince, the Geese; Anatina, the True Ducks; Fidigulince, the
Sea-Ducks ; and Merganiru?, the Mergansers. The Swans are
described in the article CYGNINJE.

The PhoenicoptiiUE include a single genus, Pluetiicopterus, Flamingo
of the English, Flammant of the French, Phomicopterus of the ancients
and moderns. The position of these birds has been a matter of con-

siderable doubt. The form approaches in some points to Itecurvi-

rostra [AVOSET] and Platalea (the Spoonbills), and in others comes
nearest to the Anterinas (Geese). C. L. Bonaparte places it in a

family, ffygrobatce, with Jlecurvirostra and Platalea, between his

family Pinnatipede (Phalaropes, &c.)on the one side and the Auserirue
ou the other. Mr. Vigors, in his paper

' On the Natural Affinities

that connect the Orders and Families of Birds,' thus marks its position
among the Grallatoret :

" Intermediate between Ardea and Ciconia

appear those forms which display so remarkable a dilatation of the

bill, the Cancroma '[BoAT-BiLL] P/uenicoptems, and Platalea of
Linnaeus. The two last of these groups are equally distinguished by
a greater development of the membrane that connects the toes than
is observable in the other Waders which join them on each side ; and
in one of them, the Phtenicopterut, this character is carried so far to
the extreme as to have occasioned some systematists to place the
birds of this genus among the Natatore* (Swimmers). But the whole
of the family have a membrane, more or less exteusive, at the base of
the toes ; and if we compare the feet of the common Ciconia, alba

(Stork), of the Platalea, and the Plucnicoptcrus, together, we shall see
a gradual increase of this membrane in extent, until it reaches the
extreme in the latter genus." Mr. Swainson places the Flamingo
among the Swimmers. In his ' Natural History and Classification of
Birds

'

(1836), he says,
" The Flamingo, which has the longest legs

in the Natatorial order, is so good a walker that it only swima

occasionally."
The genus Phcmicopterut has the bill strong, higher than'it is large,

dentilated, conical towards the point, naked at the base; upper
mandible suddenly bent, curved at its point on the lower mandible,
which is larger than the upper. Nostrils longitudinal in the middle
of the bill, pierced through and through near the dome of the upper
arete, covered beneath by a membrane. Feet very long ; three toes

in front, hind toe very short, articulated high up on the tarsus
;

anterior toes united to the nails by a lunated membrane (membrane
decoupee). Nails short, flat. Wings moderate; first and second

quills longest.

Temminck, whose generic characters we have given, says that the

Flamingoes live on the sea-beach or in marshes formed by salt lakes,
where their food consists of testaceous mollusks, m'arine insects

(crustaceans ?), and the spawn of fish, which they collect by plunging
their long neck into the water and turning the head upside down, so

as to employ with greater advantage the bend of their bill. They
join in large troops and live in societies. Their nest is made in the

marshes, and consists of earth piled up, and upon this nest the birds

sit astride, because their length of limb hinders them from incubatiug
otherwise. Whether they are reposing or fishing, sentinels are

appointed which keep a sort of guard. If anything alarms the
vddette he utters a trumpeting kind of cry, and the whole flock follow

him into the air. They rarely take their repose in any other than

open places ; and it is asserted that their sense of smelling is so acute
that they scent from afar the hunter and fire-arms. Their moult

appears to be simple and ordinary, but the young birds differ much
from their parents. The red or rosy plumage which covers the adult

shows itself gradually, after many moults and a period of about four

years. The females are less than the males, and the colours of the

former want the purity which distinguish the latter. The young, at

their departure from the nest, are white. The body of the Flamingo
has hardly a greater covering of down than that of the other Waders,
the Avosets aloue excepted ; and accordingly they do not swim

habitually, like the latter birds, when they wi*h to go from one bank
to another in deep water. The palmated feet of the Flamingoes
appear to be given them to enable them to sustain themselves on the

slimy bottoms of rivers and creeks into which they wade as far as their

long legs will allow them, and to walk thereon. As they fly in flocks

they make an angle like the Geese. In walking they often apply their

upper mandible to the ground, and lean on it us a point of Mipport.
M. Temmiuck positively asserts that the Flnmingo of Europe ami

2 D
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that *pread over the warm climate* of America are different. He
state* that he know* the plumage of the American Flamingo from it*

youth to iU adult tte, and declare* that they are all diflerent from

the variou* utate* of the Flamingo of the ancient continent. The

orange-red which pervade* the whole of the plumage of the American

species when it ha* arrived at it* complete *tate of development is

uflkoieot to distinguish that bird from our European Flamingo, which
i* of a rote-colour with wing* of purple-red. The young of the Utter

(I'limitopttnu Antiijuomm) ha* the plumage whitUh, covered with

brown itreak* (mochen), very dutinotly marked and long, principally
oo the greater wing-covert* ; the American Flamingo (Pkmicoptenu
rater) u covered in it* youth with a dull whitish -gray plumage.
Three ipecie* are given by M. Temminck :

1. P. Aniitfuonm, the Flamingo of the ancient* ;
Flammant Phoo-

niooptere of Buflbn ; the Flammant and Flamingo of old author*.

Locality, couth of Europe, Africa, and part of Asia.

3. P. rmbrr, the American Flamingo ;
Red Flamingo of Wilson.'

Locality, South America and part of North America.
S. P. minor, Flammant Pygmce, previously described by Vieillot a

P. farm. Locality, South Africa.

M. Leeson observes that at all event* it would be more convenient
to retain the original name of Linnaeus, Ph<mitopttrut ruber, for the

Flamingo of the old continent, and to allow that given by Molina to

the American bird, tume\f,Ph<rnicopltrm CAi/rnju, to remain ; although
\Vibon, who doe* not appear to have recognised any specific difference,
record* the but-mentioned Flamingo under the name of Pheenicopicnu
ruler. The latter i* used by most of the English zoologist* to desig-
nate the Flamingo of the Old World ; and we shall, adhering to the
law of priority and to prevent confusion, adopt the nomenclature

suggested by M. Leason, wishing at the same time that Molina's name
had not been a name of locality.
For a knowledge of the internal structure of the Flamingo we are

principally indebted to Professor Owen. From the fact of Cuvier

placing the Flamingo amongst the Oralialora, Professor Owen sup-

pose* that an opportunity of dissecting it had never occurred to Cuvier,
and that probably the absence of any allusion to ca-ca in Perrault's

anatomical description (' Mumoire* de 1'Aoademie,' t iii. 3 P., p. 462)
may have influenced hi* silence regarding the internal structure of a
bird which be considers a* one of the most extraordinary and most
isolated of it* clans. Cuvier, in allusion to the small tooth-like laminae
which are arranged along the margins of the upper mandible, points
out the relation which the Flamingo bears in this particular to the

Anatida; and Professor Owen states that a like correspondence is

observable in the rest of the alimentary canal, " The horny denticles

of the upper mandible," he write*,
" and the transverse marginal fur-

row* of the lower mandible form together a nort of filter, and like the

plate* of whalebone in the Balance allow the superfluous moisture to

drain away, while the small Molliuea and other littoral Animalcula
are detained and (wallowed. The structure of the gullet is in accord-
ance with the size of the substances which serve for nutriment In
the typical Orallaloret, as Ardea and C'iconio, which swallow entire

Bah and other food in large morsels, the oesophagus i* remarkable for

it* great and uniform capacity ; but in Phoenieoptenu it is not more
than half an inch in diameter when dilated. At the lower part of the
neck it expands into a considerable pouch, which measured in the

specimen here described 3 inches in diameter and 4 J inches in length.
In Perrault's specimen the diameter was only one and a half inch,
and it was probably in a state of contraction, as he describes it as fur-

nished internally with many small longitudinal rugio. The circular

fibre* around this part were very distinct Beyond this pouch the

esophagus again contract* to about 4 line* in diameter, and so con-

tinue* for 54 inches, when it terminate* in the proventriculus. This

glandular cavity wa* 1 inch 8 line* in length and 5 line* in diameter ;

the gartriu follicle* were broad, short, and simple, and were arranged
in two long oval group* blending together at the edge*. The proven-
triculu* terminate* in a small bat strong gizzard of a flattened sphe-
roidal form, measuring 1 inch 5 line* in length and the same in

the lateral muscle* were each half an inch in thickness. The gizzard
was lined with a moderately thick and yellow-coloured cuticle disposed
in loogttadiaa) ridges, the extremities of which projecting into the

pyloric aperture form a kind of valve, a* in the gizzard of the Ostrich.
In a Flamingo (ttawoled by Colonel Sykea, in which the duodenum
wa* blocked op bv two Urge tape-worms, the muscles of the gizzard
were 1 inch in thickn***. The duodenal fold extended towards the
left aid* 4 inches tram the pylorus. This inU*Une wa* 4 inches in
diameter. The pancreas, which occupied it* common situation be-
tween the two portion* of the fold, had a more complete peritoneal
covcrinc than tuiial The intestinal canal soon diminished in diameter
to S and then to 9 line*. The small intestine- formed an oval mass,
and wen dwpoaed in 21 elliptical spiral convolutions, 11 descending
toward* the rectum and 10 returning towards the gizzard in the

mtarspace* of toe preceding ;
a disposition analogous to that of the

colon in Ruminant*. The villl of the intestine* were arranged in

longHadinal ting line*. Then were two cteca, each about ^ inches
l MOgth and 5 incbe* in diameter. The tevte* were about the size
of gram* of wheat, and were situated on the anterior part of the renal

la. The Utter bodies were about the sue of hazel-nut* 'Both
> glands were of a bright yellow colour. The fat of this bird is

of a remarkable orange tint The principal diseased appearances were
in the lungs, which were filled with tulrclcs and voiuicii>. I wa*
much struck with finding the inner surface of the latter cavities, and
that of most of the smaller ramifications of the bronchial tubes,
covered over with a green vegetable mould or Mucor. As the indi-

vidual wa* examined within twenty-four hour* after it* death, it

seemed reasonable to conclude this Mucor had grown there during
the lifetime of the animal Thus it would appear that internal para-
sites are not exclusively derived from the animal kingdom, but that

there are EntO)>hyta as well as Jmtozoa.' [EsTorii YTA.
)

" The tongue of the Flamingo is remarkable for its texture, mag-
nitude, and peculiar armature. It is almost cylindrical, but slightly
flattened above and obliquely truncate anteriorly, so as to correspond
with the form of the inferior mandible. The lower part of the trun-

cated surface is produced in a pointed form, and is supported beneath

by a small horny plate. The whole length of the tongue is 3 inches ;

its circumference 2J inches. Along the middle of the flattened supe-
rior surface there is u moderately deep and wide longitudinal furrow,
on either side of which there are from 20 to 25 recurved spines, but
of a soft and yielding horny texture, measuring from 1 to 3 lines in

length. These spines are arranged in an irregular alternate series, the

outer ones being the smallest, and these indeed may be considered

a distinct row. At the posterior part of the tongue there are two

groups of smaller recumbent spines directed towards the glottis. The
substance of the tongue is not muscular, but is chiefly composed of

an abundant yielding cellular substance, with fat of an almost oily
consistence. It is supported by a long and thin concave cartilage
articulated to the body of the os hyoides by a shallow ginglymoid

joint allowing of a free motion. Excepting the straight hyoglossi, the

muscles all terminate at the base of the tongue. The tendon* of the

former muscles run along the under port of the lingual cartilage, and

expand to be inserted at its extremity, where a few fibres again pro-
ceed forwards to the extreme point of the tongue." In the Museum
of the Royal College of Surgeons in London is a preparation of the

crop, proventi iculus, and gizzard of a Flamingo (/'. ruler, Linn.), and
a preparation of the tongue of that bird.

Skull and manllblc* of the Flamingo. From a upecimcn in the Iloytl College
of Surgeons.

Tongue of Flamingo. From a iptcimen in the Royal College of Surgeons.

There were no Entixoa in the specimen dissected by Professor
Owen ; but he characteriaes the specie* found by Colonel Sykcs, and
above alluded to, as Ttrnia /i.//i>/, m : length 7 inches; breadth
5 lines ; thickness 1 line. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1832, pp. 141 and 143.)

P. ntorr, Linn. (/'. Antiijaorum, Temminck). Its length from the
end of the bill to that of the tail is 4 feet 2 or 3 inches, but to tin- < n. I

of the claws sometimes more than 6 feet Bill 4\ inches long ; upper
m.indilile very thin and flat, and somewhat moveable

; the under inau-

dible thick, both of them bending downwards from the mid. IK
;

nostrils linear and placed in a blackish membrane
;

end of the bill

as far as the bend black, thence to the base reddish-yellow, round
the base, quite to the eye, covered with a flesh-coloured cere ; neck
slender and of great length; tongue large, fleshy, filling the cavity of
the bill, furnished with twelve or more hooked papilla; on each side,

turning backwards; the tip a sharp cartilaginous substance. The
bird when in full plumage wholly of a most deep scarlet, except the

quill*, which are black. From the base of the thigh to the claw 32

inches, of which the feathered part takes up no more then 3 inches;
bare part above the knee 13 inches, and thence to the claws 13
inches

;
colour of the bare parts red ;

the toes furnished with a web
d.

fj.ly
indented. Legs notstraight, but slightly bent, the kin rather

projecting. (Latham.)
The nest is formed of earth, and in the shape of a hillock, with a

cavity at top ; eggs two or three, white, of the size of those of a

goose, but more elongated.
The flesh of this Flamingo i* pretty good meat : the young are
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thought by some equal to partridge. The inhabitants of Provence
however are said to throw away the flesh aa fishy, and only to use the

feathers as an ornament to other birds at particular entertainments.
Not so the Roman epicures. Apicius has left receipts for dressing
the whole bird with more than the minute accuracy of a modern

cookery book, and the '

Phconicopterus ingena
'

appears among the

luxuries of the table in Juvenal's eleventh Satire. The braina and

tongue figure as one of the favourite dishes of Heliogabalus, and the

superior excellence of the latter was dwelt upon by the same Apicius,
and noticed by Pliny, where he records the doctrine of that "

nepotum
omnium altissimns gurges." (Lib. z. c. 48.) Neither has it escaped
the pointed pen of Martial

"Dat mihi pcnna rubens nomen ; scd lingua gulosis
Nostra sapit : quid si garrula lingua forct T

" Lib. xiii. Ixxi.

The 'garrula lingua* most probably alludes to the tongues and brains

of singing birds, which sometimes formed one of the monstrous dishes

at the enormously-expensive Roman entertainments. Dampier does
not forget the delicious tongue of the Flamingo, observing that a dish

of these tongues is worthy of a place at a prince's table. The bird

itself seems to have been held in high repute by the ancients, for it

appears to have been one of the victims offered to Caligula, who is

said to have been sprinkled while sacrificing with the blood of a

Phcenicopter the day before he was murdered. (Suet, in 'Caligula,'

22, 57.)

European Flamingo (Phoenicopteitu ntfgr).

The European Flamingo is recorded as having been seen everywhere
on the African coast and the adjacent islands quite to the Cape of

Good Hope. There is a specimen in the South African Museum, London.
Le Vaillant found thousands of pelicans and flamingoes on the river

Klein-Brak, where the water is brackish owing to the flowing of the

tide. It has been occasionally observed on the coasts of Spain, of

Italy, and on those of France which lie on the Mediterranean-Sea ; it

has been met with at Marseille and some way up the Rhone. Prince

. T . Bonaparte notes it aa very rare and accidental in the neigh-
bourhood of Rome. In some seasons it has been remarked at Aleppo
ni'l in the parts adjacent. It has been noticed on the Persian aide of

the Caspian Sea, and thence along the west coast aa far as the Volga,
but at uncertain times, and chiefly in considerable flocks, coming
from the north coast mostly in October and November. Colonel

Sykes records if in his catalogue of birds in the Dukhun (Deccan) as

the Hajah-Huns of the Hindoos. It breeds in the Cape de Verd
Islands. This species is very shy. Dampier killed fourteen at once

by secreting himself and two more ; they are not to be approached
openly. Kolben apeaka of their numbcra at the Cape, where by day
they resorted to the borders of lakes and rivers, and lodged at night
in the long grass on the liill.H.

M. de la Mormora, in his voyage to Sardinia, gives the following

interesting account of this species : It quits Sardinia about the end
of March to return about the middle of August : then it is that from

the bastion which forms the promenade of the inhabitants of Cagliari

flights of these magnificent birds may be seen to arrive from Africa.

Disposed in a triangular band they show at first in the heavens like a

line of fire. They advance in the most regular order, but at the sight
of the neighbouring lake there is a pause in their progression, and

they appear for a moment immoveable in the air
;
then tracing by a

slow and circular movement a reversed conical spiral figure they attain

the end of their migration. Brilliant in all the splendour of their

plumage, and ranged in a line, these birds offer a new spectacle, and

represent a small army ranged in order of battle, the uniformity and

symmetry of which leaves nothing to be desired ; but the spectator
should content himself with observing this peaceful colony from afar.

Woe to him if he dare to approach the lake at this deadly season.

A group of nine of these beautiful birds are at present (1854) in the

Gardens of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park,
P. parvw, Vieillot (P. minor, Flammant Pygmde, Ternminck). M.

Temminck observes that no difference is perceptible between the

Flamingo of the ancient continent and that of the New World in the
form of the mandibles

;
their upper mandible shuts on the lower one,

and is so constructed as to offer when the bill is shut a very slight
difference in the height of the two mandibles. In P. panius the lower

mandible, very deep and strongly arched, is formed to receive within
the space which separates its walls the whole of the upper mandible,
which it entirely hides, so that the upper edges of the lower mandible
raise themselves to the height of the surface of the upper jaw.

Small Flamingo (Phanicopterta parvus).

The plumage of the adult ia pure rose-colour without spot or

streak
;
the head, the neck, the back, and all the lower parts, arc of

this beautiful tint, which is more lively and pure in the living bird

than in the preserved skin, for the fugitive brilliancy of this tint

becomes tarnished, and passes into whitish from exposure to the light.

The great wing-coverts and those of the tail are slightly deeper in

colour than the other parts of the plumage. The whole wing is

Covered with feathers of a brilliant scarlet or purple, surrounded by a

wide rosy border
;
the tail-feathers are black. Base of the bill, cere,

and region of the eye, deep purple ; middle of the lower mandible

orange-red, and the point black. Joint of the knee, toes, and their

membranes, of a fine red ; the tarsus has a livid tint. Total length

nearly 3 feet.

The young of the year are white or whitish, marked with small

brown streaks (meches). spread over the head, the neck, the breast,

and the coverts of the wings. The first red tints show themselves ou
the wings. Bill black. Feet of a reddish livid tint.

Thin species inhabits the lakes of Africa. Those received by
Professor M. Temminck were natives of the Cape of Good Hope.
The young bird in the Museum at Paris was brought from Senegal.

'

P. Chileniii, Molina (P. ruler, Red Flamingo, Wilson). This

species in its adult state scarcely differs from the European Flamingo :

it is perhapa not so bright. Catesby says,
" When they feed (which
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it alway> in (hallow water, by bending their Deck*) they lay the upper
put of their bill next the (round, their feet being in continual motion

up and down in the mud, by which mean* they raise a wnall
round Mfi of grain ressmbling millet, which they receive into their

bilk ; and a* there if a neeeeaity for their receiving into their mouths
ome mud, nature has provided the edges of their bill* with R sieve or
teeth like a fine comb, with which they retain the food and reject the
mud which taken in with it Thii account I had from persons of

credit ; bat I nerer aw them feeding myaelf, and therefore cannot

absolutely refute the opinion of other*, who ay they feed on fish,

particularly eels, which *eem to be the slippery prey Dr. Grew says
that the teeth are contrived to hold." The development of the

riuard in this nous make* it very probable that vegetable substance*
form part of the diet of the Flamingoes ; but it is not likely that

largo fish, or indeed water-animal* of any great sizo, are ordinarily
devoured by these bird*. The bill is a colander, admirably ooutrived

for separating the nutritious parts, whether animal or vegetable, from
Ike mud and other uselem part*.

The Red Flamingo inhabit) the warmer parU of North America,
Peru, Chili, Guyana, coast of Brazil, and the West India Inlands, par-

ticularly the Bahama*, where they breed. Wilson speaks of it, but
he gives Latham's description, ic. Prince C. L. Bonaparte, in his
'

Speochio Comparative,' states that it is very rare and accidental hi

the neighbourhood of Philadelphia.

The Antenna include those birds which are popularly known as

Geese. Mr. Swainson, in the '
Classification of Birds,' considers that

the A**rri<r constitute the rasorial sub-family of the whole group of
Analvlir. Although much nearer related, in Mr. Snainson's opinion,
to the True Ducks than are the Flamingoes, next to which he places
them, they are, he remarks, nevertheless much more terrestrial in

their habits ; and in their strong and high legs, fondness for grain and
vegetables, and comparative shortness of wing, he traces many of
the chief characters of the rasorial type. The first form, after

.jiiitting the Flamingoes, seems to him to be the natatorial genus
('vyniu [< 'vc.six.r], which, by iU great length of neck and large-sized

body, soften* down the interval between the Ducks and the Ph<cni-

BU1 of FtrpUu Ooose (Ommlof,*

W fcrrsklc COOM (Aiutr Btnlela). [Dumcu Owns.]

Bill of Snow-Goose [.Inter A ypn-borctu]

Bill of Gray-Lag, or Common Wild Goose [Anttr fertu).

Bill of Fife on-GooM [Cireoptit), Swoiiucn. [CaLcorsis.]
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coptirue.
" We next," continues Mr. Swainson,

" come to the True

Geese, forming the genus Ans?r, the typical division of the whole

group, and which contains most, if not all, of the usual sub-genera.
The Tree Geese (or Ducks, as they have been called) next follow,

among which the sub-genus Chenaloplex (Chenalopex ?) will probably
6nd a place. Plectropterus is the rasorial genus analogous, by its

spur-wings, to the Rallidrr, while the Australian genus C'ereopsis

(equally representing the pigeons) appears alone necessary to complete
this circle." In his 'Synopsis' Mr. Swainson makes the Anatidie
consists of the following sub-families : Phcenicoptina, Anserine!,

AnatirMe, Puliyulince, and Merganidte (Merganinse ?).

The cuts in the preceding page will in some degree illustrate the
form of the bill in the Geese :

The genus A nter has the following characters : Beak not longer
than the head, conical, elevated at the base, which is covered with a

cere or akin ; under mandible smaller than the upper ;
nostrils lateral,

placed towards the middle of the beak, pierced anteriorly ; legs under
the centre of the body ; the tarsi long, the hind toe free, articulated

upon the tarsus.

A. hyperboreut, Pallas; A.niveus, Brisson, the Snow-Goose. Itappears
to be the A . hyperborea of Gmelin

; A . nivalit, Forster ; Snow-Goose
of Pennant, Wilson, Bonaparte, and Nuttall

;
White Brant of Lawson,

Lewis, and Clark ; Wsewteoo, Wapow-Waeoo (the young Catch-

catew-Waewaeoo) of the Cree Indians; Kangokh (plur. Kang-oot)
of the Esquimaux ; Wavey of the Hudson's Bay residents ; L'Oie

Hyperbole, ou de Neige, of the French ; and Schnee-Gaus of the
Dutch.

Sir John Richardson gives the following description of a male
Snow-Goose killed at Fort Enterprise, lat. 65, June 1, 1821 : Colour
white ; quills pitch-black, their shafts white towards the base

;
head

glossed with ferruginous ; irkles dark hair-brown ; bill, feet, and
orbits, aurora-red

; ungues of both mandibles livid. The ferruginous
tint occupies different portions of the head in different individuals,
and in some extends to the neck and middle of the belly. An
immature bird has a few feathers on the crown and nape, the fore

part of the back, ends of the scapulars, some of their coverts, and
the outer webs of the tail-feathers, grayish-brown, all tipped and
more or less edged with white. Tertiaries and rest of the plumage
as in the old bird. Some individuals deviate from the full plumage
merely in the bastard wing and primary coverts retaining their gray
colour, while in very young birds part of the under plumage is also

grayish-brown ; bill shaped much like that of A. albifrmw.
The Snow-Goose feeds principally on rushes, insects, &c., and in the

autumn on berries. The rushes, roots of reeds, and other vegetables
it tears up, according to Wilson, from the marshes like the hogs,
and here its powerful strongly-serrated bill becomes a most useful

instrument. Of the berries, the Crow-Berry (Empetrum niyrum),

appears to be the favourite. Sir John Richardson states that this

species breeds in the Barren Grounds of Arctic America in great
numbers, and that their eggs are of a yellowish-white colour and

regularly ovate form, three inches in length, and two inches in their

greatest breadth. At the end of August the young fly, and all nave

departed southward by the middle of September ;
but it is said that

the young do not attain the full plumage of the old bird before their

fourth year, and until then they appear to keep in separate flocks.

In common with most of the True Geese, the plumage of the Snow-
Goose is available for adding to the comforts of man, and its flesh,

when well fed, is excellent. Richardson states it to be far superior
to that of the Canada Goose in juiciness and flavour. At the time of

their departure southward from Severn Fort in October, Dr. Latham
says that many thousands are killed by the inhabitants, who pluck
them, and taking out the entrails, put their bodies into holes dug in

the ground, covering them with earth, which, freezing above, keeps
them perfectly sweet throughout the severe season, during which the

inhabitant* occasionally open one of these storehouses, and find the
birds untainted and good. In Siberia the same mode of preserving
them seema to be practised.

Nuttall states that the Snow-Goose is common to the north of
both continents. He says that early in November they arrive in the
river Delaware, and probably visit Newfoundland and the coasts of
the Eastern States in the interval, being occasionally seen in Massa-
chusetts Bay. They congregate in large flocks, and are very noisy :

their note is more shrill than that of the Canada Goose, and they
make but a short stay in winter, proceeding farther south as the

severity of the weather increases. Prince C. L. Bonaparte notes it

as rare and accidental in the winter at Philadelphia. Nuttall further
11marks that the Snow-Geese begin to return towards the north by
the middle of February, and until the breaking up of the ice in

March are frequently seen in flocks on the shores of the Delaware
and around the head of the bay. He observes that they are met
with commonly on the western side of America, as at Ooualashka and

Kamtvhatka, as well as in the ajstuary of the Oregon, where they
were seen by Lewis and Clark. According to Sir John Richardson,

they are numerous at Albany Fort, in the southern part of Hudson's

Bay, where the old birds are rarely seen
; and, on the other hand,

the old birds in their migrations visit York Factory in great abund-

ance, but are seldom accompanied by the young. The Snow-Geese,
be adds, make their appearance in spring a few days later than the

Canada Geese, and pass in large flocks both through the interior and
on the coast.

Mr. Gould, who gives a very good figure of the adult in his magni-
ficent work on the ' Birds of Europe,' says that the species inhabits
all the regions of the arctic circle, but more especially those portions
appertaining to North America. From the northern portions of
Russia and Lapland, he adds, where it is sparingly diffused, it regu-
larly migrates to the eastern portions of Europe, and is occasionally
found in Prussia and Austria, but never in Holland. To the polar
regions, he concludes, it retires as its congenial locality early in the

spring, to perform the duties of incubation and rearing its young.
A. ferua, the Gray-Lag Goose. The Domestic Goose is the Oye

PrivsSe, and the Wild Goose is the Oye Sauvage of Belon
;
A nser ferns

and Aner of Gesuer and others
;
Anser domesticus and Anser palustris

noster, Gray Lagg dictus of Ray ; Anas A nser ferus of Latham
;
Anas

Anser of Linnaeus. It is the Oca (tame), Oca Salvatica, Oca Grossa col

Becco Rosso (wild), and Oca Paglietane, of the Italians
; Oie Domes-

tique and Oie Sauvage of the French
;
Oie Cendre'e ou Premiere of

Temminck ; Gaus, Grau Gans, and Wilde Gemeine Gans, of the Ger-
mans ; Gaas of the Danes ; Gas and Will Gas of the ' Fauna Suecica

;

'

Gwydd of the Welsh, and Goose and Wild Goose of the modern
British.

The Gray-Lag, or common Wild Goose, is the origin of the Domestic
Goose of our farm-yards.

"
It is," says Pennant,

" the only species
that the Britons could take young and familiarise

;
the other two "

the White-Fronted Goose (Anser albifront) and the Bean-Goose (Anas
segetum, Lath, and Gmel.) are probably the species meant " never
breed here, and migrate during the summer." The Gray-Lag Goose,
then, and the Domestic Goose, may be considered identical. It is the

X^v of the Greeks and Anser of the Romans the same that saved
the capitol by its vigilance, and was cherished accordingly. Pliny
(lib. x. c. xxii.) speaks of the bird much at length, stating how they
were driven from a distance on foot to Rome

;
he mentions the value

of the feathers of the white ones, and relates that in some places they
were plucked twice a year.

" Mirum in hac alite, a Morinis usque
Romam pedibus venire. Fessi proferuntur ad primes, ita carter!

stipatione natural! propellunt eos. Candidorum alterum vectigal in

pluma. Velluntur quibusdam locis bis anno. Rursus pluniigeri ves-

tiuutur
; molliorque qua; corpori quam proxima, et e Germania lauda-

tiasima. Candidi ibi verum minores Ganza; vocantur. Pretium
pluma; eorum in libras denarii quiui," &c.

Though this bird is well known, there has been so much confusion,
in consequence of there being three species of wild goose, namely,
Anas Anser, Lin., A. (Anser) segelum, and A. (Anser) albifrons, White-
Fronted Wild Goose, that it may be as well to give Pennant's descrip-
tion.

"
This," writes Pennant,

"
is our largest species ; the heaviest weigh

ten pounds ;
the length is 2 feet 9 inches ; the extent 5 feet. The

bill is large and elevated, of a flesh-colour tinged with yellow ; the
nail white; the head and neck cinereous, mixed with ochraceous

yellow ; the hind part of the neck very pale, and at the base of a

yellowiBh-brown ; the breast and belly whitish, clouded with gray or
ash-colour ; the back gray ;

the lesser coverts of the wings almost

white, the middle row deep cinereous slightly edged with white ; the

primaries gray, tipped with black and edged with white
; the coverts

of the tail and the vent-feathers of a pure white
; the middle feathers

of the tail dusky, tipped with white, the exterior feathers almost

wholly white
;
the legs of a flesh colour."

In its reclaimed state it varies, like most domesticated animals,

infinitely ;
but it is said always to retain the whiteness of the coverts

of the tail and the vent-feathers ; the whiter the plumage, the more
it is esteemed.
The seas, the shores, and the marshes of the oriental countries are

the habitation of the Gray-Lag Goose. It rarely advances northward
above 53 ;

it is abundant in Germany and towards the centre of

Europe ;
in very small numbers, on its passage, in Holland and France.

The domestic races, all sprung from this species, multiply in all coun-
tries. (Temminck.)

" The Gray-Lag is known to inhabit all the exten-
sive marshy districts throughout the temperate portions of Europe
generally ; its range northward not extending farther than the fifty-
third degree of latitude, while southward it extends to the noithem

portions of Africa, eastwanlly to Persia, and, we believe, is generally

dispersed over Asia Minor." (Gould, 'Birds of Europe.') Prince

Bonap'arte notes it as rather common in winter near Rome.

Aquatic vegetables and all sorts of seeds are the food of this bird.
" The Gray-Lag," says Gould,

" assembles in flocks, and, like the bean-

goose, seeks the most open and wild districts, often descending upon
fields of newly sprung wheat, which, with the blades of fine grasses,

trefoil, and grain, constitute its food." Temminck says that the nest

is made in heathy spots (bruyires), and in marshes, upon tussocks

of rushes and dried herbs; and that the number of eggs is five, six, or

eight, rarely twelve or fourteen, of a dirty greenish-white Gould says
sullied white. Pennant states that this species resides in the fens the

whole year, breeds there, and hatches about eight or nine young,
which are often taken, easily made tame, and esteemed most excellent

meat, superior to the Domestic Goose. The old goese, which are shot,

are, he says, plucked, and sold in the market as fine tame ones, and

readily bought, the purchaser being deceived by the size, but their
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toh i* coar*. Towards winter, he adds, they collect in great flock*,

bat in all arasona litre and feed in Uw fen*.

The tarn* gooM u very long lived.
" A corUin Mood of cure

"

Mllughl.y who relate* tho .t..ry "of undoubted fidelity, told

u* thmt hi* father bad ooee agooae that waa known to be 80 yearn old,

which for ought be knew might bar* lived the other 80 yean, bad

be not been constrained to kill it for iU mischievousness in beating
and destroying the younger greae."

It u one of the most useful uf binU to man, whether we consider

it. fleafa or ite feather*.
"Tame gee**," write* Pennant, "are kept in vast

multitude, in the frn of Lincolnshire ;
a aingle penon bu frequently

1000 old geeae, each of which will rear seven, ao that towards the end

of the aeaaon he will become maater of 8000. I beg leave to repeat
her* a part of the history of their economy from my tour in Scotland,

in order to complete my account During the breeding season these

birds are lodged in the same houses with the inhabitant*, and even in

their very bed-chambers ; in every apartment ore three rows of coarse

wicker pens, placed one above another; each bird has its separate lodge
divided from the other, which it keep* possession of during the time

of sitting. A person called a Gouard, that is, Goose-Herd, attends

the flock, and twice a day drives the whole to water ;
then brings

them back to their habitations, helping those that live in the upper
stories to their nests, without ever misplacing a single bird. The
nan are plucked five times in the year ;

the first plucking is at Lady-

Day, for feathers and quills, and the same is renewed four times more
between that and Michaelmas for feathers only. The old geese
nil.nut quietly to the operation, but the young ones are very noisy and

unruly. I once saw this performed, and observed that gosling of six

weeks old were not spared ; for their tails were plucked, as I wag

told, to habituate them early to what they are to come to. If the

season prove cold, numbers of the geese die by this barbarous custom.

When the flocks are numerous, about ten pluckers are employed, each

with a coarse apron up to his chin. Vast numbers of geese are driven

annually to London to supply the markets, among them all the super-
annuated geese and ganders (called the 'Cagmaga'), which, by a long
course of plucking, prove uncommonly tough and dry. The feathers

are a considerable article of commerce ; those from Somersetshire

are esteemed the best, and those from Ireland the worst."

The liver seems to bave been a favourite morsel with epicures in

all ages, and their invention appears to have been active in exercising
the means of increasing the volume of that organ. The pAte* do foie

d'oie de Strasbourg is not mere in request now than were the great

goose-liven in the time of the Romans. (Pliny,
'

Hist,' lib. x. c.

82, Ac.)
A. ttgttvm, the Bean-Goose, one of the wild geese, Anat ttgtlum,

Gmelin, Anter ftrtu, Ray. It is to be ditini:ui.-lir.l from the last

species by it* comparatively small and short bill, which is more com-

pressed towards the end, and also differ* in colour : for, in the Bean-

Goose the base of the under mandible, and also of the upper one, as

far as the nostrils, together with tln> nail* of both, are black, the rest

of the organ being of a reddish flesh-colour, inclining to orange ;

whereas the bill of the Gray-Lag is an orange-red, with the nail gene-

rally of a grayish white. The wings moreover in the Bean-Goose

reach, when closed, beyond the end of the tail

Tbt Drsa-Oeest (Aunt wsvtan).

v gives the following Interacting account of its habite from
m*u*lobm i stiun :

" In Britain it is well known M a njiilar winter visitant, arriving

in large bodies from its northern slimmer haunt*, during September
or the beginning of October, and seldom taking its final departure
Iwfore the end of April or beginning of May. The various flocks,

during their residence in this country, bave each their part
haunU or feeding districts, to which, on each ensuing season, tl-j

invariably return, as I have found to bo the case in Northuml
and the southern parts of S.-. .t l.md, where wild geese have been known
to frequent certain localities for a continued series of years. The
habite of this and the preceding species are very similar, and they
show the same vigilance, and use the same means of guarding against

surprise : their capture is therefore proportionally difficult, and it is

only by stratagem that, when at rest on the ground or feeding, they can
t>c approached within gun hot. In stormy weather when they are com-

j>elled
to fly lower than they usually do, they may be sometime!

intercepted from a hedge or bank, situated in the route they are

observed to take early in the morning, in passing to their feeding
ground. At night they retire to the water, or else (as I have often
remarked in Northumberland) to some ridge or bar of sand on the

sea-coast, sufficiently distant from the mainland to afford a secure
retreat ; and where the approach of an enemy must become visible,
or at least audible to their acute organs, before it could endanger
their safety. The haunts or feeding-grounds of these birds are more
frequently in the higher district* than in the lower and marshy tracts

of the country, and they give the preference to open land, or whire.

the inclosures are very large. They feed much upon the tender

wheat, sometimes injuring these fields to a great extent ; and they
frequent also the stubbles, particularly such as are laid down with
clover and other grasses. In the early part of spring they often alight

upon the newly-sown bean and pea fields, picking up greedily such of
the pulae as is left on the surface; and "I am inclined to think that
their trivial name hns been acquired from their apparent predilection
for this kind of food, rather than from the shape and aspect
nail of the upper mandible, to which it has been generally attributed.

They usually fly at a considerable elevation, either in a diagonal lino,
or in two such lines, opposed to each other, and forming a leading
acute angle, like the other species; and when on wing they maintain
a loud cackling, in which the voices of the two sexes may be easily

distinguished. The rate at which they move, when favoured by a

gentle breeze, is seldom less than from 40 to 50 miles an hour, a

velocity which enables them to have their roostiug-place far removed
from the district they frequent by day. The principal breeding sta-

tions, or summer retreat*, of the bean-goose are in countries within the
arctic circle : it is said, however, that great numbers breed annually
in Harris, and some of the other outermost Western Islands. The nest
is made in the marshy grounds, and formed of grasses and other dry
vegetable materials; the eggs are white, and from eight to twvlvo
in number. The trachea of this species increases in diameter to

the middle, and the bronchia; are short and tumid. The deutie
lamina) of the sides of the bill ore similar in formation to those

A.paluttrit, and form thin sharp cutting edges, and the mannor in

which they lock within each other renders tho bill an instrument

beautifully adapted for vegetable food."
In bulk, the Bean-Goose is generally rather less than the Gray-

Lag and it is accordingly sometimes called provincially the
Small Gray-Goose, but it not uufrequeutly equals the other in size
and weight.
The head and upper part of the neck incline to brown, with a

grayish tinge, and the feathers of the latter hue are so disposed as
almost to produce a furrowed appearance. The lower part* of the

body are a*h-gray, with transverse darker shades
;
and the back and

scapulars are brown, with a gray tinge, the feathers being edged with
white. Wing-coverts gray ; secondaries brown, edged and tipped with

primaries gray-black ; rump gray; upper tail-coverts white;
tail brown, with tho feathers deeply bordered and tipped with white

;

legs and toes irddixli, in, lining to orange, the intensity of the colour
varying according to tho bird's age.

icw, Briwon (Ann* .f-:
;/:i,,liaca, Linnnm*), the Egyptian

Goose. It appears to be tho Xr^oA^ijf of the Greeks, and accord-
ingly the modern zoologists have named it Cken,,: ,,iiacvt

.

' IlinU .,f Europe'). Arwtotle (' IIU. Anim.' lib. v'iii. c. 8)mentions the Chenalojux as a palmiped* bin! haunting the banks of
lakes and rivers. Aristophanes names it in two of his comedies,
namely, 'Birds,' v. 1295, i.y,istr.' v. !>5. (In tho <

Ly.irtrate
'

the
Ravenna Manuscript reads X,wiA^in,f : but Bekker print* Xu,>*\<iwr,(,

tog the Ravenna reading.) Atbenums mention* it with praise on
account of it* eggs, as claiming the aecond place in excellen, ,

r the peacock holding the first
(' Deipn.' lib. ii. c. 1, p. 68). M\\nii

'. v. c. 80
; lib. xi. c. 38) notices it, and speaks of it* cunningBut it i* Herodotus who draws our attention to the bird as one of

> held nocnxl by the Egyptians (' Hist.' lib. ii. c. 72), and the
os of modem travellers have fully shown that it was at least

fourito dish with the priests. It i* impossible to look at the
Ngyptian paintings and sculptures many will bo found in the British

lanim, and many more o.pi, ,1 ,n Bowfflm, and other works of the
une kind -without being struck with the frequent occurrence of

a represented, both alive and plncked, and prepared for the table.

i T" f ?T S5S?**S.
' ' ' horo can ^ no doubt-The author of the iutereUng book on Egyptian Antiquities ('Library
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of Entertaining Knowledge Egyptian Antiquities," vol. ii., London,
1836), gives a print containing, as he believes, all or nearly all the
varieties of the animal forma, except perhaps the fishes, which he had
been able to find on the great sarcophagus, the two obelisks, and
some other monuments in the British Museum, Among them he

figures a palmipede bird, which he considers to be the Egyptian
Goose, the Chenalopex of Herodotus

;
and he observes that it is of

frequent occurrence on the sculptures, though it was not a sacred

bird
;
unless it may have some claims to that honour from having

been a favourite article of food for the priests. A place in Upper
Egypt, he remarks, had its name Chenoboscion, or Chenoboscia

(' goose-pens '), from these animals being fed there, probably for sale ;

though these may have been sacred geese, for the goose, we are told,
was a bird under the care of Isis. Every one recollects, he adds, the

story in Livy, of the geese of Juno saving the capitoL The bird

referred
'

to, if accurately figured, and we are told that the drawing
was executed with great care, seems too short upon its legs for the

Egyptian Goose of modern authors, aud has more the air of a Bernicle.

Belon gives a fair description of the Egyptian Goose
; among other

observations he says,
" Estant de la forme d'uue oye, et le col long,

et la corpulence plus petite, semble estre haut eniambce;" and he

applies to the bird, which he describes, the name of Vulparuer, or

Chenalopex. He speaks also of its being kept
" es cours des grand

seigneurs seulement" M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire is also of opinion that
the Egyptian Goose is the Chenalopex, or Vulpamer, of the ancients

;

and Mr. Stephens conferred the former generic title on the species.
The genus Chenalopex has the following characters : BiU as long

as the head, slender, nearly straight, rounded at the tip, laminated on
the margin ; upper mandible slightly curved, nail hooked, lower
mandible flat. Nostrils sub-basal : upper mandible margined all

round with brown, reddish flesh-colour in the centre
;

irides orange.

Wings with spurs. Tarsi elongated ;
the three anterior toea fully

Webbed ; hind toe simple. Legs placed in equilibrio with reference
to the body.
The sexes are nearly similar

; female rather smaller than the male,
and with the colouring less intense. Narrow edging of feathers

round the base of the bill, a line running nearly straight from that

edging to the eye, and large patch surrounding the eye, chestnut
;

crown of the head, sides of the face, and anterior part of neck, pale
buff approaching to white, gradually passing into rufous-brown on the
back of the neck ; lower part of the neck of the same reddish tinge,
which forms there a slightly marked collar. Upper part of the back

light chestnut-brown, rayed with very minute transverse irregular
lines of dark brown approaching to black

;
middle of the back and

upper part of scapulars dark reddish-brown, minutely rayed with irre-

gular transverse lines of blackish-brown and gray; lower part of

scapulars and tertiariea reddish chestnut ; lesser wing-coverts white,

except the posterior row of feathers, which are crossed with black
near their extremities, so as to form a narrow oblique band across the

wing ; primaries, lower part of the back, rump, and tail, black
;

secondaries rich green, glossed with purple. In the middle of the
breast there is a large patch of deep chestnut; the rest of the under

part of the body, from the slight collar to the thighs, pale buff with
fine irregular transverse blackish-brown lines. Vent and under tail-

coverts rich buff. Legs aud feet reddish flesh-colour.

(Ohenaloptx Mygptianui).

Mr. Gould, who gives an excellent portrait of an adult male in his
' Bird* of Europe,' states that he has not been led to do so by the
number of half-reclaimed individuals which are yearly shot in our

island, but from the circumstance of its occasionally visiting the
southern parts of the Continent from its native country, Africa. M.

Temminck, he remarks, particularly mentions the island of Sicily as

one of the places frequented by it
; and he adds that this is the species

which would appear to have been held in great veneration by the

ancient Egyptians, as we frequently find a figure of it among the

monuments of that celebrated people. It is, he says, abundant on
the banks of the Nile, and is distributed over the whole of the vast

continent of Africa.

This handsome species breeds freely in confinement, and is often

seen in the aviaries and near the lakes of those who take pleasure in

collecting and domesticating ornamental water-birds.

A. Gambensis of Ray and others, Anas Gambsnsis of Linnreus, Plsc-

tropterut Gamlensis of modern ornithologists, the Spur-Winged Goose,
or Gambo-Goose. This species was confounded by Willughby, and
afterwards by Buffou, with the Egyptian Goose.

Size nearly that of the common goose ;
but the legs are long, and

placed under the middle of the body. Bill broad and flat, with a

tubercle at the base like that of the tame swan. This tubercle

increases with age. Bend of the wing armed with a large blunt spur,
which is sometimes double. Bill and its basal tubercle dull red

;

sides of the head white
; upper parts of body glossy black, with

metallic reflections
;
base of the wings with a white patch mottled

with black spots ;
under parts white ; legs slightly tinged with red

;

spur, which is only visible when the wing is expanded, horn-colour.

Mr. Swainson thus characterises the genus Plectropterut, Leach :

" Size large ; wings armed with naked tubercles or spines ;
bill

lengthened, wide at the tip ;
the base with a naked protuberance.

Rasorial."

It is a native of Northern and Western Africa. One specimen was
killed in Cornwall in 1821, hence it is enumerated in lists of British

Anatidce. More rare in collections than the Egyptian Goose, but has

lived well in the Gardens of the Zoological Society of London, at the

Regent's Park.
A. Canadensw of authors, the Canada Goose, or Cravat-Goose.

This bird in its contour, especially about the neck, seems to approach
the swans. Indeed, Mr. T. C. Eyton arranges it under the genus
Cyynua. It is the Neescah, or Mistehayneesoah, of the Cree Indians ;

L'Outarde of the French-Canadians
;
Bustard of the Hudson's Bay

settlers ; Wild Goose of the Anglo-Americans ;
and L'Oie a Cravate of

the French.

Canadian Goose (Anier Canadcnsii

Hearne, Pennant, Wilson, Audubon, Nuttall, and others, give very
interesting accounts of the habits and chace of this species, whose
annual advent furnishes such an abundant harvest of food to the resi-

dents in the countries visited by it. Our limits will not permit us to

indulge in these entertaining bjit somewhat lengthened narratives,

and we select Sir John Richardson's account as being at once clear

and concise :

" The arrival of this well-known bird," says Sir John
in the ' Fauna Boreali-Americana,'

" in the Fur Countries is anxiously
looked for, and hailed with great joy by the natives of the woody
and swampy districts, who depend principally upon it for subsistence

during the summer. It makes its first appearance in flocks of twenty
or thirty, which are readily decoyed within gun-shot by the hunters,

who set up stales, and imitate its call. Two or three, or more, are

_ pounds, is the daily ]

vants during the season, and is reckoned equivalent to two snow-

geese, or three ducks, or eight pounds of buffalo and moose-meat, or

two pounds of pemmican, or a pint of maize and four ounces of suet.

About three weeks after their first appearance the Canada Geese

disperse in pairs throughout the country, between the 50th and 67th

parallels, to breed, retiring at the same time from the shores of

Hudson's Bay. They are seldom or never seen on the coasts of the
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Arctic SL In July. after the young birds are hatched, the parent*

moult, and nut number, are killed in the river* and mull Uke*

when they are unable to fly. When chased by a canoe, and obliged
to din frequently, they *oon become fatigued, and make fur the shore

with the intention of hiding themselves ; but a* they are not fleet

they (all an easy prey to their pursuers. In the autumn they again
assemble in flocks on the shores of Hudion'i Bay for three weeki or a

month prerioos to their departure southwards.
"

It ha* been obeerred that in their migration* the geese annually

resort to orrUin passes and rmting- places, some of which are fre-

1 both iu the spring and autumn, and other* only in the spring.

The Canada Oooae generally build* it* neat on the ground ;
but some

pain occasionally breed on the bank* of the Saskatchewan in tree*,

depositing their egg* in the deserted neU of raven* or Bulling eagles.

IU mil i* imitated by a prolonged nasal pronunciation of the syllable

eel- frequently repeated."
The principal food of thu species consists of Mdge-roota, herbage,

and delicate marine plant*, inch a* thorn of the genus L'lra. In the

apring they feed on berrie* which have been preserved by the snow

through the winter, nioh a* those of the Silvery Buckthorn (Eleagntu

aryrmtray M. Audubon fount! them breeding on the coast of Labra-

dor; the eggs, six or seven in number, of a greenish-white, are laid in

a roughly-made nest Mr. Nuttall says that in the month of Murch,

1810, many were nesting in the Shave-Rush (Equitctum hyemak) bot-

tom* of the Missouri, no farther up than Fire Prairie, considerably
below the junction of the river Platte ; so that the breeding range of

.uada Oooae probably extend* through not less than 30 degrees
of latitude. Prince Bonaparte notes it as common in winter near

nrcKS. u

aliuiiilaut in pairs throughout the Fur Countries up to a high la
1

It associates in flocks only on its first arrival. It fet-ds on grass and
on all kinds of berries. Early in the spring I have found its crop
tilled with the farinaceous astringent fruit of the Slrayutu nrycntta.
A. Benida and A. //HTcAuuti breed in considerable numbers on the

shores and islands of the Arctic Sea, but keep near the sea-coast in

their migrations, and are seldom seen in the interior. They feed on
marine plants and on the Mutliuca which adhere to them, as well as

on grass and berries. Prince C. L. Bonaparte enumerates A. iujrlum
and A. Itucoptit in his list of American Geese ; but they did n.

under our notice in the Fur Countries. Hutching and Hearne speak
of the Canada Goose under the name of Common Gray Goose, what

they term Canada Goose being our A. lluichintii."

This sort of practical information is not merely interesting in a

philosophical point of view. The observations whieh Sir John Richard-

son's opportunities enabled him to make become of great practical

importance when it is considered that upon the habits and migratory
movements of this useful tribe depend the comfort, nay, almost the

existence, of multitudes of human beings. We shall therefore follow

these birds through Sir John Richardson's ' Table ;' and we would

earnestly entreat all zoological travellers to keep such registers when-
ever their position will enable them to add such valuable contribu-

tions to natural history. The Table from which the following
is made embraces the whole of the bird* comprised in the ' Kauna
Boreali-Ainericana.' Sir John Richardson remarks that the fourth

column is taken from Prince Bonaparte's 'Specchio Comparative,'
and that the fifth column is filled up on the authority of that

naturalist, Wilson, Audubon, and some others.

Specks.
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of Philadelphia in the winter (Bonaparte) ; and having its winter

quarters in the Middle and Southern States, Columbia River and
California. A. (Boackas) crecca, in lat. 70 ; migratory across the

continent ; very abundant ;
on the Saskatchewan, as above, abundant

in summer; very common near Philadelphia in the winter (Bonaparte):
and with its winter quarters in the Middle and Southern States

towards the tropics. A. (Botckag) discors, in lat. 58
; migratory

across the continent
; very abundant ;

and on the Saskatchewan, as

above, abundant in summer; very common near Philadelphia in

summer (Bonaparte) ;
and with the Mexican States, Columbia River,

and California for its winter quarters. Mareca Americana, in lat.

68 ; migratory ;
rather common on the Saskatchewan, as above, in

summer ; common near Philadelphia in the winter (Bonaparte) ;
win-

tering in the Middle and Southern States and in the West Indies.

Dendronetta tponta, in lat. 54 ; migratory ;
rare on the Saskatchewan,

as above, in summer; common in the vicinity of Philadelphia in

summer (Bonaparte) ; wintering in the Southern States, Mexico (?)

West Indies.

In the same work we find in the list of species which merely winter

in Pennsylvania, and migrate in summer to rear their young in the

Fur Countries, A. clypeata, A. (chauliodu*) itrepera, A. (Dafila) cauda-

cuta, A. (Botchai) domestica, A. (Boch<u) crecca, and Mareca Ameri-

cana; in the list of species which summer (or breed) in the

Fur Countries and in Pennsylvania, but winter farther to the south-

ward, A. (Botchas) ditcort and Dendronetta tponia; and in the list

of species common to the Old World and the Fur Countries, A.

clypeata, A. (Chauliodut) itrepera, A. (Dafila) acuta, A. (Boechas)
domettica, and A. (Botchat) crecca.

The A natintc feed on soft substances, such as fresh-water insects

and tender aquatic plants, which they procure near the surface, or,

aided by the length of their necks, at the bottom, in shallow muddy

g
laces, and worms and slugs, which they search for among the grass,

y day they resort to small lakes and rivers, and in the night retire

to the fields. They are strong and swift on the wing, and are

watchful birds, that seldom dive to escape pursuit, unless when

moulting ;
but when disturbed fly away, making at the outset a circle

in the air to survey the cause of their alarm. ('Fauna Boreali-

Americana.') Sir John Richardson gives in a note the following

interesting information, derived from an intelligent keeper of a decoy
in the neighbourhood of the Rev. W. Booth of Friskney, in Lincoln-

shire, to whom he expresses his obligation for the statement :

" Skelton is unacquainted with the habits of the gadwall ;
but he

tells me that the widgeon and pintail do not willingly dive : of

course, if driven to it, they can, but they do not dive for their food
;

and though in play they sometimes splash under water, they never

remain beneath the surface like the pochard. With respect to food,
the mallard, pintail, and teal, frequent rich flooded lands,

'

swittering
with their nebs in the soil, and sucking out its strength ;

' but the

widgeon feeds quite differently, being
' an amazing fowl to graze, a

strange eater of grass.' It is especially fond of '

flutter-grass
'

(Glyccria aijuatica vel Jluilaiu ?), which it crops on the surface, but
it likewise eats many other herbs. When the decoy has been so

full of widgeons that they have devoured every blade on the landings,
Skelton has taken advantage of their absence in the night, when they
resort to the green salt marshes on the sea-coast, and laid down sods

pared from the fields, on which they readily graze. In common,
however, with the mallard, teal, and pintail, they are fond of willow-

weed-seeds (Epilnbium !), with which he feeds all the fowl in the

decoy, as they prefer it to oats and every other kind of grain. Mr.

Waterton states that ' the widgeon feeds by day, eating grass like

a goose ;
whilst its congener the mallard invariably refuses this food,

and seeks for its sustenance by night.'
"

The genus Anat has the following characters : Bill about as long
as the head, broad, depressed, sides parallel, sometimes partially
dilated ; both mandibles furnished on the inner edges with transverse

lamella; ;
nostrils small, oval, lateral, anterior to the base of the beak

;

legs rather short, placed under the centre of the body ;
tarsus some-

what rounded ; toes three in front, connected by intervening mem
liranes ;

hind toe free, without pendant lobe or membrane
; wings

rather long, pointed. Tail pointed or wedge-shaped. The sexes differ

in plumage.
Anat clypeata (Linn.), the Shoveler. This is the Souchet of the

French ; Cucchiarone of the Italians ; Schild-Ente and Lofi'el-Ente o:

the Germans ;
Mimenick of the Cree Indians

; Hwyad Lydaubig
of the Welsh

; Rhynchatpit clypeata of Shaw's Zoology (Leach
MSS.) ; Fpathulea clypeata of Fleming. The A. rubens of Qmelin is

said to be the young male, or a variety of the young male. It is

provincially termed Blue-Winged Shoveler, Kertlutock, and Broad
Bill

The following is the description of a male killed at Fort Franklin

May, 1826 : Colour: head, adjoining half of the neck, medial stripe
to the interscapulars, the whole back, interior scapulars, and primaries
umber-brown

;
sides of the head, the neck, and crest, glossed with

duck-green; rump and tail-coverts above and below, with blackish

green. Lower half of the neck, the breast, shoulders, shorter scapulars
ends of the greater coverts, and sides of the rump, white

; longer

scapulars striped with berlin-blue, white, and blackish-brown. Lesser

coverts berlin blue. Speculum brilliant grass-green, broadly bordere<

HAT. HI8T. DIV. VOL. II.

above, and narrowly edged below with white ; bounded interiorly
with greenish-black. Belly and flanks deep orange-brown, the latter

undulated posteriorly with black. Bill black. Legs orange.
The bill is a little higher thau wide at the base, much depressed,

dilated, and rouuded at the end; mandibles furnished with long
lender crowded lumime, the upper ones acute and projecting, forming
an apparatus admirably fitted for sifting small insects from the water

Bill of Shoveler (Anas clypeata).

surface of the upper mandible pitted near its oblong unguis. Wings
scarcely an inch longer than the tail, which is graduated, moderately
acute, and consists of 1 4 acute feathers ; tarsus scarcely compressed ;

bind toe not lobed, and the outer-toe shorter than the middle one,
as in the rest of the Anatinte.

The female is liver-brown above, with broad boarders of pale wood-
brown

;
underneath pale wood-brown with obscure liver-brown marks.

She wants the dark brown and green colours of the head, rump, and
tail-coverts, the white of the neck, breast, sides of the rump, and

scapulars, and also the orange-brown of the belly ; the lesser coverts
are slightly glossed with berlin-blue, and the speculum is less vivid
than in the male. Length 21 inches 6 lines, &c. (Richardson.) The
weight is about 22 ounces.

Temmiuck states that the young males in autumn, and the old
males during their moult, have some of the feathers proper to the

winter-plumage of the male, and others peculiar to the female, or to

the young male before the moult, and that these feathers are indis-

tinctly mingled. Young and old males in the summer-change are

supposed to be the origin of the Red-Breasted Shoveler.

Shoveler (Anas clypeata).

The trachea of the male is of equal diameter, excepting towards

the lower larynx, where it is very slightly enlarged. It forms a slight

bony protuberance on the left side, which is dilated a little below.

The bronchia; are very long. (Temminck.)
It inhabits marshes, lakes, and rivers in Russia, and a great part

of Asia. It is very abundant in Holland. In France, Germany, and

England, it is a bird of passage, arriving in the British Islands gene-

rally about October, and departing about March. In England the

principal resorts of the species are the fens of Lincolnshire and

Cambridge. Bonaparte (' Specchio Comparative') notes it as one of

those birds common to the neighbourhoods of Rome and of Phila-

delphia, and as being rather common in both places in winter.

2 E
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to Latham it inhabit* the Command el Coart and parU of

India, f"he form occur* in Australia (New Holland Shoveler) ;
and

Swainaon mjt that the geographical distribution of the true Sbovclen

may b deemed univenaL
It lire* on Bab** and inaecU, rarely planU and *ceds. (Temminck.)
It make* iU neat upon the border* of lake* covered with reed* or

coppice, ami lay* 13 to 14 eggs of a bright greenish-yellow, or oil-

green. It U Hid to hare bred in France, and ha* been known to

bread in the marabc* of Norfolk, and in the neighbourhood of the

Tweed. But theae may be deemed exception)) to the general place
of nidifieation, which i* far north.

The flenb i* highly eateerned for the table, and i* considered by
many to excel that of the mallard, or common wild-duck, in flavour.

J//aforyncAj (Swaineon). Mr. Swainmn (' Journal of the Royal
Institution,' loc. cit.) observes that among the broad-billed ducks of

the aouthern hemisphere there i* a very remarkable modification of

form. The breadth of the bill and the length of the laminae are

Dearly the aauie ; but the edge of the upper mandible, instead of

being smooth, a* in the European species, is furnished with a thin

mrmbranaceou* akin, which project* considerably, and hang* down
somewhat like a wattle on each side. Mr. Swainson propose* for

this form the sub-generic name above given, remarking that the bill

of the European Shoveler i* flexible, but that in this group it is

much more so. One specie*, he adds, described by authors under
the name of the Soft-Rilled Shoveler, can scarcely exhibit this

debility more than another before him when he wrote his paper : it

came, according to him, from the same country (Australia?), and
Menu to be undescribed.

Bill of MalacurkytirhM, gwilnson.

CkatUiodta (Swainnon). Mr. Swainson state* that the Gad wall

certainly makes as near an approach to the Shovrlers as any other

yet known. " The form of the bill, indeed, is no longer spatulate, or

perceptibly broader towards the end ; but the lamina; of the upper
mandible are still very fine, distinct, and more numerous than those
of any other form subsequently mentioned, for they project a full

tenth of an inch beyond the margin. The tail now begin* to be

lengthened, and in a new specie* from Africa (C. Copenrit), which I

have recently received, i* *o much attenuated, a* to evince an evident

affinity to the Pintail-Duck forming the sub-genus DajU'i of Dr. Leach."

BUI of Cxtwall (CUitfiMfw), Swaiawa.

rtfm (8wmmMo),UM Qadwall, or Oray. Thi* 1* theChipeau,
or Ridrao. of the French

; Anitra Montanara and Anatra Canapiglia
erfU. Italian.; SchwaMw-Ente and Orave MitUI-EaU. of th. Uerman.jand T (on Hwyd Iwyd of the WJA.

The following is the description of a mule killed on the Saskatche-

wan, May 22, 1827 : Top of the head and napo liver-brown, edged
with gray ; head beneath and neck gray, with small brown speck* ;

bane of the neck above and below, anterior
part

of the back, exterior

scapulars, flanks, and aides of the vent, clove-brown, marked with
concentric horse-ahoe-*haped white lines

; interior sc.ipulan, lesser

covert*, primaries, tertiaries, and tail, hair-brown ; intermediate covert*

chestnut-brown
; greater covert*, rump, and upper and under tail-

coverts, bluish-black
; speculum white, its anterior border black ;

lower part of the breast; middle of the belly, and under surface of

the wings, white
; bill brownish-black, polo beneath

; leg* orange-
coloured.

The bill as long as the head, of equal breadth and height at tha

rictus ; depressed, but not widening anteriorly ; lamina) of the

mandible* rather stronger and much shorter than those of the

Shoveler, but finer and more numerous than those of any northern

specie*. The upper one* project a full tenth of an inch beyond the

margin. Wings nearly equal to the tail
;

first and second quills

equal and largest; tail consisting of 16 feathers, the lateral one*

graduated; total length 23 inches, Ac. (Kicbardsnu). Size rather less

than that of the widgeon. Temminck makes the length 18 or 19
inches. The female has the feathers of the back of a blockish-brown,
bordered by bright ruddy (roux) ;

the breast reddish-brown, marked
with black spot* ; no zigzags on the flanks ; rump and lower covert*

of the tail grayish. The trachea of the male is slightly enlarged in

its diameter at about two-thirds of its length, but becomes narrower
a* it approaches the lower larynx : this consists of a large bony arch,
with a globular or rather pyriform bladder attached to the left side,

lent; in shape much like that of the common mallard, but smaller.

CiuUWUll (CfiUMllvfttll Stu i

This bird inhabits the marshes, &c. of the north and east of

Europe, and is very abundant in Holland. It is rarely seen in the
British Islands except at the period of its vernal migration, and
then generally in the marshes of Norfolk. It is common in winter on
the maritime coast* of France; rare in tbe interior. Bonaparte
(' Speech io Comparative') notes it a* rather common in the neighbour-
hood of Rome in the winter.

It feed* on fishes, molluiks (coquillnges), insect*, and aquatic plants.

(Temminck.) Iniecta and their larva;, aquatic plant*, and seed*.

(Selby.)
It makes it* nest in the most covered

part
of marshes, or nisliy

meads, and lays 8 or 9 eggs of a greenish-ash, according to Temminck ;

10 to 12 egg* of a pole oil-green. (Selby.)
Mr. Swainon observe* that nature has now so for receded from the

typical form that one of the chief peculiarities of that structure in

nearly lost, and another considerably modified. The lamina} of the

upper mandible, which in C. itrepera are so much sh"it' r Hi m those
of the true Khovelers, and are so much abbreviated in C. Capeniit,
become almost concealed by the margin of the bill in Dafla.

" The
rnott striking characteristic therefore of the genus we are now con-

sidering," continue* Mr. Swainson,
" has nearly disappeared, precisely

in that form whirli is farthest removed from the type. But the shape
of the bill, although essentially modified, has not undergone a total
(Iteration

; iU breadth towards the tip is not only as great a* at the

base, but is even more dilated
;
so that in this respect it resembles

the Slmvelers more than the Oadwalls, while it differs from both in

being higher at it* base, considerably more lengthened in proportion,
and much more convex throughout. It assumes, in short, a semi-
cylindrical form, the end being particularly obtuse and slightly dilated

;

the precise point of junction between the Pintails and that group
which was known to the ancient* by the name of Soicfuu."
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Dafila caudacuta, the Pintail-Duck. This is Le Canard a Long Queue
ou Pilet of the French

;
Anitra Codilanza and Anatra di Coda Lunga

of the Italians
; Spieas-Ente and Faaan-Eute of the Germans ; Aler,

Ahlvogel, of the 'Fauna Suecica;' Sea-Pheasant, or Cracker, of Wil-

lughby ; Keeneego Yaway Sheep of the Chippeway Indians ; Hwyad
Gynffonfain of the Welsh ; Anas caudacuta of Ray ;

A. longicaudct
of Brisson

;
A . acuta of Liumeus ; Querquedula acuta of Selby.

The following is the description of a male killed on the Saskat-

chewan, May, 1827 : Head and adjoining part of the neck anteriorly
umber-brown, with paler edges ; neck above blackish-brown

;
the

whole of the back, shorter scapulars, sides of the breast and flanks,
marked with fine waved transverse lines of brownish white and black,
most regular and broadest on the long feathers lying over the thighs ;

long scapulars and tertiaries black, the borders of the former and
outer webs of the latter white

; wing-coverts and primaries hair-brown ;

the primary shafts white, and the interior coverts mottled with the
same ; speculum dark-green, with purple reflections, bounded above

by a ferruginous bar, and interiorly and below by white. Tail and
most of its upper coverts dark-brown with pale borders. Two long
central upper coverts, vent, and under coverts, black

;
the latter

bordered with white. A lateral streak on the upper part of the neck,
the sides and front of its lower part, the breast, and belly, white. The
posterior part of the abdomen minutely marked with gray. Bill black

;

sides of the upper mandible bluish-gray. Feet blackish-gray.

BUI of Pintail-Duck (Dafila caudacuta), Swainson.

The bill is much lengthened, fully as long as the head, considerably

higher than wide at the base ; the upper mandible of equal breadth
to the point ;

the laminic not projecting beyond the margin. Wings
two inches shorter than the tail. Scapulars, tertiaries, tail-feathers

and their coverts, tapering and acute ; the middle pair of tail-coverta

having long slender points that project two inches and a half beyond
the tail. Tail graduated. Tracheal dilatation a small osseous sac, the

size of a hazel-nut. Total length, 26 inches 6 lines. (Richardson.)

Selby observes that the labyrinth of this species consists of a round

long bladder situated on the left side of the arch of the lower larynx ;

its upper surface being nearly even with the top of the arch, but its

lower one reaching much below it. It* texture very fine, and in

young birds may be indented by slight pressure, but becomes brittle

in adults. The weight of the bird is about 24 ounces.

Pintail-Duck (Dafila ca'idacuta).

The female is smaller. Forehead and crown pale chestnut-brown

streaked with black. Cheeks and neck pale ochreous yellow, speckled
with black. Chin and throat pale cream-yellow. Sides of the breast

hair-brown, barred and tipped with white. Mantle and scapulars
amber-brown, barred and varied with pale buff-orange and white.

Tertials hair-brown, margined with white. Lesser and greater wing-
coverts pale broccoli-brown, edged and tipped with white. Speculum
hair-brown glossed with green, the feathers having white tips. Quills
hair-brown. Tail deep hair-brown, with imperfect bars of white and

pale buff-orange ; the two middle feathers exceeding the rest in length
about half an inch. Belly and abdomen yellowish-white, indistinctly
marbled with broccoli-brown. Under tail-coverts white, speckled with
chestnut-brown of different shades. Bill grayish-black. Legs and
toes gray, tinged with brown. (Selby.)
The young males have the head red-brown spotted with black

; belly

yellowish ;
and the speculum of a green, inclining to olive, without

reflections.

Selby remarks that, like many other of the Anatidce (particularly
of the species belonging to this group), the plumage of the male Pin-

tail, towards the end of summer, or after the sexual intercourse is com-

pleted, undergoes a remarkable change, and becomes very like that of

the female. This appears to be an actual change of the colour in the

feathers rather than a renewal of them
;
and the same change, he

adds, is observable in the Mallard, and the males of the Teal, Widgeon,
&c. It also prevails, if not in all, at least in some species of the

genus Aferguf, as he noticed it in M. serrator.

It is found in the north of Europe and America
; very numerous

at its double passage in Holland and in France
; equally abundant in

Germany; in winter in the south. (Temminck.) Selby says, "It
is with us a regular winter visitant, and considerable numbers are

annually taken in the decoys of Lincolnshire, Norfolk, &c. Montagu
says that it is most abundant in the north of England and Scotland,
and especially in the Orkney Islands. This assertion however I must
in part contradict, as the result of long observation tells me it is of

rare occurrence in the northern counties of England ; and the same

may be said of the southern districts of Scotland, which Dr. Fleming
confirms in his history of British animals. With respect to the Ork-

neys I cannot speak so confidently, although it appears probable that

what had been represented to him as the present species was in fact

the Long-Tailed Duck (Hardda glacialii), which is found in great
numbers during the winter in the bays of this group of islands. The
Pintail has a wide geographical range, 'being met with in all the

northern parts of Europe, Asia, and America, and retires in the

summer to breed in high latitudes. Ita equatorial migration extends

as far as Italy ;
and during its periodical flight to the southward it

occurs abundantly in Holland, France, Germany, and other continental

states. The marshes of the interior part of the country, and fresh-

water lakes, are its usual places of resort." Pennant states that Mr.

Hartlib, in the Appendix to his '

Legacy," tells us that these birds are

found in great abundance in Connaught in Ireland, in the month of

February only, and that they are much esteemed for their delicacy.
Prince C. L. Bonaparte (' Specchio Comparativo ')

notes it as not very
rare in the winter near Rome.

Ita food is similar to that of the Gadwall. (Temminck.) Selby says
that its food consists of insects and their larvse, the seeds of aquatic

plants, particularly of some species of Epilobinm, and vegetables.
The season of courtship is indicated in the male by suddenly raising

himself upright in the water, bringing his bill close to his breast, and

uttering at the same time a low soft note. This gesticulation is often

followed by a jerk of the hinder part of the body, which is then also

thrown above the water. The nest is built in rushes and the thick

herbage of marshes. Eggs, from 8 to 10, bluish-white (Selby) ;
8 or

9, greenish-blue. (Temminck.)
Selby observes that the Pintail is easily domesticated, but rarely

breeds in confinement. A hybrid progeny has been produced between

it and the Widgeon ;
and to such an extent do the sexual propensities

seem to be affected in this state by difference of food and other causes,

that Montagu mentions a male Pintail in his menagerie which for want
of the other sex showed an inclination to pair with a female Scaup,
and even with a Bernicle Goose. He further adds, that one of them
did pair with a fame duck, but that none of the eggs (upwards of 20

in number) proved to be fecundated.

Boidica. Mr. Swainson comprehends under this sub-genus all those

ducks usually denominated Teals, together with the Mallard, long
domesticated in our poultry-yards. "As this," continues Mr. Swainson,
"
is by far the most numerous group, so it exhibits agreater diversity of

form among the species. They are all however characterised by a

bill longer than the head, whose breadth is equal throughout; it is

sometimes indeed a little dilated, but never contracted at its tip,

while the lamina; of the upper mandible are entirely concealed by the

margin of the bill. The neck and the tail, which in Dafila are both

considerably lengthened, are much shorter in this group, which is

further distinguished by the brightness and beauty of plumage
observed in nearly all the species. On comparing the bill of the

common Teal with that of the Pintail, we see a close affinity between

the two forms. But as the tail of the first is so much developed in

comparison to that of the Teal, it becomes essential to discover, if

these sub-genera actually followed each other in nature, what species

united them more closely. By the uniform liberality of the zoologists

attached to the British Museum, and more particularly Dr. J. E. Gray,

I am now enabled to do this. The beautiful Anas (Bttrlias) formosa
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Sw., or Baikal Teal of meihodisU, u precisely m bird which intervenes

between UMM two sub-ftrnera. Kwntially a Teal, it differ* from all

otherm I hare rat MBO in the superior length of its tail, the feathers of

which are a full inch longer than the under-covera ;
while the con-

vexity
of the bill, from being greater than in the common Teal,

Nhlfalm its dots approximation to Da.tla, Proceeding thus by
analyst*, we And several foreign species which may be either called

Teal or Ducks. The Botdkai /arowu, Sw., is more especially a bird

of thi. deriptjon. It is closer allied to the Mallard than to any
other of the group : this is indicated by the more depressed form of

the bill, and the white collar round the neck ;
the nape also is very

conspicuously crested, a peculiarity found in no other group of the

gratis. To this and to the curled tail of the tame duck we shall

presently advert. Having now reached what appears to be the

typical form of Botfkat, we see that nature as usual again departs
from it The bill of the Mallard u throughout more depressed than
that of the common Teal. This depression in fact, from being greater
than that of the Gad wall, or of the Pintail, obviously assimilates more
to the Shoveler. The affinity however appears remote, since the
lamin*; of the Mallanl are concealed, while those of the Shovelers are

conspicuously projecting. If therefore the affinity wan immediate, it

could only be demonstrated by a species having the bill of the com-
mon duck, but with the laminae projecting. Now such a species is

actually the Blue-Winged Teal of North America, In which these

BUI of Blue-Winged Teal (Bvickat ii$nrt).

lamina; project nearly as much as in the Oadwall, while the upper
mandible exhibits that peculiar sinuosity towards the base which is

seen in no other ducks besides the Shovelers. If this affinity required
any further support, it U placed beyond doubt by the fact mentioned
in the 'General History of Birds,' that the plumage of the New Holland
Sboveler, excepting the white facial crescent, ig precisely the same as
that of the Blue-Winged Teal, the very bird which thus unites the

sub-genus Botchot to that of JLnot, and completes* the circle of the
whole group."

Blc.\V,n,J Tl (Ottekmt JtKvrl).

S. domestic*, the Common Mallard, or Wil.l Duck. Both sexes of
thu beautiful bird are so well known that either description or figure
would be superfluous. It is the Canard Sauvage of the French -Capo
Verde (the male), Anitra (the female), (lermano, and Paperooe, of the
Italians; Wild* Elite and Oemcinc Kate of the Germans; Kthin-
neewn Hbesshecp of UM Cm Indiana ; Stock-Duck -.f U,.- Hudson's
Bay rr.id.nU ; and Cors Hwyad, Garan Uwyad, and Hydnwy, of the
V'.. !

The weight of the wild Mallard is usually about two pounds and a
half. The abundance of the bird at one time in I'.nt on may be
judged of from the following pawage in Pennant :" Amazing
numlOTD of lim-ks. widgeons, and teals are taken : by an account sent
us ot the number raught, a few winters past, in one aouon, and in

only ten decoys, in the neighbourhood of Waiufleet, it appeared to

amount to 81,200, in which are included several other species of

ducks ; it is also to be observed that, in the above particular, widgeon
and teal are reckoned but as one, and consequently sell but at half

the price of ducks. . . . The account of the numbers here mentioned
relates only to those that were sent to the capital It was customary
formerly to have in the fens an annual driving of the young ducks
before they took wing. Numbers of people assembled, who beat a

vast tract, and forced the birds into a net placed at the spot where
the sport was to terminate. A hundred and fifty dozens have been
taken at once ;

but this practice being supposed to be detrimental,
has been abolished by act of parliament." Selby observes upon thin,

that the same district at the present time does not produce perhaps
a dozen broods in the year.

Bill of Mallard (Boidiai domntica}, Swainnon.

Mr. Waterton has pointed out that the duck and the drake are

clothed in the same plumage only for a very short time in the
summer. Mr. Selhy's observations on the change of plumage are

referred to under the account of the Pintail.

The trachea of the Mallard has at its lower extremity a labyrinth
much jlarger than that of the Qadwall, but not unlike it

;
the tube

does not differ much in diameter throughout its length.
The Wild Duck is widely spread over a considerable portion of the

globe. Few of the temperate and arctic regions are without it

Temminck places its habitation in the northern countries, and
observes that it is known as a bird of passage nearly throughout
Europe, haunting rivers, lakes, and marshes. Prince C. L. Bonaparte
(' Specchio Comparative ') mentions it as very common near Home in

winter.

The Wild Duck feeds on fishes, fry or spawn, slugs, wator-insecta,

aquatic plants, their seeds, and all sorts of grain (Temminck)
insects, worms, slugs, and all kinds of groin, ic. (Selby.)

" In a natural state," says Selby,
" wild ducks always pair, though

in a state of domestication they are observed to be polygamous. The
pairing takes place towards the end of February or beginning of

March, and they continue associated till the female begins to sit,
when the male deaerte her, joining others of his own sex similarly
situated ;

so that it is usual to see the mallards, after May, in small
flocks by themselves. About this time also they begin to undergo
the changes of colour that assimihit.- them in a great degree to the
female, and which is retained till the period of the autumnal or

general moult The care of the young thus devolves entirely n|,,n
the duck, and is not partaken by the mole, as Wilson and others

appear to think ; and this fact I have hod frequent opportunities of

vending, as many wild ducks annually breed upon the edges of our
Northumbrian moors, and the young broods are of courxu Iriqaeatlj
under inspection as they descend the rivulets to th. ],,,, >

parts
of the country. The nent of the wild duck in generally iu:i.|"'

m some dry spot of the marshes, and nt Car (V whk-h
she can lead her progeny as soon as hatched. It is composed of
withered grass and other dry vegetable matter, and usually concealed
from view by a thick bush or some very rank herbage, though other
and very dissimilar situations are occasionally chosen, as several
instances have been recorded where they have dfpoMteil tli.-ir eggs on
the fork of a large tree, or in some deserted nest Such on instance
once occurred within my knowledge, and near my own residence,
where a wild duck laid her eggs in the old nest of a crow, at least

thirty feet from the ground. At this elevation she hatched her

young ; and as none of them were found dead beneath the tree, it is

presumed she carried them safely to the ground in her bill, a mode
of conveyance known to be frequently adopted by the Eider-Duck."

Montagu ('Ornith. l>irl.' Su|.|.l.i *ays, "We have been assured by a

person of umloiil.-. that a half-domesticated duck made a
nest in Uuiuford Tower, hatched her young, and brought them down
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in safety to a piece of water at a considerable distance. Others have
been known to breed in trees ;

and we recollect the nest of this bird

being found in the head of an old pollard willow, impending the

water, from whence the young might readily drop unhurt into their

natural element. Mr. Tunstall mentions one, at Etchinghain, in

Sussex, which was found sitting upon nine eggs, on an oak-tree,

twenty-five feet from the ground : and the author of the ' Rural

Sports'* records an instance of one taking possession of the nest of a

hawk in a large oak. To these we can add, upon the testimony of a

gentleman of the strictest veracity, that out of a large flock of half-

domesticated ducks, one deposited her eggs in the principal fork of a

large tree near his house." The eggs are 10 to 14, of a bluish-

white
;
the female, when she quits the nest for food, covers them with

down and other substances.

In a domesticated state it is most widely distributed. All the

varieties that the fancy of the breeder can produce are to be seen in

the various poultry-yards. To say nothing of the Aylesbury and
other breeds, where size and delicacy of flesh have been principally

considered, we find penguin ducks standing nearly erect, hooked-bill

ducks, and even a variety where the caprice of man has succeeded in

nearly obliterating the webs of the feet, and curtailing the bill till it

hag lost its spatulate shape and is become a deformity, bearing some
resemblance to the bill of a common fowL Some of these birds have

been shown as the offspring of a cock and a duck, we need hardly

say, without the slightest foundation for the monstrous assertion.

Selby observes, that in the domesticated varieties the peculiar specific

distinction of the curled feathers of the tail is still retained. In China
and the other countries of the East, numbers of ducks are hatched

by artificial means.
Latham states that the male Muscovy Duck and common duck will

breed together. The young bear a greater resemblance to the

common duck than to the Muscovy Duck.

Mareca, Stephens. In ' Fauna Boreali-Americana,' Mr. Swainson

places the genera Mareca and Dendroneita in his sub-family Anatina.

Bill of Widgeon (Mar

Selby says that the Widgeon* are distinguished from the Teals by a

much shorter and less cylindrical bill ;
and from the Ducks, by that

member becoming more contracted and narrow, instead of widening
towards its tip. The lamina; of the bill are also broader and set

wider apart, approaching in form nearer to those of the sub-family
Antenna. These birds, he adds, also vary in their habits, for instead

of searching and sifting the mud with their bills for insects, seeds, &c.,

upon which food most of the other genera live, they subsist princi-

pally on grasses and vegetable diet, which they pluck in the same
manner as geese. Their flight is strong and swift, and they have a

peculiar shrill whistling call-note. In the shape of the tracheal

labyrinth they resemble the Pintail more than any other species : the

middle feathers of the tail are also acute, and considerably longer
than the rest

M. Americana (Stephens), American Widgeon. This is the Amu
Americana of Qmelin and of Sabine, in Franklaud's 'Journal,' and

Atheekemow-weeshep of the Cree Indians.

The following is a description of a male killed on the Saskatchewan,

May, 1827 : A white band from the forehead to the nape, bounded
behind the eye by a broad dark-green patch, which ends hi the nuchal

crest. Upper part and sides of the breast brownish-red, glossed with

gray. Base of the neck above, interscapulars, scapulars, and flanks,

minutely undulated with brownish-red and black
;
hind part of the

back undulated in a similar manner with clove-brown and white, the

latter colour prevailing on the tail-coverts. Lesser wing-coverts,

I'Hiimrirs, and tail, clove-brown ;
intermediate and greater coverts,

sides of the rump, breast, and belly, pure white. Speculum velvet-

black Mow, duck-green above, bounded superiorly with black and

posteriorly with white. Exterior webs of the tertiaries, and lateral

and inferior tail-coverts, greenish-black, the first bordered with white.

Bill bluish-gray, bordered and tipped with black.

The bill is particularly short, being not so long as the head, armed
with laminas resembling those of the mallard. Plumage of the nape
somewhat lengthened. Wings, above an inch shorter than the

acutely-pointed tail, which consists of 14 feathers. Total length, 23
inches. The female has the upper plumage dark liver-brown, edged
and remotely barred with pale-brown and white. The intermediate

wing-coverts are merely edged with white, and there is no green on
the head. Tail, shorter and not so tapering. Total length about two
inches less than the male. (Richardson.)

American Widgeon (Mareca Americana).

Wilson says this bird is very common in winter along the whole
coast from Florida to Rhode Island

;
but most abundant in Carolina,

where it frequents the rice plantations. In Martinico great flocks
take short flights from one rice-field to another during the rainy
season, and are much complained of by the planters. They are said
to be in great plenty in St. Domingo and Guyana, where they are
called Vingeon or Gingeon. Are said sometimes to perch on trees.

Feed in company (but little in the day), and have a sentinel on the
watch. Come out from their hiding-places in the evening. Are not
known to breed in any part of the United States. Are common in
the winter months along the bays of Egg Harbour and Cape May,
and also those of the Delaware. They leave their places in April, and
appear upon the coast of Hudson's Bay in May, as soon as the thaws
come on, chiefly in pairs ; lay there only from six to eight eggs, and
feed on flies and worms in the swamps ; depart in flocks in autumn.
(Wilson here quotes Hutchins.) Wilson further states, that the

Widgeon is extremely fond of the tender roots of that particular species
of aquatic plant on which the Canvass-Back Duck, so abundant in

Chesapeak Bay, feeds. The Widgeon is its constant companion ;
and

the Widgeon, which never dives, watches the moment of the Canvass-
Back's rising with the morsel for which the latter bird has dived, and
before he has his eyes well opened, snatches it and makes off. On
this account the Canvass-Backs and Widgeons, or, as they are called
round the bay, Bald Pates, live in a state of perpetual contention.

Dendronessa (Swainson). Head crested. Bill as high at the base
as it is broad; towards the tip narrow and contracted. Nostrils

placed towards the middle of the bill. Tertial feathers ornamented.
Feet as in Anns. Type, Dendronesaa galericulata, Chinese Teal.

Edwards, pi. 102.

Mr. Swainson, who thus characterises the genus, observes (' Fauna
Boreali-Americana') that "this is obviously the Rasorial type of the
Anatina. The D. spowa, by the lateral advancement of the bill

towards the eye, is a more aberrant species, and shows the connection
of the group to Somateria."

D. tpona (Swainson), the Summer-Duck. This is the Wood-
Duck of Audubon, Ansee-awmo of the Chippeways, Anas sponsa of

Linnaeus.

The following is a description of a male killed at Cumberland

House, lat. 54; June, 1827. Head above and space between the

eye and bill glossy dark-green ; cheeks and a large patch on the sides

of the throat purple, with blue reflections
; pendent occipital crest of

green and auricula purple, marked with two narrow white lines, one
of them terminating behind the eye, the other extending over the

eye to the bill
;
sides of the neck purplish-red, changing on the front

of the neck and sides of the breast to brown, and there spotted with
white. Scapulars, wings, and tail, exhibiting a play of duck-green,

purple, blue, and velvet-black colours
; interscapulars, posterior part

of the back, rump, and upper tuil-coverts, blackish green and purple;
several of the lateral coverts reddish-orange ;

a hair-like, splendent,

reddish-purple tuft on each side of the rump ; the under coverts

brown. Chin, throat, a collar round the neck, a crescentic bar on
the ears, the middle of the breast, and whole of the abdomen, white.
Flanks yellowish-gray, finely undulated with black; the tips of the
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long feather*, and also tbuM on the shoulder, broadly
white and black. Inner wing-covert* white, bund '

barred with
with brown.

Almost all the coloured plumage ihowi a play of coloun with
metallic liutre. Bill mi; a space between the no*tril, its tip,

margin*, and lower mandible, black. Legs orange-coloured.

Bill of Summer-Duck (Drndrotinia tponta'}, Swalnjon.

The bill shorter than the head ; considerably narrowed towards the tip,
like that of the Eider

;
its height at the rictus greater than ite width

;

iU frontal angles prolonged. Mandibles strongly toothed. Unguis
itrong, arched or hooked. Nostrils large, pervious, lateral. Fore-
head sloping. Occipital crest long and pendent. Wings shorter than
the tail, which consist* of 16 wide rounded feathers. Total length
21 inches. The female wants the fine lines on the flanks and the hair-

like tufts on the aides of the rump. She has a shorter crest
;
and the

plumage is leas vivid, especially about the head, where it is mostly
brown. (Richardson.)

Somnwr.Durk (ZxW.

Audubon Ute* that Uiia s|>cies range* over the whole extent of
i.itcd SUte*. and that he *w it in all parts, from Louisiana to

the conBne* of Maine, and from the vicinity of the Atlantic coast*
a* far inland as hi* travel* extended. It al*o occurs sparingly <lm inK'

tJie breeding stMon in Suva Scotia; but farther north be di<l nut
obMrve it Everywhere in this immen** tract he found it an almost
coiwtant rssidcnt ; for ome ipend the winter even in llas*aohu*ett,
and far up the warm spring water* of brook* on the Missouri. It

confine* iUelf however entirely to fresh-water, preferring at all time*
the **clud*d retreat* of the ponds, bayou*, or creeks, that occur so

profanely in the wood*. Well acquainted with man, they carefully
avoid him, nnle** during the breeding season, when, if a convenient

spot is found by them, they will even locate thenuelve* about the
miller's dam.

Catnby nay* that the Summer-Duck* breed in Virginia and
Carolina, and make their ne*t* in the hole* of tall tree* (made by
woodpeckers) growing in water, particularly cypren trees.

" While
Uwy are young and unable to fly, the old one* carry them on their
backs from their ne*u into the water ; and at the approach of danger,
they fix with their bill* on the backs of the old ones, which fly away

with them." Audubon'* evidence, which we here give, differs from
that of Cate*by in some particulars.

" The Wood-Duck breeds in

the Middle State* about the beginning of April, in Massachusetts a
month later, nnd in Nova Scotia or on our northern lake* seldom before

the first day* of Jmi". In Louisiana and Kentucky, where I have
had better opportunities of studying their habits in this respect .

generally pair about the 1st of March, sometimes a fortnight earlier.

I never knew one of these birds to form a nest on the ground or on
the branches of a tree. They appearat all times to prefer the hollow
broken portion of some large branch, the bole of our largest wood-

pecker (Pictu principalu), or the deserted retreat of the fox squirrel ;

and I have been frequently surprised to see them go in and out of a
hole of any one of these, when their bodies while on wing teemed to

be nearly half as large again as the aperture within which they had

deposited their eggs. Once only I found a nest (with ten eggs) in the
fissure of a rock on the Kentucky river, a few miles below Frankfort.

Generally however the holes to which they betake themselves are

either over deep swamps, aliove cane-brake*, or broken branches of

high sycamores, seldom more than 40 or SO feet from the water.

They are much attached to their breeding place*, and for three succes-

sivc years I found a pair near Henderson, in Kentucky, with eggs in

the beginning of April, in the abandoned nest of an ivory-billed wood-
pecker. The eggs, which are from six to fifteen, according to the age
of the bird, are placed on dry plants, feathers, and a scanty portion
of down, which I believe is mostly plucked from the breast of the

female. They are perfectly smooth, nearly elliptical, of a light colour

between buff and pale green, two inches in length by one and a half

in diameter; the shell is about equal in firmness to that of the
mallard's egg, and quite smooth. No sooner has the female completed
her get of eggs than she is abandoned by her mate, who now joins

others, which form themselves into considerable flocks, and thus
remain apart until the young are able to fly, when old and young of

both sexes come together, and so remain until the commencement of

the next breeding season. In all the nests which I have examine 1. 1

have been rather surprised to find a quantity of feathers belonging to

birds of other species, even those of the domestic fowl, and particu-

larly of the wild goose and wild turkey. On coming upon a nest

with eggs when the bird was absent in search of food, I have always
found the eggs covered over with feathers and down, although quite
out of sight in the depth of a woodpecker's or squirrel's hole. On
the contrary, when the nest was placed in the broken branch of a

tree, it could easily be observed from the ground, on account of the

feathers, dead sticks, and withered grasses about it. If the nest is

placed immediately over the water, the young, the moment they are

hatched, scramble to the mouth of the hole, launch into the air with
their little wings and feet spread out, and drop into their favourite

element
;
but whenever their birthplace is at some distance from it

the mother carries them to it one. by one in her bill, holding them so

as not to injure their yet tender frame. On several occasions how-
ever when the hole was thirty, forty, or more yards from a bayou or

other piece of water, I vit the mother suffered the young
to fall on the grasses and dried leaves beneath the tree, and after-

wards led them directly to the nearest edge of the next pool or

creek."

D. galericulata and D. tpotua breed freely in captivity. Both

species have produced several broods in the Gardens of the Zoological

Society in the Regent's 1'ark, where most of the Analiaa are exhibited.

The latter has also bred in St. James's Park, where they nml other
A nalintr may be always seen.

Mn -inutmtmrn falerifulala}, male.

Colonel Sykes, in his
'

Catalogue of Birds observed in the Dukhun '

(Deocau), enumerates the following British Anatina A not tlrtptra,
Linn., males identical with specimens in tin- British Museum, from
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Kent; no females for comparison; numerous in Dukhuu
; Bhynchaapw

virescem, Leach,. Manuscripts, Anas clypeata, Liun. ; identical with
British specimens of the common Shoveler, but differing from the

description of that bird in Shaw ; Mareca fistularis, Steph., Anas
Penelope, Linn., Widgeon, absolutely identical with specimens from
Devonshire; Querquedula Oircia, Steph., A nas Circia, Linn., Garganev,
identical with British specimens ; Querquedula crecca, Anas crecca,

Linn., Common Teal, identical with male and female British speci-
mens.

Mr. Keith Abbott ('Zool. Proc.,' 1834), in his
' List of Trebizond

Birds," enumerates Anas Boschai, Linn., the Mallard, as almost uni-

versal ; and A. Querquedula, Linn., which is noted as inhabiting
India as well as Europe, and as common in the Himalaya range.

The sub-family Futigulitwe includes the genera Somateria, Oidemia,
>>a, Clangula, and Harelda.

The FuKgulina, or Sea-Ducks, as they have been not inaptly named,
frequent the sea principally ; but many of them are to be found in

the fresh-water lakes and rivers where the water is deep. The plu-

mage is very close and thick in comparison with that of the True
Ducks (Analina), and the covering of the female differs much in hue
from that of the male, which when adult undergoes but little change
in its dress from the difference of season. The young resemble the
female in their feathered garb, and do not assume the adult plumage
till the second or third year. Moulting takes place twice a year,
without change of colour. In the male the capsule of the trachea is

large.
The Sea-Ducks are not good walkers, on account of the backward

position of their feet, but they run, or rather shuffle along rapidly,

though awkwardly. They swim remarkably well, though low in the

water, and excel in diving, whether for amusement, safety, or food,
which last consists of insects, mollusks, the fry of fish, and marine or

other aquatic vegetables. They take wing unwillingly as a security
from danger, relying more confidently on their powers of diving and

swimming as the means of escape than on those of flight. Though
they are often strong, steady, rapid, and enduring in their passage
through the air, they generally fly low, laboriously, and with a whist-

ling sound.

This sub-family may be considered to be monogamous, and the
nest is frequently made near the fresh waters; the female alone

incubating, though both parents, in several of the species at least,

trip the down from their breasts as a covering for the eggs, which
are numerous.
The North may be considered the great hive of the Fuliyulirwe ;

though some of the forms are spread over the greater part of the

globe. Large flocks are seen to migrate periodically, keeping for the
most part the line of the sea-coast, and flying and feeding generally

by night, though often, especially in hazy or blowing weather, by day.
Somateria (Leach). BiU small, with the base elevated and extending

up the forehead, where a central pointed line of feathers divides it
;

the anterior extremity narrow but blunt
;

nostrils mesial
;
neck

thick
; wings short ; tertiaries long, and generally with an outward

curve, so as to overlie the primaries. Tail moderate, consisting of

14 feathers.

This genus is peculiarly marine. Sir John Richardson, whose

opportunities of observing the northern birds were so great and so

well used, says that Somateria tpectabili* and S. mollissima are never,
as he believes, seen in fresh water

;
their food consisting mostly of

the soft Mollusca in the Arctic Sea. They are, he says, only partially

migratory, the older birds seldom moving farther southward in

winter than to permanent open water. He states that some Eider-

Ducks pass that season on the coast of New Jersey, but that the

King-Ducks (.S'. tpectabilis) have not been seen to the southward of

the 69th parallel. Audubon however says that in the depth of winter
the latter have been observed off the coast of Halifax in Nova Scotia,
and Newfoundland, and that a few have been obtained off Boston,
and at Eastport in Maine.
The genus is remarkable for the high development of the exqui-

sitely soft and elastic down so valuable in commerce, and so essential

to the keeping up of the proper balance of animal heat in the icy

regions inhabited by these birds.

fS. mollissima (A nas mottissima, Linn.), the Eider-Duck. This is the
Oie a Duvet ou Eider of the French ; Eider-Gans and Eiter-Ente of

the Germans
;
Oca Settentrionale of the Italians

(' Stor. degli Ucc.');
the Kider-Goose, Eider-Duck, St. Cuthbert's Duck, Cuthbert Duck or
Cutbert Duck, Great Black and White Duck, and Colk Winter Duck,
of the British ; Hwyad fwythblu of the Welsh

; Dunter Duck of the
Hudson's Bay residents ; and Mittek of the Esquimaux.
The following is Sir John Richardson's description of a male killed

June 14, 1822, at Winter Island, 66 114' N. lat. : Circumference of
the frontal plates, forehead, crown, and under eye-lid, deep Scotch

blue; hind head, nape, and temples, siskin-green. Stripe on the top
of the head, cheeks, chin, neck, breast, back, scapulars, lesser coverts,
curved tertiaries, sides of the rump, and under wing-coverts, white

;

the tertiaries tinged with greenish-yellow, and the breast with buff.

Greater coverts, quills, rump, tail and its coverts, and the under

plumage, pitch black ; the end of the quills and tail fading to brown.

Bill, oil-green. Legs, greenish-yellow.

The biH is prolonged on the lengthened depressed forehead into
two narrow flat plates that are 'separated by an angular projec-
tion of the frontal plumage. Nostrils not pervious. Neck short and
thick. Wings nearly three inches shorter than the tail. Hind toe
attenuated posteriorly iuto a broad lobe. The length of this bird' was
25 inches 6 lines. The female is pale rufous or yellowish brown with
black bars

; wing-coverts black with ferruginous edges ; greater
coverts and secondaries with narrow white tips ; head and upper part
of the neck striped with dusky lines

; beneath, brown with obscure
darker blotches.

Bill of Eider-Duck (Somateria molliisima').

The young at the age of a week are of. a dark mouse-colour, thickly
covered with soft warm down.
The young male is like the female

;
and does not appear in the full

adult male plumage till the fourth year.
The icy seas of the north appear to be the principal localities of

this species. Colonel Sabine enumerates it among the animals which
were met with during the period in which the expedition under
Captain Parry remained within the arctic circle. He mentions it as

abundant on the shores of Davis's Strait and Baffin's Bay ;
but adds

that, deriving its food principally from the sea, it was not met with
after the entrance of the ships into the Polar Ocean, where so little

open water is found. The females were without the bands on the

wings described by authors. (' Appendix to Captain Sir W. E. Parry's
First Voyage,' 1819-20.) Captain Lyon saw the Eider in Duke of
York's Bay. ('Journal.') Sir James Ross (' Appendix to Captain Sir

John Ross's Last Voyage ') notices vast numbers of the King-Duck as

resorting annually to the shores and islands of the arctic regions in

the breeding season, and as having on many occasions afforded a
valuable and salutary supply of fresh provision to the crews of the
vessels employed in those seas. Speaking of the Eider-Duck he says
it is so similar in its habits to the King-Duck that the same remarks

apply equally to both. In Lapland, Norway, Iceland, Greenland, and at

Spitzbergen, the Eider-Duck is very abundant
; and it abounds also at

Behring's Island, the Kuriles, the Hebrides, and Orkneys. In Sweden
and Denmark it is said to be more rare, and in Germany to be only
observed as a passenger. Temminck states that the young only are

seen on the coasts of the ocean, and that the old ones never show
themselves. Sir James Ross, in the 'Appendix' above alluded to,

speaking of the eider-down, says that the down of the King-Duck is

equally excellent, and is collected in great quantities by the inhabit-

ants of the Danish colonies in Greenland, forming a valuable source
of revenue to Denmark. A vast quantity of this down, he adds, is

also collected on the coast of Norway and in some parts of Sweden.
The Eider-Duck is found throughout Arctic America, and is said to

wander in severe winters as far south to sea as the capes of the Dela-

ware. From November to the middle of February small numbers
of old birds are usually seen towards the extremities of Massachusetts

Bay and along the coast- of Maine. A few pairs have been known to

breed on some rocky islands beyond Portland, and M. Audubou found
several nesting on the island of Grand Mauan in the Bay of Fundy.
Prince Bonaparte notes it as rare and adventitious in the winter at

Philadelphia, The most southern breeding-place in Europe is said

to be the Fern or Farn Isles on the coast of Northumberland.

Willughby, quoting Wormius, says that the Eider-Ducks "build

themselves nests on the rocks, and lay good store of very savoury
and well-tasted eggs; for the getting of which the neighbouring

people let themselves down by ropes dangerously enough, and with
the same labour gather the feathers (Eider-Dun our people call

them), which are very soft and fit to stuff beds and quilts ; for in a

small quantity they dilate themselves much (being very springy), and
warm the body above any others. These birds are wont at set times
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to moult their feathers, enriching the fowlera with this* desirable

nMrchandii*." Willughby !*> reniarks that " when its young one*

u hatched it take* them to the sea, and never looks at bud till next

breeding time, nor is seen anywhere about our coasts." This early
account is in the main correct, but there are two kinds of eider-down

the lire-down, as it is termed, and the dead-down
;
the latter,

which U considered to be very inferior in quality, is that taken from
the dead bird. The down of

superior quality, or live-down, is that

which the duck strips from herself to cherish her eggs. Its lightness
and elasticity are such, it is asserted, that two or three pounds of it

squeezed into a ball which may be held in the hand, will swell out to

such an extent as to fill a case large enough for the foot covering of a
bed. It is collected in the following manner : The female is suffered

to lay her fire or six eggs, which are about three inches in length and
two in breadth. These, which are very palatable, are taken, and
she (trips herself a second time to supply the subsequent eggs. If

this second batch be abstracted, the female being unable to supply any
more down, the male plucks his breast, and his contribution is known
by its pale colour. The last deposit, which rarely consists of more
than two or three eggs, is always left

;
for if deprived of this their

last hope the bereaved birds forsake the inhospitable place ; whereas,
if suffered to rear their young, the parents return the following year
with their progeny. The quantity of down afforded by one female

during the whole period of laying ia stated at half a pound neat, the

quantity weighing nearly a pound before it is cleansed. Of this down
Trail states that the Iceland Company sold in one year (1750) as much
as brought 6501. sterling, besides what was sent to Oliickstadt

--SW- ,

BUsr-DMk (Somalia mollluim^, male ind female.

Jb
haunU oflbirdiicapable of

producing so valuable an article are
not unlikely to be objeoU of peculiar car.. We accordingly find that
u. Iceland aNrV the district. re*>rUd to by thenTa^ reckoned

P^i IF'T&L^ .*?
tnct>.PJ. Every one is anxious

to indue* th Kid*, to take up lbr poaition on his own estate ; andwba h-jr .how a duposition to settle on.any i.kt the proprietor DMb~. known to rwv. th. catti. and dogs 'to the mainUdbte
to tnak* way for a more valuable stock which might be otherwised-turW. In sotMcaac. artificial ialets have been aide by separating
prucuoutones from the continent; and them eidcr-tenementa are
hutiUd down from faUur to son like any other inheritance Not

I an tiife care to keep the bird* nndi-t.irU-1. th-y are not,

as we Rhall presently see, scared by the vicinity of man, in some place*
at least We proceed to give the personal observations of some of

those who have visited eider-settlements :

" When I visited the

Kara Isles," writes Pennant (it was on the 15th of July, 1769),
"

I

found the ducks sitting, and took some of the nests, the base of which
was formed of sea-plants and covered with the down. After separating
it carefully from the plants it weighed only three-quarters of an ounce,

yet was so elastic as to fill a larger space than the crown of the greatest
hat. These birds are not numerous on the isles, and it was observed
that the drakes kept on those most remote from the sitting-places.
The ducks continue on their nests till you come almost close to them,
and when they rise are very slow flyers. The number of eggs in each
nest was from three to five, warmly bedded in the down, of a pale
olive colour, and very large, glossy, and smooth." Horrebow declares

that one may walk among these birds while they are sitting without

scaring them ;
and Sir George Mackenzie, during his travels in Iceland,

had an opportunity, on the 8th of June at Vidoe, of observing the

Kiiler-Ducks, at all other times of the year perfectly wild, assembled
for the great work of incubation. The boat in its approach to the

shore passed multitudes of these birds, which hardly moved out of

the way ;
and between the landing-place and the governor's house it

required some caution to avoid treading on the nests, while the drakes
were walking about even more familiar than common ducks, and

uttering a sound which wrs like the cooing of doves. The ducks were

sitting on their nests all round the house, on the garden wall, on the

roofs, nay even in the inside of the houses and in the chapel. Those
which had not been long on the nest generally left it when they were

approached ; but those that had more than one or two eggs sat per-

fectly quiet and suffered the party to touch them, though they some-
times gently repelled the intrusive hand with their bills. But if a
drake happen to be near his mate when thus visited he becomes

extremely agitated. He passes to and fro between her and the sus-

picious object, raining his head and cooing.
M. Audubon saw them in great numbers on the coast of Labrador

where, by the way, the down is neglected employed about tin ir

nests, which they begin to form about the end of May. They arrive

there and on the coaats of Newfoundland about the first of that

month. The eggs were of a dull greenish-white, and smooth, from
6 to 10 in number. The nest was usually placed under the shelter

of a low prostrate branched and dwarf fir; and sometimes there

were several under the same bush, within a foot or two of each
other. The ground-work of the nests consisted of sea-weeds and

moss, and the female did not add the down till the eggs were laid.

The duck, having at this time acquired an attachment for her eggs,
was easily approached, and her flight was even and rather slow.

Audubon states that, as soon as incubation has commenced, the males
leave the laud, and join together in large flocks out at sea : they
begin to moult in July, and soon become so bare as to be scarcely
able to rise from the water. By the 1st of August, according to the
same author, scarcely an Eider-Duck was to be seen on the coast of

Labrador. The young, as soon as hatched, are led by the female to

the water, where they remain, except at night and in stormy weather.
Their greatest feathered enemy is the Saddle-Backed Gull, or Black-

Backed Gull (Larui marintu), which devours the eggs and young, but
whose pursuit the young, after they have left the nest, elude by
diving, at which both old and young are very expert

According to Bruunich and others, the male utters a hoarse and

moaning cry at the pairing time, but the cry of the female is like that
of the common duck. Both sexes assist in forming the nest, though
the female only site : but the male watches in the vicinity, and gives
notice of the danger. This seems to be confirmed by the account

given of the nesting-place at Vidoe. Sometimes two females deposit
their eggs in the same nest, and sit amicably together. The gulls are

not their only enemies in addition to man, for the ravens often suck
their eggs and kill their young. At sea, several hatches congregate,
led by the females, and there they may be seen splashing the water
in the shallows, to beat up the small crustaceans and mollusks, and

diving in deeper water for the larger marine animals, among which
muscles and other conchifeni, turbiuatcd testaceous, and occasionally

Sea-Eggs (Echini) are said to be taken.
The down above described is the principal .tribute paid by the

Eider-Duck to man : but the Indian and GreonUn.ler cat the flesh,
which is dark and fishy, and their skin is converted int" :i u.u m
inner garment According to Sir W. K. Parry, the Esquimaux
Indians catch these birds with springes made <>( whalebone, and
take the eggs wherever they can find them. The skin, prepared with
the feathers on, forms an article of commerce, partieuliirly with the

Chinese. M. Audubon is of opinion that if this valuable bird were

domesticated, it would prove a great acquisition, both on account of
its down, and its flesh as an article of food

;
and he is persuaded that

very little attention would effect this. Indeed, it appears that the

experiment was made at Eastport with success, but the greater
number of the ducks were shot, being taken by gunners for wild
birds. The same author says that, when in captivity, it feeds on
different kinds of grain and moistened corn-meal, when its flesh

becomes excellent Mr. Selby succeeded twice in rearing Eiders from
the egg, and kept them alive upwards of a year, when they were

accidentally kill-d.
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Oidcmia (Fleming). Bill broad with dilated margins, and coarse

lamelliform teeth, gibbous above the nostrils, which are nearly
mesial, large, and elevated

;
tail of 14 feathers.

The Oidemiai seek their food at sea principally ;
and have obtained

the name of Surf-Ducks, from frequenting its edge. The prevailing
colour of the tribe is black in the male, and brown in the female.
The plumage is very thick and close ; and, according to Audubon,
the down in the Velvet-Duck (Oidemia fusca) is similar to that of the

Eider-Duck, and apparently of equal quality. Their flesh is high-
flavoured and oily, according to Sir John Richardson, who gives that
character to the flesh of three species, namely, 0. perspicillata, 0,

futca, and 0. niffra. The two former, according to that enterprising
zoologist, breed on the arctic coasts, migrate southward in company
with Ctanyula (Hardda >) ylacialis, halting both on the shores of

Hudson's Bay and on the lakes of the interior, as long as they remain

open, and then feed on tender shelly Molluica. 0. niffra, he adds,

frequents the shores of Hudson's Bay, and breeds between the 50th
and 60th parallels. It was not seen in the interior.

0. pertpicittata, A no* pertpicillata of Limiieus, the Black or Surf-

Duck. This is the Macreuse a Large Bee, ou Marchand, and
t
Canard

Marchand, of the French
;
the Black-Duck, of Pennant

;
and the Great

Black-Duck from Hudson's Bay of Edwards.
The male is velvet black, with a reddish reflection

;
throat brownish ;

a broad white band between the eyes, and a triangular patch of the
same on the nape ; bill reddish-orange, the nail paler ;

a square black

spot on the lateral protuberance; legs orange; webs brown; bill

much like that of the Velvet-Duck (0. futca), but the lateral protu-
berances are naked and horny, and the central one is feathered farther

down
;

the laimmu are distant, and the lower ones particularly

prominent, with cutting edges. As in the other Oidemia, the bill

and forehead are inflated, causing the head to appear lengthened and
the crown depressed ; the nostrils are rather large, and nearer to the

point than to the rictus. Length 24 inches. (Richardson.)

Bill of Surf-Dock (Oidemia prrtpirillata).

The female and young are of a black ashy brown wherever the
male is deep black. Head and neck lighter ;

frontal band and great

angular space upon the nape indicated by very bright ashy brown.
Lateral protuberances of the bill but little developed, and the whole
bill of an ashy yellowish colour. Feet and toes brown

; webs black.

(Temininck.) Sir John Richardson observes that the under plumage
in particular is paler, that the back and wing-coverts are narrowly
edged with gray, that the breast, flanks, and ears have some whitish

edging", that the bill is black, its base not so much inflated, and that
the nostrils are smaller than in the male.

This bird is rare and accidental in the Orcades, and in the higher
latitudes towards the pole ; very rare in the cold and temperate
countries bathed by the ocean

; very common and numerous in

America, at Hudson's and Baffin's Bays. Such is Temminck's
account. Nuttall says that this species of duck, with other dark
kinds commonly called on the other side of the Atlantic 'coot**,' may
be properly considered as an American species; its visits in the

Orkneys and European seas being merely accidental. They breed on
the arctic coasts, and extend their residence to the opposite side of
the continent, having been seen at Nootka Sound by Captain Cook.
The bird is not mentioned in the notice of the animals which were
met with during the period in which the expedition remained within
the arctic circle, appended to Captain Sir W. E. Parry's

'
First

Voyage,' nor in Captain James Ross's 'Appendix to Captain Sir John
Roan's Last Voyage." Prince Bonaparte notes it as very common,
and most abundant in the sea in the neighbourhood of the shore at

In summer the Surf-Duck feeds principally in the sea, and haunts
shallow scut j. and bays, where it maybe seen constantly
diving for its shelly food. The surf is a favourite station with it.

Hudson's Bay and Labrador are among its breeding places, and the
1CAT. HI8T. DIT. VOL. II.

nest is formed of grass with a lining of down or feathers, on the
borders of fresh-water ponds. The eggs are white, and from four to

six in number. The young are hatched in July, and detained on the
borders of the ponds, where they were excluded from the egg, until

they are able to fly. Their migrations extend to Florida, but they
often remain throughout the winter along the shores and open bays
of the United States. At the end of April or early in May they again

proceed northward.

Surf-Duck (Oidemia perspicillata), male.

The flesh of the old birds is very dark, red, and fishy when dressed ;

the young are of better flavour. They are however often eaten by
the inhabitants of the coasts frequented by them

; and being difficult

to approach, they are decoyed by means of a wooden figure of a duck
of the same general appearance with themselves.

Fuiiyula (Ray). Bill flat, broad, long, with hardly any gibbosity at

the base, and rather dilated at the extremity. Nostrils suboval,
basal. Tail short, of 14 feathers, graduated laterally. First quill

longest.
The sea, and its bays and aestuaries, are the principal haunts of this

genus. Sir John Richardson states that F. Valisneria, F. ferina, F.

marila, and F. rufitorques, breed in all parts of the Fur Countries,
from the 50th parallel to their most northern limits, and associate

much on the water with the Anatince. P. rvJbida, he remarks, fre-

quents the small lakes of the interior up to the 58th parallel, and he
adds that it is very unwilling to take wing, and dives remarkably
welL In swimming, according to the same observer, it carries its

tail erect, and, from the shortness of its neck, nearly as high as its

head, which, at a little distance, causes it to appear as if it had two
heads.

P. Valisneria (Anas Valisneria of Wilson), Canvass-Back-Duck.
The male has the region of tho bill, top of the head, chin, base of the

neck, and adjoining parts of the breast and back, rump, upper and

Bill of Canvass-Back Duck (Fuligula

under tail-coverts, pitch-black ;
sides of the head and the neck reddish-

orange ;
middle of the back, scapulars, wing-coverts, tips of the secon-

daries, tcrtiaries, Banks, posterior part of the belly and thighs,

grayish-white, finely undulated with hair-brown
; primaries and their

coverts hair brawn, their tips darkest ;
secondaries ash-gray, tipped

with white; the two adjoining tertiaries edged with black. Belly
white, faintly undulated ou the medial line. In some specimens the

Si
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wbiU pvte are gloMed with ferruginous. Bill and leg* blackish-

brown. The bill U lengthened, the depressed
frontal angle longer,

the nostrils farther from the front, and the unguis differently shaped
and .mailer than in F. ferina (the Pochard) ; the upper lamina flat,

connate, not prominent, and confined within the margin of the

mandible. The bill and head of the Canvass Back approach some-

what to the form of the Pintail-Duck, being much lengthened, and of

equal breadth throughout. First quill the longest. Length, 24 inches

The female hai the ground-colour of the upper plumage and flanks

liver-brown ; sides of the head, neck, and breast, ferruginous ;

boulders, shorter scapular*, and under plumage, edged with the

same. Middle of the back and wing-coverts clove-brown, finely undu-

lated with grayish-white. There are no undulated markings on the

U-rtUric* and secondaries, and only a few on the tips of the scapulars.

BUI as in the male; the neck more slender. (Richardson.)

CanraM.Back.Dnck (Fuligiita ralitneiia).

It breeds from the 50th parallel to the most northern limit* of the

Fur Countries. When the work of incubation is past, flocks ol

Canvass-Backs pursue their course to the southward, and arrive about

the middle of October on the sea-coasts of the United States. The

Hudson, the Delaware, and the bays of North Carolina, are visited by
some of these flocks ;

and it is stated that they are abundant in the

river Neuse, in the vicinity of Newbera, and probably in most of the

other southern waters down to the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, being
seen in winter in the mild climate of Mew Orleans, at which season a

few pairs arrive in Massachusetts Bay, near Cohaset and St. Martha's

Vineyard. But it in to Chesapeake Bay, its (estuaries and riven,

among which the Susquehanno, the Patapsco, James's River, and the

Potomac, may be particularly mentioned, that the great multitude ol

Canvass-Back-Ducks resort. (Wilson; Nuttall.)

The Canvass-Backs associate with the Pochards, and are waited

upon by the Bald-Pates or Widgeons (Marten Americana), which rob

them in the manner already described. They are named in different

parts of the Union White-Backs and Sheldrakes, as well as Canvass-

Backs. Zottera marina and Ruppta marilima form their food, as well

as the fresh-water Valimeria, which last is limited in its distribution.

The Sea-Wrack* or Eel-Grass, as the long marine vegetables above

alluded to are called in America, are widely spread over the Atlantic

and over the mud-flats, bay", and inlets where salt or brackish wntcr

finds access. The Canvass-Backs dive for and generally pluck up
the sea-wrack, and feed only on the most tender portion near the

root. They are very shy birds, and most difficult to be approached.
Various stratagems are resorted to for getting within gunshot o

them ; and in severe winters artificial openings are made in the ice

to which the ducks crowd, and fall a sacrifice to their eagerness to

obtain food. That they will eat seeds and grain as well as sea-wrack

Ac , was proved by the loss of a vessel loaded with wheat near the

entrance of Great Egg Harbour, New Jersey, to which great flocks o

Canvasii-Backs were attracted. Upon this occasion as many as 240

wre killed in one day. (Wilson; Xuttill.)

The Canvass-Back, which is lean on its first arrival in the Unitei

States, becomes, in November, about three pounds in weight, ami ii

high order for the table : there are few birds which grace the boan
bettor. Prince Bonaparte U eloquent in its praise :

" Carne drlla

massima sqnisitesza, grandemente ricercata dai gostronomi. 1.

migliore dslle Anitre. Forse il miglior uccello d America." An
attempt to introduce the bird into England would, it is feared, pmv<
a failure ; for even if the ordinary difficulties should be got ovn . t In

absence of the food to which it is supposed to owe its ex<|iiii<iu

flavour would render the success of the experiment very doubtful.

(Boio). -Bill narrow, elevated at the base, somowha
at the anterior extremity, and abort. Nostrils inclitiinj

to oval, submesial, or rather anterior to tUu middle of tho bill. Tail

rather long, of 16 feathers generally.

Though many of this genus frequent the sea, the species are more

generally met with in the fresh waters than the other Sca-1'

Thus, Sir John Richardson remarks that C. vulyari* (Common ( !ol, Ion-

Eye) and C. " tit-Duck) frequent the rivers and fre.h (

akes throughout the Fur Countries in great numbers. They are, as

he states, by no means shy, allowing a near approach to the sports-

man ;
but at the flash of a gun, or even at the twang of a bow, they

dive so suddenly that they are seldom killed. Hence the natives

impute supernatural powers to them, as the appellations of
'

Conjuring

Ducks
' and '

Spirit-Ducks
'

suflBciently testify. Richardson says that

the manners of C. Barrovii (Richardson and Swainson), dtvnil.,-,1 in

' Fauna Boreoli-Americana,' and which has hitherto been found only

in the valleys of the Rocky Mountains, do not differ from those of

the Common Golden-Eye. He speaks of C. hittrioniea as haunting
eddies under cascades and rapid streams, as very vigilant, taking

wing at once when disturbed, as rare, and as never associating, as far

as he saw, with any other bird. The high northern latitudes may be

considered generally as the localities of this genus.

C. albedo, the Spirit-Duck, A na albeola of Lmmous. It Is the Ruffel-

uck of Pennant; the Buffers-Head-Duck of Ciit.-Oiy; the LittleDuck
Duck of
-x

Block and White Duck of Kdward" ;
the Biiflel-Headed

Wilson; Wakaishee-Weesheep, Waw HaUlu-cp, mi.l

of the Cree and Chippeway Indians.

The male has the forehead, region of the bill, nuchal crct-t.

upper sides of the neck, rich duck-green, blending with the n- -

plrndfiit

auricula-purple of the top of the head and throat. Broaxl band from

the eye to the tip of the occipital crest, lower half of the nock, the

shoulders, exterior scapulars, intermediate and greater coverts, outer

webs of five or six secondaries, flanks, and under plumage to the vent,

pure white. Back, long scapulars, and tertiarics, velvet black ; lesser

coverts bordering the wing the name, edged with white
; primaries

and their coverts brownish black. Tail-coverts blockish-gray; tail

broccoli-brown. Vent and under tail-coverts grayish. Bill bluish-

black. Legs yellowish. In many spring specimens the under plumage
is ash-gray. The bill smaller in proportion than that of the common

Garrot, and the nostrils nearer tho base
;
but othmviM' similar. Head

large, with the upper part of the neck clothed in velvety plumage,

rising into a short thick crest Wings 24 inches shorter than the

tail. Tail lateral feathers graduated, three middle pairs even. Length
16 inches ;

but individuals differ in size.

Hill of Sj.irit-Duck (Clangula albtola).

Tho female is considerably smaller. Head and dorsal plumage
dark blackish-brown ; the fore part of the bock, scapulars, and ter-

tiaries, edged with yellowish brown. Fore port of tho neck, sides of
the breast, flanks, and vent-feathers, blackish-gray ; breast and belly

white, glossed with brownish-orange. White band on the ears and
ii narrower than in the male. The white speculum is

less perfect, and the whole of the lesser coverts and scapulars aro

unspotted blackish-brown. Bill and feet bn.wt.i-h Total length
144 inches. Young males resemble the females. (Richardson.)

This liird is abundant in the summer on tho rivers and fresh-water
lakes of the Fur Countries. In autumn and winter very common in

tod States, sometimes on the sea-shores. Catvshy says that
tin? lluffel's-Head-Duck appears in Carolina during the winter only.
On the river Neuse, in North Carolina, they have been seen in abun-
dance in February. In April and May those in the south take their

departure northward.
This species is a most expert diver, whether it resorts to that feat

M a mode of escape, or as the means of procuring the sea-wrack and
\ti\er (UIra lactuca), and crustaceans and mollusks, which, at parti-
cular seasons of the year when it visits the sea-bays and salt marshes,
form its favourite food. The rapidity of it disappearance from the
surface, and the artful way in which it conceals itself after it has
vanished nndi-r water, have earned for it the appropriate name of
'

Spirit-Duck,' or '

Conjurer.' A bird is rarely hit, and when it is, if
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not killed outright, it can rarely be captured ;
so quick is the Spirit-

Duck in avoiding the shot altogether, and so dexterous in evading its

pursuer, if only wounded. About Hudson's Bay they are said to
form their nests in hollow trees in woods adjacent to water. (Wilson
Nuttall.)
The flesh of the Spirit-Duck is not in high repute, but the females

and young are tender and well flavoured in the winter. The bird
becomes so fat that, in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, it is commonly
called

'

Butter-Box,' or 'Butter-Ball.'

Spirit-Duck (Clangula albeola), male and female.

C. vulgarit, A not Clangula Linn., the Common Golden-Eye, or
( iarrot, is an inhabitant of the arctic regions of the New and Old
\VorMs, and is frequently met with in this country, and in Europe
generally. The species is distributed over the Swiss lakes. Mr. Gould

figures C. Barrmii and C. hiitrionica among the Birds of Europe, the

former having been shot in Iceland by T. C. Atkinson, Esq., and the
latter having been frequently captured in the British Islands.

Ifarctda (Leach). Bill very short, high at the base, nail broad and
arched. Lamina; prominent, trenchant, and distant; the upper
Ininintc projecting below the margin of the mandible, the lower
lamina; divided into a nearly equal double series. Nostrils oblong,
large, and nearly basal. Forehead high ; neck rather thick. Tail very
long, of 14 feathers. Toes short.

//.,//./. ,.///>, Ana ijliir'iitl'w, Linn., the Long-Tailed Duck. This
is the Canard a Longue Queue, ou Canard de Miclon, of the French

;

KU-Knte, Winter-Elite, of the Germans
; Ungle, Angeltaske, Tras-

foener, of the Norwegians ; Oedel of the Faroe Islanders ; Ha-Old,
Ha- Kilo, of the Icelanders; Swallow-Tailed Sheldrake, Sharp-Tailed
Duck, C'alao, Calaw, Coal and Candle Light, of the English;
llwyad gynffon gwennol of the Welsh; Old Wife and Swallow-Tailed
Duck of the Hudson's Bay residents ; South-Southerly of the United

States; Aldiggee-areoo of the Esquimaux; Caccawee of the Canadian

voyagers ; and Hahhaway of the Cree Indians.

The old male in winter has the summit of the head, nape, front, and
lower parts of the neck, long scapulars, belly, abdomen, and lateral

ithera, pure white
;
cheeks and throat ash-colour; a great space

of maroon-brown on the sides of the neck
; breast, back, rump, wings,

and the two long feathers of the middle of the tail, brownish
;
flanks

ash-coloured ; the black of the bill cut transversely by a red band ;

tarsi and toes yellow ; webs blackish
; iris orange. Length, comprising

the long tail-feathers, 20 to 21 inches.

The old female differs much from the male. Tail short, the feathers
bordered with white and the two middle ones not elongated ; forehead,
throat, and eyebrows, whitish-ash

; nape, front, and lower part of the

neck, belly, and abdomen, pure white
; top of the head and great space

at the sides of the neck blackish ash ; breast variegated with ash-

colour and brown
;
feathers of the back, scapulars, and wing-coverts,

black in the middle, bordered and terminated with ashy-red ;
rest of

the other parts brown ;
the bluish colour of the bill cut by a yellowish

band ; iris bright brown ; feet lead-colour. Length 16 inches.

The young of the year do not differ much from the old female ; the
whiteness of the face is varied with numerous brown or ash-coloured

spots ; throat, front of the neck, and nape, ashy-brown ; lower part
of the neck, a large spot behind the eyes, belly, and abdomen, white ;

breast and thighs variegated with brown and ash-coloured spots.

(Temminck.)

Bill of Long-Tailed Duck (Seralda glaciatit).

The summer dress of the male is as follows : The whole upper
plumage, the two central pairs of tail-feathers, and the under plumage
to the fore part of the belly brownish-black ; the lesser quills paler.
A triangular patch of the feathers between the shoulders, and the

scapulars, broadly bordered with orange-brown. Sides of the head
from the bill to the ears ash-gray ; eye-stripe and posterior under-

plumage pure white. Flanks, sides of the rump, and lateral tail-

feathers, white, stained with brown
;
axillaries and inner wing-coverts

clove-brown. Bill black, with an orange belt before the nostrils.

Legs dark-brown. Specimens killed a fortnight or three weeks later

in the season at Bear Lake, on their way to the breeding-places,
differed in having a large white patch on the hind head and occiput,
with scattered white feathers on the neck and among the scapulars ;

the sides under the wings pure pearl-gray, and the sides of the rump
unstained white. (Richardson.)

Colonel Sabine ('Supplement to Appendix of Captain Sir W. E.

Parry's First Voyage ') notices a male obtained in June, corresponding

precisely with the individual killed in Baffin's Bay in the summer of

1818, which furnished the description of the full breeding plumage
in the 'Memoir of the Greenland Birds.' Sir John Richardson observes

that Colonel Sabine describes the plumage of the specimens killed at

Bear Lake as the pure breeding plumage ; but individuals coloured

like the one killed on the Saskatchewan are, he remarks, often seen at

the breeding stations. He quotes Mr. Edwards, surgeon of the Fury
('Sir W. E. Parry's Second Voyage'), as describing the Long-Tailed
Ducks killed at Melville Peninsula between the 1st and 25th of June
as follows :

"
They had all a dark silky chestnut-brown patch on the

side of the neck
;
a mixture of white in the black stripe from the bill

to the crown
;
the crown and nape either entirely white, or mixed

with black ; scapulars and upper tail-coverts edged with white ;

a broad white collar round the lower part of the neck, in some
individuals tipped with black or brown

; occasionally a white band
on the breast. The colour of the belt on the bill varied from rose-red

to violet."

A mature female, killed May 25, lat. 65 30', had the upper plumage
and sides of the breast pale liver-brown, with dark centres ;

the wing-

coverts, scapulars, and hinder parts, mostly edged with white. Top
of the head blackish-brown, its sides anteriorly broccoli-brown ; ears

and base of the neck below clove-brown. A spot at the base of the

bill and a stripe behind the eye white. Throat and collar ash-gray.
Tail-feathers brownish-gray, edged with white, short and worn.

(Richardson.)
This bird is found in the arctic seas of both worlds

; an accidental

visiter on the great lakes of Germany, and along the Baltic
;
often
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but never in flocks, on the maritime coasts of Holland. (Temminck.)
Al.un.Unt in Sweden, Upland, and Russia. (Gould.) N.itd in tlu>

lilt of bird* wen within the arctic circle, and u breeding in the

North Georgian Island*, but not common there. ('Supplement
to

Appendix to Captain Parry's First Voyage.') Female* taken in Duke
of York's Bay. (Captain Lyon's

'

Journal') Abundant on the Arctic

Sea, associating with the Oidemiir, remaining in the north as long as

it can find open watr, and assembling in very large flocks before

migrating ; halU, during its progress southward, both on the shorn
of the Hudson's Bay and in the inland lakes, and is one of the last of

the birds of passage which quite the Fur Countries. Captain Sir James
Ross describes it as the most noisy and most numerous of the ducka
that risit the shores of Boothia. The species is abundant in Green-

land, Lapland, Russia, and Kamtchatka, and flocks pass the winter

(from October to April) at the Orkney Islands. They are seldom seen
in the southern parts of England, unless the weather be very severe.

In October they visit the United State*, and abound in Chesapeake
Bay.

Lonn-Tallrd Dock (HurtUa flaciala}. male and female.

Lively, most noisy, and gregarious, the Long-Tailed Duck, with its

swallow-like appearance in flight, swims and dives with all the expert-
ness of the Bpirit-Ducka. Sir John Richardson states that in the
latter end of August, when a thin crust of ice forms during the night
on the Arctic Sea, the female may be often seen breaking a way with
her wings for bar young brood. The same author state* that the eggs
are

pale greenish-fray, with lioth ends rather obtuse, 26 lines long and
18 lines wide. They are about five in number; and in Spitsbergen,
Iceland, and along the grassy shores of Hudson'* Bay, near the sea,
this species is said to form its nest about the middle of June, linitii;

the interior with the down of the breast Marine productions priii. -i

pally, both animal and vegetable, form its food, particularly the
Zottrra, or Gnu* Wrack, for which it dive* like others of its congeners." Late in the evening, or early in the morning," writes Nuttall in bin

1 Manual of the Ornithology of the United States and of Canada,'
"towards spring more particularly, vast flock* are seen in the bays
and sheltered inlets, snd in calm and foggy weather we hear th<- ]..,',.!

and blended nasal call reiterated for hours from the motley multitu,!.-.
* 'something in the sound like the honk of the goose, and, as

far M wonls can express a subject so uncouth, it resemble* the guttu-
ral syllables ogh. ough, egh, and then ogh, ogh, ogh, ougb, egh, given

DUCK& u.>

in a ludicrous drawling tone
;
but still, with all the accompaniments

of scene and season, this humble harbinger of spring, obeying the feel-

ings of nature, and pouring forth his final ditty before his departure
to the distant north, conspires, with the novelty of the call, to please
rather than disgust those nappy few who may be willing to find good
in everything.'

"

The old birds are not considered as of much value for the table
;

but the young birds are tender and juicy. If, as is on good authority
asserted, the down which the Long-Tailed Duck strip* from its breast

as a lining for the nest, is as soft and elastic as that of the Kidcr-

Duck, it may be considered as offering no mean contribution to the

comforts of man, a contribution which, however apparently hitherto

neglected, deserves the attention of the intelligent and enterprising.
In addition to the genera above mentioned, Gymnura (Oxyura,

Bonaparte), Macropus, and Microptenu find a place among the Sea-

Ducks.
The species from which the genus Osyura is established, U bred,

according to Nuttall (' Manual '), in the north, and principally haunts
fresh-water lakes, diving and swimming with great ease, but it is

averse to rising into the air. It is small, and U said by the last-named

author to be nearly allied to Amu leueocephala, which inhabits the
saline lakes and inland seas of Siberia, Russia, and the east of Europe ;

and also to have an affinity to A. Jamaiceruit of Latham. Nuttall

thinks that it is perhaps identical with A. ipinota of Guyana, if not

also with A. Dominica of Gmelin, a native of St. Domingo, and pro-

bably only resident there during the winter. He also observes that

the name of Oxyura having been previously employed for a sub-genus
of Creepers, it was necessary to alter it; but the student should
remember that Gymnura had been pro-occupied by Sir Stamford
Raffles for a genus of Hammifers

;
and that Spix has named a family

of South American Monkeys Gymnuri. Prince C. L. Bonaparte, how-

ever, corrected himself, and changed the name to Eritmatura. Mr.
Gould gave the name of Undina to the genus, and figures the European
species under the name of Undina leucocephala. The term Macroput
has long been applied as a generic name for the Kangaroos.

Microptenu is the genus containing the well-known Race-Horse of

Cook (Microptenu brachyptena, Anatorackyptera of authors). Captain
Philip Parker King, R.N., who has added a second species (Microji-
tertu Palachonicta), gives these short-winged but rapidly-progressing
Sea-Ducks the familiar name of Steamer-Ducks or Steamers.

The sub-family Merganince (Meryaue, Bonap.), consists of the genus
Meryut, Linn., the Goosanders or Mergansers of the British. Prince

Bonaparte makes it include two sub-genera, Mergiu (the Smew) and

Merganier, Leach (the Goosander), and places the sub-family next to
the fuliffulinir, and immediately preceding the PtUcanida. In the
second volume of Mr. Swainson's ' Classification of Birds,' the sub-

family is placed after the Fuligvlina, and immediately preceding the

family Colymbitla.

Merganter (Leach). Bill straight, narrow, and slender, sub-cylin-
drical anteriorly, wide at the base, and abruptly hooked at tli

Foot of Iho Mine.

margins of both mandibles serrated, the serrations or teeth directed

backwards. Tongue slender. Feet short, with the toes fully pal-

mated, and placed behind the point of equilibrium.
M. cottar (Mcrgut Merganser and castor of Liumcus), the GOONUI-
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der. This species is the Sugherone of the Italians
;
the Meer-Rack

and See-Rack of the Germans ; VVrakfogel, Kjorkfogel, Ard, and Skraka,
of the ' Fauna Suecica

;

'

Skallesluger of the Danes ; Skior-And of the

Icelanders ;
Peksok of the Greenlanders ;

Seek of the Cree Indians ;

Hwyad ddanhe-dog of the Welsh ; and Jack-Saw of the English. It

is supposed to be the Kaoropos "Opvu of the Greeks
;
the Fiber and

Castor Ales of the Latins
;
and is the Bieure of the old French.

The very old male has a tufted head (the tuft large and thick), and

part of the neck greenish-black, the reflection varying in different

lights ;
lower part of the neck, breast, belly, abdomen, coverts of the

wings and scapulars farthest from the body, tinged of a yellowish-
rose-colour (which soon fades in stuffed specimens to white) on the

under parts ; upper part of the back and scapulars nearest to the

body deep black ; quills blackish ; great coverts bordered with black ;

rest of the back and tail ash-coloured ; beauty-spot on the wing white,

without transverse bands; bill deep red, black above and on the

terminal tail ;
iris reddish-brown, sometimes red ;

feet vermilion-red.

Length 26 to 28 inches. (Temm.)
In this plumage the bird is the Mergui Merganser of Linnieus and

others
;
Le Harle of Buffon and the French ;

the Goosander or Mer-

sander of Latham and Pennant ; Gansen-Sager and Taucher-Gans of

Bechstein and the Germans ; Mergo, Oca Marina e Mergo Dominicano,
of the 'Stor. degl. Ucc. ;' and Dubbelde Zaagbek of Sepp. and the

Netherlanders.

The female has a long and loose tuft
;
head and part of the neck

reddish-brown
;
throat pure white ; lower part of the neck, breast,

aides, and thighs whitish-ash ;
all the upper parts deep ash

; beauty-

spot of the wing white, without any transverse band ; bill faded

red ;
iris brown ; feet yellowish-red ;

webs ashy-red. Length 24 or

25 inches.

The young males of the year are similar to the females.

The young at the age of one year are distinguished by blackish

spots disposed on the white of the neck ;
the ruddy colour of the

neck is then terminated by a deeper colour ;
blackish plumes begin

to show themselves on the top of the head, and white feathers appear
on the coverts of the wings.

In this state the bird is the Mergiu ccator of Linnaeus and others ;

Meryiu rubricapilliu of Gmelin
;
the Harle Femelle of Buffon ; the

Dun Diver or Sparling Fowl of Latham and others
;
and the Mergo

Oca of the
'
Stor. degl. Ucc.'

ng in our latitudes unless the season indicates an exceedingly low

emperature hi the arctic circle : at such times it frequents our

lores and unfrozen lakes either in pairs or in small flocks of seven

r eight ; but the extensive inland waters of Holland and Germany
ppear to be its favourite resort." This species was shot at Fulham
n the severe winter of 1837. It appears in Sir John Richardson's

at of birds that they merely winter in Pennsylvania and migrate in

ummer to rear their young in the Fur Countries ;
the specimen

escribed by him was killed on the Saskatchewan. It also occurs in

Jolonel Sabine's list of Greenland Birds. Prince Bonaparte notes it

as rather rare in winter in Rome, and as not common in the same

eason in Philadelphia ('Specchio Comparative'), and as occurring in

Europe generally, and in America generally, in his
'

Geographical and

Comparative List of the Birds of Europe and North America.' It was

een in Japan by Dr. Von Siebold and M. Burger.

Mergus. Bill about as long, or longer, than the head, straight,

lender, rather pointed ; the base large, forming an elongated and

ilmost a cylindrical cone ; point of the upper mandible curved, and

th the horny nail forming a hook
; edges of both mandibles fur-

Jshed with saw-like teeth, the points directed backwards. Nostrils

ateral, about the middle of the beak, longitudinally elliptic. Legs

hort, placed rather backwards ;
three toes in front, webbed, hind toe

with a lobe or membrane. Wings moderate ;
the first and second

quill-feathers nearly equal in length.
M. albellns. The old male has a great spot of greenish black on

each side of the bill, a similar coloured but longitudinal one on the

occiput ;
the tufted crest, neck, scapulars, small coverts of the wings,

and all the lower parts, very pure white ; upper part of the back, the

,wo crescents which are directed under the sides of the breast,

and the edges of the scapulars, deep black
;

tail ash-coloured ;
sides

and thighs varied with ash-coloured zig-zags ; bill, legs (tarsi), and

toes, bluish-ash webs black
;

iris brown. Length 15 to IB inches.

Goosander (Mergus Merganser, Linn.).

Lower figure, male ; upper figure, female.

,The food of the Goosander consists of small fish, crustaceans am
mollusks. Temminck says that its nest is placed among rollei

pebbles on the banks of waters, in bushes or in hollow trees, and tha

it lays twelve or fourteen whitish eggs, which are nearly equal!

pointed at each end. The flesh is very rank and bad. Graves, wh
tasted one, pronounces it to have been offensive in the highest degree
The old French quatrain in the ' Portraits des Oyseaux,' gives th

following description of its habits and of its quality as food :

Le Bieure ncait aux estangs M plonger

Pour le poisson, auquel eat dommageable.
Mail qui rouldroit festoyer un diable,

Fatildroit un Bieure avoir pour son manger.

Mr. Gould ('Birds of Europe') states that "its native localit

appears to be the northern regions of the continents of Europe an

America, where among large and unfrequented lakes it finds an asy
Inm un.l l.m ding-place; from these, its summer haunts, it emigrate
noiithwrmls on the approach of the severities of winter, seldom appear

Mergta albe/his. Upper hjjurc, male ; lower figure, female. (Gould.)

In this state the bird is M. albdlvus of Linnaeus and others ;
Le

Petit Harle Huppd ou La Piette of Buffon
;
the Weiser Sager of Bech-

stein and others
;
the Witte non Duiker of Sepp. ;

the Mergo Oca

Minore of the '
Stor. degl. Ucc. ;' and the Smew or White Nun of the

English ornithologists.
The female has the summit of the head, cheeks, and occiput, reddish-

brown
; throat, upper part of the neck, belly, and abdomen, white

;

lower part of the neck, breast, sides, and rump, bright ash
; upper

parts and tail deep ash ; wings variegated with white, ash, and black.

Length 15 inches.

Young of the year, similar to the female.

The males at the age of one year are distinguished by the small

blackish feathers which form the great spot at the side of the bill
;

by some whitish and white feathers scattered on the head
; by the

upper part of the back, which is variegated with black and ash-

coloured feathers ;
and by iudications of the two black crescents on

the side of the breast The young of both sexes have the great

coverts of the wings terminated by a large white space, while the old

ones have no white there except at the point.

The females and young of the year are the Mergus minutus, Linn.
;

M. Asiatic, Gm.
;
M. stellatut, Brunn. ;

M. Pannonicus, Scop. ;
La

Piette Femelle, Buff.
;
Le Harle EtoiliS (young male), Buff.

; Mergo Oca

Minore (female), and Mergo Oca Cenerino (young male of the year),
' Stor. degl. Ucc. ;

' De Kleine Zaagbek (young of the year), Sepp. ;

and Red-Headed Smew (young male in moult), Penn., 'Brit. Zoo!.'

This species is the Kreutz-Eute of Frisch and the Germans ; the

Hviid Side of the Danes; Sugherone Occhialino of the Italians;

Lleiau wen of the Welsh; Smew and White Nun, Vare Widgeon,

and Smee, of the English.
The food of the Smew consists of small crustaceans, water-insects,

mollusks, little fish, and water-plants. The nest, according to M. Tern-
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minek, U pUoed on the border* of rivers and lakes, and the number
of eggs amount* to twelve ; they are whituh. The bird i* in no

request for the Uble.

The countries of the arctic circle in both world* are the habitations

of the Sinew. It it migratory in autumn, but especially iu winter, in

England, Holland, France, and as far ai Italy ; rather abundant in

Holland on the lake* and marshes. (Temm.) It is seldom seen in

Britain except in inclement winters. The species was not observed

by Sir John Richardson, but it U noted by him in the tables compiled
from the 'Specchio Comparative' as one of the bird* that migrate
northward from or through Pennsylvania in spring, and may there-

for* be considered as returning to the Fur Countries to breed. Prince

Bonaparte notice* it a* rather common in winter, particularly the

young, near Rome, and a* very rare and adventitious at Philadelphia.

(Specchio Comparative.') The same author, in his '

Geographical and

Comparative Lut,' notes it a* occurring in Europe generally and ou
the northern and central coasts of America. Dr. Von Siebold and
M. Biirger found it in Japan.
M. Temminck remarks that the Maries, or birds of this sub-family,

live upon the waters, where they swim, having generally the whole of

the body submerged, and only the head out of the water; but this

is certainly not the case with the Smew, as it swims with a very fair

proportion of its body above the surface. They dive easily and often,
swim with extreme agility

' entre deux eaux', and use their wings to

assist them in this sort of natation. They remain long on wing, and

fly very swiftly. Their walk i* very vacillating and embarrassed,
their legs or feet, as well as those of the Sea-Ducks, being more with-

drawn within the abdomen than those of the ducks which have the

posterior toe smooth. Their food consist* principally of fish and

amphibious animals, and of the first they make great destruction. In

temperate climates they are only seen in winter ; their habitual dwell-

ing i* in cold countries, where they breed. They are much wilder
than the different species of ducks, and have not been domesticated.

They moult once a year ; but the old males, like those of the ducks,
moult in the spring, whilst the old females and the young moult in

the autumn. The young males, before their first or second moult,

hardly differ at all from the females.

The following list of British Anatidtt is made up from the '

Catalogue
of the Specimen* of British Animals in the British Museum.' The
catalogue of birds in this collection has been drawn up by Mr. Qeorgo
Robert Gray.

Family Analidir.

Sub-Family I. Fkclroptermec.

Plectroplcnu.

P. Gambtntir, the Spur-Winged Goose.

Sub-Family II. Anurina.

Chenalopex.

C. jBgyptica, the Egyptian Goose.

Bernifla.

1. B. leueoptu, the Bernicle Goose.
2. H. Bmta, the Brent-Goose.
3. B. r*jirllu, the Red-Breasted Goose.
4. B.Ceuwdcnnt, the Canada Goose.

Anier.

1. A.fenu, the Gray-Lag Goose.
2. A. uyrtum, the Bean-Goose.
3. A. brachyrlynclHU, the Pink-Footed Goose.
4. A.frytkroptu, the tod Goose.
5. A, cyynoiiln, the Chinese Goose.

Sub-Family III. Ofynina.

fenu, the Whistling Swan.

Amrricantu, the American Swan.
3. C. alor. the Mute Swan.

mmntabiiu, the Changeless Swan.
6. C. minor, Bewick's Swan.

Sub-Family IV. Analiiur.

Tadorna.

1. T. nlpamer, the Common Shicldrake.

Catarla.

1. C. ritfiTa, the Ruddy Shieldrake.

Martea.

1. Jt. Penlopt, the Widgeon.
2. M. Rumania, the American Widgeon.

.70.

1. I>. afula, the Pintail Duck.

Antu,

1. A. Botduu, the Wild Duck.

1. Q. mtta, the TeaL
i Q. Umantala, the Bitnaculated Duck.

Pteroeytmea.

1 . /'. cireia, the Garganey.
A if.

1. A. ipoiun, the Summer-Duck.

'Matmtu.

1. C. rfrqwro, the Gad wall.

Spaittla.

1. S. dyptata, the Shoveler.

Cairina.

1. C. motchata, the Muscovy Duck.

Sub-Family V. Fuliyulina.

Urania.

1. B. rufina, the Red-Crested Whistling-Duck.

.</fo.

1. P. crittaia, the Tufted Duck.
2. I', collaru, the Collared Duck.
3. P. mania,, the Scaup-Duck.

A'yroco.

1. N. frrina, the Pochard.

2. A', ferinoida, Pnget's Pochard.
8. A', leucophthalmvt, the Ferruginous Duck.

lula.

1. C. glaudon, the Golden Eye.
2. C. hittrionica, the Harlequin-Duck.
3. C. albeola, the Buffol-lleii.leil-Duck.

llurelda.

1. //. glacvdu, the Long-Tailed Duck.

uttla.

1. E. Stelleri, the Western Duck.

SomaJeria.

1. S. mollittima, the Eider-Duck.
2. S. sjieclabilif, the King's Duck.

Oidtmia.

1. O./wco, the Velvet-Scoter.

2. 0. niyra, the Common Scoter.

3. tt fertficeUata, the Sui-f-Scoter.

Sub-Family VI. ifcryina.

Mergui.
1. M. castor, the Goosander.
2. M. lerrator, the Red-Breasted Merganser.
3. if. cucuUatut, the Hooded Merganser.

Mcrgellu*.

1. If. alMlut, the Smew.

Most of the species referred to in the foregoing article may be seen

living in the Gardens of the. Zoological Society, Regent's Park. Some
years ago on Ornitlml ly w:is furmril in London, and
obtained penniiuiou to pluce their living collection of birds upon the
waters in 8t James's Park. I ,,/,/ in thin collec-

tion are very numerous ami worthy the attention of the ornithological
student. We are indebted to the keeper of the birds for the following
list:

ii y Duck.
Hook-Bill,, i Duck.

vy Duck.
res Duck.

Vellow-lli'llr,! Dnek.
Carolina Dnek.
Castaneous Duck,
(iolilen Kye Dnek.
Pintail Duck.

nl.

:JL

Shieldnk*
Common Widgeon.
Common TeaL

belonging to the family
same collection.

DIVK WKKD. [LEMNA.l
DUDLEY LIMKSTONK, an equivalent term for the Wenlock

Limestone of the Silurian system. i.M.J

DUFKKNITE, a Mineral, occurring in small radiated masses. It*
colour is olive or dull green. It is slightly translucent and extremely
fusible. The specific gravity is 3'227. It is found at Anglar, near

Limoges. The following U an analysis :

Phosphoric Acid 24 '8

Protoxide of Iron . . . . ,61
Peroxide of Manganese .... 9
Water . . . 16 99'8

The Black Swan.
Bewick's Swan.

Hooper-Swan.
Common Swan.
Common GOOM.
Chinese Goose.

Egyptian Goose.
ut-Qoose.

Bean-Goose.
Canada Goose.
Sunlwich Island Goose.

Spiir-Winged Goose.
Goosander.
''iiiiiii.n Duck.

There are also specimens of birds

Cotymhidtt in the same collection.
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DUFRENOYSITE, a Mineral, consisting of an arseniurct and sul-

phuret of lead. It occurs in dodecahedrons of a dark steel-gray colour
in the Dolomite of St.-Gothard. The specific gravity is 5 '55.

DUGONG [CETACEA.]
DUIKER-BOK. [ANTILOPE.E.]
DULCAMARA. [SOLANUM.]
DULSE. [ALG.R]
DUMB-CANE. [AROIDEJS; CALADIUM.]
DUNDIVER. [DUCKS.]
DUNLIN. [SCOLOPACIDS.]
DUNNOCK. [SYLVIAD-E.]
DUODE'NUM (from a Latin word signifying twelve, because it is

twelve inches in length), the first of the small intestines in immediate
connection with the stomach. It commences at the pyloric end of

the stomach, and terminates at the distance of twelve inches in the
second portion of the small intestines called the jejunum. Though it

is the straightest of the small intestines, yet the Duodenum describes

in its course various turns. From the pylorus it turns backwards and

upwards by the neck of the gall-bladder, with which it is in contact
;

it then passes obliquely downwards on the right side immediately
before the great vessels which enter the liver. Opposite to the under

part of the kidney it makes a turn to the left side, across the lumbar

vertebrae, and is lodged in the common root of the mesocolon and

mesentery, below the pancreas and behind the superior mesenteric
vessels

;
it now makes a turn forwards, and obtains the name of

jejunum.
The Duodenum is much more capacious than the jejunum or ilium,

an.l is indeed so large that it has been regarded as a second stomach,
and obtained the name of Ventriculus Succenturiatus. It is fixed

much more closely to the spinal column than the other intestines,
and does not, like them, float loosely in the abdomen. It is of a
redder colour than the rest, has a thicker muscular coat, and a greater
number of valvuUo conniventes.

At the distance of from three to four fingers' breadth from the

pylorus the Duodenum is perforated by the biliary and pancreatic
ducts, by which tubes the bile and the pancreatic juice flow into the
intent

The Duodenum is probably an organ accessory to the stomach.
There is evidence that it carries on the digestion commenced iu the
stomach. It is certain that alimentary substances which have escaped
solution in the stomach are dissolved in the Duodenum.
The chyme formed from the food in the stomach and received by

the Duodenum, retains the name of chyme until it reaches that por-
tion of the Duodenum where the biliary and pancreatic ducts pierce
the intestine. At this point, and by the admixture of the biliary and

pancreatic juices, the chyme is changed into two portions into a
nutritious portion, which receives the name of chyle and which
flows into the blood [CHYLE] ; and into an excrementitious portion,
which is carried along the small into the large intestines, where it

receives the name of fueces, and is expelled from the body.
On the surface of the Duodenum the lacteal vessels begin to make

their appearance for the absorption of the chyle. [LACTEALS.] The
Duodenum is likewise provided with a great number of mucous glands,
which more especially abound near the pylorus. [GLANDS.]
J)UUA-MATKR. [BRAIN.]
DURATHEN, the name given by physiologists to the central wood

or heart-wood, in the trunk of an exogenous tree. It is the oldest

part of the wood, and is filled by the secretions of the tree, so that

fluid can no longer ascend through its tubes, which are choked up by
the deposition of solid matter

;
otherwise it is of the same nature as

the alburnum. It is only where plants form solid hard secretions

that heart-wood is distinguishable from sap-wood : in the poplar,

willow, lime, &c., no secretions of this kind are formed ;
the two

parts of the wood are both nearly alike, and consequently the timber
of such trees is uniformly perishable. Ship-carpenters call the

Duramen the spine : it is always distinguishable from sap-wood by
iU deeper colour, and sometimes, as in the yew, the sandarach, and
certain kinds of deal, the limits of the two are clearly defined. But
in most cases the heart-wood and sap-wood gradually pass into each

other, so that no certain line can be drawn between them. [ALBUR-
ITUM ;

EXOGENS ; TISSUES, VEGETABLE.]
DU'RIO, a genus of Plants of which the name has been derived from

Durion, a well-known fruit of the Malayan Archipelago. The specific
name of Zibethinui has been applied to the tree which forms this

genus, from the fondness of the Malayan Zibet ( Viverra Roue, Hors.)
for this fruit.

The genus Durio belongs to the natural family of Bombacta, con-

sidered by some botanists to be only a tribe of Sterculiacete. It is

characterised by having its five petals smaller than the five lobes of

the calyx. The stamens, long and numerous, are arranged in five

bundles, and have twisted antherj; the free germen is surmounted by
a long filiform style and capitate stigma; the fruit, roundish and

inmicated, is divided internally into five cells, and easily separates
wlii'n rip into five parts ; each cell contains from two to four or five

seeds > ,n soft pulp.
D. Zilir/liinii* is a large and lofty tree, with alternate leaves, which

are small in proportion to it* size
;
inform they resemble those of

the cherry, or are oblong-pointed, small and green above, like nutmeg-

tree leaves, but on the under surface are covered with orbicular

reddish-coloured scales, as some species of Capparis ;
the petioles are

tumid, and furnished with a pit towards their base
;
the flowers are

arranged in clusters on the trunk and older branches, where of course

is also borne the fruit, as in the Jack and Cocoa trees.

The Durion is a favourite food of the natives during the time (May
and June) when it is in season ; but there is usually also a second crop in

November. It is as remarkable for the delicacy combined with rich-

ness of its flavour, as for the intolerable offensiveness of its odour,
which is compared by Rumph to that of onions in a state of putre-

faction, on which account it is seldom relished by strangers, though
highly esteemed by many European residents. In size it is equal to

a melon, or a man's head, and sometimes compared to a rolled-up

hedgehog (hence it has been called Echinus arboreus) in consequence
of its hard and thick rind, which is yellow-coloured when ripe, being
covered with firm and angular projections. From this appearance has
likewise been derived its Malayan name,

'

dury
'

in that language signify-

ing a thorn or prickle. (Rumph.)
The seed, with its edible enveloping pulp, is about the size of a hen's

egg ; the latter isas white as milk, and as delicate in tasto as the
finest cream, and should be eaten fresh, as it soon becomes discoloured,
and undergoes decomposition. Excessive indulgence in this, as in other

fruits, is apt to create sickness, and therefore to its abundance bus
been sometimes ascribed the uuhealthiness of some years ;

but as the

crop of fruit is most abundant when the rains are very heavy and follow

great heats, the sickness is probably due as much to the peculiarities
of the season as to the too free use of this fruit.

The seeds of the Durion are likewise eaten when roasted, and
have something of the flavour of chestnuts. The wood of the tree

is valued for many economical purposes, especially when protected
from moisture. The rind of this fruit is likewise turned to account

by the industrious Chinese, as its ashes, when burnt, probably from

containing potash, are used by them, in the preparation of some

dyes.

Marsden, in his account of Sumatra, quotes a celebrated writer as

saying that " Nature seems to have taken a pleasure in assembling in

the Malay Islands her most favourite productions." Among these may
be enumerated the Mangosteen, the Jack and Bread-Fruit trees, the

Lanseh, and Durion, with others which are common in other tropical

parts. These it has not been possible to cultivate in the hot-houses
of England, even with all the skill of its horticulturists

;
a circum-

stance which must be ascribed partly to the great size of the trees,
and partly to the peculiarity in climate of ' India aquosa,' as this

part of the world was called by old writers. But as it is only within
a few years that moisture has been combined with heat iu the present
'successful cultivation of Orchideous Plants, it might perhaps be

possible to make some of the above fruits grow in a similar artificial

climate
; and, by grafting, to make them bear when only a few feet

high, as has been done with the Mango in India.

DUTCH WHITE. [BARYTES.]
DUVAUA. [ANACARDIACE^.J
DYKE (in Geology), a fissure caused by the dislocation of strata,

commonly also termed a Fault. Dykes are of frequent occurrence,
and often extend several miles, penetrating generally to an unknown
depth. They must have been produced by some violent disturbances,
and the amount of dislocation of necessity would vary in proportion
to the intensity of the disturbing force. Accordingly there are many
dykes of great width and extent, which materially affect the face of
the country in which they occur, while there are others so slight
that it requires much care and observation to ascertain their

existence. The strata are in most cases uplifted on one side of the

dyke much higher (varying many fathoms) than those on the other

side, and produce an apparent irregularity of strata most perplexing
to the geologist. Sometimes it happens that, without any irregu-

larity of surface, two distinct strata appear to form a continuous Hue,
as in the Black Down Hills in Devonshire. [CHALK FORMATION.] In

some cases however dislocation is found without any alteration of

the level of the strata on either side, but the appearance of the

strata immediately adjacent to the fault sometimes affords proof of

the action of fire. [COAL FORMATION.] Dykes are of two distinct

characters, depending upon the manner in which they have been
filled up, and the substance of which they are composed. Dykes of

the first description are those into which igneous rocks are supposed
to have been injected in a state of fusion, and now appear as a

consolidated mass. [BASALT.] In the second the fissures are filled

with the debris, sometimes mixed with clay, of the dislocated strata

through which they pass. In some cases the fissure has evidently
remained unoccupied for a long period, and the filling up has pro-
ceeded gradually from the sides inwards. This is observed very
evidently in the carboniferous limestones of England and Wales.

Sometimes, in consequence of the great length of time intervening
between the production of each coating of calcareous matter, the

outside of each is covered with crystals, upon which the next layer
has been formed : in the central portions of such fissures cavities are

by no means uncommon.
DYNASTES, a genus of Coleopterous Insects belonging to the

section Pentamera, sub-section Lamellicornes, and family Vynastidce of

M'Leay. The species have the body very large and thick, the outer
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df* at UM jaws sinuatod or toothed, Mid the lower jaw* corneou*

and toothed. The genun Ityruuta embrace* the largest and moat

robust forma of the inaect kingdom. They are, nevertheless, quite

harmless. None of the apeciea are found in thi* country, and only
one in France. The largest forma are found in the tropical part* of

India and South America. The habit* of theHe insects are much
the aame wherever found. They bury themselves by day in hole* in

the ground, or in the decaying trunks of trees. At night they are

aeen flying about the trees. The females are more numerous than

the male*, and do not possess the horns, which give the males so

remarkable an appearance.
The more remarkable species of this

genus are the Elephant and Hercules Beetles. The latter is of a

gloeay black colour. In the males the thorax is developed into a

thick and curved horn, which is bent downwards at the tip, a

similar horn projects from below which point* upwards, so as to

come in contact with the former. The entire length of this beetle-

is 6 inches.

DYSti'MKNK, a genus of Brochyurous Cnutacta belonging to

the division Notopoda, founded by Latreille. The ocular pedicles

longer than those of Dromia. The shell is wide, nearly heart-shaped
and truncated posteriorly, hairy or bearded. The two posterior feet

only dorsal, and much smaller than the others.

D. kitpida, the only species known to M. Latreille, is found in the

Isle of France.

Dynomfne kupida.

DYSCHIRIUS. [CLIVINA.]
hVSCLASITE, a Mineral consisting of hydrous silicate of lime. It

occurs in white fibrous masses, consisting of delicate fibres of a whitish

or yellowish or bluish colour. It has a hardness of 4'5, and a specific

gravity of from 2-28 to 2.38. It is easily gelatinised in hydrochloric
acid. It is found in the. trap of the Faroe Islands. A variety called

Otenite is from Greenland.

DYSDERA, a genus of Spiders. The species have 6 eyes, placed
in a curve resembling a horse-shoe open in front ;

the mouth-claw?

very large, and produced in front
;
the maxilla: straight, and dilated

at the place of insertion of the palpi. The typo of the .

rrjfArina, which is not an uncommon species in Great Britain. It i*

mostly found under stone*.

DYSLUITE, a Mineral, a variety of Spinel. It occurs crystal lined

in regular octohedrons. Its cleavage is rather imperfect, parallel with

the faces of the octahedron. The colour is yellowish-brown or gi

brown. Fracture oonchoidaL Hardness 4-5. Somewhat traus]

opaque. Lustre vitreous, inclining to resinous. Specific gravity,
4-551. It is found at Sterling, New Jersey, with FrankliniU and
Troottitc. The following is an analysis by 1 >r. Thomson :

Alumina ... ... 30'490

Oxide of Zinc 16-800

Peroxide of Iron 41-934

Protoxide of Manganese . ... 7-600
Silica ... ... 2-966

Moisture 0-400

It becomes red before the blowpipe, but loses it* colour on cooling,
nvsniui.. [Coal.]
DYSOPUS. {CHEIROPTERA.]
DYTI'SClD.t:, a tribe of Pentamerous Coleopterous Insect*,

founded on the genus Itylitciu of Linnaeus. It now includes the fol-

lowing genera : Palobivt, Malm, Co/itotomtu, Eunecla, Agabut,
llybiut, Colymbda, Aciliia, JJydalievt, Dylitoa, Cybuttr, Coptlalu*,

Anitomera, Zocco/iAiVtu, Noteriu, Jfyilrocanl/iiu, and Supki*.
The insects composing these genera are almost all oval and flattened

in form. They are very variable in size, some being very minute,
others several inches in length. Their four posterior extremities are

' longer than the anterior, flattened, and ciliated. They are all aquatic
insects, and organised for swimming, though at the same time capable
of flying through the air with facility. They live in fresh water, and
swim with great rapidity, chasing other water-insect*, and .-

them with their anterior feet. Although capable of existing .

time under water, they are obliged to ascend at intervals to the sur-

face to breathe. This they effect by remaining quiet, when their

bodies, specifically lighter than the surrounding fluid, rise to the sur-

face obliquely, their heads downwards, so that the extremity of the

abdomen, at which the stigmata of the trachea: are situated, is exposed
to the air on reaching the surface. At night they fly from one pool
to another, and hence are often met with in places flooded by t<

rary rains. The larva: of the Dytitculct leave the water mid bury in

the earth before changing into pupa;. Thus they are at first aquatic

insects, next terrestrial, and in tln-ir final stage amphibious.
The typical genus Dytiscos has engaged the attention of Dr.

'

who enumerates ten European, one African, and six An,

species.
DZEGGUETAI. [Eqcro*.]
H/KllEN*.

E
EAGLE.EAGLE-WOOD, one of those substances of which the name,
from similarity of sound in a foreign language, has been converted
into another having no reference to it* original signification. It is a

highly fragrant wood, much esteemed by Asiatic* for burning as

incense, and known in Europe by its present designation ever since

the Portuguese visited and imported the substance direct from the

Malayan island* and the kingdom of Siatn, where it has always been

abundant, and long established a* an article of commerce. The

Malayan name Is Agila, whence the wood was called Pao-d'Agila by
the Portuguese, and ha* since been converted into Pao-d'Aguila, and

Pao-d'Aquila, Bois-d'Aigle, Eagle-Wood, and Agel-Hout
From the Malayan Agila ha* probably been derived the Sanscrit

Agara, whence we have the Hindoo Aggur, if not from the more
familiar appellation of Oaroo, by which Eagle-Wood is also known in

the Malayan Archipelago. In Persian works on Materia Medica in

us* in India, we learn from Dr. Royle (' Illustr. of Himal. BoL' Ac.)
that several kind* of fragrant wood are described under the Arabic
name Aod (Haud and Ud of Garcia*), and that he himself obtained
three kinds in the bazaars of India, called Aod-i-Hindee, Aod-i-Chinee,
and Aod i-Kimaree (evidently the AM 'emericum of Arabian authors) ;

and that with the above Hindoo a Greek synonym, Agallochee, is also

given, and more especially applied to Aod-i-Kimaree, which is also

called Aod i-Bukhoor, Incense-Wood. As Agallochee is no doubt a

corruption of the Agallochum of Dioscorides, described by him a* a

fragrant wood from India and Arabia, it in interesting to find that
the translators from the Greek into the Arabic of the school of Baghdad
settled these synonyms at a time when they must have been well

acquaint-.!, from their profession and position, with the substance*
to which both the Greek and Arabic names were applied. Srapion
and Avicenna describe several kind* of this fragrant wood, and the
latter under both Agalngen or Aghaloojco, and A.-1. whieh intli

version i* translated Xyloaloe, a name that wa* applied by the later

Greek medical writers to Agallochum, whence we have lignum aloes,

lign-aloe, and aloc/t wood, the origin of which it U difficult, if not

impossible, to ascertain, unless we suppose it to be a corruption of

Agila; for the bitter, scentless, spongy-textured stems of the pnn-
Aloe could not afford any substitute for this fragrant wood, or be

thought to yield it, at least by the Arabs, who were well acquainted
with and accurately describe aloes, and the place, Socotra, where tho
best kind is found. Though Dioscorides notices only one, wlm-li

some supposed to bo the Tarum of Pliny, several kinds of Agallochum
are described by Serapion and Avicenna, which, as it is not possible
at present to identify, it in unnecessary to notice, and therefore we
shall refer only to the three kinds which have been traced to the tree*

yielding them, by naturalist* who have visited the countries where
these are indigenous.
An Ayiiitn brara (wild) is mentioned by Garcia* as produced near

Cape Comorin, in the southern part of the Indian peninsula, and in

the island of Ceylon ;
but the tree yielding this wood has not been

ascertained. Rumphius ('Herb. Amb.' ii. p. 40), describes two kinds
of Ayallocktm tpurium, found in Borneo and Sumatra, on.- .>!' wliii-U

he calls Garo Tsjampaca, which is described as having leaves and
flowers resembling those of the celebrated Cliainp:i(.l/iV/i(itVir/<nmpa<:a),
and may be a specie* of the same genus. A third kind of

,"|>

Agallochum, differing much from the others as well as from tho

genuine, be describe* in another part of his work, ii. p. 240, as the

produce of his Arbor txctccaru, so called from the acridity of it* juice
Minding people, and which is the K.mtciirin ayalloc/ia of Linntcus.

Considering that Rumphius, in originally describing this tree, has
said

'

Lignum hoc tantam cum agallocha similitudinem,' and as

affording a substitute for that substance, it is not surprising that it

should be frequently quoted a* the tree which yield* the genuine
agallochnni, or aloes-wood. Nut. I'li.inn.') stated that
he had seen a genuine specimen of the wood <( this tree, and that
it* fragrance cannot be compared with the agallochnm of l.omvii-o.
Dr. Roxburgh im-nti'iiis that the wood-cutters of the delta o(

Ganges, though well acquainted with th highly acrid and

dangerous milky juice of this tree (there called gcria), do not mention
agaUocbum of any kind being found in this tree.
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Of the two kinds of Agallochum which are most valued, and both
considered genuine, one is distinguished by the name of Calambac,
and the other as the Garo of Malacca.
The first, called Calambac, and Agallochum Primarium by Rum-

phius, appears, as far as hitherto known, to be a native of Cochin-
China only, growing on the mountains of that country in about 13 N.

lat., near the great river Lavum, which may be the Meikeng flowing
between Cochin-China and the Laos. This tree was named A loexy-
lum of/allochum by Loureiro, 'FL Cochin-Chinensis," p. 327, and placed
by him in Decandna Monoyynia, and described as a lofty tree with
erect stem and branches, long lanceolate shining leaves, terminal
bunches of flowers, with a woody falcate 1-seeded pod for its fruit,

whence it ia referred by De Candolle to the natural family of Legumi-
notte. Loureiro states that the wood of this tree is white and
inodorous, and that its fragrance is the result of disease, when the

oily portions thicken into resin iu the central parts of the tree, and
that no part of the tree is milky or poisonous, but that paper is

made from its bark in Cochin-China, as in Japan from that of the

mulberry.
The next kind of Agallochum is that commonly called Garos, and

to which the name of Eagle-Wood is more frequently applied, and
which has long been an article of export from Malacca and the king-
dom of Siam. Specimens of the tree which yields this were first

obtained by M. Sonnerat in his second voyage to India, from which

probably have been given the figure and description by Lamarck.

(' Enc. Mc'th.,' 1. p. 49, Illustr. t. 376.) The plant he named Aquilaria
Malacccnti*. This, the Garo de Malacca, was introduced by Dr.

Roxburgh into the botanic garden of Calcutta, and was not to be

distinguished from specimens of a tree called Ugoon, which is a

native of the mountainous tracts east and south-east from Silhet,

between 24 and 25 of N. lat., which flowers in April, and ripens its

seed in August, and whjch he says there can be little or no doubt
furnishes the real Calambac or Agallochum of the ancients ; adding,
that there seems more reason to think that it was carried to China
from our eastern frontier, than to suppose'.it was carried from Cochin-

China, or any other country iu the vicinity of China, where it has

always been in great demand. Small quantities are sometimes

imported into Calcutta by sea, from the eastward ; but such is always
deemed inferior to that of Silhet. (' Fl. Ind.' ii. p. 423.) As the

Malacca plant had not flowered, Dr. Roxburgh was unable to decide

that they were positively the same with those from Silhet, and there-

fore named these Ar/aUaria ayallocha, as another species of the same

genus. By this name it has been figured in Royle's
'
Illustr.' i. 36, f. 1,

from a drawing by Dr. Hamilton of a plant which he called Agallo-
chum Officinarum, and which he found near Goalpara, on the eastern

frontier of Bengal. This drawing is illustrated with dissections by
Dr. Lindley. [AquiLARiACEiE.]
The fragrant nature of genuine Agila or Eagle-Wood is well known,

and that it has from very early periods been employed both by
the natives of India and of China as incense. Mr. Finlayson, in his

visit to Siam, says that the consumption of this highly odoriferous

wood is very considerable in Siam, but that the greatest part is

exported to China, where it is used in a very economical manner.
The wood being reduced to a fine powder, and mixed with a

gummy substance, is laid over a small slip of wood, about the size of

a bull-rush, so as to form a pretty thick coating. This is lighted, and

gives out a feeble but grateful perfume. French authors inform us
that the Ka^lu-Wood was burned as a perfume by Napoleon in the

imperial palace.W cannot conclude this subject without inquiring whether the

substances of which we have been treating are the Lign-Aloes of

Scripture, Ahaloth, masc. Ahel, whose plural is Ahalim. It would
be impossible to do justice to the subject in a small compass, or with-

out referring to the numerous dissertations which have been written

on it
;
but it may be observed, that these might have been much

shortened, if the authors had been naturalists, or intimately acquainted
with the natural history and usages of eastern countries. Such infor-

mation would at least have prevented any species of aloe being con-

sidered or figured as the far-famed and fragrant Lign-Aloe from a

mere similarity in sound. In the present instance, the difficulty is

increased by the supposed necessity of reconciling the different

passages in which Lign-Aloes are mentioned, as in Numbers, xxiv. 6,

where it is mentioned as a tree planted ; but in the three other passages,

Proverbs, vii. 17, Psalms, xiv. 9, and Canticles, iv. 14, it is enumerated
with the most fragrant products of the east, as cinnamon, cassia, cala-

mus, camphor, frankincense, myrrh, spikenard, and saffron. Here we

may observe, that a substance which was indigenous in a country wan
nut likely to have been an article also of commerce from a far country
in those early times ; and that therefore, as it is disputed whether the
word shall be translated Tents or Lign-Aloes, the word may perhaps
be used in a poetical sense, as it is thought to be by some commen-
tators. In the three passages above referred to, it may be noted

that, except sandal-wood, there is no other substance which could be so

well enumerated with those with which it is found in connection as

\;;il;i- Wood ( ,f the East, whether we consider its high price,
'

|Tf'unii', or the long time in which it has been held in

high estimation, while the similarity of its name is at the same time

NAT. in.sr. mv. VOL. it.

EAR. Many animals unquestionably enjoy the faculty of hearing
to a limited extent, which are found, upon examination, to be unpro-
vided with organs exclusively appropriated to the concentration and
transmission of sound. In fact, the sense of hearing is, strictly

speaking, only a refinement of the sense of touch. The impressions
with which it is conversant arise wholly [ACOUSTICS, in ARTS AND Sc.

Div.] from peculiar undulations of the particles of ordinary matter,
propagated in obedience to its ordinary laws through the medium
in which the animal lives, and impinging more or less immediately
upon a sensitive part ; they have no necessary dependence, like those
of sight, upon the agency of the more subtle fluids

;
nor have they

any connection, like those of smell and taste, with what may be called

the chemical properties of matter. If to these considerations it be
added that the vibratile substances which are commonly found to

inclose the sensorium are not ill qualified to participate in the undu-
lations of the surrounding medium, and carry them onwards to the
internal seat of perception, the reader will be prepared to learn that
the only essential part of the organ of hearing is a nerve, not

materially different from those of common sensation, lodged at a
sufficient depth to be secured from external injury, and sufficiently
sensitive to be affected by these delicate impulses. This is called the
acoustic or auditory nerve.

It is probable that even the lowest animals provided with a
nervous system are able to perceive the notices thus conveyed of
external objects, and turn them to account in the degree necessary
for their security and comfort. But to meet the increasing wants
and minister to the multiplied faculties of the more complete animals,
various subsidiary parts are found to be added in something like a

regular succession as we advance upwards in the scale, each lower

grade possessing the rudiments of some additional provision more
fully developed in the next above, till the organ reaches its greatest

amplification and final perfection in man and the other Mammalia.
The particular use of many of these subsidiary parts has not yet
been explained. We know in general that they must increase the
forcajmd vividness of the impression ; that they afford indications of
its direction, and the means of appreciating minute shades of
difference in its kind and degree, and in the frequency of its repe-
tition

;
that some of them add to the security of the organ without

impairing its delicacy ; and that others serve to adjust its position,
and to adapt it to various changes in the state of the atmosphere.
The Radiata (Sponges, Polyps, &c.), which constitute the lowest,

and in point of variety and number by far the most comprehensive
division of Cuvier, appear to be universally unprovided with an

organ of hearing ; many of them have no nervous system, and are

therefore probably altogether devoid of the sense. In some of the
A calepha are bodies very like the otolithes found in the higher animals,
but whether these are the commencement of an ear or not is doubtful.

The Articulata, which form the next division, are all furnished

with a nervous system, and it is likely that they all enjoy the sense

of hearing. Indeed, some of them are able to express their feelings
and wants to their fellows by means of peculiar sounds, of which the

cricket and queen-bee are well-known examples. We find accord-

ingly, that in many of the more perfect species the extremity of the

acoustic nerve is expanded upon a simple kind of auditory instrument

consisting of a whitish membranous bag of fluid, placed within the

head in a somewhat larger cavity, the space between them being
also occupied by fluid. This cavity is situated near the outer feelers,

or antennae. When the animal lives in water, it is commonly
complete; if in air, there is a round external opening closed by a

thin tense and transparent membrane, showing the white colour

within, to which the bag adheres, and which receives, concentrates,
and transmits the sonorous vibrations of the surrounding medium.
This kind of arrangement seems to be necessary, among other reasons,

for the purpose of indicating the direction of the sound, which is

probably made known in part by the clearer vibration of the

membrane when turned in that direction, and in part by a comparison
of the impressions on the two sides ; for this organ, like all others

which bring the animal into relation with the outer world, is always
double and symmetrical. It may be observed that the nerve dis-

tributed to the membranous bag just described is given on by that

which supplies the antenna with its exquisite sense of touch : some
have thought, but perhaps erroneously, that the faculty of hearing
resides in the antenna) themselves.

The parts we have enumerated arc all found, with others, in the

higher animals, and may be considered as the most essential parts

of an organ of distinct hearing. The cavity is called the vestibule ;

the soft membranous bag of fluid is the vestibular sac ;
the round

external opening is called, from its shape in man and most other

animals, the fenestra ovalis ;
the fluids within and without the sac

are called respectively the endo-lymph and peri-lymph (fvSov, within,

wepl, around) ;
the latter, being analogous to the fluid discovered by

Cotugno in the internal ear of Mammalia, is sometimes called, after

his name, the Liquor Cotunni.

The principal tribes of the Articulata ascertained to possess organs

of this kind are the air-breathing insects of the orders ffymenoptera

(Bees), Orthoptcra (Grasshoppers), and Coleoptera (Beetles); the

Arac/mida (Spiders), and the Decapodous Crustacea, such as the

Lobster and Crab. In the common black beetle they are v<*ry
2 o
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oooipieuotu, appearing externally in the form of round white point*
on the head, s little nearer the middle line, and somewhat higher than

the ba*e of the long outer antenna!. In the lobetor they are eon

tained in a small nipple-like prominence or papilla upon the undei

part of the moreabfe baw of the nkn^ looking downwards am
forward*. This papilla consists of a substance harder and more
brittle and probably more vibratile than the rest of the shell

The Jfotfwco, though placed higher in the scale of animals, by
Cuvier, do not afford so many examples of animals possessing a
distinct organ of hearing as the Articulata. Such as have been

discovered all belong to the order of the Cephalopoda with two

branchiic, or gills, which approach more nearly to the true fishes in

their structure than the other mollusks.

In the Sfpia, or Cuttle-Fish, which belongs to this order, anc

which may be taken as a type of the rest, there is a protuberance
under the elastic gristly integument at the back part of the heac

which contains the ear. It consists of a pair of symmetrical vestibules

each containing an oval sac filled and surrounded with fluid. On the

interior surface of this sac the acoustic nerve is expanded in the

form of a white mucous pulp. The sac is supported in the perilymph
not only by an adhesion to the inner side of the parietes of the

vestibule at the entrance of the nerve, but also by a fine net-work
of fibrils which pass from its outer surface to numerous prominent
points on the inner surface of the vestibule. There is no fenestra

ovalia, or membrane, as in the lobster and the air-breathing insect*

but the sac contains a small loose bony or chalky concretion, calloc

an otolithe (off Arot, the ear, and AiOot, a stone), which answers the
name purpose, namely, to indicate the degree and direction of sound
for juit as we estimate a weight by poising it in the hand, or, if it

be suspended, by gently pushing it from us thus measuring in our
minds the muscular tension necessary to support it, or the force

required to overcome its inertia, and conscious of the direction in

which we exert our muscles so, conversely (the weight and inertia

of the lapillus always remaining the same), the degree and direction

of a vibratory force affecting it from without through the medium <>l

the integuments, the parietes of the vestibule, and the fluids within,

may be estimated by a consciousness on the part of the animal o!

the nature of the stress on the sensitive membranes and fibrils which

support it, which by their elasticity restrain and redress the slight
movements impressed upon it. This should be borne in mind ; for,
as we shall see further on, it is in some degree by the exertion of the
muscular sense, as Sir Charles Bell has called that by which we judge
of weight and tension, that the human ear is enabled to estimate
the intensity of sound. Other curious particulars as to the function
of otolithes might be enlarged upon ; but we have said enough to

explain, as we think, the most important of them ; and to correct
the misstatementa of authors who tell us that they are intended to
increase the intensity of the vibrations of sound : they appear to us
rather calculated to diminish it, as the board floating in the bucket
of the water-carrier tends to pevent the fluid from dashing over the
side. They undoubtedly play an important part in the organ of

hearing, especially in the larger fishes, where they are more numerous,
and attain a considerable size

;
but it is difficult to conceive that they

are possessed of any intensative power.
The vertebrated classes of the animal kingdom, comprising the true

fuhes, reptiles, birds, and the mammals, are all provided with acoustic

organ, which are very various in their degrees of complexity, but
much exceed in that respect the comparatively simple organs of the
inferior divisions.

In the Cartilaginous Fishes, mich as the ray and the shark, the vesti-
bule is deeply imbedded in the elastic walls of the back part of the

cranium, near iU junction with the spine. The fenestra ovalis, closed

by a tense
transparent membrane, faces upwards, backwards, and

towards the middle line. The membrane is placed obliquely at the
bottom of a more superficial flattened tubular cavity, which termi-
nates beneath the integument in a kind of forked extremity, and may
be oonsidered as a rudiment of the tympanum, or middle ear, .(' tlT.-

higher Vtrltbrala. with its Eustachian tube. The inner surface of the
membrane is turned towards three sacculi, one of which is much
tager than the rest, arranged at the opposite side of the cavity of the
vertibule, and containing eash an otolithe. The sacs are filled with a
thick gelatinous endolymph, which adheres to the lapilli, and serves,
with minute filaments, such u those in the Sepia, to stead v

The vestibule.is filled with a limpid aqueous ],. rilyniph, traversed in
all directions by a fine cellular network, by means of which its con-
tent* are supported in their relative situations. Besides the fenestra

ovalia, other perforations lead out of the vestibule into three arched
cylindrical canals of considerable diameter and dimensions, the diverg-
ing curves of which take a wide circuit within the cranial cartilage,
and terminate at both ends in this central cavity. These passages,
from thrir situation and form, are called the anterior, posterior, and
noriiontal semicircular canals. Within the canals, In which the
vwtibiiUr perilymph freely circulates, there are three similarly curved

more slender membranous elastic tubes: they are nowhere in
Wrtact with the sides of the canals, but are suspended in the mi. 1st

them by means of the cellular net-work above u,. nii..i,. ,1. They
1 swell out at one end like a flask (ampulla) as they enter the vesti-
ule, after which the anterior and horizontal tubes separately enter

a common pouch or sinus ; into this their other ends likewise open
by a conduit common to both. The posterior tube, which is the

largest and longest, after forming its ampulla resumes its t

calibre, and passing along the floor of the vestibule under the largest

sac, to which it is connected by the network, returns into itaelf, thus

completing a separate circuit

The fluid contents of the several membranous cavities do not com-
municate with each other or with the vestibular perilymph ; though,
as they lie in close apposition, their vibrations ore mutually inter-

changeable.
The acoustic nerve U distributed in two principal branches only to

the sacs and the ampulla' ; chiefly to the latter, to which it gives a
white colour. The filaments form a fine network on the outside of
the ampulln?, and then, piercing their parietes, are raised up within
into a kind of crescentic screen, in order probably that they may be
more exposed to the impulse of the vibrations descending along the

aqueous cudolymph of the semicircular tubes. All the parts we have
described are transparent except the opaque ampulla} and the solid

cretaceous otolithes. We have been particular in our account of these

membranous parts, which are found with little essential variation in

all the superior animals, man included, because in the cartilaginous
fishes they admit of more easy examination from their great size and
firmer texture, and from the softness of the cartilage that incloses

them. In man and the mammals they are not only much smaller

and more delicate, but incased iu the hardest bone in the body, from
which it is almost impossible to separate them with sufficient accuracy
to be certain that the description is correct.

In some cartilaginous fishes, as the sturgeon, the fenestra ovalis is

not closed by a membrane, but by a round button-like piece of semi-

transparent cartilage called an operculum, or lid.

The parts are similar in the osseous fishes, except that they have

generally no fenestra ovalis.

In Serpents there is but one sacculus containing chalky matter,
and all the semicircular tubes communicate with a central mem-
branous sinus, which the anterior and posterior tubes enter by a
common trunk. The fenestra ovalis is closed, not as in fishes by a

membrane, but by the expanded trumpet-shaped extremity of a
slender bone (ossiculum or columella) attached at the other extremity
by a ligament to the outer end of the intermaxillary bone.

Nearly the same arrangement of the internal ear prevails in the
Four-Footed Reptiles (turtle, crocodile, frog, lizard) ; but a new and

important step is here made towards the ultimate perfection of the

organ by the development of an air-cavity, called the tympanum or

ear-drum, between the vestibule and the surface of the head. This

mlilitioii, which as we said first becomes more than a mere rudiment
in the four-footed reptiles, permits the vestibule to be placed with

equal advantage at a comparatively greater depth, and therefore in

greater security ;
but it has more important uses in rendering the

sound more clear, and facilitating in several ways (to be presently
explained) its communication to the auditory nerve. Like the musical
instrument from which it takes its name, the tympanum is provided
with a membrane tightly stretched upon the margin of a round open-
ing in the outer part of its bony or cartilaginous wall ;

and has an

open vent or passage called after the anatomist who discovered it the
Eustachian Tube, leading forwards from the cavity to the throat or
back part of the nostrils, by means of which the air within it is

adjusted to the variable state of the atmospheric pressure without.
If the animal be amphibious, as many of the four-footed reptiles are,
the membrana tympani is still covered entirely by integument ;

some-

times, as in the crocodile, by a moveable flnp of the scaly hard skin,
which can be raised up when the animal is out of the water. More
frequently however the membrane lies entirely beneath the skin, here
thinner than elsewhere on the head, as in the tortoise. The Lacerta

agilit, or Basking Lizard, alone, which lives entirely on the land, has
the membrane naked to the air. In this class of animals the columella
is not directed forwards to the angle of the jaw as in serpents, but is

attached by a cartilaginous extremity to the centre of the membrana
tympani, and thus conveys the collected effect of its \-ibnit i

to the fenestra ovalis : the effect of this arrangement in n-iulering the

Impression of sound more definite must be obvious. In some K|

the cartilaginous portion of the columella is joined to the bony port ,i<m
at an acute angle, like the letter V, which adds an elasticity to the
mechanism very serviceable as a protection to the delicate parts within
Lhe fenestra ovalis from the injury they might otherwise sustain by a
alow or undue pressure upon the membrana tympani. This is the
case with the lizard mentioned above, in which there is also a rudi-

ment of the muscle which serves in the higher animals to tighten the
membrane

; a circumstance which makes this elbow in the columella
a still more essential provision against sudden changes in the distance
Between the centre of the membrane and the fenestra ovalis. It is

worthy of remark that in one class of serpent*, the Cactiia (Illincl-

Worms), the ear is as complete as in any of the four footed terrestrial

; possessing a tympanum with its membranes, a Kustachian

tube, and a columella bent to an angle. Thi* departure from the
unual rule in nerpenta appears to be one of those compensations so

-. in. -I witli in the animal kingdom, the organ of sight in the

loped.
In Birds, besides a greater nicety and tenuity in the conformation
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of the parts hitherto described, the ear is furnished with two addi-

tional provisions, both probably of great consequence to the perfection
of the organ. The first is a short meatus auditorius externus, or
outer passage, which removes the delicate membrane of the tympanum
to some depth from the surface of the head, and thus places it more

securely, and at the same time to greater advantage, for observing
the direction of sound. The other additional provision in birds is an

appendage to the mechanism of the internal ear. This is a small
conical cavity in the bone, somewhat curved, with a double spiral

ridge winding round the interior, and inclosing a cartilaginous struc-

ture so corresponding in form with the ridge as to divide the cavity
into two partitions. These communicate with another at the apex,
and with the vestibule and tympanum respectively, at their other
ends. The cavity is termed the Cochlea, from its resemblance to a

spiral shell
;
the partition communicating with the internal ear is the

Scala (winding stair) of the vestibule ; the other is the Scala Tympani.
The opening from the latter into the tympanum is called the Foramen
Rotunduin ; it is closed by a membrane to exclude the air of that

cavity while it permits the transit of vibration to or from the vesti-

bular perilymph within
;
for that fluid, passing up the cochlea by the

scala vestibuli, descends the scala tympani, and bathes the inner sur-

face of the membrane of the fenestra rotunda. The cartilaginous
Newel is kept in its place like the semicircular tubes by retiform fila-

ments, and is supplied with a separate branch of the acoustic nerve,
which ramifies and expands on its surface. The lapilli, which seem
to be chiefly a provision for hearing under water, and are therefore

large and solid in aquatic and amphibious animals, appear in birds

only as fine crystallised grains of chalk in the utricle or sinus of the

vestibule, rendering the endolymph somewhat turbid. The columella
is straight, and the membrana tympani pressed outwards by it is

consequently convex. There is a crescentic fold of skin extending
upwards from the superior margin of the meatus externus, sometimes
furnished, as in the horned owl, with a fringe of feathers which can
be spread at pleasure like a fan to catch the sound. This fold of
skin in a rudiment of the concha, or outer ear, of the Mammalia.
As we have already said, it is only in this last-mentioned class of

animals that the ear reaches its complete development. It is nearly
the game in all of them

;
the difference being only in the comparative

size and shape of the component parts of the organ, and not in their

essential structure, number, or arrangement.
We shall therefore describe the organ in one species only.
There is every reason to suppose that in hearing, as in seeing, man

baa no superiority over many of the lower animals except what arises

from that intellectual supremacy which enables him to discriminate
and compare his sensations more justly than they can do. Indeed it

is certain that in the mere perception of sounds he is inferior to most
of the Mammalia, and probably to birds

;
and if the musical faculty

should seem to imply a greater perfection of the organ, the error, for
such we believe it to be, may perhaps disappear upon reflection. We
therefore select the human ear as the type of the organ in Mammalia,
not because it is in any respect more complete than the rest, but
as the most interesting. The same description, of the more important
parts at least, might be applied nearly word for word to all.

The parts now to be described fall naturally under a three-fold
division into the internal, middle, and external ear.

1. The Internal Ear, comprising the Acoustic Nerve, Vestibule, and

Labyrinth, is deeply placed in the interior of the head, within the
most compact and hardest of the bones, denominated from that
circumstance the petrous or rocky portion of the temporal bone.
This wedge-like or triangular projection passes obliquely inward and
forward in the direction of the outer tube of the ear, forming a

strongly-marked knobby ridge within the cranium, in the basis or
floor of that cavity. Near the inner point, which nearly meets its

fellow on the other side, and upon its posterior declivity, there is a

large trumpet-like hole (meatus auditorius internus) into which the
seventh cerebral nerve enters from the medulla oblongata. [BRAIN ;

NKRVK.] The meatus passes in a direction outwards, and therefore

obliquely, into the petrous portion for half an inch, and then termi-
nates abruptly in two fovea!, or pits : from the upper of these there

goeg a winding canal through the substance of the bone, which is the

cotyse of the motor nerve of the face (the portio dura of the seventh

pair), which, here separating from the auditory nerve, or portio
niollis, we need not follow. The latter, splitting into several sets of

filaments, finds its way through small sieve-like openings at the
bottom of the lower fovea into the internal ear, and is here distri-

buted in three separate portion} to the cochlea, the ampullae of the
semicircular tubes, and the utricle or vestibular sac. The cochlea is

more complicated than in birds ;
it consists of a spiral canal iu the

bone, gradually diminishing as it ascends to a point, wound round a
central hollow pillar of bone called the Modiolus, or Newel. From
it inner surface, that namely which may be considered as a groove
In the modiolus, a thin and spongy lamella of bone projects rather
more than half across the canal, ascending in a similar spiral. From
the edge of this lamella (called the Lamina Spiralis) a membrane passes
to the outer surface of the canal, where it is attached

;
thus com-

j>]<'ting the separation of the canal into two scalsc, or winding parti-

tions, which unite at the summit, and open (as before), the lower and
narrower into the vestibule, the superior and larger into the tympanum ;

each scala taking two turns and a halfround the modiolus in ascending
from the base of the cochlea to the Cupola, or inverted cup-shaped
cavity at the summit, placed over the funnel (Infvmdibulurn) into

which the top of the modiolus expands. The cochlea ia on a level

with the vestibule and anterior to it, the base being turned towards
the meatus internus

;
the summit looking outwards and a little down-

wards, is turned towards the sudden bend of the wide canal in the

petrous portion of the temporal bone by which the internal carotid

artery enters the cavity of the head. It is the close neighbourhood
of this artery as it passes through the compact bone that occasions

the rushing sound of the pulse to be heard when the ear is placed

upon a pillow, or the attention is led to dwell upon what passes

within, by deafness arising from some cause not affecting the parts
essential to hearing. The modiolus is hollow to some distance from
the base. Up this tubular cavity rises the large cochlear branch of

the acoustic nerve, giving ofl' lateral filaments through mimite open-

ings arranged spirally, which pass through the light spongy bone,
and emerge from different points on the spiral floors and sides of the

scalse, where they ramify in a delicato pulpy expansion upon the

membranous tubes which line the spiral osseous canals : the rest of

the cochlear nerve passes through capillary perforations in the cul-de-

sac of the tubular cavity ;
and ascending in the substance of the

central pillar of the modiolua, is distributed through the bone in a

similar way to the upper turns of the cochlea and the infundibulum.
The two other branches of the acoustic nerve are distributed to the

vestibular sac, which lies in a round depression or pit in the barrel-

shaped cavity of the vestibule, and to the ampullae of the semicircular

tubes. The latter all meet in a membranous sinus, or utricle, which

occupies another distinct pit of the vestibule, called from its shape
the Elliptic Fovea, much according to the arrangement already
described in other animals. The principal opening from the vestibule

is the fenestra ovalis, situated on the outer side towards the tympa-
num, which is closed by a membrane. At the lower and front part
there is another opening into the scala vestibuli of the cochlea.

There are five at its posterior aud outer side, which lead into the

semicircular canals, of which the superior and posterior enter the

vestibule by a common foramen. The sac and utricle each contain
a cretaceous deposit called Otocouia, or ear-sand, which in some of the
lower Mammalia has the consistence of soft chalk. The cochlea and
semicircular canals, from their complexity, are termed the Labyrinth.
With respect to the object of their peculiar arrangement, not even a

probable conjecture has been hazarded. Yet they appear with sur-

prising uniformity in all the Mammalia, and some of them, as we
have seen, in the more numerous tribes of birds, reptiles, and fishes.

The bony canals of the labyrinth and vestibule are stated to be

invested within by a delicate periosteum, the surface of which
towards the perilymph is thought to be of the nature of a serous

membrane, and to secrete that fluid.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 . Magnified view of the osseous labyrinth and vestibule as they would

appear if the solid bone in which they are imbedded were removed, -with the

ossicula auditus in situ : a, ampulla of the posterior semicircular canal
; b,

common tube by which this and the superior canal enter the vestibule ; c, pos-
terior canal ; d, external canal

; e, superior canal
; /, cochlea ; ,'/,

its cupola ;

A, fcnestra ovalis covered by the stapes ; *, fenestra rotunda ; (,
malleus

;

m, incus
; n, vestibule.

The deafness which arises from causes which affect the feuestra

ovalis, or the nerves and canals within the vestibule and labyrinth, is

seldom or never cured
; and it is unfortunately very common. There

is a very easy way by which the nature of the case may be often

sufficiently tested. If the internal ear be affected, especially the nerves

of it, the ticking of a watch pressed against the teeth or the outer

part of the head on that side, will be very obscurely distinguished.
If not, the sound can be easily heard, as the solid bones interposed
between the sonorous body and the nerve are excellent conductors of

vibration.
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t The Middle Ear comprise* the cavity of the Tympanum, with
iU onotonU

;
the oelU in the bony prominence behind the ear, called

d Prooessj, with which the tympanum communicates; andthe Mastoid
the Eustachian Tube, or passsge leading from the tympanum into the

upper and back part of the throat, where it open* in the form of an

expanded alit on each tide behind the posterior nares.

The Tympanum is an irregular cavity scooped in the petrous portion
of the temporal bone between the vestibule and the external meatus.

The principal entrances to it are the fenestra ovalis and the round or

somewhat oral opening at the bottom of the external passage upon
which the membrana tympana is stretched. Between these there is

extended a chain of three small bones, obliquely articulated to each

other with perfect joints, so placed that the chain somewhat resembles

in figure the letter Z.

These bones are called respectively the Stapes (stirrup), the Incus,

(anvil), and Malleus (hammer), from some similarity in form to those

implements. The base of the stapes is applied to the fenestra ovalis,

exactly fitting it, and is attached firmly to its membrane. The
extremity of the longer leg of the incus is articulated to the head of
the stapes, and there is a minute bone between them of the size of a

small shot, which is generally considered to be only a process of the
incus. It is however called from its spherical shape the Os Orbiculare,
and is sometimes reckoned as a fourth bone. (Fig. 3, o.) The shorter

leg of the incus (fig. 2, c,) rests against the bony parietes of the

tympanum at the back part, near the mastoid cells. Upon the hol-

lowed cavity in the head of the incus (Jig. 2, a) the lateral depression
of the head of the malleus (Jig. 2, t) is articulated, and moves easily ;

the long handle of the latter is attached by its extremity (Jig. 2, It)

to the middle of the membrana tympani, as well as by a portion of
the side of the handle, which lies close to and parallel with the
membrane. The long slender process of the malleus called the Pro-
ceesus Oracilis (jiy. 2, g) lies in a slit passing to the articulation of the

jaw called the glenoid fissure.

Fig. 2. Magnified view of the osslcnla auditus : M, malleus ; I, incus ;

8, stapes ; o, shape of the fcnestra ovalis
; a, cavity of the incut, which is

articulated to the malleus ; d, longer process of the incus with the on orbiculare

attached at A ; r, its shorter process ; r t bead of the malleus ; /, IU shoit pro.

esss, or prominent point for the attachment of the tensor tympani; *, the

JiIllusion which articulates with the incus ; g, proceseus graellls of the

; *, Its handle, or manubrium.

Kg. 3.

Fif. t. The same bones of their natural size : m, malleus
; i, incus ;

..Upes; o, orblcolare.

At first sight the use of these bones would appear to be to transmit

the vibrations of the membrana tympani to the membrane of the

frneotra ovalis, and thence to the internal ear, but when it is found

that sounds can be heard with distinctness even when the membrana

tympani and the ossicula have been removed by disease, it is evident

that this function can be performed independent of them. They have

evidently another use which would be incompatible with a single
bone passing between those membranes, as in birds and most reptiles;

this is to permit the membrana tympani to be drawn into a conical

shape so as to tighten it, and adapt it either to resist the impulse of

too loud a sound, or favour a more acute or gentle one. The muscle

which chiefly effects this object, called the tensor tympani (.'.</. 4, <0,

is attached near the head of the malleus to a point projecting from

it (Fig. 2,/.) Other muscles, to steady and antagonise iU action,

called the laxator major and minor tympani are also attached to the

malleus, the former (Jig. 4, 4) to the processus gracilu, the latter

(fg. 4, c) to the handle of the bone. A further description of the

directions and outer attachment* of these minute muscles wotiM 1-

tedious and unintelligible to the general reader. No muscle is

attached to the incus, but a small one of great importance is inserted

into the neck of the step**, called the stapideus; the effect of this i.

to counteract the obliquity of traction or tilting of the
stapes,

which
would otherwise ensue from the movements of the other bones ; by
this means the motion of the stapes is directed either immediately to

EAR. 4M

or from the fenestra ovalis, the membrane of which is also further

preserved from injury by the oblique arrangement of the joints of
these minute bones, by means of which, although the membrane of
the tympanum oscillates through a considerable space in passing from
tension to relaxation, that of the fenestra is moved to a much smaller
extent It is to be observed that the same action which draws the
membrana tympani into a cone thrusts the base of the stapes farther
into the fenestra ovalis.

Fif. 4.

Fif. 4. Muscles attached to the ouicula uuditu* : a, tensor tympani ;

t, laxator major ; e, lexator minor ; </, stapidcus.

These small muscles are not under the dominion of the will, being
supplied with nerves in a way peculiarly interesting to a physiologist,
and acting automatically in correspondence with the i in press i.

the auditory nerve. Yet the instinctive consciousness we have of the

degree of their contractions in adjusting the tension of the membrana
tympani to circumstances, is probably one of our chief means of

estimating the intensity of sounds.

The fenestra ovalis is situated nearly opposite the membrana
tympani, on the upper edge of a prominence called the Promontory ;

it faces outwards and a little downwards ; and beneath it, concealed

by the promontory, is the foramen rotundum, closed by a membrane,
and leading into the cochlea by the scala tympani. The object of this

last opening is disputed : some think it conveys in part the vilu

of the air of the tympanum to the internal ear ; but it seems more
reasonable to suppose, with Sir C. Bell, that the end it chiefly serves
is to give vent and freedom to those of the fluids pent up in the

unyielding bony canals of the labyrinth. Besides these openings
from the tympanum, there are others which 1. ad into the mastoid
cells behind it

;
these are also filled with nir, and ni-e supposed t

tribute to the distinctness of the tympanic vibrations. There is also

an opening from the tympanum forwards into the Euatachian tube.

This canal is nearly two inches long ;
the first part of its course from

the tympanum is bony : it then becomes cartilaginous, and widens as
it approaches the throat, the mucous membrane of which lines it, and
thence passing into the tympanum, spreads over the surface of the
whole cavity, investing the ossicula and its other contents, as well as

the mastoid cells. From this circumstance arises the tendency of
the inflammation of cold or sore throat to extend into the tympanum,
producing temporary deafness, ear-ache, and sometimes mischief of a
more permanent kind. From the deafness which accompanies the
closure of the Eustachian tube by that or other causes, the importance
of its functions in renewing and giving vent to the air within the

tympanum may be appreciated. Besides the foramina already men-

tioned, there are others through which nerves and vessels enter the

tympanum. We have not space to describe them : we shall only
mention that one of the nerves, called the chorda tympani, originally
connected with the portio dura of the seventh nerve, after traversing
the petrous bone m a circuitous course, enters the cavity of the

tympanum, and passing quite across it, is transmitted through the

glenoid fissure to a salivary gland under the lower jaw. The object
of this singular but uniform course of the chorda tympani is not well

understood.
Deafness arising from the closure of the Euatachian tube has been

sometimes cured by dilating that canal by instruments pawed for

that purpose into its outer expanded extremity through the nostrils,

or from the back of the throat; or by injecting fluids into it by
means of a syringe with a small curved pipe. This latter plan has
also been successful in curing deafness arising from chronic intlannna

tion or morbid secret:*. n within the tympanum. Suppuration within

that cavity or in the mastoid cells sometimes results from hi^h inflam-

mation, and has been attended with fatal consequences by spreading
to the bones of the cranium, or along the nerves to the brain or it*

membranes. Cases of this kind generally originate, as we have already
stated, in cold with sore throat, and are found to occur chiefly in scro-

fulous habits.

ieni.il i:.n- . .n-i-its nf the Meatun Auditorius Extermu
(fit- 5, m), and Concha. The former, commencing from the membrana
tympani, is an osseous canal in the first part of its course in the adult,
and then becomes nothing more than a tubular continuation

expanded cartilage of the concha, or outer appendage of the ear. It
is lined throughout with a delicate skin, covered by a thin cuticle,
whirh also coven the outer surface of the membrane. Beneath the

skin, and opening through it on the surface, are numerous glandular
follicle* which secrete the ear wax ..r ei-nuncn. In the fcctus and
new-born infant there is hardly any appearance of thin tube ;

the
membrane of the tympanum being close to the surface of the head,
stretched upon the inner margin of a bony ring (aunulus auditorius)
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which afterwards increases in length and becomes a tube. In the

adult the length of the whole tube mny be nearly an inch
;
but from

the obliquity of the membrane, which faces a little downwards, it is

longer below than above. Its direction from the membrane is out-

wards and a little backwards, and it is slightly convex upwards, and
rather narrower in the middle than elsewhere. The last-mentioned

peculiarity is the reason why it is so much easier to introduce beads

and other round bodies (as children are apt to do) than to get them
out. This however must always be done as soon as possible when
such an accident happens ;

for the presence of the foreign body some-

times excites great inflammation and swelling, and may lead to very

Fig. 5. This is not to be considered as a correct delineation of the organ,

being intended only as a diagram, to give a general idea of the relative situa-

tions of the several parts : a, superior semi-circular canal ; 6, posterior ditto ;

r, external ditto ; d, seala tympani of the cochlea opened, to show r, the

fenestra rotunda, entering the tympanum under the promontory ; e, Eustachian

tube ; /, membrana tympani ; f, vestibule, not laid open ; m, meatos auditorius

externus ; n, mcatus internus, terminating in two fovefe.

serious consequences. The most easy method and the least painful is

to direct a strong stream of warm water into the tube with a syringe,

which commonly succeeds immediately if resorted to before there is

much swelling. Other means will readily suggest themselves ;
but if

resorted to, they should
be very tenderly used, for the part is extremely

sensitive, especially the membrane iteelf, to rough contact. The wax,
which is very bitter, serves to prevent the entrance of insects and to

keep the skin soft. When secreted too abundantly, it is often a cause

of deafness, and should be removed as a foreign body by means of a

syringe and a solution of soap in warm water. The commonest kind

of ear-ache is that caused by inflammation of this passage, and is

generally followed by a copious and foetid secretion poured out by

Fig. 6.

Fig. 0. View of the pinna, or auricle. The cartilaginous prominences are,

a, helix ; h, anti-helix ; rf, tragus ; e, anti-tragus ; the lobe or lobulus, g, con-

tains no cartilage, being composed only of skin and a fatty cellular tissue. The

depressions arc r, the scapha or scaphoid (boat-like) fossa ; and/, the concha, a

term oftrn used to denote the whole appendage of which it is the most

important part.

the ceniminoim follicles. If this last long, deafness is sometimes the

result from thickening of the membrane, and has been removed, as

well as that arising from closure of the Eustachian tube, by punc-

turing the membrane. This part is sometimes ruptured by the

spasmodic action of the tensor muscle caused by loud sounds, or by
driving air up the Eustachian tube in a forcible expiration, as in blow-

ing the nose violently. This accident is not followed by the degree of
deafness that might be expected, unless the stapes becomes displaced
from the fenestra ovalis : the other ossicula may be lost with com-

parative impunity for obvious reasons.

The concha, or pinna, or auricle (for by all these names the outer

appendage of the ear is known), consists of several pieces of elastic

cartilage expanded in a form more or less resembling an ear-trumpet
in different animals. In man it serves the purpose of collecting the
sonorous vibrations and directing them into the meatus externus
much less perfectly than in many other animals, which are also pro-
vided with muscles for directing it to the source of sound, which in

man are but rudimentary. It is marked with various prominences
and hollows, of which the names are given in the figure. It does not
seem necessary to describe them more particularly. The cartilages
are bound by ligaments to the neighbouring prominences of bone, and
are covered by a smooth and closely adherent skin.

It may be observed that the Aquatic Mammalia (Whales, Porpoises,
&c.) are unprovided with this part of the organ ;

and have a very
narrow but long and curved meatus externus, passing obliquely into

the surface of the head, and in some instances capable of being closed

by a flap of moveable skin to exclude the water. In these animals
also the cochlea is imperfect, the scalse making but one turn and a half

round the modiolus. For an account of diseases of the ear, see DEAF-

NESS, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.

(Scarpa, de Auditu; Blainville, Comp. Anat. ; Bell, Anatomy ;

Grant, Outlines; Pilcher, On the Structure, <hc. of the Ear.)
EAR-SHELL. [HALIOTID.E.]
EARTH-NUT. [BUNIUM.]
EARTH-NUTS are either the fruit of certain plants which bury it

below the ground after the flowering is past, as the Arackit hypogcea,
Lathyrus amphicarpot, and others, or else the subterranean tubercles
of fleshy-rooted plants, such as Bulbocastanum, Cyclamen, Lathyrus
tuberosus, Apios tuberosa, and the like.

EARTH-WORM. [ANNELIDA.]
EARWIG. [FoRFicULiD*;.]
EBENA'CE^E, Ebenads, a natural order of Monopetalous Exogenous

Plants with the following essential characters : Flowers either with
separate sexes, or occasionally hermaphrodite. Calyx permanent,
with from three to six divisions. Corolla monopetalous, regular, of a
thick leathery texture, usually downy on the outside, with the same
number of divisions as the calyx. Stamens twice or four times as
numerous as the lobes of the corolla, adhering to its tube, and usually
in two rows ;

sometimes adhering in pairs. Styles several. Fruit

fleshy, superior, with only one pendulous seed in each cell. Embryo
lying in much albumen, with large leafy cotyledons and a long taper
radicle. The species consist entirely of bushes or trees, some of which
are of large size ; their leaves are alternate, with no stipules, and gene-
rally leathery and shining. They are chiefly Indian and tropical

species. A few occur at the Cape of Good Hope and in Australia.

This order is related to A quifoliacece, Oleacece, and Sapotacece. There
are 9 genera and 160 species. Dioapyrus Ebenua, and some others,

yield the valuable timber called ebony. The fruit of D. Kaki is about
as large as an apricot, and is dried as a sweetmeat by the Chinese.
Most of the plants of this order are tropical ;

of the few found beyond
the tropics, D. Lotus inhabits Africa and Switzerland, and D. Virgini-
ana the United States. [DiosrYRUS.]

A brunch of IHospynrs Lotus in fmit : 1, a flower
; 2, a corolla, crt f per. ;

3, the calyx and ovary ; 4, a section of a ripe fruit, showing the seeds.
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EBONY. [Diowrmoa.]
EBURNA. [EXTOMOSTOJUTA.J
ECCREMO'CARPUS, genus of Plant* belonging to the natural

der BiyMMtiofftr. K. tcabtr u a climbing plant, inhabiting thickets

in Peru and Chili, and scrambling among the branches

of bushes and small tree*. It has an angular cinnamon-brown stem,

with pale-green succulent branches; opposite pinnated trifoliolate

leaves, with obliquely cordate serrated leaflets, anil a terminal U't^liil
;

horizontal racemes of tubular orange-scarlet obliquely ventricose

flowers, the limb of whose corolla U narrow and 5-lobed ;
and remark-

able oral compressed pods covered all over with short tubercles, and

opening into two thin convex valves, within which is placed a number
of thin winged netted scads. It is a handsome half-shrubby plant,

which will live in the open air in the milder parts of England. By
some it is called Calamptiu icabra.

ECCULIO'MPHALUS, a genus of Fossil Oatteropoda, from the

Mountain Limestone chiefly. (Portlock.)
Ki HKNKI'S, a genus of Fishes belonging to the section of Sub-

brachial ilalaeopteryffii and the family Echmeida. The body is

elongated, covered with very small scales
;
a single dorsal fin placed

opposite the anal ; the head very flat, covered with an oval disc

formed by numerous transverse cartilaginous plates, the edges of

which are directed backward ; the mouth wide, with numerous small

recurved teeth on both jaws, the tongue, and the vomer. (YarrelL)
The species of this genus are not numerous. Cuvier enumerates

four, and another has been described from the West Indies. They
are all easily recognised by the peculiar adhesive disc on the top of

the head, by means of which they attach themselves to other fishes,

the bottom* of vessels, or other object* floating in the sea. The

object of this contrivance is not very well ascertained.

E. rrmora, the Common Remora, or Sucking-Fish, is found in the

Mediterranean Sea, and was known to the Greeks and Romans. Dr.

Turton once took a specimen of this species riding on a codfish in

Swansea Bay. The following is Mr. Van-ell's description of the

sucking apparatus :

"The disc of the adhesive apparatus in the specimen now
described, with seventeen transverse laminae, was one-third of the

whole length of the fish, not including the caudal rays ;
the breadth

one inch and one quarter. The margin is free, flexible, and of

considerable breadth, to secure perfect contact with the surface

to which it is opposed ; the parallel laminto are represented as

only slightly elevated : the degree of adhesion U in proportion to

the power used to raise the inner surface of the disc in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of contact The figure on the right
side represents the inner surface of the posterior half of the disc.

The vertical direction of the moveable lamina: is effected by seta

of muscles going off obliquely right and left from two elongated

bony processes, one on each half of each of these moveable divisions.

The contraction of these muscles acting upon these levers, raises the

external edges of the parallel divisions, increasing the area of the

vacuum ;
and it will be observed that the points of the moveable

transverse divisions to which the muscles are attached, are nearer the

middle line than the outer edge, by which the chance of interfering

with the perfect continuity of the free margin, and thereby destroy-

ing the vacuum, is diminished. All the bony lamina!, the outer edges
of which are furnished with rows of minute tooth-like projections,

are moved simultaneously, like the thin vertical divisions of our

common window-blinds, by means of the mechanical contrivance on

the framework. The longer muscles placed nearer the outer oval edge
are probably instrumental in preserving the contact of the more
flexible margin, and the serrated external edges of the parallel laminio

help to preserve the degree of elevation obtained : the adhesive power
as before observed, is in proportion to the area of the vacuum."

ECHEVKIUA, a genus of PUnta named after M. Echeveri, author
of the drawings in the ' Flora Mexican*.' It belongs to the order

Cnuntacta. It has a 6-parted calyx, the sepals erect, united at the

base. Petals united at the base, erect, thick, stifflsh, thickest at the

middle nerve, and nearly trigonal at the base, acute. Stamens 10,

shorter than the petals, and adnate to them at the base. Scales 5,

abort, obtuse.
Carpels 6, ending each in a subulate style. The spe-

cies are succulent shrubs, natives of Mexico. None of the species are

used in the art* or medicine, but their handsome leaves and showy
flowers give them a place in every collection of plants. The genus is

closely allied to Srdom, and many of the species resemble that genvis.

vier), TacMyglatnu (llliger), a genus of Monotremes,
JTowXrawKa (Oeoffroy), the third tribe of the order Mmlata
(rimer's sixth order of Msmmifers) none of which have any incisor

teeth in either jaw.
Dental formula 0.

The following are the characters of this genus : Muzzle elongated,

slender, terminated by a small mouth furnished with an extensible

tongue, similar to that of the anteater* and pangolins. No teeth, but
the palate armed with many rows of small spines directed backwards.

Feet short, very robust, and funned for digging, each armed with
five long claws. Tail very short Body covered with spines like

that of the hedge-hog. Stomach ample and nearly globular; ctccnm
moderate. Lew verge se tennine par quatre tubercule*.

Of this curious genus, zoologists are agreed that only one species

has been yet discovered, though two have been recorded, namely,
Echidna Ilyttrir and Echidna telota, the so-called two species being
the same animal in the clothing of different seasons, or of different

periods of age. This species is the Myrtntcophaija aculeala and

Porcupine Ant-Eater of Shaw, Ornithor/ii/nchiu acultatiu of Home,
Echidna llyttrix and Echidna tctata of G. Cuvier, Echidna Auttra-

limrii of Lesson, Hedge-Hog of the colonists at Sydney.

Skull of EMdna.

The size i* about that of the common hedge-hog. The spines are

dirty-white for the greatest part of their length, and black at their

extremity. Hair of a chestnut colour, soft and silky, in such abun-

dance, at a certain season, as to half cover the spines, whilst, at

another, the hair entirely disappears.
This animal lives on ants, which it captures with its extensile

tongue.
The habits of the Echidna in a state of nature are but little known.

It digs for itself burrows, wherein it remains during the dry season,

coming out of the earth only during the rains. It is supposed to be

capable of supporting a long abstinence, and has intervals of sus-

pended animation (engourdissemens), which continue for eighty hours
at a time, and recur frequently when the animal is kept in confine-

ment For protection the animal is said to be able to roll itself up
like a common hedge-hog.

Turcupine Ant-Ester (Echidna Uyilriz).

Lieut. Breton had an Echidna which lived with him for some time

in Australia, and survival a part of the voyage to Kii^lan.l

animal was captured by him on the Blue Mountains : it is now very
uncommon in the colony of New South \V:iW It borrow* readily,
but he does not know to what depth. Its strength he considers as

exceeding, in proportion to its size, that of any other quadruped in

existence.

Previous to embarkation, Lieutenant Breton fed his AVA/f/na on

ant eggs (pupte) and milk, ami when on board its diet consisted of

egg chopped small, with liver ami meat. It drank much water. Its

mode of eating was very lm tongue being UM<! fomi-ti:

the manner of that of the oil ..(hern in tli.it in whieh

a mower uses his * >;< curved laterally, ami the

food, as it were, swept into the mouth : there seemed to be an adhe-

sive substance on the tongue, l>y which the food was drawn in. The
animal died suddenly off Cape Horn, while the vessel was amidst the

ice; perhaps in consequence of the cold, but not Improbably on
account of the eggs with which it wa* fed being extremely bod.

Lieutenant Breton concurs with Messicm* 1,'uoy :iml (laiuiard in

thinking that there would bo little difficulty in bringing the Echidna
to Europe, and the following plan is suggested by him for effecting
its importation :

Previously to embarkation the animal should be gradually weaned
from its natural food (ants). This may be done by giving it occa-

sionally ants and ant-eggs, but more generally milk, with eggs chopped
very small, or egg alone. It should be kept on shipboard in a deep
box, with strong bars over the top, and a door. The box or cage
must be deep, because the animal constantly tries its utmost to

escape ; and, as it possesses very great strength, it is liable to injure
itaelf in its exertions to force its way through the bars. Its excre-

ment* are so extremely fetid, that it cannot be kept altogether in a

cabin, unless the cage be frequently cleaned. While this is being
done, the Echidna may be allowed its liberty, but must be narrowly
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watched, or it will certainly go overboard. It is absolutely necessary
that the eggs on which it is fed during the voyage should be as fresh

as possible : they can be preserved in lime-water. If milk is not to

be procured, water must be supplied daily ; and egg and liver, or
fresh meat, cut small, should be given at least every alternate day.
When the weather will permit, it should be fed once a day. Half an

egg, boiled hard, and the liver of a fowl or other bird, will suffice for

a meal. The animal should be kept warm, and should be well sup-
plied with clean straw. It will be as well to nail two or three pieces
of wood (battens) across the floor of the cage, to prevent the animal
from slipping about when the ship is unsteady. ('ZooL Proc.,' 1834,
Part 2.)

It inhabits the Blue Mountains, &c., the environs of Port Jackson,
and Van Diemen's Land.
ECHINARACHARIAS. [EcHTNic*.]
ECHINASTR^EA. [MNADREFHYLLKEA.]
ECHI'NID^E, a family of Radiated Animals, comprehending those

marine animals popularly known by the name of Sea-Eggs, or Sea-

Urchins (Oursins of the French).
De Blainville makes the Echinidea, the second order of the class

Echinodermata, and he thus defines the order :

Body oval or circular, regular, sustained by a solid shell, which is

calcareous and composed of polygonal plates, disposed in radiated
order in 20 rows, which are either equal, or alternately and regularly

unequal. The shell supports upon proportionable mamillary projec-
tions stiff spines which are extremely variable in form, and is pierced by
a series of pores, forming by their assemblage a kind of ambulacra. It

radiates more or less regularly from the summit to the base, and gives
exit to tentaculiform cirrhi. Mouth armed or unarmed, pierced in a

notch of the shell invariably on the lower side. Vent always distinct,
but offering many variations in its position. Generative orifices four

or five in number, disposed round the dorsal summit.
The Sea-Urchins are a family of considerable interest both to the

zoologist and geologist. To the first they offer the most perfect

examples of the type of radiate animals, whilst their hard covering
and habits of living in the sand, have preserved them in many rocks

of the strata of the earth for the study of the geologist. They are

distinguished from the other Echinodermata by their form, which is

more or less rounded without arms of any kind. Calcareous matter
ia deposited within their integument so as to form a series of regular

plates, which are studded with tubercles, bearing jointed on them

spines of various forms and sizes according to the genus or family.
These spines are sometimes small in proportion to the size of the

body, but in others they are singularly large, and excite wonder as to

how they can be employed by the animal. These spines have a

beautiful microscopic structure, being composed of cells which are

arranged around a common centre, almost in the same manner as the

zones of wood in a tree. (Carpenter
' On the Structure of Shells.' ) As

in other Echinodermata, the Sea-Eggs have ambulacra variously

arranged, perforated with pores for the exsertion of suckers, or

feet. The ovarian holes are seated on the apex, whence the eggs are

extruded. There are two openings for the digestive apparatus a

mouth, always placed below and sometimes connected with an internal

dental apparatus, and a vent, which is very variable in its position.
The intestine is winding, and is attached to the inner surface of the

shell by a mesentery, the surface of which, as well as of the membrane,
lining the shell, is covered with vibratile cilia, and undoubtedly
serves for respiratory purposes. The ovaries are placed in the spaces
between the ambulacra. The vascular system is more or less

complicated, having a portion with muscular parietes, and exhi-

biting pulsations. Van Beueden has asserted the existence of a
nervous system in the Echinida;, but no one has yet confirmed his

observation.

The Sea-Urchins progress by means of the joint action of their

suckers and spines. Many of them moor themselves also by means
of suckers, and thus adhere firmly to the rocks. Professor Agassiz
denies that they adhere by means of their suckers, or that these

organs serve the purposes of progression. This is however opposed
to the observations of the majority of naturalists, and Professor E.

Forbes refers especially to this point for the purpose of giving his

unqualified opposition to the assertion of Professor Agassiz. As to

what uses these organs are applied to, if not for progression, Professor

Agassiz states that " we are yet unable to solve."

The Sea-Urchins are free throughout their existence, unlike the

Attcriadfx, in which we find a fixed condition in the earliest periods of

their development. [ECHIUODERMATA.]
With regard to the classification of the Echinida;, Professor E.

Forbes remarks that there has been " a tendency to an extreme multi-

plication of genera."

Breyn, Klein, Linnams, Leske, Lamarck, Cuvicr, Gray, Desmarest,
Goldfuss, Von Buch, Desmoulins, Agassiz, and E. Forbes, are the

principal zoologists who have undertaken the classification of the
I-,: hi a"!, i. De Blainville observes that the relative position of the
month and the vent, and above all, of the ambulacra, are the prin-

cipal point* on which most of these writers have rested
;
and as he

considers that this mode of viewing the subject has led to approxima-
tions not very natural, he proposes a system based on the following

grounds ;

1st. On the general form of the body of the animal, which, at first

subradiated, becomes by little and little completely radiated in all

the parts which constitute it.

2nd. Upon the position of the mouth, which, nearly terminal and

transverse, or bilabiated, in the first species, becomes completely
central and circular in the last.

3rd. On the arming of this mouth, which, completely null in a

great proportion of the Echinidce, is, on the contrary, very powerful
in the rest.

4th. Finally, on the position of the vent, on the number of ovaries

and their orifices, on the nature of the spines and the tubercles

which support them, as well as on the disposition of the ambu-
lacra.

Synoptical Table of the Genera, according to De Blainville :

Subterminal . . f Spatangus.
\ Ananchites.

Nucleolites.

Echinodypeus.
Echinolampas .

Cassidula.

Fibularia.

Echinoneus.

Mouth .

Subcentral .

Without teeth . .

Central; Vent. ..

! Echinocyamua
Laganui.

Armed with teeth . . < Clypeatter.
Echinodiicus.

[ Scutella.

( Infra-lateral Galerites.

f Echinometra.
I Central < Echinus.

\_ Gidaris,

Sub-Family 1. Excentrostomata.

Spatangus. Body oval, more or less elongated, heart-shaped, wider
before than behind, with a furrow more or less profound at the
anterior extremity. Shell delicate, of little solidity, composed of

large polygonal plates, not many La number. Spines short, flat, sessile,

and scattered. Ambulacra incomplete, only four in number. Buccal
notch more or less anterior, transverse, bilabiated, circumscribing a
mouth without teeth. Vent terminal, and rather above than below
the border. Genital pores four in number, disposed in two pairs.
The species are very numerous, and are subdivided by De Blainville

and others into sections according to their shape, &c. The following
is De Blainville's method :

o. Species whose ambulacra are not petaloid, and form scarcely
but two lines, a little broken or bent at their internal side, and
which have a rather deep anterior furrow, and the mouth not much
in front.

S. arcuarius of Lamarck, the Common Heart-Urchin, may be taken
as an example of this section. It is the S. pusillus of Leske ; S.

cordatui, Fleming; S.flavescens, Miiller; Echinus spatangus, Linnaeus;
E. pmillue, Gmelin; E, cordatus, Pennant; Amphidotus pusillus,

Agassiz. It is the commonest form of Spalangus in the European
seas. It abounds in all the bays of Great Britain, and after storms
is cast on shore. Popularly it is called in England the Mermaid's-

Head, the Child's-Head Urchin, the Hairy Sea-Egg.
0. Heart-shaped species, with five deep and straight dorsal furrows,

in which the ambulacra are hidden. Ex. S. Atropos.

y. Species whose ambulacra are petaloid, going from a centre,
and which have an antero-dorsal furrow more or less deep, occupying
the place of the fifth ambulacrum

;
the posterior pair shorter than

the anterior. This section is divided into sub-sections, according to

the depth of the ambulacra.

S. pnrpurem, the Purple Heart-Urchin, is an example of this

section. It is found in the seas of Great Britain, and is one of the

handsomest species of the whole family. It grows to the length of

4 inches by 3J inches broad. It is of a deep purple colour, with pale

spines ;
some of the spines are very long and curved.

8. Species whose anterior furrow is much less deep, or nearly null,

and whose ambulacra, more or less petaloid, to the number of four,

occupy the greatest part of a sort of dorsal plate, circumscribed by
a sinuous line without tubercles or spines. This section includes the

genus Brissus of Klein.

B. lyrifer (Forbes), the Fiddle Heart-Urchin, is a British species, and

may be taken as an example of the section. This species has been taken

by Professor E. Forbes in various localities in the testuary of the

Clyde, off the island of Cumbury in Rothsay Bay and the Kyles of

Bute. It is a handsome and remarkable species. It has a red body
with pale yellowish-white spines, and the dorsal and post-anal

impressions of a rich brownish-purple. It inhabits mud at the depth
of from 10 to 15 fathoms.

. Heart-shaped species, rather strongly widened and notched in

front, with five distinct and truncated ambulacra. Ex. & gibbus.

(. Species whose anterior furrow is still distinct
;
whose ambulacra,

to the number of four, are marginal, and sometimes complete, or

reaching up to the mouth ;
and whose genital pores are five. This
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Motion U (ubdirided into two, according to the extent of the ambu-

bera. the finrt (ex. & ntglebotut), with ambulacra only reaching the

circumference; the Moond (ex. & contain*, Anunchitc* conltttiu,

Lam.), with ambulacra reaching to the border.

De BlainrUle auppon* that the Spotaivji are nourished with the

animal matter* which are mingled with the Band ;
for their inteatinal

^^.l, which is thin u a spider's web, was always found by him full

of fine sand.

Anmekiia (fossil only). Body oval in its longer diameter (from

before backwards), rounded and a little wider, but without a furrow,

anteriorly, subcarinated posteriorly, conical, elevated at its summit,

which U mesial, entirely flat below, covered with a very few small

scattered tubercles. Ambulacra, to the number of five, rather large,

divergent, comprised between double lines of pores but little approxi-

mated, and scarcely overpassing the borders. Mouth and vent sub-

terminal and inferior. De Blainville subdivides this genus into two -

sections ; the first, with the ambulacra prolonged up to the borders

(Atuatdule*. Lam.), ex. A. mat**; the second, with the ambulacra

prolonged up to the mouth (Eckinocoryt, Leske, Gray ; Gaiea, Galeota,

Klein), ex. A. piutulotta, EMiiocuryta puitulotui, Leske.

Sub-Family 2. Paracentrattomata Edentata.

ffucleolita (fossil only). EMaobritnu of Breyn and Gray, adding
the Cauiduhe. Body oval or heart-shaped, wider and with a large

furrow behind, rather convex, the summit sub-central and mode-

rately elevated above, somewhat concave below ; covered with small

equal and scattered tubercles. Ambulacra, to the number of five,

subpetaloid, open at the extremity, dorsal and marginal, and con-

tinued by as many furrows up to the mouth, which is inferior, Hub-

central, and anterior. Vent sub-central, above, in the furrow. Genital

pores
to the number of four. Ex. A', depranu, Spatangut depremu,

Leske, Klein ; Clypeut lobattu, Fleming.
The specie* are tolerably numerous and are frequent in the Chalk,

but are also found in the beds anterior and posterior to it.

EfkHiodypau (fossil only). Body depressed or conical, circular or

inclining to oval, with a furrow behind, convex and with a sub-central

summit above, rather excavated below, formed of distinct plates and

covered with very small equal tubercles. Ambulacra to the number
of five, dorso-marginal, *ub-petaloid ; the double rows of pores united

by a transverse furrow. Mouth sub-central, a little more anterior,

pentagonal, with five converging ambulacriform furrows. Vent

entirely above, behind the summit, and at the origin of the posterior
furrow. Genital pores to the number of four.

EchinolamjHU, Gray. (Ediinanltau t Leske). Body oval or cir-

cular, depressed, sub-convex above, rather concave below, rounded
and widened forward, rather narrowed towards the anal extremity,

composed of great polygonal plates and covered with spines, probably

very small Ambulacra, to the number of five, sub-petaliibrm, not

closed at their extremity, and nearly approaching the border. Mouth

round, sub-central, and nevertheless a little anterior. Vent entirely

marginal, terminal. Genital pores four only in number. Kx. K.

orimtalu (recent).
Catridula. Body oval, more or less depressed, composed of

indistinct plates and covered with small spines. Ambulacra five,

dorsal, rarely marginal. Mouth below, submedian, in a stelliform

notch. Vent postero-dorsal, or above the border. Genital pores four.

De Blainville subdivide* this genus into the following section* :

a. Specie* whose ambulacra form a dorsal star, and whose mouth
is at the bottom of a stelliform impression. Ex. C. Lapit Cancri.

JS, Species whose ambulacra are prolonged to the border and not

closed. Ex. C. Atutralit.

t. Species whose ambulacra are not known to De Blainville. Kx.

De Blainville observe* that this genus (Lamarck'*) is evidently
artificial. Goldfuss unite* the genus with Nuclmtita.

Fibnlaria. Body globular, but rather higher than it is wide,

ribbed, a* it were, with about 20 ribs, formed probably by so many
rank* of polygonal scales, and covered with very fine spines.
Ambulacra five, very abort, and not shut at the extremity. Mouth
round, cub-central. Vent inferior, and much approximated to the

mouth. Genital pore* unknown. Ex. F. craniularit.

This genus was established by Van Phelsum and by Leike, under
the denomination of cAuiocyamtu, adopted by Dr. Gray. K. ptuiJIat
u a British specie*, and Professor K. Forbes says it is one of the

connecting link* between the true Eckiai and the Spatangacea;. It

has the teeth of the former and the spines of the Utter. It is the

lea*t of all the Britiah specie*, and one of the smallest of the family.
Mr. Forbes MY*,

"
I believe the fAularia owlum and /'. tarentina

at Lamarck, and the F. anyutota of Dealongchamps, will all prove
to be identical with this species."

Krkinvnttu. Body rounded or oval, generally excavated below,

compoeed of plate* often distinct and covered with small spine*.
Ambulacra five, Urge, complete, radiating from the dorsal centre to

the mouth, and formed by ambulacra] lines, which are very close and

impressed. Mouth central or cub-central, without teeth, and pierced
in a sub-triangular hole of the shell. Vent towards the border below
or even above, in a longitudinal and sulmymmetrical hole of the
shell. Genital pore* four.

De Blainville subdivides the genus into the following sections :

a. Oval species, with the anal hole longitudinal and below. Kx.
5. minor.

/3. Circular specie*, with the vent below and round. (D'ucoidta,

Gray). Ex. E. nbucvliu.

y. Oval species, with the vent entirely marginal, and the genital
wres to the number of seven (!) Ex. E. oralit.

8. circular specie*, which are depressed and have a margino-dorsal,

non-symmetrical anal opening. Ex. E. cattidularit.

Sub-Family 8. Paracentroitomata Dentata.

Mouth subcentral, in a regular notch of the shell, and provided
with teeth.

locyavmt. Body depressed, oval, wider behind than before, a

little excavated below, covered with rounded tubercles pierced at

the summit anil rather large in proportion, supported internally by
live double inferior ribs, terminating round the buccal notch by as

many simple apophyses. Ambulacra dorsal, not marginal, completely
open at the extremity, a little enlarged, and forming a sort of cross

with dilated branched. Buccal opening sub-central, regular, armed
with five teeth as in Clypeatter. Vent below, between the mouth and
the border. Genital pores four. Ex. E. minutta.
De Blainville states that he characterised this genus from a con-

siderable number of individuals of a very small species found in the
intestines of a turbot, and which occurs in great quantity in the

sand of the coasts of the English Channel, according to Pallas, both
on the French and English shores. He adds that, very probably, it

is the Fibularia orulum of Lamarck ; and that, without doubt,
Fibularia tarentina belongs to this genus, as well as Echinonna

placenta of Goldfuss.

Layana, Gray (Ecltinodisciu, Van Thelsum, Leske). Body depressed,
circular or oval lengthwise, a little convex above, concave below, with
an entire disc and borders, composed of plates, but little distiiu-t

and covered with scattered spines. Ambulacra five, regular, petoloid,

shut, or nearly so at the extremity, with the pores of each side

united by a furrow. Mouth median in the middle of a hole, with

converging furrows oud furnished with teeth. Vent inferior, pierced
in a regular hole, situated between the mouth and the border. Genital

pores five. The genus is thus subdivided by De Blainville :

a. Circular species. Ex. L. orbicularit.

B. Oval species. Ex. L. oralit.

y. Polygonal species. Ex. L. decagona,
The genus approximates to Ctypeatttr, under which Lamarck

arranges the species.

Clypeatter. Body much depressed, rounded and rather thick on
the borders, sometimes incompletely orbicular or radiated, enlarged
towards the anal extremity, composed of large and unequal plates,
covered with very small, equal, scattered spines supported on \rry
small tubercles pierced with a pore. Ambulacra constantly five in

number, dorsal, petaloid, the two rows of pores of each branch
united by a furrow. Mouth central or sub-central, at the bottom
of a sort of tunnel, formed by five grooves and armed with five

teeth. Vent terminal and marginal. Genital pores to the number
of five.

The living species are but few. They inhabit the sea* of warm
countries in Asia and America. Ex. C. rotaceut.

The fossil species are more numerous and are generally from the

Tertiary Bed*.

Ecliinoditcut. Body rounded, depressed, sub-qmnquolobated itiir

posterior lobe a little notched in the median line), rather <

above, concave below, composed of plates in 20 rows, placed tv.

two. The ambulacroire* narrower and covered with very small, fine,
close-set spines. Ambulacra to the number of five, diverging by the

complete separation of each double line of pores. Mouth in

round, towards which converge five straight and st.Hi form furrows.
Vent marginal Genital pores to the number of four. Kx. /

/''. i.

EckinoracKntui placenta, Gmelin, the Cake-Urchin of Forbes, in the
Echinoditctu placenta of Blainville. icenta of Lamarck. It
is described by Forbes as a British species. It ha* however been
seldom taken on our coast*.

ScMtdla (tfcUita, Klein
; Echinodisau, Leske). Body irregularly < ir-

cular, wider behind, extremely depressed, borders nearly sharp-edged,
sub-convex above, a little concave below, composed of large polygonal
scales, and covered with very small uniform and scattered spines.
Ambulacra 5, more or less petalifonn, the two rows of pores of each
branch united by transverse furrows, which makes them

)

striated. Mouth median, round, furnished with teeth, and towards
which converge five vasculiform furrows more or less ramified, and
sometime* bind from the base. Vent always inferior and at some
distance from the border. Genital pores 4.

The recent species of Sculella are arranged as follows :

a. Species whose disc alone is perforated. Ex. S. hexapora.
ft. Species whose disc and borders ore perforated. Kx. X titrapora.
y. Specie* whose border only is notched. Ex. S. aurila.

S. Species whose disc and border ore entire. Kx. .V. intcyra.
. Species whose disc is perforated and their bord> -Hated.

Kx. S. octoJaclyla.
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f. Species whose disc is imperforate and the border multiradiated-

(Demi-Soleils.) Ex. S. denlata.

The living species whose habitat is known are foreign, and the
South Seas appear to be their principal locality.
The fossil species are tolerably numerous, and occur generally in

the Calcaire Grossier of Paris, Grignon, and the environs of Nice.

Sub-Family 4. Ctntrottomata.

Mouth quite central. Summit median. Body regularly oval or

circular, covered with tubercles and m:unilla\ and consequently with

spines of two sorts. Vent variable, ordinarily medio-dorsaL
Galeritet (fossil only) ; Conulut, Klein

; Echinoconu, De Blaiuville.

Body nearly regularly circular or polygonal, entirely flat below, con-
vex and often conical, with the summit median above, formed of very
dissimilar plates, and covered with tubercles of two kinds. Ambulacra
complete, narrow, to the number of 4 or 5, dorso-buccal. Mouth cen-

tral, and probably armed. Vent infero-marginal. Genital pores to the
number of 5. The species may be placed in two sections.

a. Species with 4 ambulacra, and consequently with C series of

plates. Ex. G. quadrifaaciatiu.
P. Species with 5 ambulacra. Ex. G. rulgarit.
y. Species with 6 ambulacra. Ex. G. stjfaeciatiu.
The genus is often found silicified and in casts. The greater portion

belong to the Chalk, and a small number to the beds anterior to the
Chalk. None have as yet been found in the more recent strata.

Krhinometra (Gray). Body thick, solid, transversely oval, a little

depressed, convex, with the summit (which is median) flat above and
arched below, covered with inamillated tubercles of two sorts, and
bearing diversiform but always strong and large spines. Ambulacra
5, enlarging themselves below. Buccal opening of the shell large,

transverse, with very powerful auricles on its internal circumference.
Five sharp teeth at the mouth, with a complicated apparatus, as in

Eckinia. Vent medio-superal, or opposed to the mouth. Genital pores
to the number of 5. Ex. E. atrata.

The species are found in the seas of warm climates. They are
unknown in those of England and France.

A'cAi'iiiM. Body in general very regularly circular or sub-polygonal,
sometimes slightly transverse, composed of 20 radiated rows, alter-

nately unequal, of polygonal plates bristled with diversiform spines
of two kinds, and supported on imperforate mamillated tubercles.

Ambulacra constantly to the number of 5, and complete. Mouth cen-

tral, armed with 5 pointed teeth, supported upon a very complicated
internal apparatus. Vent median, superior, or exactly opposite to the
mouth. Genital pores to the number of 5.

The food of the species of Echinm is generally believed to consist

of mollusks and crustaceans. Tiedemann found in . lajcatilii small
univalve and bivalve shells entire smong the excrements, as well ns

fragments of larger ones. Bosc is said to have witnessed an Echinut
in the act of seizing and devouring a small crustacean. Dr. Sharpey
usually found in the intestine of E. esculentm small morsels of sea-

weed for the most part encrusted with Pluttra ; and he says that the

excrements, which are in the form of small round pellets about the
size of peppercorns, consist chiefly of sandy matter with fragments of
shells. But he adds that it would be difficult to say whether these are
the remains of digested Mollusca or merely a portion of the usual

testaceous debris so abundant in sand and mud.
The species of this genus are most abundant in all the seas of

Europe. Several very fine species are natives of the Mediterranean.
The following are British species :

B. tphara, theCommon Egg-Urchin, Sea-Egg,
'
Sea'ad Manshead.' It

is the E. marinut of Lister
;

. eiculentia, Pennant ; . ylMfarmit,
Lamarck. It has the following characters : Rows of pores obliquely
[parallel, three pairs of pores in each row

; spines thick, conic, longi-

tudinally striate
;

striic broader than the ridges, and transversely
striated

; primaries scarcely longer than secondaries. (Forbes.) The
Common Sea-Urchin is usually of a reddish or purplish colour with
white spines. These are in some specimens tipped with purple. It

lives in various depths of water, extending its range from the littoral

mine to that of the corallines. It is found in greatest numbers on a
clean sea-bottom, but inhabits all the shores of Great Britain and
Ireland. It is eaten abroad in the same manner as Echinva ecvlmtu.
Pennant says it is also eaten amongst the poor in England. The
ancient* deemed it a dainty dish, and ate it both raw and cooked in

various ways. They are best when full of eggs, which is in the autumn.
E. miliaru (Leske), the Purple-Tipped Egg-Urchin, has the following

characters: It is depressed, the rows of pores not parallel, three

pairs of pores in each row
; spines longitudinally striated, shining,

smooth ; striae narrower than ridges ; primaries long. (Forbes.) This
is a small species, and is found in company with the lost, from which
it may at once be distinguished by its long purple spines. It is

abundant in the Irish Sea, as also on the west coast of Scotland.

. Plcmingii, Fleming's Egg-Urchin. It is the E, miliarit of Flem-

ing, but is undoubtedly a distinct species. It is the largest of the
British species, measuring from 10 to 14 inches in circumference. It

has the following characters : Rows of pores sub-parallel, three pairs
in each row

; primary spines thick, much fewer than the secondary,
and nearly thrice as long ; spines longitudinally striate ; stria: some-
what narrower than the very narrow ridges. (Forbes.)
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. limdtts (Lamarck), Purple Egg-Urchin. It is the E. saxatilis of
Linnaeus ; E. lithophagus of Leach. It has the rows of pores bent,
five pair in each row above and centrally, but diminishing in number
near the mouth ; spines striated ; ridges broad, smooth

; primary
spines longer than secondaries. (Forbes.) In the British Isles this

species is peculiar to Ireland, where it is chiefly found in the south.
It is always stationary, never quitting the cup-like hole which it

appears to form with its spines.
E neglectw (Lamarck), Silky-Spined Egg-Urchin ; . sulangularis,

Fleming. Rows of pores beet, five pairs in each row throughout;
spines thick, conic, glistening, longitudinally striate

; strise and ridges
equal, transversely striated ; primary spines scarcely longer than
secondaries. This species has been taken on the coasts of Scotland.

All the species of Echinus present upon their integument a number
of bodies called Pedicellarice. Whethel- they are parts of the animal
or parasitic animals has not been decided by naturalists. They are
however curiously characteristic of many forms of Echinus as of other

species of Echinodermata. [PEDICELLARIA.]
For further remarks on the Echinidce, and their fossil forms, in con-

nection with the other species of Star-Fishes, see ECHINODEHMATA
ECHINOBRISSUS. [ECHINID.E.]
ECHINOCACTUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Cactaceee. The stem is of an ovate or spheroidal form, the
sides being divided into many ribs, upon whose projecting angles are
stationed at short intervals little spiny stars, which are the rudiments
of leaves, and from whose centre the flowers appear. The latter
consist of numerous sepals collected into a tube, an equally large
number of petals, numerous stamens, and a filiform style divided into

many lobes at the point. The species are very remarkable for the

singular forms of their stems, and for the curious manner in which
their spines are arranged. They are often moreover conspicuous for
the beauty of their large flowers. The genus is extremely near Cereus,
from which, according to De Candolle, it only diners in having the

sepals and petals distinct from each other, not united into a tube.
But as C. triangularit has its sepals distinct, and all the Echinocacti
have more or less of a tube, we consider it better to limit the latter to
such species as have a depressed or spheroidal form. With such a
limitation the Cereut Eyresii, one of the moat beautiful of plants,
will really belong to the genua Echinocacttu, of which it has all the
habit

; otherwise it would be a Cereut, to which its stems bear but
little resemblance. There are above 30 species enumerated. Most
of them are natives of Mexico and the West Indies. A few are
found in Brazil. They are known by the name of Hedgehog Thistles.

Echinocaclus Eyrcsii.

ECHINO'CHLOA (from ixivos, a hedgehog, and x\6i>, grnas), a

genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Paniceie. It has compound
spikes secund in the whole and in each part ; spikelets on one side of

a flattened rachis, 2-flowered, the inferior flower rudimentary ;
2

glumes, the lower small, 3-nerved, the upper as long as the flower,
5-nerved mucronate ; the outer palea of the sterile flower resembling
and equalling the upper glume. This is a genus of coarse grasses, of

which only one species, the . Crui-Galli, grows in Great Britain. It

is a strong coarse grass, bearing any climate better than most others,
and is found in the vicinity of London. (Babington, Manual.)
ECHINOCIDARIS. [ECHINUS.]
ECHINOCLYPEUS. [ECHINID*.]
ECHINOCOCCUS. [ENTOZOA.]
ECHINOCONUS. [EcHiniDJS.1
ECHINOCORYS. [EcmuiD*.]
ECHINOCYAMUS. [EOHUnn*.]

2 B
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1 1 N < >I >K KM ATA. Lamarck made bin lladiaim Echinodermes

consist of three sections : 1st, the Stellirideans (Star-Fishes), in-

cluding Comatmla, Ktryalt, O,*i*ra, and AtUriat ; 2nd, Uie rAiui<r ;

nd 3rd, the FutuliJir. comprehending Actinia, i/ulvthiu-ia, fattUaria,

Priapuliu, and Stpumcultu.
Curler' Echinodermes form hi* first class of Zoophyte*, and this

cLus U divided into two ordera : lit, the PedicUlated Echinodcrmi,

containing the great geniu Aitrriat and its aub-genera the i'xcrinitn,

the rtm<&r, and l/ulotlmria ; and 2nd, the Footless Echinoderms,

TH'lg of Holfulia. Minyai, Priapultu, the Lithoderms, .Si>iri-

r*lut. Ihmfllia, and TkalaMttHO, with iU aub-genera fcAiuriu and

IV BlanriUe'i r*t*ocfenM/a are placed an hU first class of .4rli-

MM, and are divided into three orders : 1st JfolotkurituUa [Hoi.o-

THI-RIADJ:]; 2nd, JEfAimV/rofRcmninjF.]; 3r>l,.S(f/(<-ri'<ica[A8TitBlAD];

embracing the Kucriaitti [EifCBixmc] ;
ai well as the Free Star-

Fishes, Ac.

The Ediintxlrrmata belong to the Cycloueurose sub-kingdom.

They are characterised by poaseaaing a well-organised akin, under

which or attached to it are frequently found plates of solid matter, con-

lUtuting a kind of skeleton. They have a digestive and a vascular

ijmtem, and a circular nervous system baa been detected in many of

the species. A muscular system is constantly present.
Before speaking of the classification of the Echinodermata, we shall

ix-fer generally to their organisation and structure.

The nutritive apparatus of the EcAinodtrmata is very simple ; pre-

senting in most of the family a single orifice destitute of teeth in the

centre of the lower surface ofthe body, performing the functions both

of the mouth and the anus ; but in some presenting a digestive cavity
with an orifice for the evacuation of its contents, distinct from that

by which the food is taken in. In the '

Catalogue of the Physiological
Series in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London'
there are examples of both these modifications.

Illustrative of the first section, consisting of those Star-Fishes which

have the digestive cavity simple, or without distinction of stomach
and intestine, receiving and expelling its contents by the same orifice,

we find No. 432, a preparation of a Star-Fish (Aitcricu pappoia. Linn.
;

SttUa Jodefoelti, Link
;

Attcriai MiaHtJurida, Pennant ; Stdlonia

pappota, Ayr"- ; and SolatUr pappota, Forbes). It exhibits the central

orifice of the digestive cavity, and a portion of the integument hfta

been reflected on the opposite aide of the body, to show the numerous
caeca continued from the degestive cavity. No. 433 presents a vertical

section of the same species, showing the interior of the same cavity.

In No. 434 the integument has been removed from the whole of the

anterior part of the body of an Atlanta rubent, Linn. (A. glacialil
and A. clathrata, Penn.

;
Stellonia rubtiu, Ag. ;

Uratter rubent, Ag.),

showing the membranous digestive cavity, containing some
small bivalves. No. 435 is a specimen of Ailcriat diicoidea. Lam.,
from which two rays have been removed, showing the singular
and beautifully ramified form of the digestive cavity. The membra-
nous pouches appear to be given off in two series, are sacculated, and

strung, as it were, upon a mesentery.
The second modification is shown in No. 435 A, which presents the

body of a Star-Fish (Aletto ylacialu. Leach). Here the alimentary
canal is continued in a spiral direction from the cental orifice or

mouth, and terminates by a second direct orifice or anus, situated at

the extremity of a fleshy tube, which projects forward by the side of

the mouth.
De Blainville states that the liver is apparent and rather consi-

derable in the Star-Fishes ; it occupies the circumference of the

stomach, forming bunches or raoemi (des espoces de grappes), \vliich

are prolonged morn or less into the cavity of the appendages when
there are any ; at least, he observes, such is the opinion of C'uvier,

who U followed by Spix snd Meckel. Delle Chiaje, on the contrary,

regards these organ* as a kind of stomachal cscca (and such an opinion
seems to be strengthened by the preparations above noticed), and
think* that the liver is an irregular organ, situated on the upper part
or dome of the stomach, of which no other author, according to De
Blainville, makes mention, snd which he himself had not observed.
This organ is a racemose little bag of a yellowish-green or yellow
colour, and iU contents present a similarity to bile both to the sight
and Uste.

The very dilaUbU mouth and gullet of the Star-Fishes is admirably
I for securing the testaceous mollusks and other animal sub-

i on which the family feed. When the prey U apparently dis-

proportioned to the parts into which it is to be conveyed, the OMopha-
gus or fullet, together with part of the stomach itself, can be protruded
and everted so as to draw the desired food into the cavity by the

application of the everted surface to it Thus, the shell-fish is swal-

lowed whole, and *(*Hilmens still living have been taken from the

cavity. At other times the juices of the prey are sucked out, and the
rxhausted bivalve is left dead with its ahsil gaping. Not that the old

i that the Star-Fish succeeded, in this last mode of feeding,

J5 a ray or finger into the gaping shell, and if it found the
> too strong for it, got rid of the difficulty and the ray at once,

OMsdous of its power of reproducing another, seems to be at all

founded in fact. Star-Fishes have been detected in the act of sucking
the juices of tWAi/rra through perforation.', and also with their

mouths applied to the edges of the valve*. From the apparently
paralysed state of the bivalves fouinl in such situations, it has been

conjectured that the Star-Fish introduces some deleterious secretion

within the valves, and thus leaves the mollusk torpid and deprived of

tho power of closing its valves against the attacks of its dest

Star-Fishes are considered, and not without reason, as great enemies
to oyster-beds. But it is not on living prey alone that the Star-Fishes

feed. They seem to assist materially in cleansing the sea from dead
and decomposing animal matter. A human tooth has been found in

the stomach of a Star-Fish.

Although there does not appear to be any special organ for respira-
tion in the Echinodmnata, the oxygenisation of the circulating llm.l U

extensively provided for by the exposure of the peritoneal cavity, and
all the viscera, to the sea-water, which is freely admitted through
membranous pipes, which have thence obtained the name of respira-

tory tubes.
"
These," says Dr. Sharpey,

" communicate at their base

with the ulterior of the body, and are perforated at the summit by an
orifice which can be very accurately closed. Most of them arc placed
in groups or patches, and opposite each group the fibrous membrane,
forming the wall of the body, presents on its inside a shallow pit per-
forated with holes, through which the tubes communicate with the

internal cavity. The tubes are formed externally of the superficial

layer of the skin, and ore lined in the inside by a prolongation of the

peritoneal membrane. This membrane lines the parietes of the b...ly,

and is reflected over the contained parts ;
at least it covers the t

and crccn, snd probably also the ovaries and vesicles of the feet ; \< \

< > -

site the perforated pita it sends prolongations through the holes into

the tubes, as may be easily seen on stripping off a portion of it

There can be no doubt that sea-water enters tho peritoneal cavity.

The animal slowly distends itself with that fluid, and again, but at no

stated interval, gives out a portion of it This is obvious from the

fact that the some animal may be seen distended at one time and
flaccid at another. Naturalists are generally of opinion that the water

enters and issues by the respiratory tubes, and indeed no other orifices

have been discovered. We must however freely own that we have

never been able actually to observe its
passage through these tubes.

The peritoneal membrane seems to be tho principal seat of respira-
tion ; spread over the viscera and the parietes of their containing

cavity, and lining the respiratory tubes, it presents a great extent of

surface continually in contact with the surrounding medium
; and we

have found that a beautiful provision exists for maintaining currents of

water along the membrane, and thus effecting that constant renova-

tion of the fluid hi contact with its surface, which is required in the

respiratory process. These currents are produced by means of cilia.

Ciliary currents take place also on the external surface of the body,
which probably partakes in the process of respiration. We Imvo

moreover observed them within the tubular feet, and on the internal

surface of the stomach and case*. In this hist situation they arc pro-

hably subservient to digestion." (' Cycloptedia of Anatomy and

Physiology.')
Tiedetnanu and Delle Chiaje are the authorities from win mi a

knowledge of tho circulating system of these animals is principally
derived

;
but this part of their organisation is so obscure, that we

need not be surprised at the difference which exists in tho views of

those observers. Thus, the true sauguifurous system is, according to

Ticdemanu, restricted in a great measure to the alimentary organs
and ovaries, and he consequently supposes that the ducts which con-

vey the fluid supplied to the feet afford nutrition to other parts of

the body. In other words, he recognises two distinct system- "f

nutrient vessels
;
one a true sauguiferous system, consisting of vessels

which carry blood, ami the other a set of Teasels (those of the feet)

conveying a nutritious fluid secreted from the blood.

Delle Chiaje contends that the two orders of vessels above alluded
to intercommunicate, and so form but one system.

1 >i . Sluirfiey is disposed to conclude, from his own observations,
that the vessehi of the feet form a system apart from the blood-vessels,
as Tiedemann maintained

;
but he observes that there is considerable

reason to doubt whether, as that author supposes, they serve an the
nutritious vessels of the parts in which they run

; for, according to

Tiedomann's description, it does not appear that they ramify in the

tissues. Moreover, Dr. Sharpey adds, their contained liquid docs not

present the usual characters of blood, or of a fluid adapted to nourish
the textures. He admits it to )>e true that there are floating particles

suspended in it, but he states that the clear fluid, when filtered, yields
no trace of animal matter, but agrees a! y in composition
with sea-water. Such, at least, was the result of Dr. Sharpey's
examination of it in the Attrricu ; and he proceeds to give an account
of the

proper sanguiferous system, following Tiedemann as his leading

authority, but, at the same tiino, stating the more material points in

which Chiaje differs from him, thus
" In Attrritu, a delicate vessel runs along the upper surface of each

of tho ctccs. There are, of course, ten such vessels in A . aurantiaca

(from which the description is taken), corresponding in number with
the ones. They commence near the extremity of the rays, and,

receiving branches from the branches and lobes of the cecca, proceed
to the central part of the animal, where they terminate in a circular

vessel which runs round the upper part of the body on the internal

surface. The circular vessel also receives ten branches from the
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ovaries, and five from the stomach, which, before joining it, unite into

two. The vessels described seem to constitute the venous system,
and Tiedemann further supposes that the csccal and gastric veins

convey the chyle or nutritious part of the food from the alimentary
organs. The circular vein opens into a vertical canal, which descends

along th'i prominent angle between the two rays, inclosed in tha same
membranous sheath with the sand-canal, and terminates in an inferior

circular vessel. The descending canal is dilated in the middle ; its

comparatively thick brown-coloured parietes are smooth externally,
but reticulated on the inside, and composed of interlaced fibres, which
Tiedemann found to possess muscular irritability. He accordingly
considers this canal as the heart. The inferior circular vessel (which
must not be confounded with the circular canal connected with the

feet) surrounds the mouth on the outside or inferior surface
;

it sends
out five branches, which pass into the interior of the body, and are

distributed to the stomach, caeca, and ovaries. Tiedemauu regards
these branches, with the circular vessel from which they proceed, as

arteries, and he thinks it probable that their minute ramifications

open into the radicles of the veins, though from their delicacy he has
not len able to ascertain the fact by injection. Tiedemann's view of
the function of the respective vessels is derived solely from a consi-

deration of their anatomical disposition ; and while in the same way
it may be inferred that the blood circulates iu a direction conformable
with this view, it must nevertheless be kept in mind that no direct

7>hysiological proof of such a course of the blood has been yet obtained.
Besides the vessels described, Tiedemann found yet another circular
vessel surrounding the mouth on the under surface, and placed more
superficially than the last mentioned

;
it is of an orange colour, and

sends a branch along each of the rays in the groove which is on the
middle of their inferior surface. He could trace no connection
between this vessel or iU branches and the rest of the vascular

system, and he professes himself at a loss to conjecture what may be
its function.

"
According to Delle Chiaje, the circular vessel into which the canals

of the feet open receives also the veins from the upper surface of the
ceeca and stomach. The same vessel, which he names the venous
sinus, gives out 1, twenty short dental arteries; 2, the mesaraics to
the under surface of the ctcca ; 3, five vertebral arteries which open
into the vesicles of the feet ; 4, the radial to the under part of each

ray ; 5, the dorsal arteries to the upper part of the ray, which extend
their ramifications to the external surface of the body." (' Cyclopasdia
of Anatomy and Physiology.')

Professor Owen, in his Preface to the third volume of the '

Descrip-
tive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Physiological Series of Compa-
rative Anatomy contained in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons in London,' remarks, that when the nervous system begins
to be distinctly eliminated in the form of fibres, it is accompanied by
a distinct development of the muscular system; and the digestive
canal is provided with a proper contractile tunic, and floats freely in
an abdominal cavity. He observes that the nervous fibres in the
classes of animals iu which they are first discernible proceed from a

ganglion or ganglions in the neighbourhood of the mouth, and extend
in a radiated or longitudinal direction according to the form of the

body, but are not afterwards brought into communication by gan-
glionic masses.

" The Echinodermx, as the Star-Fish and Sea-Urchins," writes the

Professor,
"

first present these conditions of the nervous, muscular,
and digestive systems. A very gradual transition from the radiated
to the elongated form is traceable from this class through the Hnln-
tkuriir and Si/iuncali to the cavitary Entozwi or VirMminthn (intestinal
worms having an abdominal cavity), and thence to the Epizoa and
Rolifera, which make a near approach to the annulose division of the
animal kingdom ; but at the same time do not possess that structure
of the nervous system which is its true characteristic. The four
classes of animals, thus distinguished by a common character of the
nervous system from the Acrita on the one hand, and the Articulata
on the other, constitute a second division of the animal kingdom, which
may be termed Protoneura."
The preparation No. 1292 A, in the series illustrative of the nervous

system of the Neinatoneura is a Star-Fish (Asteriat papptaa, Lam.)
with the membrane removed from the oral surface of the central disc,
to show the simple nervous chord surrounding the mouth and distri-

buting filaments to each ray. These filaments run in the interspace
of the tubular feet, extending from between the spines which protect
the ambulacral grooves. (' Catalogue.')

Tiedemann, who discovered the nervous system in these animals,
describes it in Aiteruu auranliaea as composed of a delicate white
chord surrounding the mouth, in form of a ring immediately on the
external side of the circular vessel into which the heart opens, and of
filaments arising and diverging from the annular chord opposite to the

ry three filaments for each ray one running along the under sur-

face in the median line, and appearing to send small branches to the
feet

;
the other two, shorter, passing between the first and second

segment of the ray into the interior of the body, and probably dis-

tributed over the stomach. No ganglia were discovered by Tiede-

mann, but minute ganglia have been described by others as existing
at the points whence the diverging filaments spring. (Grant's

'

Comp.
Anat.')

All of course agree in assigning the sense of touch to the Star-

Fishes, but many would confine their endowment to that sense.
Professor Ehrenberg however, who is a keen and accurate observer, is

disposed to think that some of them at least are gifted with visual

organs under the form of a single red speck at the termination of each
ray. These specks had been long noticed, but without any determinate

conjecture as to their use in the animal economy, till he, struck by
their outward resemblance to the eyes of the Entomoslraca and Infu-
soria, thought that they might be organs of sight, and he traced the

long nerve of the ray up to the extremity, where it enlarges into u
sort of ganglion connected with the red speck.

Professor Rymer Jones, after noticing the nervous system of these

animals, thus expresses his dissent from Professor Ehrenberg's views :

" Such an arrangement can only be looked upon as serving to asso-

ciate the movements performed by the various parts of the animal, for

no portion of these simple nervous threads can be regarded as being
peculiarly the seat of sensation or perception. But this inference is

not merely deducible from an inspection of the anatomical character
of the nerves : it is based upon actual experiment. We have fre-

quently, when examining these animals in a living state -that is, when,
with their feet duly developed, they were crawling upon the sides
of the vessel in which they were confined cut off with scissors suc-
cessive portions of the body so as to expose the visceral cavity ;

but
so far from the rest of the animal appearing to be conscious of the

mutilation, not the slightest evidence of suffering was visible : the
suckers placed immediately beneath the injured part were invariably
retracted ; but all the rest, even in the same ray, still continued their

action, as though perfectly devoid of participation in any suffering
caused by the injury inflicted. Such apathy would indeed seem to be
a necessary consequence resulting from the deficiency of any central

seat of perception whereunto sensations could be communicated
;

nevertheless Ehrenberg insists upon the existence of eyes in some
species of the star-fish, attributing the function of visual organs to

some minute red spots visible at the extremity of each ray, behind
each of which he describes the end of the long nerve which runs along
the ambulacral groove as expanding into a minute bulb. We must
however confess that the proofs adduced- in support of such a view of

the nature of these spots appears to us t% be anything but satisfactory ;

and as we have already stated in the first chapter the physiological

objections which may be urged against the possibility of any localised

organ of sense being co-existent with a strictly nematoneurose con -

dition of the nervous system, they need not be repeated here. The
general sense of touch in the Astefidce is extremely delicate, serving
not only to enable them to seize and secure prey, but to recognise its

presence at some little distance, and thus direct these animals to their

food. A person who has been in the habit of fishing with a line in the
shallow bays frequented by star-fishes, and observed how frequently
a bait is taken and devoured by them, will be disposed to admit this

;

yet to what are we to attribute this power of perceiving external

objects ? It would seem most probably due to some modification of

the general sensibility of the body, allowing of the perception of im-

pressions in some degree allied to the sense of smell in higher animals,
and related in character to the kind of sensation by which we have

already seen the Actinue and other polyps able to appreciate the pre-
sence of light, although absolutely devoid of visual organs." (

( General
Outline of the Animal Kingdom and Manual of Comparative
Anatomy.')

Professor Edward Forbes, although he admits that the existence of

ganglions in the nervous system of these auimils is generally regarded
as doubtful, seems, from the frequent recurrence of the terms '

eye
'

and '

eyelid,' to be of opinion that the specks above alluded to arc

visual organs. (' History of British Star-fishes and other Animals of

the Class Echinodermata.')
Our own opinion and observation are in favour of the views of

Ehrenberg ;
and we think that those who have accurately watched

the Star-Fishes which are furnished with these specks on the sea-coast

will in general be irresistibly led to the conclusion that the organs,

though not eyes in the strict sense of the term, serve the purposes of

vision modified to the exigencies of the animal, enabling it to seek or

avoid objects according to its will. Nor does analogy, in our view of

the case, present any difficulty. We have only to consider that the

centre is a head as well as a stomach, a condition that will hardly be
denied to it, and the rays proceeding from it may be viewed as so

many antennrc (take those of the snail for example, with their ter-

minal ocular points, as in some degree analogous) -with visual dots

at their extremities. This, at all events, may solve the problem of

the destructive visitation of these animals to the baited line, more in

unison with the analogies than the supposed existence of a general

olfactory sense, of whose presence not the slightest trace has been

observed.

The muscular system is generally present in the EMnodermata,
but the organs of motion in them are various. The rays themselves

are moveable, and in the free forms aid in the removal of the animals

from place to place. Thus the common Star-Fish can bend its rays
towards the upper or towards the lower surface of the centre or disc,

and can approximate some while it extends others
;
so that they are

widely divaricated laterally, and thus facilitate its advance in the

water, or its passage through small spaces. In the common Star-Fish
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motions are ilow, but in Opkioeoma they are comparatively

rapid, and manifested in actire contortions on some occasions.

According to M. Sara, the young of Atteriai nffinolento, which

bar* four abort dub-abapd appendages
or arms at their anterior

extremity, more slowly but uniformly in a itraight line with their

fora arm* foremost Vibratile cilia are supposed to form the moving

power in thi* caw : the arms alao enable the little animal to creep
at a alow

pace along the rocks. When the animal is more fully

developed the power of swimming ceases.

Tiedemann consider* that the power of moving the rays resides in

the contractile skin. Mockel states that there are distinct muscles

leading between the calcareous plates which form the floor of the

rays. Dr. Sharpey has no doubt that the motions are partly effected

by the skin, but he had himself observed a distinct band of muscular

fibres running along the roof of each ray, between the coriaceous skin

and peritoneal membrane when it U stripped off.

Bat the principal looemotive organs of the EMnodermota are the

membranous tubes which can be protruded at will through the

ambulacra! apertures, and which have been termed the feet The
clearest description of this complicated and in some degree obscure

apparatus
known to us is that by Dr. Sharpey ;

and we therefore give
it in his own words.

"
These," writes Dr. Sharpey, treating of the membranous tubes or

feet,
" are very numerous, and are usually disposed in regular rows :

they contain a clear fluid, which is conveyed to them by a peculiar

system of vessels. Each foot consists of two parts, an internal and

generally vesicular portion placed within the body, and a tubular

part on the outside projecting from the surface, and continues with
the fit through an aperture in the skin or shell. The tube is closed

at the extremity, and terminates there in a sucker, which has usually
the form of a disc slightly depressed in the centre. Both parts of the

foot are evidently muscular, the fibres of the tubular portion being

disposed in a circular and longitudinal layer ;
the cavity is lined with

a transparent membrane, and the tubular part moreover receives an
external covering from the epidermis. The foot is extended by the

contraction of its internal vesicle, which forces the fluid into the

tube ; or when a veaicle U wanting, by the projection of a fluid into

the tube from a communicating vessel The tubular part is thus

distended and elongated ;
it retracts itself of course by its muscular

fibres ; and when this takes place the fluid is forced back again into

the vesicular or internal part. In progression the animal extends a

few of its feet in the direction in which it desires to go, attaches the

suckers to rocks, stones, or other fixed objects immediately in advance
;

then shortening iU feet it draws its body in the wished-for direction.

In the star-fish the feet are disposed in rows along the under surface

of the rays, diminishing in size as they approach the extremity.
There are usually two simple rows in each ray, and the vesicular part
is for the most part deeply cleft into two lobes, as in A. aurantiocn.
In other cases, as A. rubtiu, there are two double rows in every ray,
and each foot has a round undivided vesicle. The canals or vessels

which convey the fluid to and from the feet are all connected with a
circular vessel situated in the vicinity of the mouth. This vessel lies

immediately within the calcareous ring already described as connecting
the rays at the commencement; from it a straight canal proceeds along
the floor of each ray in the median line, and in its progress gives off

lateral branches, which open into the vesicles of the feet. There are
moreover connected with the circular vessel First, a certain number
of bodies (ten in five-rayed species) which Tiedemann compares to

glands ; they are very small, brown, sacculated organs, each opening
by a small orifice into the circular vessel : Tiedemann supposes them
to be the source from which the fluid filling the feet is derived.

Secondly, pyrifonn sacs : in A. auraniiata there are four groups of
thear

;
and each group consists of three or four sacs, which open by a

common tubular pedicle into the circular vessel In some other

species then are five simple sacs. They are muscular, and Tiedemann
ooooaivM them to be the chief agent* by which the fluid is forced into
the vesicles of the feet, to which they are placed in a sort of antago-
nism. It would sMtn however that thu purpose may be accomplished
by other means

; for according to Heckel s statement, and we may
add our own observation, they are not present in all species. Lastly,
the circular vessel receives the singular organ named the stone-canal
or sand-canal by Tiedemann, who describes it as a membranous canal

containing a friable mass of sandy or earthy matter, which commences
by a wide origin on the inferior or internal surface of the calcareous
disc already described a* situate on the upper part of the body,
descends in a duplicators of fibrous membrane, and open* by a
narrow orifice into the circular vessel, the upper or wide end being
eloesd by the disc. Khrenberg has correctly remarked that this organ
ia not filled with an amorphous mass of earthy or cretaceous matter :

be describes it as exhibiting a dense network of calcareous fibres,
with hexagonal and pentagonal meshes, resembling in some respect*
the cavernous structure of the penis. The result of our own exami-

nation, in more than one
species,

is different still. We have always
forming a jointed calcareon* tube. This

s of a surgeon's probe, is composed
of ring* of calcareous substance connected by membrane, so that

found the earthy matter forming a jointed calcareon* tube. This
tube, which is about the thickness of a surg

viewed externally it U not unlike the windpipe of a small animal.
On cutting it across however it U found to be more complex in struc-

ture than appears externally ; for it contains within two convoluted
laminas of the same nature as iU calcareous parietes. These laminto
are rolled longitudinally : they rise conjointly, or as one, from the
internal surface of the tube, pass inwardly a certain way, then sepa-

rating, are rolled in opposite directions, something after the same
manner as the inferior turbinated bone of the ox. These internal

lamina) become more convoluted towards the upper end, where nt

last they, as well as the more external part of the tube, join the dorsal

disc, appearing gradually to become continuous with its substance.

The disc is perforated with numerous pores, which open into the
tube. Tiedeman conceives the function of the sand-canal to be that
of secreting the earthy matter required for the growth of the calca-

reous skeleton. Meckel considered this view as very improbable,
and the description we have given does not tend to corroborate it.

We must confess ourselves unable to offer more than mere conjecture
aa to the use of this singular structure. If the fluid contained in

the feet and their vessels be sea-water (either pure or with an admix-
ture of organic particles), which is probable from its chemical compo-
sition, may it not be introduced, and perhaps again discharged,
through the pores of the disc and the calcareous tube, the porous disc

serving as a sort of filter to exclude impurities?" (' Cyclopn 1 : . :'

Anat. and Physiol.')
The reproduction of the Echinodtrmata appears to be monoecious,

of that nature which Professor Owen terms cryptandrous hermaphro-
ditism. Ovaries are, as far aa we are aware, the only organs relating
to the generative functions hitherto discovered

;
but Fabricius, in hia

'Fauna Gramlandica,' would seem to affirm that two individuals are

necessary for the propagation of the species, and states that union
takes place in the month of May "congreditur oribus arete connexix,
altera supina." The ovaries, which appear to vary in number in

different species, form in general an oblong cluster of tubes branching
from a single stem, by which the whole is attached, and ending in cir-

cular dilated vesicles. In some species, Aittriat aurantiaca for instance,
the tubes form numerous bundles (about twenty), each of which is

distinctly attached, so that they are not all connected by a single
stem. In the Museum of the College of Surgeons, London, No. 2236
in a portion of a Star-Fish (A. rubrnt, Lam.) prepared to show the

ovaria, ten in number, attached on each side of the base of each ray,
near the angle of divergence ; the ova are not developed in this speci-
men. No. 2237 exhibits an A. pappota, Lam., with the antonm-

parietes of one ray and the posterior parietes of another rny, di-

off, showing the ovaria with the ova at the commencement of tli.-ir

development The ovaria are two in number in each ray, an in tin;

preceding species, and are similarly attached on each aide of the base
of the ray, where they may be distinguished from the digestive and
locomotive caeca by their greater opacity and granular stru

No. 2238 is the same species with the posterior parietes of the central
disc removed, showing the commencement of the digestive cmca and
the ovaries. No. 2239 is a portion of one of the rays of Camatttln

tolarit, Lam., showing the ovarian receptacles occupying the inner
side of each of the pinnte, or articulate processes sent off from tlio

rays. Three of the receptacles are laid open to expose the contained
ova. (' Catalogue Physiol Series.')

M. San states that the young of A. mngtiinolrnta immediately
after birth have a depressed and rounded body, with four very short

club-shaped appendages or arms at their anterior extremity, as above
stated. When they are a little more developed papilla) disposed in

five radiating rows on the upper surface may be distinguished. At
the expiration of twelve days the five rays of the body, which up to
that time had been rounded, begin to increase

;
and at the conclusion

of eight days more the two ranges of feet or tentncula are developed
under each ray, and assist in the locomotion of the animal by alternate

elongation and contraction and performing the office of suckers.
The integuments of a Star-Fish are 1, a leather-like tough mem-

brane in which portions of calcareous matter, which may be termed
the skeleton of the animal, are imbedded

; 2, an external membrane
of a softer texture ; 8, certain appendages.

" The calcareous pieces,"
writes Dr. Sharpey,

'

Cyclo. of Anat and Physiol,'
" form inferiorly a

ring round the mouth and a series of transverse segments placed in

succession along the floor of each ray. The first of these segments is

connected with the ring ; they decrease in siite as they approach the

point or distal end of the ray, and openings are left between them for the

passage of the feet In the Aittriat rttbent, which has five rays, the
central ring consists of ten larger and five smaller

pieces,
the fonn.T

disposed in pairs opposite the commencement of the rays, the latter

corresponding to the angles between the rays. The segments of the

rays are symmetrical ; in the species mentioned they consist of two

oblong pieces united in the median line, and two smaller ones placed late-

rally. On the sides of the ray the calcareous substance is disposed as it

were in ribs ; these rise from the floor at first nearly parallel with each

other, and are connected by cross bars, btit on approaching the tipper part
or roof of the ray they cross in all directions and form an irregular
net-work, the intervals of which are occupied by softer integmn.-nt.
The ribs and bars are made up of small pieces joined by plane but

oblique surface*, a mode of construction calculated to admit of their

being lengthened and shortened upon one another, and thus to allow
the cavity they surround being dilated and contracted. A broad
calcareous disc is situated on the upper surface of the body in the
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angle between two of the rays, which is connected internally with the
sand-canal. The calcareous pieces are of a homogeneous structure
without cells or fibres ; they consist, according to Hatchett's analysis,
of carbonate of lime, with a smaller proportion of phosphate of lime.
The coriaceous membrane which connects the pieces of the skeleton
is made up of white glistening fibres. It is contractile and irritable,
for it slowly shrinks on being scratched with the point of a knife, or
when it is cut through. The external membrane is much thinner and
softer than that just described ; in various parts it is coloured, or in

these parts there is a coloured layer underneath it. The appendages
or processes on the surface of the body are of three kinds. First,
calcareous spines ; these are found over the whole surface, except the

grooves for the feet They are attached by a moveable joint at their

base to the calcareous pieces of the skin, and are invested by the
external soft membrane nearly as far as their point. Those on the

upper surface are solitary, short, and for the most part club-shaped,
their broader summit being marked with radiating points ;

whence
they were named stelliform processes by Tiedemann. On each side

of the groove for the feet the spines are thickly set
;
these in A. rubens

have three rows, in the middle and innermost of which they are

placed three deep. On this part of the surface they are also longer
and pointed. The spines are slowly moved at the will of the animal.
The appendages of the second kind are of a very singular nature ;

they have the appearance of pincers of crab's claws in miniature, and
were described by Muller as parasitical animals under the name of

Pcdicellaria. Honro gave the name of antennae to analogous organs
which are found on the Sea-Urchin. They probably do not exist in all

species, for Tiedemann makes no mention of them in his description
of A. aitrdntiaca. In A. rubens they cover the surface generally, and
form dense groups round the spines. Each consists of a soft stem,

bearing on its summit, or (when branched) at the point of each branch,
a sort of forceps of calcareous matter not unlike a crab's claw, except
that the two blades are equal and similar. When the point of a fine

needle is introduced between the blades, which are for the most part

open in a fresh and vigorous specimen, they instantly close and grasp
it with considerable force. The particular use of these prehensile

organs is not apparent ;
their stem, it may be remarked is quite

impervious. The third sort of appendage consists of those which are

named the respiratory tubes." In the other Echinodermata the same

general construction of the skeleton may be observed ; but the modi-
fications differ with the forma. In some it consists of hundreds of

pieces disposed in various patterns, and fitting with the most minute

accuracy. In some these pieces are soldered together, as in the calca-

reous central purse from which the arms of the (Jphiurce radiate ;
and

in others they are united by ligaments, as in the rays of these Opkiurce,
the Gorgonocephali, and the Encrinita.

The sudden and voluntary act of dismemberment by which many
of the Echinodermata will save their central disc at the expense of

their rays or arms, must have struck those who have observed these

animals in their native seas, as well as the length of time during which
the severed parts still continue to be endowed with motion. This

power of dismemberment seems to be carried to its fullest extent in

Ophiocoma and Lttidia. The following account by Professor E.

Forbes of an attempt to capture a species of the last genus is a good
illustration of this property :

" It is the wonderful power which the LuiJin possesses, not merely
of casting away its arms entire, but of breaking them voluntarily
into little pieces with great rapidity, which approximates it to the

Ophiune. This faculty renders the preservation of a perfect specimen
very difficult matter. The first time I ever took one of these crea-

tures I succeeded in getting it into the boat entire. Never having
Been one before, and quite unconscious of its suicidal powers, I spread
it out on a rowing bench, the better to admire its form and colours.

On attempting to remove it for preservation to my horror and disap-

pointment I found only an assemblage of rejected members. My
conservative endeavours were all neutralised by its destructive

exertions, and it is now badly represented in my cabinet by a discless

arm and an armless disc.
" Next time I went to dredge on the same spot, determined not to

be cheated out of a specimen a second time, I brought with me a

butfket of cold fresh water, to which article star-fishes have a great

antipathy. As I expected, a Luidia came up in the dredge, a most

gorgeous specimen. As it does not generally break up before it is

raised above the surface of the sea, cautiously and anxiously I sunk

my bucket to a level with the dredge's mouth, and proceeded in the

most gentle manner to introduce Laiidia to the purer element.

Whether the cold air was too much for him or the sight of the

bucket too terrific I know not, but in a moment he proceeded to

dissolve his corporation, and at every mesh of the dredge his frag-
ment* were seen escaping. In despair I grasped at the largest, and

brought up the extremity of an arm with its terminating eye, the

spinous eyelid of which opened and closed with something exceed-

ingly like a wink of derision. Young specimens are by no means so

fragile as those full grown, and the five-armed variety seems less

brittle than that with seven arms. Like other star-fishes it has the

power of re-pft>dueing its arms."
With regard to the power of restoration, few collectors have not

come into possession of a specimen with a budding or growing ray

occupying the place of a lost one. [ENCRINITES.] Jussieu, Guettard,
and Gerard de Villars brought to Reaumur specimens of Star-Fish
with four large rays and a small one still growing ; tliey found others,
he tells us, with only three large rays and two very small ones

; and
others with two large rays and three very small, and, as it seemed,
very young ones. More than once they met with a large ray from
which four young rays had begun to sprout. Reaumur speaks of the
fact as being well known to the fishermen, and in allusion to certain

experiments which Jussieu and Guettard had been carrying on he
remarks that the portious into which they had divided the animals

appeared to go on well, the wounds healed and consolidated
; but he

adds that those who made the experiment were obliged to limit their

stay on the coast to about fifteen days too short a period, he
observes, to trace the progress of a reproduction which apparently
requires several months, or perhaps even more than a year for its

completion.

Although the Echinodermrda have so great a power of reproducing
lost parts, they present no indications of any power of increasing
separate individuals by gemmation as witnessed in the Acalep/ue and
lower animals. As in the Acalephai, the embryo of the Echinodennata,

pass through several forms before arriving at maturity. The fol-

lowing is an outline of the process in the Aiteriad<s : "From the
accounts of the development given by different trust-worthy observers,
there can be little doubt that the process takes place after at least

two very diverse plans. The first and simplest of these has been
witnessed by Sars in the Eckinaster rubens ; and the observations of

Agassiz are on the whole in accordance with those of that industrious
naturalist. In the early stages the segmentation of the yoke takes

place as in other animals ; and the embryo comes forth from the egg
soon after it has attained the state of the '

mulberry mass,' aud
swims freely about, by means of the cilia with which it is covered, in
a sort of marsupial chamber which is formed by the drawing together
of the rays of the parent around its mouth. Soon after its emersion,
the embryo begins to put forth an organ of attachment, resembling
the stem of a Crinoid

;
this at first possesses two tubercles, then three,

then four, with a fifth smaller one between them. At the same time,
the principal mass becomes flattened, and shapes itself into five lobes

surrounding a central disc
;
thus sketching out the body aud rays.

When in this state it attaches itself to fixed objects by its organ of
adhesion ; but if detached, it swims through the water by theaction
of the cilia with which the body and arms are clothed ; so "that it bears
a strong analogy to the Pentacrimis in process of conversion into a
free moving Comatula. At the same time, five double rows of small
tubercles may be perceived radiating from the centre of what is to
become the ventral surface of the body; these gradually elongate
themselves, and become cirrhi, each furnished with a sucker at its

extremity. A peculiar tubercle is also seen at the edge of each of the
five lobes of the body ;

and this is the rudiment of the ocellus, which
is afterwards found at the extremity of each ray. As development
proceeds, the primitive organ of adhesion gradually decreases iu size,
and the animal creeps by means of its cirrhi

;
and at last the pedicle

is drawn (as it were) into the body, the lobes of the body lengthen
into rays, the animal loses its ciliograde progression, and the ordinary
characters of the Star-Fish become apparent The progress of the
internal organisation is thus described by Agassiz :

' The earliest

deposit of calcareous matter takes place around the prominent tuber-
cles of the lower surface

;
at first in the condition of little isolated

crystals, which are formed as nuclei in the cells; and then as a
network formed by the coalescence of several of these. Of these
networks there are at first ten, symmetrically disposed on the ventral

surface, in a manner corresponding to the arrangement of the solid

plates in Crinoids ; but they gradually increase in number, and more
distinctly mark out the rays; new ones being interposed in pairs
between those already existing, and small spines projecting from the
older ones. The calcareous deposit in the dorsal surface, on the other

hand, seems to proceed from a central nucleus above the yolk-mass.
The progress of development is obviously from without inwards; the
cells on the surface of the yolk-mass being the first to undergo
metamorphosis into the permanent structure. Those occupying the
central part of the body and pedicle undergo liquefaction, and a
kind of circulation is seen in the latter. Gradually what remains of

the yolk-mass is more distinctly circumscribed in the interior of the

animal, and forms a central cavity with prolongations extending into

the rays ;
but it is not until the pedicle has contracted itself into a

mere vesicle that the mouth is formed, by the thiuning-away of the

envelope of the yolk-mass on the lower surface, a little to one side of
the base of the pedicle ;

and it is not until after the formation of the

mouth, that the nervous ring can be traced, with its prolongations
extending to the ocelli at the extremities of the rays."

" The second plan of development seems much more conformable to

what will be presently described as taking place in the Opkiurida and
Echinidce ; for the body first developed from the embryonic mass is a

larva, of which little remains iu the permanent structure, and the
Star-Fish is budded off, as it were, from the anterior extremity of this.

This larva, which has received the name of Bipin-n&ria from the

symmetrical wing-like arrangement of its natatory organs, presents
much more resemblance to an Articulated, or to a Vertebrated, than
to a Radiated animal. Its body is elongated, and carries at its anterior
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extremity the portion of the yolk-maw not yet metamorphosed, from

which the Star-Kith U afterwards to be developed; ami into the

cavity of this a pa*, nge U formed, through what may be termed the

mouth of the larva, which open* in the middle of a transverse furrow,
whiUt another tube paving forth from it seems to answer to an

intestine. On either ride of the anterior portion of the body are six

or more narrow fin-like appendage*, which are fringed with cilia ; and
the posterior part of the body is prolonged into a sort of pedicle,

bitobed towards its extremity, which also U covered with cilia. The

organination of this larva teems completed, and its movements

through the water are very active, before the mass at its anterior

extremity presents anything of the aspect of the Star-Fish; in this

respect corresponding with the movement* of the Pluteus of the

Eckiradtr. The temporary mouth of the larra does iiot remain as the

permanent mouth of the Star-Fish ; for it is on what is to become the

dorsal side of the body ;
and the true mouth is subsequently formed

by the thinning away of the integument (which has completely
inclosed the yolk-maw) on the ventral surface. The young Star-Fish

is separated from the bipinnarian larva, by the forcible contractions

of the connecting pedicle, as soon as the calcareous consolidation of

its integument has taken place, and its true mouth has been formed,
but long before it has attained the adult condition

;
and as its ulterior

development has not hitherto been observed in any instance, it is not

yet known what are the species in which this mode of evolution

prevails. The larva continues active for several days after iU detach-

ment ; but there is no reason to believe that its existence is prolonged
for any considerable time ; and as the Star-Fish is not formed by gem-
mation from it, but from a portion of the yolk-mass which remained
nnconsolidatod after it* completion, it is obvious that the larva does

not stand in the game relation to the Star-Fish, as the hydreform

polype to its medusa-bud." ( Carpenter,
'

Principles of Physiology.')
Mullcr (' Ueber die Larven und die Metamorphose der Echiuodcr-

men,' 1848) has also described the process of embryonic development
in the Ophiurida and Eekinida. In these the embryo issues forth

from the ovum as soon as it has attained by the repeated segmen-
tation of the yolk the condition of the 'mulberry mass,' and the

superficial cells of this are covered with cilia, by whom agency it

swims freely through the water. So rapid are the processes that not

more than 24 hours elapse between fecundation and the exit of

the embryo. Shortly after its emersion tke embryo changes from
the spherical into a tub-pyramidal form with a flattened base ; and in

the centre of this bate it a depression, which gradually deepens so as

to form a mouth that communicates with a cavity in the inside of

the mass. The pyramid is at first triangular, but it afterwards

becomes quadrangular, and the angles are greatly prolonged round
the mouth (or bate), whilst the apex of the pyramid is sometimes

greatly prolonged in the opposite direction, but is sometimes rounded
off into a kind of dome. This body is strengthened by a frame-work of

thread-like calcareous rods. In this condition the embryo swims

freely through the water propelled by the cilia which clothe the

angles, and the projecting arms. The creature has at this stage
received the name of Pluteus. The Pluteus of the Ophiura and
ErkuHU differ but little at first in their general form and structure.

Each upecies however has its distinctive characters. In this stage
the Pluteut resembles the AcalrpAtr; its probotciform mouth
rmembling the Utdtutr and its cilia the BerSe, [ ACALEPIIJL] The
Platens gradually loses its Acalephoid characters, the jaws and teeth

and calcareous plates slowly developing ;
and it thus pastes into its

true Echinodermatous form.

t*y*rmolic Arrangement. Host systematists have given classifica-

tions of the f'rhimidermala.

Link, in his volume ' Do Stellit Marinia
'

(foL, Leipzig), arranges
and figure* a considerable number of species, in the method of which
the outline is here given.

Section L Dt SUUit Fittit.

Claw 1. Otiyaeiit (Star-Fishes with fewer than five rays).
Genrra, Tritactit, Tetractit.

(.las* 2. Penladimodot (Quinquefid Star-Fishes).

Genera, Penlayonattfr, Pentaeerot, Attroptdtn, Palmiptt, Stella

coriacra, Sol marintu, Prntaedyloiailrr.
Clat* 3. PolraetiodM (Multifid SUr-Fishw).

Genera, ffuaetu, JJeptadu, Oetaclit, Biuteaetu, Deeactu, Dode-

Section II. Ih Hrllit Inttyrit.

Claa* 1. SUUanm Vermi/vrmium.
Genera, Aelta Umbriralu, Xrlla tcolopendroidet.

Claw 1 SUUanm Crinilorum.

Owen, DtctaumM, Trucaidtcamemot, Caput-Mednt-r.
(law 8. Atlropkyton.

Oenera, Aracknmdet, Attnpkyton oOffOMst, Attmpbyton i-ntatum.

Limuraa divided hit genus AHeritu into the following section* :

1. Inttgra. Example, Aiteriat IMUO, the only species.
J. anUaia. 'Thiswe*ic contained nit* specie*. Example, A*cri<u

JNMMM*
S. Mudtulm Containing six specie*. Examples, Atleriat Ophiura,

.1 a**** KB***-

Position of the genus between Median and Kckinut.

Gmelin arranged the genus in three sections aho, retaining the
names of Linmeus for the last two ;

but altering that of the first,

under which he includes four species, to Luna-'ir.

Position of the genus, between Phyttopkora ami Bckintu.

Lamarck, who, according to De Blainville, "asuivi a peu pro*
les erremens de Link dans la distribution systematique des Stclld-

rides," arranged them as the first section or family of the Echinoder-
matous Radiata, and separated them into the genera Comatttla, Kurt/alt,

Ophiura, and Aiteriat.

Ojihiura is divided by Lamarck into two distinct sections; 1st,

Those species which have the rays rounded or convex on the back,

2nd, Those species which have the rays flattened on the back, that is,

above as well as below. Then comes a crowd of species under the
title of "

E*peces que je n'ai point vues."

Agassi z divides the Ophiura into five section* :

1. Ophiura. Those species which have the disc very much
depressed, the rays simple, scaly, and furnished with very short spines,
and embracing or close down upon the rays. Examples, Ophiura
tcjlurata, 0. lacertota, Lam.

2. Ophiocoma. Those species which differ from the preceding by
having very long and moveable spines upon the rays. Examples,
Ophiura tguamata, 0. eckinata, Lam.

3. Ophiuretta (Fossil only). Those species whose disc is hardly
distinct. Examples, Ophiura carinata, Munst.

; 0. Egertoni, Brod.
4. Acrovra (Fossil only). Differing only from Opkiura in having

spines on the sides of the rays instead of scales
;
while the rays them-

selves are very slender. Examples, Ophiura pritca, Miinst.
; Acroura

Agouti, Miinst
5. Atpidura (Fossil only). Having the upper surface of the disc

covered by a star of ten plated, whilst the rays, which are propor-
tionally stout, are surrounded by imbricated scales. Example, Ophiura
loricata, Goldf.

Aiteriat is arranged by Lamarck under the following divisions :

1. Those species which have the body scutellated. These are

numerous, and comprise the geuera Scatatlcr, Platatter, Palmatter,
and Matter of De Blaiuville.

2. Those which have the body radiated, consisting of numi-mii*

species also, and comprising the genera SoUutrr and Pentatter ( l>

Blainville.

The Stdleridoc, in Lamarck's arrangement, ore immediately followed

by the Echinidct.

Cuvier makes the Echinodermcs the first class of Zoophytes, and
the Piklicelles the first order of that class, observing that Linn:, 'i-

established three genera of them (meaning apparently the three divi-

sions above stated), which are very natural, but numerous enough,
and comprise species sufficiently varied to be considered as three
families.

Cuvier divides the species into :

Let AsU5ries (Atteriat, Linn.), commonly called Sea-Stars. He
recognises some of the genera of Leach and Lamarck, and observe*
that the Encrinita (Kncrinut, Guettard) ought to be placed near the
Comatuhc.
The Oursins (Echiaiu, Linn.) immediately follow the Sea-Star*.

De Blainville divides the Stelliridians into throe families: 1.

Those with a stolliform body ; 2, those with a disciform Iwly ; 3,
those with a cupuliform body.

I. Asteridians.

Genus Atleriat, comprising the following divisions or sub-genera :

A. Specie* whose body is pentagonal, and but little or not at all

lobated on its circumference
;
the angles being fissured (Les Oreillers).

Example, Aiteriat Lnno.
B. Pentagonal specie* : delicate, and, as it wore, membranous (Les

Palmastfries Palnipa of Link).
C. Quinquelobated specie*, which are not articulated on the circum-

ference. Example, Aiteriat minuta, Linn. (Penlacerot, Link ; Atte-

rina, Nardo.)
It. Pentagonal specie* more or less lobated and articulated at th> n

circumference (Leu Soutaitories, ou PlaUsteries). Example, At'rria*

Itttellata. [AsTERiAS.]
De Blainville remarks that the species of this section, many of

which exist in the European seas, do not appear to him to have been
examined by zoologists with sufficient accuracy ; and he thinks that

many species have been confounded under the same name.
f. Species deeply divided into five rays (Pentastcries).

Triangular, depressed, and articulated on the edges (Aitropeclen.,
Link.

; Orenattcr, Llhuyd). Example, Atteriat araitctaca, Linn.

Triangular, rather short, and rounded above. Example, Aitcriat

rubent Linn. (Uraiter. Ag.)

Rays long, strait, and often narrowed at their origin. Examples,
Attenat vanotata; A. granifera. Lam.
De Blaiaville remark* that the species which enter into tliia section
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are numerous, but, that their distinction ia not yet sufficiently estab-

lished. He certain, for example, that four species have been con-

founded under the name of the Fringed Star (Asterie Frange'e).
On the other hand, he thinks that those of the last section may
have been too greatly multiplied.

P. Species which are divided into a greater number of rays than
five or six (Solaste'ries). Examples, Asterias tenuispina ; A.endeca;
A. papposa.

II. Asterophidians.

Genera, Ophiura, Euryale.

Opltiura.
A. Species the spines of whose rays are very short, and applied

upon the latter. Example, Ophiura texturata, Lam.
B. Species the spines of whose rays are long, and not applied upon

the latter. Example, Ophiura tquamata, Lam. [OPHIURA.]

Euryale.
A. Species whose rays dichotomise but little, and far from the root.

Example, Euryale palmifera, Lam.
B. Species whose rays divide and dichotomise from the base.

Example, Euryale tcutata. [OPHIURA.]

III. Asterencrinidians.

1. Free Asterencrinidians. Example, Comatula. [COMATULA.]
2. Fixed Asterencrinidians.

Genera, Encrinut ; Phatocrinus ; Penlacrinus ; Apiocrinita ;

Poteriocrinita ; Agathocrinita ; Actinocrinites ; Rhodocrinitet ; Platy-
crinitei; Caryocrinitei ; Martupitet ; Pentremita. [ENCRINITES.]

Agassiz also divides the Stellirideans into three families or principal
sections, but he gives them different names.

1st. Asteriaus, consisting of those species which have for their

digestive organ a single orifice surrounded by suckers, but deprived
of teeth ; a madreporiform tubercle on the back between the two

posterior rays, and deep furrows occupied by many rows of pedicles,

going from the mouth to the extremity of the arms.

2nd. Ophiurians, comprising those whose body forms a flattened

and distinct disc, to which are annexed more or less elongated or even
ramified rays, deprived of furrows on their lower surface.

3rd. The Crinoidians, having two separate, but closely approxi-
mated orifices to the intestinal canal ;

and being for the most part
fixed by the dorsal surface, by means of an articulated pedicle.

Before w^uiimerate the genera into which this zoologist divide*

Asterius, we must notice the division of M. Nardo, who had previously

proposed the following: Stellaria (A. aranciaca A. calcitrapa) ;

SleUonii (A. rubau A.glacialit) ; Atterina (A.cxiyua A. minuta) ;

Aiueropoda (A. membranaceaA. rotacea); Linkia (A. Icfrigata A.

rarioiota).
The following is the division of Agassi/.
1. Asteriiu (Attropecten, Link; C'fenattcr, Llhuyd. ; Pentattei; BL ;

Sltltaria, Nardo).
2. Ccelaiter, Ag., differing from the preceding in having the interior

cavity circumscribed by plates disposed like those of the Echini, at

the summit of which may be perceived a star with ambulacra. A
genus approaching the Crinoidians in its organisation, whilst its

general form is that of the true Star-Fishes. Example, only one

species, and that fossil, C. Couloni, Ag.
3. Goniatter, Ag. (Scutaster or Platastcr, Bl.). Examples, Asteriat

tttttttata, Lam., A. equelrii, Linn.
4. Ophidiruler, Ag. Example, A. ophidiana, Lam.
5. Linkia, Xardo. Example, A. variolata, Lam.
6. Slellitnia, Nardo, (Pentaster in part and Solaster in part, Bl.).

Examples, A. rubem ; A. glacialii ; A. endeca; A. pappota ; A.
Helianthus, Ac.

7. Aittrina, Nardo (Aiterias, sect. C., Bl. ; Pentaceroi, Link).

Example, A. minut.
8. Palm ipes, Link (Palmatttr, Bl. ; Anteropoda, Nardo). Example,

A . mcmbranactu.
9. Culcita, Ag. (Ortiller, Bl.). Example, A . diicoidea.

In 1840 Miiller of Berlin read his paper on the genera of Star-

FUhes to the Berlin Academy, in which the anus or anal pore in

employed as characteristic of family distinction. This aperture is

described aa present in all Star-Fishes, excepting Asteriat proper and

Hemichemit, which, according to Mr. Forbes, seems to be identical

with his previously established Luidia. " His genus Croaatter also,"

says Mr. Forbes,
"

is my Solailer, published a year before. Several

generic names, previously adopted by Agassiz and Nardo, are wan-

tonly changed; thus Vratter is turned into Asterocanthium, and

Palmifiei into Atericui, with which he unites Asterina. In this

paper Miiller maintains that one of the five intermediate inferior

plates of the Opkivridai bears a madreporiform tubercle, or rather

corresponds to that body, a view which I am not inclined to adopt."
With regard to Solailer, we have seen how long ago Solaste'rie was

used by De Blainville ; but the practice of wantonly changing names
is productive of so much confusion that it cannot be too strongly repro-
i ' it'-'l. Mr. Forbes admits, as all indeed must, that the generic charac-

ters in Miiller' papers are excellently drawn up ;
and no difference

of opinion can exist as to the great general value of the memoir.
The following arrangement is that of Dr. J. E. Gray, in the ' List of

the Specimens of British Animals in the Collection of tlie British

Museum."

Centronix.

1. Echinodermata.
Class I. Dilremata.

Order I. Echinida.

Family 1. Cidaridce.

I. Cidaris.

1. C.papillala. North Sea.

Family 2. Echinidce.

I. Echinus.

1. E. Flemingii. Falmouth.
2. E. esculentus (E. sphcera, Forbes). lale of Arrau.
3. E. miliaris. Isle of Man.
4. E. lividus. Cork.

II. Echinometra.

1. E. Drabachemis (E, neylectus, Forbes). Shetland.

Family 3. Scutdlida;.

I. Echinorachniue.

1. E. placenta. Zetland.
II. Echinocyamut.

1. E. puaillus. Berwick-on-T n-Dod, and Arrau.

Family 4. Spatanyidce.
I. Spatangus.

1. purpureus. Irish Sea.

II. Echinocardium.
1. E. cordatut (Amphidotus cordatm, Forbes). Coast

of England.
2. E. ovatum (Amphidotus roseus, Forbes). Coast of

Northumberland.
III. Brittiopsu.

1. B. lyrifera (Brians lyrifer, Forbes). Shetland.

Order II. Holothurida.

Family 1. Holothurida;.

I. Thyone.
1. T. futiu (T. papillosa, Forbas). Berwick Bay,

Ireland.

2. T. Kaphanui. Ireland.

II. Holothurid.

1. H. nigra. Cornwall.

Family 2. Cuvieriadte.

I. Piolus.

1. P. phantoput. North Sea.

II. Piolmut.
1. P. brevis. Shetland.

Family 3. Pentactidce.

I. Pentacla.

1. P. frondosa, (Cucumaria frondosa, Forbes). Shet-

land.

2. P.fiisiforinia(CucUfmanafusiformis,or\)es). Shet-

land.

3. P. J/yndmanni (Gucitmarin Jfyndmanni, Forbes).
4. P. lactea (Ocnus tacteiit, Forbes).
5. P. pentactta (Cucumaria pentactes, Forbes). South

Coast of Devon.
C. P. Montagui (Holothuria pentactes, Forbes). South

Devon.
7. P. Neillii (Holothuria pentactes, Forbes). Frith of

Forth.

8. P. dissimilis (Holothuria pentactea, Forbes). Leith.

II. Thyronidium.
1. T. pellucidum (Cucumaria hyalina, Forbes). Shet-

land.

2. T. Drummondi (Cucumaria Drummondii, Forbes).
South Devon, and Falmouth.

Family 4. Synaptida.
I. Synapta.

1. S.inkerens(Chirodotadigitata,Forbeii). SouthDevon.
2. S. Hensloviana, May be the young of the preceding.

Family 5. Sipunculida.
I. Sipuncului.

1. S. nudu (Syrinx nudui, Forbes).
2. S. papilloiui (Syrinx papillosus, Forbes). Clare,

Ireland.

3. S. macrorhyncho-pterus.
4. S. Harveii (Syrinx Ha,neii, Forbes). Devonshire.

5. S. Strombi (S. Bernhardm, Forbes). Devonshire.

U. S. Johnttoni (Sipuncului Johnstoni, Forbes). Ber-

wick.

7. S. saccatus. Teignmouth.
8. S. tenuicinctus. Ireland.

9. S. Forbesii. Ireland.

10. S. granulota, Houudstone Bay.
II. Phascolosoma.

1. P. Pallaiii (Sipunculua Pallas, Forbes). Coast of

Sussex.

III. Priapulus.
1. /'. caudatut.
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" Table of the Geographical Distribution of the British Species of
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Oolitic Group.

.

C.

d

C STIM/M, Buokm.

'

.
.

. ,
Desm.

\*rlnJitet rltnuemlaru.

(l,J,i<*l,rma Bgrrtooi, Forbas.

(Opkimrf, Brod.)
0. JliUeri, Forbes.

(OpAiwo, Phil.)

mitradtiala, Forbes.

"/Aura Murrnrii, Forbes.

Pftttaentau botaltifvrmi*. Mill.

P. Briami, Mill.

P. tealaru, OoUlf.

P. nbawHlarii. Mill.

/XMMtar /*, Ag.
~---.-- J_

- r...

,
PhiL

. ,

Pygatler pdalliformit, Ag.
' '

Carboniferous Group.

ArliMfri<u nfnlratm, Aust P. Derlieiuu, Sow.
/>. glabonu. Say.

J. ra/a/Urartiu. Aust.

X. m*rvf, M'Coy.
A. Msftu, M'Coy.
J. o/oaanu, PhU.
X. (<rru. Mill

A.pnilliu, M'Coy.
j. Kmrllattu, Phil

X. trianntadadylu. Mill

^(ttTtmu J/itf<ri, M'Coy.

OaMommu o.r, Phil

(7. ffcri/w, PhiL
r. co.iow, Pi.ii.

6'. dirforfm, PhiL

C. macncJuirut, M'Coy.
C m.V/r,., Phil.

6'. onutfiu, PhiL
C. WBM, MilL
Krkixotri* tulirmlmrlxxili, Port. p.

JT. ylabritpina, PhiL
sp.

MmuUriaiHa, De Koniuch.

/;. tfru, Horn. up.
JR rrtm/w, PhiL sp.

SmyoeritKU conform, Phil.

Otttofjocriiiiu 6ima, PhiL
A ea/cara/tu, PhU.
(7. mammUIarii, PhiL
O. wpter, PortL
Palttchinu* elegant, M'Coy.
y. ellipticta, Scouler.

/'. .'/.''/a*, M'Coy.
P. Konigii, M'Coy.
/". ipfiaricta, Soouler.

Penlalnmatita acuttu, Sow.

/'. iiCa/iu, Sow.
/'. obluiiiiut. Sow.
/'. oi-bicularit. Sow.

1

/'. petitagoiialu, Sow.

r/tilliptoerinia caryocrmoide*,

M'Coy.
1

flalj/friuta anlli: liunltt, Aust.

/>. ocm(roc<ta, Phit

rcma/iu, Godf.

P. tlliptictu, I'liil.

/. eUmyatm*, PhiL
P. upaiuiu, M'Coy.
y.w,PhiL
P. lacnuatut, Phfl.

P. favu, Mill.

P. microttyitu, PhiL
P. orna/iu, M
y. piuirtadu, M'Coy.
y. ru^antt. Mill.

y. limilii, M'Coy.
y. Iriacontadaeti/lui, M'Coy.
y. tvberculatiu, Mill.

Poteriocrinut conical, PhiL
y. onunu, Mill.

y. gmcitit, M'Coy.
y. impnuHt, PhiL
y. (fltwX Mill.

Rhodocriniu almormu, M'Coy.
A. rcnw. Mill.

SymLathocrinia conictu, Phil.

Taxucn'nw Egertoni, PhiL

r. io4i/u.

T.polydactylut, M'Coy.
/'. attgulutia, Sow.

Devonian Group.
Xiid<x-n'iu hyttrix, Phil. C. pinnaliu, Ooldf.

CVoMamiHU rfirfam, PhiL C. r,m,,i,Y,>. PhiL
J'tntiltrrmalltrl oralit. Goldf.

a pWMtrieiu, Gulilf. Plalycrinui interteaputarit, Phil.

C. MoWarfyfiu, 1'l.il. P. pentanyvktri,, Mia
C. megoflfliu. 1'l.iL ritrocniiiu mocnxfadyfiu, Phil.

t'.

Sil.irian Oroup.

. M .:

Phil.

. ri.p/r I-hiL

M rauiUarii 1'hil.

:nVww,Mill.
C. gtmiodactfltu. ]

I>imrrocrinta <l(Cadaftyl*l,-V\t\\.
D. icoridactfliu, Phil.

Mr.
,MlD

\ t
Taxoen'niu Ittlxmlaltu. PhiL
TrocAocrimu terit, PortL

But few of tho pecii here raoorded belong to the group of the
true HUr-KuhM, or Atlmadtr. To Profcunor E. Forbes we an
indebted for luring collected together all tlic information poeaMd
on thU ubject. In hi* paper in the ' Memoir* of the Geological
Surrey of Great Britain, on the Ilrituh Foaul At*riadB,' h aay
"The traoM of the firrt appearance of Aitrriadtr occur in rotki

of the Bala neriea, or eren lower in the geological Kale. They were
flm noticed by Profeamr Sedgwick, who found them in bed. of corre-

DoodiDC age in Cumberland, where they were alro obnerred by
Mr. Ihii.ixl Sharpe. The reMarohei of the Geological Surrey have
brought to light .irniUr foerila in the ISala Rocks, near Bala, and in
the aaby tlafe* at Krumcannon, near W.terford, where they were
found by Captain Jamca. Thee Utter bed* probably correspond

with the former. It U very remarkable that form* of Star-FUhea,

trikiugly similar, have been found in the Lower Silurian Strata of

ud Statea.
" The Cumberland, Welsh, and Irish Star-Fishes all belong to one

urn us. After a very careful examination of all the specimens I lisre

iieenable to procure (and through the kindness of Professor Sedgwick
nd Mr. Sharpe every facility ha* been afforded), I am induced to

r, f,-r Uiera to the existing genus Fra*r (Aiteracanlhum of Mullar

and Trosohel), members of which are at the present day the most

abundant Star-Fishes in the liritish aeu and throughout North

America.
" The general aupcct of the Paheozoic Star-Fishes must have bean

-trikimrly similar to that of the I'riuleriir, now living.
"
Indeed, imprensions taken from the latter in clay would so closely

resemble those which we find in ancient rocks, that the critical eye

of a naturalist would be required for the definition of their specific

.listinctness. Nor does this arise through the obscurity of imper-

fection* of such imprensions, for the external characters, so far as

colour and sculpture of surface, and even many points of structure,

ore very completely indicated in them, rude as they may seem.
' " As yet, with the exception of the instances already referred to,

only one other instance of the discovery of a Paleozoic Asteriad has

probable, however, that the progress of research will bring many
more to light. In the older secondary strata not a few have been

found, both in Britain and abroad. A doubtful form (Atttritu obttua)

has been figured by Goldfus* from the Muschelkalk, who has also

made known a true Ailerias or Aitropectcn, from the Lias of

Wurtemberg. Several species of Aitroptctm have been observed in

the Oolites of Yorkshire, and similar forms in corresponding beds in

Germany. Where tVartmahave also been found, a single example of

fossil Luidia has been made known from the marlstone of Yorkshire,

and a Goniatler from Oolitic Beds in Germany. In the Upper Secondary

(Cretaceous Rocks) numerous fossil .Star-Fishes have occurred, espe-

ciallyof the genus Oonita'.er. Representatives of Oretulfr, Atlropectrn,

Ailrrina, and Arthraiter (n. g.), are also present in the Cretaceous

Aeries. The few older Tertiary Star-Fishes with which we are

acquainted belong to the genus Attropecten. Arguing from the

analogy of their associates, there can be no question that Star-Fishes

were abundant in the Tertiary seas.
" Yet how very rare are the traces of their existence. In the later

Tertiary Strata, the only evidence as yet procured of their presence

during the deposition of those beds consists in a few minute fragmen-

tary ossicula of I'nuleria. Yet when we consider the gregarious habits of

those Star-Fishes, especially of the species to which the ossicula pre-

served in all probability belonged, it is very wonderful to remark the

almost total disappearance of their cxuviaj, and the fact should serve a*

n caution to those who would unhesitatingly infer the absence of a tribe

of organised beings, especially of such as present few facilities for

preservation, from the absence of their fossil remains. Even now,
when dredging, we very rarely bring up any remains of dead Star-

Fishes, whilst the living animals are not only present in the locality

explored, but often so abundant as to fill the bag of the dredge, to

the exclusion of all other creatures.
" Instead of confining this paper to an account of the Palaeozoic

Star-Fishes only, I have thought it desirable to embody in it a synopsis
of all our British fossil species, and a notice of all foreign ones with

which I am acquainted. This is the more necessary a* no connected

account of the fossil Atteriailir exists, and as the geologist has no
text at present by which he may determine the species in his

collection." (See Table in column 485.)
One of the most interesting groups of Fossil Kchtntxlcrmata, is

uii'lniiMedly that to which the name Cyttidttn has been given.
Remain* of these creatures were known to occur in the strata of the
north of Europe, as long ago a* the time of Liniuvus. The true

nature and relations of these fossil* were entirely misunderstood,
till the appearance of Von Bitch's illustrated Essay

' Ober Cystideen,'

published in 1845. Since the publication of Von Buch's Essay
numerous researches have been made in this country and on the
continent of Kiirope on this subject. One of the most valuable

contributions 1s the Monograph of Professor K. Forbes,
' On the

Cytides9 of the Silurian Rock* of the British Islands,' in the ' Memoirs
of the Geological Survey of Great liritain.' The general characters

of this group of animals are as follows : They are more or less

spherical bodies covered with polygonal plates, varying in number

according to the genus, closely fitting together, so a* to invest tho

entire surface with a coat of mail, except at four points, namely,
iufi-riorly where the body unites with a stem ; centrally or above the

centre ; on one side, where there in an opening closed by valve*, sup-

posed with good reason to be the orifice of the reproductive system ;

and superiorly where the month ix f.nni'l, n-nally if not always with
a small ]wrfontti<m, Hupposed to be a vent, alongside of it. These

parts, namely, the plates investing tin- l-'Iy, the three orifices (for
the fourth perforation,

' ''ose, i* continuous with the canal

of the stem where the latter i* well developed), and probably the

stem, are common to all Cyitidecr.
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There are other parts, apparently of great consequence in the

organisation of the animal, which are common only to certain members
of the order. These are the brachial appendages (arms and tentacula)
and certain curious organs connected with the plates, to which the

name of '

pectinated rhombs '

may be appropriately given. (Forbes.)

The result of Professor E. Forbes's labours are given in the follow-

ing Table of Fossil Attendee :

Genus.



F.i'lHTHL EDENTATA.

Thu genus wa* constitute.! to receive verv remarkable fih found

by Dr. J. L. Drumroood on the beach at Camclough, near Qleuann, in

the county of Antrim, Ireland. It wa* described by the Ute Mr. W.

D in put iiL voL ii. of the ' Transaction* of the Zoological
Thi Hah ha* anomaloo* character*, and Mr. Thompson had

Jty in aligning it iU proper position. The total length

of the fish wa* 11 inches. As Dr. Drunimond'* specimen U the

only on* on record, nothing is known of the habit* of the fish.

(Y anvil. BrilM FMa.)
Ki'Hl'TKS, a genu* of twining Plant*, inhabiting tropical countries*,

and belonging to the natural order Apwynactcr. They nave handaome

yellow or white corollas, and are moreover remarkable for the singular

fruit, which consist* of two divaricating woody pod-like follicles con-

taining a Urge number of silky seeds. There are above 60 specie* of

this genus. They are dangerous lactescent plant*, of no known use.

E'CHICM (from fx, a viper), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Borayvmcm. It has a calyx with five deep segment* ;

the corolla sub-bell-shaped, throat dilated, naked, limb irregular ;
the

stamens exserted, filament* very long, unequal, style bifid ; the nuts

wrinkled, attached by a flat triangular base. The species are rough

shrubby or herbaceous plants, with lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate

lanes, and blue or white flowers.

X. fulffan. Viper's Bugloss, U covered with hispid tubercles, has an

erect simple stem, the leaves lanceolate, 1-ribbed, the stem-leaves nar-

rowed below, sessile, the flowers in short lateral spikes, the stamens

longer than the corolla. It is a native of dry places in Great Britain

and throughout Europe. It U a remarkably handsome plant. The
Bowers are at first reddish, and afterwards become blue.

S. rialaceum is a pilose-hispid plant, with an erect branched diffuse

stem, the lower branches prostrate, the radical leaves oblong-ovate,

stalked, the item-leaves oblong, narrowed from a cordate half-clasping
base with lateral ribs, the spike panicled, elongate, simple, the stamens

scarcely longer than the corolla. The root of this plant is red, and
when kept in an herbarium stains the paper of a violet colour. It U
native of Jersey, also of the south of Germany, Spain, France, Italy,

and the south of Taurida.

S. figantemm has a branched stem, hoary at the top, with petiolate-
T leaves attenuated at the base ;

the panicles thyrsoid ; the

bifid. This plant is a shrub, with whitish-blue flowers, and
a height of eight or ten feet, and is one of the largest species

of the genus. It is a native of Teneriffe.

X. ptantiffinetim, naturalised in Brazil, is used in that country as a

pickle. The root* of rnl>rnM yield a red dye, which is used in the arts.

Above 80 species of this genus have been described ; they inhabit

the temperate parts of all quarters of the globle, but are more espe-

cially European. A Urge number of the shrubby species are natives

of the Canary Inland*, and another entirely different group are inhabit-

ant* of the Cape of Good Hope. The great bulk of the European
species are herbaceous, a* well as those which inhabit South mid North
America, All the species are worthy of cultivation, and the European
nwcie* are amongst the handsomest of the indigenous plant* of

Europe. The shrubby species are all greenhouse plants, and will

grow in a mixture of sand, loam, and peat ; and cuttings will strike

under a hand-glass in this mixture. They may be also propagated by
layering and by seed, which sometimes come to perfection in this

country. The hardy specie* will 'grow very well in any common
garden soil, and may be propagated by seed* sown in an open border,
in the spring ; their general treatment must be the same as other

perennial, biennial, and annual plant*. They are well adapted for

flower-borders, and afford a pleasing variety by the different shade* of

blue which they exhibit

(Don, DieUamfdanu Plant* ; Babington, Manual.)
ECHIURUS. [SirvxcuLiD*.]
ECPHYMOTKS (Fitzinger), a genus of Saurian* belonging to the

family of the /yuanidir. It possesses the teeth and pores of the genus
Polyckrta, but with small scales on the body only. The tail, which
is Urge, has great scales, which are rhombic and carinated. The head
is 4-sided, and covered with small plates. The form i* a little abort
and flattened, like that of some of the Agama, rather than like the
slander -shape of Polychnu. There are four specie* E. Pilimgerii
and B. u*d*Jotiu, native* of Brazil ; K. obtunroHru, native of Mexico ;

and B. aenlimlra, a native of Brazil.

EC! [Am*.]
ECTOPI8TEH. [COLI-UBIDJL]
KCTOZOA (from 4rri, without, and {MO*!, living), animals found

living upon the external parts of other animals. Thu term is applied
to distinguish the forms of animal life which are parasitic upon the
surface of other animal* from those which inhabit their interior.

[E.TTOIOA.] Whilst those which inhabit the interior of animals have
so much lessfnMsnns to each other that naturalist* place them
together in an order which is called Sntotoa, those which are found
on the surface are very dissimilar, and belong to distant and di*

similar families. The term Ectotoo is therefore not one expressing
any affinity between the animals included in it, but simply refer* to
th-ir habitation.

The Eclosoa a* well as Ealoioa are found frequently associated with
he diseased sUte* of the animal bodies on which they are found, and
much discussion has arisen as to whether they are the true causes of

the itinsura which they accompany. Thu* much U certain, that

whether they originate or not the diseased state of the body on wlii.-h

they are found, when allowed to increase they become themselves a
source of diseased conditions, which disappear as soon as they are

destroyed.
This is a general law equally applicable to parasitic plants as well

as animal*. So that it would appear that, although their first attack*

may be invited by a diseased condition of the plant or animal on
which they are found, they may be productive of destructive effect*

by an unnatural and unhealthy increase. Every specie* of plant and
animal appears to be subject to the attack* of special forms of para-
sitic plant* and animals ; and with regard to the latter they may be

either inside or outside, so that we have not only Ectozoa and Entaioa,
but Ectopkyta and Knlophyla. [EXTOPHVTA. ]

Under the term Episoa a number of animals have been placed

together whose claims to be regarded as a section of the great family
Cmttacta are now generally recognised. These are found more espe-

cially on the bodies of fish, infesting their skin, eyes, and gills. They
are very numerous, and the larger number of them belong to the

family Lerneada. [LEBNF.AD*.] They must be regarded as the

Sctozoa of aquatic animals. The bodies of the Cetacea are frequently
the chosen residence of many species of Cirripedia. [ClRBlPEDlA.]
These ecto-parasitic habit* seem to be partaken of by some of the

Vertebrate Animals, as we find the Rrmora [KcnKNKis] and other

fish attaching themselves to the bodies of animals by an apparatus

adapted for the purpose.
Land animals are subject to the attacks of various forms of Ectozoa,

more especially those belonging to the Articulate tribes of animals.

The following is a list of the creatures to which man is subject in

various parts of the world :

Pklkirut inguinalit (Leach), the Crab-Louse; Pediculut Capita
(Nitzsch), Head-Louse ; Pediculut Vatimenli (Nitzsch), Body-Louse ;

Pcdicultu Tabacentium, Burmeister [AxorLr RA] ; Sarcopta Scabiei

(Latreille), Itch-Insect [ACARID*] ; Drrmanyuut Boryi (Gervais)t
Ixoda Americamu (De Geer), Tick [IxooKs] ; Argot Perticut (Fischer) ;

Pulex penetrani (Gmelin), Chigoe ; Pultt irritant (Linn.), Common
Flea [Pi- LEX]; Cimejc lectulariiu (Linn.), Bed-Bug [Buo] ; Ct'ttna

Jlominit (Say), Gad-Fly [Bern].
Other creatures are occasionally found taking possession of the sur-

face of the human body. In diseased conditions the common fly has
been known to deposit its ova in various parts of the body, and many
of the insects which are parasitic upon the lower animals will take up
their abode on the human body. This is the case with the various
forma of the Anoplum, which are a peculiar species on almost every
species of animal on which they are found, so also with the species of

the genera Pulex and Cimex.

(Leidy, in Flora and Fauna icithin Living Animalt.)
EDATHODON, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes, from the London

Clay and Bogshot Sand. Three species. (Agassiz.)

EDDOES, the name by which the esculent Caladium is known by
the blacks of the Gold Coast. [CALADIUM.]
EDELSFOKSITE, a Mineral consisting of silicate of lime, *c. It

occurs fibrous or feathery and massive. It* colour is white or grayish.
Its hardness 6(?). Its lustre shining. Transparent. The specific

gravity 2'58. It is found at Aedelfora in Smalund, Cziklowa in the

Bauate, and in Norway. The following is its analysis : Silica, 61-85
;

lime, 38*15, with small quantities of magnesia, alumina, and iron.

Another compound under this name has also been railed tho Aedelfora
lied Zoolite. It agrees in composition with StMite, except that it

contains 2 per cent, less of water.

EDENTATA, a group of Mammiferous Animals brought together
on account of their agreement in the comparatively unimportant
character of the absence of incisive teeth in their jaws, and the length
of their claws. Cuvier divided his Edentata into three tribes :

1. Tardigradtt, including the Sloths. [BRADY ITS]. 2. The /."<

proper, including the Armadilloes (Datyput) [ARMADILLO] ; theAard-
Vark (Orycttroinu) [Ano-VARKj ;

the Chlamyphore [CHLAMYPIIORCS];
the Ant-Eaters (Myrmtcophaga) [ANT-EATER] ; and the Pango-
lins (Manit) [MAXIHJ. 3. The third tribe embraces the Monotrcmet,
Echidna, and Ornilhorhynchut. These lost are mostly regarded a* a

group of at least equal value with the Edentata. [ECHIDNA; "MM-
Tii.iiiiiVNciirs.] The Edentata also include the gigantic toothless

>ra of a former period in the world's history, and of which the

Megatherium may be taken as a type. [MEOATIIKHIII.K.]
In the list of the specimens of the Mammalia in tho '

Collection of
the British Museum, the species of this group arc distributed u
follows :

Order V. USOPI.ATV.

Family 4.

a. Manina.
Manit tetrndn.-iyl,i, the Phntagin.
M. maltitcutata, Many Slii.-ld.--l Phatagin.
M. t ,,ul,nl:irl,/l,i, the I

M. Jamaica, the Taugilin.

It. f>,i,i/i

Datyput tfj-rinftm, the Armadillo.

Tuliuia, Iricinfta, the A para,
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T. eptemcinttus, the Peba.

T. minuta, the Pichey.
Xenurui unicinctui, the Tatouay.
Priodonta gigas, the Tatou.

c. Myrmecophagina.
Orycleropus Capemit, the Aard-Vark.

Myrmecophaga jubata, the Tamanoir.
Tamandun te/radactyla, the Tamandua.

Cyclothurva didactylvw, the Ant-Eater.

d. Omithorhynchina.
Platypus anatinue, the Mullingong.
Echidna hyitruc, the Echidna.

S. tetota, Brown Echidna.

Family BR.VDTPID.E.

Cholfppus didactyluSj Unau.

Jjradypua torffuatui, the Gipakeiou.
S. yidaris, the Yellow-Faced Sloth.

B. tridactylui, the Sloth or Ai.

EDINQTONITE, a Mineral, consisting of silicate of alumina, &c.

It occurs in small right square prisms, with lateral cleavage. It is

nearly colourless, and has a vitreous lustre. It has a hardness of 4 to

4'5, and a specific gravity from 27 to 2'75. It is found with Thorn-

sonite, in Dumbartonshire.
EDUIOPHTHALMIA (Leach), a legion of Crustaceous Animals

with sessile eyes, which are generally compound, but sometimes

simple, situated on the sides of the head. The mandibles are often

furnished with a palp, and the head is almost always distinct from
the body.
Desmarest makes the Edriophthalmia comprehend the AmpMpoda

of Latreille, which, the former observes, Leach has not admitted,
and which includes the two first sections of his legion of Malacoi-
traca Edriophthalmia, and corresponds to the genus Gammarut of

Fabricius.

The Amphipoda are characterised as having a head distinct from
the trunk, and formed of a single piece ;

mandibles provided with a

palp ; jaws to the number of three pairs, the external pair of which

represent a lip with two palps or two small feet united near ita origin ;

a body laterally compressed, and divided into seven segments ; four-

teen feet, of which the anterior are often terminated by a claw with
a single finger ; vesiculous branchia! situated at the internal base of

the feet, with the exception of that of the anterior pair ;
tail composed

of from six to seven articulations, and bearing underneath five pairs
of false feet in form of filaments, with two very moveable branches.

They are thus divided by Desmarest :

The first section consists of those species whose antenna; are inserted

one on each side of the front ; whose tail is terminated by styliform
filaments

;
and whose head is large and vertical. Example, Plironima,

Latr., Leach, Lam., Ac. &c. ; Cancer, Herbst, Forak.

The second (not admitted by Leach) comprises those with four

antenn.-e
;
two flattened leaflets serving for fins, placed at the end of

the tail, in place of the styles; and the head large and vertical.

Example, //<///'", I.:itr.

The third includes those which have four antenna; ;
the tail termi-

nated by styliform filaments
;

the head moderately large and not

vertical, and contains six divisions, some of which are subdivided.

Ta/itrut, Latr.; Alyltu, Leach; Dcraminr, Leach; Melita, Leach;
(jammarut, Fabr.

; Podoctriu, Leach ; Corophium, Latr. ; Cerapui,

Say, may be taken as examples of some of the forma of these

divisions and subdivisions.

The other orders arranged by Desmarest under the Edriophthalmia
are the Lccmodipuda, Latr., and the Itopoda, Latr.

M. Milne-Edwards makes the Edriophthalmians consist of the same

orders, placing them as a legion of the sub-class of Maxillated Crusta-

ceans, next to the legion of Podophthalmiaus. [CRUSTACEA.]
KUNVAltDSIA. [AcTiNiAD*.]
KJ>\VAKI)SITE, a name for Monazite. [CURIUM.]
EEL. [Ml-R.F.NID.]
KKL, SAND. [AMMODYTKS.]
EFT. The terms Eft and Newt are applied almost indiscriminately

to all the species of Lizards which are found in the British Islands.

The word lizard is evidently formed from lacerta, and is comparatively
modern. Eft and Newt are the old Saxon words. Eft seems to be

more usually applied to the land animals, one of the most common
of which is the Zootoca riripara, and another less common, the Lacerta

dyilit. Newt is more commonly applied to the animals which inhabit

ponds, wet ditches, and other damp places, such as the Triton cr.itatiu

(the Great Water-Newt), Liuotriton punctatua (the Common Smooth

Newt), and other species. [AMPHIBIA; SAURIA.]
EGEON, Risso's name for a genus of Macrourous Decapodous

Crtutacca, whose characters are generally like those of the Shrimp
[CRANootUDiB], but with the following differences. The fourth or hint

visible joint of the external jaw-feet is nearly twice as large as the

preceding. The feet of the fecond pair are extremely short, slender,
and didactylous ; those of the third long, very slender, and terminated

by a single nail ; those of the fourth and fifth pairs larger, and ending

by a compressed nail. The carapace elongated, cylindrical, spiuous,
nn'l ti ntfriorly by a email rostrum.

The extreme brevity, observes Desmareet, of the second pair of feet,
and the roughness of the carapace, are the moat remarkable of these
differences ;

but they do not in hia opinion present characters suffi-

cient for the establishment of a genus.
. loricatui, Risso

; Pont&philus ipinotut, Leach (see
' Trans. Soc.

Linn." t. xi., p. 346
;
and ' Malac. Brit.' tab. 37 A) has a carapace sup-

porting three longitudinal dentelated carina; above
;
rostrum very

short ; total length about an inch and a half. Pontophilus spinosus
inhabits the coasts of England, those of Nice and the Adriatic Sea.

Egean loricatia. a, left foot of the first j'air magnified.

In his '
British Crustacea,' Professor Bell has the following remarks

on the synonymy of this species :

" A careful examination," he says," of several British specimens of this species (Pontophilui spinoms),
and of a well-marked one of the Mediterranean form, with which I

believe it Jjas been erroneously confounded, has led me to reject the

alleged synonyms of Risso and Roux, which appear to me to belong
to a very distinct species. I am not aware of the grounds upon which
Dr. Milne-Edwards has considered the Egeon loricatus of Risso as the
male of the Pontophilus gpinonus of Leach ; but I feel very confident
that they belong to different species."
EGERAN. [IDOCRASE.]
EGE'RIA, a genus of Brachyurous Decapod Crustaceans established

by Leach, and thus characterised :

External antenna; short, inserted on the sides of the rostrum, having
their second joint much shorter than the first. External jaw-feet
having their third articulation straight on the internal border, and
terminated by a point. Claws delicate, linear, double the length of
the body in the males, nearly equalling it in the females, much shorter
in both sexes than the rest of the feet, which are very slender, those
of the fifth pair being five times the length of the body. Carapace
triangular, tuberculated, and spinous, terminated by a rather short

rostrum, which is bifid, with diverging points. Eyes much larger than
their peduncle. Orbits having a double fissure on their superior
border.

fyt'i in Ilttttcft.

Desmnrest observes that this genus, somewhat hastily established

by Leach, if the number of articulations of the abdomen in the species
which compose it were teven, would be nearly approximated to A/am,

Pisa, Mithrax, and Midppa, in the form of the body ;
but the
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diflrrme* li in tlic ,!> li,-.-v mi.l .linproportioned Imgth of the feet.

If the number f rt, mpnung it be lix, u there is room

fee bettering, although neither Utnulle nor Lwch ay w poaitiv.-ly,

it would torgreat relationship to the long-legged genera, MatropoJio,

LtpttfMlia, and ZbrlM, for example. But it hi. not the long, .lender,

divided rostrum, M well a* the long claws larger than the feet, which

charaeterin Uw flnt ; nor doe. it present the very long, very (lender,

ad entire rostrum, as wrll u the Tory elongated and BMW claw*, of

the tMXWd ; and finally, It has not the globular body and the very
abort and delicate clawi of the last It is removed from Inaehut by
the claws, which art proportionally ahorter and lew thick than those

of the last named crustaceans; by the other feet, which are relatively

longer than their ; by the antenna-, of which the first two joints of

the base, and not the third, are longer than the others
;
and by the

doable fUrore of the bottom of the orbit* above.

B. iKitira. in six*, general form of the body, and length of the feet,

bean a great resemblance to Inachiu Scorpio ; but besides the generic

difference* pointed out, it ia still further removed from it in having
a larger rostrum which U deeper incised in the middle, end in having
(he points with which the elevated and distinct regions of the cara-

pace above are beset disposed in the following order: 8, 2, 1 and 1.

A rather long shrp- post-ocular point is directed forward*. The
arms are rather short and slender. It inhabits the Indian seas.

Egtna is also used by De Roissy for a genus of Conchifera, which

II. Sander Rung considers identical with Galaikca, Bnig., and Pota-

mufkilut, Sow.
EGO. [REIBODCCTIOS ix AXIVAIA]
EGO-APPLES. [SOLAXCM.]
EGO-PLANT. [SoLAjtcaLj
EGLANTINK. [Kuu.]
EGKKT, the common name of several species of Heron. [Annex.]
EGYPTIAN BEAN, a name sometimes given to the bean like

fruits of \elumbiuM tptciotum, from the notion that they were the

beans which the disciples of Pythagoras were forbidden to eat,

EHRETIA'CE^E, Ehntiad*, a small natural order of Exogenous
Plant*, consisting of shrubs or trees inhabiting the warmer countries

of the world, and having rough leaves, monopetalons regular flower*,

definite number of stamens, a superior ovary, a 2-lobed style whose
divisions are capitate, and a nucamentaceons undivided fruit. The
flowers are more or leas gyrate, and the order itself, which contains

no species of economical value, is so near Borayinacta as to render it

doubtful whether it ought to be separated. The common Heliotrope
is the most generally known representative of Ehrttiacctr, forming
however the type of a sectional division characterised by the fruit

t, aa onrj with the rtfls
I the CM* ; 1, a wcOoa of U

oW. Xlfsu ; 1, a rip* fruit with Uw caljx
stWlag th* rr.K

lK-ii.g .Iry, not succulent There are 14 genera and 297 species of

this order.

The root of Ehrttla bu.rifulia is nsed in me^u'lii.- in India. Some
of the species of the pi-iiua /.'Arrfin bear eatable drupes.
EIDER-DUCK. [Dt-ciw.]
KIRENK. [AOAI.KPH*.]
KKKHKU' .i Mineral, consisting of a silicate of

alumina, lime, and soda. It does not occur crystallised, but in com-

pact or finely-fibrous masses, and occasionally in thin laminae. Its

colour U green, grayish, or brownish. The lustre is vitreous or resi-

nous. It is transparent The following is an analysis by Ekeberg :

Silica 46

Alumina 28"75

Lime 13-60

Soda 5-25

Oxide of Iron 0-75

Water .... . . 2-25

ELJJAONA'CE^E, OUtuttrt, a small natural order of Apetalous

Exogenous Plants, consisting of trees or shrubs whose leaves are

either opposite or alternate, destitute of stipules, and always pro-

tected more or less by scurfy scales, which usually give the plants a

leprous aspect The genera of this order have a tubular 4-lobed

calyx, the inside of which is lined with a fleshy disc, that sometimes

almost closes up the tube; there are 3, 4, or 8 stamens, and

a superior ovary containing a single erect ovule. The fruit is soft,

succulent, and would be eatable if it were not for its dryness and

insipidity. In a few cases, when it is more than visually juicy and

acidulated, it is actually considered an excellent fruit Ebragnui
hortetuit and E. orientaiii bear a brown fruit about the size of an

olive, which is brought to market in Persia under the name of

Zinzeyd : in quality it is like ajujube.
The red drupes of . conferta,

the large olive-shaped ones of E. arborea, and the pale orange-coloured
ones of E. tr\ftom are in like manner eaten in India ; another occurs

among the drawings of Chinese fruits. It is not a little curious,

nearly as Elicaynacae are related to Thymlaracea, that they do not

seem to participate in any degree in the acridity of that deleterious

order. The only species found wild in Crent Britain is the Hippophaf
rltamnoida, a

spiny shrub with dioecious flowers, small round orange-
coloured acid bernea, and narrow leaves like those of rosemary, found

growing on cliffs near the sea; its fruit, when the acidity is suffi.

covered by sugar, becomes a rather pleasant preserve. EUcaynus

angiutifolia, called in the gardens the Olivier de Bohcme, a native ..I

the eastern parts of Europe, is one of the most fragrant of all plants.

Ite dull yellow flowers, hardly remarked among the leaves, fill the

anffuiti/fHft.

1, s Hcetlon or ttir tube f the calyx, allowing tbo floKhy di*c almost closing
up ihr tube, the earpfl, vith it atylr unit >ti|tm, and the orcrt iu.1it.-Lry ovule

;

3, * ripe fruit ; 3, the same cut swajr to *hor the oinglt furrowed seed.
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atmosphere with a delicious perfume, the source of which is not

readily discovered by the passer-by. The genera comprising this

order are El<ragnus, Hippophae, Conuleum, and S/tepherdia. They
embrace about 30 species.

ELjEIS, a genus of Palms, so named from Elaia, the Olive-Tree,
because an oil is yielded by the fruit of its principal if not only
species. This is Elceit Guineemii, or Oil-Palm, Maba of the natives

of the Congo. It is common all along the western coast of Africa.

The tree is monoecious, as we are informed that both male and female

spadices were obtained from a single plant cut down by Professor
Smith. (Brown, in Tuckey's

'

Congo.') The stem is tall, about ten
inches in diameter, rough, and bristling with the persistent bases of
the petioles, of which the margins, as in recent leaves, are fringed
with spines. The leaves are pinnate, about 15 feet in length, with
two rows of sword-shaped leaflets, each 1 8 inches long. The fruit is

ovoid, about the size of a pigeon's egg, with its outer fleshy covering
of a golden yellow colour ; and like that of the section Cocoin(t, to

which it belongs, and analogous to the cocoa-nut, has the foramina of

its putamen at the apex, and not at the base, as represented by
Gicrtner and others.

Mr. Brown has observed it as remarkable that Cocoi Indica and
this palm, which is universally, and he believes justly, considered as

having been imported into the West India colonies from the west
coast of Africa, should be the only two species of an extensive and

very natural section of palms that are not confined to America. The
Eltfii occidentals of Swartz, the Thatch-Tree of Brown's '

Jamaica,'
and the Avoira of Aublet, are probably all identical with the Maba,
or Oil-Palm, of the African coast.

The oil is obtained by bruising the fleshy part of the fruit (and not
the kernel as sometimes stated), and subjecting the bruised paste to

boiling water in wooden mortars ;
an oil of an orange-yellow colour

separates, which concretes when cool to the consistence of butter, and
has when fresh the smell of violets or of the root of Florentine iris,

with a very slightly sweetish taste. The oil is used by the Africans in

cookery and for anointing the body. It forms a considerable article

of commerce to Europe, where it U chiefly employed in perfumery
and medicine. C'ocot butyracta (which is referred by Kunth to the

genus Elrris) is considered by the Edinburgh College to be the plant
which yields palm-oil.

Mr. Brown (Tuckey's 'Congo,' Appendix, p. 456) states, "It is

probable that Alfimna, oleifera of Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kunth
belongs to Elceii, and possibly may not even differ from the African

f-a

7

species. To this the above authors in the 'Synopsis Plant .^Equinoct."

reply, that in EUtit, according to the description of Jaccjuin, both the
floral envelopes are sexifid, while in Alfomia they are trifid. If this

moreover be the same as the corozo of Jacquin, another essential

difference may be observed in the structure of the fruit of the two

plants, the nut in Elceis being perforated at the apex, while the
corozo haa its nut perforated with three foramina at its base ;" but
this might have been inverted, as that of Elteis was by Gsertuer.

Humboldt and Bonpland moreover found Alfonsia oleifera always
growing wild, while Elceis Guineensis, as they state, is never found

except in a cultivated state out of Africa. The compressed nut of

the Alfonsia, like that of the cocoa-nut, is described as yielding an

oil, which is obtained by boiling in water the Manteca del Corozo
;

it

is described as a liquid fat employed for ordinary lamps as well as

those of churches.

EL.'EOCARPA'CEyE, Eleocarps, a natural order of chiefly Indian

Trees, having a strong botanical resemblance to our European
Lindens, but differing in having fringed petals, and anthers opening
by two pores at the apex.

In the Indian genera, the nuts, cleared of the soft pulp or flesh that
covers them, are curiously sculptured, and being bony and taking a
fine polish they are frequently set in gold and strung into necklaces.
The nuts of Ganitrus sphcericua, a middle-sized tree, common in

various parts of India, as well as the Malay Archipelago, and those
of Menocera tulierculata, from the forests of Travancore, are what are

principally used for this purpose. The fruits of Elteocarpus terratus,
which are very much like olives when ripe, are said by Roxburgh to
be pickled or dried and used in their curries by the natives of India.

E. cyaneia has pure white beautifully-fringed petals, and is one of the
most ornamental plants of Australia. Lindley, in his '

Vegetable
Kingdom,' places this order as a sub-order or division of Tiliacece.

A flowering shoot of Elaocarpnx cyatieitl.

1, a magnified flower; 2, a petal ; 3, the stamens; 4, a ripe fruit; 5, the

same cut away to show the wrinkled seed.

EL^EOCOCCA. [EuFHORBiACE.*:.]
EL/EODENDKON (from t\aia, an olive, and fivtyov, a tree), a

genus of Plants belonging to the natural order CJaitracece. It has a

5-pnrted calyx ;
5 expanding linear-oblong petals ;

a 5-angled very
thick fleshy disc

;
5 anthers inserted into the margin of the disc ; the

filaments at length recurved
;

anthers with a thick connective,

roundish, opening longitudinally ;
the ovary immersed in the disc,

2-celled
;

the ovules 2 in each cell ;
the style short, conical ; the

stigma simple, obtuse ;
the fruit drupaceous, dry, or pulpy ;

the nut
1-2-celled ;

the seeds usually solitary, with a membranaceous or

spongy integument erect. The species are small trees with opposite
entire glabrous leaves.

E, glaucum has elliptical serrated leaves, hardly three times longer
than the petioles ;

the cymes loose, nearly the length of the leaves
;

the flowers pentaudrous. It is a small tree, about 14 feet in height
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and i* a astir* of Ceylon and CaromandeL The tree has beo intro-

duoad into Orsat Britain from Ceylon under the name of Ceylon-Tea,

It hat lean* like those of the tea-plaut, but it doe* not appear to be

used ai a Mibctitute for that plant.

. jtarowyAu ha* oblong arrato-crenate.oppotite and alternate, hard,

smooth. chilling leaves, about 4 inches long and 2 inches broad, with

the petiole* three-quartan of an inch long ; the cyme* globular, and

three time* the length of the petiole*. It i a native of the moun-

tainous parU of India. It pomace* powerful astringent properties,

but i* not used a* an internal medicine.

The fruit of all the tpecie* resembles that of the olive, and hence

the generic name. S. oritnlaU i* a native of the Mauritius and

Madagascar, where it is called by the French Boil d'Olive. E. Argam
contains in it* fruit a 6red oil like the common olive, which ia used

by the Moor* for the tame purpose
a* olive-oil U used in Europe.

The specie* of Elirodndrv* will grow freely in a mixture of loam
- A

peat, and ripened cuttings will root in sand under a hand-glass.

(Lindley, Flora Medico; Loudon, Encyclopedia of Plantt; Don,

KMamydnu Plantt.)
HI..KGLITE (Fetttlein), a Mineral, consisting of a silicate of

alumina, sods, iron, Ac. It occurs in amorphous masses, with

cleavage* parallel to the lateral planes, and both diagonals of a

rhombic prism. It* fracture i* conchoidal. Colour dark green,

bluish-gny, or grayish or brownish-red. The hardness is 5'5 to 6'0.

The lustre resinous, frequently opalescent when cut Translucent.

The specific gravity is 2'54 to 2'62. It U found at Laurvig, Stavern,
and Frederickswarn in Norway. The following U an analysis by
Vauquelin :

Silica ........ 44-00

Alumina ....... 34.00

Soda ........ 16-50

Peroxide of Iron ...... 4-00

Lime ........ 0'12

Qmelin found al*o 4733 per cent, of potash, and only 0-651 per cent.

of peroxide of iron.

ELAND. [AxriLorr*.]
KLAXKT, a form of Hawk (Faleo mdanopterut, Daudin) inhabiting

Africa, and also India and America. [FALCONID.E.]
ELAPHAS. rCs-HviDJt.]
ELAPHRIUMl [CAIAJPHTLLUM.]
ELAPS. [VirtRwx.]
ELA'SMODUS, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes from the London

Clay. (Egerton.)
ELA'dMOTHERIUM. [PACHroERMATA.]
ELASTIC TISSUE. The element* of Elastic Tissue are cylin-

drical or band-like fibre* with dark contours, very minute, and when
present in large numbers they exhibit a yellowish colour. Hence it

has been called Yellow Tissue. The fibres acquire sometimes little

cavities in particular spots, which give these fibres a striated
appear-

ance, a* seen in the giraffe. The elastic tissue is rarely found in large

mmrn, but it is very frequently mixed with areolar tissue, either in

single fibres or in networks of various kinds. [AREOLAR TISSUE.]
The organ* into which this tissue enters, and constitute their special

feature, are :

1. The elastic ligaments, in which the tissue with only a slight
admixture of connective tissue and hardly any vessels and nerves

exists, so to speak, in a pure form. Of these we have examples in

the ligamentum subflava of the vertebrae, the ligamentum nuchjc, the

ligament of the larynx, and stylo-hyoid ligament.
2. The elastic membranes which appear either in the form of fibrous

networks or of fenestrated membranes, and are found in the wall* of
the vessel*, especially

in those of the arteries, in the trachea and
bronchia, and in the fsscia superficial!*.

iikcr, Manual of I/otology, translated by Busk and Huxley for

the Sydenham Society.)
KLATK'KID.E, a family of Coleopterous Insects belonging to the

section Asmoxi (Latreille), and, according to Ldnnaus, constituting
theganu* Blattr.

The insects of this family are of a lengthened form ; the head is, in

nearly all ess**, deeply inserted into the thorax ; the thorax is usually
of the same width as the elytra, or nearly so, longer than broad, and
the posterior angle* are acute, and most frequently produced into a

pointed spine-like process : the elytra are long and narrow, cover the

abdomen, and their external margin* are often nearly parallel. Tin-

antenna! are of moderate length, either filiform, serrated, or pecti
nated, and whan the insect is at rest they are deposited in two grooves
on the under aid* of the thorax ;

at least such i* the case in very
many of the species. The legs are abort and rather (lender, and the
femora and tibue are generally compressed.
These beetles are found upon flowers and upon the leave* of tree*

and plants ; some species however are most frequently met with upon
the ground.

approached, they apply the
allow themselves to fall to

back they regain their natural

position by a leap, which is always accompanied by a snapping noise
similar to that which may be made by the finger-nails. When about

te groun.
Whan upon any elevated situation, if

lags and antenna) dose to the body, and
the ground ; if they fall upon their back

to leap they bend the thorax backwards, so that the body is arched,

or rather forms an angle, the insect then resting upon the apex of the

abdomen and the fore part of the thorax. The leap appear* to be

effected by the sudden relaxation of the muscular effort which kept
the thorax bent backwards, there being a peculiarity iu it* structure

which causes it to spring forwards.

Even in a dried specimen, upon attempting to bend the thorax

back, we found considerable resistance ;
but when allowed, it sud-

denly assumed its natural position, which U a slight inclination

forward*.

There is a strong pine, it must be observed, on the under part of the

thorax, at its base, which, when the thorax U in its usual position, U
deposited in a groove ; and it is said that the leap is performed prin-

cipally by means of this spine, which is at the time forcibly pressed

against the margin of the hollow, into which it sinks suddenly, as if

by a spring. From this opinion we are inclined to differ ;
for upon

removing the spine we found not the slightest alteration in that natu-

ral spring in the thorax which we before mentioned. Not however

having at this moment the means of investigating the subject, it would

be premature to venture any further remarks..

The larva; of the Elaterid<c feed most generally upon vegetable

substances : rotten wood affords food to many ; others live in the

ground, and feed upon the roots of plants ;
one of them (the larva of

Slater ttriatut of Fabricius) is said to attack the roots of the wheat

and when in great numbers to do much injury.

These lame are long, rather slender, generally cylindrical, and
covered with a tough skin : the head and terminal joint of the body
are of a corneous texture ;

the latter is very variable in form, and U
often depressed and produced into two bluntly-pointed processes : the

former is furnished with the usual parts, such as jaws or mandibles,

maxilla;, palpi, labrum, labium, and antennae. The three segments
which constitute the thorax are each furuUhed with a pair of short

legs.
Of the insects included by Linnicus under the generic name of

Slater, and other* of similar general characters which have been dis-

covered since that naturalist's time, there are upwards of five hundred

species enumerated, and as theee species (which are now regarded a*

constituting a family) are divided into about sixty genera, it will be

impossible, consistent with the plan of this Cyclopedia, to enter into

the detail of their characters. We will therefore confine ourselves to

some of the more important, in fact, to those which are given by
Latreille in the '

Regne Animal :

'

these are as follows : Oalba,

Eucnemii, Adclocera, Liuomiu, Chelonarium, Tkroicui, Cerophytum,

Cryptotloma, Nematoda, Hemeriput, Slenicera, Elater (proper), and

Camphyliu. These genera are divided by Latreille into two sections,

in the first of which the antenna} are lodged (when the insect is at

rest) within two grooves situated on the under side of the thorax.

This section includes the first six genera,
The genus Galba (Latreille) has the antenna; filiform, and received

into two grooves situated directly under the lateral margin of the

thorax; the joints of the tarsi are simple ;
the thorax is convex ; the

mandibles are terminated by a simple point ;
the maxilla; are furnished

with a single small lobe ;
the terminal joint of the palpi is globular,

and the body is nearly cylindrical. The species are all from Bru/il.

The genus Eucaemii (Ahrens) differs from Galba chiefly in having
the mandibles bifid at the apex, the maxilla; terminated by two

lobes, the terminal joint of the palpi securiform, and the body
nearly elliptical Species of this genus are found in Europe and North

America,
Atlrlocrra (Latreille). Here the antenna) are filiform

;
the joints of

the tarsi are simple, and the anterior legs, when contracted, are received

into lateral cavities in the under part of the thorax.

Littumui (Oilman). The species of this genus have little cushion-
like lobe* on the under side of each joint of the tarsi.

In the genus Chrlonarium (Fabricius) the form approaches to an
oval, the second and third joint* of the antennae are larger than the

following, and of a flattened form, and these alone are received into
the sternal grooves. The head is almost hidden by the thorax, which
i* semicircular, and the anterior leg* are larger than the rest. All the

species are from South America.
Throtcut (Latreille). This genus is readily distinguished by the

antenna; being terminated by a three-jointed knob ; the penultimate
joint of each tarsus is bifid

;
the mandibles are simple.

The species of Throtcut are very minute. T. dermentoida, an insect

not uncommon in this country, is about one-eighth of an inch in

length, of a brown colour, and obscurely covered with an ashy pubes-
cence.

The second section of the Elaterida comprises those species in which
the antenna are free, or not lodged within grooves on the under part
"f the thorax.

Cerophytum (Latreille). The principal characters of this genus are :

Terminal joint of the palpi larger than the following, and almost securi-

form
;
tarsi with the four basal joints short and triangular, the penul-

timate joint bilobed ; antenna; serrated in the female, and in the male
branched internally.
The C. Elateroidet (Latreille), an European species, affords an exam-

ple of this genus.
Crypltatoma (Dejean). Tarsi simple, small, and slender ; anterior
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extremity of the pnesternum projecting beneath the head
;
the apex

of the third and seven following joints of the antennae prolonged ;

mandibles unidentate ; maxillce with a single lobe
; palpi very short.

C. denticornii (Latreille), the only species known, is from Cayenne.
Nrmatodei (Latreille). Body nearly linear ; antenna: with the basal

joint elongated ; each of the five following joints in the form of a
reversed cone

;
the remaining joints almost perfoliate, with the excep-

tion of the last, which is ovaL

Species of this genus have been found in Europe and North
America.

Ilemeripuf (Latreille). In this genus the parts of the mouth are

exposed, that is, not, as in the last two genera, hidden by the project-

ing process of the praesternum ; the antennae are flabellate at the apex
in the males.

All the species of this genus are extra-European.
In the genus Ctenifera

( Latreille), the antennae are pectinated in the

males, and deeply serrated in the females.
The C. pcctinicarnis, an insect common in some parts of this country,

affords an example of this genus. The species is rather more than
half an inch in length, and of a brilliant metallic green or copper-like
colour : the female is larger and broader than the male.

In the genus Elaier, aa now restricted, the antennae are simply
serrated.

The E. cgnetu of Linnaeus will serve to illustrate this genus. This

species, which is common in some parts of England, is generally found
under stones on hilla of but little elevation, and which are more or
less covered with heath. It is about three-quarters of an inch in

length, and most commonly of a brilliant green colour; some speci-
mens however are blue, and others are of a brassy or bronze hue.
The . noctiluctu, according to Latreille, also belongs to this genus.

This species is well known in South America, where it is called the

Fire-Fly.* It is rather more than an inch in length, of a brown
colour, and covered with an ashy down : on each side of the thorax
there is a round glossy yellow spot. These spots emit by night a

light so brilliant as to enable a person to read by it, and it is a com-
mon practice to place several of the insects together in a glass jar or

bottle for this purpose. This insect (with upwards of twenty other

species, all of which emit light by night) is now included in Illiger's

genus Pyrojihonu, The species of this genus are, some of them, from
each of the following localities : Brazil, Peru, Buenos Ayres, Chili,

Cuba, St. Domingo, and Guyana,
In the genus Camjiylus (Fischer) the eyes are more prominent than

in the other Elattrida, and the head is protruded from the thorax
;

the antennae are inserted beneath a frontal projection on each side, and
the body is long and almost linear.

One species of this genus is found in England, the C. diipar, which ia

of a yellowish colour. In some specimens the head, legs, and antennae
are black, and sometimes the elytra are black with abroad pale margin.
ELATERIUM. [MOMOBDICA.]
ELATINA'CEvE, Water-Pej,ptn, a natural order of Plants be-

longing to Lindley's Calycose group of Polypetalous Exogens. The
sepals are 3-5, distinct, or slightly connate at the base ;

the petals

hypogynous, alternate with the sepals; the stamens hypogynous,
usually twice as numerous as the petals ;

the ovary with from 3 to 5

cells, an equal number of styles, and capitate stigmas ;
the fruit

capsular, 3-5 celled, with the valves alternate with the septa, which

usually adhere to a central axis ; the seeds numerous, with a straight

embryo, whose radicle is turned to the hilum, and little albumen.
The species belonging to this order are annual plants with fistulous

rooting stems, and opposite stipulate leaves, inhabitants of marshy

This order is nearly allied to Caryophyllacett, from which it has
been separated by Cambessedes, on account of the different organi-
sation of the seeds, capsules, and stigmas. It agrees with Ifypericacerc
in many points, and especially in possessing receptacles for resinous

secretions, but differs in having a persistent central axis in the fmit,
definite stamens, and so forth. The species are found in marshy
places and under water in all parts of the globe. Cambessedes

arranged three genera in this order :

1. Merimtea (named in honour of Prospero Merimes, an old

botanist), with a 5-parted calyx ; 5 petals ;
1 stamens ; 5 styles ;

a

5-valved, 5-celled, many-seeded capsule, the valve separating, and
bent in at the margins so as to constitute dissepiments. This is a
South American genus, of which but one species, M, arcnarioidet, a
native of Brazil, has been described.

2. Bergia (after Peter Jonas Bergius, professor of natural history
at Stockholm, and author of several works on botany), with a 5-parted

calyx ; 5 petals ;
5 styles approximate ;

the capsule 5-valved, 5-celled

from the edges of the cell being bent inwards. There are four

species ;
one is a native of Egypt, one of Java, one of the East Indies,

and one of the Cape of Good Hope.
3. Elatine, with a calyx 3-4-parted ;

3-4 petals; 3-4 or 6-8

tameni
; 3 4 styles ;

the capsules 3-4-celled, many-seeded, the seeds

cylindrical, terete, straight or bent. There are five species of this

genus.
* Other inMfcts having the (tame power of emitting a light by night are

undoubtedly confounded with the present >pecies under the name of the

Hire. Fir.
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E. Hydropiper, Water-Pepper, has opposite leaves shorter then their

petioles, the flowers stalked or nearly sessile, with 8 stamens and 4
ovate petals ;

the capsule roundish, depressed, 4-celled, the seeds bent
almost double, pendulous, four in each cell. It has rose-coloured
flowers. It grows under water, and is very common in ground
subject to inundations throughout France. It is a very rare plant in
Great Britain, and has been found only in Wales and Ireland. E.
hejrandra is a minute plant having 6 stamens. It forms small matted
tufts under water, and ia common in France, but rare in Great Britain.
E. tripetala of Smith is identical with this species. E. triandra has
been found in the neighbourhood of Ratisbon. E. alainastrum is

found near Paris.

In addition to the above genera, Trtradiclit, Anatropa, and Tridia
are now enumerated. There are 6 genera and 22 species.

(Don, DiMamydeous Plants ; Babington, Man. Brit. Bot.)
ELATINE. [ELATINACE.E.]
ELCAJA, an Arabian Plant, whose fruit is said to possess emetic

properties. Botanists call it Trichilia emelica. Forskahl describes it

as a large tree, with villous shoots, pinnated leaves, with entire oval-

oblong pedicellate leaflets, clustered flowers with 5 greenish-yellow
petals, 10 monadelphous stamens, and a downy capsular fruit about
an inch long, with 3 valves, 3 angles, and 3 cells, having 2 plano-
convex seeds in each cell. The tree is said to be called Roka, and
to be common on the mountains of Yemen. The fruit is sold at Beit
el fakih, for mixing with fragrant materials with which the Arab
women wash their hair. The fruit called '

Djour elkai* is reputed
an emetic. The ripe seeds mixed with Sesamum oil ara formed into
an ointment as a cure for the itch.

ELDER-TREE. [SAMBUCUS.]
ELECAMPANE. [INULA.]
ELECTRA. [CELLARI.EA.J
ELECTRIC-EEL. [ELECTRICITY OP ORGANIC BEINGS.]
ELECTRICITY OF ORGANIC BEINGS. Plants and animals

under certain circumstances are known to exhibit electrical pheno-
mena. These however are not so constant or frequent as is sometimes

imagined. Considering the connection that is now known to exist
between the great forces of nature, as Light, Heat, Chemical Action,
and Electricity, it is perhaps matter of surprise that so few electrical

phenomena are exhibited by organised bodies.

In Plants it appears that during growth electricity is developed.
Pouillet filled several pot with earth, and placed in them different
kinds of seeds, and then insulated them. During the process of ger-
mination no electric disturbance was discovered, but when the seeds

began to sprout a gold-leaf electrometer had its leaves separated at

least half an inch from each other. Pouillet concludes that the vege-
tation on the surface of the earth must produce a vast amount of

electricity, and be an active cause of its phenomena in the atmosphere.
Other observers have found that, by placing wires in the bark and

pith of a growing tree, they have obtained decided indications of the

presence of a galvanic current. These exhibitions of electric disturb-
ance are undoubtedly dependent on the chemical changes going on in

the plant, and this is one of the many instances in which we find one
force in nature representing another. Under the influence of heat and

light the chemical and attractive forces are brought into play, and the

motile force of the growth of the plant as well as electrical phenomena
are the result.

In the Animal Kingdom the same indications of the presence of

electricity is afforded during the activity of the vital functions.

Matteucci has observed a considerable deflection of the galvanometer
when wires were connected with it passing from the liver and stomach
of a rabbit. Other experimenters have obtained similar results. It

has been supposed that these phenomena were due to the chemical

changes going on in the body of the animal, but they cease on the
death of the animal. Free electricity is excited by the movements
of the human body. This is made evident by rubbing the feet on a

woollen rug, when, on applying the hand to a gold-leaf electrometer,
the presence of electric disturbance is indicated. Some persons are

more liable to this development than others
; and Dr. Carpenter says

there are persons
" who scarcely ever pull off articles of dress which

have been worn next the skin without sparks and a crackling noise

being produced, especially in dry weather."

Recent experiments of Matteucci and Du Bois-Raymond have shown
not only that free electricity is developed in animal bodies, but that

there is a tme galvanic current both in the muscles and nerves.

Galvani attributed the movements, first observed by his wife, induced

hi a frog's leg by plates of copper and zinc, to a purely animal action.

Volta shewed that the movements observed by Galvani were dependent
on the chemical action developed in the metals. Matteucci observed

the peculiar sensibility of the nerves and muscles of the frog to gal-

vanic action, and made use of the leg, prepared as a galvanometer, in

many of his experiments. The mode of using it was simply to take

the leg of a recently-killed frog with the crural nerve dissected out of

the body, but remaining in connection with it. The leg was then

inclosed in a glass tube covered with an insulating vr.ruish, and the

nerve allowed to hang freely at its open end. When two points of

the nerve thus prepared are brought in contact with any two sub-

stances in a different electrical state, the muscles of the frog's leg are

thrown into contraction. By this
'

galvanscopio frog
'

Matteucci was
2 K
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able to detect current* of electricity in tho muscles of animal*, by
cutting into them and placing one extremity of the nenre deep in the

wound and the other at iU lips. The experimenU of M..-

followed up by Du BoU-Raymond, who has arrired at the following
cnncliuions : 1. That galranic currenU may be observed in any liuiK

of any animal whether cold or warm-blooded. Theee currenU in some
limb* are directed downwards, in others upwards. They are of dif-

ferent intensity in different limb* ; but their intensity and direction

are always the same in the tame limb of different individuals of the

same species. 2. The electro-motive action on which these current*

depend doe* not arise from the contact of heterogeneous tissues, as

Volta supposed ; for the different tissues, the nerves, muscles, and

tendon*, in an electric point of view, are quite homogeneous. 3. These
currenU are produced by the muscles. If any undissected muscle of

any 'n'"^* 1 be brought into the circuit longitudinally, it generally
exhibit* an electro-motive action, the direction of which depends on
the poaition of the muscle. The current of the whole limb is nothing,
bat toe resultant of the partial cnrrenU which are engendered by
each muscle of the limb. It is therefore a ' muscular current.' 4. The
law of the muscular current may be expressed as follows :

"
Any point,

of the natural or artificial longitudinal section of the muscle is positive
in relation to any point of the natural or artificial transverse section."

5. By means of the above-mentioned law an explanation is afforded of

the muscular current appearing in one instance an upward one, in

another a downward one, which occurs according as the upper or the

under of the two transverse sections is made to touch one of the

ends of the galvanometer wire, whilst the other end is applied to the

longitudinal section of the muscle. This is true even as regards
shreds of muscle consisting of only a few primary fibres, and such as

only admit of observation by the microscope. 6. The nerves are

possessed
of an electro-motive power which acts according to the same

law tut the muscles. Whilst still in organic connection with the

muscles, and forming part of a circuit in which the muscles give rise

to a current, the nerves simply play the part of an inactive conducting
body, provided their own current be prevented from entering the

circuit

There are certain animals which possess the power of accumulating
electric force within their bodies, and of discharging it at will in n

violent form, and, with the exception of some insecU and Molliaca
which have been said (though this is doubtful) to communicate sensible

shocks, these animals are all included in the class of Fishes. About
seven species of this class, belonging to five genera, are known to

possess electric properties, and it is curious that these genera belong
to tribes very dissimilar from one another, and that, though each has
a limited geographical range, one species or other is found in almost

every part of the world. Thus, the three species of Torpedo, belong-
ing to the Ray tribe, are found on most of the coasts of the Atlantic
and Mediterranean, and sometimes so abundantly as to be a staple
article of food. The Gymnotiu, or Electric Eel, is confined to the
rivers of South America. The f-ilurtu (more correctly the Mala-

pttrunu), which approaches more nearly to the Salmon tribe, occurs in

the Niger, the Senegal, and the Nile. The Trirhiuriu, or Indian

Sword-Finn, is an inhabitant of the Indian Seas ; and the Tetraodon

(one of a genus allied to the Ltioiton, or Globe-Fish) has only been met
with on the coral banks of Johanna, one of the Comoro Islands.

These fishes have not all been examined with the same degree of

attention, but it seems probable that the phenomena which they
exhibit, and the structural peculiarities with which these are con-

nected, are essentially the same throughout.
The peculiar characteristic of all is the power of giving, to any

living body which touches them, a shock resembling in iU effect* that

produced by the discharge of a Leydcn jar. This is of very variable

Intensity in different species and individuals, and at different times.
The Oymnottu will attack and paralyse horses, as well as kill small
animal* ; and the discharges of large fish (which are 20 feet long)
sometimes prove sufficient to deprive men of sense and motion. The
sffcoU of the contact of the Torpedo are less severe, and soon pass off;
bat the shock is sttended with considerable pain when the fish is

vigorous. The electrical organs appear to be charged and discharged
to a certain extent at the will of tha animals. Their power is generally
exerted by the approach of some other animal, or by some external
irriution ; but it is not always possible to call it into action, even in

rigorous individual*. It usually diminishes with the general feeble-

ness of the system, though sometimes a dying fish exerts considerable

power. All eUctrical fishes have their energy exhausted by a con-
tinued saris* of discharges ; hence it is a common practice with con-

voys in Sooth America to collect a number of wild horses and drive
them into the rivers, in order to save themselves, when they pass,
from being injured bv the fish. If excessively exhausted, the animals

may even die ; but they usually recover their electrical energy after
a few hoars' rest.

The Torpedo, from iU proximity to European shores, has been most
frequently made the subject of observation and experiment ; and the
following are the most important remit* of the investigations which
have been made upon it by various iiii|iiin-n .That the shock
received by the organ* of sensation in man is really the result of an
electric discharge, luu now been fully established. Although no one
has ever teen a spark smittted from the body of one of the fish, it

msy be easily manifested by causing the Torpedo or (fymitoliu to send
iU discharge through a slightly interrupted circuit The galvano-
meter is influenced by the discharge of the Torpedo, sn.l . !.

decomposition may be effected by it, as well as magnetic properties
communicated to needles. It seems essential to the proper re<

of the shock, that two parts of the body should be touched at the

same time, and that these two should be in different electrical states.

The most energetic discharge is procured from the Torpedo by touch-

ing the back and belly simultaneously, the electricity of the dorsal

surface being positive, and that of the ventral negative ;
and by this

means the galvanometer may be strongly affected, every part of the

back being positive with respect to every part of the opposite surface.

When the two wires of the galvanometer are applied to the corre-

sponding parts of the two sides of the same surface, no influence is

manifested
; but, if the two points do not correspond in situation,

whether they be both on the back or both on the belly, the index of

toe galvanometer is made to deviate. The degree of proximity to

the electric organ appears to be the source of the difference in the

relative state of different parts of the body ; those which are near to

it being always positive in respect to those more distant Dr. Davy
found that, however much Torpedoes were irritated through a single

point, no discharge took place ; and he states that, when one surface

only is touched and irritated, the fish themselves appear to make an
effort to bring the border of the other surface, by muscular contrac-

tion, into contact with the offending body ; and that this is even done

by foetal fish. If a fish be placed between two plates of metal, the

edges of which are in contact, no shock is perceived by the hands

placed upon them, since the metal is a better conductor than the

human body ;
but if the plates be separated, and while still in contact

with the opposite sides of the body, the hands be applied to them,
the discharge is at once rendered perceptible, and it may be passed

through a line formed by the moistened hands of two or more persons,
the extremities being brought into relation with the opposite plates.

The electrical phenomena of the llymnotut are essentially the same
with those of the Torpedo ; but the opposite electrical states are found
to exist, not between the dorsal and ventral surfaces, but between the

head and tail ;
so that the shock is most powerful when the connec-

tion is formed between these two extreme points.
It has been ascertained by experiment, that the manifestation of

this peculiar power depends upon the integrity of the connection

between the nervous centres and certain organs peculiar to electrical

fishes. In the Torpedo the electrical organs are of a flattened shape,
and occupy the front and sides of the body, forming two large masses,
which extend backwards and outwards from each side of the head.

They are composed of two layers of membrane, between which is a

whitish soft pulp, divided into columns by processes of the membrane
sent off so as to form partitions like the cells of a honeycomb ;

tho

ends of these columns being directed towards the two surfaces of the

body. The columns are again subdivided horizontally by more
delicate partitions, which form each into a number of distinct

the partitions are extremely vascular, and are profusely supplied with

nerves, the fibres of which seem to break up into minuter lilin

form plexuses upon these membranes. The fluid coutmned in tho

electrical organs forms so large a portion of them, that the
>>\

gravity of the mass is only I'OM, whilst that of the body in \-

is about 1'060
; and from a chemical examination of iU constituents,

it seems to be little else than water, holding one-tenth part of albumen
in solution, with a little chloride of sodium. The electrical organs of

(jymnottu are essentially the same in structure, though differing in

shape, in accordance with the conformation of the animal
; they

occupy one-third of its whole bulk, and run along nearly its entire

length ; there are however two distinct pairs, one much larger than
the other. The primus are here less numerous, but are much longer ;

for they run in the direction of the length of the body, a difference
which i productive of a considerable modification of the character
of the discharge. In the Silvrtu there is not any electrical organ so
definite as those just described ; but the thick layer of dense cellular

tissue, which
completely surrounds the body, appears to be subser-

vient to this function
;

it is composed of tendinous fibres interwoven

togetber,and of analbuminouasubstancuo>ntaiii<><l in tin -n- interstices,
so as to bear a close analogy with the cellular partitions in the special
organs of the Torpedo and (rymnolut. The organs of tho other known
electrical fishes have not yet come under the notice of any anatomist.

In all these instances the electrical organs are supplied itli nerves
of very great size, larger than any others in the same animals, and
larger than any nerve in other animals of like bulk. They all arise in
the Torpedo from a ganglionic mass situated behind the cerebellum,
and connected with the medulla oblongata, to which the name of
' electric lobe

'

has been given ;
the first two of them issue from the

cranium in close proximity with tin- fifth pair, ami have been regarded
as belonging to it, although their real origin is diflerent; wliiUt, from
the distribution of the third electrical nerve to the stomach, after

sending IU principal portion to the electrical organ, it would seem

analogous to tho eighth pair or pnoumogastric.
The electrical nerves in the liymnoliu are believed to arise from the

spinal marrow alone ;
ami tl. .luriu are partly intercostal*

and partly belong to the fifth pair. The integrity of the nerves is

itial to the full action of the electrical organs. If all the trunks
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be cut on one side, the power of that organ will be destroyed, but
that of the other may remain uninjured. If the nerves be partially

destroyed on either or both sides, the power is retained by the portion
of the organs still in connection with the centres. The same effects

are produced by tying the nerves as by cutting them. Even slices of

the organ entirely separated from the body, except by a nervous

fibre, may exhibit electrical properties. Discharges may be excited

by irritation of the brain when the nerves are entire, or of the part of

the divided trunk distributed on the organ ; but on destroying the

electric lobe of the brain the electric power of the animal ceases

entirely, although all the other ganglionic centres may be removed
without impairing it. It is remarkable however that after the section

of the electrical nerves Torpedoes appear more lively than before the

operation, and actually live longer than others not so injured, which
are excited to discharge frequently. Poisons which act violently on
the nervous system have a striking effect upon the electrical mani-
festations of these fish

; thus, two grains of muriate of morphia were
found by Matteucci to produce death after about ten minutes, du-ring
which time the discharges were very numerous and powerful ;

and

strychnia also excited powerful discharges at first, succeeded by
weaker ones, the animals dying in violent convulsions. When the
animals were under the influence of strychnia it was observed that

the slightest irritation occasioned discharges ;
a blow given to the

table on which the animal was placed being sufficient to produce this

effect. If the spinal cord were divided however, no irritation of the

parts situated below the section called forth a shock. It has also

been ascertained by Matteucci that the electric power is suspended
when the Torpedo is plunged into water at 32, and is recovered

again when it is immersed in water of a temperature from 58 to 68;
and that this alternation may be repeated several times upon the

same fish. But if the temperature be raised to 86 the Torpedo soon
ceases to lire, and dies while giving a great number of violent

discharges. (Carpenter.)
From these facts it is evident that the electric force is developed

as the result of nervous agency. From this it has been sometimes

hastily inferred that the electric and nervous forces are identical.

This however is not more probable than that the contractile force of

the muscles is identical with the nervous force. The best explanation
of the phenomena appears to be the correlation of these forces.

They are convertible forces, the one being capable of generating the

other; the force generated being always the representative of the

force generating it. The uses of these electric organs it is somewhat
difficult to explain. The Gymnotiu eats very few of the fishes which
it kills by its shocks, and this is the case with the Torpedoes. Dr.

John Davy conjectures that the electric discharges decompose the

water, and supplying oxygen assist in respiration. Dr. Carpenter

suggests that this peculiar action may assist the digestion of the fish,

as animals killed by electricity are more digestible. The electrical

condition of the animal itself he also thinks may conduce to the easy

digestion of its food.

(Carpenter, Principle! of Phynnlogy, General and Comparative;
Professor Matteucci, Electro-Phynoloyical Researches; Philosophical

Tratuactiont, 1850; Matteucci, Lecture* upon the Physical Phenomena

of Living Beings, translated by Pereira
;
Du Bois-Raymond, On Mat-

teuccit Letter to Dr. Bence Jonei, editor of Dr. Du Bois-Raymond's
Jtetearchei in Animal Electricity ; H. Bence Jones, A bitract of Da, Boi-

Saymmd't Retcarchet in Animal Electricity.)

Kl.KXCHUS. [RHISSOPTERA.]
ELEO'CHARIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Cyperacea and the tribe Scirpeie. It has fertile glumes, the lower-

most layer with one or two of the lowest empty ;
3-6 bristles. The

nut compressed, crowned with the persistent dilated base of the style.

There are 3 species of this genus, known by the name of Spike-Rushes,
found in Great Britain.

E. paluttrii has a creeping root, and the stem clothed with mem-
branous obtusely-truncate sheaths : it grows in marshy places, forming
sometimes a large proportion of the peat found in bogs. E. multi-

caulu has slightly creeping roots, with the stem clothed with

obliquely truncate rather acute sheaths. E. acicv.la.rii has a fibrous

root, and numerous slender erect stems, and very small spikes. It is

found in damp places upon heaths.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
KLKOTRAGUS. [InitorM.]
ELEOTRIS, a genus of Acanthopterygious Fishes belonging to

the family Gubioda. Like the Gobies the species have flexible spines

in the first dorsal fin, and an appendage behind the vent, but they
have the ventral fins separate and six gill-rays. The species are inha-

bitants of the fresh waters of warm countries, and conceal themselves

in the mud.
. dot-matrix, the Sleeper, is a large fish. It is found in the West

Indian marshes. Other species have been found in Africa, India, and

the Mediterranean.

ELEPHANT (in Latin Elephas and Elephantus, in Greek 'E\(>as,

in Spanish Elefante, in Italian Klefante, in French Elephant, in German

Klephant, in Dutch Olyphant), the name of the well-known genus
which forms the only living type of the family of true Proboscidians,

or Pachydermatous Mammifers with a Proboscis and Tusks. It is

the largest of existing terrestrial animals.

The Proboscis or Trunk, from which the name of the family is

derived, demands some attention previous to our inquiry into the

rest of the structure, habits, and history of the Elephants.
The great size of the alveoli necessary for the lodgment of the tusks

renders, as Cuvier observes, the upper jaw so high and shortens the

nasal bones to such a degree, that in the skeleton the nostrils are

placed towards the upper part of the face ;
but in the living animal

they are prolonged into a cylindrical trunk or proboscis composed of

thousands * of small muscles variously interlaced, so as to bestow on

it the most complicated powers of mobility in all the varieties of

extension, contraction, and motion in every direction. It is of a

tapering sub-conical form, and has internally two perforations. On
the upper side of the extremity, immediately above the partition of

the nostrils, is an elongated process, which may be considered as a

finger ; and on the tinder edge is a sort of tubercle, which acts as ail

opposeable point ;
in short, as a thumb. Endowed with exquisite

sensibility, nearly 8 feet in length, and stout in proportion to the

massive size of the whole animal, this organ, at the volition of the

elephant, will uproot trees or gather grass raise a piece of artillery

or pick up a comfit kill a man or brush off a fly. It conveys the

food to the mouth, and pumps up the enormous draughts of water,
which by its recurvature are turned into and driven down the capa-
cious throat, or showered over the body. Its length supplies the

place of a long neck, which would have been incompatible with the

support of the large head and weighty tusks. A glance at the head
of an elephant will show the thickness and strength of the trunk at

its insertion; and the massy arched bones of the face and thick

muscular neck are admirably adapted for supporting and working
this powerful and wonderful instrument.
The following cuts will convey some idea of the form and action of

the termination of the proboscis :

Anterior termination of Elephant's Trunk (profile).

Anterior extremities of the trunks of male (A) and female elephants (B).

Action of anterior extremity of i-roboscis in gathering long herbage.

Mode of holding hcrbaje when gathered.

Mode of holding a root till enough is collected for n mouthful.

Curled action, when a powerful ml muchjbrce is required.

* Cuvier gives the number of muscles having the power of distinct action as

not far short of 40,000.
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African Elephant : Incuora,
2

; Molar*,* . 10.

Asiatic Elephant : Inciaora, -
; Molar*, - .

TVntitlon n<l O**eont Structure. The meoion of moUr teeth in

U> elephant* take* place in a direction from behind forward* ; and
the tooth but developed pushing apunrt that which preceded it, and
in time replacing it. give* a* a rwult that there are never more than
two molar teeth on each aid* of each jaw, and tImt sometime* there U
only one. The la*t case happen* immediately after the shedding of

the anterior tooth, which ha* been pushed out by it* successor, and
which, in iu torn, U to be replaced in like manner. Thi* succession

happen* many time* during the life of the animal, and Mr. Corse
noticed it eicht time* in an Asiatic Elephant. Now, a* theae teeth
bow their anterior extremity first, long before the other extremity
appear*, and a* they begin to be worn down anteriorly, it follows that
the anterior tooth, when it is abed, is infinitely smaller in size than it

once waa, and that it* form i* entirely changed.
In the molar teeth of most graminivorous quadrupeds there is,

betide* the bony substance and enamel, a third component part,
differing in appearance from both the others, but resembling the bone
more than the enamel. Blake and others have distinguished tliis

ubetance by the name of 'cnista petroea;' Cuvier calls it 'cement'
The distinction of tbeae three substances is perhaps better seen in
the molar tooth of an elephant than in any other animal If a longi-
tudinal vertical section be made and the surface be polished, the
crusta petroaa will be distinguished by a greater yellowness and
opacity, a* well u by a uniformity of appearance, there being no
rpparent laminrc nor fibres. "The grinding troth of the elephant,"
write* Lawrence in hi* 'Additions' to Blumenbach, "contain the
moat complete intermixture of there three substances, and have a
greater proportion of crusta petrosa than those of any other animal.
The pulp forms a number of broad flat processes lying parallel to
each other, and placed transversely between the inner and outer
lamina* of the alveoli. The bone of the tooth is formed on these in

separate shell*, commencing at their loose extremities and extending
toward* the basin, where they are connected together. The capsule
end* an equal number of membranous productions, which first cover
the bony ahell* with enamel and then invest them with crusta petrosa,
which latter substance unites and consolidates the different portions.
The bony shells vary in number from 4 to 23, according to the size
of the tooth and the age of the animal

; they have been described under
the name of denticuli, and hare been represented as separate teeth in
the first instance. It must however be remembered that they are
formed on processes of one single pulp. When the crusta petrosa is

completely deposited, the different denticuli are consolidated together.
The bony shell* are united at the base to the neighbouring ones ; the
investment* of enamel are joined in like manner

; and the intervals
are filled with the third substance, which really deserves the name
bestowed on it by Cuvier of ' cement' The pulp is then elongated
for the purpose of forming the roots or fangs of the tooth. From the
peculiar mode of dentition of this animal, the front portion of the
tooth has cut the gum and is employed in mastication before the back
part is completely formed ; even be/ore some of the posterior denti-
culi hare been consolidated. The back of the tooth does not appear in
the mouth until the anterior part has been worn down even to the
fang. A horizontal section of the elephant's tooth presents a aeries
of narrow band* of bone of the tooth, surrounded by corresponding
portions of enamel Between these are portions of crusta petrosa ;

and the whole circumference of the section is composed of a thick
layer of the same substance. A vertical section in the longitudinal
direction exhibit* the proceese* of bone upon the different deiiticuli,
running up from the fang* ;

a vertical layer of enamel is placed before
and another behind each of the*e. If the tooth is not yet worn by
maetication, the two layer* of enamel are continuous at the partwhere the boo* terminate* in a point ; and the front layer of one
denticaln* U continuous with the back layer of the succeeding one
at the root of the tooth. Cruata petroaa intervene* between the
aacending and descending portion* of the enamel A* the rarface of
tbetooth i* worn down in martication, the processes of enamel,
reefatin*; ">7 *>* superior hardneat, form prominent ridge* on the
grinding *urt*oe, which must adapt it excellently for bruiaing and
comminuting any hard subrtance. The grinding bane*, when worn
ocfratly to expoae the enamel, in the Asiatic species, represent

flattened oral* placed aeros* the tooth. In the African they form a
sriei of loMogea, which touch each other iu the middle of the tooth."
In the Muaeum of the Royal College of Surgeon* are a aerie* of pre-
paration* (No*. 850 to 854, both inclusive) illustrative of the tructure
andphTaiology of the molar teeth of elephant*, preceded by an

jnterating
extract from the Hunterian MS. Catalogue. No. 275 B

to a portion of the cnmentom of an elephant'* grinder, which ha* been
leeped in an acid, dried, and

preferred in oil of turpentine, for the
of *bowing the proportion of animal matter which it contains.
2 to 284, both inclusive, show the interarticular ligamentou*
from the joint of the lower jaw of the elephant, and the

MOO of the structure for applying two convex surfaces to each

Teeth of African Elephant. From F. Cuvier.

a, I'ppcr jaw ; 4, lower Jaw ; e, original state of the tooth when the lamina)
which compote it arc free ; d, the lamina? as they ore attached in parallel" on*
to the other by the cortical subRtnnce in a subsequent state of dentition, but
before the crown of the tooth has been worn by implication, and when it only
present* on IU surface blunt tubercles.

Tefi of Asiatic Elephant > mm F. Cuvier.

a, U;ipcr molar tooth ; 6, lower molar tooth.
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More than one molar tooth and part of another are never to be seen

through the gum in the Elephant. When the anterior tooth is gradu-
ally worn away by mastication, the absorption of its fangs and alveolus

takes place, while the posterior tooth advances to occupy its position ;

then comes a third to take the place of the second tooth, which under-

goes the same process, and so on, as we have stated, for at least eighl
times. Each succeeding tooth is larger than its predecessor. Thus, the

first, or milk-grinder, which cuts the gum soon after birth, has but
four transverse plates (denticuli) ;

the second is composed of eight or

nine, and appears completely when the animal is two years old
;
the

third consists of twelve or thirteen, and comes at the age of six years ;

and in the fourth up to the eighth grinder both inclusive, the number
of plates varies from fifteen to twenty-three. It would, seem that every
new tooth takes at least a year more for its formation than its prede-
cessor. As the tooth advances gradually, a comparatively small por-
tion only is through the gum at once. A molar tooth, composed ol

twelve or fourteen plates, shows only two or three of these through
the gum, the others being imbedded in the jaw, and in fact the tooth
is complete anteriorly, where it is required for mastication, while pos-
teriorly it is very incomplete. As the laminae advance, they are suc-

cessively perfected. An elephant's molar tooth is therefore never to

be seen in a perfect state ; for if it is not worn at all anteriorly, the

. posterior part is not formed, and the fangs are wanting : nor is the
structure of the back part of the tooth perfected until the anterior

portion is gone.

Elephants have no canine teeth, but in the upper jaw there are two

incisors, better known by the name of tusks. These enormous weapons
are round, arched, and terminate in a point ; and their capsule is

always free, so that the tusk continues to grow as long as the animal
lives. The structure of the ivory of which it is composed differs from
other tusks ; and a transverse section presents striae forming the arc

of a circle from the centre to the circumference, and, in crossing each

other, curvilinear lozenges which occupy the whole surface. The
tusk is hollow within for a great part of its length, and the cavity
contains a vascular pulp, which supplies successive layers internally
as the tusk is worn down externally. Blumenbach, in his

'

Compara-
tive Anatomy,' observes, that not to mention other peculiarities of

ivory, which have induced some modern naturalists to consider it as

ft species of horn, the difference between its structure and that of the

bone of teeth is evinced in the remarkable pathological phenomenon
resulting from balls with which the animal has been shot when

young being found, on sawing through the tooth, imbedded in its

substance in a peculiar manner. Haller employed this fact, both to

refute Duhamel's opinion of the formation of bones by the periosteum,
like that of wood by the bark of a tree, as well as to prove the con-

stant renovation of the hard parts of the animal machine. It is still

more important in explanation of that ' nutritio ultra vasa,' which is

particularly known through the Petersburgh prize dissertation. Blu-

menbach farther states that the fact above mentioned may be seen in

Buffon (4to. ed., torn. xi. p. 161); in Oalandat 'Over de Olyphants
Tanden;' in the '

Verhandelingen der Genootsch, te Vlissingen,'
torn. ii. p. 352

;
and in Bonn. '

frescr. Thesauri Hoviani,' p. 146. In

all these cases, according to Blumenbach, the balls were of iron ; and
he adds that he possesses a similar specimen. In the cases we have

seen, the balls were also of iron.
"
But," continues Blumenbach,

"there is a still more curious example in my collection, of a leaden

bullet contained in the tusk of an East Indian elephant, which must
have been equal in size to a man's thigh, without having been flattened.

It lies close to the cavity of the tooth ; its entrance from without is

closed, as it were, by means of a cicatrix
;
and the ball itself is sur-

rounded apparently by a peculiar covering. The bony matter has

been poured out on the side of the cavity in a stalactitic form." Upon
this Lawrence well remarks that the facts here recounted have been
sometimes brought forward in order to prove the vascularity of the

teeth ;
a doctrine which is refuted by every circumstance in the

formation, structure, and diseases of these organs. When a bullet

has entered the substance of the body, the surrounding lacerated and
contused parts do not grow to the metal and become firmly attached
to its surface, but they inflame and suppurate in order to get rid of

the offending matter. "
If the ivory be vascular," asks Mr. Lawrence,

"
why do not the same processes take place in it ?

" " We can explain

very satisfactorily," writes Mr. Lawrence in continuation,
" how a

bullet may enter the tusk of an elephant, and become imbedded in

the ivory without any opening for its admission being perceptible.
These tusks are constantly growing during the animal's life by a

deposition of successive laminae within the cavity, while the outer

surface and the point are gradually worn away ; and the cavity is

filled for this purpose with a vascular pulp, similar to that on which
teeth are originally formed. If a ball penetrate the side of a tusk,
CTOM its cavity, and lodge in the slightest way on the opposite side,
it will become covered towards the cavity by the newly-deposited
layers of ivory, while no opening will exist between it and the surface

to account for its entrance. If it have only sufficient force to enter,
it will probably sink by its own weight between the pulp and the

ts at the bottom of the cavity. It there becomes
surrounded by new layers of ivory ;

and as the tusk is gradually
worn away and supplied by new depositions, it will soon be found in

the centre of the solid part of the tooth. Lastly, a foreign body may

enter the tusk from above, as the plate of bone which forms its socket
is thin

;
if this descends to the lower part of the cavity, it may become

imbedded by the subsequent formations of ivory. This must have
happened in a case where a spear-head was found in an elephant's
tooth. The long axis of the foreign body corresponded to that of the

cavity. No opening for its admission could be discovered, and it is

very clear that no human strength could drive such a body through
the side of a tusk." (' Phil. Trans.,' 1801, part i.)

The great size to which these tusks grow may be judged of by
examining the table published by Cuvier in his ' Ossemens Fossiles,"
torn. i. p. 57. It is generally considered that the tusks of the African

Elephant are the largest ;
but with regard to the table, Cuvier observes

that the African tusks could not be distinguished from those of the
Indies, and that there is not the certainty that could be wished in the
measures employed. According to Mr. Corse, the tusks of the Indian

Elephant seldom exceed 72 Ibs. in weight, and do not weigh beyond
50 Ibs. in the province of Tiperah, which produces thousands of ele-

phants. There are however in London tusks which weigh 150 Ibs.,

probably from Pegu ; for it is from Pegu and Cochin-China that the

largest Indian elephants and tusks are brought. The largest recorded
in Cuvier's table was a tusk sold at Amsterdam, according to Klokner,
which weighed 350 Ibs. : this is stated on the authority of Camper ;

and one possessed by a merchant of Venice, which was 14 feet in

length, and resting on the authority of Hartenfels, in his '

Elephanto-
graphia." The largest in the Paris Museum is nearly 7 feet long, and
about 54 inches in diameter at the large end. These tusks have different

degrees of curvature.

Mr. Corse, speaking of the Asiatic Elephant, states that the first or
milk tusks of an elephant never grow to any size, but are shed between
the first and second year. These, as well as the first grinders, are
named by the natives '

Dood-kau-Daunt,' which literally signifies
milk-teeth. The tusks which are shed have a considerable part of the
root or fang absorbed before this happens. The tune at which the
tusk cuts the gum seems to vary. Mr. Corse knew a young one which
had his tusks when about five months old, while those of another did
not cut the gum till he was seven months old. Those tusks which
are deciduous, observes the same author, are perfect and without any
hollow at the root, in a foetus which is come to its full time, and at
this period the socket of the permanent tusk begins to be formed on
the inner side of the deciduous tusk : he gives the following examples
of the progress of this part of the dentition : A young elephant shed
one of his milk-tusks on the 6th of November, 1790, when near thirteen
months old, and the other on the 27th of December, when about four-
teen months old ; they were merely two black-coloured stumps, when
shed

; but, two months afterwards, the permanent tusks cut the gum,
and on the 19th of April, 1791, they were an inch long, but black and
ragged at the ends. When they became longer and projected beyond
the lip, they soon were worn smooth by the motion and friction of
the trunk. Another young elephant did not shed his milk-tusks till

he was sixteen months old. The permanent tusks of the female are

very small in comparison with those of the male, and do not take
their rise so deep ia the jaw ;

but they use them as weapons of offence
in the same manner as the male, that is, by putting their head
above another elephant, and then pressing their tusks down into the
animal.

In the lower jaw there are neither incisors nor canines, and the
molar teeth resemble those to which they are opposed.

Cuvier comes to the conclusion that the females of the African

species have large tusks, and that the difference between the sexes in
this respect is much less than in the Indian elephants ; but Burchell
attributes the want of success of the elephant-hunters whom he met
with to their having only fallen in with females whose tusks were
small.

Pursuing our inquiry into the general structure of the skeleton, we
shall find a marked difference in the external appearance of the skulls

of the African and Indian species.
Here we see that the almost pyramidical form of the skull in the

Indian species is strongly contrasted with the more rounded form and
contour of that of the African species. The front of the head is

concave in the Indian species, while in the African it is rather convex ;

there are besides other differences.

Internally we find a beautiful provision for increasing the surface

necessary for the attachment of muscles combined with strength and

lightness.
The other parts of the skull most worthy of note are the nasal

bones, of which the elephant possesses only a kind of imitation : the

lachrymal bones are entirely wanting. The cervical vertebrae form a
short and stiff series, allowing hardly more than a "limited motion
of the head from side to side, a more extended action being rendered

unnecessary by the flexibility of the trunk, and ft firm support for

the head being the principal object to be attained. The spinous pro-
cesses of the anterior dorsal vertebra; are exceedingly long for the
attachment of the great suspensory ligament of the neck (ligamentum
nuchae, or pax-wax). Blumenbach puts the number of ribs, and

consequently of dorsal vertebrae, at 19 pairs, observing that this, at

east, is the case in the skeleton of the Asiatic Elephant at Cassel.

Slair, he remarks, found the same number in the individuals of which
10 has given an account ;

and a manuscript Italian description of the
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Skull of African Elephant.
V

\

Soriion of the Skull of Indian Klrphut.

, shown thr> ojx-tiinf'of the no-trlli ; , the cellular lnni which w>j>aratr
tb ritmul from the internal Ubie of the rtull

; r, the caritjr where the brain

elephant which died t Florence in 1657 confirms this statement.

Allen Moulin*, on the oontrary (' Anatomical Account of the Elephant
burned in Dublin,' London, 1682, 4to.), and Daubenton, represent
tlie number of pain u 20. The elephant in the Museum of the

Koyml Collage of Surgeons (Chunce, formerly of Exeter Change) hat
19 pairs of ribs; and that in the Itritiiih Museum has the same

number, 14 true and 5 false; but Dr. Gray informs un that in a
second specimen of a young one, the bones of which have not been

separated, there are 20 pairs, 15 true and 5 false. There are only
three lumbar vertebno. The margin of the scapula, which is turned
towards the spine, and is shortest in moat of the proper quadrupeds,
is the longest in the Elephant, as it is in the Cheiroptera, most of the

Quatlrumaua,tLnd especially in man. There is no ligamentum teres,

and consequently no impression on the head of the femur or thigh-
bone.

Structure of Internal Soft Parts. The following internal soft parts
are more particularly worthy of remark in the Elephant : Brain,

&.O., a portion of the dura muter from an Asiatic Elephant may be
seen in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, in London

(Gallery, No. 1846), where the termination of the falx and the com-
mencement of the tentorium, or process which separates the cerebrum
from the cerebellum, are shown. The two fibrous layers of the dura
mater are separated by a softer cellular substance, in which the

vessels ramify ;
and it may be observed that the thickness of the

dura mater is in proportion to the size of the skull, and of the entire

unimal, but not to the size of the brain, which does not much exceed

that of the human brain, as will be seen in the preparation of the

brain of a young Asiatic Elephant (No. 1331). For, though the

absolute size of the organ exceeds that of man, the proportion which
the cerebrum bears to the rest of the brain, and especially that part
of the hemisphere which forms the roof and sides of the lateral

ventricle, is much less. The hemispheres are broad and short, with

a considerable development of the natiform protuberance. The con-

volutions are comparatively small and numerous. A lateral section

has been removed from the left hemisphere, which shows that the

anfractuosities are also deep, extending in some cases more than two-

thirds of an inch into the substance of the brain. The hippocampus
is comparatively smaller than in the ass, and the corpus striatum

larger. The ventricle is seen to be continued into the olfactory bulb.

The cerebellum is of considerable width, and its surface, as shown

by the lateral section, is increased by numerous and complex
anfractuosities. The tuber nnuiilaro corresponds in size to the

development of the lateral lobes of the cerebellum. The corpora
olivaria are remarkably prominent. The origins of all the cerebral

nerves are shown, among which the olfactory nerves of the lifth

pair, which supplies the proboscis, are remarkable for their prodigious
size ; whilst the optic nerves, and those which supply the muscles of

the eye, are remarkable for their small size. The pin mater is left on
with 'the vessels at the base of the brain. A bristle is placed in the

infundibulum. (' Cat. Gallery,' vol. iii.). The brain in man is from

3^ to ^y of the body, that of the elephant T<gy The stomach is simple,
the intestines are very voluminous, and the csecum enormous. In the

sanguiferous system the heart is worthy of note, and a section of the

right auricle and ventricle of that of an Asiatic Elephant may be seen

in the museum last mentioned (Gallery, No. 824). In this animal,

which, in some other respects, singularly resembles the Bodeittia, three

venae cavao terminate in the right auricle. Besides the Eustachian

valve, which projects between the orifices f the inferior and left

superior cavte, there is also, as in the Porcupine, a rudiment of a

superior valve, extending from the posterior side of the orifice of the

right superior cava. The tricuspid valve, and its chordae tendinegj

and columns* carneic, are also well displayed. (' Cat. Gallery,' vol.
ii.)

The period of gestation of the Elephant is twenty months and some

days. The breasts of the female are placed under the chest, and the

young one sucks, not with the trunk, but with the mouth. " The
young of the elephant, at leant all those I have seen," writes Mr.

Corse,
"
begin to nibble and suck the breast soon after birth ; pressing

it with the trunk, which, by natural instinct, they know will make the
milk flow more readily into the mouth while sucking. Elephants
never lie down to give their young ones suck

;
and it often happens,

when the dam is tall, that she is obliged for some time to bend her

body towards her young to enable him to reach the nipple with his

mouth ; consequently, if ever the trunk was used to lay hold of the

nipple, it would be at this period, when he is making laborious effort*

to reach it with his mouth, but which he could always cosily do with
his trunk if it answered the purpose. In sucking, the young elephant

always grasps the nipple (which projects lii i/"iiMlly from the breast)
with the side of his mouth. I have very often observed this

; and so

sensible are the attendants of it, that with them it is a common
tice to raise a small mound of earth, about 6 or 8 inches high, for the

young one to stand on, and thus save the mother the trouble of

bending her body every time she gives suck, which she cannot readily
do when tied to her picket" The maternal affection does not seem
to be very strong in the female elephant, at least in captivity ; for

the same author states that tame elephants are never suffered to

remain loose, as instances occur of the mother leaving her young and

escaping into the woods; and he says that if a wild elephant happens
to be separated from her young, for only two days, though giving suck,
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she never afterwards recognises or acknowledges it.
" This separation,"

adds Mr. Corse, "sometimes happens unavoidably, when they were
enticed separately into the outlet of the Keddah. I have been much
mortified at such unnatural conduct in the mother, particularly when
it was evident the young elephant knew its dam, and by its plaintive
cries and submissive approaches solicited her assistance."

and Merghee is termed Sunkareah (from '

sunkarah,' a mixture), or

Merghabauliah (for the mo=t part Merghee) ; but a farther mixture
or crossing of the breed renders it extremHy difficult for the hunters
to ascertain the variety. Besides the Koomareah, Merghee, and
Sunkareah breeds, several varieties are generally to be found in the
same herd

;
but the nearer an elephant approaches to the true

Skeleton of Elephant.

There are two living species of the genus Eltjiluu :

E. Indicu, the Asiatic Elephant. It differs from the African

species, not only in its greater size and in the characters of

the teeth and skull, but also in the comparative smalluess
of the ears, the paler brown colour of the skin, and in having

l

four nails on the hind feet instead of three. The sagacity of this i

species is also supposed to be greater than that of the African

Elephant. But though many wonderful stories are told, and some
;

of them are as true as they are wonderful, of the grateful remem-
brance which it long retains of benefits conferred, or of the

tenacity with which it
" treasures up a wrong," and though the

instances of its docility, both ancient and modern, are very extra-

ordinary, we agree upon the whole with Baron Cuvier, who observes,
that after having studied these animals a long time, he never found
their intelligence surpass that of a dog nor of many other carnivorous
animals. It is imposing to see such a mountain of vitality obedient
to the voice of its keeper, and performing feats at his dictation ; and I

the massive gravity of its physiognomy assists the impression.
The following is Mr. Corse's description of a perfect Asiatic

Elephant : An elephant is said to be perfect when his ears are large
and rounded, not ragged or indented at the margin ;

his eyes of a
dark hazel-colour, free from specks; the roof of his mouth and his

tongue without dark or black spots of any considerable size ; his trunk

large, and his tail long, with a tuft of hair reaching nearly to the

ground. There must be five nails on each of his fore feet, and four
on each of the hind ones, making eighteen in all

;
his head well set

on, and carried rather high ; the arch or curve of his back rising

gradually from the shoulder to the middle, and thence descending to
the insertion of the tail, and all his joints firm and strong.
The following are the castes (Zat) or varieties of the Asiatic

Elephant noticed by Mr. Corse. Both males and females are divided
into two castes by the natives of Bengal, namely, the Koomareah (of
a' princely race) and the Merghee (hunting elephant, from 'mrigah,' a

deer, or hunting, or from its slender make), and this without any
regard to the appearance, shape, or size of the tusks in the male, as

these serve merely to characterise some varieties in the species. The
Koomareah is deep-bodied, strong, and compact, with a large trunk

'

and short but thick legs. The Merghee is generally taller but is not
so compact nor so strong : he travels faster, has a lighter body, and
his trunk is both short and slender in proportion to his height. As a

large trunk is considered a great beauty in an elephant, the Kooma-
reah is preferred, but not only for this, but for its superior strength,
and greater capability of sustaining fatigue. The mixed breed is held
in greater or less estimation in proportion as it partakes of the quali-
ties of the Koomareah or Merghee. A breed from a pure Koomareah

Koomareah the more he is preferred, especially by the natives, and
the higher will be his price ; though Europeans are not so particular,
and will sometimes prefer a female Merghee for hunting and riding,
when she has good paces, and is mild and tractable.

The variety of male termed Dauntelah (toothy, having large fine

teeth,) produces the largest tusks and the finest ivory : his head is

strongly contrasted with that of the Mooknah (probably from
'

mookh,"
the mouth or face), which can hardly be distinguished in this respect
from a female elephant ; and the tusks of some of the females are so

small as not to appear beyond the lip, while in others they are almost
as large as in the variety of male called Mooknah. The Dauntelah is

generally more daring and less manageable than the Mooknah
;
and

for this reason, until the temper and disposition are ascertained, the

Europeans prefer the Mooknah
;
but the natives, who are fond of

show, generally take their chance, and prefer the Dauntelah : and

though there is a material difference in their appearance as well as in

the value of their tusks, yet, if they are of the same caste, size, and

disposition, and perfect, there is scarcely any difference in their price.
There are many varieties between the Mooknah and Dauntelah,

and these are varied according to the variation of the form of the

tusks, from the projecting horizontal but rather elevated curve of

the Pullung-Daunt
* of the true Dauntelah, to the nearly straight

tusks of the Mooknah, which point directly downwards.
Thus the Goneish or Ganesa, which is a Dauntelah that has never

had but one tusk and this of the Pullung sort, and which is so called

from Ganesa, the Hindoo god of wisdom, who is represented with a

head like an elephant's with only one tooth, was sold in Mr. Corse's

time to the Hindoo princes for a very high price, to be kept in state

and worshipped as a divinity. Another variety of the Dauntelah has
the large tusks pointing downwards and projecting only a little

beyond the trunk : he is then said to have Soor or Choor-Daunt (Hog's

teeth). A third is the Puttel-Dauntee, whose tusks are straight like

those of the Mooknah, only much longer and thicker. The Ankoos-
Dauntee is a fourth, and has one tusk growing nearly horizontal, like

the Pullung-Daunt, and the other like the Puttel-Daunt, and there

are other less distinct varieties.

The term Goondah seems to be used to designate those wandering
male elephants which are much larger and stronger than the males

generally taken with the herd, the Goondah departing from it or

returning to it according to his desire. The {Joondahs are sup-
posed to be rarely taken with the herd : when they are so taken,
their violence and ferocity render them most destructive. Mr.

* '

Pullung' signifies a bed or cot, and 'daunt' teeth
; and, from the tusks pro-

jecting so regularly, and being a little curved and elevated at the extremities,
the natives suppose a man might lie on them at his ease, as on a bed. (Cone.)
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Cone rrUte* (a iiuUuoa of the ungovernable passions and terrible

karoo occasioned by the savage disposition of one, or at leant a

large male that waa supposed to be one, when in the Keddah.* >(<

waa at Irngth tied and led out, but his untameablo spirit could not

brook restraint, and after languishing about forty day* he died.

Mr. Hodgson, in bin paper
' On the Mammalia of Nepaul

'

(' Zool.

Proc.,' 18S4), suggest* that there are two varieties, or perhaps rather

specif* of the Indian Elephant, Klrphat Indicia, namely, the Ceylonese,
mud that of the Saul Foreet The Ceylonese has a smaller and lighter

head, which is carried more derated ; it hiw also higher fore

quarters. The elephant of the Saul Forest has sometimes naiU on

it* hinder feet

The height to which the Asiatic Elephant will attain has been

Tariouidy stated : but upon a strict examination of alleged great

heights, the natural disposition among men to exaggerate has

generally been detected.

A male elephant recorded by Mr. Corse wan at its birth 35 inches high.
In one year he grew 1 1 inches, and was 3 feet 10 inches high.
In the 2nd year
In the 3rd year
In the 4th year
In the 5th year
ID the 6th year
In the 7th year

A female elephant \

6

5

10

14

) 6 feet 9 inches high at the time she came into

Mr. Cone's possession, and was supposed to be 14 years old according
to the hunters ; but, according to the belief of Mr. Corse, she was

only 11 yean of age. During the next 5 years, before she was

covered, she grew only six inches, but, while pregnant, she grew
S inches in 21 months, and in the following 17 months, though again

pregnant, she grew only half an inch. Mr. Corse then lost sight of

her. She was at this time about 19 years old, and had perhaps
attained her full growth. Her young one was then not 20 months

old, yet he was 4 feet 54 inches high, having grown 18 inches since

his birth. It thus appears that no certain standard of growth, for

captive elephants at least, can be depended on : nor do there seem
to be any satisfactory data for denning the age at which the animal
ceases to grow. Mr. Corse conjectures that elephants attain their

full growth between the ages of 18 and 24. With regard to the

height, the East India Company's standard for serviceable elephants

was, in Mr. Corse's time, 7 feet and upwards, measured at the

shoulder in the same manner as horses are. At the middle of the

back they are considerably higher ;
and the curve or arch, particu-

larly in young elephants, makes a difference of several inches. The

Ifmrning of this curve is a sign of old age when not brought on by
disnssri or violence. During the war with Tippoo Sultaun, of the

150 elephant* under the management of Captain Sandys, not one was
10 feet high, and only a few males 94 feet high. Mr. Corse was very

particular in ascertaining the height of the elephants employed at

Madras, and with the army under Marquis Cornwall!*, where there

were both Ceylon and Bengal elephant*, and he was assured that

those of Ceylon were neither higher nor superior, in any respect, to

those of Bengal : nay, some officers asserted that they were consider-

ably inferior in point of utility.

The only elephant ever heard of by Mr. Corse as exceeding 1 feet,

on good authority, was a male belonging to Aaaph Ul Dowlali,

formerly vizier of Oude. The following were his dimensions :

Feet. Incite*.

From foot to foot over the shoulder
From the top of the shoulder, perpendicular height
From the

top
of the head, when set up an he ought

to march in state

22
10

104
6

12
From the front of the face to the insertion of the tail 15

2
11

And yet the Madras elephants have been said to be from 17 to

20 feet high. Now let us see how dimensions shrink before the

severity of measurement. Mr. Cone heard from several gentlemen who
had been at Dacca, that the Nabob there had an elephant about 1 4 feet

high. Mr. Corse waa desirous to measure him, especially as he had
Mao the

elephant
often at a former period, and then supposed him to

be 12 feet high. He accordingly went to Dacca. At first be sent for
the nnhotf, or driver, who without facilitation aaaured him that the

elephant was from 10 to 12 cubiu, that is, from 15 to 18 feet high ;

but added that he could not bring the elephant for Mr. Cone's exami-
nation without the Nabob's permission. Permuaion waa asked and

granted. Mr. Cone measured the elephant exactly, and was rather

surprised to find that the animal did not exceed 10 feet in height
The elephant is subject to albinism, and the white elephant* to

much esteemed by the Indian sovereigns are merely Albinos.
The Asiatic Elephant inhabit* the greater part of the warm coun-

tries of Asia, and the large islands of the Indian Archipelago. Mr.
Corse states that the elephants for the service of the East Indin

Company are generally taken in the
provinces

of Chittagong and
Tiperah; but from what ha had beard, those to the southward of

Chittagong, in the Binnah territories and kingdom of Pegu, are of n

superior breed. In confirmation of this opinion, he observes that

Ktooaa Is Uw n.m> of tb uwlgcors Into which UM wild elephants arc
felrea sad IBM taptarad.

the rlepbanta taken to the south of the Uoomty Hirer, which divides

the province of Tiperah from east to west, were generally better than

those taken to the north of that river ; and though elephants were

taken at Pilibet as far north as 29 N. lat in the viu> t.n i-

tories, yet the vizier, and also the officers of hi* court, gave those

taken in Chittagong and Tiperah a de. id.-.l preference, they being
much larger and stronger than the Pilibrt elephant Till the year
1790 Tipernli was a part of the Chittagong province ; and so sensible

was the Bengal government of the superiority of the southern

elephants for carrying burdens, enduring fatigue, and being leas

liable to oaanaltiea, tbat in the then late contracts for supplying the

army, the < was bound not to send any rl'-phaiit to the

military stations taken north of the Chittagong province. Hence
Mr. i'i.n concludes the torrid zone to be the natural clime, and the

most favourable for producing the largest, the best, and the hardiest

elephant ;
and that when this animal migrates beyond the tropics the

species degenerates. He speaks of elephants being taken on the coast

of Malabar as far north as the territories of the Coorgah Raja ; out

adds that these were much inferior to the Ceylon elephant, nnd that

from this circumstance the report of the superiority of the Ceylon

elephant to all others probably originated. H remarks that most of

the previous accounts respecting the Asiatic Elephant had been given

by gentlemen who resided many years ago on the coast of Malabar or

Coromandel, where, at that time, they hod but few opportunities of

seeing the Chittagong or the Pegu elephant
Mr. Hodgson, in the paper above noticed, states that Eltpkai

Indicia and Rhinoceros unicornii are both abundant in the forests

and hills of the lower region of Nepaul, whence, in tlie rainy season,

they issue into the cultivated parts of the Tarii to feed upon the rice

crop*.

Asiatic Elephant (Etrpliat Indicia).

In a state of nature the Asiatic Elephant lives in great herds, whii-h

are generally said to be under the conduct of the old moles, or bulls,

as they ore sometimes termed. From time immemorial the species
has been brought under the dominion of man.t ami trained to swell

the pomp of pageants, and add to the terrors of war, as well as to

perform the more useful offices of a beast of burden and draught,
and the more dreadful one of executing the sentence, of deatli on
criminals. It has been long made the companion of the sport* of the

Orientalist in the great bunting parties ;
and from the gome early

period has been made to minister to tbo wanton and cruel pleasures
of Eastern prince*, by being stimulated to combat not only with other

elephant* but with various wild animal*. The render will find in the

second volume of the '

Mcnngei-ic*
'

in the '

Library of Knli-i-tainiu^;

Knowledge,' an abundant and amusing c'li rti.m of an. .-.i,,te* con-

nected with this subject, a well as a complete History of the Kl.-plianl,

both in the wild state and as the servant of man.
The tusks of both species still form, as they did from the earliest

periods, a valuable article of commerce. The iv.iry whieh is now

sought for useful purposes and ornaments of miii.>r important
in great request with the ancient Greeks and Romans for various

domestic uses, as well as for the chrys-elephantin.' statuary rendered

so famous by Phidiiw. Of these rich statues the Minerva of tho

Parthenon, and especially the Olympian Jupiter, appear to have been

the masterpieces.
/:. .\f,-;.-nni, the African Elephant This animal is less than the

Asiatic. The head is rounded; the front con vex instead of concave;
"
Mr. Corae'i paper wa rca.l U f.iro ihc Itouil Sm-icty in 1799.

f Tbe earlier t extant account in any European languages of the mode of

capturing thr Irrtinn Irj.lnnt ! in Arrlnn,
'

l<llk,' chnp. 13.
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the ears are much larger than those of the Asiatic species ;
and the

general number of nails on each hind foot is only 3 instead of 4.

It is found in Africa from Senegal to the Cape of Good Hope.
Cuvier says that it is not known whether the species is found up the
whole oriental side of Africa, or whether it is there replaced by^ the

preceding species.

\|

African Elephant (Elrphas Africantu).

The flesh of this creature is relished by the inhabitants of many
districts of Africa, Major Denham speaks of it aa being esteemed by
all, and even eaten in secret by the first people about the sheikh

;

and he says that, though it looked coarse, it was better flavoured than

any beef he found in the country. The ancient Romans considered
the trunk as the moat delicious part ;

but Le Vaillan t speaks of the
foot as a dish for a king, and more recent travellers bestow on it equal
praise. The disposition of this species is supposed to be more fero-

cious than that of the Asiatic Elephant, though its habits in a state of
nature do not greatly differ. It is not now tamed ; but there is good
ground for believing that the Carthaginians availed themselves of the
services of this species as the Indians did of those of the Asiatic

Elephant. The elephants exhibited in the Koman arena by Cajsar
and Pompey appear to have been African ; and from them princi-

pally, if not entirely, the ivory for ornamental purposes and the statues
before alluded to seems to have been taken. The tusks of this species
are of great size.

The number of the tusks brought to England is very large. In
Sheffield alone it is stated that upwards of 45,000 tusks are annually
consumed. The workers in ivory in that town are above 500 hi

number, and the value of the tusks is about 30,0002. per annum.

Fotsil Elephante.

The third and fourth divisions of the tertiary fresh-water deposits
(Pliocene period of Lyell) abound in extinct species of recent genera,
and among them the remains of Fossil Elephants are very numerous.
The alluvium, the crag, the ossiferous caverns, the osseous breccias,
and the subapennine formations afford the most numerous examples.
Cuvier (' Rcgne Animal,' last edit.) observes that there are found
under the earth, in almost all parts of both continents, the bones of
a species of elephant approximating to the existing Asiatic species,
but whose grinders have the ribands ofenamel narrower and straighter,
the alveoli of the tusks longer in proportion, and the lower jaw more
obtuse. An individual, he adds, found in the ice on the coasts of

Silx'ria, appeared to have been covered with hair of two sorts, so that
it might have been possible for this species to have lived in cold
climates. The species has, he concludes, long since disappeared from
the face of the globe. This species he characterises (' Ossemens Fos-
siles ') as having an elongated skull

;
a concave front ; very long alveoli

for the tusks ; the lower jaw obtuse
; the grinders larger, parallel,

and marked with closer-set ribands of enamel
;
and he designates it

as the Fossil Elephant (Elephas primiffenim of Blumenbach
; Elephas

Mammontcut of Fischer ; the Mammoth of the Russians).
Mammoths' or elephants' bones and tusks occur throughout Russia,

and more particularly in Eastern Siberia and the arctic marshes, &c.
The tusks are very numerous, and in so high a state of preservation
that they form an article of commerce, and are employed in the same
works as what may be termed the living ivory of Asia and Africa,
though the fossil tusks fetch an inferior price. Siberian fossil ivory
forms the principal material on which the Russian ivory-turner works.
The tusks most abound in the Laichovian Isles and on the shores of

ni/rn Sea; and the best are found in the countries near the
arctic circle, and in the most eastern regions, where the soil in the

very short summer is thawed only at the surface : in some years not
at all. In 1799 aTungusian, named Schumachoff, who generally went
to hunt and fish at the peninsula of Tamut after the fishing season of
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the Lena was over, had constructed for his wife some cabins on the
banks of the lake Oncoul, and had embarked to seek along the coasts
for Mammoth horns (tusks). One day he saw among the blocks of
ice a shapeless mass, but did not then discover what it was. In 1800
he perceived that this object was more disengaged from the ice, and
that it had two projecting parts ; and towards the end of the summer
of 1801 the entire side of the animal and one of his tusks were quite
free from ice. The summer of 1802 was cold, but in 1803 part of the
ice between the earth and the Mammoth, for such was the object,
having melted more rapidly than the rest, the plane of its support

Skull of Fossil Elephant (Eltphas Frimigenitu).

became inclined, and the enormous mass fell by its own weight on a
bank of sand. In March 1804 Schumachoff came to his Mammoth,
and having cut off the tusks exchanged them with a merchant for

goods of the value of 50 rubles. We shall now let Mr. Adams, from
whose account these particulars are abridged, speak for himself :" Two years afterwards, or the seventh after the discovery of the
Mammoth, I fortunately traversed these distant and desert regions,
and I congratulate myself in being able to prove a fact which appears
so improbable. I found the Mammoth still in the same place, but
altogether mutilated. The prejudices being dissipated because the
Tungusian chief had recovered his health,* there was no obstacle to

prevent approach to the carcase of the Mammoth ; the proprietor was
content with his profit from the tusks, and the Jakutski of the neigh-
bourhood had cut off the flesh, with which they fed their dogs during
the scarcity. Wild beasts, such as white bears, wolves, wolverines,
and foxes, also fed upon it, and the traces of their footsteps were seen
around. The skeleton, almost entirely cleared of its flesh, remained
whole, with the exception of one fore leg. The spine from the head
to the os coccygisjt one scapula, the basin and the other three extre-

mities, were still held together by the ligaments and by parts of the
skin. The head was covered with a dry skin

;
one of the ears, well

preserved, was furnished with a tuft of hairs. All these parts have

necessarily been injured in transporting them a distance of 11,000
worsts (7330 miles) ; yet the eyes have been preserved, and the pupil
of the eye can still be distinguished. J This Mammoth was a male,
with a long mane on the neck, but without tail or proboscis." (The
places of the insertion of the muscles of the proboscis are, it is asserted,
visible on the skull, and it was probably devoured as well as the end
of the tail.)

" The skin, of which I possess three-fourths, is of a dark

grey colour, covered with a reddish wool and black hairs. The damp-
ness of the spot where the animal had lain so long had in some degree
destroyed the hair. The entire carcase, of which I collected the bones
on the spot, is 4 archines (9 feet 4 inches) high, and 7 archines (16
feet 4 inches) long from the point of the nose to the end of the tail,

without including the tusks, which are a toise and a half (9 feet 6

inches, measuring along the curve
; the distance from the base or root

of the tusk to the point is 3 feet 7 inches) in length ;
the two toge-

ther weighed 360 Ibs. avoirdupois ;
the head alone with the tusks

weighs 114 poods (414 Ibs. avoirdupois). The principal object of my
care was to separate the bones, to arrange them, and put them up
safely, which was done with particular attention. I had the satis-

faction to find the other scapula, which had remained not far off.

I next detached the skin of the side on which the animal had lain,

which was well preserved. This skin was of such extraordinary weight
that ten persons found great difficulty in transporting it to the shore.

After this I dug the ground in different places to ascertain whether

any of its bones were buried, but principally to collect all the hairs

* He had fallen sick from alarm on first hearing of the discovery, as it was
considered a bad omen.

t An error, as of 28 or 30 caudal vertebra! only 8 remained,

j This is doubtful
j
a dried substance is visible.

2L
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which the white bean had trod into the ground while devouring its

flesh. Although thu was difficult from the want of proper iintru-

mente, I succeeded in collecting more than pood (36 pound.) of hir.

In few days the work was completed, and I found inywlf in posees-

too of treasure which amply recompensed me for the
fatipes

tod

datum of the journey, and the considerable expenses of the enter-

prise. The place where I found the Mammoth U about 60 paoei dto-

taut from the shore, and nearly 100 paoM from the escarpment of the

ice from which it had Mien. This escarpment occupies exactly the

middle between the twe poiuU of the peninsula, and u 8 went* long

(2 mile*) ; and in the place where the Mammoth was found thia rock

baa a perpendicular elevation of 30 or 40 toises. Its substance is a

clear pure ice ; it inclines towards the sea ; its top is covered with a

layer of moss and friable earth half an archine (14 inches) in thick-

ness. During the heat of the month of July a part of this crust is

melted, but the rest remains froien. Curiosity induced me to ascend

two other bills at some distance from the sea ; they were of the same

substance, and less covered with moss. In various places were seen

enormous pieces ofwood of all the kinds produced in Siberia; and also

Mammoths' horns (tusks) in great numbers appeared between the

hollows of the rocks ; they all were of astonishing freshness. How'
all these things could become collected there, is a question as curious

as it is difficult to resolve. The inhabitants of the coast call this kind

of wood Adamachina, and distinguinh it from the floating pieces of

wood which are brought down by the large rivers to the ocean, and

collect in masses on the shores of the Frozen Sea. The latter are

called Noachina. I have seen, when the ice melts, large lumps of

of the ' Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Peters-

burg,' London, 1819, 4to.

Remains of the A'fej.Anj ja-imigrniut have been found in great
numbers in the British Island*. Mr. Woodward, in his 'Geology of

Norfolk,' calculates that upwards of 2000 grinders of this animal

have been dredged up by the fishermen off Happisburgh in the space
of thirteen years. Along the coast of Suffolk the remains of the

Mammoth are scarcely less numerous, especially in the pleistocene

beds at Stutton. At the village of Walton, near Harwich, abundance

of these remains have been found, mixed with the bones of the horse,

the ox, ad the deer. They have also occurred in many other parts

of Essex. They are found at Herne Bay, in the valley of the Thames,
at Sheppey, Lewisham, Woolwich, and the Isle of Dogs. They have

been dug up in the streets of London, as in Gray's Inn Lane, and

in Charles-street, St. James's Square. West of the metropolis they
have been dug up at Kensington, Kew, Henley Bottom, Wallingford,

and Dorchester. They occur on the south coast at Brighton, Hove,

Worthing, Lyme Regis, and Chin-mouth. District* in Worcestershire,

Warwickshire-, Staffordshire, Northamptonshire, York" hire, the cele-

brated cave at Kirkdale, bnv.' all yielded remains of this gigantic

animal, frequently occurring with the remains of the hippopotamus
and rhinoceros. Not only are these remains found on the dry land,

but they have been dredged up repeatedly in the German Ocean and

the British Chain.. 1.

" The remains of the Mammoth," says Professor Owen, "occur on

the continent, as in England, in the superficial deposits of sand,

gravel, and loam, which are strewed over all parta of Europe ;
and

Mummoth found in Siberia. Reduced from the lithographic plate mentioned at the end of the description.

earth detached from the hills mix with the water, and form thick

muddy torrents which roll slowly towards the sea. This earth forms

wedges which fill up the spaces between the blocks of ice. The
escarpment of ice was 86 to 40 touea high ; and, according to the

report of the Tungusians, the animal was when they first saw it 7
toises below the surface of the ice, Ac. On arriving with the Mam-
moth at Borchaya our first care was to separate the remaining flesh

and ligaments from the bone*, which were then packed up. V. !,. u

I arrived at Jakutik I had the good fortune to repurchase the tucks,
and thence expedited the whole to St Petersburg!!." The skeleton is

now in the Museum of the Acadtmy, and the skin still remains
attached to the head and feet A part of the fkin and some of the
hair of this animal were sent by Mr. Adams to Sir Joseph Banks, who

presented them to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons.
The hair Is entirely separated from the skin excepting in one very
small part, where it still remains attached. It consists of two sorts,
common hair sod bristles, and of each there are several varieties dif-

fering in length and thickness. That remaining fixed on the skin is

of the colour of the camel, an inch and a half long, very thick set, and
curled in locks. It is interspersed with a few bristles about three
inches long, of a dark reddish colour. Among the separate parcels of
hair are some rather redder than the thort hair just mentioned, about
four inches long ;

and some bristles nearly black, much thicker than
horse-hair, and from twelve to eighteen inches long. The skin when
first brought to the museum was offensive ; it in now quite dry and
ban), find where most compact is half an inch thick. Its colour is

the dull black of the living elephant*. (' On the Mammoth, or Fossil
Kli pliant, found in the Ice at the Mouth of the River Lena in Siberia,
with a Lithographic Plate of the Skeleton.' From the fifth volume

they are found in still greater abundance in the same formations of

Asia, especially in the higher latitudes, where the soil which forms
their matrix is perennially frozen.

" Remains of the Mammoth have been found in great abundance
in the cliffs of frozen mud on the east side of Bt-h ring's Straits, in

Eschscboltz's Bay, in Russian America, 66 N. lat.
; and they hare

been traced, but in scantier quantities, as far south as the states of
Oli in, Kcntuckey, Missouri, and South Carolina.

" But no authentic relics of the Eltjihai jirimiijeni** have yet been
discovered in tropical latitudes, or in any part of the southern hemi-

sphere. It would thus appear that the primeval elephants formerly
ranged over the whole northern hemisphere of the globe, from the

40th to the 60th, and possibly to near the 70th degree of latitude.

Here, at least at the mouth of the river Lena, the carcass of a Mam-
moth has been found preserved entire, in the icy cliffs and frozen soil

of that coast. To account for this extraordinary phenomenon geolo-

gists and naturalists, biassed more or less by the analogy of the

existing elephants, which are restricted to climes where the trees

flourish with perennial foliage, have had recourse to the hypothesis
of a change of climate in the northern hemisphere either sudden and
due to a great geological cataclysm, or gradual and brought about by
progressive alternations of land and sea,

"
I am far from believing that such changes in the external world

were the cause of the ultimate extinction of the Klfjihat primigtniui;
but I am convinced that the peculiarities in its ascertained organination
are such as to render it quite possible for the animal to have existed

as near the pole as is compatible with the growth of hardy trees or

shrubs. The fact seems to have been generally overlooked that an
animal organised to gain its subsistence from the branches or woody
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fibre of trees ia thereby rendered independent of the seasons which

regulate the development of leaves and fruit
;
the forest-food of such

a species becomes as perennial as the lichens that flourish beneath
the winter snows of Lapland ; and were such a quadruped to be
clothed, like the Rein-Deer, with a natural garment capable of resisting
the rigours of an arctic winter, its adaptation would be complete.
Had our knowledge of the Mammoth indeed been restricted, as in the
case of almost all other extinct animals, to its bones and teeth, it

would have been deemed a hazardous speculation to have conceived,
a priori, that the extinct ancient elephant, whose remains were so

abundant in the frozen soil of Siberia, had been clad, like most

existing quadrupeds adapted for such a climate, with a double gar-
ment of close fur and coarse hair

; seeing that both the existing

species of elephants are almost naked, or at best scantily provided
when young with scattered coarse hairs of one kind only.

" The wonderful and unlooked-for discovery of an entire Mammoth,
demonstrating the arctic character of its natural clothing, has how-
ever confirmed the deductions which might have been legitimately
founded upon the localities of its most abundant remains, as well as

upon the structure of its teeth, namely, that, like the Rein-Deer and
Musk-Ox of the present day, it was capable of existing in high
northern latitudes."

The kind of food partaken of by these creatures in their northern
habitations did not probably differ much from that which they obtain
at the present day in tropical climates. Their peculiar teeth enable
them to derive a great proportion of their food from the woody fibre

of the branches of trees, and in this respect the structure of the teeth
of the extinct species was analogous to that of the recent ones.

Foreata of hardy trees and shrubs still grow upon the frozen soil of

Siberia, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that at the time the
Mammoth existed in the north of Europe it possessed an arboreal

vegetation amply sufficient to supply the necessities of this animal,
even in districts where the ground was covered during the greater

period of the year with snow.
"We may therefore safely infer," gays Professor Owen, "from

physiological grounds, that the Mammoth would have found the

requisite means of subsistence at the present day, and at all seasons,
in the sixtieth parallel of latitude ; and relying on the body of evidence
adduced by Mr. Lyell, in proof of increased severity in the climate
of the northern hemisphere, we may assume that the Mammoth
habitually frequented still higher latitudes at the period of its actual

existence. . . It has been suggested," observes the same philo-

sophical writer,
"
that, as in our own times, the northern animals

migrate, so the Siberian Elephant and Rhinoceros may have wandered
towards the north in summer.
"In making such excursions during the heat of that brief season the

Mammoths would be arrested in their northern progress by a condition
to which the Rein-Deer and Musk-Ox are not subject, namely, the
limits of arboreal vegetation, which however, as represented by the

dominating shrubs of polar lands, would allow them to reach the

70th degree of latitude. But with this limitation, if the physiological
inferences regarding the food of the Mammoth from the structure of
its teeth be adequately appreciated and connected with those which

may be legitimately deduced from the ascertained nature of its inte-

gument, the necessity of recurring to the forces of mighty rivers,

hurrying along a carcass through a devious course, extending through
an entire degree of latitude, in order to account for its ultimate en-

tombment in ice, whilst so little decomposed as to have retained the
cuticle and hair, will disappear. And it can no longer be regarded
as impossible for herds of Mammoths to have obtained subsistence in

a country like the southern part of Siberia where trees abound, not-

withstanding it is covered during a great part of the year with snow,
seeing that the leafless trees during even a long and severe Siberian

winter would not necessarily unfit their branches for yielding food tq
the well-clothed Mammoth. With regard to the extension of the

geographical range of the Elephas primiyeniui into temperate latitudes,
the distribution of its fossil remains teaches that it reached the 40th

degree north of the equator.
"
History in like manner records that the Rein-Deer had formerly a

more extensive distribution in the temperate latitudes of Europe than
it now enjoys. The hairy covering of the Mammoth concurs however
with the localities of its most abundant remains, in showing that,
like the Rein-Deer, the northern extreme of the temperate zone was
its metropolis.

"
Attempts have been made to account for the extinction of the race

of northern elephants by alterations in the climate of their hemi-

sphere, or by violent geological catastrophes, and the like extraneous

'al causes. When we seek to apply the same hypotheses to

explain the apparently contemporaneous extinction of the gigantic

leaf-eating Mrgatkrria of South America, the geological phenomena of

that continent appear to negative the occurrence of such destructive

changes. Our comparatively brief experience of the progress and
duration of species within the historical period is surely insufficient

Vi justify, in every case of extinction, the verdict of violent death.

With regard to many of the larger Mammalia, especially those which
have passed away from the American and Australian continents, the

absence of sufficient signs of extrinsic extirpating change or convul-

sion, makes it almost as reasonable to speculate with Brocchi on the

possibility that species, like individuals, may have had the cause of

their death inherent in their original constitution, independently of

changes in the external world, and that the term of their existence,
or the period of exhaustion of the prolific force, may have been
ordained from the commencement of each species."

Associated with the Elephas primiyenius in the Tertiary Beds of

England are the remains of another gigantic Proboscidean Animal

belonging to the genus Mastodon. This genus possesses two enormous
tusks projecting from the upper jaw, and was provided with a por-

boscis, as may be inferred from the length of the tusks, which would
have prevented the mouth from reaching the ground. Like the

Elephants they were destitute of canine teeth, and provided with a

small number of large and complex molar teeth, successively deve-

loped from before backwards. The broad crowns of the molar teeth

were also cleft by transverse fissures, but these clefts were fewer in

number, of less depth, and greater width, than in the Elephants : the

transverse ridges were more or less deeply bisected, and the divisions

more or less produced in the form of udder-shaped cones, whence the

name Mastodon (fj.airros, and 88os), assigned by Cuvier to this genus
of Proboscidean Mammalia. Two other dental characters pointed
out by Professor Owen distinguish the genus Mastodon from the

genus Elephas. The first is the presence of two tusks in the lower

jaw of both sexes in the Mastodon. These are retained in the male
but shed in the female. The second character is the displacement of

the first and second molars in the vertical direction by a tooth of

simpler form than the second.

One species of Mastodon has been found in England, the M. angusli-
dens of Owen, the Mastodon a Dents Etroites of Cuvier. Remains
of it occur in the formation called by Sir Charles Lyell the Fluvio-

marine Crag. It belongs to the Older Pliocene division of the

Tertiary System.
A species of Mastodon larger than the M. angustidens of Europe has

been found fossil in many parts of the United States. This is the

M. giganteue. A specimen of the animal nearly perfect was obtained
in the state of Missouri in 1840. It was exhibited at the Egyptian
Hall, Piccadilly, London, in 1842 and 1843, under the name of the
' Missouri Leviathan.' It was strangely distorted

;
but having been

purchased by the Trustees of the British Museum it has been made
tossume its correct proportions, and is now one of the chief objects
of attraction in that national collection. The following are the pro-

portions of this gigantic skeleton : Extreme length, 20 feet 2 inches;

height, 9 feet 6j inches: cranium, length, 34 feet; vertical dimen-

sions, 4 feet
; width, 2 feet 11 inches

;
width of pelvis, 5 feet 8 inches :

tusks, extreme length, 7 feet 2 inches
; projection of the same, 5 feet

2 inches
;
circumference at the base, 27 inches. It was found near

the banks of the river La Pomme de Terre, a tributary of the Osage
River, in Burton county, Missouri. The bones were imbedded in a

brown sandy deposit full of vegetable matter, with recognisable
remains of the cypress, tropical cane, swamp-moss, stems of the pal-

metto, 4c., and this was covered by beds of blue-clay and gravel to a

thickness of about fifteen feet. Mr. Koch, the discoverer, states that

an Indian flint arrow-head was found beneath the leg-bones of this

skeleton, and four similar weapons were imbedded in the same
stratum. This indicates that the formation was more recent thnu
that in which the remains of the British Mastodon had been found.

Other remains of this Mastodon have been found in America, espe-

cially in the Big Bone Lick, in Kentucky, where it is said the remains

of not less than 100 mastodons, 20 mammoths, with bones of the

megalonyx, stag, horse, and bison, have been discovered.

Amongst the remarkable remains brought from the Sewalik Hills,

in Hindustan, by Captain Cautley and Dr. Falconer are the remains

of several species of the genus Elephas and other proboscidean
animals. Dr. Falconer, speaking of the group of animals thus

revealed by his researches, says :

" This fossil Fauna is composed of representative types of Mam-
malia of all geological ages, from the oldest of the tertiary periods
down to the most modern ; and of all the geographical divisions of

the old continent, grouped together into one comprehensive assem-

blage. Among the forms contained in it there are of the

Pachydermala several species of Mastodon, Elephant, Hippopotamus,
Rhinoceros, Anoplolherium, and three species of Equws; of the Rumi-

nant ia the colossal genus Sivatherium, which is peculiar to India, with

species of Camelus, Boi, Cervus, and Antilope; of the Camivora,

species of most of the great types, together with several undescribed

genera ;
of the Rodentia and Quadrumana several species ;

of the

Jti/,iitia, n gigantic tortoise (Colaaochelys), with species of Emys and

Trionyx, and several forms of Gavials and Crocodiles. To these may
be added the remains of Struthious and other birds, and Fishes,

Crustacea, and Mollusca."

The genus Elephas in this collection which has been deposited in

the British Museum includes six species.

. planifrona, distinguished by the flatness of the forehead and the

intermediate character of its molar teeth.

E. Namadicus, with a great development of the cranium, and teeth

closely allied to those of the Indian species.
K. Jfymdricits, with a turban-like vortex of the skull and teeth,

whose structure approaches that of the African Elephant.
E. Gancsa is the most remarkable of the Sewalik species. A skull
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exMs with remains of the other specie* in the British Museum. The
total length of the cranium and tu.kn i* 14 feet; length of the skull

4 ft S inches; width 89 inche*; width of the munle 2 feet; length
of the tusk* 10 feet; circumference of the tusk at the bane 20 inches.

The other two species are named B. intiynu and B. bombifroni.
The speete* of Ifatlodon, in the collection from the Sewalik Hill*,

are M. Primm**, 11. StnOemtit, and M. Intide**.

Profceaor Owen state* that a specie* of MaHodon, nearly allied to

If. myunidnu, has left iU remains in the ossiferous oaree and poet-

tertiary or newer tertiary deposits of Australia. From the conformity
of the molar teeth Carter regarded a ilaitodon whose remains have

heen discovered in Peru a* identical in specie* with the M. angvtiideni
of Europe. Professor Owen regard* the M. longiroXri* of Kaup,
found in Germany, and the It. Arrenmti* of Croizct and Jobert, dug
up in Auvergne, u identical with hi* It. agtutidm*.

In the collection of the British Museum, in addition to the specie*

which we bare mentioned above, will be found remain* of Elepluu

frittui and S. meridionals, found in Europe. There i* also the remain*

of a species of Matlodon, M.Andium. from Buenos Ayres.

(Owen, Brititk Potril Mammal* and, liirdt ; Falconer and Cautley,
Fauna A nliqua fXralauit ; Mantel), Pdrefartioni and their Teaching!.)
ELEPHANTS FOOT. [TESTUDIXARIA.]
ELEPHA'NTOPUS (from A<>ui, an elephant, and rain, a foot, on

account of the shape of it radical leaves), a genus of Plant* belonging
to the natural order Compotita, the sub-order Corymbiftrtr, the tribe

Yenmiacttc, the sub-tribe I'moninr, and the division Elfphantopetr.
It ha* head* containing 3-4-5 florets, equal flowered, closely collected

into a cluster, surrounded by leave*
;
the involucre compressed in

two rows, the leaflet* dry, oblong, alternately flat and folded, the inner

usually 3-nerved ; the receptacle naked
;
the corolla palmate, with a

&-cloft limb, which has acuminate segment* and one recess deeper than
the others ; the filaments smooth, the branches of the style half subu-

late ; the achenium rather compressed, many ribbed, oblong, hairy ;

the pappu* in one row consisting of several straight paletc, dilated at

the bake, but otherwise very narrow, acuminate, equal, and serrated.

i. tealxr has a hairy dichotomou* stem, the radical leaves scabrous,

cuneate, and very much narrowed at the base, those of the stem lan-

ceolate. This plant is common in almost all parts of India, in dry
elevated positions. It has a stem a foot high, with the head* of pale-
red flower* on long stalks. The roots are fibrous. Both the roots and
the leaves are reputed to have active medical properties. The natives

on the Malabar coast use a decoction of them in cases of dysuria,
There are other species natives of South America and the West Indie*.

(Limlley, Flora itedica ; London, Encyclonirdia of Plants.)
ELETTA'RIA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

/.inijiljrrat'ir. The characters of this genus are the same as A mo-

mum, but the tube of the corolla is filiform and the anther naked.

[AMOMUM.]
B. Cantamomum, True Cardamom, is a native of the mountainous

districts of the coast of Malabar, especially above Calicut, in the

Wynaad district, between 11 and 12 N. lat., where the best are

produced. It i* therefore well placed; for Cardamoms formed a

portion of the early commerce, which subsisted between this part of
India and Arabia, whence they must have been made known to the

Greeks, a* they are described by Dioscoride*, and mentioned as early
a* the time of Hippocrates.
The Cardamom plant delight* in moist and shady places on the

declivities of the hill*. It u cultivated from partings of the root in

the district of Soonda Balaghaut, but the fruit is very inferior; the
best grows in a wild state, at least where no other measures are

adopted than clearing away the weeds from under the largest trees,
which are felled clone to the root*. The earth being loosened by the
force of the fallen tree, young Cardamom plants shoot forth in a
month's time, and are sheltered by the shade of the branches. The
tree-like herbaoeou* plants attain a height of from 9 to 12 feet. The
root i* as tortuous and tuberous a* that of the ginger, and the leaves,
with long sheathing foot-stalk*, are from one to two feet in length,
placed in two rows, and lanceolate in ihape, like those of the Indian
Shot (CVmiui Indifa) common in English garden*. The scapes, or
flower- and fruit-bearing stalks, make their appearance in February of
the fourth year, from the base of the (terns, are three to four in number,
nl from one to two feet long, lax, and resting on the ground. The

fruit U
ripe

in November, and require* nothing but drying in the sun
to be fit for commerce. The seeds are gratefully aromatic and pungent
with a flavour of camphor, and are regarded as a necessary article of
diet by the inhabitants of Asia. They are used in medicine, and
enter into a number of

pharmaceutical preparations.
B. Carttamomnm mtdtum is a native of the hilly country in the

neighbourhood of Sytbeh, where the plant i* called Do Keswa. The
seal of this species are numerous, obovate, with a groove on one

side. Dr. Lindley concludes that thin plant yields the C'anfamomwm
mnlium of writer* on MaterU Medico.
K I,E ITS I SB, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order of

the Grasses. B. coraeana is cultivated as a corn-plant by the inhabit-
ntaof the Coromandel Coast, and is known by the name of Natehuoc.
According to Schomburg a decoction of another species, K. ftxlim, i

employed in Demerara in the convulsion* of infante. . Toeuuo i*

an Abyssinian corn-plant belonging to thi* genus.

ELEl'THERIA. [CROTOS.l
KI.IIioXE. [SBIMADJL]
ELK. fCiBviDJiJ
ELLIPSOLITHES. Mr. Sowerby gave this title to some

(compressed f) forms of Fossil Cephalopoda, from the Mountain
Limestone.

ELLIPSOSTO'MATA, De Blainville's name for a family (the
third) of hi* second order, Atipliimokranrhialrt, of his first sub-class,

Pnraceiihnlrjihora 7'iui'ca, of his second class, Paracephtdophora, of his
Sfalacotoa. The Sllijaotlomala of De Blainville comprehend the

genera Melanin, Rittoa, PhariaiuUa,AmpuUaria, ffelicina (including
AmpuUeii-a, De Blainv., and Wwyiro.Say), and Pleurocerut. Of these
all but Plturoctnu are included under the Pectinibranchiate Gastero-

pod* of Cuvier; and as the habit* of the included genera are by no
means uniform, the genera will be treated of under their several

titles. [AMPi'i.LARiA.J
ELM. fumes.]
ELODIANa [CHELOSIA.]
E'LYMUS, a genus of Grasses belonging to the tribe Hordeinett.

It ha* 2 glumes, both on the same side of the spikelet, without awns
or seto, with 2 or more perfect flowers, and the spikelet* two or
three together. Several specie* of thi* genus have been described.
Two only are natives of Great Britain.

. arenaritu, Upright Lyme-Grasg. It has an upright close spike ;

the rnchis flat, not winged ;
the glumes lanceolate, downy, not longer

than the spikelets. It is a coarse grass, common on sandy sea-shores;
and, with other grasses, it sends down long fibrous roots amongst the
sand in such a way as to prevent its moving about with the winds.
On some parts of the coast immense sandbanks are formed by this

grass and others, binding down the. Bauds which are thrown up by
occasional and successive high tides. Although this grass, according
to Sir H. Davy, yield* a large quantity of sugar, it is not eaten by any
of our domestic animals.

E. gtniculatu*. Pendulous Lyme-Grass, has a lax spike bent down-
ward*

; the rachis winged ; the glumes awl-shaped, glabrous, longer
than the spikelet*. The stem i* 8 or 4 feet high, and the spike 1 or
2 feet long, bent down in a remarkable manner at the second or third

spikelet. It has been found near Gravesend. Most of the remaining
species are natives of America, both North and South.

(Babington, Manual of Srititli Botany ; Loudon, Encyclopedia of

Planli.)
ELYSIA. [PLACOBIIANCHIATA.]
ELYSIAD^E. [NCDIBRANCIUATA.]
ELXERINA. [CEM.ARI.BA.]
KM.YRGINULA. [FissuRELi.ro*.]
EMBEKIZA. [EMDKHIZID.*.]
KMHKUIXID^E, a family of Bird* belonging to the order Intruort*

and the tribe Conirmlra. The most distinguishing genus of the family
is Embrriza, It comprises however other genera. The general rela-

tion* of this family are given under FRTNOILLIDJK. We shall confine
ourselves here to the British genera of this family known under the
name of Buntings.

PUrlrophanes. Beak short, thick, conical, the edges of both mandi-
ble* slightly curved inwards

; upper mandible smaller than the lower,
with a small palatal knot. Nostrils basal, oval, partly hidden by small
feathers. Wings long and pointed ; the first and second quill-feathers
of nearly equal length, and the longest in the wing. Legs with the
tarsi of moderate length ;

anterior toes divided ; Literal toe* equal in

length ; hind toe strong ; claw elongated, and nearly straight.
P. Lapponica (Gould), the Lapland Bunting. It is the Emlieriza

Lapponi' u :ind A', mlt-nrala of other writer*. Though a native of the
arctic regions, Mr. Vanvil records five instances of its being taken in
Great Britain. It is found in Siberia and near the Uralinn chain.

Towards winter a few migrate a* far a* Switzerland. It inhabit* the
Faroe Islands, Spitzbergen, Greenland, and Iceland in summer, and
thi-Tiri- westward to Hudson's Bay. Sir John Richardson says, that
about the middle of May, 1 827, it appeared in very large flock* at
Carlton House, and a few day* later made their appearance at Cum-
berland House. The egg* are usually seven, and of a jrale ochre-yellow
(potted with brown.

il't. tin' Snow-Bunting. It in tin /'. mon-
tnnn, K. nirnlin. and A', muttrtiiin of authors; and the Tawny- Mountain-
anil Snow-Itnnting of KiiRlisli writers. It was at ono time supposed
they were different species, but thi MI the great variety of

plumage to which these birds are subject. The pniloininant colour
of their plumage in white, hence the name Snow-li'intiiir. This bird
arrives in this country in the end of September and the beginning of

October, and extends from the north of Scotland to the south of Eng-
land. This bin! is rather larger than the last

Emneriza. Beak conical, strong, hard, and sharp-pointed ; the

edges of both mandibles curving inwards; the upper mandible nar-
rower and smaller than the under ono, and its roof furnished with a
hard bony and projecting palatal knob. Nostrils basal and round,
partly hidden by small feathers at the base of the bill. Wings of
moderate size

; the first quill shorter than the third, which is the

longest in the wing. Feet with three toes before and one behind,
divided to their origin ; clows rather long, curved, and strong.

E. miliaria, the Common Bunting, is the most common species of
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this genus. It remains in the British Islands throughout the year ;

and on account of its very familiar presence in corn-fields, is fre-

quently called the Corn-Bunting. It builds its nest in April, and lays
four or five eggs of a reddish-white or pale purple-red ground, streaked
and spotted with dark purple-brown. It feeds on the seeds of the

grasses, of the Polyyona, of sorrels, and of cereal plants ; also on Cole-

opterous Insects.

In both sexes of this species the upper parts are of a light yellowish-
brown streaked with blackish-brown, each feather being of that colour

along the shaft
; lower parts pale yellowish-gray, each feather of the

fore neck tipped with a triangular spot of brownish-black, the fore

part of the breast and the sides with more elongated and fainter spots.
E. sckcenicliw, the Reed-Bunting. It is also called, according to

MacGillivray, Black-Headed Bunting, Reed-Sparrow, Water-Sparrow,
Ring-Bunting, Ring-Bird, Ring-Fowl, and Chuck. It frequents marshy
places, where it is seen perching on willows, reeds, sedge, and other

aquatic plants. It feeds on insects, seeds, and small Mollusca. The
nest is placed among aquatic plants, and is composed of stalks and
blades of grasses, bits of rushes, and the like. The eggs are four or
five in number, of a yellowish-gray, with tortuous or angular lines,
and irregular spots of black. This bird is easily distinguished from
the other species by its black head and white throat.

E. citrinetta, the Yellow Bunting, or Yellow Ammer. It is also called
in English Yellow Yelding or Yolding, Yellow Yowley, Yellow Yite,
Yeldrock Skute, and Devil's Bird. It is a permanent resident in Great

Britain, in cultivated and wooded districts, where it is well known.
The back and wings are bright red, the central part of each feather
brownish-black. The nest is composed of coarse grasses and twigs,
neatly lined with fine grass, fibrous roots, and hairs : it is placed on
the ground or in the lower part of a bush. It lays four or five eggs
purplish-white, marked with linear and angular streaks and a few
irregular dots of black. -

E. Cirliu, the Girl-Bunting. This bird is not so common in this

country as the last, which it greatly resembles. It was first distin-

guished as a British bird by Colonel Montague. It is a native also of
the south of Europe, and is more frequent in the south of England
than in the north.

/.'. hortulana, the Ortolan Bunting. A very few specimens only of
this bird have been taken in England. It is common in the southern
countries of Europe, and migrates as far northward as the Baltic.

(MacGillivray, Manual of Britith Birdt ; Yarrell, Jfatory of Britith

Birdt.)

E'MBLICA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Euphorbiacea. It has monoecious flowers ; the calyx 6-parted ;

3 stamens combined; 3 styles dichotomous ; the fruit fleshy, tricoccous,
6-<eeded.

E. officinalii is a native of most parts of India. It is a tree having
a crooked trunk, with branches thinly scattered in every direction

;

the male branches spreading and drooping. The leaves are alternate,

spreading, one or two feet long, and about one and a half or two inches
broad : the stipules small, withering ;

the flowers minute, of a greenish
colour

;
the fruit a drupe, fleshy, globular, smooth, 6-striated : the nut

obovate, obtusely triangular, 3-celIed
;
the seeds two in each cell.

The bark of this tree is astringent, and is used in India as a remedy
for diarrhoea. The fruit is acid, and tastes astringent, and when
eaten acts as a mild purgative. This plant is the Phyllanthus Emblica
of Linnaeus ; and ifyroltalanut EnMica of Bauhin.

(Lindley, flora Medico,.)
EMBRYO. [REPRODUCTION IN ANIMALS ; REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS ;

SEED.]
EMERALD. [BERYL.]
KMKRITA. [HIPPA.]
KMKRY. [ADAMANTINE SPAR ; CORUNDUM.]
EMMET, a name used by early English writers for the Ant.

[FORMICA.]
KM 1'A I,KM KXT, an obsolete name for the stamen of* flower.

KMI'KKOK-MOTH. [SATUHXIA.]
KMPETRA'CE.iE, Crowberria, a small natural order of Polypeta-

lous Exogenous Plants, related to Euphorlnatece. They consist of

unisexual heath-like plants with minute flowers, having a calyx with
a few imbricated sepals that change into about three membranous
j>etaln, a small number of hypogynous stamens, and a superior ovary
with from 3 to 9 cells, in each of which there is a single ascending
ovule. The fruit is fleshy and berried. They are small acrid plants,
of no known use, and comprise a few species from the north and
south of Europe, North America, and the Straits of Magalhacns.
i.u.f.'trum niyrum, the Crakeberry or Crowberry, is wild on the

ni'miitainous heaths in the north of England. Its black fruit forms
an article of food in the northern parts of the world, but is reported
to be unwholesome, and to cause headache. A sort of wine has been

prepared from it for many centuries in Iceland and Norway ; whence
the report of real wine which was used at the sacrament being made
in those countries.

The white berries of the Camarinlttira (Corema) are employed by
the Portuguese in making an acidulous beverage, which the domestic

jiliy-ucians esteem in fevers.

There are 4 genera and 4 species of this order.

EMPETRUM. [EMPETRACE*:.]

Empetnim rubrum.

i 1, a female flower, much magnified ; 2, a pistil; 3, a transverse section of

the same.

EMU. [STRUTHIONID.B.]
EMYS. [CHJSLONIA.]
EMYSAURA. [CHF.LONIA.]
ENALIOSAURA, a name proposed for the great Fossil Marine

Lizards represented by Ichthyosaurus and Plesiosaurns. [ICHTHYO-
SAURUS

;
PLESIOSAURUS ; REPTILES.]

ENAMEL. [TEETH; DENTITION.]
ENCELADITE, a Mineral containing Titanium, a variety of

Wanridrite. [WARWICKITE.]
ENCEPHALARTOS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Cycadacece. The species are found in Africa. Like many
of the other forms of Cycadaceous Plants they yield starch in
their stems, which are prepared by the natives and eaten

;

hence these plants are known by the name of Caffer-Bread or
Kaffir-Bread.

ENCHANTER'S NIGHT-SHADE. [CIHC.EA.]
ENCHELIS, a genus of Infusorial Animalcules. The species E.

sanguinea and E. pulvisculus, according to Meyen, form the Red and
Green Snow-Plants which have been described as Confence, and referred
to Protococcui. [SNOW, RED.]
EN'CHODUS, a genus of Fossil Cycloid Fishes, from the Chalk.

(Agassiz.)

ENCRINITES, the name by which the petrified radiated animals

commonly called Stone Lilies have been long known in Britain : it is

also applied generally to the Crinoidea, a family of Animals belonging
to the order Echinodermata. [ECHINODERMATA.]
Lamarck arranged the genus Encrinus in his fifth order of Polypes

(Polypi natantes), fixing its position between Virgularia and Umbellu-

laria, and recording but two species, one recent, namely Encrinus
Caput-Afedusce (Isis Asleria, Linn.), from the seas of the Antilles

; the
other fossil, namely E. liliiformis (Lilium lapideum, Stone-Lily of
Ellis and others).

Cuvier includes the Encrinites among his Pedicillated Echino-

derms, considering that they should be placed near the Comatulre;
and in the '

Regne Animal '

they are accordingly to be found
between the great group of the Star-Fishes and that of the
Echinideans.
De Blainville observes that the beautiful work of Guettard (' Acad.

des So.' 1755) upon the living and fossil Encrinites, showed long ago
the great relationship which there is between these and the Comatulce,
and he remarks upon the arrangement of Lamarck, who followed
Linnaeus and his adherents in^placing them among the Zoophytes,
notwithstanding Guettard's exposition and Ellis's confirmation.
After alluding to Miller's work on the family, and to Mr. Thompson's
description of the living specimen found ou the coast of Ireland, De
Blainville takes as the basis of his terminology the parts which exist

n Comatutce, and, adopting the views of Rosinus, rejects that proposed
ay Miller in his interesting memoir, objecting to the terms '

pelvis,'

costal,' 'intercostal,' 'scapula,' 'hand,' 'fingers,' &c., as derived from
animals of an entirely different type of form, and inapplicable to the
radiated structure.

We find, then, that the '

pelvis
'

of Miller is the centro-dorsal joint
1'article centro-dorsal) of De Blainville. The 'costal' is the first

Dasilary joint of each ray. The ' intercostal
'

is the second basilary
oint. The '

scapula
'

is the third, or that on which the radii are

supported. The ' hand
'

is the part of the ray which is divided but
not separated. The 'fingers' are the digitations or divisions of the
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ray*. Finally, the 'pinnule*
'

are the lateral divisions of the digit*.

tioni ; and De Blainville, like Miller, divides the rya into principal

rays and accessory or auxiliary rays.*
') >r. Hucklantl ('Bridgewater Treatise '), who uses the phraseology of

Miller, apeak* of UieM animals as destined to find their nourishment

by spreading their nets and moving their bodies through a limited

space,
from a fixed poaition at the bottom of the Ma ; or by employing

the aame instrument*, either when floating singly through the water,

or attached, like Pcnltlcumu [CIRRIPEDIA], to floating pieces of wood.

He refer* to Miller for several instances of their power of repairing
casual injuries, and figures a recent fentafrintu, one of whose arms is

under the process of being reproduced, as crabs and lobsters reproduce
their lost claws and legs, and many lizards their tails and feet, observ-

ing that the arms of star-fishes also, when broken off, are in the same

manner reproduced. [ECBIXODERMATA.] The aame author remarks,
that although the representatives of the Crinoideans in our modern
seas are of rare occurrence, this family was of vast numerical import-
ance among the earliest inhabitants of the ancient deep.

" We may
judge," says Dr. Buckland,

" of the degree to which the individuals of

these species multiplied among the first inhabitants of the sea, from

the countless myriad* of their petrified remains which fill so many
limestone beds of the transition formations, and compose vast strata

ofentrochal marble, extending over large tracts of country in Northern

Europe and North America. The substance of this marble is often

almost as entirely made up of the petrified boiies of Kncriuitea as a

corn-rick is composed of straws. Man applies it to construct his

palace and adorn his sepulchre ; but there are few who know, and

fewer still who duly appreciate, the surprising fact, that much of this

marble is composed of the skeletons of millions of organised beings,
once endowed with life, and susceptible of enjoyment, which, after

performing the part that was for a while assigned to them in living

nature, have contributed their remains towards the composition of

the mountain masses of the earth. Of more than thirty species of

Crinoideans that prevailed to such enormous extent in the transition

period, nearly all became extinct before the deposition of the lias, and

only one presents the angular column of the Pentacrinite : with this

one exception, pentangular columns first began to abound among the

Crinoideans at the commencement of the lias, and have from thence

extended onwards into our present seas. Their several species and
even genera are also limited in their extent ;

for example, the great Lily
Kncrinite (. moniliformu) is peculiar to the Muschel-Kalk, and the

Pear-Encrinite to the middle region of the Oolitic Formation."

The same author, speaking of the joints which composed the stem,

says,
" The name of Entrochi, or Wheelstones, has with much propriety

been applied to these insulated vertebra;. The perforations in the

centre of these joints affording a facility for stringing them as beads,
has caused them in ancient times to be used as rosaries. In the

northern parts of England they still retain the appellation of ' Saint

Cuthbert's beads.'

On a rock by I.indisforn

Saint Cuthbert it, and toils to frame

The Ma-born beads that bear his name.

" Each of these presents a similar series of articulations, varying
as we ascend upwards through the body of the animal, every joint

being exactly adjusted to give the requisite amount of flexibility and

strength. From one extremity of the vertebral column to the other,
and throughout the hands and fingers, the surface of each bone
articulates with that adjacent to it, with the most perfect regularity
and nicety of adjustment. So exact and methodical is this arrange-

ment, even to the extremity of its minutest tentocula, that it is just
a* improbable that the metals which compose the wheels of a

chronometer should fur themselves have calculated and arranged the

form and number of the teeth of each respective wheel, and that

Ihnir wheels should have placed themselves in the precise position
fitted to attain the end resulting from the combined action of them
all, u for the successive hundreds and thousands of little bones that

compose an Kncrinite to have arranged themselves in a position sub-

ordinate to the end produced by the combined effect of their united

mechanism, each acting iU peculiar part in harmonious subordination
to the rest; and all conjointly producing a result which no single
series of them acting separately could possibly have effected."

(< Bridgewater Treatise.')
De Blainville characterises his Fixed

Asterencrinjdeans (Astfron-
crinldes Fixes) as having a body more or less bursiform, supported
upon a long articulated stem, and fixed by a radiciform part

Oenus, ApiocriniU*. Miller, who established this genus, character-

lies it as an animal with a column gradually enlarging at the apex,
composed of numerous joints, of which the superior is marked by
five diverging ridges, dividing the surface into as many equal portions,

sustaining the pelvis, formed of five sub-cuneiform joints, sup]><>rting

It I* mcmsry to put the student on his gusrd against the confusion and
error manifest In this part of D BlatnvuW* useful work. This was not a
little pnullag when considered at coming from * pen of inch high reputation
as his ; till the arrtral of the ' Noutelles Additions ct Corrections '

brought the
lafarmalion that "

par one transposition slngultrr* du manuscrlt, II y a en une
orW o> melange entre Irs paragraphes qul appartlrnnent sax scans Enmnui

et PtHtacrima." In short, among other mistake*, the titles fnrrinia and
Fniarrinta, together with whole paragraphs, ban been misplaced.

others of a figure nearly similar, from which proceed the arms and
tentaculated fingers formed of simple joints having the figure of a

horse-shoe.

De Blainville thus defines it : Body regular, circular, for the rest

unknown, contained in a sort of cupule or conical test (tot), com-

posed of three superposed rows, each consisting of five scaphoid

plates, united or jointed throughout, the upper one supporting on a
radiated surface the rays which are formed by a simple series of non-

pinnated (T) articulations. Stem round, at first as large as the body,

attenuating by degrees down to the root; articulations circular,

Bradford Pcar-Kncrinite (Apiorrinila ntaniitu), restored and reduced.

1, expanded ; 2, closed
; a, the remedial effect of calcareous secretions in

repairing an Injury of the joint* of the stem : two young Individuals, and the
surfaces of two truncated stems appear at the base ; S, pear-shaped body of
Apiocrinita rotunivt, showing at it* upper extremity the Internal disposition
of the bones surrounding the cavity of the stomach ; 4, vertical section of the
body, showing the cavity of the stomach, and a aeries of lower

cavities, or
hollow lenticular spaces, between the central portions of the enlarged joints of
the upper portion of the vertebral column. These spaces are considered by
Miller as enlargement* of the alimentary canal, which descends through the
axis of the entire column. The surfaces of the joints of the vertebral column
arc striated with rays on the adjacent plates, and allow of flexure without risk
of dislocation. (Bnckland.)
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little elevated, pierced by a round hole, and radiated at their surface.

Auxiliary rays scattered. This genus has occurred hitherto in a

fossil state only, and has alone been found in strata posterior to the

Lias.

A. roiundus, Round-Columned, Pear-like, Lily-shaped Animal

(Miller). It appears to be the Astiopoda elegans (stem) of Defrance. It

is the Bradford Pear-Encrinite of Parkinson, and is described by Miller

as a crinoidal animal, with a round column, composed of joints

adhering by radiating surfaces, of which from 10 to 14 gradually

enlarge at its apex, sustaining the pelvis, costse, and scapulfe, from
which the arms and tentaculated fingers proceed. Base formed by
exuding calcareous matter, which indurates in laminae, and perma-
nently attaches the animal to extraneous bodies.

It occurs in the middle region of the Oolite at Bradford in

Wiltshire, Abbotsbury, near Weymouth, Dorsetshire, Soissons,

Rochelle, 4c.

Miller describes and figures a second species, Apiocrinitea ellipticus

(Bottle-Encrinite, Strait-Encrinite, and Stag-Horn Encrinite of Park-

inson ; Goldfuss refers to it aa A. dangatut), and gives the Chalk-Pits

of Wiltshire and Kent as its loca-

lities. The bodies, &c. of this

species are the Chalk-Bottles of

the quarrymen.
M. Goldfuss, in his great work,

records four additional species,

namely, A. rotacetw, A. mespili-

formu, andA . Mitten, (Schlotheim),
and A.flexuoiui, and A. obcmicui

Goldfuss), retaining Miller's A.

ellipticiu, and referring to Miller's

description of that species for A.

dongatva also.

Encrinta (Encrinitet, True Lily-

shaped Animal of Miller.)
Miller characterises his genus
Encrinite* as a crinoidal animal,
with a column formed of numerous
round depressed joints, adhering

by a radiating grooved surface, and

becoming subpentangular near the

pelvis, which is composed of five

pieces, giving a lateral insertion to

the first series of costal plates, to

which the second series and sca-

pula; succeed, whence the tenta-

culated arms or fingers proceed,
formed by double series of joints.

He observes that the animals of

this genus have not hitherto

been found in a living state,

nor does he believe that their

remains have been discovered in

England.
B. liliiformit, Lamarck. This is

the E. mont/i/<>rmi,Bead-coluimie<l,
True Lily-shaped Animal of Miller,

who describes the species as a cri-

noidal animal, with a column
formed of numerous round joints,

alternately, as they approach the

pelvis, larger and smaller, becom-

ing subpentangular when nearly
in contact with it. On the pelvis,
formed of five pieces, adhere late-

rally the first series of cos tie, on
which the second series of coattc is

placed, succeeded by the scapula;,
from which the ten tentaculated

arms or fingers proceed. Animal

permanently affixed by exuded
indurated matter.

Miller's E. moniliform.it is pro-

bably the E. liliifffrm.it of Lamarck,
the Encrine and Lys de Mer of the

French, the Liliwm lapideum of

Kftne of the older writers, and the

Stone Lily of the English. It is

found in the Muschel-Kalk, Hilde-

sheim, Rakenberg near Goalar,
Obernscheden and Azzenhausen,
not far from Gemenden, in Lower

Saxony ;
Scwerven in Juliere, in

Westphalia; the village of Erke-
rode in Brunswick, about two miles

from the town bearing this name, near a wood called the Elm, Ac.

In thin lantiiniii<!<l locality the quarry is on the declivity of a hill

overgrown with wood, on which account the inhabitants oppose the

digging after them. The stratum containing them is hardly fifteen

lily-Shaped Kncrinite (Enrrinai
liliiformis).

to eighteen inches in thickness. Under the surface of the earth is a

friable, porous, argillaceous limestone, containing millions of columns
and columnar joints ;

but many hours' digging is necessary before a

good specimen of the superior part, or stone-lily, can be procured
since the moisture in the stone contributes to their rapid destruction,
and their occurring on large pieces of stone makes them liable to

separation, which accounts for the many mended specimens. Another
and harder stratum under the above contains numerous crinoidal

remains
; but, according to the quarrymen, no stone- lilies. (Miller. )

The author last quoted adds that there is good reason to believe that
the formation in which the remains are found near Brunswick corre-

sponds with the White Lias of England, as it appears to repose on the
newer Red-Sandstone containing salt and gypsum.

Fine specimens of this fossil have always been and still are sought
for with great eagerness by collectors. In the '

Beytrage zur Natur-

geschichte,' Altenburg, 1774, it is stated that theEmperor of Germany
offered 100 dollars for a stone-lily free from the matrix, and attached
to its column.

" The peculiarly fine lily encrinite," writes Miller,
"
figured by

Knorr, tab. 11, a, was, it is said, purchased (' Naturforscher,' Stuck 3)
from the labourers at the limestone quarry at Schrapland, near Halle,

by Inspector Wilkens, for thirty-two groschen, and given to Professor

Lange, who sold it to Baron Niegart. However in the same publica-
tion (Stuck 6), it is stated that it was not bought by Wilkens, but by
Mr. Vitigo, at Farrenstadt, near Querfurt, for two dollars, and given
to Lange, who sold it for three louis d'or. If my memory does not

misgive me, I think I saw the specimen about twenty years ago in

the collection of the Naturforschenden Gesellschaft, at Danzig. Where
is it now ?"

Pentacrimu (Pentacrinites vel Pentacrinus, Five-Angled Lily-

shaped Animal, Miller; Peniagonites Rafinesqwe). The following
is the generic character as given by Miller : An animal with
a column formed of numerous pentangular joints, articulating by
surfaces with pentapetalous semistriated markings. Superior colum-
nar joint supporting a pelvis of five joints, on which five first

costals rest, succeeded by five second costals and five scapulae, from
which ten arms proceed, having each two hands, composed of several

tentaculated fingers. Column long, having numerous auxiliary side-

arms. Base not ascertained.

* Recent Species.

P, Caput-Meduice is a crinoidal animal having a column formed of

numerous pentangular joints, articulating by surfaces with peutape-
talous ovate striated markings; five auxiliary side-arms formed of

round joints proceeding from the column at intervals. Superior
columnar joints supporting a pelvis of five plates, to which the first

costals, second costals, and scapulae succeed, from which ten arms

proceed, each supporting two hands, subdividing into three fingers.
Lower extremity, or base, unknown. (Miller.)

It is the Encrimu Caput-Medusce of Lamarck; his Asteria, of

Linnaeus. It inhabits the seas of the Antilles, and has been taken
near the island of Barbadoes (Dr. Hunter's specimen), also off Nevis

(specimen formerly belonging to James Tobin, Esq., now in the
British Museum), and Martinique (specimen in the Paris Museum).
There is also a specimen in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons in London, and one in that ofthe Geological Society of London.
Mr. Miller, in speaking of Mr. Tobin's specimen, says,

" In the

drawing it up from the bottom of the sea, the animal has clearly
been broken off, leaving its posterior portion behind ; thus we have

lost the chance of ascertaining the fact, whether it adhered by a fixed

base, or had a locomotive power. The same accident has befallen

the other recent individuals that have been mentioned when speaking
of the locality of this species. However, judging from its analogy to

the Encrinut moniliformis, from its long column, numerous auxiliary

side-arms, and the associated manner in which groups of the following

species are sometimes found preserved on the surface of a single slab,

with the columns all tending towards the same point, as if issuing
from a common base, I conceive that this species also adhered by a

base to extraneous matter. This idea gains some further ground,
from all the recent specimens hitherto fouud having broken abruptly
off in the endeavour to remove them, as not being able to free them-

selves from the points of adhesion, which certainly would have been

the case had the animal possessed a locomotive power." This infer-

ence acquires additional confirmation from the observations made by
the late J. Tobin, Esq., on another specimen, namely

" Some years

ago I was in possession of a larger Pentacrinite, which was brought
to me so fresh out of the sea that at the bottom (where it plainly

appeared to have been broken off from the rock to which it was fixed)

the blood was actually oozing from the vertebrae. This specimen I

endeavoured to preserve, but it was totally destroyed by the ants,

who ate every cartilage, so that it fell to pieces." Miller observes

upon this, that the 'blood' was the fluid in the alimentary canal, and

refusing to admit the assertion of Walch, that the Pentacrinite is an

animal crawling along the bottom of the sea, conceives it to have

generally stood more or less erect in the sea, yielding to the fury of

the storm in bending down, and adhering for additional security with

its side-arms to extraneous matter, or closing them to the column,

and thus offering the least surface possible to the element. The
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Utter, he think*, U the mod probable idea, nine* be bad frequently
mrt witb peciuien* in that itate, but had never Men any aide-arm*

eloping round extnneoua matter. Tbe author eUewhere state* that

he baa in Tain endearoured to trace aperture* at the terminating

point* of the finger* and tentacula, although OuetUrd allege* that

her* orifice*) existed aerring a* mouth* to the animal in taking it*

1'fntart itius Capvt-Mfduttr.

In the front of the figure two of the arm* are much smaller than the other*,
ihnwing thit the animal hid nattered mutilation, and had employed its power
of reproducing the lout parti, a, The auxiliary *icle-rms, articulating at

distant intervals with the vertebral column, capable also of being reproduced.

(Miller and Buckland.)

Miller observe* that columnar fragments, smaller and rather neater
than tbone of thin pecien, occur in the Oolite at Dundry, the Forest

Marble at Chippenham, and the Chalk near Lynie, but that it remains
to be aacerUmed, by the acquiition of perfect xpecimcnn, whether
thene belong to a variety of 1'. C'aput-Mnltarr, or po8e> peculiar
character* sufficient to ditingiiih them a* a new species.
The only tiring Britiih ipeciea of animal representing thin family is

the Comamla rotacta. [(.'OMATTI.A.] Tbe young of thin animal wa*

furmerly called Patacrtntu Kurojxtut.

Pouil Specie*.

P. Briaretu, the Briarean Fentacrinite, may be taken a* an example.
It U thu* characterised by Miller :

" A crinoidal aniinnl, having a

large column formed of numerou* pentagonal joint*, alternately

larger and miallrr, articulating by lunace* with ]>cntpctalou8 com-

preaMd *emi*triated marking* ; fire auxiliary arm*, formed of much
oomprewed auboval joint*, proceeding at interval* from the column ;

five joint* of the pelvi*, *up|>orting tint five and aecond five coital

joint*, on which the Maputo affix, from which ten arm* proceed, each

having two band*, formed of numerou* finger*, aometime* amounting
to sixteen."

Dr. Buckland observe* that the root of the nriarean Pentacrinite
wa* probably alight, and capable of In-ing withdrawn from it* attach-
ment. The abwnce of any large *olid accretion* like those of the

Pwtr-Encrinite, Viy which thi* I'entacrinito could hare been fixed

permanently at the bottom, and the further fact of it* being frequently
found in contact with mm pa of drifted wood converted into jet, lead*
him to infer that the llriamui I'entacrinite wa* a locomotive animal,
having the power of attaching iUelf temporarily either to extraneous

floating bodie* or to rock* at the bottom of the aaa, cither by it* *ide-

arm* or by a moveable articulated email root We confea* tbat we
cannot entirely concur with the Professor on this point That in

early youth the animal may have floated till it found a lubetanoe fit

for it to adhere to, we do not deny ; but we think that after it wa*
once e*Ublihed and had attained a good lire, it wa* fixed for ever.

The great length of the *tem and the numerou* Hide-arm* mu*t have
secured for it a field of action beyond that of the Pear-Kncrinite and
the Lily-Encrinite, both of which we know bad permanent root*;
and if we are to judge by analogy, there i* pregnant evidence that the

specimen* of the living specie*, more especially the larger one men-
tioned by Mr. Tobin, who saw it quite freah out of the sea, and to
whose expression* above given we refer the reader, suffered their

stem* to be torn asunder without quitting their mooring*.
It is found in the lower strata of the Oolite Formation, especially

the Lias : Lyme, Watchet, Keynsham, Ac.

Mr. Miller gives three other fossil species, namely P. tuliangularii,
P. batalliformu, and P. tulerculalut. Ooldfius ha* recorded the

following additional species, namely P. tcalarw (Ooldfusg), P. cinyu-
lattu (Munster), P. pentayonalii (Qoldfuss), P. moniliformii (MiinxUT),
P. tubtulcatui (Miinster), P. tubtertt (Munster), P. dubitu (Qoldfuas),
and P. prucut (Qoldfuis), and, with a note of interrogation, Penta-

erintu(!) paradoxui.

a, Prntncrinut Sriarna reduced (Lvmc) ; *, rare and beautiful ipecimcn of
Briarean Pentncrlnite (natural le), from the I.laa at Lyme Re(ti, in tin

tion of Mr. Johnnon, of Brintol, howlng the plated integument of the abdominal
cavity, terminated upwards by a flexible proboMii, and ourrounded by the
commencement of the arm and Anger*. (Figure* and description from Dr.
liurkland'n '

Brldgewater Trcatiae.')

Phytocrinvu, De Blainvillo (Ililernvla, Fleming; Pcnlaerinvu,
Thompson). Body regular, circular, covered and surrounded above
by a sort of solid cupule, compoeed of a centro-donal un.livi.lid

niiiml which are articulated, first, a single row of accessory
unguiculated rays, then another row of great didymous and pinnated
ray* on the other side of three basilary joints, of which the first only

*

Pftitacrinta Europtrvt of Thompson.
i. several individnnln In dilTcrcnt tagTf of development adhering by the b*ue

of n articulated column to the stem of K coralline ; ft, one of the individual*

expanded and magnified.
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partially touch each other. Stem articulated, round, and withou

accessory rays. Mouth central in the midst of five scales, which are
foliaceous and bordered by a row of tentacular cirrhi ; a large tubular
orifice a little behind the mouth.

P. Eur<yp<gui, Pentacrinus Europeans, Thompson. It is now gene
rally admitted that the observations of Mr. J. V. Thompson have

proved that this animal is but the young of Comatula. If no other

species of Phytocrima be found, this genus must be cancelled.

Poteriocrinites. A crinoidal animal, with a round column, composec
of numerous thin joints, having in their centre a round alimentary
canal, and articulating by surfaces striated in radii. Round auxiliary
side-arms proceeding at irregular distances from the column. Pelvii

formed of five pentagonal plate-like joints, supporting five hexagona
intercostal plate-like joints, and five plate-like scapula;, having on one
of the intercostals an interacapulary plate interposed. An arm pro-
ceeding from each of the scapula. Base probably fascicular, anc

permanently adhering. (Miller.)
The author of this generic character says,

" It is with considerable
hesitation that I describe these five plates as belonging to the pelvis ;

the analogy of their lower articulating surfaces seems perhaps rather
to indicate their belonging to the first costal series. I have never yel
had an opportunity of seeing the connection of these plates with the
first column or joint fairly developed, and it seems possible that the
true pelvis may be small and almost concealed. This doubt will be
done away by the acquisition of more instructive specimens, and my
thus stating the case must be considered as resulting from an anxious
desire to check errors. It is not unlikely that the real joints forming
the pelvis are so much abbreviated as not to be visible externally.
Every one acquainted with fossils must be aware how difficult it is

to trace always organic details in them correctly, and how many
specimens are sometimes necessary to ascertain a single fact."

De Blainville observes that this genus does not appear to differ

from Apiocrinitee, excepting inasmuch as that the stem is not enlarged
at its superior part, and that the basilary pieces of the rays are legs

approximated, and without doubt less immoveable. The details given
by Mr. Miller point out a form differing strongly from that of Apia-
crinittt, and if his data be admitted there can be little doubt of the

generic difference which he records.

P. tenitii, Thin, Vase-like, Lily-shaped Animal A crinoidal animal,
with a column formed of numerous round thin joints, surface of arti-

culation radiating and striated. The plate-like joints forming the

cup-like body, articulating by minute striae. One arm proceeding from
each scapula, supporting two fingers. It is found in the Mountain
Limestone of the Mendip Hills and in the Black Rock, the 14th bed
of Dr. Bright's series (' Geol. Trans.,' vol. iv. p. 193), near the river

Avon, Bristol, belonging to the same formation. (Miller.)
The other species recorded by Miller is Poteriocrinite* crattia, from

the Mountain Limestone in Yorkshire, and the Mountain Limestone
at Bristol, near the river Avon, bed 1 and 14 of Dr. Bright's paper in
' Trans, of Geol. Soc.,' voL iv. p. 193, and in the Magnesian beds of the
Mountain Limestone, Clevedon Bay, Somersetshire. Miller further
states that the specimen mentioned hi Dr. Woodward's '

Catalogue of

Foreign Fossils' (page 19, 8. 1.) as coming from Syria, is of this species,
and that he (Miller) is indebted to the Rev. A. Sedgwick, Woodwardinn
Professor, Cambridge, for ascertaining this fact, he having kindly
furnished Mr. Miller with a drawing made from the original, now in
Dr. Woodward's collection, and under his care.

Platymnita. A crinoidal animal, with an elliptic or (in one species)

pentagonal column, formed of numerous joints, having a few side-arms
at irregular distances. Pelvis saucer-shaped, formed of three unequal
pieces, from which five large plate-like scapula; proceed. Base pro-
vided with numerous fibres for attachment. Miller, who thus charac-
terises the genus, observes that the want of costae supplied by the

large plate-like scapulae gives the superior part of these animals a

pentagonal appearance, and furnishes so conspicuous a character that

they are readily distinguished from all other genera.
P. knit. Smooth, Broad-Plated, Lily-shaped Animal. A crinoidal

animal, with a column formed of very muscular elliptical joints ad-

hering by a transverse ridge. Round side-arms occasionally proceed-
ing from the column, whose joints adhere by radiated surfaces. Pelvis
saucer shaped, with the five scapulas adhering to it, from each of which
an arm proceeds supporting two hands, having each two fingers.
Pelvis and scapulae smooth. Locality in the Mountain Limestone of
the Mendip Hills, the Black Rock (14th bed of Dr. Bright's series in
' 8eol. Trans.,' vol. Iv.) near Bristol

;
Dublin

; Cork. (Miller.)
Miller remarks that he has noticed in the collection of Richard

Bright, Esq., of Ham Green, near Bristol, numerous joints, probably
appertaining to an animal forming a variety, or a distinct species.

They came, he states, from Muirkirk, in Dumfriesshire
; and he adds

that the scapula; are shorter in proportion than those of the former

species, and that the columnar joints are finely tuberculated.

The same author records the following species : P. rugotut, from
the Mountain Limestone at Caldy Island, on the south coast of Wales,
and at the Mendip Hills ; P. tuberculattu, from the Mountain Lime-
stone strata

; P. granulatui, from the Mountain Limestone of the

Menrlip Hills; P. ttriatui, from the Black Rock (14th bed of Dr.

Bright ii series) ; and P. penlangularw, from the Mountain Limestone
of the Mendip Hills, at Weston-super-Mare, Black Rock near Bristol,
HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.

and at Mitchel-Dean ;
also occasionally in Transition Limestone of

Dinevawr Park, and Dudley.
Goldfuss names and describes two additional species, namely,

P. depressus and P. ventricosus.

Cyathocrinites. A crinoidal animal, with a round or pentagonal
column, formed of numerous joints, having side-arms proceeding
irregularly from it. On the summit adheres a saucer-shaped pelvis of
five pieces, on which are placed in successive series five costal plates,
five scapula;, and an intervening plate. From each scapula proceeds
one arm, having two hands. Locality, Transition and Mountain-
Limestone strata. (Miller.)

C. planiti. A crinoidal animal, with a round column formed of
numerous depressed joints, articulating by radiating surfaces, and
perforated by an alimentary canal, pentagonal near the pelvis, which
becomes round further from it. From each of the scapula;, which
rest on the summit of the cup formed by the pelvis and costa;, pro-
ceeds an arm supporting two hands, each being provided with two
series of fingers. It is found at Clevedon, in the Magnesian beds of
the Mountain Limestone ; at Wood-Spring, Black Rock (14th bed of
Dr. Bright's series), near Bristol. (Miller.)

Miller observes that a specimen had occurred to him where the
columnar joints were alternately smaller and larger, but that he was
not aware whether it possessed sufficient character to be considered a

variety of the former species. The same author records three other

species, and Goldfuss has added three more, namely, C. pinnatna,
C. geometricus, and O. pentagomta.

Actinocrinitei. A crinoidal animal, with a round column composed
of numerous joints, and perforated by a round alimentary canal. At
the summit of the column is placed a pelvis formed of three plates,
on which five first costals and one irregular costal adhere, which are

succeeded by the second costals and intercostals and the scapula;,
from whence five arms proceed, forming two hands with several tenta-

culated fingers. Round side-arms proceed at irregular distances from
the column, which terminates at the base in a fascicular bundle or
root of fibres.

A. triocontodactylta, Thirty-Fingered, Radiated, Lily-shaped Ani-
mal (Miller) ;

Rock-Plant (Beaumont) ; Nave Encrinite (Parkinson).
A crinoidal animal with a round column formed of many joints, on
whose summit is placed a pelvis of three plates supporting five hexa-

gonal and one pentagonal costal plate, on which the second costals,

intercostals, and scapula; in series adhere, the latter sending off five

arms, having each two hands provided Avith three fingers. Column
sending off at irregular distances auxiliary side-arms, and terminating
at the base in a bundle of fibrous elongations resembling roots. It is

found in Mountain Limestone at the villages of Broughton and Stokes
in Craven, Yorkshire (Lister, 1674), Mountain Lime formation of the

Mendip Hills (Beaumont), and the Black Rock near Bristol (Miller.)

(See Figure in col. 531.)
Miller describes another species, A. polydactylus, from the Mountain

Limestone of the Mendip Hills and Caldy Island. De Blainville

observes that among the five (seven) new Species which Goldfuss refers

to this genus namely, A. gramdatus, A. tesseracontadactylus, A. cin-

yulatiw, A. muricatus, A. nodulosus, A. moniUferui, and A. tesseratus

A. tesseracontadactylw appears to De Blainville to offer a new combi-
nation of the pieces of the test, and even perhaps of the ten rays of

the root, each division being dichotomous.

Mdocrinites (Goldfuss). Column smooth, perforated by a smooth
or quinquelobate canal. Auxiliary arms . . . Pelvis composed of

four articulations or pieces. Primary and secondary costals five hexa-

gonal, alternately placed (sibi invicem impositi). Intercostals five,

hexagonal. Scapula; five, hexagonal, placed upon the costals. luter-

scapulars four, in the region of the mouth five. Arms five. Mouth
at the side of the vertex.

M. hieroglyphiciu, Goldfuss. Melocrinites with the articulations or

pieces of the cup or calyx nodulous. Locality, Mountain Lime.
Soldfuss records a second species, namely M. Iccvia.

Rhodocrinites (Miller). A crinoidal animal, with a round and
sometimes slightly pentagonal column, formed of numerous joints

perforated by a pentapetalous alimentary canal. The pelvis formed
i>f three pieces supporting five square plates, in the spaces of whose
ateral bevelled angles five heptagonal first costals are inserted. From
the scapula; proceeds an arm supporting two hands. (Miller.)

R. verut, True Rose-like Lily-shaped Animal. Locality, upper bed,
'So. 1, and one of the lower beds, No. 15, of Dr. Bright's series,

distinguishing the Mountain Limestone formation along the river

Avon, near Bristol, the Mendip Hills, Mitchel-Dean, the Transition

limestone at Dudley. (Miller.)
Goldfuss adds four species, namely, R. gyrottti, R. quinqtiepartitiu,

1. canalicvlatw, and R. echinatm, the last being Encrinua echinatus

of Schlotheim.

JEuyeniacrinites (Miller). Superior columnar joint subpentangular,

enlarging above, having the five plates of the pelvis adhering to it

>y a solid anchylosis. Base, column, joints resting on the pelvis, and

ingers, unknown. (Miller.)
. quinquangulwis (Miller) ;

Clove Encrinite of Parkinson ; Caryo-

,<hyttut lapidem, Caryophyllite of Knorr. Found in Switzerland, at

rtount Randeq (Knorr) ; also in the canton Zurich and Schaffhausen.

Miller.) Goldfuss records the following additional species, namely
2 M
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. ArimnrrimHa triatnnlaiarlyha (reduced) ; , body of the lame (natural

rise). (Miller and BncUand.)

E. faryofhyUnlut, E. nil/on*, . compram, E. pyri/ormit. monili-

formi,, and . //o/eri. (Monster.)
Solanoerinita (Ooldfun). Column very ihort, pentagonal, per-

forated by a pentagonal canal, radiate-rugose at the base, depressed or
hollowed out at the ride* by. the glenoid cavities of the auxiliary
amn, articulated with the pelvio by (lightly prominent ray* which
are trochitic and coadunate. Pelvis with five articulation*. Scapulae,
arm* (f). Auxiliary armi of the column thick and close-set. (Oold-
fuss.)

latin (Ooldfun), with a turbinated column, 10 or 15-ribbed

longitudinally; articulation* of the pclvin linear. Silicified. It in

found at Wurtcmbcrg in Jurassic Limestone. (Ooldfuan).
If. Ooldfuat describe* two other ipecie*, 8. Korbiculatut (MUnrter),

and S. Jatgeri (oalcareotu) (Qoldfuss), from the Juraaiic Limestone.
Baireuth.

Coryofrinittt (Say). Pelvis of four plate*. CoiUl plate* tiz.

Column not dilated. Alimentary canal round. Articulating *urface
of the columnar joint* radiated. Auxiliary lide-arm* cylindrical and
placed irregularly.

C. ornatn. Costal*, four pentagonal and two hexagonal. Column
Inserted Into a cavity at the bane of the pelvi*. Pelvu rather large ;

two of the plate* quadrangular, attenuated to the base, where they

are truncated and a little recurred at the junction with the column ;

disc*, particularly toward* the base, granulated, with a distinct

elevated interrupted line ; two remaining plate* pentangular, atten-

uated to the base where they are truncated and a little recurved at

the junction with the column ; dice with elevated granule*, and with

two elevated interrupted linen extending to the terminal angles.

Costal*, four pentagonal and two hexagonal, all with elevated inter-

rupted lines, radiating from the centre to the angles, with a series

of truncated granule* on each aide and a few granule* in the inter-

vening spaces; intancapulars, two hexagonal, situated immediately
above the hexagonal costal*; scapular* six pentagonal, the upper
sides of which are more or less irregularby projecting a little between

the scapula, all with prominent linen granulated, similar to those of

the preceding. Arms six. Capital plates with a heptagonal one in

the middle, surrounded by five heptagons! plates and two irregular
ones at the mouth. Month not prominent, situated on one aide of

the middle, a little within the line of the arms, closed by small

valvular pieces, its inferior side resting on the superior angle of one

of the scapulars. Longitudinal diameter from three-quarters to one

inch and a half ; transverse diameter from seven-tenths to one inch

and two-fifth*. Mr. Say, who gives this description, records and
describes another species with one of the centals hexagonal, namely
C. loricatiu. It was found by Dr. Bigsby loose in brown clay at the

foot of the ravine at Lockport, in which the New York Canal mounts
the parallel ridge of Lake Ontario.

Martupitct, Mantell (Martupiocrintia, De Blainville). Body
regular, oval, bursiform, rounded at the dorsal extremity, truncated

and flattened at the other, enveloped in a sort of shell or test com-

posed of great polygonal plates, articulated to each other, one cen-

trodoraal, and three rows superposed, of which the terminal one

supports ten simple rays. Mouth in the midst of four squamiform
pieces. Stem none. This is De Blainville's character. The following
is Miller's :

" An unattached animal with a subgloboee body con-

taining the viscera protected by calcareous plates, of which tnat in

the centre at the base is angular, having a series of costal plates resting
on it, admitting intercostals at their superior angles, these giving
insertion to the scapula' from which the arms proceed. Space between

the scapulae covered by an integument, protected by numerous small

plates.
M. ornatut, Ornamented Purse-like Animal (Miller), Tortoise

Encrinite (Parkinson). A purse-like animal, having the central plate

at the base of its subgloboae body containing the viscera ; pentagonal,

supporting at its edge five similar costals, which admit at their supe-
rior angles five hexagonal intercostals, into the angles of which five

scapula: are inserted sending off the arms. All the plates ornamented

by ridges proceeding from tile centre, and forming angular markings
near the corners. It is found at Offham Chalk-Pits near Lewes;
Clayton Chalk-Pita, Hurstperpoint, Sussex ;

Preston Chalk-Pits, near

Brighton (Mantell) ; Chalk-Pits of Kent, and Chalk-Pits, near War-
minster. (Miller.)
Mr. Miller does not admit Martv.pitet among the Crinoidta, but

considers it as the immediate link between that family and Euryalt.
Pentremita (Say). Column cylindrical, perforated; segment*

articulating by radiated surfaces, with cylindrical side-arms at irre-

gular intervals
; pelvis of three unequal pieces, two pentagonal and

one tetragonal ; scapula) large, very profoundly emarginate for the

reception of the lips of the radiating ambulacra, obliquely truncated

at the extremities on each side for the reception of one side of a sub-

rhomboidal plate or interscapular ;
ambulacra five, radiating from the

summit, and terminating at the tips of the emargiuations of the

scapula) : each with a longitudinal indented line, and numerous
transverse stria; which terminate in a marginal series of pores, for the

transmission of respiratory tube* ; summit with five rounded openings
(ovaries) and an ongulated central one (mouth anil anus). (Say.)
"This singular genus," observe* M. Say, "is so remotely allied to

any hitherto discovered, that I do not think it can, with propriety, be
referred to any family yet instituted. By its columnar support it is

related to the family Crinoidea; but the total absence of arms and
hands excludes it from that very natural group. The superior termi-

nation, in which the ambulacra, the rounded openings, and the
central angulated one, are situated, has some affinity to the family
Kckinulrti [EcRlitlcjsj,

but the columnar support shows that it cannot
be arranged there. Having thus on it* inferior portion a resemblance
to the Crinoidta, and on its superior surface a decided analogy to the

Krhinitlta, I think it may with propriety form an intermediate family
under the following name and characters : Family, Rliutoidea. Column
composed of numerous articulating segments, supporting at ite summit
a number of plates, so united a* to form a calyciform body containing
the viscera

; arm* none ; branchiic arranged in ambulacra. In a
natural series their bodies constitute the link between the Crinoidta
and the Schinidea, on the one hand

; whilst, on the other, the
former is unquestionably, but not more obviously, connected with the
fUelltridifa by the unequivocal intervention of Comalula and Mnrm-
jiita. Of all the genera of Orinoidea, it is to Platycrinitt* that

Pentremite seems most closely related."

M. Say describes three species, namely P. globona, brought from

England, and said to have been found in the vicinity of Bath
;
and

P. pyrifurmi* and P. Jtorcalit, from Kentucky. He gives, as the
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synonyms of the latter, Kentucky Asterial Fossil (Parkinson), anil

Encrinites florealis (Schlotheim), as quoted by Miller, and thus pro-
ceeds :

" This is extremely abundant in many parts of Kentucky, and
on the margins of the Mississippi in a few places. Near Huntsville

they are very numerous ; and on the surface of a fragment of rock,
three inches long by two and a quarter inches wide, sent to the

Academy by Mr. Hazard of that place, I have enumerated eighteen

specimens of this species more or less entire, and two specimens of

the preceding (P. pyriformis). On another still smaller piece of rock
are twenty-one specimens, all in alto relievo, two of which are of the

preceding species. On a third fragment of. rock thirty may be

counted, and on a fourth upwards of fifty. That these animals
were pedunculated and fixed, there cannot be any doubt. We see

at the base of the pelvis a small rounded surface, perforated in

the centre for the passage of the alimentary canal, and on the outer

margin are very short but distinct radii of elevated lines, evidently
intended for articulation with the first joint of the column. The
column itself is always found in fragments accompanying the body
of the animal, but never attached to it. I think it highly probable
that the branchial apparatus communicated with the surrounding
fluid through the pores of the ambulacra by means of filamentous

processes : these may also have performed the office of tentacula in

conveying the food to the mouth, which was perhaps provided with
an exsertile proboscis ; or may we not rather suppose that the animal
fed on the minute beings that abounded in the sea-water, and that it

obtained them in the manner of Aicidia, by taking them in with the

water ? The residuum of digestion appears to have been rejected

through the mouth,"
Mr. G. B. Sowerby observes, that all the specimens received in this

country from Kentucky were changed into a sort of chalcedony or

chert, a circumstance which has perhaps not only prevented British

naturalists from forming a correct judgment of their natural affinities

as a family, but appears also to have had the effect of preventing them
from recognising the generic resemblance to the species that occur

here, which, bearing so much greater a similarity to some of the

Echinida, has caused some of our naturalists to class them together :

for it ia observable, he remarks, that of perhaps twenty specimens of

the Kentucky Asterial Fossil that he had examined only one indi-

vidual showed the sutures that separate what Say calls the "
pelvic

scapular and interscapular plates or pieces." The examination of the

new species however suggested to Mr. Sowerby the probability that

part of the three unequal pieces which Say calls the pelvis, may in

fact prove to be centals, thus evidencing one more relation to the

Crinoidea. Mr. Sowerby records and describes two species, premising
that the circumstance of Say's first species, P. globota, having been

brought from England, led Mr. Sowerby at first to suppose that Say
might refer to one of those species that had come into Mr. Sowerby's
hands. Say's description, however, in Mr. Sowerby's opinion is so

incomplete, and the terms he has used are so vague, that Mr. Sowerby
had not been able to ascertain the fact, but thinks, nevertheless,
that ' Pelvis deep, saucer-shaped, convex,' may serve to distinguish it

from both. Mr. Sowerby's two species aqp Pmtremites Derbiensis

from Derbyshire (limestone) and P. eUiptica from near Preston in

Lancashire.

In a paper ('
Zool. Journ.,' vol. iv.) Mr. Sowerby changes the name

to Pentatrtmatitet, and records three more species, namely P. anyulata,
P. irtjlata, and P. oblonga ; all from the calamine mines belonging to

the Duke of Buccleuch, on the Lancashire side of the Hodder
;
and

in the last volume of the '

Zoological Journal,' he describes three in

addition, namely P. orbifularu, P. acuta, and P. pentanyularia ; the
last he considers to be the Platycrinita pentanyularis of Miller, the

arms being imaginary in bis figure. Goldfuss describes a species
from the transition limestone near Dusseldorf.

De Blainville places this genus at the end of the Crinoideans.

It appears to be the connecting link between the Crinoidea, and the

Echinid<p, but to have a much stronger relationship to the former
thiin to the latter. Afnrsttjiitet may be regarded as a connection
between the true Crinoideans and the Comatulie.

The following is a summary of the distribution of this group of

animals, by Professor E. Forbes :

"This important tribe had its greatest development during the

palicozoic and secondary epochs, diminishing materially towards the

close of the latter, and becoming scant and scarce during the tertiary
and historical epochs. They commence their existence with the

earliest sedimentary deposits, and arrive at their maximum of develop-
ment before the close of the palaeozoic periods. In the Lower
Silurian they are fragmentary, but common ;

in the upper beds of

that formation many fine species occur often well-preserved in

limestone. Aclinocrintu, Cyathocnnus, Dimerocrinui, Rhodocrinus,

Eugcnocriniu, Taxocrintu, Trochocrinus, and Hypanthocrinui are

British Silurian genera. During the Devonian epoch we find the

genera Cyathocriniu and Platycrinu, Taxocrinu, and Adelocrinus.

The limestone* of the carboniferous period abound in Crinoideec.

Numerous species of A ctinocrinui, Platycrinus, Cyalhocrinui, Poterio-

crinut occur, with others of the genera Rhodocrinus, Symbathocnnun,
I, ill,, rttocrintu, Taxocriniu, &c. The commencement of the secondary

period is marked by abundance of Pentacrini, indicative of a new
of crinoidal forms. At Lyme Regis, where they have been

found in great numbers, they occur associated with fossil wood in
such a manner, that there can be little doubt that they lived attached
to floating masses of wood, probably in shallows. Higher up among
the oolitic strata, we find the curious Apiocrinus (the Pear-Encrinite)
which appears to have lived attached to ancient banks of coral.

During the cretaceous epoch the free Crinoids begin to appear, and
Comatulce seem to have been not uncommon. The genus Marsupites
is a remarkable form of this group, and disappears before the com-
mencement of the tertiaries. The last of the fossil Pentacrinites

appear in eocene strata, but as the genus still lives it is probable
that intermediate species will be found. Comatulez existed during all

the tertiary epochs. In Britain however no trace of it has been found
in pleistocene strata. The supposed genera of Echinidce, Ganymeda of

Gray, and Glenotremites of Goldfuss, are only the cups of ComcUulce.
"
It may be noted generally respecting Fossil Crinoids 1st., That

all the genera of the family Actinocrinida (including such as have

cups composed of thin and slightly articulated pieces and having
much divided arms), as Rhodocrinus, Actinocrinus, Gilbertsocrimts,

Metocrinus, Scypaocrinus, Cyathocrinus, Platycrinus, Dimerocrinus,
Hypanthocrinus, &c., are confined to palseozoie strata. 2nd. That all

the genera of the family Poteriocrinidce (composed of such as have
their cups made up of large and strong segments, but in general aspect
closely resembling the members of the first tribe), as Poteriocrinug,

Isocrinus, and Symbathocrinus, are palaeozoic. 3rd. That the genera
of the family Pentacrinidre (characterised by the strongly articulated

segments of their cups and head of the column, and by the side-arms
of the latter) range from the triassic epoch to our own times, having
their maximum during the oolitic epoch. 4th. That the genera of

the family Apiocrinidce (characterised by the pear-shaped and articu-

lated summits of the stem and cup, and the naked column), as Apio-
crinus, Guettardocrinus, Millericrinus, Encrinus, and Eugenocrinus, are

secondary, and for the most part oolitic. Encrinus is a genus not
found in British strata, and characteristic of the trias (Musehel-Kalk).
It is the well-known Stone-Lily or Lily-Kncrinite of collections. The

genus Bonigeraiicrinui of D'Orbigny, of which two species are how-
ever from the chalk, is an exception to the above rule, if the remains
of a Crinoid, found preserved in the recent blank of the Antilles, be

rightly referred to it. 5th. The Free Crinoids, Oomatulida, appear to

have ranged from the oolitic period to the present time; for in

the lithographic slates of Bavaria we find several remains of animals

closely allied to Comatulte. This family appears to have attained its

greatest development during our own epoch, and as certain living

species are known to pass through stages exactly comparable to the

adult state of the Stalked Crinoid, we must regard the Comatulidie
as the most advanced of crinoidal forms."

(Johnston, Physical Atlas.)

ENDECA'NDRIA, the ninth class of the Linnsoan system of Botany,
distinguished by having nine stamens separate from each other.

ENDIVE. [ClCHOKIDM.]
ENDOCARP. [FRUIT.]
ENDOGENITES, the name for certain Fossil Plant-Stems, as E.

erosa, from the Tilgate Beds. (Mantell.)
E'NDOGENS. One of the large primary classes into which the

Vegetable Kingdom is divided bears this name, in consequence of its

new woody matter being constantly developed in the first instance

towards the interior of the trunk, only curving outwards in its sub-

sequent course downwards. That palm-trees grow in this way was
known so long since as the time of Theophrastus, who distinctly

speaks of the differences between endogenous and exogenous wood.
But that this peculiarity is also extended to a considerable part of

the vegetable kingdom is a modern fact, the discovery of which we
owe to the French naturalists Daubenton and Desfontaines. The

path being thus opened, the inquiry has subsequently, and more par-

ticularly of late years, been much extended, especially by Professor

Mohl, in an elaborate essay upon the anatomy of palms.
Mohl is of opinion that the first year's wood of an Exogen is analo-

gous in arrangement to that of an Endogen, the woody bundles of each

leaf curving upwards and outwards to the base of the leaf, and down-
wards and outwards towards the bark, crossing through those which
have been previously developed. ,

The phenomena of growth in a palm-tree may be taken as typical

of the endogenous structure. In the beginning the embryo of a palm
consists of a cellular basis, in which a certain number of cords of

ligneous fibre are arranged circularly (fig. 1), down the radicle,

deriving their origin from the plumule. Immediately subsequent to

germination, and as soon as the rudimentary leaves of the plumule

begin to lengthen, spiral and dotted vessels appear in their tissue in

connection with the ligneous cords ;
the latter increase in quantity aa

the plant advances in growth, shooting downwards through the cel-

lular tissue, and keeping parallel with the outside of the root. At
the same time the cellular tissue increases in diameter to make room

for the descending ligneous cords (or woody bundles, as they are also

called). At last a young leaf is developed with a considerable number

of such cords proceeding from its base downwards, and, as its base

passes all round the plumule, consequently passing downwards alike

on all sides of the centre that it surrounds. Within this a second

leaf gradually unfolds, the cellular tissue increasing horizontally at

the same time ; the ligneous cords, however, soon cease to maintain
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anything like parallel direction, but curve outwards as they pass

downward*, lotting their extremities in the root*, or in the cellular

integument oo the ouUide of the firet circle of cords (Jig. 1) ;
at the

wne time the Moood leaf puibe* the fint leaf a little from the centre

toward* the circumference of the plane or cone of growth ; the con-

sequence of which U that the ligneous oordi next the base of the first

leaf are drawn a little outwards, and form descending axes which
henceforward* are found at first to curve inwards towards the centre

of the young stem, and afterwards outwards towards its circumfer-

ence. In this manner leaf after leaf is developed, the horizontal

cellular system enlarging all the time, and every successive leaf, as it

forms at the growing point, emitting more woody bundles curving
downwards and outwards, and consequently intersecting the older

arcs at some place or other ; the result of this is that the first formed
leaf will have the upper end of the arcs which belong to, it longest,
and much stretched outwardly, while the youngest will have the arcs

the straighteat ; and the appearance produced in the stem will be that

of a confused entanglement of woody bundles in the midst of a quan-

tity of cellular tissue. A* the stem extends its cellular tissue longi-

tudinally while this is going on, the woody arcs are consequently in

proportion long, and in fact usually appear to the eye as if almost

parallel, excepting here and there, where two arcs abruptly intersect

each other. As in all cases the greater number of area curve outwards
as they descend, and eventually break up their ends into a multitude
of fine divisions next the circumference, where they form a cortical

integument, it will follow that the greater part of the woody matter
of the stem will be collected near the circumference, while the centre
is kept comparatively open, and will consist chiefly of cellular tissue ;

and when, as in many palms, the stem has a limited circumference,

beyond which it is its specific nature not to distend, the density of
the circumference must, it is obvious, be proportionally augmented.
It is, however, a mistake to suppose that the great hardness of the
circumference of old palm-wood is owing merely to the presence of

augmenting matter upon a fixed circumference ; this will account but
little for the phenomena. We find that the woody bundles next the
circumference are larger and harder than they originally were, and
consequently we must suppose that they have the power of increasing
their own diameter subsequent to their fint formation, and that they
also act as reservoirs of secretions of a hard and solid nature, after

the manner of the heartwood of Exogens.
When the growth of the stem of an Endogen goes on in this

regular manner, with no power of extending horizontally beyond a

specifically limited diameter, a stem is formed, the transverse section
of which presents the appearance shown in the following cut.

Fig. 1.

There are a number of curved spots crowded together in a confused

way, most thick and numerous at the circumference, comparatively
mall and thinly placed at the centre ; and the only regular structure

that is observable with the naked eye is that the curves always
preetnt their convexity to the circumference.
When there is no limited circumference assigned by nature to an

, then the curved spot*, which are sections of the woody arcs,

more equally arranged, and are lees crowded at the circutn-

Never is there any distinct column of pith, or medullary
rays, or concentric arrangement of the woody arcs ; nor does the
cortical integument of the surface of endogenous stems assume the
character of bark, separating from the wood below it; on the con-

trary, as the cortical integument consists very much of the finely
divided extremities of the woody arcs, they necessarily hold it fast to

the wood of which they are themselves prolongations, and the cortical

integument can only be
stripped

off by tearing it away from the whole
surface of the wood, from which it does not separate without leaving
myriads of little broken threads brhin.l.

This account of the structure of the Endogenous Stem is identical
with that given by Dr. Lindley in his '

Vegetable Kingdom.' Schlei-

den's view of the structure of the stem, as given 1>y Dr. Lindley, is

somewhat different The following passage expounds this view :

" In all plant*, the woody bandies, whose development
always proceeds from the interior to the exterior, are either limited
or unlimited in their growth. Commonly every woody bundle

consists of three different physiological parts ; firstly, of a tissue of

extreme delicacy, capable of rapid development, in which new cells

are continually generated, and deposited in various ways, in two
different directions, namely, next the circumference in the shape of a

peculiar kind of lengthened cellular tissue with very thick walls, the

liber, and next the centre in the form of annular, spiral, reticulate,

and porous vessels
; secondly of woody cells, which are either uni-

form in appearance or different, and form wood, properly so called.

Up to a certain period the development of the vascular system in

Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons proceeds on the same plan ;
but in

Monocotyledons (Endogens) the active, thin, solid, delicate, cellular

tissue suddenly changes ;
the partitions of its cells become thicker,

their generating power ceases, and when all the surrounding cells are

fully developed, they assume a peculiar form, ceasing to convey gum,
mucilage, and other kinds of thick formative sap." From this cause

all further development of vascular bundles is rendered impossible,
and therefore Schleiden calls the woody bundles of such plants
'
limited.' In Dicotyledons (Exogens), on the contrary, this tissue

retains during the whole lifetime of the plant its vital power of forma-

tion, continues to develop new cells, and so increases the mass, cease-

lessly augmenting both the exterior (liber) and the interior faces (wood),
for which reason Schleiden calls such woody bundles '

unlimited.'
"
This," he continues,

"
happens according to the climate and nature

of the plant either pretty continuously.** in Cactactee, or by abrupt peri-

odical advances and cessations, as occurs in forest-trees of Europe. In

the latter, the stem forms an uninterrupted tissue from the pith to the

bark during every period of life, and the bark is never organically

separated from the stem ;
what is considered their natural separation

in the spring is only a rent, produced by tearing the delicate tissue

already spoken of, which is present even during winter, and con-

stitutes the foundation of new annual zones, although compressed,
and filled with gum, starch, and other secretions. In the spring,

being expanded and swollen by the new amount of sap, it is deprived
of its contents by their solution." (Lindley,

'

Vegetable Kingdom.')
Scbleiden's account of the structure of the Endogenous or Monoco-

tyledonous stem, as given in his 'Principles of Scientific Botany,'
U as follows :

" The most simple plants of this division have no vascular bundles,
as for instance Wolffia. Those nearest allied amongst the Ltmnaccre

first exhibit definite indications of these ; in Spirodela we even find

them combined with spiral vessels, but distributed in a plane surface

as the necessary accompaniment of a flat stalk. Many of the

Naiadtrt, as for instance Naiai, Zanichellia, Kuppia, have only a

central vascular bundle. In the remainder we meet with the follow-

ing modifications:

"1. Developed Inter-nodes. The stalks and stems have always
several rings of vascular bundles, which occasionally inclose a

pith, where a circle of vascular bundles are connected by a

ring of thickened parenchyma. This is often the most external

(usually), often a more internal one, as in Polhos. A portion of the

vascular bundle passes through the nodes into the leaf, whilst a part
rises into the next internode. Small twigs branch off from all the

vascular bundles that pass through the nodes, forming a confused

plexus in the node, which, for the most part, merges into the axillary

bud. The innermost vascular bundles in the nodes supply the lowest

leaves, the external bundles the upper ones, as in Grasses, the Cane-

stemmed Palms, and the Commeiinacete. There are many groups that

have not yet been examined. The whole of the vascular bundles in

the same internode are simultaneously formed and developed, and thu

internode itoelf, when perennial, does not continue to increase in thick-

ness, whether the plant becomes branched or not The primary axes,
like the secondary, only grow upwards ; in fact they are devoid of a

cambium-layer.
"

2. Undeveloped Internode*, The stalks (in Piftia obovata for

instance), and the stems of Palms, herbaceous Liliace<r, bulbs of

Allium, Lilium, Ac., have a conical terminal bud, sometimes shorter,
in accordance with which the vascular bundles run from below and
the exterior, upwards and towards the interior, and then from thence

upwards and externally, to pass into a leaf. The arc, which is convex
towards the interior, is longer or shorter according to the terminal

bud
;
and the vascular bundle likewise passes through a longer or

shorter portion of the whole axis, according to the same conditions.

In the full-grown stems of the Palms, the vascular bundles connected

with the upper leaves do not reach the base of the stem, notwith-

standing the length of the arc. In the simplest case the vascular

bundles are wholly isolated ; they are however more frequently con-

nected by intermediate branches, seldom from within externally, but

often laterally with one another. From this cause, as well as from a
more or less extended vertical course of the vascular bundles before

they form the arc, the external part of the stem is composed of a
thicker cylinder of vascular bundles, whilst the inner portion, com-

posed only of arcs, becoming more and more isolated towards the

centre, and cellular tissue increasing in quantity in the inverse pro-

portion, appears much looser.
" However simple we may consider the course of the vascular

bundles, in the Monocotyledons, hi judging of them according to

H. Mohl's researches, it is in fact but seldom so
; nevertheless H.

Mohl's representation affords the simplest and clearest delineation,
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and gives the type from which all the analagous structures must be
deduced. The separate vascular bundles, especially so far as they
form the arc, by no means always run in one and the same vertical

plane, their emergence deviating frequently about 50 and more of

the circumference of the stem, laterally from the vertical of their

starting point, as may be easily observed for instance in Yucca

gloriosa. The XantTwrhcea Australia appears to me to differ most

strikingly from the simple type of the stem. Here the fascicles of

the vascular bundles emerging into the leaves, evidently have a three-

fold origin from three different zones of the stem. Quite in the
interior another plexus of vascular bundles appears, the course of

which however I could not make out, as the piece in my possession
was not sufficiently large for me to have it. Still it appeared to me
that the vascular bundles had not quite reached the middle of the

stem. It will at least suffice to draw the attention of more favoured

observers to this striking structure. Perhaps the history of the

development of Aletrii fragrant will afford some conclusions on the

point. An old stem of about 4 '25 Paris inches in diameter consists

of two parts ;
the primary stem about 7 lines in diameter, in which

the vascular bundles exhibit the usual arc-like course and an external

much more solid zone, gradually formed by the cambium-layer. The
vascular bundles passing from within to the leaf-cicatrices permeate
this external layer in a perfectly horizontal direction. The external

layer becomes however divided again into four zones, which produce
the appearance of annual rings when seen in the transverse section.

The three external ones are when taken together of about the same
thickness as the fourth internal one

; they differ in this, that in the

external ones the fibres do not ascend vertically but obliquely, con-

sequently in a spiral round the axis, and wind towards the left ;
in

the second, in like manner, but winding towards the right ;
in the

third again, turned towards the left
;
and finally becoming gradually

horizontal in the fourth. I may remark here that whilst the paren-

chyma is arranged in vertical rows in tlje primary stem, it appears to

be in horizontal rows between the external vascular, in the manner
of the medullary rays.

" An essential difference presents itself here, according as the forma-
tive layer is limited to the terminal bud, or whether there is a con-

tinuous layer in the whole circumference of the stem below the rind,
which is there bounded internally by it. The hitter occurs in the

case of normally branching stems, as for instance in the Dracaena,

Alomect, and Aroidcie, the former in normally simple stems, as for

instance in the Tvlipaceas and Palms, with undeveloped internodes.

Beautiful investigations on this subject may be found accompanied
by the carefully selected results of earlier observations in linger,

(see his ' Bau und Wachsthum des Dikotyledonenstammes,' Peters-

burg, 1840, page 34). I must finally make mention of the singular
stem-formation in the tropical Orehidacaz. A large portion of these,
such for instance as are commonly described as having tubers, have
not very thick stems (generally branched) with abbreviated internodes.

Those branches however which come to blossom produce a peculiar

form, which has hitherto been known as tuber (knolle). Either one
of the more central internodes of the blossom-bearing branch
swells into a disproportionate mass of very varying shape, or all the

lower internodes of the branch form a longer or shorter, more or less

thick fleshy mass. In both, as for instance in Epidatdrum cochlea-

turn, and BUtia Tankemllia, the regular course of the vascular

bundles may be distinctly observed, but in the case of the last-named

plant (I know not whether the same holds good for all similarly

formed) there is a peculiar vascular system intended for the new
lateral buds. Little branches pass from the external vascular

bundles, and run together in a horizontal direction below the rind

from both sides up to the buds. On cutting vertically through one

of these stems we find a transversely-severed strikingly-large group
of vascular bundles below the rind, corresponding to each interuode.

It unfortunately happens with the Orcltidacea as with the Cacti that

it is a matter of difficulty to obtain a sufficient quantity of material

to ascertain its anatomy or its history of development."
Grasses are Endogens with hollow stems strengthened by transverse

platen at the nodes. This is seen in the bamboo, whose joints are

used as cases to hold rolls, or in any of our indigenous species. In

this case the deviation from habitual structure is owing to the circum-

ference growing faster than the centre, the consequence of which is

the tearing the latter into a fistular passage, except at the nodes,
where the arcs of ligneous tissue originating in the leaves cross over

from one side of the stem to the other, and by their entanglement
and extensibility prevent the possibility of any rupture taking place.
That this is so is proved by the fact that the stems of all Grasses are

olid, or nearly so, as long as they grow slowly ; and that it is when
the rapidity of their development is much accelerated that they
assume their habitual fistular character. Independently of that

circumstance their organisation is quite normal.

Xanthorhfea haitilit has been shown by Do Candolle to have an
anomalous aspect. When cut through transversely the section

exhibits an appearance of medullary rays proceeding with consider-

able regularity from near the centre to the very circumference.

('Organographie Ve'ge'tale/ t. 7.) But such horizontal rays are not

constructed of muriform cellular tissue like real medullary processes,
but are composed of ligneous cords lying across the other woody

tissue : they are in fact the upper ends of the woody arcs pulled from
a vertical into a horizontal direction by the growth of the stem and
the thrusting of the leaves to which they belong from the centre to

the circumference. Such a case throws great light upon the real

nature of the more regular forms of endogenous wood.
Other appearances are owing to imperfect development, as in some

of the aquatic species of this class. Lemna, for example, has its stem
and leaves fused together into a small lenticular cavernous body ; and
in Zannichellia and others a few tubes of lengthened cellular tissue

constitute almost all the axis
;
but the examination of such cases is

comparatively unimportant, and would lead too much into details of

subordinate interest.

By far the most striking kind of anomaly in the stem of Endogens
is that which occurs in Barbacenia. In an unpublished species of

Barbacenia, from Rio Janeiro, allied to B. purpwea, the stems appear
externally like those of any other rough-barked plant, only that their

surface is unusually fibrous and ragged when old, and closely coated

by the remains of sheathing leaves when young. Upon examining a

transverse section of it the stem is found to consist of a small firm

pale central circle, having the ordinary endogenous organisation, and
of a large number of smaller and very irregular oval spaces, pressed
closely together but having no organic connection ; between these are

traces of a chaffy ragged kind of tissue which seems as if principally
absorbed and destroyed (fig. 2, A).

Fig. 2. A

A vertical section of the thickest part of this stem exhibits, in

addition to a pale central endogenous column, woody bundles crossing
each other or lying parallel, after the manner of the ordinary ligneous
tissue of a palm stem (fig. 2, B), only the bundles do not adhere to

each other, and are not embodied as usual in a cellular substance.
These bundles may be readily traced to the central column, particu-

larly in the younger branches (fig. 2, C), and are plainly the roots of

the stem, of exactly the same nature as those aerial roots which serve

to stay the stem of a Screw-Pine (Pandanw). When they reach the
earth the woody bundles become more apparently roots, dividing at

their points into fine segments, and entirely resembling on a small
scale the roots of the palm-tree. The central column is much smaller
at the base of the stem than near the upper extremity.
The age of endogenous trees has been little studied. When the

circumference of their stem is limited specifically it is obvious that

their lives will be limited also ; and hence we find the longevity of

palms inconsiderable when compared with that of exogenous trees.

Two or three hundred years are estimated to form the extreme extent
of life in a Date-Palm and in many others. But where, as in Draccma,
the degree to which the stem will grow in diameter is indefinite the

age seems, as in Exogens, to be indefinite also
; thus a famous Dragon-

Tree, Dracama Draco, of Oratava, in Teneriffe, was an object of great
antiquity so long ago as A.M. 1402, and is still alive.
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ItuporUnt M the character furniahed by the internal manner of

growth of an Endogen obviously in, it ia much enhanced in value by
iU bong found very generally accompanied by peculiarities of organi-

sation in other parts. The leaves hare in almost all cases the reina

placed in parallel lines, merely connected by transverse single or

nearly aingle ban. Straight-veined foliage ia therefore an external

aymptom of an endogenoua mode of growth, When auch an appear-

ance i* found in Exogena it ia always fallacious, and ia found to be

owing to the excessive ai*e and peculiar direction of a few of the

larger veiua, and not to be a general character of all the venous

system ; M ia aufflciently obvioua in Plmtago lanccotata, Gentian*

Infra, and many more.

The flowers too of Endogena have in moat cases their sepals, petals,

and atamens corresponding with the number three, or clearly refer-

rible to that type ;
and the pistil usually participates in the same

peculiarity. Where auch a proportion exists in Exogens it is usually

confined to the aepala and petals by themselves, or to the pistil by

itself, not extending to the other organs. In Endogena it U almost

univenal in all the whorla of the flower, although sometimes obscured

by the abortion, dislocation, or cohesion of particular parts, as happens
in the whole of the extensive natural order of grasses.

and a plumule from a little above the radicle ; in other cases its

I embryo has a slit on one aide, in the cavity of which the plumule
reposes, or, finally, the embryo is a flat plate as in Onuses, with the

plumule and radicle attached to its face near the base. In the latter

case the flat plate is a solitary cotyledon, which in the second instance

ia folded together to aa to give the embryo the appearance of being
slit, and, which in the first or moat habitual condition ia not only
folded up but united at its edges into a case, entirely burying the

plumule and cotyledon. Hence the embryo of an Endogen is called

Monocotyledonous ;
a name that is really unexceptionable, notwith-

standing the occasional appearance of a second rudimentary cotyledon,
as occurs in common wheat.

It baa already been stated that the radicle ia protruded in germina-
tion from within the substance of the embryo ;

the base of the radicle

is consequently surrounded by a minute collar formed of the edges of

the aperture produced by the radicle upon its egress. For this reason

Exogens are called endorhiral.

Hence the great natural class of plants forming the subject of these

remarks has five most important physiological peculiarities, by all

which combined, or usually by each of which separately, the class

may be characterised :

Endogenous VrgeUtion.

of Cbnw capiiala (a) ; tftxiftria tottiftr* () ; Iriarlra rrnlrifaia (/). Pmdcmacrm, represented by fatidanvi odoratiuimut (r) ;

il~ir'-r, bT H<ua Saftmlmm (d) ; (iramixartf, by Bamlnaa anmdimHxa () ;
and Arborcxxnt Amaryllidacnr, by Agavr Americana (?). The fore and back

froondi arc composed of mall palm*, rnm, rtubo, and llllw*oiu plant*.

1. The wood is endogenous.
2. The leaves are straight-veined.
3. The organs of fructification are ternary.
4. The embryo is monocotyledonous.
5. The germination ia endorhizal.

This explains why Endogena are also called Monocotyledons and
Endorhiza ; they have moreover been called Cryptocotyltdontcc by
Agardh, Acroblatta by Reichenbach, and OaviojiTtylce by the school of

Oken.
It may however be readily supposed that, viewed as a large class of

plants, Endogens are essentially characterised only by the combination

of these five peculiarities, and that occasional deviations may occur

The effect of the manner of growth In Endogena ia to give them a

very peculiar appearance.
Their trunks frequently resemble columns

rising majestically with a plume of leaves upon their summit; and
the leave*, often very large the fan shaped leaves of some palms
are from 20 to 80 feet wide have moat commonly a lengthened
form, resembling a sword-blade if stiff, or a strap if weak and broad.

A landscape consisting entirely
of Endogens would have such an

appearance as U presented by the cut in this page.
Them peculiarities are connected with others belonging to endo-

genous vegetation in its moat rudimentary condition. The embryo of

an Endogen is in its commonest state a small undivided cylinder,
which protrudes from within its substance a radicle from one end
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from every one of them. Thus in Nats, C'awlinia, Zannichdlia, and

others which constitute a part of what Professor Schultz names

Homorganous Floriferous Plants, the whole organisation of the stem is

so imperfect that the endogenous character is lost ;
but their true

nature is nevertheless sufficiently indicated by their straight veins,

monocotyledonous embryo, &c. Again, in Smilax, the common reticu-

lated leaves of Exogens are found; but the endogenous stem, the

ternary organs of fructification, the embryo and germination of that

order, are all good evidences of its real nature ; and so with other

cases. Such occurrences are instances of endogenous development

tending towards the exogenous, and are usually looked upon as cases

of transition from one form to the other perhaps not very correctly.

Of this nature are the resemblances between the columnar Cycada-
ceous Gymnosperms and Palms, between the livid, feotid, one-sided

calyx of Arittolochia, and the equally livid, foetid, one-sided spathe of

Araceous Endogens, or, in another point of view, between such

lenticular plants as Lemna in Endogens, with the leaves and stems

fused as it were together, and similar forms of stem and leaf among
Marchantiaceous Acrogens.
With regard to really intermediate forms of vegetation connecting

Endogens with other classes, they are extremely uncommon. One of

the most striking is that which occurs between Ranunculacece and

Nymph&acea! on the part of Exogens, and Aliamacece and Ilydrocha-
racea on that of Endogens ; if Ranunculus lingua, or better R. parnat-

rifoliui, is contrasted with Alisma Plantago, or Damaionium, leaving
out of consideration subordinate differences, it will be found that

there is little of a positive nature to distinguish them except the

albuminous dicotyledonous seeds of the former as compared with the

exalbuminous monocotyledonous seeds of the latter ; and the resem-

blances between Hydropeltis and Hydrocharii in the other case,

are so very great that Schultz and others actually refer them to the

same class.

Endogens probably contain more plants contributing to the food of

man, and fewer poisonous species in proportion to their whole num-

ber, than Exogens. Grasses, with their flowery albumen, form a

large portion of this class, to which are to be added Palms yielding

fruit, wine, sugar, sago; A racea, Marantacea, some Amaryllidacece,

&c., producing arrow-root, the nutritious fruit of the Plantains, the

aromatic secretions of Zingiberacea, Orchidacea, forming salep, and

Dioicoreacea;, the mothers of Yams. Among the deleterious species we
have little worth notice beyond the poisonous mucilage in the bulbs

of certain Amaryllidacea, and the acrid secretions of Aracea.

In these, as in all other large groups, we find the extremes of

development so exceedingly far apart, that one would be almost

tempted to doubt the possibility of their being mere forms of each

other, were it not certain that numerous traces exist in the vegetable

kingdom of a frequent tendency tc produce the typical structure of a

natural association of whatever kind in both an exaggerated and

degraded state, if such figurative terms may be employed in science.

For instance, the genus Ficut contains some species creeping on the

ground like diminutive herbaceous plants, and others rising into the

air to the height of 150 feet, overspreading with the anus of their

colossal trunks a sufficient space of ground to protect a multitude of

men. The type of organisation in the willow is in like manner repre-
sented on the one hand by the tiny Salic herbacea, which can hardly
raise iU head above the dwarf moss and saxifrages that surround it

;

and on the other by Salix alba, a tree 60 feet high. Then among
natural orders we have the Rosaceous structure, exaggerated on the

one hand into the arborescent Pomecr, and degraded on the other

into the apetalous imperfect Sanguiiorbece ; the Onagraceous type,

highly developed in Futhria, and almost obliterated in Haloragetx ;

the Urticaceous, in excess in Artocarpnt, and most imperfect in Cera-

topkyllum ; Grasses, presenting the most striking differences of per-
fection between the moss-like Knappia; and Bamboos 100 feet high ;

and the Liliaceous occurs in equally different states of development,
when Asparagus is compared with the Dragon-Tree, or an autumnal

squill with an arborescent Yucca. So, in like manner, we find at

one extreme of the organisation of the class of Endogens, palms,

plantains, and arborescent liliaceous plants, and at the other, such
submersed plants as Potamogeton, Zannichellia, and Duckweed, the

latter of which has not even the distinction of leaf and stem, and
bears its flowers, reduced to one carpel and two stamens, without either

calyx or corolla therefore at the minimum of reduction, if to remain

flowers at all in little chinks in its edges.
The classification of Endogens is not a subject upon which there is

any very great diversity of opinion among botanists
;

if the natural

orders are sometimes not distinctly limited, they are, upon the whole,

grouped much better than those of Exogens ;
and although it may be

expected, whenever more positive rules for classification than are yet
known shall have been discovered, that great changes will be intro-

duced into this part of systematic botany, yet we do not contemplate
the probability of disturbing the limits of the natural orders them-
selves to any considerable extent.

The system we have followed in this work is that of Dr. Lindley
as given in his '

Vegetable Kingdom.' In the arrangement of the

Kndogens, in the first place, all those species whose flowers are like

Grasses are placed together under the Glumal alliance. They may
be justly regarded as the lowest point of structure to which Endogens

are reduced. Their flowers are made up of scales or bracts, without

any attempt at the regularity of arrangement which we find occuring
with plants which have a calyx and corolla present. The relation of
the Bullrushes (Typhacece) to these is obvious, but their flowers are
more regular, and hence they are placed with Aracea in the Aral
alliance, and this is followed by the Palms and a small group of water-

plants, the Uydrales. These all have the stamens and pistils on
separate flowers, those which follow have the stamens and pistils

together in the same flower. In the following analysis signs are used
for this distinction, thus 3 indicates flowers bearing pistils alone

;

$ stamens alone; and <$ bearing both together. indicates the
absence of the organ against which it is placed.

Alliances of Endogens.
I. GLUMALES. Flowers glumaceous (that is to say, composed of

bracts not collected in true whorls, but consisting of imbri-

cated, colourless, or herbaceous scales).

Graminacecf. Ovary 1-celled, with 2 or more distinct (or united)
styles. Ovule ascending. Embryo lateral, naked.

Cyperacece. Ovary 1-celled, with 2 or more (distinct or) united

styles. Ovule erect. Embryo basal.

Desvauxiacece. Ovary several (sometimes united), with 1 style
to each. Ovule pendulous ; glumes only. Stamens 1-2. Anthers 1-celled.

Embryo terminal.

Rettiacece. Ovary 1-2-3-celled, with 2 or 3 styles always. Ovule
pendulous; glumes only. Stigmas 2-3. Anthers 1-celled. Embryo
terminal.

Eriocaulacea;. Ovary 2-3-celled, with 1 style to each cell. Ovule
pendulous ;

a membranous 3-lobed cup within the glumes. Anthers
2-celled. Embryo terminal.

II. Flowers petaloid, or furnished with a true calyx or corolla, or
with both, or absolutely naked. 3 $ (that is, having sexes

altogether in different flowers.)

ABALES. Flowers naked or consisting of scales, 2 or 3 together, or

numerous, and then sessile on a simple naked spadix. Embryo axilu.

Albumen mealy or fleshy. (Some have no albumen.)
Pistiacea. Flowers 2 or 3, of which 1 only is ? . Spadix 0. Ovary

1-celled. Ovules erect. Embryo slit.

Typkaceai. Flowers $ $ , on a naked spadix. Calyx scaly or

hairy. Anthers with long filaments. . Ovule solitary, pendulous.
Seed adherent to the pericarp. Embryo slit.

Aracete. Flowers $ $, naked on a solitary spadix covered by a

single hooded spathe. Anthers sessile. Seed loose. Embryo slit,
axile.

Pandanaceoe. Flowers $ ? . Naked or scaly, on a spadix covered

by many spathes. Anthers stalked. Seeds loose. Embryo solid,
minute.

PALMALES. Flowers perfect (with both calyx and corolla), sessile,
on a branched scaly spadix. Embryo vague, solid. Albumen horny
or fleshy. (Some Palms are $.)

Palmaceee. Characters as in the alliance.

H YDRALES. Flowers perfect or imperfect, usually scattered. Embryo
axile, without albumen. Aquatic. Some are $ .

Uydrocharidacece. Stamens epigynous. Ovary adherent.
Naiadacece.- Stamens hypogynous. Ovary free. Pollen globose.
Zosteracea. Stamens hypogynous. Ovary free. Pollen confervoid.

III. Flowers furnished with a true calyx and corolla, adherent to
the ovary. 5 .

NARCISSALES. Flowers symmetrical. Stamens 3 or 6 or more
; all

perfect. Seeds with albumen. Flowers unsymmetrical. Some Brome-
liacece have a free calyx and corolla.

Bromdmcetf. Flowers tripetalcideous, 6-leaved, imbricated. Albu-
men mealy.

Tafcacea:. Flowers half tripetaloideous, tubular. Albumen fleshy.
Iftfmodoraccce. Flowers hexapetaloideous, tubular, scarcely im-

bricated. Stamens 3, opposite the petals, or 6 anthers turned
inwards. Radicle remote from the hilum, which is naked.

Jfypoj-idaccce. Flowers hexapetaloideous, much imbricated. Stamens
6. Anthers turned inwards. Radicle remote from the hilum, which is

often strophiolate.

AmaryUidacece. Flowers hexapetaloideous, much imbricated.
Stamens 6 or more. Anthers turned inwards. Radicle next the
hilum.

Iridacea;. Flowers hexapetaloideous. Stamens 3, opposite the se-

pals. Anthers turned outwards.
AMOMALES. Flowers unsymmetrical. Stamens 1 to 5, some at least

of which are petaloid. Seeds with albumen.
Musacea. Stamens more than 1. Anthers 2-celled. No vitellus.

Zingibcracea.- Stamen but 1. Anther 2-celled. Embryo in a
vitellus.

Marantacece.- Stamen but 1. Anther 1-celled (halved). No
vitellus.

OBCHIDALES. Stamens 1 to 3. Seeds without albumen.

Burmanniacece. Flowers regular. Stamens free, perigynous.
Orchidacea. Flowers irregular, gynandrous. Placenta parietal.

Apoitaiiacece. Flowers regular, half gynandrous. Placenta axile.
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IT. Flowers furnished with true calyx tad corolla, free from

the ovary. $J

. Tlowen half herbaceous, 2-3 pcUloideoum. Albumen

Copious.

fkilfdnfttr. Sepals 0. Petal* 2. Stamen* 3, of which 2 are

abortive. Embryo axile, in fleshy albumen.

Jfyiidacmf Ekipali
3. Petals 8. Stamens 3, fertile. Carpels

opposite sepal*.
Placenta parietal. Embryo minute, on the outside

of fleihv ^'"HHT '

Cb*MMtfiia<>.-8epal. 8. Petals 3. Stamen. 6 (or 3). Carpels

opposite sepals. Plaoento axile. Embryo troohlear, half immersed
'

S -. . mm
Afoyafmr. Sepals 3. Petals 3. Stamens 3 (anthers 1 -celled). Car-

pel* opposite petals. Placenta) parietal Embryo minute on the

outside of fleshy albumen.
JrxcALxa. Flowers herbaceous, dry and permanent, sc&rious if

coloured. Albumen copious. (Some CalUs have no albumen.)

Jvtcaettr. Flowers scattered. Embryo minute, undivided.

Oronliatta. Flowers spadiceous. Embryo axile, with a conspicuous
cleft on one side.

LILIALE&. Flowers hexapetaloideous, succulent, and withering.

Albumen copious.
GMitntuxa. Perianth surrounded by a calycine involucre, the

inner bracts of which are coloured and petaloid.

MtlanUtaeta. Perianth naked, fiat when withering. Anthers turned

outwards ; styles distinct Albumen fleshy.

Liliaeta. Perianth naked, flat when withering. Anthers turned

inwards ; styles consolidated. Albumen fleshy.

PoHltdtracta. Perianth naked, circinate when withering. Anthers

turned inwards. Albumen mealy.
AUSMALES. Flowers 3-6, petaloideous, apocarpaL Albumen none.

(Some Alintaeta are absolutely 2 <J .)

Butomacta, Flowers S, petaloideous. Placenta: many -seeded,

netted, and parietal
Alitmaettr. Flowers 3, petaloideous. Placenta: few-seeded, simple,

anil axile, or basal. Embryo solid.

Jtmcaguuueir. Flowers scaly. Placenta) few-seeded, simple, and

axile, or basal, slit on one side, with a very large plumule.

The Endogenous Orders probably contain more plants yielding food

for man, and less
plants yielding poisons in proportion to their num-

bers, than those belonging to Exogens. The Graminaceir are found

all over the world, and are cultivated by most civilised and semi-

civilised nations, and yield a large proportion of the substantive food

of the human family. Palms are of the utmost importance in coun-

tries where they grow, yielding fruits, wine, sugar, sago, and other

product*. Many of them yield starch from their root-stocks, as the

arrow-root plant*, Arums, Orchises, and the like. Aromatic secretions

are yielded by the Gingers, and deleterious substances by the ifdan-
Utaceir and Araeea more particularly.
ENDOPHLEUM. [BABK.]
I:M>OI:HI/..K

KNIMXSMOSIS, a name given by Dutrochet to the process by which
fluids pas* from the exterior to the interior of a cell This process
seems to result from two distinct agencies, which are always brought
into operation where fluids pass through a membrane. The one is

the imbibition of the fluid by the porous cell-membrane, and the other

is the mutual diffusion of miscible fluids. From the researches of

Matteucci and others there can be little doubt that the passage of a

gas or liquid through an animal or vegetable membrane is but the

modification of the process of attraction by which fluids are absorbed

by solid bodies. This process
is carried on with various degrees of

force in different materials, and seams to depend on the degree of

attraction subsisting between the particles of the solid and those of

the fluid. Matteucci found that when glass tubes of about three-

quarters of an inch diameter were filled with fine sand previously
dried, and introduced without pressure, and were immersed at their

lower ends into the following liquids, the action of imbibition raised

the liquids in the tubes to the following height :

Solution of Carbonate of Potash . . .85 millimetre*.

Solution of Sulphate of Copper ... 75
Serum of Blood ...... 70
Solution of Carbonate of Ammonia 62
Distilled Water ...... 60
Solution of Common Salt .... 68
Milk ........ 5*
White of Egg, diluted with its own volume of 1 ...

water . ...... ;
8'

In these can* the imbibition took place at first rapidly, then more
slowly, and ceased entirely at the end of ten hours. When thick

solutions of gum, or starch, or fixed oils were employed, scarcely any
imbibition took place, and it was but little more when strong saline

solutions were used. The degree in which different fluids paas into

different solids will be seen in the following table :

Sand. Pounded r.lsw. "aw-dnst
Alcohol . . . 85 mill. . 175 mill . 136 mill.

Water . . . 175 . 182 . 60

Thus showing that water passed more freely than alcohol into sand,
but leis freely into saw-dust, and both fluids passed with equal facility

into pounded glass. The size of the tubes employed in these experi-
ments and the temperature affected considerably the results. The
fluids rose higher in proportion

as the temperature increased. This

enable* us to understand the influence of heat on life by the physical
effects it

produce*.
Not only is the passage of fluids from the exterior to the interior

of a cell facilitated by the attraction between the cell-wall and the

fluids, but the fluids on either side of the membrane have a tendency
to mix with each other, which cannot but assist in this process.
Professor Graham has shown that not only have gases an inherent

tendency to mix with each other, independent of the laws of gravity,
but that this law also applies to the miscibility of liquids. In a
Memoir on this subject in the '

Philosophical Transactions' for 1850,
be has shown the laws which this diffusion of liquids obeys. Different

substance* possess this property in different degree*. Thus, when
solutions of the following substances were used, of the strength of

20 parts to 100 parts of water, the relative quantities diffused in a

given time were as follows :

Chloride of Sodium .

Sulphate of Magnesia
Nitrate of Soda .

Sulphate of Water .

Crystallised Cane-Sugar
Starch-Sugar (Glucose)
Gum Arabic

58-M
27-42
51-56

89-89

26-74

26-94

13-24

The experiment* from which these results were obtained, were

performed by inverting a phial containing the solution to be diffused

in a large jar of pure water. The diffusion was stopped after seven

or eight days, and the amount of diffusion was determined by evapo-

rating the water of the jar to dryness. There can be little doubt
that the relative divisibility of the juices of plants and animals must
have an important influence on the changes which go on in the c.Mla

daring the performance of the functions of the vegetable or animal

body. "Thus," observes Dr. Carpenter, "the low diffusibility of

albumen obviously tends to the retention of the serous fluids within

the tissues ;
whilst the high diffusibility of urea will favour iU escape

from them." The following is an account of the process of Endosmosis,
and some of the conclusions at which we may arrive, from Dr.

Carpenter's
'

Principles of Physiology :

'

" If into a tube, closed at one end with a piece of bladder or other

membrane, be put a solution of gum or sugar, and the closed end be

immersed in water, a passage of fluid will take place from the

exterior to the interior of the tube, through the membranous septum ;

so that the quantity of the combined solution will be greatly

increased, its strength being proportionably diminished. At the

same time, there will be a counter-current in the opposite direction ;

a portion of the gummy or saccharine solution passing through the

membrane to mingle with the exterior fluid, but in much lev

quantity.
" The first current is termed Endosmose, and the counter-current

Exosmose. The increase on either side will of course be due to the

relative velocity of the currents ;
and the changes will continue until

the densities of the two fluids are so nearly alike as to be incapable of

maintaining it. The greater the original difference (provided that the

denser be not actually viscid, but be capable of mixing with the

other), the more rapidly and powerfully will the process be performed.
The best means of experimenting upon the phenomena is afforded by
a tube, narrow above, but widely dilated below, so as to afford a large
surface to the membrane, compared with that of the superincumbent
column, which will then increase in height with great rapidity. By
bending this tube in the form of a syphon, and introducing into it*

curve a quantity of mercury, the force an well as the rapidity of

the Endosmose between different fluids may be estimated with pre-
cision. In this way It was ascertained by Dutrochet, in some of his

experiment*, that fluid might be raised against a pressure of no less

than 44 atmospheres, or nearly 70 Ibs. to the square inch. Although
it is not universally true that the activity of the process depends upon
the difference in density of the two fluids (for in one or two cases the

stronger current passes from the denser to the lighter), it seems to be
so with regard to particular solutions, as those of gummy or saccha-

rine matter. No endosmose takes place between fluids which will

not mingle, such as oil and water ;
and very little between xiu-h

a* act chemically on each other. Although an organic membrane
forms the best septum, yet it has been found that thin lamina: of
baked pipe-clay will suffice for the evident production of the pheno-
menon

;
and that porous limestones possess the same property in

an inferior degree. Although it may not yet be possible to explain
all the phenomena of Endosmose upon physical principles, yet these

will go so far towards it that the general conditions of the process

may be considered as well understood. Supposing that two mutually
diffusible liquids are on the opposite sides of a porous septum, which
is not equally penetrable by them, then the one which i most readily
imbibed will tend to occupy the capillary passages of the septum, and
will thus be brought into contact with the liquid on the opposite side.

This contact will permit the diffusion of that which has passed through
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the pores of the septum ;
and as fast as that which occupies these

pores is removed by diffusion, so fast will it be renewed on the other

side, just as oil continues to ascend through the capillary channels
in the wick of a lamp, so long as it is being dissipated by the combus-
tive process at its summit. In this way then an endosmotic current
is produced, the force of which will depend upon the diffusion-powers
of the two liquids, and upon the difference of the attractive power
which the capillary tubes of the septum have for the two respectively.
Thus when a solution of sugar or gum is on one side of the septum,
and water on the other, the water is the most readily imbibed ; and

consequently the chief mixture and diffusion of the liquids, the one

through the other, takes place at the surface of the septum in contact

with the more viscid liquid. But at the same time this liquid is

tending to diffuse itself through the water which occupies the capillary
channels of the septum ; and as it is not repelled by the septum, but
is only attracted by it in a less degree than the water, a portion of it

finds its way in a direction opposed to the principal current, and
diffuses itself through the water on the other side, thus constituting
Exosmose. Thus it happens that the direction of the principal

current, or Endosmose, will be determined by the attractive power of

the septum for one or the other of the liquids ; though the diffusion-

power of the liquids through each other will help to determine its

force. When alcohol and water, for example, are separated by a

septum composed of animal membrane, the endoamotic current will

be from the water towards the alcohol, because the former liquid
more readily 'weta' the membrane, and consequently tends most

strongly to occupy its capillary passages ; but, on the other hand,
when the separation is made by a thin lamina of caoutchouc, the
endosmotic current is from the alcohol towards the water, because the
former is most readily imbibed by the septum. It has further been
ascertained by the experiments of Matteucci, that when an organic
membrane is employed as a septum, the rapidity of transmission is

considerably affected by the direction in which the endosmotic current
traverses the membrane. Thus, when the skin of the Torpedo was
employed, with a solution of sugar on one side of it and water on the

other, although there was always an endosmotic current from the
water to the sugar, yet this current was strong enough to raise the
interior liquid to 80 when the water was in contact with the inter-

nal surface of the membrane, in the same time that was occupied
by its rise to 20 when the external surface of the membrane was
turned towards the water. Again, when the mucous membrane of
the stomach of a dog was used as the septum, and its external (or

muscular) surface was placed in contact with alcohol, the passage of
water from the other side took place with such rapidity as to raise

the liquid in the tube to 130 ; whilst if the internal (or mucous)
surface of the membrane were placed in contact with the alcohol, and
the muscular surface with water, the current was only sufficient to

raise the liquid 6 degrees in the same time
;
so that it is evident that

the transudation of water takes place much more readily from the
mucous lining of the stomach towards the outer side of the viscus

than in an opposite direction, in virtue simply of the physical proper-
ties of the membrane. In fact, according to Professor Matteucci, the
cases are very rare in which, with fresh membranes, Endosmose takes

place with equal readiness, whichever of the two sides is exposed to

the water.
"The direction which is most favourable to Endosmose through skins

is usually from the internal to the external surface, with the excep-
tion of the skin of the frog, in which the endosmotic current, in the

single case of water and alcohol, takes place most readily from the
external to the internal surface. But when stomachs and urinary
bladders are employed, the direction varies much more, according to

the nature of the liquids employed. This variation appears to have
some relation to the physiological conditions in which these mem-
branes are placed in the living animal ; thus, the direction most

favourable to Endosmose between water and a saccharine solution, is

not the same for the stomach of a ruminant as for that of a carnivo-

rous animal : as yet however no positive statement can be made on
this subject. When membranes are employed that have been dried
or altered by putrefaction, we either do not observe the usual differ-

ence arising from the position of the surfaces, or Endosmose no longer
takes place ;

thus affording another indication that it is to the physical
condition of the perfectly-organised membrane that we are to look for

many of the peculiarities which are noticeable in the transudation of

flujrlx through them. Tlje exosmotic current does not bear any con-

stant relation to the endosmotic, as may be easily comprehended from
the preceding explanation ; for if the liquids have a strong tendency
to mutual diffusion, and the difference in attractive power which the

septum has for them respectively is not great, each may find its way
towards the other, and a considerable exosmose may ensue, with very
little change of level. The amount of the exosmotic as of the endos-

motic current, varies with the direction in which it traverses the
membrane ; thus, when sugar, albumen, or gum was employed in

solution, its transudation towards water took place most readily from
the internal towards the external surface of all the skins examined

by Matteucci, a fact which is not without its significance, when it is

remembered that it is in this direction that the secretion of mucus
takes place on the skins nf fishes, frogs, Ac.

"
Applying these considerations to the phenomena of imbibition of
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liquids into the tissues and canals of the living body, we shall have
to inquire how far they are capable of being accounted for on physical
principles, which have been now brought forward. It has been
maintained by some that absorption is a purely vital operation,
because it does not occur save during the continuance of life. But
this is not true, since imbibition will take place into dead tissues,

though more slowly than into some parts when living ; and the differ-

ence of rate seems to be fully accounted for by the difference of the
condition between a mass of tissue, all whose fluids are stagnant, and
another in which an active circulation is taking place. Thus, as

Matteucci has shown, if the hind legs of a frog recently killed be
immersed for some hours in a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium,
it will be found that every part of the viscera is so penetrated with
the salt, that by touching it with a glass rod moistened with a solu-

tion of chloride of iron, a more or less deep blue stain is the result.

Now, the same effect is produced much more speedily in a living
frog ; and it is easily proved that the imbibition takes place in the
latter ease into the blood-vessels, and that the salt is conveyed to the
remoter parts of the body by the circulation, instead of having slowly
to make its way by transudation through the tissues, as in the dead
animal. But further, not only does the movement of blood in the
vessels promote the diffusion of liquid, which has been already
observed, it also increases the rapidity of the absorption itself in a

very extraordinary degree. Thus, if a membranous tube, such as a

piece of small intestine, or of a large vein of an animal, be fixed by
one extremity to an opening at the bottom of a vessel filled with

water, and have a stop-cock attached at the other extremity, and be
then immersed in water ascidulated with sulphuric or hydochloric
acid, it will be some time before the acid will penetrate to the interior

of the tube, which is distended with water
;
but if the stop-cock be

opened, and the water be allowed to discharge itself, the presence of
the acid will be immediately discovered (by tincture of litmus) in the

liquid which flows out, showing that the acid has been assisted in its

penetration of the walls of the tube by the current traversing its

interior. Thus, the continuance of circulation is obviously one of the

most patent of all the conditions of absorption, and the difference in

the rate of the process in the dead and living organisms, placed under
the same circumstances, may bo accounted for in great part, if not

entirely, by the stoppage of the circulation in the former. All the

circumstances which are laid down by physiologists as favouring

absorption are in strict accordance with the physical principles which
have been now explained. These circumstances are 1. The ready
miscibility of the liquids to be absorbed with the juices of the body.
2. The penetrability of the tissue through which the absorption tabes

place. 3. The absence of previous distention in the tissues or canals

towards which the flow takes place. 4. The elevation of the tem-

perature within certain limits. 5. The vascularity of the tissues, and
the rate of movement of the blood through the vessels. And the

results of experiments upon recently-dead membranes which retain

almost exactly the same physical conditions as those which they
possessed during life, but have entirely lost their vital properties,
seem most decidedly to indicate that the relative facility with which
different substances are absorbed, and the direction most favourable

to their passage through the tissues, are determined in great part by
the physical relations of those tissues (and of the vessels which
traverse them) to the liquid which is seeking to enter them. In this

way, then, many of the phenomena of selective absorption are pro-

bably to be explained, especially in plants and the lower animals.

The special absorbent vessels, however, of Vertebrata, seem to possess

properties which can scarcely be thus accounted for." (' Principles of

Physiology.') [ABSORPTION ; ABSORBENT VESSELS.]

ENDYMION, a genus of Plants belonging to the class of Endogens,
the order Liliacetf, and the tribe Hemerocallidea;. It has a tubular

bell-shaped perianth, composed of six conuivent leaves, with reflexed

points combined below. The stamens are inserted below the middle

of the perianth ;
the filaments decurrent.

E. nutans, the English Blue-Bell. It is also the Scilla nutam, the

Hyacinthui non-scriptu*, and Agraphis nutans of various botanical

writers. It has linear leaves, with nodding racemes, the flowers bell-

shaped, cylindrical ; the apex of the sepals revolute; the bracts 2. This

is a very common plant, flowering in May in the woods and thickets

of England. It is also common in France and Belgium. The flower-

stalk is about a foot high. The leaves are shorter than the flower-

stalk. The flowers are generally blue. A white variety is however

occasionally seen.

ENORAULIS. [ANCHOVY; CLCPEID^.]
ENGYSTOMA. [AMPHIBIA.]
ENHALUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Jlydrocliaridacets, the fruit of which, according to Agardh, is eatable,

and the fibres capable of being woven.
ENHYDRA. [OTTERS.]
ENNEAOONA. [ACALEPHJJ.]
ENTALOPHORA. [SERTCI.ARIAM;.]
ENTEROMORPHA. [ALO<]
ENTO'BIA, a genus of Fossil Annelida. (Portloclc.)

ENTOMOCO'NCHUS, a genus of Fossil Crustacea, from the Moun-

tain Limestone of Ireland. (M'Coy.)

ENTOMO'LOGY, that branch of science which treats upon insects.

2 N
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The Una Entomology literally signifies discourse upon insect*, it

being derived from the two Greek wordi "trrafur, an insect, and Aiyot ,

a discourse.

The term Entoma was first applied to these animal* by Aristotle,

and U synonymous with the Latin word itureta (whence ii derived the

English nme 'insects'), l>oth hnvinc n-frrrnce to a striking character

exhibited in the insect tribe, that of having the body infected, or, aa

it were, out and divided into numerous segments. [I.VSECTA.]

KNTOMOSTO'StATA, De Blainville's name for his second family
of his first order, Sip*<mobrackiata, of his fimt sub-class ParacepMa-

bpAora ZMoKO, of his second class, ParacephaloiAora, of Malacixoa.

This family appears to be nearly the same with the genus fiuccinwn

of Linnipus and family liuecjiiitlir of other naturalists. It is thus

characterised by De Blainville :

Animal spiral, with the foot, which is shorter than the shell,

rounded in front Mantle provided in front of the respiratory cavity
with a long canal always uncovered, which the animal uses as an

organ of prehension. Head furnished with a single pair of blackish

tentacula, which carry the eyes on nn enlargement (renflement) of the

half of their base. Mouth armed with a proboscis, as in the preceding

family (Siphonottomata), without any labial tooth, but with a small

tongue. Organs of respiration formed by two unequal pectinated
branchiae Organs of generation termination of the oviduct in the

females at the right side, at the entrance of the branchial cavity.
Termination of the deferent canal at the extremity of a long flattened

contractile excitatory appendage, situated at the right side of the

neck. Shell very variable in form, whose opening, sometimes very
Urge and sometimes very small, is without an apparent canal, or with
a Tory short one suddenly recurved upwards, but always more or less

deeply notched anteriorly. Operculum horny, unguiform, oval, sub-

concentric, with the summit a little marked and marginal.
De Blainville observes that this family differs evidently very little

from that of the Si/tkonoitomata, whether in the soft parts or in the
ahelL The species which it embraces are not all absolutely marine,

though a very great number of them are : some live at the mouths of

rivers, and a very small number are entirely fluviatile.

The following are the principal genera of this family :

* Tnrriculated.

Crrithium. Animal very much elongated, the mantle prolonged
into a canal at its right side, but without a distinct tube ; the foot

terminated by a depressed proboscidiform muzzle
; tentacula very

distant, with large rings, swollen, as it were, in the lower part of
their length, and carrying the eyes at the summit of this enlargement.
Mouth terminal, in the form of a vertical slit, without any labial

tooth, and with a very small tongue furnished with regularly disposed
reflexed teeth. A single straight bronchia.

Animal of CrrilHum Ttlaeopivm, and shell of Crrithium paluttre.

Shell more or len turriculated, tuberculous
; aperture small, oral,

oblique ; the columcllar border very much excavated, callous
;
the

right lip sharp-edged, and dilating a little with age. Operculum
horny, oval, rounded, sub-spiral, and striated on iU external surface;
sunk, and bordered on its internal surface.

a.

Species which hare evidently a small canal, very short, and obliquely
recurved towards the back.

Ex. C. Veriagvt. Locality, Indian Ocean and Moluccas. (Lamarck.)

&
Species which have a still smaller canal, but straight throughout,
and a well-formed sinus at the posterior union of the two borders.

Ex. C. Aluto. Locality, Indian Ocean and Moluccas. (Lam.)

fy

Species whose aperture is divided into three by the shutting of the
short anterior tube, and that of the posterior sinus. (Genus,
Tnpkor,, or Trutome (Deahayes), Trifont(\), Deahayea.

Ex. U. irutvma.

Species which have a small straight canal, and the whorls of the

spire flat and ribanded, with a deep umbilicus, two decurrent

plaits on the columella, and one on the right lip. (Genus,
fferinea, Defranco.)

Ex. C. Nerinta.

t.

Species which liave DO canal, but a simple notch, and whose right

lip is much dilated in age. (Oenus, Potamida, Brongniart;
Pyrasut, De Montfort.)

Ex. C. palutlrt. Locality, coasts of the East Indies, in the salt

marshes. (Lam.)
C

Species whose aperture, without a canal, is a little notched in front

aud rear, the notch being replaced by a sinus
;
the columellar

border curved in its middle ; the right lip not dilated. (Genus,
f'irrna, Lam.)

Ex. C. ifadayatcarieiisc.

a, Crrithium Uadagatearimtt (Lam.) ; b, C. Madngatearienir (Pirena, Lam.',
according to DC Blainville. N.B. It i not clear that these are not the name

ipecict, notwithstanding the comparative smoothncu of 6.

De Blainville makes the genus Cerithium, as established by him,
contain 66 species characterised by Lamarck

; adding that the greater
part are marine, but many from the mouths of rivers, and some
entirely lacustrine, and that there is but one belonging to the French

seas, whilst more than a hundred fossil species ore found in France
and Italy. M. Defronce's genus fferinea, he remarks, would be
better placed among the PyramideUa.
The species of this genus with those of Potamida, fferinea, Aporr-

Kent, and Struthiolaria, are often referred to the family Certhiada,

(Woodward,
' Manual of the Molluscs,')

Lamarck places Cerithium at the commencement of the first section

(Canaliferes) of his Zoophagous Trachelipods, immediately after Turri-

tella, the last of his Phytophagous (Plant-Eating) Trachelipods.
r gives it a position after Purpura, Ctura, and Trrtbra, and

before Murex. This, as the Rev. M. J. Berkeley and Mr. Hoffman
observe, in their interesting paper on the anatomical structure of

am Tdetropium, would imply a structure of the parts of the
mouth adapted for boring shells, according to the known habits of
Murr.r and certain allied genera ; but, they remark, a single glance at
Adanson's figure is sufficient for conviction that the animal is much
more nearly allied to the Trochoidet ; and that Lamarck judged
rightly, according to the evidence before him, in placing it on the
confines of his two great classes. This is corroborated, they add, by
the little additional information of M. Sander Rang, who describes
the month as toothless, but furnished with a small tongue.

M. Sander Hang states that this genus, so numerous in species both

living and fossil, contains only marine animals
; but, nevertheless,

there are some of them which live at the mouths of rivers, and these
are precisely the individuals which M. Brongniart has united to form
the genus Potamida, which cannot be adopted in Zoology, inasmuch
as it does not rest upon sufficiently marked characters. M. Rang
adopts generally the divisions of De Blainville with approbation, but
he rejects the sixth group (0, which comprehends the genus Pirrna,
which Rang, following the example of M. de Fdrussac, places with

Mclanopni. Rang agrees with De Blainville in thinking that the divi-

sion containing Dofrance's Nerinea in perhaps doubtful, and that its

position would be better near the PyramfdeUer. He observes that

they have in France but two or three living C'crithia, but a great
number of fossil species.

Denhayes makes the number of living species eighty-seven; not

reckoning Triforu, of which he gives three species, nor Pinna, of
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which he also gives three; of the latter Lamarck records four.

The number of species of Cerithia at present described exceed

one hundred.

Adanson, speaking of the habits of one of the species of Cei-ithium,

says that it lives in the sand amongst grass and mangroves, feeding
on '

scolopendres
' and other small marine worms. The individual

which formed one of the subjects of the investigation by Mr. Berkeley
and Mr. Hoffman, and which was brought from Calcutta, though
placed in fresh sea-water, the utmost care being taken to renew it fre-

quently, and though all kinds of marine substances were supplied to

the animal for food, refused all nourishment, contenting itself with

simply walking over the substances, and, in so doing, touching them
with its proboscis. As it would not feed, this individual was killed by
immersion in spirit. The other specimen, which was anatomised by
the zoologists above mentioned, was brought from Ceylon. Dr. J. E.

Gray (March 25, 1834) read a note to the Zoological Society of London,

giving an account of the arrival in England of two living specimens of

Cerithium armatum, which had been obtained at the Mauritius, and
had been brought thence in a dry state. That the inhabitants of

land-shells will remain alive without moisture for many months is,

he remarked, well known. [BuLiNus.] He had had occasion to

observe that various marine Molliuca will retain life in a state of tor-

pidity for a considerable time ; some facts, in illustration of which, he

had communicated to the Society. ('Zool. Proc.,' part i. p. 116.) The

present instance included however a torpidity of so long a continu-

ance as to induce him to mention it particularly. The animal,

though deeply contracted within the shell, was apparently healthy,
and beautifully coloured. It emitted a considerable quantity of bright

green fluid, which stained paper of a grass-green colour
;

it also coloured

two or three ounces of pure water. This green solution, after stand-

ing twelve hours in a stoppered bottle, became purplish at the upper
part ;

but the paper retained its green colour though exposed to the

atmosphere. A specimen of C. Teleicopium, sent from Calcutta to Mr.

O. B. Sowerby in sea-water, lived out of water in a small tin box for

more than a week. Cerithium has been found in the sea on various

bottoms, and in actuaries at a depth ranging from the surface to

seventeen fathoms.
Foail Cerithia. Deshayes, in his tables, gives the number of fossil

(tertiary) Cerithia at 220, and of these he records C. rulgatum, C.

LatreiUii, C. doliolum, (J. giganieum, C. alucaita; C. granuloeum, and
C. bicinctiim, as both living and fossil. He gives two fossil (tertiary)

species of Pirena and two of Triforit. The form is found from the

Supracretaceoua to the Oolitic group, both inclusive. Potamide is

recorded in the Weald-Clay, Sussex (Mant.); and Nerinea, in the

Oolitic group (Bailly) near Auxerre, St. Mehiel (Meuse), Kimmeridge
Clay, Coral Rag, Bernese Jura, Forest Marble, Oxford Oolite, Dorset

(Nerinea Goodhallii), Inferior Oolite.

Dr. Lea (' Contributions to Geology ') describes and figures from the

Claiborne Beds, in America, a shell which he names provisionally
Cerithium (t) ttriatum; observing that he is by no means satisfied in

placing this shell among the Cerithia. It has a stronger resemblance in

the mouth to the genus Melania, but being a marine shell, cannot, he

remarks, with propriety be placed in that genus. De Blainville, he adds,

figures a shell (' Malacologie," pi. 21, bis, fig. 2), under the name of

Potamidei frayilia, which certainly ought to belong to the same genus
with this, the mouth being very nearly the same. Until more species

shall be obtained, Dr. Lea has forborne to create for it a new genus.
He further states that there have been no Cerithia yet found in the

beds at Claiborne, although they abound in England and on the Con-

tinent in the Tertiary Formation, there being 137 species in the Paris

Basin alone. Woodward states that the fossil species exceed 460 in

number.

Stelanoptu. Animal furnished with a proboscidifonn muzzle, with

two contractile, conical, annulated tentacula, having each at their

external base an oculated peduncle ; foot attached to the neck
;
res-

piratory orifice in the canal formed by the union of the mantle with

the body. Shell with an epidermis, elongated, fusiform, or conico-

cylindrical, with a pointed summit
;
whorls of the spire from 6 to

15, the last often forming two-thirds of the shell; aperture oval,

oblong ;
columella solid, callous, truncated at its base, separated

from the anterior border by a sinus, the callosity prolonged upon the

convexity of the penultimate whorl, forming a canal backwards
;

sometimes a sinus at the posterior part of the right border.

Operculum horny, subspiral.
' The genus in rather -fluviatile than marine, contrary to Cerithium,

according to De Blainville. Lamarck, who gives but two species, M.
c'jstata and M. Itrviyata, speaks of them decidedly as fluviatile. Kang
ays that the genus was established by M. de Fdrussac for fresh-water

shells, whose callous and truncated columella did not permit their

arrangement with Melania. The latter, in his Monograph, divides

them into two groups, the first consisting of those species which have

a single sinus at the border of the aperture, separating it from the

columella (Melanopni, Lam. ; M. buccinoidea) ;
the second consisting

of those species which have two distinct sinuses at the external

border of the aperture, one which separates it from the columella, the

other situated near the union of this border with the penultimate
whorl. (Pirena, Lam.) De Blainville gives the following division of

the genus :

o. Subturriculated Species.
Ex. M. costata.

Locality, Syria, in the Orontes. (Lamarck.)

Melanopsis costata,

ft Oval Specie?.
Ex. M. buccinoidea.

y. Convex Species (Espcees Roufle'es).

Ex. M, Souei. [MELANOPSIS.]

The genus Melania is related to Melanopsis, and is sometimes
included with Paludomui in the family Melaniada. [MELANIA.]

Planaxis. Animal unknown. Shell oval, conical, solid, trans-

versely furrowed ; aperture oblong ; columella flattened and truncated

anteriorly, separated from the right border or lip by a sinus
; right

lip furrowed or rayed within, and thickened 'by a decurreut callosity
at its origin. Operculum horny, oval, delicate, subspiral.
Lamarck established this genus for certain small shells approxi-

mating closely to the Phaaianellte, but differing from them by the
truncation of the anterior part of the columella. He only records

two species, namely P. swlcata and P. undulata. M. Rang states

that he possesses six well-distinguished species. Woodward, in his
' Manual of the Mollusca," gives eleven species. They are found in

the West Indies, Red Sea, Bourbon, India, the Pacific, and Peru.

The Planaxis is a littoral shell, and is sometimes found under stones.

M. Rang says that he had had occasion to observe the animal at the

Isle of France (Mauritius), where the rocks are sometimes covered

with them, but, having lost his notes, he is unable to give its

principal characters. According to his recollection, the animal differed

very little from that of PhatianeUa. M. Deshayes, in his Tables, puts
the living species at four.

Ex. P. tulcala.

Planaxis sulcata.

Deshayes, in his Tables, gives five species as fossil in the Tertiary
strata.

Svlula. Animal spiral, very much elevated ; foot very short and

Shell of <i'if maculata, and last whorl of the shell with the animal and

opercultm a.
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round ; head with extremely small triangular tentacula, bearing the

ye* at their summit; i> lung labial proboscis without hooka

(crotchet*), at the bottom of which is the mouth equally unarmed.
Shell without an epidermis, turricuUUxl, and with a pointed spire ;

whorls smooth, ribanded, bifid ; aperture oral, amall, deeply notched

anteriorly ;
external lip thin and sharp-edged ;

internal or culuiuellar

lip with an oblique bourrelet at its extremity. Operculum oval,

horny, lamellar, and a* it were imbricated.

De Blainvillr thua characterises a genus which he nays he found

friiTlf compelled to establish upon examining the animal brought
bom* by Hewn. Quoy and Qaimard, the shell of which had been

hitherto confounded with the Terebrtr ; and he arranges under thin

new genu all thoM species whose shell is very much elevated, whose

spire is very pointed, and whose whorls are ribanded; and conse-

quently the greatest number of the twenty-four living species charac-

terised by Lamarck, and which nearly all belong to the East Indies

and Australasia.

Ex. & maculala (Lam.), Bu-cinun maculatwn (Linn.).
It inhabits the Moluccas and Pacific Ocean, according to Lamarck,

who speaks of his possession of a specimen taken on the shores -of

Owhyhee.
* * Turbinaceous ; or genera whose spire is moderately elongated,

rarely subturriculated.

Terttra. Animal spiral, rather elevated
;
foot oval, with a trans-

verse anterior furrow and two lateral auricles ; head bordered with a

small fringe; cylindrical tentacula terminated in a point, and very
distant; eyes but little apparent at the origin and outside of the

tentacula ; mouth without a proboscis ; tube of the respiratory cavity

very long. Shell without an
epidermis, inclining to oval ; spire sharp,

not much elevated or subturriculated ; aperture large, oval, strongly
notched anteriorly ; columella with an oblique bourrelet at its

extremity. No operculum. (Do Blainville.)
M. Do Blainville only leaves in this genus, which he thinks ought

perhaps to belong to the family of non-operculated Entomottomata,
those species of Lamarck's Ttrebrte which in their general form bear
some resemblance to the liuccina, such for example as his Vis

Buccinee (Tenbra ritlnta) because De Blainville supposes that the

animal resembles that of the Miran of Adanson, which is the type,
and which differs much from that of the subulated species to which
De Blainville gives the generic name of Subula Alcne in French.

Animal of Tcrtbra (Vis Mirim) from Adanson, ; n.l >bcll of Terebra rittata.

The species, De Blainville observes, appear to come from warm
climates only, like the fubuUr. Terebra (Lamarck) occurs at

depths ranging from the surface to IT fathoms. The species
sometimes creep on reefs out of the water, but within reach of the

spray.
Since the publication of the works of If. De Blainville and of

1L Kang, Dr. J. E. Gray has enumerated 45 species, all of them either

in the British Museum or in his own private collection. He states

that the nimml has a small foot, and a very long proboscis, at the base

of which are seated two very small tentacula ; the operculum is ovate,

thin, horny, rounded behind, and rather tapering in front The shell

is covered by a very thin, pellucid, horn-coloured periostraca; it is

usually white, variously streaked with brown, the streaks being often

interrupted or broken into spots by the two spiral bands of the shell;

one of these bands is placed near the spiral groove and the other on
the middle of the whorl. The apex of the cavity is frequently filled

up by a calcareous deposition ;
but this deposition has never been

observed hi T. duplicate. Dr. Gray divides the species into the three

following sections : 1st " Anfractibus sulco spirali cingulum poste-

riuseflormante; labio interiore, tenui concavo." He observes upon
this section that the cingulum is most conspicuous in young shells ;

and that the internal lip is very rarrly thickened in adults. To this

section he refers 30 species (T. maculoia, Lam., Ac.), 15 of them new.
2nd. " Anfractibus sulco spirali cingulum posterius eflbrmante; labio

interiore incrassato, subclevato." He observes that the species of

this section (7, 5 of which are new) somewhat resemble the Ctrilhiv

in the apert'irc. 3rd.
" Anfractibus sulco postico millo." These last

he divides into two sub-sections,
" * with a thin internal lip," whi< 1,

he subdivides into (a) those species which have an elongated slender

shell, and (6) those which have a short shell, and " with the inter-

nal lip thickened and elevated, and the shell short;" and he observes

that these approximate somewhat to the \aure, but have neither the

internal dilated lip nor the external thickened lip. This third section

contains 8 species, one of which is new.
Dr. Gray does not notice Subula of De Blainville, and it may

therefore be considered that he does not admit the generic distinction.

Woodward makes Subula a synonym of Terebra, and records 109
recent species.

Pottit Subuke axd Terebra. De Blainville refers to his genus Subula

many of the fossil species which had been considered as Terebrtr, and
which coincide with his definition of the former genus ; but he does

not enumerate the species, nor draw any distinct line of demarcation

between the fossils of these respective genera. He remarks that

H. Defrance makes the fossil speciet of both these genera 17, of

which 5 are identical, 3 from Italy, 1 from Orignon, and 1 from
Bourdeaux. The '

vis scalarine fossile de Fames' De Blainville thinks

should be referred to the genus Terebra. M. Deshayes, in his Tables,
makes Terebra (of Bruguiere and Lamarck we presume, for he does

'not notice Subula) consist of 44 living species and 16 fossil (tertiary),

of which last he considers two new species, and T. Fatal, T. itrigilata,

and T. pertuta to be both living and fossil (tertiary). Dr. Fitton, in

his stratigraphical and local distribution of the fossils of the strata

below the chalk, records T. Portlandica as occurring in the Portland

Stone in Dorset, South Wilts, North Wilts, Oxford, and Bucks. Dr.

Lea describes and figures three additional species of Terebra (Lamarck)
from the Claiborne Beds, remarking that 4 species of the genus
have been observed in England, 8 in the Oolitic group and 1 in the

London Clay. He refers to the 16 species given for the tertiary by
M. Deshayes, and says that 10 of these are found at Baden (Miocene)
and 7 at Bourdeaux (Miocene). Here is evidently an error in the

number. He adds that Mr. Conrad had observed one species, which
he calls

'

simplex,' in the tertiary of Maryland,
"
being the only one

heretofore observed," adds Dr. Lea,
" in our formations." Woodward

gives the number of fossil species as 21, and states that they are from
the Eocene Beds of Britain, France, and Chili.

Eburna. Shell oval or elongated, smooth ; spire pointed, whorls

running together as it were without a marked distinction of suture ;

aperture inclining to oval, elongated, widened, and deeply notched in

front
; right lip entire

;
columella callous posteriorly, umbilicated,

subcanaliculated at its external part.

They are found in the seas of warm climates. Of the 9 living

species Lamarck refers the locality of three to the East Indies and
one to South America and perhaps India.

Eburna flabrata.

Fotril Eburna. De Blainville states in his '

Malacologie
'

(1825)
that no Eburna had then been discovered in a fossil state. M. Rang
remarks (1829) in his 'Manuel' that there are fossil species. Des-

hayes, in his Tables, records 5 living species and 1 (new species)
fossil (tertiary).
Buccinum. Shell oval, elongated, with a pointed but moderately-

elevated spire ; aperture oblong or oval, deeply
notched anteriorly ;

right lip entire, sometimes thick ;
columella simple or callous

; oper-
culum horny, oval, subconcentric ; summit but little marked and

marginal. [IttxriNUii.]
The geographical distribution is very wide. Species occur in almost

all seas. a. glaciate and B. Sabinii are noted in the 'Supplement to

the Appendix of Captain Parry's First Voyage' as having been met with

during the period in which the expedition remained within the arctic

circle.

The species are very numerous, and have been found at depths

ranging from the surface to 17 fathoms. The greater part of the

genus is littoral.

1 if Illain villn subdivides the species into many sections coinpre-
In nl ing the true uccin<i, including the genera A lectrion (B. papillo-

turn) and Cyclop* (If. ncrilewm) of De Moutfort, and the genus Nona,
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Lamarck. M. De Ferussac divides the genus into two sub-genera,

namely, the Buccina properly so called, of which S. undatum may be
considered the type, and the Eburnce. 51. Sander Rang adopts his

arrangement. We confine ourselves to the true Buccina.
Ex. B. undatum, the Common Whelk. This is the species so

commonly exposed for sale as food on the street stalls in the

metropolis.

Shell of Common Whelk (Ducemum undatum}, and animal (male) creeping
with its shell and operculura.

S. Lapilliu (Pa.rpv.ra.) is one of the English shells that product
the purple dye, analogous to the Purptira of the ancients ;

and Mr.

William Cole, of Bristol, thus describes (1684) the process of obtaining
the English Purpura :

" The shells being harder than most of othei

kinds are to be broken with a smart stroke with a hammer, on a plate
of iron or firm piece of timber (with their mouths downwards), so as

not to crush the body of the fish within ;
the broken pieces being

picked off there will appear a white vein, lying transversely in a little

furrow or cleft next to the head of the fish, which must be digged
out with the stiff point of a horsehair pencil, being made short and

tapering. The letters, figures, or what else shall be made on the linen

(and perhaps silk too) will presently appear of a pleasant light green

colour, and if placed in the sun will change into the following colours,

that is, if in winter about noon ; if in the summer an hour or two after

sun-rising, and so much before setting ; for in the heat of the day in

Bummer the colours will come on so fast that the succession of eacl.

colour will scarcely be distinguished. Next to the first light green il

will appear of a deep green, and in a few minutes change into a sea

green ;
after which, in a few minutes more, it will alter into a watchet

blue
; from that, in a little time more, it will be of a purplish-red :

after which, lying an hour or two (supposing the sun stUl shining), it

will be of a very deep purple-red, beyond which the sun can do no

more. But then the last and most beautiful colour, after washing in

scalding water and soap, will (the matter being again put into the sun

or wind to dry) be of a fair bright crimson, or near to the prince's

colour, which afterwards, notwithstanding there is no use of any
stiptic to bind the colour, will continue the same, if well ordered, as I

have found in handkerchiefs that have been washed more than forty

times
; only it will be somewhat allayed from what it was after the

first washing. While the cloth so writ upon lies in the sun it will

yield a very strong and foetid smell, as if garlic and asafwtida were

mixed together." (' Phil. Trans.,' Abr. II. 826.)
Wu have inserted this account here, because the shell which is the

subject of it may be more familiar to our readers under the Linnseati

name of Buccinum Lapilltui than of Purpura, Lapillut, but it im-

properly arranged under the genus Purpura.
fotril Baccina. M. Deshayes, in his Tables, makes the number of

fossil (tertiary) species 95, and he records the following as both living

and fossil (tertiary), Naita not appearing as a genus in his list S.

undatum, reticulatum, maculotum, mutubUe, clathratum, neriteum,

JJemoyerti, pritmaticum, atperulum, musinwn, injtatum, polyyonum,

1/Orkiynii, Linnaei, politum, and five new species, the names of which

are not given. Dr. Fitton notes two species below the Chalk, namely,
B. angulatum and B. nalicoide in the Portland Stone (North Wilts,

South Wilts, Bucks), and the last-named species in the Portland Sand

(Bucks). Dr. Lea rotes one species (new), B. Soweriii, iu the

Claiborne Beds, Alabama. He observes that of the genus 27 species,

including Nassa, have been observed in Great Britain, several as low
as the Mountain Limestone, but chiefly in the London Clay and the

Crag. After repeating the number given by Deshayes, Dr. Lea says
that the genus appears to be much more abundant in the upper
formations. The Pliocene of the Sub-Apennines furnishes 27 species.
Bourdeaux (Miocene) 21 species. Paris (Eocene) 9 species. In

America, he adds, four species have been found, Mr. Say having
described two from the older Pliocene, Maryland, and Mr. Conrad two
from York Town, Virginia, also older Pliocene. The fossil species
now known, including those of Pwrpura, are about 150.

Nassa. Animal very much depressed, with a very large foot

extending beyond the body on all sides, but especially in front,
where it is large and angular, whilst posteriorly it is insensibly
narrowed. For the rest like the animal of Purpura. Shell globular,
oval, or subturriculated

; aperture oblong, notched anteriorly ; right

lip sharp-edged, often plaited within
;
columellar lip covered with a

large callous plate, extending more or less far. Operculum horny.
Dr. Lea (' Contributions to Geology") says, "I have not hesitated to

separate this genus from Buccinum (although Lamarck united them
after having made the division), because they certainly form a very
natural group. Cuvier separates it, as De Blainville also does, into

a sub-genus." De Blainville certainly makes one of his sections of
Buccinum consist of the genus Nassa ; but Rang separates it decisively.
The species of Nona, have a world-wide distribution, being found

in arctic, tropical, and antarctic seas. They have been found on

reefs, coral sand, sand, sandy-inud, and under stones, at depths
ranging from the surface to 15 fathoms. About 70 species are known.
N. reticulata is common on English shores, and called the Dog-
Whelk by fishermen. [NASSA.],

Fossil Ntace. The species of Fossil Nassa: are above 20. They
are found in the Eocene Strata of Britain and North America.

***
Ampullaceous Entomostomata, or those whose shells are in

general globular.

Harpa. Animal with a large head, without a proboscis, having
the mouth opened below

;
two anterior tentacula, conical, and

very much approximated, carrying the eyes upon an enlargement
situated externally a little below the middle

;
foot large, furnished

anteriorly with a sort of heel; siphon rather large and a little

elongated ;
branchial pectinations unequal, two in number ; orifice

of the oviduct at the entrance of the branchial cavity of the right

side, orifice in the deferent canal at the extremity of a very volumi-
nous excitatory organ ;

vent on the same side.

Shell oblong, more 01 less convex, generally rather delicate,

enamelled, furnished with regular longitudinal ribs
; spire a little

elevated and pointed, the last whorl very large; aperture oval,

elongated, widely notched anteriorly, the right lip with an external

bourrelet; columella simple, pointed anteriorly. No operculum,
according to M. Reynaud.

Shell of Ifarpa teiitricota, and animal crawling with its shell.

The genus is found in the seas of warm climatep, and is more

especially abundant at the Mauritius and the neighbouring islands,

whence the finest of the more common species and the many-ribbed

Harps are procured. The animal is said to be of a rich vermilion

red. The fiphery is principally carried on at low water with a small
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r*kr, to which * net is attached, on mad banks at night, and at sunrise

when the Harp* are probably out upon their feed. They have been

known to Uke the bait on the fishing-line* laid for olive* (Ofiro).

M***n. Quoy and Oaimard, and afterward* M. Reynnud state, that

the animal of the Harp can oometimen, when attacked by an enemy,
duembarrus iUelf of the posterior prt of the foot, and completely

withdraw iteelf into the shell M. Reynaud explains this phenomenon

by giring hi* opinion that the trnvere laceration which causes, in

the movement of contraction exerted by the animal, the separation

of the posterior part of the foot, arise* from the resistance which

that part, too voluminous to enter the shell after the animal,

encounter* from the edges of the shell H. Rang observes, that

though no operculum has been found (and the animal appears to have

been carefully examined), he does not hesitate to leave the genii*

among those which are provided with one, because, in the first place,

HOTJM is similarly organised, and, in the next, if deprived of that

appendage, it has, at least, the posterior part of the foot to take, in

some sort, its place.

Authors generally make the number of living species eight, and

of these the most precious, though lately greatly depressed in value,

is the Many-Ribbed Harp (//. imperialu). But gome of the species

are very difficult of definition, though others are well marked. The

shells when in fine condition . are great favourites with collectors,

and indeed a drawer of fine Harps in all the freshness of their beauty

is a sight worth seeing. Care should be taken to keep them
^yitll

their mouths downwards and from the sun and light, or their brilliant

colours will soon fade.

Ex. //. ventricota. Locality, Mauritius, &c.

Fottil ffarpa. Four species are recorded, in tha Tertiary Formation.

Dotturn, Animal generally resembling that of Purpura. Shell

delicate, nearly globular, ventricose, furrowed transversely ; spire but

little elevated, pointed, the last whorl forming nearly the whole of

the shell ; aperture large, oval, right lip undulated. Columella often

twisted ; operculum horny.
The species are found in the seas of warm climates, especially those

of India. They are also found in Australia and the Pacific. One

species, D. yalea, inhabits the Mediterranean. The species are often

found on reefs, some of them are very large. Fourteen seems to be

the greatest number hitherto recorded, and Cuvier has separated the

species into two sections, namely the Tuns (Volium) and the Partridge

Tuns (Perdix'ot De Montfort.)
Ex. D. yalea, and D. perdix.

The number of living species recorded appears to be seven.

Ex. V. echinoykora. Locality, the Mediterranean.

Cauidaria tchinophora.

Fottti Cattidaria. Deshayes, in his Tables, gives 8 fossil (tertiary)

species; and of these, two, namely C. tchinophora. and C. Tyrrh'

records as both living and fossil (tertiary). The number of fossil species

s about ten. They are found in the Eocene Beds of Great Britain and

Onitcia. A genus separated from Catiidaria by Mr. O. B. Sowerby,

and considered by him as having its place next to that genus in

the natural system. It differs from Cattit in the canal not being

suddenly reflected ; but Mr. Sowerby states that he has seen Cattida

which very nearly approach Onitcia in the form of the aperture, and

in the short scarcely reflected canal. He thinks that the genus is

ntermediftte between Cattidaria, and Cattit.

Shell oblong, sub-cylindrical, apex generally rather obtuse, spin

short, sometimes very short ;
base rather acuminated ; aperture longi-

tudinal, elongated, extending at the base into a very short canal :

outer lip thickened, denticulated within, and rather contracted in

the centre ; inner lip expanded and covered with granules. (Sowerby.)

The outside of the shell is tuberculated, cancellated, or ribbed. "Of

the animal," says Mr. Sowerby, "we know nothing; but there is

every reason for believing it to be related to that of Cattit, and that

it has an operculum, though we have never seen it"

Six living species are recorded, from the West Indies, China, and

the Galapagos.
Ex. 0. canceUata.

MwU of l*lmm falra, and animal denuded (dlmlnUbed).

Fnuil ftolia. Seven species are recorded M fossil They are

found in the Miocene Tertiary Beds.

Ccuiul'iria. Animal supposed to bear a general resemblance tc

that of /Iwiinnin and Ptuyura. Shell ovoid, ventricose, with tli

spin but little elevated; aperture long, rather narrow, with th

uterior canal recurred; right lip furnished with a bonrrelet; oolu

mellar lip covered by a large callosity, often granulous or wrinkled.

Operculum horny.
The sea* of comparatively warm climate*. Lamarck gives th

Mediterranean as the locality of two specie* Rang itato* that onlj
'

is European. De BUinville speaks of the genus a*

[
mil seas except that of the north.

, adult.

Three fossil species are recorded, from the Miocene Beds of the

Tertiary Strata.

C'ouw. Animal said to resemble generally that of Purpura,
Shell inclining to oval, convex, with a spire but little projecting,

nearly flat; aperture oblique, long, and narrow, with the anterior

canal very short and recurved towards the back
; right lip thick, fur-

nished with nn external bourrelet, and toothed within
;
colunu'lkir

lip callous, nearly straight, and marked nearly throughout its length
with transverse long teeth. Operculum horny, very rudimentary.
The species occur principally in very warm latitudes in shallow

water : two or three are said to be found in the Mediterranean.
The number of living species is about thirty-four. These are

iliviilcd into two groups by Lamarck; the first consisting of those

specie* whose spire is marked by bourrelete {C, cornula, for example);
and the second of those whose spire is without bourreleta (C. rufn,
for

example).
De Bhunville divides the species into two groups also

; the first con-

sisting of those whose aperture is long, and the external lip nearly

straight (C. lubcrota, for example) ;
the second of those whose aperture

is suboval, and the external lip excavated (C.Jlammca, for instance).
Ex. C. tnberota. Locality, West Indian Seas.

Pottil Cattidet. The number of fossil (tertiary) species is 36 ;
of

these are U. jlammea, C. yranuloia, C. crumtna, C. taburvn, C. bitulca'a,
and a new species, both living and fossil (tertiary).
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Shell of Qutit tutema ; and animal denuded of Castit lulcua (diminished).

The fossil species are principally found in France and Chili.
Ricinula. Animal nearly entirely resembling those of Succinum

and Purpura. Mantle provided with a tube ; foot much wider, and
auriculated, at) it were anteriorly ; head semilunar, with conical tenta-

cula, supporting the eyes at the middle of their external surface;
excitatory organ of the male very large, recurved in the branchial

cavity. Such is De Blainrille's description, wRo made his observation
on '

la Ricinule horrible,' X. horrida.
Shell oval or sub-globular, thick, beset with points or tubercles,

with a very short spire ; aperture narrow, long, with a notch (which
is sometimes sub-canaliculated) anteriorly ; right lip often digitated,
externally and toothed within ; the left lip callous and toothed or
wrinkled. Operculum horny, oval, transverse, concentric. De Blain-
ville describes the elements of the operculum as a little imbricated.
There are 29 species of this genus. They are from India, China,

the Philippines, Australia, and the Pacific.

The species have been found on coral reefs and rocks.
De Blainville separates the species into three [sections : the first

consisting of those with an evident canal anteriorly and behind the

aperture (en arriere de 1'fuverture), R. diyitata ; the second of those
without a canal and beset with spines, R. homda ; and the third of
those without a canal and tuberculous, R. morut. He observes that
this genus is evidently artificial : thus it contains one species which is

a true Mure*, whilst others are closely approximated to certain

species of Turbinella ; in fact, they have two or three plaits on the
columella; finally, some of them scarcely differ, he says, from the
true Pui-pura.

Ex. R. horrida.

Ridnitla hnn '"in.

Three Fossil Ricmvla; have been recorded.

Cancellaria. Animal said to resemble generally that of Purpura.
Shell oval or globular, rather convex, reticulated, thick, with a
spire slightly elevated and pointed ; aperture demioval, notched or
snbcanaliculated anteriorly ; right lip sharp-edged, striated within

;

columella nearly straight, with many well-defined plaits. Operculum
horny.
The species are all exotic, and the inhabitants of warm seas. The

localities of the bulk of those known are said by De Blainville to be
inhabitants of the Indian and African seas. The species have
been found on sandy bottoms, at a depth ranging from 7 to 16
fathoms.

De Blainville observes that the genus as adopted by him is not
entirely the same as that of Lamarck. De Blainville withdraws from
the genus the species whose aperture is evidently canaliculated, such
as C. senticosa, which, as it appears to him, ought to remain among
the Murices or the turriculated Turbinella. Deshayea, in his Tables,
makes the number of living species 13. Mr. G. B. Sowerby (' Zool.

Proc.,' 1832) describes 22 new species from the collection of Mr.
Cuming, most of them from the warm latitudes of the Pacific side of
South America. One of them, C, uniplicata, dredged in sand near
Panama at a depth of 10 fathoms, is the only species known to Mr.
Sowerby with a single fold on the columella. Woodward (' Manual ')

gives 70 recent species.
Ex. C. reticulata. Locality, Southern Atlantic Ocean. (Lamarck.)

Cancellaria reticulata.

Fotiil Cancellaria!. Lamarck records 7 fossil species. Rang says
there are a good number. De Blainville observes that, according to
Defrance, there are 20 species, two of which are identical, one from
Italy, the other from Grignon, and ofle analogue from Italy. Deshayes
makes the number of fossil (tertiary) species 42, one of which he
notes as both living and fossil (tertiary). Dr. Lea describes and
figures, in addition, 8 species from the Tertiary Formation of
Alabama (Claiborne). He observes that the genus has been observed
in England only in the London Clay, whence three species have been
described; and, referring to Deshayes's Tables and his 42 species,
remarks that 16 are from the Sub-Apennines (Pliocene), 12 from
Bourdeaux (Miocene), and 5 from Paris (Eocene). In America, he
observes, a single species only, C. lunata (Conrad), had been thereto-
fore observed. It was from the Tertiary Beds of Saint Mary's.Woodward gives 60 species, all Eocene.

Purpura. Animal rather elongated, widened in front
; head large

with a very short proboscis ; two tentacula, generally in front and
approximated, conical, and supporting the eyes on an enlargement
situated at the middle of their external part ; mouth below, nearly
always hidden by the foot, which is rather large, very much advanced,
and bilobated, as it were, anteriorly; branchial pectinations two^
unequal ;

orifice of the oviduct at the entrance of the branchial cavity
on the right side ; orifice of the deferent canal at the right side of the
neck, at the extremity of the exciting organ, which is generally
voluminous

;
vent on the same side.

Shell of Purpura Persica, and animal of J'urpura hiemmloma.

Shell oval, thick, unarmed or tubercular, with a short spire, the
ist whorl larger than all the others together ; aperture very much
ilated, of an oval form, terminated anteriorly by an oblique notch ;
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oolumella flattened, HpiAing iu a point ulteriorly ; right lip sharp-

edged, often thickened and furrowed internally, or strongly armed

autoriorly with a oonical point. Operculum horny, demicircular, the

summit poiterior.
The form U widely distributed, but the number of European spe-

cie* is very (mall ; the greatest development takes place iu warm seas,

where the ipecie* are inont abundant, particularly in South America.

The larger proportion of the species of this genus are littoral The
true Purpura hare been found at depths ranging from the surface to

25 fathoms, and the division which forms the genus Monoctroi,

generally on rocks, at depth* ranging from the surface to 7 fathoms.

De Bhunville states that there are 50 living species of ordinary

Purpura, of which four only belong to the French seas. The species
of .Woiiorrroj he state* to be five, all from South America. Deshayee,
in 1m Tables, give* 76 as the number of living species of the genus
Purpura (Lam.), and 6 as that of the living species of Monoctrot.

Dr. Lea state* that his cabinet has nine. Hr. Broderip describes

two new species, and Mr. Powys one, from Mr. Cuming's collection

(Port St Elena, Valparaiso, and Maldon Island, in the Pacific), and
Mr. Broderip another, Pur/iura Gravmi. figured under the name of

.l/rr.r eariniferut, in Mr. Sowerby's
'

Conchological Illustrations.'

(' ZooL Proc.') Mr. Sowcrby describes nine species of Monoctrot,

among them .V. pundulatum (Gray), from Mr. Cuming's collection.

Woodward puts down the species at 140.

De Blainville divides the species into four sections: 1st Those
whose right lip, near the notch, is armed with a conical horn, or tooth,
which is pointed, and more or less curved. This section U the genus
itmoceroi (De Montfort), the animal of which, according to M. Rang
and others, differs in nothing from that of the other Purpune. 2nd.

The Bucciuoid Purpurir, whose lip is without a tooth, and whose

aperture is moderately widened. Purpura Lapillut (liuccinum

Lap ill iu. Linn.), for example. (See above, Jluccinum.) 3rd. The
Patulous Purpura, also without a tooth at the lip, and whose aperture
is very wide : Purpura Pertica for instance. 4th. The ventricose

tuberculated specie*, of which he gives P. neritoidei as the type.
M. Rang divides the species into two groups only. The first, consisting
of those which have the right lip simple, or only furrowed internally :

the second, of those whose right lip U always thickened and armed

anteriorly with a conical point.

Example of the first, Purpyra Ptrrica. Locality, East Indian seas.

Example of the second, Purpura imbricata (Monoceroi imbricatum,

Lam.). Locality, South America.

Furfur* imkrirala {ilonarrroi imbrifalum. Lam.).

Potnl Purpura. De Blainville itate* ('Malacologie') that no foasil

pecie* of Monoetrot were then known. Dexhayes, in hi* Tables, records
one (tertiary) from Italy. Dr. Lea describes and figures three new
foaril specie* from the Tertiary of Claiborne, Alabama (Eocene of Lyell).
Of the ordinary Purpurir De Blainville state* that there are nine foanl

(pecie*, one of which is the analogue of P. Lapillia (liutrinum Lapillut,

Linn.), *o common on our coast*, a* well a* those of France. Deshayes,
in hi* Table*, give* the number of fossil (tertiary) specie* as four, of
which be record* one, P. kirmattoma, a* both living and fossil. Wood-
ward state* the fo**U species to be thirty.

I'atalloid Enlomottoma ; that is, one whose shell i* very large
in it* totality, very flattened, with a spire but little marked, and
without a columella.

CmcMtpai. De Blainville speaks of the animal as entirely un-
known

; but according to Lemon it resemble* that of Purpura. Shell

thick, rude, and wrinkled transversely on it* external surface : spire
very small, hardly -projecting ; aperture oval, very large, notched

anteriorly, where there are two dentiform appendage* ;
no columella

;

DiuKuIar improwion of a horse-shoe shape, and very visible. Oper-
culum horny, transparent, trapezoidal, concentric, with a marginal

South America is the locality of Concholfptu. It is very abundant
on the coast* of Peru and Chili, and sometime* attain* to a very
large size.

Cunchntrpat Is only known as a littoral specie*,
Lamarck first placed Concholfptu near Purpura. fuvii-r itive* it

very nearly the same position. M. Rang remarks that lie might have
well united the genus to Purpura, after the example of De Ferussac.

In fact, be adds, M. Lesson's communication touching the animal
which the latter brought home from the South Sea had proved to

M. Rang that it differs in nothing from that of Purpura; itsoperculum
alone affords a well-defined character.

There i* but one species known ; but M. Rang states that there are

two distinct varieties.

Ex. C. Peruriana.

Cancholtpat Frruriana.

Coneholepa* is not known in a fossil state, properly BO called. It

occurs among other species of the coast at considerable elevations
above the sea.

ENTOMO'STRACA (Miiller), Midi Irucctt, for such is the meaning
of the term applied to certain Aquatic Animals forming, according to
Latreille and others, the second general division of the Crustaceans,
and for the most part inhabiting the fresh-water. The brain, or rather
the nervous knots which supply its place, consists ofone or two globules
merely. The heart is in the form of a long vessel. The branchiae,

composed of hair-like processes, which are either isolated or connected
in a beard-like form, a pectinated shape, or one resembling aigrette*,
form a portion of the feet, or of a certain number among them, and
sometimes mandibles and the upper jaws. [CYPRIS ; BKANCHIOI'ODA.]
The number of the feet varies, and in some of the genera is above a
hundred. These feet, ordinarily, are proper for no purpose but
swimming; and are sometimes ramified or divided, and sometime*
furnished with pinnules, or composed of lamellar joints. Nearly all

of them have a shell, consisting of from one to two pieces, very deli-

cate, and most frequent ly almost membranous and transparent, or at
least a large anterior thoracic segment, often confounded with the
head and appearing to replace the shell. The integument* are generally
rather horny than calcareous, a condition which, as Latreille remarks,
approximate* the Eutomoxtracaii* to the Insect* and Arachnid
those which are provided with ordinary jaws, the inferior or ox '

ones are always uncovered, all the jaw-feet (picds-machoires) perform-
ing the office of true feet, and none of them being applied upon the
mouth. The second jaws, with the exception of the Phyllopoda,
resemble those organs, and Jurine has sometime* designated them
under the name of bands. These characters, says Latreille, distinguish
the Masticating Entomoitraca (Entomoatraces Broyeurs) from the
Afalacottraea ; the other Entomottraca which compose hi* order
Paeilopoda- cannot, he says, be confounded with the Malacottrata,
because they arc deprived of organs fit for mastication, or because
those parts which apjx-ar to perform the office of jaws are not collected

anteriorly and preceded by a labrum as in the true Crtutacea and the

Masticating Insect* (Insectes Broyeurs), but simply formed by the
haunches of the locomotive organs, and furnished, for the purpose of
enabling them to execute that office, with small spines. The Pfrcilo-

pwln, he observes, represent in this class those of the class of insect*
which are denominated Suctorial (Suceurs). They are almost all

parasites, and seem to lead us by degrees (par nuances) or shades of
ililli mice to the Ltnutai ; but the presence of eyes, the property of

moulting or changing the skin, or even of undergoing a metamorphosis,
and the faculty of being able to traii>-pi-t ilfi,,;lv from one place
to another by means of feet, appear to Latreille to establish a well-
defined line of demarcation between the animals last named and the
preceding. With regard to the metamorphosis, he remarks, that the

young of the Daphnia and of some other nearly allied genera, those
probably also of Cyprit and of Cylherina, differ not at all or scarely at
all from their parcnta, in point of form, at the time of their exclusion
from the egg ; but the young of Cyclop*, of the Phyllopoda, and of
Aryuliu, undergo in their infancy remarkable changes, as well in the
form of the body an in the number of feet These organs ind<

some (in the A ryuli for instance) suffer transformations which modify
their use*. The same author state* that he has consulted, relative to
these transformations, several well-informed naturalist*, who have had
frequent occasion to observe the Lerncea:, and that those observer*
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had never seen a Lerntea change its skin. The antennas of the

Entomoitraca, the form and number of which vary much, serve in

many for swimming. The eyes are very rarely placed upon a pedicle,
and when they are so placed the pedicle is no more than a lateral

prolongation of the head, and is never articulated at its base. The
last-named organs are often very much approximated, and even

compose one only. The tail is never terminated by a fan-shaped fin,

and never presents the false feet of the Malacostraca. The eggs are

collected under the back, or external, and under a common envelope,

having the form of one or two small groups situated at the base of the

tail. They possess the power of preserving their vitality for a long
time in a state of desiccation. [BiNocULUs.] It would appear that

not less than three moults are undergone by many of these animals

before they become adult and capable of propagating their species,
nd it has been proved, in the case of some of them, that a single

copulation will fecundate manysuccessive generations. [BRASCHIOPODA.]
Dr. Buird, in his interesting Monograph on the British Entomoitraca,

gives the following general account of this family :

" The greater number of these little creatures are furnished with

branchix, either to their feet or maxillae, and when noticed in their

native habitats, may be seen to have them constantly in motion, their

action being seldom interrupted. One chief use therefore of them in

the economy of nature may be, as Miiller says, to ventilate the water

day and night ;
and as they chiefly reside in standing pools, they may

thus be of great use in preventing them from becoming soon putrid.
" As this may be considered,one of the benefits conferred by these

insects, it may be useful to know the evils to man they may be likely
to produce.

"
Though they are most abundant in stagnant water, they yet occur

in considerable numbers in the purer sorts of water that serve as our
common drink, and may frequently be seen even in the drinking
water of London, Edinburgh, and other large towns; and Miiller

asserts very gravely, that as we thus drink them alive, and with their

eggs, he would not be surprised were we to discover them some day
in the human intestines.

' The time,' he says,
'
is at hand, when

the causes of disease shall not only be sought after in the air, in our

method of living, &c., but in the incautious use of waters often

abounding in innumerable animalcules." According to Miiller and

Straus, the greater number of the Entomottraca, not parasitical, live

upon vegetable matter, and not upon animals ;
and the former, in an

experiment he instituted, says, that in keeping a number of species,

such as the Daphnia pcnnata and longiipina, Cyprit itrigala and

pilota, Lynceut iphtricuf, and Cyclops i/uadricornii, in the same water

from the 24th of July to the 22nd of January, during which time the

water had evaporated from a depth of five inches to that of one, he

frequently subjected small quantities of this water to the microscope,
and he was never able to discover any animalcules in it upon the

most attentive examination, though the intestines of the Entomostraca

themselves were seen to be full, sufficiently proving that 'they had

not fasted during that time. This assertion however I am much
inclined to call in question. The Cyprides particularly seem to be

most voraciously carnivorous ;
and I have invariably found it exceed-

ingly difficult to keep for a length of time any other Entomostraca

alive in the same vessel with the larger species of Cyprit. In a vessel,

in which I have kept full grown Chirocephali, there were mixed with

them many specimens of the Cyprit triitriata. In a few days the

.'tphali might be seen to become languid in their movements,
and assume an unhealthy appearance. The Cyprulet had become
their deadly enemy. They might be seen ever and anon to fasten

themselves to the delicate feet of the poor Chirocephali, and

wofully impede their course through the water
;
and when, either

from these annoyances, or from any other cause, they ceased to be able

to move with any degree of rapidity, hosts of these little Carnii'ora

might be observed to attack them before life was extinct, anticipating
as it were their victims' death. Then, when life had fairly ceased,

they rioted upon their flesh, and in a few hours little but the external

covering was left.
"

I have no doubt that most of the Entomoitraca are essentially car-

nivorous, and I have frequently seen specimens of Cyprit in their

turn, as soon as dead, attacked immediately by quantities of the

Cyclopi quadricornis, who in a few minutes had fastened themselves

upon the dead animal, and were so intent upon their prey that they
were scarcely frightened away from it by being touched with a brush.

Im a short time the Cypris might be seen lying at the bottom of the

vessel, the valves of the shell separated and emptied of their contents.

Leuwenhoek and De Oeer not only maintain that the Cyclops nuad-
ricomis lives upon animalcules, but that it even preys upon its own

young, a fact which I have also noticed myself. Jurine asserts that

the Cyclopi quadricornis is carnivorous from taste, and only herbi-

vorous from necessity ;
while the Daphnia pulex, he distinctly affirms,

lives upon animalcules. Place a few Entomoitraca, such, for example,
a the Daphniir, Chirocephali, Lyncei, &c., in a vessel with clear pure

water, and only some vegetable matters in it, and they gradually
become languid, transparent, and finally die

;
but mix with this

water some which contains numerous fnftuoria, and the Entomostraca

will then be seen speedily to assume another aspect. They become

lively and active, and the opacity of their alimentary canal testifies

sufficiently the cause of it. When indeed we consider the amazing
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quantity of animals which swarm in our ponds and ditches, and the

deterioration of the surrounding atmosphere which might ensue from
the putrefaction of their dead bodies, we see a decided fitness in these

Entomostraca being carnivorous, thus helping to prevent the noxious

effects of putrid air which might otherwise ensue
;
whilst they in

their turn become a prey to other animals, which no doubt serve

their purposes also in the economy of nature.

"The fresh-water Gammari seem to prey upon them, and the

ffydrachnce are their decided enemies; 'for,' says Miiller, 'they seize

hold of them while swimming by their feet, and daintily suck the life's

blood out of their captives with their sharp beaks. The Hydra also,

and not a few aquatic larvee, lay snares for them
;
and many Vorticdlce

frequently greviously infest them, for they not only adhere (often in

heaps) to the members projecting beyond the shell, but they overspread
the whole body with their own colonies, not a little retarding the

motion and agility of their host.' The larva of the Corethra plumi-

cornis, known to microscopical observers as the Skeleton Larva,
is exceedingly rapacious, more especially of the Sap/mice. They seize

their prey with the rapacity of a pike, grasping it with their two strong

jaws and gorging it alive. Pritchard says they are the choice food

of a species of Naia, which he calls the Lurco, and which devours

them in great numbers. The Chydorus sphericus is their especial

favourite, and I have repeatedly verified Pritchard's observations,

having counted at least ten individuals swallowed alive, and lodged in

the different stomachs of this glutton. Those in the first and second

stomachs were still alive, while those contained in the inferior ones

were more or less partially decomposed.
" The marine species are also preyed upon by their different

enemies, amongst which are the Heroes.
' The fact of Heroes feeding

upon small Crustacea,' says Mr. Paterson,
' has been recorded by

Fabricius, and at present appears to rest upon his authority. It was

interesting to observe the fact, which I did, without knowing it was

previously known. The Crustacea were almost as visible in the

transparent body of the Seroe as they had previously been, and very
conspicuous by the bright green of their colouring.'

" That the Entomostraca form a considerable portion of the food of

fishes hag been long observed, and it is very probable that the quality
of some of our fresh-water fishes may in some degree depend upon
the abundance of this portion of their food. Dr. Parnell informs us

that the Loch Leven trout owes its superior sweetness and richness of

taste to its food, which consists of small shells and Entomottraca. The
colour of the Loch Leven trout, he farther informs me, is redder than the

common trout of other localities. When specimens of this fish have
been removed from the Loch and conveyed to lakes in other places,
the colour remains, but they very soon lose that pecxiliar delicacy of

flavour which distinguishes so remarkably the trout of Loch Leven.

The experiment has been repeatedly tried, and always with the same
results. The Bansticle devours them with great rapidity ;

and I have

seen two or three individuals clear in a single night a large basin

swarming with Daphnice, Cyclops, &c."

The following is the arrangement of this family adopted by Dr.

Baird :

Sub-Kingdom ANNULOSA.

Class CRUSTACEA. Division ENTOMOSTRACA.

Legion I. BHANCHIOPODA. [BRANCHIOPODA.]
Order I. PHILLOPODA.

Family 1, APODID.E, containing 1 ,

one genus ..... J
*

Family 2, NEBALIAM;, containing I , ,.

one genus ..... J

Family 3, BRANCHIPODIDJS, con- 1 Chirocephalus. [CHIHOCEPHALUS.]
taining two genera . . . J A rtemia. [ARTEMIA.]

Order II. CLADOCERA.

Daphnia.
Moina.
Sosmina.
Macrolhrij;.

Sida.

Daphnella.

Family 2, POLYPBEMID.E, contain- f Polyphemus.

Family 1, DAPHNIAD,E, containing
six genera .....

[DAPHNIA.]

ing two genera

Family 3, LvscEin.fi, containing
seven genera .

Evadne.

Euryccrcus.

Chydorus. [CHYDOHUS.]
Camptocercut.
A croperus,
Alona.
Pleuroxui.

Peracantha.

Legion II. LOPHYROPODA.

Order I. OSTHACODA.

Family 1, CYPRIDID/E, containing
five genera . .

.

r Cypris.
I Candona. .

{ Cylhere. [(Cylhere. [CYTHERE.]
Cythereis.

Cypridina.
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Order 1L COPMUDA.

Family 1, CrctonBJt, containing^
four genera

Family 2, DIAPTOXIDJK, conUining

Arpadieiu.

l>iaptom<u.
Temora.

three genera .... AwMtoctm.

Family 8, CETOCHIUD.E, contain-

ing one genus
Placed her* provisionally, genus . JVoftxWpAy*

Legion HI. POCOOPODA. [POSCILOPODA.]

Order I. SIPHOSOSTOKA,

Tribe 1. PELTOCEPHALA.

Family 1, ABOVLID^ containing! Ar^^ [ABautcs.]
one genus J

realign*. [CALIQUS.]

Family 2, CALIOID*, containing! Lejxoptkein*.

four genera . . . .] Chalimtu.

IfMiw
Family 3, PASDABID.B, conUining f lUnemoura.

two genera . . . -I Pandaru*.

Family 4, CZCBOPID.E, containing f Cecrop*.

two genera . . . . I Lamaryut.

Tribe 2. PACHTCEPHALA.

Family 1, ASTHOSOMADJE,

ing one geniu . . . . J

Family 2, EBOASILID*. containing 1

one genus

Order II. LEBNEAD.K. [LEBSEAD.B.]
Tribe 1. AXCHOKASTOMACEA.

Family 1, CHOXDBACA.NTHID.E, f CAonrfrocan/iw.

containing two genera . . \ Lementoma.

Tribe 2. AXCHOBACABPACEA.

Family 1, LEBSEOPODOD*, ^\
Lerneopoda,

taming one genus . . . J

Family 2, ANCHOBELLAD*, -\ Anchortlla.

I..:I..:;L: OM -' '"'>- i

Tribe 3. ANCHORAC ERACEA.

Family 1, PMELLAD*. containing \ LlrMUItm^
one genus J

Family 2, LEBKEOCEBAD.K, contain-/ Ltnuocera.

ing two genera . . . .\Ltrnea.

In M. Latreille's second method, the Enlomottrara were treated a*

a sub-class, with the following characters : Mandibles naked or none ;

mouth formed of two rows of pieces ; antenna; and feet of a branchial

form ; Ursi without a horny nail at the end
;
shell clypeaceous or

shield-like, univalve or bivalve, or with annular horny ormembrnnoux

segments of the body ; eyes sessile, often united no an to form one.

1st Section. (Opercule's, shell univalve or bivalve.)

Shell Univalve. (Clypeacds.)

1st Order, Xyphosures. (Ex. Limultu.)
2nd Order, 1'neumonures. (Ex. fholui.)
3rd Order, Phyllopodea. (Ex. AJHU.)

Shell Bivalve. (Ortracbodea.)

4th Order, Ortrachode*. (Ex. Qjiprw.)

2nd Section. (Nuea, body annulatd throughout it* length.)
5th Order, Pseudocodes. (Ex. Cyrlopt.)

6th Order, Cephalotea, (Ex. 1'oiypkemui.)

In the last edition of Cuvier's 'Regne Animal,' M. Latreill.

divide* the Entomoitraca into two orders :

I. BBAKCBIOPODA.

II. PcrciLoroDA.

The PCTCILOPODA he divided into two families :

1st. Xyphonra.
Thin family ootuiidta but of one genus, namely, 7,im/wj.

'2nd. ti/'honottoma.

This family he separate* into two tribes :

1. Caligirla.
This tribe contains the genera Aryultu, Caligui, and it* sub-genrrn

Pandarut, IKnemtHura, Ac., and Cecroja.

2. Lern<riformn.
This tribe conaUteof Dickel**iinm and .\irntkof.

1L Hilne-Edwards remarks, that at the first glance the branchial

feet of Ajna mi-l nf many other Knlnrnmtrnca would appear to have

hardly anything in common with the ambulatory feet or buocal

member* of the Decapods ; but, nevertheless, the same parU are

found among the former. In fact, he observes, in the great foliaceou*

lamina) or blades, the structure of which seems as complicated as it

is anomalooa, the analogues of the flagnim (fouet), palp, and stem

(tige) are easily traced. The first of these appendages constitute

the flattened vesicle which occupies the basilary and external part of

the foot : ita form is the same as among the Stomapods, and ita

structure further confirms the approximation.
The last-named author proposes the following method, differing

from that of Latreille not only in the number of the orders under

which the different Cruttacta are arranged, but aUo in the limit*

assigned to many of these divisions :

A. Mouth deprived of special organs of mastication.

Orders.

Xyphosurea.
Siphonostomes.

/.'. Mouth armed with special organs of mastication, namely, with

one pair of mandibles, and with one or more pain of jaws.

Orders.

Ostrapodes. Iscpodes.
<]!... -r. -. Amphipodea.
Pbyllopodes. Stomapode*.

Cope'podea. Decapodes.

Laemipodes.

M. Milne-Edwards further states that Latreille, a little before his

death, was again occupied with the subject, and introduced into

bis method many modifications, which made it approach nearly to

that proposed by M. Milne-Edwards. The latter says that Latreille

in fact admitted into the class Crmtacta 12 orders, namely, the Deca-

pods, the Stomapods, the Licmipodn, the Amphipods, the Igopods,
the Dicladopods, the Lophyropes, the Ostrapods, the Xyphosures, and

the Siphonostomes ;
and that the Dicladopods very nearly correspond

to the Copepods of M. Milne-Edwardn. The last-named author, when

speaking of Latreille's classification in the first edition of the '

Kegne
Animal,' speaks of Latreille's not attaching to the distinction of

Malacortraca and Kntomoitraca an importance which those divisions

do not deserve ; but M. Milne-Edwards still retains the term Entomot-

traca ; for we find in his synoptical table
('
Hiatoire Naturclle del

Crustacea Suites a Buffon'), under the sub-class of Maxillated

Crustaceans, the legion of Branchiopods, containing the orders Ottra-

poda and Phyllopoda, and the legion of Entomoitraca, consisting of

the orders Copepoda and Cladocera,

The reader who wishes to study the classification, economy, and

anatomy of the Entomoitraca, should more particularly consult,

besides the works above alluded to, those of Swammcnlam, Need-

ham, Leuwenhoek, De Qeer, Kamdhor, Schoffer, Straus, Hermann, the

younger Fabricius, the Jurines, father and sou, Adolphe Brongniart,

Slabber, Desmarest, De Blainville, Thompson, and Audouin.

Pottil Entomoitraca.

The remains of small Crustacea evidently referrible to tliis family
have been found in many strata. Setting aside the TrilohUa, whose
affinities are evidently with the Entomoitraca [TniLosiTEs], and which

abounded in the earliest Palaeozoic Rocks, species belonging to the

group Ottracoda have been described as occuring in the older Secondary
Hocks. M. Hitsinger has figured and described two species from the

Silurian Rocks of Sweden ;
Count Minister has given short descrip-

tions of eight species from the Bergkalk of Regnitztorao near Hf ;

Professor M'Coy has figured and described twenty-two species from

the Carboniferous Limestone of Ireland ;
M. d Konim-k nix species

from the Carboniferous System of Belgium, and Mr. Benn <>ne upccies
from the Newcastle Coal-lied*. Species have also been described by
Portlock, Homer, Hibbert, and Murchison, making altogether about

thirty-seven distinct forms belonging to the Silurian and Carboni-

ferous Rocks. Ten species have been described from the Magneeian
Limestone of North Britain, and Mr. Rupert Jones has described

twenty-six species from the Chalk. The fossil species mostly belong
to the genus Cythere. [('YTIIKKK.] Species have also been found in

the Wealden Beds of Great Britain and in the Tertiaries of
Europe.

The forms of the Entornottraca. have at present been only partially

examined, but the results already obtained lead to the conviction

that in all strata there are deposit* of these animals which, when

properly examined into, will lead to the discovery of many new
and instructive forms.

(Jones, On the Entomoitraca of the Cretartovji Formation* of /.'//

and On Permian Pouilt, in J'"
'

Worl-.)
ENTOI'HYTA (from foror and <t>vr6f), a term njiplifd to plant*

found living within animal bodies. The term Epiphyta has been

upplirrl to those forms of plants which live upon the external parts
of organised beings whether plant* or animals. It is however
difficult to draw the line between these two classes, because it

frequently happens that a plant whose spores are deposited in the

interior of an animal body, in the course of growth find their way to

the surface. The term Epiphyte has also been employed to designate
those higher forms of plant*, more especially the Orchidacta! which
are found growing on other plant*, o that the term Entophyte is
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more especially used to designate those cryptogamie plants which

grow on the skin or mucous membranes of animals. These will be

more particularly referred to here. At the same time it should be

observed that a large number of cryptogamie plants are found in the

living tissues of other plants, and claim to be regarded as Entophytes
in relation to the vegetable kingdom.
The study of Entophyta has been hivested with considerable interest,

since by the aid of the microscope so many of these plants have been
detected accompanying various diseased conditions of the animal body.

Although they have been perhaps more carefully investigated in the

human body, it has been for a long time a familiar fact that many of

the lower animala are attacked by these plants in states of disease.

Thus the cultivators of the silk-worm have observed the growth of a

species ofBotrytis in the organs of that animal, producinggreat destruc-

tion amongst them, and the occurrence of this fungus is known by the

name of Muscardine. [MuscARDlNE.] Caterpillars have been brought
to this country from New Zealand, Australia, and China, as curiosities,

from the bodies of which a species of CUrtaria or Spharia of consi-

derable size IB found to project. A species of Polutei, a kind of wasp,
has been observed in the West Indies to be subjected to the attacks

of a fungus which appeared on the surface of its body in the form of

a growth as large as itself. The common house-fly is often seen in

the autumn of the year adhering helplessly to a pane of window-glass
from the growth of a fungus on its body, which has not been free

from the suspicion of producing even so formidable a disease as

cholera. Gold-fish, when kept in confinement, as well as water-sala-

manders and sticklebacks, have been observed to be covered with a

fungus (Achlya prolifera) before death.

These facts, and many others, have from time to time attracted atten-

tion, which, having been followed up by diligent observations with the

microscope, have led to the discovery of a very large class of vegetable
bodies taking up their ordinary residence within or upon animal
surfaces.

A question has been raised as to whether these plants are the

natural products of the bodies on which they are found, as other

plants are of the soil in which they grow, or are introduced from
some foreign and extraneous source. From the observations that

have been made up to the present time, it appears that these plants
are truly in their natural positions in the localities in which they are

found, and that they only multiply or become sources of disease when
the bodies on which they grow get into a disordered state. In the

same manner the ova of animalcules seem constantly present in the

air and water, only awaiting the proper combination of circumstances

to be developed in prodigious numbers. The circumstances which

predispose to the growth of these Entophytes upon the body, are not

better known than those which predispose the body to receive certain

contagions. A failure of the ordinary vital powers to carry on the

healthy processes of life seem ordinarily to be the inviting cause of

such a development of these plants as would constitute a disease.

All the observations that have been made on this important subject
have been brought together by M. Robin in his work on the ' Natural

History of the Parasitic Vegetables which Grow on Man and on

Living Animals
'

(Paris, 1853). The following is a classification of

these plant* :

I. AXOJS.

Class ftocarpea.
Sub-Class I. DUitomece.

Genus Psorotpermia, 11 species.
Sub-Class II. Malacophycea.

Tribe Gymnoipermece.
Order I. Eremotpermete.

Sub-Order I. Mycophycece.

Family Cryptococcea;.
Genus Cryptococcut, 2 species.

Tribe Palmellea.
Genus Meritmopadia rmtricvli. [SAIICINA.]

Family Leptothriccce.
Genus LcptothrLt, 2 species.
Genus Cladophytum comatum.
Genus Arthrumitm, 2 species.

Tribe Leptomitea.
Genus Leptomitwi, 6 species.
Genus Mouliniea, 3 species.

' Tribe Laprolcgniece.
Genus Saprolegnia ferax.
Genus Entcrobrytu, 4 species.
Genus Eccrina, 2 species.

Sub-Order III. TUoblaateae.

Family Oscillariea.

Genus Oscillaria.

Genus Zyfjtiaema cruciatum.

Order II. Cryptonpermecc.

Family C'hietuphorete.

Genus C'htttopkora meteorica.

Division I. Arlhrofporci.
Tribe Torulacei.

II. FuNcr.

Genus Trichophyton, 3 species.
Genus Microsporon, 3 species.
Genus Sporendonema musca.

Tribe Oidiei.

Genus Achorion Schcenleinii,

Genus itidium, 3 species.
Tribe Aspergillei.

Genus Aspergillus, 8 species,
Division II. Trichosporei.

Tribe Oxycladei.
Genus Dactylium oogemim,
Genus Botrytis Bassiana.

Tribe Sporotrichei.
Genus Sporotrichum.

Tribe Isariei.

Genus Isaria, 12 species.
Division III. Cystoporei.

Tribe Columcllati.

Section Ascophorei.
Genus Mucor Mucedo.

Division IV. Chirosporei.
Tribe Coniopiidei.

Section Phragmidiei.
Genus Puccinia fai'i.

Sub-Division Endodivei.
Section Spheronomei.

Genus Laboulbenia, 2 species.
Tribe Sarmpridei.

Genus Stttbum Buquetii.
Division V. Thecasporei.

Tribe Sphasriacei.
Genus Spiusria, 8 species.
Genus Kentrosporium,, 2 species.

The following is a list of the distribution of the species of the
above genera in the various localities of the animal .body.

I. Man and the Mammalia.
A. The Skin.

Trichophyton tonsuram. Malmsten. (On Hairs.)
T. sporuloides. Ch. Robin.
T. ulcerum. Ch. Robin. (On Ulcerated Skin.)

Microsporon A udouini. Gruby. (Hair Follicles.)
M. mcntagrophytes. Ch. Robin. (Roots of the Hair.)
M. furfur. Ch. Robin. (Skin.)
Mucor mucedo. Linnaeus.

Achorion Schcmleinii. Remak. (The Hair and the Hail-

Follicles.)

Aipergilli species. Pacini et Meyer. (Auditory Passage.)
Puccinia favi. Ardstcn.

B. On the Mucous Membrane.

Cryptococciu cereviaia;. Kutzing. (Intestines.)
C. guttidatus. Ch. Robin. (Rabbit.)

Merirmopcedia ventrictili. Ch. Robin. [SABCINA.]
Leptothrix buccalis. Ch. Robin. [SABCINA.]
Oscillaire (!) of the Intestines. Farre.

Leplomit-u* urophilva. Mont. (Bladder.)

Leptomitua of Hannover. Ch. Robin. (Pharynx and
(Esophagus.)

Leptomitm of the Epidermis.
Leptomitui of the Uterus.

Leptomitus of Uterine Mucus.

Leptomitm of the Eye.
Oidium albicans. Ch. Robin. (In Thrush.)
Fungus of the Lungs. Bennett. [OiniUM.J

Fungus of the Nasal Mucus.
II. Birds.

A. Of the Respiratory Organs.

AspergMtui candidtu, Michele. (The Air-Cells and the

Lungs.)
A. glaucu. Fries.

A. nigrescent. Ch. Robin. [MOULD.]
A. Strix nyctea. J. Mttller and Retzius.

Mouldiness of the Lungs of the Jackdaw. Meyer.
B. The Eggs.

Dactylium oogenum. Montague.
Sporotrichum (Nematogonum) brunneum. Schenk.

III. Reptiles.
A. The Eggs,

IV. Batrachians.

A. The Skin. Saprolegnia fera.r. Kutzing (Achlya, Nees von

Esenbeck). [ACHLYA.]
V. Fishes.

A. The Skin.

Zygnema cruciatum. Agardh.
Chcetophora (Tremella) meteorica. Ehrenberg.

Saprolegnia ferax. Kutzing.
Trichotraunia dermale. E. Germain of St. Pierre.

Conferva! of Gold-Fish. Bennett.
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Algss of th. Stickleback. Manicu*.

A The OUU and the CelluUr Time.
Pnrotprrmia of the Pike. J. Muller.

P. of the Synodootit SeltaL J. Mullor.

7>. of the Sandra. (Ltidoperea winrfra). J. MUller.

/>. of the Roach. (tVp"* rn/i/iu). J. MiiUer.

P. of the /xii> Jo/ioiu. J. Muller.

P. of the Pimelodiu Blochii. J. Muller.

7. of the Pimelodut Stb<r, and of Plalytloma fatciatum.
J. Mull.-r.

P. of the Cala*om<u t nlfrculatut. 3. Muller.

P. of the Gad** rational. J. Muller.

,/>. of the Acerina rulgarit of Grenvillc. Creplin.
P. of the Seuma umbra. Ch. Robin.

C. The Eggs. Saproleynia ferax. Kutzing.
VI.

A. On the Elytra, and on the Articulations.

Botrytit Baaiana. Balsamo. Montagne.
LahoMenia Jtougelii. Ch. Robin. Montagne.
L. Gutrinii. Ch. Robin.
Slilbum Bu'tuflii. J. Muller and Ch. Robin.

B. On the Caterpillars and Chrysalises in the Tissues.

Jlotrylit Bauiana. Balsamo. Montagne.
Genus Spkirria. Holler. [SPH.KRIA.]

Section Oordycept. Fries.

f-plarria militant. Ehrenberg.
& iplurrocephala. Klein.

& entomorhisa. Dickson.
& toboli/era. Hill.

8. Sinentit. Berkeley.
S. Roberlni. Hooker.
& Taylori. Berkeley.
S. Gunnii. Berkeley.
Kentntporium microcephalum. Wallroth.

K. mitralum. Wallroth.
Jtaria elettteratoritm. Nee*. [IsARlA.]
J.jloccota. Fries.

J. Urigota. Fries.

/. arachnnphila. Dittmar.
/. leprota. Fries.

/. Tartarica. Wallroth.
J. cratta. Persoon.
7. tphecophila. Dittmar.
/. exotela. Fries.

/. arantarum. Schweinitz.
/. tphynyuni. Schweinitz.

J. gigantea. Montagne.
0. In the Intestines.

Mouliniea chrytomel<e. Ch. Robin.
M. cetonia. Ch. Robin.
M. gyrini. Ch. Robin.

l*ptot)trijc intectorum. Ch. Robin.
Genus Eccrina. Leidy.
E. lonya. Leidy.

. moniliformia.

Cladophylum comatum. Leidy.
Anl/mmilut crittattu. Leidy.
A. nil idm. Leidy.

VII. The Myriapoda.
A. In the Intestine*.

Enlerobryut elegant. Leidy.
B. tpiralit. Leidy.
K. attenuatut. Leidy.

. Juli-terrettrit. Ch. Robin.
VIII. The Mollusc*.

A. On the Vesicle of Slugs. (Algue indcterminec, Lebert)
B. The Eggs. Saprolignia ferax. KUUing.

The most interesting of these specie* are undoubtedly those
which attack man or the animals which he domesticates and employs.
With the exception of the Botrytit of the silk-worm, the latter have
not been much inventigated. Those which attack man, and accompan)
diseased condition* of bis body are better known. They may be
divided into those which are found on the skin, and those which ore
atUchrd to or found in the secretions of the mucous membrane.

I. Kntopkytaot the Skin. Ten species have been noted in this locality.We shall enumerate them in the order in which they are given by
M. Robin.

1. Tridiopht/ton tonnrant (Malmsten); Trichomyctt tonnrata ;

Mfcoderma of the Plica Polonica; fungus of the hairs in llerpet
tonnrant, fungus of Porrigo tcutulata, Achorion Lebertii; fungus of
the Teigne tondante, Bazin ; Sltuopkyle, Gruby. This fungus was
discovered and described in 1644 by Gruby in the disease called by
the brothers Mhon Teigne tondante, by Cazenave Jlerpn tontunmt,
by Erasmus Wilson Trichotet furfuracea (one of the diseases called

Ringworm an.l Porrigo tcululala iu this country). It exists also, as

pointed out by Oiinsben?, in the Plica Polonica, although the two
pl*nU were formerly described as different The TVi'cAopAyro* in

ormed by oval transparent spores,' which give rise to articulated

ilamenta. Its anatomical seat is in the interior of the root* of the

mirs. The hairs and fungi simultaneously increase. The former seem

arger than usual, are paW in colour, lose their elasticity, soften, and
>reak off when they have risen some one or two lines above the

surface of the scalp. In the short cylinder then left the fungus grows
still more rapidly, so that the normal structure of the small stump of

jair soon becomes indistinguishable. Sometimes the hair breaks off

Before emerging from the skin, and the fungus, epidermis, and seba-

ceous matter, fill the ends of the piliferoua conduits, and form the

jttle prominencies which can be seen by the naked eye in this disease,
and give the skin a rough anserine appearance. The sporules and

mycelium of the plants can sometimes be seen, in the form of a whit*

powder, on the roots of the broken hairs. Sometimes the cutis

becomes congested and thickened, and th. n the plant is mixed up
with scales of epidermis, with fatty and albumenoid granules, with

pus, &c., and crusts are formed of greater or less thickness in which
the growth of the fungus can go on. Messrs. Robin and Bazin adopt
unreservedly the opinion that the Trichophyton is the cause of the

disease known under the various names above given, and each has

given examples of the contagion of the disease by the transmission

of the spores. Bazin has made the very important observation that

the same disease will attack horses, and can be communicated from
them to men. Both Robin and Buzin however admit that there is

some condition of the hairs (dependent no doubt on constitutional

causes) which is essential for the growth of the plant, as sometimes
the disease disappears, that is, the fungus dies, without treatment.

With respect to the name of the most common disease in which the

Trifhophyton tonturant appears, the term used by Cazenave (Ilerpet

tondent) is extremely unfortunate. No doubt vesicles are sometime*

seen, and sometimes the cryptogamic disease succeeds to true Jlfrptt
rircinala of the scalp, but in many cases there are no vesicles at all

throughout the whole course of the disease. The term used in this

country Porrigo tcutuiata is inconvenient as it is applied with greater

justice to favut. The old term of Tinea is after all by far the best,

and the specific affix tondent expresses well one feature of the

disease, the baldness arising from the brittleneas of the hairs.

2. Trichophytan (!) tponUoidet (Robin), (Mycodtrme of the Plica

Polonica). In addition to the former species, Walther describes in the

Plica Polonica oval or circular flattened sporules, which have been too

little studied at present to permit their exact characters to be stated.

3. Trichophyton (?) itlccrum (Robin). Lebert has described a

fungus in the crusts covering an atonic ulcer of the leg.

I. Microtporon Audouint (Gruby). This plant has been studied

by Gruby, and its existence, though denied by Cazenave, has been
confirmed by Robin. It is present in the disease commonly called

after Willan, Porrigo dccalrant or Alopecia circumtcripta, or by
Bazin, Titua achromalota. It differs from the Trichophyton of
Tinea tondent, by its numerous waved filaments, and by the extremely'
small size of its sporules. It is not found, like the Trichoiiln/lon, in

the interior of the root, but forms round each hair a little tube ;
the

hair then becomes opaque, softens, and breaks off. The Alopecia is

rapid, with or without vitiligo of the skin. The dermis is not con-

gested, and the epidermis is thin and smooth. There is an affection

which should probably be distinguished from the Porrigo decalran*,
or Alopecia circumtcripta, and which is characterised by a rapid

disappearance of pigment from both skin and hair, with or without

Alopecia. M. Bazin includes it in his Tinea achromatota, but does
not mention the fact that Alopecia is not constant. He states that a

parasitic plant is present, but does not describe it. There must
however be something more than a fungus to cause the total

disappearance of pigment from a considerable portion of dermis.

Besides, when the hairs return they nre at first white, and only
gradually regain colour

; but if the vitiligo were owing to a plant
it is probable they would not grow at all The disease appears to be
allied to those obscure pigmentary changes which have a much deeper
seat than the surface of the body.

5. Microtjioron mentagrophyta (Robin), (Meniagrophyte, Gruby).
This is a plant resembling the preceding, but possessing larger
spores and filaments. It was discovered by Gruby in a case of men-
tagra, and has been since described by Bazin. Its seat differs from
that of the preceding, and from that of the Trichophyton. It is

between the bulb of the hair and the follicle in \vliirh the Imll. is

seated, and never extends beyond the surface of the skin.

6. Microtporon furfur (Robin). In 1848 Eichxtcdt discovered a

cryptogamic plant iu the disease called by Willan l'i>.i,,,i*iircriicol<>r,
and more lately I'lilwuma. Soon afterwards Sluy ter described the same

fungus, and lately Sprengler has described and figured it. It forms
\\itli tin- epidermic scales the yellowish-brown scurf seen in PUyriatit.

7. Achori'iii f-'rlninliiiiii (Hi'inak), (iinHnni >'</,., ,</< ,nii ; ^fyco-
derma of 2Vni favota; Porrigophyte (Qruby); Fungus of J'arut.

Schicnlrin was the first to suggest that the honeycomb, or yellow
favous crusts in the so-called Porrigo lupinota (Willan) and P. tcu-

tulata were constituted by a vegetable growth. This has been

repeatedly confirmed, and many excellent descriptions have been

given of the disease now called indifferently J'aru*, Tinea favota, or

Porrigo tcutulata.

M. Robin believes he has discovered that the primary seat of the
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Achorion is in the depth of the hair follicle, against the hair, and, as

well as we can understand the description, outside the layer of

epithelium which covers the root of the hair, and which forms the
' inner root-sheath

'

of Kolliker. In this observation however he has
been anticipated by Wedl, who has pointed out that by using a
concentrated solution of liquor potassse to make the parts transparent,
the fungus is found in the follicle round the hair at the place where
it passes through the epidermis. In addition to this, the plant is

found in depressions on the surface of the skin, forming the yellow
honeycomb-like masses which give the specific name Favus to the

disease, and which from their frequent buckler-h'ke shape suggested
the term scittulata. The development of the Achorion in this

situation is described by Robin after Retnak and Lebert. A cuticular

elevation is seen, beneath which is a small favus. When the cuticle is

raised, a drop of pus sometimes issues : hence the error of those who
have considered this disease always pustular. Generally however
there is no pus or liquid of any kind. The plant grows, and the cuticle

over it (supposing it has not been forcibly detached) finally separates,

leaving the favus exposed to the air.

M. Bazin describes the Farm under three heads, which are funda-

mentally identical, and different only in respect of form :

1. Faviu nrceolaria dissemina : this corresponds to the Porrigo

faroia, Farus dispersus, and Teiyne alveolaire of other authors.

2. F. ictUiformis : this is the Porrigo scutulata, or P,. confertus.
3. P. tquamota, a form usually called scutulata, but distinguished

chiefly by the irregular distribution of the achorion, and by the

furrowed masses formed by the fungus, the hairs, epidermis, and
exudation.

8. Pitccinia Favi. The achorion constitutes, with epithelium and
a little exudation, the mass of the Farm; but it has been lately

(1850) observed by Ardsten, of Christiania, that a different fungus, a

species of Puccinia, ig occasionally also present. Robin considers it

to be only an epiphenomenon, and that it is certainly not present in

all cases. The Puccinia is easily recognized. It has one extremity
(the body) rounded, and composed of two cells of unequal size, a

superior and an inferior. The other extremity is prolonged into a

pointed stem or trunk.
There are still three other plants found upon the skin which need

merely be enumerated.
9. Mucor. In senile gangrene, an ill-described fungus, supposed to be

the Mucor mucedo of Linnaeus, has been seen on the sloughing mass.

10. Atperyiltiu. In the wax in the external meatus of the ear,

Mayer many years ago described a fungus, and Paccini has lately
made a similar observation Leptomitus (?) of the epidermia An A Iga
has been seen by M. Gubler in the epidermis of an arm which was

irrigated for a long time to keep down inflammation after a gunshot
wound. No one else has noticed it. Not only Messrs. Robin and

Bazin, but Simon and others of the best dermatologists of Europe,
have adopted the opinion that the plants are the actual causes of the
diseases in which they are found. The contrary opinion is generally
held in this country, on the grounds that fungi are generally the

proofs and consequences of decay, but not its causes ; that in the
various forms of Tinea a special condition of the skin and hairs

appears necessary for the growth of the plant ; and that in Tinea

favosa (Pavtu) in particular, a marked feature of the disease occa-

sionally is an hyper-secretion of epithelium and exudation, owing to

an hypenemic cutis, before any trace of fungus can be found.

Nevertheless, these arguments, strong as they are, seem to be over-

borne by the two grand facts that Tinea tondens and Tineafavosa can
be communicated by transfer of the plant, and that the disease can be

cured with the greatest readiness by the chemical agents which are

most destructive to vegetable life. That a special nidus is necessary

may very well be admitted by the partisans of this view, since even
in the case of epidemic agents a predisposition is necessary ; yet no
one dreams of confounding the co-operating cause with the special and

peculiar poison.
It may be desirable to recapitulate the diseases of the skin in which

parasitic plants are found :

1. Tinea tandem, in which the Trichophyton toniurant is present.
2. Tinea favota, in which are present the Achorion Schcmleinii,

and the Puccinia Favi in some cases.

3. Mentaga, or Tinea mentagra, which exhibits the Microsporon
mentagrophyta.

, 4. Pityriarit versicolor (Chloasma), in which the Microiporon
furfur occurs.

6. Porrigo decalvani (Tinea achromatota) in which the Micro-

tporon Audouini is found.

6. Plica Polonica, in which the Trichophyton tonturam and

Trichoplryton poruloide> are present.
II. Entojihyta on the Mucous Membrane. The plants forming on

mucous membranes, or in the contents of cavities lined by mucous
membrane, are of less interest than those which grow on the skin
n in most cases they are decidedly only secondary. We shall merely
'numerate them :

1. Cryptocvrcui Ceremiiat, Kiitzing (Torula Cereviticf), the Yeast-
Plant in the bladder, stomach, intestines, &c.

2. Aferitmopcedia ventriculi, Robin (Sarcina), in the stomach

intestines, Ac.

3. Leptothrix buccalis, Robin (Alga), of the mouth.
4. Oscillaria of the intestines. (Farre.)
5. Leptomitus urophilns, Montague ; an Alga described as forming

n the urine. It has as yet been scarcely studied.

6. Leptomitus (?), Hannover, Robin; Alga found by Hannover in

;he pharynx and oesophagus.
7. Leptomitus of the uterua.

8. Leptomitus of the uterine mucous.
9. Leptomitus of the eye.

10. Oidium albicans, Robin (Cryptogamia:), of diptheritis and

aptha; Aptophyte. (Gruby.)
11. Fungus of the lungs. (Bennett.)
12. Fungus in the discharge of glanders.
To this list from M. Robin may be added the so-called Cholera

Fungus of Brittan and Budd. It should however be added that no
confirmation of the view originally taken by the discoverers, that the

fungus discovered in the dejections of those affected with cholera was
the cause of the disease, has been afforded. The only explanation that
can be given of the occasional occurrence of the spores of fungi or

spore-like bodies on the mucous membrane ofthe stomach and intestines,
is their introduction with the food. It has been stated above that the

spores of certain species of fungi are found naturally on grains of

wheat, and only await favourable conditions for development. Such

fungi may be constantly introduced into the stomach with the flour

of wheat in the form of bread or other kinds of food.
" In the study of the vegetable parasites of animals, particularly

those of the intestinal canals, it is necessary to be careful not to

confound the tissues of certain well-known cryptogamic plants, which

may serve as food or adhere to the ordinary food of such animals,
with true Entophyta. Thus, fragments of fungi, confervse, lichens,
and the spores of these, used as food, or adhering as foreign matter
to food of an ordinary kind, are liable within the intestine to be
mistaken for parasites." In mid-winter I found beneath an old fence-rail an individual of

Achela nigrat
or large black cricket, within the proventriculus of

which were large quantities of what I supposed at the time to be a
free floating Eutophyte, resembling in general appearance the ordinary
Yeast Fungus, Torula, but which I now suspect to be an ergot upon
which the animal had fed. The plant consisted of oblong or oval

vesicular bodies, apparently thickened at the poles, and filled with a
colourless liquid ;

but this appearance more probably arose from the
cells being distended with a single large, transparent, colourless,

amorphous globule, which pressed a small existing amount of proto-

plasma to each end of the cavity. The cells were single, or in rows,
to eighteen in number. Frequently a single cell of comparatively large
size had an attached pair of cells, or rows of cells, at one or both
ends. Occasionally they are met with containing one or two small

round hyalina amorphous nuclei The isolated cellules, measured
from the ^th to the ^th of an inch in length by the ^th to the

gJ^th of an inch in breadth. The rows measured up to the ^th of

an inch in length." (Leidy.)

(Leidy, A Flora and Fanna within Animals; Robin, Ilistoire

Naturelte de Vlgttaux Parasites; Bazin, Recherches tur la Nature
des Teignts, <kc. ; Parkes, Epiphytes and Entophytea ; Brit, and For.

Medico-Chirurgical Review, 1853 ; Journal of Microscopical Science,
vol. ii.)

ENTOZO'A, from irrbs, within, and (ffov, an animal. Under this

name are designated the different living beings which are produced
and developed within other living beings. It comprehends a series of

animals differing greatly from one another in form and organisation,
and having but one character in common, which is, that they are all

parasitic, or have their exclusive habitation in, and live at the expense
of, the bodies of other animals. They can scarcely be said to form a

distinct clans in the animal kingdom, Home of the species being closely

resembled, both in external appearances and internal structure, by
individuals placed in other classes, and only differing from them in

the localities where they are found ; thus, the zoosperms, or seminal

animalcules, which are enumerated by some zoologists with the

Entozoa, closely resemble the true Cercarice of vegetable infusions.

Entmoa are found in most animals. They have been discovered in

all the Mammalia, from man down to the Uetacea ; they also occur in

the other classes of the Vertebrata
; indeed, it seems that a greater

number reside in birds, reptiles, and fishes, than in mammals. The
Im-ertebrata have also their peculiar parasites ;

and they have been

ascertained to exist in all the Insect tribes, and in beings still lower

in the scale. The best known species are those which inhabit the

intestines of the human subject, and vulgarly go by the denomination

of Worms, which term was probably derived from the resemblance

which the Ascaris lumbricoides bears to the common earth-worm, as

this species is most frequently met with, and was the first described

of the human Entozoa, being mentioned by Hippocrates, who called

it the <?A/UPS (Trpoyyfaos, or round worm. The origin of Entozoa is

involved in some obscurity, as well as the circumstances under which

they are developed.
" Within living beings," says Dr. Leidy,

" that is, within then-

cavities or the parenchyma of the organs, of course all the indis-

putable conditions of life exist, and consequently we cannot wonder

at their being infested with other living beings adapted to their
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parasitic position. Nevertheless, although th* condition* of life are

necessarily ever present in living being*, yet theae frequently do not

contain parasites. There are many circumstances, beside* those

os*imti*l to life in general, which influence the existence or non-

existence of nioh form*. One of the most important of these circum-

stances U the oonreuienoe or ease of aocei* or of entrance to the living

body infected. Within the living cloud organic cell parasite* very

rarely if ever exist, because it U liquid matter only which can endos-

mose through cell membrane, and therefore solid genus cannot enter,

and hence the unfrequency of true k'ntozoa in vegetables. Entozoa

may and do penetrate through liviug tissues, but it is entirely by the

mechanical process of boring.
" The intestinal canal of animal* is most frequently infested by

entoparasites on account of the ease with which their germ* enter

with the food.
"
Aquatic animal* are more troubled by Eutozoa. than those which

are terrestrial, because the water affords a better medium of access

than the air.
" Terrestrial animals, on the other hand, are more infested by ecto-'

parasites because their covering of hair, wool, and feathers, is more
favourable to their protection and reproduction. A low degree of

organic activity and slowly digestible food favour the development of

ectoparasites, and hence they are more frequent in the relatively

sluggish //rrltirora than in the t'arnirora. Comparatively indigestible

food, and such as contains but a small proportion of nutritive matter,
from its long retention in the alimentary canal, favours the develop-
ment of entozoic and entophytic germs more than that in which the

contrary conditions prevail. Animals subsisting upon endosmosed
nieces of the tissues of other animals and of plants are rarely infested

by parasites, as in the case of the hemipterous insects, aphides, ftc.,

because such food is necessarily free from parasites or their germs.
EnlooM themselves, on this account, are not infested.

" On the other hand, if the liquid food be open to the air, parasitic

germs may be readily introduced into the animal, as in the case of

the common house-fly, which often contains myriads of a species
of Bodo. Food swallowed in large morsels favours the introduction

of attached parasites ; hence these are frequently found in reptiles,

and even in birds, which are among the Vcrttbrata of the highest

organic activity.
" Animals of feeble organic activity, using solid food, which is very

slowly digested and contains little nutriment, are rarely free from

parasites. This is the case with the coleopterous insect Papalus and

myriapod Jalia. Cooking food is of advantage in destroying the germs
of parasites, and hence man, notwithstanding his liability to the

latter, is less infested than most other Mammalia. Did instinct

originally lead him to cook his food to avoid the introduction of

parasites?
"Entozoa are more abundant than Entophyla [ENTOPHYTA], because

the power of voluntary movement favours them in their transmigra-
tions, and renders them less liable to expulsion from the intestinal

Although it is now a general opinion that the Entozoa are intro-

duced from without, it is very certain that with some it cannot be in

their adult form. From some recent researches it appears that, like

many of the Radiate Animals, the Entozoa assume various forms after

escaping the egg before they attain their final condition. Steenstrup,
in his ' Alternation of Generations,' has shown that Entozoa belonging
to the Tn-matode forms, pass through various conditions of existence.

Thus he has traced the species of Diitoma in the higher animals to

the various forms of Cercaritr. Mr. Busk has also pointed out

(' Transactions of Microscopical Society,' vol. ii.) the probability that

one of the Nematoid Worms, the Filaria iftdintntit, the Guinea-

Worm, passes through other forms before it penetrates the human
body, and assumes its characteristic form in the human skin. With

regard to the Entozoa of the higher animals, their eggs seem to be

produced
in that position, but not to be perfected where they have

been generated. It has been shown that the ova of the Jint/irio-

cepkalut, an entozoon found in birds, never come to perfection unless

the ova are first swallowed by the Stickleback, which being eaten by
the bird, the entozoon takes the opportunity of assuming its proper
form. The Gordiiu, or Hair-Worm, deposits its eggs in water, but
the eggs are not developed in this position ; they are first swallowed

by insect*, and in this position the egg is hatched, producing the

Gordiiu, which becomes impregnated, and escapes from the insect

into waters where it deposits its egg*. The ova of a species of Tnnia,

Tape-Worm, when swallowed by the rat or mouse, will not produce
perfect tepe-wonns in the inside of these creatures, but if they are

eaten by the oat or dog, then the perfect tape-worm is produced.

[GKXERATIOX, ALTKRSATIOSS or.]

According to the derivation of the word Entozoa and the definition

which we have given of it, this term should include every living
creature found in the body of another (which has not been introduced
from without) : therefore the small microscopic animalcules detected
in the semen of animals, called Spermatozoa, come under this head ;

and in a very able paper on the ' Entozoa' by Professor Own.
find them placed accordingly in this class, only situated in a separate
group, denominated /'/,-.',;, //,>/,,/. and divided from the animals

forming the class Enlo-.oa of Kudolphi. These minute beings, which,

from their sixe and organisation, rank with the assemblage of animal-
cules which are collected under the head /n/iuorui in the '

Ki'gne
Animal,' have been detected in the secretion of the testicles of
various mammiferoo* animals arrived at maturity. When a drop of
the secretion is expressed from a divided vas deferens shortly after

death, and examined with a microscope, after being diluted with

water, it is seen to be filled with minute beings resembling tadpole*,
and swimming about in various directions, with different degrees of

velocity, guided by the inflection of a slender tail It has been
doubted whether these are animated beings at all, or are to be
considered as analogous to the moving filaments of the pollen of

Cite
; but leaving this undecided, we may proceed to state that the

y is always of a compressed form, which will distinguish these

animalcules from the vegetable Infiuvria, in which the body is

always ovoid or rounded. With regard to their organisation, no

itlimontary canal or gastric cavities have been detected, nor organs of

generation ; they are said to be fissiparous, the body and tail

spontaneously dividing, and forming two independent beings. The

shape of these zooeperms differs in different animals, the large end,
or body, being bigger in proportion to the tail in some than in others,
and their size not being always in relation to that of the animal to

which they belong : thus those of the rabbit are nearly aa Urge as

those from the bull.

In the present group are also included those minute internal

parasites which have been detected in the bodies of many of the

Entozoa themselves, and which, from their external form, are referrible

to the Infusoria.
The Trichina tpiralii, an entozoon found inhabiting the muscles of

the human subject, has been placed by Professor Owen, who first

described it, with the preceding animalcules; but further observa-

tions on its organisation have discovered a complexity of structure

which qualifies it to occupy a place in the highest instead of the lowest

group into which the present class of animals is divided.

Cuvier divided the tnie Entozoa into the '

cavitaires,' or those which
have an abdominal cavity, and a distinct intestinal canal within it,

and the '

pareuchymnteux,' or those in which no intestinal tube is

traceable, and which for the most part consist throughout of an homo-

geneous structure ; but this classification is anything but a natural

one, as worms the most dissimilar in their general appearance are

here promiscuously congregated together. Professor Owen, in the

article which we have before alluded to (in the '

Cyclopssd. of Anat'),
has adopted the arrangement of Cuvier, only inventing new Latin

names derived from the Greek, instead of the French terms : thus
he denominates the '

pareuchymateux
'

Sterelmintha, from clmine,
'a worm," and stereos, 'solid; and the 'cavitains' Coclelmintha,
from elmiiu, and ctelot,

'
hollow.' Zeder laid the first foundation of a

good classification of these animals, dividing them into five classes,

afterwards called families, at Itudolpbi's suggestion ; and these were

again subdivided into genera and species. Kudolphi himself doubted
the possibility of ever reducing all the species of Entozoa to absolutely
natural and well-defined families, but as Zeder's system seemed the

most perfect, he has adopted it for his own ; and it does not seem
that we can do better than follow the arrangement of this great

entozoologist in the present article.

According to this classification the Entozoa are divided into five

orders, or families, the timatoidea, Acantkocephala, Trematoda,
Cettoidea, and Cyttica. The only point in which we shall depart from
this arrangement will be, that, instead of commencing with the most

perfect, and descending to the most simple, we shall begin with the
lowest in the scale of organisation, and ascend to those possessing the

most complicated structure, as this U most in accordance with the
laws of the animal kingdom.
Order I. Cyttica (from Kihrrit, a bladder), Hydatids. The characters

are : Body flattish, or roundish, and terminating posteriorly in a

transparent cyst filled with pellucid fluid, which is sometimes common
to many individuals ; the head is retractile, and provided with pits
two to four in number, or four suckers and a circle of booklets, or
with four unarmed or uncinated tentacles. The organs of generation
and nutrition are unknown. This is not a very natural family, the

species being closely allied to those of the next order in the structure
of the heads

; and the Ecfiinococcus, or Granular Hydatid, though
referred to it, is not hollow.

Order II. Cettoidea (from KHTTOS, a band ; and tTSos, form), Tape-
Worms. Characters : Body elongated, flattened, soft, continuous, or

articulated, furnished with lateral or marginal pores, and erectile

papillic passing through them, supposed to be the male organs of

generation. Head generally provided with two or four pits, or

suctorial orifices, and sometimes with four retractile, unarmed, or
uncinated tentacles

;
but the head is so dissimilar in different genera,

mid their shape varies so much, that they do not form a very natural

family. There i* no trace of intestinal canal ; unless the vessels

proceeding from the suckers be considered as such. In some

species nutrient vessels and ovaries are to be seen. They are all

androgynous,
Order III. Trematoda (from TJMJ/IO, a foramen), Fluke-Worms.

Characters': Body soft, rounded, or flattened. Head indistinct, with
a suctorial foramen ; one or more suctorial pores on the under surface

of the body, which furnish the grounds for their subdivision into
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genera : they have no intestinal canal, and the organs of generation
of the two sexes co-exist in the same individual. This is a very
natural order.

Order IV. Acanthocephala, (from fucavOa, a thorn
;
and Ke<f>oA}j, the

head), Hooked-Worms. Characters : Body elongated, round, sub-
elastic

; the anterior extremity or head has a retractile proboscis,
furnished with hooks or spicula, arranged in rows. They have no
intestinal canal, but distinct genital organs, and a separation of the
sexes. This is a very natural group, and includes the most noxious
of the internal parasites ; there is only one genus, and fortunately no

Bpecies is known to infect the human body.
Order V. Ntmaloidea. (from rtina, a thread, and ei5i>s, form), Round-

Worms. Characters : Body cylindrical, elongated, and elastic ; struc-

ture very complicated, there being a true intestinal canal, terminated

by a distinct anus. The mouth, by its varieties, affords generic
characters ; the sexes are distinct

;
the females, which are longer than

the males, being for the most part oviparous. They constitute a very
natural order.

Having given the above brief view of the orders into which the class

Entozoa is divided, with the leading or- characteristic differences in

their form and organisation, we wUl now enumerate the principal

genera contained in each group, and make a few observations on some
of the most interesting species. Following the order of classification,
we must commence with the most simple group, the Cystica ; and
here the first parasite which attracts our attention is the common
Hydatid, which consists of a globular bag, composed of condensed
albuminous matter of a laminated texture, and contains a limpid
colourless fluid. No head or appendices of any sort being attached
to it, it is appropriately denominated an acephalocyst, that is, a head-
legs cyst. This genus was established by Linnaeus, who regarded as

animals those productions which before his time had been considered

simply as cysts. Considerable diversity of opinion still exists as to

their nature, and it is impossible to determine whether an hydatid is

an animal or not, till we can agree what is the definition of an animal :

if an animal must have sensation and motion, this is not one, as the

best observers agree that the acephalocyst is impassive under the

application of stimuli of any kind, and manifests no contractile power,
either partial or general. If an animal is characterised on the other

hand by independent existence merely, the hydatid is one ;
and as

such we shall regard it, for it is certainly an independent organised

being, growing by intrinsic power of imbibition, and reproducing its

species by gemmation ; the young are developed between the layers
of the parent cyst, and thrown off internally or externally, according
to the species. It is a being certainly far inferior in the scale to the

Cyiticercut, but still not the less an independent creature. Its struc-

ture is very similar to that of some of the lowest forms of Algce in the

vegetable kingdom, as the Protococcut nivalu, or Red Snow, of the

arctic regions, which consists of simple and minute vesicles, which

propagate then? kind by gemmules developed from the external

surface of the parent. Acephalocysts have been found in almost

every structure and cavity of the human body, but particularly in

the liver, uterus, kidneys, and cellular tissue. The species which
resides in man is called A. mdogena, the Pill-Box Hydatid of Hunter,
from the gemmules being detached from the internal surface of the

cyst ; and it is thus distinguished from those of the ox and other

ruminating animals, which are exogenous, or have the gemmules
excluded from the external surface.

2. The next genus is JScchinococcue, which, as the name implies,
is a round body covered with asperities. The . hominii, or Many-
Headed Hydatid, of the Germans, occurs in cysts in the liver, spleen,

omentum, and mesentery ; the cyst, which is externally yellow and

coriaceous, is unprovided with head or mouth, and contains minute

bodies, which are described as possessing the armed and suctorious

head characteristic of the Ctenuri and Cysticern. From observations

made on another species, the E. reterinorum, found in animals, the

particles adhering to the internal surface of the cyst being examined
with a microscope, appeared to be minute animalcules, moving about

by means of external vibratile cilia, having an orifice at each extremity
of the body, and the centre occupied by large globular stomachs.
These little animals are the Echinococcus. The following account of

these bodies is from the abstract of a paper read by Mr. T. H. Huxley
before the Zoological Society. After describing the cysts he says :

" The contents of the large cysts were free Echinococci and

secondary Ecldnococcut cysts, contained in a clear fluid. The former
were alive, and exhibited' distinct contractile motions. Attention was
drawn to two important points in their structure

; firstly, that the

well-known oval corpuscles were not calcareous, inasmuch as they
were rapidly dissolved by acetic acid without effervescence, and were

considerably acted upon by ammonia. The author supposed that

they were albuminous, and that both in these and the Tirnus the

conversion into calcareous substances is an effect of degradation ; and
he pointed out their relations with the solid bodies in the integu-
ment of the Turliellaria, and with the so-called thread-cells of these

and the Polypa ; secondly, that the peculiar wavy cilia characteristic

of a water vascular system could be seen in motion in the living
"/coca. The cilia were described by Lebert in 1843, but the

discovery seems to have been forgotten. It is however a point of

great importance now that the existence of similar cilia in a definite

water vascular system has been demonstrated in the other Cestoid
Worms. The proper wall of the cyst (as distinguished from the lami-
nated capsule) was traversed by a network of anastomosing vessels, to

the points of union of which the fixed Echinococci were attached, the

cavity of the pedicle of the latter appearing to be continuous with
that of the vessels. It is in the cavity of the pedicle that Virchow
observed cilia. The secondary cysts varied in size from l-100th to

l-30th of an inch. The contained Echinococci were always of about the
same size, and all the smaller secondary cysts possessed from one to

four Echinococcus heads attached to their outer surface. The wall of

the secondary cysts contains vessels like those of the primary one.

In the larger cysts the external heads were found gradually disap-

pearing until they were quite smooth externally. When the secondary
cysts were burst, their membrane continued to connect the heads and
formed the pedicle described by various authors. The formation of

secondary cysts takes place thus : Echinococcus heads are formed
over the whole inner surface of the cyst ;

this then becomes raised

up at one spot by the development of Echinococcus heads outside it

also, and gradually projecting inwards, and acquiring a narrower and
narrower pedicle it eventually falls into the cavity of the cyst as a

free secondary cyst. The external heads of the secondary cyst (inter-
nal of the primary cyst) then gradually disappear, the internal ones

(external of the primary cyst) remaining entire and in a normal state.

The process is not essentially different from the ordinary germination
of a Tcenia, or Cysticercus. The author then endeavoured to show
that the Echinococcw is nothing but the ' Scolex-form

'

to use Van
Beneden's term of a Tienia retracted within itself, then greatly

dilated, and developing Echinococcus heads from its inner and outer

surfaces, which are however, like those of a serous sac, in reality both
outer. It is the extreme result of modifications similar to those

already undergone by the Taenioid type in Ccmunts and Cysticercus.
The conclusion thus drawn on anatomical grounds is strikingly con-

firmed by the result of the recent experiments of Von Siebold, who
fed young puppies on milk containing Echinococci, and after a short

time discovered Tienia in their intestines."

3. Anthocephalut is the next genus. It occurs in fish, in the liver,

mesentery, and peritoneum, and within hydatids in the viscera. Each
animal exists solitarily in a double bladder, of which the outer layer
is hard and elastic, the inner more thin and delicate. The body is

long, flat, terminated behind by a caudal vesicle, and in front by a

head with two or four fossa;, and four probosces furnished with

spicular processes.
4. Canwu*. This has the terminal cyst common to many bodies

and heads; the former are elongated, flattish, and wrinkled; the
latter are furnished with a rostrum, on which there are hooks and
suckers adhering in greater or less number to the surface of a bladder
filled with fluid. The best known species is the C. cerebralis, com-

monly developed in the brain of sheep, and giving rise to the disease

called the Staggers.
5. Cysticercue. Here there is a dilated cyst forming the termination

of a single entozoon : the head has four suckers, and a rostrum
furnished with recurved processes or hooks. Of this genus one

species is known to infest the human subject, the C. celluloate. It is

developed in the interfascicular cellular tissue of the muscles, and
is invariably surrounded by an adventitious capsule of condensed

surrounding substance. This entozoon occurs much more rarely in

this country than on the Continent. It is not confined to the muscular

structures, for several individuals have been detected in the anterior

chamber of the eye, where they may occasion so much irritation and
inflammation of the organ as to require extraction, which occurred

some years ago in a case in the Glasgow Ophthalmic Infirmary. These

parasites also occur in quadrupeds, particularly the hog, giving rise

to that state of the muscles which is called Measly Pork.

Of the Cestoid order of Entozoa Rudolphi has described 8 genera,
two only of which contain each a single species that infest the human
body :

1. Bothriocephaliu, the species of which occur frequently in fishes

and birds, in the branchieo, oesophagus, pyloric appendices, intestines,
and abdominal cavity. The one which affects the human subject,
B. latue, or Tienia lata, rarely falls under the observation of the

English entozoologist, but is common in the intestines of man in

Switzerland, Russia, parts of France, &c. It may be distinguished
from the Tcenia solium by the form of the segments, which are

broader than they are long, and by the position of the genital pores,
which are on the under surface of the body, instead of at the sides

;

the head is also very different, for instead of having four round

oscula, characteristic of the true Tieniie, there are two lateral longitu-

dinal fosstc or bothria.

2. Tienia. This genus has the body flat, long, articulated, with four

suckers on the head. It occurs in the intestines, biliary ducts, gall-

bladder, and liver of vertebrate animals. The T. eolium, common
Tape-Worm, inhabits the human intestines, but not with equal

frequency in all countries, though its distribution seems to be much
more extensive than that of the JSothriocephalus lalus. It occurs in

England, Holland, Germany, Sweden, Italy, Greece, and most coun-

tries in Europe, and also in Egypt and the East ; and in all these

situations the other genus is comparatively rare.

The delicacy of their structure, and their so seldom being obtained
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entire, ha* thrown great obstacles in the way of their investigation.
The bead wu for a long while unknown, and it was disputed whether

nouruhment wu taken in by the lateral pores of the several jointa
or by the mouth alone. Uudulphi says the latter, and it seems now

pretty clearly determined that the former are mere outlet* of the

generative organs. The length to which the T. ioli*m a capable of

attaining it very considerable, but quite indefinite. Those passed

Dow-a-days seldom exceed twenty feet, but in former times we read

of much more gigantic specimens ; but whatever may be thought of

some of the accounts which are quite improbable, it indubitably has

occasionally attained a very great length, having been found extending
from the pylorus to within a few inches of the anus, and then by no

tnnam fully stretched out Such cases are however very rare.

The determination of the species in this genus is very difficult :

they may be divided for greater convenience into three sections :

The first are without a proboscis, the Ttrnur inermtt; the second have

one, but unarmed, T. rottrllaiir ; the third are furnished with an

uncinated probnecis, T. armata.
3. CaryopliylltTtu hss the body flat, continuous ; the head dilated,-

and divided into flattish processes ; it is furnished with an upper and
under lip. The species of this genus occur in the intestines of fishes

(carp, 4c.).

4. Scolts. The body is flat and continuous; the head has four

(bane on it It occurs also in the intestines and abdomen of fishes,

sepue, Ac.

5. (iymnorkynfhiu. This genus has the body very long, with a

globular receptacle at the neck ; head with two opposite fossae, and
four naked retractile probosces. The species occur in the muscular
substance of many fish.

6. Tctrarhynchiu. Body flat, continuous, head with four fosses and
four retractile probosces, furnished with recurvated spicular processes.
It occurs in reptiles, fishes, itolltuea, in the muscles, branching

stomach, and its membranes, the liver, and peritoneum.
T. Liyula. In its first stage of development the body is elongated

with a longitudinal fissure, without any appearance of head, or organs
of generation. In iU perfect state there is a simple fossa on each
side of the head, and the ovaries and processes form a single or double
row along the median line. The species occur very frequently in

birds and fishes, but very rarely in Mammalia.
8. Trittnophortu has the body elongated, flat, sub-articulated;

mouth bilabiate, and furnished on each .side with two tricuspid
acicular processes. It is found in fishes.

The Trematode order is divided into six genera, which also include

only two species infesting the human body.
1. The first genus is Monotloma, which has only a single anterior

pore. It occurs in Mammalia, birds, reptiles, and fishes.

2. Ami>hutoma is furnished with two pores, one anterior and
one posterior. Found in the stomach, intestines, and abdomen,
and in the hydatids of the viscera of mammals, birds, and reptiles.

8. IHtloma. In this genus there are two pores : an anterior and a
ventral. An immense number of species are known, occurring in

Mammalia, birds, fishes, to. The D. hepaticum,, or Fluke-Worm,
frequents the gall-bladder and ducts very frequently in some animals,
as the ruminating, and is particularly common in the sheep in the

disease called the Rot It has been discovered in the gull bladder of
the human

subject, though very rarely. It bears a considerable

resemblance in its shape to a melon-seed, being flat, and appearing
lanceolate at each end, as seen with the naked eye, though, when
magnified, the extremities are found to be obtuse, the tail being the

broader of the two. The anterior pore, or true mouth, is round and
small ; the posterior cavity is imperforate, and only subservient to

adhesion and locomotion ;
it is situated in the ventral aspect of the

body in the anterior half. Between these there is a third orifice,

1 to the generative system, and from which a small cylindrical
if generally protruded. The Fluke is hermaphrodite and

oviparous : it lives upon the bile, which is absorbed by the month,
and is at once so digested or modified by the Teasels which go off

from thence, as to become immediately fitting nourishment for the

4. THttvma has three pore*, the anterior simple, and the
posterior

radiated. It is found In the gills of one or two species of fish.

5. Pmlaitmnn. The mouth is here situated between two pores on
each aide, through which a spicular process comes out It occurs in

the frontal sinuses, lungs, and surface of the lirer of the Mammalia
(dog, horse, wolf), and in reptiles.

6. PolyHoma. This genus has six anterior pores, besides a ventral

and posterior one. It mostly occurs in the throat and branchiae of

fishes, and the bladder of frogs ;
but one species, the P. junyuicoln,

was discovered by Trentier in the cavity of an indurated adipose
tubercle, in the left orarium of a female aged 20, who had died in

child-bed. The tumour, which was apparently formed entirely of

indurated fiat, was of a reddish colour, and hollow within
;
the cavity

was nearly filled by the above-named worm, which was about half

an inch in length, and between one and two lines in width.

The 4th order, Acimlkorrphala, contains but one genus, Krhino-

rkynckiu, to which belong numerous species occurring in all classes

of vetebrate animals except man. They are generally found in the

intestinal canal, fixed between iU membranes, and occasionally even

in the peritoneal cavity ; they have also been found in the neck under
the skin.

We now come to the last and most highly-organised group of the

Entotoa, the Nematoidta, which contains a greater number of genera,
and includes more species inhabiting the human body than any of

the preceding. It has been divided into 11 genera, namely :

1. Pilaria. These are of nearly equal thickness throughout their

whole length. They occur in all parts of the Verttbrata, though

principally
in the cellular membrane ; they are also even found in

insects and their larva;.

2. Trithotoma. On its anterior extremity, which is very thin, is

the mouth, resembling a minute point It is found in Mammaiin
birds, and A mpAtoia, between the coats of the stomach, in the intes-

tines, and the urinary bladder.

8. Trickoctphalut. This genus differs from Pilaria in the capillary
form of the anterior part of the body, and in its swelling out behind.
It occurs principally in the accum of the Mammalia.

4. Osyuri* is characterised by being subulate posteriorly, having
the mouth orbicular, and the penis in a sheath. The Atcarii rermi-
cularit is included in this genus by Bremser.

5. Cucullanm is attenuated posteriorly. It occurs in the intestines

and abdomen of reptiles and fishes.

6. Spiroptera is attenuated at each end. It occurs under the

nictitating membrane of birds, in various parts, of fish, and is said to

have been found in the urinary bladder of man.
7. Phytaloptera is attenuated at both extremities ; the tail of the

male is bent downwards, winged, and furnished below with a sort

of bladder. The species are found in the stomach of Mammalia, birds,
and reptiles.

8. Stronpylui. This has both ends attenuated : the tail of the

male termintes in what Kudolphi calls a bursa, and through this tho

penis passes out It occurs frequently in various situations in tin-

three first classes of vertebrate animals.

9. Atcarii. This genus, which is the most numerous of the intes-

tinal worms, 80 species having been already described, has the
extremities attenuated, the mouth furnished with three valves or

tubercles, and the penis double. The species occur in almost every
part of the bodies of vertebrate animals.

10. Ophiatluma ia attenuated at the extremities, and has the mouth
furnished with two lips. It is found in the intestines of Mammalia
and fishes.

11. Liorhynchtu has the mouth at the end of a sort of erectile nnd

polished tube. It occurs in the stomach and intestines of some of tho
Mammalia and of many fishes.

In the above list of the genera of the cavitary, intestinal, or round
worms, we have not made any particular mention of the species

parasitic in man, and as several of them possess considerable interest,
we need no apology for giving a short description of them. We may
begin with the genus Pilaria, three species of which are enumerated
as human inhabitants, though two of them have been only once
detected. The Guinea-Worm (Filaria Mcdintntit) frequently occur*
in hot climates, but the countries where it most abounds are Arabia,

Upper Egypt, Abyssinia, and Guinea. Its general habitation is the
subcutaneous cellular tissue, particularly of the lower extremities ;

l.u'

it is also found in the scrotum, and very rarely beneath the tunica

conjunctiva of the eye. The length of this worm varies from six

inches to twelve feet : it in about as thick as the string of a violin.

Its colour is generally white, but occasionally brown ; it in round, and
of nearly equal dimensions in its whole length, but becomes a little

attenuated towards the anterior extremity. The tail of the male in

obtuse, and armed with a spiculum ;
in the female it is acute and

bent. The mode of development of this entozoon is unknown. It

seems that it may exist for many mouths without being detected,
cases occurring where it has not been discovered till more than a
twelvemonth after leaving the country where it was contracted.
After a time it produces irritation

; in some point of the skin a vesicle,

pustule, or small abscess forms, breaks, and then the end of the w m-m
makes it appearance, which may be taken hold of, and cautiously and

gradually extracted. If the Filaria is broken, the portion remaining
beneath the skin dies, and produces inflammation, sinuous abscesses,
and often great constitutional disturbance, requiring amputation of

the limb. It seems to be capable of slowly shifting its situation in

the cellular membrane. According to Kudolphi, its Doming out

through the skin is not to be attributed to perforation of that mem-
brane, which it is not at all cajiable of effecting, but only to the
irritation which it excites in approaching the integuments. It seems
sometimes to affect people within the tropics in an endemic or even

epidemic form, nearly half the men in a regiment having been attacked

at the same time by it This species has been mentioned as having
been found occasionally beneath the conjunctiva of the eye; Imt

another, and much smaller kind, has been detected within the eyeball
itself, namely the F. Oculi Iluinnni, wliirh Nordman met with in the

liquor Morgagnii of the capsule of the crystalline lens of a man who
had had the operation of extraction for cataract performed. Two
minute worms were discovered coiled up together. This species
differs from the large Film-in (' mud in the eye of tho horse. The third

species is the P. bronchialu, which was once detected in the enl ui/'-<!

bronchial glands of a man by Treutler; its length woa about an inch.
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Recently species of Filaria with Monottomata, Distomata, and Infu-
toria, have been found in the blood of animals. Gruby and Delafond
have found Filaria in the blood of dogs. The results at which they
arrived may be shortly stated in their own words as follows :

1. The number of microscopic Filarias inhabiting the blood of
certain dogs may be estimated approximately at from 11,000 to about
224,000. The mean number, deduced from 20 does, was more than
52,000.

2. The microscopic Filarice, having a diameter less than that of the
blood discs, circulate in the most minute capillaries where the blood
discs can find entrance. A drop of blood taken from these vessels, it

does not signify at what part of the body, nor at what season of the

year, contains these minute Hematozoa.
3. The chyle and the lymph of dogs, whose blood contains micro-

scopic Filarice, present none.
4. Nor do any of the secretions or excretions.
5. Nor in the dissection of 28 dogs of different sorts and ages, and

whose blood was known to have been verminous for periods varying
from several months to more than five years, and made with the
utmost care, were any Filarice ever discovered in any of the tissues.
Their proper habitat seems to be exclusively in the blood-vessels.

6. The authors calculate, from the examination of 480 dogs, that
the blood in about four or five per cent, is verminous.

7. It is go more frequently in old and adult dogs than in young
ones.

8. The verminous condition seems to be irrespective of race, sex,
or general habit of body.

9. Even when most abundant, this condition of the blood does not
seem to interfere with the instincts or muscular force of the animal.

10. Noria the constitution of the blood itself altered.
11. Transfusion of verminous blood, deprived of fibrin, into

sound animals, was not followed by any result. But,
12. When unaltered verminous blood was thus injected, Filaria

were found living in the animals experimented on, for more than three
years, or until their natural death.

13. Filaria!, transfused with defibrinated blood into two rabbits,
lived in the blood of those animals for 89 days ; after which time
none could be found.

14. In a similar experiment with six frogs, two of which already
had Filaria in their blood, the canine Filariie lived for eight days,
during the whole of which time the blood-discs of the dog appeared
unaltered among those of the frog. On the ninth and tenth days the

dog's blood-discs having become changed, the Filarice had disappeared,
and the frogs died of a scorbutic malady (!).

15. Injected together with the blood into the serous cavities or
cellular tissue of dogs, in good health, the Filaria: could not live in
their new domicile.

16. A verminous dog, of one race, with a female not so affected, of

another, had offspring of which those belonging to the paternal race
were verminous, and the others not.

1 7. When the conditions were reversed, so was the result.
18. But the Filarice in the blood of the descendants could not be

detected till the dogs were five or six months old.

The authors have also succeeded in finding in the verminous blood
of a dog which died in consequence of its being fed exclusively on
food composed of gelatine, large worms, visible to the naked eye.
They found six, of which four were females and two males, and they
were lodged in a large clot occupying the right ventricle of the heart.
The worms were white, from 0'5 to 075 inch long, and from 0-039 to
0'058 inch in diameter. They propose for this hematozoon, the name
of Filaria papilloia lutmatica Canii domestici.
The Tric/ioccphaliu ditpar, or Long Thread-Worm, is about an inch

and a half or two inches in- length, the male being smaller than the
female. The capillary portion makes about two-thirds of the whole
length of this species. This worm is very common in the cascum and
large intestines, but does not seem to occasion any inconvenience,
though inflammation of the intestinal follicles and fever has been
erroneously ascribed to it The existence and history of the following
entozoon are involved in a good deal of mystery. Spiroptera llominu
is the name given to some small intestinal worms which were sent to

Rudolphi, together with some other vermiform bodies of an elongated
form and solid homogeneous texture, which were passed from the
bladder of a poor woman then living in St. Sepulchre's workhouse,
London. There were also discharged, together with these substances,
numerous small granular bodies, considered by Rudolphi as mere
morbid concretions, but which subsequent examinations have caused
to be regarded as ova. The small nematoid worms, which were six
in number, and of different sexes, are supposed to have been expelled
from the woman at the same time ; they were from eight to ten lines
in length, slender, white, and elastic ; the other elongated bodies
varied in length from four to eight inches. Some of the latter sub-
ntancea and ova are preserved in the Museum of -the College of

Surgeons ; but none of the former Enlozoa, denominated Spiroptera
JfiHjtinit, are to be found among them.
The Ktronrjylut yiyai also inhabits the urinary apparatus. Before

Rudolphi'a time it was generally confounded with the Atcarii lumbri-

coidtt, to which it bears some resemblance. It occurs, though rarely,
in the substance of the kidneys, where it sometimes attains an
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enormous size, having been met with three feet long, and half an inch
in diameter. The more ordinary dimensions however are about fifteen

inches in length and two lines in thickness. The common colour is

blood-red, arising from the nature of their food, as they obtain their
nourishment from the contents of the renal vessels : they occasionally
find their way into the bladder, and are discharged with the urine.
This entozoon occurs much more frequently in some animals, as the

dog, horse, &c., than in man. Their presence in the kidneys does not
seem to give rise to any peculiar symptoms differing from those of
other renal diseases.

The Ascaris Imnbmcoides, the Common Round Worm so frequently
met with in children, is so well known as to require a very brief
notice here. It occurs in the hog and the ox, as well as in man, and
chiefly inhabits the small intestines. The male is smaller than the

female, and much more rare ; it may be distinguished by the end of
the tail being curved, and terminating in an obtuse point, at the apex
of which a small black speck may be frequently observed. In the
female this extremity is straighter and thicker. The anus is situated
in both sexes close to the tail. In the female there is generally a
constriction in the centre of the body where the orgaus of generation
are placed. This worm, when minutely examined, will be found to
consist of integuments, muscles, digestive organs, genital apparatus,
and a nervous system consisting of an cesophageal ring and a dorsal
and ventral cord. It has been supposed to feed on the chyle or
mucus in the intestines, and to adhere to the coats of the bowels, but
on these points there is considerable doubt. They are often found in

great numbers.
The last human species in this group is the Ascaris vermicular!*,

the Maw-Worm, Thread-Worm, or Ascarides. It is very minute, the
male seldom exceeding two lines, and the female five lines in length,
and being proportionally slender. Their colour is white ; they are so

small that there is great difficulty in detecting their structure, but

Rudolphi says that he has repeatedly observed the three tubercles
round the mouth characteristic of the genus. Their abode is the

large intestines, particularly the rectum, where they sometimes occur
in immense numbers, and occasion great irritation.

We have now enumerated all the genera of L'/itozoa described by
Rudolphi and other entozoologists, but before we conclude our

subject we will say a few words on the Trichina spiralis which we
have before mentioned. It is a microscopic parasite, infesting the
muscles of the human subject belonging to the voluntary class, and
found in greater numbers in those that are superficial than in the

deep seated. Their nidus seems to be in the inter-fascicular cellular

tissue. A portion of muscle affected by these animals appears beset
with whitish specks, which, if examined with a microscope, are found
to be little cysts containing a minute worm coiled up. The cysts are
of an elliptical shape, and attenuated towards the extremities : their

length is about ^,th of an inch, and breadth iJoth. By cutting off one

extremity of the cyst, the Trichina may be extracted entire, when it is

generally found rolled up in two or two and a half spiral coils.

Being straightened out, it will be found to measure J,th of an inch in

length and fa>th of an inch in diameter. From the minuteness of the

object it is necessary to employ a magnifying power of considerable

intensity to examine it satisfactorily, and from the difficulty of

managing the investigation, and the deceptive appearances produced
under the microscope, it is not easy to detect its organisation.
Professor Owen never succeeded in discovering an intestinal tube, or

cavity, and therefore, as we have stated, placed this entozoou in his

first group along with the seminal animalcules. (' Zool. Trans./
vol. i.

;
and ' Zool. Proceedings,' February, 1835.) Dr. Arthur Farre

observed, by very patient and minute observation with the microscope,
under favourable circumstances, that it possesses an intestinal caual

with distinct parietes ('Med. Gazette,' Dec. 1835), and upon this

ground it ought to occupy a higher station among the nematoid or

intestinal worms
;
but further researches are necessary before it can

be stated with confidence in which group this eutozoon should be

placed. It seems that this parasitical affection of the human body is

unconnected with age, sex, or any particular form of disease, and it

appears that it may exist without giving rise to any debility of the

vital powers, or even without interfering with the enjoyment of

robust health.

For an account of the diseases produced by Entozoa, and their

remedies, see ANTHELMINTICS, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.
EOCENE. The lowest of three great divisions of Tertiary Strata'

is thus termed by Sir Charles Lyell. [TERTIARY STRATA.]
EOLID/E. [NUDIBRANCHIATA.]
EOLIS. [NUDIBRANCHIATA.]
EPACRIDA'CE^E, Epacrids, a natural order of Monopetalous Exo-

genous Plants, very closely allied to Ericaceae, with the small-leaved

genera of which they entirely agree iu habit, and from which they are

scarcely distinguishable by any character beyond their anthers being
in all cases one-celled. Dr. Brown, in founding the order in the year
1810, explained his motives for doing so as follows :

" The family of

Ericeas is now so vast that it seems to constitute a class rather than
an order, of which one part, although not a very natural one, has

been already separated by Jussieu under the separate name of Jthodo-

dmdra, on account of some diversity in the structure of the fruit. I

therefore may be allowed to propose another order (Epacridete), which
2 p
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i- truly natural, although it depends upon the single character of the

manual simplicity of the anther* ; a character however which is of

the greater value as opposed to the 2-oelled anthers of Ericerr, which

are generally divided and furnished with appendage*. The propriety
of the measure is moreover confirmed not only by the number of

Kfatridttr, Urge as it is, but also by their geographical disposition ;

for all, as faras we at present know them, are inhabitants of Australasia

r I'olnMsia, countries in which not more than one or two specie* of

Jricwr are found." (' Prodr.
1

p. 686.)

Sprtugflia iitrfti inila.

1 , a flower with s calyx aa long ai the 5-parted corolla, and nevcral bracU

imbricating the baw ; 2, an anther ; 3, the itamena and ovary.

The species consists of shrubs with alternate or occasionally

opposite leaven, which are either articulated with the stem, like

those of Sricetf, or broad at the base and half-surrounding the stem in

a kind of hood or sheath. Their flowers are usually monopetalous,
but as in the order Erieacetr, it is not unfrequent to find them with
their corolla divided or divisible into several pieces, and therefore

truly polypetalous. The xize and colour of the corolla are often

striking, and the species then become exceedingly showy, and are

favourites with gardener*. None of them are of any particular use,
unless those are considered an exception whose succulent fruit is

eatable, like Liuantht tapida and others, which constitute the

Australian cranberries.

I >r. Brown mentions 24 genera and 144 species of this order in his

work upon the ' New Holland Flora.' Dr. Lindley, in his '

Vegetable
Kingdom,' gives 30 genera and 320 species.
EPENDYMA. [KmiiELiDii.]
KPEKVA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Fabacetr. It has four thick and concave sepals connected together
into a permanent urccolatc tube at the base, with the sides incumbent,
the upper one the broadest. It has but one petal, which ia roundish,

fringed, and inserted in the middle of the calyx. There are 10 stamens,
which are long thickened filaments, rather villous at the base, and

Joined into a short
monadelphous ring. The ovary is stipitate. The

style long and filiform. The legume compressed, dry, coriaceous,
falciform, 2-valved, 1- to 4-*e*ded. When young it is tomentose.

'train is a tree with abruptly pinnate leaves, bearing 2 or 8

pairs of ovate acuminated shining leaflets. The panicle is pendulous
on a long peduncle, constantly composed ofnumerous distant raceme*.
It in the Wallaba-Troe of Guyana according to Sir Robert Schomburgk,
who inform* u that its wood is deep red, frequently variegated with
whitish streaks, bard, heavy, and shining, and impregnated with an

oily resin which renders it very durable. The bark is bitter, and is

used by the Arawaak Indians as an emetic.
1

1 .iii'.II. y. YryrtaUr Kingdom ; Don, JHMnmydeoiu Planlt.)
BPBKDBA (the Greek name of the Efittim, which this genus

closely resemble*), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
linrtacttr. The species are dioecious ;

the male flowers are arranged in

the form of a catkin, having a bifid calyx, and 7 stamens, 4 of the
anthers of which are inferior, 2 superior ; the female flowers have a

>|iiintnple calyx 2-parted, 2 ovaries, and 2 needs covered over by the
l--rri.fl calyx. The species are not nnnmoim, and are found in

K'ir.i', Ania, Africa, and America. The branches and flowers of the
Aitic specie* of this genus were formerly kept in the shop* an

typtica, Th* fruit is mucilaginous, eatable, subacid, and slightly
pungent.

Uttaeifsj has the sheaths of the joints 2-toothe.l, blunt, the
catkin- 2, nj.rxMtt.-, stalked, the peduncles shorter than the catkin'..

It is a native f Krano* and name parts of Germany, and abounds in

the southern parts of Europe, and thence eastward to Persia and
India. The berries, which consist of the fleshy calyx covering
the ovarium, ripen in July and August. They have a sweetish taste,
and contain a mucilaginous juice.

E. monottachya has the sheaths of the joints the same as the last,

but the catkins either solitary or opposite, and the peduncles longer
than the catkins. This plant is found in Hungary and Siberia, and in

these countries the fruit is eaten as a great luxury.
E. iiltiuima has clustered catkins and spreading branches, and is a

native of Rarbary.
There is an American species found on the borders of Lake

Michigan in the country of the Chippeway Indians. It bears a large
fruit.

(Burnett, Outline! of Botany ; Loudon, Eneycloptedia of Plant*.)
I'.l'HK MKKA (f^jtupo, living for a day), a genus of Neuropterous

Insects belonging to the family of Subulicornet of Latreille. They
have long soft tapering bodies, terminating in two or three long
sete. Their wings are placed nearly or quite perpendicularly. Their
antenna; are very small, and 3-pointed. In the larva state they live in

wet places or under water, and enjoy an existence of two or three

years ; but when they attain their final stage of metamorphosis and

perfect form, they are among the most fleeting of living creatures,

existing often only a few hours, and propagating their species before

they die. In this state they ttometimes appear suddenly in myriads,
during fine summer evenings, by the water-side, where they may be
seen flitting about and balancing themselves in the air, in the manner
of gad-flies. (Weatwood, Introduction to Entomology.)
EPHIALTUS. [MAIAD.E.]
EPHIPPUS. [CHarODOH.J
EPHYRA. [ACALBPHJE.]
KPIDENDRUM, an old name for all the Orchidaceous Plants which

urow upon the branches of trees, and which are now called Epiphytes.
( Krii'HYTES.] In its modern sense it is restricted to a considerable

genua of the order with the labellum united to the column, anrl four

pollen-massea adhering to aa many little straps bent back upon thorn.

Some of them are showy and interesting, particularly E. Minntri,
E. oncidioidet, E. cochlcatum, S. aromalicum, E. bijidum, and E. anro-

jmrpurrum ;
but many are inconspicuous, and of no importance

except to botanists. According to Sir R. Schomburgk the expressed
juice of E. bitittum is a purgative, taken in doses of a table-spoonful
;it a time

;
it is also reckoned in Tortola an anthvlmintic anil diuretic.

EPIDKKMIS (in Animals). [SKIN.]
EPIDERMIS (in Plants). [BARK ; TISSCES, VEGETABLE.]
EPIDOTE, a Mineral consisting of silica, alumina, lime, iron, and

manganese. It crystallises in right rhomboidal prisms, morj or leas

modified, often with six or more sides. It ia of a yellowish-green
colour, with ash- and hair-brown. It is translucent to opaque.
Lustre vitreous, a little pearly ; often brilliant on the faces of the

crystals.
There are three prominent varieties of this species : one of a

yellowish-green colour ; another called Zoitilc, of a grayish-brown or

hair-brown ;
and a third of dark reddish shades, which contains 14

per cent, of oxide of manganese, and is called Manganae Epidote,
Another variety of a red colour ia called T/iulUc. The yellowish-

green variety ia often called Putaeite, Bttctlandite is an iron Epidote.
The green Epidote has a composition as follows :

Silica .

Alumina . . .

I. line ....
Protoxide of Iron

Protoxide of Manganese
Water

37-0

26-8

lion

13-0

1-8

-99-0

Epidote occurs in crystalline rocks, and also in some sedimentary
rocks that have been heated by the passage of dykes of trap or
basalt. It has been found principally in the United States of
America.

(Dana, Mineralogy.)

EPILOBIUM, an extensive genus of Plants belonging to the
natural order Onayracen. It is composed of herbs with opposit.- m-

alternate leaves
; axillary or solitary flowers,- or disposed in terminal

spikes, each flower furnished with a bractea ; the corollas purple, rose-

coloured, or flesh-coloured. The calyx has four nopals connected in a

long tube ; the petals 4
; stamens 8 ; the capsule linear, bluntly

tetragonal, 4-celled, 4-valved, many-seeded, and inseparable from the

calyx ; the seeds pendulous and covered with pappus. About 45

species of this genus have been described : they are natives of the

cooler parts and mountainous districts of Europe, Asia, and America.
E. angtutifulivm, Narrow-Leaved Willow-Herb, or French Willow,

has a creeping root ; erect nearly simple stem
;
sub-sessile lanceolate

uniltilatrd glabrous leaven, with pellucid veins
;
the flowers bracteated

in npimte racemes
; the style rcflexcd, pilose at the base, and shorter

than the stamens. It in found in mountains, woods, and meadows, in

Europe and Siberia. In (Ircat Britain it in found in moist shaily

places in the north of England atnl in the south of Scotland. It ban

crimson inodorous flowers, with blue pollen. It is a very ornamental

plant, and is often introduced into gardens; but it requires great
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attention, as its roots spread very rapidly, and are got rid of with

great difficulty. In Kamtchatka the pith of this plant is dried and
trailed, and on being fermented is converted into ale and vinegar.
The young shoots are said to be eatable, but the matured plant
possesses narcotic properties. As this plant is very common in some

places, two or three varieties have been observed and described.

E. hirrutum, Hairy Willow-Herb, or Codlings-and-Cream, has

creeping roots ; branched hairy stems ; lower leaves opposite, upper
ones alternate, ovato-lanceolate, hairy, toothed, half stem-clasping;
stigma 4-cleft, the segments deflexed. This plant is found in wet

places in Europe and Siberia. In Great Britain it is a common plant
in ditches, on the margins of rivers, amongst reeds and coarse grasses.
The whole plant is downy and clammy. It exhales a peculiar acidu-
lous scent, which, from its resemblance to that dish, has procured it

the name of Codlings-and-Cream. This scent is not unlike that of
hot apple-pie.
The other British species of this genus are E. parvijlorum,

E. lanceolatum, E. montanum, E. palugtre, E. varieyatum, E. tetragonnm,
E. roseum, E. alainifoliuni, and E. alpinwm.

Although this genus is numerous, the species offer no great variety
of character. None of them possess active medicinal properties,
which is a character of the family to which they belong ; nor do they
yield secretions which render them available as food for man or beast.

All ofthem are ornamental plants, and may be introduced into gardens.

They require little care in their cultivation, as they will grow in any
common garden soil, and may be easily propagated by sowing the seed
or by dividing the roots.

EPIME'DIUH, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Derberacea, or Berberidete. It has a calyx of 4 deciduous sepals ;

4 petals ; 4 cup-shaped nectaries
; the capsule pod-like, many-seeded.

The species are herbs with creeping perennial roots and annual stems.
E. atpinum, Alpine Barrenwort, has no root-leaves, and the leaves

of the stem twice ternate. It is a native of France and other parts
of Europe in sub-alpine coppices and woods. It has been found

growing in Great Britain in Cumberland and Yorkshire, but Mr.

Babington remarks that it has very slender claims to be considered a
native of England or Scotland. The flowers are red, with yellow
nectaries. The stem is -about four inches high. Its somewhat bitter

leaves were formerly regarded as sudorific and alexipharmic.
E. pinnatum is a native of Persia, and E. hexandrum of the north-

west of America. The first species is easily cultivated, and will

grow in any common garden soil, and may be propagated by dividing
the root.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany.)
EPIPACTIS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Orchidacece or Orchidea, and to the tribe Limodorcce or A rethwea;.

It has the perianth patent, the lip interrupted, the basal division

concave, the terminal one larger, with two projecting pUtes at its

baseabeve; the stigma nearly square; the rostellum short, termi-
nated by a globose appendage; the anthers terminal, erect, sessile,

2-celled, the cells without septa ; the column short
; the germen

(straight on a twisted stalk. There are two species of this genus
found wild in Great Britain.

E. latifolia has ovate clasping leaves, the lower bracts longer than
the flowers, the terminal division of the lip entire, with a minute

point. Babington observes that there are four or more very different

plants included under this species inhabiting various parts of Great
Britain. These are : 1. E. latifolia, with the terminal division of
the lip roundish, cordate, obtuse, with a small recurved point.
2. /.'. media, with the terminal division of the lip triangular-cordate,

acute, as long as the lanceolate sepals and petals. 3. E. purpurata,
with the terminal division of the lip triangular-cordate, acute, shorter
than the ovate-lanceolate sepals and petals. 4. E. oralie, with the
terminal division of the lip transversely oval and acute.

E. paluetrit has lanceolate leaves, bracts shorter than the somewhat
drooping flowers, the terminal division of the lip roundish, obtuse,
creiiatc, as long as the perianth. It is found in Great Britain in moist

places, and is not a rare plant.
These plants will thrive in the borders on common garden soil, and

will also grow in pots with a mixture of loam and peat; they require
but little water when not vegetating, and may be propagated by
division of the roots.

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Loudon, Encyclopaedia, of
Plantt.)

EPIPHE'GUS (from M, upon, and jnrroi, the beech, because the

plant is parasitical on the roots of the beech), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Orobanchaccce. It has the sterile

flowers perfect, and the fertile flowers imperfect; the calyx short,
4-toothed ; the perfect corolla 2-lipped ; the upper h'p emarginate, the
lower 3-toothed

;
the imperfect corolla slender, 4-toothed, deciduous ;

the stamens as long as the corolla ; the filaments smooth
; the anthers

2-lobed, acute at the base, valveless, dehiscent in the middle; the

stigma capitate, and somewhat emarginate ;
the capsule gibbous com-

pressed, half 2-valvcd with four diverging placentae. There is but
one species, E. Viryiniana. It is found parasitical on the roots of

beech-trees in the southern states of the American Union, where it ia

called Beech-Drops. It is the Orobanche Viryiniana of Limiicus. It

is a smooth ncuhy branching plant, growing from 6 to 18 inches high,

and clothed with small scales instead of leaves. The corolla is purple
streaked with white. The capsule dilates after it opens into the

shape of a cup. There is in North America a quack medicine called
' Martin's Cancer Powder,' which consists of equal parts of this plant'
and white arsenic. It is said by some writers to have a beneficial

effect. (Lindley, Flora Medico, ; Don, Dlchlamydeous Plants.)
EPIPHLEUM. [BARK.]
EPIPHYLLOSPERMOUS PLANTS, so called by the old botanists

because they bore their seed upon the back of their leaves. They
are what have more recently been called Dorsiferous Ferns. [FiLicES.]
EPIPHYTES are plants found growing upon other vegetables,

adhering to their bark, and rooting among the scanty soil that occupies
their surface, in which respect they are distiuguished from parasitical

plants, which, like Mistletoe and the. various species of Lorant/tus,
strike their abortive roots into the wood, and flourish upon the blood
of the individual to which they attach themselves. In this sense of

the word, Mosses, Lichens, Ferns, and plants of many other families, are

Epiphytes ;
but as in this country at the present day the word is

principally employed with reference to those Orckidacea which grow
upon trees, it is to plants of that description that we propose to devote
the present article.

It had long been known, from the reports of travellers, that Orchi-

daceous Epiphytes were plants of extremely curious organisation, and
that great numbers were also remarkable for the singular beauty and

fragrance of their flowers ; but when imported into this country, their

habits were found to be so unlike those of other plants, that no

gardener could succeed in keeping them even alive for any considerable

time, except in a very few instances
; and it was not till about the

year 1820 that the real method of managing them successfully began
to be understood. About that time Mr. Cattley and Dr. Liudley
began to direct their attention to the subject with soma success.

Since that peribd the difficulties of cultivating Orchidaceous Plants

have been gradually disappearing, and at the present day they may be
said to be almost entirely overcome ; so that in the gardens of the

Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth, of Mr. Bateman at Knypersley,
of Lord Fitzwilliam at Wentworth, of Mr. Harrison of Liverpool, and
of many other amateurs, they have acquired a beauty quite unknown
to them in a wild state. Species which in their native woods yield no
more than two or three of their curious blossoms in a cluster have
been found to produce from nine to between twenty and thirty, and
the whole order has in short been found willing to submit to domes-
tication with as much advantage as has ever attended roses, hyacinths,

tulips, or dahlias those well-known flowers which we have from time
to time reclaimed from their wild habits, and by the arts of cultivation

invested with a splendour of appearance that never could have been

anticipated from their original appearance in a savage state. Previously
to the year 1820 it is doubtful whether any garden in England could
at any one time have produced twenty species of these plants, but
since that period more than a thousand have been successfully pre-
served in the collections of the Messrs. Loddiges, llollisson, Knight,
and other nurserymen near London.
We do not propose in this place to give any botanical account of

these curious plants. For such particulars we refer to the article on
ORCHIDACE*. Upon the present occasion we shall confine ourselves

to an account of their natural habits, and of those methods of culti-

vation which appear to have met with so much success. In prepariug
the following account, we depend in part upon our own experience,
in part upon the information contained in the writings of botanical

travellers, and in part upon the useful communications which within

the few last years have been made to the current horticultural

publications, especially the ' Transactions of the Horticultural Society
'

and the ' Gardeners' Chronicle."

Orchidaceous Epiphytes grow naturally upon trees in the recesses

of tropical forests. They establish themselves upon the branches,
and either vegetate amidst masses of decayed vegetable and animal

matter, or cling by their long succulent grasping roots to the naked
branches of trees, from which and the humid atmosphere together

they exclusively derive their food. It appears from the testimony of

Mr. Henchman that they are never found upon dead erect trees in

forests ; but if upon dead wood at all, then only upon fallen trunks,

which, from their situation near the ground, are constantly damp.
Such situations are however said to be by no means favourable to

their growth. They will also flourish upon rocks and stones in hot

and damp climates. Mr. W. Harrison of Bio Janeiro is said, by one

of the Horticultural Society's collectors who visited him, to have

cultivated with the most perfect success above seventy species upon a

wall in his garden at Boto Fogo.
We even see some of them germinate and grow most luxuriantly

in damp places, in the stove, upon the sides of the garden-pots, and

among gravel ;
some genera, such as Brasavola, are even reported to

prefer stones; and Dr. Wallich found them in all cases growing

equally well in Nepaul upon trees and stones, provided the latter had
a certain quantity of mould and moss adhering to them. In the

botanic garden at Calcutta they are said to be cultivated with success

in raised beds of solid brickwork, so contrived as to insure a perfect

drainage ;
the soil being rich vegetable matter mixed with at least

two-thirds small pebbles, and covered with a dense layer of moss. A
certain quantity of shade seems, in many cases, essential to them,
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thrir natural situation being in forests, or among the branches of

growing treat. In Bruit numbers of them occupy damp woods and
rich valleys, among regulation of the moat luxuriant description, by
which they are embowered. Reinwardt describes others as inhabiting
in great abundance those deep shady gloomy forests which form the

lower cone of vegetation in Java, where the air is heavy and damp
with Tapours that cannot ascend, and where the thickness of the

vegetation is really frightful ; where, in short, heat, moisture, and a

oat extraordinarily deep and rich vegetable soil combine to produce
wood of a fungus-like softness and an inconceivable abundance of

Twining Plants and Epiphytes. In those forests more especially
where huge fig-trees constitute the principal part of the timber,

intermingled with the most tropical forms of vegetation, such as

Sereuliaear, Sapindatta, and Arlocarpacea, tufts of Orchidaceous
PlanU abound, in company with Aracea, Acanthacta, and Zinyi-
Ott itCCtt*

In Nepaul Dr. Wallich states that Orchidaceous Epiphytes grow in

company with Ferns ; and the thicker the forest, the more stately the

trees, the richer and blacker the natural soil, the more profuse the

Ortkidacett and Ferns upon them. There they flourish by the sides

of dripping springs, in deep shady recesses, in inconceivable quantity,
and with an astonishing degree of luxuriance. It would however be
a great error to suppose that it is only in very shady places that

Orchidaceous Epiphytes appear. On the contrary, it is probable that
the eases just cited are extreme, and that they more commonly prefer
situations where the broken rays of the sun can readily reach them.
Mr. John Henchman states (' Gardeners' Mag.,' ii. 139) that he has
observed in Demerara " That Orchidatecc appear to rejoice in a light
situation and a free circulation of the atmosphere ;

but are decidedly
adverse, with few exceptions, to exposure to the intense rays of the
sun. We may except from this remark Oncidium luriilum, the

Catasetums, and a fine pseudo-bulb found on the Spanish Main (which
I suppose to be an Ei>idendrum\ which seem not only to exist, but to

rejoice, in exposure to the sun." Mr. Batoman also found, from the

report of his collector, Colley, that the situations in which they are

most usually seen are those parts of a forest where old and broken
wood occurs, or on the skirts of savannas. These savannas are large

open breaks in the woods, covered with fine white sand, which has
at night the appearance of snow. They contain also many low and
stunted bushes. The Orchidacea seem to like an airy and exposed
dwelling-place ; being found on the more prominent parts of a tree,
and not in the shade, as is generally supposed. Mr. Colley only found
in one instance an Orchidaceous Plant in the heart of a forest, and
this was growing on the prostrate trunk of a tree so rotten as to fall

to pieces when pressed with the foot. (' Oard. Mag.,' ii. 4.)

This quite corresponds with the statements of travellers in Brazil,
who speak of their occuring most abundantly in open glades of the

forests, and on the faces of naked rocks, or on shaded banks, although
they are also met with "in sombre glades whore heated vapours are

incessantly circulating."
Where the climate suits them, they are sometimes prodigiously

numerous. Descourtilz, in his manuscripts, speaks of a whole tree

being overrun with a single species ;
and Henchman also assures us that

in Demerara masses of Oncidium altutimvm and Marillaria Parl-en
are to be seen, which would defy any attempt at intrusion

;
on the

Spanish Main he saw the Epiphyte commonly called the Spread
Eagle, clasping enormous trees, and covering them from top to bot-

tom ; and he also met with two or three species, supposed to be

Maxillariax, which were growing with uncommon vigour.
"
But," he

adds,
" with the above exceptions, I have not found Orchidasccc grow

ing in such quantities as it has been reported they do
; often, as Mr

Batetnan justly observes, single specimens only are to be obtained
This cannot be more strongly illustrated than in the case of a beauti
fill OncidHtm, which I was happy enough to meet with on the Spanish
Main ; iU leaves are nearly six inches in width, of a very firm tex

tore, and powesaing an uncommonly strong nerve ; and though the

plant, judging from the remains of the original stem, which ha<

gradually decayed as the plant progressed, must have occupied its

station for nearly half a century, yet I searched the neighbourhood
in vain for another specimen, nor did I see another plant of it on th.
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This altogether corresponds with what we know of such plants in
other countries, and with the general habit of the whole order, which
is extremely local in the majority of cases. Upon comparing the
Orchidaceous PlanU of Java, of Ceylon, and of the Birmese country
it is quite extraordinary bow few species those countries poraess in

common ; and the quantities of species found exclusively In every
large collection are a oorroboration of the same fact. Mr. Bateman
assure* us that in Guyana

" a river may be ascended for twenty miles
without an Orchidaceous Plant being seen ; while, on a sudden tun
of the stream, every tree becomes covered with them : yet they do
not

appear to have a favourite aspect ; for on some of the rivers
which Mr. Colley visited he found them exclusively on the northern

exposure, while on others Ihey occupied the southern." The part o
the tree on which they are principally found is as uncertain as thei
station. It is said that they love the loftiest branches, and are hardly
found near the bottom, and M. Descourtilz confirms this sUtemen
by describing some of them M twinging in the air from the top o

he old patriarchs of the forest, or exposed to all the violence of

terms in the most exposed situations. But Mr. Henchman assert*

hat in Demerara at least they
" do not grow in such high situations

upon trees as is generally supposed. Twenty or twenty-five feet is

he greatest height, with few exceptions, at which I have seen them

rowing. Some of the bulbleaa Epidendrums, the Spread-Eagle Plant,
and Onriilium papilio, attain a much greater height The other < in

idiums I have not seen growing above seven feet or eight feet from the

ground, and generally on some of the small closely interwoven branches,
and not on the stem or main branches of the tree. The various

species of Qongora, Coryantha, and Kodriffueaa, are, almost without

exception, found in the same position ; while, again, the genera
Ifcuittaria, Prrnandtsia, Epidendrum, Cfratochitiu, Cattleya, Zyyu/ir-

alon, Braaavola, Ornithiditim, Camaridiu.ni Plturothalli, Srattia,

OrnilHocephalut, Trizeturii, Catatdum, and many other genera supposed
to be new, I have found always attached to the trunk or strong limbs

of the tree, which they clasp with surprising tenacity. It may be

also observed that rough and soft barked trees are favourite habitats

of Orchidacea. The Calabash-Tree, which has a peculiarly soft and

woolly bark, often possesses many of the more minute species.

Indeed, I sent home pieces of the Calabash-Tree, about a foot long,
on some of which were six and on others seven distinct species of

Orchidacea."
A high mean temperature throughout the year, and a climate either

constantly humid or at least periodically HO, are also atmospheric
elements eminently favourable to the production of these plants. All

;hosc species which simply exist clinging by their roots to the branches

of growing trees, and probably others also, must necessarily derive

their nourishment in a great measure, if not entirely, from the

moisture, in a very elastic state, that surrounds them. And although
nature seems in general to have provided for the scantiness of their

tood by the construction of them with a cuticle only capable of parting

by slow degrees with the fluid they receive by their roots, yet it is

obviously requisite that they should be so situated as to be within

reach of an abundant supply, not only at the time when they are

growing, but also at all other times to a certain extent Hence we
find that the hottest countries if dry, and the dampest if cold, aro

destitute of them
;
while there is no instance of a country both hot

and damp in which they are not plentiful. For example, in Africa

they are unknown in its sandy deserts and parched atmosphere,

notwithstanding the high temperature of that part of the world;

yet they abound in Sierra Leone, where the climate is damp ;
and

even at the Cape of Good Hope they occur not unsparingly in all that

jungly district to the eastward of the Cape Town to which the name
of Outniqualand is applied.

In the West India Islands they exist in great quantities, particularly
in Jamaica and Trinidad ; not however so much on the coast as upon
the lower ranges of hills. This is in conformity with their habits

elsewhere : in these islands the air of the level of the sea is dry, while

that of the mountains is humid. Captain Sabine found the air of the

level of the sea at Trinidad indicate 5 of dryncss, and that of Jamaica

7; while the atmosphere was saturated with humidity in the tirst

of these islands at 1060 feet above the level of the sea, and in I lie

second at an elevation of 4080 feet At Rio Janeiro the mean

temperature is 74 8', and much higher inland ;
the woods ore so

damp that it is difficult to dry plants ; and in such situations multi-

tudes of Orchidaceous Epiphytes spring up. But in the immediate

vicinity of Buenos Ayrcs, where the mean temperature is 67 6' and

the air dry, they are unknown ;
and in the high dry land of Mendoza,

where the aridity is still greater, the whole order disappears, with the

exception of a single species. On the west coast of South America,
as high as Lower Peru, Orchidaceous Epiphytes are unknown; a

circumstance which is not surprising when we consider the effect of

the currents setting round Cape Horn, which bring the mean tempe-
rature of even Lower Peru itself down to 60 at night, and how arid

the whole of that region is with the exception of a few valleys. No
country however exhibits in a more striking manner than India the

necessity of a hot and damp climate for the production of Orchidaceous

Epiphytes. In the Malayan Archipelago, the mean temperature of

whii-U is estimated at between 77 and 78 and is very damp, they are

found in profusion. In Nepaul it is upon the sides of the lower

mountains that they occur, where they vegetate amongst clouds and
constant showers ; while on the continent of India they are almost

unknown, their place being occupied by parasitical Loranthi. The
traveller finds himself in the morning on the dry plains of Hindustan,
where the mean temperature is 80, and where all the trees are

destitute of OrcMdacat ; and at noon he is at the foot of the first

range of the Nepaulese hills, where every tree teems with that class

of plants. There are however places on UK i-cmtiiie.iit of India where

they are not less numerous than in Nepaul ;
at the actuaries of the

Ganges, the Brahmaputra, the Irawaddi, and the rivers of Martaban,

they exist in vast quantities ;
but all these stations are excessively

damp. In the Botanic Garden at Calcutta they grow most vigorously

during the rainy season, but in the fiercely hot season, which begins
in March and lasts till the 10th of June, they perish notwithstanding
all the care they receive. Madagascar and Mauritius offer similar

evidence to the same effect

While however these statements are applicable to a very large
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part of Orchidaceous Epiphytes, there are some striking exceptions
that require to be pointed out, both with regard to atmospheric
moisture and to the temperature requisite for their production.

Mr. Allan Cunningham has shown in the ' Botanical Register,' fol.

1699, that in Australia there are three of these plants which require
a very dry atmosphere, and it is probable that others exist in other

countries. " These are Dendrobium lemulum, Brown, an Epiphyte
uniformly found upon the rugged trunk of Eucalyptus resinifera, or

Irou-Bark, in the open very dry forest grounds of the older colony at

Port Jackson
; Cymbidium canaliculattim, Brown, which of late years

has been observed beyond the tropic both at Moreton Bay and still

farther to the southward at Hunter's River, growing upon the prin-

cipal limbs of several of the Eucalypti in the dry open shadeless forest.

These two Epiphytes flourish most luxuriantly in an extremely dry
atmosphere, and flower usually in the summer season in their native

wilds, the high temperature of which is oftentimes greatly increased

by the blighting hot winds which not unfrequently prevail at that

period from the north-west. The third is Dendrobium undulatum of

Sir. Brown, a handsome species, originally discovered by Sir Joseph
Banks at Bustard Bay, and which has been lately found on barren
hills naturally clear of timber upon the banks of the Brisbane River
at Moreton Bay, where the plant forms tufts on bare rocks exposed
to the full heat of the sun, which during nine months of the year is

very considerable on that part of the coast."

In many cases a much lower temperature than that hitherto spoken
of is natural to these plants, and there are some instances where they
are naturally accustomed to rigorous weather. In America their

favourite station, according to Humboldt, is in the gorges of the
Andes of Mexico, New Granada, Quito, and Peru, where the air is

mild and humid, and the mean temperature is 63 to 67 Fahr. (17 to

19 Cent.). In these localities they are so abundant that, according
to the authors of the ' Flora Peruviana,' above 1000 species might be
found in Tarma, Huanuco, and Xauxa alone. It is therefore not

surprising that one species, Epitlmdrum conopteum, should advance as

far to the northward as the rice climate of Florida, where it grows
on the bark of Magnolia glauca ; nor that others should be found in

the damp maritime parts of the government of Buenos Ayres. But it

is more remarkable that an Oncidiv.ni nubiyenum should occur at the

height of 14,000 feet on the mountains of Peru, and that other species

should, upon the authority of M. Descourtilz, be able to bear without

difficulty the cold glacial winds of the high serras of Brazil. The
lame peculiarities occur in the eastern, world. Reinwardt speaks of

great quantities of Orchidacect in the Storax and Laurel woods of

Java, growing along with Nepentha, Rhododendrons, Magnolias, and

Oaks, in a zone of vegetation whose lower limit is 3000 feet above
the sea. Dendrobium nobile, Renanthera coccinea, and some others,
bear the periodical cold of Canton, where it occasionally freezes;
llcndrobium catenaium and D. moniliforme occur in Japan as far north
as 37 or 33, or the parallel of Lisbon, and are periodically subject
to a very low temperature ; and Dr. Royle met with the deciduous

Codogyna and Dendrobium alpettre on the Himalaya Mountains at the

height of 7500 feet, where snow sometimes lies in winter for a week
or more. To the southward they not only occur in the latitude of

Port Jackson, where the mean temperature does not exceed 66 6',

but even in much higher latitudes. The beautiful little Gun-ma
Auttralii grows on the branches of shrubs in Emu Bay, iu Van
Piemen's Land, in about 41 S. lat.

;
and Earina mucronata extends to

45 45' S. lat., in " the very permanently damp woods which clothe

the shores of Dusky Bay in New Zealand," where it was originally
observed by Forster in Cook's second voyage, and where it has since

been met with by Mr. Cunningham, whose words we quote.
Such are the more important data that we possess to guide us in

the cultivation of Orchidaceous Epiphytes ;
the result of which is,

that they are kept in this country in stoves the air of which is main-

tained in a state of constant moisture, and at a temperature varying
from 56 to 90 or more. The requisite uniformity of their atmosphere
is provided for by keeping the houses but little ventilated, and the

glass of the roof well puttied at the junction of the squares. Shade
is secured either by moveable laths or by a screen of netting or coarse

canvass, or by some such contrivance
;
some even grow their plants

in a house exposed only to the north, but it does not appear that

this plan is a good one ; for it is an object not only to exclude excessive

light, but also to be able to admit it if requisite, and this cannot

happen in a hothouse with a northern aspect.
The soil in which the plants are made to grow is peat or some other

kind of decayed vegetable matter, thoroughly drained, and yet so

compact as not to be liable to become dry by excessive loss of water.

In many cases it is found advantageous to make the plants grow upon
the apex of a truncated cone of earth rising several inches above the

rim of the pot. Certain kinds are suspended in baskets, or in frames

BO contrived as to be filled with moss and decayed vegetable mould
rammed in very tight ; and provided that precaution is attended to,

the caulescent drooping species, especially Dendrobiums and Vanda-
like plants, thrive admirably ;

but in general it is found most advisable

to plant in earth in common garden-pots. Attempts have been made
to grow ome species on decayed dead wood, but they are generally
abandoned now

;
nor have the trials to cultivate them on the branches

of living trees hitherto proved more successful. The orange-tree was

employed for this purpose by Mr. Lance with great success in Surinam,
but in the hothouse it does not appear to suit them. *

By attending to the natural habits of these plants, and observing
the precautions just pointed out, the management of Orchidaceous

Epiphytes has been brought quite within the skill of any good
gardener. There are however two or three capital points about which
cultivators entertain great difference of opinion.
The first is temperature. Some allow the thermometer to rise to

100 and higher iu a summer's day, and never suffer it to fall below
65 ; the consequence of which is, that their houses are so unpleasant
that few persons can visit them to inspect the beautiful objects they
contain. Others keep the temperature of even midsummer down to
80 at the most, and permit the minimum heat to be low iu proportion ;

their houses are consequently cool and pleasant at all times. If we
must admit that the first practice is eminently successful with some,
so is the other most assuredly so with others ; and we entertain no "

doubt that in the end it will be the only method followed.
The second question is the amount of moisture. Some form water-

tanks in their houses, the evaporation from the surface of which keeps
the air continually at the point of saturation

;
others simply keep

the air sensibly moist by syringing or similar devices : the first is

accompanied by a high, the latter by a moderate, temperature ; in

this case also we incline to believe that the latter practice is the best.

The fact is that it may be reasonably doubted whether it is right

always to follow nature literally in what we suppose to be her practice,
and whether we ought not rather to adapt the management of our

plants to the new and artificial condition under which they are placed.

Keeping plants in a state of constant excitement by exposure to an
excessive climate is a certain means of weakening them in the long
run, and may be compared to keeping an animal always awake. It

may be very true that this may seem to happen in nature
;
but does

it really happen ? Is it not probable that the long diurual darkness
of a tropical situation may be intended as a compensation for the high
excitement of daylight ? and are not we, with eighteen hours' daylight
in summer, in an essentially different position from what Orchidaceous

Epiphytes from equinoctial regions are exposed to in a wild state ?

Moreover, it can hardly be doubted that a moderate temperature is suffi-

cient for them, even if they can be made to bear an excessive climate.

The third unsettled point is of another nature. In our hothouses
we often maintain a high temperature all the year round, keeping
our stove-plants growing from January to December. In nature this

hardly ever happens. If a country has no winter it has its dry
season, during which plants become more or less torpid. This is

quite the case iu all the countries inhabited by Orchidaceous

Epiphytes, with the exception of some of the temperate parts of

Mexico, where the climate is equal and mild. Should we not there-

fore give such plants, when cultivated, a similar period of repose ?

About this the opinions of cultivators are so much divided that we
cannot say on which side the majority of votes would go. Mr. Bate-

man calls attention to the fact, in his account of Colley's mission to

Guyana.
" In consequence," he says,

" of the unexampled length of

the dry season, scarcely an orchidaceous plant was seen in flower, or
a pseudo-bulb which had not lost its leaves. When however the

rains had commenced, that is, in the month of July, the Orchidacccc

were pushing rapidly into flower, as were also some of those collected

by Mr. Colley, which reached this country in as dry and shrivelled a

state as Dutch bulbs usually come over in. This may afford a hint

for their cultivation."

And Henchman, in like manner, urges the circumstance upon the

consideration of gardeners.:
" The atmospheric changes," he says,

" are very great in tropical
climates ; and as I consider that OrcMdacece derive their main support

directly from the atmosphere, I think too much attention cannot bo

paid to the various changes by which they are iu their natural state

liable to be affected. One of the principal objects kept in view by
growers of Orchidacece appears to be the keeping up a regular heat in

the stove. Nothing can be more contrary to nature ; for in the tropics,
to a sultry day, with the thermometer standing at from 85 to 95,
succeeds a cool night and a cold morning, the thermometer falling to

,

60 or 55 ; effecting in twenty-four hours a change of temperature of

from 20 to 30 degrees. During the dry season, periods of two, three,

and often extending to five or six mouths, the whole nourishment

derived by the Orchidacece must be communicated through the agency
of the tree to which they are attached, or from the atmospheric
moisture which is the effect of the action of the sun upou the dew
which has fallen during the night and morning; for the situations

generally occupied by Orchidacece preclude the possibility of the dew

reaching them in its descent; and slight though the moisture be

which is communicated through these channels to Orchidacece, it is

nevertheless sufficient to retain the vital principle in the pseudo-

bulb, though not sufficient to rouse it into action. The dry season

tten appears to act upon Orchidacece on much the same principle as

ou,r winter acts upon our trees, &c. It is for them a period of rest ;

and the pseudo-bulbs having been well ripened are ready, when the

wet season has given them a sufficient stimulus, to push forth

luxuriantly both leaves and flowers." Nevertheless some of our

best gardeners object to the plan of periodical resting ; and, it must
be added, appear to succeed without attending to it.
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So far M the opinion of the writer of this article U of nay value, it

U nther in favour of the system of resting three pUnU for three or

four month* annually by lowering the temperature to 80* or there-

about*, and diminishing the moisture Yery considerably ;
indeed in

regard to Catgut**, Cfnocket, Plaint, Blrfia, GroJorun, and some
other* with deciduous leaves, there U no doubt that the plan is India-

penaable ; and it would probably bo equally advantageous with respect
to all the kind* with fleshy item* or pseudo-bulbs ; but how far it

may suit caulescent species with the habit of Yanda and Aeriilci can

only be ascertained by direct experiment
KI'ISTIUUTK, a Mini-nil occurring massive with attached

crystal*. The primary form is a right rhombic prism. The cleavage
parallel to the short diagonal of the prUra. Colour white. Streak
white. Fracture uneven. Hardness 4~0 to 4-5. Lustre vitreous.

Transparent, translucent Specific gravity 2"20 to 2-25. It is found
on Faroe Islands and in Iceland. The analysis of the Iceland mineral

by Rose U a* follows : Silica, 53'59 ; alumina, 17'52 ; lime, 7 '56 ;

soda. 1-78; water, 14-88.

EPITHELIUM. As on the external surface of the animal body
there is covering over all a delicate layer of cells which is called

Epidermis, so over the internal surface of the body there U found a

layer of cells which are called Epithelial Cells, or Epithelium. The
epidermal and epithelial cells are homologues, and are so many modi-
fications of a similar general arrangement
The functions of the epithelial cells vary according to the surfaces

on which they are placed. They differ from the epidermal cells in

being generally moist from the positions in which they are placed. The
cells of the epithelium performing, as they do, the most remarkable

part of the functions of the organs of which they form a part, vary
much in form and size. In all cases they are soft, contain a nucleus,
and an in shape rounded, polygonal, fusiform, or conical Sometimes

they occur in one layer, sometimes in several. In some instances they
are supplied with cilia. The following is Ko'Uiker's arrangement of
the epithelial cells :

a. Epithelium in a single Stratum.

1. With rounded polygonal cells. This, called Pavement Epithelium
(l-'i-j. A), presents only a single layer. It exists as an investment of
the true serous membranes, of most synovial membranes, of the
cerebral ventricles (ependyma), of the membrane of Demours, of the
back of the iris, and of the inner surface of the choroid (pigment
layer) of the capsule of the lens and of the retina, of the internal

ear, of the endocardium of the veins, of many glandular vesicles and
canals, and of the interlobular ducts of the liver.

-. With fusiform superficially united cells. .This in called Fusiform
Epithelium, and is found in the arteries and many veins.

3. With cylindrical cells. This is the Cylindrical Epithelium. (Fig.H.)
It is found in the intestinal tubes in Lieberkiihn's glands, in the excre-

tory ducts of the gastric glands, as well as of all the other glands which
open into the intestine, also ofthe lacteal and lachrymal and otherglands.

4. With cylindrical or conical ciliated cells. This i* the Ciliated
Cylinder Epithelium. (Kg.C.) It i* found on the finest bronchia-, in
the nasal cavities, on the inner surface of the membrana tyinpaui, in
the EiuUchlan tube, in the uterus, and in the Fallopian tube*.

8. With rounded ciliated cells. This is simple Ciliated Pavement
Epithelium, and occur* in the cerebral cavity of the embryo,

i. Epithelium in many Layers.
1. With cylindrical or rounded cells below, rounded polygon*!
ore or lev flattened cell* above. Thin in called Laminated Pave-

:

and certain synovial membranes.
i With rounded cells below, more elongated ones in the mi.1,11.-.

and ciliated conical ones above. Thw is called Laminated Ciliary
KpiUwlinin. It occurs in the larynx, trachea, and larger l....n

cavity, in the lachrymal sac and duct, and the upper half of1M puaryux.

In many instances these forms of Epithelium pass into each other,
where they are placed upon the same surface.

The functions performed by the Epithelium are various. In the
instances where the cells are supplied with cilia, their object seemi
to be to give movement to the fluids secreted upon their surfaces,

[CILIA.] Those placed on mucous membranes elaborate the prut
mucus which covers these organs. In the case of those cells wliii -li

are prolonged into the follicles and tubuli of which glandular struc-
ture is essentially composed, they are the real organs of secretion.

ION.] They separata from the blood, as the materials of their

nutrition, the peculiar products elaborated by the gland of which tin -y

form a part, and by their death and decay these products are set free
to perform their work in the system. Even the cells in which ],

spermatozoa are developed for the fertilisation of the ova are produced
upon the surfaces of the tubes or follicles of the spermatic glands.

iKollikcr, Manual of Human Jliidology, translated by Busk and
Huxley ; Carpenter, Principle* of Phwioioyy.)
Kl'ITHKMIA. [DlATOMACE.E.1
EPOMia [CHL.KNIUS.]
EPOMOPHORUS. [CHKIROITERA.]
EPSOMITE, Native Sulphate of Magnesia. It occurs massive,

botryoidal, and reniform, on the surface of other bodies, ami in
solution in sea and mineral waters. Colour white. Streak white.
Structure fibrous, sometimes earthy. Brittle. T;uU- hitter uu<l

saline. Found originally in a spring at Epsoin. It forms a large
bed near Arequipa in Peru, and is often in fine crystals and silky
fibres.

EQUID-13, a family of Animals to which the Horse belongs. They
have but a single finger or toe terminating each extremity ; an

finger or toe is incased in a horny-hoof, or shoe. But though the

Eiinidte possess but one well-developed toe, there are on each side of
the metacarpus and metatarsus two small rudimentary processes
which represent two lateral toes. The following is the form of
dentition :

Incuon, ; canines, -Hi
; molars, Inl = 42.

b 1 1 i; i;

Various fabulous species of these animals are recorded in the

descriptions and figures of some authors; such as the Bisul
Horse with a mane extending the whole length of the anim;ii
head to tail, and figured by Jonston as the ..Kthiopisch Pferd (

/

Jithiopicut). The Wald-Esel is figured by the same author with a
unicorn-like horn in the midst of its forehead. These -may be classed
with the figures of monstrous horses collected by Aldrovandus, a
horse with a human head and face for example, and another with
hands by way of anterior extremities, which as he says, according to

Suetonius, belonged to Julius Cscaar, and would suffer no one else
to mount him :

" Gains Julius Caesar utebatur equo iiiaigni pedibus
prope huiuanis, et in modum digitorum ungulis fissis," Ac, This
last was probably a case of malformation of the hoof; but the

painter has given the animal two human hands, with four fingers
and a thumb on each, and nails to match.

Liurueus, in his laat edition of the '

Systema Naturae' (12th), left

the Horse (Eyuut) among his Bcllutc (the sixth order of Mammalia
in his arrangement), in company with the genera liippojtotamtu, Sut,
and Rhinoccrot. His genus Equta consists of the following sp
E. Calalltu, E. Atinut, and K. Zebra, and is thus defined by him :

Incisor teeth (deutes primores) six above erecto-parallel, six below
more prominent; canines (laniarii) solitary, included, remote on
each side. Feet with an undivided hoof.

Omeliu, in his edition of the 'Systema Natiiras' (13th), added to
the above definition, 'Teats two, inguinal,' and divided the genus
into two sections 1, species with bisulcated feet

; 2, species with
Holidungulous feet The first section consists of one species only, K.
bucultu, the 'Equus pedibus bisulcis,' Molin., 'Hist Nat Chil.'
This was most probably a Llama. The second section embrace*
the following species : Eyunt Caballut, . Jlemiontu, E. Atmn$,
B. Zttra, and . Qitagga.

Cuvier places the Solin&des at the end of his Hammiferous
Pachyderms, and makes this family to consist of only one genus,
Riunt, with the following species : CabaUut, Jhmionut, Asinut,
Zebra, Quagya, and Montana*.

Dr. Gray, in his '
Revision of the Family Equidce

'

(' ZooL Journ.,'
vol. i), observes that the older authors speak of th- li

Onager, Ass, and Zebra, the last of which they generally describe as
having the body (corpus) striped with black, brown, and wbito
bauds, three inches broad, but take no notice of the colour of its

legs; but in Jonston's figure they are distinctly bandod. After
referring to the other figures in Jonston and to Molina's (MMUP-I. >]

Huemul, fyuiu buukutpt Qmolin, which, if it exist*, Dr. Gray connidcn
to lie probably a species of Llama (Auclicnia), he notices the 1

in Edwards'* '

Gleanings' the species recorded by Liunams, Polios,
nml linrchcll, the Quagga sent by Captain Gordon from the Caj>o to
Amsterdam, where it was first described and figured from his drawing
in the Dutch edition of Buflbn, and afterwards in the mpplenieiit of
the French editions; and L'Ano Isabellc of Lo ViiilUnt. With
regard to the last, which is described as being of a plain Isabella
colour without any band, Dr. Gray observes, that uobody since Le
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Vaillant's time, as far as he can learn, has mentioned it, and he asks

whether it may not be an albino variety of the Zebra or Quagga, as

the ass is sometimes found of yellowish-white, without any cross, in

its domesticated state.

Dr. Gray thus defines the family oiEquidce :
" This family (which is

distinguished from all other animals by its undivided hoof, formed of

the two anterior toes soldered together, its simple stomach, and its

female having the teat placed on the pubes) may be divided into

two very distinct types of form ;
the one, the Asses and the Zebras,

which are always whitish and more or less banded with blackish-

brown, and always have a distinct dorsal line, the tail only bristly at

the end, and have warts only on the arms and none on the hind legs ;

and the true Horses which are not banded, have no dorsal line, are

furnished with warts on their arms and legs, and have long hair on
the tail, from its insertion to its extremity." He further proceeds
with his definition thus :

"
Equidce ; Soliditngulce Autiquorum,

Cuvier, Ac. Genus Equus, Linnams :

40.

us jiqum, ijinnseus :

fi 11 fi fi

Denies incisores,. ; canine (mares), ; molars, =

Pedes ungula indivisu." Dr. Gray then divides the family into two

genera, namely : 1. Eqv.ua, consisting of the Common Horse and its

varieties, Eqtius Caballus ; 2. Asinus, embracing the following species :

1. E. Hemionus; 2. E. vulgaris (and its varieties); 3. B. Quagga ; 4.

. Burchellii ; 5. E. Zebra.

M. Lesson states that the Solipcdes, or Equidce, of Gray, comprise
only the genus Eqilus, which Dr. Gray has proposed to advance to

the rank of a family under that name, comprising the genera Equus
and Asinus ; but, adds M. Lesson, there is nothing to induce us to

admit a division which reposes only on superficial characters.

Mr. Bell is of a different opinion, and in his '
British Quadrupeds

'

follows Dr. Gray in considering the Ass as belonging to a distinct

genus from the Horse, and he adopts Dr. Gray's family-name Equidce.
Mr. Bell makes the following remarks on the character of the Ass
and its nearest congeners as compared with those of the Horse, upon
which it had be,en thought necessary to establish them as distinct

genera in the family. After admitting the truth of the observation
t liiit, in the absence of any knowledge of the original condition of the

Horse, the question can only be considered with reference to the
characters of a domesticated and probably much altered race, he
reminds the reader, nevertheless, that as the distinctions upon which
the division in question is founded are structural, there is less danger
of error than if they had teen only those of colour or of general
form, and thus proceeds :

" The character of the tail is one of the
most striking points upon which thia distinction rests. In the horse,
the whole of this part is covered with long hair, totally concealing
its actual form

; whilst in the whole of the others, the ass, the zebra,
the qnagga, the d/igtai, &c., it is only clothed with long hair towards
the extremity. The mane of the horse also is long and flowing ;

that
of all the other species is short and upright. In the former animal,
the hinder as well as the fore legs are furnished with those warty
collosities, which iu the others, without exception, are found only on
the fore legs. Waiving some other particulars of minor importance,
there is one character which, if not in itself to be considered of primary
value, is yet interesting, and not unimportant as a collateral

distinction : I mean the general tendency of, the coloration and

marking in the two forms. In the horse's coat there is an obvious

disposition to the formation of small round spots of a different

shade or hue from that of the ground, and this is the case whether
the general colour be black, chestnut, or gray ; in the genus A sinus,
on the contrary, the markings are invariably disposed in stripes.
The zebra, the quagga, and the mountain zebra are examples too
familiar to require more than this allusion

;
and in the common ass,

not only is the Fame tendency evinced by the cross-mark on the

shoulders, but in the young ass there are frequently observed some
obscure darkish bands on the legs. These tendencies to a peculiar
character of coloration and marking are well worthy of especial
notice in the Mammalia, among which will be found numerous
instances bearing upon the distinction of approximating forms. In
birds and insects it is still more general and striking, and has always
attracted the attention of naturalists

; but in the present class it has

certainly been too much overlooked."

Geographical Distribution of the Equidce. Although the Horse,
th Ass, and the Mule, are now spread over the whole face of the
civilised earth, and although the Horse is found wild, or rather has
reverted to a wild state, in both the New and the Old World, there
can be no doubt that the form which we are now considering was

originally entirely confined to the latter portion of the globe, where
the truly wild species of the family, the Zebra, the Quagga, &c. are
still to be found in all their native freedom. And this leads us to

consider the time and the place where the Horse was first subdued

by the powerful hand of man. Mr. Bell, who appeals to the sacred

scripture* in proof that the Horse is of eastern origin, is of opinion,
from the same authority, that the Egyptians were probably the first

who broke the proud spirit of this noble animal, and reduced it to

obedience and servitude. The books of Genesis and Exodus abound
with passages which prove that the Horse had been long under the

dominion of man at the date of the events then recorded. It was

expressly prohibited (Deut., xvii. 16) that the king should multiply
horses to himself, or should cause the people to return to Egypt, to

the end that he should multiply horses. Solomon however does not
seem to have regarded this prohibition, for his stables were filled

with these noble animals; he had 40,000 stalls of horses for his

chariots, and 12,000 horsemen. (1 Kings, iv. 26.)
The grand description in Job (xxxix. 19-25) is familiar to most,

but Egypt (1 Kings, x. 28), and not Arabia, seems to have been the
source whence Solomon's supplies were obtained. In veiy early

Egyptian monuments the horse is seen in battle, and under circum-
stances which denote long subjugation and experienced training.

It seems to be quite clear that the wild horses of Tartary are as

much the descendants of a domesticated race as the wild horses of

America, whose ancestors were introduced by the Spaniards ; nor
have we any evidence to show the time when the horse existed in a

primitive state of nature.

The Equidce form two genera Equus and Asinus ; the species
however freely breed together in confinement, but the produce is

almost always, if not always, barren.

Equus has the tail covered with long hair to the base, the fore and
hind legs with a wart (sallenders) on the inner side. The fur is dap-
pled, that is, marked with round pale spots, having a dark net-like

ground.
E. Calallus, the Horse, is brown, gray, or black, with roundish pale

spots.
The following are the synonyms and varieties of this jpecies given

by Dr. Gray in the '

Catalogue of the British Museum : 'f-Equus
anliquorum (Gesner). Equus Oaballus (Linnteus ;

F. Cuvier jTischer;

Gray). Equus, Equa (Pliny). Horse (Pennant). Generous Horse

(Pennant). Cheval (Buffou ; Cuvier). Pferd (Rediuger). Ross

(Schrank). The Horse (Youatt). The Tarpan Wild Horse, primeval
bay stock (H. Smith). The Andalusian Horse (H. Smith). South
American Horse (H. Smith). The Parameros of Peru (H. Smith).
Mexican Horse and Seminole Horse (H. Smith). Feral Horses of
America (H. Smith). The Arabian Horse (Bewick ;

Low
; Smith).

The Race-Horse (Bewick; Low). English Race-Horse (Smith).
Hunter (Bewick). The Old Irish Hunter (Low). The Connamara
Horse (Low). Black Horse (Bewick). The Old English Black Horse

(Low). The Cleveland Bay Horse (Low). The Suffolk Punch (Low).
The Clydesdale Breed (Low). Old English Road-Horse (Bewick).
Common Cart-Horse (Bewick). Improved Cart-Horse (Bewick). The
Barb of Morocco (H. Smith). The Bornou (white) Race of Africa (H.

Smith). The Dongola (black) Race (H. Smith). The Turkish Race

(H. Smith). The Persian Race (H. Smith). The Toorkee Races

(H. Smith). The East Indian Races (H. Smith). The New Holland
Horse (H. Smith). The Transylvanian Horse (H. Smith). The Mol-
davian Horse (H. Smith). The Greek Horse (H. Smith). The Spanish
Horse (H. Smith). Cheval d'Islande var., Islandicus (Quoy and
Gaim.

; Lesson). Equus Mongolicus (Lesson). Thibet Horse (Hodg-
son). Cheval a Port Frisses E. frisius (F. Cuvier). Equus Coballns

frisius (Lesson). Villous Horse primeval of the white stock (H.
Smith). The White or Gray Horse (H. Smith) ; Marengo,

' Bona-

parte's Arab.' The Crisp-Haired Horse primeval of the black stock

(H. Smith). The Black Horse the English Draught-Horse (H. Smith).
The Dun or Tan Horse (H. Smith). The Decussated Horse, or the

Eelback Dun Horse of Ukraine (H. Smith). The Myautzee, or the

Pied Horse of China (H. Smith). The Bhooteahs Ponies (H. Smith).
The Pickarrow Ponies (H. Smith). The Yaboos of Afghanistan
Ponies (H. Smith). The Hungarian Horse, with slit nostrils (H.

Smith). The Common Bashkir Horse (H. Smith). The Morea
Ponies (H. Smith). The Swedish and Norwegian Ponies (H. Smith).
The Shetland Ponies (H. Smith). The Galloway (H. Smith). The
Dartmoor and Exmoor Pony (H. Smith). Sardinian Wild Horse

(H. Smith). The Tatto, or the East Indian Pony (H. Smith). Tuttoo,
or Mahratta Pony (Sykes) ; sedulously propagated in the Deccan :

much used to transport luggage, and very vicious. Sykes. Tattoo,
or Hack Pony of Calcutta (Hardwick). The Tangum Piebald or

Skewbald Horse Equus varius (H. Smith). The Tangum, or Tang-
hans primeval Piebald Stock of Thibet (H. Smith). Skewbald of

Achin in Sumatra (H. Smith). Tangham of China (Hodgson). Tang-
ham of Lhassa (Hodgson). Tangham of Gyanche (Hodgson). Hubstee

of Deo Dharma (Hodgson). The Koomrah, or Equus hippcirgui

(H. Smith). The Koomrah Equus Lalisi (H. Smith). Hippargus

(Oppian). Boryes (Herodotus). Bourra of Koldagi (Ruppell) ;

Northern Africa: not gregarious. The Kuda or Saran Horse (H.

Smith). The Javan Horse (H. Smith). The Tamboro or Birma
Horse (H. Smith). Horse with a curled moustache on the upper lip,

of Asiatic Russia (Pallas). Horse covered with curled woolly hair, of

Asiatic Russia (Falk. ; Pallas). Naked Horse of a beautiful form, of

Asiatic Russia (Pallas). The Argamaki of Bocharia a white horse

with very close, minute, orbicular, brown spots, of Asiatic Russia

(Pallas).
It is questionable as to whether there exist at the present day any

truly wild horses or descendants of an originally wild stock. Dr. Gray
observes that the figure of the Wild Horse, as given by Gmelin, very
much resembles the ponies left at liberty on the commons of Cornwall

and mountains of Scotland ; and it appears very doubtful if these

animals are not rather to be considered as domestic horses which have
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Maped and become deteriorated. ThU u not the case with the wild

hone* which are found on the rich prairie* of America, which retain

the *Ue and form of the well-bred hone. In many part* of the world
the Hone is found in a semi-wild condition. It was introduced by the

French into the Falkland Islands in 1764, and since that time they have

greatly increased. The horses in these islands are always found on the

eastern aide of East Falkland, although there is no natural boundary ;

and that part of the island is not more fertile than the rest The pre-
dominant colours of these hones are roan and iron-gray. Mr. Darwin

ays they are rather small-sued, but are generally in good condition. In

South America the Hone was first landed at Buenos Ayres in 1537, and
the colony being for a time deserted, it ran wild. In 1580, forty-three

yean after, they were found wild at the Straits of Magellan. On the

Pampas they now abound in prodigious numbers. The Quachos, a

semi-civilised race of men, lire amidst these horses. They early learn

to capture and ride them, and a Quacho is seldom off the back of his

hone. It is said that they can capture and break in one of these wild
horses in the course of an hour. The flesh serves them also as an
article of food. The hides are preserved and eold. With the hones
are also herds of wild oxen. The numbers of these niml may be

judged of from the fact that in a period of five yean, from 1838
to 1842, Monte Video and Buenos Ayrea yielded annually about

90,000,000 Ibs. of oxen and horses' hides, and 9,500,000 Ibs. of horse-

hair. The Horse is now found over the whole continent of America.
Darwin says the natives of Tierra del Fuego are well stocked with

hones, each man having six or seven, and all the women and even the
children hafe their own horse. In his ' Fauna Boreoli-Americaua,'
Sir JoMh Richardson tells us that the Horse is found amongst the

wandering Indiana who frequent the prairies of the Saskatchewan and
the Missouri. They use it for chasing the buffalo, as well as a beast of

burden. Amongst the Indians, as well as the Quachos, the Horse is

eaten. It is also eaten by the Calmuck Tartars, and in many parts of
Asia mare's-milk is taken as an article of diet It is also converted
into butter and cheese, and a favourite beverage amongst the Tartars
is made by fermenting it

Everywhere the horse is recognised as the most useful of the
servants of man, and he yields in intelligence to the dog alone. In
the earlier ages of the world he seems to have been devoted to the

purposes of war or of pleasure, while the ox was our agricultural
servant; but his beauty, and strength, and tractability have now
connected him, directly or indirectly, with almost all the purposes of
life. If he differs in different countries in form and in size it is from
the influence of climate and cultivation; but otherwise, from the

war-horse, as he is depicted on the friezes of ancient temples, to the

stately charger of Holsteiu and of Spain, or from the fleet and
beautiful Arabian to the diminutive Shetlonder, there is an evident

similarity of form and destination which clearly stamps his common
origin.
He is naturally and of choice an herbivorous animal. His thin nml

muscular lips, hU firm and compressed mouth, and his sharp incisor

_
teeth are admirably adapted to seize and to crop the grass; and
'although we know nothing of him in his natural state, yet when
he has escaped from the bondage of man, and follows his own propen-
sities, the grass is his chosen food. In his domesticated state however
he was destined to live partially or chiefly on other aliment, and that
of a much harder kind the various species of corn ; therefore while
man and the carnivorous animals can only champ and crush their

food, a provision is given to the horse, in the structure of some of the
bones of the face, by means of which he can comminute and grind
down hu food as perfectly as in the best contrived mill.

The teeth of the hone require some lengthened consideration, not

only from their admirable adaptation to this purpose, but as indi-

cating, by the various changes which they undergo, almost beyond
the possibility of error, the age of the animal. He may, when young
in yean, be reduced nearly to the decrepitude of age by the barbarous

uMge of those who ought to be his most nalons protectors ; the

cavity above the eye may be deepened, the under lip may fall, the
limb* may be bowed, and the feet may be battered and distorted,
but it u not easy to alter the character of the teeth.

The colt is generally dropped with the first and second molar and
grinding teeth having forced their way through the gum. Win u he
is about seven or eight days old the two central front or incuor teeth,
above and below, appear. At the expiration of five or six weeks the
next two incisor* may be seen. At three months they will have over-
taken the central ones, and both pain will have nearly attained their
natural level. A third grinder will then have appeared ; and a little

before or after the eighth month the third nipper, above and below
and on each side, will be seen. The colt will now have his full

complement of front or cutting teeth.

These teeth are beautifully adapted to their purpose. They have
in front an derated cutting edge of considerable sharpness. It is

formed of enamel, a polished substance almost too hard to be acted

upon by the file, which coven the tooth. This elevated edge is bent
somewhat inwards and over the tooth, so that there is a depression
behind it which gradually become* stained by the food and constitute*
what U called ' the mark '

in the mouth of the colt or hone.
This elevated edge of enamel, hard as it is, is gradually worn down

in the act of nipping and cutting the grass ; and as it wean away the
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hollow behind becomes diminished, and u at length totally obliterated.

By the degree in which this mark is effaced, the horseman, not only
with regard to the first, but the permanent teeth, judges of the age
of the animal This obliteration begins to be manifest at a very early
age. At six months it is sufficiently evident in the four central

nippers. At a year and a half the mark will be very faint in the
central nippers, diminished in the other two, and the surface of all of
them will be flattened.

At twelve months a fourth grinder protrudes, and a fifth at the

expiration of two years.
These ore all temporary teeth. They were only to last during a

very early period of the life of the animal ; and when his jaws war*

considerably expanded they were destined to give way to another act,

larger, firmer, and that would probably last during life. The
permanent teeth had been long growing in the socket beneath the

temporary ones, and had been pressing upon their roots, and that

pressure hod caused an absorption of these roots, until at length they
lost all hold and were displaced.
When the animal in about three years old the central pair of

nippers, above and below, are thus removed, and two fresh teeth,

easily distinguishable from the first by their increased size, make
their appearance, so that a three-year-old colt is easily recognised by
these two new and enlarged central nippers.
A three-year-old colt has his form and energies much more

developed than a two-year-old one, and is considerably more
valuable ; therefore some dishonest breeders endeavour to pass him
upon the unwary as being a year older than he really is, and they
accomplish this in an ingenious but cruel manner. This cannot
however be effected until a portion of the second year is past, when
the permanent teeth below are beginning to press upon the roots of
their predecessors, and then the breeder extracts the central milk-
teeth. Those below having no longer anything to resist tlieir

progress, grow far more rapidly than they otherwise would do, and
the scoundrel gains four or five mouths in the apparent age of his

colt

Can this trickery be detected t Not always, except by him who is

well accustomed to horses. The comparatively slow wasting of the
other nippers, the difference of the development of these nippers in
the upper and under jaw for the breeder usually confines his

roguery to the lower jaw, the upper one being comparatively seldom
examined these circumstances, together with a deficiency of general
development in the colt, will alone enable the purchaser to detect the

attempted cheat
The honest mouth of a three-year-old horse should be thus formed :

the central teeth are palpably larger than the others, and have the
mark on their upper surface evident and well defined. They will
however be lower than the other teeth. The mark in the next pair
of nippers will be nearly worn away, and that in the corner nippen
will begin to wear.
At three yean and a half the second nippers will be pushed from

their sockets, and their place gradually supplied by a new pair; and
at four and a half the corner nippers will be undergoing the same
process. Thus at four yean old the central nippurs will be fully
grown ;

the next pair will be up, but will not have attained their full

height ;
and the corner nippers will be small, with their mark nearly

effaced. At five years old the mark will begin to be effaced from the
central teeth, the next pair will be fully grown and the blackness of
the mark a little taken off, and the corner pair will be protruding or

partly grown.
At this period, or between the fourth and fifth year, another change

will have taken place in the mouth
; the tushes will have begun to

appear. There will be two of them in each jaw, between the nippen
and the grinders, considerably nearer to the former than the latter,
and particularly so in the lower jaw. The use of these tushes in the
domesticated state of the hone is not evident ; but they were probably
designed as weapons of offence in the wild state of the animal
Attempts are too frequently made to hasten the appearance of the
second and the corner teeth in the same manner as described with
regard to the first, and the gum is often deeply lanced in order to
hasten the appearance of the tush.
At six yean old the mark on the central nippers will be diminished,

if not obliterated. A
depression

and a mark of rather brown hue may
remain, but the deep blackened hole in the centre will no longer be
found. The other incison will also bo somewhat worn, and the tush
fully developed.
At seven the mark on the next pair of incison will have nearly

tit '!! .u..l. ;.n.l iln- In-h will ! r.mi,.l.,l at the point, mi. I the .-.lt;.'H.

At eight the mark will have disappeared from all the incisor teeth,
and the tuh will be evidently rounder and blunter.
At this period another piece of trickery is occasionally practised.

The breeder had, till the animal was five yean old, been endeavouring
to give him an older appearance than his yean entitled him to,
because in proportion as he approached the period when his powen
were most perfectly developed his value increased; but now he
endeavoun to conceal the ravages of age. The hone is cost, and
with a sharp-pointed steel instrument a little hole is dug on the
surface of the corner incisor, to which a red-hot iron is afterwards
applied. An indelible black mark is thus left on the tooth. Some-
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times the roguery is carried further ;
the next tooth is slightly

touched with the engraver and the cautery ; but here the dishonest
dealer generally overreaches himself, for the form and general appear-
ance of a six-year-old horse can rarely be given to one who has passed
his eighth year. The eighth year having passed, it is difficult to

decide on the exact age of the horse. The incisors of the upper jaw
are then the best guides. At nine years the mark is said to be worn
away from the central teeth

;
at eleven, from the next pair ;

and at

twelve, from the corner ones. The tush likewise becomes shorter and
blunter.

There are many circumstances which render a decision as to the

age of the horse very difficult after the marks are eifaced from the
lower incisors, and even before that period. Horses always kept in

the stable have the mark much sooner worn out than those that are
at grass, and it is impossible to form any calculation at all as to

crib-biters.

Of the age to which the horse would naturally arrive it is impossible
to say anything satisfactory. Many have exceeded thirty, and some
of them even forty years ; but, from ill usage and over exertion,
the majority come to their end before they have seen nine or ten

years.
The 'Proper Conformation of the Horse. A very general account

only can be given of this, for it varies essentially with the breed and
destination of the animal. There are some points however which are
valuable in horses of every description. The head should not be dis-

proportially large, and should be well set on, that is, the lower jaw-
bones should be sufficiently far apart to enable the head to form that

angle with the neck which gives free motion and a graceful carriage to

it, and prevents its bearing too heavily on the hand. The eye should
be large and a little prominent, and the eyelid fine and thin. The ear
should be small and erect, and quick in motion. The lop-ear indicates

dulness or stubborness
;
and when it is habitually laid too far back

upon the neck, there is too frequently a disposition to mischief. The
nostril in every breed should be somewhat expanded : it can hardly
be too much so in the Racer, the Hunter, the Roadster, and the Coach-

Horse, for these animals breathe only through the nostril, and would
be dangerously distressed when much speed is required of them, if the
nostril could not dilate to admit and to return the air. The neck
should be long rather than short. It then enables the animal to

graze with more ease, and to throw his weight more forward, whether
he is in harness or galloping at the top of his speed. It should be
muscular at its base, and gradually become fine as it approaches the
head. The withers should be somewhat high in every horse, except
perhaps that of heavy draught, and it does not harm him, for there is

larger surface for the attachment of the muscles of the back, and they
act at greater mechanical advantage. A slanting direction of the
shoulder gives also much mechanical advantage, as well as an easy and

pleasant action, and a greater degree of safety. It must not however
exist in any considerable degree in the horse of draught, and particu-

larly of heavy draught. The chest must be capacious, for it contains
the heart and the lungs, the organs on which the speed and endurance
of the horse depend. Capacity of chest is indispensable in every
horse

;
but the form of the chest admits of variation. In the Waggon-

Horse the circular chest may be admitted, because he seldom goes at

any great speed, and there is comparatively little variation in the

i|iiantity of air required ;
but in other horses the variation is often

fearful. The quantity of air expended in the gallop is many times
that required in hard work. Here we must have depth of chest, not

only as giving more room for the insertion of the muscles on the
action of which the expansion of the chest depends, but a conforma-
tiou of the chest which admits of that expansion. That which is

somewhat straight may be easily bent into a circle when greater
capacity is required; that which is already circular admits of no

expansion. A few words more are all that our limits permit us to

add, and they contain almost all that is necessary to be added on the
conformation of the Horse :

" The loins should be broad, the quar-
ters long, the thighs muscular, and the hocks well bent and well under
the horse."

General Management of the Horse. The foal, as soon as it is

dropped, should be turned with its dam into a sheltered and good
pasture, in which there is a hovel for occasional retreat from the wind
and rain. Some hay or corn, or both, should be allowed, if it is early
in the season, or the grass has scarcely begun to shoot. There is

nothing no detrimental to the colt as insufficient food. It should be

regarded as a fundamental principle in breeding, that if the growth is

checked by starvation, beauty and energy and stoutness will rarely be
.'d in after-years.

In five or six months, according to the growth of the foal or the

of the farmer, the weaning may take place. The colt

nlionld be removed from his former haunts to some distant rick-yard,
or confined to a stable until he becomes a little reconciled to the loss

of his ilam.

In the ensuing spring the breaking may commence ;
a process on

which will materially depend the temper and value of the horse, and
tin' pleasure of the rider. The foal should be handled and haltered,
and led about by the servant who has the chief care of him, and whose
i -ondtict towards him slionM always be kind. " The principle," says
the author of ' The Horse,'

" on which the after-usefulness of the
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animal is founded, is early attachment to and confidence in man, and
obedience, resulting principally from these."

With regard to the Racing Colt, the processes of breaking and train-

ing are injuriously and cruelly completed in the second year, and
thousands of horses are irreparably injured by this early exaction of

labour and speed ;
but in the Hunter, the Hackney, the Agricultural

and the Carriage-Horse, the serious part of this business is not entered

upon until the third year.
A horse is well broken when he has been taught implicit and cheer-

ful obedience to his rider or driver, and dexterity in the performance
of his work. A dogged, sullen, spiritless submission may be enforced

by the cruel and brutal usage to which the breaker so frequently has
recourse ; but that prompt and eager response to the slightest intima-

tion of the rider's will that manifest aim to anticipate every wish,
that gives to the horse so much of Ms value -must be built on habitual
confidence and attachment. The education of the horse should be
that of the child. Pleasure should be as much as possible associated
with the early lessons ; while firmness, or, if need be, coercion muat
establish the habit of obedience.

The breaking being accomplished, the management of the Horse
will vary according to his breed and destination

;
but the good usage

of our domesticated slaves should be regarded as a principle that

ought never to be violated. The Agricultural Horse is seldom over-

worked, and on large farms is generally well fed ; perhaps in many
cases too much above his work. This however is an error on the

right side. A very slight inspection of the animal will always enable
the owner to determine whether he is too well or not sufficiently fed.

The size of the horse, and the nature of the work, and the season of
the year, will make considerable difference in the quantity and the

quality of the food. The following accounts will sufficiently elucidate
the general custom :

" Mr. Harper, of Bank Hall, Lancashire, ploughs
seven acres per week, the year through, on strong land with a team of
three horses, and allows to each weekly two bushels of oats, with hay,
during the winter six months, and during the remainder of the year
one bushel of oats per week, with green food. Mr. Ellman, of Qlynde
in Sussex, allows two bushels of oats, with peas-haulm or straw, with
but very little hay, during thirty winter weeks. He gives one bushel
of oats, with green food, during the summer." * There is very little

difference in the management of these two gentlemen, and that pro-

bably arising from circumstances peculiar to their respective farms.

The grand principles of feeding with reference to agricultural horses

are, to keep the animal rather above his work, to give him good and
wholesome food, and, by the use of the nose-bag or other means, never
to let him be worked more than four or five hours without being baited.

The horse of quick work, the Stage-Coach Horse and the Poster,
should be allowed as much as he will eat, care being taken that no
more is put in the manger than he will readily dispose of. The
quantity actually eateu will depend on the degree of work and the
natural appetite of the horse, but it may be averaged at about 66 Ibs.

of chaff, IT^lbs. of beans, and 771bs. of oats per week. When the
work is unusually hard, the quantity of oats may be diminished, that
of beans increased, and a portion of barley added.

During the sporting season the Hunter is well fed, and with that
kind of food which contains a great proportion of nutriment in little

compass. A small quantity of hay, rarely more than 8 Ibs. or lOlbs.

per day, is allowed, and less than that on the day before work. The
quantity of corn may vary from 14 Ibs. to 16 Ibs. daily. There is a

prejudice in. most hunting stables, and probably well founded, against

chaff, and it is seldom that the beans and oats are bruised. A bran-

mash is given after a day of more than usual fatigue, and is serviceable

at other times, when there has not been more thau ordinary work,

provided that at least two days are suffered to elapse before the horse

is again taken into the field.

No horse should be urged on after he has exhibited unequivocal
symptoms of distress, such as a drooping pace, a staggering gait, ii

heavy bearing on the hand, a rapid inspiration like a hurried sigh,
and a peculiar convulsive action of the dinphragm, as though the

heart were violently beating against the side. The loss of blood, the
administration of some cordial medicine, and slow leading to the
nearest stable, are the best restoratives at the moment of distress

;

although the cordial would be absolutely destructive a few hours

afterwards, when inflammation had commenced.
The hunting season having passed, the horse used to be turned into

the field as soon as the grass had begun fairly to sprout, and there,
with his feed or two feeds of corn diiily, and his hovel, into which ho

might retreat from the sun or the storm, he remained until the middle
of June, or the flies began to bo troublesome. It was delightful to

see how much he enjoyed this short period of liberty ; aud well had
he earned it. Of late years however it has become the fashion to

confine him to his box, whence ho stirs not except for an hour's

walking exercise on the road, until he is taken into training for the

next winter's business.

Nothing can be so erroneous or cruel as this. There are few horses

that have not materially suffered in their legs and feet before the
close of the hunting season. There cannot be anything so refreshing
to their feet as the damp coolness of the herbage which they tread at

that period, and there is no physic which so safely and effectually as
* '

Agricultural Survey of Sussex,' pp. 378, 381.
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tin- spring gnuu Carrie* off every humour that niny be lurking in
their fnune.

The training of the HunUr for hi* work ii a simple affair. It IK, by
meao* of exercise and of physic, getting rid of all superfluous fat and
fteah, without debilitating him. The physic ia uneful; it in indis-

petuable ;
but the chief thing i gradually to accustom him to the

exertion of every power that he poaweaea, without too much hurrying
hu breathing or overstraining or injuring him.
Tho t raining of the Race-Hone ia of a aimilar character, but it is far

more severe, for hia strength, hia upeed, and hia endurance muat be
toted to the utmost The hunter ha* to carry his rider gallantly
and well through perhapa a long burst, and if he tire*, and the sports-
man has the good aenae and humanity to cease to urge him on, the

greatest evil U some temporary suffering to him, and disappointment
to hia master ; but if the race-horse break* down, or if hit capabilities
have not been accurately calculated, the most serious loss may be
sustained. Thence arise* the necessity of straining and of testing

every power in the preparation of the turf horse ; and thence too it

happen*, from the strange and impolitic sacrifice of the endurance of

the modern racer to speed during short distances, that so many young
horses break down and become perfectly useless in their training.
The watering of the horse is a very important but disregarded

portion of his general management The kind of water lias not been

sufficiently considered. The difference between what is termed hard
and soft'water in a circumstance of general observation. The former
contains certain saline principles which decompose some bodies, as in

the curdling of soap, anil prevent the solution of others, as in the

making of tea, the boiling of vegetables, and the process of brewing.
It is natural to suppose that these different kinds of water would

produce somewhat different effects on the animal frame, and such is

the fact Hard water, freshly drawn from the well, will frequently
roughen the coat of the horse unaccustomed to it, or cause griping
pains, or materially lessen the animal's power of exertion. The
racing and the hunting groom ore perfectly aware of this

; and so is

the horse, for he will refuse the purest water from the well if he can
obtain access to the running stream, or even the turbid pool. Where
there is the power of choice the softer water should undoubtedly be

pi ; H '1

The temperature of the water is of far more consequence than its

hardness. It will rarely harm if taken from the pond or the running
stream, but its coldness when recently drawn from the well has often
been injurious. It has produced colic, spasm, and even death. It

should therefore be exposed for some hours, either in the stable or in

some tank.

There is often considerable prejudice against the horse being fairly

supplied with water. It is supposed to chill him; to injure his

wind, or to incapacitate him for hard work. It certainly would do so,

if, immediately after drinking his fill, he were galloped hard, but not
if he were suffered to quench his thirst more frequently when at rest

in the stable. Tho horse that has free access to water will not drink
so much in the course of a day as another who, to cool his parched
mouth, swallows as fast as he can, and knows not when to stop.
When on a journey a horse may with perfect safety be far more

liberally supplied with water than he generally is. An hour before
his work commences he should be permitted to drink a couple of

quarts. A greater quantity might be probably objected to. He will

perform bis task far more pleasantly and effectively than with n

parched mouth and tormenting thirst The prejudice both of the

hunting and the training groom on this point is cruel as well as

injurious. The task or the journey being accomplished, and the
horse having breathed a few minutes, another quart, or even two,
will be delightfully refreshing to him, and will never do him harm.
His corn may then be offered to him, which he will readily take ; and
before he has eaten the whole of it two or throe more quarts of water
may be given.

Towards the close of the day the speed of the traveller should
somewhat abate, and the horse should arrive at his resting-place as

dry and as cool as circumstances will permit If ho is hot he must be
walked about awhile, or the

perspiration
will return in the stable. If

be is wet he must be carefully nibbed dry. The sooner this U done
the better; and after he U clothed, watered, fed, and bedded, he should
as soon as possible be left to his repose.

In travelling the hone should undergo some degree of training as
to the pace, the distance, and the burden. When there ha* been no

preparation,
the stages must at first be short, and the pace gentle.

For a journey of 300 miles the horse may travel from 20 to 25 miles
a day, resting on the Sunday, and doing the work in two stages, at
the pace of six miles an hour. This requires a seasoned horse, and
the number of working hours per day is about four.

Hunting require* speed and stoutae**. The pace seldom exceeds
twelve miles an hour, and the run is short, soon over, or interrupted ;

yet soft sinking ground, hills, and leaps make this pace severe even on
the best horses. The time for preparation varies from two to four
months. On the day before work the horse should have exercise

enough to empty the bowels. If be is a good feeder he should have
no hay within eight hours of starting, nor water within four hours,
nor corn within throe hours ; but if he has five or six miles to go to

cover, these restrictions are lea* necessary. The working days will
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vary according to hia condition and the hardness of the running. Id-

may be able to go out every second day, oiid sometimes not morn
than once in six or seven. His spirits and appetite, and tin- tato of
hi* legs, will decide this. Even on the blank days some exercise should
be taken in order to evacuate the bowels and create an app

Horses are best prepared for coaching by good feeding and gradual
increase of speed and distance. The ordinary length of a stage is

eight miles ; so that a horse is required for every mile, or a coach
running between two

places forty miles distant, employs forty horses
to take it away and bring it back. The pace being calculated at from
nine to eleven mile* an hour, no horse works quite an hour in the day,
and some not more than three-quarters of an hour, except that, occa-

sionally, an able horse may perform a double journey in order to
relieve a sick companion. No horse therefore leads so easy a life as
nn English coach-horse in a well-regulated establishment The
muscular exertion is severe while it lasts, but it is soon over. Th.
excitement however of high keep and excessive exertion gradually
wears the horse down, and it is rarely that he continues in a fust
coach more than four years. (Nimrod,

' On the Itoad.')
Cart-Horses usually work from eight to ten hours, six days in the

week. The pace varies from two miles to three and a half miles |*r
hour, and the weight rarely exceeds 24 cwt, besides the cart, whi.-h

probably is seven or eight more. All beyond this in weight .n in

time of work is cruel.

The average work done by a horse in ploughing is about eight
hours in the day. The severity of it depends on the pace, the nature
of the soil, and the breadth of the furrow-slice. The pace is I

mile and a half to two miles per hour ; the furrow varies from eight
inches to eleven, and the distance travelled is from 12 to 16 miles.
The horse and the man can well support this as long as the plou
season continues.

Atintu. The species of this genus have the upper part of the tail

covered with short hair, and the lower part covered with longer hair

forming a tuft
; the fur marked with darker stripes ; the fore legs

only furnished with hard horny warts in a similar situation to those
in the front legs of the horse, but there are none in the lower part of
the hinder legs. We shall follow in our arrangement of the species
that adopted by Dr. J. E. Gray in the '

British Museum Catalogue.'
* Colour nearly uniform, with a dark longitudinal dorsal stripe ; some

have a black stripe across the shoulders. The Asses of Asia.

t Ears elongated, acute. The Tame or Domestic Asses.

These animals vary greatly in size and appearance, according to the
climate. They are large and smooth-haired in the warmer climate*;
small and shaggy in the colder countries.

It is very doubtful if the Domestic Ass is found in a truly wild
state

;
the asses which have been described as wild appear rather to

be domestic animals which have escaped, or mules between the Domestic
Ass and the allied wild species ; for when caught they, after a short
time, submit themselves to man, which is not the case with what Dr.

Gray has here considered as the wild kinds.
Palloa justly observes, "In extensis Asia) dcsertis primam patriam

ease quserendam Equi feri et Onagri a nomadibus in doinesticos u*n-

domatorum, axjue ac Hemioni hacteuus indorniti." ('Zool. Ross.,'
A. i. 255.) This is equally applicable to the African species. [Ass.]
A. rulyarit, the Domestic Ass. Gray, with a longitudinal

streak and a dark streak across the shoulders ; ears elongate ; facial
line arched. Skull with suborbital foramen as in /.'. J/emiuntu.
The following are some of the synonyms of this animal :

K/uut Atinu* (Linn.) ; Atintu rulijarii (Gray) ; J-.'i/uu-i Anna (Flem-
ing) ; Annul (Pliu.); Ass (Penn., Bewick); Asne (BufTon) ; Am;
(Cuvier) ;

Atinui Onager (Gray, Bonap. 'Index Mam. Eur.'); Annul
ilomeilictu, Domestic Ass (H. Smith).

Var. Without any cross.

For. Legs and body more or less banded.

Domestic Varieties.

Gudha of the Mahrattaa, very little larger than a good mastiff or
Newfoundland dog (Sykes). Domestic Ass pf Ispahan (11. Smith).
Domestic Ass of lieloochistan (H. Smith). Domestic Ass of Til.et,
with a cross-band (Strachey). The Pico of ancient Egypt < H. Smit h \.

Tosandunt of the Shellulm (H. Smith). The Djaar of Arabia 1 1 1

Smith). The Lalisiones, or Wild Ass Colt* (11. SmitM. l, :i li*i,,

(Martial). Wild Ass(Lenant; Hoskins). Egyptian A*s (H. SmitM.
Tin- common Domestic Ans is sometimes of the usual gray a

without any appearance of the cross. They are sometimes black, and
at other times white, rarely skewbald ; but this is the common albiniim
and melsnism of domestic animals, and when of these colour- th-
ere** is not apparent, or at least sometime* only to be seen \\ I

animal is observed obliquely.

tt Ears moderately short, rounded. The Wild Asses.

A. Onager, the Koulan, or Wild Ass. Pale reddish (in winter
grayish); dorsal streak black, rather widi-r over the small of the
back. Skull with the infraorbiUl forum-n high up, about one-third
the space between the face-line and the back edge of the teeth, fur

back, being directly over the fruut end of the cheek ridge and the back
edge of the third grinder.
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ThU species is the Asinus sylvestris (Pliu.) ; Onager (P\m.) ;
E, Asinus

Onager (Schreb.) ; Equus Onager (Brisson) ;
Wild Ass (Bell, Heber) ;

Koulan, or Wild Ass (Penn.) ; Equus Hemionus. Wild Ass of Kutcli
and the Indus (Sykes) ; Asinus llemionu* (Gray) ; Equus Khur, Ane
Khur (Lesson) ; Wild Ass, or Gour(Ker Porter) ; Wild Ass, or Khnr,
of the Persians ; Onager (Xenophon) ; Hemione, or Dziggtai (Lesson);
Hymar, or Hamar of Mesopotamia (H. Smith) ; Asinus Hamar, the
Uamar (H. Smith) ;

Charnor of the Hebrews.
This species inhabits the plains of Mesopotamia, Persia, Kutch

;

shores of the Indus, Panjab.
Mr. Layard says they are abundant in Mesopotamia, and are evidently

the Wild Ass of Xenophon. The adults are very difficult to approach
within rifle range. The young are sometimes caught alive.

The Khur inhabits the deserts of Persia in troops, frequenting the
hills in summer and the plains in winter.

Pallas, in a paper entitled ' Observations sur 1'Asne dans son Etat

nuuvage, ou sur le veritable Onagre des Anciens
'

(' Act. Acad. Sci. Imp.
Petrop.,' 1777, 258. t. 11), figured a Wild Ass which was sent by sea

from Derbent to Astrakhan. The figure greatly resembles the mule
between the Hemione and the Ass now in the Zoological Gardens, but
the ears appear a trifle longer. It is coloured in the same manner as

the Hemioue
;
that is to say, the more prominent parts of the body

are dark, and the middle of the back, the frout of the haunches and

thigh, and the under part of the body are paler. The figure represents
but a very indistinct cross-band ou the shoulder.

This paper is translated into German, and a copy of the plates with
a second figure of the back of the animal is given in Pallas,

' N. Nord.

Beytr.,' ii. 22, t. 2; but in this figure the cross-band on the shoulders

is not marked. From this description it would appear that the animal
which is called the Wild Ass is not always marked with the cross-baud

on the shoulder which is so permanent in the domestic kind, and has

hitherto been considered as its specific character.

The chief difference between Pallas's figure of the Wild Ass and
the Hemione is the greater length and more acute form of the ears ;

of the latter the mule varies in this character.

Bishop Heber, as quoted by Colonel H. Smith, says,
" No attempt

has been made to break the Wild Ass (of Kajpootana) in for riding,
nor did it appear that the natives ever thought of such.

" The Wild Ass of Cutch has the cross-stripe on the shoulder,
and differs in colours and heavier proportion from the Wild Ass of

Ker Porter."

Colonel Smith confounds the domesticated Gudha with the Wild
Ass of the Deccan described by Colonel Sykes, and states ou the

colonel's authority that "
it is not larger than a mastiff."

Eversmann says that many specimens of the Kulan, or Equus Onager
at I'allas, have been brought to Orenburg from the high steppes between
the Caspian and the Aral seas. A good specimen and a skull are in the

Museum of the University of Kasan.

All these specimens are without the cross-band, and have ouly the

longitudinal dorsal streak. Everaniann considers that the cross-band

is either not the character of the species, or perhaps a sexual mark, as

he observes that he is not able to discover the specific character which

separates the E. Hemionus from the E. Onager. He further observes

th:it the Mongolians have no particular name for the E. Onager of

Pallas ; the Tartars no name for . JUemianus ; the Mongolians called

the E. Hemionus Ltehiggetei, or more properly Tschikitei, meaning long

ears, and the Tartars call the E. Onager Kulan.

Eversmann remarks that Pallas (' N. Nord. Beytr.,' ii. 34) states that

the male M. Hablizl brought from Persia had no cross, but that the

female which was shot ou the Murecy had one. He proceeds to

calculate the length of the ears of these animals, compared with the

other measurements of them, and he finds that the ears of the

male appear to be considerably (near two inches) shorter in propor-
tion than the ears of the female. ('

Bull. Soc. Imp. Nat. Mosc.,'

1840, 57.)
The Mule with Atinus domeitictu has the short smooth fur exactly

like the sire, but with a short narrow cross-band on the shoulder ;
the

ears rather longer and black-tipped.
A. Hemionut, the Kiang. Fur short, smooth, bright-red bay. Legs

straw-colour (in winter long, rather woolly, grayish, legs whitish), with

a broad longitudinal dorsal streak, broadest over the small of the

bock, without any cross-band on shoulders. Skull : the infraorbital

foramen low down, in the centre of the space between the face-line

and the base of the teeth, and placed in a line over the back edge
of the second grinder, gome distauce in frout of the end of the

cheek-ridge.
It is the Malta Daariciu ftecundiu (Messerschm, MSS.); Equus

II, m 'i'inu (Pallas) ; Erjuus Hemioma, Kiang (Ogilby) ; Equus Hemionos

(11. ..hi.); Annul Ifemionut (Gray); Equui Onager (Eversmann);
( ? ) Arinut Onager, Onager Koulan, or Wild Ass of Tartary (H. Smith);
Aiinui Equioidei( Hodgson, Blyth); WildAss(Moorcroft) ; Ei/utu Kiang
(Moorcroft) ; Equus variui, part. (H. Smith) ;

Asinus pnlyodon ( Hodg-
son); Jikta(Shaw); Dshikketee (Penn.) ; Dgiggetai (Cuvier) ; Dzige-
thai (Butr.m) ; Wild Mule, Half Ass, or Fecund Mule (Penn.); Wild
AM ('English in Tibet'); Hemionos (Plin.) ;

L'Heinionc ('Ency.

Method.'); the Ghoor, or Khur (Moorcroft, H. Smith); Wild Escl

( Kversmann) ;
the Kiang (H. Smith) ; Wild Horse (Oerrard).

It is fiiund in Tibet.

This animal must not be confounded with the domestic asses which
are used for burden in Tibet.

The male Kiaugs are larger and deeper coloured. They live in troops
of from eight to ten under the cure of a solitary male, where the
thermometer is below zero. They live partly on the plains and partly
on the mountains ; and the lower surface of the hoof varies considerably
in form and concavity, perhaps from that circu ustance.

Dshikketee, or Wild Asa (Asinus Ilemionus),

The Ghoor or Khur of Ludakh, according to Moorcroft, is white
about the nose and under the neck, the belly and legs ;

the back is

light bay and the mane dun. They herd in droves, fly at a trot, stop,
and look back.

Moorcroft saw the Kiaugs on the highest summits of Tibet, in

their shining summer coats and with their antelope form, scouring
along in numbers.

Dr. Walker observes The Kiang neighs like a horse. The Wild
Ass of Cutch brays like an ass. The Kiang has no zebra stripes, neither
in the adult nor in the foal. The Wild Ass of Cutch : transverse
zebra stripes are seen on the shoulder in the adult, and still more in

the foal ; sometimes also the shoulder-cross has been seen. The
habitat of the Kiang is ou the high table-laud of Tibet; of the
Wild Ass of Cutch in the sultry plains near the mouth of the
Indus.

The Kiang of Chinese Tartary greatly exceeds that of the Donkey
of Cutch in size

;
the stallions often stand 14 hands high. Major

Charlton and Major Biddulph state that they neigh like a horse.
When taken young they will become so tame as to be led about like

a horse, and will follow horses almost anywhere. They live in a
climate where the temperature is below the freezing point in the middle
of the summer ; yet they throw off their pale woolly coat during that

season, and become bright bay.
The Donkey of Cutch is often domesticated in India.

(??) A. Equuleus, the Yo-to-tze. Yellowish red-clay colour. Tip
of ears, mane, long hairs of tail, well-defined line down the back to

middle of tail, and cross-band on the shoulder, three or four cross

streaks on knees and hocks, black.

It is the Atinut Equuteus, the Yo-to-tze (H. Smith) ; Asinus Ilip-

pargus, the Yo-to-tze (H. Smith).
Dr. J. E. Gray says,

" The specimen described by Colonel H. Smith
was alive in a livery stable near Park Lane, London

;
it was said to

have been brought from the Chinese frontier north-east of Calcutta.

It was most probably a Kiaug, or perhaps a mule between it and the

Domestic Ass."

**
Body with a black dorsal streak and many more or less distinct

transverse or curved streaks. Ears rather short and broad-tipped.
The Zebras of South Africa.

Hippoligris (H. Smith) ; Hippotigriiie group or Zebras (H. Smith).

t Hoofs slightly concave beneath. Legs white, not or only slightly
cross-streaked.

Living ou the open plains.
A. Quagya, the Quagga. Brown ; head, neck, and withers, or front

of body, blackish streaked
;
lower part of body, legs, and tail, white.

Hoofs flattish beneath.

It is the Asinus Qaarjga (Gray) ; Equus Quoagga (Lesson) ; Equus
(iimyya (Gmelin); Female Zebra(Edw.); LcG'ouagga(Buffun ; Kwaggu,
or Couagga (Buff.) ; Opeagha, or Quagga (Masson) ; Jlippotiyrii Quacha,
the Quagga of the Cape Colonists (H. Smith); Quagga (Shaw);
Quacha (Penn.).

It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, on open plains.
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S. /4W/,iu, Temm. MSS.
1

(H. Smith) ; /lippotigrit
the iKiMU Quagga (H. Smith)

; Am- Imibvlle (U- Vaillant).

LCMOO place* the Quagga with the true hone*, becaiue the hair

extend* nearer to the bam of the tail, overlooking the wart* nntl

>!. r :. it.H .! . i. n :-

(l tjtiagga).

Le Vaillant, as Colonel Smith obBcrves, only saw, and did not

possess, the Ane Isabelle. The specimen in the British Museum,
described and figured by Colonel H. Smith, was certainly only a

young Quagga in a very imperfect condition, having lost nearly the

whole of it* fur before it was stuffed. It was presented by Dr.

Burchell as the skin of a Quagga.
A. Jiurchellii, the Poets!, or Peechi. Pale brown, under side of

body whitish ; head, body, and upper part of leg, black streaked
;

tail, inside and lower part of leg, white. Hoof rather broad, only

slightly concave beneath. Skull: suborbital foramen as in E. Jfemiontis.

It is the Equu* Zebra (Burchell) ;
Aiinut Burchellil (Gray) ; Eq

Zfbroidft (Lesson); Eqttiu BarcheUtl (Bennett); quu Zebra, male

(F. Cnvier); Equut monianus, the Dauw (F. Cuvier); llippoligrit

Burclullii, the I)auw (H. Smith) ; Burchell' a Zebra (Harris) ; Striped,
or Bonte Quagga of the Cape Colonists (Harris) ; Peet-sey of the

Matabuli and Bechianas ; Danw (F. Cuvier).

It is a native of the plains of South Africa.

It is found in herds in every district north of the Orange River. It

admits of being tamed to a certain extent with considerable facility,

and occasionally a half-domesticated specimen is exposed for sale in

Cape Town with a rider on its back. Even in the most tractable state

to which it has yet been reduced, it is regarded as wicked, treacherous,

obstinate, and fickle.

M. F. Cuvier has applied the Hottentot name for the true Zebra to

this species, and used for it the name K. monlanut that Burchell gave
to that animal, though it only inhabits the plains.

tt Hoofs narrow, deeply concave beneath ; legs cross-banded.

Living on the Mountains.

A. Zebra, the Zebra. White; head, body, and legs to the hoofs

black-banded ; nose reddish ; belly and inside of thighs not banded
tiil end blackish. Hoofs narrow, deeply concave beneath. Skull

suborbital foramen as in Jlcmivntu.

Zibn (Atitmt

It U the Zrl/ra fadiea (Aldrov.) ; /.'-/UK* Indtrvt (Jonston) ; Etjuvt

Jiriuiliennt (Jacob) ; //i/.^'liyrii (Dio Casa.
'
Hist.' 1. 77). /.'</ Zebra

I Linn.); Aama Zebra (Gray); Z6bre (lluflon) ;
/ebra (llay); Sebra

(StiiKI)); Jlippotigru campatrit (H. Smitlii: /.'/" monlanut (Bur-
I'oard, r Wild Horse, of the

Esel (Kolbe) ; Daow (or True
hell); Male Zebra (Edwards); Wild
hitch Colonist* (BurcheTl) ;

Wil.l. r

of the Cape Colonist* (Harris) ; ZeOra or Znora (Lobo) ;
W.I.I

Ass (Kolbe) ; Var. (1) J/ippotigru Ztbra, the Zebra (H. Smith* ;
//

igrit antii/uorum, the Congo Dauw or Zebra of Pigafetta (H. Smith) ;

'Hlil'utit/ru undi/HorHm, Angola Dauw (H. Smith).
It is a native of the mountains of South Africa.

Hyhrida between the species of Eq*idas are numerous. The

>ffHpring of the male As* (Aiinui rulgarit) and a Mare is called a

rlule, which has generally the form, ina great degree, of the dam, :m.l

.he head, ears, and tail of the sire. The Spanish mules are \\.-ll

mown for their symmetry, surenesa of foot, and unwearied activity,
and are the produce' of a breed of aaaes far beyond those of thi*

country in stature, shape, and general appearance. The Hinny, win. h

s the offspring of the Horse and the female Ass, is altogether inferior,

and is leas esteemed than the Mule. Hybrids have also been produced
rom the Horse and the Ass breeding with the Zebra or the Quagga.
Two mules that belong to the Zoological Society arc the offspring
of the Ass and the Zebra. The Earl of Morton bred a female hybrid
'rom a fine male Quagga and a Mare of nearly pure (seven-eight*)
Arabian blood.

It may be expected that we should here notice the question as to

the power of reproduction in animals so bred between different

species. Mr. Bell, in his 'British Quadrupeds,' has treated this

subject in his usual luminous manner. After observing that the

inquiry how far the power possessed by two animals of producing
young on the one hand, or fertile young on the other, bears upon the

generic or specific identity of the parents, is one of the greatest interest

in the investigation of zoological relations, he proceeds thus :

"
It has

been supposed, and with very considerable probability, that the pro-
duction of male and female progeny which are fertile inter se is to

be considered in itself a positive proof that the parents are of the

same species, how much soever they may differ in external form and

appearance. It is well known that there are many instances of

animals undoubtedly distinct producing young, which become fertile

in conjunction with one or other of the parent kinds. This has been

proved in the case of several species both of gallinaceous and nata-

torial birds in a domestic state
;
but there is not, I believe, on record

a single instance of a mole and female of such hybrid progeny being
mutually fertile. On the other hand the production of sterile hybrids
between distinct species of the same group is a circumstance so

commonly occurring as to require only an illusion
;
and a reference to

the present animal [the Mule] is a sufficent illustration of the fact.

But the power of reproduction even of such progeny is considered by
some as indicative of a generic relation between the parent species,
and has been urged as an argument against the separation of the
Horse as a distinct genus from the Ass and its congeners. Before
this observation however can be allowed to have any weight, it rests

with the objectors to define the precise meaning and limits of a genus ;

and until this has been done, which has never yet been satisfactorily

attempted, such on argument is a mere begging of the question. The
Mule has been occasionally known to produce young with the Horse
or the Ass : these cases are however extremely rare, and serve as

illustrations of the statements which I have already made, as there is

no instance on record of two Mules having bred together." Mr. Bell

notices the following fact, as one which must doubtless be placed to

the account of this power of reproducing in the Mule. A small mare
was turned into a paddock in the Gardens of the Zoological Society
of London (Regent's Park), in company with a male white Ass, and a

male hybrid between the Zebra and the Ass. She had a foal which
was distinctly marked with black stripes across the legs.

While upon this subject, we may as well advert to the curious

point, that the characters of the male parent of the mother's first

progeny show themselves in her subsequent offspring by oth.'i >

however different those males may be in form or colour. Mr. I'. 11

observes that this truth has already been illustrated by him wlion

treating on the Dog and on the Hog, and he adds that it reo i

remarkable and interesting confirmation from the case of the mar.'

(belonging to the Earl of Morton) quoted by him and above alluded
to. In that case the mare was young, and after producing the female

hybrid by the Quagga, hail first a filly, and afterwards a colt, by a
fine black Arabian Horse. They both resembled the Quagga in the
dark line along the back, the stripes across the forehead, and the bars
across the legs : in the filly the mane was short and Mill, like that of
the Quagga ;

in the colt it was long, but so stiff as to arch upw.-ir.ls
and hang clear of the sides of the neck : in other respects they were

nearly pure Arabian. This and other such cases should not be forgotten

by breeders of animals, who are anxious about the perfection of their

stock, and should make them particularly careful an to the male
inllni-iii-i 1 which first makes its impression on the female.

fouil E<ptid<t.

Remains of Equida occur abundantly in the third period of the

Tertiary series (Pliocene of Lycll), in the fresh-water deposit*, in

what is called Diluvial Detritus, in superficial gravels, sands, and

clays, in the Otaifurous Caverns, in the Osseous Breccia, in the

K|.|.l. -Hhnim Sand, Ac. Hones of the Horse occurred, but not abun-

dantly, among the remains found by Captain Cautley lying on tlm

slopes among the niins of fallen cliffs, and partly in situ in the S:md-
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stone in the Sewalik Mountains at the southern foot of the Himalayas,
between the Sutlej and the Ganges. Several species have been recorded,
but we must not forget the opinion of Cuvier, who thought there
were not sufficient data for specific distinctions. He informs us that

he had carefully compared the skeletons of many varieties of horses,
those of the Mule, the Ass, the Zebra, and the Quagga, and he never
could find a character sufficiently fixed to enable him to pronounce on
a species from an isolated bone. Size, he remarks, furnishes but

incomplete means of distinction : horses and asses vary much in this

particular, from their state of domestication ; and he adds, that

though he had not yet procured the skeleton of a Dshikketee, he
doubted not its resemblance to that of the other species as much as

they resembled each other in the same particular. He therefore

seems to be borne out in his opinion that comparative anatomy
cannot solve the question whether the horse whose remains are found
in a fossil state resembled the horses of the present day. The fossil

species recorded by authors are Equ.ua fossilis (E. Adamiticus of

Schlotheim) ; E. (Caballuf) primigenius ; . (Afulu*) primigeniui ; E.

(A fin IM) primigmiiu. Professor Owen, in his
' British Fossil Mammals ',

has described three species of Equidw Eqwu& fossilis, E. plicideng,
and Asinus fosttiit. Their remains were all found in the Tertiary
Formations of England. He thus concludes his remarks on the

Fossil Equidce:
" In reviewing the general position and distribution of the fossil

remains of the genus Equus, we find that this very remarkable and
useful form of Pachyderm first made its appearance with the

Rhinoceros during the Miocene periods of geology. From the pecu-
liar and well marked specific distinction of the primoggnial or

slender-legged horses (Hippotherium), which ranged from Central

Europe to the than rising chain of the Himalaya Mountains, it is

most probable that they would have been as little available for the

service of civilised man as is the Zebra or the Wild Ass (Equtu
Jlemionut) of the present day ; and we can as little infer the docility
of the later or Pliocene species, E. plicidens and E. fostilis, the only
ones hitherto detected in Britain, from any characters deducible from
their known fossil remains. There are many specimens however that

cannot be satisfactorily distinguished from the corresponding parts of

the existing species, E. catialliu, which with the Wild Asa may be

the sole existing survivors of the numerous representatives of the

genus Equus in the Europeo-Asiatic continent during the Pliocene

period. The species of Equut which existed during that geological

pi-rim I in both North and South America appears to have been blotted

out of the Fauna of those continents before the introduction of man.

The aborigines whom the Spanish conquistadors found in possession
of Peru and Mexico had no tradition or hieroglyphic indicative of

such a quadruped ;
and the horses that the invaders had imported

from Europe were viewed with astonishment and alarm.
" The researches of Mr. Darwin and Dr. Lund have however indis-

putably proved that the genus AVyitiw was represented during the

Pliocene period by ft species (E. curviderw) which is shown to be

distinct from the European fossils and the existing species. Fossil

remains of the Horse have likewise been discovered in North America.

The geographical range of the genus Equus at the Pliocene period
was thus more extensive than that of the Rhinoceros, of which both

the extinct and existing species are confined to the continents of the

( Mil World of geography. The Horse, in its ancient distribution over

both hemispheres of the globe, resembles the Mastodon, and appears
to have become extinct in North America at the same time with the

If. gigantnu, and in South America with the M. Andium and the

Megatherium. Well may Mr. Darwin say,
'
It is a marvellous event

in the history of animals that a native kind should have disappeared,
to be succeeded in after ages by the countless herds introduced with

the Spanish colonist.'
"

EQUI.SETA'CE/E, Hortctailt, a natural order of imperfectly-
formed Plants whose real affinity is uncertain, and the nature of

whose parts of fructification is not yet understood. By Linnaeus and
almost all botanists they are referred to the Cryptogamic class. With
Ferns their relation is not obvious. In the arrangement of their

reproductive organs they have a striking resemblance to Xamin, and
in their general aspect to Ephedra or Camarina. Dr. Lindley regards
them as a high form of the muscal alliance, and places them near to

Marchantiacete. Only one genus is known, the stems of a species of

which are employed in the shops under the name of Dutch Rushes.

They are hollow-stemmed leafless plants, with a cuticle composed of pure
srlcx. In lieu of leaves they have toothed sheaths, each of which has as

many series of imperfect spiral vessels passing into fistula) of the stem

an there are toothings. Their fructification grows in terminal cones,

consisting of stalked peltate scales, having on their lower side small

canes wherein are lodged minute oval or round green bodies, sur-

rounded by four elastic hygrometrical yellowish-gray granulated
clavate threads. By all botanists the central green body is admitted

to be a seed or spore. The nature of the clavate threads is disputed ;

they are usually called Elaters, and are compared to the elastic spiral

threads bearing that name in Jungcrmanniofece ; but there is no proof
of such being their nature, and there is an opinion that they are

ni'limentary stamens.
These plant* are found in ditches and rivers in most parts of the

world, within and without the tropics. None of them are of any

medical use
; they are said to be slightly astringent and stimulating,

but are not now employed. The stems of some of them are used for

polishing furniture and household utensils, owing to their siliceous

properties. According to the observations of John of Berlin they
contain 30 per cent, of siliceous earth. The quantity of silex contained
in the cuticle of E. hyemale is so great that Sivright succeeded in

removing the vegetable matter and retaining the form. [EQUISETUM.]

Eiinisctum Jltiiititite.

1, a sterile branch ; 2, a fertile branch in fructification ; 3, one of the peltate

scales ; 4, the game viewed from below
; 5, two of the cases very much magnified ;

6, an ovule with the four supposed anthers.

EQUISE'TUM (from 'equus,' a horse, and 'seta,' a hair or bristle,
from the character of the leaves), a genus of Plants, the type and

only genus of the order Eqiiisetacece. The species are leafless branched

plants, with a striated fistular stem, articulations sheathed at the
base

;
the sporules are surrounded by elastic clavate filaments, and

inclosed in thecoo arising from the peltate scales of terminal cones
;

the vernation is straight, and the cuticle abounds in silex.

E. hyemale, Dutch Rush, has a simple stem, very rough, with from
14 to 20 slender furrows : the sheaths close, whitish, but the top and
bottom black ; the teeth slender, black, deciduous. This plant is a
native of England, Scotland, and Ireland, as well as the continent of

Europe. It is almost unknown in the middle and southern English
counties, and is only sparingly distributed anywhere. It was recom-
mended as a medicine by the ancients, and the earlier herbalists

quoted them as authorities for its virtues
;
but it is not now used in

medicine. It appears however to possess tannin, and to act as an

astringent. It is supposed to be injurious to cows, and is said to

cause their teeth to drop out, but horses eat it with impunity. This

plant more than any other species is used for the purposes of polishing.

Lightfoot says that in Northumberlaud the milk-maids scour their

pails with it. It is also used for the purposes of polishing wood,
bone, ivory, and various metals, particularly brass, and is brought
into this country from Holland, where it grows abundantly in large

quantities, and is sold in the shops of London under the name of

Dutch Rush. Mr. Newman thinks however that the Equisetum
brought from Holland is a different species from the British E. hyemale.
The stems of this plant contain large quantities of silex, and in the
ash left after burning it forms as much as 97 per cent. On subjecting
a portion of the cuticle of this species to the analysis of polarised

light under a high magnifying power Brewster detected a beautiful

arrangement of the siliceous particles, which are distributed in two
lines parallel to the axis of the stem, and extending over the whole
surface. The greater number of the particles form simple straight
lines, but the rest are grouped into oval forms connected together
like the jewels of a necklace by a chain of particles, forming a sort of

curvilinear quadrangle, these rows of oval combinations being
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in pun. Many of UMM particle* which form the straight
lino* do not exceed the 600th of an jueli in diameter. Brewnter aim
observed the remarkable fact that each particle ha* a regular axis of

double refraction. A very large quantity of ttaroh is found during
winter in the rhizome*, in whow cell* during the month of October
the particle* may be Men in active motion, pausing up one side ami

retreating by the other, much in the same way a* in Ckara. This

may alao be Men in E. JiumUilr.
. Mafl-aii ha* a simple, or very slightly branched, very rough

tern, with 8-12 furrow*, the sheath clow, ultimately wholly black ;

teeth slender, persistent Thin plant occurs in the north of In-l.md,

and it named by Mr. Newman after iU discoverer, Mr. I. T. Mixckay,
author of the ' Flora Hibernica.' Sir Win. Hooker has referred this

plant to the donyalnm of Willdenow ; but Babingtou has adopted
Newman's species.

rarieyaHim has a simple stem, or very slightly branched, very

rough, with 5-9 furrows, the sheaths slightly enlarged upwards,
green below, black above; the teeth obtuse, each tipped with a

deciduous bristle. The stem is about a foot high. It is found on
sands near the sea, or in wet places in mountain valleys in Great
Britain.

. palmlre has the stem with 6-8 deep furrows, branched through-
out

;
the sheaths loose, pale, with acute wedge-shaped teeth ti(>|'<!

with brown, and membranous at the edges. This plant i.s V.TV

generally distributed over Great Britain. This species is liable to

alter iU characters, and three tolerably permanent varieties have
been described.

B. Jluriatile, Water Horse-Tail, has a sterile stem, nearly smooth,
with about 30 striae and branches ; branches rough, doubly angular,

simple ; the fertile stem simple, with numerous crowded large

deeply-toothed sheaths. Tim is the E. Telmateia of Ehrhart and
Newman's '

History of British Ferns." Its present name was erro-

neously given it by Smith, which has been adopted by Hooker and
Babington. It is one of the most beautiful of the species, attaining
a height of 3, 4, and even 5 feet. It is abundant in the neighbour-
hood of London, especially near Hauipstead Heath. It is a native

alao of the more southern countries of Europe. Although it grows
in water, as its name would imply, it still grows in dry situations

;

and the name ituriatHc is more applicable to the original plant of

Liuwcux, the K. timotum of English botanists. Horses sometimes
eat this plant; and from n passage in Haller he seems to have

supposed that it was eaten by the Romans : he says,
" Hoc fuerit

Equisetum quod a plebe Roman! in cibum recipitur." (Haller,
Hist' Hi. 1.)

E. liuiotum has a smooth stem, with 14-16 slight furrows ; the
teeth of (he sheaths short, rigid, and acute

;
the branches erect,

simple, whorled, often abortive. This is undoubtedly the E. Jturiutilr
of Linnaeus, but we have given the name of Smith, as that which has
been followed by Hooker and Babington in their Floras of Great
Britain. This plant is seen very commonly in ponds and ditches, and
sometimes in running streams, the roots and a portion of the stem

being immersed in water. It is a common plant throughout Europe.
Linnaeus says that in Sweden it is used as food for cattle, in order
that the cows may give more milk, and also that the rein-deer feed
on it He advise* that it should be collected in summer as fodder
for the winter. Cattle in this country will sometimes eat it. Mr.

Kuapp also records the fact that the common water-rat u very
fond of it. It is probable that in some states of the system of
animals it acts medicinally ; but neither this nor any other of the

specie* of Equudum would be fitted for the constant food of
animals.

/,'. tylratifuia. Wood Horse-Tail, has the sterile and fertile sterna,
with about 12 furrows and numerous whorl* of slender compound
spreading or dcflexed branches ; the sheaths lax, with 6-10 membra-
nous rather blunt teeth. It is found in wet shady places and moist
wood* throughout Great Britain.

/.' I>rummnadii has the sterile stem, with about twenty strite, very
scabrous, with prominent point*, particularly above; the branches

simple, with four simple angles, the fertile stem simple, with nume-
rous crowded deeply-toothed sheaths. This plant has not been long
known as a native of Great Britain, but Mr. Newman thinks it is

proh.iMy a common plant, and says it is identical with tin-

B. mmlironnt of Willdenow.
K. artetat, Corn-Ki.-M Morse-Tail, has the sterile stem, with few

furrow*, slightly scabrous; the branches simple, rough, with four

simple angles, the fertile stem simple, with few lax distant shaaths.
This it the moot common of all the species, and frequently a source
of serious injury to the farmer and gardener. It U subject to

variation according to the locality in which it grows. It is easily

distinguished from K. umliromm, for which it might bo mistaken by
iU drooping and compound branches.

(Newrn.iu, llittory of BritM Ftnu and Allitd Plantt ; Babington,
tfamnnl of Britith Ihlnny ; Loudon, Enryclojiadia of J'lanti.)

'

KICA NTMKMl'M, a genus of Acanthacooiis Plant*, with showy
purple flowers, come of whose species are occasionally seen in hot-
houses in this country. It has a salver-abaped corolla with a 6-clcft

uearly equal limb, a 4-pnrted equal calyx, and only two out of it

four stamens fertile. Xnmi/irmttm piUduttttm and E. bicolor are the
handsomest species in cultivation, and when skilfully managed
produce a very striking appvaramv.
KUANTHIS, a small genus of Plants cut oil from llrlUakorut, in

consequence of its having a deciduous calyx, stalked capsules, an
involucre to the flowers, and a totally different habit E. hytmiiltt,
nr Winter Aconite, is a small stemlesa tuberous herbaceous plant,

inhabiting shady place* in the midland ports of Europe, and rendering
our gardens gay in the earliest spring with its cups of bright yellow.
It has peltate, many-cut, pale green, smooth leaves, and a single-
flowered scape only a few inches high.
Another species, E. tiibirica, inhabits Siberia.

ERGOT, botanically considered, is a fungus belonging to the

Gymnomycetous division, and constituting one of two species of

Sperawedia admitted by Fries. He calls it S. clatta, and separate*
it from the genus Sclrrotium, to which it had previously been

referred, on account of its growing in the inside of other plant*, and

having no proper fructification. He defines the genus Sparw&edia
aa follows :

"
Variable, rounded, entophytal, rootless, of a fleshy

mealy homogeneous texture, with a rind concrete, scaly, or somewhat

pruinose. Proper fructification none." And then he adds " that it

is only a morbid condition of the grain of corn, not propagated by
seed, but generated by a particular combination of external influence*

(coemica momenta)." Eudlicher takes the same view of the nature
of ergot, only with more consistency he does not admit it as a real

fungus, but only enumerates it as a diseased state of the seed of

grasses, swelling into a fungoid body, and covered externally with

powder. From the researches of the late Mr. Quekett it appear*
that a true fungus exists in the grain of rye during its early stage*
of growth, which gives it the peculiar appearance called Ergot He
describes the sporidia of this fungus as elliptical, moniliform, finally

separating, transparent, and seldom containing more than one, two, or

three well-defined greenish granules. Mr. Quekett called the fungus
Eryoletia abortifaciem, in reference to it* action on the system.
For its action, see EKUOT, in ARTS AND So. Div.

The ergot of rye is not confined to that kind of grass, but attacks

many other species. Fries distinguishes it by the lengthened form
and white interior from SpermOtdia Patpali, a Carolina ergot, which
is globose and somewhat compressed, scaly and rough externally,

pale brown and yellowish inside. A third species attacks Indian
corn in Columbia, and has a pear-shaped figure.
KKGYNE. [IsoroDA.]
ERI'CA, a most extensive and beautiful genus of Plant*, the type

of the natural order Ericaceir. It is distinguished by its calyx
being 4-leaved, its corolla 4-toothed, and its fruit a dry, 4- or

8-celled, many-seeded capsule, opening into valves with the

dissepiments projecting from their middle.

Under this character is included a great variety of species having
very narrow linear leaves arranged in whorls, and so little different

in their vegetation in most cases, that when out of flower they are

often not easily distinguished from each other; but exhibiting a

surprising diversity in their flowers, in which their great beauty
resides. The richness of colour, the elegance and variety of form,
the delicacy of texture, or the minute microscopic perfection of

their corolla, are such as no words can describe. Lovely aa even
our wild moorland heaths are, they rank among the lowest in point
of beauty in this extraordinary genus, in which all the hues of red,

pink, and purple vie with each other in the most brilliant manner,
assuming every tint but blue, and fading into the purest and most

transparent white. Some of the species have the corolla as much as

two inches long, in others it is not bigger than a pepper-corn ;
in

some it is long and slender, in others inflated like a flask, or dilated

like a vase of the purest form, or as round as an air-bubble
;
and

there are many in which it is split almost to its base, and immersed
in a calyx whose texture and colours are even more brilliant than its

own. Here we have a species the surface of whose corolla rivals in

evenness and polish the finest porcelain ;
there another appears

covered all over with hairs, exuding a glutinous secretion, which

glitters upon it* sides like solid crystals ;
and some again have their

colours so dimmed by a loose shaggy coat, that their real tint can

hardly be ascertained. There are even some in which the corolla

assumes the very colour of the leaves, only clearer, brighter, -.mil

richer. This great difference in the structure of the flowers of

different species is accompanied by distinctions in their anthers,
which are either muticous (destitute of appendage*), cristate

(furnished with tiro little broad projecting membranes), or aristato

(that is, having a couple of bristle-shaped processes proceeding from
their base). It has lately been proposed to take advantage of these

and similar differences for breaking up the genus Erica, now consisting
of between 300 and 400 supposed species, into a number of new
genera ; and accordingly in Don's ' General System of Gardening and

Botany,' we find no fewer than twenty new groups formed at the

expense of Erica.

The genus is confined to the Old World. A few species occur in

the North of Europe, and others in the countries bordering on the

Mediterranean. In Great Britain, Heather (Erica, or CaJluna vulgarit)

[CAU.UNA] coven large tract* of waste laud, and is used to thatch

house*, to moke brooms, and even beds, in the northern parts of the
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inland. There is a double variety of this species which is extremely
beautiful. All our British heaths are improved by cultivation, and
are general favourites where the climate and soil are suited to them.

They will not however thrive in hot dry places and in any common
soil, but require sandy peat earth, and a situation where they are

moderately shaded from the sun. Erica cornea, one of the few

plants whose flowers bid defiance to the rigour of winter, and appear
as the earliest harbingers of spring, is found wild in Germany and

generally on the mountains of middle Europe.
But it is at the Cape of Good Hope that the principal part of

the species is found ;
indeed the whole of those which are cultivated

in greenhouses. In their native country they are by no means so

handsome as when cultivated, but form scraggy shrubby bushes,
with so little beauty, that the colonist boors have not vouchsafed to

give them even a name.

ERICA'CE^E, a natural order of Exogenous Plants, deriving their

name from the extensive genus that forms the subject of the last

article. It is readily known from all other orders by its anthers

bursting by pores at their apex, the stamens being hypogynous, the
corolla monopetalous, and the ovary containing more cells than two.

By this character are combined with the genus Erica, the fragrant

richly-coloured Azalea, the shady evergreen Rhododendron, and the
delicate irritable Kalmia, together with Arbutus, Andromeda, Gaul-

theria, and many others equally beautiful
;

in fact it is probable
that if it were necessary for a botanist to name some one natural
order as pre-eminent for beauty, this would be the one selected. It

is therefore not a little curious that it should also be an order
of poisonous plants; for one would hardly expect danger to lurk
beneath forma so fair. Nevertheless Rhododendron ponticum, Azalea

ponticn, and various Kalmice and Andromedce are notoriously delete-

rious, and even the Arbutnt berries are in no inconsiderable degree
narcotic.

The order is unknown in very hot countries, except at considerable

elevations
;

it appears generally to love exposed situations, and, with
the exception of Erica, itself, to follow mountain chains, as it advances
from the cool plains of the temperate zone to equinoctial regions.

Hence, although we find Sefaria, Gayliutaccia, Andromeda, and
others in Peru, Brazil, Ceylon, Java, Madagascar, and elsewhere, it is

only upon the tops of lofty mountains or upon their sides.

Ericacem are frequently polypetalous, and give rise, along with other
similar cases, to a suspicion that the usual division of Exngens into

polypetalous, monopetalous, and incomplete sub-classes, is essentially
bad.

[

Erica longiflora.

1, stamens nncl pistil; 2, calyx; 3, ovary ; 4, anther
; 5, section of seed,

flowing the embryo.

The following are the British species of this genus, with their

dintinctive characters, as given in Babington's
' Manual of British

Botany :

'

Corolla globose or urceolate, stamens included, filaments capillary,

stigma peltate.

K. Telralix, with the leaves 4 in a whorl, downy above and on the

midrib beneath; the sepals linear, downy; the ovary downy. Its

flowers are rose-coloured. It grows commonly on boggy heaths, and
blossoms in July and August.

S. Mackainna, Mackay's Heath. Leaves 4, midrib beneath and

upper surface glabrous ;
the sepals ovate-lanceolate, and with the

ovary glabrous. The flowers are purplish. The only locality known

for it in the British Islands is between Roundstone and Clifden iu

Connamara, Ireland.

. cinei-ea, Fine-Leaved Heath. The leaves are 3 in a whorl, keeled

beneath, with a central furrow
; glabrous flowers in dense whorled

racemes. Flowers reddish-purple. It is found on dry heaths.
E. ciliaris. Leaves 4 in a whorl, ovate, ciliated ; flowers iu terminal

unilateral racemes. It is a rare plant.

Corollas campanulate or shortly tubular, stamens exserted, filaments

flattened, style capitate.

E. Mediterranea. Leaves 4 in a whorl, linear, glabrous above, convex,
with a central furrow beneath ; corolla cylindrical, urceolate ; anthers
without awns. Found in Ireland, in mountain bogs in the west of

Mayo and Galway.
E. iiagans, Cornish Heath. Leaves 4-5 in a whorl, corolla most

campauulate. Flowers red or white ; anthers purple. It is found
in the western parts of Cornwall in England, and on the coast of
Waterford in Ireland.

ERICHTHUS, Latreille's name for a genus of deep-sea Crustaceans,
and placed by M. Milne-Edwards between the genera Squillericltthiu
and A lima. The last-named author makes the tribe Erichthians

(Erichthiens) belong to the family of Unicuirassiated Stomapods
(Stomapodes Unicuirasse's), the general characters of the tribe being
an undivided carapace and a styliform rostrum ; no moveable rostral

plate ;
and branchiae in general rudimentary.

The tribe, according to M. Milne-Edwards, is composed of a certain

number of small crustaceans approximating to the Squillce, but which
have in general only rudimentary branchite, and are often completely
deprived of them. They are easily distinguished by their carapace,
which is large, lamellar, generally transparent, without longitudinal
furrows or distinct lobes, and always armed with a styliform rostrum,
which advances above the ophthalmic and antennular rings. These
first two rings of the head are less distinct than they are in Squilla,
but have very nearly the same conformation, and move upon the

succeeding cephalic segment. The internal antennas are inserted
below and behind the ocular peduncles ; they are rather distant from
each other, and their slender and cylindrical peduncles are composed
of three joints, and carry at their extremity three multiarticulate

filaments. The external antennsc are inserted at some distance behind
the preceding, and are directed outwards

;
their peduncle is large,

and formed of two joints, of which the first gives origin by the
anterior border of its extremity to a slender and short stem (tige),

composed of two peduncular joints and a multiarticulate filament,
the second carrying at its extremity a large oval-shaped blade or

lamina with ciliated edges. The epistome is not projecting and
swollen as in Squilla, and the mouth resembles a pear-shaped tubercle,
situated near the middle or towards the posterior third of the lower
surface of the carapace. The upper lip has the form of a triangle,
with a rounded base which is directed backwards. The mandibles
are vertical, swollen at their base, and armed with two branches with
dentilated borders, the upper of which raises itself into the interior

of the pharynx ; their palpiform stem (tige) is either rudimentary or
null. The lower lip is large and composed of two swollen lobes.

The jaws are small, and of the same conformation as those of Squilla,

excepting that those of the second pair are narrower. The members
which represent the anterior jaw-feet, the prehensile feet (pates

ravisseuses), the three pairs of subcheliform feet applied against the

mouth, and the three pairs of natatory feet, which terminate the

series of thoracic members, are formed and disposed in the same
manner as they are in Squilla. It is only to be remarked that often

the three pairs of subcheliform feet are less approximated to the
mouth than they are in the Squillce, and that those of the last three

pairs are sometimes rudimentary. The carapace is prolonged more
or less far beyond the last rings of the thorax, or even beyond the

first segments of the abdomen, but without adhering thereto. The
abdomen is elongated ; its last segment is very large, and entirely
covers the appendages of the preceding ring, which are short, but
formed like those of the Squillie. Finally, the false feet suspended
from the first five rings of the abdomen are more slender and more

elongated than in the other division of the family, and, as has

already been noticed, present in general only the vestiges of branchia;.

The Ericktki have as yet occurred hardly anywhere else than iu

the ocean (haute mer), and have hitherto been found only in tropical

regions. The following are the characters of the genus :

Squillerichthus. Carapace armed with spiniform prolongations and

covering the base of the internal antenna;, but posteriorly it does not

overpass (not comprising the spines) the last ring of the thorax. The
rostrum is styliform and very long. The eyes are large, pear-shaped,
and articulated, on a very slender and rather long cylindrical peduncle.
The ophthalmic ring is not distinct from the antennular ring, as iu

the Squillido? but the mode of insertion of the antenna) is the same
as in those animals and in the Erichthi. The antenna; of the first

pair are directed forwards, and present nothing remarkable. The
external antenna; are directed outwards, as in the Erichihi, and present
also a large peduncle, carrying at its extremity a large oval-shaped
lamina ciliated all round, and giving insertion, by its anterior border,
to a very short stemlet (tigelle), composed of two peduncular joints
and a terminal filament. The mouth is little distant from the base of
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the antenna, nd attoated toward* the midtlle of the carapace. The

up|*r lip U Urge, demicircular, and projecting. The mandible* are

directed downward* a* in the Sg<ttike, and there a a large denticulated

tooth aad a prolongation equally
dentilated on it* edge, which mount*

toward* the (tomarh, but the palpiform *tem U null or rudimentary.
Behind the mandible* are found a large inferior bilobated lip, and

then two pair* of jaw*, the form of which in the name a* in the

.S0uillidm. The appendage* that correspond to the jaw-feet of the

flnt pair present nothing remarkable ; they have the form of a long
and slender (tern, and, a* in the other crustacean* of this family, do not

Mem to form a part of the buocal apparatus. The members of the

fallowing pair are very large, and constitute prehensile feet (pates

ravisseoM*), exactly .imilar to thoe of the SjviUa ; their penulti-

mate articulation i* enlarged and vpinous towards the base, and their

terminal claw is short, and armed with spiniform teeth on the

prehensile edge. The feet of the three following pairs are inserted

on a transverse curved line immediately behind the prehensile feet,

and are habitually applied against the mouth exactly as in the

&(*illid<r; each of these carries at its base a flattened disc-like.

Teatcle, and i* terminated by an oval cheliferous manus. The three

last thoracic rings are complete, and free below the carapace, which

covers the first two. The three pairs of corresponding feet are of

moderate size, and formed a* they are in the SquMida, only their

last joint is not setiferous. The abdomen is large, and much
resembles that of the Squilkr, except that the last segment is much

larger, and habitually covers the members of the penultimate ring.

These last organs are composed, as iu the Squillfe, of a peduncular

joint, which prolongs itself inferiorly into a great lamina, and carries

two appendages inserted on its edges near its base. The internal

appendage consist* of a great ciliated lamina, and the external

one is composed of two joint*, of which the last is oval, and

the penultimate joint armed with spines on the external border.

The false feet suspended from the first five rings of tho abdomen
are large, and formed of a nearly square peduncular joint, and of

two great oval lamina; with ciliated edges; the internal lamina

bears on it* internal edge a small rudimentary appendage, and

the external gives insertion, near its base, to a large ramose

branch!*.

M. Milne-Edwards, who founded this genus, and whose description

we have above given, considers that fyuHlericltttnu forms the passage
between the SquMa and the AVicA/Ai.

It has only been found as yet in the Asiatic seas.

The species (two only are recorded) are small.

8. lyptu. Rostrum advancing beyond the peduncle of the internal

antenna); a great horizontal spine on the midoUe of the posterior
border of the carapace ; and, on each side, another and longer spini-

form elongation, springing from the angle of the carapace ; finally, a

rather strong point towards the middle of the lateral border of the

carapace, and another above the base of the external antennae. Claws

of the prehensile feet armed with four teeth (including the terminal

point). The last thoracic ring i* not covered with the carapace,
and the abdomen is very large. Its last segment is much longer
than it is wide, and armed with three pair of marginal teeth.

Length about 15 lines. Found iu the seas of Asia. (Milne-

Edwards.)
The other specie* recorded by M. Milne-Edwards, S. tpinoiia, was

taken by M. Dussumier in the Uulf of Bengal.
Krichthtu. Carapace very large, convex, and armed with spiniform

elongations. It entirely covers the bane of the ocular peduncles, as

well as of the antenna?, and extends backwards more or less far beyond
and above the abdomen, which is short and large. The eyes are large,

pear-duped, and are not carried on a slender and elongated stem, as

in the SqniUeridUki and Alimtr. The antenna; present nothing remark-

able, except that the stemlt-t (tigelle) of those of the second pair in

often rudimentary, and that those of the first ]>air are rather short.

The moath is formed in the same manner as it is in the <

4/m7/<rirA/A,

only the external jaw* are extremely small, and narrower. The jaw-
bat of the first pair are extremrly slender, and of moderate length ;

they are slightly enlarged toward* the extremity, and have a rudi-

mentary nail or cUw at the end. The prehensile feet are but little

developed ;
their claw 1* nearly straight and without dentilations, and

the penultimate joint is slender, elongated, straight, and devoid of

spine*. The feet of the three following pairs are formed in the

same manner a* they are in SguiUtricklkui, but they are inserted

one after the other ;
the flattened vesicle fixed at the baas of each

of these organ*, as well a* of the members of the two preceding

pair*, is very large. The thoracic feet of the last three pair* are

formed in the same manner as in &;ni77u and fytiilUricJulHu, but

are little developed, and sometimes want tho iitylifonn appendage ;

at other time* they an entirely rudimentary, and are only com-

posed of a small peduncle, terminated by two articulations nearly
like the false abdominal feet, but much smaller. The abdomen is

wide and short; the caudal fin which terminates it is disposed as

in .--./H.llrrirUhtu, and the false feet of the first pair nre large, and
terminated by two great oval lamina', on one of which is a rudimentary
bntnchia.

M. Milne-Edwards, who gives the above characters, divides the nine

specie* into the following sections :
-

o. Specie* whose rostrum is very long, and passe* sensibly beyond the

internal antenna.

Ex. . vitreut (Smerdit rulyarir, Leach).
Atlantic Ocean.

Locality, tho Southern

EritUlua rilrriu.

ft. Species whoso rostrum is of moderate length, and passes l*-\ .>n.l

the peduncle of the internal antenna; without attaining to the

extremity of those appendages.
Ex. E. aitnatut (Smerdit armala, Leach). Locality, coasts of

Africa.

y. Species having the rostrum extremely short (not passing beyond
the peduncle of the internal antenna.').

Ex. t\ Ifurauccllii. Locality, Gulf of Bengal.

ErichthuM Dttraticellii.

A lima. Carapace narrow, straight above, if not altogether so

behind, where it often presents a sudden roof-like elevation
;
rostrum

straight and styliform. The anterior angles of the carapace constitute

two acute spines directed forwards
;
the posterior angles are also pm

longed into the form of points directed backwards on each side of tho

abdomen. Finally, the lateral borders of the carapace are nearly

straight. The opthnlmiu and antennular rings are not hidden under
the carapace as in AVi'cAMiw, but are seen uncovered under the rostrum.
The eyes are carried on slender long cylindrical peduncles directed

outwards. There is nothing particular about the antenna,*. The
mouth is situated very far from the front, towards the posterior third

of the lower surface of the carapace ; the upper lip, the mandibles,
the lower lip, and the two pairs of jaws, have the same form as iu

ErichlJita and SquMtnchlhiu. The thoracic feet arc formed also iu

the same manner as in KrlrMhtu, hut the three pairs of nn -iul T.S

which follow the prehensile feet are more approximated to the mouth,
as in the Squitl<r. The posterior border of the carapace is ordinarily

notched, so as to leave uncovered the two lost thoracic rings, an.l tin-

abdomen is narrow and elongated. The falso feet are large, but uru

in general completely devoid of bronchia; : sometimes vestiges of these

organs are found upon the abdominal members of the first pair, ami
at other times they are represented by a small pediculated tubercle

fixed to the external blade of these appendage*. Finally, tho cou-

.Ilima hyalina. a, natatory ventral appendage mngniiinl.

formation of tho species of caudal fin formed by the lost abdominal

segment and the false feet of the sixth ring are entirely the sumo as

in Krifhihiu. M. Milne-Edward*, whose description wo have given,
states tL.it the Alima bear an extremely strong resemblance to the
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Erichthi, but always have the body more elongated. Their manners,
he adds, are not known, and he divides the five species into the

following sections :

a. Species which have the hand of the prehensile feet unarmed with

spines.

Ex. A. kyalina (Leach). Locality, Cape Verd.

0. Species which have the hand of the prehensile feet armed with teeth
or spines on the prehensile border.

Ex. A. laticcmda. Locality, New Guinea. (Quoy and Gaimard.)

SI. Milne-Edwards observes that the species figured by M. Guerin
under the name of A. triacanthura, belongs to this division, and seems
to be distinguished from the other species by the brevity of the

rostrum, the shortness of the lateral blades of the caudal fin, &c.
A. lonyii-oitrit of the same naturalist has not, according to M.

Edwards, been described, but seems to approach very nearly to the

preceding species.

ERIGERON, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

C'ompontee, the sub-order Corymbiferce, the tribe Atteroidece, the sub-
tribe Aiterinea, the division Aalerece, the sub-division Erigerece. It
has many-flowered radiant heads ; the flowers of the ray ligulate,
with pistils only, and in many rows, those of the disc tubular ;

mostly with both stamens and pistils, the receptacle naked and foveo-
late ; the involucre imbricated, the pappus pilose in one or many rows,
the fruit compressed.

. Philoddphicum has the stem slightly furrowed, downy, with

spreading hairs
;
the leaves of the root cuneate-obovate, sometimes

deeply sinuate, the upper becoming gradually entire, oblong-lanceo-
late, and amplexicaul ; the florets of the ray 1-200, pale purple, slightly
bind. This plant is a native of North America, and is used as a medi-
cine in the United States. It possesses stimulant properties, and is

given as an emmenagogue ; it also acts on the kidneys, and is consi-

dered a valuable diuretic. It has a powerful fetid smell.

K. acrit has the stem corymbose, the branches alternate, bearing
single heads ; the leaves linear, lanceolate, entire, spreading ; the lower
leaves narrowed below ; the ray erect, scarcely longer than the disc

;

the inner female florets filiform, numerous. It has a stem o-lS inches

high ;
the flowers yellow in the disc and pale blue in the ray. The

ashes of this plant contain about 5 per cent, of potassa, and it is some-
times burned for procuring the alkali It has a strong scent, and like

many other species of the family is said to keep away fleas. With
species of C'onyza [CoxYZA] and Pullcaria [PULICABIA], it has the name
of Flea-Bane. It is a native of Europe, and is a common plant in Great
Britain. E. C'anademit and E. alpinui are also found in England and
Scotland : the first is a rare plant, and is found on waste ground ; the
second is a native of highland mountains. The species are numerous,
and some of them are ornamental plants.

(Babington, Manual ; Burnett, Outline! of Botany ; Lindley, Flora
Medico,.)

ERINACEUS, a genus of Animals to which the Hedgehog (HeVisson
of the French) is referred. The Hedgehogs are placed by Cuvier at

the head of the Insectivorous Mammifers ; and M. F. Cuvier observes
that in C'lirysochlorii the normal system of dentition of the Insectivora

may be seen reduced to the narrowest dimensions, whilst in the Hedge-
hogs it appears to be brought to the greatest development.

fi 1*7
Dental Formula : Incisors, ; canines, 0; molars, -ZZi=3g.

It has the following characters : Body covered with spines, with
the power of rolling itself up into a ball by means of appropriate
muscles ; muzzle pointed ;

ears more or less apparent ; tail short ;

each foot 5-toed, and armed with robust claws.

The species of Hedgehog have been recorded as inhabitants of

Europe, Africa, and India.

K. Europfcun, the Common Hedgehog, is the Riccio of the Italians
;

Erizo of the Spanish ; Ourizo of the Portuguese ; L'Hdrisson of the
French ; Igel of the Germans ; Eegel-Varkeu of the Dutch ; Pin-Suin
of the Danes ; Draenog and Draen y Coed of the Welsh ; Urchin of
the British ; Echiniu terratris of Gesner ; Eckinue (Erinacem) terreatria

of Ray ;
and Aco.nllii'm rtilyarit of Klein. There can be little doubt

that it is the Echinut ('ExiVos) of Aristotle.

This indigenous animal is too well known to need a lengthened
description. The length is generally rather more than 9 inches.

The food of the Hedgehog, which is a nocturnal animal, consists

principally of insects, worms, slugs, and snails. That it will eat

vegetables is shown by White of Selborne, who relates how it eats

the root of the plaintain by boring beneath it, leaving the tuft of

leaves untouched. In the '

Zoological Journal' (vol. ii.) is an account

by Mr. Broderip of an experiment made by Professor Buckland,
proving that in captivity at least the Hedgehog will devour snakes

;

but there is no good reason for supposing that it will not do the same
in a state of nature, for frogs, toads, and other reptiles, and mice have
been recorded as its prey. From its fondness for insects it is often

placed in the London kitchens to keep down the swarms of cock-
roaches with which they are infested

;
and there are generally

hedgehogs on sale in Covent Garden market for this purpose. It is

hardly worth while to refute the idle story that this persecuted animal
KAT. HJOT. DIT. VOL. II.

sucks the cows ;
but according to Sir William Jardine it is very fond

of eggs, and is consequently mischievous in the game-preserve and
hen-house. The Hedgehog hybemates regularly, and early in the
summer brings forth from two to four young ones at a birth, which
at the time of their production are blind, aud have the spines white,
soft, and flexible. The nest wherein they are cradled is said to be

very artificially constructed, the roof being rain-proof. The mother
has been known to eat her young in confinement.

The flesh of the Hedgehog when it has been well fed is sweet and

well-flavoured, and is eaten on the continent in many places. In
Britain few besides the gipsies partake of it. The prickly skin appears
to have been used by the Romans for hackling hemp.
Among the foreign Erinaccadce, Erinaceus spatangus and Erinaceus

Grayii will be found recorded in the '

Proceedings of the Zoological

Society' for 1832. Both came from the Himalaya Mountains, aud
the latter was considered by Dr. Gray to be identical with Erinaceus

collaris, figured in the '
Illustrations of Indian Zoology.' Mr. Bennett

however regarded it as a new species, inasmuch as Erinaceus Grayii
was destitute of a white collar, and differed in other particulars from
the figure referred to. A species from the interior of South Africa,

forming part of the collection brought from that country by Mr. A.

Steedman, Erinaceus frontalis, is recorded in,the same volume of the
'

Proceedings.'
Dr. Gray places the sub-family Erinacina under the family Talpidce.
The following species are to be found in the list of specimens of

Mammalia in the British Museum : E. mentalis, Himalaya; E. awitns,
Siberia

;
E. frontalu, South Africa

;
E. collaris, India ; E. Grayii,

India
; E. Europeans, England ; E. spatangus, India.

ERINITE, a Mineral consisting of Arseniate of Copper. It occurs

in concentric and mammillated layers, between which other arseuiates

are found. The layers have rough surfaces and a fibrous structure.

The colour is a brilliant emerald-green inclining to grass-green. Streak

paler. Fracture uneven or imperfect conchoidal. Its hardness is

4'5 to 5'0. Lustre slightly resinous. Slightly translucent. The

specific gravity 4~0 to 4'1. It is found near Limerick. Its analysis,

by Turner, gives :

Arsenic Acid 33'7S

Oxide of Copper 59'44

Alumina 1'77

Water . . . . . . . 5'01

ERIOCAULACE^E, Pipeworts, a group of Endogenous Plants sub-

ordinate to Restiacece, for the most part inhabiting swampy or marshy
places, or the bottom of lakes, and having the flowers collected into

dense heads. The sexes are separated ;
the perianth consists of from

2 to 6 divisions immersed in soft bracts ;
there are from 2 to 6 stamens

;

the styles are 2 or 3
;
the cells of the ovary are the same number, and

the seeds solitary, with lines of hairs upon their surface. The embryo
is placed on the outside of the albumen at the apex of the seed.

JKfiocanlun dendroideum,

1, a female flower with six segments to its perianth, the three outermost of

which are broadest and fringed with long hairs. The ovary has three stigmas,
exterior to which are three horn-like appendages. 2, a male flower ;

a bract

at the base, the three outer divisions of the perianth separate, the three inner

united into a three-toothed cup, and three stamens within its border.

The flowers are always very small and difficult to examine on account

of the thinness and delicacy of their texture. Eriocaulon itself is the

principal genus, consisting of about 120 known species, 94 or 95 of

which are met with in the equinoctial parts of America, and one

solitary instance, E. teptangularc, in the Isle of Skye. Mr. Bongard,
2 it
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who ha* written a monograph of the South American specie*, state*

that in that part of the world, although they prefer marshy and

inundated place*, yet some are found upon damp sand, others among
grass, and some in dry and stony place* ; they are also frequently
met with in alpine lituations, some a* high as 5590 feet above the

sea on the summit of Mount ItiuuW. The preceding figure of

fnocanton JeMiIroiiltvm give* a correct notion of the appearance of

the*e plants.

ERIODEXDRON, a genus of PlanU belonging to the natural order

Sitrculiacnr, known by the name of Wool-Trees. The wool-trees are

large trees, with a spongy wood which is used for little besides making
canoes in the district* where they grow. The leaves are palmate, and

the flower* are large, red, white, or scarlet, and rising singly or in

cluster* from the sides or tops of the branches. The calyx is naked,

irregularly 5-lobed, with the lobe* usually twin ;
the petals are 5,

joined together, and are connected with the column of the stamen*

at the base. The filaments of the stamens are joined together into

shor' tube at the base, and divided into 5 bundles at the apex ;

these bundle* are filiform, and each bears 1, 2, or 3 linear or anfnux

tuous anthers at the apex, which have the appearance of one anther,

and are either adnate or versatile. The stigma is 6- or 6-cleft. There

are 6 specie* of Eriodtndron, 5 of which are natives of America, and

1 of Asia and Africa.

anfractuotum ha* versatile anfractuous anthers
;
leaves with 5,

7, or 8 entire cuspidate leaflets, glaucous beneath and a usually prickly
trunk. This tree attains a height of 150 feet or more. There are two

varieties described, the one growing in the East Indies and the other

in Guinea. They differ chiefly in the colour of their flowers. The

Indian species, a. InJicum, has flowers yellowish inside and white

outside ; whilst the Guinea species, a. Africanum, has large crimson

flowers. In Guinea this tree is one of the largest and tallest of the

forest-trees, and the trunk is employed for making the largest-sized

canoes.

Samamna has versatile anfractuous anthers; leaves with 5-7

oblong, quite entire, acuminated leaflets; the petals obovately

spatulate, covered with glabrous down on the outside. The flowers

are cream-coloured, and are seated on the tops of the branches. The
wool contained in the fruit is used in Brazil for stuffing pillows,

bolsters, beds, Ac. It is found hi Brazil near the river Yupm-.i.
JatMinotlorumhag anfractuous anthers; a jointed style; leaves

with 3 ovate, acute, entire leaflets ;
the petals reflexed ; the tube of

the stamens thickened at the top and entire, with the filaments

1-anthered. This plant is a native of Brazil, in the province of Minos

Novas. It has white flowers smelling very like to those of the jasmine.
The wool-trees may be grown in this country with heat They

may be propagated by cuttings which will root freely in sand under

a hand-glass, but the plants which are produced from seeds thrive

best. They, do not usually produce their beautiful flowers till they
are of large size in their native countries ; therefore it con hardly be

expected they should flower in this country.
ERIOMYS. [CHincnn.LiD.]
ERIO'PHORUM, the systematic name of the sedge-like Plant

which i* called in this country Wild Cotton or Cotton-Grass, in conse-

quence of the long cottony tufts which wave upon its stalks in marshy
and sedgy heaths and wastes in all parts of thig country. The

appearance is owing to the hypogynous scales, which, in this gluina-
ceous genus, represent the calyx, being extended into long numerous
white hairs, which project for beyond the scales of the flower-head.

It is not a little curious that while, in most of the species, these hairs

are indefinitely numerous, they should in one, alpinum, be reduced

to the regular number, six, which is the general proportion of floral

envelopes belonging to Endogens. Professor Kuntb enumerates twelve

species,
all inhabiting the colder part* of the northern hemisphere.

The silky or cottony substance which clothes the fruit of the species
of this genus is made into paper and the wick* of candles ; it is also

used for stuffing pillows,
Ac. The leave* of comoium are in the

Himalayas extensively employed in the manufacture of ropes.

KKI'i'HIA, LatreiUe'* name for a genus of lirachyurous or Short-

Tailed Crustacean*.

Carapace le** wide, and more quadrilateral than hi the other

Cancerian* ; length two-third* more than the breadth ; the fronto-

orbital border occupies more than one-half, and sometime* more than
three-fourth* of its breadth ; and the latero-anterior borders', directed

nearly right backwards, only describe a slight curvature, and prolong
themselves but little. Orbit*, as in the genus JtnpptUia; but the

space which separate* their edge* from the basilary joint of the
external antenna) i* very considerable ; this joint is but little developed,
and does not occupy a .fourth of the

space comprised between the

antennary foacette and the internal conthus of the eye*; on the con-

trary, the moveable item of the external antenme i* much more

developed than in the BitppeUia, and is inserted at a small distance

from the antennary fossette. For the rent, not differing from the
other Cancerions.

M. Milne-Edwards, whose description we have given, says, that the

Sriphur, which he places among the Quadrilateral Crustaceans,
approach the Ituj.ptUut nearly, but that the general form of the body
of Eriphi't tend* to establish a passage towards the Hulpkuta. He
divide* the ipecie* into the following sections :

a. Specie* having the hands (uianus) tuberculous.
* Kr >ut armed with spines.

Ex. E. tpinifront (Cancer ipinifront, llerbst). It inhabits all

(Milne-Edwards.)

ipinifrml.

" Front devoid of spines.

Ex. E. gonagra (Cancer yonagra, Fabrioiiis). Found on the coast*

of South America.

gonapra.

B. Species having the hands (inauun) smooth, not tuberculous.

Ex. I:' i-liiii'it'i. It inhabits the Isle of France.

Xi-ijihia lttc!ma*a.

M. Milne-Edwards observes that the. /:'/-,'/<//<> figmvtl by Suvigny

('Egyp'., pL 5, fig. 1), and referred with doubt by M. Audouin (..

ipinifront, appears to him (Edwards) to be a distinct specie*;
and that firitmatica of Hiaso ha* not been described with

sufficient detail* to justify its reference to this genus with ci r-

tainty. Cancer ury. t) appears to M. Edwards to be

mi Erip/iiit.

KKI.ANITK, a Mineral containing Silica, Alumina, &c. It occurs

massive and amorphous. It* fracture is in some specimens foliated,
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in others splintery. The structure granular and compact. Colour

light greenish-gray. Streak white, shining. Hardness 6'25 to 7'0.

Lustre feebly shining, or dull. Opaque. The specific gravity 3'0 to 3-1.

It is found near Erla in the Saxon Erzgebirge, forming a bed of 100
fathoms in thickness. Its analysis, by Gmelin, gives :

Silica . .

Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Soda
Oxide of Iron

Oxide of Manganese
Water

53-16

14-03

14-39

5-20

2-61

7-14

0-64

0-60

ERMINE. [MUSTELA.]
ERNE. [FALCONID.R]
ERNTO. [C'YrR.siD.E.]
ERO'DIUM (from ipvSios, a heron), a genus of Plants belonging to

the natural order Geraniacece. It has 5 sepals, 5 petals, ] monadel-

phous stamens, 5 fertile and 5 sterile with glands at their base
;
the

fruit beaked, separating into five 1-seetled capsules, each with a long

ultimately spirally-twisted awn, bearded internally. The species are
herbs or undershrubs, having variously-formed leaves, membranous
stipules, and many-flowered peduncles. The species of this genus,
like those of Geranium and Pelargonium, are numerous, upwards of

fifty having been described.

. cifularitim, Hemlock-Leaved Heron's-Bill, has a procumbent
hairy stem, the peduncles many-flowered, the claws of the petals
ciliated, the perfect stamens dilated, not toothed below, glabrous, the
beak hairy, the leaves pinnate, the leaflets sessile, pinnatifid, cut.

The flowers are purplish or white. It is a native throughout the
whole of Europe, and is found in the north of Africa. It is abundant
on sandy soils and waste ground in Great Britain. There are several

well-marked varieties, some of which may be really species, as the

iiijiinellajii'

E. motclta/um, Musky Heron's-Bill, has a procumbent hairy stem,

many-flowered peduncles, the claws of the petals not ciliated, the

perfect stamens toothed at the base, glabrous, the beak downy, the

leaves pinnate, the leaflets nearly sessile, ovate, unequally cut. It

is found in waste places in Great Britain, but is an unfrequent

plant. It is a larger plant than the preceding, nnd emits, when
handled, a strong musky odour. It is very generally diffused, and has

been found all over Europe, at the Cape of Good Hope, and in Peru.

E. maritimum, Marine Heron's-Bill, has a prostrate slightly-hairy

stem, the peduncles 1-2-flowered, the petals very minute, the leaves

simple, ovate, cordate, stalked, lobed, and cremate. It is a rare plant,
bat a native of Great Britain, in sandy places near the sea.

Most of the remaining species are natives of Europe; some are

found in the north of Africa, two or three in Asia, and the same
number in America ; but the mass of them are truly European. The

perennial species are ornamental, and will thrive well in any kind of

garden soil. They may be propagated by dividing the roots or by
seed. Many of the annual species are handsome plants, and may be

propagated by seed, which ripens in this country, and only requires
to be gown in the open border to spring in any kind of soil.

EROPHILA. [DRABA.]
EROTYLUS. [TETRAMERA.]
ERPETOLOGY. [HERPETOLOOY.]

' /-/" ''" tctttacHlatu*.

E'RPETON, Lacdpede's name for a genus of Serpents, placed by
Cuvier next to Eryx. The name should be written Iferpeton.
The genus is furnished with two soft prominences, covered with

scales on the muzzle. The head is protected by large plates ;
those

beneath the belly are not large, and those beneath the tail scarcely
differ from the other scales. The tail however is very long and

pointed. Cuvier, who speaks of the priority of LaccSpede, who first

described the genus under the name of Erpeton, remarks that Merrem
has changed the name to Rhinopirus.
ERRATIC BLOCKS are those weather-worn and more or less

rounded fragments of the harder rocks which are found very widely
scattered over the surface of the earth, and at great distances from
the places whence they are supposed to be derived.

In size they vary from 10,000 cubic feet and upwards to a few
inches. M. Brongniart has proposed to designate the several sizes by
particular names, as gigantic, metric, cephallary, pugillary, &c. But
in England we generally confine the term Erratic Blocks to the larger

masses, calling those of middling size Boulders, and arranging the
smaller along with gravel : this is however too vague. The nature
of Erratic Blocks is not less various than their size. Every species
of rock seems to have contributed a portion of its substance towards
the mass, though the harder, being better capable of resisting the

disintegrating and corroding influence of atmospheric causes, are

found in the greatest abundance, such as quartz, petrosilex, green-

stone, granite, porphyry, syenite, gneiss, primitive and transition

limestone, dolomite, serpentine, siliceous pudding-stones, siliceous

sandstones, &c.

The distribution and situation of these blocks are also very
different. Seldom isolated, they are generally found ift patches or

groups, as in the environs of Geneva, the plains of Westphalia, in

Sweden, c.
;
or in long bands or trains, as in the north of Meek-

lenberg Strelitz, where they run in a direction west-north-west and
east-south-east

;
or widely spread over considerable tracts, as between

Warsaw and Grodno, between St. Petersburg and Moscow, in East

Prussia, &c. Sometimes they cover horizontal plains, as in the north

of Germany ;
sometimes they rest on the sloping sides of mountains,

as in the Alps and the Jura, and occasionally on the very tops of

lofty eminences, as on the summits of the calcareous mountains of

Rettwick, of Rsedaberg, and of Osmund, about 6000 feet above the

level of the sea. Sometimes they are seen in greatest abundance at

the bottom of valleys where they open into the plains, and in other

instances they are found collected in the largest quantity in the

high and narrow parts of the valleys, as is observed at Detmold and
east of Lemgo. At times they are so abundant as to be accumulated
into hills of a particular form, as is the case in Smaland, in Sweden;
and sometimes they form even mountains of considerable height, as

may be seen near Quedlie, in Norway; and what is remarkable, the

larger blocks are at the top, the others diminishing gradually towards

the bottom.

Though generally superficially disposed, Erratic Blocks are however

in some places found imbedded in a fine sand which has nothing' in

common with their nature or origin, as in the plains of Westphalia.
Some blocks (and this may depend either on their own particular

nature, or the greater or less friction to which they have been

subjected, the length of time they have been exposed to atmo-

spheric influence, or the nature of the climate), have their angles
and edges as sharp as though they were just detached from

their native mountains, as is the case in the neighbourhood of

Groningen.
When the Erratic Blocks are not at any great distance from the

spots whence they come, they may be easily traced up to their

origin. Thus those which are in the basin of the Rhine come from

the Orisons ;
those of the valley of the Lake of Zurich and of the

Limmat have been detached from the mountains of Glaris ;
those of

the basin of 'the Reuss come from the rocks at the source of this

river ;
and those of the Aar and the Jura from the lofty mountains

in the canton of Berne. Even those which cover the widely extended

tract from Holland on the west, to St. Petersburg and Tver on the

east, are supposed by Von Buch, Hausmann; Brugmans, Alex.

Brongniart, &c. to be traceable to Scandinavia. .It is however

remarkable that, contrary to what is generally observed of trans-

ported debris, the blocks are frequently largest as they are farthest

removed from the place whence they came, diminishing gradually

in size as they approach the parent rock ;
thus the blocks found

in Mecklenberg and Seeland, which are ascertained to be derived

from the Scandinavian peninsula, are larger than the blocks

of the same rocks in Scania and East Gothland, and they disap-

pear altogether close to the primordial mountains whence they were

derived.

In certain places the blocks are almost exclusively of a particular

kind, while in others they vary greatly in their mineral character,

proving, together with the ascertained situation of the same

rocks in situ, that they must have been assembled from various

quarters. Thia is the case with the Erratic Blocks of Yorkshire,

and with those of Lithuania, for though the greater part, perhaps, of

those in the latter locality may be similar to the rocks ill Sweden

and Norway, there are many evidently derived from other places.

As for the direction in which the bands of Erratic Blocks seem to
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lie, and the quarter whence they nem to hare oome, they are very
various. We hare just Men that in the north of Mecklenberg the

train* are in a line west-north-west and east-south-east Count
Rasoumovski observe* that, when many blocki are accumulated they
form parallel lines with a direction from north-eait to south-went.

Brongniart Bays they hare a general direction north and south. Sir

Jamee Hall speak* of those in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh as

coming from the west We have said that those on the north of the

Alps oome from the south.

If anything further wen necessary to complicate the problem of

Erratic Blocks, it in the immense distance at which they are some-

times found from the nearest rocks of similar composition ;
th us

blocks of granite are found on the mountains of Potosi, while the

nearest granite rocks are in Tucuman, about 400 leagues off. Nor
is distance all ; the detached blocks are found separated from their

parent rocks by intervening hills, broad and deep valleys, as that of

the Aar, and even by straits and seas : thus in the north of Cumberland
there are boulders which have been transported across the Solway
Frith from Dumfries, and the blocks on the low plains of Germany'
are separated from their parent rocks by the Baltic.

England, as well as the continent of Europe, has many spots
covered with Erratic Blocks, some of which seem to be derived from

Norway, while others are evidently the debris of our own mountains.
For details we refer the reader to the observations and works of

Sedgwick, Conybeare, Lyell, Bucklaud, Phillip!!, Hibbert, &c.

Erratic Blocks are also common in America and other parts of the
world.

From what has been already said, and from the circumstance of

Erratic Blocks lying on some of the most modern formations, it will

be easily conceived that they present one of the most inexplicable of

geological phenomena. The blocks on the Jura, and from the Alps
generally, having first attracted notice, have given rise to a great

variety of
hypotheses, the most remarkable of which are the follow-

ing : 1. De Luc was of opinion that these blocks had been projected
into the air by the same force which upheaved the Alps, and that

they had fallen at greater or lesser distances, according to the strength
and direction of that force. 2. Von Buch, Escher, &c., attribute

their existence to an immense debacle which swept down the blocks
from the Alps to the foot of the Jura, up the slope of which they
were forced by the impulse they had received, in the same way as a
ball rolled along with force rises up a hillock. 3. Others, as Daubuis-

son, have thought that these blocks, which are almost wholly of

transition rocks, were the remains of a mantle of these rocks, of later

formation than the limestone of the Jura, and consequently much
more recent than is generally admitted, and which, having been

destroyed, left nothing but these testimonials of their former exist-

ence. 4. Dolomieu supposed that the summits of the Alps were

formerly connected with those of the Jura by an inclined plnue, which
has been destroyed by the same revolution that precipitated the
blocks from the summit of the Alps to the plateau, and into the

valleys of the Jura. 5. Venturi has attempted to explain the passage
of the blocks from the Alps into the basin of the Po, by floating
them down on rafts of ice. 6. Others have upheaved the Jura, which

they suppose to have been formerly on a level with the base of the

Alps, and with it the blocks which hod rolled down upon this

calcareous plain. 7. Finally, Von Buch, extending his general theory
to the particular phenomenon, thinks that the dispersion of the
blocks is the result of an upraising of the Alps posterior to the
formation of the tertiary rocks.

M. Brongniart very justly observe* that these hypotheses leave

many difficulties unexplained : he conceives that as the phenomenon
of Erratic Blocks is a very general one, it is presumable that the
cause also is general. Certain it is that even if it were possible

satisfactorily to assign a cause for the Erratic Blocks found upon the

Jura, the same reasoning would hardly be applicable to other cases ;

and in the utter impossibility of discovering any single cause com-

petent to the production of such different effects, wo must have
recourse to the more probable conjecture of M. Lariviere, that the

dispersion
and disposition of Erratic Blocks have been effected in

different ways. The more
powerful

cause however he conceives to
be the transporting power of icemeers and icebergs, in which opinion
be is followed by Mr. Lyell and others.

Erratic Blocks, like other phenomena, are attended with tin ir

peculiar advantages : thus on hot and dry soils, and when not in too

great abundance, they keep the soil cool and moist, sheltering it from
the direct rays of the sun in the day, and thus diminishing the

evaporation of ita moisture. On cold soils they tend to maintain an

equable warmth by diminishing radiation at night. Income countries

they are the only building-stones, as in East Friesland and the

neighbourhood of Groningen. In others they supply the necessary
lime, as at Konigsberg, Revel, fee. Those of a convenient sue are
used in Russia and Poland for paving the towns : when broken they
are exceedingly well adapted for the repairs of roads.

IUUNA. [MlLLITORIDAl
ERU'CA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Cruci/era,

and to the tribe Brauicta. It has an erect calyx, obovate petals,
distinct, not toothed stamens

; an oval, oblong, two-celled, two-valved,
silique; smooth concave valve*, with an ensiform Madiera benk,

scarcely shorter than the valves ;
the seeds globose. The s|>ecies are

annual branched herbs, with erect terminal racemes of flowers, which
are white and yellow, and remarkable for their beautiful reticulation

of brown veins.

E. m/ira, Garden-Rocket, has lyrate pinnatifid leaves, with toothed
acute lobes, a hairy stem, the pedicels shorter than the deciduous

calyx. It is a native of cultivated fields and waysides in the north
of Africa, in Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Switzerland, and Greece,
It is very subject to varieties, and many have been described by
various botanists. Although mostly hairy, sometimes its stem is

smooth. In height it varies from three inches to two feet, and the
flowers are very variable in the depth and arrangement of their

colours. When full grown it has an acrid and unpleasant taste, and
a strong, peculiar, almost fetid smell

;
but when young and tender

it is frequently eaten as a salad, especially on the Continent. It is

the Roquette Cultivee and La Rocket des Jardius of the French,
Raukette of the Germans, and Ruccola of the Italians. The whole

plant has been used hi medicine as a sialagogue. The ripened seeds

are a good substitute for the seeds of the mustard, but not so pungent.
When cultivated as a salad, the seeds should be sown in a warm
border early in February, and again in March and April for successive

crops. The plants should be thinned, after they have produced the
first rough leaves, to about three or four inches apart, and they
should be kept clear of weeds. If a supply is required throughout
the year, the seeds may be sown every month. The plants sown in

February should be allowed to produce seed, which ripen in August,
and may be used for all the sowings. E. hitpida and A', micaria are

European plants, and when cultivated ag ornament need only to be
sown in the open border and t rented as other hardy annuals.

(Lindley, Flora Medica; Don, DiMamydtoiu Plantt.)

ERUCASTRUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Crucifcra, and to the tribe Sratticae. It has a square pod, the
valves convex, with one straight nerve, the seeds oval or oblong in a

single row. This genus has been formed by Schimper and Spenner
for some of the species of the old genus Sinajri*. }'. incanum, the

Sinapit intanut of Linnirux, has been found in sandy places in Jersey
and Alderney, and has consequently a place in the British Flora. It

has adpressed pods, which are turgid, with a short one-seeded beak.
The stem reaches from one to three feet high. This plant is also a
native of the South of Europe, especially Spain : and is the Caltile

Jfupanica of L'Heritier; the llirtcltfiddia adprctta of Moench.

Koch, in the '

Synopsis Flonc Germanicaj et Helvetica;,' gives three

species of this genus as natives of Switzerland and the upper dis-

trict of the Rhine. (Babington, Manual of Jiritith liotany ; Don,
JHi-lilamyilcoiu Planti.)
ERUCIVORA. [LANUDX.]
ERVUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Li ijuminoiir aud the tribe Yicitec. It is known by a 6-cleft calyx, with
linear acute segments, about equal in length to the corolla ; glabrous
stigma; an oblong 2-4-seeded legume. Most of the species of this

genus are weeds, two of which, the E. hirttUum aud /.'. titrii.ijnni<um,
are found in Great Britain. The former is called Tine-Tare, and is a

great pest in corn-fields.

E. Lent is the plant which produces the Lentil. It has branched

stems; oblong nearly glabrous leaflets, usually eight in 'number; the

stipules lanceolate and ciliated ; the peduncles 2-3-fiowered, about

equal in length to the leaves; the legumes short, broad, finely reticu-

lated ; seeds two, compressed. It is a native of corn-fields on the
continent of Europe. Lentils are not much eaten in this country,
but they are consumed in considerable quantities in France, Germany,
and Italy. The Lentil is one of the oldest leguminous plants u-.-.l .-i

-

food of which we have any record. Ever since the time of Esau they
have been eaten in the East. In Egypt and Syria they are parched
in a frying-pan and sold in the shops, and are OOJHldmd by the
natives as the best food for those who are on long journey*. The
Lentil is still cultivated in this country. There are three varieties

known in France and Germany : the small brown, which is the lightest-
flavoured and the best for soups ;

the yellowish, which is a little

larger and the next best; and the Lentil of Provence, which is almost
as large as a pea, with luxuriant straw, aud it might be cultivated

as food for cattle.

In its cultivation the Lentil requires a dry warm soil
;

it should bo
sown later than the pea, at the rate of a bushel or a bushel and a
half to the acre. It ripens earlier than the pea, aud requires the
same treatment and harvesting. The produce of the Lentil in grain
is about a fourth less than that of the tan, and the straw is not more
than a third as much. The straw is however considered very
nourishing, and is used for feeding calves and lambs. Lentils, like

all other leguminous fruits, contain a large quantity of uitrogenised
matters. Einhoff found that 3840 parts of lentils contained 1260

part* of starch and 1433
parts

of a matter analogous to animal matter.
In a late analysis made by Dr. Playfair for the Royal Agricultural

Society be found that 100 parts of lentils contained 33 parts of

albumen or gluten and 48 parts of starch, Ac.
;

whilst the same

quantity of peas contained 20 parts of albumen, and of beans
31 parts. If the theory of nutrition propounded by Professor

Ucbig in his late work on 'Animal/Chemistry' be correct, then lentils

constitute one of the most highly nutritious foods in nature.
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IRYCIXA.
ERY'NGIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

I'mlellifenr, and the tribe Saniculte. It has a calyx of five leafy
teeth, the petals erect, oblong, with a long inflexed point ;

the fruit

obovate, covered with chaffy scales without ridges or vittae. The
species are usually perennial spiny herbs, with the flowers congregated
into oblong or roundish dense heads.

E. maritinntm, Sea-Holly, has the radical leaves roundish, plaited,
spurious stalked, the upper leaves embracing the stem, palmatoly
lobed ; the leaves of the involucre 3-lobed, spurious, longer than the
heads

;
the scales of the receptacle 3-lobed. The stem is more than

a foot in height, and is branched and leafy. It is a native of Europe
on the sands of the sea-shore, and is found on the European and
African shores of the Mediterranean Sea. It is abundant on the
eastern shores of England, and is found in Scotland and Ireland.
The plant is called in England Sea-Eryngo, Sea-Hulver, and Sea-
Holme. According to Linnaeus the flowering shoots are very good
when boiled and eaten like asparagus. The leaves are sweetish, with
a warm aromatic flavour. The root also is sweet to the taste, and
has an aromatic smell. It has been used in medicine as a tonic, and
Boerhaave regarded it as a valuable aperient and diuretic. The root
is also supposed to possess aphrodisiac virtues. It is candied, and
sold in the shops of London as a sweetmeat. There is still an
establishment at Colchester, in Essex, where the roots are candied,
in which town this preparation was first made, more than two
centuries since, by Robert Buxton, an apothecary. It is not now
much used by medical men, but at one time it had a reputation in

many diseases.

. canptttrc has the radical leaves two or three times pinnatifid,
gpinous, stalked

; the stem-leaves embracing the stem, bi-pinnatifid ;

the leaves of the involucre lanceolate, spinous, longer than the heads
;

the scales of the receptacle undivided. It is a more bushy and
slender plant than the last. It grows on waste ground and in dry
sandy fields, and is a very common plant in the south of Europe. It

is found in England and Scotland, but is a rare plant. There is a plant
found on the banks of the Tyne called E. campatre, but Mr. Babington
thinks this may be a different species. The plant which Ray describes
as growing on the shore, called Friar's Goose, below Melling, in

Yorkshire, Mr. Babington thinks requires further examination, before

determining the claim of this plant to be considered a true native of
Great Britain.

E. ftetulum has the radical leaves lanceolate, bluntieh, narrowed at
the base, spinous ; the floral leaves palmate, sessile ; the leaves of the
involucre lanceolate, much longer than the heads

;
the palea among

the flowers entire. It is a native of Jamaica, Guyana, Demerara,
Florida, and Brazil, in fields and woods. The negroes and poorer
whites in Jamaica regard this plant as a valuable remedy in

hysterical fit* ; hence it is called in the West Indies Fit-Weed.
It is admistered in the form of a decoction or infusion of the whole

plant
E. a/jaiillcum, Rattle-Snake-Weed, has the leaves broadly linear,

with parallel nerves ; the lower leaves ensiform ; the floral leaves

lanceolate, toothed; the leaves of the involucre shorter than the
heads of flowers

; the stems dichotomous. It is a native of North
America, from Pennsylvania to Virginia. It is also found in the

Society Islands, California, and Buenos Ayres. It inhabits marshes,
inundate! pastures, and the banks of rivers. This plant is employed
in North America as an application to the bite of the rattle-snake

;

hence its common name.

Nearly 100 species of this genus have been described. They are

found in greatest numbers in America, but many are inhabitants of

Asia, Africa, and Europe. They are most of them handsome and
ornamental plants, and worthy of cultivation. They will grow freely
hi any common garden soil, but the lighter or more sandy the soil the
better they will grow. Some of the species require the greenhouse or

frame, and they should be grown in pots. They may be propagated
by dividing the roots, or by sowing the seed.

(Don, Dichtanydcoiu Planti; Babington, Manual of Britith Botany;
Lindley, Flora Medico.)
E'RYON, Desmarest's name for a Macrouroiis Crustacean only

known in a fossil state.

External antenna; short (one-eighth of the total length of the body
including the tail), setaceous, provided at their base with a rather

Urge scale, which is ovoid and strongly notched on the internal side ;

intermediate antennae setaceous, bifid, much shorter than the external

ones, and having their filaments equal. Feet of the first pair nearly
as long as the body, slender, linear, not spinous, terminated by very
long and narrow chelae, with fingers little bent, but slightly inflected

inwards ; carpus short ; feet of the other pairs also slender, and those
of the second and third pairs terminated with pincers, like the feet of
the crawfishes (dcrevisaes). Carapace very much depressed, wide,
nearly square, but little advanced anteriorly, profoundly notched on
its latero anterior borders. Abdomen rather short, formed of six

articulations, of which the four intermediate ones have their lateral

borders prolonged in angles, well detached, as in the crawfishes.
Caudal fin formed of five pieces, of which the two lateral are entire,
rather large, a little rounded on the internal side, and the three
middle ones triangular and elongated, especially the intermediate one.

ERYSIMUM.

It is found in the lithographic limestone of Pappeuheim and
Aichtedt in the margraviate of Anspach. (Desmarest.)
M. Desmarest observes that this genus is entirely anomalous, and

ought in a natural classification to form a section by itself. According
to the method of Dr. Leach it would belong : 1st, to the order
Macroura; 2nd, to the second section, which includes those Jfacroura
which are provided with a caudal flabelliform fin ; 3rd, to the sub-
section B, which have the peduncles of the internal antennas

moderately elongated; 4th, to the fifth division, which have the

natatory blades of the extremity of the tail formed of a single piece,
the second articulation of the abdomen ribt dilated, and rounded
anteriorly and posteriorly on each side : and, finally, feet to the
number of ten.

M. Desmarest goes on to say that it is to the CaMianaaa:, the

ThdUarina, the Gebiae, and the Azii, that Eryon bears relation.
Nevertheless it has not, he observes, the habit of any of them. Its

short depressed carapace, and its little elongated abdomen, approxi-
mate it to Seyllariu, but its internal antenna; with short peduncles,
its external setaceous antennae, and its greater anterior didactylous
feet, widely separate it from that genus. It cannot be confounded
with Palinurui, which has the external antennae and the peduncles
of the internal ones so long, and whose feet are all monodactylous ;

and, finally, it cannot be referred to the crawfishes or lobsters (Aitncus),
whose shell is differently formed, and which have the external natatory
blades of the tail composed of two pieces ;

but Desmarest thinks that
it is to the last-named genus that Eryon most approximates, taking
into consideration its general character. He regrets that he has not
been able to satisfy himself whether the four antenna: are inserted on
the same horizontal line or not, a fact which would have assisted him
in his comparison with other genera.

E. Curieri. Carapace finely granulated above, marked by two
deep and narrow notches on the two latero-anterior borders, and

finely crenulated on the latero-posterior borders. Length 4 to 5

inches, French.

Eryon Ctivieri,

The fossil was noticed by Riohter, Knorr, and others, before
M. Desmarest, as indeed he states.

ERY'SIMUM (from Ipfo, to draw), a genus of Plants belonging to
the natural order Crucifera, and to the tribe Sitymbrecc. It has a

tetragonal pod, the valves prominently keeled with one longitudinal
nerve, the stigma obtuse, entire or slightly emarginate, the seeds in
a single row, the funiculus filiform. The species are annual, biennial
or perennial herbs, with variable leaves, and elongated, termina

many-flowered racemes.

E. AUiaria of Linnaeus, Smith, Schkuhr, and others, is generally
now admitted as the type of a new genus, AUiaria of Adanson. It

differs from Eryeimv.ni in not having its valves keeled with a single
nerve, but having 3 longitudinal nerves, and in the seeds being
striated, and the funiculus flattened and winged. E. Attiaria is the
A. ojKcinalit of Andrzeijowski, who is followed by De Candolle in his
'

Prodromus,' and
Babmgtpn in his ' Manual.' Koch however follow a

Scopoli, and places it in Sisymtrium as S. A liiaria ; from which genus
it differs only in its flattened winged funiculus. It has heart-shaped
leaves, the lower ones being reniform and coarse, repando-crenate ;

the pods are erect and patent, much longer than their stalks, and
the seeds are oblong and cylindrical. The stem is erect, one to two
feet high, and slightly branched. The flowers are white. It is a
native all over Europe, under hedges and in ditches. It has a strong
smell, and a taste not unlike garlic, for which it is frequently used as
a substitute, whence it has obtained its Latin name AUiaria, from
'alii i u ii,' garlic. It is very generally used by the poor people of the
countries in which it grows as a condiment, with bread and butter,
salted meats, or in salads. In England it is known by the name of
Sauce Alone, and Jack by the Hedge. In German it has several

names, as Das Knoblauchkraut, Der Knoblauchhederich, Lauchel
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Wul<lkn.>lil.ich, lUmfen, Rnm!.ch,-lwur7.-l, Gernsel, Salsekraut, Sta-
kraut. In French it has the name* 1,'Alliare, L'Herbe nux Ailleta, ftc.

Although not often found on the tables of the middle or upper clones,
Mr. Nrill sayn, that " when gathered as it approaches the flowering
state, boiled

separately,
and then eaten to boiled mutton, it certainly

forms a moat desirable pot-herb, and to any kind of Baited meat an
excellent green." Linmcus says that

sheep and com and poultry eat

H, bat that horses and goats refuse it. When enten by cows it gives
a disagreeable flavour to the milk. Poultry also which eat it have a
bad flavour when cooked. The seeds when powdered produce
netning, and have been employed as a sternutatory. The leaves
wen formerly used as a diaphoretic, and a poultice of them was
recommended as an antiseptic in gangrenous and cancerous ulcerations.

A second species of Alliaria has been described as A. brachycarpa,
a native of Iberia.

. ckeinmthoidei, Worm -Seed, Treacle Mustard, has oblong-
lanceolate leaves, slightly toothed, with stellate three-parted hairs, all

narrowed into a slight footstalk, the pedicles longer than the calyx,
two or three times shorter than the pods ;

the pods patent, ascending';
the seeds small, numerous. It is a native of Europe, also of North
America. It is found not uncommonly in Great Britain ; it inhabits
cultivated ground, waste places, and osier holts. It varies greatly in

size according to situation. The flowers are very numerous, small,
and yellow. It has obtained its name Worm-Seed from the fact of its

seeds being sometimes used as a remedy for intestinal worms. It was
also formerly employed as an ingredient in the famous Venice Treacle,
and hence the whole genus have been called Treacle-Mustard.

Babington marks this and all other species of Erytimnm as plants that
have been possibly introduced into Great Britain, though now looking
very like true natives.

a, tiryatuin has linear lanceolate leaves, entire, with stellate two- or

three-parted hairs, the lower ones narrowed into a footstalk, the

upper leaves mostly sessile, the pedicles as long as the calyx, many
times shorter than the pod, the pod erect, the seeds large. It is found
in Great Britain plentifully ntjar Bath. It is also a native of the Alps
and of Holland.-.

E. orientalt has elliptical heart-shaped obtuse leaves clasping the

stem, the radical leaves obovate, all smooth, glaucous, undivided,
entire. This is the Coringia orientalit of Andrzeijowski, and E.

nlpinnm of Baumgartner, and Brauica alpina of Linn.Tus. It is a
native of the south of Europe, and is found in England and Ireland,
in fields and cliffs near the sea. It has white or cream-coloured
flowers. There are about fifty species of Erysimum, most of them
natives of Europe, and n few in the temperate districts of Asia, Africa,
and America. Some of them are ornamental and worthy of culti-

vation. The perennial herbaceous species are well adapted for the

flower-border, and may be grown in any common garden soil. The
smaller species may be employed for ornamenting rock-work, and

many of them may be grown in pots with other alpine plants. The
perennial species may be propagated by cuttings, by dividing the roots,
or by seeds. The annual and biennial species may be sown in the

open ground.
(Babington, Manual of Britith Botany; Don, DiMamydeouf Plants ;

Sowerby, Englith Botany.)
KKYSIPHE. [Ft'.xoi.]

EHYTHACA, a genus of Birds belonging to the family SylvMUx,
the order InttMora, having the following characters : Beak rather
broad and depressed at the base, becoming narrower towards the

point, and slightly compressed; upper mandible deflected and
notched. Nostrils basal, lateral, oval, pierced in a membrane partly
hid by feathers and hairs projecting from the base of the beak.

Wings rounded ; the three exterior quills graduated; the first only
half as long as the second, which is shorter than the third ; the

fourth, fifth, and sixth longer than the third
;
the fifth the longest in

the wing. The tarsus longer than the middle toe
; the lateral toes

nearly equal to each other in length ; the outer toe united at its

base to the middle toe ; the claw of the hind toe longer and stronger
than the others.

E. rvbccula, Syltia rubecitia, .Votacilla rubtcula, the Robin
Red-Breast, Robin-Redstart, Robinet, Ruddock, is so generally
distributed over the British Islands, and so universal a favourite,
that all are sufficiently interested in the bird to make themselves

acquainted with its habits. These may be observed in any garden,
lifld, or wood, for there is scarcely a hedge without its Robin
inhabitant, and if Knbins appear to be more numerous in winter than
in summer, it is partly owing to the state of vegetation at the former

season, which leaves them more exposed to observation, and partly
because they resort to the habitations of men for food, when other
means of supply fail The song of the Robin is sweet and plaintive,
I.ut not very powerful. Mr. White of Selbome, says, "The robin

sing* all through the year. The reason that he is called an
autumn songster is, because in tbo spring- and summer his voice
is lost in the general chorus, while in the autumn it becomes

distinguishable.^
The Robin is one of the latest birds to retire to rest, and the

earliest to be seen moving in the morning, requiring apparently but

Itt* -:. M ..

This bird i very easily tamed, noon becomes familiar with those

who feed it, and constantly build* its nest in places frequented
by man.

Mr. Blackwall relates that a pair of Robins built their nest in a

small saw-pit. Soon after the lieu hnd begun to sit the sawing of
timber was commenced at this pit, and though this noisy occupation
was carried on every day close to the nest during the hatching of

the eggs and rearing of the young birds, the old birds exhibited no

signs of alarm or interruption. These birds exhibit great attachment
to each other, and many instances have been related to prove that

they pair for life. With all his interesting qualities the Robin is

one of the most pugnacious of birds, and not only maintains his right

against all intruders, but is said to kill those of his own fumily
when they become troublesome to him. Robins breed early in the

spring. The nest is composed of moss, dead leaves, and dried grass,

lined with hair, and sometimes a few feathers ; it is frequently placed
on a bank sheltered by brushwood, or a short distance above the

ground in a thick bush or lone hedge, sometimes in a hole of a wall

partly covered with ivy. The eggs are from five to seven in number,
white, spotted with pale reddish-brown ;

the length nine lines and a

half, by seven lines and a half in breadth. The bird is found all

over England, Ireland, and Wales, it is also an inhabitant of the

most northern counties of Scotland. It also visits Denmark and
Sweden in the breeding season ; and so well does it bear cold weather,
that among the summer visitors to the latter country, the Robin is

one of the first to come and the last to go.
It is a constant resident throughout the year in all the temperate

and warmer ports of Europe, abundant in Spain and Italy, Sicily,
and Malta,

In the adult bird the beak and hides are black
; upper part of the

head, neck, back, upper tail-coverte, and tail-feathers, a yellowish
olive-brown ; quill-feathers rather darker, the outer edges olive-

brown
; greater wing-coverts tipped with buff, over the base of the

beak, round the eye, the chin, the throat, and the upper part of the

breast, reddish-orange, encircling this red is a narrow band of bluish-

gray, which is broadest near the shoulders ; lower part of the breast

and belly white
; sides, flanks, and under tail-coverts, pale brown

;

under surface of wing and tail-feathers dusky gray ; legs, toes, and

claws, purple brown. The whole length of the bird is 5J inches.

The female is not quite so large as the nmlc, and her colours are

less bright. The young birds, after their first autumn moult,
resemble adult females ;

but the red of the breast is tinged with

orange, and the legs ore dark brown. The Red-Breast is subject to

variation in the colouring of the plumage. White and partly white
varieties are not uncommon.

(Ynrrell, Britiih Bird* ; MacGillivrny, Mnntml / British Bird*.)

ERYTHR^EA, a pretty genus of annual Plants belonging to the

natural order Gentianacar, and inhabiting dry sandy places in Great
Britain and other parts of Europe, especially near the sea,

E. pulchella has an erect, much branched, acutely quadrangular
stem ;

the leaves ovate, the uppermost oblong-lanceolate ; flowers, all

stalked, axillary, and terminal, the calyx rather shorter thau the

tube of the opening corolla, the lobes of the corolla elliptic oblong,
obtuse. The inflorescence is forked, the lateral flowers distant from
the floral leaves. It is found in sandy ground in England.

. Centanrium, Common, or Lesser Centaury, has on erect branched

stem, elliptic oblong leaves, the upper ones acute; flowers nearly

sessile, corymbosely panicled ;
the calyx not half as long as the tube

of the opening corolla ; the lobes of the corolla oval. It is found in

dry postures in Great Britain. It flowers in August, at which time
it is to be collected. The whole plant is taken up. It has a square
stem, with opposite entire 3-ncrved leaves. It is devoid of odour;
the taste is strongly bitter, but not unpleasant : 100 parts of the
fresh herb dry into 47; 10 Ibs. of the dry herb yield by a single
decoction 3 Ibs. of extract. It contains a principle called Centaurin,
which at present is known only as a dark brown extract-like mass ;

but which, united with hydrochloric acid, furnishes an excellent

febrifuge medicine. As a bitter, it suits irritable systems better

than any article of that class of medicines, and is therefore to
be preferred. In other respects it has the general properties of
bitter tonics.

/,'. latifolia and K. lUtoralu are both British species of this genus,
found near the sea-shore. All the species are extremely bitter, nn.l

are collected by the country people under the name of Centaury as a
substitute for Gentian in domestic medicine.

KKYTHRI'NA, a genus of Tropical Trees and Tuberous Herbs

belonging to the natural order Letfumtnoi(e. The species have ternate

leaves and clusters of very large loug flowers, which are usually of tho

brightest-red ; whence the species have gained the name of Coral-

Trees. Frequently their stem is defended by stiff prickles. They
occur in the warmer parts of the Old and New World. An Indian

species, . mcmotpcrma, is said to yield gum-lac. Do Candolle mentions
32 species ; of which E. Cruta Galli is commonly cultivated in green-
houses for tho sake of its splendid blossoms.

ERYTHRINUS, a genus of Tropical Fishes belonging to the family
"//r.

ERYTHRO'NIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Liliacerr. E. Dent Canit, a pretty little bulbous plant (whose
name, Englished Dog's-Tooth Violet, is derived from the form of its
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long slender white bulbs), is a native of woody subalpine places among
bushes and stones, in Croatia, Idria, and about Laybach ;

it also occurs

in Switzerland, but more seldom, and is also met with in the north of

Italy. It is not mentioned in the Floras of the south of Europe,
Two or three varieties are known in gardens as gay hardy flowers

appearing early in the spring ;
one with purple, a second with white

flowers, and a third, elevated by some into a species, with a somewhat

stronger habit of growth.
E. Americanum is said to be emetic.

ERYTHROPHYS. [CucuLiM.]
ERYTHROXY'LE^E, a group of Exogenous Plants, considered by

gome as a distinct natural order ; by others as a subordinate division of

Malpiyhiacece. They have alternate stipulate leaves and small pallid

flowers. The calyx is 5-lobed ;
the petals are 5, with a remarkable

appendage at their base, which afford one of the marks of distinction

between Erythrosylete and Malpighiacere ; the stamens are 10, slightly

monadelphous. The ovary is superior, 3-celled, with 3 styles, and

solitary pendulous ovules. The fruit is drupaceous. Some of the

epecies of Erythrorylaa, the only genus, have a bright-red wood,

occasionally used for dyeing ;
but the most extraordinary species is

the Erythrorylon C'uca, an account of the inebriating effects of which

is given under COCA.

jErythroiylon laiirifolium.

1, a calyx with the monadelphous stamens ; 2, a petal \dth its appendage ;

3, the ovary, with the three styles ; 4, a half-ripe fruit j 5, a transverse section

of the same', showing that one only of the seeds comes to perfection, the two

others being abortive.

ERYTHROXYLON. [COCA.]

ERYX, or ERIX, a genus of Serpents separated by Daudin from

Enjx Sengaleniit.

Boa, and differing from it in having a very short obtuse tail, and the

ventral plates narrower. The head of Ery.c is short, and the characters

enerally would approximate the form to Tortrie, did not the confor-

mation of the jaws place it at a distance from the last-named gonus. The
bead besides is covered with small scales only. Eryx has no hooks at

the vent.

SCALLONIA'CEjE^scaMontacfe, a small natural order ofExogenous
Plants, related to the genus Rlbes, in the opinion of some, but to that of

Saxifraga, according to other botanists. It consists of shrubs with ever-

green leaves, which often emit a powerful odour like that of melilot
;

their flowers are red or white, and often are quasi-monopetalous, in con-

sequence of the approximation of their petals. They have an inferior

many-seeded ovary, with two large placenta; in the axis, a definite

number of epigynous stamens, a single style, and minute chaffy seeds

with a very small embryo lying in oily albumen. All the species
inhabit South America, on the mountains, especially in alpine regions.
Escallonia rulira, E. Sfontemdensis, E. illinita, and others, have now
become common in warm sheltered gardens in this country.

Escallonia terrain,

1, a flower magnified, without the petals ; 2, a transverse section of the

ovary.

ESCHARA. [POLYZOA.]
ESCHSCHO'LTZIA, a genus of beautiful yellow-flowered Plants

belonging to the natural order Papaveracea, inhabiting California and

the north-western coast of North America, and now become extremely
common in the gardens of Great Britain. They are known by the

base of their calyx remaining at the base of the siliquose fruit in the

form of a firm fleshy rim, by their calyx being thrown off like a

calyptra when the petals unfold, and by the stamens being inserted

into the edge of the permanent rim of the calyx. Otherwise they are

very near our sea-shore Glaucium. Two certain species only, E. Cali-

fornica and E. crocea, have yet been introduced ;
a third, E. compacts,

is figured in the 'Botanical Register,' but it is probably a mule

between the first two. It has been recently proposed to alter this

name, which has a barbarous sound and appearance, for the more

harmonious one of Ckryseis, and it is hardly to be doubted that the

latter will be adopted. (Botanical Register, t. 1948.)

ESOX, a genus of Fishes established by Liunams for the reception

of the Pike and some allied forms. It is now subdivided, and the

resulting genera, with the Flying-Fish (Exocelus), constitute the family

Esocidie. The genus Esox, as at present received, has for its type the

Eox Lucius of Linnteus, the Common Pike. The generic character

is founded on the form and armature of the organs of mastication.

The jaws, palatine bones, and vomer are furnished with teeth of

various sizes. The head is oblong, obtuse, depressed, and large in

proportion to the body. The dorsal fin is placed far back and over

the anal. Both these fins are entire, which is also the case in tha

genus Belone, of which the Gar-Fish is the type (Esox Belone of

Linnseus) ;
but in that fish the head and jaws are greatly produced,

the latter being linear and pointed. Scomleresox (the Saury) is a

third genus of this family, having a head resembling that of Belone ;

but the anal and dorsal fins are divided posteriorly into finlets

resembling those of a mackerel. Hemiramplms is a curious genus of

Sea-Pikes, in which the upper jaw is extremely short, while the lower

one resembles that of the gar-fish. Exocetw, the Flying-Fish, was

distinguished from Esox by Linnaeus. [ExoCETUS.] It has the head

comparatively short, the dorsal and anal fins placed much farther

forward, and the pectoral fins so Large as to serve the purpose of

wings, or rather of parachutes, which sustain the fish in the air for

some time after it has sprung out of the water.
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i'. Luriut, the True, or Freeh-Water Pike, Pickerel!, True Jack, or

Gedd, U a well-known fish, esteemed for it* food, and remarkable for

its Toracioua and destructive habits. It is the longest-lived ami

largest of fresh-water fishes, and many wonderful atories are narrated

of it Owner gives an account of one, the skeleton of which was

preserved at Mannheim, which weighed 350 Ibs., and waa probably
between 300 and 300 yean old. Pennant informs us of one 90 years

old; and pikes from SO to 70 Ibs. weight have been taken in

Scotland and Ireland. It grows with great rapidity, attaining a length
of from 8 to 10 inches in its first year. The Mannheim pike was
said to hare been 19 feet in length, and in our own country they
hare been taken 9 feet long. The Pike eaU up everything eatable

which comes in its way. Being strong, swift, and courageous, it

masters all other fishes in its locality. U will also attack birds and
small quadrupeds, if within reach, and has been known to quarrel
with the otter for its prey, and to assault man himself. Pikes are

found in Europe, Asia, and North America. In the United States

there are several species of Ktos.

The habits of the Sea-Pike, or Oar-Fish (Bclone rulyari*), and the

Saury (Scombtntox) are not so well known. They are gregarious, and
swim near the surface of the water, leaping out of it with great agility,
and playing round bodies which float on the surface of the sea. The

|
'iMiliar formation of the heads of these fishes renders the nature of

the food a subject of curiosity among naturalists
;
but the question

is not yet settled. On the southern coasts of England and Ireland

they are common. The bones of the Belont are green : the flesh is

firm and white, and has much the flavour of that of the mackerel.
I BELONE ; SCOMBKRESOX.]
ESSONITE. [GARNET.]
ESTRILDA, a genus of Birds belonging to the Pauerina. The

species are known by the name of Waxbilla, They inhabit the Indian

Archipelago and Australia.

KT.K'HIO is a kind of fruit consisting of achenia, or small closed-

up seed-like seed-vessels, placed upon a succulent receptacle. The
strawberry and the raspberry are of this nature, and are very

incorrectly called Berries, in the botanical sense of the word berry.

[FBI-IT.]

ETHE'RIA, Lamarck's name for a genus of Concbjferous Molliuca,

placed by many authors among the C'/mmi</<r, but separated by Deshayes
and others. [CHAMACEA.]
Animal closely approximating to that of L'nio. Lobes of the mantle

disunited throughout their length, and consequently without either

tubes or syphons. Below the foot the branchial of the right side

unite themselves to those of the left side in the medial line, and
leave below them a rather large canal, in which the vent terminates.

The branchial leaflets are unequal, strongly striated and festooned

on their free border. The mouth is rather large, and furnished on
each side with a pair of palps like those of the Uniona. Finally

(and, as Deshayes observes, it is a great singularity in an animal
that lives attached to foreign substances), it is provided with a very
large foot, which may be compared in regard of its form and position
with that of I'nio.

Shell adherent, thick, nacreous, very irregular, inequivalve, inequi-
lateral

;
umbones short, thick, indistinct

; hinge toothles, irregular,
undulated, callous ; ligament longitudinal, tortuous, external, pene-
trating pointedly into the interior of the shell ; muscular impressions
oval, irregular, one superior and posterior, the other inferior and
anterior

; pallia! impression narrow and small.

M. Deshayea observes that on examining the shells of this genus,
in which the ligament is not ruptured, it appears that the ligament is

not entirely internal or subinternal, like that of the oysters, but
that it has completely the structure of external ligaments. It is

when the shells are young that the structure of the ligament is most

easily recognised. There are two muscular impressions, always very
distinct in old individuals ; but in the young ones it sometimes happens
that one only can be distinguished, and it was upon an individual in

this state of growth that M. de FeYugnac established his genus Mullrria,
which, in the opinion of M. Deshayes, cannot be retained. With regard
to the crcnulations on the hinge adverted to by M. de Fdrussac,
M. Deshayes states that he had seen on the very individual which
M. de Ftfrusaac had in his hands some small fractures resulting, as it

appeared to M. Deshayes, from this cause, namely, that the shell having
been taken with the animal, the valves bad been separated by attacking
the ligament with a sharp instrument.
Lamarck considered the genus Ktheria to be marine, and accounted

for its having escaped the notice of zoologists because it was attached
to rocks at gnat depths in the sea. Mr. O. R Sowerby, after noticing
the locality attributed to the genus by Lamarck, remarks that two
circumstances observable in the Kthtria (E. temilunata), figured in
his plate, would have induced him to suspect that this was a fresh-
water shell, or at least an inhabitant of actuaries at the mouths of
rivers; 1st, its having an epidermis, which remains only in those
parts least exposed to the action of the water, the greater part
especially of the upper valve being eroded in a very irregular manner ;

and 2ndly, its being partly covered with the remains of those ovate
vesicular bodies, supposed to be the eggs of some molluscous animals
so frequently seen on fresh-water shells. M. Cailliaud was the first

to make known the fact that the genus U an inhabitant of the fresh-

waters, and M. de Frfrussac (' MiSmoires de la SocieV d'HUtoire

Naturellu', vol. i.) published a paper on the subject from M. C'ailliaud'*

materials, iu which the former also made a revision of the species.
M. Deshayes, in his treatise on the genus (' Encyclop&lie Mdthodique'),
states that individuals of the same species adhere by the one or the
other valve indifferently, which, he remarks, is not the case with the

Oysters or the Chanue. That El/aria may be attached indifferently

by either valve there is DO reason to doubt after the assertion of
M. Deshayes ;

but Mr. Broderip (' Zool. Trans.,' vol. i.) observes that
the same species of Cliama is sometimes attached by the right, some-
times by the left valve. [CHAMACEA.] M. Rang, during a voyage
to Senegal, made some interesting observations on Ethrria which
live two hundred leagues from the mouth of the river iu the

Senegal, and, together with M. Cailliaud, who received the animal
from the Nile, published a memoir (' M<Smoires du Muslum d'HUtoire

N.itmvlle') full of interest, in which the animal was described for the
first time. The rivers of Africa and Madagascar appear to have
afforded the specimens (which are still rather scarce in cabinets)
hitherto collected. M. de rYrussac, iu his memoirs, gives the following
information from M. Cailliaud .

*' We first meet with Ethcria," says
that zealous traveller,

"
after passing the first cataract ; and they do

not appear to exist below; they become very abnudant in the province
of Rebata, beyond the peninsula of Meroe. The inhabitants mil. -a

them on the banks of the river to ornament their tombs with them,
and they say that they come from the more elevated parU of the

Nile, from Simla, where they are eaten." M. Cailliaud found them as
far as Fazoql, the most distant country into which he penetrated
from the Blue River. In Seuuaar the inhabitants informed M. ( ailliaiid,

that during the summer season, when the river was low, they took
them with the animal

;
but notwithstanding all his endeavours

M. Cailliaud could not obtain any living specimens, the river being
then always to high. They ore said to be very common in the

Jaboussi, a river which runs into the Blue Nile, and in all appearance
the numerous confluent streams of this great arm of the Nile produce
them also. The number found upon the tombs throughout Ethiopia
is so great, that it is astonishing that Bruce and Burukhardt should
not have mentioned them. ('ZooL Journ.,' vol. i.)

i miiuntittt.

Lamarck recorded four species of Klheria, which he divided into
two sections, each containing two species. The first of these consists
of species which have an oblong callosity in the base of the shell ; the
second, of those which have no encrusted callosity at the base of the
shell. These four species M. de Fcrussac (with justice, in the opinion of
M. Deshayes) reduces to two

;
so that the sections, as left by Lamarck,

would each, in that case, consist but of one species, namely, the first
of /;. tllij.Hra, and the n ml of /.'. sn,nlun,n,i. M. Deshayes remarks
that Lamarck saw but a very small number of individuals, and not being
aware of the! r extreme variation, established species from the form of the
shell

;
and it is certain, he adds, that ifwe were to follow the same indica-
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tion at the present day, we might establish a species for each individual.
He notices M. Hang's judicious observation, that in the same species
there are individuals armed with spines, and others devoid of those

appendages, and that the shades of this character are so gradual that
it is impossible to regard it as of the smallest importance. In follow-

ing out this principle, M. Rang considers . tubifera of Sowerby and
. Cailliaudi of Fdrussac as identical, and E. Corteroni of Michelin

to be the same as E. plumbea of Fdrussac. It is to the last-named

species that M. Deshayes thinks that the genus Mulleria should be
referred.

Etheria, or, as some write it, jElheriti, has not yet been discovered
in a fossil state. It should be remembered that Rafinesque uses
the term for a genus of Macrourous Crustaceans belonging to the
Paitvmonidce.

ETHU'SA, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans (tribe Dorippians),
established by M. Roux at the expense of the genus Dorippe of
Fabricius and other naturalists.

M. Milne-Edwards observes that this genus is easily distin-

guished from Dorippe by the conformation of the apertures
leading to the respiratory cavity, which here present the normal

disposition.

Carapace nearly quadrilateral, but rather longer than it is wide,
and very much flattened

;
front large, orbits directed forwards, very

incomplete ; eyes carried on a rather long and very projecting peduncle ;

they pass beyond the external angle of the carapace, and are not
retractile. The internal antenna; are bent back (se reploient) forwards,
in fossettes placed under the front

;
the external antenna; are rather

long ; their first joint is cylindrical, and separates the antennary fos-

sette from the orbit ; the third is longer than the second. The buccal
frame (cadre buccal) is triangular, and reaches to the border of the

antennary fossettes
;
the jaw-feet are much shorter, and leave naked

the anterior portion of the jaw-feet of the first pair, which complete
forwards the canal of the respiratory cavity ; the third joint of the

external jaw-feet is shorter than the second, nearly oval, sharply trun-

cated forwards, and articulated with the following joint by the middle
of its anterior border. The Pterygostomian regions are nearly quad-
rilateral, and are not prolonged between the base of the external jaw-
foot and of the first thoracic foot, as in the Dorippes. The sternal

plastron is oval. The anterior feet are short and slender in both
sexes ; in bending they form a double elbow, as in Homola. The

succeeding feet are long, especially those of the third pair ;
those of

the fourth pair are, on the contrary, extremely short, and inserted

below the preceding ; finally, the posterior feet, longer than the fourth

pair, are inserted above and in front of them, and, like them, are

terminated by a very short, hooked, and subcheliform tarsus. The
abdomen in the male has seven distinct joints ;

in the female it has

only five : the first two rings are directed backwards and on the same

plane with the carapace.
Ex. K. Maocarone (Roux), Cancer Matcaront (Herbst).

Elhvna Slatcaronf.

ETI'SUS, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans (Cancerians of M.

Milne-Edwards).

Carapace less oval and wide than in most of the Arched Cancerians

(Cance'rie'ns ArqucSs). The front is large, lamellar, and divided on the

mesial line by a fissure, as in the Xanthi ; but the two large and
truncated lobes which form the principal part are separated by a deep
notch of the anterior and superior angle of the orbit, which is rounded
an^ projecting ;

the latercr-anterior borders of the carapace are strongly
toothed. The internal antenna: are bent back nearly longitudinally,
and the basilary joint of the external antennae, which is very large,

unites with the front, and presents on the external side a prolonga-
tion which fills the hiatus of the internal orbital angle ; finally, the

moveable stem of these antennae, which is very short, is inserted com-

pletely out of this hiatus, below the front and nearer to the antennary
fotwette than to the orbit. The external jaw-feet present nothing
remarkable ; the feet of the first pair are rather large, and the chelic,
which are much enlarged and rounded at the end, are deeply hollowed
into a spoon-shape.

M. Milne-Edwards, who gives the above description, divides this

small group, which he considers as forming the passage between the
Xanthi and J'latycarcini, into the two following sections :

WAT. HIST. DIV. vot. ii.

a. Carapace scarcely knobbed above.

Ex. E. denlatiis. Length three or four inches; colour reddish.

Locality, the Indiau Archipelago.

Etisus dentattu.

0. Carapace covered with knobs, separated by deep furrows.

Ex. E. unaylyptiis. Length about an inch and a half; colour
whitish (?). Locality, Australia.

EUASTRUM. [DESMIDEA]
EUCALY'PTUS, a genus of Australian Plants, consisting of lofty

trees, with a volatile aromatic oily secretion in their leaves, and
a large quantity of astringent resinous matter in their bark. They
belong to the alternate-leaved division of Myrtacefe, and are generi-
cally known among these plants by their corolla being absent, and the
limb of their calyx consolidated into a hemispherical or conical cap,
whtch is thrown off when the stamens expand.

This genus occurs in the Malayan Archipelago, but is chie8y Aus-

tralian, and, together with the leafless Acacias, gives a most remarkable
character to the scenery. The species exist in great profusion, and
form the largest trees in the forests of that part of the world. A
modern writer upon the plants of Van Diemen's Laud says that

Eucalypttts seems as if it had taken undisturbed possession of those

Australian regions, clothing as it does with a stupendous mantle the
surface both of Van Diemen's Land and Australia ;

while the inter-

mixture of other plants which this lordly tribe permits is, compared
with its own great extent, but small and partial. Wherever you go,
one species or other is constantly before you.
No trees in the world so constantly or rapidly arrive at gigantic

dimensions : they often become hollow, and are then used by the

traveller as roomy places of shelter at night. Frazer found a hollow

Eucalyptus at Moreton Bay, used by the natives as a cemetery. Even
at Swan River, where, according to the report of Frazer, the species
are stunted, they also attain a huge size. E. culophylla, attains a

height of 150 feet, and a girth of from 25 to 50 feet is not an uncommon
dimension of these trees. Their timber is represented as highly
useful for domestic and other purposes ; being so soft at first as to

render the felling, splitting, and sawing up of the tree, when green, a

very easy process, and when thoroughly dry becoming as hard as oak.

. retinifera has leaves with very minute and numerous little dots,

ovate-lanceolate, with long tapering points narrowed to the base,

with a vein next the margin. The flowers are umbellate, on a com-

pressed peduncle rather longer than the petiole. The lid is conical,

taper, leathery, twice as long as the capsule. The bark is so extremely

astringent as to yield a gum not inferior to Kino, and sold as such.

The bark of this and other species is so hard as to cause them to be

called Iron-Bark Trees by the colonists. The Blue Gum-Tree and some
others have the singular property of throwing it off in white or gray

longitudinal strips or ribands, which, hanging down from the branches,
have a singular effect in the woods.

In many species the leaves are so variable in their form and other

characters at different ages of the tree, or in different situations, that

it is a matter of difficulty to know how they are to be botanically

distinguished from each other
;
and in fact the subject of the distinc-

tion of species has hardly yet been taken up, no botanist feeling com-

petent to undertake the task without some personal acquaintance with

the plants in a native state. The leaves, instead of presenting one of

their surfaces to the sky and the other to the earth, as is the case

with the trees of Europe, are often arranged with their faces vertical,

so that each side is equally exposed to the light.

. robutta contains large cavities in its stem between the annual

concentric circles of wood, filled with a most beautiful red or rich

vermilion-coloured gum, which flows out as soon as the saw affords

an opening.
E. mannifera, exudes a saccharine mucous substance resembling

manna in its action and appearance, but less nauseous. It is not pro-

duced by insects, and only appears in the dry season. Other species

yield a similar secretion at Moretou Bay and in Van Diemen's Land.

Mr. Backhouse says it coagulates, and drops from the leaves in

particles often as large as an almond.
s
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. O'mtnii, when wounded, furnishes the inhabitant* of Vn Diem, -tin

Land with a eopioiu supply of a cool, refreshing, (lightly aperient
li.]ui.l, which ferments and acquires the properties of beer.

Upon the whole this gtnu* niuit be considered the most important
that Aiutralia produce*. As it occurs so far to the south as Van
Diemen's Lund it is almost certain that it might be naturalised in

Devonshire, Cornwall, and in the west of Inland, Even in the

neighbourhood of London certain kinds bear moderate winters
without shelter, especially K. pvlrtnUenla.

It is very much to be regretted that some settled nomeuclaturo is

not introduced, for the colonist* apply the none name* to dill'en-nt

species la different parts of the country ;
this renders it difficult to

tell of what they arc speaking. As far as we con collect the evidence,
it appear* that the following are, or should be the botanical species
to which the colonial names belong :

E. piperUa.
E. ylobvlut.
E. robutta.

E. reriniftrn.
E. renntfera.

Uncertain.

Uncertain.

Uncertain.

Uncertain.

Uncertain.

Uncertain.
/.'. manna, Cunil.

A*, corymboia.
E. reiiniftra.
E. tiiliiiliiin, ( 'mm.
E. Leucadendron, Cunn.

slong :

Blue Oum of Port Jackson . . .

Blue Oum of Hobart Town .

Stringy Bark
Iron-Bark ......
Kino-Gum , . . , . .

Peppermint-Tree

Weeping Gum of Van Diemen's Laud .

Mountain Blue Gum of Van Piemen's 1

Land /
Black Oum of Van Diemeu's Land . .

Black-Budded Gum of Van Diemen's
Land

Cider-Tree of Van Diemcn'g Land
Manna-Gum
Manna of Moreton Bay .

Blood-Wood of Port Jackson .

While Gum of Van Diemen's Land
White Gum of Moreton Bay
White Oum of the S.W. Interior

EUCHARIS. [AcAi.Ei-H.it.]

EUCHROITE, a Mineral consisting of Arseniate of Copper. It
occurs crystallised. Its primary form is a right rhombic prism.
Cleavage indistinct Colour bright emerald-green. Streak pale apple-
green. The fracture is uneven. Hardness 3'6 to 4'0. Lustre
vitreous. Refraction double. It is transparent, translucent Specific
gravity 3-38 to 3'41. Found at Ubethen in Hungary. The analysis,
by Turner, gives

Arsenic Acid 83-02
Oxide of Copper 47-85
Water 18-80

99-67

KrcllY.SIDERITE (Atkmile), a Mineral which occurs crystallised.
Primary form an oblique rhombic prism, of same cleavage and mea-
mremente as Pyroxene. Colour brownish-black. Lustre vitreous.

Nearly opaque. Specific gravity 3 34. Hardness 6-0 to 6'5. Streak
yellowish-gray. Fracture imperfect, conchoidal. It occurs in Norway.
Before the blow-pipe alone readily fuses into a brilliant black globule ;

with borax forms a coloured glass.

According to Berzelius it consists of

Silica 66-25
Oxide of Iron 31-26
8<l 10-40
Lime 0-72
Oxide of Manganese 1-03

98-70

KUCLASE, a crystallised Mineral, the primary form of which is an
obli.|iie rhombic prism. It is either colourless and nearly transparent,
bid-, or pale bluish green. It refracU doubly. Lustre vitreous.
Hanlnew 7-5. Specific gravity 8'08. Cleavage very distinct, parallel
to the oblique diagonal, but indistinct parallel to the terminal plane
and horizontal diagonal. The fracture is uneven, and the streak white.
It was first found in IVni, but has since been met with in detached
crystals in alluvial ground in Brazil.

According to Berzelius It consists of

"=ina 21-78
Silica 43.33
Alumina 30-50
Oxide of Iron g-gj
Oxide of Tin 070

98-68

r.CCM-.MIS. [Kl.ATERIMl]
EtXXKLIUM. (.XVSOKTM.I

NOIAIML]
KUDENDIUUM, a genus of Zoophytes belonging to the family-'-'- nm sre two Brituk ^^J nwew. and E.

.

KUIHAL
.

LYTK, a Mineral which occurs both cryMnlliKd and
The erytel generally malL The primary form is a
; the colour i. red or brownish-red, ml the erynteJs are

Lustre vtoeow, sometimes dull.

.rhomboid

family translucent or opaque

Specific gravity 2-. Hardness 5-0 to 5'6. Streak white. Fracture
uneven. The mamive varieties are imbedded and amorphous. It

occurs at Kandarltiarsuk, in Went Greenland. Before the blow-pipe
it fuses into a leek-green scoria.

According to Stromeyer it consist* of

Silica .

'

62-JT
X.irconia. 10-89
Lime lull
Soda 18-93
Oxide of Iron 6-85
Oxide of Manganese 2'67
Muriatic Acid 1-08
Water 1-80

99-87
KUnORA. [At-
EUDYNAMIS.
EUDYTES.
KUCKXKSITE.

[PALLADIUM.]
EUQE'NIA, a genus of Dicotyledonous Polypotalons Plant* of Uio

natural order Myrtacae, so named in honour of I'rinra Kugrm- of

Savoy, who was a patron of botany and horticulture. The genus, as
at present constituted, contains nearly 200 species, though nuinU'i-s
have been removed to the genera AWi/rw^owinio, M
Caryopkyftut, and Jambom, in which are now contained the Clove-

Tree, the Roae-Apple, and .Iaino.ni of India, formerly included in

Kvjniia. This genus is confined to the hot and tropical parts of tin-

world, as Brazil, the West India Islands, and Sierra Leone, and extends
from the Moluccas and Ceylon to Silhet and the foot of the Himalayas
in Asia.

Eugenia is characterised by having the tube of the calyx of a
roundish form, and the limb divided into four parts; the petal* r.pial
in number, ami inserted on the calyx. The stamens are numerous.
The ovary 2-3-celled, with several ovules in each. Seeds 1 or '.'.

roundish, and large, with the cotyledons and radicle unitr.l into one
mass. In habit and inflorescence the species resemble many myrtles.
Like the family to which they belong, some of the species of Eugenia
secrete a warm volatile oil in their herbaceous parts ; abound in

tannin; yield good wood; and a few have fruit whii-h i< edible,

though not very agreeable, from being impregnated with the aroma of
the oil.

Eugenia Pimento,, the Allspice Pimento, or Bayben-y-Tree, is a
native of South America and the West India Islands, especially
Jamaica, and from being cultivated there is often called Jamaica

Pepper. The tree is very handsome, often 30 feet high, and much
resembles the Clove-Tree in the form and appearance of its leaves, as
well as in habit The trunk is smooth, and much branched towards
the top. The older branches are round, the younger compressed, ami
the twigs as well as the flower-stalks pubescent ; the leaves are petiolatc,

oblong or oval, smooth, and marked with pellucid dots, forming a
dense evergreen foliage; the flower-stalks are both axillary and
terminal, and are divided into 3-forked panicles ; the flowers an-'-

without show, and conformable in structure to the character of
the genus. The berry is spherical and crowned with the per-
sistent calyx; when ripe, smooth, shining, and of a dark purpl.-
colour ; usually 1 -celled, occasionally -J-celled, containing Urge num. I . h

seeds.

The Pimfnla is cultivated with great care in Jamaica, and abounds
especially on the hilN on the north side of the island. The ii.

formed into regular walks, and begin to bear when three vein

but are not in perfection until they have been plant. .1 seven yearn.
They thrive best in rocky lands, or a rich xoil having a gravelly
bottom. Mr. Bryan Edwards says that a single tree lias been known
to yield 150 Ibs. of the raw fniit, or 100 Ibs, of the dried spice ;

but
the crop is uncertain, ami plenteous perhaps only once in five years.
The tree has been introduced into and flourishes in the southern parts
of India.

The berries, being the valuable part of the tree, require care
in gathering as well as drying ;

the processes for which are described
by Browne in his 'History of Jamaica,' p. 248. They must be picked
when they have arrived at full growth, but before they begin to
ripen ; they are dried in the sun, on raised boarded floors, and
frequently turned during the first and second day ; they arc then j.ut
into sheets, often winnowed, and exposed to the MB until sutlieirntly
dried, which is known by the colour and the rattling of the Be.

the berries. Browne says,
" Such of the berries as come to full

maturity do, like many other seeds, lose that aromatic warmth for
which they are esteemed, and acquire a taste perfectly like that of
Juniper Berries, which renders them a very agreeable food for the
birds, the most industrious planters of these trees."

The leaves and bark participle in the warm aromatic properties
for which the berries are celebrated, and which have received their
name of Allspice from their fragrant odour being thought to resemble
that of a mixture of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg. Their taste

being warm and aromatic makes them useful as a spice in cookery,
and a stimulant in medicine.

Eiiffenia Mickelii is a Brixilisn specie*, cultivated in Martinique,
nheuoe it is called Cerisier de Cayenne, as it yields a small edible
fruit.
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Silver

Copper
Earthy Matter
Carbonic Acid and los*

E. acria, Wild Clove, is a native of the West India Islands. It is

arborescent and glabrous ;
the young branches acutely 4-angled, the

leaves elliptic oval, obtuse, more or less convex coriaceous, very
glabrous, the upper side reticulated with elevated veins, finely pellucid,
dotted ; the peduncles are compressed, axillary, and terminal, tricho-

tomous, corymbose, rather longer than the leaves. The calyx-limb

5-partite; segments roundish, the style filiform, acute, the berry
globose, 1-4 seeded. This species is sometimes confounded with the
former species, in whose qualities it participates. E. caulijiora, the
Jabutieaba or jaboticaburas, is one of the most agreeable fruits in

Brazil, and the taste will be improved by future culture. Very good
wine, syrup, &c., are made of it E. dysenteric*, E. MicltelHi, and E. Braxili-

entis, called respectively Aracea, Pitauga, Grumixameira, Cambuy,
Uvaltra, Pitangueira, &c., are all spoken of by Martius as excellent

dessert fruits. The Rose-Apples of the East are produced by species
of this genus.
EUGENIACRINITES (Goldfuss), a genus of Fossil Crinoidea.

[ENCBINITES.]
EU'GNAfHUS, a genus of Fossil Pacoid Fishes, from the Lias, of

which there are thirteen British species. (Agassiz.)

EUKAIRITE, a Mineral consisting of seleniuret of silver and

copper, discovered by Berzelius. It occurs in thin films of a shining
lead colour ; opaque ;

its texture is granular. It yields readily to the

knife, and acquires a silvery lustre. It occurs in a copper mine
in Sweden. Before the blow-pipe it exhales a strong smell of

selenium ; and with charcoal fuses into a brittle metallic globule. It

consist* of

. 26
. . 38-83

. 23-05

. . 8-90

. 3-12

100

EULABES. [CORACIAS.]
EULA'LIA, a genus established by Saviguy, and placed by Cuvier

among his Dorsibranchiate Annelide*.

EU'LIMA, a genus of marine Gosteropodous ilulimca, established

by M. Bisso.

Shell turreted, acuminated, polished, with many whorls
; aperture

ovate, acuminated posteriorly ;
external lip thickened, generally

forming numerous obsolete varice*. Operculum horny, thin, its

nucleus anterior.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby, who gives this generic character, says ('Zool.
Proc.,' 1834) that this genus of marine shells appears to be most

nearly related to PyramideUa and Riaoa. A species, he adds, which
ha* been long known has had the appellation of Turbo j>olitus among
British Linnean writers ; and a fossil species has been placed by
I,.uu;in k among the Jialini, under the specific name of B. tertlttllat in.

Mr. Sowerby separates the genus into the two divisions below stated,
which are characterised by the two species above mentioned

; one has
a solid colutnella, and the other is deeply umbilicated. All the

species, he observes, are remarkable for a brilliant polish externally,
and the shells are frequently slightly and somewhat irregularly
twisted, apparently in consequence of the very obsolete varicea

following each other in an irregular line, principally on one side, from
the apex towards the aperture. He describes sixteen species, chiefly
from Mr. Cuming's collection.

The geographical distribution of this genus is wide
; they have

been principally found, as yet, in warm seas (South and Central America
and Pacific Ocean, Australia). Messrs. Forbes and Hanley record four
British species E. polita, E. dutorla, E. subula/a, and E. trilineata.

The species found by Mr. Cuming were dredged or otherwise
collected in sandy mud, coarse sand, and coral sand, on mother-of-

pearl shells, or on the reefs; at depths (not including the reefs)
ranging from six to thirteen fathoms.

o. Perforated Eulima'.

E. tplendidula. Shell acuminate-pyramidal, brownish, articulated
with white and chestnut near the sutures; umbilicus large; aper-
ture angnlated anteriorly. Length 1-45, breadth 0'6 inches. Loca-

lity, St. Elena, South America. Mr. Cuming dredged a single
specimen in sandy mud at from six to eight fathoms depth.

ulima iplrndidiila.

J3. Imperforated Eidimte,

E. major. Shell acuminate-pyramidal, opaque, milk-white; external

lip subarcuated. Length 1'6 inches, breadth 0'4. Locality, the

Island of Tahiti. The largest specimen was found in coral sand on
the reefs.

Eiilima itifijur.

Fossil species are found in the Calcaire Grossier near Paris.

EULIMELLA, a genus of Mollutea belonging to the family Pi/ra-

llida, founded by E. Forbes, to receive, forms that had been

previously referred to Eulima and Odostomia. The shell is elongated,
and consists of many whorls, solid, smooth, and polished ;

the apex
of the spine has a persistent embryonic sinistral shell ;

the aperture

subquadrate ; peristome imcomplete ;
columella not plicated, straight

or nearly so
; operculum corneous, pyrifom. There are four British

species. E. ecilhe (Eulima crasiula, Jeffreys), E. aeicula (Mdaniu,
aeicula, Philippi), E. affinis (Eulima affinis, Philippi), E. clarttla

(Turbinella clavida, Loveu).
EULO'PHIA (from tl, and KA^o?, a crest), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Orchidaeece. It has an open spreading
perianth ;

the sepals and petals ascending, nearly equal, either quite

distinct, or united with the more or less lengthened base of the

column
;
the lip horned or shortly spurred, sessile, with the veins

crested, bearded, or quite smooth, usually 3 -lobed, sometimes undi-

vided
;
the column half-terete, edged ;

the anther terminal, opereular ;

the pollen masses 2, waxy, 2-lobed, or hollowed out at the back, with
a short linear caudicula, and a transverse gland. The species are

terrestrial plants, with pseudo-bulbous rhizomata, long membranous

plaited leaves, and radical many-flowered scapes. Moat of the rhizo-

mata and roots of the species of the family Orchidaeece yield starch in

a peculiar form. The roots of the species of Orchis are used in Europe
under the name of Salop as an article of diet, and the same use is made
of the rhizomata of a species of Eulophia in the East Indies. Although
specimens of the plant were brought from Cashmere by Dr. Royle,

they were not in a state of preservation to be identified. (Lindley,
Flora Medico.)
EULYMENE. [ACALEPHA]
EUME'DONUS, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans, the first of

the Partheuopians of M. Milne-Edwards, and which in. his opinion
establish in some sort the passage between the Stenorhynchi, Aclicens,

on the one side, and Eurynome, Lamltrua, and Parthenope on the other.

The form of the carapace is nearly pentagonal as in the latter, but it

is at the same time thrown forwards, as it were, and scarcely over-

passea the line of the
feet]

of the hind pair of limbs a disposition
which recalls the construction of the former. The body is depressed ;

the rostrum, which is very large and projecting, is only divided

towards its extremity ; the eyes are very short, and their peduncle

entirely fills the orbits, which are circular a character which again

approximates these crustaceans to the Stenorhynchi ; the internal

antenna; are folded back very obliquely outwards, and the external

antenmc are but little developed. The epistome is shorter than in

the majority of the Oxyrhynchi. The external jaw-feet present

nothing remarkable. In the male the thoracic feet of the first pair
are large, and much longer than the rest

;
all these are a little com-

pressed, and their third joint is surmounted by a crest, which is not

distinctly perceptible on the other joints ;
the feet of the second pair

are rather shorter than those of the third and fifth pair, which are

nearly as long as the fourth. The abdomen of the male is composed
of seven articulations.

E. niger. This small species, the only one known, is of a bronzed

black colour, and inhabits the coasts of China.

EUMORPHUS, a genus of Coleopterous Insects belonging to the

section Trimeri of Latreille, and being the typical genus of the family

Funyicola. These insects are characterised by having the antenna)

longer than the head and thorax, the body oval, and the thorax

irregularly square ; the maxillary palpi filiform, or slightly thickened

at the end, but not terminated by a large process as in some genera :

the last joint of the tarsus is always deeply divided into two lobes.

Latreille (' Regne Animal') divides the genus Eumorphtm into

several sub-genera. Some of the species have the third joint of the

antenna! much longer than any of the other joints; these form the

genus Eumorptlua (proper), in which tha antennas are club shaped.
All the species are natives of America or the East Indies. Ex.

Eumorphui immarciinatus. (Latr..
' Ueuer. Crust, et Insect.,' tab. xi.

6g. 12.)
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SvcuuJ Sub-Qenun, iktpni (Zieg.). Some of the species hare the

antenna- club-shaped u in Eumorpktu proper, but trighter and

more elongated, and with the joint* bent laterally: among these

I'mmorpltiu Kirbyamui (Lair.) it now
placed.

In other species of

Dapnu the third joint of the antennss u not longer than BUT of the

others. Many of the ipeciei of Dapttu are indigenous in Europe,

living in different P**yi, whence the name of the family (Funyicula).

Some of these iuMcte are aUo found under the bark of the birch and

other trees.

Third Submenus, Endomytkiu (Fab.), ban the three hut joints of the

antenna bent laterally, larger than the others, and forming a triangular

club-shaped man.
Fourth Sub-Oenus, /ycoyxWirm (Latr.), has the maxillary palpi

filiform, and the but joints of the labia are enlarged. [TRUIERL]
Kl'N'ICE, a geniu of Doraibrancliiate Annelida. It is furnished

with tuft-like gill* ; the trunk is armed with three pairs of horny

jawi; each of the feet hag two cirri ami a bundle of bristles; two
tentacles upon the head above the mouth, and two on the neck.

E. yiyanlta is the largest Annelide known. It attains a length of

from one to four feet, and inhabits the sea around the Antilles.

Kl'O'Ml'H ALL'S, a genus of fossil Gastropoda, from the Paheozoic

Strata. (Sowerby.) [TROCHID*.]
EUO'NYMUS (fvarvfiot, literally 'baring a good name,' and hence

various derived senses), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Celtutractir. It has a flat 4-5-lobed calyx with a peltate disc at

the base ; 4-5 petals, inserted in the margin of the disc ;
4-5 stamens,

inserted in the disc ; a single style ; the capsule 3-5-celled, 3-5-anglcd,
the dehiscence loculicidol ;

the seed solitary, with a fleshy arillus,

not truncate at the hilum. The species are shrubs with tetragonal
or terete branches, and orate usually opposite learee, yielding a fetid

odour when bruised, and considered poisonous.
/.'. Europiftu, Spindle-Tree, has the petals oblong; the flowers mostly

4 cleft and tetrandrous ;
the branches tetragonal, smooth, and eren ;

the leaven elliptic lanceolate, minutely serrate; the capsule obtusely

angular, not winged. It is a native of Europe in hedges and thickets,

and is found abundantly in Great Britain. The flowers are small,
of a greenish-whit* colour, and give out a fetid odour. Its wood is

tough and white, and is used for making skewers. It has from this

got the name of Prick-Wood ; Gerard calls it Prick-Timber. Its

French name is Fusoin, in allusion to its use in making spindles. It

is called also in French Bonnet de Prdtre and Bois a Lardoire ; the

former in allusion to the capsules, which when open bear some resem-

blance to a priest's cap, the latter from the use made of the wood in

making skewers and larding pins. It has, in common with the Corntu

lavguinea, the names of Dog-Wood and Gatteridge-Tree ;
the first

name is in allusion to the use of the wood of these trees for making
an infuaion with which mangy dogs were washed. It is also knowu in

English by the name of Louse-Berry, a name which it has got from
its berries being used when powdered as an application to the head
for the destruction of lice. The wood of this tree is also used by
musical instrument makers. When used for skewers, toothpicks, &c.,
the branches are cut when the shrub is in blossom, as that is the

period when the wood ia toughest. Linneeus says that cows, goats,
und sheep eat the leaves, but that horses refuse them. The berries

are poisonous, and produce wheu eaten vomiting and purging. Whilst

growing wild in hedges and coppices this plant does not attain any
great size ; but when planted and allowed to grow alone it becomes a

tree, and reaches a height of twenty or thirty feet. Although almost

entirely neglected iu the planting of pleasure-garden.?, it forms a

singularly beautiful object in the autumn, when its clusters of red
berries are ripe. The seeds are covered with an arillus, which is of a
U-auUful orange colour.

/.'. rerrucortu has the branches warted with proximate lenticular

glands; the leaves orate and slightly serrate; the flowers 3 on a

peduncle ; the peUls orate
;
the capsule bluntly 4-cornered. Tliix is

a deciduous shrub or low tree, a native of Austria, Hungary, and
Carniola. It has a singular appearance, and is worthy of cultivation

on that account amongst collections.

S.lati/uliiu has smooth branches; broad orate leares
; trichotomous

many-flowered peduncles ; oral obtuse petals; the lobes of the capsule
acutely angular and wing-formed. It is a deciduous shrub or low
tree, attaining a height of 10-20 feet, and U a native of the south
f Europe. It* fruit is large, and of a deep red colour ;

the decaying
leares are also reddish. This is the handsomest species of the genus.
It has broad shining leares, and it* large red pendulous fruit*, with
their orange-coloured seeds, which are suspended in the air when
the capsules open, contribute much to the beautiful appearance of
this tree.

K. Anirrieaniu, American Spindle-Tree, has smooth branches; the
leaven almost sessile, elliptic-lanceolate, serrated

;
the flowers 1 to

3 on a peduncle ; the petal sub orbiculate ;
the capsules warty. This

is a sub-erergreen recumbent shrub, and is a native of North America
from Canada to Florida. The capsules are of a deep crimson, the
seeds white, and the arillus scarlet They add much to the beauty
( this plant, and hare given rise in America to it* common name,

the Burning Bush. It is of easy culture in a moist soil. Several
varieties bare been described by botanists. M. alropurpureut is found
in English gardens, and Is a native of America. E. 1/amiltonianut

is a Nepaul species, introduced about twenty years ago. K. luttiiu is a
dwarf species.
About thirty species hare been described. All the hardy kinds are

easily cultivated in any common soil in the open air. They may be

propagated by seeds which ripen hi this country. Cuttings planted
m the autumn will readily take root.

(Loudon, Encydopadia of Tree* and Shrubt ; Don, IHcUamydeotu
Planit.)
K 1TATORIA'CE .*:, one of the tribes of composite plants admitted

by De Candolle, who defines it thus :

"
Style of the hermaphrodite

flowers cylindrical; the arms long, somewhat clarate, corered exter-

nally with downy papilla: at the upper end. The stigmatic series but
little prominent, and usually disappearing before they reach the

middle of the arms of the style." Under this character are arranged
38 genera, the most extensive of which is the genus Enpalorium,
including no fewer than 294 species.

EUPATO'RIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

C'ompotita, the tribe upatoriacea, the sub-tribe Epatorie<r, and the
division Adtnottyleir. It has 3- loo-flowered heads, a flat naked

receptacle, the scales of the involucre in one or two or more rows, equal
or unequal, loosely or closely imbricated, the throat of the corolla

hardly dilated, the anthers inclosed, the arms of the style exserted,

cylindrical, obtuse; the pappus in one row, hairy, rough.
/.'. cannal/iHUM, Hemp-Agrimony, has the leaves in 3 or 5 deep

lanceolate serrated segments, the middle one longest. It is a native

of Europe, and is mostly found on the banks of streams. It is a
common plant in the British Isles. The stem is about three feet high,
and has a slightly aromatic smell. The whole plant is bitter, and
was formerly employed in medicine as a tonic and febrifuge. An
infusion of this plant is said to be the common medicine of the turf-

diggers in Holland against the ulcerations and diseases of the feet and

legs to which they are subject The expressed juice, when taken in

large quantities, produces both vomiting and purging.
/.'. /xrfvliatum, Thorough-Wort, Thorough-Wax, Cross-Wort, or

Bone-Set, has subscssile opposite linear-lanceolate acuminate leaves,

decreasing gradually in breadth from the stem, where they are widest,
to the extremities ; serrated, wrinkled, pale underneath, and hairy,

especially the veins. This plant is a native of North America, in

meadows and boggy soils. It has erect round hairy stems, branched

only at the top, with a cylindrical imbricated involucre, inclosing from
12 to 15 flowers, the florets of which are tubular. All parts of this

plant are intensely bitter, and a decoction of the leares has been
recommended by American physicians as a valuable tonic and stimu-

lant, and used as a substitute for Peruvian bark in the cur.' uf

intermittent fever. In large doses the infusion or decoction of the
whole plant is emetic, sudorific, and aperient It is used with

advantage instead of the infusion of chamoinile flowers in working
off emetics.

. Ayapana has subsessile, opposite, lanceolate, triple-nerved,

acuminate, nearly entire, smooth leaves. It is originally a native of

South America, on the right bonk of the river Amazonos, whence
it has been introduced into the East Indies. It has a stem shrubby
at the base, branched, and smooth

;
the heads are pedicellate, and

contain about 20 florets. An infusion of this plant is used in Brazil

as a diuretic and diaphoretic. It has also been employed as an
antidote against the bites of venomous serpents and insects. A
quantity of the bruised leaves is laid upon the scarified wound, :unl

the fresh juice is administered from tune to time to the patient.
The reputation of this plant for the bites of poisonous serpents, like

that of many others, is probably undeserved. Other species of

Eupatorium possess medicinal properties : E. aromaticun and E.

uiloratum hare very fragrant roots; E. jterfoliatum and K. nlniuli-

folium have been employed in renal diseases and consumption. The
K. liuaco of older botanists is now referred to the genus Mikania.

[MlKANIA.]
(Burnett, Outline* of Botany; Lindley, Flora Mtdica; Lewis,

llittort/ of Materia Medico.)
KUPHEUa [laoroDA.]
EUPHO'RBIA, a genus of Exogenous Plants, giving its name to

an extensive and important natural order. It has very small

monandrous naked male flowers, crowded round an equally naked
female one, in the inside of an involucre looking like a calyx, and

formerly mistaken for that organ. The species have cither a common
leafy appearance, with the involucres proceeding from among large
foliaceous bracts, or they are nearly leafless, with their stem exces-

sively succulent, so as to resemble Cadi, Those with the former
character are natives of most parts of the world, and are the only
kinds found in Europe ; the succulent species chiefly appear in the
hottest and driest countries. Barren uncultivated places in the plains
<>f Hindustan, and the arid regions of Asia and this north of Africa

are their favourite stations; iu the Canaries, on volcanic soil, E.

Canarieruu and K. Injihylln form great bushes with anus like

candelabra*. From Cacti, which some of these plants much resemble,

they are readily known by their spines, wheu they hare any, not

growing in clusters, and by their emitting, when punctured, an
abundant discharge of milky juice. This, in a concrete state, forms
what is called the gum-resin, or rather resin, called Euphorbium,
an acrid, corrosive most dangerous drug, principally furnished by
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E. ojifinantm, E. anliquorum, and . Canariemis. The same proper-
ties exist in the herbaceous leafy species, diffused in some, concen-
trated in others.

Euphorbia

E. Lathyrit, a common weed in cottage gardens, where it is called

Caper, yields from its seeds an oil of the most violent purgative
nature. If it were less dangerous it might be substituted for Tiglium
oil. Fe'e states that with as much of this oil as could be sold for a
franc ninety adults might be purged.

E. Tirucatti has erect naked round branches, which are succulent,
polished, and abounding in milky juice. The leaves are small, linear,

fleshy, sessile, and at the ends of the twigs. The flowers are crowded,
nib-sessile, terminal, and axillary ;

the lobes of the involucre are five

in number, roundish, smooth, and peltate ;
the tube woolly on the

inside. The capsule is villous. The milk when introduced into the

eye produces severe inflammation and even blindness. It is used

medicinally in India.

/,'. triljtiluiile* has a stem about two inches high and one inch

broad, ovate, fleshy, quadrangular, having two opposite, stalked, ovate

spathulate leaves growing from its base. The prickles are in pairs,

white, clustered on the margin of the angles. It is said to be a
sudorific.

E. anliquorum is common on barren and uncultivated lands all

over India and Arabia Felix. It has a shrubby leafless succulent
stem. The branches are spreading, triangular or quadrangular, the

angles sinuated, and armed with double spines at the protuberances.
The peduncles are solitary or in pairs, 3-flowered. There are only
5 stamens. The bark of the root when bruised in water is taken aa

a purgative. Some writers consider that this plant yields the drug
Knii/infliiiiiH, a resinous substance possessing acrid irritant properties.
In all probability however this substance is chiefly obtained from
E. officinarum. The Arabs make up violent diuretic pills by rubbing
over the juice of E. an/iriuorum with flour, yet their camels will eat

the branches when cooked. The juice of E. heptagma, E. virosd, and E.

eerriformi*, African species, furnishes the Ethiopians, and E. cotinifolia,
the wild Brazilian, with a mortal poison for their arrows. The juice
of the leaves of E. nereifolia is prescribed by the native practitioners
of India internally as a purge and deobstruent, and externally, mixed
with Margosa oil, in such cases of contracted limb as are induced by
rheumatic affections. The leaves have no doubt a diuretic quality.
Of the leafy Euphorbias great numbers are found to possess a milk
with purgative or emetic qualities. The roots of some of the species
are emetic.

According to Deslongchamps the powdered root of E. Gerardiana is

emetic in doses of 18 or 20 grains. The root of E. Ipecacuanha is

said by Barton to be equal to the true Ipecacuanha in some respects

superior. K. PUhyuiU. is esteemed in the Mediterranean. K. thymifolia
is somewhat aromatic and astringent, and is prescribed in India in

the diarrhoea of children, and as a vermifuge. In the same way is

erfployed E. hypericifolia, a plant of tropical America, which is

astringent and somewhat narcotic. Nevertheless, E. bahamifera has

no such qualities, and is eaten when cooked. E, Mauritanica is also

employed as a condiment ;
but its acridity is unpleasant. It is said to

be used in adulterating scammony. The sap of E. p/totphorea shines

with a phosphorescent light in a warm night in the ancient forests of

Brazil. (Lindley, Vtyetalile Kingdom.)
Kri'Uoltl'.I.U'E^E, Spuryeiaorts, a natural order of Exogenous

Plant* with definite suspended anatropal ovules, scattered flowers, and
tricoccous fruit. The genera consist of trees, shrubs, or herbaceous

plants, often abounding in acrid milk. The leaves are mostly opposite
or alternate, simple, rarely compound, often with stipules. The flowers

are axillary or terminal, arranged in various ways, sometimes inclosed

within an involucre resembling a calyx ;
flowers monoecious and diceci-

OIM. The calyx inferior, with various glandular or scaly internal

appendages (sometimes wanting). Corolla either consisting of petals
or scales, equal in number to the sepals, or absent, or sometimes more
numerous than the sepals ; sometimes monopetalous. The stamens
definite or indefinite, distinct, or mouadelphous ; anthers 2-celled,
sometimes opening by pores. Ovary free, sessile, or stalked, 1-2-3-
or more celled ; ovules solitary or twin, suspended from the inner
angle of the cell

; styles equal in number to the cells, sometimes
distinct, sometimes combined. Fruit generally tricoccous, consisting
of three carpels splitting and separating with elasticity from their
common axis, occasionally fleshy and indehiscent.

Andrachne tclephioiiles.

1, a male flower j 2, a female flower ; 3, an ovary nearly ripe ; 4, a section
of a ripe fruit.

This extensive order, which probably does not contain fewer than
2800 species, described or uudescribed, exists in the greatest abund-
ance in equinoctial America, where about three-eighths of the whole
number have been found, sometimes as large trees, frequently as
deformed bushes, still more usually as diminutive weeds, and occa-

sionally as leafless succulent plants resembling Indian figs in aspect, but
not in any other particular. In the Western World they gradually
diminish as they recede from the equator, so that not above 50 species
are known in North America, of which a very small number reaches as
far as Canada. In the Old World the known tropical proportion is much
smaller, arising probably from the species of India and equinoctial
Africa not having been described with the same care as those of

America, not above an eighth having been found in tropical Africa,
including the islands

;
a sixth is about the proportion in India. A

good many species inhabit the Cape, where, and in the north of Africa,
they often assume a succulent habit ; and there are about 120 species
from Europe, including the basin of the Mediterranean, of which
16 are found in Great Britain, and 7 in Sweden. A large number of
these plants are poisonous. The poisonous principle resides chiefly
in their milky secretion. The hairs of some are stinging. The bark
of many is aromatic ; and the flowers of some tonic. Many are used
in medicine, such as Crolon, Cascarilla, and Euphorbia. The stimu-

lating poisonous principle however appears to be volatile, since the
action of heat is sufficient to dispel it. Thus the starchy root of the

Manihot, or Cassava, which when raw is a violent poison, becomes a
wholesome nutritious food when roasted. Some yield a fixed oil from
their seeds, as the species of Elceococca. For further particulars respect-
ing the important and various properties of the species of this order,
see PEDILANTHUS, CROTON, Buxus, CASCAHILLA, JATROPHA, EICINUS,
and EUPHORBIA. The order contains 191 genera, and 2800 species.

EUPHOTIDE, a Compound Rock, consisting of Diallage and
Felspar. It is sometimes called Diallage Eock.
EUPHRA'SIA (from tCi<t>pa.aia, delight), a genus of Plants belonging

to the natural order ScroplMlariaceie or Scrophularinea:. It has a

campanulate 4-cleft calyx ; the upper lip of the corolla galeate, ernar-

ginate, the lower larger, spreading, with the middle lobe emarginate ;

4 stamens, fertile, the lower cells of the upper anthers with a long
spur ; the capsules oblong-ovate, compressed, emarginate, with entire

valves
;
the seeds few.

E. afficinalis, Euphrasy, Eyebright, has ovate or cordate-ovate

nearly sessile serrate leaves, the corolla glabrous, the lobes of the
lower lip emarginate, of the upper lip patent sinuate-dentate, the
anthers unequally mucronate, hairy. It is from one to four inches

high, and is a native of the heaths and pastures of Europe, the

Himalaya Mountains, Cashmere, and all the north of Asia. It is

common in Great Britain. This species is peculiarly subject to

variation. The leaves are ovate, or cordate-ovate, or cordate-

triangular, with the teeth acute or obtuse, ascending or spreading.
The capsule also varies much in shape. There is scarcely a character

permanent except the pubescence of the corolla. This elegant little

plant has a slightly bitter and aromatic flavour, and has been employed
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much in medicine, particularly in diseases 'of the eye. Its use in

the** complaints MNM to lure originated ia iU bright ppenujc >

and when the doctrine of gni and seals prevailed thu was supposed
to iudiuate iu valua in brightening the eye*. Although it haa lately
fallen into duiue iU astringent effect U undoubtedly of value iu

certain rtiieeix of the eye, and will explain the fact that Professor
Kraniohfaid has related of iU being useful in caUrrhal affections of
the eye. The

expressed juioe and distilled water of thi< plant have
been the form* in which it ha* been employed.

K. Odomtilt* has the leaves narrowed from the base, opposite,
linear-lanceolate, remotely serrate ; the floral leaves longer than the

Aowers; the corolla pubescent; the lobes of the lower lip oblong,
obtuse ; the anthers with two equal points, hairy. It is a native of

Europe, and is abundant in Great Britain in meadows, corn-fields, and
waste places. This plant is the Bartiia Odontita of Hudson, and
the Moxtitti rubra of Persooa.
There are several other species of Euphratia. Although pretty

plants none of them will grow well in cultivation.

(Babington, Manual of flritisA Botany ; Liudley, Flora Medico.)
Kfl'H ItuslNK, a genus of Dorsibrauehiate AnHtlida. It has but

one tentacle on its head.
EU'PODA (from ti, and *w'i, jroSeis, a foot), Latreille's fifth

family of Tetnunerous Coleofttera. The great aiie of the posterior
thighs in many insect* of this family gives rise to the appellation.
The genus Sayru, many species

of which, remarkable for brilliant

red, purple, and green colours, are brought from the East, and the

genus Crucerit, are types of sub-divisions of the family.

EUPYCHROITE, a fibrous mammillary variety of Apatite, from
Point Crown, Essex county. New York, United States. [APATITE.!
EURIBIA. [TuEcoeoxAtA.]
KT'RYALE (after on* of the Qorgons, in allusion to the threatening

armed appearance of the plant), a genus of Plants belonging to the
natural order A'ymphameta. It has' a calyx of 4 sepals inserted in the

torus, and adhering to it; 16-28 petals; numerous stamens; 16-20

carpels ; the fruit half-inferior, arising from the sepals ; petals and
stamens adhering half-way up. There is but one species of this genus,

. ferox, which is an elegant aquatic, covered all over with prickles,
with large peltate orbicular leaves, and bluish-purple or violet flowers,
about the size of those of the yellow water-lily. It is a native of the
East Indies in the lakes Gumtoe and Oogra, also in the province of

Kianang in China. This plant presents a very singular appearance.
Its petioles and calyces are hispid with stiff priukles. The leaves are
about a foot in diameter. The root or rootstock contains starch,
which may be separated as food, or the root may be eaten, as is done
by the inhabitants of the districts where it grows.

In cultivation, this phut must be kept in water in a hotbed or
stove. It will produce seeds if the pollen of the anthers, when it is

in full bloom, DO shaken on the stigmas. It can only be propagated
by means of ita seeds.

(Don, Ditklamydcotu Plantt.)
ECBY'ALE. [AcALEHi.8.]
EURYBIA. [IwunUk]
EI'UYDICE. [IsoroDA.1

KYLAIML'S. [Mi-scicAPiMS.]
EURY'NOME, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans established by

Dr. Leach, and forming the second genus of the Parthenopiaus of
M. Milne-Ed wards, who remarks that it establishes the passage
between Parlkauupe or lambrut and the other OryrAyncAt. The
general form of the body and aspect approximates these crustaceans
to Parlkenope, whilst the disposition of their external auteuuic ia

similar to the conformation in Main. The carapace is nearly in the
form of a triangle with a rounded base, and is strongly tuberculated

Surfname mtptra.

and covered with asperities. The rostrum Is horizontal, and divided
nto two triangular horns. The eyes are small

;
the orbiU deep, their

upper border very much projecting, and separated from the external

angle by a slit The internal antenna are bent back longitudinally,
and the first joint of the external antenmo terminates at the internal

angle of the orbit The epistome is nearly square 1, and the third

joint of the external jaw-feet strongly dilated externally. The sternal

plastron ia nearly oval, and iU median suture occupies the two last

thoracic rings. The feet of the first pair are scarcely longer than the

succeeding one?; in the male they are rather long, whilst in the

female they are very short, hut leas than those of the second pair ;

the succeeding feet diminish progressively in length. Abdomen
consisting of seven articulations in both sexes.

. atptra. Length about half on inch ;
colour lively red with

bluish tints. Locality, the coasts of NoirmontUr and the Channel

(LaManche), at rather considerable depths. (Leach; Milne-Edwards.)

[PARTHEXOPEJ
Kl'KYNiiTl's. a genus of FW.il Ganoid Pishes, from the Lime-

stone of Burdie House and the shales of Nuwhaven. (Agossiz.)

EURYO'CRINUS, a genus of Fossil CYiWifai, from the Mountain
Limestone. (Phillips.)
EURYPomrs. [MACHOPODID*.]
EURY'PTEKUS (Harlan), a singular genus of

'

v'araa,

from North America and Scotland. A. >Vui</< // occurs iu Carboniferous

Limestone at Kirkton, near Glasgow.
El'KYSTOMIDJE. [CoiuciAt.1
EUSTACHIAN TUBE. [K.vn.]

EUXENITE, a Mineral, containing Yttrium, occurs massive
without any trace of cleavage. Its colour U brownish-black, lu thin

splinters it has a reddish-brown tranalucenoe, lighter than the streak.

The streak is reddish-brown. Fracture subconchoidal. Hardness,
scratches Thorite. Lustre metallic, greasy. Specific gravity 4'60.

It is found at Jolatcr, in Norway. IU analysis, by S. b

gives,

Columbic Acid, with some Titanic Acid . 49'68

Titanic Acid 7'94

Yttria 25-0!)

Protoxide of Uranium .... (Ml
Protoxide of Cerium . . . ..-]<
Oxide of Lanthauium .... 0-90

Lime 2-47

Magnesia 0-:!li

Water S.'.'T

98-90

EVAGORA. [ACALKI-II.K.J
EVANIA. [PtmvoRA.1
EVENING PRIMROSE. [CEsoTHKRA.l
EVERGREENS are plants which shed their old leaves in the spring

or summer after the new foliage has been formed, and which

quently are verdant through all the winter season
;
of this nature arc

the Holly, the Laurel, the Ilex, and many others. They form a

considerable part of the shrubs commonly cultivated in gardens, and
are beautiful at all seasons of the yen-.
The principal circumstance* in which Evergreens physiologically

differ from other plants are the hardness of their cuticle, the thickness
of the parenchyma of their leaves, and the small number of breathing
pores, or stomatas, formed on the surface of those organs. These

peculiarities, taken together, enable them to withstand heat and

drought with more success than other
plants, but are often not

sufficient to protect them against Mich influences in excess, Hence
we find them comparatively uncommon in those parts of the com
of Europe where the summers ore hot and dry, and most flourishing
in a moist insular climate like our own. This is rendered more

intelligible by a comparison of the proportions home by their

stouiates, and those of deciduous plants. As far as this subject has
been investigated, it appears that their leaves nre usually alto

destitute of such organs on the upper side, and that those of the
lower ore mostly fewer in number and much less active than in

deciduous plants.
The greater part of Evergreens are raised from seed; some are

propagated by cuttings or layers, and the variegated varieties by
budding and grafting. The soil in which they succeed best dill, Y,

with the kinds; American Evergreens, such as Rhododendrons,
Kaluiias, &<x, grow best in equal quantities of peat-earth, sand, and

vegetable mould; European sorts grow in their greatest vigour in

a fresh hazelly loam, but will thrive in almost any kind of

The operation of transplanting Evergreens may be performed with
success at almost all seasons of the year. Midsumm. r planting has
even been recommended

;
it however is a work of necessity j

than propriety, because its success depends entirely upon the nature
of the weather after the operation ;

it it )>e cloudy and wet for mime
time they may succeed

;
but if, on the contrary, it be hot and dry,

they are sure to suffer : for this reason, if the pr ',c:iil,.ptcd,

it is not to be recommended. The Common Holly however has In -n

often known to succeed when planted at this season, either for hedge*
or as single plants. The hollies iu one very remarkable case were

carefully dug up in the cool of the evening, and removed to largo

trenches, which hod been prepared for tlicir reception ;
a quantity of

water was then poured upon the roots, and the soil thrown upon the

top of it, which of course was carried down and deposited in all the
crevices in the trench, rendering the plants perfectly firm. In the
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instance alluded to the weather was very favourable for a considerable

period after the operation was performed.
Autumn and spring are much better seasons fur work of this kind

;

the plants are not so liable to suffer from the intense heat of the sun,
and are more likely to be benefited by dews and frequent rains.

But, according to the most experienced cultivators, the winter
months (that is, from October to February) are decidedly the best
time for transplanting Evergreens. Mr. McNab, who is one of the

greatest authorities upon this subject, says
"
I have planted Ever-

greens at all seasons of the year with nearly equal success, except
from the middle of June to the middle of August, and even during
this period I have planted some ; but unless the weather is very dull
and moist, it is difficult to prevent the plants suffering considerably,
and in many cases it is years before they recover. Although, however,
I have planted Evergreens ten months out of the twelve with little

difference of success, yet one season has a preference over the others
with me, and when there is the power of choice I would recommend
late in autumn, winter, or early in spring ;

that is, any time from the
middle of October till the middle of February ;

and in general the

beginning of this period is the best
;

that is, from the middle of
October till the middle of December; always providing that the
weather and the ground are favourable ; that is, supposing there is

no frost, no drying wind, nor much sunshine, and that the ground is

not too much saturated with wet, either from continued rain or from
the nature of the soil. One of the principal things to be attended to
in planting Evergreens is to fix on a dull day for winter planting, and
a moist day for spring and autumn planting."

It is of great importance to keep a number of the more tender
sorts of Evergreens in pots, in order to send them to a distance if

required ; and if they are to be transplanted at home their roots are
not eo liable to be injured as when they are dug from the ground.
The more tender species of the following genera should be treated in

this way: Arbuttu, Caprttnu, Daphne, Erica, Junipcrus, Lanrtts,

Maynolin, Phyllirea, Piiiat, Qucrcw*, Rkammtt, Thnja, &c.
In lifting Evergreens particular care should be taken of the young

rootlets, a upon their preservation the success of the operation in a

great measure depends ; especially if the specimens have arrived at

any unusual size. Small Evergreens are planted like other things ;

but the following precautions should be observed in all cases where
individuals of any great size are the subject of the operation.
When the plant has been lowered into the hole dug for its reception,

the soil must be thrown in loosely around it (not trod in), and a basin
made to hold a quantity of water, which must be filled several times
until the whole IB completely saturated ; this will convey the particles
of soil down to the roots of the plant, and render it much more firm
than any other method. By this treatment we have seen plantations
of Evergreens formed without a single failure, which, when finished,

appeared to have been growing for many years.
It matters little what size the plants have attained, if they can only

be lifted without injuring the small fibres of the roots
; they have

been moved from 10 to 20 feet high, and otherwise large in proportion,
with complete success. Should however the roots be unavoidably
injured in transplanting, the branches must be closely pruned and
shortened in proportion ; so that when they begin to draw upon the
roots for support they may not require more nourishment than the
Utter can supply.

Considering the great importance of Evergreens in a climate like

that of Great Britain, where they flourish in such unrivalled beauty,
and form no much natural protection to bleak exposed situations, they
cannot be too extensively planted. The following lists will furnish
information as to the principal kinds found in the nurseries and
gardens of Great Britain :

I. Evergreens whose beauty depends exclusively upon their foliage.

TUBES.

Aim*. All the species, where the soil is light enough to suit them,
particularly A. Dovsflarii,A.exccUa,\he Norway Spruce, A. Deodara,
the Cedar of India, A. Cedrui, the Cedar of Lebanon, and A. Larix,
the common Larch, together with A. balgamea, the Balm of Gilead,
A. picta, the Silver-Fir, and A. Wcbbiana, the Silver-Fir of the

Himalaya Mountains. [ABIES.] The Cedar of Lebanon will grow
well in a swamp.

A twncaria imbricata, the glory of the mountains south of Chili; it

will hardly succeed north of the midland counties. [ARAUCARIA.]
C'wminyhamiet lanceolata, (he Chinese Fir ; very handsome, but only

raited to the south of England. [CVBmmuUiJ
Onprennti temperrireni, the Common Cypress, and C. horiiontaJis, the

Spreading Cypress, are quite hardy : and the latter, if to be procured,
fortm a tree much more ornamental than the other with its formal

shape. But the nurserymen almost always sell a slight variety of

C. tcmperrirtnt for it. fCuPRESSUB,]
Onpreutu Lutitanirn, the Cedar of Goft, is a beautiful tree, but only
mite the climate of southern counties.

'/iiifnllmn, Common Holly. The nurseries contain endless
varieties of it, both green and variegated. The latter are not to be

compared with the others for beautiful effect. [ILEX.]
Jvmiptrut. The /. ettcclta forms n fine tree) /. Virginiana, the

Common Virginian Cedar, is less handsome
; but both are quite

hardy. [JuniPERUS.]
Finns. All the species, where the soil is light and sterile enough, with

that proportion of decayed unfermented vegetable matter which
this genus delights in. The finest, as ornamental plants, are
P. pinasta; P. Taurica, P. Pinea, the Stone Pine, P. nigricans, P.
halepemis, and P. Pallasiana, which will grow in any soil that is

not stiff and swampy in winter. P. tylixstrit, and P. nigricans are
the hardiest. [Pixus.]

Quereut. The Q. Jlex, or Evergreen Oak, of which there are many
varieties

; Q. Anstriaca, of which the Liicombe and the Fulham oaks
are possibly domesticated forms

; Q. Turneri, Q. Saber, the Cork-
Tree, and Q. gramnntia, the Q. Balhta, or Spanish Oak, with sweet
acorns, are all fine species equally handsome when young as bushes,
and when old as trees. [QUERCUS.]

Ta.rus baccata, the Common Yew, and T. fastigiala, the Irish Yew.
[TAXUS.]

Thuja occidentalis, the American Arbor Vita?, and T. oriental, the
Chinese Arbor Vitas. [THUJA.]

SHRUBS or BUSHES.

Arisfotelia Maqui, a Chilian broad-leaved shrub, quite hardy.
Abies Clanbrasiliana, a curious dwarf fir, only suited to plant singly
upon grass.

Cunninghamia lanceolata, the Chinese Fir, rarely grows beyond the
size of a bush.

Arbutus Andrachne, the Oriental Strawberry-Tree, and A. hybi-ida.
[ARBUTUS.]

Aucuba Japonica, a Japanese spotted-leaf bush. [AucUBA.]
Btaut sempervirem, the Box-Tree, will succeed in light soil, especially

if sandy and sterile
;

it prefers'chalky downs, and will not thrive in
stiff wet soil. [Boxus.]

Junipenu communu, the Common Juniper ; /. Sueeica, the Swedish
Juniper, much less handsome

; /. Sabina, the Savin Bush, excellent
for undergrowth, and ornamental as a single bush upon lawns.

Lav.r nobilit, the Sweet Bay ; quite hardy, though a native of the
warm south; ite aromatic leaves employed in confectionary,
pickles, &c. [LAURUS.]

Ligvjtrum ruJyare, the Common Privet
; excellent for hedges and for

undergrowth, especially the evergreen variety. [LiausTUUM.]
PlniUirca. Every variety of this valuable genus should be cultivated :

P. obliqua and P. latifolia as large species, P. media as a middle-
sized one, and P. angustifolia as a graceful bush.

Pinus pumilio or Mur/hu, the Alpine Pine-Tree.
Rhanmut alatenius, of which there are several varieties, and R. Clutii

;

hardy bushes, which bear pruning or cutting down to the ground
remarkably well. [RHAMNUS.]

TWINERS.

ffedera, many varieties of the common Ivy ; H. Canarienta, the
Irish Ivy ;

and H. chrysocarpa, the Golden-Berried Ivy. [HEDERA']
II. Evergreens whose flowers have a conspicuous appearance.

TBEES.

Andromeda arborea requires peat; grows 40 feet high in North
America.

Arbutus Unedo, the Common Strawberry-Tree; of this there is a
beautiful variety with deep red flowers, and another with double

flowers, much less handsome than either.

Acacia affiuit grows without protection near Edinburgh ;
A. dealbata,

A. lophanta, and several other Australian species will flourish

without protection in the southern counties. [ACACIA.]
Eucalyjttiu perfoliata, E. pulrcmlenta, exist in the open air near

Edinburgh ; they and other species will thrive in the south and
west of England. [EUCALYPTUS.]

Ligmtrum lucidum, the Wax-Tree, a Japanese plant.

Magnolia gramlijiora, with many varieties ; they are scarcely hardy
enough to live in this country away from the shelter of a wall,

except quite in the south
; unprotected specimens exist however

near Edinburgh. [MAGNOLIA.]

SHRUBS or BUSHES.

Andromeda. The handsomest species are A. Catesba-i, A. angustifolia,

A.Mariana, which is rather tender, A. pnlverulenta, A. ipeciosa,
and A.Jtoribunda. They require peat soil.

Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi, a trailing plant. [ARCTOSTAPHYLOS.]
Ammyrsine Lyoni, a beautiful little American bush, requiring peati
fierberis aquifolitim, B. fascicukiris, 11. repent, B, Asiafica, B. anstatat

[BEHBERIS.]
Buplem-um fruticosum stands the sea breeze well upon chalky cliffs*

[BUPLEUHUM.]
Ciitus, all the species. They are quite hardy if planted where wet
cannot lodge in winter, and exposed to the full sun in summer;

[ClSTUS.]
Collctia ipinoea.
Cotoneaster microphylla and C. rotundifolia, small bushes. [Colo-

NEA8TJ6H.]

Cytinu\tcopariut, Common Broom ;
there is a double variety, C.cUbtit,

the Portugal White Broom. [CTTisus.]
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Dafknt. All hnndsome, the following the inost to : D. Laureola, the

Spurge-Laurel, grow* well beneath trees; D, ponlica, with pale

green fragrant flowers ; and D. Oneormm, or Garland-Flower, one

of the most lovely and sweetly-perfumed plant* in the world, but
not to be cultivated except in a dry peaty soil and a well ventilated

situation ; late spring front* injure it so much that it is not worth

cultivating in valleys. [DAPIINK.]
Jtniiiua ilrpmdtia, and some others.

Erica Autiralii, E. cornea, S. tlricla, S. Mediterranea, E. codonoda.

[ERICA.]
EKfUlonia rulra, E. illinila, E. Montcridcntit, handsome South
American shrubs. Bees take great delight in the blossoms of the

last ;
the second species smells very strongly of melilot

Garrya rllipiica, with long pendulous catkins of a yellowish-green
colour. [GAHBYA.]

lienutn tincloria, the Dyers' Broom, with a few others. [GENISTA.]
IfelunitlirmuiH, of all kinds, to cover rockwork, or ground where the

wet does not lodge in winter.

AVuii'a lalifotia, K. anyustifolia, especially the first
; require peat,

[KALMIA.J
Ltirandtda tpica and L. lalifolia, Common Lavender. [LAVAXDULA.]
Lrdum lalifolittm, Labrador-Tea, and L. pahutre; low bushes requiring
peat [LEDCM.]

Men:ietia jiolifvlia, Irish Heath; there is a white variety. [MEN-
ZIES1A.]

Myriiu coiamuiiu, and its varieties; lives out of doors south of London.

[MYBTU8.]
Pi-abut Laurocrramt, the Common Laurel

;
P. Lmilanlcn, the Portugal

Laurel. [PHUNUS.]
Pillotyorum TMra, quite hardy south of London ; sweet-scented.

[PlTTOSPORUM.]
Ratmarmiu officinal!*, Common Rosemary. [RossiAH INUS.]
Rhododendron. Numerous varieties are to be procured; those of

It. ponticum, R. mit.timum, and It. cataubiowe are the must robust;
}t, hybrid urn obtained between the Indian and American species is

less hardy ; R. ferrugineum and Jl. hirtutum, dwarf alpine species ;

R. cawpanulatum, a North Indian species. [RHODODENDRON.]
fjmrtium Junceum, Spanish Broom

;
aiid S. aculifolium, a Turkish

Broom. [SPABTH'M.J
nbuiT, urn. -Of the Laurustinus, one of the prettiest of all Evergreens,
there are three species : V. Tinut, the Common Lauruatinus, the

hardiest : V. lucitlum, with shining leaves, rather larger and more
delicate; V. itrictum, with upright shoots, more hairy, and the
least hardy of the three. [ViBCBNCM.]

Ultx Euroixeia, the Common Furze
;
a double variety, which is

particularly handsome
;
and [,'. ttrictiu, the Irish Furze, a smaller

species, which does not flower abundantly. [Ui.EX.]
Yucca. Several species quite hardy. They only require to be grown
in places where water does not stagnate in winter; >'. gluriosa,
Y. flamtntota, Y. Draconit, Y. flaccida, and }'. tuperoa, are the

handsomest species. [YUCCA.]

TWINERS or CLIMBERS.

B!y*onia cajirtoiata, with dull brownish-red trumpet-shaped flowers;
rather tender. [BloNONlA.]

Caprifolium fttjmotum, C. gratvm, C. Japontcwn, C. icmperrircni ; all

handsome Honeysuckles. [CAFHIKOUACF.*.]
/tumtnwM revolution and offcinale, the Common White Jasmine.

Tinea major and minor, the Larger and Smaller Periwinkle ; they are

trailing plants. [ViNCA.J
EVERLASTING FLOWERS. This name is popularly given to

certain plants whose flowers have the property of retaining their

brightness and colour for many months after being gathered. They
i>we this quality to a hardness of their tissue, which has exceedingly
little moisture to part with, and which, consequently, does not

collapse or decay in the progress of acquiring perfect dryness. It Is

generally in the scales of the involucre of composite plants or in the

bracts of others that this property resides. Those who wish to

possess such plants will easily find the following in the gardens ol

this country.

Hardy Annuals. IMichrymm oracteatam (yellow), XeranHirmum
annum* (purple or white).

Hardy Perennials. Antennaria dioica (pink), A. Irijilinerrii nnd
A. maryarilaeea (white). Ammoliinm alalum (white). Gnaphalium
itirchat and 0. artnarivm (yellow).
Tender Annuals. Ilhodanlht Manyltrii (red), Morna nUida (yellow),

(jomphrena yloboia (purple).
Greenhouse Shrubs or Herbaceous Plant'. Atttlma r.rimiwm (crim-

son), l/eUckrynim aryrnlrum (white), //. erieoiilti (pink), 11. Kiamoida,
11. proli/crum, and others (purple).
EVERNIA. [LICHENS.]
EVO'DIA (from ittttla, a sweet smell), a genus of Plants belonging

to the natural order Kutacerr. It has the calyx 4-{i-pnrtcd ;
4

petals; 4 5-stamcnit, smooth; the filamrnts subulate; the anthers

heart-shaped, moveable
;
the disc cup-shaped, sinuatcd ; the ovary

single, deeply 5-lobed, with two collateral ovules in each cell
;
the

rtylc single, very short; the stigma terminal, obtuse; the cocci

2-valvcd, 1-seeded, with a separable 2-valved endocarp. The species
are shrubs and trees, with a grateful smell.

K. frlirifuya is a tree, and has trifoliate leaves, the leaflets lanceolate

elliptical, somewhat acuminate
;
the panicle terminal, downy ;

the

ovary simple, watted. It is a native of the forests of the province
of Minos Genes in Brazil. The bark and young wood are bitt.-r

and astringent, and are employed by the medical practitioners of

Brazil as a tonic and febrifuge.
/,'. hortentii has simple or trifoliate leaves, which are pubescent as

well as the branches. It is a native of the Friendly Inlands and the
New Hebrides.

E. drupacea has smooth leaflets, and a 4 -seeded drupaceous fruit

It is a native of New Caledonia. The last two are shrubs. All the

species are worth cultivation on account of their agreeable scent

They may be grown in a mixture of loam, peat, and sand, and

propagated by means of cuttings, which should be allowed to strike

root under a hand-glass in heat

(Lindley, Flora Sfedica ; Don, DicMamydeous Planli.)

KXC.KCA'KIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Euphorbiacfir. It has monoecious or dioecious amentaceous flowers ;

the sterile flowers nothing but staminiferous bracts ; the stamens 7-9,

united into about three parcels, all connected at the base ; the fertile

flowers with the calyx 8-fid or absent; the style 3-parted; the

capsule 3-coccous.

I-'. Ayallocha is a small crooked stunted tree, with alternate leaves

about the extremities of the branches, stalked, ovate, or cordate, but

usually acute at the base, smooth on both sides, remotely and slightly

serrate, pointed with two glands at the base, and about two inches

long; the petioles about an inch long, smooth, channelled; the

stipules small, fine-pointed. The trunk of this plant abounds in a

virulently acrid milk, which acts as a powerful poison. Roxburgh
says that wood-cutters who accidentally injure this tree have
inflammations and ulceratious on those parts of the body where the
milk touches. Rumphius calls this tree

' Arbor cxciecans,' and says
that the Dutch sailors who were scut ashore at Amboyna to cut
down timber became furiously mad from the pain produced by the

juice of this tree getting into their eyes, and that some of them lost

their sight altogether. This tree is common ou various parts of the
continent of India, and in the Indian Islands, especially near the
coast Its specific name appears to have been given it on the suppo-
sition that it was one of the plants that yielded the Ayallochum, or

Aloes-Wood, but this is not the case, and this wood is yielded by a
different family of plants. [AQUILABIACE.E.]

(Lindley, Flora Medico).
EXCENTROSTOMATA. [ECHIKTDX.]
EXCRETION in Plants. [Rooi.]
EXIDIA. [TREMILLINI.]
KXILARIA. [DlATOMACE-E.]
EXOCA'RPE^E, a small division of Thymelaceoua Plants.

[THYMEI.ACE.K]
EXOCETUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the Abdominal Main-

coptcrygii, forming part of the family Etocidte. The distinguishing
characters are pectoral fins nearly equal to the body in length ;

head flattened above and on the sides
;
the lower part of the body fur-

nished with a longitudinal series of carinated scales on each side ;

dorsal fin placed above the anal
; eyes large ; jaws furnished with

small pointed teeth.

The species of this genus are called Flying Fishes. The species
of the genus Dactylopterut [DACTVLOPTERUS] are also known by this

name.
The species of Exoceltu when in their own clement are constantly

harassed by various fishes of prey ;
and it is supposed that their

flights are performed for the purpose of escaping from these enn
when in the air however they are subject to the attack of variovw

species of gulls.
\Vhi-ther these fishes possess the power of flying, in the tme sense

of the term that is, by beating the air with their members, or
whether their largo fins merely serve as parachutes to sustain them
in the air for a short time, after a leap from the water, is not yet fully
ascertained ; observers having given different account*. The latter is

perhaps the prevailing opinion of naturalists, and is that of the more
recent observers.

"
I have never," observes Mr. George Bennett, the

author of '

Wanderings in New South Wales,'
" been able to see any

percussion of the pectoral fins during flight ; and the greatest length
of time that I have seen this volatile fish on the fin has been thirty
seconds by the watch, and their longest flight mentioned by Captain
Hall has been 200 yards, but he thinks that subsequent observation
has extended the space. The most usual height of flight, as seen
above the surface of the water, is from two to three feet, but I have
known them come on board at a height of 14 feet and upwards ; and
they have been well ascertained to come into the channels of a liue-of-

battle ship, which is considered as high as 20 feet and upwards.
But it must not be supposed they have the power of elevating them-
selves in the air after having left their native element

; for, on watching
them, I have often seen them fall much below the elevation at
which they first rose from the water, but never in any one instance
could I observe them rise from the height at which they fir/t

xpraiig ; for I regard the elevation they take to depend on tl e
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power of the first spring or leap they make on leaving their nativ
element."

Judging from the foregoing quotation, and several other account
which we have perused, it would appear that something beyond th
mere leap of the fish would be required to account for the grea
heights (of 14 or 20 feet) at which these fishes have been seen. I

they cannot fly (which one would judge to be the case upon examinin
the structure and position of the fins), it seems probable that the
take advantage of the wind at times, and so adjust their fins that the
are carried upward by it.

Several instances are on record of the appearance of Flying Fishe
off the British coast, but the species is doubtful. It is probable tha
both the Exocetus exiliem and the E. volitam may have made thei

appearance in our seas
; these two species being very abundant, th

former in the Mediterranean Sea (where many fishes similar to thos
of our own coast occur), and the latter in the Atlantic Ocean.
The E. exiliens has the ventral fins placed behind the middle of the

body, and the E. volitana has the ventrals (which are much smalle
than in E. e;rilient) placed anterior to the middle part of the body
these two species therefore are easily distinguished ; of the latter there
is a figure in Tan-ell's '

British Fishes.'
The American seas afford us examples of other species of thi.

genus.

)GENS, the largest primary class in the vegetable kingdom
are so named in consequence of their woody matter being augmentet
by additions to the outside of that which is first formed near the centre
As long as they continue to grow they add new wood to the outside
of that formed in the previous year, in which respect they differ

essentially from Endogens, whose wood is constructed by successive
augmentations from the inside. [EXDOOENS.] All the trees of cole

climates, and the principal part of those in hot latitudes, are
exogenous. In many cases they are easily recognised by the wooc
of each different year forming a distinct zone, so that a section ol

their wood exhibits a number of concentric circles ; but there are so

many exceptions to this rule as to render it necessary to consider
this character as by no means essential to them.
The nature of the exogenous mode of growth will be best compared

with that of an Endogen, if we pursue the same mode of illustration
as in the article which treats of the latter form. We will therefore

proceed from an explanation of the typical mode of growth in a
common Exogen to such remarks as we may have to offer upon
deviations from it.

In mi Exogen of ordinary structure the embryo consists of a
cellular basis, in which there is usually no trace of woody or vascular
tissue; but as soon as germination commences fine ligneous cords
are seen proceeding from the cotyledons towards the radicles from
the opposite sides of the young stem, meeting in the centre of the

embryo, and forming a thread-like axis for the root. As the parts
grow the ligneous cords are increased in thickness and number, and
having been introduced among the cellular basis of the embryo, are

separated from each other by a portion of the cellular substance,
which continues to augment both in length and breadth as the woody
cords lengthen. By degrees the plumule or rudimentary stem becomes
organised, and having lengthened a little, forms upon its surface one,
two, or more true leaves, which gradually expand into thin plates
of cellular substance traversed by ligneous cords or veins converging
at the point of origin of the leaves. If at that time the interior of
the young plant is again examined, it will be found that more
ligneous cords have been added from the base of the new leaves
down to the cotyledons, where they have formed a junction with the
first wood, and have served to thicken the woody matter developed
upon the first growth. Those ligneous cords which proceed from
the base of the leaves do not unite in the centre of the new stem,
there forming a solid axis, but pass down parallel with the outside,
and leave a small space of cellular tissue in the middle

; they them-
selves being collected into a hollow cylinder, and not uniting in the
middle until they reach that point where the woody cords of the
cotyledons meet to form the solid centre of the root. Subsequently
the stem goes on lengthening and forming new leaves : from each leaf
there may be again traced a formation of woody matter disposed
cylindrically as before, and uniting with that previously formed, a
cylinder of cellular substance being left in the middle ; and the solid

woody centre of the root proceeds in its growth in a corresponding
ratio, lengthening as the. stem lengthens, and increasing in diameter
as the leaves unfold and new woody matter is produced : the result
of which IK, that when the young Exogen has arrived at the end of
ita first year's growth it has a root with a solid woody axis, and a
tem with a hollow woody axis surrounding cellular tissue, the whole

being covered in by a cellular integument. But as the woody cords
are merely plunged into a cellular basis, the latter passes between
Hi' in in a radiating manner, connecting the centre with the circum-
ference by straight passages, often imperceptible to the naked eye,
lint, always present. The following diagram illustrates this.

H'-i" in hurt the origin of pith in the central celluar tissue of the

stem, of wood in the woody axis, of bark in the cellular integument,
and of medullary processes in the radiating passages of cellular
tissue connecting the centre with the circumference.
The woody axis !R not however quite homogeneous at this time.

KAT. HrST. DIV. VOI,. II.

That part which is next the centre contains great numbers of vessels
of different kinds, particularly dotted vessels (vasiform tissue) ;

the
part next the circumference is altogether destitute of vessels, and
consists of woody tissue exclusively : of these two parts that with
the vessels belongs to the wood, properly so called, and serves as a
mould on which future wood is added

;
the other belongs to the

bark, separates under the form of liber, and in like manner serves as
a mould upon which future liber is disposed.

Boot. Stem.

At the commencement of a second year's growth the liber separates
spontaneously from the true wood, a viscid substance called Cambium
is secreted between them, and the stem again lengthens, forming
new leaves over its surface. The ligneous cords in the leaves are

prolonged into the stem, passing down among the cambium, and
adhering in part to the wood and in part to the liber of the previous
year, the former again having vessels intermingled with them, the
latter having none. The cellular tissue that connected the wood and
liber is softened by the cambium, and grows between them horizontally
while they grow perpendicularly, extending to make room for them,
and consequently interposed between the woody cords of which
they each consist, forming in fact a new set of medullary processes
terminating on the one hand in those of the first year's wood, and on
the other in those of the first year's liber. This addition of new
matter takes place equally in the stem and in the root, the latter

extending and dividing at its points, and receiving the ends of the

woody cords as they diverge from the main body. The following
diagram illustrates this, and shows, when compared with the last,
what difference there is in the appearance of the stem of an Exogen
one and two years old.

Hoot. Stem.

And thus, year after year, the Exogen goes on, forming zone upon
zone of wood, which is permanent, and zone within zone of liber,
which perishes as the stem increases in diameter. [BARK.]

If this account is compared with that given of Endogens, it must
ie obvious that the stem of these two great classes is formed from
he very beginning in an essentially different manner. Endogens have
10 cylindrical column of pith ;

their woody arcs are never collected

nto a cylinder, through the sides of which the cellular tissue passes
n the form of medullary processes ;

and the woody matter of their

>ark, so to call their cortical integument, is not parallel with that of

he wood and spontaneously separable from it : not to speak of

mportant anatomical differences, or of the concentric arrangement
ventually assumed by the wood of Exogens. In both Exogens and

'ndogens a cellular substance is the basis of the whole structure, and
xtends horizontally wherever it is necessary to do so ; and in certain

Exogens woody arcs, stated to be like those of Endogens, ara found
i the pith. These cases properly belong to anomalous forms, but
evertheless may be noticed here, in consequence of their direct con-

ection with this branch of the subject. One case is that of Zamia ;

ut as that genus now belongs to the new class of Gymnosperms and
ot to Exogens proper, it need not be considered here. The other

ases are Piper, Nyctaginaceous plants, and some others. Professor

chultz states (' Natiirliches System des Pflanzenreichs,' p. 320, &c.)
lat in Piper, Mirabilis, and Soerhaavia, the central part of the stem
onsists of cellular tissue, amongst which cords of spiral vessels and

roody tissues are placed either without order, or (in Jtoerhamia) in a
ruciate manner, as in Tree-Ferns, and that on the outside of this the

oody bundles are arranged circularly into a cylinder. A similar

;atement had long previously been made by Mirbel, who ascribes to

Hrabilit and some Umbelliferous plants longitudinal vessels in the

ith (' El<!m. do Physiol. Veget./ i. 112), and by Professor Meyer, who
nds the pith of Mirubilis lonyiflora, M. dichotoma, Eoerhaaria

candew, and O.fybaphus C'ervantesii abounding in many large bundles
"sniral vessels within the woody radiated zone. (' De Huuttuvniu

2 T
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atque Saurureis,' p. 40.) This, if correctly described, only shows that

in certain Exogens a portion of the central tissue is placed at first in a

confuted manner, and that the wood doe* not assume a definite circu-

lar disposition till afterwards ; that it does assume it eventually is

admitted. We find in Piper nigntm and P. LonchVit that from the

beginning the woody bundles are placed circularly, but they are sepa-
rated by a good deal of cellular tissue, and do not assume in the first

one the wedge-like or triangular form which is most common in

Kxogens, and which they themselves at last take on. In Boerhaaria

rrponda, a specimen of which U now before us, we find the wood

regularly disposed in two zones, and instead of spiral vessels a very sin-

gular structure in the
pith,

which is filled with fistular passages of

lax soft spheroidal cellular tissue, surrounded by smaller, harder, and
more cubical cellular tissue which passes off into the medullary pro-
cesses. It is in irach plants as Piper incannm that the organisation of

Exogens most nearly approaches that of Endogens ;
but in the first

place the whole race of Pipers forms a sort of transition from Exogens
to Araceous Endogens ; and secondly, it is probable that when they
are most endogenous in appearance they are not really so in regard'
to the final development of their woody tissue.

Let it however be admitted that in certain cases Exogens are in

the centre of their stem organised less regularly than usual ; this will

offer no argument in favour of their analogy with Kmlogens. In all

Hiich cases it will be found that they eventually assume their typical
conformation. We are acquainted with some striking proofs of this.

Among twining plants of tropical countries we occasionally find

instances like the following :

Beneath a most irregularly-compressed and lobed bark there lies a
mass of wood, apparently so confused and irregular in its arrangement
in the centre, that nothing symmetrical can be made out by the most
acute observer ; but it will be seen that towards the circumference it

distinctly assumes the radiated appearance of an Exogen. In other

cases, where the structure is sufficiently regular, this circumstance is

still more distinctly illustrated.

It is however more commonly at the centre that wo look for typical

structure, and at the circumference that we find irregularity ; as if

Exogens usually commenced their growth according to the plan to

which nature has subjected them, and only deviated from it under
the influence of unknown causes coming into operation and controlling
their development after they have advanced to a certain stage in their

growth. Thus, in the singular instances shown in cuts D, E, F, and

O, the principal part of the stem U so confused and irregular as to

look more like an Endogen than an Exogen, and a fragment might
easily be mistaken for the former

;
nevertheless in a young and tole-

rably regular shoot (D) the radiated appcnrancc is sufficiently well

marked ; and in two others, irregular and ilintortcd an they are (E and

U), the central
pith

is visible, although far out of the centre ; and in

the fourth (P) the centre has not only pith, but a radiated structure

that is quite regular.

B

By far the most singular case of this sort is in an unknown twining
plant in the possession of Dr. Lindlvy, from the Halayau Archipelago,
of which the cuts H and I are representations. In old stems of this

plant a section exhibits a most irregular combination of wood, looking
like palm wood, broken up into lobed cords lying amongst still more
irregular cellular tissue, and inclosed in a common bark; so that we
doubt whether it would be possible to tell to which class it really
belongs, if it were not for its young shoots and the pith of the old
ones. The latter may be seen lying quite out of the centre towards
one side (near the bottom of our figure, a little to the right) ; and in
the former (H) the pith is found with wood radiating around it,

although still with sufficient irregularity.

II

The cases already given are evidences of exogenous wood being
sometimes extremely different from the condition in which we nee it

in Europe, and attest the necessity of forming our ideas of its nature
from a more extended examination than tlmt which is commonly
given to it Several curious cases have been also published by Dr.

Litnllcy in his ' Introduction to Botany
'

(ed. 2, p. 77, lie.), and others

have been noticed by Schlcidcu and other wi ;

Irregularity in the structure of exogenous wood is usually owing
either to a confused disposition of the tissue at some particular period
of the growth, or to some derangement of the medullary processes,
or to the absence of concentric circles, or to the formation of a deep
tone of cellular tissue altornati'ly with iwh /imi- "f wood, or, finally,

to the production of wood within the bark instead of beneath it. The
first cause has been already sufficiently illustrated.
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The sinuosity and partial obliteration of the medullary processes is

ft principal cause of the anomalous appearances at figs. D, E, F, G,
where they are reduced to fine lines, only visible beneath a micro-

scope, and not radiating from the centre, but disposed in no certain

manner, sometimes even transversely, owing to the excessive disturb-

ance of the wood itself. In jig. I, the singularity of structure is

owing in part to the excessive irregularity with which the wood has
been developed, and in part to the looseness and irregular shape of

the medullary rays, which seem huddled as it were round the woody
cords; the latter are moreover extremely variable in size, some of

them being as much as half an inch in diameter, and others so small
as to consist of no more than a single vessel with its usual coating of

woody tissue.

The absence of concentric circles is an extremely frequent occur-

rence in the wood of tropical countries, and it is almost certain that

many families of Exogens never form them visibly under any
circumstances. We say visibly, because in fact they must be annually
formed in all cases, although we do not see them. The reason why
Exogens have their wood marked by concentric circles is, that the

ligneous tissue formed at the end of a season is more compact than
that formed at the beginning, and hence, as the two are in juxta-

position, the difference in their density distinctly separates the one
from the other. But if, from any cause, whether proper to plants
as species, or owing to the external influence of an equable climate

the tissue of wood formed at all seasons is exactly alike, no zone will

be visible, although in fact the formation of the wood is exogenous in

the most regular manner. Such cases are seen at jigs. K, L, S, and
elsewhere in the illustrations of the present article.

It is not a little remarkable however that while the wood in some
cases has no trace of zones, the bark should show them most dis-

tinctly, as in the instance offg. K.

1C

When a deep zone of cellular substance is formed between each

zone of wood, a curious banded appearance is produced, as in the

singular Indian climber marked N M O P Q, where extremely excen-

trical growth in combined with this peculiarity. At N we have the

stem two years old, the second zone passing pretty regularly round
the first and cut oif from it by a broad deep band. At M the specimen
is of the same age, but the second zone is formed on one side only.
At the specimen is two years old, with the first zone perfect, but
the second broken up into a number of unequal irregular pieces, and it

would seem as if a third growth had commenced on one side (to the left

of the cut). At P the growth is of three zones, both the second and
third being much lobed, and the third only extending three quarters
round the second. Finally, at Q, where the irregularity is the

greatest, there is a growth of four zones, the first symmetrical, the
second very much deeper on one side than the other, the third but
half surrounding the second, and the fourth formed only along two

ridges on the third.

If it happens that, in addition to the presence of a thick cellular

layer between each zone, the medullary processess are also very
thick, an appearance still different from the last is produced, as

at Jiy. R.

R

That wood is sometimes formed in the bark itself has been long
since shown by Mirbel, in the case of Calycanthws Jtoridus, where four

additional woody columns appear equi-distant in the bark, without

any separate pith, but radiating from their first line of origin. We ai o

now acquainted with many such cases. In fig. T are the commence-

ment of four such columns at a on one side ;
but in that specimen no

further indication of such a structure is visible; but at fig. U, which
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U the same plant in more advanced state of growth, four luch

columoi on one side and one on the other hare acquired considerable

lisa, and rach radiate* toward* the cironmferenee of the iitem. As in

the Calytmiii**, so in these and all the other instance* of the some

kind, which these cnU represent (see K, K, and S), the woody columns
of the bark are destitute of

pith.

lYrhaps what we have called the separation of cones of wood at

N, M, O, P, Q, Jl, by thick layer* of cellular tissue, are rather to Iw

considered as other instances of wood formed in bark, but in a regular
and uniform manner. We are however uncertain how this may be,

and prefer allowing the statement to stand in its present form until

some one shall have examined such plants in their native forest* at

Singapore.
In addition to such anomalous kinds of structure a* those now

described, Ezogens, like Endogens, contain species, the organisation
of whose stem is so imperfect a* to be reducible within no certain

rale*. Not to speak of CaUitridic, CcratopliyUum, or ifyriopkytlum,
wherein vessel* are scarcely developed, and the woody matter merely
forms a simple central axis of growth, we have in this class an exact'

parallel
with Lemna among Endogens ;

some Podostemaceous plants
have their leaves and stem completely fused together so as to resemble

a Ma reliant ia or an Alya. Such plants are to' be regarded rather as

instances of imperfect organisation than as deviations front a typical
form ;

and it is by no means a violent supposition -to conclude that if

their organisation were more complete it would then become such as

is characteristic of the clora to which they belong.
Si hleiden, in his '

Principles of Scientific Botany,' has treated tlie

structure of the stems of Exogeus in his usual lucid manner, and we

subjoin an analysis of his views upon the subject. He divides the

Dicotyledonous axial organs into two groups, the stalks and stems. Of
the stalks he says they frequently exhibit no essential differences from

those appertaining to Monocotyledonous plants, since the distinction

of the unlimited or indefinite vascular bundles is often imperceptible
in the growth of one year. But the vascular bundles generally close

in the first year into a simple circle, and the external parts in several

circles to form a ring, so that the pareuchyinatous masses separating
the individual bundles are compressed together into medullary rays.

In most cases the vascular bundles run from below upward in straight

parallel lines. They form a loop where the leaf begins, the edges of

which furnish vascular bundles for the leaf and the axillary bud, and
the pith of the bud is thus brought in connection with that of the

stem by means of their opening, as in the case of Troptrolum. The
vascular bundles supplying the leaves and buds generally separate
from this loop exactly at the point where they enter the leaf. Some-
times however they first pass through a longer portion of the paren-

chyma of the pith or the bark (as in the A maranthacea and C'/tfno-

pwlaeetr). In perfect nodes loops of vascular bundles are seldom

found passing across the stem ;
in general the parenchyma merely

appears to be tougher and closer at these points. We are here, on the

whole, very destitute of accurate investigations, more especially
with regard to the first year's stalk with undeveloped intommies.

Steins differ in structure according as the interuodes are developed
or undeveloped. Those with developed interuodes are divided into

several sections :

.1. With a Simple Ring of Vascular Bundles. Hero the vascular

bundles very seldom run parallel, but generally in serpentine lines,

alternately approximating and retreating from each other ; the meshes
thus formed are filled by the medullary rays. Where liber-bundles

lie in front of the vascular bundles they follow the same course.

Large and small medullary rays and annual rings are formed in the

manner indicated. Wherever there i* a leaf, one large or several

smaller loops are formed, from whose circumference the vascular

luiiidli's are given off fur the leaf and axillary bud, while the openings
furnish parenchyma for tin- tninti<in of the bud. The vascular

bundles of every newly developed inteniodn stand in iinmrdi.it>>

connection with, and are immediate prolongations of, that portion of

the vascular bundle of the preceding Intel-node still capable of develop-

ment, and thus the cambium of the vascular bundles forms a
< -.I'tiiiiMin ii--t through the stem and branrln-x of the whole plant.
I >ut ing the development* of the vascular bundles of the stem, and
those connected with them, and llonging to an axillary bud that

grow* into a branch, the base of this branch become* more and more
covered with newly formed wood. We thus see the same condition

established a* in the Monocotyledons : an under lateral branch crosses

nil the layers of wood pawing to the upper part*. The difference is

merely, that in the Dicotyledons they are portions of the continuous

mass of the progressively developing vascular bundle*; whil in

the case of Monocotyledon* they are discrete part*, new vascular

bnndli '.

B. With Several Concentric Kings of Vascular Bundle*. This

condition appear* to be only met with in Piper (?) and J'irmia; and,

perhapi>, in a few of the Cramlaeta, a* in the C'rauiUa. The separata
vascular bundle* continue to grow, and finally close into a firm

woody mau ; each however retain* it* own cambium, and likewise a

mall portion of parenchyma, not perfectly dislodged : such, at any
rate, i* certainly the case in Pitmia.

C. Stems of (.'limbing Plant*. The item* of many tropical climU-r.-.

{Liaucs, Llanos) exhibit a peculiar structure, which has long been

misunderstood. Even in our own indigenous plant* we meet with

some indication* of it. In the first year, most of them exhibit

nothing striking, if we do not regard the generally square *talk a*

mich ; and we find that they have a simple ring of vascular bundles,
which close* towards the end of the first period of vegetation into an

ordinary wood cylinder. In the following year* however the pecu-
liarities are more and more strikingly manifested, consisting in tin-

wood not being uniformly developed towards the exterior throughout
its whole circumference, but ceasing to grow at definite parts, often

regularly, and as frequently in a fantastically irregular manner,

allowing the substance of the bark to replace it In this manner
stems are produced, which, in a transverse section, exhibit the most
varied distribution of the wood. We meet with the first indie.

of this peculiarity in- our indigenous species of Cltmatu forming stems
;

iu the strikingly broad and regularly arranged Urge medullary rays ;

and in the six narrower portions of wood which are not nearly so

fully developed towards the exterior as the six broader ones. To
these we may add the Biynoniaeete. After the wood has continued

for some time to be regularly developed, it ceases growing in four

different places, so that the bark is no longer pushed outward ;
and

on the further development of the wood in the remaining places, the

bark forms, in the transverse section, four septa of variable thickness

between the four portions of wood.
In some species these cortical masses become a definite degree

broader iu each succeeding annual ring, so that a sharply marked step
is formed on each side ;

in another species all that is formed are four

very thin flat platen, wholly separated (in consequence of drying)
from the wood. Still more striking is the cross-section of many
climbers of the family of Hapintlnceir. A hasty glance would lead us

to imagine that we hod here a cylinder of wood surrounded with Kirk

in which other stems or branches with their bark had become blended

in their growth. A minute observation however refutes this view at

once from the absence of pith in the exterior woody masses.

Finally, the most astonishing phenomena are seen in the families of

the Arwlolocltiacea", Atctepiadacea", Malpighiaccrr, Baukinift, in whieh,
in the transverse section, the woody moss appears divided in the

strangest ways by cortical substance, separated into various portions,
and often elegantly lobed.

The great diameter of the porous tubes may apparently be regarded
as a general peculiarity in the ligneous structure of all climbing

plants. These have also strikingly large pores which (as I have never

yet seen in vessels) form even ramified canals, as is seen particularly
well in Bauliinia.

Of Stems with Undeveloped Intel-nodes, Schleiden says they have

scarcely been investigated at all in the Dicotyledons. Most of them
remain very short, since they die below as they increase upward.

They belong principally to the subterraneous stems and rhizome*.

The leafless uphorliace<e, Carica, Thropknwta, Nympk<ta, and

.\iij,!i/ii; as well as many Qactaottt, afford excellent material. The
most important researches in reference to this point are those of

Schleiden, into the stems of Cactacea, especially Mammitlaria, h'chino-

cactiu, Melocactui. The vascular bundles at first make an arc of

considerable curvature ; by the gradual development of the pith the

curvature becomes almost effaced, and it only remains in the upper
part, where the vascular bundles pass off to the leaves. The first

succeeding layer developed in the vascular bundle is applied over and

up lieyond this, dividing at the point where the primary vascular

bundle goes off to the base of the leaf, and uniting again above to

pass up to the base of a leaf situated higher up. The next layer of

structure forms in the same way, by splitting and reuniting, two

meshes, one for the primary vascular bundle. ;.n.l one for the portion
of the first layer of increase, running to the iipp<-r 1,-al", then

this it runs up to the base of another leaf. This structure is continued

up throughout the \vliol, > nlem, which thus possesses a form of wood

exhibiting jierfeetly t<-:;iilur meshes, or areoho, which appear to be
formed by an alternating sni>erposition of vascular bundle-, and each

gives passage to a bundle coming from the innermost part of the wood,
(if coin-no there is here a perfect crossing of the vascular bundles

going to the lower leaves by all the subsequently formed portions of

vascular structure, and by a little care we may make jnvpai
not very unlike the ntnuturo of a Monocotyledonous stem with

undeveloped internodes. The whole structure bears great similarity
to that of the arborescent Ferns, allowing for the different nature

of the vascular bundles and the difference of dimension.

Many interesting varieties in the structure of the wood occur here

also ;
aud the wood of the Mammillanic and Miiocaeti, composed

entirely of peculiar spiral-fibrous cells, is particular worthy of notice.

The stems of the Itliizanthacca (Blume) appear to be altogether
aberrant and irregular in their structure. As a Kent-nil rule, we may
f.iy that in the Monocotyledon; the vascular bundles ore simplest in

their lower part, often, for instance in the Palmn, composed at that

part solely of elongated parenchyma (liber); in the middle becoming
more complicated from within outward, exhibiting almost all the

forms corresponding to the varied expansion of the cell
;
above they

become simpler again, particularly when- they pass off into a leaf or

branch, and consist frequently merely of such elements as correspond
to considerable expansion in the longitudinal direction after the

appearance of layers of thickening. In the Dicotyledons the vascular
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bundles appear to have a tolerably uniform structure below and in

the middle, but toward the upper end the onward developing portion
of each older bundle passes into the form of a primary bundle, or,
in other words, every primary vascular bundle of a new interuode

appears as the immediate prolongation, not of the primary bundle of
the preceding internode (which rather runs to a leaf), but of the

layer of increase of this, the elementary portions of which do not

correspond to any expansion in the longitudinal direction.

On the literature of this subject Schleiden says
" Almost all that

has been said by isolated authors is wholly useless, either because

they have had no regard to the history of development, or, if they
have noticed this, have spoken so indiscriminately of growth, increase,
and enlargement, without distinguishing whether new cells have

originated, cells already existing expanded, or merely become trans-

formed into different tissues by the alteration of the form and

configuration of their walls.
" Two notions there are especially which have long sadly confused

our science, from which a correct method would have completely
saved us, since both were, at least at the time, and in the species on
which they were built up, wholly unfounded fables, having no con-

nection with any guiding principles, and consequently never should
have assumed scientific perspicuity, much less, as did happen, have
served as a temporary basis for theories pervading the whole science
of botany.

" The first is the idea of Desfontaines of the distinction between

Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons, that the former develop new
structure in the centre of the axis, and grow in the inside (Plantie

Endogence), while the latter produce ligneous substance close under
the bark, and deposit it on the inner side, and thus grow on the

outside (Planta Ktogence). All this had no greater foundation than
the fact that in the Monocotyledonous axis the vascular bundles are

farther apart in the centre
; consequently, in the preponderance of

parenchyma, the substance is more lax. It was not ever attempted
to make even a superficial observation of the process of growth ; if it

had been merely observed that the vascular bundles going to the

lower leaves, consequently the older, crossed those going to the

upper leaves, which must be the younger, a child might have been
made to understand at once that a growth of new vascular bundles
in the interior was an absolute impossibility. Nevertheless, upon
this empty fancy, which a child might have refuted, De Candolle
built a grand system of vegetables, which it never did require
the distinguished and comprehensive researches of Mohl to over-

throw.
" The second notion is that of Du Petit Thouars, which waa not

less ill-grounded, which, as expressed by him, would be upset by
every even the most superficial observation, and even in its more
refined subsequent statement is by no means established, but has

important and apparently irresistible objections against it. Du Petit

Thouars thought that all increase of thickness of the axis resulted

from the descent of roots from the buds. Such a crude notion

scarcely required refutation. On the other hand, it was afterwards

stated that the formless but organisable subatanc? (the cambium)
was gradually organised from the buds downwards. The only

possible foundation for this view, namely, evidence obtained by
thorough investigation of the history of development, is still due
from all its asaertors, the latest, Gaudichaud, Ac., included. There-

fore it is already to be set aside as devoid of foundation. But the

contrary can be made good, that, in the first place, no cambium ever

exist* as a formless fluid in the plant, unless we would so call the

cytoblastema inclosed in the cells ; secondly, that, so far as obser-

vation at present reaches, cells are always formed in cells, that this

cell-formation, according to the observations I have made in the

C'aelecr, &c., progresses from below upward; thirdly, that the

axillary bud is ah eady formed in the terminal bud before the axis

begins to increase in thickness, and that certainly the cells of the bud
are organised into vascular bundles from the vascular bundles of the

stem upward into the bud, and not in the reverse direction. By
these remarks the whole notion seems to me to be for the present set

o-side, and it would require quite other support than that which
Gaudichaud's imperfect attempts in anatomy and physiology could

give it.

"
Lastly, I must notice the most recent views of Martius on the

structure of the sterna of palms, &e. Martins asserts that here the

v&cular bundles, the primary structure of which is sketched out in

the conical terminal bud, on the whole, as I have already explained
it ( Wiegmann's 'Archiv.,' 1839, 219), do not merely grow upwards
into the leaves, but also downward, by their lower end, in the stem.

The facts I must entirely oppose from my own observations.

Hitherto I have never had an opportunity of investigating living

Palms, or more than small fragments of dead ones. But from what 1

saw I believe I may venture to conclude that the stem of Palms does

not essentially deviate in such a way from those of other Monocoty-
ledons, that one may not transfer to the Palms, in the main points,

the laws of structure found there. Now, so far as I know, such a

process of growth does not occur in any Monocotyledonous plant.

According to my observations the newly-produced vascular bundles

merely grow continuously upward. In advancing the distinction of

limited and unlimited bundles Martius follows me, but in my opinion

he has not conceived nearly clearly enough the distinction between

developed and undeveloped internodes
;
and in particular he has not

formed a clear conception of the peculiarities of the stem with undeve-

loped internodes, and the conditions of structure resulting therefrom.

Moreover he has left the meaning of the term growth (fortwachseu)
of a vascular bundle equivocal. If it means that the already existing

elongated cells become transformed into vascular bundles, it describes

no peculiar process of growth the vascular bundles were already to

be distinguished in their elementary condition
;
but if it means that

the cells themselves, of which the vascular bundles are composed, are

produced subsequently, originating above first and proceeding down-

wards, this is I believe erroneous. It is necessary to bear in mind
the essential distinction between monocotyledonous axes with and
without a cambium circle, in order to understand these structures.

Where no cambium exists there are no other new cells formed besides

those in the point of the bud ; but where there is cambium, all deve-

lopment, and so also the development of new vascular bundles in the

stem, proceeds upwards and outwards ; never, so far as I have been
able to observe, downwards or towards the interior. The lowest and
innermost cells are always the oldest, never the upper or outer (of

course excluding the bark, to which alone an endogenous growth can

be ascribed). I must therefore distinctly assert that in the Palms, as

in all Monocotyledons, the lower end of an older vascular bundle never

reaches down into an internode lower than that in which the lower
end of its first rudiment originated."
The following is a summary of the nature of axial structures,

and the names given to the various parts of which they aro

composed :

1. Duration.

A. Annual. Stem (Caulis).
Internodes (Internodia).

a. Only existing in the beginning of the period of vegetation,

fugacious (Internodia fugacia).
1. Enduring the whole period (Internodia, annua).
c. Only existing in the latter part of the period of vegetation

(Internodia serotina).

B. Perennial. Trunk (Truncui).

2. Position on the Soil.

A. Above ground (Epigaus).
B. Under ground (llypogteus).

3. Form.

A. Developed Internodes (Internodia elongata).
B. Undeveloped Interuodes (Internodia abbreviata).

C. Disciform expanded Internodes (Internodia discifvrmia).
D. Concavely expanded Internodes (luternodia concava).

N.B. Rigid, pointed, leafless, or defoliated Internodes are called

Spines (Spince) ; soft, curling, and thus climbing round foreign

objects, Tendrils (Cirrhi, Capreoli).

4. Various Internodes of the same Axis.

A. Bearing true Leaves and Branches (Caulis and Truncus).
N.B. Sometimes no leaves are developed (Axis aphyllui), or

they fall off from the truncus, mostly at the end of the first year

(Axit denudatus). The stem may grow out from the terminal

bud of an embryo, as in the simple stem, or out of a trunk. A
stem produced from a trunk might be called Scapus ; but this id

a wholly superfluous term.

B. Bearing only bracts, bracteoles, or flowers, Peduncle (Pedunculi) ;

in a compound inflorescence the internode bearing a single flower

is called the Pedicel (Pedicellus). Receptaculmn is a superfluous

expression in the Synanthere<e. Pedunculus disciformis, conicus,

&c., is simpler and more correct. Also in Ficus, Ped'.mculus

concavus.

C. Internodes between calyx and pistil, Receptacle (Torus), e. g. in somo

Rosacece, Torus disciformis (in PotentMa), Torus concavtis (in Rosa).

a. Interuodes between calyx and stamens (e. g. in Rubus), or
calyx

and corolla (e. g. in Passiflora), the Disc (Discus), e. g. plcmus (iu

(ieum), D. tubidosus (in Cereus grandiflorus).

b. Intel-nodes between corollaand stamens,Androphore (Andropliorum),
e. g. A. eloiiyatitm (in C'leome).

c. Interuodes between stamens and pistil, Gynophore (Gynophorum),
e. g. 0. conicum (in Rubus).

D. Intel-nodes between calyx and sead-buda, as a hollow disc inclosing

the seed-buds, Inferior Germeu (German inferum), e. g. in Synan-

therae, Orchidacece.

E. Internodes between stamens and seed-buds, as a plate with the

bordT3 curved inward together, in the cavity of which tho

seed-buds occur, Stalk-Pistil (Pistillum cauligenum). In Liliacece

and Leguniinosce ( ? ).

P. End of the stalk in the germen, as support of the seeds, Spermo-

phore (Spcrmopliorum), in Seed-Buds (Qcmmula). (For the parts,

of these see below, under the Seed-Bud).

5. As to the Nodes.

A. With Imperfect Nodes (Caulis, Truncus).
B. With Perfect Nodes.

a. Stalk (C-idmns).

I. Stem (Calamus).
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N.B. It is exceedingly useful to mark this distinction by definite

terms : but then we must name the Ulk of the CaryopkfU**,
most I'mMliftra and latiata, Culmut ; the stem of Bambuta,

Calamtu, Piper, AriHolocMa, *.-., Calamut. In other respects

the expressions culrntu and calamtu hare no sense, since it could

only be defined u a stalk, such as occurs in the plants to which

such a stalk U ascribed, the former in some Grasses, the latter

in some Cypemcta.

6. Different Axes of Compound Plants.

A. Main Axis produced from the terminal bud of the embryo (Caulii

vd Trmtctu primaritu).
B. Secondary Axis, produced from axillary or adventitious buds

(Caul it rtl Trunrui lecundarita).
N.B. StiU connected with the main axis, called Branch or Twig

(Kamtu).
C. Ramification of the Axis (Ramifcatio). Ramification of the Pedun-

cuiut (Injtorttcentia). i

D. Secondary Axis growing along underground, and its secondary axes

alone rising above the soil, Root-Stock, Rhizome (Rhizoma).
N.B. For Secondary Axes which lie upon the earth, because

they are too weak to stand erect, there are some special terms,

but these appear to me superfluous : Flagellum, Stolo, Sarmentum,

Runner, Sucker, which are sometimes to be distinguished by the

foliation, sometimes by the rooting, now one way and now another,
and again may be different from the Caulii repent, humifueus,

prottratui, procumbent, ilcrumbcns, tarmentaceut, and all the rest

of this manufactory of words, aud yet cannot be separated by
any characters.

E. It is useful to discriminate, according to the ramification and

duration,
a. The simple plant, the lateral buds of which are flowers (llfrbula)

e. g. Cutcula, ifyotunu :

b. The branched stalk, Herb (Iferla], e. g. Anagallii, Veronica verna.

c. With underground stems, stalks above ground, (Jndershrub (Suf-

fruit*), c. g. Aconitum, Jfaptlivt, Paonia officinalis.

d. Stem branched from below, without predominance of the main
stem, Bush (Frutex), e. g. /'runui tpinota. Juniper*! Sabma.

i. Trunk, the lower branches of which soon die, and which only bean
a crown, Tree (Ardor), e. g. Pynu tcrminaiii, Fayui tylvatim.
X . 1 '.. We also reckon among trees those stems also which branch

from below upward, but in which the main axis is developed in

far the greatest proportion, and may readily be traced to the

summit, e. g. Populiu diiatata, Abitt ejccetta. These might even
be called Arbor frulicota.

If the great mass of Exogens are distinctly known from Endogeni
by their peculiar manner of growth and by the arrangement of
their woody matter, they are not less clearly defined by external
marks.

Their leaves have the veins ramifying from the midrib, or ribs if

there are several, in so intricate a manner as to give the appearance
of irregular net-work. Their veins never run parallel with each other
without ramifications

;
for if, as sometimes happens, they appear to

do so, it will be found that the appearance is confined to the principal
veins or ribs, and that the secondary veins between them ramify in

the usual way. The loaves are moreover in most cases articulated

with the stem, leaving behind them a clean scar when they die, not

rotting away and hanging upon the stem in the form of a ragged
sheath, as is common in Endogens. Moreover they are frequently
furnished with stipules, an unusual circumstance in Endogens.
The flowers of Exogens are usually constructed upon a quinary

type ; that is, they have 5 sepals, 5 petals, and 5 stamens, or sumo

power of that number; now and then they vary to a type of 4, or

they exceed the number 5 ; but we very rarely find the ternary
structure of Endogeus present in them. If, as in A nonacete, Berli,

and other orders, the sepals and petals follow a ternary type, t!u>

number 3 is lost in the stamens or the ovary. The natural

Mcnispermacea; is the only one among Exogens in which the ternary

type regularly pervades all the parts of the flower.

In their manner of growth they rarely resemble Endogeus. The
consequence of the ramification of the veins is to give their leaves a
broad and rounded figure, the effect of which upon their

j;

Exogenous Vegetation.
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appearance is to produce the rounded lumpish aspect that we recognise
in all the trees naturally inhabiting this country. In no known instance

does the stem grow by the development of a single terminal bud
; so

that we never find in this class the columnar aspect of palm-trees

[GYJCJOSFERMS], unless the genus Tlieophrasta be considered an excep-
tion. Consequently a landscape consisting of nothing but Exogenous
plants would resemble the imaginary scene that forms the subject of

the preceding cut.

The differences between Exogens and Endogens, thus strongly
marked in the stem, leaves, and flowers, are connected with others in

the embryo. [REPRODUCTION IN PLANTS
; SEED.] In Exogens of

the common kind this organ has two lobes, held together by a minute
central body, the upper end of which, between the lobes, is the

plumule or rudimentary stem, the lower the radicle or rudimentary
root

;
the lobes themselves, or cotyledons, are rudimentary leaves.

This structure is readily seen in a hazel-nut or a garden-bean ; the

deviations from it are few and unimportant as compared with those

of Endogens. Three or a greater number of cotyledons may be

present in a whorl, instead of two opposite to each other. Or one
of the two cotyledons may be much smaller than the other, as in

Trapa ; or they may be deeply lobed, aa in the garden-cress. But in

all these cases the deviations are obviously reconcileable with the

typical character of being Dicotyledonous.
When the embryo of an Exogen germinates, the radicle simply

lengthens at its point, without having to break through the coat of

the embryo ;
on this account Exogens have been named Exorhizal.

The result of this examination is, that the great class of Exogens
has five important, and in some measure independent characters, by
which its limits are settled.

1. The wood is exogenous.
2. The veins of the leaves are netted.

8. The fructification is formed upon a quinary or quaternary
type.

4. The embryo is dicotyledonous.
5. The germination is exorhizal.

Hence Exogens have received two other names in allusion to such
characters ; they are commonly called Dicotyledona ; and JSxorhizce

is another but less common appellation. Moreover, they are the

Phanerocotyltdonea; of Agardh, the Anlhophytce and Carpophytte of

Oken's school, the Dichorgana, of Schultz, the Phylldbltaloe of

Reichenbach ;
not to mention other names still more obscure.

In consequence of imperfect development, and the abortion or

multiplication of parts, many deviations occur from the above
characters. But as in Endogens, so in these, there is not in con-

sequence any real difficulty in distinguishing Exogens from other

plants. Suppose the stem to be so slightly formed, as in Podostemaceis
or the aquatic 1/aloragea, as not to arrive at a state in which the

exogenous arrangement is perceptible, we have the dicotyledonous

embryo and the typical number of the floral organs to guide us.

Let the leaves appear as scales, aa in Lathrrea, Orobanche, and the

like ; still there is the embryo or again the floral proportions. If the

fructification is absolutely ternary as in Meniipermacece, the organi-
zation of the stem, leaves, and embryo reveals the true nature of

such plants. Or if the embryo is undivided, as in Cuscuta, and at

the same time the veins of the leaves deficient, and all this with an

incomplete formation of woody matter, then the number of parts in

the flower remains to prevent our falling into error. It is therefore

always to be remembered, that the limits of this great class are not

exclusively determined by one single character, but by a combination
of five; a part of which may be occasionally exceptional or undis-

coverable.

Like all other natural assemblages, Exogens have many analogies
with other parts of the vegetable kingdom. We have already
adverted to the Podostemaceous order of this class representing

distinctly the Pistiaceous order, or at least Lemna among Endogens.
Piperacece are distinct analogies here to the Aracece of Endogens,
Ckmopodialet to Glumota, and possibly Mmiipermacete to Smilacete.

Whatever uses there may be in the vegetable kingdom are to be
found in this class, which comprehends four-fifths of the natural

orders, and probably not much less than the same proportion of

species. Timber, in particular, is their exclusive produce, and if corn

has no direct analogy in Exogens, at least a substitute for it is

furnished by the potato and the cassava.

Considering the very . great numbers of Exogens they may be
rated at 50,000 or 60,000 at a low computation it is not sin-prising
that it should be here that the systematic botanist experiences his

great difficulties. Comparatively no embarrassment worth notice

occurs in the arrangement of Endogens ; but in Exogens the difficulties

are so great as to have hitherto bafiied the most acute writers. We
do not mean with regard to the natural orders themselves, for they
are in general well understood and defined : our observation applies
to a collocation of the orders, or in other words, to the construction

of groups of a secondary value which shall be as natural and as well

defined as the orders themselves. In a recent enumeration we find

no fewer than 231 orders of Exogens. It is obviously impracticable
to study so large a number of combinations without breaking
them into groups, and accordingly various methods have been

proposed.

Jussieu, adopting to a certain extent the views of his predecessors,
considered 1st, the separation of the petals, 2nd, their combination,
or 3rd, their absence, of primary consequence ; and adding to this,

4th, the separation of the sexes in flowers having no petals, he
formed the four groups of 1st, Polypetalous ; 2nd, Monopetalous ;

3rd, Apetalous; and 4th, Diclinous plants. The first three of these
he again subdivided according as their stamens or their corolla grew
under the ovary (hypogyuous), upon the calyx (perigynous), or upon
the ovary (epigynous) ;

then the monopetalous epigynous group was
subdivided into plants having united stamens and those having them
distinct

;
the result being eleven classes, which were placed by Juasieu

in the following order :

["
Stamens epigynous

Apetalous < Stamens perigynous .

(_
Stamens hypogynous

I

Corolla hypogynous .

Corolla perigynous
I" anthers united .

Corolla epigynous <

I anthers distinct

I" Stamens epigynous ...
Polypetalous < Stamens hypogynous . . .

L Stamens perigynous .

Diclinous

Class.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10
11

This was however so artificial a distribution, that botanists soon
found it as unsatisfactory as it was simple. Various changes have
therefore been recommended from time to time, some of which are
the following :

In 1813, De Candolle, dropping the names of all Jussieu's classes,
and abolishing many of them, proposed to arrange as follows the 113
orders of Exogens with which he was at that time acquainted.

Class.

Polypetalous
/ Petals hypogynous (TAatoft^o,^) . 1

[ Petals perigynous (ualycijtone) . . 2

Apetalous .... (MonoMamydece) . 5

Thus the classes were reduced from eleven to five, which was a
defect

;
but those which remained were supposed to be more natural,

which would have been an advantage. Five years afterwards, in his
'

Regni Vegetabilis Systema Naturale,' he added the names inclosed
within parentheses, and he broke up the Thalamiflorce into five cohorts,
but without stating what orders he arranged under them. We do
not find that he ever pursued the sxibject farther. Since that period
this great botanist has occupied himself with the special study of
the natural orders, and the public has derived no advantage from his

general views, which is much to be regretted.
In 1825, Professor Agardh of Lund, afterwards bishop of Carlsbad,

proposed a great change in the subordination of Exogens, retaining
the principles of primary division recognised by Jussieu and De
Candolle, but forming them into twenty subdivisions, defined by
various characters analogous to those by which the orders themselves
are circumscribed. This, we believe, is the first step of any con-

sequence towards putting Exogens into a more natural grouping than
that of Jussieu. In many respects the subdivisions are, as far as

they go, unobjectionable ;
but they have excited scarcely any attention

among systematic botanists. The necessity however of some better
method of subordination than that of Jussieu and De Candolle has
become evident to everybody; and attempts have been made to effect

this by Drs. Bartling, Schultz, Von Martius, and others on the

continent, and by Dr. Lindley in this country. The last named
author has successively developed his system in his ' Nixus
Plantarum," the '

Penny Cyclopaedia,' article Exogens, his
' Natural

System of Botany,' and his '

Vegetable Kingdom.' We shall here

give an analysis of Dr. Lindley's arrangement of Exogens, as given
in the last mentioned work. Whatever may be its defects they are
rather inherent to the subject than attributable to any want of

knowledge or judgment in the author, as it undoubtedly displays the

largest acquaintance with the details of the structure of this class of

plants that has yet been displayed by any writer on systematic

botany. The following is an analysis of the class of Exogena :

Alliances of Exogeus.

Sab-Class I. Diclinous Exogens.

Flowers $ ?, without any customary tendency to $5.

I. AMKNTALF.S. Flowers in catkins, achlamydeous or monochla-

mydeous. Carpels superior. Embryo small, with little or no
albumen.

Casnannacere. Ovules 1 or 2, ascending. Radicle superior.
Betitlacea. Ovule 1, pendulous. Radicle superior.

Al/inyiacea: Ovules 00. Seeds'winged.
Salicacere. Ovules 00. Seeds cottony.

Myricacea. Ovule 1, erect. Radicle superior.
x. Ovule 1, ascending. Radicle inferior.



EXOGENS. KXOOENS.

IL UBTICALM. Flowen Mattered, monochlamydeous. Carpel

ingle, superior. Embryo Urge, lying in a small quantity of

albumen.

Stilagmacetr. Radicle superior. Ovule* twin, suspended. Embryo
straight, albuminous. Anthers 2-lobed, with vertical fissures.

I'rtieoeete. Radicle superior. Ovule solitary, erect. Embryo
straight, albuminous. Juice limpid. Stipules small, flat.

CmUop*yUace<r. Radicle inferior. Embryo exalbuminous. Plumule

tunny-leaved, large.
. Radicle superior. Ovule solitary, suspended.

Embryo hooked, exalbuminous.

Hornet*. Radicle superior. Ovules solitary, suspended. Embryo
hooked, albuminous.

Ariocarpaettt. Radicle superior. Ovule solitary, erect or sus-

pended. Embryo straight, exalbuminous. Juice milky. Stipules

large, convolute.

Platanatea. Radicle inferior. Embryo albuminous. Plumule
minute. Juice limpid. Stipules large, deciduous.

HI. ErpHORBiALES. Flowers scattered, monochlamydeous. Carpels
consolidated, superior. Placentae axile. Embryo surrounded by
abundant albumen. (Albumen occasionally absent.)

Euphorbiacffc. Ovules definite, suspended, anatropal. Radicle

superior.

Gyrottemontfc. Ovules definite, suspended, campylotropal. Radicle

inferior. Albumen mealy.
Sctpacttt. Ovules definite, suspended, anatropol. Radicle superior,

$ , amentaceous.

Callitrichacetr. Ovules definite, suspended, araphitropaL Radicle

superior.

Empetnuxa. Ovules definite, ascending, anatropol. Radicle

inferior.

Batidt. Ovules solitary, ascending, $ , naked, combined into a

succulent cone.

Neptntkacea. Ovules 00, ascending. Radicle inferior. Seeds
Rcobiform.

IV. QUERXALES. Flowers in catkins, monochlamydeous. Carpel
single, superior. Embryo large, lying in a small quantity of

albumen.

Corylaeea. Ovary 2- or more celled. Ovules pendulous or peltate.

Juglandacat. Ovary 1-celled. Ovule solitary, erect.

V. GABRTALES. Flowers monochlamydeous, sometimes amen-
taceous. Carpels inferior. Embryo minute, in a large quantity
of albumen.

Garryacea. Flowers amentaceous. Leaves opposite, stipulate.

Helwingiacta. Flowers fascicled. Leaves alternate, stipulate.

VI. MENISPERMALES. Flowers monochlamydeous. Carpels supe-
rior, disunited. Embryo surrounded by abundant albumen.

Monimiaceit. Albumen copious, solid. Seeds pendulous. Embryo
small, external. Stamens perigynous.

Atherotpermaeea. Albumen copious, solid. Seeds erect. Anthers

opening by recurved valves.

Myritticacae. Albumen copious, ruminated. Sepals united into
a valvate cup.

Lardizabalacae. Albumen copious, solid. Seeds parietal. Embryo
minute.

Sckixandraeta. Albumen copious, solid. Seeds pendulous.
Embryo minute, internal Stamens hypogynou*.

Mcnuptrmacete. Albumen sparing, solid. Seeds amphitropal.
Embryo large.

VII. CUCURBITAI.ES. Flowers monochlamydeous. Carpels inferior.

Placenta parietal. Embryo without albumen.

CiKurbitacca.VnM pulpy. Placenta; strictly parietal. Monope-
Ulous.

JMueaeete. Fruit dry. Placenta; strictly parietal. Apetaloua,
Btgoniacca. Fruit dry. Placenta: projecting and meeting in the

axis. Monodichlamydeou*.

VIIL PAPATALO. Flowen dichlamydeous. Carpels superior, con-
solidated. Placenta) parietal. Embryo surrounded by abundant
albumen.

Papayacea. Corolla raonopetalous ; ?, without scales.

Pamgiaette. Corolla polypetalou* ; ? , with scales in the throat.

Sub-Class II. Hypogynous Kxogens.
Flowers $, or <J $ ?. Stamens entirely free from the calyx

and corolla.

IX. VIOLAUH. Flowers monochlamydeou*. Placenta; parietal, or
sutural. Embryo straight, with little or no albumen.

Flaco*rliaera.~Vlnwen scattered, apetalous, or polypetalmm
Petals and stamens both hypdgynou*. Leave* dotless, or with num.
dot* only.

LaeiHemaeea. Flowen in catkins, apetalous, scaly, polygamous
Stamens unilateral.

. Flowers scattered, apetalous, tubular, hermaphrodite,
.eaves marked with both round and linear transparent dots. Stamens

>erigynoUB.

Pauijloracea!. Flowen polypetalous or apetalous, coronrtted.

'etals perigynous, imbricated. Stamens on the stalk of the ovary.

Style* simple, terminal. Seeds arillate. Leaves stipulate.
Maletherliiacta. Flowers polypetalous, coronetted. Petals ]

nous, imbricated. Stamens on the stalk of the ovary. Styles simi !,

dorsal. Seeds without aril. Leaves without stipules.

Moringaceoe. Flowen polypetalous. Calyx many-leaved. Petals

wrigynous. Anthen 1-celled. Fruit stipitate, consolidated, siliquose.
Seeds without albumen. Stamens perigynous.

Violacea. Flowers polypetalous. Calyx many-leaved. Petals

lypogynous. Stamens all perfect. Anthers crested and turned
inwards. Fruit consolidated. Seeds albuminous.

Franktniatcea. Flowera polypetalous. Calyx tubular, furrowed.
Petals hypogynous, unguiculate.
Tamaricacea. Flowers polypetalous. Calyx many-leaved. Petals

lypogynous. Styles distinct. Fruit consolidated. Seeds 00, basal,

comose, without albumen.

Sauvagctiaccie. Flowers polypetalous. Calyx many-leaved. Petals

lypogynous. Stamens partly sterile and petaloid. Anthers opposite ;

the petals naked, turned outwards. Fruit consolidated. Seed*
albuminous.

Cratfulace<f. Flowers polypetalous or monopetalous. Calyx many-
.eaved. Petals hypogynous. Fruit follicular, apocarpous.

Turneraeete. Flowers polypetalous. Petals jwrigynous, contorted.

Styles forked. Leaves exstipulate.

X. CISTALES. Flowers monochlamydeous. Placenta- parietal or

sutural. Embryo curved or spiral, with little or no albumen.

CiftcKtte. Stamens not tetradynamous, generally indefinite.

Flowers ty or y. Seeds with albumen. Fruit closed up.
Bratrieacece. Stamens tetradynamous. Flower* ij.
Jietedacta. Stamens not tetradyuamous, definite. Flowers not

tetramerous. Seeds without albumen. Fruit usually open
point.

Capparwlacea;. Stamens not tetradynamous. Flowers 4. Seeds
without albumen. Fruit closed up.

XI. MALVALES. . Flowers monochlamydeous. Placenta; axile.

Calyx valvate in aestivation. Corolla imbricated or twisted. Sta-
mens definite or 00. Embryo with little or no album, -n.

Stereuliacea!. Stamens columnar, all perfect. Anthers 2-wlled,
turned outwards.

Byttncriacea. Stamens monadelphous, in most cases partly sterile.

Anthers 2-celIed, turned inwards.

Virianiacett. Stamens free. Disc none. Seeds with album.
Embryo curved. Petals permanent. Calyx ribbed.

Tropaolactft. Stainena free. Disc none. Seeds without albumen.

Embryo amygdaloid.
Malracea. Stamens columnar, all perfect. Anthers l-celknl,

turned inwards.

Tiliaccte. Stamens free, on the outside a disc. Seeds with albumen.

Embryo straight.

XII. S.U'mm.KS. Flowers monochlamydeous, unsymmc '

Placenta; axilc. Calyx and corolla imbricated. Stamens .li-tinit. .

Embryo with little or no albumen. Stamens rarely 00.

Ti-'iii'iii<li-aceai. Flowen complete, partially symmetrical. Calyx
valvate. Anthers 2-4-celled, opening by pores.

I'olyyalaectc. Flowera complete (irregular) unsyinmetrical. Petals
naked. Anthers opening longitudinally. Carpels 3. Seeds winged.
(In one cose the ovary is adherent.)

Vtii-liyacttt. Flowen complete, unsymmctrical, very irregular.
Petals naked. Anthers opening longitudinally. Carpels 3.

winged.

*i(i)iltyleaeca;. Flowera complete, unsymmctrical. Petals usually
with an appendage orO. Anthers opening longitudinally. Carpels 3.

Seeds usually arillate, wingless.

Sapindacecf. Flowera complete, unsymmctrical. Petals usually
with an appendage or 0. Anthen opening longitudinally. Car]
Seeds usually arillate, wingless.

Petiveriacax. Flowera apetalous. Carpels solitary.
-l"i-ace. Flowera complete, unsymmetrical. 1'utals naked or 0.

.\ntli.rsopeuinglongitudinally. Carpels 2. Seeds without an mil.

M'illiighiace<t. Flowera complete, partially symmetrical. Calyx
imbricated. Petals naked, stalked. Ovules hanging l>y cords.

Stigmas simple. Embryo usually convolute.

Knjihroxylacta. Flowera complete, partially symmetrical. Calyx
imbricated. Petals with an appendage. Ovules sessile, pendulous.
Stigma* capitate. Embryo straight.

XIII. GUTTIFKRALES. FlowiT* ni'mochlamydcous. Pl:i

axile. Calyx imbricated. Corolla imbricated or twisted. Stamens
00. Embryo with little or no albumen. Stamens sometimes
definite in nuur

fiipteracca. Leaves xini|.!e, .-dti-m.-ifo, with large convolute stipules.
Flowera symmetrical. Petals equilateral. Calyx unequal, J

winged. Anthen beaked. Fruit 1-celled ; 1 -seeded.
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T: nutrvmvKtac. Leaves simple, alternate, without stipules, or with
very small one?. Flowers symmetrical. Petals equilateral. Anther
ver.--ui.ile. Seeds few or single. Stigmas on a long style.

Rftizobolacece. Leaves digitate, opposite. Flowers symmetrical
Petals equilateral. Stigmas sessile. Seeds solitary. Embryo with an
enormous radicle.

Cluiace<t. Leaves simple, opposite, without stipules. Flower
symmetrical. Petals equilateral. Anthers adnate, beakless. Seed
solitary or few. Stigmas sessile, radiating.

Marcyraviacect. Leaves simple, alternate, without stipules
Flowers unsymmetrical. Petals equilateral. Anthers versatile. Seed
innumerable, minute. Stigmas sessile.

Bypericactcc. Petals oblique, glandular. Seeds numerous, naked.
Styles long, distinct.

Reaumuriacecs. Petals oblique, glandless. Seeds few, shaggy
Styles long, distinct.

XIV. NYMPHALES. Flowers dichlamydeous. Placenta axile or
sutural. Stamens 00. Embryo on the outside of a very large
quantity of mealy albumen. A part have no albumen.

X.'/mphaaceie Carpels united into a many-celled fruit, with dissepi
mental placenta;.

Calomlacea;. Carpels distinct. Albumen copious. Torus absent.
Nelumbiacete. Carpels distinct. Albumen 0. Torus honeycombed

very large.

XV. RANALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Placentas sutural or
axile. Stamens 00. Embryo minute, inclosed in a large quantity
of fleshy or horny albumen.

Maynoliacca. Carpels distinct. Stipules large, convolute. Corolla
imbricated. Albumen homogeneous.

Arumacea;. Carpels distinct. Stipules 0. Corolla valvate. Albu-
men rumiuate.

Dilleniacett. Carpels distinct. Stipules 0. Corolla imbricated.
Albumen homogeneous. Seeds arillate.

Xanunculacea. Carpels distinct. Stipules 0. Corolla imbricated.
Albumen homogeneous. Seeds without an aril.

S'lrraceniacea. Carpels consolidated. Calyx permanent. Placentae
axile.

Pai>averaeea. Carpels consolidated. Calyx deciduous. Placenta;
usually parietal

XVI. BKRBF.R.U.ES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Placentae sutural,
parietal, or axile. Stamens definite. Embryo inclosed in a large
quantity of fleshy albumen.

Droitracea. Flowers regular and symmetrical. Placenta; parietal.
Stamens alternate with the petals, or twice as many.
PumaruKea. Flowers irregular and unsymmetrical. Placenta;

parietal. Stamens opposite the petals.
Serberidacea. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Placenta; sutural.

Stamens opposite the petals. Anthers with recurved valves.
Vitaeea. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Placenta; axile. Stamens

opposite the petals. Anthers opening longitudinally.
fittotporaceee. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Placenta; axile and

parietal. Stamens alternate with the petals. Ovules ascending or
horizontal. Corolla imbricated.
Wacac. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Placenta; axile. Stamens

alternate with the petals. Ovules pendulous. Corolla valvate.

Cyrillactte. Flowers regular, symmetrical Placentae axile. Stamens
alternate with the petals, if equal to them in number. Ovules pen-
dulous. Corolla imbricated.

XVII. ERICALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, symmetrical in the ovary.
Placentae axile. Stamens definite. Embryo inclosed in a large
quantity of fleshy albumen. Stamens occasionally adherent to
the corolla.

/f'iMiriacen. Flowers polypetalous. Stamens all perfect, mon-
adelphou*. Anthers 2-celled, with a long membranous connective.

J-Jfiiici-idacete. Flowers monopetalous. Stamens all perfect, free.

Seeds with a firm skin. Anthers 1-celled, opening longitudinally.
Pyrolacta;. Flowers half-monopetalous. Stamen's all perfect, free.

Seeds with a loose skin. Embryo at the base of the albumen.
Fi-ancoaceoc. Flowers polypetalous. Stamens half-sterile and scale-

like, free. Seeds with a firm skin.

JMonotropacea;. Flowers half-monopetalous. Stamens all perfect,
free. Seeds with a loose skin or wing. Embryo at the apex of the
albumen.

i'l-icacetf. Flowers monopetalous. Stamens all perfect, free. Seeds
with a firm or loose skin. Anthers 2-celled, opening by pores.

XVIII. RUTALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous, symmetrical. Pla-
centa; axile. Calyx and corolla imbricated, if present. Stamens
definite. Embryo with little or no albumen. Occasionally
3 ?

Aurantiacea. Fruit consolidated, succulent, indehiscent. Petals
imbricated. Stamens free, or nearly so. Leaves dotted.

Amyridacta. Fruit consolidated, hard, dry, somewhat valvular.
Petals valvate. Stamens free. Leaves generally dotted.

Cedrelacea. Fruit consolidated, capsular. Stamens deeply mou-
adelphoua or free. Seeds numerous, winged.

HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.

Meliacew. Fruit consolidated, berried, or capsular. Stamens
deeply monadelphous. Seeds few, wingless. Leaves dotless.

Anacardiacea. Fruit apocarpous. Ovule single, suspended by a
cord rising from the base of the carpel.

Connaraeece. Fruit apocarpous. Ovules collateral, ascending,
orthotropal, sessile.

Rittacea;. Fruit finally apocarpous, few-seeded, with the pericarp
separating in two layers. Ovules sessile, pendulous. Flowers @.

Xanthoxylacece. Fruit finally apocarpous, 1-seeded; with the peri-
carp separating in two layers. Ovules sessile, pendulous. Flowers
S $ ?

Ochnacece. Fruit finally apocarpous, 1-seeded, with the pericarp
not laminating, and a succulent conical torus.

Simarubacece. Fruit finally apocarpous, 1-seeded, with the peri-
carp not laminating, and a dry inconspicuous torus. Albumen wanting.
Leaves alternate, without stipules.

ZygophyllacecB. Fruit finally apocarpous, few-seeded, with the

pericarp not laminating, and a dry inconspicuous torus. Albumen
present. Leaves opposite, with stipules.

Elatinacece. Fruit finally apocarpous, many-seeded. Flowers
polypetalous.

Podostemacece. Fruit filially apocarpous, many-seeded. Flowers
apetalous, very imperfect.

XIX. GERANIALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous, symmetrical.
Placenta; axile. Calyx imbricated. Corolla twisted. Stamens
definite. Embryo with little or no albumen.

Linacete. Flowers symmetrical. Styles distinct. Carpels longer
than the torus. Seeds with little or no albumen.

Chlcmacece. Flowers regular, unsymmetrical, with a permanent
cup-like involucre. Stamens monadelphous. Albumen abundant.

Oxalidacece. Flowers symmetrical. Styles distinct. Carpels longer
than the torus. Seeds with abundant albumen.

SaUaminacece. Flowers very irregular and unsymmetrical, without
an involucre. Stamens distinct. Albumen none.

Gei-aniacece. Flowers usually symmetrical. Styles and carpels
combined round a long-beaked torus.

XX. SILE.NAI.ES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Placenta; free, cen-
tral. Embryo external, curved round a little mealy albumen.

Carpels more than one, completely combined into a compound
fruit. Some slightly perigynous, others <J $ .

Caryophyllaceae. Calyx and corolla usually both present and sym-
metrical (4 and 4, or 5 and 6), the latter conspicuous. Ovules

amphitropal. Leaves opposite, without stipules.
Illecebracece. Calyx and corolla usually both present and sym-

metrical (4 and 4, or 5 and 5), the latter rudimentary. Ovules

amphitropal. Leaves with scarious stipules.
Portulacacece. Calyx and corolla both present and unsymmetrical

(2 and 5), the latter usually conspicuous. Ovules amphitropal.
Leaves alternate, succulent, without stipules.

Polyyonaccie. Calyx only present, but often coloured. Ovules

orthotropal. Nut usually triangular.

XXI. CHENOPODALES. Flowers monochlamydeous. Placenta; free,
central. Embryo external, either curved round or applied to the
surface of a little mealy or horny albumen. Carpels solitary, or
if more than one distinct. Some slightly perigyuous, others $ 9

Nyctaginaccce. Sepals united into a long (often coloured) plaited
:ube which separates from its base, the latter becoming hard, and

ibrming a spurious pericarp.

Phytolaccacecc. Sepals separate, flat. Stamens alternate with the

sepals, or 00. Carpels several (or 1).

Amarantaceie. Sepals separate or nearly so, flat. Stamens oppo-
site the sepals. Anthers often 1 -celled. Ovary 1

; often several-

seeded. Flowers scarious, surrounded by imbricated bracts.

Ckenopodiacece. Sepals separate or nearly so, flat. Stamens oppo-
site the sepals. Anthers 2-celled. Ovary 1

; always 1-seeded.

?lowers herbaceous, naked.

XXII. PIPERALES. Flowers achlamydeous. Embryo minute, on the

outside of a large quantity of mealy albumen. Occasionally
6" ?

Piperacece. Carpel solitary. Ovule erect. Embryo lying in

ritellus. Leaves opposite or alternate, with or without stipules.
Ckloranthacece. Carpel solitary. Ovule suspended. Embryo

naked. Leaves opposite, with intermediate stipules.
Saururacece. Carpels several, distinct. Ovule erect. Embryo

ying in vitellus. Leaves alternate with stipules.

Sub-Class HI. Perigynous Exogens.

Blowers ^ or $ @ $ . Stamens growing to the side of either the

calyx or corolla. Ovary superior, or nearly so.

XXIII. FICOIDALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Placentas central

or axile. Corolla, if present, polypetalous. Embryo external, and
curved round a small quantity of mealy albumen.

Bagdlacea;. Petals absent. Sepals distinct. Fruit inclosed in a

membranous or succulent calyx. Carpel single, solitary. Seed erect.
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Maembryacta. Petal* numerous, conspicuous. Carpels several,

Telragoniaeta. Petal* absent Carpel* several, consolidated.

Scleraiitltacttr.feitit absent Sepal* united into a tube. Carpel

single, loUtary. Fruit incloMd in the hardened calyx tube.

XXIV. DAPHXALES. Flowers mpnodjchlamydeous. Carpel solitary.

Embryo amygdaloid, without albumen.

nymdatta. Anther* bunting lengthwise. Apetalous or poly-

petalou*. Ovule solitary, suspended. Calyx imbricated.

Proteatttr. Anther* bursting lengthwise. Apetalous. Ovules

erect. Calyx valvate.

Laurartte. Anthers bursting by recurved valves. Leaves perfect.

Fruit naked.

Cattyiliacetr. Anthers bursting by recurved valves. Leave* mere

colourless scales. Fruit buried in a succulent permanent calyx.

XXV. ROSALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Carpels more or less

distinct Placenta; sutural. Seeds definite. Corolla, if present, .

polypetalous. Embryo amygdaloid, with little or no albumen.

Calycanlhaeeir. Flower* consisting of numerous imbricated scales,

i .

ityledons convolute.

Ckrytobalanacccc. Flowers polypetalous (or apetalous), nearly or

quite regular. Carpel solitary. Style proceeding from the base of

the ovary.

Fabacea, or Ltguminota. Flowers polypetalous or apetalous,

paphoriaceous (or leguminous). Carpel solitary, with the style pro-

ceeding from the apex of the ovary.

Dmpactcf. Flowers polypetalous, regular, drupaceous. Carpel

solitary, with the style proceeding from the apex of the ovary.
Pomacece. Flowers polypetalous, regular. Carpels adhering to the

calyx by their back.

Smguitorbacctr. Flowers apetalous. Carpel solitary, inclosed in a

hardened calyx-tube, forming a false pericarp.
Rutacea. Flowers polypetalous. Carpels free from the calyx, and

quite or nearly so from each other.

XXVI. SAXIFRAOALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Carpels
conso-

lidated. Placenta! sutural or axile. Seeds 00. Corolla, if present,

polypetalous. Embryo taper, with a long radicle, and little or no
albumen.

Saxifragaeea. Styles distinct. Leaves alternate.

ffydrangcacea. Styles distinct Leaves opposite, without sti-

pules.
niacfff. Styles distinct Leaves opposite, with large iuter-

petiolar stipules.
Brexiaeax. Styles consolidated. Calyx many-leaved. Albumen 0.

Leaves alternate.

Lythracne. Styles consolidated. Calyx tubular, permanent, with
the petals in the margin. Albumen 0. Leaves opposite.

XX VII. RHAMNALES. Flowers monodichlamydeous. Carpels conso-

lidated. Placenta: axile. Fruit capsular, berried, or drupaceous.
Seeds definite. Embryo amygdaloid, with little or no albumen.

Penaacta. Flowers apetalous. Ovary composed of 4 carpels.

Calyx tubular, with definite divisions. Cotyledons consolidated.

Aiptilariacttr. Flower* apetalous. Ovary composed of 2 carpels.

Calyx tubular, with a definite number of divisions. Cotyledons

amygdaloid.
i'lmaceat. Flowers apetalous. Ovary composed of 2 carpels.

Calyx imperfect) and irregularly divided at the edge. Cotyledons thin

and leafy.
Rhamnatta. Flowers polypetalous. Calyx valvate. Stamens

opposite petal*. Seed* erect

C/iaiUttiacea. Flower* polypetalous. Calyx valvate. Stamen*
alternate with the petal*. Seed* pendulous.

1 1 l:,acraieace<r. Flower* polypetalous. Calyx imbricated. Sta-

men* (3), nionadelphous.
Cdattractat. Flower* polypetalous. Calyx imbricated. Stamens

\J, distinct

filarlf/iouiiaceie. Flowers monopetalous. Stamen* episepalous.

Sapotacea. Flower* monopetalous. Stamen* epipetalous. Ovules

ascending. Radicle short Cotyledons amygdaloid.

Styracafta. Flowers monopetalous. Stamens epipetalous. Ovules

in put at least suspended. Radicle long. Cotyledons leafy.

XXVIII. OSKTUXALCS. Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetalous,

symmetrical. Placenta axile or parietal. Kmbryo minute, or with

the cotyledon* much smaller than the radicle, lying in a large

quantity of albumen.

Kl#ncr. Stipules 0. Stigma* simple, sessile, radiating.

Arjuifuliacw. Stipule* 0. Stigmas simple, at the end of a mani-

fest style. Placenta axile. Seeds definite, pendulous. Corolla

imbricated.

Apocynacea. Stipule* 0. Stigmas collected into a massive head,

expanded at the base in the form of a ring or membrane, and con-

tracted in the middle. Albumen sometimes 0.

Loganiatta. Leave* opposite, with intervening stipules.

IHapauiacta. Stipules 0. Stigma* simple, at the end of a

manifest style. Placenta axile. Seed* indefinite, peltate. Stamen*

interpetalou*.
Hitliacea. Stipules 0. Stigmas simple, at the end of a manifest

style. Placenta axile. Seeds definite, erect Corolla valvate.

Flower* unsymmetrical
Orobanchacea. Stipules 0. Stigmas simple, at the end of a

manifest style. Placentae parietal. Flowers didynamous.
Gentianacaz. Stipules 0. Stigmas simple, at the end of a manifest

style. Placenta: parietal. Flower* regular.

XXIX. SOLANALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetalous. Pla-

centae axile. Fruit 2-3-celled. Embryo large, lying in a small

quantity of albumen.

Oleacea. Stamens free, 2 or 4.

Solanacett. Stamens free, 5. Placenta axile. Embryo terete.

Atcltpiadacea. Anthers and stigmas consolidated into a column.
Cordiacea;. Stamens free, S. Placenta axile. Cotyledons leafy,

folded longitudinally.
Conrolrulacea: Stamens free, 5. Placenta basal. Cotyledons

leafy, doubled up.
Viucutacea. Stamens free, 5. Placenta: basal. < Embryo filiform,

spiral.

Polemoniacea. Stamen* free, 6. Placenta axile. Cotyledons

straight, plano-convex.

XXX COUTUSALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetalous, symme-
trical. Placenta: free. Central embryo lying among a small quantity
of albumen. Occasionally monochlamydeous or polypetalous.

llydrophyllacete. Stamens alternate with the petals. Styles 2.

Inflorescence circinate.

J'luitiliayinacea. Stamens opposite the petals. Fruit membranous,
1 -seeded. Styles 5. Stem herbaceous.

Plantaginacete. Stamens alternate with the petals. Style 1.

Inflorescence straight.
Primulacea. Stamens opposite the petals. Fruit capsular, many-

eeeded. Style 1. Stem herbaceous.

MyniruKuz. Stamens opposite the petals. Fruit indehiscent,

drupaceous. Style 1. Stem woody.

XXXI. ECHIALKS. Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetalous, symmetri-
cal or uusymmetrical. Fruit nucamentaceous, consisting of si

1-seeded nuts, or of clusters of them separate or separable.

Embryo large, with little or no albumen. (Very rarely hypogy-

noua.) Regular-flowered orders passing from Solanals.

Jasminacta. Flowers regular, $/, unsymmetrical. Stamens 2. Fruit

2-lobed. Stigma naked.

Salvadoracta. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Stamens 4. Fruit

simple. Stigma naked.

krctiacea. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Stamens 5. Stigma
naked. Nuts 4. Confluent inflorescence circinate.

Notanaeea. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Stamens 5. Nuts 5

or /. Stigma naked. Inflorescence straight

Boraginacea. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Stamens 5. Nuts

4 or ^/. Stigma naked. Inflorescence circinate.

Brunoniacea. Flowers regular, symmetrical. Nut solitary. Stigma
indiisiatc. (Stamens hypogynous.) Irregular-flowered. Orders passing
into Bignoniads.

Lamiaceai. Flowers irregular, unsymmt rical. Nuts 4. Ovule

erect.

Yerbtnacea, Flowers irregular, unsymmetrical. Nuts confluent

Ovules erect

Myoporacea. Flowers irregular, unsymmetrical. Nut* confluent

Ovules pendulous. Anthers 2-celled.

Sdayinacete. Flowers irregular, uusymmetrical. Nuts confluent.

Ovules pendulous. Anthers 1-celled.

XXXII. BIONOSIALKS, Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetalous, unsym-
metrical. Fruit capsular or berried, with its carpels quite con-

solidated. P|acenta axile or parietal, or free central Embryo
with little or no albumen.

PedaKactce. Placenta parietal. Fruit bony or capsular. Embryo
amygdaloid. Radicle short

Oaneraeea. Placenta: parietal. Fruit capsular or baccate. Embryo
with minute cotyledons. Radicle long.

Cracentiacete. Placenta: parietal. Fruit succulent, hard-shelled.

Embryo amygdaloid. Radicle short

JUgnoniacta. Placenta: axile. Seeds winged, sessile, without

albumen. Cotyledons large, leafy.

AcantHacea. Placenta axile. Seeds wingless, attached to hard

placeutal processes, without albumen. Cotyledons large, fleshy.

Scrophvlariacece. Placenta- axile. Seeds albuminous. Cotyledons

scarcely larger than or not so large as the radicle.

Lmtibulairiacta. Placenta free. Central seeds minute, without

albumen. Cotyledons much smaller than the radicle.

Sub-Class IV. Epigynous Exogen*.

Flower* $ or 3 $ ? . Stamen* growing to the side of either the

calyx or corolla. Ovary inferior, or nearly *o.
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XXXIII. CAMPANALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetolous.
Embryo with little or no albumen.

Campanulacea;. Ovary 2 or more celled. Anthers free, or half
united. Stigma naked. Corolla valvate, regular.

Jjobeliacece. Ovary 2 or more celled. Anthers syngenesious.
Stigma surrounded by hairs. Corolla valvate, irregular.

Goodeniacea. Ovary 2 or more celled. Anthers syngenesious or
free. Stigma indusiate. Corolla induplieate.

Stylidiacece. Ovary 2 or more celled. Stamens and styles united
into a column. Corolla imbricated.

Valerianaceff. Ovary 1-celled. Corolla imbricated. Anthers free.

Ovule pendulous. Albumen none.

Dipsacace(e. Ovary 1-celled. Corolla imbricated. Anthers free.

Ovule pendulous. Seeds albuminous.

Calyceracer?. Ovary 1-celled. Corolla valvate. Anthers synge-
nesious. Ovule pendulous. Seeds' albuminous.

Asteracece. Ovary 1-celled. Corolla valvate. Authors syngenesious.
Ovule erect. Albumen none.

XXXIV. MYRTALKS. Flowers dichlamydeous, polypetalous. Pla-

centa; axile. Embryo with little or no albumen. (Occasionally

monochlamydeous.)
Combretacea;. Ovary 1-celled. Ovules pendulous. Leaves dotless.

Seeds without albumen. Cotyledons convolute.

Alangiacea. Ovary 1-celled. Ovules pendulous. Leaves dotless.

Seeds albuminous. Cotyledons flat.

Chamalauciacere. Ovary 1-celled. Ovules ascending. Leaves
dotted. Embryo fused into a solid mass.

Haloragacea. Ovary with more than 1 cell. Flowers polypetalous
or apetalous. Calyx open, minute. Stamens definite. Ovules pen-
dulous. Cotyledons minute. (Occasionally 1-celled.)

Onagracae. Ovary with more than 1 cell. Flowers polypetalous
or apetalous. Calyz valvate. Stamens definite. Ovules horizontal

or ascending. Cotyledons flat, much larger than the radicle.

Bhizophoracett. Ovary with more than 1 cell. Flowers polypeta-
loua. Calyx valvate. Stamens indefinite. Cotyledons flat, much
shorter than the radicle, which germinates before the fruit falls.

Btlvitiacece. Ovary with more than one cell. Flowers mono-

petalous, coronated. Calyx valvate. Stamens indefinite, mon-

adelphous. Cotyledons amygdaloid.
MeltutomacefF. Ovary with more than 1 cell. Flowers polypeta-

loua. Calyx imbricated. Stamens definite. Anthers rostrate.

Leaves usually dotless.

Myrtacea. Ovary with more than 1 cell. Flowers polypetalous or

apetalous (or valvate). Calyx imbricated. Stamens 00. Anthers

oblong. Leaves usually dotted.

Lesythidacem. Ovary with more than 1 cell. Flowers polypeta-
lous. Calyx valvate or imbricated. Stamens 00, in part collected

into a fleshy hood. Anthers oblong. Leaves dotless.

XXXV. CACTAT.ES. Flowers dichlamydeous, polypetalous. Placenta;

parietal. Embryo with little or no albumen.

Ilomaliafea. Sepals and petals distinct. Stamens opposite the

petals. Styles separate. Ovules pendulous.
Loatamr. Sepals and petals distinct. Stamens scattered. Styles

confluent. Ovules pendulous. Seeds albuminous.
Cactacea. Sepals and petals numerous, indistinguishable. Stamens

scattered. Styles confluent. Ovules horizontal. Seeds without

albumen.

XXXVI. GROSSALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, polypetalous. Seeds

numerous, minute. Embryo small, lying in a large quantity of

albumen.

Groaulariacea. Fruit pulpy. Placenta) parietal.
Ecalltmiacece. Fruit capsular. Pacentso axile. Style and stamens

definite. Calyx imbricated.

Philadclphacerf. Fruit capsular. Placenta; axile. Styles disunited.

Stamens 00. Calyx valvate.

Barrinytoniaceee. Fruit pulpy or fibrous. Placenta; axile. Style 1.

Stamens 00. Calyx imbricated.

XXXVII. CiNCHONALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, monopetalous.
Embryo minute, lying in a large quantity of albumen.

, Vacciniacea;. Stamens epigynous. Anthers opening by pores.
Colivmelliacere. Stamens epipetalous, bursting longitudinally.

Anthers sinuous. Flowers unsymmetrical.
C'inchonacea. Stamens epipetalous, bursting longitudinally.

Anthers straight. Leares with interpetiolar stipules.

Caprifoliacere. Stamens epipetalous, bursting longitudinally.
Anthers straight. Fruit consolidated. Leaves without stipules.

Oaliacece. Stamens epipetalous, bursting longitudinally. Anthers

straight. Fruit didymous. Leaves verticillate, without stipules.

XXXVIII. UMBELLALES. Flowers dichlamydeous, polypetalous.
Seeds solitary, large. Embryo small, lying in a large quantity
of albumen.

Afiacea. Fruit didymous, with a double epigynous disc.

Araliacece. Fruit not didymous, without a double epigynous disc,

3 or more celled. Peutamerous flowers. Corolla valvate. Leaves

alternate, without stipules. Anthers turned inwards, opening
lengthwise.

Cornacece. Fruit not didymous, without a double epigynous disc,
2 or more celled. Tetramerous flowers. Corolla valvate. Leaves

opposite, without stipules.
Hamamelidaceie. Fruit not didymous, without a double epigy-

nous disc, 2-celled. Corolla imbricated. Leaves alternate, with

stipules. Anthers with deciduous valves.

Bruniaceas. Fruit not didymous, without a double epigynous disc,
3- (or 1-) celled. Corolla imbricated. Leaves alternate, without

stipules. Anthers turned outwards, opening lengthwise.

XXXIX. ASARALES. Flowers monochlamydeous. Embryo small,

lying in a large quantity of albumen.

Santalacece. Ovary 1-celled. Ovulea definite, with a coated
nucleus.

Loranthacece. Ovary 1-celled. Ovulea definite, with a naked
nucleus.

Aristolochiacece. Ovary S-6-celled. Ovules 00.

On this arrangement Dr. Lindley makes the following general
remarks :

" The office of reproduction is, after that of sustaining life, the most
essential in the economy of plants and animals, and therefore the
modifications which are found in the organs of reproduction may be

expected to furnish the best characters for classification, after those of
nutrition. The latter have been already employed as the foundations
of the classes, as far as they appear susceptible of being so applied ;

the former, consisting of the stamens and pistil, have been little used
for the classes, and appear to present as many modifications as are

required for secondary divisions. That was the opinion of Linnams,
who adopted them in the construction of the classes and orders of
his sexual system ; but he mainly relied upon their number, which is

a circumstance of little or no importance, and where that was done
his classification proved useless

; but in those parts of the system in
which he made use of other circumstances, as in his Monadelphia,
Diaddphia, Tetradynamia, Didynamia, Synyenesia, &c., his divisions
ceased wholly or in part to be artificial, and although in soino
instances modified, still correspond essentially with the natural
orders of modern botanists. Nor did the importance of the stamens
and pistil escape the keen eye of Jussie'u, who relied upon them very
much in the construction of his ingenious system. In the first place
he separated from all other Exogens those which have the stamens
in one flower and the pistil in another, and he called them Diclinous,
and by this process he brought together a collection of natural orders

corresponding with the Monoecious and Dioecious plants of Linnaeus.
No one can doubt that this was a judicious step, and upon the whole
the plants collected in the Diclinous division resemble each other
more than they resemble anything else

;
but he excluded a large

number of truly Diclinous plants, which are scattered over other parts
of his classification, and this has led to the idea that the distinction
itself was a bad one, an opinion in which I formerly concurred

; but
a more careful examination of it since, and an extensive acquaintance
with the vegetable kingdom, has entirely convinced me that we have
no available characters for breaking up Exogens into primary groups,
or sub-classes, superior to those of separated and united sexes, that
is to diclinism and hermaphroditism. Not that they are without

exceptions; to employ the forcible language of Jussieu himself: ' Ut
in prcecedente serie nonnullas diclinis hermaphroditis conmixtas

plantis admittit excepta;, sic in diclinum ordines quaedam irrepunt
hermuphrodita: ; cousentiente aut jubente natura, qufe stabiliores

interdum eludit regulas, noununquam instabilis ipsa aut abstrusis

legibus obtemperans.' ('
Gen. PI." 384.) But if what are called poly-

gamous plants, that is to say, such as have a rudimentary pistil in

the male flowers, and rudimentary stamens in the female flowers, are

regarded as being hermaphrodite, as they surely are, and the idea of

a diclinous structure is limited to cases of a total separation of the
stamens and the pistil, these exceptions are reduced to a small and

unimportant number of no moment in a classification. For this

reason then the Diclinous sub-class of Jussieu is still preserved and
increased by modern discoveries, and improved by the expulsion of

such plants as Piper, Gnetum, Ulmus, and others, which belong to

hermaphrodite orders, or have other affinities than those suggested

by Jussieu. . In this way Exogens are broken xip into two groups, the

one Diclinous and the other Hermaphrodite. The latter is divided

by almost everybody into Polypetalous, Monopetalous, and Apetalous
sub-classes, following the old systematists who knew of little beyond
external characters, and had small acquaintance with any plants

except those of Europe. But all experience shows, what reason

seems to indicate, that no great natural combinations can be effected

by such distinctions. Exceptions to the constancy of such characters

are endless
; there is probably not one polypetalous order that is not

also apetalous, and many of them are even monopetalous, of which

Kueworts, Houseleeks, Anonads, Leguminous plants, Milkworts, and

many more afford familiar examples. The apetalous orders are

occasionally polypetalous, as in many genera of Buck-Wheats and

Daphnad's. The monopetalous structure becomes polypetalous in

all but a very few cases, even indeed in such natural orders as the

Primworts; and it even disappears altogether, an in Oliveworts and
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Primworta, Nor is it prubable tint characters derived from the

calyx and corolla should be of the very highest value ; for in tbo

firrt place UioM organ* are physiologically identical, their distinction

baring no real existence except in certain special instances ; and in

the next place the importance of them to the act of reproduction can

hardly be considerable, when we find that plant* are multiplied quite
as well in their absence as in their presence, and even that, as in tlio

. some Leguminous plants, the common Apple, Ac., which

habitually produce them, seeds are matured as freely when they are

partially away as when in a state of high development For this

reason the calyx and corolla are here rejected as organs suited for

distinguishing the primary groups, or the sub-classes of Exogens. We
are not however justified in assuming that the calyx and corolla arc

never of any high importance in plants, and therefore, while they are

objectionable as forming the basis of a classification per se, they are

recognised as having a real value in connection with the stamens.

If the stamens have no adhesion to either calyx or corolla, then it

may be assumed that the latter organs may be dispensed with, and
for this reason the first sub-class of hermaphrodite Exogens is chorao
terised by the stamens standing entirely clear of the floral envelopes,
or being, in the language of Jussieu, hypogynous. But if there ii

any adhesion between the stamens and either the calyx or corolla, it

may equally bo assumed that the one organ is in some way necessary
to the other ; for this reason the perigynous character is admitted as

a valid mark of a sub-class ; not however a slight and inappreciable
adhesion, but a real and manifest union of the parts ;

and it U con-

sidered immaterial whether the stamens grow on the petals or the

calyx, provided they grow on one of them.
"
Beyond this we have that further degree of adhesion, to which

Jussieu gave the name of Epigynous, consisting of a union not only of

the calyx or corolla to the stamens, but of all those organs to the
sides of the ovary. This, in which it may be supposed that a higher

degree of necessity for the incorporation of the floral organs exists

than in the former case, is taken as the distinctive mark of a third
sub-class of hermaphrodite Exogens, so that the sub-classes are

established on the following grounds :

Flowers absolutely unisexual ... I. DICLINOUS,
Flowers hermaphrodite :

Stamensnot adhering to eithercalyx or corolla II. HYPOOYJIOUB.
Stamens adhering to either calyx or corolla III. PERIGYSOUS.

" This it maybe said is essentially the old plan of Jussieu ; but there

is this material difference between the method now proposed and
that of the great chief of the French school

;
that what he treated as

a secondary character is made primary ; while his primary distinction

of polypetalous, monopetalous, and apetalous structure is treated

quite as a subordinate consideration, as it surely deserves to be. If

the classification thus obtained be attentively studied it will be found
to offer many entirely new combinations, while others of universally
recognised truth are not disturbed by it. Of these new combinations
there are few to which any serious objection seems to apply, and it is

believed that the larger part of them are more opposed to our pre-
judices than to truth. Not that I have the presumption to suppose
that they will meet the universal approval of botanists. What method
of classification ever has or ever can be < So long as there are points
of view from which a survey may be taken of the vegetable kingdom,
so long will there be conflicting opinions as to the way in which the

objects that meet the eye can best be grouped." In former attempts at redistributing the natural orders of Exogens,
I had proposed to throw into one sub-class all those in which the

embryo U very small, as compared with the albumen in which it is

imbedded, and I still think that this peculiarity is of as much
importance among plants as the being oviparous or viviparous among
animals. But although I do not at present see a reason for retracting
my former opinion on that subject, yet I do see that the time is hardly
come for carrying out such a principle satisfactorily ; and therefore,
instead of employing it for the character of a sub-class, it has only
been used as a means of limiting alliances.

"Although, from tbo complicated nature of the affinities of plants,
no hope can be reasonably entertained of securing an unbroken line

of transition from one end to the other of the series in which the
various groups must necessarily be treated of, yet it will be found
that the method bore proposed offers very few considerable gap* in
the chain of relationship.

"Commencing with the A mental Alliance, which seems to stand
in near relation to the Joint Firs (Onetacttr), among Uymnospernvv
the passage to the Urtical and Euph<>rl>inl is too plain to require
explanation ; of the Utter the Querual and Oarryal may be regarded
as epigynou*, forming the first without albumen, the second with an
abundance of it Nutmegs in the Meniapermal Alliance then fit in

;

and the twining Menispermads may be taken as an aticipatiou of

CucurbitaU, of which the Papaya! Alliance is an offset a little out of
tln> ilirect line of succession. Even to the latter however an analogue
is found among Violals, in the form of Bixads and Samrds ; thence
Turnerads conduct us directly into the Cistal Alliance.

" At this point we quit the debateable ground of affinities, and
passing necessarily through Ualvala, Sapindals, and Quttifmla, we

reach the Nymphal Alliance through Tutsans. Here however the
chain is evidently broken, and probably the sequence is wrong. The
Water-Shields (Cabombocea), among Nymphala, pass directly into

the Ranal Alliance by way of the Crow-Foots, whence Poppy-Worts
join Fume-WorU in the Berbers! Alliance. At this place I'yrilUvls

appear to form a connecting link with Hnmiriads among Ericab, and
the latter pass directly into the Ktital Alliance by the int<-r\. t,t,..!i ,,(

such plants as Coma. From Ratals the passage is easy to the

Geranial, Silenal, and Chenopodal Alliances, which suddenly stop with
the Peppers ; this is however a doubtful case of affinity, although
such a plant as Dalit may teem to justify the approximation. At the

point now reached the perigynous sub-class is penetrated by way of
the Ficoidal Alliance, which might be almost united with the Cheno-

podal. Scleranths, among Ficoidals, seem to
present

a transition to

Salradorads in the Daphnal Alliance, of which again a part of the
Itosal Alliance is almost a polypetalous form. From liosals to Saxi-

fragals, and then by way of Brcfia to Rhamnada, is but a step. At
this point the Qentianal Alliance is entered by way of Holly-Worts,
and we quit it by moving from Gentian-Worts into the Solanal
Alliance. The Cortusal, Echial, and Bignonial Alliance* may be

passed without any obstacle, and thus we reach the end of the

perigynous sub-class. Gesner-Worts in the Bignonial Alliance fit

on to
Gpodeniads, among the Campanala, of the epigynous sub-class.

These join Myrtals through Myrobalans on the one hand, and

Napoleon-Worts on the other, if rom Myrtals we pass to the Cactal

Alliance, which may be theoretically considered a parietal condition
of the former, so near do the Onagrads of the former approach the
Loasads of the latter group. This brings us to Bnrriugtoniads and
other orders collected in the Grossal Alliance. The Cinchonals are

entered by way of Bilberry-Worts, and quitted through the Stellate

plants, which evidently touch Umbellifers in the Umbellal Alliance.

At this point a passage is effected into the last alliance, that of

Asarals, by way of Witch-Hazels and Sandal-Worts, till the whole line

is finally closed by the Birth-Worts. These singular plants with
their ternary flowers seem to have an uncontestable relationship to

Yams among Dictyogens, and thus the circle of affinities eventually
returns into itself.

' ' Each of the sub-classes consists of alliances which have also in many
instances a strong lateral relation

;
so that in order to obtain a clear

idea of their mutual correspondence it is necessary to place them side

by side as well as in succession. This is very obvious in the following
instances :

Diclinous.

L'rticala . ,

Euphorbialm .

Mrnitpermales
CuevrMtck'a

Hrpogynoas. Epigynous.

ifalvala
7fa>m/<vf

Vivlalct

Mi/rlnkt.

Campanula.

Perlgrnous.

Ficoidala .

J)apl,nnlts .

Saxifragala
Bignonialtt

(Cracentia).
" This abundantly shows how hopeless it is to express the real affini-

ties of plants by any other means than a map or some such contrivance,
and that all sequences will of necessity be inadequate to explain in

any considerable degree the position in which natural orders really
stand with relation to each other."

An attempt at arranging the orders according to the system then

adopted by Dr. Lindley, was made in the '

Penny Cyclopaedia ;

' and
we subjoin it on the next page as a specimen of how compl
affinities may be expressed upon a flat surface. A series of irregular
solid spheres would perhaps express the affinities of the orders better.

That these groups are all perfect in themselves, or nearly so, is

sufficiently proved by Alb>tmino<r, the sequence of whose orders may
be expressed as follows; the orders included in the diagram being
marked with :

1. Anonalet. Sfagnoliacex
WiMeracea:

I'' '" '' i

*Anonaeea>
Monimiacea

Alherotptrmaceue

Hyritticacea
*Sck iiandi-accas

2. Hanoift. Nymphaacea
JfydropcUidtai
Ndumbiaceai
RanmcoLlaccir

Podopkyllta
Papaveracca

ftanariea
Pratuoacta (?)

SarractHtacea;

Cephalotacecc
Drottraeta

3. Primulaltt, Primulacea:

i-iinacta

tbtnacea(t)
A '/uifoliacttt (!)

i. (j'tntianala, Apocynotta

Gentianac&s
5. Loganiaiet. Loganiactai

Potaliacea:

6. Cinchonaltt. Caprtfoliacea

i, .,/,,,,.. i

7. Umbellalei. *Apiaeea
Araliaceif

8. Pitlotporala.
* Vilacea;

Pittotpoi-acea;

9. Groaaltt. OmttUaceas
Jlruniacm
Eicalloniactas

10. Lalhrtealei. Pyrolaeea
'Monolro; I

Orolanc/i"

O (')

11..... 'Garryacets
\-l..... "AritlolocUacea:

13. Piperald.'Piperacecc
'ruratett

Ckhranlhacea



For further information on the subject of natural arrangements the
student should consult Dr. Lindley's

'

Vegetable Kingdom.'
EXORHIZyE. [EXOGEXS.]
EXO'STEMMA (from ?, without, and aTt^^a, a crown) a genus

of Plants belonging to the natural order Cinchonacece. It has an
obovate 5-toothed calyx ;

a corolla with a terete tube, and a 5-parted
limb with linear segments ; the anthers linear, exserted ;

the capsule
crowned by the calyx, dehiscing from the apex through the dissepi- i

menta into two half-fruits
; the seeds girded by a membranous entire

border. The species are trees or shrubs, with lanceolate oval short-
stalkeil leaves, and stipules solitary on each side of the petioles.

E. Caribaum, Quinquina Piton, Sea-side Beech, has ovate-lanceolate

acuminated glabrous leaves; axillary 1 -flowered pedicles, rather
shorter than the petioles ; the calyx bluntly 5-toothed ; the style and
stamens about equal in length to the corolla. It is a tree about

twenty feet high, and a native of the Caribbee Islands, Guadaloupe,
St. Domingo, Jamaica, Santa Cruz, and Mexico. This plant is the
Cinchona Caribtea of Jacquin and the C. Jamaicerurii of Wright. The

|

capsules before they are ripened are very bitter, and produce a burning
itching when applied to the nostrils and lips. The bark is also bitter,
and possesses a tonic, febrifuge, and emetic action on the system, but
it does not appear to have either quinine or cinchonine in its compo-
sition. The bark is generally smooth and gray on the outside. Its

flavour, according to Dr. Wright, is at first sweet, with a mixture of
th* taste of horse-radish and aromatic oils, but afterwards it becomes
excessively bitter and disagreeable. When examined by the micro-

scope it presents innumerable shining crystalline points, which,
according to Guibourt, are some principle peculiar to the bark.

E. Jtoribunda, Quinquina of St. Lucia, has elliptic acuminated

glabrous leaves; peduncles terminal, corymbose; flowers smooth; the
teeth of the calyx short, acute

; the capsules turbinate. It is a native
of the West India islands, among woods by the side of torrents. It is

the Cinchona floribunda of Swartz
; C. Sanctas Lucice of David, C.

montana of Badier, and C. Luciana of Yittmann. The bark is similar
to the last, and used as a substitute for the Peruvian bark, but
Pelletier and Caventou discovered no quinine or cinchonine in any
part of the plant.

E. Souianum, Quinquina de Piauhi, has leaves obovate or ovate,
cute, smooth

; the corymbs few, flowered, terminal ; the capsules
scarcely an inch long, obovate, compressed, the valves usually 4-nerved;

the seeds transversely oblong, with a broad wing all round. This
plant is a native of Brazil, and is used as a substitute for the Peruvian
bark. Buchner found in it an alkaloid, which he called Esenbeckine,
on the supposition that this plant was au EsmbecTcia. The alkaloid
was probably cinchonine.

E. Pcrurianum is the Cinchona Peruviana of Poiret. It has ovate-

oblong acute leaves, rounded at the base, the upper sessile and
cordate. It is a tree ten or twelve feet high, and grows in the colder

parts of Peru, on the declivities of the Andes, between the river
Chota and the village of Querocotillo, 3000 feet above the level of
the aea. The bark is very bitter, and has a sweetish taste, with a
nauseous smell. There are several other species of Exostemma, wbich
have also been used as cinchona barks, but the above are those which
are best known.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Plants; Lindley, Flora Medico,; Bischoff,
Medicinich-Pharmaceutitche Botanik.)
EYE. The organs appropriated to the sense of sight are distri-

buted very extensively, yet with that frugality which always regulates
the operations of nature in the construction of animals. All the
active species which live in the light are furnished with them

;
the

rest are disqualified to possess as well as to profit by them, by their
limited powers of locomotion, or by constant residence in the dark.
In conformity with this rule, to which there are few if any exceptions,
these organs are occasionally associated with the lowest types of
animal development, and are sometimes absent in the highest. Thus
some radiated animals, most of the articulated tribes, and many of
the mollusca, have manifest organs of vision, and some of them are of
the most curious and artificial construction ; on the other hand, the
mole and the shrew-mouse, both vertebrated animals, and belonging
to the highest order of that class, the mammalia, are blind. They
have eyes, it is true ; but those of the mole are not larger than the
head of a pin, and are unprovided with optic nerves

; and the

equally imperfect eye of the shrew is covered with skin, from which
hair grows as on the rest of the body. Hence, even in the absence of
further evidence, we might conclude that if these animals have any
perception of light, it can only be sufficient to warn them back to

their haunts when by any accident they emerge to the day. But it is

more probable that they do not see at all; and that these rudimentary
organs, like the male nipple, exist only in conformity with the general
model of vertebrated construction."
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The structural peculiarities of the eye, as well as the presence of

that organ, may be Inferred with more certainty from the circum-

stances of an tini"!*1 than from the place it occupies in any zoological
scale : in fact, no part has a closer relation to the habits and mode of

existence. The eye may be simple or compound, single or multiplied,
fixed or moveable : it may be encased in a hard transparent shell ; or

lie deeply imbedded within the
protection

of a bony socket;
or

project from the surface of the head at the extremity of a sensitive

and retractile horn : it may be adapted for near or distant, oblique or

direct, vision
;
for seeing in a strong or a weak light, in a dense or in a

rare medium ; or it may be formed so as to accommodate itself to

each of these conditions in it* turn ; and these peculiarities will all

be found upon examination to be in strict accordance with the

exigencies of the animal. Mere difference in bodily size, and the pro-

portionate reduction or increase in the bulk of the eye, is sufficient to

constitute a reason for a difference in its structure, and may suggest
an explanation when such discrepancies are observed to exist in

animals otherwise alike.

Yet with all the varieties in configuration to which we have

alluded, it is rather in form than in substance that the eyes of animals

differ from each other. The organ has always a common purpose, and
is essentially the same in all cases : that is, we find an assemblage of

the same fundamental part*, generally arranged in the same order,
even when our powers of observation are assisted by the microscope,
and until all traces of organisation are lost in extreme tenuity of

texture and the
transparency

which result* from it And although
there are refinements m the structure of the organ of which we do
not know the purpose, and certain delicate adjustment* in the

exercise of the faculty of which we do not know the instruments, yet

upon the whole we can deduce the principles upon which the eye is

constructed, and assign the uses of its several parts with great

certainty from our knowledge of optical and physiological laws.

The human eye is the most complete type of this organ, and the

structure and functions of the human eye will be here more parti-

cularly described, with occasional remarks upon the structure of the

eyes of the lower animals.

The object, or what may be called the general problem, of the

human eye, is to combine distinctness and extent of vision with the

security and maintenance of the organ, and the utmost convenience in

using it The parts associated for these purposes are the orbits, or

sockets, of the eye ;
the optic nerve ; the eyeball, or globe, with its

content*, and the external muscles which move and suspend it
; the

eyelids ;
the lachrymal apparatus ; the nerves and vessels which supply

these parts, and the mass of fatty and cellular substance which
isolates and supports them.

Orbits. The eyes with their appendages are lodged in two symme-
trical roomy cavities in the skull, completed in front by the eyelids,
but elsewhere entirely circumscribed by bone, the office of which it

need hardly be said is to protect them from injury, and from any
pressure that might embarrass the perfect freedom and precision of

their movements. These cavities are called the Orbits, Orbital Fossic,
or Sockets of the eye. Seven bones of the cranium or face, which we
need not enumerate, enter into the composition of each. They are

separated from each other in their whole depth, which is about two
inches, by the posterior chambers of the nose. They are conical in

shape, or, more strictly speaking, pyramidal, and obscurely quad-
rangular. The apex is directed backwards

; the base, about nn inch
and a quarter in width, is directed forwards, with a considerable
inclination outwards or towards the temple. The margin is less

prominent
at the outer side than elsewhere, so that when viewed

laterally it present* a wide semicircular notch, with the concavity
forwards. One object of the divergence of the orbits, and of this

retreating curvature of the outer margin, is obviously to increase the
extent of vision. If the

point
of the finger be held before the eye,

and carried gradually back towards the ear, it will be observed that
in consequence of this arrangement it can be seen long after it has got
behind a vertical plane touching the front of both eyes, which taken

together are thus enabled to sweep over an angle of about 320, or
SO on each side behind the tangent plane. Above and below, the

edge U undercut as well as prominent, and the socket is therefore a
little wider within than at the margin itself, so that it slightly over
bang! the eyeball at these points. The inner or nasal sides pass
directly backwards and are parallel to each other, and the roof is

horizontal ; consequently the conical form of the cavity arises from
the inclination of the outer side and floor. In the angle between
these sides, and in that between the first and the roof, there are two
long irregular slit*. The former opens into the deep hollow between
the temple and the back of the upper jaw ; it U called the foramen
lacerum inferim, or spheno-maxillary fissure, and give* passage to a
branch from the fifth pair of nerves, which, piercing the bone, passes
beneath the floor of the orbit, and emerges upon the cheek through a
hole just beneath the lower edge of the orbit, about a third part from
the inner angle of the eye. The other slit, which is called the sphcn-
oidal fissure, or foramen lacerum superius, opens into the cavity of
the head, and transmit* another branch of the fifth pair, which passing
within the orbit along the rpof comes out through an opposite notch
in it*

upper margin, and is distributed upon the forehead and upper
lid. Theee branches of the fifth pair, called the supra and infra-

,..,

orbitary nerves, are the most frequent seats of that excruciating
affliction the tic-douloureux. Through the

aphenoidal
fissure are

likewise transmitted the ophthalmic veins, and all the other nerve*

except the optic destined to the eye and its appendages. A third

opening, which is circular, called the foramen opticum, of the size of
a large quill, and leading also from the cavity of the skull, give*
passage through the sphenoid bone to the ophthalmic artery and the

optic nerve. It is directed obliquely outwards and forwards, and is

situated at the apex or back part of the orbit, in the angle between
the nasal side and the roof. In the same angle, close to the margin,
that is, just within the corner of the eye near the nose, there is a deep
groove leading into the lachrymal canal, to which we shall have
occasion to recur hereafter.

Optic Nerves. The Optic Nerves, arising at the back part of the

brain, with which they have extensive and important couni ,

not only whore they seem to originate in tin- corpora quuilrii:
but throughout the whole of the first part of their course within the

cranium, pass horizontally forward above the floor of that cavity,

converging towards each other till they meet, when they become

closely united. It is probable that they not merely meet but cross
each other, the greater part, if not thu whole, of the nerve from the

right side of the brain goiug to the left eye, and vice verso. It has
been ingeniously supposed by Dr. Wollaston ('Phil. Trans.,' 1824), in

order to account for some singular phenomena of disordered and

healthy vision, that this decussation or crossing takes place only with

respect to those parts of each nerve which lie towards tho other
; so

that each supplies the outer half of one eye and tho inner half of the
other. This he conceives would explain, among other things, the

correspondence between the homologous points of the two eyes,
which may be defined as those points which see the same object at

the same time. It is scarcely possible to verify such speculations by
dissection, from the softness and apparent homogeneity of the parts.
In fish the optic nerves cross each other entirely without touching ;

and in man, when the sight of one eye has been lost, the nerve beyond
the point of union within the cranium has been observed to be wasted
or diseased on the side opposite to that of the affected eye. [Hit A i N

;

NKHVK.] Beyond the point of junction the nerves again diverge from
each other, and passing into the optic foramen become invested in a

tough, flexible, and fibrous sheath, which is a tubular production of
the strong membrane called the dura mater which lines the cavity of
the skull. The outer part of this sheath is reflected off as the nerve
enters the orbit, and expanding, adheres to the bony surface of that

cavity throughout, becoming its periosteum. The nerves, continuing
to diverge, reach the eyeball after a somewhat tortuous course of an
inch in length. The curvature and laxity of the optic nerve give
facility to the movements of the globe, and preserve the delicate

structures within it as well as the nerve itself from the injurious
effects of tension. Its length is such as to allow the eyeball to

project slightly beyond the edge of the socket in front, and to afford

space behind for the action of the muscles which move it, and a
suitable distance between their points of attachment. Including the

thickness of the sheath, it is about one-sixth of an inch in diameter.
It does not consist like other nerves of a bundle of distinct fibn

of a medullary pulp inclosed in minute transparent tubes. The
sheath is pierced half an inch from the globe.by a vessel called '!:.

arteria centralU retina;, which accompanied by several small

reaches the axis of the nerve, and passes with it into the into* i

the eye. The nerve does not enter the back of the globe exactly in

the axis of vision, but about the fifth port of an inch from it, in a
horizontal line, on the inner or nasal side, and subtending an angle of
about 23 at the centre of the eye. At this point the dimensions of
the sheath are suddenly contracted, and it terminates in a thin cul-

de-sac pierced with minute holes or pores, hence called tho lamina
cribroaa (sieve-like plate). Through these pores the pulp of thu IXTVC-,
divested of its tubular involucra, passes into the interior of the globe
in divided portions ;

but immediately re-uniting expands at the back
of the eye into a delicate cup-shaped membrane, with the concavity
directed forwards. This expansion of the optic nerve is called the
Retina

; it is the most important part of the eye, having a peculiar and
exclusive sensibility to the impressions of light, of which immediate
notice is conveyed from it along the collected nerve to the ln-.un.

All other parts of tho mechanism of vision are subordinate to this ;

and their whole office, independently of the conservation of the organ
as a part of a living body, is to regulate the quantity of light admitted
into the eye, and to distribute it in such a way upon the surface of
the retina that the impression, which if immediately received would
be confused and general, may bo an exact counterpart of the vj.-ilil.-

surface of the object
Mechanism of Distinct Vision. The most elementary fact that wo

know
respecting light is, that it

proceeds
in straight lines or rays from

every point of a luminous or illuminated body. A sensitive surface
or retina presented nakedly to such a body would therefore intercept
innumerable cones or pencils of light, each diverging from a did. -,. nt

point of the object But each point of tho retina must also bo con-
sidered in that case as the apex of a cone of rays converging upon it

from every part of the object ; and it is manifest that tho various

impressions thus received upon the same point at the game CM,-

would be undistinguuhable from each other. All therefore that we
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can conceive to be communicated to the mind by the sum of such
indefinite impressions over the whole retina, is a knowledge of the

prevailing colour of the object, and possibly a general idea of its

direction. But if there were more objects than one, or that one had

parts or magnitude, even this inconsiderable addition to the mere
sense of light and colour would be impossible. The confusion resulting
from the simultaneous impressions of a multitude of pencils of light
on the same surface would be partly removed if the seat of perception
were placed at the bottom of a cavity capable of being turned to each

object or each part of the same object in succession, inasmuch as

this would prevent the interference of rays proceeding from parts not

actually under contemplation ;
but an indistinctness would still remain

in proportion to the magnitude of the field of view, only remediable

by narrowing the cavity to a mere capillary tube, upon the incon-

venience of which we need not enlarge.
Let us consider what would be the effect of a very simple addition

to the cavity. We will suppose it to be closed in front by a dark

screen, perforated with a small central hole as in the section repre-
sented in fig. 1.

A

In this case pencils of rays crossing each other from A and B, the

top and bottom of an object, would impinge at a and b upon different

parts of the retina. By this means the advantages of a large and

a small field of view would be combined, a distributed impression of

the object would be produced, and its several parts would be seen

separately and in their proper relative situations. The effect may be

easily shown by holding a card, pierced with a smooth circular hole,

near a taper, and throwing the spectrum upon a wall at a little

distance. Such a screen is termed the Iris.

But still the rays from each point of the object would be diffused

over a space instead of being collected upon a separate point of the

surface, and the impressions of contiguous pencils would in some

degree overlap and confuse each other. This inconvenience might be

lessened by contracting the opening, but another cause of indistinct-

ness would then be introduced in the diminished admission of light.

Both evils might be avoided if a lens of a proper construction were

fixed behind the screen (as in fig. 2). Pencils diverging from single

points of the object would thus be admitted through the opening,
which we will call the Pupil, and would be made to converge to single

points on the surface, and the impression would now be an exact

counterpart of the object, A being distinctly seen in its true place and

direction from a, and B from b.

- A

But additional provisions would be necessary to bring this arrange-

ment to the requisite degree of perfection. In the first place the

retina must be adjusted to correspond in shape with the focal distance

of the lens. This purpose might be accomplished if the walls of the

cavity were composed of flexible materials, by interposing a transparent
fluid between the lens and the retina, which, by its uniform distension,

would constrain the latter to take and retain the form of a portion of

a sphere.

Again, although the diagram has been otherwise drawn for an

obvious reason, our arrangement hitherto supposes the object to be

very small, and to be seen directly in front of the eye ;
but if oblique

as well aa direct pencils are to be brought to a focus, that the lateral

vision may be also distinct, a second refracting body, of a proper

form, must be placed in front of the lens. This may be done very

conveniently, with the further advantage of completing the cavity, by

adding a transparent portion to its walls in front of the screen, to be

likewise distended with fluid in order to keep it in the shape of a

segment of a sphere. (Piy. 3.)

It is also desirable that the back of the screen and the interior of

the cavity should be blackened, that the rays may be extinguished
after impact upon the retina, lest any internal reflection should inter-

fere with the impressions on other parts. The expediency of this

provision in always kept in view in the construction of optical instru-

ments, and may be made evident by looking at a bright object through
a polished metal tube. The colouring-matter is called the Pigmentum
Nigrum, or simply the Pigment. [PIGMENT.]

Fig. 3.

The only remaining artifice to secure the perfection of the organ
that need be mentioned in this synopsis of its most essential provi-

sions, is to endow the pupil with the faculty of contraction and

enlargement according to the quantity of light. If it were of a con-

stant size, more light would be concentrated upon the retina from a

bright or a near object than from one comparatively distant or faintly
illuminated

;
and as the sensibility of the retina must remain the

same, the disproportion would occasion dimness of sight iu oiie case

and dazzling in the other, and might even impair the nerve.

We have thus imagined all the parts to be built up in succession

that are of primary importance (as far as we know) in the construction

of an organ of distinct vision, and the figure to which we have arrived

might pass as a tolerably correct diagram of the human eye.
The laws of light and sensation require that there should be a gene-

ral type in the structure of these parts, and a mutual relation among
them as to density, form, and position. But this does not preclude
much variety ;

a difference of position, for instance, may be, and fre-

quently is, compensated by a corresponding difference in form or

density either of the same or other parts. Hence the problem of dis-

tinct vision has many solutions, each perfect in its kind. In fact,

nothing can be more diversified in unimportant particulars, or more
uniform in those which are essential, than the interior constitution of

the eye in different animals : it is never precisely the same in any two

species, however closely they may be allied
;
but we constantly find

the retina, the lens, and the pigment, and generally the iris, inclosed

of course in some kind of capsule, transparent in front, and partly

occupied by complementary fluids. To this there are some exceptions,
which however we believe to be only apparent. Thus the larvae of

many insects, some of the microscopic animalcules, and species of

Mollusca, have red or black spots upon their surface, which are

undoubtedly eyes, and are thought by some to be little more than

expansions of an optic nerve beneath a thin coloured membrane to

absorb the light, and in some unknown way to distribute its

impressions ;
whilst others consider them as a congeries of extremely

minute but perfectly-formed eyes of the usual construction, of which
the pigment alone is visible from its opacity and abundance.

Globe. The Globe, or Eyeball, contains the parts immediately
concerned in vision. It consists of very unequal portions of two

spheres of a different size, which have a common circular intersection

in a transverse vertical plane, much nearer the front than the back of

the eye. The iris, or coloured screen, perforated centrally by the

pupil, nearly occupies the situation of this imaginary plane, but is,

strictly speaking, behind it. The posterior and larger portion is cir-

cumscribed by the sclerotic membrane, except in front, where it may
be considered as bounded by the iris : it is rather less than an inch in

diameter, and constitutes about five-sixths of the surface of the globe.

(Fig. 4, a.) The included space is occupied by the ehoroid membrane
and retina, the vitreous and crystalline humours, the ciliary body and

processes, and a small part of the aqueous humour. The anterior

portion, which forms about a quarter of a sphere, thirteeu-twentieths

of an inch in diameter (Jig. 4, b), and occupies the remaining sixth

'I k

Section of the spherical surfaces of the human eye, twice the natural size

the circles completed in dotted lines.

a, sclerotic
; b, cornea

j c, anterior surface of lens
; d, posterior surface of

lens ; e, centre of the eye j /, intersection of the axis of direct vision with the

back of the eye ; g, entrance of the optic nerve.
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put of the surface of the globe, contain* tha rat of the aqueous
humour, and U bounded in frout by the transparent and ahghtly-

prominent dim: crt in the sclerotic like a watch-glaas in iti metallic

rim, and known as the Cornea, from iU horny texture. Its transverse

chord, or the diameter of the circle of union between the cornea and
sclerotic i* nine-twentieths, or nearly half an inch in length.
The globe derives its firmness to the touch from the distension of

the contained fluid*: it* capability to bear that distension, which
insures the permanence of its shape, is due to the flexible but strong
and inelastic outer covering or tunic, consisting, as we have said, of

the sclerotic and cornea.

Sclerotic. (Fig. 5, a.)- The Sclerotic Membrane is so called from
it* toughneas (mrAipo't, hard, rigid). It may be considered as an

expanded prolongation of the sheath of the optic nerve, which it

resembles in iU interwoven fibrous texture. Its inner surface is

continuous with the lamina cribrosa already mentioned. Immediately
around this part it is about an eighth of an inch thick, and gradually
becomes thinner as it approaches the cornea, which it slightly over-

laps. The two structures are not separated by an abrupt line, but
are blended together, and adhere so closely that they cannot be torn

asunder without great force. The thin glistening tendons of the

muscles which move the globe, or rather their smooth outer laminae

are spread over and incorporated with the sclerotic in front,

approaching each other till they unite near its junction with the

cornea. They render it somewhat thicker in this situation than in

the space* between them or behind the line where they begin to be
inserted. This front part of the capsule of the eye is called the

tunica albuginea, from the whiteness characteristic of all tendinous

parts. When boiled the sclerotic yields gelatine. Under the micro-

scope it is found to consist of true connective tissue, the fibrils of

which can be easily demonstrated by teasing or treating transverse

sections with acetic acid. Numerous fine elastic elements pervade
the connective tissues of the sclerotic, of the same form as in tendons
and ligament*, that is, as a net-work. During life the elements of this

net-work
appear

to possess cavities and fluid contents, which according
to Virchow form a kind of nutritive system. The vessels are very few
in this membrane, and are derived chiefly from the ciliary arteries and
those of the muscles of the eyeball. Nerves have been recently
described in the sclerotic, but their existence, according to Kolliker,
is doubtful

Fig. S
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Section of the globe of tin. light eye through the optic nerrc.

a, sclerotic ; t, cornea ; c, choroiil
; d, retina

; r, Titreoiu humour ; /, ery-
ullinc humour or Inn ; g, aqneooa humour ; A, lri<

; i, ciliary liframent ;

*, ciliary proceMM ; /, on (errata of the ciliary body ; m, canal of Petit
;

n, foramen of .Soerarorring ; e, ihcath of the optic nerve ; f, iubtUncc of the

nerve,; g , arterla centralli retina).

Conjunctiva. The albuginea is defended from contact with the air
by a transparent mucous membrane, continuous with that which linen
the interior of the eyelid*. It is called the conjunctiva reflex*, or
adnata, to distinguish it from the conjunctiva propria of tho

t is very loosely connected to the sclerotic at first to facilitate
the movement of the globe : n it advance* forward it becomes more

closely attached to the albuginea ; and hence extending to the cornea
adheres intimately to it* margin and over it* whole surface. The
conjunctiva i* the moat sensitive external part of the body to all

painful impression*, except cold, especially where it invest* the cornea.
The smallest particle of foreign matter in contact with it give* intole-

rable pain, and make* the act of winking to clear it away imperative ;

and hence it* chief and most essential use a* part of the delicate

organ of which it may be considered as the guardian. If the nerve
which supplies it with sensibility be divided or injured, incidental
causes of irritation are suffered to produce their injurious efl'ecU

unheeded, and the eye toou becomes inflamed, ulcerates, and is

destroyed.
Cornea. (Fig. 5, 6.) The Cornea is somewhat thicker than the

sclerotic except at the back of the eye, is equally tough, though
rather more flexible, and of a much closer and more even texture.
It* inner surface is concave, and nearly parallel to its outer surface ;

it is however rather thicker in the middle than elsewhere, and the

general statement that it has no share in effecting the convergence of
incident rays on account of the parallelism of its surfaces i* therefore
not quite correct It is covered externally, as we have already men-
tioned, by the conjunctiva, and is lined internally by a delicate elastic

membrane called the Membrane of Descemet or Demount. The
bulk of the tunic, or cornea proper, consists of several layers which
slide upon each other when the membrane U rubbed between the

finger and thumb, and are separated in the natural state by a limpid
fluid contained in a delicate cellular structure. This fluid give*
plumpness to the outer surface, which is represented by some author-
ities to be not exactly spherical, but of that kind which would be
formed by the revolution of an ellipse of small eccentricity about its

long axis.

The cornea proper consists of a fibrous substance closely allied to
connective tissue, but which, according to Miiller, yields when boiled,
not gelatine, but chondriu. Its elements, pale bundles 0'002'" 0'004'"
in diameter, in which, at least when teased out, finer fibril* are

usually perceptible, sometimes more, sometimes less distinctly, are
united into flat bundles. These bundles, which have their flat sides

always parallel with the surface of the cornea, decussate in various

directions, and exhibit, if not complete lamellic, yet a distinctly
laminated structure, owing to which the cornea is very readily torn
and penetrated in the direction of its surfaces, and with great difficulty
in that of its thickness.

The conjunctival lining of the cornea is composed principally of a
soft laminated epithelium 0-023'" 0-050'" thick, in which the deeper
layers of cells are elongated and placed vertically upon the cornea,
whilst the middle ones are more of a rounded form

; and as they
approach the surface pass into a layer O'OOS'" O'Ol"' thick, corre-

sponding to the horny layer of the epidermis, composed of plates
0-01'" 0-14'" in size, though still nucleated and soft.

The Membrane of Descemet or Demours, as the inferior layer of
the cornea is called, consists of an elastic membrane rather laxly
attached to the cornea! tissue, and of an epithelium on its inner
surface. The former is as clear as glass, brilliant, quite structureless,
easily lacerable though tolerably firm, and so elastic that when it is

raised from the cornea by the scalpel and forceps, by boiling in water,
or by maceration in alkalies, under which treatment as under

reagents in general it does not lose its transparency, it always rolls

up strongly and towards the front. Towards the border of the
cornea it passes into a peculiar system of fibres, first described by
Bowman. This set of fibres is continued from the cornea on to the

iris, where they form the ligamentuni iridis pectiuaturn of Huek, the

pillars of the iris of Bowman. The epithelium of the membrane of

Demours, which in man frequently does not retain its perfect con-

dition, consist* of a single layer of polygonal cells, with extremely
fine and pale granular content* and round nuclei. This layer ceases
towards the border of the cornea, but isolated indications of iU
existence may be found along the pillars of the iris.

Although in the embryo of man and the sheep a rich capillary
plexus of vessels exists in the conjunctiva, the cornea in the adult
human being is nearly nou-vascular. It is nevertheless not unfa -

ably circumstanced for nutrition. Wounds in it rapidly unite
; portions

of the epithelium, or even of the fibrous layer, are speedily restored
when removed

; and ulcers are filled up from the bottom with new
cornea! substance. Fatty deposits in ite tissue, particularly in its

cellular elements, producing a yellow zone, first accurately described

by Mr. Edwin Canton, and called Arcus seuilin, or Ueroutoxon Nerves,
have been described in the cornea by Schlemui

; they are dcrivuil
from the nervi ciliares, and penetrate the sclerotic at its anterior

border, and thence enter the fibrous layer of the cornea. They are

readily found at the margin of the solerotic in the form of 24 30
finer and thicker twigs, but scarcely exceeding 0'02'" in size.

Chorioid or Choroid Membrane. (Fig. 6, c, fy. 6). We have now
to consider the internal tunics of the eye, the first of which is the

Choroid, or more properly Chorioid Membrane, so called from some
resemblance in the flocculeuce of its outer surface to the chorion,
or external investment of the ovum. This is a thin soft dark-bruwu
structure in contact with or lining nearly the whole concave surface
of the sclerotic. It may be said to originate around the entrance of
the optic uerve, which passes through it before it expands into the
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retina
; and it terminates in the posterior margin of the ciliary liga-

ment, circle, or more properly muscle (fly. 5, i) a flattened band of

gray matter, about the seventh part of an inch in breadth, attached
to the sclerotic internally near its junction with the cornea. In these

situations the two membranes adhere with some firmness
; they are

elsewhere connected by vessels which pierce the outer and ramify upon
the inner membrane, and by the filaments of a fine intermediate

cellular tissue. But the connection is so slight that it may be readily
broken by gentle inflation with a blow-pipe insinuated through a

puncture in the sclerotic, without injury to the fragile texture of the

choroid. The choroid consists almost entirely of a multitude of

minute vessels, curiously interlaced, and communicating freely with
each other. It is supplied with blood by 15 or 20 branches of the

ophthalmic artery, which pierce the sclerotic round the entrance of

the nerve, and are at first distributed externally on the posterior part
of the sphere ;

but they finally pass inwards, and terminate in a close

and uniform vascular expansion over the whole concave surface. This

is called the tunic of Ruysch, who erroneously considered it as a

distinct membrane. The innumerable veins of the choroid, or vensc

vorticosse, are arranged with great elegance and regularity in arched

and drooping branches, like the boughs of the weeping willow ; they
are very conspicuous upon the outer surface, above the first exterior

ramifications of the arteries. (Fig. 6.) They unite in four or five

common trunks, which emerge through the sclerotic at equal intervals

behind the middle of the eye-ball. The outer surface of the choroid

is somewhat rough and flocculent ;
the inner surface, upon which the

retina is expanded, is delicately smooth and even. Both are abund-

antly covered with the pigment, which is secreted by every part of the

choroid, and pervades its loose and porous texture.

Kig. o.

The sclerotic partly removed, and the rest turned back, showing the Choroid

Coat and Iris, a, optic nerve.

The choroid may thug be divided into three layers : 1, an external
brown soft lamella supporting the ciliary nerves and long ciliary

vessel, and in front containing the ciliary muscle the outer pigment
layer ; 2, the less deeply coloured proper vascular layer, with the

larger arteries and veins
;
and 3, a colourless, delicate, internal layer,

containing an extremely abundant capillary plexus, the membrana
choris-capillaris, which however does not extend farther in front than
the ora serrate. The tissue of which the choroid is composed, inde-

pendent of its vessels and nerves and the ciliary muscle, is intermediate
between elastic and connective tissue. Bowman was the first to demon-
strate the true muscular fctructure of the ciliary ligament or muscle
aa it is now more properly called.

Pigment In man this matter is of a deep-brown colour, in most
other animals it is black, and hence is very commonly called the

Pigmentum Nigrum. It appears under the microscope to consist of

almost regularly hexahedral contiguous cells, 0'006"' O'OOS"' in

diameter, 0'004'" thick, disposed in an elegant mosaic manner, in

which the large quantity of brownish-black pigment usually prevents
the nucleus being apparent as more than a clear spot in the interior.

It adheres very loosely, so that when the surfaces covered with it are

drawn to and fro in water, it becomes diffused, and may be washed
off. The choroid thus treated is found to be of the same whitish or

gray colour which characterises the ciliary ligament. In the natural
state of the parts, not only the choroid, but the cellular tissue on its

external surface, and the inside of the sclerotic, are deeply stained by
the pigment, which shows through, and occasions the bluish tint of

the white of the eye in persons of delicate complexion. But on the
inner surface of the choroid the pigment is retained by an expansion
finer than a spider's web, yet of close texture, which may be called

after its discoverer the membrane of Dalrymple. By this means the

transparency of the retina is preserved. It is probable that this

membrane of the pigment is of a serous kind, and that it is reflected

at the optic and ciliary margins of the choroid, and passes over the

whole posterior surface of the retina thus doubly defended from
absolute contact with the pigment. The choroid is not the only part
which secretes this colouring matter. It is found in equal or greater
abundance upon the back of the iris, on the surfaces of the ciliary

processes, and in fact wherever it is wanted to facilitate vision. The
pigment cells are absent in the eyes of albinoes, as well as, at any
rate partially, in the region of the tapetum in animals.

In many animals, especially the nocturnal and carnivorous tribes,
the pigment is deficient at the bottom of the eye, and the surface of

the choroid in that situation presents a brilliant colour and almost
metallic lustre. This is called the Tapetum (tapestry ofdivers colours).

KAT. HIST. DIV. VOl. II.

It is of various shades of blue, green, and yellow ; sometimes change-
able like shot silk, and sometimes of a silvery whiteness. The tint

occupies various proportions of the surface
;

it is most brilliant

immediately opposite the pupil, and passes gradually into the dark
hue of the pigment. There is no vestige of a tapetum iu the human
eye. The use of it is not well known. It probably causes the animal
to see better in the dusk and less clearly in the day, by reflecting the

rays a second time through the retina. This reflection from a very
effective concave mirror produces a strong convergence of the rays
which come back through the pupil, and is the cause of the well-

known glare of the eyes of cats and other animals seen in an obscure

light from that particular distance at which the emerging rays are

most completely brought to a focus upon the eye of the observer.

The breadth of this luminous appearance arises from the great
dilatation of the pupil under the circumstances in which it is seen.

Retina. -The optic nerve, having entered the interior of the globe
through the sclerotic and choroid membranes, forms a slight promi-
nence at the point of union of its several portions, and thence spreads
out in the form of a fine transparent membrane over the whole
concave surface of the choroid, embracing the translucent body
called the Vitreous Humour. Towards the choroid it appears to

consist of a mere homogeneous pulp, not very different from the

medullary matter of the brain
;
but it is undoubtedly most elabo-

rately and minutely organised. Towards the vitreous humour it has
the structure of a most delicate vascular web, consisting of innumer-
able ramifications of the central artery (which, as we have already
mentioned, accompanies it into the interior of the globe) and of its

associated veins. Its name may have been derived from the net-work
formed by the visible branches of these vessels

;
at least it is not

otherwise applicable to the structure of the membrane. The distri-

bution of the central artery may be made visible to an observer in

his own eye by a curious experiment first suggested by Purkiuje.
One eye being steadily directed to a surface of some uniform dark or

neutral tint, such as a wall painted of a lead colour, and the other

eye closed by the hand, the flame of a small wax-taper is to be slowly
waved round and round, so as to be brought at every turn at a. little

distance over the front of the eye. The central artery will gradually
come into view, at first obscurely, and afterwards more clearly. The

experiment succeeds best after the experience of several trials on
successive nights. The form is such as might be expected from a

branching net-work of vessels : the lines are dark, with bright edges
on a faintly illuminated ground. There are other modes of making
the experiment, which show the appearance more distinctly, but they
are less simple. The retina terminates anteriorly in a thin scalloped

edge, fitting into corresponding irregularities called the ora serrata in

the posterior margin of the ciliary body. (Fiys. 5, I ; 9, d.) Exactly
opposite the pupil there is a bright yellow spot, fading gradually off

at the edges, and having a black point in the centre precisely where
the axis of direct vision intersects the back of the eye. ( Fig. 5, n.)

This central point was believed by its discoverer, Soemmering, to be
an actual deficiency of the substance of the retina ;

and it is generally
called in consequence the foramen of Soemmering. But it is now
known to be merely a central absence of the yellow colour of that

part of the retina rendered conspicuous by the pigment seen through
the ordinary transparent texture. These appearances are lost very

shortly after death, and are replaced by a minute fold, into which the

retina gathers itself, reaching from the place of the central point to

the prominence which marks the union of the divided portions of the

nerve. The use of this yellow spot and central point, and of the

tendency of the retina to assume a folded shape in this situation is

not understood.
The microscopic construction of the retina has been recently

studied by Pacini, Kolliker, and Miiller. Although of variable thick-

ness in all parts it may be divided into the five following layers :

1. The layer of rods and cones called the bacillar layer.
2. The granular layer.
3. The layer of gray nerve-substance.
4. The expansion of the optic nerve.

5. The limitary membrane.
" The bacillar layer, stratum bacillorum, seu membrana Jacobi,

presents a very remarkable structure, being composed of innumerable

rod-like and conical corpuscles, disposed with the utmost regularity,
and reflecting the light very strongly. With the exception of H.

Miiller, this structure in animals has been understood quite erroneously,
and even in man it has been but very superficially known. It consists

of two elements, the rods (bacilli) and the cones (coni), which

together constitute a single layer 0'036'" thick at the bottom of the

eye, more anteriorly 0'024"', and quite in front not more than O'OIS'"

in thickness. In general these bodies are so arranged that the more
numerous rods have their largest ends directed outwards, whilst the

cones are disposed in the reverse direction, whence the latter when

imperfectly examined appear to constitute an inner, distinct,

thinner layer, lying between the inner extremities of the '
rods.'

"

(Kolliker.)
The granular layer is composed of opaque granular corpuscles,

reflecting the light tolerably strongly, of a round or oval figure, and
0'002"' 0'004'" in size, sometimes looking like free nuclei, sometimes
like minute cells almost entirely filled by large nuclei.

2 X
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The layer of ctneritious cerebral substance is pretty sharply
<lrtine.i on the fide of the granular layer, and less so towanU that of

the fibre* of the optic nerve, between the clement* of which it

penetrate* more or lew. It is composed of n finely granular matrix,

corresponding exactly with that of the gray substance on the surface

of the cerebrum and cerebellum, and of numerous nerve-cell*

scattered iu it

The expansion of the optic nerve. This nerve after quitting the

brain and till it reaches the eye present* the same conditions as in

the ordinary nerves. Within the cannl of the sclerotic and as far

as the colUculus nervi optici, the optic nerve retains its white

colour, and present* dark-bordered tubules, but from that point
onwards its elements become perfectly clear, yellowish or grayish, and

transparent, like the finest tubules in the central organs, measuring on
the average not more than 0-0006'" 0-0008'"

;
some it is true lire

occasionally larger. What chiefly distinguishes these from other

pale nerve-terminations, is the absence of nuclei in their course, a
somewhat greater refractive power, and the frequent occurrence of

varicositiee, which two latter particulars would seem to indicate, if

not exactly a nerve-medulla, as in the common nerves, still the

existence of partially semi-fluid and perhaps fatty contents, and
animilate the nerve-fibres of the retina to the most delicate elements
of the cerebrum. The nerve-fibres radiate on all sides from the

colliculus nervi optici, and constitute a continuous membranous

expansion, which extends as far as the ora serrate retime, and presents

very considerable interruption only in the situation of the macula lutea,

The limitary membrane is a delicate membrane, 0-0005'" thick,

intimately united with the rest of the retina, which when that

structure is teased out, and on the application, is frequently detached
in large threads, and then appears perfectly structureless. On its

inner aspect towards the hyaloid membrane, when the retina is folded,
flattened cell-nuclei are occasionally perceptible, which certainly
cannot be referred to an epithelium, and Kolliker thinks not to the

vitreous lens either, as the latter is always separable from the retina.

The nature of the rods and cones in the bocillar layer have been

much discussed. It has been supposed that they are the terminations

of the optic fibres. There are however difficulties in the way of this

theory ;

"
among which," says Kolliker,

" not the least is the circum-

stance that although the ' rods
'

and ' cones
'

are certainly fifty times

more numerous than the fibres of the optic nerve, yet the radiating
fibres arising from the former, on their passage into the optic fibres,

subdivide, and as it must probably be assumed, are continuous with

several of them." "
I look upon the ' rods

' and '

cones,'" he continues,
" which may also be said to correspond in all chemical characters

with the nerve-fibres of the retina, aud the whole of the radiating

fibre-system of the retina, as true nervous elements ;
and venture at

the same time to broach the bold supposition, founded upon a less

established basis, that the ' rods
' and ' cones

'

are the true percipients
of light, and that they communicate their condition to the fibres

of the optic nerve, by means of the direct or indirect connection of

their fibrous processes with the former, through which again the

impressions are conveyed to the sensorium." He think.* that the

optic fibres in the nervous expansion of the retina do not perceive

light, for the following reasons : 1. That the point of the retina,

where those fibres alone are found, is not sensible to light. 2. The

optic fibres are superimposed upon each other in such numbers
that it is impossible they should perceive light, inasmuch as each

luminous impression, owing to the transparency of the fibres, must
in any case always affect many of them, and consequently would of

necessity give rise to confused sensations. 3. Because this part of the

retina in which there is no continuous layer of nerve-fibres on the

inner surface, that is to say the '

yellow spot,' is the most sensitive to

luminous impressions. Under this notion the import of the ' rods
'

and their remarkable arrangement would l>e intelligible, and the

almost inexplicable correspondence in the size of the images of the

smallest distinguishable interspaces between two objects, with the

diameter of the ' rods
'

and '

cones,' be placed in its true light.

Vitreous Humour. (/'"</. 5, ; 7 rf.) The part next in order to

be described is the vitreous humour, behind which the retina is

disposed. It is a transparent fluid of semigelatinous consistence and

high refractive power, constituting about live-xixths of the bulk of

the globe. It consists of a fluid differing in no great degree from

water, contained in a celluluted structure called the hyaloid membrane
(fatal, glass), from its perfect translucency. The minute cells are

connected together ; for if the external part be punctured, the fluid

contained in them gradually drains away. This cellular structure is

so delicate and fragile that it is almost impossible to obtain it

separately; but the membranous partitions are rendered slightly

opaline by strong spirit or diluted acids, and may thus be made
evident. It is condensed into a membrane of a firmer consistence

upon the surface, which serves the general purpose of a containing

capsule for the vitreous humour, and is strong enough to cause it to

preserve its shape in some degree when the stronger tunics of the eye
are removed. There is a narrow tubular dimple of some depth in the

vitreous humour opposite the entrance of tip in rvr. lined by a

trumpet shaped production into it of the external membrane, called

the hyaloid canal. (Tig. 5.) It serves to transmit a branch of the
retinal artery and associated veins for the nourishment of the capsule

of the lens in the footus, and perhaps also of the hyaloid membrane,
and of the substance of the lens itself. There can be no doubt that
the vitreous humour is secreted by the surfaces of the hyaloid cells,
but this fietal artery is the only vestige of a vascular arrangement
yet discovered in the part

Fig. 7.

This figure, from the work of '/Ann, represents the Vitreous Humour In Its

hyaloid membrane. The lens, imbedded in it* upper surface, la surrounded by
the canal of Petit. The dark border beyond in the plaited portion of the

hyaloid membrane called the zone of Zinn, stained with the pigment left by the

ciliary body, which in the natural state of the parts rents upon that portion of

the surface of the hyaloid. The outer edge of the rone i marked by a waved

outline, correnponding with the ora serrata of the ciliary body.

a, crystalline lens
; *, canal of Petit ; c, zone of Zinn ; d, vitreous humour.

The zone of Zinn, or zonula Zinnii, is that portion of the hyaloid
membrane which is continued to the border of the lens, where it

becomes blended with the capsule of that body. In doing this it

splits into two lamelhe, the posterior of which is blended with the

capsule of the lens, and the anterior connected with the ciliary pr<>-

cesses which ore attached to the capsule of the lens a little in front of

its margin. Between the two lamella; and the border of the lens there

is left a space surrounding the latter in an annular manner, and in a
transverse section of a triangular form. This is the canal of Petit

The darker colour of the zone of Zinn appears to depend on the

existence of pigment-cells belonging to the choroid, which are situated

principally in the folds in which the processus ciliares were contained,
and give the whole zone a striped aspect On the inner side of this

layer lies a single layer of clear very frequently pale polygonal
nucleated cells of 0-006'" 0-012'" in size, but which is never entire,

being always partially removed together with the ciliary processes on
which Henle and others have noticed it.

Lens, or Crystalline Humour. (Figi. 5,/; 7, a; 8.) The crystalline
lens (KptioroAAor, crystal) is imbedded in a deep depression in the front

of the vitreous humour, a little nearer the nasal than the temporal side

of the globe. It has the form and function of a double convex lens.

The surfaces may be considered as portions of two unequal spheres,
the anterior being considerably flatter than the posterior. The
diameter of the sphere of which the former is a segment is about

eight-twelfths, of the latter five-twelfths of an inch. The thickness of

the lens, measured in the axis of vision, is about the sixth part of on

inch, and its transverse diameter is about twice that length. (I'i: /. I.

c c, d d.) In refractive power it is superior to the other '

substances contained in the eye. Its consistence is gelatinous,

increasing in density from the circumference towards a central nucleus,
which has the tenacity of soft wax. It is composed of an infinite

succession of thin concentric lamiuic, arranged with the utmost regu-

larity one within another like the coats of an onion
;
and every such

stratum or elliptic shell is made up of a series of exquisitely minute
fibres laid side by side, forming three septa like the cloves of an

orange, of which tin* Uimnling or cleavage planes diverge from tin'

axis of the lens at angles of 120 in the manner represented in tin-

annexed figure. (Fig. 8.) If the lens be hardened in strong spirit,

the result of this curious arrangement is, that it partly cleaves into

three portions mode up of layers which may be peeled off one after

another, each further separable to a certain extent into its component
parallel fibres. The spirit not only hardens the crystalline humour,
but renders it opaque ; and the same effect is produced by plnniriiiK

it in boiling water, as every one must have observed in the eyes of

dressed fish. In fact it consists chiefly of the transparent substance

called albumen found in eggs, and is coagulated by heat in the same

way. The lens is similarly constructed in the eyes of other Mammalia ;

and analogous, though not identical, arrangements are observed in

other classes. In fish the fibres we have spoken of are curiously
hooked together by fine teeth, resembling those of a saw. We chiefly

owe the discovery of these facts respecting the intimate structure of

the lens to the labours of Leeuwenhoek, Young, and Brewster, whose

writings may be consulted for much further interesting information

on the subject. The crystalline Ions is inclosed in a transparent and

highly clastic membranous capsule, represented in jig. 5 by a white

line, to the regulated pressure of wlii.l, the preservation of its true

shape, so important to the purposes of vision, is mainly attrili"

There it, no analogous structure in the body, except the internal

lining of the cornea already mentioned, which closely resembles it in
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its function with reference to the surface of the aqueous humour
When the lens is hardened in spirit or boiling water, this capsule
retains its nature ; and if peeled off, shrivels up and curls upon itself

It may be easily detached with a pin from the hard spherical lens o
a boiled fish, and will be found still possessed of its peculiar qualitief
of transparency and elasticity. The capsule is firmly attached to tht

hyaloid membrane behind, from which it is not easy to separate i

neatly. Whether it has any further connection than that of mere
contact with its own contents, is not easy to show, or to doubt; bu
the nature of that connection, if any exists, might be ex pected to be
obscure, considering that both the parts are diaphanous, and one o:

them almost liquid at the surface of contact. Indeed it has been

supposed that a small quantity of limpid fluid was actually interposec
V)_tween the lens and its capsule, but this is now shown to be the
result of imbibition after death.

IV. S.

Magnified view of the Crystalline Lens, showing its laminated and fibrous

tiucture, and the direction of its planes of cleavage.

The capsule of the lens when examined under the microscope is

found to consist of two elements, the proper capsule and epithelium.
The former is a perfectly structureless and transparent highly elastic

membrane, inclosing the lens on all sides as if moulded to it, and

parting it from the neighbouring structures. The epithelium is placed
on the inner surface of the capsule towards the lens, lining the ante-
rior half of the capsule, with a single layer of beautifully clear

polygonal cells, of 0-006'" O'Ol"', with round nuclei. The lens itself

consists entirely of elongated flat hexahedral elements, 0'0025'" 0'005'"

broad and 0-009"' 0-0014'" thick, of a perfectly transparent aspect,

very flexible and soft, and having a considerable degree of toughness,
which have usually been described as the fibres of the lens, although
they are nothing more than thin-walled tubes with clear viscous albu-

minous contents, which when the tubes are torn escape from them in

the form of large irregular drops, and consequently might suitably
be described as the tubes of the lens. These bodies become opaque
by the application of all agents that coagulate albumen, as nitric acid,

alcohof, heat, chromic acid, and creosote. In caustic alkalies and acetic

acid they are quickly dissolved. The concentric lamina;, which con-
sist of these tubes, are not regularly defined layers, and never
consist of a single stratum of tubes. The course of the tubes in the

separate lamellae is in general such that both the superficial and the

deeper in the centre of the lens radiate towards the margins, and
then curve round upon the other surface anterior or posterior, but in

such a way that no fibre extends through the entire seraicircumference
of the lens, or reaches, for instance, from the middle of the anterior

surface to that of the posterior. More precisely described, the tubes
on the anterior and posterior surfaces of the lens do not proceed
exactly to the middle, but terminate in a stelliform fissure (fiy. 8)
which exists in that situation.

Aqueous Humour. This fluid, in DO respect distinguishable from
water except in holding a minute proportion of several saline ingre-
dients hi solution, occupies the space between the lens and the cornea.

The iris divides this space into two unequal portions called the
anterior and posterior chambers of the eye, and so closely approaches
the lens that near the margin of the pupil the two surfaces are sepa-
rated by a mere film of aqueous humour. The cavity is lined through-
out by a serous membrane, which secretes and limits the fluid, and

prevents it from acting injuriously upon subjacent parts of importance.
At least a membrane of this kind may be peeled off in some animals

;

its existence in the human eye is rather a matter of inference than

proof.
Iris. (Fi'ji. 5, A ; 9, 6.) In speaking of the choroid we have

already adverted to the flattened ring called the ciliary ligament or

muscle (fig. 5, i), which connects it in front with the sclerotic. The
iris arises from the anterior margin of this ring, and is extended, as

we hare seen, across the aqueous humour in the form of a thin

partition with a round aperture, or pupil, of variable size in the

centre, or a little nearer the inner side, the function of which, we
need hardly repeat, is to regulate the quantity of light admitted
into the eye, by contracting when it is in excess, and dilating when it

falls short of the due amount.
The external appearance of the iris is too familiar to need a

particular description. It is covered in front with a glistening

polished membrane. The brilliancy of the eye depends in a great
measure upon the light reflected by this surface, and is lost when its

smoothness and transparency are impaired by inflammation. The
posterior surface of the iris is called the uvea. (Fir/. 9, 4.) It is

thickly coated with pigment, which is prevented from diffusing itself
in the aqueous humour by a membrane like that on the choroid.
Such a provision is particularly needed here on account of the quick
movements of the part in a watery fluid. The colouring matter of
the iris has much analogy with the pigment. Like that substance it
forms no part of the texture it pervades ;

and when the outer mem-
branes are removed by maceration in water it may be washed away.
Both have a relation in quantity as well as in depth of tint to the
complexion and colour of the hair. In the negro the iris is of so
dark a hue that it can scarcely be distinguished from the pupil ; while
in the white rabbit and other albinoes, including the human variety,
where the pigment is entirely wanting from some original malforma-
tion, the substance of the iris is transparent, and reflects only the
pink colour of the circulating blood. Such eyes are dazzled by a

strong light, and probably see better than others in the dusk. The
iris, if minutely injected, appears, like the cnoroid, to be composed
almost entirely of vessels. It is principally supplied by the two long
ciliary arteries (fig. 6) which pierce the sclerotic about half an inch
from the optic nerve on either side ; and passing between that mem-
brane and the choroid divide near the edge and in the substance of
the ciliary muscle, and are wholly distributed to the iris. Their
branches are disposed in two conspicuous circles on the front surface,
one near the outer or ciliary margin, the other not far from the pupil.
But though the iris resembles the choroid in vascularity, it differs

essentially from it in other respects. It is richly supplied with
nerves, which proceed to the iris and are distributed upon it much iu
the same way as the arteries, and are the medium of its sympathy
with the retina, and the source of its irritability. It also possesses a

peculiar contractile power, which is dependent on smooth muscular
fibres of precisely the same kind as those found in the ciliary muscle
of the choroid. These fibres are disposed circularly in front and at
the fore edge, and in a radiated form behind. (Fig. 9, 6.) (See
Lister on the Contractile Tissue of the Iris,

'
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Fig. 9.

Magnified view of a vertical section of the globe, showing the ciliary body
and processes with the uvca, as seen from behind when the lens is removed.

a, pupil j 6, uvea, or back part of the iris
; c, processes of the ciliary body ;

I, ora serrata of the ciliary body, to which a few shreds of the vascular web of

he retina remain attached.

Pupil. (Fig. 9, a.) The pupil in the human eye is bounded by a

iharp well-defined circular edge. In other animals its shape is subject
o many varieties which may often be explained by a reference to

..heir habits and circumstances. In fish it is generally cresceutic or

mperfectly quadrangular. In herbivorous animals, which often

continue to browse during the night, it is oblong and obliquely
ransverse, as in the horse and sheep. In most serpents and many
rapacious quadrupeds, both aquatic and terrestrial, the pupil though
arge and round at night is a mere vertical slit when seen by day,

especially in the smaller species of each genus, as in the common cat.

t is curious that in the larger cats, as the lion and tiger, as well as in

ome of the larger four-footed reptiles, the pupil again becomes
ircular. In all birds, we believe, the pupil is round

;
and it may be

ibserved that, with few exceptions, they all sleep after night-fall. In
he few nocturnal species, as the owls, the pupil is very large though
till round, and these birds always shun the day. The long narrow

mpil is in fact a provision for a greater variation in size than the

ilrcular form permits, and is generally found in those animals which
oam at night and also see well by day. When absent iu such
animals the bulk of the organ is commonly sufficient to secure the

admission of a sufficient quantity of light after sunset without this

rovision. In the fcetus the pupil is closed by a vascular film called

he membrana pupillaris, one function of which is precisely that of

he centering of a bridge to support and extend it during the process
>f its construction. A tubular film of the same kind has been

ately discovered by Mu'ller stretched between the margin of the

upil and the ciliary body. Both these films are absorbed before birth.



Ciliary Body and Processes. (Fig*. 6, 1; 9, d, r.)V\toa the com- extensible sheath called bum luucona; thcnco spreading into n thin

praued Ulterior surface of the vitreous humour when it ciirvea fan-like expansion, it n reflected obliquely backwards IMI

inward* from the aclerotio towards the lens, rests the cUiary body, a between the globe and the tendon of the rectus superior (a), :m>! i
-

thin, dark, annular band, about the fifth part of mi incB in brea 1th, inserted into the back part of the sclerotic at a point (m) iut.-r-

consisting of a frill of flat converging plaiU, which encircle but do mediate between the optic nerve and the insertion (A) of the rectos

not reach the circumference of the Tens. The posterior aspect is extern u*. and nearer the former. IU separate action turns the

concave, and adheres loosely over the rounded vitreous humour ; the pupil downwards and outwards. The inferior oblique (/) arises

front is convex, and is firmly attached to the whole breadth of the broad within the lower edge of the orbit towards the nasal or

ciliary ligament, and to a small portion of the back of the iris near inner side, and passing obliquely backwards over the tendon of the

its junction with the ligament. It appears to be a continuation of rectus inferior (&), is attached to the sclerotic at the outer and back
the inner layer of the choroid, or tunic of Ruysoh, but is rather part opposite the insertion of the trochlearis. It directs the pupil

thicker, and resembles it in extreme vascularity. The medullary upwards and outwards, supposing the eye to look originally xtraight
matter of the retina terminates, as we have seen, at the indented forwards : if the pupil be inclined either way, to the nose or to

posterior margin (ora serrate) of this membranous band. The ciliary the temple, the inferior oblique increases that inclination, being
body is everywhere thickly coated and pervaded with pigment, except equijwised as to lateral action when the eye is slightly turned inwards,
at the extremities of about seventy minute unattached points which ' as in reading. But its tendency is always to turn the pupil upwards,
fringe the inner margin, and radiate towards the lens like the florets To a certain extent the same remark is applicable (mutatis mutandis)
of a marigold round its central disc. These are the ciliary processes, to the action of the antagonist muscle, the superior oblique, which

(Fiffi. 5, t ; 9, e.) They are separated from the uvea by the fluid of if exerted at the same time would counteract the tendency upwards,
the posterior chamber, and are received behind into corresponding so that both taken together would keep the eye in that easy position

depressions in the vitreous humour. so often assumed by man and animals in looking without much
Appendages of the Globe. The Eyeball, of which we have thus effort yet steadily at near objects, as in taking food, reading, and

described the contents, is lodged in the cavity of the orbit, a little moat other quiet occupations. The position we mean is that in

nearer the inner than the outer side. In front, where the protection which the axes of vision are directed slightly towards each other
of bone is wanting, the two moveable and muscular eyelids supply and a little downwards, and the eyeballs are gently pressed against
a sufficient defence, and contribute, by their gentle and constant the lida and by them, and thus are kept in a convenient and steady
pressure, to keep the eye in that state of equilibrium between

opposite forces upon which the steadiness and precision of its rapid
motions in a great measure depend. The space in the socket not

occupied by the globe and its appendages is completely filled by a
cushion of soft fat, contained ill elastic membranous cells, which

permits the free movement of the several parts, while it keeps them

separate, and affords them all, as well as the globe itself, a suitable

and uniform support Varieties in the quantity of this substance,

equilibrium. When the oblique muscles act together with force, they
hold the eyeball firmly against the lids and to the nasal side of
the orbit. One or both of these muscles, an well as the rectus

externus, are supposed to be endowed with certain automatic at

involuntary actions, very useful in the economy of vision. Their
functions in this and other respects have given occasion to much
curious disquisition.
The Eyelids or Palpebnc. (Pigs. 11, 12; 13.) The textures which

in the capacity of the orbit, and in the development of the lids, enter into the composition of the eyelids are included between a
determine the different degrees of prominence and of apparent size

'

soft external skin and a moist smooth internal surface, called the
observed in the eyes of different persons; for the globe itself is conjunctiva palpebrolis or proprio. (Fly. 13, o a.) The latter is a

nearly of the same size in all. membrane of the mucous kind, which, as we have already mentioned,
Muscles of the Eyeball. The movements of the globe are effected after lining the interior of the lids, passes across in a loose circular

by six muscles arising from the bony surface of the orbit, and scroll or fold to the sclerotic, and is reflected bock again over the
inserted into different parts of the sclerotic. Four ore called recti, ,

front of the eye, where it is called the adnata or conjunctiva reflexa.

that is straight or direct muscles; the fifth and sixth are the obliqui The name is derived from the junction thus effected between the

superior and inferior, so called from the obliquity of their insertion, ocular and palpebral surfaces. The outer skin of the eyelids, which
and their respective positions above and below the globe. The fifth, is extremely soft and delicate, yet capable to a considerable extent
or superior oblique, is also called the trochlearis, from the trochlea, of adapting itself to different degrees of extension, is loosely con-

or pulley, through which the tendon passes. nected to the subjacent parts, except at the margin (where it adheres
The recti (fig. 10, a, b, c, d,) are four flat ribbon-like muscles, each I more closely), by a moist and abundant cellular tissue, entirely devoid

about half an inch broad, which arise together round the edge of ! of fat. By means of this connection, when the upper lid is raised
the foramen opticum, and
embrace the nerve at its exit

from the skull. They end in

brood thin glistening tendons,
attached to the sclerotic at four

equidistant points, about a

quarter of on inch from the

edge of the cornea, above,
below, and on cither side.

Hence they are designated ns

the superior, inferior, internal,
and external straight muscles.
We have already explained bow
the outer surfaces of their ten-

dons ore blended, and form the
tunica albuginea. Each turns
the pupil towards the side of

iU insertion ; and it is easy to

Me how by their single actions,
or by a proper combination of

Fig. 10.

and these under-lying parts are

retracted under the edge of the

orbit, the superfluous skin is

gently drawn after them, and
is disposed of conveniently
under the brow (supercilium).
The eyelids meet, when closed,

by two narrow flat surfaces,

accurately applied to each

other, called their ciliary or
tarsal margins. These epithets
are respectively derived from
the tarsi, or thin concave and
crescentic shells of smooth and
elastic cartilage which give
form to the lids, and firmness
and outline to their opposed
edges (fig. 10, I); and from_ the lashes or cilia, which grow

Lateral view of the rirht eyeball, seen from the oatr ,Mr, with Its mcl. (Thi. "J
>veral rows at the margins

two that are contiguous, the cul ,, , ^ cmuUmi ,,,... . di.ffr.rn. the proportion, of the part, having been
of both llds

'
fro1* the'r

pupil may be turned in any much ancroU to make them more distinct.)
treme outward verge, and in

required direction. The rectus
0> mlm ,upcrlor

.

, rectu. Inferior ; c, reetus intcrnus
; d, recta. OXUNIIIS, aririn*

the diction of the flat sur-

ius.fr 00 on
u)r double head (It li repreicntrd u cut off from A, IU Insertion into the eyeball,

'aces. "he angles in whi.-h
the diverging side of the orbit, and turned xide to .bow the parti behind II); r, obliquun superior, n round ami the margins of the eyi-li.h
is necessarily the longest of tapering muwle terminatinu ir. a round tendon, which pane, through a pulley or loop meet towards the nose and
these muscles. It hits also a (*), and U reflected under the flat tendon of the rectus luperlor, and, bccnming flat, in temple arc called the canthi.

double origin, mixing not only inaerlcd at (m) Into the Klcrotlc; /, obllquui Inferior coming round over the tendon of The outer canthus is kept in

in common with the rest from tllc rrcla* Mntor from the front and inner edge of the orbit, near the inner corner of jt, ]^^ duria the motionsin common with the rest from lc rrca* nr rom e ron an nner ege o te orbt, near the inner corner o jt, p]^^
the rdgc of the optic foramen,

"'' *>"' ni1 i"*"-ted Into the Mlcrotlc O|,po..lt<- the inwrtlon of the superior oblique ; f t p

,

f

zJe' Id"% --- ^ ,!:, ;":; &% ;;r, s? s: a-

duriag the motions
ex-

which
-

si on the
enter the orbit by that passage

'

or" convex surface, attaches
I ;<). The superior oblique or tochlearis () U a round tapering them, and most closely on this (the temporal) side, to the margin
muscle, which arises near and on the nasal side of the rectus of the orbit It is called the broad ligament of the tarsi. The nasal
inU-rnus (r), and ends in a smooth round tendon. The pulley (k) extremities of the tarsi are confined to the side of the nose by two
through which this tendon passes is a small loop of cartilage fixed slips which are given off behind from the tendon of the orbicular
to the roof of the orbit toward* the nasal side, just within the muscle,

margin. In this situation the tendon is enveloped in a lubricated Muscles of the Eyelids. Immediately beneath the subcutaneous
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cellular tissue there is a broad layer of muscular fibres arranged
elliptically round the transverse fissure of the eyelids, the disposi-
tion of which is well shown in fiy. 12. The office of this muscle,
which is called the orbicularis, is to close the lids; and it is

capable of acting under certain circumstances with great force. It

ia collected at the inner angle or canthus of the eye into a round
short tendon, which is attached in that situation to the bone. Else-

where it is connected with the skin and aponeurotio expansions of

the face and forehead. It is also connected with the occipito-frontalis

muscle, which elevates the eye-brows and with the corrugator

supercilii, which wrinkles and knits them in the act of frowning. A

View of the left eyebrow and lids, showing their tarsal margins.

a, lower punctum lachrymale ; 6, tarsal edge of the upper lid ; r, orifices of

the ducts of the Meibomiun glands (those on the upper lid are similar) ;

(/, caruncle, situated at the inner canthus, or corner of the eye.
The double line of points external to the Mcibomian orifices marks the

situation of the eyelashes, which are removed.

Fig. 12.

View of the orbicular muscle of the left eyelid, as it appears when denuded

of the integuments.

a, the tendon at the inner angle, or canthus of the eye ; >>, the outer canthus

drawn in by the ligamcntous attachment of the tarsal cartilage to the temporal
tide of the orbit.

Fig. 13.

View of the internal surface of the right eyelid and lachrymal gland.

a, conjunctiva propria, or mucous lining of the lid. The edges of the fold

which passes to the sclerotic are seen loose and floating ; b, lachrymal gland ;

f, orifice* of the lachrymal ducts
; <l, tendon of the elevator muscle of the upper

lid ;
e t, parallel rows or clusters of the Meibomian glands ; /, the semilunar

fold of the conjunctiva at the inner canthus, which is the rudiment of the third

eyelid of birds and other animals. Near /, on the right, are seen the two

puncta lachrymalia.

person acquainted with mechanics will have no difficulty in perceiving
the advantage derived from the oblique, or, as it might almost be

called, the incidental action of the orbicularis in closing the lids, to

the edges of which its fibres are parallel. A more direct application
of muscular force would have been more powerful ;

but the actual

arrangement secures a rapidity incomparably more conducive to the

function of the eyelids, which is to cleanse and moisten the surface

of the eye.
Levator Palpebrse Superioris. Below the orbicularis, in the upper

lid, is the broad tendon of the muscle which elevates the upper lid.

(Fiys. 13, d ; 10, y.) This muscle arises from the edge of the optic

foramen, just above the rectus superior, aud passing over it along the

roof of the orbit, forms the thin tendon we have mentioned, which
is inserted into the inner surface or rather the thiu upper edge of

the taraal cartilage. There is no such provision for depressing the

lower lid, which is rendered unnecessary by its inferior extent.

Moreover the muscle we have just described sufficiently answers the

purpose, by pressing down the globe, and causing it to slide a little

forwards
;
as may be easily felt if a finger be placed against the lower

lid when the eye is close, and suffered to remain while the upper lid

is slowly raised.

Meibomian Glands. (Fig. 13, e, e). Between the tarsus of either

lid and the conjunctiva are disposed numerous vertical rows ol

minute whitish grains, which appear through the semi-transparent
mucous membrane, and occupy an elliptic space, taking both lids

together, of about half an inch in width, exactly in front of the

globe. These are called the Meibomian glands, from their discoverer.

They secrete an unctuous matter which passes into tubes centrally

placed in each row, and exudes from as many minute orifices on
the ciliary margin of the lid. (Fig. 11, c). There are about forty of

these parallel clusters in the upper lid : in the lower there are not

so many, nor are they individually so long. We need not dilate

upon the use of this secretion, which often collects in a sensible

quantity upon the edges of the lids during sleep, especially when
the glandular action is excited by slight inflammatory irritation of

the part. The palpebral conjunctiva, already described, immediately
covers these glandular corpuscles. The caruncle, a small red

prominence at the inner angle of the eye (fir/. 11, d) consists of a

number of similar bodies.

Lachrymal Apparatus. (Figs. 13, 14).
At the upper and outer

part of the interior of the eyelid are several minute orifices (jiy. 13,

c), generally seven in number, arranged in a half circle, which lead

into the secretory ducts of the. lachrymal gland. (Figs. 13, b; 14, e.)

This is a white flattened lobulated body, of the size of a large bean,

lodged in a depression just within the margin of the orbit, and
covered externally by the orbicular muscle. The function of this

gland is to secrete the tears
; and is probably always going on,

although not in a degree sufficient to be remarked, except in weeping,
or when some foreign body or acrid vapour stimulates the surface or

the eye, and by sympathy excites the gland to unusual secretion.

Fi K . H.

a, the two puncta feading into the lachrymal ducts ; b, the common entrance

of these ducts into the lachrymal sac
; c, the head of the lachrymal sac

; rf, the

narrow portion of the sac, or membranous lachrymal canal passing downwards

to the nose
; e, the lachrymal gland.

The involuntary actions of the rectus externus and inferior oblique

muscles, to which we have alluded, are supposed to have a relation

to the lachrymal secretion. In the act of winking, the eye-ball is

thrown up in an outward direction, as it would be by the action of

these muscles, which not only brings the cornea into the vicinity of

the ducts, but makes pressure upon the gland, while it relatively

increases the rapidity with which the lids, drawn in winking towards

the fixed nasal tendon are swept over the surface of the globe. That

there is such a movement however produced is certain : the motion

of the prominent cornea may be felt by the finger gently pressed

upon the half-shut lid if it be completely and suddenly closed. The

approximation of the lids towards the nose in winking is one of

several provisions by which offending particles or superfluous fluids

are brought to the inner canthus of the eye to be protruded or
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absorbed. In thin situation then U a vacant spaoe partly occupied
by UM caruncle, called the laous lachrymal!* (Sy. 11, rf) ;

it i a sort

of reservoir or rather link fur the trail. Above and below, at the
entrance to this space where the ciliary margins terminate, there is a

(mall prominence on the inner edge of both (Jtyt. 1 1 ,
a ; 1 4, a), centrally

punctured by mnall orifice*. These are tlio puncta lachrymolia.
Their inward aapect in well shown in.liy. IS. They an- the eniuncto-

rie* of the eye ; anil their function is to absorb the fluids presented
to thorn, and convey them by two converging canals (Jig. 14, a) to the

lachrymal sac (fy. 14, r), which they enter by a common orifice

(.';/. 14, 6). This is a membranous bag about as large as a kidney-
bean lodged in a groove in the lachrymal bone, behind the tendon of
the orbicular muscle. The lachrymal sac entering a vertical channel
in the bone at the end of the groove is narrowed into the lachrymal
canal (fy. 14, rf), and passes directly downwards into the inferior

meatus or chamber of the noae, which it enters on the outer side by
a slit in the mucous lining. It is not exactly understood in what

way the puncta absorb whether by capillary attraction or by some
vital force of suction. The side of the lachrymal sac is connected
with the tendon of the orbicularis, which may aid in producing the
effect by suddenly drawing its membranous, surfaces apart We all

know the effect of repeated winking when the eyes are filled with tears.

Nervous and Vascular Constitution of the Eye. Enough has been

already said, for general information, with respect to the blood-
vessels distributed to the eyeball, and it is not necessary to mention
those which supply the appendages. With respect therefore to

vascular arrangements we have only to add, that although there are
abundant proofs of the existence of an active absorption within the

globe, no lymphatic vessels especially destined to that function have
been hitherto found in it The optic or second cerebral nerve has
been already described. All the straight muscles, with the exception
of the rectus externus, the inferior oblique, and the levator palpeone,
are supplied by the third nerve. The fourth is wholly distributed
to the trochlearU, and the sixth to the rectus externus. The orbicular
muscle is supplied, like most of those of the face, by the portio
dura of the seventh pair. All these, except the optic, are muscular
or motor nerves. The fifth nerve supplies the whole organ in common
with many other parts with ordinary sensation. Any account of the
intricate nervous constitution of the iris would be here quite out of

place. The third and sixth nerves are mainly concerned in it. Thus
of the ten cerebral nerves, the second, third, fourth, and sixth are

wholly, and the fifth and seventh partially distributed to the organ
of vision

;
a fact which may give some idea of the elaborate organi-

sation and varied exigencies of the parts which compose it

Comparative Anatomy of the Eye. The sense of sight is undoubt-

edly developed amongst the lowest class of animals, but it ia difficult

to point out the exact members of the series in which this faculty is

first exercised. The moving zoospores of plants are attracted
towards the light, and Ehrenberg regards as eyes the red spots seen
in some organisms, such as Voltox, which are now regarded as plants.
All anatomists are agreed on regarding the ocelliform spots situated
at regular intervals along the margin of the disc of Pulmograde
Meiltmr as eyes. They are composed of a collection of pigmentary
granules, superposed upon an enlargement of a nervous thread, which
comes from the central circle of nervous matter in the animals.
Similar spot* have been observed at the extremities of the rays in

the Atttriadtf by Professor E. Forbes, In many of the lower
Articulata no higher development obtains. In the Entozoa no visual

organ has been detected. Distinct eye-spots are seen in the Leeches,
the Rotifcrir, and the Dorsibranchiate Annelida. Amongst the mass
of Molliuca these organs are not observed. They are however very
distinct in the Pectens and other swimming forms of Lamelli-
branchiate Mollusks.

" The eyes of most of the higher articulated animals are constructed

upon the composite type, each of the masses that U situated upon
either side of the head, being made up of an aggregation of simple
eyes, every one of which is in itself a complete visual instrument,
but is adapted to receive and to bring to a focus only those rays
which come to it in one particular direction. In most insect* each

composite eye forms a large hemispherical protuberance, which

occupies a considerable part of the side of the head, and when
examined with a microscope, its surface is seen to be directed into a
vast number of facets, which are usually hexagonal. The number
of these facet*, every one of which is the cornea of a distinct eye, is

usually very great Behind the cornea is a layer of dark pigment,
which take* the place and serves the purpose of the iris in the

eye* of the Vtrttlrata, and this is perforated by a central aperture
or pupil, through which the rays of light which have traversed
the cornea gain access to the interior of the eye. When a vertical

section is made of one of these composite eye*, it U seen that each

separate ere is the frustum of a pyramid, of which the cornea
form* the large end or base, whilst the small end abut* upon a
bulbous expansion of the optic nerve. The interior of this pyramid is

occupied by a transparent substance which represent* the vitreous

humour, and -the pyramids are separated from each other by a

layer of dark pigment which completely inclose* them, save at the

pupillary apertures and also at a corresponding set of apertures at
their smaller ends, where the pigment it perforated by the fibre*

i:vr. et

of the optic nerve, of which one proceeds to each ceparate eye.
Kach facet of the common cornea or ' oomeule

'

i* usually
on both it* surfaces, aud thus act* a* a lens, the focus of which has
been ascertained by experiment to be equivalent to the length <( the

transparent pyramid behind it
;
so that the image pro.lur, ,1 I.y the

It-iis will fall upon tlio extremity of the filament of the optic
which posse* to it* truncated end. The rays which have passed
through the several corneulea are prevented from mixing with each
other by mean* of the layer of black pigment which surrounds each
cone

; aud thun no rays, except those which correspond with the axis
of the cone, can reach the fibres of the optic nerve. Hence it is

evident that each separate eye must hare an extremely limited range
of vision, being adapted to receive but a very small pencil of rays
proceeding from a single point in any object ; and as these eyes are

usually immoveable, they would afford but very imperfect information
of the position of surrounding objects, were it not for their enormous
multiplication, by which a separate eye is provided (so to speak) for
each point to be viewed. No two of the separate eye*, save those

upon the opposite sides of the head which are directed exactly
forwards, can form an image of the same point at the same time.
but the combined action of all of them may give to the insect, it

may be imagined, as distinct a picture as that which we obtain by a

very different organisation. At any rate it seems certain, from
observation of the movement of insects, that the vision by which
they are guided must be very perfect and acute.

"
Although the foregoing may be considered the typical structure of

the eyes of insects, yet there are various slight departures from it in

the different subdivisions of the class. Thus in some cases the

posterior surface of each corneule is concave, and a space is left

between it and the iris which seems to be occupied by a watery tluid

or aqueous humour ; in some instances again this space is occupied
by a double convex body which seems to represent the crystalline
lens

;
and there are cases in which this crystalline lens is found

behind the iris, the number of eyes being reduced, and each individual

eye being larger, so that the entire aggregate approaches, both in its

structure aud mode of action, to that of Arachitida and certain

Cruttacea. Besides their composite eyes, insects usually posses* a
small number of rudimentary single eyes resembling those of the
A rachnida : these are seated upon the top of the head, and are called
stemmata. Their precise use is unknown, but that they bore con-
siderable influence in the direction of the movements appears from
the fact that if the stemmata of a bee be covered with paint, on
being let go it will fly continually upwards a fact which seems
related to those already mentioned in regard to the influence of visual
sensations upon automatic movement*. It is remarkable that the
larva.1 of insects which undergo a complete metamorphosis only posses*
simple eyes, the composite eyes being developed at the game time
with the wings and other parts which ore characteristic of the imago
state during the latter part of the pupa condition. In the higher
Cruttacea the structure of the eyes is nearly the same as in insects

;

but the compound masses are not so large relatively to the bulk of
the body, and the number of distinct eyes is not nearly so great In
the lower Cruttacea however, as in Myriapoda, the visual organs much
more closely approximate the type of structure which they present
in the Arac/initta ; each aggregate mass being composed of a small
number of simple eyes, of which every one has its own separate
cornea as well as its own crystalline lens and vitreous humour, and
these in some instances being altogether detached from each other.

Among some of the Suctorial Uruttacta the visual organs are altogether

wanting in their state of full development, although they ore uniformly
present in their early condition ;

and tlio same may be said of the

Cirrhipedia. Among Araclmiila, which in this as in many other

respect* present an approximation to Ycrttbrata, we find a great
reduction in the number of eyes, which are never more than eight in
number (sometimes being only two), aud are to be compared with the
stemmata of insects rather than with their compound eyes. These
eyes are sometime* collected into one mass on the summit of the

cephalo-thorax, and are sometimes symmetrically aud separately on
the two sides of the median line. In the Scorpions we find two large
eyes placed on the dorsal aspect of the cephalo-thorax near the median
line, and three pairs of smaller ones, which are placed on the outer

margins of the same division of the body. The larger eyes are
described by Miiller a* each possessing a cornea which is convex

anteriorly and concave posteriorly; and a nearly globular crystalline
lens resembling that of fishes, whose anterior surface lies in tint

hollow of the cornea, while it* posterior rests upon the vitreous

humour, without being imbedded in it The vitreous humour is a

nearly hemispherical mass of soft granular matter, being almost flat

in front and very convex behind ;
over it* posterior surface is spread

the retina, or expansion of the optic nerve; and this is covered by
a thick layer of pigment which passes

inwards in front of the vitreous
humour so as to form a sort of iris, the pupillary aperture of which
however exceeds the diameter of the crystalline lens. Among
clauses which constitute the higher division of the Molluscous seriev

in virtue of the possession of a distinct head, the presence of visual

organs is by no means constant ; many Oatteropoda and Ptcropoda
being destitute of them altogether, and others possessing ocellil'orm

spot*, which may be concluded to be rudimentary eye* from their
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similarity in position to the eyes of those which undoubtedly possess
Tisual powers. The eyes are always very minute however in pro-
portion to the bulk of the body, and in no instance do they possess a

high type of structure
;
their general organisation indeed bears a close

resemblance to that which has been described in the eye of the

Scorpion. In the Cephalopoda we find the visual organs presenting a
much larger size, and attaining a much higher grade of development,
in accordance with their greater functional activity in directing the

rapid and energetic movements practised by a large proportion of
these animals. We here find nearly all the principal parts which are
characteristic of the eye of higher animals, namely, a cornea, an
anterior chamber filled with an aqueous fluid inclosed in a distinct

capsule, a crystalline lens of globular form (as in fishes), a large
posterior chamber filled with vitreous humour, a tough fibrous or
sclerotic coat, a vascular choroid coat within this covered by
black pigment upon its inner surface and retinal expansion. The
relations of this last to the optic ganglion however are very peculiar.
This ganglion is situated almost close to the back of the eye, and
instead of transmitting a single optic nerve as in higher animals, it

gives off a multitude of filaments which separately pierce the sclerotic

coat, and then form a plexus between this and the choroid, which has
been mistaken for the retina. The true retina however is a very thin
lamella apparently composed of vesicular nerve-substance, which is

found between the pigment and the membrane inclosing the vitreous
humour

; but the connection of this with the net-work of nerve-tubes
on the outside of the pigmentary layer has not yet been made out.
No proper iris exists in the eyes of the Cephalopoda, but its place is

supplied by a partial prolongation of the sclerotic coat over the front
of the crystalline, a central pupillary aperture being left. The cornea
i not, like the true cornea of higher animals, a transparent con-
tinuation of the sclerotic coat, but is a modification of the general
integument, analogous rather to the external or conjunctival layer of
the cornea of Vertebrata : it is remarkable that in some Cephalopoda
it should be perforated by an orifice "of considerable size, through
which the capsule of the crystalline lens projects into the external
medium." (Carpenter,

'

Principles of Physiology.')
The eyeballs of quadrupeds and other Mammalia resemble the

human organ in structure, and differ from it, but not essentially, in

form. This is not the case with the appendages. One of the most
remarkable additions commonly found to the parts we have described
is that of a strong retractor muscle in the shape of a hollow cone
attached at the apex to the bottom of the orbit, and by the marginal
base to the sclerotic, which it embraces, lying under the recti muscles.
Its use is to draw back the eye in the orbit, a gesture which gives a

very peculiar expression of hollowness to the organ in beasts of prey.
We subjoin the following account of the eye of the Common Owl

hubo), chiefly for the purpose of explaining the pecten and the
curious mechanism of the third eyelid, or nictitating membrane,
in birds.

The general shape of the organ represented in the annexed figures
resembles a bell. This arises from the disposition of a series of

quadrangular bony scales ijiy. 15, a) within the substance of the

sclerotic, concave on their outer aspect, and overlapping and accu-

rately fitted to each other. The rigidity thus communicated to the
external case which contains the fluid media prevents their pressure
from distending the eye into a spherical shape. The ciliary body
(fiy. 15, b) extends over the whole of this portion of the surface. A
curious membrane called the pecten or comb (fig. 15, c), from some
resemblance to that implement, projects through the choroid into the
vitreous humour, and in some birds is attached to the side of the
lens. In the owl it is comparatively short. It resembles a quadran-
gular piece of choroid folded backwards and forwards upon itself

like the paper of a lady's fan. Of its use little is known. The
foramen of Soemmering, described in the account of the human
retina, is thought to be a rudiment of the pecten. In birds the retina
has generally the yellow colour seen only partially in man round the
central spot miscalled a foramen.

Kig. 15.

lt'*i i/ontal section of the eye of the Common Owl (Slrix into).

<i a, bony platen in the Bclerotic [ b, ciliary body ; c, pecten.

At the back of the globe there are two muscles which originate
from the sclerotic, and are applied to iU curved surface round the

Fig. 10.

Head of the same bird. A portion of the bony margin of the orbit bavins
been removed, the eyeball is turned forward so as to show the recti and other
muscles.

entrance of the optic nerve. (Fig. 17, a.) The larger represents rather
more than half of what if completed would be a broad circular ring.
(Fig. 17, b.) It is called the quadratus. Attached by its wider edge
near the margin of this part of the sclerotic, its fibres converge to
the narrower edge, and terminate in a narrow tendon (fig. 17, c),

perforated through its whole length like the hem of an apron. The
second smaller muscle, called the pyramidalis from its shape (fig. 17, d),
at an opposite part of the circumference. Its fibres converge, and are
fixed into a long round tendon (fiys. 17 and 18, e), which passes
through the loop or hem (c) of the quadratus, and hence turning over
the edge of the broad part of the sclerotic, is continued along the
surface of its bell-shaped portion, where it passes through several
thread-like loops or pulleys which keep it applied to the concavity,
and round a bony point which projects from the surface, and is

Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

Fig. 17. Posterior view of the sclerotic of the same bird, Knowing the

muscles of the nictitating membrane, a, optic nerve
; i, quadratus muscle ;

c, its looped tendon
; d, pyramidalis muscle

; <*,
its tendon having passed

through the loop in that of the quadratus turning over the edge of the

scleiotic.

Fill. '8. Lateral view of the same part, e, the tendon of the pyramidalis,
attached to the concave part of the sclerotic by tendinous loops, and passing
round a prominent bony tubercle, is seen inserted into the nictitating membrane
at/.

attached near the edge of the cornea to the edge of an elastic fold

(fig. 18, /) of the conjunctiva, which is called the third eyelid or

nictitating (that is, winking) membrane. It will be easily seen

by the help of the figures, from this description, that the effect of the

simultaneous contraction of the two muscles will be to draw the

membrane with great rapidity, making it sweep over the surface of

the cornea. It returns by its own elasticity with nearly equal

quickness. A bird may be seen to use this mechanism twenty times

in a minute ;
in fact, as often as it may be necessary to cleanse the

surface of the eye. The colour of the membrane is milky ;
and it is

seen to pass from the upper and inner to the outer and lower corner

of the eye with the speed for which the act of winking is proverbial.
There is a rudiment of this third eyelid in the human organ. It is a

small crescentic fold of conjunctiva situated at the inner canthus

behind the caruncle. (Fig. 13, /.) The haw is also a rudiment of

it, in the eyes of quadrupeds ; it is occasionally forced out by the

pressure of the globe against the nasal side of the orbit, being

unprovided with muscles.

Seat of Vision. The retina in one sense is not the seat of vision.

It is necessary to the perception that the impression of light should

be received on another part not endowed with sensibility, namely
the surface of the choroid ;

and that the vibration or other effect thus

impressed should be transferred to the retina in front of that surface
;

for where the choroid is deficient at the entrance of the nerve, there

is no perception of light. This may be easily shown by a very
common and conclusive experiment. If two discs of white paper ba

fixed upon a wall at the distance of two feet from each other, and an

observer, having closed one eye (the left), continues to gaze atten-

tively at the left-hand disc, at the same time slowly retreating from

the wall, he will for a time continue to see them both
;
the rays from

the right-hand object entering of course laterally, and impinging upon
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the retina nearer ami nearer to the entrance of the nerve an he goes
backward. At length when he hu reached the distance of about

64 feet from the wall, the right-hand object will suddenly disappear,
and remain invisible (the observer (till retreating) till be ban gained a
distance of about eight feet. During this period the spectrum has

been pasting over the circular aperture in the choroid through which
the nerve enters. The insensible portion of the retina in found to

extend horizontally over fir* degrees and a half of the angular range of

vision. The eyes are generally unequal in power, and the experiment
succeeds best in the weaker organ, in which the obscuration is more
sudden and complete. In the experiment previouly mentioned,

showing the distribution of the central artery of the retina, the

surface of the choroid ia faintly illuminated through the transparent
nervous expanxion by what is called the dispersion of port of the

light admitted through the pupil ;
but the rays thus scattered are

locally intercepted by the opaque blood contained in the minute
branches of the artery ; hence, after several repetitions, when the eye
hill become accustomed to neglect the taper, and attend to the fainter

internal illumination, the shadow of the vascular net-work upon the
choroid becomes perceptible in dark lines.

Apparent Direction of Objects seen obliquely. A body in motion,
as a ball, striking the surface of another, impresses it in a lino perpen-
dicular to the surface at the point of impact. This rule appears to

hold good with respect to the action of light upon the retina. Indeed
if impressions of any kind be made upon it, the sensation is that of

light, and the direction suggested is that of a line joining the centre
of the sphere of which the retina forms a part with the point im-

pressed, in other words, a line perpendicular to it. This may be
shown in several ways : if we excite the nerve by pressing far back

upon the eyeball with the finger-nail, especially if the eye be closed
or light otherwise excluded, a bright ring appears to be seen in a

diametrically opposite quarter.
Erect Vision. If the sclerotic and choroid be carefully removed

under water from the back of an eye, an inverted picture of any
object held before the cornea is seen upon the now milky surface of
the retina. Hence the celebrated question raised in the age of philo-

sophical barbarism, how is it that we see objects erect when the

image on the retina is inverted ? The question is an idle one, which is

perhaps hardly worth answering. The mind judges of the apparent
place of objects or of parts of an object by the direction of the

impressions made upon the retina, not by the part of it which may
happen to be affected by these impressions. The shadow of the
central artery U an example of an impression necessarily received

always upon the same parts; yet the apparent, or in other words
the relative, place of the shadow will be found to vary with every
movement of the eye.

Single Vision. Another question, not so trivial as the last, has
been raised with respect to single vision with two eyes, as the im-

pression
must be twofold. But perhaps it will not require an answer

if the reader will try to imagine double vision of the same object,
or rather of the same point, for the question resolves itself into that.
Let the two supposed images approach each other, still remnininp
double, till they are in contact Another step in the imaginary
approximation, and they are one. The truth is, that both eyes see
the object in the same place ;

and as two images, no more than two
material substances, can occupy the same place at the same time, the

impressions coincide and are single.
On the Development of the Organ of Vision. The following remarks

on this subject are from Professor Kblliker's 'Manual of Human
Histology:'" The eyeball is not developed from a single point as a whole, but
arises from the conjunction of formations, proceeding on one side from
the central nervous system, on another from the skin, and thirdly
from the parts lying between the two.

" In the Chick the primitive ocular vesicles arise before the com-
mencement of the second day, from the primitive cerebral vesicle or
the anterior cerebrum, in the form of two protrusions at first sessile,
but afterwards baring a hollow peduncle the rudiment of the

optic
nerve. At the beginning of the third day the formation of the lens

commences, from the skin of the (ace covering these vesicles by the

thickening on the inntr aspect and inversion of the epidermis, in con-

sequence of which the anterior wall of the primitive ocular vesicle is

also inverted, and become* applied to the posterior wall, o that the

cavity of the vesicle is wholly obliterated.
"
Now, at first this secondary ocular vesicle encompasses the lens,

which in the meantime has been separated by constriction from the

epidermis, and comes into exact apposition with it beneath ; like a

cup subsequently however the vitreous body is developed between
the two in a special new cavity. How the Utter is formed has not
yet been ascertained, although, as Scholer observes, it is most probable
that it also grows in from the skin, in fact from the region below and
behind the lens, and participates with the latter in the inversion of
the primitive ocular vesicle. According to Remak, the retina is

formed from the inner thicker wall of the inverted or secondary ocular
vesicle, and from toe outer and thinner, the choroid, from the anterior
border of which the iris is not produced till afterwards. The scle-
rotic and cornea are applied from without upon the eyeball thus con-

stituted, the former being to some extent a production of th skin.

An interesting phenomenon is presented iti the vessels existing in the
foetal eye, even in the transparent media. The vitreous body on its

outer surface, between the hyaloid membrane and the retina, presenti
a tolerably wide meshed vasculnr plexus, which is supplied by
branches of the arteria centralis retin:r, _! VCM off from it at its entrance
into the eye, and anteriorly, at the border of the lens on the zmil:i
Xinnii forms a vascular circle, the circulus arteriosus Mancngnii, from
which again vessels are given off to the membrana capsulo-pupillarU

presently to be described. Besides this, a special arteria hyaloidea,
also derived from the central artery of the retina, runs in the so

cunalis hyaloidnis, in a straight line through the vitreous body
lens, and ramifies in the most elegant arborescent manner at v.ry
acute angles in a membrane closely applied to the posterior wall of

the lenticular capsule. This is nothing else than a portion of an

externally vascular capsule which at first very closely surrounds the

lens, and in its anterior walls is supplied by the continuation of the

hyaloid artery coming round the border of the lens towards the front,
with which branches of the circulus arteriosus Mascagnii and of the

anterior border of the uvea are connected. Afterwards, wlieu the

lens retreats from the cornea, with which it is at first in close appo-
sition, and the iris bulls out from the border of the uvea, the anterior

wall of the vascular lenticular capsule is divided into two portions,
one central and anterior, which, arising from the border of the iris,

and connected with that membrane by vessels, closes the pupil, the

membrana pupillaris; and another external and posterior, extending
backwards from the same points on the border of the lens, the mem-
brana capsulo-pupillaris. The latter becomes more and more distinct

as the iris and aqueous chambers are developed, and the lens retreats

until at last it represents a delicate membrane stretching across the

posterior chamber.
" The venous blood from all these parts is returned through the

veins of the iris and from the outer surface of the vitreous body, also

through those of the retina, and perhaps through a vena-hyaloidva
said to take the same course as the

lytery,
but of the existence of

which many authors doubt, and which I have never myself
With respect to the genetic import of the vascular capsule, n>

has as yet been ascertained. I find it to be composed of a homoge-
neous tissue, with a few scattered cells, and regard it as a structure

corresponding to the cutis which in the formation of the lens is

detached from the skin, together with a portion of the epidermis, and
remains in the eye. The vitreous body then may lie understood as

modified subcutaneous connective tissue a supposition not at all

incongruous with the observations above adduced, and the more so

because, as I have shown, all the subcutaneous connective tissue of
the foetus is at one time perfectly gelatinous, and, like the cnanu -1

organ, which also belongs to the same tissue, in specie strikingly
resembles the vitreous body in aspect and consistence.

"Concerning the histological development of the eyes, the following
only need be remarked. At an early period they consist in all tlu-ir

parts of formative cells of uniform size, which in process of time are

metamorphosed into the various tissues. In the fibrous coat in the
second and third month the cells are developed in the mode already
described into connective tissue, and at the same time the distinction

is set up between the cornea and sclerotic, which are at first exter-

nally exactly alike, and constitute only a single membrane. In the

uvea the cells are for the most part employed in the formation of

vessels
;
another portion goes to the formation of the inner and outer

pigment layers, pigment granules being deposited in th.-m at the com-
mencement of the third month, whilst another U transformed into

muscles, nerves, the cpithelia and connective tissue of these mem-
branes. The development of the nerve-cells and of the so-termed

'granules' from embryonic cells, may be readily traced. I have
observed the same thing also with respect to the 'cones,' and I think
that in the Frog it may be assumed with respect to the 'rods' like-

wise, that they are nothing but elongated cells
;

whil.st in the M
malia the formation of the rods and of the nerve-fibres themselves,
has not yet been traced. The lens, lastly, is originally composed
entirely of cells, which in course of time arc transformed into the tubes.

" The precise nature of the processes attending these changes has
not yet been investigated, although I agree with H. Meyer in 1 1>

elusion, that, since the tubes, both in the fcctus and child, present only
a single nucleus, each of them is developed out of a single cell. These

nucli-i, taken as a whole, constitute a thin lav < from the

borders of the lens, through the middle of iti anterior half, nnd

slightly convex in front ('nuclear /MH. . Meyer); the nuclei being
smaller in the interior portions, and, as it were, in progress of solu-

tion, whence it may certainly be concluded tli.it the leu* increases by
the apposition of thin layers from without. The formative-cells of

the tubes of the lens are those which exist on the anterior half of the

capsule, and the starting-point of the formation of the lenticular

elements, according to my observation, is the entire anterior surface

and the border of the organ. Nucl'-i in the tubes even in tho

lens of the adult, as was known to Harting, though only at its margin."
(Knlliker, Manna/ ../ Human Hiriolwjy, translated by Busk and

Huxley for Sydcnham Society; Valentin nf BMMM /'/<//-

tiology ; Todd and Bowman, Phyninlvijical Anatomy; Carpenter,

Princij'ir* nf l'hi/ti:,it,'in : .lones, Aclonian Pria Euay on the Kyc.)
KYEBUIOHT. [KU
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Tj'ABA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Legwidnosa.
-*- It has a tubular 5-cleft or 5-toothed calyx, with the two superior
teeth shortest. The style is villoua at the apex. The legume is

large and coriaceous, lined with short hairs, and containing several

large flat seeds. The leaves are almost without tendrils, and the
stem is erect. The flowers are white or red.

F. tulywit, the Common Bean, has thick leaves with 2-5 broad
oval mucronate leaflets. It has semi-sagittate oval stipules, and the
teeth of the calyx are almost linear.

This plant is much cultivated, and subject to considerable variety.
Its seeds differ, being sometimes round and comparatively small, at

other times large and flat. The flowers are mostly white, with a
blackish-blue silky spot in the middle of the two lateral petals called

wings. The Common Bean is said to be found wild in Persia, not
far from the Caspian Sea, but it is one of those plants, which, having
from time immemorial been cultivated by man, may have any-
where been introduced by his agency. It does not occur wild
in the countries of Europe, where it grows most luxuriously
uuder the care of man. For an account of the culture and pro-
perties of this plant and its uses, see BEANS, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.

FABACE^E, Leyuminow Plants, a name proposed by Lindley in

his '

Vegetable Kingdom' for the natural order Leguminoste. [LEOU-
IfUUL]
FABOI'DEA, Mr. Bowerbank's generic title for Seed-Vessels found,

in the London Clay of Sheppey. (' Fossil Fruits of the London Clay.')
FJ3CULA. [STARCH.]
FAGOPYRUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Pvlyyonacea. It has a 5-parted perianth, 8 stamens, 3 styles, a
1-seeded trigonous nut, a central embryo, and large foliaceous

contorto-plicate cotyledons. There is but one British species of this

plant, the F. etculentum. This is the Polygonum Fayopyrum of Smith,
and known as the common Buck-Wheat. It has an erect stem with-
out prickles, the flowers in cymose panicles, 8 stamens, leaves cordate,

sagittate, acute, a triquetrous acute nut, with entire angles. This is a
valuable plant, as it grows on the worst and poorest soils, and is often

sown as food for game. Though now admitted into the British Flora,
there can be no doubt that it was originally a native of Persia and
other Asiatic countries. It was introduced into Europe by the Cru-
saders

; and hence in many parts of France, where it is commonly
grown, is called Saracen Corn

; and so much is it esteemed in Belgium,
that M. Bory St.-Vincent says he was shown the tomb of the person
who is reported to have first brought it into that country. [BUCK-
WHEAT, in ARTS AND So. Div.l

(Babington, Manual of British Botany ; Burnett, Outlines of
Botany.)
FAGUS (from Qaryu, to eat), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Corylacect. This order is characterised by its male
flowers being arranged in catkins, and the female flowers being
solitary or on spikes, and the fruit surrounded by a coriaceous

involucre. The genus Fayta has its stamens in a globose catkin ; the

perianth 5-6-fid ; the stamens 8 to 15 in number; the pistilliferous
flowers are 2 together, and contained within a 4-leaved prickly
involucre ; the stigmas 3

;
the ovaries 3-cornered and 3-celled

; the
fruit is a nut, which by the suppression of the ovules and cells is only
1- or 2-seeded. The species are large handsome deciduous trees,
natives of Europe, North and South America, and Australia. The
best known species is the Common Beech, which is a native of Great
Britain.

F. tylvatica, the Wood-Beech or Common Beech. It has ovate

glabrous obsoletely-dentate leaves, ciliated on then- margins. It is a
tree varying from 60 to 100 feet in height. It is a native of various

parts of Europe besides Great Britain, and a variety is found in North
America. London, in his 'Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum,'
gives the following varieties :

F. i. pnrpurea, the Purple-Beech, which has the buds and young
shoots of a rose-colour.

F. . cuprea, the Copper-Coloured Beech, in which the young
snoots and leaves are ofa paler colour than in the last.

F. I. folii variegatii, the Variegated Beech, in which the leaves are
white and red, interspersed with streaks of red and purple.

F. I. heleroji/iylla, the Cut-Leaved Beech, in which the leaves are

separated in various ways.
P. I. crittata, the Curled-Leaved Beech. The leaves are curled up

in this variety.
F. . pendtda, the Weeping Beech, in which the branches are

pendulous.
F. i. A mericana, the White Beech. This is the American form of

the Common Beech.
The Beech is remarkable for its smooth thin bark, which becomes

white when fully exposed to the air. In the midst of it those knobs
called embryo-buds, or abortive branches, are more often found than
in any other tree. They aro sometimes used.by cabinet-makers and
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turners on account of their hardness. At the Great Exhibition of
185.1 a chair was exhibited composed entirely of these knobs. The
leaves are shining and thin, changing to a brown or russet colour in

the autumn, and often remaining on the tree throughout the winter.

Its branches are numerous, and its foliage so dense that other plants
do not thrive under it

;
so that there is seldom any vegetation seen on

the ground in a beech forest. The Monotropa Hi/popithys, Bird's-

Nest Orchis as it is called, is often found parasitical upon its roots.

The fruits contain a nut or seed, which when ripe frequently drops
out, leaving the husk upon the tree. The seeds are not disagreeable
to the taste. Squirrels are fond of them, and are often found seeking
them on these trees. The beech-trees in the forests of Germany
generally attain the age of about 200 years. There is one in Windsor
Forest which is supposed to have been in existence before the Norman
Conquest.
The wood of the Beech-Tree when green is harder than that of any

of our forest-trees. It is .very generally used in the arts for all

purposes where strength is required, and where the action of water is

to be resisted. On the Continent, and especially in France, one of the
most important uses of this wood is for making wooden shoes called

sabots. They have the property of not absorbing water, and surpass
the sabots of all other wood, except those made of walnut, which are
much dearer.

As fuel the wood of the Beech is superior to that of most other
trees. It is consumed for this purpose to a great extent in France
and Germany. It burns rather rapidly, but throws out a great deal
of heat, and makes a clear bright flame.

The fruit, the nut of which is called Beech-Mast in England, and
la Faine in France, has a taste somewhat approaching to that of the
hazel-nut. It forms an excellent food for swine, but the flesh of those
which are fattened upon it does not keep so well as that of those fed

on adorns. Beech-mast is sought after by wild animals, such as

badgers, dormice, &c. Beech-oil, expressed from the nuts, is used in

cooking, also for burning in lamps. For useful plantations the Beech
is not highly prized ; it is chiefly valuable as an ornamental tree for

the park and the lawn. It is subject to the attacks of comparatively
few insects

;
those which do infest it belong chiefly to the Lepidoptera,

and are in the caterpillar state. The fungi which grow on the Beech
in Great Britain are rather numerous : various species of Ayaricus,
Boletus, Polyporus, Peziza, Strvmatosphceria, and Stilbum are men-
tioned. The most remarkable fungi growing beneath the Beech-Tree
are Geoglossum viride, Helvella esculenta, and Morchella esculenta, the
commom Morel. The last two species are celebrated luxuries for the
table. Morchella esculenta grows in great abundance in the woods of

Germany and France, particularly after any of the trees have been
burned down. This having been observed, led in Germany to the

practice of burning the trees in order to produce Morels, and conse-

quently great numbers of them were destroyed till it was forbidden

by law.

F. feii'ui/inea, the American Ferruginous-Wooded Beech, is a North
American timber-tree, so much resembling the common European
Beech as to be considered by some to be only a variety of it. It has
ovate acuminate thickly-toothed leaves, downy beneath, ciliate on
the margin. The American Beech is easily known from the European
one by its much shorter obtusely-pointed buds, with short roundish
convex scales, which terminate almost abruptly, and are inclosed in

numerous short loose scales. There are two varieties of this species
F. Carolmiana and F. latifolia.

F. obliqua, the Oblique-Leaved Beech, is a native of Chili. It has

ovate-oblong oblique leaves, somewhat rhomboid, blunt, doubly ser-

rated, entire at the base, attenuated into the petiole, somewhat

downy.
F. betuloides, the Birchlike or Evergreen Beech, grows at Port

Famine, Straits of Magalhaens, in the greatest abundance. It attains a

very large size, trees of three feet in diameter being common, and
there being many with trunks four feet in diameter. This Beech is

also a native of Van Diemen's Laud, where it is called the Myrtle-
Tree by the colonists. It has ovate-elliptic leaves, obtuse, creuulate,

leathery, shining, glabrous, round at tbe base, on short footstalks. The
branches are divaricate, tortuous, brownish, the young ones pubescent,
the leaves ciliate, alternate, from 4 to 10 lines long, and from 3 to 8

lines broad. The flowers are axillary. It is an evergreen tree, and

forms vast forests in Tierra del Fuego, where it is a native.

F. antarctica, the Antarctic Beech, is a native of Tierra del Fuego.
F. Dombeyii, Dombey's or the Myrtle-Leaved Beech, is a tall tree, a

native of Chili, where it is known by the name of Coigue, and furnishes

excellent wood for the purposes of construction.

F. dubia, the Dubious Beech, is thought only to be a variety of

F. betuloides. By some botanists, however, it is considered a distinct

species, and is described as such.

FAHLORE, Faklcrz, Gray Copper Ore. Of this there are two varie-

ties, the arsenical and the autimonial : the former occurs crystallised
2 T
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and massive. The primary form of the crystal it a cube, but the

regular tetrahedron U the predominating crystal. Colour steel-gray,

opaque. Lustre metallic. Specific gravity 4 -8 to 5'1 . Hardness S'O

to It), brittle. Cleavage parallel to the planea of the tetrahedron,

very indistinct Fracture conchoidal.

Massive Variety. Amorphous. Structure granular to compact
It occurs in Cornwall. Hungary, Saxony, &c. A specimen from

Freiberg, analysed by Klaproth, yielded

Arsenic .'.....
Copper
Iron

Sulphur
Silver .

Loss

2410
41-00

22-50

10-00

40
2-00

-100

It frequently contains a much larger quantity of silver, and not

uncommonly cine,

Antiimmiiil Fahlore. It occurs crystallised in modified tetrahe-

drons. The colour dark lead-gray, approaching to iron-block, bjth

externally and internally : not very brittle.

Analysis of a specimen from Kapuic by Klaproth :

Antimony 22-00

Coppsr 8775
Iron 3-25

Sulphur 28-00

Silver, and a trace of Manganese . . '25

Zinc 6-00

Lou 3'75

100

FAHLUNITE, TrlMiuile, a. Mineral consisting of silicate of

alumina and other substances. It occurs crystallised and massive.

The primary form of the crystal U a right rhomboid prism, but it

usually occurs in imbedded, regular, hexagonal prisms. Colour

yellowish, greenish, and blackish-brown. Nearly or quite opaque.
Lustre resinous. Specific gravity 2'66. Hardness S'O to 5"5. Streak

grayish-white. Cleavage perpendicular to the axis of the prism.
It is found at Fahlun in Sweden.
Before the blow-pipe alone it becomes gray, aud fuses on its thinnest

edges ; with borax it melts slowly into a coloured glass.

According to Kissinger it consists of

Silica . ... 46-74

Alumina .

Magnesia
Oxide of Iron

Oxide of Manganese
Water .

26-73

2-97

6-11

0-43

13-50

-95-48

FALCIFERI. [AMUOXITES.]
FALCO. [FALCOSID.E.]
FALCON. [FALCOSID.K.]
FALC'ONID^E, Leach's name for a family of Raptorial Birds, or

birds of prey (Kaptores of llliger). In this family the destructive

power is considered by all zoologists to be most perfectly developed ;

and we find in the birds composing it natural instruments for striking,

trussing, and dissecting their prey, combined with a power of flight
and strength of limbs equivalent to the necessities of the case, whether
the prey be aerial, that is, whether it be the habit of the raptorial
liird in question to strike down its quarry while the latter is in the

act of flight, or whether the prey be terrestrial, or, in other words,

captured on the ground. Of these natural weapons some idea may be
funned from the cuts here given ;

and they are rendered still more

manner as those of the cat* [FEUD.K], which have the power of with-

(rawing or sheathing theirs within the integuments, but by a con-

urination which gives the bird of prey the power of elevating its

claws at pleasure. The claws of falcons when sitting on stones or

arge branches of treea have often a cramped appearance ; but this

arises in most instances from the care of the bird so to arrange
talons that their points may not be blunted against the perch.

Kill of the Peregrine Falcon (t'ulco ptrrgrinut),

formidable by the organisation of the whole animal, which is calcu

lated to give them the greatest possible effect. The nails or claws, t<

be available, must be sharp ;
and in order that they may be kept in

this state and fit for duty, there is a provision to enable the bird t>

prevent them from coming in contact with the ground or other foreign
hard bodies; for tbo claw 4 arc retractile, not indeed in the same

Foot of the Peregrine Falcon (Fnlco ftrrfriitm).

The power of flight, as Mr. Yarrell observes in his memoir ' On tho

Anatomy of Birds of Prey
'

(' Zool. Jotini.,' vol. iii.), is one of the
decided marks of the distinct organisation of birds; and, as one divi-

sion of the first genus, Fnlco, appears to possess this power in the

highest degree of perfection, he proceeds to consider the conditions

necessary to produce such a degree. These, he observes, are large
and powerful pectoral muscles ; great extent of surface, as well as

peculiarity of form in the wing ; and feathers of firm texture, strong
in the shaft, with the filaments of the plume arranged and connected
to resist pressure from below. " A certain degree of specific gravity,"
continues Mr. Yarrell, "is necessarily imparted by large pectoral

muscles, and the power of these muscles may be estimated by the

breadth of the sternum and the depth of its keel, as affording extent

of surface for the attachment of the large muscle by which the wing
is depressed. As an illustration of this form the breast-bone of the

Peregrine Falcon (Polto pereyriniu) is represented, which exhibit- t!m

Breut-bone of the Peregrine Falcon reduced.

a, the sternum; 6, the keel; r, the fuicula, or o rarcaloiiui; rf <l, the

clavicle* ;
r

t
the scapula broken off.

breadth of the sternum, tin: <li>|>th (if the keel, as well as the strength
of the clavicles

;
and the power of (light peculiar to all the species of

true falcons is still further illustrated by the form aud substance of

the os furcatorius, which is circular, brood, and strong, affording a

permanent support to the shoulders. That the long and acuminated
form of the wing in the true falcons, with each feather narrow, firm

in consistence, the second the longest, and all gradually tapering to a

point, is also best adapted for rapidity of motion, may bo inf< n> 1

from the example in the various species of the genera Ifirutulo, Sco-

lopax, Tringa, Ckaratlriut, Proccllaria, Sterna, &c.
;
but that extent

of surface and this peculiarity of form in the wing are not in them-
selves sufficient alone to afford rapid flight, is proved in the genus
/-arm, the speiU'S of which, though capable of exercising their

immense piniuns with graceful ease for hours in succession, without

any apparent lassitude, are still incapable of rapid flight, for want of

strong pectoral muscles. The numerous examples also furnished by
the Gallinaceous tribe sufficiently evince that immense pectoral
muscles are insufficient wln-n rc.upled with a small round wing, and
afford but a short flight, sustained with great labour, rapid in a small

proportion only to the strength and repetition of the impulse, and

accompanied by a vibration too well known to need further remark.
So material also is the perfection of the feather in the genus /'/<,
that when any of those of the wing or tail are broken, the flight of
the bird is so injured that falconers find it necessary to repair tinm.
For this purpose they are always provided with pinion and tail-
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feathers accurately numbered, and the mode of uniting the more
perfect feather to the injured stump is described in Sir John Sebright's
excellent observations on hawking. The reader who is disposed to

go farther back, will find in the ' Booke of Falconrie or Hawking,' &c.
' heretofore published by George Turbervile, Gentleman,' (London,
email 4to, 1611), the following chapters :

" Of Accidents that happen
and light uppon a hawkes feathers, and first how to use the matter
when a feather cannot be ymped."

" The way and manner how to

ympe a hawks feather, howsoever it be broken or bruised
;

" and four
methods of operating, according to the circumstances, are detailed.
" How to ympe the traine of a hawke beeing all broken, and never a
feather whole or sound." Mr. Yarrell proceeds to observe that it is

difficult to estimate the comparative rapidity of flight in different

birds, and that our pigeons may appear to possess this advantage in

a degree little inferior to the true falcons
; but, he adds, the fact is

that these birds are deficient in natural courage, and are unable,
under circumstances, to avail themselves of those powers with which

they are gifted." The bodies of all the species of true falcons when denuded of

their feathers are triangular in form, broad at the shoulders and

tapering gradually to the tail, the muscles of the thighs and legs of

great size
;
but these characters are less prominent in the hawks, the

bodies of which are more lengthened, the legs long and slender, the

pectoral muscles smaller, the wing rounded in form, the fourth feather
the longest, the wing primaries broad in the middle, the inner webs

overlapping the feather next in succession, and emarginated towards
the end. These two divisions of the genus Falco, although the latter

are unequal to the former in powers, are remarkable for their bold
character and rapid flight, their invariable mode of striking their prey
on the wing, as well as the instinctive knowledge by which they are

directed to destroy life, attacking the most vital part, and penetrating
the bnin with their sharp hooked beak either by one of the orbits

where the bone is very thin or at the junction of the cervical vertebra;

with the occiput.
"On comparing the bones of our two British eagles, the greater

power of flight appears to belong to the Albicilla, that of prehension
to the golden eagle, but both exhibit various indications of great

strength.
"
By an extended examination of the different species of buzzards

and harriers it will be found that the characters described as necessary
to produce rapid motion decline gradually. The sternum decreases

in size, the keel loses part of its depth, the clavicles and furcula

become more slight, while the form of the cranium, the loose ruffled

feathers of the neck, as well as the general downy texture of the

plumage, indicate the approach to the genus next in succession. Of
the bones of the different species of the genus Falco generally it may
be added that they are remarkable for their strength, such as are

cylindrical being furnished with numerous transverse bony processes
within the tubes, and the distribution of air throughout their internal

cavities. The humerus is supplied with air through several orifices

upon its inner and upper surface, and some difference will be found
in the angle at which this bone is articulated with the clavicle to

accomplish the ascending flight of the sky-lark, in contradistinction

to the precipitous horizontal direction of the falcons. The thigh bone
is also supplied with air by an orifice at the situation which answers
to the front of the great trochanter ;

the large bones forming the

pelvis, the vertebrae, sternum, furcula, clavicles, scapuhe, and even
the ribs, are all furnished with apertures for the admission of air

supplied from the various cells of the abdomen, sides, and thorax.

This distribution of air to the bones does not seem however to be

absolutely necessary for flight, since the young birds of our summer
visitors appear to perform their first autumnal migration with perfect
ease and celerity, at an age when the cavities of their bones are filled

with marrow.
"The various characters of the feet are too obvious to require

particular notice." (Yarrell.)
In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London the

reader will find a preparation (Gallery, 522 A) of the stomach of the

Golden Eagle. It is laid open so as to show the orifices of the

numerous gastric glands of the proventriculus, the smooth lining
membrane of the gizzard, and the valvular structure of the pylorus.
The oesophagus is very wide, so that externally it appears to form one

Continued cavity with the proventriculus and stomach. John Hunter,
in his 'Observations on Digestion' ('Animal Economy'), says,

" There
are few animals that do not eat flesh in some form or other, while

there are many who do not eat vegetables at all ; and therefore the

difficulty to make the herbivorous eat meat is not so great as to make
the carnivorous eat vegetables. Where there is an instinctive prin-

ciple in an animal, directing it either to the one species of food or the

other, the animal will certainly die rather than break through of its

own accord that natural law
;
but it may be made to violate every

natural principle by artificial means. That the hawk tribe can be

made to feed upon bread I have known these thirty years ; for to a

tame kite I first gave fat, which it ate very readily, then tallow and

butter, and afterwards small balls of bread rolled in fat or butter, and

by decreasing the fat gradually it at last ate bread alone, and seemed
to thrive as well as when fed with meat This however produced a

difference in the consistence of the excrements ;
for when it ate meat

they were thin, and it had the power of throwing them to some
distance; but when it ate bread they became firmer in texture, and
dropped like the excrement of a common fowl. Spallanzani attempted
in vain to make an eagle eat bread by itself

; but by inclosing the
bread in meat, so as to deceive the eagle, the bread was swallowed
and digested in the stomach."

Mr. Yarrell observes that the oesophagus offers nothing peculiar
beyond that of other birds not possessing the power of minutuly
dividing their food. It is plicated lengthways, allowing great exten-

sion, and its separation from the stomach is marked by a zone of

gastric rings. The same author notices an opportunity which
occurred to him of observing the castings or pellets of some eagles,
which had been occasionally fed with dead pigeons. These castings
showed that the vegetable food, such as peas, wheat, and barley, which
had been swallowed by the eagles in the crops of the pigeons, remained

entire, but somewhat enlarged and softened by heat and moisture. In
these cases no part of the bones remained.
The intestines of the Falconidce are in general short and large, but

Mr. Yarrell remarks that the Osprey is an exception to this rule, and
that to the thin membranous stomach of this bird there is attached
an intestinal canal measuring 10 feet 8 inches in length, and in some
parts scarcely exceeding a crow-quill in size. The canal in most of
the species he adds, is in length, compared with that of the bird

itself, as three to one
;
but in the Osprey it is as eight to one ; and he

observes that in the otter the intestinal canal is very long, equal in

size, and without csccal appendage ;
the seal too has long intestines

with a small ciecum. Mr. Yarrell inquires therefore if it may not be
concluded that the small quantity of nutriment which fish, as an
article of food, is known to afford renders this extent of canal

I necessary in order that every portion may be extracted. The c;eea

of the Falconidce amount to no more than minute rudiments.
In the organs of respiration there is nothing very remarkable

among the Falconidce. The trachea is composed of two membranes
inclosing between them numerous bony rings, forming a more or less

perfect tube. The rings are strong and compressed. The point of

divarication, the cross-bone, and bronchia; constituting together the

inferior larynx, are of the most common form, having but one pair of

muscles attached
; and the voice though powerful possesses, as might

be expected, but little variation. (Yarrell.) Falco mmicus seems
however to be an exception, and it would bo desirable to examine its

trachea for the purpose of ascertaining whether it is not organised
more after the fashion of that of the singing birds.

It might be expected that in the Falconidce the soles of the feet and
lower surfaces of the toes which come so closely into contact with
the living prey would be endowed somewhat more largely with the

sense of touch than those of birds which have no such habits
;

accordingly we find in the Museum of the College of Surgeons
'Physiological Series) a preparation (No. 1400) of one of the feet of

an eagle, with the cuticle removed, showing the papilla; aud cushions

of the cutis on the under surface of the foot.

In the same museum (No. 1482) will be found the tongue, larynx,
and lower jaw of the Golden Eagle (Aquila chiijsaetos). The tongue
is fleshy and large, divided into two lateral portions by a deep longi-
tudinal fulTow

;
at its base is a series of small retroverted spines

arranged in the form of a chevron, between which and the larynx the

surface is studded with the orifices of numerous glandular follicles :

two rows of retroverted spines again occur behind the larynx. There
is a row of glandular follicles on either side of the framum lingua;,

and a large cluster of similar orifices immediately anterior to it. The

preparations Nos. 1483 and 1484 exhibit respectively the tongue and
fauces of an Erne (Haliceetus albicilla) and the tongue and larynx of

an Osprey (Pandion haliceetw).
A longitudinal section of the anterior part of the head of the

Golden Eagle will be found in the same museum and series (No. 1538).

The preparation shows the turbinated cartilages and cavity of the

nose, together with part of the orbit and the air-cell continued from

it anteriorly and situated below the nose. The parts are minutely

injected, and the vascularity of the pituitary membrane covering the

middle turbinated cartilage is well displayed. No. 1539 is a transverse

section of the head of an Erne (Haliceetus albicilla), showing the con-

volutions of the middle turbinated cartilages, and the disposition of

the pituitary membrane, which is thickest on the convex or mesial

side of the convolutions. The air-cells in the superior maxillary

bones, and their communications with those which are situated in

front of the eyeball, are well seen in this preparation. Bristles have

been inserted into the lachrymal ducts, and into the common termi-

nation of the Eustachian tubes, the respective conduits of the eye and

car for conducting their superfluous moisture to the nasal passages.

An anterior transverse section of the head of the same eagle is shown

in No. 1540, which exhibits the external nostrils, the anterior termi-

nations of the middle turbinated cartilages, and of the lachrymal

ducts, in which bristles are placed ; together with the communications

of the maxillary air-cells with the caucellous structure of the upper
mandible. (' Cat. Gallery,' vol. iii.)

" The extraordinary powers of vision," says Mr. Yarrell,
" which

birds are known to exercise beyond any other class of animals are in

no genus more conspicuous that in that of Falco. Their destination,

elevating themselves as they occasionally do into the highest regions,
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and I lie power required of perceiving object* at very different distances
nud iu various directions, u well aa the rapidity of tbrir flight, seem
to render such a provision ueoewary. The eye* of birds are much
larger in proportion than those of quadrupeds, and exhibit also two
other peculiarities. The one is the manupium, a delicate membrane
arising at the bottom of the eye, and terminating at or near the edge
of the crystalline lens : the other is a ring of thin bony plates enve-

loped by the sclerotic coat Comparative anatomists do not seem to

be agreed as to the means by which birds obtain their power of vision,
whether by an alteration in the form or situation of the crystalline

lens, or by both, either or both of which, the greater quantity of

aquouus humour which birds are known to possess would seem to

facilitate. The existence of muscle attached to the inner surface of

the bony hoop of the sclerotica, and inserted by a tendinous riiig

into the internal surface of the cornea, as shonn by Mr. Crampton
('Annals of Philosophy,' 1813), by which the convexity of the cornea

may be altered, gives a still greater scope of action, since with two,
or at the utmost three, varieties of powers the sphere of distinct

vision may be indefinitely extended. Whether the five speices called

the True Falcons possess, with their exclusive rapidity of flight, any
power of vision beyond their generic companions would be difficult

to ascertain ;
but it may, while on this subject, be worthy of remark

that the irides of the gyrfaloon, peregrine, hobby, merlin, anil

kestrel are hazel-brown, or still darker, while those of all the

hawka, buzzard*, barriers, and kites are of various shades of yellow.
I refer only to adult birds, and do not remember a single exception."

1, bony tint of a Golden Eagle ; 2, crystalline lcn of the same bird ; a, the

anterior surface, somewhat less convex than the posterior one. (Yarrrll.)

Mr. Yarrell observes, that the number of bony plates forming this

circle in the Golden Eagle is fifteen; in the White-Tailed Eagle
there are but fourteen : and he adds, that the external convex form
of the bony ring in the Golden Eagle will be found to extend through
all the species of every genus of British birds, except the owla, in

all of which it is concave.

In the Museum of the College of Surgeons are the following

preparations illustrative of this part of the subject. No. 1741. The
head of an eagle, with the eyes in situ. In the left eye the anterior

part of the tunics and the humours have been removed to show the
retina expanding from the oblique line by which the optic nerve

terminates, and the vascular processes of the marsupium extending
forwards from the centre of the optic fissure. In the right eye a
lateral section of the coats has been removed, together with the
humours and a great part of the retina, showing the uniformly dark-
coloured choroid, the thin but dense texture of the sclerotica, and
the rone of osseous plates which supports the projecting cornea.
The marsupium is preserved in situ. It is of an unequal quadrilateral
figure, broadest below, and extending upwards and inclined a little

backwards, with a slight convexity towards the nasal side of the eye-
ball. The Urge size of the eyes is worthy of notice. No. 1742
exhibits a longitudinal section of the eye of an eagle, showing the

oblique manner in which the optic nerve perforates the sclerotica
and iU extended termination, from which the retina expands in a

plicated manner: only the folds at its origin are here preserved.
The part* being minutely injected, the vascularity of the choroid is

shown : also the breadth of the ciliary zone, the breadth and thick-
ness of the bony imbricated hoop surrounding the base of the cornea,
the thickness of the cornea itself, and the huge sue of the anterior
chamber of the eye. No. 1743 is the eye of an eagle, with a

portion of the coats removed from one side, showing the folds of the

marsupial membrane, from which the colouring matter has been
removed. In No. 1538, above alluded to, portions of the eye and
eyelids with the nictitating membrane are preserved, showing the
situation of the two puncta lachrymalia, through which bristles are

passed along the ducts to the nose ; and in No. 1639, at the back part
of the

preparation,
the left eyeball is laid open, showing the

marsupial membrane. The right eyeball is entire, and the abductor,
attollens and deprimens oculi, together with the quadratus anil

pyramidalU muscles of the membrana nictitans, are well displayed.
See also No. 1540, as referrible to the organs of vision. No. 1796
exhibits the eyeball, with portions of the horizontal eyelids, the
vertical eyelid, or membrana nictitans, of an eagle. The quadratus
nictitantis may be observed to have a more extensive origin than in
the ostrich, and both muscles of the third eyelid are relatively larger.
The cornea is cut away, and the nictitating membrane raised, to show
the termination of the duct of ion gland, iu whii-h .->

brittle is placed. Bristles are also placed through the two puncta
lacbrvmalia. The round and slightly concave tarsal cartilage of the

lower eyelid may be observed, the upper lid has no tarsal cartilage.
In No. 1797 the three eyelids of an eagle are exhibited, an
tarsal cartilage, which is raised as in the act of closing the eyes, is

shown.
Aristotle divided the Palcmidm into 'Acroi, or AiVroi (Eagles),

'Ii'poKft (Hawks), and 'Irrb-oi (Kites), with many subdivisions. Mr.

Vigors is of opinion that the division 'l>o{ (Hierax) of Aristotle

comprises all the Falconida of Vigors which belong to the stirpes
or sub-families of Hawks, Falcons, and Buzzards. Pliny separates
the group into Aquila (Eagles) and Accipitret, a general t. TNI

comprising, as used by him, the rest of the PaUonida. The sub-
divisions of both Aristotle and Pliny do not differ much from the
subdivisions of some of the modern zoologists.

Belon, beginning with the Vultures, proceeds from them to the

Eagles; thence to the Gerfault, which he gives as the Morphnos,
Morphna, Nittophonos, Plangos, Plancus, Plangus, and Clangus, of thu

Greeks, and Anataria of the Latins ; next he places the Orfraye,
which ho makes the Halurdta of the Greeks, the Aguista Piouibina
of the modem Italians, and gives Aguila marina as the Latin name.
He then treats of the Ouifragut aa the Phiuis of the Greeks, J /'"''"

barbata in Latin, recording it provisionally as a species of Vulture (IVtit

Vautour) and next describes the Buzzard (liuse ou Busard) as a kin.l uf
Bastard Eagle, and as the Gypactos, Percnopterus, or Oripelurgus, of
the Greeks. Then comes the Goiran, or Boudrec, which he describes
as living upon rats, mice, frogs, lizzards, 4c,, caterpillars, and some-
times slugs and serpents, asserting that it becomes very fat, and
that it la taken frequently in winter for the sake of its flesh, which
is good for food. This he supposes to be the Hitrar, allied I'hryno-
lochos by the Greeks, and gives Kubetariut A ccipiter as the Latin
name, Jean le Blanc, or Oyaeau Saint Martin, which he considers to
be the Pygargus of the Greeks, follows, and is succeeded by another

Oyseau Saint Martin, or Blanche-Queue. Belon then gives an account
of the Birds of Prey employed in falconry. The Sacre and her

Sacret, the Autour and her Tiercelet, the Fau-lVrdrirux (Circus?),
and the Falcons generally, with their Tiercelcts. He then describes
the Hobreau (Hobby ?), the Esmerillon (Merlin ?), the Espervier
(Sparrowhawk ?), the Lanier and Lancret, and the Creaserolle

(Kestrel?). Next follow the Butcher-Birds, then come the Kites

(Milan Royal, Milan Noir Milvus), and (the Cuckoo intervening
from a supposed similitude to the Birds of Prey) the Owls.

Passing by Gesner, Aldrovandus, and Jonstou, we pause to notice

Willughby 's arrangement. He separates the carnivorous and rapacious
birds, called Birds of Prey, into the Diurnal (those that prey in thu

day-time) and the Nocturnal (those that fly and prey by night). The
following is his table of the Diurnal section :

TK <-~. , [The more generous, called Eagles: thc Golden Eagle,

and tn
j

the*W. * M-ek Eagle. Ac.

cither . . . \Thc more cowardly and sluggish, called Vultures.

Diurnal

The Lesser,
called in La-
tin Accipi.
tra

The more generous,
that arc wont to

be reclaimed and
manned for fowl,

ing, called Hawks,
which our fal-

coners distinguish
into ....

Long-Winged, whose wings reach
almost a far as the end of their

train, as the Falcon, Lanner, fto.

Short-Winged, whose wings when
closed fall much short of the end
of their trains, u the Goshawk
and Sparrowhawk.

Thc more cowardly I The Greater. The Common Buz-
and sluggish, or

|
zard, Bald Buzsanl, ,w.

i European : llntcher

1

Hirds or Shrike*.

else indocile, and I

therefore by our
falconers

neglect-]
Thc Lesser

ed, and permitted
to live at large . ^

Exotic : Birds

Paradise.
Of

Ray, in his 'Synopsis,' follows Willughby, and both Hay and
Willughby place the Cuckoo after their Diurnal Birds of Prey and
immediately before the Nocturnal.

Brisson's third order consists of birds with a short and crooked
beak, and the first section contains the genera Epervier (Hawk)
Aiglo (Eagle), and Vautour (Vulture).

Unusous makes his first order, Accipitrct, consist of the genera
Vultttr, Falco, Strii, and Lanitu. The genus faleo contains the
elements of the different branches of the family of Falconidte.

Without entering into the methods of Buffon, .Schoeller, and Scopoli,
we proceed to that of Latham, who made the Accipilra his first
order of Terrestrial Birds, containing the genera Vulture, Falcon,
and Owl.

Pennant makes the Rapacious Birds (his first section) consist of
two genera only, namely, Falcon and Owl.
M. de Laclpode placed the Birds of Prey (his seventh order) at

the head of his second division of bird*. His genera are Vullw
Oypaftot (Griffon), Aqttila, Attw, ffinu, Bvtto, Circtu. Milviu, Palm
mi. I ttiv> (Owl).
M ]>iitm'-ril divided his first order, Rapacet, into three families:

the first Nudicollce, or Ptilodoreo, consisting of the genera t

rum/iAtu and Vailur ; the second Plumicolles, or Cruphodfcres,
containing the genera Griffon, Messager, Aigle, Buse, Autour, and
Faucou ; and the third the Nocturnes or Nycterins (Owb).
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Blumenbach's first order, Aeci/pitrts (Birds of Prey, with strong
hooked bills and large curved talons, a membranous stomach, and
short ejcea) consists of the genera Yultur, Falco, Strix, and Lanius.

Meyer's first order, Rapacei, is divided into two sub-orders : first,
the Scleropterce, or Diurnal Birds of Prey ; second, the Malacopterte,
or Nocturnal Birds of Prey.
The third order of Illiger, Saptalores, is composed of the Noctumi

(Strix), the Accipitrini (Falco, Gypogeranm, Gypaetus), and the
Valturini ( Vullur, Cathartei).
Cuvier divides his first order (the Birds of Prey) into Diurnal and

Nocturnal. The first are subdivided into the Vultures and the
Falcons (Falco, Linn.), which last are separated into the Noble
Birds of Prey, or Falcons properly so called (Falco of Bechsteiu),
comprising the genera Faucon (Falco) and the Gerfaults (Gyr Falcons,
Hierofalco of Cuvier) ; and the Ignoble Birds of Prey, consisting of
the Eagles (Ar/uiia of Brisson), which are subdivided into the Eagles
"-"perly so called (Aquilaot Cuvier), the Aigles-Peeheurs (Fishing

jles, with comparatively long wings, HaUceetuu of Savigny), the
ilbusards (Pandion of Savigny), the Circaetes (Circaetm, Vieillot,

Jean le Blanc, &c.), the Caracaras (Polyborus, Vieillot, and Ibycter,
Vieillot), and the Harpies, or Fishing Eagles, with short wings
(Ilarpyia, of Cuvier); the tribe Cymindii of Cuvier; the Aigles-
Autours (Morphnus of Cuvier, Spizaetos of Vieillot) ; the Autours
(Atw of Bechstein, Dredalion of Savigny) ; the Milans (Milvus of

Bechstein, Elamus of Savigny); the Bondre'es (Pernis of Cuvier,
Honey Buzzard) ; the Buses (Buteo of Bechstein) ; the Busards
(Ctrctuof Bechstein); and the Messager or Secretaire (Serpentarim
of Cuvier, Gypoycranut of Illiger).

Vieillot divides his first order, Accipitret, into the Diurnal and
Nocturnal tribes, making the first tribe to consist of three families :

1st, Vautourins, among which he places the Caracara; 2nd, Gypaetes;
3rd, Accipitrins, consisting of the genera Aigle, Pygargue, Balbuzard,
Cireaete, Bugard, Buse, Milan, Elanus, Ictinie, Faucon, Physete,
Harpie, Spizacte, Asturine, and Epervier.
Temminck's first order, liapaca, comprises the genera Vautour,

C'atharte, Gypaete, Messager, Faucon, and Chouette.
Mr. Vigors thus arranges the Falconidte :

l!i ;ik< abort,

strongly toothed.

Prey aerial.

TYPICAL GROUPS.

Wings short.

Wings long.

\ Sub.Family, Accipitrina.

\ Hawks.

( Sub-Family, Falconina.

{ Falcons.

Beaks long, or

sublong, not

toothed.

Prey terrestrial

ABERRANT GROUPS.

Beaks hooked (adunca) from the ) Sul

base. Wings long. j Buzzards.

Beaks booked from the base. Tail
^ Sub-Family, Jfilmna.

forked. Wings very long.

Beaka hooked at the apex only

Long-Winged.

b-Family, Buteonitia,

zzards.

) Sub-Famil

} Kites.

i

Sub-Family, Aquilma.
Eagles.

Short-Winged.

De Blainville divides the Raptatorea into the Diurnal and the
Nocturnal. The former he divides into the Anomalous (the Secre-

tary, Serpentariut) ;
and the Normal (Falco, Linn.).

M. Latreille separates his first order of terrestrial birds (Rapaces)
into two tribes the Diurnal and the Nocturnal. The first contains
two families : 1st, the Vautourins (Vultures) ; 2nd, the Accipitrins.
The latter consists of the genera Aigle, Pygargue, Balbuzard, Harpie,

Aigle-Autour, Asturine, Messager, Autour, Epervier, Elane, Milan,
Bondrde, Bugard, Faucon, Gerfault.

Prince C. L. Bonaparte, in his 'Tabella Analitica,' divides his

'Ordine Accipitrei' into the 'Famiglia Vulturini,' and the 'Famiglia
Rapacet.' These last he separates into the Diumi, with eyes on the
aides of the head,

" Occhi nei Lati ;" and the Nocturni, with eyes in

the face,
" Occhi sulla Faccia." His Diurnal rapacious birds consist

of two genera, namely, Gypaetoi and Falco. The latter comprises the

following sub-genera: Aquila, JIaliaetof, Pandion, Falco, Aitur,
Milvui, Elanui, Buteo, Circus.

M. Lesson, in common with other zoologists, separates his first

order, the Birds of Prey, A ccipitrei or Rapaces, into the Diurnal and
Nocturnal. The first embraces three families : 1st, the Vultures

;

2nd, the Falcons, or Falconidte, which ho subdivides into the Noble
Birds of Prey, namely the genera Falco, Jliero-Falco, Physeta, and

Gamptmyx ; and the Ignoble Birds of Prey, namely the genera Aquila,
haliccetiu, Pandion, Circactui, Caracara, JJarpya, Morphnus, Cymindis,
Attur,Niiu>, Milvui, Ictinia, Elanus, Nauclerus, Pernis, Buteo, Circus.

3rd, the Messagers, or Serpentarii, consisting of one genus only, Ser-

jientariui, the Secretary Falcon.

Mr. Swainson ('Fauna Boreali-Americana') remarks that in con-

templating the Diurnal Birds of Prey, arranged by Limucua under the

genus Falco, vre can be at no loss to discover the two typical forms in

the Toothed-Billed Falcons and the Sparrowhawks. Their peculia-

rities, he adds, did not escape the notice even of the earliest systematic
writers ;

and the moderns, he observes, have only confirmed the just-
ness of the distinction. But with regard to the remaining groups he

states that much diversity of opinion still exists
; not indeed as regards

the leading divisions, for here likewise the ancients had long ago
anticipated our distinctions between the Eagles, Kites, and Buzzards.
It is not therefore to these groups, taken per se, that any doubts can
attach on their respective peculiarities, but rather as to their relative

rank with those that are considered typical. These doubts, in Mr.
Swainsou's opinion, can only be solved by analysis; and from an
attentive consideration of the difficulties arising from the want of
materials in our museums, and other causes, he has been induced to

dissent from several modern writers upon this family. He admits that
it has been sufficiently proved that the various forms of which it is

composed exhibit, as a whole, a circular succession of affinities
;
but

the true series of the secondary groups among themselves has not, he
asserts, yet been made out : he adds however that the inability to
state in what way the falcons or hawks form their own respective
circles cannot militate against the belief"that such is their true distri-

bution. "It remains therefore," continues Mr. Swainson, "to be
considered whether there is presumptive evidence to believe that the
three remaining divisions, namely, the Buzzards, Kites, and Eagles,
form one circular group independent of their affinity to the two
former. The true Buzzards, of which the Yulgaris and the Zayopus
may probably' be types, are slender long-winged birds

; the bill is

small, short, and considerably curved : in this structure they agree
with the true falcons, yet they are well known to be distinguished
from them by wanting the toothed-bill, and by the shortness and
graduated abbreviation of the exterior quill-feathers. Now, if nature
had proceeded in a simple course from the buzzards to the falcons,
we should have had birds uniting the distinctions of both variously
modified. Both these groups being composed in their typical examples
of slender long-winged birds with short bills, any species exhibiting
the reverse of such characters, and intervening between the two forms,
would certainly appear anomalous, on the supposition of a simple
series of affinities being aimed at. Yet that such birds are to be found
even among the few that we are subsequently to notice is unquestion-
able. Let us then take the Buteo borealis, which as being more allied

to the falcons than to the kites may be considered an iutervening
form between the Buteo vulgaris and Falco. We here see a large-
sized heavy bird with shortened wings not reaching to more than half
the length of the tail, while the elongated bill, unlike either that of
Buteo or Falco, obviously assimilates to that lengthened form which
belongs to the eagles. Now upon the supposition that a bird so
constructed is intended to fill up the interval between Buteo and
Palco, and at the same time to unite the former with the eagles, the

singularity of its structure is no longer surprising ; but if we consider
it with a simple reference to the passage between Buteo and Falco,
we are almost tempted to suspect that in this instance a real saltus
has been made." While upon this subject we may cite an acute
observation made by Prince C. L. Bonaparte, that " the Borealis is

almost as much an Astwr of the first sectiou as a Buteo ;" a proof at
least that its affinities to Astur and to the aberrant eagles adjoining
that group have not escaped observation. Our idea that the buzzards
are truly united to the eagles is still further strengthened by the
Buteo pteroclfs, Temm. ***. In this species the wings, as in Buteo, are

remarkably long ;
but the bill is so considerably lengthened, that

were we to judge alone from this member we should have no scruple
in placing the bird among the Aquilce. On the other hand, it must
be remembered that as every group, from the highest to the lowest

denomination, when perfect, contains a representation of the other

four, united to a form peculiar to itself, so we might naturally expect
that one division of the buzzards would represent the true eagles.
To ascertain therefore whether the resemblances above stated are

those of analogy or of real affinity, recourse must be had to strict

analysis. Now this in our present state of knowledge cannot be done,
at least from the resources to be found in this country. We have

thought it advisable to cite the above facts, drawn from the structure
of the birds themselves, as likely to awaken the attention of ornitho-

logists to a further investigation of the subject ; they will at least

show that our opinion on the unity of the three aberrant groups is

not entirely without foundation. Mr. Swainsou considers the relative

value of the whole group equivalent to that of Vultur or Strut: in its

own order, and to the families composing the Rasores, Grallatores,
and Natatores, and he contemplates the five principal divisions as

genera, arranging the subordinate forms as sub-genera ; but in con-

sidering the five forms of the Falconidte as genera rather than sub-

families, he guards himself against the supposition that he may mean
to insinuate that the minor distinctions which have been dwelt upon
by several able ornithologists who have investigated this family are

either trivial or that they deserve not to be brought immediately
before us. On the contrary, he recommends to others the plan
adopted by himself, namely, the minute examination of every change
of structure, and the assembling together in minor groups such species
as agree in certain peculiarities. Further, he would proceed in certain

cases even to impose a name upon such groups, but in a family already
so crowded by generic names he considers it essential to preserve a
distinction between groups of unequal value

;
and not to elevate

sub-genera, or forms of transition, to a rank they do not hold.

Milrayo, Polyborus, Daplrius, and Jbyctei' are unquestionably, in his

opinion, of the latter description, each confined but to one species ;
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ami be say* that he liu another of the same natural group iu his

cabinet, equally dean-ring a patronymic name. By regarding these

as genera, each as he think* U made equivalent to the whole genus
of typical falcon* ; whereat, by representing them a* leaser variations,

which he consider* them in truth to be, the student immediately

perceive* that their station is subordinate.

The genera into which Mr. Swainaon (' Natural History and Classi-

fication of Birds,' 1886) divides the Falcmida are Faico, Actipitcr,

fiulro, Cymatdu, and Aquila; and he give* the following table

the concentration of hi* remarks in reference to the sub genera of

faleo.

1. Typical Group.
Grnera of the

falco.

Jlarpayu.

Lofkolt*.

Arictda.

Ganpsooyx.

I Prc-eininontly typical ; bill 1

| acute)/ toothed
; wings >

I pointed, rather long. J

2. Sub-Typical Group,
f Wings shorter, rounded ;

1

i tarsi with entire transverse V

I scales. j

3. Aberrant Group.
Feet short ; head crested.

[
Feet small, very short ; soles

'

1 broad and flattened ; outer

[ toe and claw shortest.

I Bill neither notched or (nor)
< festooned ; bead small

;

[ feet strong.

Faico.

Accljiilcr.

A<[uila.

Cymitulit.

Puteo.

By throwing each of these columns into their respective circles,

and then bringing them into juxtaposition (which he does in the work

quoted), the same results, he remarks, will follow. Into the Accipi-
trine circle he admits Ictinia provisionally, Accipiter (type), Attttr

(Goshawks), Jlaliaettu (//. fondiccriantu), and no more. In the

Aquiline circle he retains four '

types,' namely, Pandion, llarpyia,

A'/uila, and Ibycter. In the Cymindian or Milvine circle he places

1'utybonu, Cymindii, Elantu, ft'auclena, and Circelta, the last with a

query, and in the cut of the circle it is not mentioned. In the

Buteouine circle Mili-ut, Circtu, and Buleo.

Mr. Vigors, who as we have seen first proposed the application of

the Quinary System to the Falconida, and indeed to the birda in

general, thus defines the family which is the subject of our inquiry,
and thus follows out his arrangement :

Falconidae. (Leach.)

Head plumose. Beak strong, hooked, with a cere at the base.

Nostrils lateral, more or less rounded, open and situated in the cere.

External toes especially connected with the middle toes. Claws or

nails strong, very sharp, very much incurved, and retractile.

1st Sub-Family, Aquilina.

Beak long, hooked at the apex only. Fourth quill the longest.
*
Long-Winged Eagles.

fliycter (Vieillot). Beak convex above ;
lower mandible notched

at the apex, and subacute; cere naked; cheeks, throat (gula), and

crop (jugulum), featherless ; claw* acute.

Mr. Vigor* remarks that the type of this genus in Faico aquilinnt
of Gmelin, Petit Aigle d'Amerique of Buflbn, and that he believes it

still stand* single in the genus. Beak oerulean ;
cere and feet yellow;

orbits yellow ; irides orange ; body, above, cerulean ; below, red

going into white; neck purplish to rufous; claws black. Gmelin

give* it a* the Red-Throated Falcon of Latham. U is a native of

South America.

Doptriia (Vieillot). Beak convex above ; lower mandible angular

beneath, notched at the apex, obtuse ; cere with Mattered hairs ;

orbiU, throat, and crop, featherless ; claw* acute.

"How far," write* Mr. Vigor*, "the two preceding genera of M.
Vieillot are mmdently distinct from each other, or from the remainder
of the Naked-Cheeked Eagles, it is not for me to hazard an opinion,
without the opportunity of more accurate examination of the bird*

than i* at present within our power, and a more accurate knowledge
of them than a men description affords us. It would appear however
that one group at least, that of Ibycter, is sufficiently dintinguiihed
from the other Paleonida with the naked cheeks, by the difference

of iU food and habita. The account* which have reached Europe
of iU mild and gentle manners and vegeUble food, have even induced
some naturalisU to refer it to the Gallinaceous Bird*. I have strong
doubt* indeed whether the bird* that compose this genus may not

belong to quite a distinct sUtion from the present, and be referrible

to one of those groups which I have elsewhere observed to be wanting
among the Bird* of Prey, to perfect that chain of affinities which is

to be found complete in all the other orders. It in impossible
however at present to come to any decision on the subject While
our material* for classification are so scanty, the most that U in our

power i* to conjecture the place which more perfect information
will enable us to assign any group hereafter. For the present we

Head and foot of Red-Throated Falcon (Ityrtcr aqiiitinta).

'.(ore us in that situation, between the VullvriJir,

and the Falconidtr, which they have hitherto been generally supposed
to fill."

D. ater, the Iribin Noir of Virillot, and the Coracara Noir, Faico

aterrimtu, of Temminck. Black with bluish reflections; tail white
at its base above, and rounded ; beak and claws black

;
cere blackish-

ash, space round the eyes naked and of a flesh-colour ; feet yellow
Length from 14 to 15 inches French.

It is ix native of Brazil and Guyana.

Head and foot of Daplriiu mler.

Pulyboriu (VieillotV Beak compressed above; lower mamlilili-

entire and obtuse ; cere covered with hairs, large ; cheeks and throat

featherlea*
; crop woolly.

P. Branlimnt (P. rulyaru, Vieillot), the Brazilian Caracara Eagle.
We select Mr. Bennett's description and general history of thi
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species as the most complete. After giving the generic characters,
and observing that the wings nearly equal the tail in length, that

they are of a rounded form with the third and fourth quills longest ;

that the legs are rather long, naked, and reticulated, and the claws
of model-ate length and curvature, but with little acuteness or power
of grasping, the last-named author thus proceeds :

" In the Brazilian

Caracara the whole upper surface of the head is black, with the
feathers slightly elongated backwards, and capable of beiug partially
elevated in the shape of a pointed crest. The entire neck is of a

light brownish-gray, which also forms the ground colour on the breast
and shoulders, but with the addition on these parts of numerous
transverse wavy bars of a deeper brown. Nearly all the rest of the

plumage is of a tolerably uniform shade of blackish-brown, with
the exception of the tail, which is at the base of a dirty white, with
numerous narrow transverse undulated bands of a dusky hue, and,
in ita terminal third, black without any appearance of banding.
The beak is horn-coloured at the tip and bluish at the base ; the iris

hazel ;
the cere and naked cheeks of a dull red

;
the legs yellow, and

the claws black. Such at least are the colours of the living specimen
in the Society's garden. Several changes however take place in the

plumage of the bird as it advances in age, and these are well
illustrated by an extensive series of specimens in the Museum in

Bruton-street," now in the Gardens, Regent's Park, " So great in

fact is the variation of colours in this species that scarcely any two

descriptions of it correspond throughout, and the figures by which
it has been illustrated differ from each other even more remarkably
than the descriptions by which they are accompanied." ('Gardens
and Menagerie of the Zoological Society.')

'
> t*r

"J

Held and foot of the Brazilian Caracara Eagle (Folybonu Sraiilieiait).

The same author observes that Marcgrave was the first to introduce

into^ Europe the name of Caracara, the vulgar appellation of the bird

in Brazil, derived from its hoarse and peculiar cry. But although
M. Cuvier regards Marcgrave's Caracara as identical with the species

described by Mr. Bennett, the latter remarks that both the figure and

description are so much at variauce with it that he feels himself

compelled to adopt in preference the opinion of Professor Lichten-

stein, founded upon the original drawing, that they belong to a totally

different bird. Mr. Bennett is consequently unable to trace the history
of the true Caracara beyond the year 1784, when a figure and

description were published at Vienna by the younger Jacquin, from

his father's papers, under the name of Falco Cheriway. These Mr.

Bennett has no hesitation in referring to the present species. The

principal differences between them consist, he states, in the markings
on the breast and neck, which in the figure are more longitudinal
than transverse ;

and in the very awkward foreshortening of the

beak, which completely distorts its natural form. The former appears,

from the specimens in the Society's Museum, to be one of the
distinctive marks of the young bird. Cuvier, in the last edition of
the '

Regue Animal,' observes that the Falco Cheriway of Jacquin
may be nothing but a variety of age. Mr. Bennett then notices the

very complete description of the adult Caracara in D'Azara. According
to this author, the full-grown bird measures 21^ inches in length and
50 in the expanse of the wings. Its colours agree with the description
above given, excepting that the first six quill-feathers of the wings
are white, marked with rays and spots of brown, and become blackish

towards the point ;
the back is transversely rayed with brown and

white, the latter predominating on its upper half, and vice versa ;

the fore part of the neck and breaat are traversed by dusky lines

mixed with a larger proportion of white; the cere is of an orange
hue

; and the throat and sides of the head are almost white. This

description, Mr. Bennett remarks, very nearly coiucides with that of
M. Cuvier, taken from specimens in the Paris Museum, and with the

figure of one of these specimens giveu by M. Vieillot in his ' Galerie
des Oiseaux

;

' and Mr. Bennett then refers to the figure given by M.

Spix in his ' Birds of Brazil,' as the young of this species, which
resembles M. Vieillot's in its form, except that the legs are longer
and thicker, and the tips of the wings reach to the extremity of the
tail. In colour it is rather of a darker brown, approaching more

nearly to the Society's specimen alluded to by Mr. Bennett ;
the

throat is light brown instead of white ; and the transverse waves
of the breast and shoulders are replaced by longitudinal brown
dashes upon a light ground. The cere and naked cheeks are in both
of a bright yellow ; indeed Mr. Bennett states that he has nowhere
met with them of the same hue with those of the Society's living

specimen, except in the figure and description of Jacquin.
The Caracara is said to live either alone or in pairs. But D'Azara

states that he has seen them join in companies of four or five to

hunt down prey which a single Caracara would find a difficulty in

mastering, such as red buzzards, herons, and other large birds
;
and

it is believed that they will even destroy the American ostrich,

young fawns, and lambs, when so associated. In its food it seems
to be content with any animal substance. Carrion (for if a Caracara
see a vulture devour a piece of flesh he is said to pursue him and

compel him to disgorge it), toads, frogs, worms, snails, lizards, grubs,

grasshoppers, winged-ants, snakes, and flies, birds in short the

general prey of buzzards, hawks, falcons, and insectivorous birds all

suit its appetite. Two of the specimens obtained by M. Spix were
shot in the act of extracting insects from the hides of oxen. D'Azara
will not allow that the Caracara preys on the smaller birds, because,
he says, that it is unable to catch them

;
but Prince Maximilian

found in the stomachs of those which he opened the remains of

small birds and insects, especially grasshoppers, which abound in its

haunts. It is by no means shy, and advances like the vultures to

inhabited places, perching on trees and house-tops and not caring
to conceal itself. It is seldom attacked, for it rarely molests domestic

poultry, but it is stated that it will sometimes carry off the sports-
man's game. The nest, according to D'Azara, is built on the tops
of trees, especially those round which the climbing plants are most

luxuriant, or* in a bushy thicket. It is large, and composed of sticks

and twining branches laid nearly flat, and lined, inartificially, thickly
with hairs. The eggs, which are laid in August, September, or

October, are two in number, pointed at one end, and dotted and
blotched with crimson on a brownish-red ground.

This bird extends over a considerable part of South America
;
the

island of Aruba, on the coast of Venezuela (Jacquin) ;
Brazil and

Paraguay (Cuvier) ; most abundant in the south and east of Brazil

(Prince of Neuwied) ; Spix's specimens were from the northern

provinces ; less numerous on the Rio de la Plata than iu Paraguay,
where it is almost equal in number to all the other birds of prey

put together (D'Azara); Straits of Magalhaens (Captain Phillip
Parker King, R.N.).

Mr. Bennett's provisional species Polyborus (?) (hypoleucus) was
founded on the Angola Vulture of Pennant, Vultur Anyolensis of

Ginelin, in an immature state of plumage.
Dr. Smith proposed the genus Polyboruides for the Falco Gymnoymys

of Temminck in the South African Journal, in April, 1830, and
M. Lesson, in the November of that year, separated the same form
under the generic title Gymnoyenya.
From Ibycter and Polybonts Mr. Vigors passes to the Fishing Eagles,

and particularises as the first

Pandion (Savigny). Beak rounded above
;

cere hispid ; nostrils

lunulated and meuibranaceous on the upper margin ;
tarsi naked

;

acrotarsia covered with rigid reticulated scales ;
toes free, the

external toes versatile ; claws equal, rounded underneath ;
second

quill longest.
P. llaliceetwi, the Bald Buzzard, Osprey, or Fishing Eagle; the

Fishing-Hawk and Fish-Hawk of the Americans ; Aquila Pescatrice

of the Italians
;

Jfalicetus and Morphnos of Aldrovandus ;
Jialku-

tardus Anylorum of Kay; and Falco llaliatwi of Linnams. This

bird appears to be widely diffused, Temminck observes, that

it is generally distributed through Europe, and that it abounds

in Russia, Germany, and Switzerland. It is also found in Egypt.
In the British Islands it seems to bo comparatively rare. Wil-

lughby records one that was shot at Peuzaueo with a mullet in
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iU claw* ; and White mention* another that was shot at Frim<haiu

Pond, near Selbourne, while it wai sitting on the handle of A plough
and devouring fish, "It used," ay Whit*, "to prccipiUto itaelf

into the water and take its prey by surprise."

-.

Bald Buzzard (Pfiulion Xuliatlui).

It ha* been Been at Killarncy in Ireland ; and Montngu speaks of

ita frequent occurcnce in Devonshire. Selby gays,
"

I have seen

tin-in \t|>on Loch Lomond, where they aresnid to breed : but they are

far from being numerous in Scotland." Montagu corroborates this ;

for he says, in his '

Ornithological Dictionary,'
"

It is said to make ita

neat generally on the ground by the side of water, composed of flags
and rushes ; but we once saw the nest of this bird on the top of a

chimney of a ruin in an island on Loch Lomond in Scotland ;
it was

large and flat, formed of sticks hud across, and resting on the sides of

the chimney, lined with flags."
I'rincc C. L. Bonaparte states that it is found near Rome.
In America it is said to be found in the summer from Labrador to

Florida ; and it is even stated to have been seen in Cayenne : indeed
I.:itham give* it the name of Cayenne Osprey. But it is in the moro

ti'in|K-rat<; climate of the new continent that the bird abounds : and
there ita coming is eagerly watched by the fishermen as the harbinger
of the shoal* of fish that approach the shore* in the spring." Towards the close of March," writes Nuttall in his interesting
1

Manual,'
" or beginning of April, they arrive in the vicinity of Boston

with the first shoal of alewives or herrings, bnt yet are seldom known
to breed along the coast* of Massachusetts." The same author attri-

bute* their departure from New York and New Jersey, as early as the
close of September, or at farthest the middle of October, when they
migrate farther south, to the going of the fish on which they are

accustomed to feed ; for they principally live on fish, which they take

by dashing from on high into the water with such violence, that, as

Pennant observe, the Italians have applied to the bird the epithet
'

piombina.'
Hut the Bald Buzzard is haunted by a persecutor that often snatches

from it the hard-earned prey. Catesby and other* describe ita suffer-

ings from the piracy of the White-Headed Sea-Eagle, ffaliaetm

Icucocepkaliu ; and Wilson give* the following vivid description of
uch a scene a description which those only who have devoted
themselves to watching the habits of animals can give :

"
Elevated,"

WITH that admirable ornithologist, speaking of the White-Headed

Kagle, as he aaw him in America,
" on the high dead limb of some

gigantic tree that command* a wide view of the ocean, he seems

calmly to
contemplate

the motion* of the various feathered tribes

that pursue their busy avocation* below, the snow-white gulls slowly

winnowing the air; the busy tringte coursing along the sands
;
trains

<>f ducks streaming over the surface ; silent and watchful cranes, intent
and wading ; clamorous crow*, and all the winged multitude* that

subsist by the bounty of this vast liquid magazine of nature. High
over all these hovers one whose action instantly arrest* his attention.

I'.y his wide curvature of wing, and sudden suspension in the air, he
knows him to be the fi.th-hawk, settling over some devoted victim of

the deep. His eye kindle* at the sight, and balancing himself with

half-opened wing* on the branch, he watches the result. Down, rapid
a* an arrow from heaven descends the distant object of hi* attention,
the roar of ita wings reaching the ear a* it disappears in the deep,
making the surges foam around. At this moment the eager look* of
the eagle are all ardour; and levelling hi* neck for flight, he sees the

fish-hawk once more emerge struggling with hi* prey, and mounting
in the air with scream* of exultation. These are the signals for our

hero, who, launching into the air, instantly give* chace, and soon gain*
on the fish-hawk. Each exerta his utmost to mount above the other,

displaying in these rencontre* the most elegant and sublime aerial

evolutions. The unincumbcred eagle rapidly advance*, and is just
on the point of reaching his opponent, when with a sudden scream,
probably of despair and honest execration, the latter drops his fish ;

the eagle, poising himself for a moment, as if to take a more certain

aim, descends like a whirlwind, snatches it in his grasp ere it reaches
the water, and bears his ill-gotten booty silently away to the woods."
The Bald Buzzard is a powerful bird, and the females, which are

the largest, as indeed they are among most of the birds of prey, some-
times weigh Slba The plumage, which is very like that of the

water-fowl, and adapted to resisting the fluid into which it plunges
for its prey, is white below, with a few brown streaks and speckles on
the throat. There is indeed a patch of brown on the upper part of
the breast in young birds. The crown of the head is light-brown,

fldged with white
;
and there is a streak of dark-brown from the eye

to the shoulders. The whole of the upper part of the body is brown.
The feathers on the thighs are close, and the legs short, stout, and
grayish : and in this part of its organisation we see a beautiful instance

of adaptation to ita habits. The close thigh-feathers resist the action

of the water, while the talon of the outer toe is much larger than tin-

inner one, and capable of being turned backwards
;
the under surface*

of all the toes are also very rough and covered with protuberances,
which enable it to secure it* slippery prey. The irides are of a lemon
colour.

Head and foot ofBuld Buzzard (Pandion Ifaliaetui).

The Bald Buzzard, or Osprey, lays from two to four eggs, a little

larger than those of the common fowl, of a reddish or yellowish
cream-colour, marked with blotches and dots of reddish-brown.

During incubation the male often feeds the female. Nuttal, in his

'Manual,' gives the following account of their habit* in the breeding
season :

"Unlike other rapacious birds, the ospreys may be almost con-
sidered gregarious, breeding so near each other, that, according to
Mr. Qardiuerv there were on the small island on which he resided, near
to the eastern extremity of Long Island, New York, no U-< than 1100

nesta with young. Wilson observed twenty of their nestx within liulf

a mile. I have seen them nearly as thick about Rehoboth Bay, in

Delaware. Here they live together at least as peaceably as rooks ;

and so harmless are they considered by other birds, that, according to
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Wilson, the crow blackbirds, or grakles, are sometimes allowed refuge
by the ospreya, and construct their nests in the very interstices of
their eyry. It would appear sometimes, that, as with swallows, a

general assistance is given in the constructing of a new nest
; for,

previous to this event, a flock have been seen to assemble in the same
tree, squealing, as is their custom, when anything materially agitates
them."
Mr. Vigors is of opinion that this group presents us with a decidedly

characteristic difference from all the other species of the family, except
those of Elanus, in the internal parts of the nails being rounded instead
of grooved. The culmen of the bill, he observes, is also broader
than usual, and much rounded ; the toes are entirely separated, and
the tarsi are covered with strong, prominent, and thickly reticulated

scales. The same author remarks that the Osprey (Palco Haliceetus
of Linnaeus) is the type of the genus to which the valuable researches
of Dr. Horsfleld in Java have added a second species, P. Ichthyceetus.
In this species however, which agrees with Pandion in the more
essential characters, Mr. Vigors finds a strong approximation to the

following genus, Haliceetus. Its bill, he adds, is more compressed than
that of Pandion, its acrotarsia are scutellated, and the 4th quill-feather,
as in Ualiaetus, is the longest. It thus stands, in the opinion of Mr.

Vigors, osculant between the two groups.
The last group of the Fishing Eagles, according to Mr. Vigors, is

comprised in the next genus,
llaliceetus (Savigny). Beak convex above ; nostrils lunulated,

transverse ; cere subhispid ;
tarsi semiplumed ; acrotarsia scutellated.

Toes free, the external toe versatile
;
claws unequal.

Mr. Vigors notices the difference of this form from Pandion in the
structure of the nails, and the more compressed culmen of the bill ;

in the tarsi also, which have the acrotarsia scutellated, and are feathered
half way below the knee. There are several species ;

for instance,
Falco leucocephaliu, P. albiciUa, F. Pondicerianiu, F. blayru*, P. rocifer,
&c. &c.

//. leucoceplialut, the Sea-Eagle, Bald Eagle, White-Headed Eagle
the symbol of the United States of America.

Hi'a-1 and foot of the Sea-Eagle (Ilaliactut leucoccphalut).

Before we proceed to the description of our example, it may be

necenary, with Mr. Bennett's assintauce, to clear up the confusion

which,M he observes, has existed in the synonymy oUfaiiieetiu albicitla,

the difference of the colour.-) of the plumage in the various stages of

to growth having induced authors to record it under several distinct

HAT. HIST. DIV. vor.. n.

names. Three of these were almost universally admitted till about
twenty-six years ago, when the result of F. Cuvier's observations
on the individuals kept in the Jardin des Plantes led him to unite
Palco ossifi-agus, P. allicaudus, and P. albiciUa of Gmeliu under one
name : subsequent inquiry has confirmed this conclusion. In the
earlier stages of life, the beak of H. albiciUa is of a bluish horn-
colour

;
its head and neck deep brown ; the plumage above, brownish-

black mixed with whitish or ash-coloured spots on the back and tail.

In this state it is Falco ossifragus of systematists. About the third
or fourth year the head and neck become ashy-brown; the beak
gradually changes from bluish to pale-yellow, the white spots on the
back vanish, and the tail becomes uniformly grayish-white. It is now
Falco albicaudus of Gmelin, Petit Pygargue of Buffon, and the Lesser
White-Tailed Eagle of Latham. In its fifth year it is come to

maturity, and the change is complete. The head and neck have
little of the brown tinge left, the back is throughout of a dusky-brown
intermingled with ashy-gray, and the tail is quite white. In this its

perfect state it is Falco albiciUa, the Grande Pygargue, the White-
Tailed or Cinereous Eagle. In all the stages of this the Great Sea-

Eagle which inhabits nearly the whole of Europe and of Northern
Asia, the cere and naked parts of the legs are yellow ; the under part
of the body is of a lighter hue than the upper, and more thickly
interspersed with pale cinereous spots ;

the claws are completely black.

(' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zool. Soc.')
Mr. Bennett, in the work last quoted, remarks, that in the earlier

stages of its growth there is little to distinguish this species from
the Great Sea-Eagle. M. Vieillot indeed, following the example of

Daudin, has united the White-Headed Eagle to the list of synonyms
of the Great Sea-Eagle.

" That such a union," writes Mr. Bennett,
'

is founded upon insufficient data is proved by the gradual develop-
ment in the bird under consideration of a character which, after a
certain age, at once distinguishes it from the remainder of its tribe.
This character consists in the pure whiteness of its head and neck,
from whence it has derived the popular but inappropriate title of the
Bald Eagle, by which it is most commonly known." The young are
clothed at first with a thick whitish or cream-coloured cottou-like

down, and they become gradually gray as the development of the true

plumage goes on. In the third year the white may be traced upon
the head, neck, tail-coverts, and tail ; and by the end of the fourth

year these parts become completely white, or sometimes tinged
slightly with cream-colour. The eye, which is at first hazel, changes
to a brilliant straw-colour as the head whitens. (Wilson.) "This
account of the metamorphoses in colour of the White-Headed Sen-

Eagle," says Mr. Bennett,
" derived from the personal observations

of the accurate author of the ' American Ornithology,' has been in
a great measure verified under our own inspection in the specimen
now before us, which remained for several years in the possession of
Mr. Brookes, before it was presented by him to the Society."

During a considerable part of the time it was regarded as the
Common Sea-Eagle; and it was not until its gradual change of

plumage had at length rendered obvious its true character, that it

was ascertained to be in reality a distinct species. The same error

appears frequently to have existed with regard to it
;
and M. Tem-

miuck observes that the only mark of distinction that can be traced
in it until it has assumed the adult colouring, consists in the some-
what greater length of its tail. He might however have added ita

smaller size, which is probably one-fourth less than that of the pre-
ceding bird, at the same age and under similar circumstances. From
the observations which we have been enabled to make upon the

subject, we should be led to conclude that the period in which it

attains its full growth and perfect colouring is, in this country at least

and in captivity, two or three years longer than that stated by Wilson.
In its immature state, that is to say about the third year, the upper
parts of the head and body exhibit a mixture of brown and dirty
white, the separate feathers having a ground of the latter colour, and
being deeply tipped and broadly barred along the centre with the
former. The quill-feathers and primary wing-coverts are black, with
their shafts of a pale-brown ; the secondary are considerably lighter ;

and the tail, which projects in a trifling degree beyond the extremities
of the wings, is brown on the outer quills and of a mixed white and
brown on the inner. The under surface, as far backwards as the
middle of the belly, is of a much lighter shade than the upper, being
of a dull white, with numerous broad streaks of pale-brown. In the

posterior part it is of a deep brown, the feathers being only slightly

margined with white. A similar hue prevails on the upper parts of

the legs, which are plumed somewhat below the knees. The beak is

of a dusky brown
; the cere and legs of a golden yellow ; the iris

somewhat lighter; and the talons deep blackish-brown. The latter

are long, strongly curved, of considerable power, and extremely sharp
at the points. The full-grown bird measures upwards of 3 feet in

length from beak to toil, and more than 7 feet in the expanse of its

wings. Its beak is changed to a bright-yellow; and its head, a

greater or less proportion of the neck (according as the bird is moro
or less advanced in age), and tha entire tail, are become perfectly
white. An analogous change, iu we have before seen, takes place in

the plumage of the preceding species ; but the head and neck of that
bird always retain more or less of a brownish tinge, seldom changing
fully into gray, and never turning completely white. These obser-

2 r.
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rations hare bean made upon numerous individuals, many of them

placed for upward* of ten yean under the eye* of various scientific

olwerren : theiraccuracy may therefore be regarded a* unquestionable.
The remainder of the plumage in thin itate ! of a deep brown,

approaching to black, and strongly contrasted with the head and tail

The colour of the legs, feet, and talons remain* nearly the same ;
but

the iru generally continues to assume a lighter and a lighter hue.

The rye*, it should be observed, are deeply sunk in the head, and
inntita'l of being placed in a line parallel with that of the cheeks,
are directed forwards, so as to form with them a considerable

We have already given an account of the robberies committed by
the Bald Eagle on the osprey ; but its acts of plunder are not confined

to that bird, for it will rob the vulture*, and even in hard times make
them disgorge their carrion to satiate its appetite. According to

Audubon it will strike down a swan nnd other aquatic birds, and
now and then procure fish for itself by pursuing them in shallow

creeks ; it also devours young pig*, lambs, fawns, and putrid flesh of

every description. Niagara is one of its favourite haunts, where, it

watches for the swollen carcasses that the cataract has precipitated
down the falls. Wilson saw one seated on a dead hone, keeping a

whole flock of vultures at a distance till it had satisfied itself; and
on another occasion, when many thousands of tree-squirrels had been
drowned in their migration across the Ohio, and had collected hosts

of vultures, the sudden appearance of a Bald Eagle sent them all off,

and the eagle kept sole possession for many days.
Benjamin Franklin thus speaks of this emblem of the United

States of America :
" For my part, I wish the Bnld Kngle had not

been chosen as the representative of our country. He is a bird of bad
moral character ; he does not get his living honestly. You may have
seen him perched on some dead tree, where, too lazy to fish for himself,
he watches the labours of the fishing-hawk ; and when that diligent
bird has at length token a fish, and is bearing it to his nest for the

support of his mate and young ones, the Bald Eagle pursues him and
takes it from him. With all this injustice, he is never in good case,

but, like those among men who lire by sharping and robbing, he is

generally poor, and often very lousy. Besides, he is a rank coward :

the little King-Bird, not bigger than a sparrow, attacks him boldly,
and drives him out of the district. He is therefore by no means a

proper emblem for the brave and honest Cincinnati of America, who
have driven all the King-Birds from our country ; though exactly
fit for that order of knights which the French call Chevaliera
d'Industrie."

With regard to its reproduction, M. Audubon says that incubation
commences in the beginning of January. He shot a female on the
17th of that month, as she sat on her eggs, in which the cbicks had
made great progress.

" The nest," says that author,
" which in some

instances is of great size, is usually placed on a very tall tree, destitute

of branches to a considerable height, but by no means always a dead
one. It is never seen on rocks. It is composed of sticks from three
to five feet in length, large pieces of turf, rank weeds, and Spanish
moss in abundance, whenever that substance happens to be -near.

When finished, it measures from five to six feet in diameter, and so

great is the accumulation of materials, that it sometimes measures
the same in depth, it being occupied for a great number of years in

succession, and receiving some augmentation each season. When
placed in a naked tree, between the forks of the branches, it is conspi
ciiously seen at a great distance. The eggs, which are from two to

four, more commonly two or three, are of a dull white colour, and

equally rounded at both ends, some of them being occasionally
granulated. Incubation lasts for more than three weeks, but I have
not been able to ascertain its precise duration, as I have observed the
female on different occasions sit for a few days in the nest before

laying the first egg. Of this I assured myself by climbing to the
neat every day in succession, during her temporary absence.

1
'

(' Ornithological Biography,' vol. i.)

This bird is found in every part of the United States of America,
seldom appearing, according to Audubon, in very mountainous
district*, but preferring the low lands of the sea-shores, those of the

larger lakes, and the borders of rivers. Mr. Bennett remarks, that
the White-Headed Eagle is usually spoken of as inhabiting the
northern part* both of the old and new continent; but that it upi".-in-
to be only a rare and occasional visitant of the former. It is probable,
he adds, that some of the varieties of the Common Sea-Eagle of this

quarter of the globe have been frequently mistaken for it, and remarks,
that throughout nearly the whole of North America, on the contrary,
where the European species seems to be unknown, it is met with in

great abundance. Sir John Hi. Imrdson says that it is the earliest ol

the summer visiters to the Fur Count rim, and the period of its arrival

has given the name of Meekeesbew Espeeshim, or Eagle-Moon. I .. ill.

month of March. "
Temminck," lays Sir John

(' Fauna Boreali-

Amcricana'), "assigns for its habitual residence the regions within the
Arctic Circle

; and Wilson observes, that it is found at all seasons in
the countries it inhabits. Both these assertions however mjnirr, I

apprehend, to be tnken with considerable latitude W.. did not, on
the late expedition*, meet with it to the north of the Oreat Slave
Lake (2 N. 1st.), although it is common in tlic summer, in tlie

country extending from thence to Lake Superior, and its breeding-

ilaces in the Utter district are numerous. But in the month of

X-tober, when the riven from which it dnws its principal supply of

'ood are frozen over, it entirely quits the Hudson's Bay lands
; and

if, after that period, it is to be seen in the northern regions, it can

only be on the sea-coast, and for a limited time, while the sea continues

unfrozen. . . . It is known to breed as far south a* Virginia, but

its nests do not appear to be so common within any part of the I

States as they are in the Fur Countries." The bird is not mentioned

in the '

Supplement' to Sir W. H. I'arry's 'First Voyage,' nor in that

to Sir John ROM'S ' Last Voyage.'
This bird is the Meekeeshew (name for the species), Wapustiquan-

Meekeeshew (White-Headed Eagle mature bird), Appiak-Meekeeshew
(Black-Headed Eagle immature bird), and Meekeeseesecsh (yearling

birds) of the Cree Indians.

Colonel Sykes notes among the birds of Dukhun (Deccan) Haliteetta

Ponticerianut, Falco 1'untiecriantu of Latham, Bruhmuuy Kite of the

Europeans in India. The colonel says that it is seen con*- 1

passing up and down riven at a considerable height, but prepiu
fall at an instant on its prey. Usually it seizes while on the wing,
but occasionally dips entirely under water, appearing to rise again
with difficulty. It is quite a mistake, he adds, to suppose it feeds on

carrion. On the examination of the stomach and craw of many
specimens, the contents were found to be fish, and fish only, exv
on one occasion, when a crab was met with. (' ZooL Proo.,' 183i)

Leaving the Fishing Eagles, Mr. Vigon proceeds to

Circaetut (Vieillot). Beak convex above
;

nostrils lunulate, trans-

verse
;
cere subhispid ;

tarsi elongated, naked ; acrotarsia reticulated
;

toes short, the external toe connected with the middle one at the

base ;
claws short, subequal. This genus is founded upon the well-

known Jean de Blanc of the European continent, Palco brachydactytiu
of Wolff, P. (JaUicut of Gmelin, Aquilotto of the Italians. Here

Mr. Vigors observes, we find the exterior toe united to the middl.- l>y

a short membrane, which is the case indeed in the greater portion
of the family, while in the two latter genera the toes are all divided

to the origin.
C. brachydactylut is, according to Temminck, the Falco troct|ld*W-

tylia of Wolff; the A quila lm of Meyer; Falco Gallic** o(

Qmelin
;

F. leucojau of Bechstein ; Aquilit f. .-<n/.Ania, 'Borkh.

Dcut Orn.'
;
Le Jean le Blanc of Button and the Fivnrh u-i-nfrnlly ;

Aigle Jean le Blanc of Temminck ;
Falco Terzo d'Aquila,

'

Stor. dog
Ucc.'; and Kurzzehiger-Adler of M

lfp.nl anrt foot of Cirrttflni trac/iydactyli
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Old Male. Head very large ;
below the eyes a space clothed with

white down
; summit of the head, cheeks, throat, breast, and belly,

white, but variegated with a few spots of bright brown
; back and

coverts of the wings brown, but the origin of all the feathers of a
pure white ; tail square, gray-brown, barred with deeper brown, white
below

;
tarsi long and grayish-blue, as are the toes

; beak black
; cere

bluish
;
iris yellow. Length, two feet.

Female. Less white than the male. The head, the neck, the breast,
and the belly, are marked with numerous brown spots, which are

very much approximated.
Young. Upper parts darker, but the origin of the feathers pure

white
; throat, breast, and belly, of a red-brown, little or not at all

spotted with white ; bands on the tail nearly imperceptible ; beak
bluish

;
feet grayish-white.

It feeds on lizards and serpents, to which it gives the preference ;

rarely birds and domestic poultry. The nest is built on the highest
trees, and the eggs are two or three in number, of a lustrous gray,
and spotless.

It inhabits the great fir forests of the eastern parts of the north of

Europe ; not common in Germany and Switzerland ; rare in France
;

never seen in Holland. (Temminck.) Prince C. L. Bonaparte notes
it as rather rare near Rome. Colonel Sykes notes it among the birds
of the Dukhun (Deccan).

with Circttetus thoracinus of Cuvier.
Mr. Vigors next proceeds to the True Eagles.
Aquila (of Authors). Beak sub-angular above; nostrils rounded

;

cere sub-hispid ; tarsi plumed to the toes.

Mr. Vigors' observes that the predominant mark of distinction in
this genus is the tarsi being feathered to the toes. The culmen of
the bill appears also to differ from that of the other Eagles in being
more angular. The species A quila, heliaca of Savigny, Falco chrytaetos,
and Falco nmiut of Linnaeus, Falco bellicous of Daudin, with some
others lately made known to us, belong to the group which contains
the most powerful birds of the family.

A. chrytaetoi, the Golden Eagle; Adlcr of the Germans; Eryr
Melyn of the Welsh,

I.r<* and loot of Golden Eagle (Afjitila

Old Birds. Summit of the head and nape with acuminated
Fathers of a lively and golden-red ;

all the other parts of the body
obscure brown, more or less blackish, according to the age of the

individual ;
inside of the thighs and feathers of the tarsus clear

brown
;
never any white feathers among the scapulars ;

tail deep gray,
barred with tolerable regularity with blackish-brown, and terminated

at "the end by a large band of that colour; beak horn-colour; iris

always brown ;
cere and feet yellow. In this state Temminck con-

siders it to be the Ar/uila fulva of Meyer ; Falco niyer of Gmelin
;

i Kagli

Aquila Hapace,
' Stor. deg. Ucc.'

Young Birds of oue and two year?. (Ring-Tail Eagle.) All the

plumage of a ferruginous or clear reddish-brown, uniform on all parts
of the body ;

lower tail-coverts whitish
;

inside of the thighs and
feathers of the tarsus of a pure white ;

tail quite white from the base

to three-fourths of its length, but afterwards brown to the end
;

internal barbs of tho quills and of the caudal feathers pure white

this same colour occupies also the greatest part of all the feathers of

the body from their base. In proportion as the young bird advances

in age the colours of the plumage become brown, the white of the
tail occupies less space, and traces of the transverse bars appear. In
the third year the young bird puts on his adult plumage.

Golden Eagle (Aquila clirysnelvs).

Varieties. Partially or totally white. (Falco albus of Gmelin
F. cygneus of Latham

; L'Aigle Blanc of Brisson.)
The Golden Eagle preys on lambs, fawns, &c., and often on large

birds. Extreme hunger will drive it to prey on carcasses.
It inhabits the great forests in plains, and in a less degree those in

the mountains of the north of Europe ; very common in Sweden, in

Scotland, in the Tyrol, Franconia, and Suabia
;
more rare in Italy

and Switzerland
; rather common in France, in the forest of Fontain-

bleau, in the mountains of Auvergne, and on the Pyrenees ;
rare in

Holland ; less common in the Oriental countries than the preceding
species, that is, Aquila heliaca of Savigny, A. imperial of Temminck.
(Temminck.) According to Wilson the Golden Eagle inhabits

America, and occurs from the temperate to the arctic regions,
particularly in the latter, where it breeds on precipitous rocks, always
preferring a mountainous country. Sir John Richardson

(' Fauna
Boreali-Americana

1

) mentions it with a query as breeding in the
recesses of the subalpine country which skirts the Rocky Mountain.",
and as seldom seen farther to the eastward. "

It is," he says,
"

lield

by the aborigines of America, as it is by almost every other people,
to be an emblem of might and courage, and the young Indian warrior

glories in his eagle plume as the most honourable ornament with
which he can adorn himself. Its feathers are attached to tho calu-

mets, or smoking-pipes, used by the Indians in the celebration of
their solemn festivals, which has obtained for it the name of the
Calumet Eagle. Indeed so highly are these ornaments prized that a
warrior will often exchange a valuable horse for the tail-feathers of a

single eagle." It is the Kocoo of the Cree Indians. Sir John
Richardson observes that the mature British Golden Eagle has a
darkish brown tail and wings, blackish-brown back, clouded with

brownish-black, and a paler and brighter brown head. He had not
seen an American one in this state, but we do not think that any
reason for a doubt. Many other authors mention the eagle and

ring-tails in such terms as to leave the identity of the bird almost

unquestionable ;
and though Sir John Richardson says that it is

seldom seen farther to the eastward than the Rocky Mountains,
M. Audubon relates that he saw a Golden Eagle on the coast of

Labrador, besides others in various parts of the United States. It

inhabits Russia, Iceland, and Germany, and is said to occur in

northern Africa and Asia Minor. Mr. Yarrell, in his 'History of
British Birds,' thus sums up its localities in our islands :

" The
Golden Eagle, though occasionally seen and sometimes obtained ill

the southern counties of England, is more exclusively confined to

Scotland and its western and northern islands. Some years ago a

specimen was killed at Bexhill, in Sussex. It bo,< nlso occurred, but
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very rawly, in Suffolk. Norfolk, Derbyshire. Durham, and Northum-

berland. "Mr. Mndi*, in his ' Feathered Tribes of the British Islands,'

has named the higher glens of the rivers that rise on the south-east

of the Grampians, the high cliff celled Wallace's Craig on the northern

aide of Lochlee, and Craig Muskeldie on its south side,' as localities

for the Golden Eagle. Mr. Selby and his party of naturalists

observed this species in SutberUndshire in the summer of 1834. Mr.

Macgillivmy, in his detailed descriptions of the rapacious birds of

Great Britain, has recorded his own observations of this species in

the Hebrides; and other observers have seen it in the Orkney and

Shetland Islands, where it is said constantly to rear its young. In a

direction west of London the Golden Eagle has been obtained or

sea on the coasts of Devonshire and Cornwall. In Ireland a King-

Tailed Eagle (the young of the Golden) was seen by a party of

naturalists in Connamare in the autumn of 1835 ; and from William

Tbompeon, Esq., vice-president of the Natural History Society of

Belfast, to whom I am indebted for a catalogue and notes of the birds

of Ireland, which will be constantly referred to throughout the work,
I learn that specimens of the Golden Eagle are preserved in Ilclfiist,

which were obtained in the counties of Donegal and Antrim." The

longevity of the eagle is almost proverbial. One that died in Vienna

is said to have lived in confinement 1 04 years. Colonel Sykes notes the

Golden Eagle among the birds of the Dukhun (Deccan). His speci-

men differed so slightly from the European bird as not to justify its

separation. (' Zool Proc.,' 1832.)
In the catalogue of birds collected on the Ganges between Calcutta

and Benares, and in the Yindhyian Hills between the latter place and

Gurrah Mundela, on the Nerbudda, by Major James Franklin, F.R.S.,

*c., we find recorded an eagle, Aquiia \'indhiana, with a query
whether it is the Cawnpoor Eagle of Latham ('Zool. Proc.,' 1831),
and among the Dukhun birds, Aquiia bifatciaia ot Hardwicke and

Gray. (' Ind. Zool.') A whole rat was found in the stomach of one

bird A second was shot by Colonel Sykes at the dead carcass of a

royal tiger, but it had not fed, for the stomach was empty. Dr. Smith
stated ('Zool. Proc.,' 1833) that the eagle from the Cape presented to

the Society by the Hon. J. T. Leslie Melville, and in the Society's

menagerie, was not the young of A. rulturina (Daudin), but of

A. Ckota (Smith), Falco rapax (Temminck). Specimens it A. belli-

rota and A. rapax are in the South African Museum, as well as of

A. miiurixa. The first is only found in wooded districts, preys upon
small quadrupeds, and has been known to pounce upon small ante-

lopes and carry them off entire to its nest. A. rapar, though it

1-rincipally preys on living creatures, doee not wholly reject carrion,

Iwing frequently one of the first birds that approaches a dead animal

('Catalogue of South African Museum.') Mr. Keith Abbott ('Zool.

Proc.,' 1834) notes among the Trebizond birds A. pennata, inhabiting
Eastern Europe and the adjacent parts of Asia and Africa.

II rmaiornii (Vigors). Beak rather strong, sufficiently elongated ;

upper mandible straight at the base, very much curved at the apex ;

nostrils oval, placet! obliquely in the cere. Wings long, subrounded ;

the first quill rather short, the second and third longer, the fourth

and fifth nearly equal and longest, the rest gradually decreasing.
Feet rather weak, subelongated ; tarsi rough, reticulated with scales ;

toes rather abort, reticulated ; claws strong. Tail sufficiently long,
somewhat rounded. (Vigors.)

This group was observed to bear a near affinity to the genus
Pandiun in the shape of the bill, wings, and the rugose reticulated

scales of the tarsi, but to differ from it in the comparative length and
weakness of the legs and claws, as well as in having the nails grooved
underneath, anil not convex as in the latter group. To this genus
belongs the Falrn Baeka (Latham) of Africa, and the Manilla bird

then lately described in the 'Proceedings' (page 96) under the name of

Bmito kotttpUm. These, from the apparent weakness of their limbs,
had hitherto generally been ranked among the buzzards ; although
from the

description
of the courageous habits of the Bacha Falcon,

the only one well known of the
group, doubts had been expressed of

the propriety of ranking thrm with that tribe. Mr. Vigors suggested
the sub-family of Eagles as a more appropriate station fur them;
where, united by many important characters to fandion, they appa-
rently led off by the length of their tarsi to the genus LimnafHu
(Memoirs of Sir 8. Raffle*') and others of the long-legged Eagles.
The three species of the group were exhibited, their general similarity
in colour and markings pointed out, and their specific differences

explained. These consist chiefly in size, //. hototjiilut being one-third
mailer than //. Kodut ; while //. undulattu (which is 2 feet 7 inches
la length) considerably exceeds the latter. The first is spotted all

over the body, the second only on the abdomen, while the third is

marked by spots on the wing-covert*, and by ocelli bearing an undu-
lated appearance upon the abdomen, the breast also being crossed by
undulating faacue. A specimen of //. wululalui was afterwards

(January 1832) exhibited from Mr. Hodgson's Nepnul collection. It

sreed accurately with that which bad been previously exhibit!

except in sin, the present specimen being about one-third longer.
From this difference in sice it was conjectured to be a female. Colonel

8yke identified a sprcimen shot in the Dukhun (Deccan) with J/,nta
tonuiBacka. (' ZooL Proc.')

//. tmdmlalut (male and female probably). Bock and wings intense
bead crrsted, the feathers white at the bam-, of a dark brown,

nearly approaching to black at the end, the hind ones being margined
with a light rufous band at the apex. The wing-coverts near the

carpal joint deep brown, marked with small white spots; quill-

feathers fuscous, darker at the apex, and marked with white towards

the base of the interior web ; the cere, ban of the beak, and legs,

yellow; claws block. (Vigors, in Gould's 'Century of Birds from

the Himalnvn Mountains.')

JftfiHittiinii* umltilatut.

Short-Winged Eagles.

ffarpyia (Cuvier). Beak above convex ; upper mandible

slightly toothed ;
nostrils semiluimr, transverse ; tarsi elongated,

very strong, feathered at the base
;

acrotnrsia scutellated ; claws

long, very strong, acute.

Mr. Vigors, in placing liarpyia next to Aquiia, observes that the

former equals the latter in size and powers of body. Its tarsi, he

remarks, are strong, thick, partly plumed, with scutellated acrotorsia.

The nares are elongated, apparently semilunar, and placed transversely
on the cere. The upper mandible, he adds, seems to have a notch
somewhat analogous to that of the True Falcons.

Falco impcrialit (Shaw). This powerful bird is the Grondo

Harpie d'Amerique of the French ; Aquiia Coronada of the Spanish ;

Falco dtttructor of Daudin; Aigle Destructeur of Sonnini; Grand

Aig'.e de la Guiane of Mauduyt; liarpyia dettructor of Cmi.r.
Mr. Vigors states with truth that much confusion has arisen as to

the synonyms of this bird, and even as to the characters of the genus.
Mr. Bennett has, in our opinion. v\dl cleared this confusion away, and
we therefore select his synonymy.

" M. Temminck," says
the last-mentioned zoologist (' Gardens and

Menagerie of the Zoological Society'), "the latest writer on this

magnificent bird, positively denies its identity with the Viillur harpyia
of Linnaeus, and the Crowned Eagle ( I*, coronatm) of Jacquin, on the

singular ground that those names indicate a smaller bird with longer
and more slender legs. Now Linnaeus, who borrowed his original

description of the Harpy from Hernandez, asserts, on the authority
of that writer, that it is equal in size to a common ram ; and Jacquin
states his bird to have measured full two feet and a half in height in

its natural sitting posture, and almost two inches in the diameter of

its legs. It is impossible to read the descriptions of Hernandez :nl

Jacquin, making in the case of the former some little allowance for

exaggeration, without feeling a conviction that they both refer to the

birdnow under consideration. That of the latter author in particular
is admirably characteristic. Linnxus originally founded his species
on the indication given by Hernandez; in the tenth edition of hi-
'

Systems
' he suggested a comparison between it and a bird seen by n

friend, probably a pupil, in the Koyal Menagerie at Madrid, which
there is every reason to believe from the description given to have
been just. It was only in the twelfth edition of hi* immortal work
that he introduced a slight confusion by adding to the citation from
Hernandez to the account furnish'.! l.y his friend, and to some

particulars extracted from Jocquin's then Unpublished description of

his supposed species, a synonym from Marcgrave, which can alone

justify M. Temminck's criticism. We restore without hesitation

lioth these synonyms of Linnaeus and Jacquin, excluding only from
the twelfth edition of the '

Systoma Natunc
'

the references to Marc-

grave and his copyists. With the Vullur harjiyia of LinuaMin and the
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V. coronatu-s of Jacquin are necessarily included among the synonyms
of the Harpy Eagle, the Falco harpy ia and the F. Jacquini of Gmelin,
by whom the trivial name assigned by Jacquin to his bird was

changed on account of it3 introduction into a genus in which that

appellation was pre-occupied. In the year 1778, Mr. Dillon observed
iu the menagerie of Buen Retiro at Madrid, a species of engle which
he imagined to be 'an undescript kind not taken notice of by
Linnicus.' This bird, which he figures in his 'Travels through Spain'
under the name of the Crested Falcon, is evidently of the same

species with the Harpy, although the representation is rudely exe-

cuted, and in some respects, as for example the length of the beak,

grossly caricatured. We might almost be tempted to suspect that the

specimen seen by him was identical with that described by Linnaeus
from the same menagerie twenty years before, were it not that the
latter bird is expressly called Mexican, while that of Mr. Dillon is

stated to have come from the Caracas. For this reason Dr. Latham
introduced it into his 'Synopsis' under the name of the Caraca
Falcon.

"Gmelin, quoting from Latham, soon after latinised its former
name into Palco crittalus, and this may therefore be added to the

synonyms of our bird, of which Mr. Dillon's was the first published
figure. The next original describer of the Harpy Eagle was Mauduyt,
who also regarded his specimens as nondescript, and gave them the
name of Grand Aigle de la Guiane, from the country whence they
were obtained. To these birds, which formed part of the collection

of the Paris Museum, Daudin, in his 'Ornithology,' published in 1800,

applied the scientific appellation of Falco det>~uctor ; and the names
given by these two writers have been generally adopted on the conti-

nent of Europe as the only ones certainly applicable to the species.
M. Sonnini seema doubtful whether or not to regard the two sped-
nifiis described by him as distinct species, and names the one Aigle
Destructeur, and the other Grand Aigle de la Guiane

;
but there seems

no sufficient reason for their separation. Dr. Shaw's Falco imperialit
is founded on this indication of Sounini. In all probability the
Created Eagle of Stedmau's '

Expedition to Surinam/ spoken of ns a

very strong and fierce bird, belongs to the same species. Figures of the

Harpy are likewise given by M. Cuvier in hia '

Kegne Animal ;

'

by
M. Vieillot, in the second edition of the ' Nouveau Dictionnaire des
Sciences ;

' and by M. Temminck, in his
' Planches Coloridea.' Those

of the two last-named works are strikingly characteristic. That of

the ' Dictionnaire
'

.exhibit* the crest-feathers equally and stiffly

elevated round the back part of the head, a state iu which we have
never seen them in our bird, and which on account of their laxity,
and the lower position of the middle ones, we doubt their power to

assume. It is right however to remark that the crest is stated by
Linmeua and other authors to possess this power of elevation round
the head in form of a crown, an ornament alluded to in the Spanish
name of the bird, Aquila Coronada, and in the trivial appellation,

foronalui, affixed to the species by Jacquin. We believe that we have
now restored to this bird all the original synonyms which unques-
tionably belong to it. The original descriptions of Hernandez,
Linnanis, Jacquin, Mauduyt, Daudin, and Sonnini, and the figures of

Dillon, Shaw, Cuvier, Vieillot, and Temminck, are such as leave no
doubt upon our minds of the accuracy of the references to those

authors. Wo have purposely abstained from mentioning others which
have been occasionally quoted, but which either do not appear to us
to be satisfactorily determined, or are evidently founded on mistake.

Of the former class the Owyra-Ouassou of Lery, or Royal Bird of

Prey of Brazil, may serve aa an example ;
of the latter, the Calquiu

and Tharu of Molina."

Adult Bird. Head with thick downy plumage, of a light slaty-

gray colour. Crest arising from the back part, of numerous broad
feathers increasing in length towards the middle line of the head,
and thus assuming a rounded form, of a dull black, with the exception
of a slight margin of gray on the tips of the longer feathers, and a

more extensive tinge of the same colour on those of the sides. This
crest is slightly raised above the level of the feathers of the back of

the neck when the bird is quiet, but is capable of being elevated at

right angles with them upon any sudden excitement. In this state,

to an observer placed in front of the bird, the middle feathers of

the crest arc rarely, visible, on account of their being inserted much
lower down than the lateral ones

;
while the latter, converging on

cither side, form, as it were, two lax ear-like processes. Below the

rest, the whole of the back and wings, together with a broad collar

round the fore part of the neck, black, each of the feathers of the

linck terminating in a narrow transverse somewhat lighter streak.

1'udtT surface, from the breast backwards, pure white ; plumage of

the lega white with blackish transverse bars. Tail with four

transverse black bands, of about equal breadth with the four

alternating whitish or ash-coloured spaci's; the tip light ash.

(Bennett).
Immature Bird. Upper parts mottled with brown, gray, and

whitish
; cheeks, occiput, throat, and under parts, light gray, with a

few black feathers in front of the neck, and some large irregular
black spots on each side of the lower surface of the tail-feathers on a

light anli-coloured ground, (t'alco i'./ i-iulin, Shaw; Vieillot, young
femal' and wing grayish fawn-colour, irregularly marbled
and |>fittci| wi'h black; collar ashy-fawn, more or less spotted with

black
;
bars crossing the legs fewer and more irregular ; all the lower

parts whitish-fawn sprinkled with darker spots ; upper surface of
tail ash-coloured, with small blackish spots ; patches of black mark
the places of the future bands, which gradually increase at each

change ;
under surface whitish, dotted with fawn. (Temminck.)

Bird farther advanced. Collar, crest, back, and wing-coverts,
almost uniformly gray ; quill-feathers of the wings black ; under
surface of body dirty white

;
each of the tail-feathers marked beneath

by four large black patches crossing its shaft and occupying about
half its width. (Bennett.)

Upper mandible very thick at the base, straight for some distance,
and suddenly curving downwards with a strong arch towards the

sharp point ;
lower mandible straight, short, and blunt

;
nostrils

transverse and oval ; wings when closed not reaching beyond the
middle of the tail, which is rounded at the extremity ; legs feathered
on the upper part of their anterior surface only, the rest naked and
reticulated

;
talons extremely strong, internal and posterior ones

very long. Mr. Bennett observes that in some of these characters,
as for instance the nakedness of the legs/the Harpy approaches the

Sea-Eagles ; but it differs from them in many essential points, and in

none more remarkably than in the shortness of its wings, aud the
robustness of its legs and talons ; the former character rendering it,

like the short-winged hawks, more adapted for preying near the
surface of the ground on gallinaceous birds and quadrupeds, and
the latter enabling it to carry off a prey of much greater magnitude.

Harpy Eagle (Ifarpyia destructor).

The Harpy is stated to be a solitary bird, frequenting the thickest

forests, where it feeds upon the sloths ; it also preys on fawns and
other young quadrupeds. Sounini observed it sitting motionless and

uttering no cry, on a high tree on the banks of the Orapu. Hernandez
does not seem inclined to detract from the powers of the bird, for

he says that it will attack the most fierce beasts, and even man
himself; aud he further states that it may be trained like a hawk to

pursue game. Linnaeus gives the bird credit for strength sufficient

to split a man's skull with a single blow (unico ictu). These accounts
of its prowess must be taken with some grains of allowance, but that

the bird is very powerful is without doubt. Jacquin's specimen was
found dead in the ship that waa conveying it to Europe, and its death
was with some probability attributed to the sailors, whose monkeys
the engle had destroyed. When these animals gambolled too near
its cage they were sci/.ed by its talons and devoured with almost all

their bones, but not their skin, which the bird invariably stripped
off. One Harpy which was obtained by Mr. Hesketh, consul at

Maranham, near the mouth of the river Arnazonas, aud brought to

England by Colonel Snbine, is said to have destroyed and eaten a

King of the Vultures (Sarcoramphus Papa) while ou ita passage to

England. After its arrival a cat was put into its cage, and the eagle,
with one blow of ita immense foot, broke its back.
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It inhabit* Mexico (Hemandca, Linnaus, and other*) ; the neigh-

bourhood of the river Magdalena, in New Granada (Jaoquin);

Caracas (Madrid specimen) ; Guyana (Sonnini).

JVorpAmu (Cuvier.)- -Beak convex above ; nostril* elliptical ; tarsi

Uvated, rather slender; acrotenia scutellatod; toes rather abort;

claws acute.

Mr. Vigor* observe*, that this genii* differs from Ifarpyia in it*

man slender, lengthened, and scutellated Unii, and the comparative
satnaas of its toea. It is separated into two sections, as the tarsi

are plumed or otherwUe; amung the former M. Cuvier arranges

Pate* teripilatu, F. ormalut, and I-', aibetcmt of Daudin, and F.utacutota

of Vieillot; among the Utter, F. (juianentit of Daudin, and /'.

i--_i.:.._,_, Of Umclin. fyUaJtiu of Vieillot corresponds with this

group.
a. Tarsi naked.

M. I'nkitimya, Fain I'rubitinya of (Jnielin, Agtila Brarilicnnt of

Plbaiiii. Braailian Kagje of Latham, Urubitinga of Marcgrave,

Willugbbr, Ray, and other*. The following U Willughbv'g : Thin

bird i like an eagle, of the bigneaa of a goose of six months old. It

ban a thick hooked black beak ; a yellowish skin (cere) about the

noatrila; great aparkling aquiline eyes; a great head; yellow legs

and feet ; four toea in each foot, disposed after the usual manner ;

crooked, long, black talons ; large wings ;
a broad tail. It is all

orer oorered with dusky and blackish feathers; yet the wings are

waved with ash colour. The tail is nine inches long, white for six,

the end for three inches being black ; howbeit in the very tip there

U again a little white.

tlnd aad foot of BrullUn Esfle ;.Vorpu. I'ruki

ug of the Year. Blackish-yellow below
;
the centre of each

feather marked with blackish-brown tear-like spots; throat and
cberka with brown stric on a whitish ground. Locality, Brazil and

Uuyanm, when it it said to seek its prey on inundated places.

6. Tani feathered.

Fatfo orriiniaJli of Dittulin, I/Aigle Autour Koir

d'Afri>|tie, and llu|>pnrt It is the site of a crow; black,
with a long crest or tuft (Irprmlniit from tint occiput; tarsi, edge
of the wing, and bands on the toil, whitish. It U a native of
.'.-. ,

Ctmimlu (Cuvier). Brak convex above; nostrils nearly closed,
rimiform ; Ursi nhort, atmipalmated.

Distingullbed by their abort, half plmnr.l. snd reticulated tarsi,
and more particularly by their nostrils being nearly closed, and
bearing the appearance of a narrow slit or channel.

a. Acrotania scutcllated.

C. kanaliu, Pain Aumci.'tu of Illigrr.

lliud and foot of Iluppart (.Mor/ibnta occipitalu).

Adult Upper mandible extremely hooke<l ;
cere and feet yellow ;

all tne plumage uniform lead colour. Length 15 inches 8 lines

French.

Head and foot of Cyminilit liamattu.

Young of the Year. Plumage sombre brown, each feather

bordered ami lilotcli.'.! with red
;
summit of the head nml cheekn

marked with yellowish elongated spots; a ycllowi-h band below the

eyes; front of the neck whitish. It is a native of I'razil.
,

o. Acrotaraia reticulated.

0, Caytnnentu, I'alco Caycnneniii of Qmelin, Petit Autour de

Cayenne.
Summit of the bend ash-coloured ;

tack mantcnu) brown, barred
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with deeper brown ; belly white
;

tail gray, barred with white

beneath ; feet ash-coloured. It is a native of Cayenne.

Jl'acl :md fool of Cymin i$ Cayenn-nril.

Atlnrina (Vieillot). Beak convex above; nostrils lunulatc; tarsi

short, somewhat slender ; claws long, very acute.

A. cinerea. Bluish n*h-colmir; whitish bands on the under part
of the body ; tail traversed by two black stripes, white at the point ;

beak blue below
;
cere blue ; feet yellow. It is a native of Guyana.

Head and foot of Aiturina ciurrrn.

Mr. Vigon obeerves, that it !H among these Short-Winged Eagles
that the greatest difficulty prevails in deciding on their immediate

affinities. Being for the most part extra-European, and not within

the reach of general examination, their manners also being but

ittle noted, and the characters on which we depend for forming our
decision respecting their affinities being for the most part passed
over in the descriptions given of them, it is only by conjecture that
we can assign them a place in the general arrangement. Of this

nature, he remarks, is the genus last described. The same difficulty,
le adds, extends to several other described species of the Falconida:,
which appear to him to belong to the group of Short-Winged Eagles,

although they have been assigned a different locality by the authors
who have described them. Among these is the Falco Bacha of

Daudin, which has been generally ranked with the Buzzards. Its

short wings aud lengthened bill however seem, according to Mr.

Vigors, to bring it among the present group of the Eagles ;
and its

habits, as described to him by Dr. Horsfield, who had an opportunity
of closely observing them in the Island of Java, where the birds

are by no means uncommon, do not in any respect correspond witli

the Buzzard tribe. Mr. Vigors would place it, together with P.

albidus of Cuvier, near those species of the genus Oymindit which
are distinguished by the reticulated aerotarsia, if not in that genus
itself. He has indeed some doubts whether most of the Short-Winged
Falconida at present placed among the Buzzards, such as F. buson

and F. tachiro of Daudin, F. pascilonotus of Cuvier, &c., may not be
more properly removed to a situation betweeu the Short-Winged
Eagles and the Hawks, with both of which they seem to have a

considerable affinity. There is, continues Mr. Vigors, another group
which also appears allied to the present, distinguished by a rather

feeble and elongated bill, short wiugs, and slender lengthened tarsi,

feathered to the toes. It includes F. limncectus of Horsfield
(' Zool.

Res.,' No. 6), /'. nircut of Temmiuck (PI. Col. 127), and F. atricapilltii
of Cuvier (PI. Col. 79). These appear to be strongly allied, in the

opinion of Mr. Vigors, if not to appertain, to the before-mentioned

;enus Morphnus. F. tyrannut of Prince Maximilian (PI. Col. 73)
bears also, Mr. Vigors thinks, a strong similitude to the same group,

though partially differing in external characters.

2nd Sub-Family Aecipitrina (Hawks).

Beak short, hooked from the base ; wings short, fourth quill longest.

Head and foot of Dadalion cachiimans.

" The short wings of the last groups," writes Mr. Vigors,
" lead

us to the present division of Hawks, all of which, a considerably
extensive tribe, are characterised by their wings extending no

further than two-thirds of the extent of their tail. The fourth quill-

feather is the longest, the first, second, and third gradually exceeding

each other in length. In this division we may observe that the

upper mandible, though not furnished with distinct teeth like the

True Falcons, has the festoon or prominence that generally supplies

its place moro strong and angular than is usual among these tribe".

In some of the Accipitret this is particularly distinguishable. The
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we hare just quitted includes all UM bird* of the preMnt

family in which the beak ii *traight at the base, and hooked only at

the apex. We now eater upon the first of those group* where the

bill U currd from the baae. a character that extend* through the

remainder of the Faleonida. U may be obeenred. that thi

character, which thiu eeparatea the family into two
department*,

WM equally noticed aa a mark of distinction between the specie*

known to the ancient*. Pliny, apparently referring to it aa a line

of demarcation between them, divide* the group into hia two depart-

ment* of A<j*Ua and Actipiln*. It U from adopting the sa >ie views

^np^diag UM family, that M. Briason instituted his two leading

division*, to which he assigned corresponding denominations."

> (Savigny). Beak abort; tarsi moderate; acrotaraia

Type, falfo eackinnaiu of Linntcua, and P. mdanopt of

Mr. Vigor* adopt* the name which was conferred by M. Savigny on

the whole of the sub-family, for the present division of it.

I), mtiamopt. Adult male white, flamed with black on the neck

and breast ; hack, wing*, and tail, deep black, the last with a white

tripe, and terminated with white ; there are dots of the same colour

on toe covert* of the wings ;
cere and tarsi reddish. It is a native of

Guyana. We have illustrated the form by Dtrdalion cachinnant.

Attur (Bechstein). Beak short ;
nostrils suboval ; tarsi moderate ;

acrotaraia ccutellatod.

Mr. Vigors observes that Attur is a title which has been applied to

the whole group, but which may be confined to those whose tarsi,

moderate in length, have their acrotaraia scutellated or covered with

broad and even scales. He considers our European species, Pulco

palmmbariut of Linmeus, as the type ;
to which may be added P. Nora:

Sollamdia of Latham, and a considerable number of corresponding

specie* from every quarter of the globe.

A.palumbarim. This is the Autour and Atour of the French;
Astore (Zinan.) and Oirifalco (Bonaparte), Sparviere da Columbe, and

Sparviere Terzuolo, of the Italians ; Grosser Qepfeilter-Falck and
Hunerhabicht of the Gennaus; Goshawk of the English, and Uebog
Marthin of the Welsh.
A full-grown female measures from 23 to 24 inches in length ;

the

male* one-fourth, and sometimes one-third less ; but when adult, the

plumage U nearly similar. The beak is horn-colour or bluish-

black ; the cere and irides yellow ;
the top of the head, the whole of

the back, upper surface of the wings, and tail-feathers, dark grayish-
brown ;

in females the colour inclines to clove-brown
;

the upper
surface of the tail-feathers barred with darker brown ; a baud passing
over the lore, eyes, cheeks, and ear-coverts ;

the nape of the neck,

throat, breast, belly, and thighs, nearly white, with spots, transverse

bars, and undulating lines of dull black ; under tail-coverts white
;

lore, check*, -and ear-coverts, grayish-brown, forming an elongated
dark patch on the side of the head ;

the legs and toes yellow ; the

claws black.

Young birds have the beak, cere, and eyes, nearly similar to those

of the old birds ; the top of the head, nape, and car-coverts, ferruginous
white, each feather darker in the middle

; back, wings, and upper
tail-covert*, brown, margined with buff; upper surface of the tail-

feather* with five bands of dark brown and four bands of lighter

brown, the ends of all the feathers white
; wing-primaries dark brown,

barred with two shades of brown on the inner webs : the chin, throat,

breast, and belly, grayish-white, each feather with a central elongated

patch of dark brown ; thighs and under tail-coverts with a dark
brown longitudinal streak instead of a brown patch ; under surface

of the wings grayish-white, with transverse dusky bars ; under surface

of the tail-feathers grayish-whit", with five darker grayish-brown
transverse ban, the tips of all the feathers white ; legs and toes

yellow-brown ; the claws black ; those of the inner toe considerably
Urger than those of the outer. (Yarrell.)

Thi* bird flie* low, and pursues its prey in a line after it, or in the
manner called 'raking,' by falconers. If the game takes refuge it will

ait patiently on a tree or (tone till it moves, or till some other prey
is aooeauble. Food bares, rabbits, pigeons, pheasants, grouse, and
partridge*. The female wa* generally flown by falconers at fur, and
the male at feather

; but the female wa* also trained to take the larger
winged game, the male being principally flown at partridges.
TurberviM nays,

" You nhal not neede to shew any other game to a

goahawke for her first cntring than a partridge, because in learning to
flee UM partridge they prove mot excellent

; and the first yeare you
ball doo best to flee them to the field, and not to the covert, for BO
will they lemrne to hold out (and not to turne tayle) in the uii.H.-t
of their flight ; and when they be mewed hawkes, you may make
them doe what you will; and understand you, that you shall i,..t

nrctM to take inch pun, nor to use such art in making of a goshawke
which is taken a brancher a* with a Nyawc, for she will nl\i :<>,,

know of her wife what to doe." ("The Book of Falconrie.') Net,on
a high tree in the outskirts of the forest ; rarely found in the interior,

except in tho*e part* which are
open

n<l )>< from timber. Eggs
three or four, frequently hatched in the middle of May. (Hewitsou,
ex relation* Hoy.) Mr. Yarrell say* that the eggs are rare, and that
the few which he ha* *een were uniform in size and colour, 2,|ths inches
in length by l;.th inch in breadth, of a pale bluish-white, without

any *poU or streaks.

It is found in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Siberia, Russia, and
Chinese TarUry. (Miiller, Linntriu, Pennant) Very common in

France, Germany, Russia, and Switzerland; more rare in Holland.

(Temniinck.) Kare in the south of England. Mr. Yarrell says,
" The

few that are used for hawking are obtained from the Continent.
Colonel Thornton, who kept them constantly in Yorkshire, procured
some of his specimens from Scotland. Dr. Moore, in his

'

Catalogue
of the Birds of Devonshire,' says that it ia found occasionally on
Dartmoor, but I can find no record of its appearance farther west in

England, nor any notice of it in Ireland. A fine adult male was

trapped by a gamekeeper in Suffolk in March, 1833; and Mr.

Doubleday of Epping has sent me word that he received a yonn^
bird from Norfolk in the spring of the same year.. Mr. Selby tin

that he had never seen a recent specimen south of the Tweed, but
states that it is known to beed in the forest of Rothicmurcus, and on
toe wooded banks of the Dee. Mr. Low says that this species is

pretty frequent in Orkney ; but as he speaks of it in connection with
sea-beaten rocks without shelter or woods, is there not reason to

suspect that Mr. Low was mistaken, and that the birds he saw were

Peregrine Falcons ? the more so, as several visitors to these northern
islands have observed peregrines, but no goshawks." (' British Birds.')
Prince C. L. Bonaparte has noted the goshawk as not common in the

neighbourhood of Rome, and as rare in that of Philadelphia. Sir
John Richardson ('Fauna Boreali-Americana') describes one shot in

company with the female at the nest on the plains of the Saskatchewan,
and states that another specimen was killed in the woody country
three or four degrees of latitude farther north th.m the preceding.
He records another killed near Jasper's House, on the Rocky Moun-
tains, and a fourth killed at York Factory, supposed to be a \

bird of the season (the specimen noticed by Mr. Sabiue in 'Franklin's

Journey").

Goobawk (Attur palumlariut}.

The Falcon-Gentil h supposed to be the female and young of
this species, which is the Ash-Col., i nv. I or I'.lnek-Caimi -,\ Hawk of
Wilson.

Colonel Sykcs describes on Attur (A. hydcr) among bin birds of the
Dnkhim (Dcccan), and there are specimens of A. mtuiVtia ami .1.

wrlanolevcut in the South African Museum.
Accipittr (of Ray, Brisson, and authors). Beak short; nostrils

MIWnl
;
tarsi elongated, smooth

;
ncrotarsm scutellatcd, the suture

scarcely to l>e di <. tn. .1. T\j.e, the Common Sp:irrowhawk
iiyillarin* of Kay : tovhieli, say* Mr. Vigors, may be

added many oarMspondlng peoia* whiau do not seem to have any
limits to their geographical distribution.

A. frinyitlariut, the Sparrowhawk, is l.'Kp. r\i'-r of the l"i

Falco Palombino and Sparviere <1 Friiigiirlli of the Italian* ; I lie

S|>erber of the GernmnH
; Sparfhoek of the ' Fauna Suecica;'

A'uiu of Linnaeus; Gwepia of the Welsh.
Adult Male. About 12 inches in lonulli

;
beak blue, lightest at the

bae ; cere greenish-yellow : the it ides yellow ; top of the lie;id, nape
of the neck, back, wings, an, i

(*, rich dark-brown in very
old males with a tinge of bluish-gray ; tail-feathers grayUh-brown,
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with three conspicuous transverse bands of dark brown
; chiu, cheeks,

throat, breast, belly, thighs, and under tail-coverts, rufous, with
numerous transverse bara of darker rufous brown

; legs and toes long,
slender, and yellow ; the claws curved, sharp, and black.

Female. Generally 3 inches longer than the male
;
beak bluish

horn-colour ; cere yellowish, the irides yellow ; top of the head,
upper part of the neck, back, wings, and tail-coverts, brown the
base of many of the feathers white, which, extending beyond the

edge of the feather immediately above it, causes a white spot or
mark ; primaries and tail-feathers light brown, barred transversely
with darker brown

; under surface of the neck, body, wing-coverts,
and thighs, grayish-white, barred transversely with brown ; under
surface of the wing and tail-feathers of the same colour, but the light
and dark bara much broader

;
the first six wing-primaries emarginated ;

the fourth and fifth quill-feathers equal and the longest, the first quill-
feather the shortest ; legs and toes yellow ; clawa long, curved, sharp,
and black.

Young Hale. Resembles the female; but the brown feathers of
the back and the wing-coverts are edged with reddish-brown

; feathers
of the tail reddish-brown, particularly toward the base, with three

conspicuous dark-brown transverse bands. In other particulars like

the female : both have a collar formed by a mixture of white and
brown, which extends from the sides of the neck to the nape.

(Yarrell.)
The Sparrowhawk haunts wooded district?. It is the great enemy

of small quadrupeds and birds, and is often very destructive to

young chicks in poultry-yards in the breeding season. Used in

falconry it is the best of all hawks for landrails. (Sebright)
" The

Sparrowhawk generally takes possession of some old or deserted nest
in a tree, most frequently that of the crow, in which the female

deposits four or five eggs, each about 1 inch 7 lines long by 1 inch
4 lines broad, of a pale bluish-white, blotched and spotted with dark
brown. The young are covered with a delicate and pure white down,
nnd are abundantly supplied with food. Mr. Selby mentions having
found a nest of five young gparrowhawks, which contained besides,
a lapwing, two blackbirds, one thrush, and two green-linnets, recently
killed," and partly divested of their feathers." (Yarrell.)

It is spread throughout Europe, Japan (Temmiuck), Smyrna (Mr.
Strickland), Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Kussia, and thence south-
ward over the European continent to Spain and Italy. Common
in most of the counties of England, and has been observed in the
went and north of Ireland; occurs also in Scotland and its

northern islands. (Yarrell.) .Very common, migratory, near Rome.
(Bonaparte.)

. and foot of Sparrowhawk (Accipiti-r fringiUariu).

Tim form is widely spread. Colonel Hykes records Ac<-l
t
,'il: ,-

(u-ni-iubling A. frmijillarius, but difiVring in certain

point*), mid A. /:iuuumien among the birds of the Dukhun (Dcccan).
HAT. HIST. liIV. VOL. II.

In the South African Museum will ba found Accipiter polyzonus, A.
polyzonoldcs, A. niger, A. Gabar, A. Tachiro, A. minitlus, and A.
n^tvmtru.
Mr. Vigors remarks that there are some species which seem to be

allied to this sub-family and to be intermediate between it and the
succeeding sub-family of Falcons, which, from some peculiarities of
character, cannot well be appended to any established genus. They
possess, he observes, a shortness of wing which would incline us to
refer them to some of the present groups : but their upper mandible,
strongly and doubly dentated, presents a character that will not admit
of their being included iu any of the foregoing genera, in which the
mandibles are entire, or where the place of the tooth is supplied by
a rounded prominence. These species Mr. Vigors would have wished
to arrange in one genus ; but they are found to differ in essential

points which bring them respectively within the pale of the two
conterminous sub-families now under consideration

;
and he feels

obliged, for the sake of perspicuity, to adopt the following genus of
which the type is Falco bidentatus of Latham.
Harpagus, Vigors (Bidem of Spix). Beak short ; upper mandible

strongly bidentated, lower with a double notch; tarsi moderate;
acrotarsia seutellated

;
third and fourth quills longest, equal.

Mr. Vigors observes that the essential characteristic of this group
is the double tooth on both the upper and lower mandible. The wings,
which correspond with those of the other Hawks, in being one-third"
shorter than the tail, have the third and fourth quill-feathers, which
are the longest, of equal length. The tarsi are of moderate length
and strength, and have the acrotarsia scutellated as in the latter

groups of the present sub-family. The nostrils are of a semicircular
form and the cere is naked.
H. bidentaiut. Length, a foot and some lines (French). Slate-

colour above ; throat white
; breast and belly red, undulated with

yellowish ; lower coverts of the tail white
; tail nearly equal, brownish,

barred with whitish. It is a native of Brazil and Guyana.

Head and ftxH o

Mr. Vigors remarks that Falco Diodon of Temmiuck is to be referred
to this genus.

Gampsonyx (Vigors). Beak short, mandibles entire
; nostrils

rounded
; wings short, second quill longest, third generally equal to

the second, and internal web of the first and second strongly notched
near the apex ; tail moderate, equal ; feet moderate

;
r.arsi reticu-

lated, acrotarsia feathered below tho knee to the middle. (Vigors.)" The genus is founded on a small and beautiful Haw'.v," writes Mr.
Vigors in ' The Zoological Journal,' vol. ii.,

" which has been kindly
submitted to my inspection by Mr. Swainson, one of thr !'niits of that

gentleman's extensive researches in Brazil. This lv..l decidedly
belongs to the Accipitrine sub-family of the FcUconiifZ ; but it ia

placed at that remote extremity of it, where the spiv js, gradually
approaching the Falcons, partially assume some of their leading
characters. It possesses the bill of the Hawks, and alsu rho shortness
of wing which so strongly characterises them

;
but th .structure of

the wing itself is the same as in Falco, the second quill- leather being
the longest, and the first and second of these feathers 1 icing marked
on tho inner web by an abrupt emargiuation near the apex ; while the
tarsi also display the character of the same group in having the
acrotareia reticulated. The bird thus exhibits a striking modification
of form, at once partaking of the chief of the respective characters of
both the Hawks and Falcons

; with tlic former of which it may in
addition be observed that it agrees in its general form, and with some
of the latter, particularly the beautiful group of Icrax cierulescens, in
its colours, and in the general distribution of them. To the latter

group indeed it has a striking resemblance, and might perhaps be
referred unconditionally to it, could we pass over the important
character of the untoothed bill"

Q. Swainxonii. Above cineraceous-black, white beneath
; front,

cheeks, sides of the abdomen, and femoral feathers, orange ;
a black

spot on each side of tho breast. Beak black. Feathers of the back
and scapulars ashy-black, spotted with ferruginous. Lower side and
nuchal collar white, sparingly variegated with orange. Primaries

blackish, internally margined with white at the apex ;
secondaries

i>:iri]>x]y sprinkled with ferruginous, beneath white. Tail-feathers

ashy-black, internally (the middle excepted) margined with white,
3 A
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irhite. Feet yellow; claws black. Length of the body 9!

inobe*. (Vigor*.)
It u a native of Braxil. Mr. Vigor* *ay tlmt the following niaim-

script note wu appended to thin bird in Mr. Swainaon'i handwriting :

" The only individual of thin specie* I ever mot with was shot on

the table-land, about ira league* in the interior of Hahia, iu a

direction weataouth-wert from the bay of St. Salvador. It wu
perched on the trunk of a withered tree, apparently watching some
auial! birds. The Urai are bright niid the iride* hazel."

3rd Sub Family, p,iltv*ia (Falcons).

Beak abort, hooked from the ba*e. Wings long. Second quill

longest.
Mr. Vigor* obnrres that thU, closely allied to 1/arpagut by the

double tooth on it* upper mandible, is another group for which he

propoae* the name of

Imu (Vigor*). Beak abort ; upper mandible strongly Udentated,
lower (imply notched ; Urai moderate ; acrotarsia xcutellnted. Wings
hart ; aeoond quill longeat, slightly notched near the ni

..

Bengal Falcon (Hirrar rtrrulticrni).

"
Whoever," write* Mr. Vigor*,

" has Been that beautiful species,
the smallest of its race, falco cierulrtccnt of Liiin;uu, now rendered
familiar to us by the accurate and splendid illustrations of Dr.

Homfielil, will at once acknowledge its separation from every other
established genus of the family. It* upper mandible is strongly and

xharply bidentated as in Ifarpayut, but the under mandible is simply
notched as in the true Falcons. Its wings, shorter than the tail, differ

also from those of llarjMgiu in having the second quill-feather the

longest, thus again establishing the affinity of the genus to the Falcons.
The tarsi are moderate, and the acrotarsia acutellated a* in the latter

Kroiip of Hawks. From its thus possessing characters in common with
both sub-families it U difficult to say to which we should refer it ;

length of the second quill feather, a peculiarity which distinguihcH
the true Falcons, and give* a striking character to their flight. Placed
however at the extremit of the divwion it reserve* it* affinit with

but I prefer placing it in its present situation on account of the
second

ns, and
at the extremity of the divwion, it preserve* it* affinity with

UIOM that went before."
//. nrmfcttow is, according to Dr. Honfleld, the Allap or Allap-

allap of the Javanese
; Palco ctmUeteen* of Linnnu* ; f. Bmgalmnt

of Briason ; falmpamu Mian, '
Ger. Orn.' ; Little Black and Orange

Head and (not of Bengal Falcon (lltrrat rrirfrru).

Indian Hawk of Edwards ; and the Bengal Falcon of UUiam. Kntire

k_{"** Upper part, bluish-black and glossy. Throat,
xillaj, akU* of the nock, forehead, and a line continued from

the environs of the bill over the eye and along the neck, white, witli

n ferruginous tail Lowor part of the breast, abdomen, vent, and

thighs, ferruginous. Hy|xxjhondria, thighs posteriorly, and a brood

|Wtch extending from the eye along the side of the head, black : the

Illume* which cover the thighs behind are terminated by long silky
filaments or radii which are struggling and pendulous, and by t)i< ir

laxity and irregularity afford a peculiar character to the bin I.

(Horsfii'ld.) The natives told Dr. Horsfield that this small but robust

bird wan uncommonly bold in the pursuit of little birds. Several

individual* were brought to him from tliu range of the southern hillx,

which are covered with forests, during his abode at Surakarta. lit-

obtained one in the eastern districts. In the other part* of tilt-

Inland of Java he did not observe it Bengal is also given as iu

locality.
Mr. Vigors (' Zool. Proc.,' 1831) describe* another species, lerar

trythroycuyf, the size of /. nerulateni, from the neighbourhood of

Manilla.

PaUo. Beak short
; upper mandible strongly toothed

;
lower

notched ; acrotarsia reticulated ;
second quill longest ; first and

second deeply notched internally near the n|x-x.

This genus, which includes, as Mr. Vigors observe', the greater

portion of the present sub-family, comprise* the typical specie*.
" The upiwr mandible of this group," writes that zoologist,

"
is arnn-il

with a strong angular tooth ; the lower is notched near the extremity.
The nares are rounded. The wings ore for the most part as long as

the tail, the second quill-feathers being invariably the longest. The
first and second quill-feathers are also distinguished by au abrupt
emargination on the inner web near the extremity. In some specie*.
as in P. pertyrintu, the emargination of the second quill-feather ia not

so abrupt as in others. But iu all the species of the true Falcous
that have come under my examination, this emargination of the first

quill-feather at least is strongly apparent. The tarsi are moderate in

length and strength, and have the acrotarsia reticulated. Our

Kuropean species P. pereyrintu, Linn. ; P. tulbuiro, Linn. ; /'.

.Ktalon, Linn. ; P. !>), Bechstoiu are readily distinguished as

belonging to this typical genus. Some species belonging to the

group have the wings somewhat shorter than the tail, which in

conjunction with Irriur thus evince a gradual series of affinity between
the short and long-winged tribes. Among these we may distinguish
P. linituneulut, Linn. ; P. rupicoliu, Daud. ; with some corresponding
species."

P. pereyriniu, the Peregrine Falcon, U Le Faucou Pelerin of tho
French

; Sparviere Pcllegrino and Falco Kealo of the Italians ;

Wander Falka of the Germans ; Apeatoi-Kccoo (Little Eagle) of the
Cree Indians ; Hebog Trauior and Comrnin of tho Welsh.

Pcrcgiine Kulcon (F,ilco frrrgriMut).

Adult. -Length from 15 to 18 in< -In ". dfptnding on the sex and

age of th bird. Beak blue, approaching to black at the point ;
cero

and eyelids yellow, iride* dark hazel-brown ; top nf tin- lio.-ui, bock of
the neck, and a (|K>t below the eye, nearly block

; back and upper
surface bluish-slate or ash colour, becoming lighter at every succeed-

ing moult, the males usually the most so
; feathers of back, wing-
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coverts, and tail, barred with a darker tint ; primaries brownish black,

inner webs barred and spotted with rufous white ;
front of neck white,

with dark longitudinal lines; breast rufous white, with dark-brown
transverse bars ; flanks, under tail-coverts, and under surface of the

tail-feathers, barred transversely with dark-brown and grayish-white ;

legs and toes yellow, claws black.

Young. Head and upper surface ofbody and wing-coverts brownish-

ash, the edge of each feather rufous ;
the dark longitudinal streaks on

the white under-side of the body more conspicuous, but, gradually

shortening and spreading laterally, they ultimately change their

direction, and become transverse. This change is first observed on
the belly and flanks. (Yarrell.)
Temminck considers the Lanier (Lanner) of Buffon the perfect state

of the male Peregrine. He also adds Falco Barbarut of Latham as

one of its synonyms.
The food of the Peregrine consists of laud and water-fowl, rabbits,

young hares, &c. It was highly prized in falconry. Tubervile, in

his chapter
' Of the Haggart Falcon, and why she is called the Pere-

grine or Haggart,' gives the following reasons for the name :

"
First,

because a man cannot find, nor ever yet did any man, Christian or

heathen, find their eyrie in any region ;
so as it may wel be thought

that for that occasion they have atchieved and gotten that name and
terme of Peregrine or Haggart Falcons, as if a man would call them
pilgrims or forainers. The second cause is, because these falcons do

rangle and wander more then any other sort of falcons are wont to

doe, seeking out more strange and uncouth countries, which indeed

may give them that title of Haggirt and Peregrine Hawks for theyr

excellency, because they doe seeke so many strange and forraine coasts,
and doe rangle so farre abroad. The third and last cause, I doe thinke,

may be their beauty and excellency, because this word (Peregrino),
or Peregrine, doth many times import an honourable and choice matter
hail in great regard. . . . Wherefore I conclude that these Haggart
Falcons are not of Italic, but transported and brought thither from
forraine places, as, namely, from Alexandria, Ciprua, and Candie. And
yet this is for certaine, that in Italic there are taken of these Haggart
Falcons, as in the dominion of the renowned Duke of Ferrara and in

the countrie near Ravenna, being brought thither by force of weather
and wind. And by that means there are none of those Haggarts
found Eyesses, but they are al either soaro Hawks or mewed
Haggarts."

" In the language of falconry," writes Yarrell,
" the female Pere-

grine is exclusively called the Falcon, and on account of her greater
size, power, and courage, is usually flown at herons and ducks

;
the

male Peregrine, being smaller, sometimes one-third less than the

female, in called the Tercel, Tiercel, and Tiereelet, and is more

frequently flown at partridges, and sometimes at magpies. Young
Peregrines of the year, on account of the red tinge of their plumage,
are called, the female a Red Falcon and the male a Red Tiercel, to

distinguish them from older birds, which are called Haggarts or
Intermewed Hawks. The Lanner of Pennant is a young female

Peregrine, at which age it bears some resemblance to the true Lanner,
Palm lanarint of authors a true Falcon also, but much more rare

than the Peregrine, and which probably has never been killed in this

country. Mr. Qould says he was unable to find a specimen in any
collection here, either public or private, at the time he was desirous
of figuring this species in his ' Birds of Europe.' The true Lanner is

only found in the south and south-eastern parts of Europe. The
king of France, Louia XVI., had Lanners sent annually from Malta ;

but they were brought from the eastern countries. It exceeds the

Peregrine Falcon in size, being intermediate between that and the

liyr-Kalcon; was much esteemed for flying at the kite, with which
the Peregrine is hardly able to contend." The name of Lanner is

confined to the female
;
the male is called a Lanneret, on account of

his smaller size. (' British Birds.') It makes ita nest on high rocks.
In Britain Mr. Yarrell states that the Peregrine builds on various

parta of the coast, more frequently in Scotland than in England.
The eggs are from two to four in number, about 2 inches long by
1 inch and 8 lines in breadth, mottled all over with pale reddish
brown. Mr. Selby notices their eyrie at St. Abb's Head. It was from
this locality that the late Mr. Baird of Newbyth usually obtained his
cast of Hawks, for each of which he gave the persons who undertook
the peril of climbing the rock one guinea. Other localities for the
nest in Britain are the cliffs between Freshwater Gate and the light-
ho

(
use near the Needles

; Devonshire and Cornwall, where it is called

Cliff-Hawk
; Holyhead and the Great Orme's Head (Yarrell) ; rocky

coast of Caernarvonshire (Pennant) ; rocky situations inland and
marine in Ireland (Thompson quoted by Yarrell) ; Vale of Moffat in

Dumfriesshire ; the Bass Rock and the Isle of May in the Forth (Sir
Wm. Jardine). It is also found in all the mountainous countries of

Europe, particularly on rocks
; very rare in champaign countries

;

never found in marshy districts ; abundant in Germany and France
;

sufficiently common in England and Holland
;
rare in Switzerland

(Temminck); Shetland Isles, where it breeds; Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, Lapland, and Greenland (Yarrell) ;

Uralian and Siberian
mountains (Pennant). Sir John Richardson, who describes an old
male from Melville Peninsula, 'ii' N. lat., says (' Fauna Boreali-

Americana') "The Peregrine being a rare bird in the wooded
districts of the Fur Countries where the trading post* are established,

I did not procure a specimen on the late expeditions ; but I have

frequently seen it whilst on the march across the Barren Grounds.
Of the two specimens figured by Edwards, one was from Hudson's

Bay and the other was caught off the entrance of Hudson's Straits.

Sir W. E. Parry likewise brought home several male and female speci-
mens from Melville Peninsula, some of which are preserved in the

British Museum. It is a summer visitor of the northern parts of

America, and frequents the coasts of Hudson's Bay and the Arctic

Sea, with the Barren Grounds, but is very seldom seen in the interior.

It preys habitually on the long-tailed ducks (A nas glacialis}, which
breed in great numbers in the arctic regions, arriving in June and

departing in September. Sir W. E. Parry observed it, in hi? second

voyage, following flocks of the snow-bunting on the coast of Green-

land, near Cape Farewell. It frequents the shores of New Jersey and

Pennsylvania in the winter, and is celebrated there for the havoc it

makes among the water-fowl. Mr. Ord states that the ducks which
are struck by it are lacerated from the neck to the rump ;

it gives
the blow in passing, and returns to pick up its bird." Port Famine,
Straits of Magalhaens (Captain King) ;

Australia (Vigors and

Horsfield) ; Cape of Good Hope (Dr. A. Smith). Prince C. L. Bona-

parte notes it as rare and as seen only in winter near Rome, and as

rare and casual near Philadelphia. Dr. Smith (' South African

Museum," No. 94) says that the bird so numbered, though it does not

exhibit exactly the plumage of the Peregrine Hawk of Europe, yet

approaches it so closely that it might be considered as attempting too

great a refinement to class it as a different species.
Mr. Vigors observes that Cuvier has separated the Falco Islandicus

of Latham from the rest of the true Falcons, under the generic title

of Jfierofalco, which he characterises as possessing no tooth on the

upper mandible, but a rounded prominence in the centre, and in

which he observes that the wings considerably fall short of the tail in

length. In this opinion Mr. Vigors does not acquiesce. He cites

examples of the Jerfalcon in its different stages of growth, and in none
did he perceive any material difference between its bill and that of

the true Falcons. He adds that he feels much hesitation in advancing
the above opinion, not merely on account of the known accuracy of

Cuvier, but on account of some facts that had then lately come to his

knowledge. He mentions a specimen in the British Museum, in which
the mandible accords exactly with Cuvier's description

"
II n'a

qu'uu feston comme celui des ignobles." In several specimens from
the arctic regions however in the same collection, he found the tooth.

After referring to the figures quoted by Cuvier, and their discrepan-

cies, he inquires whether it may not be possible that there are two

species. He cannot think that the character itself is variable, or that

Cuvier would have adopted one which must have been known to him
as such, even from the plates.

" In no specimen of a true falcon,"

says Mr. Vigors,
" have I seen the slightest alteration of the tooth,

except by accident."

Our limits will not permit us to do more than hfnt at the other

species of Falco. F. cAt>7ra, Himalaya Mountains (Gould), Deccau

(Sykes), South Africa (Smith), seems to be the nearest in typical

points to the Peregrine Falcon. The following species of Falco,
besides F. peregrintts and F. cliicquera, are in the catalogue of the

South African Museum : F. biarmicut, P. rupicolut, F. rupicoloides,
F. tubbuieo, and F. Swairuonii.

P. tinnuncultu, the Kestrel, inhabits Asia and Africa, as well as

Europe, and is very abundant in the Dukhun (Deccan). (Sykea ;

Abbott.)

4th Sub-Family, Buteonina (Buzzards).

Beak moderate, hooked from the base. Tail equal.
The sub-family of the Buzzards agrees, in the opinion of Mr.

Vigors, with the last in the length of the wings, and the bill being
bent from the base ; and differs from it by a weaker and somewhat
more elongated bill, by the third or fourth quill-feather being longest,
and more particularly by the absence of a tooth on the upper man-
dible. A gradation seems however, as Mr. Vigors observes, to soften

down these differences, and there is an approximation to the teeth of

the Falcons in the first genus of the sub-family.
Ictinia (Vieillot). Beak short; upper mandible subdentated,

lower notched; tarsi short and weak ; acrotarsia scutellated ; wings

long, third quill longest.
Mr. Vigors states that this genus is founded upon the Milan Cresse-

rele of M. Vieillot, and has a strong and short bill, the upper mandible

of which is somewhat angularly festooned, and the under distinctly
notched. The nares are rounded as in the Falcons ;

the tarsi are

rather short, and feathered below the knees, and the acrotarsia scutel-

lated. The wings are of considerable length, extending far beyond
the tail ; a character which induced M. Vieillot and others to place
the bird near the Kites. Its strong affinity however to the last sub-

family, of which it possesses so many of the characteristics, iuclines

Mr. Vigors to assign it its present situation. In manners, he adds, it

seems also to approach the Falcons ;
and he remarks that if we con-

sider the Mississippi Kite of Wilson to belong to the present group of

Vieillot, of which Mr. Vigors has little doubt, we must attribute to

the bird before us, judging from the interesting description in the
' American Ornithology,' much of those spirited and generous qualities
which we admire in the typical groups of the family.
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Back and wing* aUU-bluo;

hoad luul bolly whitish, spotted with brown. Irui fine rod.

It u mid to fly to great bright, where it remain* a long time poiaed

or itaUonary, and cleave* the air with rapidity in order to MM the

great iDMcta which are iU prey, independently of reptile* and birds.

It U a native of America.

Head and foot of IrHmia plumlea.

Cirfta (of Authors). Beak moderate ; nostrils sub-oval ;
tarsi

elongated ; acrotarsia ncutellated ;
toes generally short ; third quill

longest ; aides of the head furnished with a circle of feathers very

like the capital disc of the Owls.
" This genus," says Mr. Vigors,

" exhibits still a slight approximation

to the last group* in the structure of the upper mandible, which has

a rounded protuberance towards the middle, similar to that of the

Dawks. They are distinguished from the rest of the buzzards by
their elevated and slender torsi, which are covered with feathers for

ome space below the knee, and of which the acrotarsia are scutel-

lated. The naras are sub-oval and transverse on the cere, and the

third quill-feather* are the longest." It includes, according to Mr.

Vigor-, tin; European species P. <mginoitu of Aldrovaudus, ami

P. fygargtu of Limueus, to which he says may be added P. acoli

and P. wulaxoleucot of Daudin, together with some newly-described

;

C. ar*ginoiiu. This is the Harpaye, Busnrd Harpaye, and Board
de Marnis of the French ;

Falco Caatagnolo and Falco coil la Testa

Ilnd and foot of Whltc-lle* I'd Harpy (Cima <rrN/fno<<).

Bianca (yotmg birds), Falco Albanelln con il Collare (old), of the
Italian*

; Schwartx-Brauncr Kisch-Qeyer luit dem grlhcn Kopf,

Brauner Rohr-Geyer, Brandweiho, Waaserweihe, and Sumpfn-i ill.-. of

miaui; Moor-Buzzard, Marsh-Harrier, Duck-Hawk, II

and Whito-Headed Hari>y, of the English; and Bod y Ow,

Welsh.
Adult Male (third moult). B<k bluish-black, with a slight festoon

on the cutting edge ; cere and iridcs yellow ; top of the head, cl.

and nape of the neck, yellowish-white, tinged with rufous, and streaked

with dark brown ; back, wing-coverts, and tortialx, dark reddish-brown ,

with lighter margin* ; primaries brownish-black ; secondaries and tail-

feathers ash-gray.
After the third Moult Wing-coverts and tertiols become, in addi-

tion, partially or entirely ash-gray ; wing-primaries slate-gray ;
chin

and throat nearly white
;
breast rufous, streaked longitudinally with

dork brown ; belly, thighs, and under tail-covert*, reddish-brown,

feather streaked with dark brown
; legs long, slender, and yellow ;

toes yellow ; claws sharp and black.

Second Year. Head, neck, chin, and throat, dull yellow, witli an

occasional patch of the same colour on the corpus, or anterior point
of the wing. (Bewick's Figure.)

Young of the Year. AH the plumage chocolate-brown ;
feathers

tipped with lighter reddish-brown ;
irides darker than in the adult ;

legs and feet as in old birds ; length from 21 to 23 inches, depending
on the sex. (Yarrell.)
The Moor-Buzzard, when in pursuit of game, flies low, and will, so

to speak, beat a moor or other piece of ground with the regularity

almost of a well-trained pointer. Young rabbits, small qundr
birds, especially water-birds, reptiles, and even fish are itp

Sometimes it will sit on the look-out on a stone or low bush. I'

builds its nest generally on the ground, in a tuft of rushes or <

grass or furze, and composed of rushes or rank gross, and small -

Latham says that it will sometimes build its nest in the fork of a largo

tree, but that the instance is rare. Eggs, thre or four, oval, i

pointed at one end, 2 inches and 1 line in length, by 1 inch 6 linos in

breadth. (Yarrell.)
It is found in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, south of Russia, Ger-

many, France, Holland, Spain, Italy, and Turkey ;
in all countries

where there are marshes; very abundant in Holland; rare in the

south, migratory in the autumn (Tcuiminck) ;
common in the

marshes near Rome, but only young birds, and migratory (Bona-

parte); Trebizond (Abbott) ; Gauges,' between Calcutta and Bcnare*,

&c. (James Franklin) ; Europe, India, Africa (Gould) ; Smyrna
(Strickland).
The Moor-Buzzard may be seen in most parts of England and

Wales favourable to its habit*. It occurs in Scotland and the

Hebrides, and Mr. Thompson notes it as existing in several counties

of Ireland from Cork to Antrim.

Mr. Vigors observes that the snU-family of Buzzard* is that which

of all the falconida; approaches nearest to the family of the Owls

(Strigidai). In their dull and slothful habits, their heavy flight, and

indeed their whole appearance, these contiguous groups evince, ho

remarks, a general resemblance, indicating a corresponding inferiority

in the qualities which distinguish the birds of prey. The soft and
loose texture of the plumage of both presents a similar affinity, and

he adds that Circus, iu particular, furnishes us with a still further

ami more intimate point of resemblance. The feathers that cover

the checks and ears form, as he says, a sort of rounded i- .liar that

rises on each side of the face; thus exhibiting a conformity to tli-

disc or circular erection of the face-feathers so conspicuous iu the

Owls.

Speaking of C. cyanciu, the Hen-IIarrier, Mr. Gould, in noticing
the Trebizond collection of birds presented to the Zoological Society

by Mr. Keith Abbott, says that European, African, Indian, Chinese,
and North American specimens present no specific dilleren

' tut he notes as European, Indian, and African, ('/.mil. 1'roc.,'

1834.) In tho South African Museum will be found C'. <

(with habit* very much resembling those of our M,.i Hi,. ., : .i>. <'.

Maunu, C. Swawwonii, and C. Vaillantii. In tho British Museum
there U a very good series ofthe Moor-Buzzard, illustrating the d i i

changes of plumage.
Pemit (Cuvier). Book moderate

;
lore covered with serrated

feathers; tarsi moderate, semi-plumed ; acrotarsia reticulated; third

quill longest
Mr. Vigors observes that Pernit is distinguished by tho singular

character of the lorum that surrounds the eye, being covered with

feathers, instead of being naked as in the other faloonttkx, or famished

only with hairs. In other respects also, he states, the genus . i

from that of Buteo which follows. Its acrotarsia are reticulated, anil,

like Circtu, it has tho third quill the longest. The nares are ximilar

to those of llutco, Falco ajiivarout of Linnicus, the Honer-Battard,
and a corresponding species from Java, /'. ^lilurhynchiu of Tuuiininck,

form, he adds, tho typical species of the e

P. apitonu, the Honey-Buzzard. It is La Bondrco and Buse

Bondrce of the Frem-h ; "\Vunpen-Busard of the (ii-nnans; Frosch-

Geyer of Kramer; Stag-Hok of the ' Fauna Suecica
;

'

Musc-Haegand
Muse Baage of Brunnich ;

and Bod y Mel of the Welsh.

Old Male. Space between the eye and the beak covered with small

serried feathers. Top of th.- li-id very pure ashy-blue; upper parts
of the body brown, more or less ashy ; secondaries barred alternately
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with blackish-blue and gray-blue ; tail with three bands of blackish-

brown, at unequal distances
;

throat yellowish-white, with brown
spots ; neck and belly marked with triangular brown spots on a
whitish ground ; cere deep ash ; interior of beak, iris, and feet, yellow.
Length about two feet.

Head and foot of IIoncT-Buzxard (Tcntis

Female and Young. Ashy-blue on the forehead only ; front of the
neck marked with great spots of bright brown ; breast and belly

yellowish-red with deeper spots; under surface of the body often

whitish, with reddish-brown spots.

Young of the Year. Cere yellow ;
iris bright brown ;

head spotted
with white and brown

;
under part of the body reddish-white, with

great brown spots ; feathers of the upper parts bordered with reddish.

(Temminck.)
The Honey-Buzzard feeds on field-mice, moles, mice, hamsters,

birds, reptiles, wasps, and other insects. (Temminck.)
" Examina-

tions," says Mr. Yarrell in his ' British Birds,"
" have usually proved

the food to have been the larva; of bees and wasps, to obtain which
the receptacles containing them are scratched out and broken up in

the manner described by Sir William Jardine. In one instance, in

the case of a honey-buzzard kept in confinement, I was told that it

killed and ate rats, as well as birds of considerable size, with great
ease and good appetite." The same author records that the stomach
of a specimen killed in the north of Ireland and examined by Mr.

Thompson of Belfast, contained a few of the larvicand some fragments
of perfect coleopterous insects ; several whitish-coloured hairy cater

pillars ; the pupa) of a species of butterfly, and also of the six-spot
hornet-moth. Willughby says,

" In the stomach and guts of that we
dissected we found a huge number of green caterpillars of that sort

called (feometrrt, many also of the common green caterpillars and
others." White's specimen had in its stomach limbs of frogs, and

many gray snails without shells. Willughby says tLat it runs very
swiftly like a hen. Vieillot states that it seldom flics, except from
one tree to another, or from bush to bush, and then always low, and
that it runs on the ground with great rapidity like the common fowls.

Neat on a lofty tree in a wood or forest. White mentions one on a

tall slender beech near the middle of Selborne Hanger. Willughby
says,

" It builds its nest of small twigs, laying upon them wool, and

tupon the wool its eggs. We saw one that made use of an old kite's

nest to breed in, and that fed its young with the nymphae of wasps;
for in the neat we found the combs of wasps' neats, and in the
stomachs of the young the limbs and fragments of wasp-maggots.
There were in the nest only two young ones, covered with white
down spotted with black. Their feet were of a pale yellow, their

bills between the nostrils and the head white ; their craws large, in

which were lizards, frogs, &c. In the crop of one of them we found
two lizards entire, with their heads lying towards the bird's mouth,
as if they sought to creep out." The same author says that the eggs
are cinereous, marked with darker spots. The egg mentioned by
White was smaller and not so round as those of the common Buzzard,
dotted at each end with small red spots, and surrounded in the middle
with a broad blood-red zone. Pennant mentions two blotched over
with two shades of red, somewhat darker than thos^ of the Kestrel.

" The eggs of the Honey-Buzzard," writes Mr. Yarrell,
" are rare

;
I

have only seen three or four specimens, one of which answered to the

description given by White, the colouring-matter being confined to a
broad band round the middle. One specimen in my collection

resembles those mentioned by Pennant, being mottled nearly all over
with two shades of orange-brown : long diameter 2 inches 1 line

;

transverse diameter 1 inch 9 lines."

This bird is found in oriental countries ; it is very rare and acci-

dental in Holland
;
more abundant in France iu the Vosges and in

the south, a bird of passage (Temminck). Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Russia, Germany, France, Italy, and the south of Europe generally
(Yarrell and authors by him quoted). Skins received from India

(Gould). In Britain the bird has been obtained in Suffolk, Norfolk,
and along the eastern coast as far north as Northumberland, and in

several western counties, including Dorsetshire, Devonshire, and
Worcestershire. Rare in Cumberland, according to Dr. Heysham,
who had only met with one specimen, and was told that it bred in the
woods at Lowther. Mr. Thompson mentions one killed in the north
of Ireland, and Mr. Macgillivray two as having occurred in Scotland.
Buffon and others, Belon among the rest, say that it gets very fat in

winter and is then good eating.
uteo (of Authors). Beak moderate, rather weak

;
nostrils some-

what rounded
;

tarsi short
; acrotarsia scutellated

;
fourth quill

longest.
Mr. Vigors remarks that the true Buzzards are known by their

comparatively feeble bill, their short tarsi, and scutellated acrotarsia.

Their nares are round and their fourth quill-feather the longest.
Their tarsi are either plumed to the toes or half way covered with
feathers. Of those whose tarsi are completely feathered, F. lagopus
of Linnseus is the type, according to Mr. Vigors, and F. desertorum,
of Daudin appears to appertain to it

;
of those birds whose tarsi are

but half plumed he gives Buteo vulgans, the Common Buzzard, as an

example, and remarks that the genus is very numerous in spccies ;
and

that the form is very generally to be observed over the globe.
B. vulgarie, Falco Buteo of Linnicus

; Buteo of Gesner
;
Falco varic-

gatut of Gmelin ; F. glaucopis of Men-em
; La Buse of the French

;

Falco Bottaone and Pojana of the Italians ; Mause-Falk and Wald-

Geyer of the Germans
; Quidfogel of the ' Fauna Suecica ;' Oerne

Falk of Brunnich
;
and Bod Teircaill of the Welsh. " The whole

length of the Common Buzzard is from 20 to 22 inches, depending
on the sex the females, as in the Falconidce generally, being the

largest. ^
From the habit of seeking food late in the evening, observed

in this species, and also hi the Rough-Legged Buzzard, and in the
softer and more downy texture of the feathers, as compared with the

plumage of the true Falcons, the Buzzards are considered as indicating
an approach to the Owls. The beak is bluish-black, darkest in colour
towards the point ;

the cere yellow ;
the irides generally yellow ; but,

as the Common Buzzard and indeed all the Buzzards are subject to

considerable variation in the colour of their plumage, the irides are

observed to vary also, presenting some reference to the prevailing

Common Buzzard (Ilittro vtiJt/aris}.

tone of the colour of the feathers. The upper part of the head,

occiput, and cheeks, pale-brown, streaked longitudinally with darker

brown ; the whole of the back, wing-coverts, \ipper tail-coverts, and

upper surface of the tail-feathers, dark clove-brown, the latter barred
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with lighter brown, tb* feathers of the former-named part* having

lighter-coloured edge* ; the winir-primarie* brownUh-black ; the chin

and throat almost white ; front of the neck, breast, under wing-

covert*, belly, and thighs, grayiah-white, barred tranver*ely with

dark wood-brown ; leg* and torn yellow ; the claw* black.
1

(YarrrlU
The following are varietie* : Potto albulut, Gmel. ;

P. rerncolor,

OroeL ; Wei*lichcr Busard, Borkh. ' Deut Orn.' (Temminck.)
Tb* flight of the Buzzard is slow, and it generally remains perched

on some tree in the wooded districts patiently waiting for its prey,

namely, small quadruped*, bird*, and reptiles, and even earth-worms

and insect*. It may be seen sometimes soaring in circle*, but not

often, and doe* not pursue it* game, but pounces at it when on the

ground. It* nature i* slothful and cowardly, but its philoprogeni-

Uveoeat appear* to be great The Cock Buzzard will hatch and bring

up the young if the hen i* killed (Ray), and among other instances

Mr. Yarrell records one of a female buzzard kept in the garden of the

Chequers Inn, at Uxbridg*. which showing an inclination a few years

back to make a nest and ait, was supplied with material* and two

ben'* eggs, which she hatched and afterwards reared the chicks. Since

that time she ha* hatched and brought up a brood of chickens every

year. Once they put down chicks just hatched to her to save her the

labour of sitting, but she killed them all. Her family, says Mr.

Yarrell, in June 1831, consurted of nine; the original number were

ten, but one had been lost When flesh was given her she was very

assiduous in tearing and offering it ai food for her nurslings, and

appeared uneasy if, after taking small portions from her, they turned

away to pick up grain. (' British Birds,' where there is an elegant

vignette of the bird and her foster family.) Indeed the young remain

with the old birds some little time after they quit the nest, contrary
to the usage of other bird* of prey, which generally drive away their

young as aoon a* they can fly. In Scotland, where the bird is said to

be bolder, on rook* or on the edges of
steep

scars or beds of torrents.

(Macgillivray.) In England the Buzzard builds (or sometimes takes

to a neat) in the fork of a tree in a wood. The egg* are generally

three, sometime* four, abort oval, 2 inches 3 lines in length by 1 inch

10 lines in breadth, of a solid white, slightly spotted with pale-brown.

(YarrelU
The Buzzard is common in all the wooded countries nf Europe.

Very abundant in Holland. (Temminck.) It is well-known, aays
Mr. Yarrell. over the wooded

parts
of the continent of Europe,

south of Russia, and inhabits Spain and Italy, passing over the

Mediterranean to North Africa : but Trebizond, Smyrna, and Madeira,

appear to be it* limit* to the southward. Prince Bonaparte notes it

a* very common near Rome. In several part* of Ireland it is common
(Thompson) ;

not very plentiful in Scotland, nor does it appear in the

lists of the birds of Orkney and Shetland, by the Rev. Mr. Low and
Mr. Dunn, though it occurs in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Russia.

Mr. Gould, in noticing the Trebizond birds presented to the Zool.

Hoc. by Mr. Keith Abbott, among which it was, observes that it was
not previously

observed in Asia, although there is a nearly allied

specie* in the Himalaya Mountains, and that it had not then been
noticed in Africa. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1334.) In England, though lately
more rare, it i still far from uncommon.

i<>hn Richardson (' Fauna Boreali-Americana') states that the

Common Buzzard arrive* in the Fur Countries in the middle of April,

very soon afterwards begin* to build it* nest, and, having reared its

young, depart*
about the end of September. It haunts the low

alluvial point* of land which stretch out under the high banks of a

river, and may be obaerved for a long time motionless on the bough of a

tree watching for *ome small quadruped, bird, or reptile to pass within
it* n-ach. A* won a* it eapies it* prey, it glide* silently into the air,

and sweeping eamly but rapidly down seize* it in it* claws. When
disturbed, it make* a short circuit, and aoon settle* on another perch.
On* of Sir John'* apecimcn* bad two middle-sited toad* in it* crop.
It build* it* ne*t, h* ays, on a tree, of short stick*, lining it with doer's

hair. The egg* are from three to five in number, and he remarks that it

wa* awn by tb*
expedition

a* far north as the 57th parallel, and that
it mo*t probably baa a still higher range. He give* a description
nf two ; one a male, shot on the 1 7th June at the nest, which contained
three egp, on tb* plain* of the Saskatchewan

; and another, a female,
killed at the nt also, near Carlton, May 22.

lltilm ftatka i* recorded by Major .lames Franklin among the
collection formed by him on tb* banks of the Gange* and in the
mountain chain of Upper Hindustan. In the South African Museum
the S. Jackal and H. TVAnrtfcu are

prmerved. The former obtains
it* name from utUring a cry somewhat similar to that of the small

qnarlrupfd* called Jackal* at the Cape. It abounds throughout
Kouth Africa. In the same collection will be found Iluiafir* /x-wonit.

6th Sub-Family, Milrina (Kites).

Beak moderate, rather li-.k-l from the base. Tsil forked. The
length of the wings and the forked tail, instrument' of action to which
the bird* are indebted for their peculiar power and gracefulne** of
flight, are the character* which more particularly separate the Kites
from the rest of th.Aiptore..
Biwiu (H*vigny).-Beak moderate, weak, compressed ; tarsi short,

etniplaemd ; acrotaraia reticulated ; claws, with the exception of

the middle one, rounded internally ; second quill longest ; first and

second quill* strongly notched internally.

S. mdanopttrtu, the Black-Winged Swallow-Hawk. Thi* is the

Paleo melanopleria nf D.iudin
;

K. <.'"'"' nf S.ivigny ;
and Le Blac of

Le Vaillant Si/.e of a Sparrow-Hawk. 1'lumage soft and silky;

tail a little forked. Above ash-coloured, quills blackish, beak and

shoulders black. Below white. Tail principally white. Feet yellow.

Black-WingcU Swallow.II.iwk (Ktaiint mttmtiftfrm).

The bird is snid to live principally upon insects, which it capture*
on the wing, It is common in Africa from Egypt to the Cape. There

i* a specimen in the South African Museum. Savigny speaks of it as

being in great abundance in Syria, Egypt, and Barbary. Crunch

(Tuckey's Expedition) saw great numbers at the mouth of the Congo,
and some were sent home from thence. Lesson says that it occur* in

Australia. It is noticed among the birds collected by Major .lames

Franklin on the banks of the Gauges, and in the mountain-chain <(

Upper Hindustan.
tfaitclerui (Vigors). Beak rather short, weak, compressed ;

nostrils

sub-oval, placed in the cere, which ia furnished with bristles in an

oblique direction ; wings long, second or third quill longest ;
tail long,

very much forked; feet short, weak; tarsi reticulated; acmt n>i:i

feathered below the knee to the middle ; claws not cylindrical ; body
slender, elegant.

Mr. Vigors observes that Xauclertu is distinguished from the true

Milrui by the greater development of the character of the forked

tail ; by the relative proportion of the wing-feathere, the fourth being
the longest in Milrui; and by the reticulation of the acrotarsia, those

of Milrtu being covered with even scales or scutellated. He divides

the genus into two sections.

1st. With the second quill longest.
.\. KioroHrii may be given as an example.
2nd. With the third quill longest.

lf.fnrcat<a (Palco furcatiu, Linn.), the Swallow-Tailed Hawk.
Whole length 20 inches ; beak bluish-black, cere lighter blue, ii i>l--.-

dark ; head, neck, breast, belly, under surface of the wings, side* of

the body, thighs, and under tail-coverts, pure white; back, wing-

primaries, secondaries, upper tail-coverts, and tail-feathers, black, \\nli

a purplish metallic lustre ; tertials black on the outer webs, but patched
with pure white on the inner

;
tail very deeply forked ; legs and toes

greenish-blue ; claws faded orange. (Yarrell.)
We select Mr. Audubon's account of the habits and locality of thin

graceful bird :

" A solitary individual of this species has once or

twice been seen in Pennsylvania, Farther to the eastward the Swallow
Tailed Hawk has never, I believe, been observed. Travelling south-

ward along the Atlantic coast, wo find it in Virginia, although in

very small numbers. Beyond that state it becomes ni<>r al.uiidant..

Near the falls of the Ohio a pair had a nest, and reared four young
ones in 1820. In the lower parts of Kentucky it begins to become
more numerous

;
but in the states farther to the south, and particularly

in part* near the sea, it is abundant. In the large prairies <>! the

Attacapas and Oppellousa* it is extremely common. In the state* of

Louisiana and Mississippi where thesn birds are abundant, they
arrive in large companies in the beginning of April, ami are heard

uttering a sharp plaintive note. At this period 1 generally remarked
that they came from the westward, and have counted upwards of a

hundred in the space of an hour, passing over me in a direct easterly
course. At that season and in the beginning of September, when

they all retire from the United States, they are easily approached
when they have alighted, being then apparently fatigued, and busily

engaged in preparing themselves for continuing their journey, by
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dressing and oiling their feathers. At all other times however it is

extremely difficult to get near them, as they are generally on wing
through the day, and at night rest on the higher pines and cypresses,

bordering the river bluffs, the lakes, or the swamps of that district

of country. They always feed on the wing. In calm and warm
weather they soar to an immense height, pursuing the large insects
called Musquito-Hawks, and performing the most singular evolutions
that can be conceived, using their titil with an elegance of motion

peculiar to themselves. Their principal food however is large grass-

hoppers, grass-caterpillars, small snakes, lizards, and frogs. They
sweep close over the fields, sometimes seeming to alight for a
moment to secure a snake, and holding it fast by the neck, carry it

off and devour it in the air. When searching for grasshoppers and

caterpillars, it is not difficult to approach them under cover of a
fence or tree. When one is then killed and falls to the ground, the
whole flock come over the dead bird, as if intent upon carrying it

off. An excellent opportunity is thus afforded of shooting as many
as may be wanted, and I have killed several of these hawks in this

manner, firing as fast as I could load my gun. The Swallow-Tailed
Hawk pairs immediately after its arrival in the southern states

;
and

as its courtships take place on the wing, its motions are then more
beautiful than ever. The nest is usually placed on the top branches
of the tallest oak or pine tree, situated on the margin of a stream
or pond. It resembles that of a carrion crow externally, being
formed of dry sticks, intermixed with Spanish moss, and is lined
with coarse grasses and a few feathers. The eggs are from four to

six, of a greenish-white colour, with a few irregular blotches of dark
brown at the larger end. The male and female sit alternately, the
one feeding the other. The young are at first covered with buff-

coloured down. Their next covering exhibits the pure white and
black of the old birds, but without any of the glossy purplish tints

of the latter. The tail, which at first is but slightly forked, becomes
more so in a few weeks, and at the approach of autumn exhibits
little difference from that of the adult birds. The plumage is com-

pleted the first spring. Only one brood is raised in the season. The
species leaves the United States in the beginning of September,
moving off in flocks, which are formed immediately after the breeding
Reason is over."

The Swallow-Tailed Hawk (Kaiirlenn furcnlus).

This species, according to Mr. Nuttall, wijl, like the Honey-Buzzard,
prey upon locusts and wasps and their larva;, and make a regular
attack on their uexta. M. Vieillot states that it visits Peru and Buenos
Ayr.M. Mr. Yarrell gives it a place among the British birds on the

authority of two specimens, one killed at Balachoalist in Argyllshire
in 1772, and another taken alive in Shaw-Gill, near Hawes in Wens-
leyilaU-, Yorkshire, in 1805. Apparently to avoid the violence of a
tremendous thunderstorm and the clamorous persecution of a flock
of rooks which attacked it at the same instant, on the 6th of September,
it took shelter in a thicket, where it was seized before it could
extricate itself. The person who caught it kept it a month

;
but a

door being accidentally left open, it made its escape. It first alighted
on a tree at no great distance, from which it soon ascended in a
spiral flight to a great elevation, and then went steadily off in a

southerly direction as far as the eye could trace it. (' Linn. Trans.,'
vol. xiv.)

Jlilriu (of authors). Beak moderate, weak, subangular above ;

nostrils oblique, elliptical ; tarsi short; acrotarsia scutellated; wings
very long, fourth quill longest ;

tail forked.

St. ictinus, Falco Mihua of Linuxus ; M. nlyarls of Fleming and
Gould.

This is the Milan Royal of the French from Belon to Buffon ;

Pojana, Milvio, Nicchio. and Nibbio, of the Italians
;
Mother-Milan of

the Germans
;
Glenta of Brunnich

; Glada of the ' Fauna Suecica ;

'

Kite, Fork-Tailed Kite, Glead, or Glede (Pennant eays from the Saxon

'Glida'), of the English; and Barcud of the Welsh. In some
of the counties of England it is called the Puttock, a name also some-
times bestowed provincially upon the Common Buzzard. In Essex it

is called the Crotched-Tailed Puddock.

Length about 26 inches
;
beak horn-colour ; cere and irides yellow ;

feathers of the head and neck grayish-white, streaked along the shaft

with ash-brown ; feathers of the back and wing-coverts dark brown
in the centre, broadly edged with rufous ; inner web of some of

the tertials edged with white
; primaries nearly black

; upper
tail-coverts rufous

;
tail-feathers reddish-brown, the outer webs of

one uniform colour, the inner webs barred with dark brown ; the
outer tail-feather on each side the darkest- in colour ; tail deeply
forked ; chin and throat grayish-white, streaked with dusky ; breast,

belly, and thighs, rufous-brown, each feather with a central longitu-
dinal streak of dark brown

;
under surface of the wings near the body

rufous, with dark brown feathers edged with red-brown towards the

outer part of the wing ; under tail-coverts plain rufous-white ; under
surface of the tail-feathers grayish-white, with the dark bars of the

upper surface showing through ;
tarsi and toes yellow ;

claws black.

(Yurrcll.) The females are larger than the males.

Kite (J/i/rnj Uliiiiu).

The Kite sails gracefully in the air, now describing circles, and
anon with outspread tail remaining stationary. It pounces on its

prey, consisting of moles, mice, leverets, rabbits, unfledged birds, and
the young of the Gallinaceous tribe especially. It was, when more

plentiful than it is at present, a great scourge to the poultry-yard. It

will eat frogs and snakes; and in the 'Magazine of Natural History'
an observer bears witness to its taking fish from a broad river near

which ho resided. The nest, made of sticks and liued with soft

| materials, is usually built on the fork of a tree in a thick wood.

i

The eggs are two, sometimes three, short oval, 2 inches 2 lines in

length by 1 inch 9 lines in breadth. They are of a dirty white, with

a few reddish-brown spots at the large end. The female lays early in the

season, and she often makes a vigorous defence when her nest is attacked.

The Kite is found in France, Italy, Switzerland, anil Germany ;

less abundant in Russia
;
more rare in Holland

; migratory in autumn.

(Temminck.) Very common near Rome, especially near the herds of

cattle. (Bonaparte.) It also occurs in Siberia, and the country about

Lake Baikal
; and has been observed in Egypt, and several parts of

Africa north of the equator. In Ireland it does not seem to be

known. In Britain, especially in the southern counties, it is become
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rare, though at one time it was evidently abundant. Cluaius state*

that when he was in London an amazing number ot Kite* flocked

there tot the oflal* which were thrown into the itroeU. They were to

tame that they took their prey in the tuidit ot crowd*, and it waa

forbidden to kill them. In falconry it waa used both ai pursuer and

punued, and U very docile. Louis XVI. flew at the Kilo with P..W.T-

ful falcon.; and Sir John Sebright toll* in that "
Fork-Tail,-,! Kit.,

were much flown some yean ago by the Earl of Orford in the neigh-

bourhood of Alconbury HilL A great owl, to the leg of which the

falconer* luually tie a foz'a brush, not only to impede its flight, but

to make it, u they fancy, more attractive, U thrown up to draw down
the Kile."

Colonel Syke* note* Milou goviuda a* occurring both in South

Africa and India. In the catalogue of the South African Museum
U the following account of MUrtu panuilicta, the Cape Kite, there

preferred : "This bird u the Kuicken Deif, or Chicken-Stealer of

the Dutch colonist*, and only appears
in South Africa during the

summer inarm It resorts to inhabited places, ami as its name

implies, is very destructive to young chickens. Everywhere it is

bold ; but it u especially so in districts into which fire-arms have not
me yet been introduced, where it will pounce down and seize pieces
of flesh from the hands of children, or even grown persons. It feeds

in part upon carrion, and many individuals are often seen congregated

together upon dead carcases."

General Geographical Distribution of the Falconida. Wherever
birds and small quadrupeds are to be found, there is the bird of prey,
whose office it is to keep their number within their proper bounds.
Thus as Mr. Vigors writes (' Zool. Journ.,' vol. i. p. 329' On the

Groups of the Falcouidie '), there seem to be no limit* affixed to the

geographical distribution of the true Falcons. This indeed appears
generally the case in the larger groups of this family. The Naked-
Cheeked Faleonid<t alone seem to be confined to the southern parts of
the New World, and to Australia, if we ore to refer P. Nora
Xirlandiir of Dr. Ijatham to the genus Polyboria, according to M.
Temminck's opinion. But the remaining groups appear to be

dispersed in every division of the globe.
The Falconida! described and figured in Mr. Swainson's ' Birds of

Western Africa,' before alluded to, belong to the two most typical or

perfect divisions of the family, namely, the Noble Falcons (Falconida),
and the Hawks, (Accljiitritut).

Some of the best illustrations of the Falconida! will be found in

Audubon, Bewick, Gould, Le Vaillaut, Temminck, Savigny, Swainson,
Vieillot, and YarrelL Some of Prison's figures are good. There nre

many fine and expensive works (the 'Planches Eulumiiices,' for

example), which contain figures of these noble birds, but they are

sadly deficient in character, and look like what thoy were mostly
taken from ill-stuffed specimens. There is more to be learnt from
the wood-cute of the heads by Swainson in

' Fauna Boreali-Americana
'

and the '
Classification of Birds,' than from the mostgorgeously coloured

ill-lia|pl engraving. The magnificent works of Audubou and Gould
are full of the character of the respective species : Swaiuson particu-
larly excel* in this, whether he portrays the bird in his beautiful

drawings, or gives an epitome of its leading points in the small

compass of a wood-cut The figure* in Yarrell's ' British Birds '
are

excellent, and charming examples of the perfection to which wood
engraving can be carried.

The following is an arrangement of the species of I'alcunitlu

upeoimens of which are to bo seen in the British Museum :

Family KAU U.MDJ-.

Sub-Family I. A'tuilitirr.

I. .I'/ui/n.

II.

.

1. A. dtrytalloi, the Golden Kaglp.
2. A. Mi.'/ilMil; tin- Imp

', tin- K..ii|;h-l'ooU-.l K.iglo.
4. A. ntnioula, the Tawny I

.V A. thiuUii, Honour* Eagle.
1'nafltu.

t. A. OIK/OX, the Bold Eagle.
Ptmafltu,
7. A. rulturina, the Vtilturinc Eagle.
Jfierafltu.

8. A. ptnnata, tho Booted Eagle.
Hetenmu.
9. A. ifalayaua, Rcinwardfs Kay].-.

.

8pitatlt.

ormatiu, the Crated Goshawk.
2. S. Mtfasra*, the Martial I

t. & coronal**, the Crowned Eagle.
ffitatlur.
4. ft. m-LinoltuciH, the Black and Whit. K ,g|o.

.

5.
or.-ipilolit, the Ocdpitnl Engle.

i. r
6. & Tfrmutui, the Tyrant Eagle.

e. Lymnaflnt.
7. & cirrluilut, the Crested Indian Eagle.
8. & Bvnuonriuis, the Crustod Bornean Eagle.

III. Ilirpctotlura.
1. //. cac/iinnufij, the Laughing Falcon.

IV. Circaittu.

a. Circaftut.

1. C. Gallic*!, the Jtan-le-Blanc I

2. C. thoracicu*, the Blaak-BnMkad Btftr.
5. C.fiuciolutui, the Banded Falcon.

b. Spilornit.
4. C. Jtatlia, thb Bacha Kiigle.
6. C. Cheela, the ChecU Eagle.
0. <7. Jlototpilui, the Spotted liicln.

c. JJarpyhaliattiu.
1. C. coronattu, the Crowned Eagl.-.

V. Tkraaftut.
1. T. Ilarpyia, the Crested Eagle.

VI. Morphnut.
1 . M. Guianeniit, the Guyana Goshawk.
2. M. Urubitinga, the I I

iigle.

3. 3f. meridional!*, the liufous-Headed Falcon.
VII. Pandion.

a. Pamlion,
1. P. Jfaliaftut, the 0]>rey.
2. P. leucocephaliu, the Whitc-Itoadcd O.ipr.-y.

It. Polioaftut.

3. P. Icltthyaetni, the Marine Eagle.
4. P. liumilit, the Small Marine Eagle.

VIII. Cuncuma.
a. Cuncuma.

1. C. Macel, Mace's Eagle.
2. C. leucoyaitei; the White-Bellied Eagle.
8. C. rocifer, the Piscivorous Eagle.

b. (ieranoaetiu.

4. C. melanoleucut, the Black and Wliite Eagle.
IX. JJaliaelut.

1.' II. albicilla, the Cinereous Eagle.
2. //. Uucoceplialut, the Bald Eagle.

X. lltlotartu*.

1. 11. ecautlalia, the Short-Toiled Eagle.
XI. Jlntiiulur.

1. Jf. Indus, the Pondicherry Eagle.
2. //. leucotterntu, the Whiti-Hi-aded Rufous Eagle.
3. //. Sphenurui, the Whistling Hawk.

Sub-Family II. Polyborina.
I. Jbyctcr.

1. /. Americanut, the Red-Throated Falcon.
2. /. to-, the Block Coracarn.

II. Milvago.
a. Milvago.

1. M. ehimachinia, the Chiniachiin.i Falcon.
2. M. chimango, the Chimaugo Caracara.

6. Phalcobainut.
8. M. megalopteria, the Long-Winged Coracara.

c. Actotriorcliiit.

4. M. awtralii, the Southern Carai::u-.i.

III. Potyborut.
1. /*. BrOtttuMilfOu I'ra/.iliau Kite.

Snip Family III. Jluli."

I. Huteo.

a. /Intro.

1. B. vulyarii, the Common Iliix/jird.

-. /'. n Bu/.zanl.

3. /*. rujintu, tin' l,.'iin I. ,i-,l.

4. //. J,i,-l-iil, tho.l.-tckal Falcon.
6. U. auyur, the Nurth African Bu/./jinl.

ii. II. i>lttmi/M-t, the Half-Booted Bii/wuml.
ft. J'<rcUoptcriu*.

7. Jl. bortalit, the American Buzzard.
8. S. lintattu, the Barrod-Brea8tu<l Buzzaiil.
9. Jl. Pennfi/lranifim, tho Biwul-Winged Fall-nil.

r. Tiir/ii/lriorchu*.

10. Jl. crytkronotut, the Red-Backed Bu/.zanl
11. Jl. /.(. <./,,, til.' IJandeplSi.!.-.! Hawk.
12. B. nltonotalia, the Wliilr S, ml.
13. Jl. Icucopi, tho White-Faced Bux/jir.1.

</. Hutcoyallui.
1 4. Ii. aquinocliali*, the Equinoctial Eagle.
16. Ii. nvjricollu, the 1'amena Eagle.

e. LtUCOpb
lip. Jl. miinnn^t, the Streaked V.

17. Jl. iilbicuItU, tins Wliiiv-N.'. I.. ! l-'ji'

18. Jl. tcotoptcrut, tho ISnmlian ltu//.ard.

1:>. /(. f^Honolwt, the Oray-Biicked IJu/./jird.

II. Archiltutco.

1. .1 Mi.- Rough-Legged Falcon.

2. A. Kuncti Johanna, the St. Jolni' I
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3. A . feiTugineug, the Caciqne Buzzard.

4. A . itrophiatus, the White-Breasted Buzzard.

Sub-Family IV. Afilvina.

I. Baza.
a. Ariceda.

1. B. cncvlmda, the African Baza.

6. Baza.
2. B. lophota, the Cohy Falcon.

3. B. subcristata, the Small-Crested Baza.

4. B. maynirottrii, the Large-Billed Baza.
II. Pernii.

1. P. apvcerut, the Honey-Buzzard.
2. P. criitata, the Crested Honey-Buzzard.

III. MUrui.
a. itilrus.

1. M. regalis, the Kite.

b. Hydroictinia.
2. Af. Govinda, the Govinda Kite.

3. M. niyer, the Black Kite.

4. M. afflnu, the Australian Kite.

5. M. jEgyptiut, the Arabian Kite.

IV. Elanoida.
a. Elanoida.

1. A', furcatia, the Swallow-Tailed Falcon.

b. Chelidopteryx.
2. E. Riocoiiri, the Riocouria Falcon.

V. Elamu.
1. J?. mtlanopterns, the Black-Winged Falcon.
2. i?. axillarii, the Axillary Falcon.
3. . tcriptiu, the Letter-Winged Falcon.
4. leucv.ru>, the White-Tailed Hawk.

VI. Gampsanyx.
1. ft Swaintoni, Falcon-like Hawk.

VII. Roitrhamut.
1. A tociabilii, the Hook-Billed Falcon.

VIII. Cymindu.
a. Cymindu.

1. C Cayanenrls, the Cayenne Falcon.
&. Keyerhiniu.

2. (7. uncinafu*, the Crook-Billed Falcon.
IX. Jctinia.

a. Ictinia.

1. /. Mitfiaipperuii, the Mississippi Kite.

1. P&ciloptcryx,
2. /. plumbea, the Spotted-Tailed Hobby.

Sub-Family V. Falconina.
I. Ttaco.

o. Hierofalco.
1. /". Oyrfalco, the Jerfalcon.

2. /". tubniger, the Black Falcon.
3. /". pereyrinator, the Sultan Falcon.
4. /*. peregrinut, the Peregrine Falcon.
5. (?) /*. melanoymys, the Black-Cheeked Falcon.
6. (?) .F. anatum, the Duck Falcon.
7. A pcregrinoldei, the Salakoo Falcon.

6. Gennaia.

8. T-". cerrialit, the Double-Bearded Falcon.
9. .K lanariui, the Lanner Falcon.

10. .P. Juyyer, the Jugger Falcon.
II. HypotHorchit.

a. Hypotriorchit.
1. //. lubbuteo, the Hobby Falcon.
2. //. tcrtrut, the Severe Falcon.
3. 77. ruftgularit, the Red-Necked Falcon.
4. 77. frontatui, the Paramatta Falcon.

J. -ftalon.
5. //. concotor, the Uniform Falcon.
f>. //. jEtalon, the Merlin.
7. //. cottimltariui, the Pigeon-Hawk.
8. //. Chiequera, the Chiequera Falcon.
9. Jl.femoralii, the Red-Thighed Hawk.

III. leracidea.

1. 7. berigora, the Cream-Bellied Falcon.
2. /. Nora Zealandicc, the New Zealand Falcon.

IV. Tinnunculut;
a. Tinnunculw.

1. T. ataudariui, the Kestril Falcon.
2. T. rupicolta, the Rufous-Backed Kestril.

8. T. rupicolotdet, the Rock-Falcon.
4. 3". punctattu, the Spotted Falcon.

6. Tichornit.

5. T7
. cenchrit, the Lesser Kestril.

6. 2*. cenckrolda, the Nankin Hawk.
c. Erythropui.

7. 7*. rafifrtinui, the Ingrian Falcon.
<Z. Piecilornu.

8. T. rparreritu, the Little Falcon.
9. (?) 7". ctnnamonitriM, the Cinnamon Falcon.
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V. Harpagus.
1. H. diodon, the Two-Toothed Falcon.

2. H. bidentatiis, the Notched Falcon.

VI. lerax.

1. 7. caerulescem, the Bengal Falcon.

2. 7. Eulolmus, the White-Naped Falcon.

3. 7. sericeus, the Silky Falcon.

Sub-Family VI. Accipitrlna.

a. Jsfur.

1. ^i. palumbarivj, the Goshawk.
2. .4. melanoleucui, the Pied Goshawk.
3. .4. radiatus, the Radiated Falcon.

i. Spizageranui.
4. A. unicitictas, the One-Banded Hawk.

o. Leucospiza.
5. A. Norce Hollanditt, the New Holland White Eagle.

d. Lophospiza.
6. A. trh-irgatus, the Three-Streaked Hawk.

7. j4. nitidus, the Plumbeous Falcon.
8. ^d. poliogaster, the Gray-Bellied Falcon.
9. A. leucorrhout, the Spotted Falcon.

10. A. maynirostris, the Great-Billed Falcou.

II. Poliornis.

1. P. Teesa, the Teesa Hawk.
2. P. Liventer, the Pale Hawk.
3. P. Indicia, the Gray-Cheeked Hawk.
4. 71. pyrrhoyenyt, the Dark-Cheeked Hawk.

III. Gei'anotpiza.
1. ft gracilis, the Slender Hawk.

IV. ificratiur.

1. Af. brachypterus, the Pied Sparrow-Hawk.
2. Af. xanthothorax, the Yellow-Necked Hawk.
8. Af. concentricw, the Concentrical Sparrow-Hawk.

V. jlcctp<'.
a. Accipitcr.

1. .4. nisn.1, the Sparrow-Hawk.
2. .4. erythronemia, the Red-Thighed Sparrow-Hawk.
3. .4. tachiro, the Speckled Sparrow-Hawk.
4. 4. rufiventrit, the Red-Bellied Hawk.
5. A.futcvu, the American Brown Hawk.
6. A.pUeatui, the Hooded Falcon.
7. 4. Madagascariemis, the Madagascar Hawk.

i. Jlitraspiza.
8. ^. //nus, the Tiny Falcon.

9. .4. minvttut, the Dwarf-Falcon.
10. A virgalut, the Streaked Hawk.

e. Urospha.
11. ^1. cirrhocephalui, the New Holland Sparrow-Hawk.
12. X. approximarts, the Australian Goshawk.

VI. Microniius.

a. Tachypiza.
1. Af. Soloensia, the Soolo Falcon.

4. Sceloipiza.
2. Af. Francetii, France's Sparrow-Hawk.

c. Microniav*.
3. Af. bud iu, Brown's Hawk.
4. Af. sphenwui, the Short-Toed Sparrow-Hawk.
5. Af. Gabar, the Red-Legged Falcon.
6. Af. 'mijiioyraiiimiciut, the Single-Streaked Hawk.

VII. Mdierax.
1. Af. musicus, the Chanting Falcon.

Sub-Family VII. (Tirana;.

I. Serpcntarius.
1. 5. tecrelarim, the Secretary.

II. Polyboroidet.
1 . T5. radiatui, the Madagascar Falcon.

III. CiVciw.

a. Strigicepi.
1. C. cyaneiu, the Hen-Hairier.
2. C". melanoleucut, the Black and White Indian Falcon.
3. (7. acoft, the Long-Legged Falcon.
4. C. cinereiu, Quoy s Buzzard.
5. C1

. o<er, the Black Hen-Harrier.
b. Glaucopteryx.

6. C. cineretcem, the Ash-Coloured Falcon.
7. (7. Swainsoni, the Pale-Chested Harrier.

8. C. Jardinii, Jai-dine's Hen-Harrier.
rf. Spizacirciu.

9. C1

. macropterut, the Salvador Falcon.
c. Pygargtu.
10. (7. aruginosvs, the Moor-Buzzard.
11. 6*. assimilii, the Allied Moor-Buzzard.
12. (7. ranh'orus, the Ranivorous Falcon.

3 B



FALCON KY. FAMILIES OF PLANTS.

Wo mhjoin a list of the British IIWCIM of PalconHlte from Mr.

Tamil's '
British Birds':

A i/
mla H.rrm, the Spotted Eagle.

A. duytuitot, the Golden Eagle.
Hali**t<u aUieOU, the White-Tailed Eagle an.l Chlorous Eagle.
/'aiuVion J/atttHttu, the Osprey, or Fishing-Hawk.
/Wro (ryrfalco, the tJyr-Falcnn.
/". pcrrsrrimu, the Peregrine Falcon.

f. nbkuln, the Hobby.
P. nfftt, the Red-Footed Falcon.

P. JS*O<m, the Merlin.

f. rinHMcH/iu, the Kestrel or Windhover.
Attur falmnbarim, the Goshawk.

Aeeipiter MUM, the Spnrrow-Hawk.
.V>/riu rutyari*. the Kite, the Fork-Tailed Kite and Qlead.

tfmcienuftu-catut, the Swallow-Tailed Kite.

Billet mlgarii, the Common Buzzard.

B. lagopta, the Rough-Legged Buzzard.
I'ma apirona, the Honey-Buzzard.
Circta (tnffvtonu, the Marsh-Harrier.

C. cyanriu, the Hen-Harrier.
I'. Montaytti, Montagu's Harrier.

A very line collection of the Falcunidir, unequalled in the number
of species, is at present to be seen in the Gardens of the Zoological

Society, Regent's Park, London.

FALCONRY, or HAWKING, the art of training and flying hawks
to take other birds. Julius Firmicus, who lived in the middle of the
4th century, is the first Latin writer who speaks of falconers, and the

art of teaching one species of birds to fly at and catch another. The
art however had been in all probability practised in the east from
remote ages, whence it certainly came to Europe.
From the Heptarchy to the time of Charles II. falconry was the

principal amusement of our ancestors in England. A person of rank

scarcely stirred out without a hawk upon his hand, which, in old

illuminations and upon ancient seals, is the criterion of nobility.

Harold, afterwards king of England, is thus represented in the Bayeux
Tapestry, when visiting the court of William, duke of Normandy.

Florence of Worcester (4to edit 1592, p. 310) states that King
Alfred had his falconers among the persons whom he encouraged for

their skill in different professions ; and a metrical treatise on the art
of falconry, still extant, is ascribed to King Edward the Confessor.

In Domesday Book the practice of falconry is illustrated by nume-
rous entries. In several places we find a sum, no less than ten pounds,
made the optional payment instead of finding a hawk (' Domesday
Book,' torn. L foL 134, b. 172, 230) ;

and once, at Worcester (torn. i.

172) a Norway hawk is specified. Aeries, or places destined for the

breeding or training of hawks, are entered in the Survey, in Bucking-
hamshire, Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Shropshire,
and, more frequently than in other counties, in Cheshire ; as well as

among the lands between the Kibble and the Mersey. (' Domesday
Book/ torn. L foL 144, 152, 163 b, 172, 180, 252 b, 256 b, 257, 264,
265, 265 b, 266 b, 267, 267 b, 268 b, 269, 270.)
Nor were hawks less prized at subsequent periods. According to

Hadox (' Hist Excheq.' i. 273), in the 14th Hen. II., Walter Cnot,
one of the king's tenants, rendered hU rent at the exchequer in three
hawks and three girfalcons. King John had also his hawks (' Pat' 4,
'
Job.' m. 2) ; and upon the Patent Roll of the 34th Hen. III. a copy
occurs of the letter which the king sent in that year to the king of

Norway for hawks. Bray, in the History of Surrey
'

(vot iii. p. 82),
relate* a curious anecdote of Henry III.'s anger with one Roger Belet,

who, by reason of something he had done or omitted about a spar-
hawk, was disseised of all his lands and 40*. rent in Bagshot In the
34th Edw. III. it was made felony to steal a hawk ; to take its eggs,
even in a person's own ground, was punishable with imprisonment for
m year and a day, besides a fine at the king's pleasure. In Queen
Elizabeth's n-ign the imprisonment was reduced to three months;
but the offender was to find security for bis good behaviour for seven

years, or lie in prison till he did. (Pennant,
' Brit Kool.' 8vo, Lond.

1812, voL i. p. 21'J.)

Edward 111., according to Froismrt ('Chron.' L c. 210), had with
him in his army, when he invaded France, thirty falconers on horse-

back, who had charge of his hawks; and every day he either hunted
or went to the river for the purpose of hawking, as his fancy inclined
him. Queen Elisabeth is represented enjoying this sport in a wood-
cut hi Turbervile's '

Falconry,' published in 1675 ; and it was the
favourite amusement with King James I.

By an entry upon the '

Original ia Rolls' of the 85th Edw. III.

(' Origin.' vol. ii. p. 267), it appears that a falcon gentil cost 20*. ; a
tcrsil gentil, 10.. ; a tonil lestour, 6*. 8d. ; and a lanncr, 6*. 8rf. :

thaw were the prices which the sheriff was to give for hawks for the

king's use. In au account-book of the 20th Hon. VIII. a goshawk
and two falcons are prized at 31, and five falcons and a tersil at 81.

l!-rt, in bi 'Address to the Reader,' prefixed to his 'Treatise of
ilawkcii and Hawking,' published in 1C19, says he "had for a gos-
hawke and a Untcll a hundred marks."

Falconry was attempted to be revived by George, earl of Orford,
who died in 17U1 ; and in Yorkshire Colonel Thornton had a hawking'

at a rather later period. Sir John Sebright and a few

other gentlemen also practised it in Norfolk at the beginning of the

present century. As a rural diversion however, principally in conse-

quence of the inclosuras, it has gone into disuse.

A list of the hawks which were most used by sportsmen in the
time of Charles I. is given in Walton's '

Complete Angler ;' and an

explanation of the words of art in hawking will be found in Latham's
'

Falconry,' 4to, Lond. 1688.

The earliest printed treatise on hawking in English is the ' Book
of St Albans,' fol. 1481, ascribed to Juliana Barnes or Berners,' abbess
of Sopwell. There are numerous other and curious treatises upon
falconry both in French and English, some of them of very rare

occurrence. ' Le Miroir do Phebus, avec 1'Art de Faucoin-rii-,' pub-
lished at Paris in 8vo. without datu, was the first work upon the

subject printed in the French language.
For further information upon falconry and its practice the reader

may refer to Spelmau's 'Glossary/ v. 'Acceptor,' edit fol., Loud.

1626, p. 7; Warton's ' Observ. on Spenser's Fairy Queen,' vol. ii.

pp. 171-173 : Strutt's
'

Sports and Pastimes of the People of England,'
-It.

i., Lond. 1810, pp. 21-33; and Haslewood's '

Literary Researches
into the History of the Book of St Albans,' 4to., Lond. 1810, pp.
21-48.

FALCOPERN. [FALCOSIDA]
FALCUNCULUS. [LAN-IAD*.]
FALLOPIAN TUBES, so called from Fallopius the anatomist,

who first accurately described them. They arc tortuous and slender
membranous canals, about three inches in length, which proceed on
fiith side from the two upper corners of the flattened triangular or

pear-shaped body of the uterus. They communicate with its c:i\ ity

by minute openings capable of admitting a large briatle. As they
diverge outwards from their origin they enlarge, and, curving back-

wards, terminate obliquely in open fringed extremities directed

towards the ovaries, which lie below and somewhat behind them.

They are included, as are likewise the ovaries, in the duplicature of

the peritoneal lining of the abdomen, called the broad ligaments of

the uterus, by which that body is itself invested and attached laterally
to the cavity of the pelvis. A production of this membrane sheathes
them to their loose trumpet-shaped extremities, and turning over the

edge is continued for some distance up the interior surface, finally

blending with the mucous lining which accompanies them in their

exit from the uterus. This is the only instance in the body of the

continuity of a serous and mucous membrane, and probably has some
concern in the spreading of inflammation from the interior of the
uterus to the peritoneum, which constitutes one of the forms of

puerperal fever.

Before the period of conception these tubes are observed in the

lower animals to become more full of blood, and to have a writhing
peristaltic motion like that which impels the aliment along the intes-

tinal canal. Certain prominences are also observed at this time on
the surface of the ovaries, produced by the maturation and swelling
of the Graaflan vesicles, which are the ova or germs of the future

progeny. The Fallopian tubes then become attached by their open
fimbriated mouths over these prominences ;

and receiving the vesicles

as they burst through the peritoneal covering of the ovaries, convey
them by the peristaltic motion we have mentioned into the uterus.

These germs ore sometimes fecundated before they reach their

destination, when what is called extra-uterine conception occurs. In
these cases the germ never reaches the uterus at all, but remains in

the intermediate canal, and becomes attached to its surface
;
in this

position it may attain its full size, expanding the tube as it grown, till

at length it gives way, and the foetus escapes into the general cavity
of the abdomen. Such cases are not necessarily fatal ; the foetus, dead
of course, sometimes becomes inclosed after a certain period in a
membranous cyst, gradually extended around it from the porietes of
the abdomen ; and may remain for many years without exciting much
irritation. In other instances abscesses form and break in succession,
discharging the bones and other unabaorbcd parts of the foetus, and
the case eventually does well. But such results are rare

;
and nothing

but the Cicsarcan operation affords much prospect of saving life.

FALLOW-CHAT. [SAJUCOLA.]
FALLOW-DEER [CKBVID*.]
FAMILIES OF PLANTS. The word Family in Botany is mostly

applied
to a group of Plants of the same value as a Natural Order. In

this sense it has been mostly employed throughout the pages of this
work. At the same time, in the arrangements of some writers, a Family
is made a group of less value than an Order ; whilst in the writings of
others the term is loosely applied to distinguish any group of plants
of higher value than a single species. It is thus sometimes employed
synonymously with Genus. The names of natural orders, being mostly
those of a genus, which serves as a type for the rest of the group, are

easily Englished by adding the word Family. Thus the Order Om-
tianacea is called in English the Gentian Family, and so on. By this
means the word Family is sometimes restricted to the species of a
genus. Another word used synonymously with Natural Order by Dr.

Lindley is Tribe. In his Natural System, all the orders having typical
genera with English names have been called Tribes, with the English
names attached. Thus, Cinchonacea, the Coffee tribe

; Pieliacea, the
Duck-Weed tribe ; Eujihorbiacea, the Euphorbium tribe. At the same
time, Tribe is frequently used to express a group of less value than an
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Order, as in the larger orders, Umbdliferce, Leyuminosce, Composite,

Crucifera;, &c. More recently, Dr. Lindley has endeavoured to give a

single English word to express each natural tribe or order : thus,

Jfagnoliacece are called Magnoliads ; Scrophulariacece, Figworts ;

Oaliacece, Stellates. We have added these names after each order in

the '

English Cyclopaedia."
The following plan will give an idea of the relative value of terms

used in the subdivisions of Plants :

Class.

Sub-Class.

Group.
Alliance.

Order, or Family.
Sub-Order, or Sub-Family.

Tribe.

Sub-Tribe.

Division.

Sob-Division.

Genus.

Sub-Genus, or Section.

Species.

Variety.
The divisions, groups, and alliances between the sub-class and order

are adopted by Lindley in his Natural System, and frequently occur

in this work. It is only a few orders, such as Composita, that require
the subordinate divisions above, and only the larger genera require to

be divided into sub-genera.
FARINA. [STARCH.]
FASCICLE, in Botany, is, strictly speaking, that kind of inflores-

cence in which the flowers are arranged in a flat-headed raceme or

corymb, and begin to expand in the centre sooner than at the circum-

ference. The term is however constantly applied to any collection of

flowers or leaves in clusters at the end or on the sides of a branch :

thus, the leaves of the larch are called fasciculate.

FASCIOLA, a name given to various forms of Trematode Worms.

[EUTOZOA.]
FASSAITE. [PYROXENE.]
FAT. This substance varies in properties according to the animals

producing it. In all cases however it is composed of three different

kinds, which differ as to their malting point : these are termed Olein,
or Elain, Stearin, and Margarin. It is not however to be considered

that the substances to which these names are given are in all cases

absolutely identical; they vary as to smell, taste, solubility in alcohol,

Ac. ;
but all fats agree hi being insoluble in water, and in not contain-

ing any azote, which is a common constituent of most other animal

matter. Olein, Stearin, and Margarin are composed of acids called

oleic, stearic, and margaric acids, combined with a base called Glycerine.

Glycerine is the oxide of a compound radicle called Lipyle. [ADIPOSE
TISSUE.]
Human Fat varies a little according to the part of the body producing

it : that from the region of the kidneys, after it has been melted, is

yellowish and inodorous
;

it begins to concrete at 76 Fahr., and is

solid at 64
;

it dissolves in forty times its weight of alcohol of 0-821

when boiling, and on cooling stearin is deposited, which, after pressure
in bibulous paper at 78, is colourless, fusible at 1 22, and may be

cooled to 106 before it begins to congeal ; its temperature, on account
of the evolution of latent heat, then rises to 120 : 21 '5 parts of this

stearin are soluble in 100 parts of boiling anhydrous alcohol, the

greater part of which separates in acicular crystals on cooling.
The Olein of human fat is a colourless oily sweetish fluid, and

remains so at 40" ; at 60 its specific gravity is 0'913 ; 123 parts of

this Olein are soluble in 100 parts of boiling alcohol
;
on cooling to

170 the solution becomes turbid.

Ox Fat. When this has been fused it begins to solidify at 98, and
the temperature then rises, for a reason already mentioned, to 102.

Forty parts of boiling alcohol, of specific gravity 0'821, dissolve one

part of it
; and it contains about three-fourths of its weight of stearin,

which is solid, hard, colourless, not greasy, and of a granular crystal-
line texture ; it fuses at about 112, and may then be cooled to 102,
when, on congealing, it rises to 112. It burns like white wax. Of
this stearin about 15 '5 parts are dissolved by 100 parts of anhydrous
alcohol.

The Olein of ox fat is colourless, nearly inodorous, and its specific

gravity is 0'913 : boiling alcohol dissolves nearly one-fourth more than
its weight.

Sheep's Fat (or Mutton Suet) greatly resembles that of the ox
; it

is however whiter, and by exposure to the air acquires a peculiar
odour. After fusion it congeals at a temperature varying between
98" and 102

;
it dissolves in 44 parts of alcohol of specific gravity

0-821. The Stearin is white, translucent, and after fusion but imper-

fectly crystalline ;
about 16 parts are dissolved by 100 parts of boiling

anhydrous alcohol. The Olein of mutton suet is colourless
;

its specific

gravity is 0'913; and 80 parts of it are dissolved by 100 parts of

anhydrous alcohol at 168.

Hog's Fat, or Hog's Lard, is a soft colourless solid, which fuses

between 78 and 86
;
its specific gravity at 60 is 0'938. By powerful

an. I long-continued pressure at 42, between folds of blotting-paper, it

is stated to yield '62 its weight of colourless olein, of specific gravity

0-915
;
of this, 100 of boiling alcohol dissolve 123 parts. The Stearin

of hog's lard is inodorous, solid, and granular, which, after fusion,
remains liquid down to 100, and then, on congealing, the temperature
rises to 109. It becomes acid by exposure to the air.

Goat's Fat contains a peculiar fat, termed Hircin by Chevreul, and
to the presence of this its peculiar odour is owing, and which remains
to a great degree with the olein when this is separated from the
stearin : by particular management this fat yields hircic acid.

The Fat of Birds. Goose Fat is colourless, and of a peculiar taste
and smell

; after fusion it congeals at 80 into a soft solid of the con-
sistence of butter. When subjected in bibulous paper to pressure at

30, 100 parts are separable into 68 of olein and 32 of stearin, fusible
at 112. The Fat of Ducks fuses at 76, and yields 72 olein and 28

stearin, fusible at 120. Turkey's Fat is separable into 74 oleiu and
26 stearin, fusible at 112. [OILS; ADIPOSE TISSUE.]
FATHER-LASHER. [COTTUS.]
FAUJASITE, a Mineral, consisting of a hydrous silicate of alumina,

with lime and soda. It occurs crystallised in the form of an octohedron
with a square base. Its colour is white, sometimes brown. Fracture
vitreous or uneven. Fragile. Lustre brilliant. It is so hard as to
scratch glass. It is found with Augite at Kaisarstuhls in. Breisgau.
Analysis, by Damour :

Silica .

Alumina .

Lime .

Soda
Water .

49-36

16-77
5-00

4-34

22-49

-97-96
FAULT. [COAL-FORMATION ; GEOLOGY.]
FAUNA, a term employed by naturalists to express the whole of

the members of the animal kingdom living in a particular district

or at a particular time. Thus all the animals living in Great Britain
constitute the British Fauna. Those inhabiting the land form the
Terrestrial Fauna; those found in the seas constitute the Marine
Fauna. It is often applied collectively to all the animals of the

world, the extinct species constituting the Fossil Fauna, and the

living species the Recent Fauna of the world. The word is derived
from the Fauni, who were supposed to be the patrons of wild
animals.

The word Flora is also applied in the same way, to comprehend
the whole of the plants of a district, and admits of the same appli-
cations as the term Fauna. It is derived from Flora, the goddess of
flowers. [FLORA.]
FAUVETTE. [SYLVIAD.E.]
FAVASTR^EA. [MADREPHYLLIOZA.]
FAVOSI'TES, a genus of Fossil Zoophyta, common in the Silurian

strata of Norway and Wales. (Murchison,
'
Sil. System.')

FAVULA'RIA, a generic title of certain Fossil Plants allied to

Fiyillaria, as P. tessellata, from the Coal-Formation. (Stemberg.)
[COAL-PLANTS.]
FEATHER-ALUM, a hydrous sulphate of alumina, not mixed

with any other sulphate. It occurs more frequently than the true

Alums, which are double salts.

FEATHER-GRASS. [STIPA.]
FEATHER-ORE, a Mineral, consisting of sulphuret of antimony

and lead. It occurs in fine capillary crystallisations like a cobweb.
Its colour is dark lead-gray. It is found in the Eastern Harz. Its

composition is

Antimony
Lead

Sulphur

31

47
20

98
FEATHERS. [BIRDS.]

FECULA, or F^ECULA. [STARCH.]
FECUNDATION. [REPRODUCTION.]
FEDIA. [VALERIANELLA.]
FEELING. [NERVOUS SYSTEM; TOUCH.]
FE'LID^E, or FELINA, a Family of the Cat kind, of the order

Camivora, in which the organs of destruction reach their highest

development. They are, among the quadrupeds, what the Falconidce
are among the Birds. Sometimes this family is made to include the

Dogs, Hyaenas, Wolves, and smaller Carnivcrra. We shall confine

ourselves here to the members of the tribe Felina of Dr. J. E. Gray,
comprising the Cats, Lions, Tigers, Leopards, and Lynxes.
The principal instruments of the destructive energy of these

animals are the teeth and claws.

The dental formula then in these animals is the following :

Incisors, ; canines, ; molars, = 30.
'6 11 33

The formation of these teeth is beautifully shown in four prepara-
tions in the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London.
No. 329 is the anterior part of the right ramus of the lower jaw of

a young lion, exhibiting the teeth, together with the gums in which

they are imbedded, and the border of soft parts, or lip, with which

they are surrounded. No. 330 is the anterior part of the upper jaw
of a young lion injected, in which the body of the second or
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pemuuieot lauiary (canine tooth, or cusnidatii*) is pretty completely
formed, and the fang forming. The laniary is cut down in the

direction of it* axis to expose the cavity containing the pulp on
which it waa forming. There is one of the molars in the act of

being abed, and the adult or permanent tooth is pushing
into the

gum. No. 331 is the counterpart, or oposite section of the same

laniary ; and No. 832 is the laniary of the jaw of the opposite side

af the same lion, showing the whole of the pulp on which it was

forming. (' Catalogue, Physiological Scries, Gallery,' vol. i.)

Teeth of the Cat Family. 1, upper jw ; a, internal view ; t, external view :

t, lower jw ; a, internal view ; i, external view : 3, teeth when the Jaws are

i-hul seen in profile. From 1 . Curler.

The articulation of the condyles of the lower jaw in which this

formidable apparatus is set is so contrived as to cause its operation
in the most efficient manner. These processes are situated in the

pame straight horizontal line ; they are cylindrical, and firmly locked
in the transversely elongated glenoid cavities, the margins of which
are so extended both before and behind the condyle that rotatory
motion is impossible. The crowns of the molar or rather lacerating
teeth are compressed, and covered with enamel, as indeed are those
of all the others : the molars terminate in pointed processes, and
the lower teeth shut within the upper. Thus, when called into

action, the teeth and jaws operate like the antagonist blades of a

pair of scissors upon the substance submitted to their cutting edges.
The canine teeth, the principal prehensile weapons of the head, are

very long and large, especially in the larger Cat*. If we examine
the cranium of a lion or tiger we shall be at no loss to discover the

machinery by which this dental apparatus is worked.

KkaU of Uaa seen from shore, thawing the extent of the ivgomalic archen
and temporal COM*.

The Crista Occipitaliit, which is most strongly marked in tin-

cats, is a sharp and prominent bony ridge rising from the. upper and
iind portion of the skull. Us chief use is for the attachment of
the temporal muscle, and the size of the temporal fossa, and the

Htrength and extent of the zygomatic arch depend upon the magnitude
of that muscle. In no animals is this fossa larger than in the

Carnitora. It not only occupies the whole of the sides and upper
part of the skull, but is still further increased by the prominent
bony create proceeding from the frontal, parietal, and occipital bones.

The temporal muscles would indeed almost completely cover the

cranium in many of these animals, were it not for their separation

by the parietal ridge.

Skull of Lion seen in profile, showing: the prominent bony crest*.

The zygomatic suture is so oblique that the temporal bone forms
the whole superior margin, and the os malic the inferior edge of the

zygoma.
In consequence of the construction which we have endeavoured

to explain, the lower jaw is capable of motion only upwards and
downwards, and entirely incapable of that motion in a horizontal

direction, which is necessary to mastication, properly so called.

Accordingly the Cats cut and lacerate their food coarsely, and transmit
it in large portions to the stomach, there to be acted on by the gastric

juice.
The muscles of the neck and fore quarter of the Cats are espe-

cially powerful to give full effect to this part of the organisation,
and to enable the animal to drag or carry away its prey.
We must next turn our attention to the other organs of

prehension, the claws.

The five toes of the anterior and four toes of the posterior
extremities of the Cats are armed with very strong, hooked, sub-

compressed sharp claws. These extremities, the anterior ones espe-

cially, thus become powerful instruments for seizing and rending the

prey. The muscles that arc to wield these weapons are of great
strength ; those of the fore arm especially, which in the lion and
tiger offer the same arrangement for flexion, extension, pronation,
and supinatiou, as is observed in man, are highly developed, and the
blow alone which the animal can deal with this limb is frequently
fatal. It is asserted that the Bengal Tiger has been known to
fracture the skull of a man with one stroke of its heavy paw. The
claws, by a beautiful conformation, are always preserved without
effort from coming in contact with external bodies, so as to keep
them sharp and ready for action. There are some interesting
specimens in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London, which will illustrate this provision. No. 287 of the

'Physiological Series' is a toe from the right fore foot of a lion,
with the last phalanx retracted on the ulnar (which from the prone
state of the foot is the outer) side of the second phalanx. This state
of retraction is constantly maintained, except when overcome by on

extending force, by means of elastic ligaments, two of which have
bristles placed beneath them in the preparation. The principal one
arises from the outer side and distal extremity of the second phalanx,
and is inserted into the superior angle of the last phalnux ; a second
arises from the outer side and proximal end of the second phalanx,
and passes obliquely to be inserted at the inner side of the base of
the last phalanx ; a third, which arises from the inner side and
proximal extremity of the second phalanx, is inserted at the some
point as the preceding. The tendon of the flexor profuudus perforans,
which is the antagonist of the ligaments, has been divided. No. 287
A is a toe from the left fore foot of a young lioness, with the last

phalanx drawn out, as in the action of the flexor profuudus. The
same ligaments are shown as in the preceding preparation, together
with the insertion of the flexor and extensor tendons. In order to

produce the full effect of drawing out the claw, a corresponding
action of the extensor muscle is necessary to support and fix the
second phalanx; by its ultimate insertion in the terminal phalanx,
it serves also to restrain and regulate the actions of the flexor muscle.
A bristle is placed beneath that part of the extensor tendon which

pastes
under one of the elastic ligaments to be inserted into the

base of the loot phalanx immediately above the articulation. In
both preparations lateral processes of tendon may be observed going
to the under part of the base of the phalanx, which arc partly inserted

there, and partly lost in the integument : they arc given off from the
extensor tendon as it passes over the proximate phalanx, and are

|
joined by lignmentous fibres from the sides of the same phalanx.
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No. 288 is a toe from the right hind foot of a lion, with the last

phalanx drawn out, and the elastic ligaments put on the stretch.

As the phalanges of the hind foot are retracted in a different

direction to those of the fore foot, that is, directly upon and not by
the side of the second phalanx, the elastic ligaments are differently

disposed, as may be seen by comparing this with the preceding

preparation. The outer ligament is of a flattened triangular form
;

it arises from the whole outer side of the middle phalanx, is strongest
at the anterior margin, and is inserted at the superior angle of the

last phalanx : the inner ligament is of a rounded form, arises from
the inner side and distal end of the second phalanx, and is also

inserted at the superior angle of the last phalanx, which is necessarily
drawn back in the diagonal of the elastic forces. No. 288 A is the

innermost toe or pollex of the right fore foot of a young lioness,

exhibiting a disposition of the elastic ligaments and mode of retraction

similar to the toes of the hind foot ;
but here the inner ligament is

of the flattened triangular form, and the outer one rounded. The
latter passes between a division in the extensor tendon, one part of

which is inserted in the base of the last phalanx just above the

articulation ; the other part into the outer side of the base of the

phalanx, and into the integument. (' Catalogue, Physiological Series,

Gallery," vol. i.)
"
It seems scarcely necessary," adds the able author

of the foregoing description,
" to allude to the final intention of these

beautiful structures, which are, with some slight modifications,
common to the genus Felia. The claws being thus retracted within

folds of the integument, are preserved constantly sharp, and ready
for their destined functions, not being blunted and worn away in the

ordinary progressive motions of the animal ; while at the same time,
as soft parts only are brought in contact with the ground, this

circumstance contributes to the noiseless tread of the feline tribe."

('Gallery.')

Fig. 1.

fig.

Hind foot.

Structure of the apparatus for retracting and extending the claws of the Cuts,

as exemplified in the fore foot and hind foot of the lion.

The elastic ligaments which retain the last phalanx and claw in a

state of retraction are not the same in the fore and hind foot.

In fig 1, which is a toe from the left fore foot of a young lion,

represented in a state of extensions, a points to the two elastic liga-

ments ; l>, the tendon of the extensor muscle ; e, a process of inelastic

tendon ; d, the tendon of the flexor muscle, which passes over the

II|.|MT extremity of the last phalanx at e, as over a pulley, and thus

assist* the powerful action of that muscle.

In fy 2, a toe from the hind foot, the two elastic ligaments (a)

converge to be inserted into the upper angle of the last phalnnx, and

draw it backwards directly upon, instead of by the side, of the

penultimate phalanx ; c is a process of lateral inelastic tendon
; and

d the tendon of the flexor profundus, which is strongly strapped
down by an annular ligament, e.

The claw is supported on the last phalanx, which is of a very
peculiar form. Its two portions are united to each other at nearly
right angles. The base of the claw is received into a groove in the

body of the bone, to prevent its being pushed backwards in the
violent action of the paws. The two parts of the bone form a species
of hook or crotchet. The superior end of the phalanx in this state

of repose is placed almost vertically ; while the other extremity lies

nearly parallel to the second. The articulation is at the tipper end
of the vertical portion, and the flexor tendons, passing over the

upper part of the bone, are strongly fixed to the other portion.
The action of the flexor profundus causes the whole bone to move
through 90 degrees round the end of the second phalanx. (Dr.

Traill.)

Having laid before the reader the mechanism of the parts more

immediately concerned iu the capture of the prey and the separation
of its flesh, we must notice another organ which in the Cats is used
for other purposes than those of mere taste and deglutition. The
roughness of a domestic cat's tongue is familiar to every one, as

well as the action of lions and tigers in licking the bones of their

prey in order to detach any remnants of flesh that may be adhering
thereto. This is effected by numerous horny papilla;, which are

differently arranged in different species, some having them in straight

rows, others in alternate lines; but in all the points are directed

backwards. In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons are

preparations well illustrating the structure of the tongue in these

animals. No. 1509 exhibits the tongue and larynx of a young lion

injected. The tongue is of considerable length, in consequence of

the distance at which the larynx and os hyoides are placed behind
the bony palate. The soft palate is of a proportional extent. All
that part of the tongue which corresponds to the soft palate is

smooth
;
as it advances forwards it is covered with large soft papilla;

directed backwards; then there are four large fossulate papilla;,
anterior to which the simple conical papilla; continue increasing in

size to near the tip of the tongue : the strong cuticular spines with
which they are armed have been removed, showing the vascular

secreting surface beneath. With the larynx there are preserved
the thyroid glands and part of the wide trachea. No. 1510 is a

portion of the cuticular covering of the smaller posterior conical

papillae, from the preceding tongue. No. 1511 shows a portion of

the cuticular covering of the anterior papilla} of the same tongue.
At the fore p#rt of the base of each of the larger spines may be
observed a group of small gustatory papilla;. No. 1512 is the

extremity of the tongue of a lion, with the cuticular covering of

the papilla; removed from one side
; and No. 1513 is the anterior

part of the tongue of a lion, with the cuticular and spiny covering
of the papilla) preserved. ('Catalogue, Physiological Series, Gallery ,'

voL iii.)

Portion of Llon*g Tongue, showing the horny papilltc.

From the specimen in the College of Surgeons.

Professor Owen remarks, that in the Cats generally the connection

of the os hyoides with the cranium is not by a long elastic ligament,

as in the lion, but by an uninterrupted series of bones, and that this

latter structure exists in the Cheetah (Felia jubota).

This leads us to the other digestive organs. In the Felidcc the salivary

glands are small, as might be expected where it can hardly be said

that mastication is exercised. The stomach of the lion is divided,

by a slight contraction in its middle, into two portions. Its coats,

particularly the muscular coat, are very strong, as in most of the

Carnimra. Blumenbach observes, that in most carnivorous quadru-

peds, particularly those of a rapacious nature, the stomach bears a

considerable resemblance on the whole to that of the human subject.

Mr. Lawrence, in his notes, remarks, that the food of carnivorous

animals approaching in its constituent elements more nearly to those
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of the animal than that of the herbivorous tribe*, ii more easily
reduced into the state which ii required for the nouriahment of the

body in the former than in the latter cue. In the Cuntiroro, the

stomach, which U of a cylindrical form, hai no cul-de-sacs; the

oxophagus open* at iU anterior extremity, and the intestine com-
mences from the posterior, so that everything favours a quick passage
of the food, which receives no mastication, and is retained a very
abort time in the stomach. The intestine has no valves, is small in

diameter, but muscular, and the whole canal, when compared with

the body, is extremely abort, being as 3 or 5 to 1. It is worth

noticing, that in the Domestic Cat they are as 5 to 1
,
but in the

Wild Cat they are only as 3 to 1. Some of the 6'arni'rora have no

csBcum, and in those that have this appendage it is constantly small

and uniform in its cavity. In the Museum of the College of Surgeons
are four preparations, Number* 693 to 696 (Gallery), both inclusive,

bowing the structure of the intestines of a lion. No. 724 shows the

termination of the ileum of a lion, with the caecum or caput coli

injected. The caecum is simple, resembling that of the Suricate

(Rytma Utradadyla of linger), with its apex similarly occupied by a

duster of glands ;
the terminal orifice of the ileum is also of a

circular form, but it is situated on a valvular prominence in the large
intestine. No. 730 is the injected colon of a lion. The longitudinal
muscular fibres are very strong, and are disposed around the whole
circumference of the intestine, which consequently is not drawn up
into sacculi. The lining membrane is smooth, and is thrown into

zig-zag rugae. No. 736 is a portion of the rectum of a lioness,

showing the strong round fasciculi of longitudinal fibres forming the

outer stratum of the muscular coat, part of which has been turned
down to show the inner circular fibres. The intestinal glands of the

ileum in the lion are shown by No. 757. No. 806 shows the liver of

the Domestic Cat, and its subdivision, as in all carnivorous quadrupeds,
into a great number of lobes. The second lobe from the left side, or

cystic lobe, is deeply cleft for the insertion of the suspensory ligament ;

to the right of this cleft it is perforated for the lodgement of the

gall-bladder. No. 807 is the cystic lobe of the same species, showing
that the gall-bladder is situated in the middle of the substance of

the large lobe. (' Catalogue, Gallery, Phye. Series,' vol. i.) Blumen-
bach remarks that the ductus choledochus forms a pouch between the

coats of the intestine for receiving the pancreatic duct in the Cat.

No. 821 in the Museum of the College of Surgeons displays a portion
of the duodenum, with the termination of the hepatic and pancreatic
ducts of a lion. A black bristle is passed into the ductus communis

choledochus, and a white one into the pancreatic duct ; the mucous
coat of the intestine is laid open to show their junction. The orifice

of a distinct pancreatic duct is preserved. No. 837 is the spleen,
with a portion of the duodenum and pancreas of a domestic cat.

The spleen is of an elongated trihedral form, attached to the stomach

by a duplicature of peritoneum inclosing its vessels ;
this duplicature

pssiei off from the angle formed by the two lesser sides. The splenic
vein is seen passing from the spleen along the pancreas, which extends

from it to the duodenum. No. 840 exhibits the stomach and duo-

denum, spleen, pancreas, and great omentum of a small carnivorous

animal, apparently of a oat The parts have been injected, and show

remarkably well the principal peculiarities in the form and disposition
of these parts a* they exist in the feline tribe. A part of the oeso-

phagus has been inverted, to show the transverse rugae of its lining

membrane, near its termination. The stomach exhibits the broad
dilated cardiac and the narrow tubular pyloric divisions, which are

acutely bent upon each other
;
in the duodenum may be observed its

regular extended curve, .and its broad mesentery, by which much
greater freedom of motion is allowed to this portion of the intestinal

canal than in the human subject. The small omentum is Been

attached, not in a regular line along the lesser arch of the stomach,
but advancing in an irregular scolloped manner

upon
its anterior

surface ; an analogous process of peritoneum is attached posterior to

the loner curvature. The great omentum anteriorly is continued

from the greater arch of the stomach, from the left end of which it

i* continued down the spleen, and posteriorly along the pancreas,
which is thus seen to have an entire investment of peritoneum ; from
the pancreas it extends to the pylorus, where it becomes continuous

with the anterior layer, completing the circle, and leaving a largo

aperture behind the leaser arch of the stomach, which leads into the

omenUl cavity analogous to the foramen WinslowL The form of

the pancreas and iU division into the transverse or greater lobe and
the circular or duodenal lobe are well shown, and also the form
and situation of the spleen. ('Catalogue, Gallery, Phys. Series,'

vol i.)

The terrific roar with which the larger animals of this family rush
on their prey is well known, and well calculated to paralyse the

nervous system of the victim with fear. Stealing on the victim with

noiseless tread till couched within the
proper

distance for their spring,
these destroyers leap on it with a horrid sound which salutes iU ear

in the same moment almost that it feels the blow of the deadly talons

and the murderous gripe of the teeth. The cartilages of the larynx
of a lion, the large sise of the vocal organ, and the rounded contour

of the epiglottis may be seen in preparation No. 1172 (Gallery) of

the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeon*. From the narrowness
of the thyroid cartilage anteriorly, there hi a considerable interval at
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that part between the thyroid and cricoid cartilages, a structure which, ,

as the '

Catalogue
'

tells us, obtains in all the feline animals. No.
1 129 consists of the heart and lung* of a kitten, and shows principally
the subdivision of the lungs into many lobes, and more especially
the small azygoa lobe of the right lung, filling up the space whi.-ii

intervenes between the heart and diaphragm in this and most other

quadruped*. Vioq-D'Azyr and Blumenbach notice the two delicate
membranes lying under the ligaments glottidis of the cat, which

probably cause the purring noise peculiar to it
" The structure of the kidney in Mammalia," observes Mr. Lawrence,

in his note* to Blumenbach's '

Comparative Anatomy,' "displays two
very opposite varieties, which may be called the simple and the

conglomerated kidneys. In the former there i* a single papilla,
which is surrounded by an exterior crust of the cortical substance.

This is the case in all the Para, and in some other animals, as many
Jtodentia." " In some animals," says John Hunter,

" the kidney is a

very oblong body, extending in length for a considerable way, and

very narrow, as in some fish, while in other animals it is almost

globular, as in the leopard. ... In the lion kind, cat kind, as also
in the hyaena, we find that perhaps one-half of the veins get on the
external surface, and are either strongly attached to or pass in n

doubling of the capsule of the kidney, and then pass along like the
veins of the pia mater, afterwards joining the trunks from the inside

just as they pass out. . . . The veins of the kidneys have in

general nothing particular respecting them. They in common nttrn<!

the arteries, or at least ramify similarly to the arteries, excepting in

the lion and cat kind, as also in the hyaena, where some of the veins

ramify on the surface, while the others are attending the arteries."

The reader will find in the Museum of the College of Surgeons some
beautiful preparations illustrative of the kidney*, ftc,, of the /We/,,

they are numbered 1200 to 1205 both inclusive, 1218 to 1221 both

inclusive, and 1284. (Gallery.)
Blumenbach observes that in some species of the Cat kind the

glans is covered with retroverted papilla:, which, as these animals
have no vesiculic seminales, may enable the male to hold the female

longer in his embraces. Most of the Cats are retromingeut, but not,
as has been eo often and erroneously repeated from the time of

Aristotle, retrocopulaut.

Urnin, Nervous System, and Senses. Blumenbach observes that
the bony tentorium cerebelli constitutes in most species of the Cat
kind a uniform bony partition which leaves a quadrangular opening
in the lower part of the cranium. In the cat the brain forms fa of
the bodyj the proportion of the weight of the cerebellum to the
cerebrum is as 1 to 6, and the breadth of the medulla oblongafci
the pons Varolii is to that of the brain as 8 to 22. In the Museum of
the Koyal College of Surgeons, No. 1324 (Gallery), is the brain of a

tiger. The pia mater has been removed from the medulla oblongnta,
showing the transverse tract of medullary matter posterior to the
tuber annulare, called corpus trapezoideum ; this is traversed by the

corpora pyramidalia. The development of the cerebrum is such as
not only to cover the optic lobes or bigeminal bodies, but also the
anterior half of the cerebellum itself; and the surface of the cerebrum
is augmented by convolutions, of which one is analogous to the single
convolution in the agouti, and extends parallel with the fissure

dividing the hemispheres ;
a second runs parallel with and external to

the preceding ; a transverse one proceeding from the mesial fissure

mark* off what may bo regarded as the anterior lobes, which, together
with the lateral regions of the hemispheres, are traversed by other
anfractuosities. No. 1325 is the brain of a lion, closely resembling the

preceding in general form and disposition of the convolutions. No.
1326 is the brain and port of the spinal chord of a young lion, with
the vessels of the pia mater minutely injected. The left lateral

ventricle is exposed, showing the pes hippocampi and the choroid

plexus. The fourth ventricle is also laid open, and contains a similar

plexus of minute arteries. Bristles are inserted into the hollow olfac-

tory and the optic nerves, and black threads are tied round the origins
of the remaining cerebral nerves of the right aide. A small quill U
placed in the infundibulum

; but the pituitary gland, which may be
seen in both the preceding specimens, is here removed. The union of
the vertebral arteries to form the basilar artery, the great length of
that vessel, and its division to join with the internal carotids in the
formation of the circle of Willis, are well displayed. No. 1326 U a
portion of the basis of the brain of a lion, prepared to show the
form and relative proportions of the bigeminal bodies or optic tubercles ;

of these, the posterior, though smaller in longitudinal diameter, are

broader, and rise above the level of the anterior pair. No. 1372 and
No. 1873 are two highly interesting preparation* of the spinal chord
and cauda equina of the lion. ('Catalogue,' vol. iii.)

Blumenbach enumerates the Cat kind among the animal* remarkable
for their acutenes* in the sense of smelling, and a* affording examples
of a very complicated formation of the ethmoid bone, both in regard
to the elegant structure of its cribriform lamella, and to the wonderful
convolutions of its turbinated portions, which procure as large a
surface as possible within the confined space of the nasal cavity, for
the application of the Schneiderian membrane. The conchas narium
inferiores are also much convoluted. There is in the Museum of the

College of Surgeons (Gallery) a preparation (No. 1552) of a longitu-
dinal vertical section of the head of a leopard, showing the turbinated
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bones of the left side in situ ; and another, No. 1553, of a longitudinal
section of the side of the head of a young lion, showing the ossa

turbiuata in situ also. The following luminous description of the
latter is given in the Catalogue (' Physiological Series,' yol. iii.) :

" The
superior bone is of a conical form, extending along the whole of the
roof of the nasal cavity, with its base opposite to the frontal sinus

(which is here exposed), and its apex terminating above the anterior

extremity of the inferior turbinated bone. It presents a smooth or
uniform surface towards the nasal cavity, as may be seen in the

preceding specimen ;
but the lamella forming this surface has been

partially removed, showing the subjacent lamella, which is folded

longitudinally : the more complicated disposition of the exterior
lamella of the same bone is exhibited on the opposite side of the

preparation, where the surface for the extension of the olfactory
membrane is augmented by a series of deep arched folds, having their

convexity upwards. The middle turbinated bone is also of a

pyramidal form, ita broad basis being applied to the cribriform plate
of the ethmoid bone, and its apex extending between those of the
other two turbinated bones, but not reaching so far forwards. The
nasal or mesial surface of this bone is complicated by numerous deep
furrows, two of which extend longitudinally, parallel with the superior
margin of the bone, while the others radiate hi an irregular manner
from the lower point of attachment. The lateral surface of the bone
is less complicated and extensive. The inferior and anterior turbi-

nated bone is of an elongated form, and contracted at both extremities.
Its posterior and inferior extremity is attached to the outer parietes
of the nasal passage, below the middle of the turbinated bone : from
this point it extends obliquely upwards, enlarging as it crosses the
anterior extremity of the middle bone, and then diminishing in size

to its anterior and superior attachment behind the external nostril :

from its position therefore the odorous particles in inspiration must
first impinge upon this bone. Its nasal surface is pretty uniform,
presenting only one curved groove, parallel with and near to the lower

linn-gin of the bone, in this respect differing widely from the lower
turbinated bone in the hare : its exterior surface is similarly charac-
terised. In the preparation the outer lamella has been cut away to

show the subjacent fold. The whole being minutely injected, the

vascularity of the pituitary membrane extended over this vast and

complicated surface is well displayed. The pituitary membrane is

evidently thickest and most vascular at the anterior part of the

cavity, where it must receive the first impression of the external air.

A portion of the pituitary membrane is reflected from the base of the
middle turbinated bone, showing the fibres of the olfactory nerves

spreading over it. In No. 1554 (the opposite section of the same
head) and No. 1555 (the intermediate section) this part of the organi-
sation is still further illustrated.

The sense of hearing is acute in most of the Cats. There is, in the

greater number of mammiferous quadrupeds, connected with the

aium, another cavity which Blumenbach compares, with regard
to the situation of the bony organ that contains it, to the mastoid
cells in the temporal bone of man. In several animals (and the cat is

one of them) this organ is a mere bony cavity. The ossicula auditug,
considering the lenticulus as only a process of the incus, are three,
as in the human subject. In the Museum of the College of Surgeons
there is a preparation (No. 1600, Gallery) of a section of the cranium
of a young lion, including the organ of hearing of the left side. A
part of the meatus is preserved with the membrana tympani, and the

cavity of the tympanum is laid open, showing the convexity of the
membrane turned towards it, as in most Mammalia. (' Catalogue,'
vol. iii.)

Sight is acute in the Felida;, and they have the nictitating membrane
very large and inoveable. The pigment, as far as is known, is gene-
rally speaking of two colours, and the anterior perforation of the
iris is formed of two segments of large circles joined, giving it a long
and a short axis, the long axis being vertical. In the Museum of the

College of Surgeons (No. 1710, Gallery) ia the eye of a lion minutely
injected by the ciliary arteries, and the sclerotic coat transversely
divided, and reflected from the cboroid, to show the vascularity of
that tunic. No. 1730 in a preparation of the eye of a lion, showing
the broad patch of tapetum lucidum below and also a little above the
insertion of the optic nerve. The succeeding numbers to No. 1733
inclusive are also illustrative of this part of the organisation in the
lion and the leopard. John Hunter,

' Observations on Certain Parts
of the Animal (Economy,' remarks, that when the pigmentum is of
mbre than one colour in the same eye, the lighter portion is always
placed at the bottom of the eye, in the shape of a half-moon with
the circular arch upwards ; the straight line or diameter passing
almost horizontally across the lower edge of the optic nerve, so that
the end of the nerve is within this lighter coloured part, which makes
a kind of semicircular sweep above it : and he observes that the

shape is peculiar to the Cat, Lion, Dog, and most of the carnivorous
tribe. Professor Owen observes that the Cheetah has the circular

pupil of the Lion, Tiger, Leopard, and Jaguar. (' Zool. Proa,' 1833.)
The osteology of the Pelidce presents little for the distinction of

specie* except size, and in no animal does specific character depend
upon size and colour more entirely than it does in this family.
Tliiiri 1 are indeed differences : such for instance as that pointed out

ly Professor Owen between the skull of the lion and that of the tiger;

but taken as a whole the skeleton of a cat is very nearly the minia-
ture representation of that of a lion or a tiger. We accordingly find
that the disposition of many leading zoologists has been to bring all

the numerous species under one genus. Linnaeus arranges them under
felii, the third genus of his order Fene, placing them between the

Dogs (Cam's) and Viterra. Illiger assigns to them a position in his
order Falculata, with the title Sanguinaria. Cuvier places them
under the name of Les Chats (Felis, Linn.) among his Carnivores, the
third family of his Carnassiers, between the Hyaenas and the Seals.

Temmiuek regards the genus Felis as an indivisible group zoologically,
but separates them into two sections, the first comprising those which
are found in the Old Continent and its archipelagos, 18 species in

number; the second those which occur in the New World, of which
he enumerates 9 species. Prince C. L. Bonaparte admits into his

family Felina the genera Proteles, JTycena, and Prionodon, a very
questionable admission. Dr. Leach gives the Lions a generic distinc-

tion with the name of Leo. The Lynxes are separated as a genus by
Dr. J. E. Gray, under the title of Lynchus ; and the Hunting Leopard
(Fdi> jiibata,) is characterised generally by Wagler as Cynailurus. The
whole family may be popularly divided into Lions, Tigers, Leopards,
Lynxes, and Wild Cats, or Cats properly so called the two latter

terms being more particularly applicable to the smaller forms.
Under the articles HY^NINA, CANIS, VULPID.*:, VIVERRID.E, BEARS,
MUSTELIDJ:, PHOCID.E, will be found other families of Carnivora, some
of which have been occasionally referred to the Felidce.

Before proceeding to any description or illustration of this family,
it will be advantageous to the student to be put in possession of

M. Temmmck's well-considered and digested monograph of the

genus Fdit, divided into two sections, according to their geographical
distribution.

Section 1.

This comprises the Felidce of the Old Continent and its archipelagos.

Species.
Fdit Leo, including the three varieties of Barbary, Senegal, and

Persia.

P. Tiyra, the Royal Tiger.
P. jubata, the Hunting Leopard.
P. Pardui, the Panther. Of this M. Temminck gives the following

character : When adult, less than the Leopard. Tail as long as the

body and the head, its extremity when turned back reaching to the

tip of the nose
; colour of the fur deep-yellowish fulvous, its internal

part marked with rose-like spots of the same hue as the ground-colour
of the fur

;
the numerous spots closely approximated ; the rose-like

spots from 12 to 14 lines at the utmost in diameter; caudal vertebne
28. N.B. The number of caudal vertebra; assigned to the Leopard
by M. Temminck is 22. It would appear that there is no correct figure
of the true Panther.
The Black Tiger, Felii melat, Rimau Kumbang of Sir Stamford

Raffles, is considered as only a dark variety of the Leopard.
P. Uncia is considered as also to be erased from the list of species,

as it is only the young of the Leopard or Panther.
P. macroceli*, the Rimau-Dahan.
F. Served, comprising F. Serval and F. Capensis, Linn., the Chat-

Pun 1 of Desmarest, and the Caracal of Bruce.
P. cervaria, the Lynx.
P. Catta.

P. maniculata.

F. mintita, identical with the F. Javanensis of Horsfield's ' Zoolo-

gical Researches in Java,' and therefore not to be adopted.

Section 2.

This comprises the Felida of the New Western World.
F. concolor, the Puma.
F. Onca, the Jaguar.
P. Jayuarondi.
F. celidogaster. Bought by M. Temminck at -the sale of Mr. Bullock's

collection for the Museum of the Netherlands.
P. rufa, Guldenst., Bay-Cat of Pennant. With this M. Temminck

describes also a specimen brought from Mexico, which may prove
distinct. Bought by M. Temminck at Mr. Bullock's sale for the
Museum of the Netherlands.

P. pardalii, the Ocelot.

F. macroura. N.B. These two last confounded together by Linnaeus

under the name of F. pardalis. The Mexican Tiger of Pennant is said

to be representative of F. macroura.
F. mitis, the Chati, F. Cuv.
P. tiyrina.

This monograph, as far as it goes, has been of great benefit ; but the

student should examine the menageries and museums, as well as the

works of other authors, and he will find several Cats noticed both
before and since the publication of M. Temmmck's Catalogue. Among
other authorities the publications of D'Azara, of Sir Stamford Raffles,

of F. Cuvier, of M. Desmarest, of Dr. J. E. Gray, of Dr. Horsfield,
and Mr. Vigors in the 'Zoological Journal,' of Dr. Horsfield in the
'

Zoological Researches in Java,' of Prince Maximilian, of M. Lesson,
of Sir William Jardine ('

Naturalists' Library,'
'

Mammalia,' vol. ii.,
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from iU being associated with the popular belief that the Lion lathes

his tides with his tail to (stimulate himself into rage. There was
Mima), and of Mr. Darwin ( Zoology of the Beagle') ny be consulted

with advantage.
1 >r. Horafirld and Mr. Vigors (' Zool. Jour.,' vol. i v. p. 380) remark exhibited at one of the meetings a claw obtained from the tip of the

that they are not of M. Temminck's opinion, that the determination tail of a young Barbary Lion presented to the Society's menagerie by
of species in such groups as these rests upon any examination, how- Sir Thomas Reade, then his majesty's consul at Tripoli. It was

1 detected on the living animal by Mr. Bennett, and pointed out to the

keeper, in whose hands it came off whilst he was examining it. The
specimen having been submitted to Mr. Woods for description, that

ever" acute, of preset-red' specimens in cabinets, or in any research,

however extensive, into the stores of furriers. Such examination,

they think, leads to conjecture ; probable and plausible conjecture, it

may be true, but still conjecture, and not facts. They add that we
are in this way as likely to fall into the error of confounding true

gentleman commenced by referring to the ancient writers quote.l l,y

Blumenbach. Homer ('II.,' xx.), Lucan ('Pharsal.,' i. 208), Pliny
as into that of creating nominal ones, and they express their (' Hint.,' viii.), among others, who had described the Lion (erroneously)

opinion that the truth can be satisfactorily attained only by diligent

researches in the native country of these animals, or by accurate

observations on their changes and differences as to sex, age, and season,

when in a living state and in confinement.

M. Temminck, in his ' Tableau Methodique
'

(1827), states that then

there were known 30 distinct species of Cats, and 7 or 8 other doubtful

indications.

I. THE Lioxs.

Lion is the EnglUh name for the form in which carnivorous

development is generally considered to be the most perfect : AeW
of the Greeks (Araivo, Lioness) ;

Leo of the Komans (Lea and Leama,

Lioness) Leone of the Italians (Leonessa, Lioness); Leon of the

Spanish ;
Lion of the French (Lionne, Lioness ; Linceau, whelp) ;

Lowe of the Germans (Lowinn, Lioness). The male is, as a general

rule, ornamented with a mane ; the female has no such ornament.

There are, it appears, distinguishing characteristics marking the

differences between the skulls of the Lion and Tiger. Professor Owen

explained these to a meeting of the Zoological Society of London

(1834), when several crania of these two species were exhibited. He
adverted to the dis-

tinctions pointed
out by Cuvier in

the ' Ossemens Fos-

siles,' and remarked
on the first ofthem

;

namely, the straight-
ness of the outline

hi the lion from the

midspaoeofthe post-
orbital processes to
the end of the nasal

bones in one direc-

tion, and to the oc-

ciput in the other,
as not being in nil

esses available
; but

he regarded the
second distinction

the flattening of

the interorbital

space 'in the Lion
and its convexity
in the Tigect as

being more con-
stant and

appre-
ciable. He pointed
out however a dis-

tinction which had
never, according to
his belief, been published, which is, he observed, well marked,
and which appears to be constant; for he found it to prevail
throughout the whole of the skulls of these animals whirh I..-

had examined, including ten of the Lion and upwards of twenty
of the Tiger. It consists in the prolongation backwards in the
cranium of the Lion, of the nasal processes of the maxillary bones
to the same transverse line which is attained by the coronal or

superior ends of the nasal bones ;
in the Tiger the nasal processes

<>f the maxillary bones never extend nearer to the transvere

plane attained by the nasal bones than one-third of an inch, and
sometimes fall short of it by two-thirds, terminating also broadly in
a straight or angular outline, just as though ihe rounded and some-
what pointed ends which these processes have in the Lion had been
cut off. Professor Owen noticed also minor differences in the form
of the 'nasal aperture, which in the Tiger is disposed to narrow down-
wards and become somewhat triangular, while in the Lion its tendency
is towards a square shape ; in the deeper sinking in a longitudinal
depression of the coronal extremities of the nasal bones in the Tiger
than in the Lion ; in the bounding of this depression above in most
of the Tiger's crania by a small but distinct semilunar ridge, which
is not found in those of the Lion ; and in the larger comparative
n*e, chiefly in their transverse diameter of the infraorbit.il foramina
in the Lion. Professor Owen remarked that it was curious that these

Skeleton of Lion.

as lashing himself with his tail when angry, or to provoke himself to

rage. None of these writers however, he remarked, advert to any
peculiarity in the Lion's tail to which so extraordinary a function

might, however incorrectly, be attributed; but Didymiis Alexau-

drinus, a commentator on the '

Iliad,' cited by Blumeubaeli, having
found a black prickle-like horn among the hair of the tail, immediately
conjectured that he had ascertained the true cause of the stimulus
when the animal flourishes his tail in defiance of his enemies,

remarking that when punctured by this prickle the Lion becomes
more irritable from the pain which it occasions. Mr. Woods then
noticed the oblivion into which the subject fell for centuries, till

Blumenbach, who observes also that the later commentators, Heyne
for instance, had noticed the opinion above stated, revived it, Blumen-
bach having verified the accuracy of Didymus Alexandrinus as to the

fact, though he did not admit the commentator's int'<

Blumenbach described the prickle as small, dork-coloured, hard as

horn, placed in the very tip of the Lion's tail, surrounded at its base

by an annular fold of the skin, and adhering firmly to a singular follicle

of a glandular appearance. But Blumenbach remarked that these

parts were so minute, and the small horny apex so buried in the tuft

of hair, that the use
attributed to it by
the ancient scholiast

can only be re-

garded as imagin-
ary. Again, accord-

ing to Mr. Woods,
the subject appears
to have slumbered
till 1829, when M.

JDeshayes announc-
ed (' Ann. des Sci.

Nat,' vol. vii.) that

he had found the

prickle both of a
lion and lioness

which died in the

French menagerie,
and described it as

alittl<> nail or horny
production, about
two lines in length,

presenting the form
of a small cone, a
little recurved upon
itself, and adhering
by its base only to

the skin and not to

the last caudal ver-

tebra, from which it

was separated by a space of two or three lines. From that

period Mr..Woods suffered no opportunity to escape him of examin-

ing the tails of every lion, living or dead, to which he could gain

access; but in no instance hod he succeeded in finding the

prickle till the specimen which was then before the committee was

placed in his hands, within half an hour after its removal from
the living animal, and while yet soft at its base where it hod
been attached to the skin. Ho described it as formed of corneous

matter like an ordinary nail, and solid throughout the greater part of

its length towards the apex, where it is sharp ; and at the other

extremity as hollow, and a little expanded. Its shape was rather

singular, being nearly straight for one-third of its length, then .-!

constricted (forming a very obtuse angle at the point of constri.

and afterwards swelling out like the bulb of a bristle to its termi-

nation. It was laterally flattened throughout its entire length, which
did not amount to quite three-eighths of an inch. It was of a horn-

colour, but became darker, nearly to blackness, at the tip. Its

appearance, Mr. Woods observed, would lead to the belief that, it was

deeply inserted into the skin, with which however from the rea.;

with which it became detached, its connection must have been very

slight. It is to this slightness of adhesion that M. Deshaycn attributes

its usual absence in stuffed specimens ;
and the same cause will

account for its absence in by far the greater number of living indi-
foramina were double either on one or both sides in the only four i vidunls ; for, as Mr. Woods remarked, its presence or absence does

Us examined of lions which were known to be Asiatic, whilst in all ' not depend upon age, because the Paris lions in which it was found
asn the foramen was single on each side. I were of considerable size, while that belonging to tlm Sneirty v:i

Another communication to the same society becomes interesting very small and young ; nor upon sex, for although wanting in the
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female cub of the same litter at the Society's Gardens, it existed in

the lioness at the Jardin du Roi.

Mr. Woods, thinking it probable that these prickles might exist in

other species of Felis, had previously examined the tails of nearly the
whole of the stuffed skins in the Society's Museum, but failed in

detecting it in every instance but one. This was an adult Asiati<

Leopard, in which the nail was evident, although extremely small. Ii

was short and straight, but perfectly conical, with a broad base
Mr. Woods observed that it was stated in a note in the '

Edinburgh
Philosophical Journal,' where a translation of Blumenbach's paper
had been given, that a claw or prickle had also been observed by the
editor of that work on the tail of a leopard. No such structure
however was detected by Mr. Woods on a living individual in the

Society's Menagerie. In the Leopard therefore, as in the Lion, i

appears to be only occasionally present. In both it is seated at the
extreme tip of the tail, and is altogether unconnected with the
terminal caudal vertebra. From the narrowness and shape of its base
the circumference of which is by far too small to allow of its being
fitted like a cap upon the end of the tail, it appeared to Mr. Woods
rather to be inserted into the skin, like the bulb of a bristle or

vibrissa, than to adhere to it by the margin, as described by
M. Deshayes. Neither the published observations of that zoologist
nor the discovery then communicated to the Society could, it wag
observed, throw any light on the existence or structure of the

supposed glandular follicle noticed by Blumenbach.
Mr. Woods concluded by remarking that it is difficult to conjecture

the use of these prickles, their application as a stimulus to anger
being of course out of the question ;

but he observed that it coulc
not be very important, for, to say nothing of their small size anc

envelopment in the fur, the majority of individuals, in consequence
of the readiness with which the part is detached, are deprived of it

for the remainder of their lives. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1832.)

Prickle at the end of Lion's Tail. (Blumrnbach.)

Emasculation, it is stated, prevents the development of the mane
;

and the lion so mutilated ia said never to roar.

The True Lions belong to the Old World exclusively, and they
were formerly widely and plentifully diffused

;
but at present they

ore confined to Asia and Africa, and they are becoming every day
more and more scarce in those quarters of the globe. That lions

were once found in Europe there can be no doubt. Thus it is

recorded by Herodotus that the baggage camels of the army of Xerxes
were attacked by lions in the country of the Psconians and Crestoiuui,
on their march from Acanthus (near the peninsula of Mount Athos)
to Therme, afterwards Thessalonica (now Saloniki) : the camels alone,
it ia stated, were attacked, other beasts remaining untouched as well

as men. The same historian also observes that the limits in Europe
within which lions were then found were the Nessus or Nestus, a

Thracian river nmning through Abdera and the Achelous, which
waters Acarnania. (Herod., vii. c. 125-126, Schweighseuser.) Aristotle

(vi. 31) says that the lion is in fact an animal but little known. " In
the whole of Europe, for example, there are no lions except between
the Achelous and the Nessus." Again, the same author (viii., xxviii.

33 of Scaliger's division) mentions Europe as abundant in lions, niul

especially in that part which is between the Achelous and Nessus
;

apparently copying the statement of Herodotus. Pliny (viii. 16) does
the same, and adds that the lions of Europe are stronger than those
of Africa and Syria. Pausanias copies the same story as to the attack

of the lions on the camels of Xerxes
;
and he states moreover that

lions often descended into the plains at the foot of Olympus, which

separates Macedonia from Thessaly ;
and that Polyilamas, a celebrated

athlete, a contemporary of Darius Nothus, slew one of them, although
h was unarmed. The passage in Oppian (' Cyneg.,' iii. 22) which
some have considered as indicating the existence of lions up to the
banks of the Danube, fails as an authority for placing the Lion in

that locality, because, as Cuvier observes, the context shows plainly
that the name of Ister is there applied to an Armenian river either

by an error of the author or of the transcribers.

Nor a Europe the only part of the world from which the form of

the Lion has disappeared. Lions are no longer to be found in Egypt,
Palestine, or Syria, where they once were evidently far from uncommon.
The frequent allusions to the Lion in the Holy Scriptures and the
various Hebrew terms there used to distinguish the different ages and
sex of the animal (see particularly Jer., 1L 38

; Ezek., xix. 2
; Nah., ii.

13 ; Ezek., xix. 2, 3
; Psalm xci. 13

; Prov., xix. 12, &c. ; Nah., ii. 12,

Ac. ; Job, iv. 10 x. 16; Prov., xxvi. 13
; Hosea, v. 14 xiii. 7

; Prov.

xxx. 30) prove a familiarity with the habits of the race. Even in Asia
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generally, with the exception of some countries between India and

Persia, and some districts of Arabia, these magnificent beasts have, as

Cuvier observes, become comparatively rare, and this is not to be
wondered at. To say nothing of the immense draughts on the race

for the Roman arena and they were not inconsiderable, for, as Zim-
merman has shown, there were a thousand lions killed at Rome in the

space of forty years population and civilisation have gradually driven
them within narrower limits, and their destruction has been rapidly
worked in modern times when fire-arms have been used against them
instead of the bow and the sper.r. The African Lion is annually
retiring before the persecution of man farther and farther from the

Cape. Mr. Bennett
('
Tower Menagerie ') says of the Lion :

" His
true country is Africa, in the vast and untrodden wilds of which,
from the immense deserts of the north to the trackless forests of the

south, he reigns supreme and uncontrolled. In the andy deserts of

Arabia, in some of the wild districts of Persia, and in the vast jungles
of Hindustan, he still maintains a precarious footing ;

but from the

classic soil of Greece, as well as from the whole of Asia Minor, both of

which were once exposed to his ravages, he has been utterly dislodged
and extirpated."

Lions of the Old World. Zoologists generally distinguish the Lion

by its uniform yellow colour, the tuft of hair at the end of the tail,

and the mane covering the head and shoulders of the male. This last

ornament, as we shall presently see, is very much reduced in one

variety with which we were made well acquainted some years ago by
Captain Smee ; indeed so scanty is it that it hardly deserves the name
of a mane at all.

If we go back to an early period, we shall find varieties of this

great cat, usually considered as the strongest of the family, depending
on the greater or less intensity of colour for the most part, mentioned

by ancient writers on natural history. Thus, Aristotle (ix. 44) dis-

tinguishes two kinds of lions, one rounder than the other (inpoyyv-

\uTfpov), and which has the mane more curled (ouAorpixwrfpoc), which
he states to be the most timid ($ft\6Ttpov) ;

the other longer and with
a well-developed mane ((Krptxov), which he says is more courageous
(iu>Spfi6rfpov). Pliny (viii. 16) remarks that the Lion is most noble
when a mane covers his neck and shoulders ;

and he also (loc. cit.)

alludes to a maneless lion, the offspring of a monstrous connection.

(" Leoni pnecipua generositas, tune cum colla armosque vestiunt jubtc.
Id enim setate contingit e leone conceptis. Quos vero pardi genera-
vere, insigni hoc careiit.") In Africa, he goes on to remark, such con-

nections are frequent :

" Multiformes ibi animalium partus, vario

ftcminis cujusque generis mares aut vi aut voluptate miscente ;

"

whence, he adds, the Greek vulgar saying, that Africa is always pro-

ducing something new. In the same chapter, Pliny, after alludiug to

the European lions and their comparative boldness, as above stated,

repeats the observation of Aristotle, that there are two kinds of lions,

one compact and short with curled mane, which are more timid than
those with a long and simple one (" longo simplicique villo ") ; which
last despise the wounds inflicted on them. In the 17th chapter of the

same book, Syria is stated to be the locality of a black lion :

"
creteris

unus cujusque generis color est. Leouum tantum in Syria uiger."
/Elian (xvii. 26) distinguishes the lions which come from India from
other lions, stating that the skin of the Indian lions is black. Oppian
(iii.), towards the beginning of that book, notices the differences

between the lions of Armenia, Arabia ('Ep/i/8o?v &poupa), Libya, and

Ethiopia.
These distinctions are altogether rejected by Buffon, who denies that

there are different kinds of lions. He denies, also, that any lion has

a curled mane, which, by the way, Aristotle does not assert, for he

only says that one kind has the mane more curly than the other.

Suffon further affirms that the lions of Africa and Asia entirely
resemble each other ; and declares that if the lions of the mountains

differ from those of the plains, the difference is less in the colour of

toe skin than in the size of the respective animals.

Linntcus, in his last edition of the '

Syst. Nat.,' notices no varieties :

le places Fdii Leo at the head of his genus Felis, with Africa only as

the habitat. Neither does Gmelin distinguish any varieties, but he

much increases the distribution; for he speaks of the Lion as inha-

iting Africa, especially in the interior, as being rarer in the deserts of

Persia, India, and Japan, and as having formerly occurred in other

warmer parts of Asia, in Palestine, in Armenia, and in Thrace.

Pennant (' Hist. Quad.,' 3rd edition) appears to coincide in opinion
with Buffon, Linnjeus, and Gmelin ;

for he mentions no distinctions,

and describes the Lion as " an inhabitant of most parts of Africa, and

rarely of the hot parts of Asia, such as India and Persia ;
and a few

are still met with in the deserts between Bagdat and Bassorah, on the

banks of the Euphrates. Mr. Niebuhr also places them among the

mimals of Arabia ; but their proper country is Africa, where their

size is the largest, their numbers greatest, and their rage more tre-

mendous, being inflamed by the influence of a burning sun upon a

most arid soil. Dr. Fryer says that those of India are feeble and

cowardly. In the interior parts, amidst the scorched and desolate

deserts of Zaara, or Biledulgerid, they reign sole masters
; they lord

t over every beast, and their courage never meets with a check, where

he climate keeps mankind at a distance ;
the nearer they approach

he inhabitants of the human race, the less their rage, or rather the

greater is their timidity : they have often experienced the unequal
3
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oombat, and 6 ml ing that there exist* a being superior to them, commit
their ravage* with more caution. A cooler climate again has the same
effect ; but in the burning deserts, where riven and fountains are

denied, they live in a perpetual fever a sort of madness fatal to every
animal they meet with."

Dr. Leach raised the form to the rank of a genus under the name
otlto.

If. Lesson, in his ' Manuel' (1827), gives four varieties, namely, the

lion of Barbary, the lion of Senegal, the lion of Persia or Arabia, and
the lion of the Cape.

Ciivier (' Ittgne Animal,' 1829) places at the head of the great genus
t'tlit,

' Le Lion (Pdii Lro, Linn.)," and describes it as distinguished

by iu uniform yellow colour, the tuft of hair at the end of the tail,

and the mane which covers the head, neck, and shoulders of the male.
"

It is," continues Cuvier,
" the strongest and the moat courageous of

the animals of prey. Spread, at one time, over all the parts of the

ancient world, it would appear at the present day nearly confined to

Africa and some neighbouring parts of Asia."

M. Temminck, in his '

Monograph,' includes three varieties under
Ftlit Leo, namely, the lions of Barbary, Senegal, imd Persia, and these

are retained in Ur. Fischer's '

Synopsis.'
Mr. Bennett ('Tower Menagerie,' 1829) notices the Bengal Lion,

the Cape Lion, and the Barbary variety (figuring the two former), and
observes upon their distinctions.

Sir William Jardine ('Naturalists' Library,' 'Mammalia,' vol. it,

Ftlintr, 1834), in addition to other plates, has given a figure of the
Asiatic variety from a specimen in the Surrey Zoological Gardens,
and, after noticing that the lions of Africa and India have been
described as varieties, states his strong suspicions that future observa-

tions will prove these animals to be in reality distinct species, and
notices them separately under the names of Leo Africanui and Leo
Atialifiu ; he also alludes to the Manelcu Lion.

Mr. Swainson (' Classification of Quadrupeds,' 1835) places the
African Lion (Leo Africanta, Sw.) at the head of the Pelida. In his

arrangement at the end of the volume he notices the form under the

designation of " Leo A ntiquorum (Lions). Head and neck furnished
with a mane of long hair

; tail tufted." The next genus, Ftli* L.

(Cats), he characterises thus :

" No mane
;

tail long, not tufted." In his
' Animals in Menageries,' 1838, the Lion does not appear to be noticed.

Of the African Lions Temminck notices two varieties that of Bar-

bary and that of Senegal M. Lesson adopts these two varieties, and
adds the Lion of the Cape, of which he gives two varieties.

The Lion of Barbary. This lion is described as having a deep
yellowish-brown fur, and the mane of the male is stated to be very
much developed.
The Lion of Senegal is characterised by a fur of a more yellow tint,

the mane in the male being less thick, and nearly wanting upon the
breast and insides of the leg*.
The Lion of the Cape presents two varieties, one yellowish and

the other brown : the latter is regarded as the most ferocious and
formidable. The Dutch colonists speak of the " blue and the block

"

kinds, and it seems indeed that there is a black-moned lion, one of

which, accompanied by his lioness, Mr. Burchell appears to liave
encountered in his travels in Africa,

Mr. Burcbell well observes, that '

King of the Forest
'

is a title not

very applicable to an animal which he at least never met but on the

plains ; nor did he ever meet with one in any of the forests where he
had been. The low cover that creeps along the sides of streams, the

patches that mark the springs, or the rank grass of the valley, seem
to be the shelter which the African Lion for the most part seeks. Of
the strength of this variety we have most extraordinary examples on
record. To carry off a man and there are dismal accounts of this
horrible fact, which there is no reason to doubt appears to be a feat
of no difficulty to this powerful brute. Indeed, when we find that a

Cape lion seized a heifer in his mouth, and, though the legs dragged
upon the ground, seemed to carry her off with the same ease as a cat
does a rat, leaping over a broad dike with her without the least diffi-

culty -that another, and a young one too, conveyed a horse about a
mile from the spot where he had killed it and that a third, which
had carried off a two-year old heifer, was followed on the spoor, or
track, for five hours by horsemen, when it appeared that throughout
the whole distance the carcass of the heifer was only once or twice
discovered to have touched the ground (Span-man) the asportation of
a man shrinks into insignificance as a demonstration of strength.
There seems to be an idea that the Lion prefers a human prey ; but
be this a* it may, the inhabitants of certain district* have, it appears,
been under the necessity of

resorting to a curious expedient to get
out of their reach. Messrs. Schoon and M'Luckie, in 1829, penetrated
to the eastward of Kurrichaine, situated about 200 miles to the north-
east of Litakou. They discovered, east of Kurrichaine, or Chuan, as
it U more

properly named, the river Moriqua, which rises in the south
between the 2Sth and 26th degrees of latitude, and 29th and 80th

flf*
1* f I"n8itude' taking a north-easterly course, and about 100

miles from the ford enters a high ridge of mountains. From hence,
according to the native*, it flows into the sea, through the country of

Mantatoe*. About 70 miles to the eastward, the range of moun-

ainj
Ukw a direction north and south. At the distance of 14 miles

> the south, along the base of the mountains, U a place called Ongo-

rutcie-Fountain, where there is a large tree containing seventeen conical
huts. These are used as dormitories, being beyond the reach of the

lions, which, since .the incursion of the Montatoes, when so many
thousands of persons were massacred, have become very numerous in
the neighbourhood, and deatnictivc to human life. The branches of
these trees are supported by forked sticks or poles, and there aro three
tiers or platforms, on which the huts are constructed. The lowest is

nine feet from the ground, and holds ten huts ; the second, about
eight feet high, has three huts ; and the upper story, if it may be so

called, contains four. The ascent to these is mado by notches cut in
the supporting polea, and the huts are built with twigs, thatched with

straw, and will contain two persons conveniently. The travellers had
previously visited several deserted villages, similarly built, between
the Moriqua and Leutlecan rivers, as well as in other places; but
these were erected on stakes about eight feet above the ground and
about forty feet square, larger in some places, and containing n)mt
seventy or eighty huts. The inhabitant* sit, it is stated, under the
shade of these platforms during the day, and retire to the elevated
huts at night.*
The general prey of the African Lion consists of the larger herbi-

vorous quadrupeds, very few of which it is unable to master, and it

is a severe scourge to the farmer, who in consequently ever on the
look-out for lions, and generally a most imperturbable and unerring
shot. Though mortal accidents frequently happen in these huntings,
the cool sportsman seldom fails in using his ride with effect. Lions
when roused, it seems, walk off quietly at first, and if no cover is near,
and they are not pursued, they gradually mend their pace to a trot,
till they have reached a good distance, and then they bound away.
Their demeanour upon these occasions has been described to us by
eye-witnesses to be of a careless description, as if they did not want a

fray, but if pressed were ready to fight it out. If they are pursued
closely, they turn and couch, generally with their faces to the adversary ;

then the nerves of the sportsman are tried. If he is collected and
master of his craft, the well-directed rifle ends the scene at once ; but
if, in the flutter of the moment, the vital parts are missed, or the ball

passes by, leaving the lion unhurt, the infuriated beast frequently
charges on his enemies, dealing destruction around him. This
however is not always the case, and a steady unshrinking deportment
has, in more instances than one, saved the life of the hunter. Mr.
Burchell gives an interesting account in his African travels of big

confronting one of these animals. "The day was exceedingly pleasant,
and there was not a cloud to be seen. For o mile or two, we travelled

along the banks of the river, which, in this part, abounded in tall

mat-rushes. The dogs seemed much to enjoy prowling about, and
examining every bushy place, and at last met with some object among
the rushes which caused them to set up a most vehement and deter-
mined barking. We explored the spot with caution, as we suspected,
from the peculiar tone of their bark, that it was what we suspected
it to be, lions. Having encouraged the dogs to drive them out, a
task which they performed with great willingness, we had a full view
of an enormous black-mimed lion and lioness. The latter was seen

only for o minute, as she made her escape up the river, under the
concealment of the rushes

;
but the lion came steadily forward, and

stood still to look at us. At this moment we felt our situation not
free from danger, as the animal seemed preparing to spring upon us,
and we were standing on the bank, at the distance of only a few yards
from him, most of us being on foot and unarmed, without any visible

possibility of escaping. I had given up my horse to the hunters, and
was on foot myself; but there was no time for fear, and it was useless

to attempt avoiding him. ... I stood well upon my guard, holding
my pistols in my hand, with my finger upon the trigger ;

and those
who had muskets kept themselves prepared in the same manner. But
at this instant the dogs boldly flew in between us and the lion, and
surrounding him, kept him at boy by their violent and resolute

barking. The courage of those faithful animals was most admirable :

they advanced up to the side of the huge beast, and stood making the

greatest clamour in his face, without the least appearance of fear.

The lion, conscious of his strength, remained unmoved at their noisy
attempts, and kept his head turned towards us. At one moment, the

dogs perceived his eye thus engaged, had advanced close to his feet,
and seemed as if they would actually seize hold ofhim

;
but they paid

dearly for their imprudence, for, without discomposing tin n.

and steady attitude in which he stood fixed, he merely moved liis

paw, and, at the next instant, I beheld two lying dead. In doing this

no made so little exertion, that it was scarcely perceptible by what
means they hod been killed. Of the time which we gained by the
interference of the dogs, not a moment was lost: wo fired upon
him

;
one of the balls went through his side, just between the short

ribs, and the blood began to flow, but the animal still remained

standing in the same position. We had now no doubt that he would
spring upon us: every gun was instantly reloaded; but liappily we
were mistaken, and were not sorry to see him move quietly away,
though I had hoped in a few minutes to have been enabled to take
hold of his paw without danger." Even where the hunter has been

* 8 ' South African Journal,' September, 1830 ; and Stwdman'e ' Wander-
ings and Adventure! In the Interior of Southern Africa, where the reader will

find a drawing of the inhabited trea above described, taken by Mr. Moffat of

Litakou, who also riaited thin apot.
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seized with a panic and pursued, a timely recovery of self-possession
has saved him. Sparrman relates that Jacob Kok of Zee-Koe-llivier,
one day walking over his lands with his loaded gun, unexpectedly met
a lion. Being an excellent shot, he thought himself pretty certain,

from the position in which he was, of killing it, and therefore fired

his piece. Unfortunately he did not recollect that the charge had
been in it for some time, and consequently was damp ;

so that his

piece hung fire, and the ball falling short, entered the ground close to

the lion. In consequence of this he was seized with a panic and took

directly to his heels ; but being soon out of breath and closely pursued
by the lion, he jumped up on a little heap of stones, and there made
a stand, presenting the butt end of his gun to his adversary, fully
resolved to defend his life as well as he could to the utmost. This

deportment had such an effect on his pursuer, that he also made a

stand, and lay down at the distance of a few paces from the heap of

stones seemingly quite unconcerned. Jacob, in the mean time, did

not stir from the spot ;
besides he had in his flight unfortunately

dropped his powder-horn. At length, after waiting a good half-hour,
the lion rose up, and at first went very slowly, and step by step only,
as if he had a mind to steal off ; but as soon as he got to a greater

distance, he began to bound away at a great rate. There is hardly a

book of African travels which does not teem with the dangers and
hair-breadth escapes of the lion-hunters, and hardly one that does not

include a fatal issue to some engaged in this hazardous sport ; but
our limits will not allow us to enter into further details on this part
of the subject, and we must refer to such works for accounts and

they are very interesting of the different modes of destruction

employed against this powerful beast, from the poisoned arrow of the

Bushman to the rifle of the colonist.

African Lion (Leo Africanut}. (Barbary.)

The following extracts from an anonymous work entitled ' Zoolo-

gical Anecdotes' embody some of the observations made by Mr.

Cuming, whose collection of stuffed animals from Africa were so long
exhibited at Hyde Park Corner:

" The following powerfully-drawn picture conveys a most accurate
idea of the fearful banquets held in the primteval forests of Africa,
and at the same tinfe is full of interest from the light it throws on
the habits of the Carnivora. Mr. Cuming had shot three rhinoceroses
near a fountain, and soon after twilight had died away he came down
to the water to watch for lions. With him was his Hottentot

Kleinboy.
' On reaching the water I looked towards the carcass of

the rhinoceros, and to my astonishment I beheld the ground alive

with large creatures, as though a troop of zebras were approaching
the water to drink. Kleinboy remarked to me that a troop of zebras

were standing on the height. I answered ' Yes
;' but I knew very

well that zebras would not be capering around the carcass of a rhino-

ceros. I quickly arranged my blankets, pillow, and guns in the hole,
and then lay down to feast my eyes on the interesting sight before

me. It was bright moonlight, aa clear as I need wish. There were
nix large lions, about twelve or fifteen hyaenas, and from twenty to

thirty jackalls, feasting on and around the carcasses of the three rhino-

ceroses. The lions feasted peaceably, but the hyxnas and jackalls

fought over every mouthful, and chased one another round and round
the carcasses, growling, laughing, screeching, chattering, and howling,
without any intermission. The hyaenas did not seem afraid of the

lions, although they always gave way before them ; for I observed
that they followed them in the most disrespectful manner, nnd stood

laughing, one or two on either side, when any lions came after their

comrades to examine pieces of skin or bones which they were dragging
away." The following account of an attack by one of these man-
eaters, as they are called (for having once tasted human flesh they
will eat nothing else if it can be obtained), makes the blood run cold.

Mr. Cuming and his party had, unknown to them, pitched their camp
in the proximity of a lion of this description. All had retired to rest,
when (says Mr. C.)

'

suddenly the appalling and murderous voice of
an angry bloodthirsty lion burst upon my ears within a few yards of

us, followed by the shrieking of the Hottentots. Again and again the
murderous roar of attack was repeated. We heard John and Ruyter
shriek.

' The lion ! the lion !' Still for a few moments we thought
he was but chasing one of the dogs round the kraal, but the next
instant John Stofulus rushed into the midst of us, almost speechless
with fear and terror, his eyes bursting from their sockets, and shrieked

out,
' The lion ! the lion ! He has got Hendrick ! He dragged him

away from the fire beside me. I struck him with the burning brands

upon his head, but he wouldn't let go his hold. Hendrick is dead !

God ! Hendrick is dead ! Let us take fire and seek him.' The
rest of my people rushed about shrieking and yelling as if they were
mad. I was at once angry with them for their folly, and told them
that if they did not stand still and keep quiet the lion would have
another of us, and that very likely there was a troop of them. I

ordered the dogs which were nearly all fast to be made loose, and the
fire to be increased as far as could be. I then shouted Hendrick's
name

;
but all was still. I told my men that Hendrick was dead, and

that a regiment of soldiers could not now help him ;
and hunting my

dogs forward, I had everything brought within my cattle kraal, when
we lighted our fire and closed the entrance as well as we could. Ifc

appeared that when the unfortunate Hendrick rose to drive in the
ox the lion had watched, him to his fireside, and he had scarcely lain

down when the brute sprang upon him and Ruyter (for both lay
under one blanket) with his appalling murderous roar

;
and roaring

as he lay, grappled him with his fearful claws, and kept biting him
on the breast and shoulder, all the while feeling for his neck

; having
got hold of which, he at once dragged him away backwards round the
bush into the dense shade. As the lion lay on the unfortunate man
he faintly cried,

'

Help me ! help me ! O God ! men, help me !

'

After which the fearful beast got hold of his neck, and then all was
still, except that his comrades heard the bones of his neck cracking
between the teeth of the lion.' It is satisfactory to know that on the

following day Mr. Cuming took revenge on the lion, whose huge grisly
hide is to be seen in his collection at Hyde Park Corner."

Of Asiatic Lions three kinds are mentioned the Bengal Lion, the
Persian or Arabian Lion, and the Maneless Lion of Guzerat.
The Bengal Lion. Mr. Bennett points out the characteristics by

which the Asiatic race is distinguished from that of Southern Africa,
as consisting principally in the larger size, the more regular and
graceful form, the generally darker colour, and the less extensive
mane of the African. He gives a beautiful cut of the Bengal Lion,
executed by Harvey, in the ' Tower Menagerie," from a very fine

specimen little more than five years old, then in that collection, but
called by the keepers

' The Old Lion.' The magnificent development
of the mane is very striking in this figure.

I.ion (mane not quite fully developed) from Eastern Asia, with Lioness.

The Persian or Arabian Lion. This is stated to be distinguishable

by the pale Isabella colour of the fur, and those which have been
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exhibited in EngUnd u Persian Lion* certainly bear out this remark ;

but Captain State observes that the Persian Lion formerly hiMtod

at the Surrey Zoological Gardens deemed to him to differ but little

from individual* known to ba brought from Africa.

Persian Lion.

The Maneless Lion of Guzerat The reader will bear in mind the

passage quoted from Pliny (viii. 16), touching lions which have

no mane, and of the origin attributed to them. Cuvior notices the

statement that maneless lions had been found on the confines of

Arabia, and merely refers to Olivier, observing that there is no detailed

description given of them. A zoological description is doubtless not

to be found in Olivier; but he enters somewhat minutely into the

subject, as the reader will here see.
" The lion," says Olivier (' Voyage

dans 1' Empire Othoman, 1'Egypte, et la Perse,' torn, iv.),
" which

inhabits the part of Arabia and Persia near the river of the Arabs,
from the Persian Gulf to the environs of Helle and of Baghdad, is

probably the species of lion of which Aristotle and Pliny have spoken,
and which they regarded as a different species from that which is

spread over the interior of Africa. The Lion of Arabia has neither

the courage, nor the stature, nor even the beauty of the other. When
he would seize his prey he has recourse to cunning rather than force

;

he crouches among the reeds which border the Tigris and Euphrates,
and springs upon all the feeble animals which come there to quench
their thirst ; but he dares not to attack the boar, which is very com-

mon there, and flies as soon as he perceives a man, a woman, or even
a child. If he catches a sheep, he makes off with his prey ;

but he
abandons it to save himself, when an Arab runs after him. If he is

hunted by horsemen, which often happens, he does not defend hiinsel

uule he is wounded and has no hope of safety by flight. In such
a case he will fly on a man, and tear him to pieces with his claws, for

it is courage more than strength that he wants. Acbmed, pasha o

Baghdad from 1724 to 1747, would have been torn by one after

breaking his lance in a hunt, if hu slave Suleiman, who succeeded

him in the pashalik, had not come promptly to his succour, an<

pierced with a blow of his yataghan the lion already wounded by his

tatt

" We saw," continues Olivier,
"

five individuals of this race in the

menagerie of the pasha of Baghdad ; they had been there five years,
and had been taken young in the environs of Bassora. There were
three males and two females

;
the former were a little larger than the

latter ; and all much resembled the African species, excepting tha

they were smaller, and had no mane. We were assured that the;
never had any, and that no lion of these countries had one. We have
often regretted that we did not ask the pasha for two of them, in

order to a close comparison with the African species, and to satisfy
ourselves whether the Lion of Arabia ought to bo regarded as a species
distinct from the other, or as a degenerated race."

In December 1833, Captain Walter Smee exhibited to a meeting of

the Zoological Society of London the skins of a lion and lioness

killed by him in Guzerat, and selected from eleven obtained there by
him, eight of which he had brought to this country. This lion, he

stated, is distinguished from those previously known by the absence of
a mane (that is, it is maneless as compared with other lious) from
the aides of the neck and shoulders, the middle line of the back of
the neck being alone furuuhed with longer hairs, which are erect, like

those hi the same situation in the Cheetah (FdujiAala). The under
surface of the nock has long loose silky hairs, and there is a tuft at

lie angle of the anterior legs. Besides the absence of the extensive

inane, the tail U shorter than that of ordiimry lions, and in furnished

t its tip with a much larger brush or tuft In this tuft there existed

n the oldest of Captain 8mee's lions, subsequently to the arrival of

he skin in EngUnd, a short homy claw or nail, similar in form to,

nit somewhat larger in size than that described by Mr. Woods, and
above alluded to.

Captain Smee, (' Transactions of the Zoological Society,') enters

to a very minute description of the arrangement of the hair in this

iriety, both in the male and the female, observing that both the

African and Guzerat Lion are subject to considerable variations in

ntensity of colouring. In both the colour is fulvous ;
but in some

ndividuals, he says, this is much paler than in others, and in the

darker specimens there occurs a tinge of red. The middle of the

>ack is the most deeply coloured part, and the under surface is much
ttler and almost white. Among the hairs there is an intermixture of

lome which are entirely black, and the greater or less proportion
which these bear to the paler ones is the principal cause of the

variations in depth of colour that occur in different individual!). Of
the Guzerat Lions the oldest individual is the lightest in colour. The
tail becomes gradually paler towards its extremity, passing into

grayish white ; its terminal brush consisting of black hairs slightly

ringed with brown. Above each eye is a pale space, in which is

included a darker-coloured spot for the implantation of the supra-

ciliary vibrisste, from twelve to fifteen iu number, and of which the

ongest reaches nearly to the ears. In the African Lion these

vibrissic are implanted in a darker spot, but this spot is less dctin, i.

and is only partially bounded by a paler space. In both the points
of insertion of the moustaches are darker than the surrounding parts.

'aptain Smee does not speak with certainty of the comparative form
of these two varieties ;

but he states his impression to be that the

Lion of Guzerat is comparatively more rounded and bulky in its body,
and rather shorter in its limbs

;
and that its head especially is shorter,

bas less of the square form which distinguishes the open face of the

male African Lion, and is more rounded on the forehead. But, as he

observes, this difference may be chiefly owing to the long hairs which
conceal the forehead in the one, while that feature is defined and
visible in the other. The cranium of the Lion of Guzerat generally
resembles that of the African race. Professor Owen had remarked
that the infra-orbital foramina were double in the only lions known to

be Asiatic examined by him
;

in one, killed in North Guzerat, this

occurs on both sides
;
iu the other, killed near Assuud, it is found on

one side only. Captain Smee states that iu a young skull of the

Maueless Lion there exists on one side a double infra-orbital foramen,
and that the existaiice of the same structure in another skull contained

in one of the skins had been ascertained. A male Maneless Lion
killed by Captain Smee measured, including the tail, 8 feet 9( inches

in length, and his total weight, exclusive of the entrails, was 35 stone

(14 Ibs. to the stone) ;
the impression of his paw on the sand measured

o'i inches across, and hU height was 3 1'cct li inches. A female

killed at the same time was 8 feet 7 inches long and 3 feet 4 inches

high.
These Muueless Lious are, according to the author hist quoted,

found in Guzerat along the banks of the Sombcnuuttee near

Ahmedabad. During the hot months they inhabit the low bushy
wooded plains that skirt the lihardur and Soinhi'miiittoe rivers fr.uii

Ahmedabud to the borders of Cutch, being driven out of the large

adjoining tracts of high gross jungle (called Bheers) by the practice

annually resorted to by the natives of setting fire to the grass, in

order to clear it and ensure a succession of young shoots for the food
of the cattle upon the first fall of the rains. They extend through a

range of country about 40 miles in length, including various villages,
and among others those of Booroo and (Juliana, near which Captain
Smee killed his finest specimens. They were so common iu this

district that ho killed no fewer than eleven during a residence of
about a month ; yet scarcely any of the natives, except the cattle-

keepers, had seen them previously to his coming among them. The
cattle were frequently carried off or destroyed, but this they attributed

to tigers. Captain Smee however observes, that the tiger does not
exist iu that part of the country. Those natives to whom the lions

were known gave them the name of Ontiah Baug, or Camel-Tiger, an

appellation derived from their resemblance in colour to the cam. I.

They appear to be very destructive to the domesticated cattle, and
the remains of a considerable number of carcasses of bullocks were
found near the place where Captain Smee's specimens were killed.

About ten days previously, four donkeys had been destroyed at the

village of Cashwah. Captain Smee could not learn that men had
been attacked by them. When struck by a ball, they exhibited

great boldness, standing as if preparing to resist their pursuers, and
then goiug off slowly and in a very sullen manner; unlike the tiger,
which on such occasions retreats springing and snarling. Captain
Smee states that these lions are also found on the Kiiiiu near Huupoor,
and near Puttun in Guzerat, and that some persons who saw them in

Bombay said that they also occur in Sinde and in Persia. He further

observe*, that should subsequent inquiries prove that Olivier was

correctly informed a* to the locality from which the Maneless Lions
seen by him at Baghdad were obtained, and prove also their identity
with those of Gtuurat, a more extensive geographical range will be
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established for this curious race thau Captain Smee is at preseut
disposed to regard as probable.

Captain Smee remarks that he ia aware that the existence of these
Maneless Lions in Guzerat had been previously although by no means
generally known, and quotes Colonel Sykes as having this knowledge.
Sir Charles Malet had also seen lions on the banks of the Somber-
muttee, and though he makes no mention of the absence of the mane,
Captain Smee thinks that they in all probability belonged to this

maneless race, and indeed Sir Charles attributes to hia lion the native

name noticed by Captain Smee above.
Our author makes the following remarks on the passages to be

found in the ancient writers bearing on this subject :

"
Having

alluded in the commencement of this communication, to the opinion
that a maueless lion was known to the ancients, it might be expected
that I should here bring forward and discuss the several passages
which have been looked upon as supporting this view. Where how-
ever the critics are at fault, it would be presumptuous iu me to

attempt to decide. I own that I do not find in the passages usually
referred to any evidence at all satisfactory as regards the existence
of lions destitute of mane ; and I am even far from willing to admit
that the crisped hairs noticed by Aristotle as distinguishing one race

of lions from another, in which the hairs were either dense or straight,
must of necessity be considered as those of the mane rather thau
of any other part of the body. The language of Oppian is equally
obscure, and even the expressions used by him are warmly contested

by the critics. Another Greek writer, Agatharchides, the Peripatetic,

speaks of the Arabian and especially the Babylonish Lions, in terms
that recall Olivier's description of those of Baghdad, but still with no
definite application to the want of a mane. Pliny alone, so far as I

am aware, mentions the absence of mane as a distinctive mark of
one race of lions; but to this race he attributes a monstrous

generation, and he was probably altogether misled with respect
to it."

We may here remark that a maueless lion is said to be represented
on the monuments of Upper Egypt.

Captain Smee thus characterises his Maneless Lion :

felif Leo, Linn., var. Goojrattntit. Mane of the male short, erect ;

tuft at the apex of the tail very large, black.
(' Zool. Proc.,' 1833;

and also
'
Zool. Trans.,' vol. i.)

Maneless Lion of Ou/erat.

The habits of the Asiatic Lions do not differ much from those of

Africa, excepting that the former, from the state of the country
frequent jungles. In India the elephant is generally employed in

the chace, which is even now conducted with more pomp and

qjrcuuistance than in Africa. The grand Asiatic huntings of former

timed, those of Genghis Khan for instance, will occur to many of

our readers. The accounts of most Asiatic modern sportsmen give
most courageous bearing to the lions in these encounters. One of

these states that the lions in India, instead of running away when

pursued through a jungle, seldom take to cover as a refuge at all.

On the approach of their enemies, they spring out to meet them

open-mouthed in the plain. They are thus easily shot ; but if they
are misled or only slightly wounded, they are most formidable

adversaries. They are even said to have sprung on the heads of

the largest elephants, and to have fairly pulled them to the ground,
riders and all.

The lioness is naid to go with young five months, and produces
generally from two to three or four at a litter, which are born blind.

Three, two males and a female, were whelped in the Tower ou the

20th October 1827, the day of the battle of Navariuo ;
but the number

seems generally to be two. In captivity the liouess usually becomes

very savage as soou as she becomes a mother; aud in a state of nature
both parents guard their young with the greatest jealousy. Mr. Bennett
relates that iu the commencement of the year 1823, General Watson,
then on service in Bengal, being out one morning ou horseback armed
with a double-barrelled rifle, was suddenly surprised by a large male

lion, which bounded out upon him from the thick jungle at the distance

of only a few yards. He instantly fired, aud the shot taking com-

plete effect, the animal fell dead almost at his feet. No sooner had
the lion fallen than the lioness rushed out, which the general also shot

at, and wounded severely, so that she retired into the thicket. Thiuk-

ing that the den could not be far distant, he traced her to her retreat,

and there dispatched her, and in the den were found two beautiful

cubs, a male and a female, apparently not more than three days old.

These the general brought away ; they were suckled by a goat and
sent to England, where they arrived in September 1823, as a present
to George IV., and were lodged in the Tower. The male was the

animal from which Mr. Bennett gives his figure aud description of the

Bengal Lion, and the female was the mother of the cubs whelped in

the Tower, above alluded to. (' Tower Menagerie.') The young are

at first obscurely striped, or brindled, aud somewhat tiger-like in tho

coat. There is generally a blackish stripe extending along the back,
from which numerous other bands of the same colour branch off,

nearly parallel to each other on the sides and tail. The head and
limbs are generally obscurely spotted. When young they mew like a

cat ; as they advance the uniform colour is gradually assumed, and
at the age of ten or twelve mouths the mane begins to appear in the

males
;
at the age of eighteen mouths this appendage is considerably

developed, and they begin to roar. (Bennett.) F. Cuvier states

that it is nearly the third year before the mane and the tuft on the

tail appear, and that they are not fully developed before the seventh

or eight year. It should however be borue in mind that the Bengal
Lion mentioned by Mr. Bennett, and figured by him, was magnificently
mam d, and he was little more than five years old. The period of

shedding the milk-teeth is very often fatal to the young animals in a

state of captivity. The natural period of a lion's life is generally

supposed to be 20 or 22 years. Such is Buffon's limitation, but the

animal will it seems live much longer. Pompey, the great lion which
died in 1760, was said to have been in the Tower above 70 years ;

and
one from the river Gambia is stated to have since died there at the

age of 63.

The lion, from its power and supposed generosity of disposition,
has been popularly hailed as the Kiug of Beasts, and considered as

the emblem of majesty and might. It is the symbol of the British

nation, and is borne in the royal arms, of which it forms one of the

supporters, and which it surmounts as the crest. Captain Smee

remarks, in allusion to the hybrid mentioned by Pliny, that it is by no

means improbable that the maneless feline beast which occurs in the

older armorial bearings may have been intended to represent a lion

leoparded. This term, he observes, is still in use among the heralds

of France, but is employed by them with reference only to the

position of the head ; if the full face is shown, the animal, whether
maned or maneless, is in their language a leopard ; if the side face

alone is seen, it is a lion. Hence with them the lions passant and

gardant of the arms of the kings of England would be either lions

leoparded or leopards maued. He goes on to state that the omission

of the mane, in rude tricking, would indeed reduce them to leopards,

and as such they were originally regarded. The emperor Frederic II.,

in choosing his preseut of three leopards to our Henry III., was

actuated, according to Matthew Paris, by the bearing in the royal
shield of England,

" in quo tres leopard! transeuutes figurautur."

(' Zool. Trans.')
The generosity of disposition so liberally accorded to this powerful

beast has been much and eloquently praised. It seems almost sacri-

legious to dissipate the glowing vision which Buffou has raised ; but

if there is any dependence to be placed on the observations of those

travellers who have had the best opportunities of judging, and have

the highest character for veracity, we must be compelled to acknow-

ledge that Buffon's lion is the lion of poetry and prejudice, and very
unlike the cautious lurking savage that steals on its comparatively
weak prey by surprise, overwhelms it at once by the terror, the

weight, and the violence of the attack, and is intent only on the

gratification of its appetites. "At the time," says Mr. Burchell,
" when men first adopted the lion as the emblem of courage, it would

seem that they regarded great size and strength as indicating it
;
but

they were greatly mistaken in the character they had given of this

indolent animal." The fact of the lion sparing the dog that was

thrown to him, and making a friend of the little animal that was

destined for his prey, has been much dwelt on
;
but these aud other

such acts of mercy, as they have beeu called, may be very easily

accounted for. If not pressed by hunger, the lion will seldom be at

the trouble of killing prey ;
and the desire for a companion has created

much stronger friendships between animals in confinement than that

between a lion and a little dog.
The lion is easily tamed, and capable of attachment to man. The

story of Androdus, frequently called Androcles, is too well known to

need more than allusion, and we learn from Bell's
' Travels' that the
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monarch of Persia had on days of audience two great lions chained

on each side of the passage to the state-room, led there by keepers in

golden chains. Every wild-beast show almost has its tame lion, with

which the keeper takes the greatest liberties liberties which the

beast will suffer, generally speaking, from none but him. All UICM
exhibitions howerer were entirely eclipsed by the feaU of Mr.

Van Amburgh, who exercised a complete control over the lions and
other grant Feliihr which he had subjected to his will. The imitators

<>f Van Amburgh howerer have not been so successful, and instances

bare occurred in which persons hare forfeited their lives by their

temerity. An instance of this kind occurred a few years ago in

England, in which a young woman, who was called the Lion Queen,
lost her life in this way.

Hybrids. The Lion and Tigress will, under certain circumstances,

produce young. This has
'

happened twice in England. Sir William
Jardine gives the figure of one of a litter so bred, mid exhibited in

Atkins's collection, where they were whelped, in 1827: they died

young. Sir William Jardine correctly describes the colour of the

whelps as brighter than that of the Lion, and the bands as better

marked than they generally are in the true-bed young lion. The

specimen figured by Sir William is in the Edinburgh Museum.
Another litter from similar parents was whelped at Windsor

;
but

these also died before they came to maturity. There does not seeui

to be much difficulty in promoting this union.

Lion-Tiger Cubs.

The Puma, or American Lion. The uniformity of colour in this

great cat, combined with considerable ferocity, were probably the

reasons which induced early travellers in America, who heard of it

perhaps with circumstances of exaggeration, or caught hasty glimpses
of it not unaccompanied with terror, to state that there were lions in

America. Thus John de Laet (1633) says, that lions are found in

Peru, though they be few, and not so ferocious as they ore in Africa,
and that they are called in the native tongue Puma. In an old tract

(1649), entitled
' A Perfect Description of Virginia,' we find among

the " beasts great and small,"
"
Lyons, Beares, Leopards, Kikes,"

Ac. ; and Garcilasto tells us of the Puma, or Lion of Peru. In
Hernandez (Koma>, 1651) there is a long account of the animal
under the name of '

Puma, seu Leo Amcricantu ;' and reasons are

given to show that it is not a true lion. In Piso the animal is noticed
as the Cuguacuara, and by Marcgrave as the Cuguacurana of the
Brazilians ; hence the French name Couguar. Charlevoix describes
it clearly enough under the name of Carcajou, or Quincajou; this

name Pennant thinks that Charlevoix gives by mistake. In d'Azara's
Ooiiaiouara of Paraguay we again trace the French name of this

animal. Lawson and Catesby both describe it under the name of the

Panther, by which designation it is known to the Anglo-Americans up
to this day. It is the Petit concolur of Schreber and of zoologists

generally, and though Limucus is often quoted as the author of the

name, it will not be found in his last edition of the '

Systema
Natuna.' In Omelin's edition it appears as Ptlii conclor (an error
for confolor), with Schreber's description. It is the felit Puma
of Traill

The reader will find in the '

Proceedings of the Zoological Society
of London* a detailed account of the dissection of a Puma that died
at the Society's Garden. In one point the Pnma differs considerably
from other oats. This point is that part of the structure which in

connected with the organs of voice, and, as Mr. Martin observes, some
according modification must necessarily produce the deep-toned roar
of the Lkm, the snarl of the Jaguar, and the hissing cry of the Puma.
" The distance between the tongue and the larynx in the Lion," says
Mr. Martin,

" has been brought more than once under the notice of
the society; in the Jaguar this distance, comparatively speaking, is

nearly as great ; but in the Puma, an animal equal, or nearly so, in
*Ue to the Jaguar, the distance is reduced to an inconsiderable space,
an inch or an inch and a half, according as the tongue is more or leaf

protruded. In addition to this it is worthy of observation that the
circumference of the larynx in the Puma is also very inconsiderable ;

compare, for example, the larynx of the Jsgusr with that of the
present animal, both natives of the wilds of the American continent
In the Jaguar we find a larynx indicating, from its general magnitude,
considerable depth in the intonations of the voice ; whereas in the

'

,
tf w take either its diameter or iU distance from the termi-

nation of the palate and base of the tongue, we are led to cxj>cct
M. itlier the roar of the Lion nor the growl of the Jaguar, but the
shrill tones of an animal, ferocious indeed, but of all others of the

genus perhaps the most stealthy and insidious."

The adult male has no mane. Silvery fawn above, sometimes

reddish, the tawny hairs of the upper parts whitish at the tips ;

nearly white beneath, and on the iuxide of the limbs, whitish on the

throat, chin, and upper lip. Head black and gray irregularly mixed
;

ears on the outside, and particularly at their base, sides of tin i

whence the whiskers spring, and end of the tail (which has no tuft),
black. Length from nose to tail about 4 feet ; tail rather more than
2 feet. Female coloured like the male. Head small when compared
with his.

Young. Back marked with three chains of spots, which are generally
of a blackish-brown; dispersed spots or markings on the neck,
shoulders, and sides. As the animal advances in age these markings
become more and more obscure, till they are at last lost in the
uniform colour.

A specimen of a young Puma, exhibited at a meeting of the Zoolo-

gical Society in 1831, was, like the young of the other species of/Wu,
variously spotted and striped, the depth of its markings approaching
u< at ly to black, and being more intense than that observed in the

Lion. The muzzle was nearly black, as was also the greater port of
the tail. This young one had been recently brought forth at the

Society's Garden, but died immediately ; it was strongly contrasted
with a specimen of the adult placed on the table for comparison.

This animal is found in North and South America. There is reason
to think that it was formerly to be found from Canada to Patagonia,
with an extensive range to the east and west, but its geogmpl.i . I

area has been very much diminished, and is daily becoming more and
more contracted before that civilisation which is in our own times

obliterating more species than one. Mr. Washington Irving (' Astoria')
mentions it as being about the mouth of the Columbia River.

Lawson (Carolina) gives the following characteristic account of the
Puma. "The Panther is of the cat's kind; about the height of a

very large grayhound, of a reddish colour, the same as a Lion. He
climbs trees with the greatest agility imaginable, is very strong-
limbed, catching a piece of meat from any creature he strikes at. His
tail is exceeding long, his eyes look very fierce and lively, ore large,
and of a grayish colour ; his prey is swine's fle*h, deer, or anything
he can take

;
no creature is so nice and clean as this in his food.

When he has got his prey he fills his belly with the slaughter, and

carefully lays up the remainder, covering it very neatly with leaves,
which if anything touches he never eats any more of it. It purrs as cats
do

; if taken young, is never to be reclaimed from his wild nature.
He hollows like a man in the woods when killed, which is by making
him take a tree, as the least cur will presently do ; then the huntsmen
shoot him ; if they do not kill him outright he is a dangerous enemy
when wounded, especially to the dogs that approach him. This
beast is the greatest enemy to the planter of any vermin in Carolina.
His flesh looks as well as any shamble's meat whatsoever; a great
many people eat him as choice food, but I never tasted of a panther,
so cannot commend the meat by my own experience. His skin is a
warm covering for the Indians in winter, though not esteemed among
the choice furs. This skin dressed makes fine women's shoes or men's

gloves."
We may here observe, without throwing doubt on other parts of

Lawson's description, which is, generally speaking, confirmed by
others, that, like many other writers, he has been too hasty in

speaking of the irreclaimable nature of his animal. We can testify
to the amiable qualities of the late Mr. Kilmuud Kean's 'Tom.'
The Puma so called which belonged to this extraordinary actor was
perfectly tame, and followed him about like a dog. Nor is this the

only instance of the docility of this species. Mr. Bennett observes
that in captivity the Puma readily becomes tame, and that his
manners closely resemble those of the domestic cat; "like it,"
continues Mr. Bennett,

" he is extremely fond of being noticed, raises
his back and stretches his limbs beneath the hand that caresses him,
and expresses his pleasure by the same quiet and complacent purring.
They soon become attached to those with whom they are familiar ;

and numerous instances might be mentioned in which they have
been suffered to roam almost at large about the house without any
injurious results." (' Tower Menagerie.')

Charlevoix ('Journal,' vol. i.) gives a rather curious account of the

Carcajou going a hunting with three foxes ; and of his lying in wait
on a tree for the elk, and leaping down upon him as he passes
under.

It seems to be generally agreed that the Puma is a most destructive

species ; for when it meets with a herd of animals it will slay iu all

directions, sucking only a small portion of blood from each victim.
To sheep, fifty of which it is said to have been known to kill iu one
night, it in most destructive, and the squatter well knows the ravages
that it will make among his hogs. Though an expert climber, it is

said to haunt in South America the marshy meadow-lands bordering
on the rivers, rather than the forest In the Pampas it must
affect the comparatively open country ;

for there, as we shall presently
ee, it is commonly taken by the lasso. In the northern districts

the swamps and prairie* are it* principal haunts; and its prey,
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where flocks and herds arc not, deer principally, upon which it is

said to drop in the manner described by Charlevoix with regard to

the elk.

The chace of this animal is conducted, in different parts of the
American continent, according to the prevailing manners of the

people who go forth to hunt it. Thus Captain Head relhtes that as

soon as the dogs- unkennel a Lion (Puma) or Tiger (Jaguar) they
pursue him until he stops to defend himself. If the dogs fly upon
him, the Guacho jumps off his horse, and whilst he is engaged with
the dogs, knocks him on the head with the balls

; but if the dogs
bay and do not go boldly in, the Guacho throws his lasso over him,
and gallops off, dragging him along the ground, while the hounds
rush upon him and tear him. In the north he generally falls by the

rifle, after he is 'treed' by the hunting party. Audubon gives a
most lively account of an expedition of this kind, headed by a

squatter on the banks of the Coldwater River, which ended in the
Puma's death. The '

cougar/ or '

panther,' as Audubon terms him,
was driven 'to tree" twice, and each time received balls in that
situation. Several go in company generally, for when the infuriated

animal has had to deal with one hunter only, the consequences have
been sometimes fatal to the latter.

Puma (Felii eoiicolor}.

Cuvier remarks, that as it would appear that this animal extends

or did extend from California to Patagonia, he has been careful in his

researches to discover whether there were not many species, or at

least varieties, in this great extent of country ; the conclusion at

which he arrived was, that one species only existed.

The reader must bear in mind that there is another Cat of a

uniform colour, Fdit unicolor, Trail), which is said to inhabit the

forests of Demerara, and is one-half less than the Puma. The Black

Couguar (P. ditcolor), is allowed by some zoologists and rejected by
others.

Sir William Jardine describes as the Black Puma an animal about

33.1 inches long, without including the tail, which is about 13 inches,

and of which he gives a figure taken from a specimen brought in a

merchant vessel to Greenock. He gives as synonyms El Negro of

D'Azara and the Black Cat of America (Griffith's
'

Synopsis '), both
with a note of interrogation. Sir William adopts Puma as a genus,
and gives the following species : P. concolor, P. nigra, P. Yaguarundi,
P. Eyra, P. Pajcrot, and P. chalybeata. Figures of P. Yaguarundi
and P. Pajerot are given in the '

Zoology of the Voyage of H. M. S.

Beagle,' edited by Mr. Darwin.

II. TIOEBS.

"Although there is but one species of Tiger, properly so called, the

Tiger-Cats, or those species of the genus Ptli* in which the tigerine
character predominates, may be also treated of under the title

before us.

The Royal Tiger, Pdii Tigris, claims our first notice; and although

poets and poetical zoologists have joined to elevate the lion with his

majestic mane to the sovereignty, it may be doubted whether the

Tiger is not the type of the ferocious and blood-thirsty genus
Pdit.

Some have thought that this species was but little known to the

ancients
; but, we think, with no sufficient grounds. The numerous

passages in which the word Tiijrit (riypn) occurs in Greek and Latin

authors leave little room for doubting this knowledge ;
and Hyrcania,

with which it a so frequently associated by the Roman writers, is a

ocality well suited to what we now know of its geographical
distribution.

When Aristotle (' Hist. Anim.,' viii. 28), treating of hybrid animals
which spring from an intermixture of different races, says that

people pretend that the dogs of India are bred from the Tiger (TOW

rlypios) and a bitch, not indeed at the first union, but at the third,
we see no reason, considering the locality which he assigns to the

Tigris, and the opportunities which the conquests of Alexander gave
bim of knowing the animals of India, why the word should be
rendered otherwise than by Tiger in our present acceptation of the
term. " The tiger," writes Pliny (' Nat. Hist.,' viii. 18),

"
is produced

in Hyrcania and India ;" following this up with an allusion to the
'tremendous swiftness" of the animal, and the strong attachment
which the tigress, notwithstanding accidental exception, is known
to manifest for her cubs. Again (' Nat. Higt.' vi. 20), he notices the
Indian nations as abounding in wild tigers. Of course he does not
omit the story of the origin of the Indian dogs from the Tiger, and
the rejection of the two first litters as too ferocious, while the third
is taken and brought up. (' Nat. Hist.,' viii. 40). But further, it is

quite clear from the same authority, that the Tigris had been
exhibited at Rome, and that Pliny and others well knew the
distinction between that species and leopards and panthers. After

mentioning the last two, and referring to an ancient decree of the
senate that African beasts should not be imported, but stating that
the tribune Cneius Aufidius caused a plebiscitum to be passed which
permitted their importation for the Circensian games, he states the
numbers brought first by Scaurus, and then by Pompey the Great
and Augustus ; adding that Augustus was the first who showed a
tame tigress (tigrin) in a den at Rome, upou the dedication of the
Theatre of Marcellue, during the consulship of Q. Tubero and Fabius

Maximus, and that the emperor Claudius showed four together.
(' Nat Hist.,' viii. 17). Suetonius ( Aug.," xliii.) states that it was
the habit of Augustus, besides the exhibitions at the great spectacles,
to sUbw to the public uny rarity that was brought over,

" ut rhiuo-
cerotem apud septa ; tigrim in scena ; anguem quinquaginta
cubitorum pro comitio :

" and Dion remarks that the tigers (-riyptis)
first seen by the Romans, and as he thinks by the Greeks also, were
those sent by the Indians as gifts when they were suing for peace
from Augustus. The emperor Philip on one occasion exhibited ten

tigers, together with thirty-two elephants, ten elks, sixty lions, thirty
leopards, ten hysenus, one hippopotamus, one rhinoceros, forty wild

horses, twenty wild asses, and numbers of deer, goats, antelopes, and
other beasts ; the brutal exhibition being crowned by the mortal
combat of 2000 gladiators.

Gordian III. also exhibited ten tigers, and they were present in

the shows of Antoninus and Elagabalus. Aurelian, in his triumph
over Zenobia, showed four, together with a giraffe, an elk, and other
rare animals.

Oppian cannot be mistaken when he writes (' Cyneg.,' iii. 130)

FlapSaAtfy Tf Boal, Kai riyptfs aio\6v(aroi ;

for here we have leopards and tigers in the same line, and the

epithet cuoXoVwroj (having a variegated back) is quite applicable to

the latter.

The Latin poets abound with allusions to the Tigris, that in most
instances can hardly be allotted to any animal but the Royal Tiger ;

for though Virgil in his fourth '

Georgic
'

(1. 407), applies the epithet
' atra

'

(black) to '

tigris
'

in the passage where Cyrene is warning
Aristasus as to the forms into which Proteus will transform himself,
the word evidently does not there allude to colour, but to ferocity.
In the fourth '^Eneid,' Dido, in her exclamation against ^Eneas,

says
" Duris penult te cautibus horrens

Caucasus, Ilyrcanaque admnrunt ubera tigres."

The tigers of Bacchus may be considered more doubtful. In the
' Gemmae et Sculpture) Antiquse

'

there is a representation of a large
female Fdii with the thyrsus from a caruelian (corgnola), with the

superscription,
'

Tigre di Bacho ;

' but though the figure generally

might pass for a Tiger, the tail of the animal is terminated by a

shaggy tuft, and no tiger's tail is. Claudian comes much nearer to

the mark where he describes lacchus as marching crowned with ivy,

and clad in the skin of the Parthian Tiger. When Virgil describes

Orpheus, as
' mulcentem tigres' as 'soothing tigers' (' Georg.' iv., 1.

510), and Horace, with nearly the same thought, addresses Mercury
" Tu potes tigres comitesque sylvas
Ducere "

(' Carm.,' iii.,
'

Ode,' ii.) ; and again, in his epistle to the Pisos ('
De

Arte PoeticA,' 1. 393), says of Orpheus
" Dictus ab hoc Icnirc tigres, rabidosque Icones ;

"

they make the Tiger personify the greatest ferocity, and they

certainly could not have chosen a more apt representative.
Martial speaks of the Tiger in the time of Titus and Domitiau.

('Spect.,' Epig. 18, and lib. i., Epig. 105.)

To conclude this branch of the subject, we shall advert to one

more literary proof, and one piece of pictorial evidence : and we
think that no doubt can exist that, although the Royal Tiger was

not so abundant in the Roman shows, particularly the earlier ones,
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as the leopard and the panther, it form and colouring, aa distinguished

from the other great cats, were u well and familiarly known to that

people.

Pliny, in bin chapter
' De Atlantis Arboribus et Cedrinis Mensis,

Ac. (' Nat. Hist,' xiii. 15), p<king of the grain or pattern of these

table*, tays that where it wa oblong or lengthened, they were ealle.l

tigrine, but where it was wreathed or curled (intorto), they were

termed panthrrine.
The pictorial evidence (no to speak) wfb furnished by the mosaic

found at Rome near the arch of Gallienua. In this work of art,

executed not improbably in commemoration of the exhibition of

Claudius abore noticed, four Royal Tigers, each devouring hU prey,

are well represented.
Our zoological societies and menagerie* hnre so increased in

number during a long "period of peace, that it becomes almost

superfluous to describe a form so well known. But as a description

of an animal holding so important a rank in the animal kingdom mny
be expected, we select tlmt of Hr. Bennett, wbo remarks that the

Tiger, closely allied to the Lion in SUM, in power, in external form, in'

internal structure, in zoological character*, in prowling habits, and in

sanguinary propensities, is at once distinguished from it, and from

every other of their common genus, by the peculiar markings of its

coat. " On a ground which exhibits in different individuals various

shades of yellow," says Mr. Bennett,
" he is elegantly striped by n

series of transrerse black bands or bars, which occupy the Rides of his

head, neck, and body, and are continued upon bin tail in the form of

rings, the last of the series uniformly occupying the extremity of that

organ, and giving it a black tip of greater or less extent The under

parts of his body and the inner sides of his legs are almost entirely
white ; be has no mane

;
and his whole frame, though less elevated

than that of the lion, is of a slenderer and more graceful make. His

head U also shorter and more rounded."
There is a ]*ler variety, almost approaching to whitish, and with

the stripes visible only in particular lights : this has been exhibited in

this country. According to Du Halde, the Chinese Tiger (Lou-chu,
or Lau-hu) varies in colour, some being white, striped with black and

g*T-
The size of the Tiger varies also ; but the dimensions of the form,

when fully developed, are, if we are to give credit to gome accounts,
the veracity of which has not been impugned, most formidable.

Buflbn notices an individual which was (tail included) 15 feet long;
and it is on record that Hyder AH presented to the Nijbob of Arcot
one which measured 18 feet in length. The average height varies

from about four feet to about three feet, and the length from about

eight or nine feet to six feet.

The Tiger is met with in Asia alone, and not in the south of Africa,
as BuflTon erroneously states ;

but authors generally agree that the

Tiger is now rarely, if ever, met with on this side of the Indus. It is

said to be found in the deserts which separate China from Siberia,

and as far as the banks of the Oby ;
and in the south of China, and

the larger East Indian Islands (Sumatra, for instance), it is common.
Pennant states that it U found as far north as China and Chinese

TarUry, and about Lake Aral and the Altaic Mountains. "
It inhabits

Mount Ararat," says the same author in continuation, "and Hyrcania,
of old famous for its wild beasts; but tbe greatest numbers, the

largest, and the most cruel, are met with in India and its islands. In
Sumatra the natives are so infatuated that they seldom kill them,

having a notion that they are animated by the souls of their ancestors.

They are the scourge of the country ; they lurk among the bushes on
the sides of rivers, and almost depopulate many places. They are

insidious, blood-thirsty, and malevolent, and seem to prefer preying
on the human race." Hindustan may be considered the head-quarters
of this destructive animal ; there it is that he reigns unawed even by
the lion, with which he disputes the mastery, and which is compara-
tively rare in that peninsula.
Tbe bound with which the ambushed tiger throws himself upon

his prey is as wonderful in its extent as it is terrible in its effects.

Pennant justly observes that the distance which it clears in this

deadly leap is scarcely credible. Man is a mere puppet in his gripe ;

and the Indian Buffalo is not only borne down by tbe ferocious beast,
but carried off by his enormous strength. If he fails, it has been said

that be makes off. This may be true in certain instances, but in

general he does not slink away, but pursues the affrighted prey with
a tpeedy activity which is seldom exerted in vain. This leads us to

the observation of Pliny celebrating its swiftness, for which the
Roman zoologist has been censured, most unjustly, apparently ;

nor is

he the only author among the ancients who notices its speed. Oppian
(' Cyneg.,' i. 323) speaks of the swift tigers u being the offspring

(prrtAif) of the |>nyr. "Pliny," says Pennant, "has been frequently
taken to tA.k by the modem* for railing the tiger

" animal trcmendtc
velocltatis ;" they allow it great agility in its bounds, but deny it

swiftness in pursuit. Two travellers of authority, both eye-witnesses,
confirm what Pliny says : the one indeed only mentions in general
vast fleetaesi ; the other saw a trial between one and a swift hone,
whose rider escaped merely by getting in time amidst a circle of
armed men. Tbe chase of this animal was a favourite diversion with
the great Cam-Hi, the Chinese monarch, in whose company our
countryman, Mr. Bell, that faithful traveller, and the Pcre

(u-rhillon, saw these proofs of the tiger's speed." Bell's
'

Travels,'
Hi, 1 1 aide.

In the '

'EraTOKraT, seu Ccnturia Imaginum HieroRlyphicarum
'

' I > I .c. xxiii.) is a wood-cut (here copied) thU may refer to such a

Tiger pursuing a nun on horseback.

Ferocious as the tiger is, and much as it may deserve the odium

heaped upon it, the general chorus of the herd of authors who eulogise
"the courage, greatness, clemency, and generosity" of the lion, con-

trasting it with the unprovoked ferocity, unnecessary cruelty, and

poltroonery of the tiger, becomes ridiculous, though led by
names aa Buffbn and Pennant. The lion bos owed a good deal to bis

mane and his noble and dignified aspect ;
but appearances are not

always to be trusted. Mr. Barrow, with much more truth, charac-

terises the king of beasts aa powerful but treacherous. "Happy,"
says that traveller,

"
for the peasantry, the Hottentots, that those

animals that are t: ^riietion, were its noble ami

generous nature, that BO oft has fired tin ii

and that his royal paw disda::. t' in the blood of any

sleeping creature ! Tin- '.is one of the. most indolent of

all the beasts of prey, ami never gives himself the trouble of a pursuit
unless bard pressed l>y hunger."
Pennant gives the following as an instance, after stating that there

is a sort of cruelty in the devastations of the tiger unknown to the

generous lion, as well as poltroonery in its sudden retreat on any

disappointment: "1 was inl'.inmd liy very pood authority, that ill

the beginning of this century some gentlemen and ! L; on a

party of pleasure under the shade of trees, on the banks of a. river in

Bengal, observed a tiger preparing for its fatal spring; one of the

ladies, with amazing presence of mind, laid hold of an umbn lla

and furled it full in the animal's face, which instantly retired, and

gave the company an opportunity of removing from so terrible a

neighbour."
This is a very pretty story, and the heroine deserves all praise,

though it is not very clear what is meant by furling an umbrella, so

as to make the alleged act square with the context, and the tip

undoubtedly very polite. But tigers spring from a considerable

distance, 15 or 20 feet, and from ambush
;
and we suspect t hat a

cross-examination of the parties concerned might have slightly damaged
the anecdote. Granting however that this bold lady walked up to a

crouched tiger, and suddenly opened an umbrella in its face (for that,

we presume, is the action meant), we may easily conceive that the

surprise may have utterly confounded him : but this is not poltroonery.
Indeed the same author immediately afterwards gives a tolii.il>i<

proof of the animal's daring : "Another party bad not. the same

good fortune : a tiger darted among them while they were at diimri
,

seized on one gentleman, carried him off, and he never was moru
heard of."

But there is another story, a very sad one, which is pregnant with

proof of the tiger's hardihood ; we allude to the distressing diMth "|

Sir Hector Monro's son. Mr. Wood ('/oogranhy') relates the horrible

occurrence in a few words :

" This unfortunate gentleman," says Mr. Wood,
"
accompanied by

three of his friends, went on shore, December -.;.!, 17'.'2. on .*-

Island to shoot deer. They continual their sport till the afternoon,
when they retired to the edge of a jungle to refresh themselves;
where they had not remained long before one of tbe party, who was

leaving the rest to shoot a deer, heard a dreadful roar, and saw a large

tiger spring on poor Monro, and rush with him into the jungle with
the greatest ease, dragging him through everything that obsti

his course, as if all were made to yield to his amazing strength. All

that his companions could do to rescue' their friend from this shocking
situation was to fire at the tiger ;

and it is evident that their shots took

place, since, in a few minutes after, Mr. Monro staggered up to them
covered with blood, and fell. Kvery medical assistance that tbe ship
afforded was procured for him immediately, but in vain

;
be expired

in the course of twenty-four hours in the greatest agonies. His head
was torn, his skull fractured, and bis neck and shoulders covered with

wounds made by the claws of the savage beast. It is worthy of

observation, that neither the large fire that was blazing close to them,
nor the noise and laughter which it seems they were making at the

time, could divert this determined animal from bis purpose." This

story may be contrasted with the one related by Sparrman, and
referred to above, of the lion retreating when boldly confronted, and
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certainly one animal cannot more than the other be charged with

poltroonery.
But if any doubt as to the courage of the tiger be entertained,

Father Tachard'a account of a combat between that beast and two

elephants at Siam will be sufficient proof. He relates that a lofty

bamboo palisade was erected, occupying an area of about 100 feet

square. Into this inclosure two elephants were introduced with their

heads and trunks shielded by a kind of mask. A large tiger was now

brought from its den, and held with cords till one of the elephants

approached and inflicted two or three blows on its back with his

trunk, so heavily laid on that it fell stunned, as if dead. Then they
loosed the tiger. No sooner did he recover than he sprang with a

dreadful roar at the elephant's trunk stretched out in act to strike

him ; but the wary elephant drew up his trunk, and receiving the

tiger on his tusks, hurled him into the air. This checked the fury of

the tiger, as it well might, and he gave up the contest with the

elephant; but he ran several times round the palisade, frequently

springing at the spectators. Afterwards three elephants were set

upon him, and they in turn dealt him such heavy blows that he again

lay senseless, and would have been killed, if the combat, as it is most

incorrectly called, had not been stopped. Nothing could be more
unfair towards the tiger than the whole of this proceeding ;

and we
will venture to say that no quadruped except a British bull-dog could

have shown more 'pluck,' to use a common but expressive term, than
this shamefully treated beast.

The older authors generally state that after the tiger has secured

ita prey it plunges its head into the body of the animal up to its very

eyes, as if to satiate itself with blood till the corpse is exhausted,
before it tears it to pieces. The best modern accounts tend to prove
that the tiger is not more bloodthirsty and has no more blood-sucking

propensities than the other great Cats ;
and that this blood-driuking

habit is grossly exaggerated.
The tigress brings forth three or four, or four or five cubs at a

time ; and she is a very fond mother, braving every danger for them,
and furiously attacking man and beast in their defence. The ancients

knew thin well. See Martial (lib. iii Epig. 44) :

" Non tigrii catulis citata raptis," &c. ;

and Juvenal (' Sat." vi.) :

" Tune gravis ilia viro, tune orba tig-ride pejor :
"

and though it is on record that a tigress in modern times devoured
her cub, one should remember that this unnatural act was done in

captivity, and that rabbits, sows, and cats, have done the same. But
that in a state of nature the maternal feeling is very strong in the

tigress, there can be no doubt. Captain Williamson, for example,
relates that two tiger-cubs were brought to him when he was stationed

in an Indian district. The country-people had found four in the

absence of the tigress. The two brought to the captain were put in a

stable, where they made a loud noise for several nights. The bereaved
mother arrived at last, replying to their cries with fearful bowlings,
and the cuba were let loose under the apprehension that the infuriated

tigress might break in. In the morning it waa found that she had
carried them away.

Various devices have been put in requisition to take or annihilate

this destructive quadruped, and we shall mention one or two of them
before we advert to the chase of the animal upon a grander scale.

Ten rupees were formerly offered by the East India Company for

every tiger destroyed within the provinces where their power
and influence extended : a small reward, but sufficient, conjointly
with the depredations of the animal, to stimulate the poorer classes

to destroy it.

A kind of spring-bow was formerly laid in its way, and discharged
a poisoned arrow, generally with fatal effect, when the animal came
in contact with a cord stretched across its path ; and this method is

said to be still in use in some places. Again, a heavy beam was

suspended over the way traversed by the tiger, which fell and
crushed him on his disengaging a cord which let the beam fall. A
Persian device is said to consist of a large spherical strong interwoven
bamboo cage, or one made of other suitable materials, with intervals

throughout three or four inches broad. Under this shelter, which is

picketed to the ground in the tiger's haunt, a man provided with two
or three short strong spears takes post by night, with a dog or a goat
as his companion, wraps himself in his quilt and goes to sleep. A
tiger arrives, of whose presence the man is warned by the dog or the

goat, and generally after smelling about, rears himself up against the

cage, upon which the man stabs him resolutely with his short spear
through the interstice of the wicker-work. It seems ludicrous to

talk of taking a tiger with bird-lime : but it is said to be so captured
in Onde. When a tiger's track is ascertained, the peasants, we are

told, collect a quantity of leaves resembling those of the sycamore,
and common in most Indian underwoods

;
these they smear with a

kind of bird-lime, which is made from the berries of an indigenous
and by no means scarce tree, and strew them with the adhesive
substance uppermost in some gloomy spot to which the tiger resorts

in the heat of the day. If he treads on one of the limed leaves he

generally begins by trying to shake it from his paw, and not succeeding
proceeds to rub it against his jaw in order to get rid of it. Thus his

eyes and ears become agglutinated, and the uneasy animal rolls,
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perhaps among many more of the smeared leaves, till he becomes

enveloped : in this state he has been compared to a man who has been
tarred and feathered. The tiger's irritation and uneasiness find vent
in dreadful bowlings,- on which the peasants hasten to the spot, and
shoot him without difficulty.
The plan of the box-trap and looking-glass, a device to be found

in ancient sculpture, according to Montfaucon, is said to be practised
among the Chinese at the present day.

So much for the trapping of the tiger. The tiger-hunt is perhaps
the grandest and most exciting of wild sports. Upon such occasions
the whole neighbourhood is on the move, and two hundred elephants
have been known to take the field. From ten to thirty of these

gigantic animals, each carrying sportsmen armed with rifles, have riot

unfrequently started for the jungle.

Captain Mundy gives a short but spirited description of a tiger-
hunt. The party, he tells us, found immense quantities of game,
wild hogs, hog-deer, and the neilghie : they however strictly abstained
from firing, reserving their whole battery for the nobler game of which
they were in pursuit. They had to pass through a thick forest, and
the author gives a very interesting description of the power and

dexterity of the elephants in overthrowing trees to make a road :

" On clearing the wood," says he,
" we entered an open space of

marshy grass not three feet high; a large herd of cattle were feeding
there, and the herdsman was sitting singing under a bush, when, just
as the former began to move before us, up sprang the very tiger to

whom our visit was intended, and cantered off acrosa a bare plain
dotted with small patches of bush-jungle. He took to the opeu
country in a style which would have more become a fox than a tiger,
who is expected by his pursuers to fight and not to run, and as he
was flushed on the flank of the line only one bullet was fired at him
ere he cleared the thick grass. He was unhurt

;
and we pursued him

at full speed. Twice he threw us out by stopping short in small

strips of jungle, and then heading back after we had passed ;
and he

had given ua a very fast trot of about two miles when Colonel Arnold,
who led the field, at last reached him by a capital shot, his elephant
being in full career. Aa soon as he felt himself wounded the tiger

crept into a close thicket of trees and bushes, and crouched. The
two leading sportsmen overran the spot where he lay, and as I came
up I saw him through an aperture rising to attempt a charge. My
mahout had just before, in the heat of the chase, dropped his ankors,
or goad, which I had refused to allow him to recover, and the

elephant being notoriously savage, and further irritated by the

goad ing he had undergone, became consequently unmanageable; he

appeared to see the tiger aa aoon as myself, and I had only time to
fire one shot when he suddenly rushed with the greatest fury into the

thicket, and falling upon his knees nailed the tiger with his tusks to
the ground. Such was the violeuce of the shock that my servant,
who aat behind, waa thrown out, and one of my guna went overboard.
The struggles of my elephant to crush his still resisting foe, who had
fixed one paw on his eye, were so energetic that I was obliged to hold
on with all my strength to keep myself in the houdah. The second
barrel too of the gun, which I still retained in my hand, went off in

the scuffle, the ball passing close to the mahout's ear, whose
situation, poor fellow, waa anything but enviable. As soon as my
elephant was prevailed upon to leave the killing part of the
business to the sportsmen they gave the roughly-used tiger the

coup-de-grace. It waa a very fine female, with the most beautiful
skin I ever saw."

In the ' Asiatic Annual Register' for 1804, a gentleman who had
been present at the killing of above thirty tigers gives an account of

a hunting-party of the Nawab Asuf-ud-Dowlah. After describiug
the immense cavalcade of the nawab he says: "The first tiger we
saw and killed was in the mountaina. We went to attack him about
noon ;

he was in a narrow valley, which the nawab surrounded with
above two hundred elephants ;

we heard him growl horribly in a thick

bush in the middle of the valley. Being accustomed to the sport, and

very eager, I pushed in my elephant ;
the fierce beast charged me

immediately ;
the elephant, a timid animal, turned tail and deprived

me of the opportunity to fire. I ventured again, attended by two or

three other elephants ;
the tiger made a spring, and nearly reached

the back of one of the elephants on which were three or four men
;

the elephant shook himself so forcibly as to throw these men off his

back, and they tumbled into the bush : I gave them up for lost, but

was agreeably surprised to see them creep out unhurt. His Excel-

lency was all this time on a riaing ground near the thicket looking on

calmly, and beckoning to me to drive the tiger towards him. I made
another attempt, and with more success ;

he darted out towards me
on my approach, roaring furiously and lashing hia sides with his tail.

I luckily got a shot and hit him ; he retreated into the bush, and ten

or twelve elephants just then pushed into the thicket, alarmed the

tiger, and obliged him to run towards the nawab, who instantly gave
him a warm reception, and with the assistance of some of his omras,
or lords, laid the tiger sprawling on his side. A loud shout of ' wha !

wha !

'

proclaimed the victory."
There is in Bishop Heber's ' Journal

'

a most graphic description of

a tiger-hunt, but our limits will not permit us to indulge in more of

these stirring accounts.

Those who have represented the tiger aa untameable have no
3 D
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ground for the uMTtion. It i*u capable of being tamed, and of attach-

meat, even to fondue**, for iU keeper
aa any other animal of it* kind.

We have seen many instances of this mutual good understanding
between the man and the beast, and Mr. Bennett mentions a remark-

able example in hi*
' Tower Menagerie.' A tigren of great beauty,

in the Tower when he wrote, and scarcely a year old, had been during

her pawage from Calcutta allowed to range about the Teasel unre-

stricted, and had become perfectly familiar with the railors, showing
not the slightest symptoms of ferocity. On her arrival in the Thames

the irritation produced by the sight of strangers instantly changed
her temper, rendering her irascible and dangerous. So sulky and

savage was she that Mr. Cops, who then kept the lions in the Tower,
could hardly be prevailed on by her former keeper, who came to see

her, to allow him to enter her den ; but as soon as the tigress recog-

nised her old friend she fawned on him, licked him, caressed him, and

manifested the most extravagant signs of pleasure ; and when at last

he left her, she cried and whined for the remainder of the day. The
tame tigers of the mendicant priests, or fakirs, of Hindustan are well

known.
But whilst there can be no doubt of the tameable qualities of the

tiger, and indeed of all the great Cats, they are Dot to be incautiously
trusted. The natural disposition is always ready to break out

; and

the mildest of them, though
" Ne'er so tune, so cherish'd, and lock'd up,

Will hire m wild trick of his ancestors."

Thus Bontius states that in 1628 a tiger at Bataria, which had been

brought up from a cub, and accustomed to men all ita life, escaped
from ita cage, fastened on a horse which was feeding near, and killed

it ; so that the citizens rose upon the tiger with fire-arms, and slew it

in iU turn to prevent further mischief.

lloya) Tiger (Felit Tifrii).

We conclude this part of our sketch with the account given by John

Mason, who formerly kept the beasts in Exeter 'Change, to Mr. Wood,
of hi* fearful encounter with one of these captives.
About the year 1802 a tiger had been purchased by Mr. Alpey to

end to the Emperor of Germany, and placed in the Tower, there to

remain for a few days till the ship destined to convey the animal
abroad was ready. The beast was confined in a large sufHciently-
Tentilated wooden case, lined with iron hoops, some of which he

ripped off during the first night of his confinement, and gnawed the

case partly through. This being perceived, the next day the case

was repaired by the addition only of a strong piece of wood nailed on
the ouUide. " The consequence," *ay Mr. Wood,

"
might well be

expected. The tiger renewed his efforts, and in the course of the

following night made hi* escape, and sprung upon a wall ten feet

high, where he remained till Mason came in the morning. The fear

of loving such a valuable animal induced this poor fellow, for a reward
of ten guinea*, to hazard hi* life in an attempt to secure the tiger.

For thin purpose he engaged a sergeant and some other persons to

Mint him, whom he placed in a room, the door of which opened upon
the lead*, from whence he could reach the animal He then provided
himself with a strong rope, one end of which he gave through the

window to hi* companions, and with the other, having a running
DOOM upon it, he (lowly approached the tiger, and threw it over its

nock. Thi* wan the critical moment : the people within were directed

to pull the rope and secure the beast Unfortunately the noose slipped

off, and the enraged animal immediately sprung upon the keeper, fixing
his teeth into the fleshy part of his arm, and tearing his breast and
hand in a dreadful manner with his claw*. In this shocking situation

the poor man lay under the tiger ;
while the sergeant cut a bullet

into four part*, and, having loaded hi* musket, he fired through the
window at the animal, who the moment he received the shot quitted
hi* hold, and after staggering for a few minute* expired. The bullet
however which destroyed the tiger had nearly been equally fatal to

UM> man, one of the quarter* having glanced against hi* temple, and
deprived him of all sense and motion for a considerable time. Never-

theless, after keeping bin bed a fortnight, he gradually recovered, and
is now (1807) perfectly well, though he will carry the marks of hi*

enemy about with him a* long as he live*." (' Zoography,' vol. i.)

In the East the Tiger i* associated emblematically with power. Thus
the Chinese mandarins covered their seats of justice with its skin.

In plate 17 of the atlas to Sir George Staunton's '

Embassy to China,'

representing a military post, two swordsmen are habited and shielded

BO as to exhibit a tigerine aspect. The tiger-soldiers of Hyder Ali

and Tippoo Saib were amongst the choicest of their troops. The

tiger's head, gorgeous with jewels, that formed the principal orna-

ment of the throne of Hyder and Tippoo, and was taken by the

British among the spoils of the latter at Seringapatam, is well known ;

as is the automatic representation, clumsy enough it must be admitted,
of a royal tiger tearing to piece* a soldier in the pay of the British,

and imitating the growling of the beast and the cries of the man, taken

also upon the same occasion. (See the Museum at the India House.)

Tiger-Cata, We now proceed to speak of those species of Fdit

which, on account of their resemblance to the tiger, are called after

that animal Tiger-Cats.

Asiatic Tiger-Cats.

Fdit Ifepalcntii, Horsfield and Vigors. Size of the Felit Javanentii,

Horsf., but its habit more slender, the tail and neck proportionally

elongate. Ground-colour gray, with a very slight admixture of tawny ;

bands and spots of the head, back, neck, throat, abdomen, and thighs,

deep black ; superior longitudinal bands resembling those of F. Jara-

ntnsit. Ground-colour of throat and abdomen nearly white ;
the lower

flanks marked with a faint tawny longitudinal streak. Cheeks streaked

with two parallel longitudinal lines, at the termination of which follows

a transverse lunar mark which passes with a bold curve to the angle
of the mouth, near which a very narrow band crosses the throat.

Sides of the neck appearing marked with two broad waving bands,
at the termination of which stands an oblong regularly transverse

band. Neck underneath nearly immaculate. Shoulder and flanks

exhibiting irregular diversified marks, the anterior oblong, the poste-
rior angular, of a mixed tawny and black, and, individually, above
or posteriorly with a broad dash of saturated black : they are scat-

tered over the sides without any regular longitudinal disposition, but

they have generally an oblique direction. Abdomen marked through-
out with uniform oval spots ;

anterior thighs within exhibiting one
broad black band, the posterior thighs two. Rump and thighs marked

externally with roundish or oblong spots ;
tail above, to within about

an inch of the tip, with uniform roundish spots, arranged posteriorly
in regular transverse bands. Head above and ears agreeing generally
with those of F. Javanentit. Length from extremity of nose to root

of tail, 1 foot 104 inches. Length of tail, 104 inches. (Vigors and

Horafield.)

Nepaul Tifcr-Cat (Ftlit Mpalauii).

Dr. Horsfield and Mr. Vigors observe that the distinguishing
characters of this species are its comparatively lengthened habit ;

the slenderness and proportional length of the tail
;
the disposition of

the marks on the flank*, and the character of these marks as far as

regards their diversified form ; and the saturated black patch with
which they are individually marked at their upper or posterior edge.

" In the Bengal Cat," say those zoologist*,
" these marks have a

different disposition ; they are oblong, and arranged on the flanks in

regular succession longitudinally. The materials contained in the

museum at the India House have enabled us to make this statement,
which is founded on the examination of a specimen brought by General

Hardwicke, and on a careful drawing prepared under the eyes of Dr.

Hamilton. We have thus two distinct species of small cats from

India, and the elucidation of this point is of some importance, as it

appears from the following remark in M. Temminck's monographs,
1
['existence de cette espcce dans 1'Inde n'est pas coimtatco,' that he

entertained some doubts on the existence of the Bengal Cat It is

not our intention, at present, to give a comparative analysis of all the

specie* which resemble our animal. The discrimination of many
species of Fdit U at all time* a difficult subject ;

and on many of

them naturalist* still disagree. Our immediate object is to indicate
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a new form of felii from the upper provinces of India, differing

essentially from that which is found in the plains of Bengal ; and ao

direct the attention of naturalists in that country to a more careful

investigation of the various oriental species of this interesting

genus."
The same authors state that a specimen was presented by Captain

Fairer, of the East India Company's service, to the Zoological Society
of London. It came immediately from Calcutta, where it was said

to have been sent from Nepaul. It lived some time in the Society's

Garden, but was extremely wild and savage. It generally remained
in a sitting posture, like that of the common domestic cat, and never

paced its den in the manner of most other animals of the group.
(' Zool. Journ.,' vol. iv.)

African Tiger-Cats.

Felit Serval, the Serval. Upper parts clear yellowish, with black

spots ; lower parts white, with black spots also, but they are less

numerous. Upon the head and neck the markings are most conspi-
cuous, and form symmetrical lines on each side directed towards the
shoulders. On the other parts of the body they are placed irregularly.
On the back they are lengthened, and show a disposition to form four

rows
;
on the body and thighs they are larger and round, and they

are smaller but equally round on the extremities. Upon the face

and muzzle they are minute. Back of the ears black at the base,
succeeded by a transverse white bar ; tips of the ground-colour of the

body. On the inside of the fore limbs two conspicuous black trans-

verse bars
;
the hind limbs with similar markings, but less defined ;

last joints of the limbs of a paler tint than the rest of the body, the

spots on them round and very small. Tail with eight black rings ;

tip
of the same colour. Length, exclusive of tail, 1 foot 11 J inches ;

tail 9 inches. Height, when standing erect, about 12 inches at the

shoulder, and 15 inches at the hind quarters. (F. Cuvier.)

Serval (Felit Serral).

The animal from which the above description was taken was a very
young male. Ita tamper was mild and gentle, and its disposition
sportive. It played like a domestic cat, or rather kitten, chasing its

tail, and amusing itself with anything that it could roll with its paw.
The Serval is a native of Southern Africa. There are generally

some living specimens in our menageries. It has been exhibited in
that of the Zoological Society of London.

American Tiger-Cats.

It is in America that the Tiger-Cats are most numerous and
beautiful, and there their manners have been -best noticed by com-
petent observers. We select three examples of the varieties of form
and colouring exhibited by this group in that quarter of the globe.

Felit pardalit (Linn.), the Ocelot. This, the most beautiful perhaps
of all the Tiger-Cats, almost defies description. Mr. E. Bennett has
however given a very faithful account from two living specimens, one
existing, when he wrote, in the Tower of London, and the other in
the Garden of the Zoological Society in the Regent's Park. His
description is as follows :

"
Body when full grown nearly three feet in length ;

tail rather
more than one foot

; medium height about 18 inches. Ground-colour
of fur gray, mingled with a slight tinge of fawn, elegantly marked
with numerous longitudinal bands, the dorsal one continuous and
entirely black, the lateral (six or seven on each side) consisting for the
most part of a series of elongated spots with black margins, sometimes
completely distinct, sometimes running together. The centre of each
spot of a deeper fawn than the ground-colour external to them ; this

deeper tinge is also conspicuous on the head and neck, and on the
outeide of the limbs, all of which parts are irregularly marked with
full black lines and spots of various sizes. From the top of the head
between the ears, there pass backwards, towards the shoulders, two
or more frequently four uninterrupted diverging bands, which are
full black anteriorly, but generally bifurcate posteriorly, and inclose

a narrow fawn-colour space with a black margin ; between these there
is a single longitudinal, somewhat interrupted, narrow black line,

occupying the centre of the neck above. Ears short and rounded,
externally margined with black, surrounding a large central whitish

spot. Under parts of the body whitish, spotted with black, and the
tail, which is of the same ground-colour with the body, also covered
with black spots." (Bennett,

' Tower Menagerie.')

Ocelot (Felis pardalis).

Mr. Bennett remarks that he has, in the above description, stated
the length of the tail at more than a foot ; and that in all the known
Ocelots, as well as in all the species (of which there are several) that

approach it in form and colouring, the proportionate length of the tail

is at least equal to that which he has given as its average measure-
ment. The tail however of the Tower specimen did not exceed six
or seven inches

;
its extremity was overgrown with hair, and there

was no cicatrix. Still, its equality throughout and its abrupt stumpi-
ness induced the belief that this abbreviation was purely accidental ;

and he felt by no means inclined to regard that specimen as a new
species, to be distinguished by the excessive shortness of that append-
age, by the unusually pale colour of its markings, and by some slight
peculiarity in the mode of their arrangement, which, he observes, varies
in every individual that he had seen.

This animal is a native of Mexico, Paraguay, and probably Peru.
The Ocelot remains in the deep forests during the day, sallying

forth at night in quest of small quadrupeds and birds, the latter of
which it successfully chases in the trees, for it is a very expert
climber. If it be, as is generally supposed, the Tlacoozelotl, Tlalo-

celotl, Catus Pardu Mexicanus of Hernandez, it is said to stretch
itself out as if dead on the limb of some tree when it spies monkeys in
the neighhourhood. They, urged by curiosity, proceed to examine
the supposed defunct, and fall victims to their curiosity.
The Ocelot has been so completely tamed as to be left at liberty,

and it is said to be capable of strong attachment to its master. Mr.
Bennett states that the specimen in the Tower, a male, was perfectly
good-tempered, exceedingly fond of play, and had much of the charac-
ter and manners of the domestic cat Its food consisted principally
of rabbits and birds

;
the latter it plucked with great dexterity, and

always commenced its meal with the head, of which it seemed par-
ticularly fond

;
but it did not eat with the ravenous avidity which

characterises nearly all the animals of this tribe.

Felii mitti (F. Cuvier), the Chati ; Chibiguazu of D'Azara (?) ; Felis

Chibiguazu (Desm.). About a third larger than the domestic cat :

length, exclusive of tail, rather more than two feet ; tail, 11 inches ;

height to middle of back, about 1 foot 2 inches. Ground-colour of
fur on the upper parts, pale yellowish ; on the lower, pure white

; at
the roots, dull gray, and very thick and close. Body covered with
irregular dark patches ; those upon the back entirely black, and dis-

posed longitudinally in four rows
; those upon the sides surrounded

with black, with the centres of a clear fawn, arranged in nearly five

rows. Spots upon the lower part of the body, where the ground-
colour of the fur is white, full, and arranged in two lines composed of
six or seven patches on each side. Limbs covered with nearly round
spots of smaller dimensions : on the fore legs, near the body, two
transverse bands. On the throat a sort of half-collar, and on the
under jaw two crescent-shaped spots. Behind each eye two bands
about two inches long, terminating opposite the ear. Forehead bor-

dered by two lines, between which are numerous spots, and, at their

origin, a blackish mark from which the whiskers spring. Outside of
the ear black, with a white spot upon the small lobe. Base of the
tail spotted with small blotches, which towards the end run into

half-rings, which are broadest on the upper surface. Pupil round,

(F. Cuvier.)
This animal, a female, was extremely gentle ; and if those with,

whom it was familiar passed its cage or did not approach it, it woul,d

express its discontent by a short cry. It manifested great delight
when it was caressed. It lived in the Paris menagerie, and was
procured from a dealer in Brest. The Chati is a native of South
America.
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Deamarest wici others identify thin animal with the Chibiguaiu of

D'Aiara. Tmminck, who received a akin from Ilio de Janeiro,
consider* it distinct.

Chsti (Felit milii).

D'Azara's description comes very near to that above given, as far

ai colouring U concerned ; but he gives the average length as 3 feet

6 inches : the individual which he described, the largest male he had

Men, was 4 feet all but an inch iu length ; tail, 13 inches ; height at

shoulders, 1 foot 6 inches, and behind 1 foot 74 inches. It was so

fat, that immediately after death it weighed 35 Ibs. : the females, he

ays, are rather leas.

The same acute observer, speaking of his Chibiguazu, remarks that

some of the Ouaranese call the domestic cat Chibi, and others Hbra-

cajnL In the same manner, he says, some give the wild animal of

which he is treating the name of Chibi-Guazu, and others that of

Mbracayi-Ouazu ;
both appellations signifying Oreat Cat Many

Spaniards, he adds, call it Onza (Ounce).
He states that the species is so common that his friend Noseda cap-

tured eighteen individuals in two years, within two leagues of his

village ; but he adds that, notwithstanding this abundance, few are

acquainted with it, the huntsman and dogs never falling in with it,

and being unable to penetrate its haunts : he very much doubts whe-

ther any quadruped hides itself more effectually. He describes it as

remaining by day in the most impenetrable places, and as coming
forth after dusk, especially on dark stormy nights, when the chibi-

guazuH daringly enter the corrals and court-yards, though no instance

is known of their detection by the dogs. When the moon shines they
abstain from visiting inhabited spots, and never are trapped : to lie

in wait for them with a gun is hopeless, so sharp a look-out do they

keep. They carry off domestic fowls from trees which they climb,

sometimes six in one night, and often leave several dead. Hen and

dogs are avoided by them with, extreme caution, and each pair U
supposed to live in a separate district, for a male and female, and no

more, are always caught in the same place. Noseda formed a trap of

strong stakes, with three divisions : in Ihe middle he placed a white

fowl, so that it might not only be heard but seen at a distance : the

other divisions were so framed as to shut by the falling of the planks
as soon as the chibiguarus entered. This trap was set in the places
to which they resorted for prey, and those caught were turned into a

great den in Noseda's court-yard. Some of these got away, and were

taken again two or three times in the same trap ; they were recognised

by ear-marks and other proofs. D'Azara infers from this that the idea

of danger was obliterated from their recollection by their desire to

pOMess the fowl He remarked that all which were kept in the den

deposited their excrements in their drinking-place, and when he sub-

stituted a narrow-necked jug to prevent this, they mounted to its

edge for that purpose, and never missed the vessel or it* immediate

neighbourhood. Nearly the whole day was spent by them rolled up
in a ball, and when a chibiguazu wished to stretch himself, he first

licked the one at his side. When straw was put into their den, or so

that they could reach it by thrusting their paws through the bars, it

was always found that on the day following they had placed it in a

heap, after having divided it into bits some quarter of an inch long,
and on this they reposed. The small sticks and twigs with which the

inside of their den was furnished were broken and torn to pieces in

like manner. Twilight and night were paused in pacing to and fro

close to the sides of their den
;
and if crossed or interrupted by

another, they fufled and gesticulated like an angry cat, but without

using their paws. They never quarrelled, unless they were very much
irritated, and then they struck at each other with their fore paws. They
devoured five pounds of flesh per day when first caught, but after-

wards three sufficed. A portion was prepared
for each of the twelve

or fourteen individuals confined, and they took it with their paws
according to the length of time they had been there, without any
interference on the part of the others. If however the animal whose
turn it was did not take his portion, or disregarded it, another imme-

diately matchr,! at it without any defence on the part of the right
owner except by sneezing, and sometimes by blows with its fore paws.

A walk was made for them, inclosed by a sort of hurdle, so that rats,

fowls, ducks, or young dogs could be introduced into it : upon opening
the cage it was observed that usually one only went out fur each

victim, and almost always according to the order of their confinement
Cats and dogs they seized with their mouth by the nape of the neck,
overlaid them, and then kept them so that they could not stir, till

they were dead. Cats' flesh appeared to produce the mange, fretting
the chibiguazua, making them mew like cats, and at last destroying
them. Snakes, vipers, and toads were also eaten by them, but this
diet occasioned violent and continued vomiting ; they wasted to skele-

tons, and died in a few days. If the dog introduced equalled them in

size, they touched him not, for it appears that they do not assist each
other. If a chibiguazu cannot master any prey alone, he leaves it

Birds were caught by the head and neck, and thoroughly stripped of
their feathers before they were eaten. No unnecessary cruelty was
manifested. Noseda observed that one did not kill a fowl put into
his den till the third day. D'Azara and his friend frequently closed

the doors of the yard, and opened the den that the chibiguazus might
leave it : those lately caught went first ; and sometimes the old ones
would not go out even when their den was entered that it might be

swept They were left at liberty for several hours, during which they
examined every crevice, and then lay down to sleep. When boys
persecuted them with sticks, they retreated to their den without

turning on their persecutors, eveu when severely beaten. A male on
one occasion becoming very lazy, on entering his den ho was abused
tind bitten by his female, as if to punish him. Some individuals were
incarcerated for more than a year without exhibiting any sign of love.

In the night their eyes shone like those of a domestic cat, and they
resembled that animal in their form and habits, in lying down, licking
and cleaning themselves, washing their faces with their paws, Cuffing,

sneezing in fact, in every way. D'Azara concludes by stating that
his friend caught a young one, and it became so thoroughly tame that
it slept in the skirts of his clerical gown, and went about loose. He
affirmed that no animal could be more tractable : but it devoured the

poultry of his neighbours, and they killed it

Fdit Pajerot, the Pampas-Cat, Pajero, or Jungle-Cat. Fur of

great length ; longer hairs of the back upwards of 3 inches, and
those of the hinder part of the back from 44 to 4] inches in length.
General colour pale yellow-gray ;

numerous irregular yellow or

sometimes brown stripes running obliquely from the back along the
sides of the body. On each side of the face two stripes of yellowish
or cinnamon commencing near the eye, and extending backwards
and downwards over the cheeks, on the hinder part of which they
join, and form a single line, which encircles the lower part of the
throat. Tip of the muzzle and chin white

;
a spot in front of the

eye, and a line beneath the eye, of the same colour ; belly, inner

side and hinder part of fore legs, white also. An irregular black

line running across the lower part of the chest, and extending over
the base of the fore legs externally ; above this line two other trans-

verse dark markings more or less defined on the chest On the fore

legs three broad black bands, two of which encircle the leg ;
on

the posterior legs about five black bands externally, and some

irregular dark spots internally. Feet yellowish, and under side of

tarsus of a slightly deeper hue. On the belly numerous large

irregular black spots. Ears moderate, with long white hairs internally ;

externally of the same colour as the head, except at the apex, where
the hairs are black, and form a slight tuft Tail short somewhat

Pimpu-Cat (Filit Fajeroi}. 'Zoo!, of the Beagle.'

bushy, and devoid of dark rings or spots the hairs are in fact

coloured as those on the back. On the upper part of tho body each

hair brown at the base, then yellow, and at the apex black. On
the hinder part of the back the hairs almost black at the base, and,
on the sides of the body, each hair gray at the base ;

there is then

a considerable space of yellowish-white colour : towards the apex they
are white, and at the apex black. The greater number of the hairs

of the moustaches white. Length from nose to root of tail 26 inches ;

of tail (fur included), 11 inches. Height of body at shoulders,
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13 inches. Size about equal to that of the common wild-cat of

Europe ;
but the Pampas-Cat is stouter, its head smaller, and its tail

shorter. (Waterhouse.)
Mr. Waterhouse (' Zoology of the Beagle ') observes that the mark-

ings of this animal vary slightly in intensity : those on the body, he

remarks, are generally indistinct ; but the black rings on the legs are

always very conspicuous.
D'Azara says that he knows not, nor has he heard, that this species

exists in Paraguay, although it formerly may have been seen there
;

but as the country became tolerably well peopled, and there were
fewer plains, the inhabitants probably extirpated it. He caught four

in the Pampas of Buenos Ayres, between 35 and 36 S. lat., and three

others on the Kio Negro. He says they are found on both sides

of the La Plata.

Darwin (' Zoology of the Beagle') gives as its habitat Santa Cruz,

Patagonia, and Bahia Bianca. He states that it is common over the

whole of the great plains which compose the eastern side of the

southern part of America
;
and he says he has reason to believe,

from the accounts he received, that it is found near the Strait of

Magellan, which would give it a range of nearly 1400 miles hi a north
and south direction, D'Azara having stated that it extends northward
aa far as 30 S. lat One of Mr. Darwin's specimens was obtained in

50 S. lat., at Santa Cruz.

D'Azara says that the natives call this animal Qato Pajero, because
it lives on the plains, concealing itself in jungles, without entering
into the woods and thickets. Guinea-Pigs (Aperea), according to

him, form its principal food. Mr. Darwin states that it takes its

name from 'paja,' the Spanish word for straw, from its habit of

frequenting reeds. The specimen taken by him at Santa Cruz was
met with in a valley where thickets were growing. When disturbed

it did not run away, but drew itself up and hissed.

III. LEOPARDS.

The larger Spotted Cats are known by this name. They are found
in both the Old and New Worlds.
The form seems to have its most perfect development in the

ancient continent and the islands of the Old World, though it

must be admitted that the American Jaguar, in point of size,

strength, and sturdinens of make, excels the Leopards of Asia and
Africa.

Petit Pardut (the Panther) of Linnaeus first claims our notice. It

has been a question whether the Leopard and Panther are distinct

species, or only varieties. Linnieus, in his last edition of the '

Systema
Naturae,' included under the specific name of Petit Pardui the

Panthera, Pardalit, Pardui, and Leopardua of Gesner ;
Pardut mas.,

Panthera femina of Alpin (Egypt) ;
Pardatiiof Ray; TigritMej^cana

of Hernandez ; and Pinuum Datyput, Nieremb.,
' Nat.' Under the

specific name of Onca he includes Purdtu, seu Lynx Brarilientit of Ray,
ami the Jaguara of Marcgrave. He has no species named Leopardua ;

but Gmelin has, and in his edition we find the following species : 1.

/'. pardut F. cauda elougata, corpora maculia guperioribus orbicu-

latia ; inferioribus virgatis (the description of Linnaeus) Schreb.,
'

SUugethiere,' iii. p. 384, t. xcix., with the following references and

synonyms : Felit ex albo flavicaus, rnaculis nigris in dorso orbiculatis,

in veutre longis, Bliss.
'

Quadr.' ;
the names of Gesner and Ray as

quoted above ;
Pardut maoulis seu scutulis variis, Ludolf, -Etkiop. ;

Panthcre of Buffon. 2. P. Unica, Once, Buffon. 3. F. Leopardut
P. cauda mediocri, corpore fusco maculis subcoadunatis uigris. Erxl.,
'

Syst. .Miuiiiii.,' p. 509. n. 5 ; Schreb.,
'

Saugeth.,' iii. p. 387, t. ci.
;

Vncia, Caj.,
'

Op.,' p. 42, Gesn.,
'

Quadr.,' p. 825 ; Leopard of Buffon.

4. F. Onfa, the Jaguar.
Cuvier separates the Panther from the Leopard specifically. The

Panther, La Panthere, he makes the Petit Pardut of Linnaeus,
and the Pardalit, ri nopSoXii of the ancients. lie describes the

Panther as yellow above, white beneath, with six or seven rows of

black spots in the form of roses, that is to say, formed by an

assemblage of five or six small simple spots on each side ;
the tail of

the length of the body not reckoning the head. This species he

speaks of as being spread throughout Africa and in the warm
countries of Asia, as well as in the Indian Archipelago ; and he states

that he has seen individuals where the ground-colour of the fur is

black, with spots of a still deeper black (Petit melat, Per.), but that

they do not form a species, observing that both yellow and black

eubs have been seen sucking the same mother (1829). Pennant

('Hist. Quadr.,' 1793) figures a Black Leopard, and describes the

variety as follows :

" In the Tower of London is a black variety,

brought from Bengal by Warren Hastings, Esq. The colour

universally is a dusky black, sprinkled over with spots of a glossy

black, disposed in the same forms as those of the Leopard. On

turning aside the hair, beneath appears a tinge of the natural

colour."

Ftlit Leopardui (the Leopard) of Linnaeus, as he quotes it (but it

is not mentioned by Linnaeus in his last edition of the '

Syst. Nat. ;

'

it appears, as we have seen, in Gmelin's edition), Cuvier assigns to

Africa, remarking that it U similar to the Panther, but with ten rows

of smaller spots. These two species, he adds, are smaller than the

Jaguar; nnd he says that there is a third, a little lower on the

legs, -with the tail equalling the body and head in length, and

with more numerous and smaller spots (Felis chalybeata, Herm.
Schreb., 101).

Cuvier does not notice the Panther, 6 Hav/hip of Aristotle (' Hist.

Auiiu.,' vi. 35), and indeed this animal is supposed by many not to have
been one of the Leopard kind. In a note to Felis chalybeata, Cuvier
states that it is to that species M. Temminck applies the name of
Panther ; but the former adds it is certain that the Panther so well

kuown to the ancients, and which appeared so often in the Roman
shows and games, could not be an animal from the recesses (' fond ')

of Eastern Asia.

Cuvier does not insert in the text of his 'Regne Animal' the
Ounce of Buffon

;
but in a note to the second edition he speaks of it

as differing from the Panthers and the Leopards by more unequal
spots, more irregularly scattered, partly notched or ringed, &c., and
as appearing to be found in Persia

; adding that his knowledge of it is

only derived from Buffon's figure, and from that which Mr. Hamilton
Smith has inserted in the English translation of the '

Regne Animal '

from an individual which had been seen living in London.
The Panther and the Leopard were once regarded by M. Temminck

as varieties of the same species, F. Leopardus, but he has separated
them specifically in his '

Monograph.'
Colonel Smith's Ounce was detected by him in the Tower when

that fortress included a menagerie among its attractions. The animal
is said to have been brought from the Gulf of Persia, but we only
learn that it was very distinct from all other species in make,
markings, and general appearance.
The same author describes the Panther of the ancients as standing

higher than the Jaguar, and as approaching in its form, which is

slender, to that of the Hunting Leopard (P. jubata), though much
larger in proportion.
M. Lesson enumerates the following Leopards as belonging to the

old continent :

P. Panthdre, P. Pardus, Linn., Temm., 'Monog.' Less than, the

Leopard ; tail as long as the body and head. Locality, Bengal ; and

probably does not exist in Africa.

P. Leopard, F. Leopardta, Linn. (Gmel.), Temm. ;
P. Pardus, Cuv. ;

Faahd of the Arabs. Rather less than a lioness. Tail (22 vertebra:)
of the length of the body. Locality, Africa and India.

P. jubata, the Cheetah, or Hunting Leopard. Locality, Southern
Asia.

Among those Felidce which are distributed in the Polynesian group
of islands (lies Asiatiques de la Polynesia) M. Lesson notices

P. melat, PeVon, observing that this animal, which M. Temminck
believed to be a variety of the Leopard, constitutes, on the contrary,
a species entirely confined to Java, and especially in the most isolated

eastern districts, such as Blambangan ( Krambanan ?). The size of
the animal he states to be that of the Panther ;

its fur of a deep
black, on which are traced zones of the same colour, but less lustrous.

This leopard, which is called Arimaou by the Javanese, is used for

the singular combats of the '

Rampok,' for the details of which
M. Lesson refers to the ' Zool. de la Coquille,' t. i. p. 139. He adds
that he saw a beautiful specimen belonging to the resident of Soura-

baya, and he was assured that /'. melat was not rare in the island.

He also refers to P. macrocelis, Horsfield. Localities, Sumatra and
Borneo. (1827.)

Mr. Bennett (' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society,"

1830) says,
" Whether the Leopard and the Panther are in reality

distinct species, and if so on what particular characters the specific
distinction depends, are questions that have been so variously solved

by writers of the highest eminence that we cannot, without better

opportunities for comparison of specimens than we at present possess,

adopt the conclusions to which any one of them has come upon the

subject. Linnaeus, not perceiving any sufficient grounds of distinction,

referred both names to one and the same animal ; Buffon added a

third, that of the Ounce, and increased the confusion by describing
as the Panther of the ancients and an animal of the old continent

the Jaguar, which is now known to be peculiar to the new continent;
Cuvier subsequently founded a distinction upon the greater or smaller

number of rows of spots disposed along the sides of the body ; and

Temminck, rejecting these characters as unimportant, has lately fixed

upon the comparative length of the tail as affording the only sure

means of discrimination. In this uncertainty the question remains

for the present ; but there can be no doubt of the complete distinction

between both the animals involved in it and that which we have

figured, the mistaken Panther of Buffon, the Jaguar of Brazil, and

Petit Onfa of systematic writers. It may not however be useless to

observe, that of the figures given by Butfon as Panthers and Jaguars
that which is entitled the male Panther is in all probability a Leopard ;

the female is unquestionably a Jaguar; the Jaguars of the original

work, and of the supplement, are either Ocelots or Chatis ;
and that

which purports to be the Jaguar or Leopard, although probably
intended for a Cheetah, is not clearly referrible by its form and

markings to any known species."
Mr. Swainson, in his

' Classification of Quadrupeds
'

(1835), leaves

the question untouched. In his
' Animals in Menageries

'

(1838) he

gives the following species :
-

The Leopard; Leopard, Cuvier; P. Leopardua, H. Smith, in Griffi,

Cuvier.
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The Panther, P. Panku, Linn., Hamilton Smith ; Panthere, Cuvier.

Panther of the AncienU, P. Pardiu Aatiyuonm, Hamilton Smith,
in Synopsis of Griff., CUT.
Under the title

'

Leopard' Mr. Swainson says, "Although the names
of Leopard and Panther have been long familiar in common language,
and have conveyed the idea of two distinct species, yet it is perfectly
clear that no scientific writer of the last generation either described,
or indeed appeared to know, in what respects the animals differed. It

seems that numerous specimens of what is called the Leopard are in

the Zoological Gardens, and one has been figured in the book so

entitled; but Mr. Bennett has not made the slightest attempt to

investigate the subject, or to throw any light upon this difficult

question. In this dilemma we shall therefore repose on the opinions
of Major Hamilton Smith, whose long experience

and accuracy of

observation are well known, and whose authority in this department
of nature deservedly ranks above that of any other naturalist of this

country. The Leopard, as defined by Major Smith, when compared
with the Jaguar and the Panther of naturalists, is uniformly of a paler

yellowish colour, rather smaller, and the dots rose-formed, or con-

sitting of several dots partially united into a circular figure in some
instances, and into a quadrangular, triangular, or other less determi-
nate forms in others : there are also several single isolated black spots,
which more especially occur on the outside of the limbs. The
Panther, according to Professor Lichtenstein of Berlin, 'resembles
the Jaguar in having the same number of rows of spots, but is

distinguished by having no full spots on the dorsal line.' But, as

Major Smith observes, it does not appear that full spots on the dorsal

line always make a specific character of the Jaguar ; and the Asiatic

Leopard is sometimes distinguished by this peculiarity, though it

does not in other respects resemble the American animal. When
therefore it is said that the Panther much resembles the Jaguar, it is

always to be strongly suspected that the type whence the observations
have been taken is in reality an American animal." Mr. Swainson
then, after copying Major Smith's scientific description of the

Leopard, proceeds to say,
" Our own opinion of the specific dissimi-

larity between the Leopard and the Panther, judging from what has
been written on the subject, is in perfect unison with that of Major
Smith

; while the following remark of that observing naturalist,

incidentally inserted in his account of the Panther of antiquity,
seems to us almost conclusive :

' The open spots which mark all the
Panthers have the inner surface of the annuli or rings more fulvous

(in other words darker) than the general colour of the sides ; but in

the Leopard no such distinction appears, nor is there room, as the
small and more congregated dots are too close to admit it.' In truth,
if there is any reliance to be placed in the most accurate figures
hitherto published, the small spots of the leopard and the large ones
of the Panther must strike even a casual observer, and lead him to
believe that the two animals were called by different names."

\V

Leopard (Ftla Lnpardnt

In the ' Gemma; et Sculpture Antique
'

of Gronovius there is an

engraving of a boy driving a car drawn by two Panthers, rather high
on tbrir legs, from a carnelian, headed ' Cairo di Bacho ;

' but
Oronovius thinks that though thin 'reda' may be attributed to

Bacchus, it may nevertheless be taken for a representation of one
from the Circensian games, for which opinion he gives his reasons.

Captain Symth, R.N., In bin interesting
'

Descriptive Catalogue of a

Cabinet of Roman Imperial Large Brass Medals,' notices a medal of

KKLID.& r*0

Commod us, on the reverse of which the emperor on horseback

galloping across the field, with a chlamys floating behind him, is in
the act of casting a dart at a Panther, which is

'

showing fight.' He
also refers to the figure of a Lynx or Panther on the reverse of one
of Septimius Sererus, and to that of a Panther (among other animals)
on the smaller corns of Gallienus.

With regard to the P. I'ardta An/it/uorum of Smith, Mr. Swainson
remarks that the species, if such it really be, is supposed to be the
animal known to ancient writers by the name of J'antlttra. It is

however, he adds, now so rare, or has been so little distinguished,
that Major Smith is only acquainted with one example, which is in
the museum of the elector of Hesse Caaael, in whose menagerie it

had probably lived. Nothing was known of its native country or of
its manners. (See H. Smith's description, including characters
intermediate between the Jaguar of America and the Panthers and
Leopards of the Old World.)

Mr. Swainson also notices the Ounce in the same work, referring
to Major Smith's description, and regretting that that able zoologist
had not entered into further particulars. Mr. Swainson states that,

judging from the figure engraved from Mr. Smith's drawing, he should
term it a lower and more thick-set animal than the Panther; the

spots larger, more irregular, and much fewer, but differing more
especially in having the tail decidedly aunulated with black rings,
while those of all the Panthers are spotted. The body, he adds, is

described as whitish ; while yellow or fawn-colour is the universal
tint both of the Panthers and Leopards.

In June, 1837, Dr. Gray brought before the notice of a meeting of
the Zoological Society of London some Mammalia which he had
lately purchased for the British Museum from a collection made by
the late Colonel Cobb in India, among which was an adult specimen
of the Once of Buffon (' Hist Nat.'), on which Schreber formed his

P. I'ncia, which has been regarded by Cuvier, Temminck, and most
succeeding authors as a Leopard, but which, continued Dr. Gray,

"
is

as a distinct species, easily known by the thickness of its fur, the

paleness of Us colour, the irregular form of the spots, and especially
by the great length and thickness of the tail" Dr. Gray observed
that a more detailed description of this animal was unnecessary, as

it agreed in all particulars with the young specimen described by
Buffon.

Ounce (Ftlit Uncia). From the specimen in the British Museum.

Of the manners of the true Leopards in a state of nature not
much seems to be known. They are very active, climb well, and
take their prey by surprise. In captivity they are playful, but apt
to be treacherous. Mrs. Bowdich won the heart of a Leopard by
kindness, and by presenting him with lavender-water in a card-tray,

taught him to
keep his claws sheathed. The luxurious animal

revelled in the delicious essence almost to ecstacy ; but he never was
suffered to have it if he put forth his claws. We regret that our
limits will not allow us to give this lady's graphic account of her
amiable favourite '

Sai,' which the reader will find in London's
'

Magazine.'

Among the larger Spotted Cats of the Old World we must notice
the Rimau-Dahan, P. macrocclu, Temm., Horsfield

;
P. nebuiosa (t), H.

Smith, Griffith.

This species partakes in some measure of the markings of both
the Tiger and Leopards, though it seems to be more nearly allied

to the latter than to the former.
Probable size when full grown about 4 feet from the nose to the

root of the tail, which may be reckoned at 3 feet 6 inches ; height at

shoulder about 1 foot 10 inches. Colour whitish-gray, with an
inclination to ashy or brownish-gray, no yellow or red tint. Stripes
and spots dark, oblong, irregular, and broad on the shoulders, inter-

rupted and angular on the sides, posterior edges of the broad spots
and stripes mitrked by a line of deep velvet buck

;
limbs stout, feet

and toes robust ; tail very long, large, and lanuginous.
It inhabits Sumatra. M. Temminck thinks it is also found on the

continent of India, having received mantles belonging to the Diakkers
made of the skill of this species.
The specimen brought to England alive by Sir Thomas Stamford

Raffles was taken when very young in the forests of Beucoolen, and
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died during the process of dentition soon after its arrival.

Horsfield gives the following dimensions : sex, female :

Dr.

Ft. In.

Length of the body and head, from the extremity of

the nose to the root of the tail . . . .30
Length of the tail 28
Height at the shoulders 14
Height at the rump 13
Circumference of the abdomen 20
Circumference of the neck 12

Sir Stamford Raffles gives the following account of the manners

of the species from personal observation made on two individuals :

" Both specimens, while in a state of confinement, were remarkable

for good temper and playfulness ;
no domestic kitten could be more

so ; they were always courting intercourse with persons passing by,
and in the expression of their countenance, which was always open
and smiling, showed the greatest delight when noticed, throwing
themselves on their backs, and delighting in being tickled and rubbed.

On board the ship there was a small Musi Dog, who used to play
round the cage and with the animal, and it was amusing to observe

the playfulness and tenderness with which the latter came in contact

with his inferior-sized companion. When fed with a fowl that died,

he seized the prey, and after sucking the blood and tearing it a little,

he amused himself for hours in throwing it about and jumping after

it in the manner that a cat plays with a mouse before it is quite
dead. He never seemed to look on man or children as prey, but as

companions; and the natives assert that when wild, they live

principally on poultry, birds, and the smaller kinds of deer. They
are not found in numbers, and may be considered rather a rare

animal, even in the southern part of Sumatra. Both specimens
were procured from the interior of Bencoolen, on the banks of the

Bencoolen River. They are generally found in the vicinity of

villages, and are not dreaded by the natives, except as far as they

may destroy the poultry. The natives assert that they sleep and

often lay wait for their prey on trees ;
and from this circumstance

they derive the name of Dahan, which signifies the fork formed by
the branch of a tree, across which they are said to rest and occasionally
stretch themselves. Both specimens constantly amused themselves

in frequently jumping and clinging to the top of their cage, and

throwing a somerset, or twisting themselves round in the manner of

a squirrel when confined, the tail being extended and showing to

great advantage when so expanded." (' Zool. Journ.,' voL i.)

Oynailurw, employed by M. Wagler to designate it as a genus. Thus,
as Mr. Bennett observes (' Tower Menagerie'), the Hunting Leopard,
uniting to the system of dentition, the general habit, and many of the

most striking peculiarities of the eats, some of the distinguishing

eatures, and much of the intelligence, the teachableness, and the

idelity of the dog, becomes a sort of connecting link between two

jroups of animals otherwise completely separated, and exhibiting

carcely any other character in common than the carnivorous propeu-
ities by which both are in a greater or less degree actuated and

nspired.
"
Intermediate," continues Mr. Bennett,

"
in size and shape

tween the leopard and the hound, he is slenderer in his body, more
elevated on his legs, and less flattened on the fore part of his head

than the former, while he is deficient in the peculiarly graceful and

engthened form, both of head and body, which characterises the

atter. His tail is entirely that of a cat ;
and his limbs, although

more elongated than in any other species of that group, seem to be

>etter fitted for strong muscular exertion than for active and long-

continued speed." From these and other indications Mr. Bennett is

of opinion that the animal approaches much more nearly to the cats

,han the dogs, and continues it among the former. The anatomy of

the Cheetah, as subsequently demonstrated by Professor Owen at a

meeting of the Zoological Society of London, shows indeed that, in

nternal structure, this leopard is undoubtedly feline : of its habits

we shall hereafter have occasion to speak. In the paper last above

alluded to,
' On the Anatomy of the Cheetah, Felis jubata, Schreb.,'

Professor Owen commenced by remarking on Felis as a truly natural

;enus, and by observing that the anatomical structure of the animals

composing it offers even fewer differences than their outward forms.

The principal deviation from the common type was stated to be that

which obtains in the organs of voice of the Lion (and, as Mr. Martin

lias observed, in those of the Jaguar also), where the larynx is situated

at a considerable distance from the posterior margin of the bony

palate, the soft palate and the tongue being proportionally increased

in length, thus forming a gradually expanded passage, which leads

from the glottis, where the air is rendered so sonorous, to the mouth.

This structure, Professor Owen remarks, may contribute in the Lion

to produce the peculiar roar of that animal.

RimaU'Dahan (Felil macrocelil).

Dr. Horsneld, in the work above quoted, confirms the account o

Sir Stamford from his own observation on the individual that wat

lodged on its arrival in Exeter 'Change. The Doctor, who does no

appear to acquiesce in the identity of P. nebttloia with the Rimau

Dahan, gives in the same paper a most elaborate and accurate

description of the latter, to which we must refer our readers. Hi

also given a figure (pi. xxi.) from a drawing made by the late William

Daniell, Esq., R.A., a few days after the animal had been placed in

Exeter 'Change.
We now come to a very interesting form, one of those gradation

by which Nature appears to pass from one type to another. The Pdit

jubala of Schreber, Chetah, Cheetah, or Hunting Leopard, exhibits

both in its external form and habits such a mixture of the Felin

and Canine tribe* as to justify apparently the appropriate nam

Cheetah (Felil jubata ; Cynailurtu jubattu, Wagl.).

In the Cats generally, it was stated, the connection of the os hyoides
to the cranium is not by a long elastic ligament, as in the Lion, but

by an uninterrupted series of bones. This latter structure exists in

the Cheetah. The Cheetah has also the circular -pupil of the Lion,

Tiger, Leopard, and Jaguar, and is perhaps the most diurnal of the

genus. In the form of the oesophagus, and in the transverse rugae of

its lower half, the Cheetah was stated to agree with the Lion ; and,

as in it and in the other species of Felit, the oesophagus was not

prolonged into the abdomen, but terminated immediately after passing

through the diaphragm in the stomach. This organ, according to

Professor Owen, has in the Cheetah all the peculiarities which are

found in the genus Fdii. The intestines nlso agree in character with

those of that group ;
and the csecum, as usual in it, is simple, having

none of the convolution which is found in the Dog. The liver,

pancreas, and spleen resembled those of the Cats generally ;
as did

also the kidneys in the arborescent form of their superficial veins a

form however equally common, Professor Owen remarks, to the Vwer-

rida: and the Felidce, which also agree in having spiculse on the tongue.

The viscera of the thorax in the Cheetah agreed with those of the

Cats. The lytta, or rudiment of the lingual bone, so conspicuous in

the Dog, is reduced in it, as in the other feline animals, to a small

vestige. There was no bone of the penis, and the glans had retroverted

papilla. The elastic ligaments of the tmgual phalanges existed in
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the mm* numberandpositionu those of the Lion ; they were however

longer and more (lender, their length alone occasioning the incomplete
retraction of the claw* u compared with the rest of the Felida.

Professor Owen concluded by observing that in the circulating,

respiratory , digestive, and generative systems, the Cheetah conformed

to the typical itrncture of the genu* Ptlit. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1833.)

Mr. Bennett give* the following description of the Cheetah :

Ground-colour bright yellowish fawn above; nearly pure white

beneath ; covered above and on the side* by innumerable closely

approximating spots, from half an inch to an inch in diameter, which

are intensely black, and do not, as in the leopard and others of the

potted cat*, form roees with a lighter centre, but are full and com-

plete. Theae spots, which are wanting on the chest and under part
of the body, are larger on the back than on the head, aides, and

limbs, where they are more closely set : they are also spread along
the tail, forming on the greater part of its extent interrupted rings,

which however become continuous as they approach iU extremity,
the three or four last rings surrounding it completely. The tip of

the tail U white, as is also the whole of iU under surface, with the

exception of the rings just mentioned ; it is equally covered with long
hair throughout it* entire length, which is more than half that of the

body. The outside of the ears, which are short and rounded, is

marked by a broad black spot at the base, the tip, as also the inside,

being whitish. The upper part of the head is of a deeper tinge ;

and there is a strongly marked flexuous black line, of about half an

inch in breadth, extending from the inner angle of the eye to the

angle of the mouth. The extremity of the nose is black, like thnt

of a dog. The mane not very remarkable ; consisting of a series of

longer, crisper, and more upright hairs which extend along the back

of the neck and the anterior portion of the spine. Fur with little

of the sleekneaa which characterises that of the cats, but exhibiting
on the contrary a peculiar crispneas not to be found in any other of

the tribe. (' Tower Menagerie.')

According to Mr. Bennett the Cheetah is found in Asia and Africa.

He says,
"

Cbardin, Bernier, Tavernier, and others of the older

travellers, had related that in several parts of Asia it was customary
to make use of a large spotted cat in the pursuit of game, and that

this animal was called Youze in Persia and Chetah in India ; but the

statements of these writers were so imperfect, and the descriptions

given by them so incomplete, that it was next to impossible to recog-
nise the particular species intended. We now however know with

certainty that the animal thus employed is the Felit jubata of natural-

ists, which inhabits the greater part both of Asia and Africa. It is

common in India and Sumatra, as well as in Persia, and is well known
both in Senegal and at the Cape of Good Hope ;

but the ingenuity of

the savage native* of the latter countries has not, so far as we know,
been exerted in rendering its services available in the chase in the

manner so successfully practised by the more refined and civilised

inhabitant* of Persia and Hindustan."

Mr. Swainson state* (' Classification of Quadrupeds,' 1835) that the

Hunting Leopards appear to be of two species one inhabiting Africa,

the other India ; and that it deserves attention that one of these

pomemes a sort of mane, of which the other is said to be destitute.

The mane however, in specimens from both localities, seems to be
much the same. The animal figured by Pennant as the Hunting
Leopard was brought from India by Lord Pigot Three others,

captured at Seringapatam among the effects of Tippoo, were presented

by Lord Harris to George III., who placed them in the Tower. The

couple from which Mr. Bennett made his accurate description came
from 1

Senegal. The Cheetah was indeed, as the last-mentioned zoolo-

gist remarks, very imperfectly known in Europe till of late yean.
LinntBU* doe* not appear to have been acquainted with it, and
BuftW* Qnepard was described from the akin only. Quepard is the

name by which the skin of the animal was known commercially in

reference to the Senegal market ; and Mr. Bennett is of opinion that

Buffon described it without suspecting it* identity with the Asiatic

animal,
" the trained habit* of which, misled probably by the autho-

rity of Tavernier, he erroneously attributed to his imaginary Ounce.

Subsequent French geologist* had rectified this error, and it was

generally believed that the tamed leopard of Bernier, the Youze, the

Ouopanl, and Tavernier' Ounce, were one and the same animal
;
but

U was not until a year or two ago
"

Mr. Bennett wrote the passage

quoted in 1829 "that the poMemion of a living specimen, brought
from Senegal, in the menagerie of the Janlin du Hoi, enabled M. F.

Cuvier to ascertain it* characters with precision. The comparison of

this African specimen with the skins sent from India, and with the

note* and drawing* made in that country by M. Duvaucel, at once

put* an end to all doubt* of the identity of the two animal*."

In 1831 Colonel Syke* observed that Ptlit jultala, Linn., and Pda
venalica, H. Smith (CheeU of the

Mahrattas), appear to be identical,
the specific difference* deduced from the hair originating in domesti-

cation. A kin of the wild animal, according to the colonel, ha* a

rough coat in which the mane is marked, while domesticated animals
from the same part of the country are destitute of mane, and have a
smooth coat (' Zool. Proc.')

In the East, where these beautiful animal* are employed in the

chssn. they are carried to the field in low cars whereon they are

chained. Each leopard is hooded. When the hunter* corns within

view of a herd of antelope* the leopard is unchained, bis hood i*

removed, and the game i* pointed out to him ;
for he is directed in

the pursuit by hi* sight Then he steals along cautiously and crouch-

ingly, taking advantage of every means of masking his attack, till he
has approached the herd unseen, within killing distance,' when ho

suddenly launches himself upon his quarry with five or six vigorous
and rapid bound*, strangles it instantaneously, and drinks its blood.

The huntsman now approaches the leopard, caresses him, wins him
from his prey by placing the blood which he collects in a wooden ladle

under the nose of the animal, or by throwing to him pieces of meat ;

and whilst he is thus kept quiet hoods him, leads him back to his car,
and there chains him. If the leopard fails in consequence of the herd

having taken timely alarm he attempt* no pursuit, but returns to hi*

oar with a dejected and mortified air.

The skin is an article of some importance in the trade of Senegal,
but appears to be neglected at the Cape of Good Hope, where the

animal is called Luipard by the Dutch colonist* ; indeed it seems to

be of rare occurrence there, for Professor Lichtenstein notices one of

the skins as being worn by a Kaffir chief as a badge of distinction.

Of the habits of the Hunting Leopard, in a state of nature, not much
is known

;
but it may be surmised that it captures its prey much in

the same way as it doe* when employed in the chase. Mr. Bennett

gives a very pretty picture of the manners of the two that furnished

his description, and as it would be spoiled by abridgment we here

insert it :

"
They are truly," writes Mr. Bennett,

" an elegant and

graceful pair, having, when led out into the courtyard in their couples,

very much of the air and manners of a brace of greyhounds. \\ In u

noticed or fondled they purr like a cat, and this is their usual mode of

expressing pleasure. If, on the other hand, they are uneasy, whether
that uneasiness arises from cold, from a craving after food, from a

jealous apprehension of being neglected, or from any other cause,
their note consists of a short uniform and repeated mew. They are

extremely fond of play, and their manner of playing very much
resembles that of a cat

; with this difference however, that it never,
as in the latter animal, degenerates into malicious cunning or wanton
mischief. Their character indeed seems to be entirely free from that

sly and suspicious feeling of mistrust which is so strikingly visible in

the manners and actions of all the cats, and which renders them so

little susceptible of real or lasting attachment The Cheetahs, on the

contrary, speedily become fond of those who are kind to them, and
exhibit their fondness in an open, frank, confiding manner. There

can, in fact, be little doubt that they might with the greatest facility
be reduced to a state of perfect domestication, and rendered nearly
as familiar and faithful as the dog himself." ('Tower Menagerie,

1

London, 8vo., 1829.)
Most of the Hunting Leopards brought to England died in no

long time after their arrival, and the French seem to have bad no
better success. The Zoological Society of London succeeded in

keeping their specimens very well : the principal food given was lean

mutton.
J-'rlit Onfa (Linnaeus), the Jaguar, or American Panther, is the form

of the Leopard found in the New World. It ia the Onza of Marcgrave
and the Panther or Great Panther of the furriers.

In form the Jaguar is robust, far stouter than the Leopard, and is

very strongly, not to say clumsily, built. The body is thicker, the
limbs shorter and fuller, and the tail scarcely reaches the ground
when the animal is well up on its feet The head is larger and rather

shorter than that of the Leopard, and the profile of the forehead more

prominent When full grown the animal is said to measure from 4

to 5 feet from the nose to the root of the tail.
" These differences of

form," says Mr. Bennett (' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological

Society'), "are accompanied by differences in colour and markings
equally decisive. The general appearance is at the first glance the
same in both

;
but the open roses of the Leopard are scarcely more

than half the size of those of the Jaguar, and they all inclose a space
of one uniform colour, in which, unless in some rare and accidental

instances, no central spots exist
;
while in the latter animal most of

those which are arranged along the upper surface, near the middle
line of the back, are distinguished by one or two small black spots
inclosed within their circuit The middle line itself is occupied in

tile Leopard by open roses intermixed with a few black spots of small
size and roundish form ; that of the Jaguar, on the contrary, is marked

by one or two regular longitudinal lines of brood, elongated, deep
block patches, sometimes extending several inches in length, and

occasionally forming ou almost continuous baud from between the

shoulders to the toil. The black rings towards the tip of the latter

are also more completely circular than in the Leopanl."
But the skih of the Jaguar is subject to much variation, and Sir

William Jardine (' Naturalists' Library,'
'

Mammalia,' vol ii.) gives
three figures from different sources illustrating strongly marked
differences in the spot*.

It ia a native of South America Paraguay and the Brazils princi-

pally but it is said to have been found from the southern extremity
to the Isthmus of Darien.

Mr. Martin, in his anatomical description of o Jaguar that died in

the Gardens at the Regent's Park ('/ool. Proc.,' 1832), notices the
immense volume of the chests* contrasted with that of the abdominal

cavity, a circumstance which might, ho think), be considered as
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furnishing an index to the habits and vital energy of this tribe of
active and ferocious quadrupeds. That the Jaguar is an animal of

great power and frequently of a daring disposition there can be no
doubt

; but the balance of the evidence is against its equalling, if not

exceeding, the royal tiger of the east in ferocity. Of its power
D'Azara gives the following anecdote. A Jaguar had struck down a

horse; and D'Azara gave instructions that the latter should be drawn
within musket-shot of a tree wherein he intended to pass the night,
in expectation that the Jaguar would return for his prey. While
D'Azara was gone to prepare himself, the Jaguar returned from the

opposite side of a river broad and deep, seized the horse in its mouth,
drew it to the water some 60 paces, swam across the river with it,

landed it, and drew it into a wood hard by. All this was witnessed by
the person whom D'Azara had placed in concealment to watch till

his return.

Jaguar (Felit Oafa).

The Jaguar is a most expert climber. Sonnini saw the scratches

left by the claws of one on the smooth bark of a tree some 40 feet

high without branches. He traced the marks of several slips made
by the climber, but the animal hud at last reached the top. H umbul.lt

heard the Jaguar's yell from the tops of the trees followed by the

sharp shrill long whistle of the terrified monkeys, as they seemed to

flee. None of the living quadrumanes or quadrupeds seem to come
amiss to it, and birds and fish, which last it is said to take in shallows,
are sacrificed to its voracious appetite. The Jaguars will openly seize

cattle, horses, and sheep from the enclosures
;
and the havoc made

by them is great, as will be easily imagined when we learn from
Humboldt that their numbers are such that 4000 were killed annually
in the Spanish colonies, and 2000 were exported every year from Buenos
Ayres only. Nor are the reptiles free from its attacks. The shells

of turtles were pointed out to Humboldt as having been emptied of

their contents by the Jaguar, which, it seems, watches them as they
come to the sandy beeches to lay their egga, rushes on them, and
turn* them on their backs. He then insinuates his paw between the

shells, and scoops out the contents as clean as if a surgeon's knife
had been employed. Aa the beast turns many more than he can
devour at one meal, the Indians often profit by his dextrous

cunning. He will, it is stated, pursue this persecuted race into

the water where it is not very deep, and will dig up and devour
tli- eggs.
With all this the Jaguar does not seem to be very dangerous to

man, when boldly confronted, though D'Azara records frequent
instances of his attacking the lord of the creation. The Jaguar will

indeed often follow travellers, according to Sonnini and Humboldt,
but the latter celebrated naturalist and observer only heard of one
instance where a Llanero was found torn in his hammock, and that

happened opposite the Island of Achaguas. He relates, on the other

hand, a story of two Indian children, a girl and a boy, the one about

seven, and the other nine years old, who were at play on the out-

skirts of a village, about two o'clock in the afternoon, when a large

Jaguar came out of the woods bounding towards them playfully, his

head down and his back arched, like a cat. He approached the boy,
who was not sensible of his danger, and began to play with him, till

at last the Jaguar struck him so hard on the head with his paw as to

draw blood, whereupon the little girl struck him smartly with a
Htiiall switch, and lie was bounding back not at all irritated, when the

Indians, alarmed by the cries of the girl, came up.
When Mr. Waterton

(' Wanderings') was encamped on the banks
of the Kmequibo, lie was visited by one of these prowlers.

" When-
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ever the fire got low the Jaguar came a little nearer
;
and when the

Indian renewed it, he retired abruptly ; sometimes he would come
within twenty yards, and then, we had a view of him, sitting on his hind

legs like a dog ; sometimes he moved slowly to and fro
;
and at other

times we could hear him mend his pace, as if impatient. At last the

Indian, not relishing the idea of having such company, set up a most
tremendous yell. The Jaguar bounded off like a race-horse, and
returned no more. It appeared by the print of his feet next morning,
that he was a full grown one."

The Jaguar is said to make its attacks on quadrupeds by springing
upon the neck of his prey ;

then placing one of his paws upon the
back of its head, while he turns round the muzzle with the other,
he dislocates the neck and deprives it of life.

He, in his turn, falls a victim to man. The Spaniards and Indians
hunt him in various ways. Sometimes he is driven by dogs

' to tree,"

in which case he is despatched with the musket or lance
; sometimes

the pack force him among the bushes, and then is exhibited, some-
times a daring feat. A single Indian, with his left arm enveloped in

a sheep-skin, and with a 5-feet lance in his right, goes boldly in to

him. The hunter parries the onset of the furious beast with his

shielded arm, and at the same time deals him such a thrust with his

lance as seldom requires repetition. The lasso is also used with the

best effect upon the plains.
There is a black variety of the Jaguar, Le Jaguar Noir of the

French, Fdii nigra of Erxleben, and probably the Jaguarete of

Marcgrave.
This seems to have been the animal noticed by Lieutenat Maw 11.N.,

(' Journal of a Passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic," 8vo., London,
1829), at Para, as a ' black on9a, or tiger.' It had been procured up
the rivers by Mr. Campbell, and, when Mr. Maw saw it, was a

formidable animal. "
I am not sure," says that gentleman,

" that it

had the length of liinb of a Bengal Tiger, but it was thicker, and,
I think, it would have weighed more. When lying down, there

appeared to be scarcely any leg, but its thigh was like an immense
ham." Lieutenant Maw relates some amusing anecdotes about this

animal, for which we refer the reader to his interesting book.

IV. THE LYNXES.

The name of Lynxes is applied by zoologists to a subdivision of
the great genus Fdii, or Cats, well marked externally, and elevated

by Ur. Gray to the rank of a genus, under the appellation of Lyueut.
There does not appear to be any considerable difference between

the organisation of the Lynxes and that of the other Cats
;
but it is

extremely probable that there is some modification about the bones
of the tongue, and the organ of the voice generally, to produce the

peculiarly powerful noise analogous to what is called '

spitting
'

and
'

swearing
'

in the domestic cat.

Linnaeus, in his last edition of the '

Systema Naturao," records but
one speciea, P. Lynx, to which he assigns the woods and deserts of

Europe and Canada as localities. This was probably the European
Lynx, and the descriptions may have been founded on Lynxes from
Canada as well as Europe.

Omelin, in his edition, adds three other species, F. Chans, F. Caracal,
and P. rufa ; and gives two varieties of F. Lynx, with Europe,
America, Northern Asia, and even Japan, as the habitations.

Pennant notices seven species of Lynxes the Mountain Lynx,
Cat-a-Mouutain of Ray (North America), the Serval, the Lynx, the

Bay Lynx, the Caspian Lynx, the Persian Lynx, and the Libyan
Lynx. He states that the third inhabits the vast forests of the north
of Europe, Asia, and America; "not India, though poets have
harnessed them to the chariot of Bacchus, in his conquest of that

country." The fourth, he says, is an inhabitant of the inner parts
of the province (now the state) of New York. To the fifth he

assigns the " reeds and woods in the marshy parts that border on the
western sides of the Caspian Sea, particularly about the Castle Kislar,
on the river Terek," and the Persian provinces of Ghilau and
Mazanderan

; adding that it is frequent about the mouth of the Kur,
the ancient Cyrus. Persia, India, and Barbary are the countries

which he states to be the localities of the sixth; and Libya -111.1

Barbary are mentioned by him as the countries of the seventh. !t

is doubtful what animals Pennant meant to designate xiuder .-">i: > of

these names. The Serval is not considered to be a Lynx.
Cuvier observes that there are known in commerce, I'n.k-r tit.-

name of Loups Cerviers (Lupus cenariua), four or five sorts <pf

Lynxes, which had long been confounded by naturalists, and whone.

specific limits were not perhaps well fixed when he wrute. We shall

proceed to notice the arrangement of M. Temminck, ud then return

to observe what part of it is adopted by Cuvier.

M. Temminck gives the following as species :

1. F. cervaria; described as nearly equalling a wolf in size, and

possibly the Kattlo of Linnaeus nnd tho Swedes; but it has lx-> n

remarked that no skins of it are contained in the cargoes that arrive

from the Baltic. In comm;ce the skins of F. cervaria, are said '

be only obtained from the markets of Moscow, to which they an-

brought from the provinces of Asia, It is considered as probitb!
that this species may have been confounded, under the name of tb-

Canadian Lynx, with
2. P. borcalit, which is intermediate in size between the fox uin

3 E
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tin- wolf. This comprehend* the Canadian but not the Mississippi

Lynx of Cuvier, and it said to inhabit the north of both the old and
the new continent* : it* fur, leoa valuable than that of P. ctnsaria,
i stated to be received equally from Sweden and from Hudson's

Bay.
3. P. Lynx (true Lynx), different from, but nearly allied to P.

errraria, P. kortalu, P. ntfa, and
4. P. pardina. Size of a badger, but the leg* longer, resembling

P. rufa in form and site ; tail short, but longer in proportion than
that of P. Lynje.-^iP. pardina is the Loup-Cervier of Pen-suit, and is

fotiinl only in the south of Kurope, the centre being the locality of

the true Lynx. On this
species

Colonel Sykes makes the following
statement :

"
Although Teuiminck, in his '

Monographic de Ham-
malogic,' p. 116, in a note, says the skins of this European Prlii is

well-known amongst the furriers as tho Lynx of Portugal, I hare
nowhere been able to meet with a specimen in London; and as

amongst my friends scarcely any one appeared to be aware of the

existence of a Spanish Lynx, I thought it might be acceptable to the
members to exhibit specimens iu a state of maturity and nonage.
In Andalusia, whence the specimens come, it is called Gate Clavo'

(clavo meaning the pupil of the eye), illustrative of the spotted
character of the skin. Some peasants in Andalusia make short

jackets of the skins. The animal inhabits the Sierra Moreno. I

bought both skins at Seville fur thirty reales, about 6. 3</. Neither
the British Museum nor the Zoological Society has specimens." Temminck describes the Pardina as ' Toutes lea parties du corps
lustre, a peu pros de la niome teiiito que dans le caracal.' This is

certainly not the description of my animal, the colour of the adult

being reddish-gray, and that of the non-adult light fawn ; never-

theless there are so many other points common to both, that it would
be unadvisable to consider them distinct" (' ZooL Proc.,' 1838.)

5. P. Caracal, Nubian Caracal, and Cat of the Desert of Bruce;
Persian Cat (Lynx) of Pennant

6. P. aurata. Rather less than the Carae.il. Country unknown.
Skin purchased from a London dealer.

7. P. Chaut (GiiMeiistc.lt), figured by Schrober. The other animals
described under thin name are considered to be refcrrible to

8. P. caligata, Booted Lynx of Bruce
; P. Libyctu (Olivier) ;

Libyan Caracal of Button.

Of these Baron Cuvier notices P. cerraria as the finest and largest;
P. borealit ; P. Lynx (which has almost entirely disappeared from
populous countries, but is still to be found in the Pyrenees, the
mountains of the kingdom of Naples, and even it is said in Africa) ;

P. panlina, Oken, from the south of Europe ; P. rufa, Gulden. ; and
P. C/iaui, or Lynx of the Marshes of Caucasus, Persia, and Egypt
Cuvier further observes that it is believed at present that the Booted

Lynx, P. caligala, Temm., may be distinguished from P. Chata ; but
he remarks that P. caligata is at least very nearly approximated to

it, and that it has the same habits.

P. Caracal (Persia, Turkey, &c.), which he considers to be the true

Lynx of the ancients, closes Cuvier's list of species ; but he alludes in
a note to Lyru-fatcialtu, L. Ploridanut, and L. montantu of Rafinesque ;

and to P. aurala of Temminck, as belonging to this tribe.
1 >r. J. E. Gray place* his genus Lynctu (sub-family Fclina) between

the genera Felit, Linn., and Prionodvn, Horafield.
M. Lesson gives the following species : 1. /'. Lynx, the Loup-

Cervier of the furriers, Goupe of the Norwegians, and Wargelue of
the Swedes, who recognise three very different varieties of it He
state* that the whole of Europe is its habitat, where it has become
very rare, and he tays that they point out a pale variety P. rufa,
Pennant (.'), and that ' Le capitaine Brooks en iudique trois,' which
may be, in his (the captain's) opinion, regarded as species. 2. P.

pardina, Oken, Temm. ; Loup-Cervier of the Krvnch Academicians
;

to this Portugal, Sardinia, Sicily, and Turkey are assigned as localities.

Next follows P. Serral, which cannot be considered a Lynx. S. P.

ctrvaria, Temm. 4. P. borealit (Chat du Canada, Geoff.), to which
the northern countries of America and Asia an given as its distri-
bution. 5. P. Caracal, the Lynx of the ancient* (Africa, Persia, and
Arabia). M. Lesson describes the differences of the Caracals of

Algiers, of Nubia, and' of Bengal. 6. P. Ckrytotkrix and P. attrata,
Temm.; country unknown. 7. P. Chant, Gulden. (Egypt, Nubia,
and Caucasus). 8. Booted-Lynx (P. caligata, Bruce, Temm.; P.

Liiycta, Oliv.). To this a range is given from Egypt to the Cape of
Good Hope in Africa, and the south of Asia, M. Lesson also notices
as specifically different the P. Manul of Pallas and Desmarest, a
n|>ccies not admitted by Temminck, but which has, according to

Pallas, the appearance of the Lynx. (' Mongolian Tartary.')
Sir William Jardine (' Naturalist*' Library,' 'Mammalia,' vol. ii.

*34), who adopt* the genus Lynctu or Lynchu* of Dr. Gray, as the
fifth genus of the Ftfitut, enumerates the following species: Lynchut
Caracal; L. anrnla ; L. duHdoyattcr, inhabit* Chili (Temm., Mus.
Leyd.); L. caligala. Brace; L. niyripa. Bun-bell, inhabit* South
Africa; L. C/iaia (Gulden., Rtipp.); L. Canailnuit ; L. rufa. Bay
I3r> *' illQ'b'tj hanks of Colombia River, United States, not Canada
(Temm.) ; L. fatciata. Banded Lynx (Richardson), inhabit* North
America, woody countries in the neighbourhood of the Pacific (Lewis
and Clark); and L. Lyiuc.

Sir William Jardine remarks that there is yet considerable confusion

among the Lynxes of America, and that, except
the Canada Lynx,

the species are perhaps not well determined. He observes that
Mr. Vigors and Dr. liorsfield describe one under the title of /'.

maculata from Mexico.
Sir William further states that another Asiatic Lynx may be

perhaps added in the Ftiii afinit of Dr. Gray, figured in his
'
Illustra-

tions of Indian Zoology.'
It may be necessary also to call the reader's attention to two

species of Pelit, one in the volume of the '
Naturalists' Library,' P.

Semolina, figured as P. ornata, which Sir \V. Jardine at first consi-

dered as identical with Dr. Gray's species with the last-mentioned

name, but which Dr. Gray considered to be distinct The figures of
both P. ornata. Gray (' Illustr. Ind. ZooL'), and P. Semolina, Jardine,
have small tufts on the tips of their ears, and are otherwise inclined

to be lynx-like ;
as if they formed the passage between some of the

mailer Spotted Cat* and the Lynxes.
Mr. Swainson (' Natural Hist, and Classification of Quadrupeds,')

having compared the two typical forms of the Pcrtr and Raptora,
observes that it remains to be ascertained which group among the
Peru may be likened to the Owlx, and he fixes upon the Lynxes,
because Lynxes and Owls ore both nocturnal animals, both have
short tails and comparatively large heads ; and because the Owls " are

particularly remarkable for certain appendages or tufts which rise

above their ears," whilst in the Lynxes the "ears are long, and from
the tip of each arises a tuft of lengthened hairs, perfectly analogous
to the tufts of lengthened feathers on the Horned Owls, the most

typical birds of the family of Striyidce." His only notice of Lynx in

the ' Classification
'

at the end of the volume is
"
Lynx Antiq., ears

tufted with hairs, tail short;" and it appears as the fifth and last sub-

genus of Fdit, Linn., the other four being: 1.
" Leo Anlv/aorum,

Lions, head and neck furnished with a mane of long hair, tail tufted.

2. Felit, Linn., Cats, no mane, tail long, not tufted. 3. Cynailuriu, Wag.,
Hunting Leopards, claws semi-retractile ; and, 4. I'rwnodon, Horsf.,
affinities uncertain."

The Lynxes may be divided into two groups : the first consisting
of those species whose bodies are comparatively slender, and whose
tails and tufted ears are comparatively long ;

the second of those
whose bodies are thicker and stout, and whose ears and tail are

comparatively short. The Caracal is an example of the first sub-

division
;
and the European and the Canada Lynxes of the second.

.Sir William Jardiue considers the tufts of hair at the tips of the ears

as somewhat inconstant, and only present in spring, or at the com-
mencement of the breeding season, like those adorning the ears of

many squirrels.
Several forms of Lynx are found in the Old World.

PdiiCaracal, the Caracal. M. Temminck describes this species, which
is the Siyah Ghuah, or Black-Ear, of Charleton and others, as having a

pale reddish-brown fur with a vinous tinge, the red becoming paler as it

reaches the lower parts. Two spots of pure white above the eyes, the

uppermost on the inner side of the eye, the lower at its external

angle. Termination and edges of the upper lip, chin, breast, belly,
and inside* of the legs, pure white

; parts whence the whiskers

spring, black ; bock of the ears at the base, deep black, more gray
towards the tips, which are tufted with long black hair*. Length,
2 feet 10 inches, of which tho tail measures 10 inches : average height
about 14 inches.

Mr. Bennett (' Tower Menagerie') describes the Caracal as larger
than the Fox, and the whole of the upper surface of the body as of a

deep and uniform brown, the hairs being for tho moat port slightly

tipped with gray ; the under and inner parts nearly white; an<l thu

chin, lower lip, and two spots, one on the inner side of ami itluve the

eye, and the other beneath its outer angle, completely white
; neck

and throat of a lighter and brighter brown than the rest of tho fur ;

the ears long and upright, tapering gradually to a line tip, surmount. .!

by a pencil of long black hairs, and black externally uu.l \\liiti-h

within ; whiskers short, taking their origin from a series of block linen

which occupy the sides of the muzzle ; at some distance behind them,
in front of the neck on each side, a short and thick tuft of lighter
coloured hairs ; toil 8 or 9 inches long, of the same uniform colour
with the body from base to tip.

The Caracal is found in Persia, India, Barbary (Pennant) ; Persia,

Turkey, Ac. (Cuvier) ; the whole of Africa, from Egypt and Barbary to

the extremity of Kaffraria, and the southern half of Asia, at least as

far eastward as the Ganges (Bennett). The specimen from which
Mr. Bennett took his description is noticed by him as a native of

Bengal, and he observes that there is no difference of any importance
between it and the African variety. Cuvier, to whom M. Duvaucel
sent drawings of the animal from Calcutta, was convinced that this

is the case. He refers to the Caracal a Longue Queue of Buffon's
'

Supplement,' iii. pi. 45, and observes there is no difference between
that and the others, and that the first Caracal of Buffou had a
mutilated tail. Localities, Africa, Arabia, Persia (Fischer) ; Africa,

Persia, Arabia (Lesson) ; Southern India and Africa (Jardine).
This species is said to follow the lion and other large beast* of prey,

most probably for the purpose of feeding upon what they leave. But
in addition to this it feeds on small quadrupeds and birds, the ];itt.-r

of which it is said to pursue actively on trees. It has obtained the

name of
'

lion's provider,' most probably from its dogging the footsteps
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of the lion, and having been found preying upon the carcasses which
the former has left. According to M. Temminck, the Caracals hunt
in packs like the wild dogs, and so run down their prey. Pennant,
quoting The've'not, notices their feeding on the remains of the prey
which the lion leaves, and seems to confirm the account given by
M. Temminck, for he states that they are often brought up tame, and
used in the chase of lesser quadrupeds and the larger sorts of birds,
such as cranes, pelicans, peacocks, &c. When they seize their prey,
they hold it fast with their mouth and lie motionless on it. Pennant^
quoting Hyde, also states that the Arabian writers, who call it Anak
el Ard, say that it hunts like the panther, jumps up at cranes as they
fly, and covers its steps when hunting. In captivity the Caracal is

generally very ill-natured and irritable, and does not seem to hold
out much promise for domestication ; but we are aware that it is not
safe to come to conclusions of this sort upon the evidence of an
unhappy irritable animal shut up in a cage, when nature intended
it for unlimited roamings. A young Caracal in the Garden of the

Zoological Society at the Regent's Park was very familiar and anxious
to be noticed, pleased with being caressed, and playful as a kitten.
Dr. Charleton however gives evidence of the fierceness and strength
i'f tliis species, for he relates that he saw one fall on a hound, which
it killed and tore to pieces in a moment, though the dog defended
itself to the utmost.

Caracal).

This animal derives its name of Caracal from the Turkish words
'

kara,' black, and '

kulach,' ear : and the Persian name '

Siyah-Gush'
i>r 'Sin-gtuch' ('sia,' black, and 'gusch,' ear) is derived from the
same characteristic marking*.
Authors seem to concur in holding that this is the hvy(, Lynx, of

the ancients, and though we lean strongly to this opinion, the reader
shmil.l l>car in mind that the latter evidently used the term to denote
various animals, at) Gesner well remarked. The 'lyuces Bacchi
variso' of Virgil ('Georg.' iii. 264) and the skin 'maculosic lyncis'
alluded to by the same author (' /Eneid,' i. 323), can hardly be held
to apply to the Caracal, though Ovid's line (' Met.' xv. 413)

" Victa r.icemifero lyncas dedit India Baccho "

may. The truth seems to be that the ancients themselves had no

very precise ideas of the animal which was accorded to Bacchus as
one of hut attributes. The terms Lynx, Panther, and Tiger seem to
b all employed to designate this animal or these animals; and if we
refer to gems or coins or other ancient monuments, the Lynces, to

play somewhat unpardonably perhaps on Virgil's expression, will be
found to be sufficiently

'

varia;.' The animals represented on the
ancient sculptures have generally the round ear of the Lion, Tiger,
and Panther or Leopard ; and their general contour is that of the

Lion, Lioness, or Panther, and Leopard. See, for instance, No. 30,
N'". :;", in Room i. ; Fragments of Terracottas in Room x.

;
No. 8

(Bacchus and Ampelus), Room iv. ; No. 40 (Libera, or Female
Bacchus), Room vi. ; No. 12, Room iii. ;

and No. 7, Room ii., of the

Townley Gallery in the British Museum, as represented in the

'Library of Entertaining Knowledge' : British Museum; Townley
Gallery,' vols. i. and ii. The Lion's nkin, with which, as well
M that of the Panther and Roe, he was represented, appears on
tho colsfwal statue of Bacchus in the Elgin collection in the British

Museum. (' Library of Entertaining Knowledge
'

: British Museum
Elgin and Phigaleien Marbles, vol. ii.) In the edition of the 'Gemmaj
et Sculptura Antiqusc,' by Gronovius, we find in the 'Carro di Baccho,'
as mentioned above, a child in a chariot driving two round-eared

spotted great cats ; and in the next gem, figured
'

Tigre di Bacho,'
also a carneliap, we have a round-eared spotless female great cat with
a tuft at the end of the tail, which no panther, leopard, or lynx
possesses.

In the coin of Septimius Severus, noticed in Captain Smyth's
'

Catalogue,' between the figures of Hercules and Bacchus is a lynx
or panther, illustrating the verse of Propertius :

"
Lyncibus ad Ctt'lum vecta Ariadne tuis."

Nor does there occur to us any ancient statue, gem, or coin whereon
the Lynx of Bacchus is represented with pointed ears tufted at the

summit, the characteristic mark of that subdivision of tho cats

denominated Lynxes by modern zoologists ; though we by no means
feel sufficient reliance upon our limited experience to consider this

negative evidence as conclusive. The animal in the Palestrins

Mosaic, with the word '

Lynx
' below it, is represented with a tail of

considerable length, and cannot be mistaken for one of the animals
now called Lynxes ; indeed, if we do not err, the Abbe" Barthdlemi
observes that this animal bears a strong resemblance to a horse.

That the At'iyf of Aristotle, Lilian, and Oppiau was not one of the
doubtful animals above alluded to, but one of the Lynxes of modern
zoologists, there can be, in our opinion, no doubt.

Lilian (xiv. 6) gives such a description of his lynxes, with the tips
of their ears tufted, their leaping on their prey, and their tenacity in

holding it, as cannot be mistaken; and he quotes two lines of

Euripides to show that the animal he is describing is the lynx of that

poet. Oppian (' Cyneget.,' iii. v. 84) also gives such an account of his

lynxes as can be referrible to no other animals than those on which
we are treating. He speaks of two kinds, notices their preying on

hares, and leaping upon stags and oryxes.
Pennant conceived that the European Lynx was the Avy of ^Elian

and Oppian, and the Chans of Pliny ; with regard to the former, we
think, without due consideration. The Caracal comes much more
within Oppian's description than the European Lynx. Oppian
expressly notices the ruddy and yellow colours of his two kinds, but

mentions no spots. The localities of the Caracal, combined with the

other evidence, make it much more probable that it should be the

animal designated as a A</>| by Aristotle and .(Elian, and one, at least,

of the two kinds mentioned by Oppian, if his differences were not, as

they well might be, those of climate, sex, or age. Mr. Bennett

(' Tower Menagerie ') thinks that the Caracal is unquestionably
identical with the Lynx of the ancients, though the name has been

usurped in modern times for an animal of northern origin utterly
unknown to the Greeks, and known to the Romans by a totally
different appellation.

P. caligala, Bruce, Temm., the Booted Lynx ;
F. Libyans,

Olivier; F. Cham, Thumb, Geoff, (part); Lynx des Marais (part),

Cuv. (Fischer).

Small, total length about three feet, of which the slender tail

measures rather more than one-third, or 13J inches; ears large, red

within, tipped with a pencil of brown short hairs ;
sole and posterior

part of the foot (leg, in common parlance) deep black ; upper parts of

the body bluish-gray, in some specimens fulvous, clouded with gray

Booted Lynx (t'elii calignla).

and sprinkled with black hairs; lower parts, including the under

parts of the neck and breast, reddish
; thighs marked with indistinct

bands of rather bright brown ;
two rather bright ruddy bands on

the cheeks ;
tail at its base colour of the back, black at the tip, and
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with three or Tour incomplete ringi above it, which ring* arc separated

6y interval* of a more or leu pure white. The female ha* generally
the tint* more yellow. The young have well-defined dark bauds upon
their aide*.

It U a native of Africa, from Egypt and Borbary to the Cape of

Good Hope, and of the couth of India.

The Booted Lynx prey* upon bird* and *m*ll quadruped* ;
of the

former the guinea-fowl i* much sought after by the African varieties.

Like other* of the subdivision, it will make a good meal on carrion,

and fea*t on the remain* of larger quadruped" which have fallen before

the great Want* of pray.
Prlii Ctunu (Ouldenst). the Chau* ; Lynx den MaraiH (part), Cuvier ;

Mot* lUhu Manjur, or Larger Wild Cat, of the Mahrattas (Colonel
Svl,..

]>r. Ruppeir* figure and description have dissipated the confusion

that formerly reigned with regard to this and the preceding species.

He States that the Chaus U well covered with hair all over, and of

thin covering that which forms the ground-work is woolly, very soft,

and plentifully developed ;
the hair* are not thickly set. The colour

of the woolly hair is of a dirty palish ochre-yellow, darker on the

back and lighter on the under parts ;
the hairs or bristles are of the

tame colour at bottom, have a dark-brown ring in the middle, and at

the tip are of a grayish-yellow, whitish, or saffron-colour ;
eo that the

appearance produced is a mixed colouring of grayish-yellow and dirty
white. Many of the hairs have a black point, and on the sides, where

many lie together, they form pale black perpendicular or oblique

spiral lines, and here and there single black points. The hairs of the

back are of a light ochre-yellow, with points almost of a saffron-

colour, and form from the shoulders to the tail a yellow stripe, which

i* darkest on the cross. The nose is black : above the eye is a large

white spot, and below it a smaller one of the same colour. A black

streak runs from the inner corner of the eye to the nose. The edges
of the lips are bordered with black, and a fine white ring encircles

them. The eyebrows, cheeks, and bristles of the whiskers, are white,

and among the latter are a few hairs of a shining black. The inner

surface of the ear, towards its outside, is bordered by tufts of hair

which are white and yellow ;
the back of the ear is gray-brown, and

the tips are brown, with terminating black tufts, half an inch in length ;

the cheeks, lower jaw, throat, neck, and chest are ochreous-yellow, and
the belly inclines to whitish-yellow with darker spots. Externally
the anterior and |>ostcrior extremities are of the general colour down
to the ankles (which are dirty ochreous-yellow, and black behind), and

barred with four or more black transverse bands. The inside of the

limbs is yellowish, and there is a large round black spot on the fore

legs. The tail is about one-fourth as long as the body, of a grayish

colour, blunt and black at the point, towards which are two black

rings between two grayish-white ones ; but neither of these is very
distinct. (Kiippell.)

Cbsut (t'rlit CAavtJ. ROpprtl.

U is a native of the north of Africa (how far up the Nile i* not

ascertained), in the morasMfl and bushy lowlands that Ixirdcr the

Caspian Sea, and on the banks of it* tributary rivers. Said to be more
numerous in IVn-m. Noticed in I >. ivnn l>y

< ')onel Hykes. The female
that served for Dr. Huppcl's description and figure was killed at

the lake of Mrnzale, in the Drlta of Egypt.
Thin specie* haunt* marshes and boggy regions, and goe hunting

during the night after birds, small rodent*, and fishes; it seldom
climb* trees, and is not easily tamed. (Rlippeil.)
The Chaus of Pliny (' Nat Hint.' viii. ]y), which the Gaul* called

Raphius, with the figure of a wolf and the spot* of a pard, li rut

shown at Pompey'* games, can hardly, we think, have been this

animal.

Ptlit lynj- (Linn.), the European Lynx ;
Le Lynx (Bu ff.). Fur long

of a dull reddish-gray above, with oblong spots of raddish-frray upon
the side*, the spot* on the limbs rounder and smaller ; whitu>h below,
mottled with buck. Length about three feet

European Lynx (Ftlis Lyiu].

This species varies much. In winter the fur is much longer than it is in

the summer, and has a hoary appearance in the former season, owing
to the long hair being then tipped with grayish-white. The tail, which
is black at the end, is short, not more than six or seven inches long.
Some authors confine the locality of this species to Europe ;

others

are of opinion that it increases in numbers as it approaches the borders

of Asia, which it also inhabits, and abundantly. France is considered

its most northern range. It does not seem to be quite clear that Petit

cervaria of Temminck is not a variety of this species ;
but P. cervaria

inhabits the north of Asia, and skins are sent from Moscow. This is

supposed to be the Kattlo of the Swedes by some, while others con-

sider P. Lynx to be the Goupe of the Norwegians and the Wargelue
of the Swedes. If these differences should prove to be well founded,
it may be that there are two European species, or at least varieties,

one inhabiting Southern Europe, not higher than France, and the

warm parts of Asia, and the other inhabiting the north of Europe
and Asia.

The European Lynx feeds upon small quadrupeds and birds, in

search of which it often climbs trees.

This species is supposed by many to be the Lu/ms crrraritu of Pliny
('Nat, Hist,' viii. 22), and the Chaus (viii. ID) above alluded to.

Both are spoken of ns shown in the arena by Pompey, and as coming
from Gaul. Dr. Fischer, who is of this opinion, supposes it also to be
the Lynx mentioned by Pliny in his chapter

'

I>e Ungulis' (viii. 46).

The European and northern Asiatic Lynxes and the Canadian

Lynx produce the great supply of furs known by the furriers under
the name of '

lynx.' The colder the climate the fuller and the more
'

valuable is the fur.

Pelit Canadeniit (Geoff.), the Canada Lynx. Sir John Kichardson

(' Fiiiina Boreali Americana') states that the early French writers on

Canada, who ascribed to this species -the habit of dropping from

tree* on the backs of deer, and destroying them by tearing their

throats and drinking their blood, gave it the name of Loup Cer\ier.

The French Canadians, he adds, now term it indifferently Lc Chat, or

Le Peeihoo. He remarks, that the mistake of Charlevoix in applying
to it the appellation of Carcajou, wliich is proper to the Wolverine,
has produced some confusion of synonyms amongst subsequent
writers. Other writers however consider that Charlevoix intended
to designate the Puma by the name of Carcajou, though he used the

term improperly. If the following be the passage alluded to, it can

hardly be applied to the Canadian Lynx :
" The elk ha* other enemies

besides the Indians, and who carry on full as cruel a war against him.
1'lie most terrible of all these is the Carcajou, or Quincajou, a kind of

cat with a tail so long that he twists it several times round its )....ly,

and with a skin of a brownish-red. As soon as thin hunter conies up
with the elk, he leaps upon him, and fastens upon his neck, about
which he twists his long tail, and then cuts his jugular," Ac. Ac.

(' Letter' vii.) Now, though there may be a little exaggeration about
tin I. until of the tail, and the use wliieli the animal makes of it. tie-

description is generally applicable to the Puma, and not to the I.VIIN,

which ha* a mere stump of a tail, whilst the Puma has a remarkalOy
long one.
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As there is some question about this species for Pennant notices

it as identical with the European Lynx, and M. Temminck describes
the species as the same in both hemispheres under the name of Fdia
borealig, whilst M. Geoffrey has named it as a distinct species we
shall give the description of Sir John Richardson, who adopts M.
Geoffrey's name, at length :

" The head is round, the nose obtuse, and the face has much of the
form of that of the domestic cat, but the facial line is more convex
between the eyes. The ears are erect, triangular, and tipped by an

upright slender tuft of coarse black hairs ; they are placed about
their own breadth apart, and on their posterior surface they have a
dark mark beneath the tip, which is continued near both margins
downwards towards their bases. On the body and extremities the
fur is hoary, most of the hairs being tipped with white ; on the crown
of the head and for a broad space down the middle of the back there
is a considerable mixture of blackish brown, and on the sides and

legs of pale wood-brown. In some specimens these colours produce
an indistinct mottling, but in general there are no defined markings.
A rufous tinge is also occasionally present about the nape of the neck,
and on the posterior parts of the thigh. The tail is coloured like the

back, except the tip, which is black. The fur is close and fine on
the back, longer and paler on the belly. When blown aside it shows
on the middle of the back a dark liver-brown colour from the roots
to near the tip ; but on the sides it is for the greatest part of its

length of a pale yellowish-brown, being merely a little darker near
the roots. The legs are thick, the toes very thick and furry, and are
armed with very sharp awl-shaped white claws, shorter than the fur.

There are four toes on each foot, those on the hind foot being rather
the largest, but both feet are much spread. Length, 3 feet 1

inch," &c.

Canada I.j-nx (Ftlit Canadentii).

Sir John Richardson gives the following synonyms, &c. : Loup-
Cerrier (Anarisqua), Sagard. Theodat.; Loup-Cervier, or Lynx.Dobbs;
< '.it Lynx, Penn.,

' Arct. Zool. ;' Cat, or Pishu, Hutchins ; Lynx, or

Wild Ott, Hearne, Mackenzie; Felii Canadmiit, Geoff., 'Ann. du

Mm.,' Sabine, Franklin's 'Journ.,' 'Zoological Museum/ No. 72;

Peeshoo, C'ree Indians and Canadian Voyagers.
This is the only species of the genus existing north of the Great

Lake* and eastward of the Rocky Mountains. It is rare on the sea-

coast
;
does not frequent the Barren Grounds ; but is not uncommon

in the woody districts of the interior. Found on the Mackenzie River

as far north as 66. (Richardson.)
Timid, incapable of attacking any of the larger quadrupeds, this

animal ia well armed for the capture of the American hare, its prin-

cipal prey.
"

Its large paws, slender loins, and long but thick hind

legs, with large buttocks, scarcely relieved by a short thick tail, give
it mi awkward clumsy appearance. It makes a poor fight when it

ia surprised by a hunter in a tree
;
for though it spits like a cat and

N its hair up, it it easily destroyed by a blow on the back with a

lender stick, and it never attacks a man. Its gait is by bounds,

straight forward, with the back a little arched, and lighting on all the

feet at once. It swims well, and will cross the arm of a lake two
miles wide

;
but it ia not swift on land. It breeds once a year, and

h two young at a time." (Richardson.)
The skin of the Canada Lynx forms a considerable article in the

fur trade
;

the annual importation by the Hudson's Bay Company is

stated at from 7(100 to 9000. Sir John Richardson says that the natives

eat its flesh, which is white and tender, but rather flavourless, much

l.Iing that of the American hare.

V. THE CATS.

Among the smaller specie* of the great feline family our attention

in naturally first directed towards that domestic animal which in

in almost every house. " In this case," says the author of that

interesting little book 'The Menageries' (London, 12mo., 1830)," unlike that of the dog, there is no doubt which is the original head
of the domesticated stock. The wild cat of the European forests is

the tame cat of the European houses ; the tame cat would become
wild if turned into the woods

; the wild cat at some period has been
domesticated, and its species has been established in almost every
family of the old and new continent." There is good authority for
this assertion ; but the origin of the domestic cat has been attributed
to a very different source, and there are not wanting zoologists who
even now hold that the parent stock of that useful animal is still

undiscovered.

Kuppel during his first travels in Nubia discovered a cat (Klein-
pfdtige Katze, Felii maniculata) of the size of a middle-sized domestic

cat, and one-third smaller than the European Wild-Cat (Fdis Gatus

ferns, Linn.). All the proportions of the limbs were on a smaller

scale, with the exception of the tail, which ia longer in Felts manicu-
lata. The woolly or ground hair is in general of a dirty ochreous,
darker on the back and posterior parts, and becoming gradually lighter
on the anterior and lateral parts ; longer hair of a swarthy dirty white,
so that the appearance of the animal is grayish-yellow. Skin of the

edges of the lips and of the nose bare and black. Beard and bristles
of the eyebrows shining white, brown at the roots

; edges of eyelids
black ; iris glaring yellow. From the inner corner near the eye there
is a dark-brown streak running in the direction of the nose, and there
is a white streak as far up as the arch of the eyebrows ;

between these
two streaks is another grayish one extending on the forehead by the
side of the ears and under the eyes. Outside of the ears gray, inside

white, and without tufts of hair. Eight slender black undulating lines

arise on the forehead, run along the occiput, and are lost in the upper
part of the neck. Cheeks, throat, and anterior part of the neck, shining
white. Two ochreous-yellow lines spring, the one from the outer
corner of the eye, the other from the middle of the cheek, and meet
both together under the ear

;
and two rings of the same colour

encircle the white neck : below the rings there are spots of ochreous-

yellow. Chest and belly dirty-white, with similar spots or semicircular
lines. A dark streak along the back becomes lighter as it rises over
the shoulders, and darker on the cross. This streak is gradually lost

on the upper part of the tail, the lower surface of which is white-

yellow. The tail is almost of an equal thickness, rather slender, and
with two dark rings at its point. The extremities, which have less

hair in proportion on the outer side, are of the general colour, with
besides five or six blackish semicircular bands on the fore legs, and
six distinct dark cross-streaks on the hind legs. The inner sides are

lighter in colour, with two black spots or streaks on the upper parts
of the fore legs, and the hind extremities show the cross-streaks

winding around the thighs towards the inside. Foot, soles, hind

parts of ankles, and wrists shining black. Length 2 feet 5 inches,
the tail being about 9 inches : height at the shoulder about 94 inches.

The description was taken from an aged female. M. lluppell, who

Egyptian Cut (t'eUs maniculata).

found this cat west of the Nile, near Ambukol, in rocky and bushy
regions, is of opinion that there can be no doubt that it is descended

from the domestic cat of the ancient Egyptians, now to be traced in

the cat-mummies and their representations on the monuments of

Thebes. In the 'Description de 1'Egypte, Hypogdes des Thebes,'
vol. ii. pL 45, No. 14, is the representation of a cat. Plate 51, No. 3,

shows a cat's mummy, and plate 54, No. 7, the skeleton of a cat's

mummy which in size of body, form of head, and length of tail, accords

perfectly with Fdis maniculata. The question then arises whether

this domestic cat might not have been transferred or bequeathed to

the contemporary civilised Europeans by the Egyptians ;
and the

superintendents of the Frankfort collection agree that the general
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fact* strongly favour the opinion that f. mnn/m/.i/a u the type of
our Domestic Cat. M. Temminck concur* in opinion with M. Ruppell
that thii Nubian specie* U the tock from which it sprang. Sir
William Jardine, in hi* able 'Natural History of the Kelimc'
(' Naturalist*' Library,' Mammalia', vol. ii , small 8vo, Elinb<irgh and
London, 1834), state* that the opinion generally accepted before this

by mo*t naturalist* was, that the Wild Cat of Europe was the original
stock : but, he add*, that although, since the introduction of our
House Cat to this country, there may hare been an accidental croiw
with the wild natire specie*, an attentive examination of the greater
numbers will at once show a very different form from that exhibited

by the Wild Cat ; the most prominent distinctions being the shortness
of the legs, and shortness and thickness of the tail in the latter.
" The domestic cat," continues this author,

"
is the only one of this

race which has been generally used in the economy of man. Some of
the other small specie* have shown that they might be applied to
similar purposes ; and we hare seen that the general disposition of
this family will not prevent their training. Much pains would have
Wen necessary to effect this, and none of the European nations were
likely to have attempted it The scarcity of cats in Europe, in its

earlier age*, is also well known
; and in the 10th and llth centuries

a good mouser brought a high price. Although, however, our opinion
coincides with that of the above-mentioned authorities, and wi> think
that we are indebted to the superstition of the ancient Egyptians for

having domesticated the species described by Riippell, we have no
doubt that since its introduction to this country, and more particularly
to the north of Scotland, there ha* been occasional crossing with our
own native specie*, and that the result* of these crosses have been
kept in our houses. We have seen many cat* very closely resembling
the wild cat, and one or two that were very tame, which could
scarcely bo distinguished from it. There is perhaps no animal that so
soon loses its cultivation, and returns apparently to a state completely
wild. A trifling neglect of

proper feeding or attention will often cause
them to depend upon their own resources ; and the tasting of some
wild and living food, will tempt them to seek it again, and to leave
their civilised home. They then prowl about in the name manner as
their congeners, crouching among cover, and carefully concealing
themselves from all publicity. They breed in the woods or thickets,
and support themselves upon birds or young animals. Few extensive
rabbit-warrens want two or three depredators of this kind, where
they commit great havoc, particularly among the young in summer.
They sleep and repose in the holes, and are often taken in the snares
et for their prey. I once came upon a cat which had thus left her
home : she had newly kittened in the ridge of an uncut corn-field.

Upon approaching she showed every disposition to defend her progeny,
and beside her lay dead two half-grown leveret*."

Before we quit this part of the subject we must not forget that

among the animals seen by Ruppell in Kordofan, he discovered a new
small species of Cat

Mr. Hell ('History of British Quadrupeds,' Lond. 8vo., 1827), first

addresses himself to the question whether the common wild cat is
the original from which all our domestic cat* have sprung, according
to the general opinion of the older naturalist*. He state* that there
are many reasons for believing that this opinion is entirely erroneous.
In the first place, he observe*, the general conformation of the two
animals is considerably different, especially in the length and form of
the tail, which in the wild cat is strong, robust, and at least as large
towards the extremity as at the base and middle, whilst that of the
domestic cat

tapers
toward* the apex. The fur too of the former, he

remarks, is thicker and longer ; and although tho colours are some-
what like those which occur in some individual* of the ordinary
specie*, there are, even in this respect, distinctions which can scarcely
be considered otherwise than a* essentially specific ;

UK f,,r instance, the
termination of the tail in a black tuft, which invariably marks the
wild cat To these distinctions may be added the difference of
length of the intestinal canal

; though domestication might account
for much of that
But to return to Mr. Bell. With regard to the alleged crossing

between the wild and the domestic breeds,
"

it is not without much
reflection on the matter" that he has " come to the conclusion that this

opinion of their intermixture, repeated and transmitted from one to
another till it ha* become an uncontented dogma, is erroneous, and
ha* it* foundation in mirtaken fact*," Mr. Bell then notices RiipHl

1

..

Petit manicvlata above described, and come* to the conclusion that"
this species, to which the high authority of Kiip|H-ll ha* assigned

the origin of our house cat, is still farther removed from it in
essential zoological characters than even the British wild cat, to
which it had been previously so generally referred

;
and that, a* in

the COM of so many of our domesticated animals, we have yet to
seek for the true original of this uwful, gentle, and elegant
animal."
We must confess that we do not see much difficulty in coinciding

with the opinion of Ruppell, Tcmminck, and Sir William Jardine
upon the evidence at prevent known. It is not attempted to be
denied that the Egyptians bad a domestic cat, and we think that
there CM be little doubt that the Domestic Cat of the Egyptians was
identical with P. *,at>ic*lata. ThU extraordinary people, whose

I i* now only to be traced in their wonderful and enduring
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monument*, were, when in their high and palmy itate, the centra of

civilisation, and we can Bee no reason why other nation*, who borrowed
so largely from them, should not have also received their domestic
cat among other benefit* of civilisation. This animal, when intro-

duced, would be liable to all the usual consequence* of domestication
and of intermixture, according to the localities of the various nations
who obtained it We can *ee no reason why the domestic cat, from
whatever source derived, should not breed with the wild cat in Great

Britain, and we believe that it has so bred.

The argument* derived from the difference between the tails of the
Wild Cat, of the Domestic Cat, and of P. manioilaia, do not *eom to us
to carry much weight We cannot shut our eyes to the effect of
domestication on this organ among the Dogs, which give* u* every
variety, from the well-clothed tail of the Newfoundland dog, setter,
and spaniel, to that of the greyhound, which is so scantily furnished
as to owe one of it* excellencies to being

' tailed like a rat ;

'

nay, in

some varieties, that long tail i* reduced to almont no tail at all.

There are also tailless cat*, as Mr. Bell himself notices.

Still the doubt thrown on the question by a zoologist of so much
experience and skill as Mr. Bell is deserving of the most serious con-

sideration, and should stimulate those who have the opportunity to

investigate tho subject upon every occasion offered to them.
The Domestic Cat is Le Chat of the French ; Gatto of the Italian* ;

Gato of the Spanish and Portuguese ; Katze of the Germans ; Cyperse
Kat and Huyskat of the Dutch ; Katta of the Swedes

;
Kat of the

Dane* ; Cath and Gwr Cath of the Welsh ; and Petit domctlica, teu

Catut of Ray. It is worthy of remark that all these names are the
same as the Latin Catut, whence the diminutive* Catulut and
Catellui ; and this is somewhat in favour of all northern and western

Europe having received the Cat through Roman civilisation. We are

thus brought nearer to Egypt, its probable origin. The Greek word
' aluros

'

(of\ovpos) is an odd one, and helps us nothing, being appa-
rently a descriptive term. There seems to be a word in Sanscrit for

cat, leading to the supposition that amongst the early Indo-Germanic
races the cat was not domestii

The varieties of the Common Cat, as in all cases of domestication,
are endless : among the most noted are the Tabby, the Tortoiseshell,
the Chartreux, which is bluish, and the Angora Cat with its long
silky hair. The Domestic Cat is but too famous for it* attainments in

the art of ingeniously tormenting, and it is difficult to gay what end
is answered by the prolonged agonies of fear and torture which the

poor mouse is made to undergo before it receives the coup de grace.
This refined cruelty appear* to be confined to mice, young rats, and
small quadrupeds : if a cat strikes down a bird she does not trifle

with it, but, conscious of its chances of escape, bite* off its head or
wounds it mortally at once.

We insert the following from Pennant, though it has been often

quoted, not only as illustrating the manners of a period so distant as

that of Howel, who died in the year 948, after a reign of 33 years
over South Wale* and of 8 years over all Wales, but also on account
of the reflection at the cud, which we think worthy the consideration

of those who are interested in inquiring whence the stock of the

Domestic Cat was derived. " Our ancestors," says Pennant,
" seem

to have had a high sense of the utility of this animal. That excellent

prince Howel Dda, or Howel the Good, did not think it beneath him,

among his laws relating to the prices, ic., of animals (' Leges Walliie,'

p. 247, 248) to include that of the cat, and to describe the qualities it

ought to have. The price of a killing before it could see was to be
a penny ;

till it caught a mouse, twopence. It was required besides
that it should be perfect in it* senses of hearing and feeing, be a good
mouser, have the claws whole, and be a good nurse

;
but if it failed

in any of these qualities the seller was to forfeit to tho buyer the
third port of its value. If any one stole or killed tho cat that guarded
the prince's granary he was to forfeit a milch ewe, it* fleece, nnd
lamb ; or an much wheat as when poured on the cat suspended by Us
tail (the head touching the floor) would form a heap high enough to

cover the tip of the former. This last quotation is not only curious,
a* being an evidence of the simplicity of ancient manners, but it

almost proves to a demonstration that cats are not aborigines of these

Island*, or known to the earliest inhabitants. The large prices set on
them (if we consider the high value of specie at that time) and the

great care taken of tho improvement and breed of an nnimal that

multiplies so fast, are almost certain proofs of their being little known
at that period." (' British Zoology.' )

Pelit Catut of Linmvus, the Wild Cat, is Le Clint Sauvage of the

French
; Gato Montis of the Spaniards ;

\ViM.- Kat/r and Itaumritter

of the Germans; Vild Kat of the Danes; Cath Goed of tin- \V, 1,1,
;

Calm tylrettrit of Klein
;
and Petit tylratica of Mern-tt.

Head triangular, strongly marked
;
ears rather large, long, trian-

gular, and pointed. Body strong, rather more robust than that of the
Domestic Cat Tail of equal size throughout it* length, or rather

larger towards the extremity. Fur soft, long, and thick; colour of

the face yellowish-gray, with a band of block spot* towards the

muzzle ; whiskers yellowish-white ;
forehead brown

; head gray,
marked with two black stripes pasting from the eyes over and behind
the ear*; bock, side*, and limb* gray, darker on the bock, paler on
the sides ;

with a blackish longitudinal stripe along the middle of the

back, and numerous paler curved ones on the sides, which arc darker
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towards the back, and become obsolete towards the belly, which is

nearly white. Tail annulated with light gray and black
; tip of the

latter colour. Feet and insides of the legs yellowish-gray; soles

black, at least in the male, of which sex Temminck declares it to be a

peculiarity. Colours of the female paler, and markings less distinct.

Dimensions differing greatly according to the statement of various

naturalists. Medium size of full-grown male :

Foot. In. Lines.

Length of head and body . . . . 1 10

Length of head . . . . . . 38
Length of ears 023
Length of tail 11 2

Female rather smaller. (Bell.)
Temminck gives the average length as three feet.

The Wild Cat is found in all the wooded countries of Europe,

Germany especially ; Russia, Hungary, the north of Asia, and NepauL
The animal is larger in cold climates, and its fur is there held in

higher estimation.

Wild Cat (Felit Oatui).

In Britain it was formerly plentiful, and was a beast of chase, as

we learn from Richard the Second's charter to the abbot of Peter-

borough, giving him permission to hunt the hare, fox, and wild cat.

The fur in those days does not seem to have been thought of much
value, for it is ordained in Archbishop Corboyl's canons, A.D. 1 127,
that no abbess or nun should use more costly apparel than such as is

made of lambs' or cats' skins.

The Wild Cat is now rarely found in the south of England, and
even in Cumberland and Westmoreland its numbers are very much
reduced. In the north of Scotland and in Ireland it is still

abundant.

Among the foreign Wild Cats maybe enumerated Fdii Chaus, Quid.
;

the Mota Rahn Manjur, or Larger Wild Cat, of the Mahrattas (a

lynx) ;
and Felis torquatus, F. Cuv. ; the Lhan Rahn Manjur, or Lesser

Wild Cat, of the Mahrattas ; Fdi* Moormensis, the Moormi Cat,

Hodgson, from the Moormi Hills in Nepaul ('Zool. Proc." January,

1824). Felit jilanicept, Vigors and Horsfield, departs in many points
from the true cats, and approaches Prionodott in others. Fdit
Ttmminckii of the same zoologists, which is near the Domestic Cat in

size, comes nearer in form it is uniform in colour to the true

Tiger-Cate. We must not omit to notice the Fdii Caffra, a specimen
of which is to be seen in the South African Museum (No. 23), speci-
mens of which have been met with, as the '

Catalogue
'

informs us, in

whatever direction South Africa has yet been explored.
" It exhibits

certain fixed peculiarities which unequivocally constitute it a distinct

species from the Domestic Cat, which is occasionally found wild in

the colony, and with which the former has sometimes been erroneously
confounded. It possesses a full share of the ferocity of the feline

tribe
;
and dogs which have once had a specimen of its pugnacious

will and power show a considerable degree of caution in encountering
it a second time. It is frequently found in such flats as chance to be

covered with long grass or with a moderate growth of brushwood
;

and when disturbed by the approach of men or dogs, usually seeks

shelter in thickets, or the burrows of other animals. It preys upon
small quadrupeds and birds, and is an especial enemy to those of the

latter which have their nests upon the ground." (' Catalogue of

South African Museum.')

We subjoin a list of the specimens of Felina in the collection of

the British Museum, arranged according to the views of Dr. J. E. Gray.

Fdinee.

1. l*o Jiarbarui, the Lion
;

Fell* Leo, Linn. ; Leo Africannt,
Swains. ;

F. Leo Jiarbarut, Fischer. North Africa.

2. Leo Goojrattensis, the Maneless Lion ; Leo Persicus, Swains. (?) ;

Felis Leo Goojrattensis, Smee.
3. Leo Gambianus, the Gambian Lion ; Lion du Senegal,

' Mam.
Lithog.' ; F. Leo Senegalensis, Fischer. West Africa, interior of
Gambia.

4. Tigris regalis, the Tiger ; Felis Tigris, Linn., Buffon. India.
5. Leopardus varius, the Leopard or Panther

;
Felis Leopardus and

F. raria, Schreb.
;

F. Pardus, Linn. (?), Cuv. ; F. minor Ehreub. ; F.

Panthera, Erxl.
; F. Antiquorum, Fischer

; F. melas, Peron ; F.

chalybeata, Henn. ; F. fusca, Meyer. Nepaul, snowy region.
6. Leopardus Uncia, the Ounce ; Felis Uncia, Schreb., Buffon

; F.

Pardus, Pallas
;
F. It-bit, Ehrenberg ;

F. Panthera, Erxl. Tibet.

7. Leopardus neglectus, the Gambian Leopard ; Felii neglecta, Gray ;

/'. lenalina, Ogilby ; F. Seneyalensis, Lesson ; F. cdidogastcr, Temm.
Gambia, Western Africa.

8. Leopardus Onfa, the Jaguar ;
Felix Onfa, Linn. ; F. Yaguar,

Griffith.
;
F. nigra, Schreb. ;

F. Panthera, Schreb. Tropical America.
9. Leopardus Serval, the Serval

; Fdii Serral, Schreb. ; F. Capensis,
Forster; F. Galopardus, Desm. ; Tiger Boschkatte, Cape colonists.

Cape of Good Hope.
10. Leopardus Mooi-mensis, the Mirviiii

;
Felis Moormensis

; Hodgson.
Nepaul.

11. Leopardus concolor, the Puma ; Felis concolor, Linn.
; F. dis-

color, Schreb. ; F. Puma, Shaw ; Cougouar, Buffou ; Gouazoura, Azara
;

Puma, Hernaud. Canada.
12. Leopardus Yagouarondi, the Yagouarondi ; Felis Yagouarondi,

Lacep. ; /'. Darwinii, Martin. French Guyana.
13. Leopardus marmoratus, the Marbled Cat; Fdis marmorata,

Martin
; /'. Diardii, Jardine. Malacca.

14. Leopardus pardalis, the Ocelot; Felis pardalis, Linn., Schreb.,
Button

;
F. Ctiibiguazu, H..Smith (?) ;

F. Smithii, Swains. (?) ; F. Ham.il-

tonii, Fischer. Tropical America.
15. Leopardus mil is, the Chati ; Fdi* mitis, F. Cuvier ; F. Onfa,

Schreb., Buffon; P. Chati, Griffith; F. Wiedii, Swains. Tropical
America, Guyana (!).

16. Leopardus macrourut, the Kuichua
; Felis macroura, Pr. Max.

;

F. Wiedii, Sching. Mexico.
17. Leopardus griteus, the Gray Ocelot ; Felis armillata, F. Cuvier.

Tropical America.
18. Leopardus pictus, the Painted Ocelot, Gray. Tropical America.
19. Leopardus Tigrinus, the Margay ; Felis Tigrina, Schreb., Buffon

;

F. Margay, Griffith
;
F. Guigua, Molina. Tropical America.

20. Leopardus varitgatut, the Variegated Leopard. Tropical
America,

21. Leopardus tigrinoides, the False Margay. Tropical America.
22. Leopardus viverrinus, the Wagati Cat

;
Felis viverrinus, Bennett,

Gray ; Wagati, Elliot. India.

23. Leopardus Jai-aneruis, the Kubouk ; Felis Javanensis, Horsf. ;

F. minuta, var., Temm. ;
F. Diardii, Griffith; F. undata, Fischer; F.

unditlata, Sching. Java.

24. Leopardus Sumatranus, the Balu ; Felis Sumatrana, Horsf.
;
F.

minuta, var., Temm. ;
F. undata, var., Fischer.

25. Leopardus Ohinensis, the Maou ; Fdis Chinensis, Gray. China.
26. Leopardus Keevesii, the Chinese Bulu, China; Leopardus Elliott i,

Elliott's Cat, Gray ;
Fdii Nepalensis, Hodgson. Madras.

27. Leopardus JJimalayattus, Warwick's Cat
; Fdit Ifimalayanus,

Warwick, Jardine. India.

28. Leopardus inconspicuus, the Waved Cat, Gray ; Felis torquatus,
F. Cuv.

;
/'. liengalensis, Desm.

;
F. Nepaleniis, Vigors and Horsf.

India, Gangootra.
29. Felis C'atut, the Wild Cat, Linn., Buffon. Scotland.

30. Fdis domettica, the Cat, Brisson; F. Catus Domesticus, Schreb.

31. Fdit planiceps, the Flat-Headed Lynx ; Chaus(?); F, Diardii,
Crawford. Sumatra.

32. Chans Lybicut, the Chaus ; Fdi* affinis, Gray ; /'. Chans, Giil-

denst, Hurnb., F. Cuv.
;

F. Dongolensis, Hemp., and Ehr.
;
F. caligata,

Bruce; /'. Lybicus, Oliv. ; F. Catolynx, Pallas; Lync/tus erythrotua,

Hodgson ; F. Jfutas, Pearson ; F. Rnppellii, Brant. Nepaul.
33. Chaus pulchdlus, the Smaller Chaus; Fdii pulchella, Gray.

Egypt
34. Chaus tercalinus, the Servaline Chaus ; Felis ornata, Jardine;

/'. terraliiia, Jardine. India.

35. Chaut Coffer, Caffre Cat; Fdit Caffra, Desm. (?). Cape of Good

Hope.
36. Caracal melanotis, the Caracal

; Fdii Caracal, Buffon. Capo of

Good Hope.
37. Lyncut Canadensit, the Peeshoo, or Canada Lynx ; Felis Cana-

dentis, Geoff., Richards.
;

F. borealis, Temm. ; Cat-Lyux, Penn. ;

Carcagout, Charlevoix. Canada.
38. Lyncus pardinut, the Southern Lynx ;

Felis pardina, Okeii ;

Loup-Cervier, Perrault. Sardinia (?), Spain, Sierra Morena.

39. Gueparda jubata, the Youze or Cheetah ; Felis jubata, Schreb. ;

F. yuttata, Herm.
; F. Fearonit, A. Smith (?) ; F. venatica, H. Smith;

Hunting Cat, Penn. Cupe of Good Hope.

Fossil Felida;.

In the second or Miocene period of the Tertiary Formations
we have hitherto found the first traces of large Fossil Cats. There
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are no IBM than four species of then* great cats, come M Urge u
a lion, enumerated by Professor Kaup from the Epplesheim sand
near AlUey, about twelve leagues south of Mayrncc. These remains
are preserved in the mtueum at Darmstadt The professor name*
these Pelit aplunut/a, P. pruca, P. ogytfia, and P. anteJUuriana. In

the third and fourth (or Pliocene), ilivitiioni of the Tertiury periods,
we find that the number of terrestrial herbivorous quadrupeds become
more abundant; and, with their numerical importance, the farm corn,

whose agency was required for keeping them down, increase also.

Dr. Buck-land in his '

Reliquiae Diluvianm' mentions that Cuvier

found the tusks of an extinct lion or tiger in the Breccia of Nice, and
that Mr. Pentland had discovered the tooth of the same extinct tiger
in the Breccia of Antibes. Bavard, the Abbd Croizet, and Jobert, in

the work on ' Fossil Cats,' found, among the remains contained in the

Ossiferous Rocks of Aurergne ( 1'uy de D6me) the following species :

Ptlit /ttidorimiit, P. brerii-ottrit, P. Pardinentit, P. Arvernentit, and
P. .Vryaatrrton.
The following Fossil Cats are enumerated by Von Meyer : Fclit

Iftlaa ; P. antiqua, CUT. ;
P. Itriodorentit, Croiz. and Job.

;
/'. lircri-

msfru, Croiz. and Job. ; P. Pardinentit, Croiz. and Job. ; P. Arvern-

auit, Croiz. and Job. ;
P. Meganttreon, Brav.

;
P. cullritlnu, Brav. ;

P. apkaniilet, Kaup. ;
F. ogygia, Kaup ; and P. pritca, Kaup.

Dr. Lund, in his
' View of the Fauna of Brazil previous to the last

Geological Revolution,' remarks that the Hunting Leopard (Frlit

jukata, Linn. ; Cynailunu, Wagl.), which differs from the rest of the

Cats in many essential characters, has been very properly formed
into a separate genus ; for its claws are not retractile ;

it is gregarious,
and of so mild a

disposition
that it is frequently tamed and employed

in the chase. But, he observes, as a remarkable contrast to this, that

its dental system is upon a more murderous plan than that of the true

Pelt*, not having the fiat projection on the large tearing molar of the

upper jaw, which is found in all the other predaceous genera, and the

development of which is in inverse proportion to the animal's

carnivorous propensities. Dr. Lund recognised this form of dentition

in a small animal of the extinct Fauna of the Brazilian region, which
was the scene of his valuable labours, not exceeding a domestic cat in

size ; and he has named it Cynailuriu minntiu. Besides this he disco-

vered the remains of two species of the normal feline form, one as

large as the Long-Tailed Tiger-Cat (Pelii macnmra, Pr. Max.), the
other larger than the Jaguar (Petit Chifa, Linn.), and comparable to

the Tiger and the Lion, the largest species of the Old World.
In bis ' British Fossil Mammals,' Professor Owen describes four

forms of Pdida:\. Pdit tpdeea, the Great Cave-Tiger; 2. F. Par-
doidet ; 3. F. Catut ; 4. Mathairodut latident.

In his account of the first Professor Owen says :

"
It is too commonly supposed that the Lion, the Tiger, and the

Jaguar are animals peculiarly adapted to a tropical climate. The genus
Frlii is however represented by species in high northern latitudes,
and in all the intermediate countries to the equator ;

and there is no

genus of Mammalia in which the unity of organisation is more closely

maintained, and in which therefore we find so little ground in the

structure of a species, though it may most abound at the present day
in the tropics, for inferring iU special adaptation to a warmer climate.

A more influential, and indeed the chief cause or condition of the

prevalence of the larger feline animals in any given locality, is the

abundance of the vegetable-feeding animals in a state of nature, with
the accompanying thickets or deserts unfrequented by man. The
Indian Tiger follows the herds of Antelope and Deer in the lofty

Himalayan chain to the verge of
perpetual

snow. The same species
also passes that great mountain barrier and extends its ravages, with
the Leopard, the Panther, and the Cheetah, into Bocharia, to the

Allan chain, and into Siberia as far as the fiftieth degree of latitude.

preying principally on the wild horses and asses. It need not

therefore eBcite surprise that indications should have been discovered
in the fossil relics of the ancient Mammalian population of Europe, of

a large feline animal the contemporary of the Mammoth, of the

tichorine Rhinoceros, and of the gigantic Cave-Bear and Hyicno, and
the slayer of the oxen, deer, and equine quadrupeds that so abounded

during the same epoch.
"These indications were first discovered in the bone-cavesof Germany;

and Cuvier in his usual masterly review of the materials which were
accessible up to the period of his ' Memoir' on the Cave Cm
in the ' Annales du Musc'urn' for 1806, concludes that the most
characteristic of the fossils of the great feline animal could U- .

neither to the existing Lion or Lioness, nor tu the Tiger, still lens to

the Leopard, or Panther, but that it more resembled in the curvature

of the lower border of the under jaw the Jaguar." Mr. Goldfus* having subsequently obtained an almost entire fossil

cranium of the large extinct feline animal, descri)>ed it under the

name of Felii ipelant, which name Cuvier adopted in the later edition

of bis great work, adding to the distinctions which Goldfuss bad

pointed out between the fossil and the skulls of the existing rVln.' .

including the Jaguar, that the siiborbital foramen appeared to be
mailer and placed further from the margin of the orbit than in the

rxii>ting Lion or Tiger. Although in the uniform ami gentle curve of

the upper contour of the fosxil skull it resemble* more that of the

Leopard than acy of the larger Felines, Cuvier subsequently speaks of

the extinct species as a lion or a tiger. There Is a constant and well-

marked character, of which Cuvier appears not to have been aware, by
which the skulls of the existing lion and tiger may be distinguished
from one another : it consists in the prolongation backwards in the
Lion of the nasal processes of the maxillary bones to the same trans-
verse line which is attained by the upper ends of the nasal bones ;

whilst in the Tiger the nasal processes of the maxillary bones never
extend nearer to the transverse line attained by the upper ends of t he
nasal bones than one-third of an inch, and sometimes fall short ..f it

by two-thirds of an inch, where they terminate by an obtuse or trun-
cated extremity, whilst in the Lion they are pointed. It is very
desireable that this character should be determined if possible iu the
continental specimens of the skulls of the Fclii ijielirn. If the nasal

processes of the superior maxillary bones do not extend as far back-
wards as the nasal bones, it may be concluded that the species was not
a lion ; but as the shorter processes of the superior maxillary bones
are present in the skull of the Jaguar and Leopard as well as the Tiger,
the approximation of the fossil to the striped or the spotted species of
the genus Fclit will depend upon other characters."

Portions of the skeleton of P. ipclcea, more especially the teeth and
jaws, have been found in the caves at Kirkdale, KeutVHole, Sandford
Hill, Hutton, Bleadon, and North Cliff in Yorkshire.
The second species was indicated by Professor Owen from the

specimens of a tooth obtained by Mr. Colchester from the Hod Crag
of Newbourne, near Woodbridge in Suffolk. Teeth of the Bear, Hog,
and Deer have been obtained from the same locality. This species
seems to have the same antiquity as the F. iijihimistti and p. anicdiln-
viana of Kaup, both of which were discovered by Dr. Kaup, associated
with DinotheriuniH and Mastodons in the Miocene of Epplesheim,

P. Calm, the Wild Cat. Fossil remains of a feline animal about
the size of the Wild Cat wore first noticed by Dr. Schmerling in hi-

description of the caverns in the province of Liege, where they were
found in tolerable abundance. He assigns the right ramus of a lower
jaw, which exceeds by a few lines the specimen figured above, to a

species or variety which he calls Petit Catut mayna ; and the greater
proportion of the fossils, which include some entire skulls, to the Pdi*
Catut mm ii/ft. These however do not vary from the standard of the

existing Wild Cat, more than the varieties due to age or sex are now
observed to do.

French naturalists have also enumerated a considerable collec-
tion of bones of the Wild Cat, discovered in the caverns of Lund
Vale.
" The most authentic specimens of the Pdu Catut, in relation to

their autiquity, which appear yet to have been obtained from British

localities, are the right ramus of the lower jaw, retaining the canine
tooth, discovered in the brick-earth at Grays, Essex, and a corre-

sponding part of the lower jaw, almost identical in size and shape,
but retaining the three molar teeth, from the cave of Keut'a-Hole,
Torquay. The Essex jaw of the Wild Cat, which was found in the
same deposit that has yielded so many remains of the Mammoth, wa-
in the usual condition of the bones of that period; and the specimen
from Kent's-Hole, now in the British Museum, precisely accords in
colour and chemical composition with the fossils of the extinct quad-
rupeds from the same cave. The outlines of the pre-molor teeth pre-
served in this jaw are added above the corresponding empty sockets
of the jaw figured, with which they quite agree in size ; and both are

undistinguisbable from the analogous parts of the still existing .-

of Wild Cat. Wo seem therefore here to have another instance of
the survival, by a smaller and weaker species, of those geological
changes which have been accompanied by the extirpation of the

larger and more formidable animals of the same genus. Our house-
hold cat is probably a domesticated variety of the same spen . \\ hj.h
was contemporary with the speliicau Bear, Hyrcna, and Tiger. It

appears, at least from an observation recorded by M. De Blainvillr,
that Grimalkin cannot be the descendant of the Egyptian Cat, a*
M. Temminck supposed. The first deciduous inferior molar tooth of
the Pela manicvlata has a relatively thicker crown, and in supported
by three roots; whilst the corresponding tooth in both the Dun,
and Wild Cats of Europe has a thinner crown and two roots. The
tail of the Domestic Cat is more tapenmr, ami a little' longer than in

the Wild Cat; but the extent to which this partissh"\\n leva .

propagated variety of tailless cat to be susceptible of modili.

ought to warn us against inferring specific distinction from slight
differences ill the proportions of the tail." (Owen.)
Machairodut latident. In this island, anterior to the dep.i.-i'

the I irift, there was associated with the great extinct Tijnr, I '<

Hyarna of the caves, in the destructive task of controlling the num-
bers of the richly-developed order of the Herbivorous Mn HIM alia,, a
feline animal as large an the tiger, and, to judge by iU iustnimcuts of

destruction, of greater ferocity.
In this extinct animal, as iu the Macha.irodu cullridcm of the Vul

d'Amo, and the M. Afeyantcreon of Auvergne, tho canines curved
backward*, in form like a priming-knife, having tho greater part of
the compressed crown provided with a doubly-cutting edge of serrated
enamel ; that on the concave margin being continued to the Uisc, the
convex margin becoming thicker there like tho back of a knife to

jive strength, and the power of the tooth being further increased l,y

the expansion of its sides. Thus, as iu the Mcgatotauriu, each move-
ment of the jaw with a tooth thus formed combined the power of the
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knife and saw, whilst the apex in making the first incision acted like

tne two-edged point of a sabre, the backward curvature of the full-

grown teeth enabled them to retain like barbs the prey whose

quivering flesh they penetrated. Three of these canine teeth were
discovered by the Kev. Mr. Mac Euery in Kent's Hole, Torquay, and
were recognised by Dr. Buckland as bearing a close resemblance to

the canines of the Ursua cidtridens of the Val d'Arno. Professor

Nesti, to whom Dr. Buckland transmitted casts of these teeth,

recognised the same resemblance, but noticed their proportionably

greater breadth. The cast of one of the largest of the canines of the

Afachairodiu cultrident from the Val d'Arno, presented to Professor

Owen by Mr. Pentland, measures eight inches and a half in length along
the anterior curve, and one inch and a half in breadth at the base of

the crown. The largest of the canines of the Machairodui from Kent's

Hole measures six inches along the anterior curve and one inch two
lines across the base of the crown. The English specimens are also

thinner or more compressed in proportion to their breadth, especially
at the anterior part of the crown, which is sharper than in the

Machairodut cultridens. (Owen.)
These differences are so constant and well marked in the British

specimens that Professor Owen has proposed for them the above

specific name.
We here figure a tooth of Meyaloiaurut, a tooth of Macliairodus

cultridcns), and a cast of another, from specimens in the

Museum of the Geological Society of London.

n, tooth, imperfect below, natural size ; b, outline of cast of tooth, perfect,

half natural size ; r, tooth of Mrgalosanrus, naturul size.

Hitherto no parts of the skeleton of M. lalidcnt have been found in

Ka^'land
go as to throw any additional light on the organisation of

thin once formidable beast'of prey. It must have however equalled,
or nearly equalled, in bulk the Spelaean Tiger.

" When we are

informed," says Professor Owen, "that in gome districts of India

entire villages have been depopulated by the destructive incursions

of a single species of large feline animal, the Tiger, it is hardly con-

ceivable that man in an early and rude condition of society could

have registed the attacks of the more formidable Tiger, Bear, and
Macltatrodiu of the Cave epoch. And this consideration may lead us the

more readily to receive the negative evidence of the absence of well-

authenticated human fossil remains ; and to conclude that man did

not exigt in the land which waa ravaged simultaneously by three

Huch formidable Carnivora, aided in their work of destruction by
troopg of Ravage hytcnas."
The following is a list of the species of Felii to be seen in the

Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park :

HAT. HI8T. D1V. YOU H.

F. Leo, var. Goojmttensis, Smee
;
F. Leo, Linn. "I , .

Morocco, Nubia, Ushantee, Mozambique . . J

F. Tiyrii, Linn. Goa, Baroda, Bengal . . Tiger.
7'

T
. Oiifa, Linn. Orinoco, Amazon . . . Jaguar.

F. Pardus, Linn. Western Africa, South

Africa, Ceylon, India, Malacca . . . ;

F. Leopardui, Schreber. Morocco . . . Panther (?).
F. jubata, Sch. Nubia, South Africa . . Cheetah.
F. pardalis, Linn. South America . . . Ocelot.

F. mitis, F. Cuvier. South America . . Ocelot.

F. mdanura, Ball. Demerara . . . . Ocelot.

F. (?). Peru Ocelot.

F. macrocelis. Java . . . . . Riman-Dihan.
F. Tigrina, Schreber. South America . . Ocelot.

F, Serval, Schreber. South Africa . . . Serval.

F. Servalina, Ogilby. Gambia . . . Western Serval.

F. vivemna, Bennett. Bengal . . . . Wagati.
F. Cham, Guldenstedt. Egypt . . . Marsh Cat.

F. Caracal, Schreber. Gambia, Bombay, Nubia Caracal.

P. Canadensia, Geoffrey. North America . Canadian Lynx.
F. concolor, Linn. North America, Chili, "I T,

Amazon _|iuma.
F. Eyra, Desmarest. Paraguay (?) . . Eyra.

FELIS. [FELIM.]
FELSPAR, a Mineral which occurs in every part of the earth, and

is one of the constituents of granite.
It occurs crystalline and massive. The primary form of the crystal

is an oblique rhombic prism. Colour white, gray, green, red, of diffe-

rent shades. Transparent, translucent, or opaque. Lustre vitreous.

Specific gravity, 2'5 to 2'6. Hardness, 6'0. Streak grayish-white.

Cleavage parallel to the terminal plane and oblique diagonal. Frac-

ture conchoidal, uneven. There are several varieties. That known
by the name of Adularia occurs in large crystals, especially in Mont
St. Gothard. JMoon&tone is a variety which has a pearly lustre, and
when cut and polished is chatoyant ;

the finest specimens of this are

from Ceylon. Kuiatone is similar, but contains minute scales of mica.

Arenturite Felspar often owes its iridescence to minute crystals of

specular or titanic iron. The massive varieties are amorphous.
Structure granular, compact. A green variety has been found in

Siberia. The several varieties differ but little in composition.
Adularia, which is one of the purest varieties, according to Vauquelin,
consists of :

Silica

Alumina
Potash
Lime .

64
20
14

2
100

Felspar is distinguished from Scapolite by its more difficult fusi-

bility, and by a slight tendency to a fibrous appearance in the cleavage-
surface of the latter, especially in massive varieties ; from Spardunmro
by its blow-pipe characters. Felspar is one of the constituents of

granite, gneiss, mica-slate, porphyry, and basalt, and often occurs in

these rocks in crystals. Dana says St. Lawrence county, New York,
affords fine crystals ;

also Orange county, New York
;
Haddam and

Middletown, Connecticut
;
South Royalston and Barre, Massachusetts ;

besides numerous other localities. Green Felspar occurs at Mount

Desert, Maine ; an Aventurine Felspar at Leyperville, Pennsylvania ;

Adularia at Haddam and Norwich, Connecticut ;
and Parsonsfield,

Maine. A Fetid Felspar (sometimes called Necronite) is found at

Roger's Rock, Essex county; at Thomson's Quarry, nearl98th-street,

New York city, and twenty-one miles from Baltimore. Carlsbad and

Elbrogen in Bohemia; Baveno in Piedmont; St. Gothard; Arendal

in Norway ; Land's End, England ;
and the Mourn Mountains, Ireland,

are some of the more interesting localities. The name Felspar is a

German word,
' feld

'

meaning field.

Felspar is used extensively in the manufacture of porcelain.

Moonstone and Sunstone are often set in jewellery. They are

polished, with a rounded surface, and look somewhat like cat's-eyes,

but are much softer.

Kaolin. This name is applied to the clay that results from the

decomposition of Felspar. It is the material used for making porce-

lain or china-ware. The change the Felspar undergoes in producing
Kaolin consists principally in a removal of the alkali-potash, with part

of the silica, and the addition of water. Composition of a specimen
from Schneeberg (Berthier) :

Silica 13-6

Alumina ... 37'7

Peroxide of Iron 15
Water 12-6

It occurs in extensive beds in granite regions, where it has been

derived from the decomposition of this rock. A granite containing

talc seems to be the most common source of it. [ROCKS.]

FKNESTE'LLA, a beautiful and abundant genus of Fossil Zoopliyta,

allied to Ketepora, which occurs in the whole Paltcozoic series.

(Lonsdale,
'
Sil. System,' &c.)

FENNEC the name of a species of Canis, the C. Zerda of Qmeliu.

3 v
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KKXNKI.. [FiENirt-LUM.]
I-KNTUKKKK. [TRIOOXELLA.]
KKK.K. the thin! order of Mammalia, according to LimuQiw. Tlic

following U hi character of the order : Upper incinor teeth (primorvs)
nix, nther acute (acutiusciili) ; canine teeth solitary. The order con-

taint the following genera : 1. Pkota (the Seals) ; 2. Canit (the Dogs,
Wnlven, Foxes, Hvirnos, and Jackals) ; 3. Ptlii (the Cats, Lions,

Tigers, Leopards, Lynxes, and smaller caU) ;
4. Kirn-re (the Ichneu-

mons, Coatia, Skunk (Pnoriut), Civets, and GeneU) ; S. Muttrla (the

Otters, Glutton, Mortons, Pole-Cat*, Ferret*, and Weasels, including
the Krmine, Ac.) ; 6. I'm* (Bean, Badgers, and Racoons) ; 7. IHdcl-

fkit (the Opossums) ; 8. Talpa (the Moles) ; 9. Sorex (the Shrews) ;

1<>. Krinaftta (the Hedgehogs). Linua-us places the Ptra between
the orders lirula and lilint.

FKKGl-'SONITK, a crystallised mineral, which is principally a

Columbate of Yttria. It has been found only in Greenland, near Cape
Farewell, imbedded in quartz.

Its primary form is a square prism. Colour brownish-black. Opaque,
except in the splinters. Lustre slightly metallic. Specific gravity
6-833. Hardness 5'5 to 6*0. Streak pale brown. Fracture conchoidol.

llefore the blow-pipe becomes of a greeniiih-yellow, and does not fuse,
but with a phosphate it dissolves completely. Accor
tlii ' mineral consist* of

Oxide of Columbium ....
Yttria

X.irconia .

Oxide nf Cerium ....
Oxide of Tin
Oxide of Uranium ....
Oxide of Iron
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is a native of moist meadows, and forms a portion of most good
meadow herbage. Mr. Sinclair states that in point of early produce
thia grass ranks next to Meadow Fox-Tail (Alopccurits pratemis), and
is much more productive.

f. ovina, P. rubra, and F. duriuscula are other agricultural grasses,
much smaller than the last, and contributing greatly to the value of

pastures. F. ovina has a fine succulent foliage, and, according to

Linnaeus, sheep have no relish for hills on which it does not abound ;

it is however unproductive. F, rubra is more abundant in its produce,
but less nutritious ; and its creeping root-like stems are said to impo-
verish the soil very much. F. duriiacitla is preferrible to both the

preceding ; it withstands dry weather better than most grasses, and
in combination with F. pratewii and Poa trivialis forms excellent

pasturage. It is most prevalent on light rich soils. F. dumetorum,
another species, will thrive in dry sandy situations, to which property
its value is chiefly owing ; but its nutritive qualities are slight, and it

is altogether an inferior species.

(Babington, Manual of Britiih Botany.)
FETTBOLL, a soft hydrous Silicate of Alumina allied to Halloy-

lite. [HALLOYLITE.]
FEUILLEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Oucwbitace<r, and named in honour of Louis Feuillee, a traveller in

Chili, the author of several works on botany. The flowers of this

genus are dioecious. The staminiferous flowers have the calyx 5-cleft

beyond the middle ; 5 petals rather joined at the base ;
5 stamens

inserted with the petals, and alternating with them
;
sometimes there

are 10 stamens, but when this occurs 5 of them are always sterile.

The pistilliferous flowers have the tube of the calyx adnate to the

ovarium, with a 15-cleft limb. They have 5 petals, distinct or joined
at the base, and oblong ; 3 styles. Stigmas broad and bluntly bifid.

Fruit globose, fleshy, with a circular scar round the middle and five

other scars, 3-celled, with a solid bark,'and a large fleshy trigonal central

axis. The ovules are numerous, standing erect upon the axis. The seeds
oval and compressed. Cotyledons flat and rather fleshy. This genus
is a native of the tropical regions of America, and most of the species
are frutescent climbing herbs. They have alternate, stalked, cordate,
smooth leaves, and small flowers. The tendrils are axillary, spirally

twisted, in place of peduncles. The seeds are oily and of a bitter

taste
; their unctuous matter causes them to be used for burning, and

their excessive bitterness renders them good anthelmintics ; they are

also cathartic.

F. punctata has 3-lobed or ternate leaves, beset with glandular dots
on both surfaces along the nerves, but more especially beneath. The
lobes of the leaves are lanceolate and rather cut. It is a native of

St. Domingo.
F. Irilobata has leaves which are rather glandular on both surfaces,

3-parted or trifid, the lower lobes obtuse, the upper ones acute.

This species is a native of Brazil. It is the P. scandens of some

authors, and the celebrated Nhandirhoba or Ghandirhoba of South

America, where it is held in great repute as an antidote to various

poisons, animal and vegetable. The natives employ it not only against

serpent-bites but also to counteract the baneful effects of the Manihot
anil Manchineel. M. Drapicz, after having made experiments expressly
to test its power, states that animals poisoned with hemlock, nux-

vnmica, Khut, Toxicodendron, &c., were restored by the administration

of the seeds of this plant. He recommends that the seeds be bruised in

a little water, and asserts that it is equally efficacious as an antidote

whether taken internally or applied to a poisoned wound. These
seeds act with great rapidity as emetics and purgatives. The oil

expressed from them is used as an application in pains in the joints.
P. cordifolia has glandless cordate acuminate leaves, somewhat

3-lobed and rather serrated. It is a native of the West Indies, and
has likewise a reputation as a preventive of the ill effects of vege-
table poisons, and as an emetic and purgative.

P. Javilla has glandless roundish leaves, sinuately cordate, and
acuminate. It is a native of New Granada in the woods near Turbaco,
where it is known by the name of Javilla. The seeds have winged
margins ; hence this species agrees with the genus Zanonia.

The fruit of the Feuillta is as large as an apple, and from a fancied

resemblance it is called the Shaving-Box.
A light rich soil is found to suit best the species of Feuillea, and

cuttings will easily take root in a hot-bed or glass frame exposed to

heat, Being creeping plants they are well adapted for training up
rafters in stoves.

(Don, Dichlamydf.out Plant! ; Lindley, Flora, Medica; Burnett,
Outline* of Botany.)
FEVEKFEW. [MATIUCARIA ; PYKETHRUM.]
FIBER. [BEAVER.]
FIBRE, ANIMAL. [Finnis; FIBROUS TISSUE.]
1 II '.It K, VEGETABLE, one of the most elementary forms of

vegetable tissue. It consists of excessively delicate threads, twisted

spirally in the interior of a cell or tube. It is uncertain whether the

fibre is solid or hollow, its tenuity being such as to baffle all micro-

scopical observers who have yet examined it. It is thin elementary
fibre which, being turned spirally round a long delicate tube with its

spires in contact, forms the elastic spiral vessel. It occurs in the

interior of common cells, when its turns cross each other and produce
a netted appearance. It is frequent in the cellular tissue which forms

the lining of an anther, and ia supposed to have some connection with
the opening of that organ. In its naked state, uncombiued with

membrane, it is supposed to be very rare. On the surface of some
seeds, as Collomia linearis, it has been observed in this condition in

great abundance, in the form of spiral threads of a highly elastic

nature.

Vegetable Fibre should not be confounded with the woody fibre of

plants, which consists of tough straight tubes either single or adhering
in bundles. It is this which forms the thread of hemp, flax, and the
like. [TISSUES, VEGETABLE.]
FIBRIN, an organic proximate principle found in both plants and

animals. When obtained from wheateu flour it is called Gluten. It

has the same properties whether obtained from vegetable or animal
sources. In the animal kingdom it is found in the muscles and the
blood. [BLOOD.] The fibrin of the blood is best obtained by what is

called whipping the blood, that is, by rapidly stirring a quantity of
fresh-drawn blood with a spoon or a piece of stick. During this

process the blood coagulates, and the coagulum adheres to the spoon
or stick. The red particles which are mixed with this coagulum may
be removed by washing it in large and repeated portions of water ;

the substance that remains is Fibrin nearly in a state of purity.

During the state of life the fibrin is contained in solution in the
fluid part of the blood, the liquor sauguiuis. Professor Muller
obtained fibrin in a state of purity from frog's blood by opening one
of its large arteries, or by laying bare and incising the heart itself.

This blood being received into a watch-glass and the process of

coagulation watched, it was observed that previously to the complete
coagulation of the blood there formed a small colourless coagulum
clear as water. "

Having brought a drop of pure blood," says Muller,
" under the microscope, and diluted it with serum, so that the blood-

corpuscles lay completely scattered about and separated from each

other, I observed that in the interval between the blood-corpuscles a

coagulum of previously dissolved matter was produced, by wliich the
whole separated blood-globules were connected together. I was then
able to remove at the same time all the blood-corpuscles, notwith-

standing their wide distribution and the size of the intervals between

them, by raising with a needle the fibrous coagulum occupying the

intervening spaces. As the blood-corpuscles of the frog are rendered

by a microscope uncommonly large, this observation admits of the

greatest distinctness, and allows no ambiguity to remain on the

subject. There is still however an easier and more convincing method
of proving that fibrin is dissolved in frog's blood. As I showed from

experiment that the blood-corpuscles of the frog are about four times

larger than the blood-corpuscles of men and Mammalia, I concluded
that perhaps the filter would keep them back, while it allowed the

corpuscles of men and Mammalia to pass. This is the case. The
experiment may be made on a small scale with the blood of a frog
alone : a small glass-funnel and a filter of common white filtering-

paper, or thick printing-paper, are the only requisites. The paper
must previously be moist, and it is well to add an equal quantity of

water to the fresh blood of the frog. The liquid which flows through
the filter, is an almost colourless clear serum diluted with water, with
a slight tinge of red, from the colouring matter dissolved by the
water. As however the solution of the colouring matter of frog's
blood by water requires a considerable time, the filtered fluid can

scarcely be termed reddish, and is sometimes quite colourless. If

instead of water a solution of sugar in water (one part of sugar to 200
or more of water) be employed, no colouring matter will be dissolved

during the filtration, and the filtered liquid is quite colourless and
without the slightest trace of mixture. If the filtered serum be
examined under the microscope no trace of corpuscles can be detected.

In this clear serum in the course of a few minutes a colourless

coagulum is formed, so clear and transparent that it is not even
detected after its formation until it is raised out of the fluid with a

needle. It gradually thickens, and becomes whitish and fibrous ; it

then assumes gradually the appearance of the coagulum of human
lymph. In this way the fibrin of the blood is obtained in the purest
state, and this has not hitherto been done."
Pure fibrin is of a whitish colour, inodorous, and insoluble in cold

water
; it is a solid substance, tough, elastic, and composed of thready

fibres.

The relative quantity of fibrin contained in the blood varies greatly,

according to the state of the system at the time it is obtained.

Fibrin and Albumen, if not identical, are very closely allied, and

appear rather to differ in organisation than in essential chemical

character. For an account of the relations of Fibrin and Albumen
see PROTEIN.
That variety of fibrin which constitutes muscular fibre is so inter-

woven with nerves, vessels, and cellular and adipose tissue, that its

properties are probably always more or less modified by foreign
matters. " To obtain the fibrin of a muscle, it must be finely minced
and washed in repeated portions of water at 60 or 70 till all colouring
and soluble substances are withdrawn, and till the residue is colour-

less, insipid, and inodorous; it ia then strongly pressed between folds

of linen, which renders it semi-transparent and pulverulent. Berzelius

observes that in this state it becomes so strongly electro-positive

when triturated, that tha particles repel each other and adhere to

the mortar, and that it still retains fat, which is separable by alcohol
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or ether. When long boiled in water it shrink*, hardens, and yields

portion of gelatine, derived from the interstitial cellular membrane ;

the fibriu iteelf U also modified by the continued action of boiling

water, and low* its solubility in acetic acid, which when digested with
it iu iU previous state form* a gelatinous mass, soluble in water, but

slightly turbid from the presence of fat and a portion of insoluble

membrane, derived apparently from the vessels which pervaded the

original muscle. It is soluble in diluted caustic potass, and precipi-
tated by an excess of muriatic acid, the precipitate being a compound
of fibrin with excess of muriatic acid, and which when washed with

distilled water become gelatinous and soluble, being reduced to the

state of a neutral muriate of fibrin.
" When the fibrin of muscle is mixed with its weight of sulphuric

acid it swells and dissolves, and when gently heated a little fat rises

to the surface, and may be separated : if the mass U then diluted with

twice its weight of water, and boiled for nine hours (occasionally

replacing the loss by evaporation), ammonia is formed, which
combines with the acid; and on saturating it with carbonate of

lime, filtering, and evaporating to dryness, a yellow residue remains,

consisting of three distinct products : two of these are taken up by
digestion in boiling alcohol of the specific gravity of '845, and are

obtained upon evaporation ;
this residue, treated with alcohol of the

s|>ecific gravity of '830, communicates to it (1) a portion of a peculiar
extractive matter, and the insoluble remainder (2) is white, soluble in

water, and crystallisable, and has been called by Braconnot leucinc.

It fuses at 212, exhaling the odour of roasted meat, and partly
sublimes : it is difficultly soluble iu alcohol. It dissolves in nitric

acid, and yields on evaporation a white crystalline compound, the

nitro-leucic acid. The portion of the original residue, which is

insoluble in alcohol (3), U yellow, and its aqueous solution is precipi-
tated by infusion of galls, subacetate of lead, nitrate of mercury, and

persulphate of iron. It appears therefore that the products of the

action of sulphuric acid upon the fibrin of muscle are, 1, an extractive

matter soluble in alcohol ; 2, leucine ; and 3, extractive, insoluble in

alcohol, but soluble in water." (Brande.)

FIBROFEUKITE, a Mineral consisting of Sulphate of Iron. [IRON.]
FIBROLITE, a name for Bucholzite. [BUCROLZITE.]
FIBKOUS TISSUE. The tissue specially called fibrous consists of

the membrane that covers the bones and cartilages (the periosteum and
perichondrium) ; the membrane that is spread over or that forms a

part of certain muscles, constituting the muscular aponeuroses or
fascia; ; the membrane that forms the sheaths in which tendons are

included ; the outer membrane that envelopes the brain and spinal
chord (the dura mater and its continuation down the spinal canal) ;

the firm membrane in which the more delicate muscles and the

humours of the eye are contained (the tunica sclerotica) ;
the outer

membrane forming the bag that contains the heart (the pericardium) ;

the membranes by which the bones in general are tied together and
the joints in particular are secured, called ligaments; and the firm

cords in which many muscles terminate and which form their moveable

extremities, termed tendons. Though these substances are exten-

sively diffused through the body, and are apparently independent of

each other, yet they are closely connected together, and form a peculiar

system. The firm and resisting threads which constitute the basis of
these different organs are composed of condensed cellular tissue.

The peculiar animal substance of which they consist is coagulated
albumen and gelatine, intermixed with a small quantity of mucous
.V.' 1 ..'. ::.

'
';-.

All the proper fibrous organs possess, in the language of anatomists,
low organisation ; that is, they receive but a comparatively small

quantity of blood, and their blood-vessels are so minute in size, that

they ars generally incapable of admitting the red particles of the
blood. They receive few nerves, and these are so small that some
anatomists have doubted whether they are supplied with any nerves
at all ; but their sensibility in certain states of disease proves that they
are not absolutely destitute of sentient nerves. In like manner, few
absorbents can be traced to them ; yet the ravages of disease in the

neighbourhood of joints, the sloughing of tendons, and the destruction
of the periosteum by the pressure of aneurism, abundantly testify that

they are supplied with absorbent vessels. But the office of all the
fibrous organs is mechanical

; they are adapted either to contain,

support, and defend more delicate organs, or they constitute strong
and unyielding buds which tie joints firmly together. A high degree
of organisation, gnat vaacularity, great sensibility, would have

disqualified them for their office. What they principally need U a

power of cohesion sufficient to enable them to resist rupture, and to
sustain the opposing shocks to which the joints are exposed iu
the violent movements of the body ; the las wnsibility they have
the hotter, and accordingly they are so organised that while their

physical properties render them by far the strongest parts of the
animal frame, they are endowed only with just a sufficient degree
of vitality to constitute them integrant parts of the living system.
[ARKOI.AH TISSUE.]

KIT.ri.A. The Fibula (|M'T.H.
:

. IV, iipArn, a l>odkin) is a long
lender bone swelling out at both ends, by which it U firmly attached

to the outer tide of the tibia, or main bone of tho
li-g. The lower

extremity form* the projection of the outer, ancle : it U receive'! int<

a deep longitudinal groove at the side of the tibia, to which it is con

uectod by a ligamentous union; and is firmly knit t.> tl,,- loot by
strong bauds of ligament, which spread like the sticks of u fan lrm
the tip of the ancle to the bones of the heel and instep. The upper
extremity slants a little backwards, and is articulated with th>

of the tibia below the knee, by means of a true joint, having cartila-

ginous surfaces and a syuovial membrane as well as external ligaments.
The tendon of the biceps flexor cruris, or muscle of tho outer ham-

string, is implanted into this port of the fibula, which is called its head,
and spreads over the adjoining bony and muscular surfaces, connecting
and supporting them in the double capacity of a ligament :i

aponourosis. There is no greater degree of motion between 1 1

and fibula than is sufficient to give somabeUsticity to tho play
<

ancle-joint, which is secured on the outer side chiefly l>y the projection
of the fibula beyond it. The shaft of the fibula nearly straight,

triangular, hard, a little twisted, and of great strength for its sice

is about as thick as the middle finger, and extends like a bowstring
across the arch formed by the gradual enlargement of the tibia towards
the knee. A strong sheet of fibrous membrane, called tho interosseous

ligament, tightly stretched from one bone to the other, fills up the

greater part of the interval between them, and gives surface for the
attachment of muscles and strength to the limb, without adding
inconveniently to its bulk or weight. Nine muscles are attached to the
fibula. The biceps cruris, already mentioned, bends the leg back
towards the thigh ; three on the fore part raise and extend the toes,
the remaining five unite iu raising the heel, and press the toes and the
ball of the foot against the ground ;

at tho same time turning the sole

outwards by lifting its external border. The muscles chiefly con-

cerned in the last-mentioned action are the peroueus longus and
brevis ; their tendons pass behind the ancle, lying in a groove of the

fibula, which acts as a fixed pully to change the line of their traction,
and are inserted into two bones on the outer and inner edge of the

sole near the base of the toes. They are very powerful muscles; and
when they act with sudden and spasmodic force, in consequence of
the foot coming unexpectedly to the ground, are capable of breaking
the fibula above the ancle by pressing the foot against ita projecting
end. This accident happens not unfrequently from the foot slipping
unawares over the edge of the curb-stone, and is complicated with
various degrees of lateral dislocation, and with severe sprain of the

ligament* of the inner ancle. The force may be sufficient to break off

the tip of the inner ancle
;
and if the sharp edge of the broken tibia

be driven through the skin, which sometimes happens, the cavity of

the joint is
exposed,

and the injury becomes a compound dislocation

of the ancle-joint. These accidents are sometimes secondary, the foot

being in the first instance forced by the weight against the inner ancle,
with sprain of the external ligaments, and then drawn up with a jerk

by the peronei. However produced, the injury is a very serious one,
and often requires much good management to prevent permanent
lameness or even worse consequences. Minor degrees of it have a

general resemblance to simple sprains of the tuuaentt, and the

fracture of the fibula may be overlooked. It may however be easily

detected, notwithstanding the swelling, by the unusual position of the

foot, and by pressing the bones together higher up the leg ; for if tho

fibula be fractured, this cannot be done without a sense of yielding of

the otherwise solidly compacted ports, and increase of paiu to tho

patient from the pressure of the broken end of the bone against tho

eoft parts. From the name of the eminent surgeon who first deline-

ated and described this injury, it is called
'

Pott's Fracture.' [Foot;
TIBIA.]
FIHULARIA. [KciiiMD.E.1
FICAUIA, tho genus to which Ranuncultu FiviriH, the Pilewort,

has been referred. [RANUNCULUS.]
FICEUULA. [BECCAFICO; SYLVIAD-B.]
FICHTELITE, a form of Fossil Kesin found in coal.

FICOIDE/E. [MKSEMBBYACE*.]
FICUS, a large genus of Plants belonging to tho natural or.l. r

Urlicacea!, having the flowers, both males and females, mixed indis-

criminately on the inside of a flashy receptacle, which is so concave
that its edges are drawn together into a narrow opening. This U
illustrated by the common eatable Fig, the receptacle of Fictu Carim,
which, although resembling a fruit as simple as a gou in fact

a collection of a large number of minute unisexual (lowers growing to

a succulent base
;
at its apex will be found the narrow opening where

the edges of the receptacle are drawn together, and when its ind-i r r

is laid bare the flowers are seen closely packed all over its surface,
.iivi.l. <1 from each other by soft colourless bristle-like bract* or scales.

What are called the seeds in tho ripe fig are the
;

< h !'

which contains a single seed. The calyx ia variable in the nun.

its segments, sometimes having only 3, sometimes 7 or 8. Tho stamens
are solitary in many species, 3 in others, and 5 in some. The piatil
comiiats of a single ovary terminated by an awl-shaped stylo, Muling
in a 2-lobod stigma.
The number of species of Ficu is very considerable, perhaps as

great as that of any arborescent genus. They arc all either ti

or inhabitants of warm countries. Some are small plants creeping
upon the surface of rocks and walls, or clinging to tho trunks of trees

like ivy; others arc among the largest trees of the forest. AH travellers

in the 'voods of South America speak of tho nnblo aspect of tho fig-

tree* (meaning species of 1'icn* not of the cultivated surt), of their
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gigantic dimensions, and of the thick delightful shade cast by their

leafy heads. They are especially remarkable for throwing out roots
from their branches, which, after they have reached the ground and
established themselves there, increase rapidly in diameter, produce
other branches, and thus contribute to extend an individual over a
considerable space of ground. Frazer speaks thus of what he saw
of their habits in the forests at Moreton Bay in Australia :

" I
observed several species of Fietta upwards of 150 feet high, enclosing
immense iron-bark trees, on which originally the seeds of these fig-
trees had been deposited by birds. Here they had immediately vege-
tated, and thrown out their parasitical and rapacious roots, which
adhering close to the bark of the iron-tree had followed the course of
its stem downwards to the earth, where, once arrived, their progress
of growth is truly astonishing. The roots of the Ficus then increase

rapidly in number, envelop the iron-bark, and send out at the same
time such gigantic branches that it is not unusual to see the

original tree, at a height of 70 or 80 feet, peeping through the fig, as
if itself were the parasite on the real intruder. In the singular angles
or walls, as they are here termed, which are formed by the roots of
these trees, and of which I observed many 16 feet high, there is

room enough to dine half-a-dozen persons. The fruit is eagerly
sought by Hegent Birds (Sericuliu chrysocephaliu), blue pigeons, and
Swamp Pheasants (Cucului Phafianiw), and the spreading and massy
boughs support a number of superb parasitical plants." Reinwardt
assures us (' Ueber den Charakter der Vegetation auf den Inseln des
Indischen Archipela') that he observed on the island of Semao a large
wood whose trunks all proceeded from one single stem of a
P'. Benjamina, all united with each other by their branches though
the trunks were distinct The well-known F. Indica, or Banyan-Tree,
is another instance of this peculiar habit.

The species abound in a milky juice containing caoutchouc, and
there is every reason to believe that what of this substance comes
from Java is exclusively procured by tapping different species of
Ficut. The best known on the continent of India is yielded by
F. elantica.

Although the fruit of F. Carica and some others is eatable, yet the
whole genus abounds in an acrid highly dangerous principle, diffused

among the milky secretion. This is perceptible even in the common
fig, whose milk produces a burning sensation on the tongue and
throat ; but when the fruit of that species is ripe, the acridity is

destroyed by the chemical elements entering into new combinations.
In some species it is so concentrated that they are among the most
virulent of poisons. P. toxicaria, a Sumatra species, and F. dtemona,
from Tanjore, derive ttteir names from this circumstance, in which

many more equally participate.
Ficut Indica, the Banyan-Tree, is a native of most parts of India,

both on the islands and the mainland. Roxburgh states that it is found
in its greatest perfection and beauty about the villages on the skirts of
the Circar Mountains. The leaves are ovate, heart-shaped, 3-ribbed,
and entire; when young, downy on both sides; when old, much
smoother ; they are from 5 to 6 inches long, and from 3 to 4 inches
broad ; at the top of the leafstalk on the under side is a broad, smooth,
greasy-looking gland. The figs when ripe grow in pairs from the axils

of the leaves, are downy, and about the size and colour of a middle-
sized red cherry. The wood is light, white, porous, and of no value.

The Brahmins use the leaves as plates to eat off; birdlime is manufac-
tured from the tenacious milky juice. If the seeds drop in the axils

of the leaves of the Palmyra-Tree (Boraaut Jlabelliformi*), the roots

grow downwards, embracing the trunk in their descent ; by degrees

they envelop every part except the top, whence in very old specimens
the leaves and head of the Palmyra are seen emerging from the trunk
of the Banyan-Tree as if they grew from it. Ths Hindoos regard such
cases with reverence, and call them a holy marriage instituted by
Providence. The Banyan-Tree, covering with its trunks a sufficient

space to shelter a regiment of cavalry, and used as a natural canopy
for great public meetings, has been so often described by writers on
India as to have become familiar to the reader. The branches spread
to a great extent, dropping their roots here and there, which as soon
as they reach the ground rapidly increase in size till they become as

large as and similar to the parent trunk, by which means the quantity
of ground they cover is almost incredible. Roxburgh says that he has
seen such trees full 500 yards round the circumference of the branches,
and 100 feet high, the principal trunk being more than 25 feet to the

tranches, and 8 or 9 fet in diameter. Gum lac is obtained from this

tree in abundance. The white glutinous juice is applied to the mouth
to relieve tooth-ache

;
it is also considered a valuable application to

the soles of the feet when cracked and inflamed. The bark is supposed
to be a powerful tonic by the Hindoos. An excellent account of such
a tree will be found in the ' Oriental Annual

'

for 1834 ; and a graphic
description of the mode of growth in Himif 's

' Herbarium Amboineuse,'
vol. iii. p. 120. See also 'Asiatic Researches," vol. iv. p. 310. It

is called Vuta in Sanscrit, Bur or But iu Bengali, Bagha in

Cingalese.
"i elcutica, the Indian Caoutchouc-Tree, is now a common

tree in the hothouses of this country. It has large, shining, oval,

pointed, thick leaves, small axillary uneatable fruits the size of an
olive, and long pink or red terminal buds, composed of the stipules
rolled together. This species inhabits the Pundua and the Juntipoor

Mountains, which bound the province of Silhet on the north, where it

grows to the size of a European sycamore, and is called Kasmeer. It
is chiefly found in the chasms of rocks and over the declivities of
mountains among decomposed rocks and vegetable matter. It pro-
duces when wounded a great abundance of milk, which yields about
one-third of its weight of caoutchouc. It grows with great rapidity ;

a tree is described as being 25 feet high, with the trunk a foot iu
diameter wheti only four years old. The juice of this valuable plant
is used by the natives of Silhet to smear over the inside of baskets
constructed of split rattan, which are thus rendered water-tight. Old
trees yield a richer juice than young ones. The milk is extracted by
incisions made across the bark down to the wood, at a distance of
about a foot from each other, all round the trunk or branch up to the

top of the tree, and the higher the more abundant is the fluid said to
be. After one operation the tree requires a fortnight's rest, when it

may be again repeated. When the juice is exposed to the air it sepa-
rates spontaneously into a firm elastic substance, and a fetid whey-
coloured liquid. Fifty ounces of pure milky juice taken from the trees
in August yielded exactly 15 ounces of cleau-washed caoutchouc.
This substance is of the finest quality, and may be obtained in largo
quantities. It is perfectly soluble in the essential oil of Cajeput.
(Roxb.,

'
Fl. Ind.,' iii. 545.)

/'. rdiyiosa, the Pippul-Tree, is a large tree common in every
part of India, especially near houses, where it is planted for the sake
of its extensive dark grateful shade. It is held in superstitious vene-
ration by the Hindoos, because their deity Vishnoo is fabled to have
been born under its branches. The leaves are heart-shaped, lung,
pointed, wavy at the edge, not unlike those of some poplars ;

and as
the footstalks are long and slender, the leaves actually tremble in the
air like those of the Aspen-Tree (Popidws tremula). Silk-worms prefer
the leaves next to those of the Mulberry. The leaves are used for

tanning leather by the Arabs, who call the tree Muddh or Vuddh,
and also Uadi Zebid. See ' Asiatic Researches,' iv. 309, for further
information concerning this.

/'. Sycomortu, the Sycomore-Fig, ia a large tree found in Egypt,
where it is planted extensively by the road-side, near villages, and on
the sea-coast, for the sake of the shelter of its very widely-spreading
branches. The Arabs call it Djummeiz. Forskiihl states that its

head is often forty yards in diameter. The leaves are broadly ovate,

repand, or somewhat angular, rather blunt, nearly smooth, heart-

shaped at the base. The figs are not produced upon the young
branches, but in clustered racemes upon the trunk aud the old limbs.

They are sweet and delicate, and eaten by the Egyptians. The timber

appears to be of little value, for Forskiihl excludes it from the lists of

carpenters' wood, and places it among the trees which are used for

firewood. It can hardly therefore have furnished the wood of which

mummy-cases were made, as has been supposed. Professor Don, with

greater reason, conjectures that they were made from the timber of

C'ordia My.ra. When old this tree becomes very gnarled and broken,
as is shown iu a plate in Salt's

'

Abyssinia/ where it is figured under
the name of Daroo-Tree, but it is so bare of foliage as to be hardly a

picturesque object.
F. Carica, the Common Fig, is a small crooked tree or large bush

with round green or russet branches, covered with a coarse short

down. The leaves are rough on the upper side, coarsely downy
beneath, cordate, 3- to 5-lobed or almost entire, coarsely serrated. The
fruit is solitary, axillary, more or less pear-shaped, or almost round,
succulent, sweet and pleasant to the taste. All the parts abound iu

an acrid milky juice, which produces a burning disagreeable sensation

in the fauces.

FIDDLE-FISH. [SQUALID*.]
FIELDFARE. [TuRDUS.]
FIG. [Ficus.]
FIGURE-STONE. [SLATE.]
FIGWORT. [SCROPHULARIA.]
FILA'GO, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Composites, tribe Senecionidece, sub-tribe Gnaphaliere, division Hdi-

chrytae. The outer florets are female, filiform in several rows, the

outermost ones intermixed with the inner scales of the involucre or

palcic ; central florets few, hermaphrodite, tubular. Pappus capillary.
The receptacle conical with a scaly margin. Involucre sub-conical,

imbricated, the scales lanceolate, and longer than the florets. The

species of this genus were formerly referred to Gnapltalium.
F. Clermanica, is a cottony plant with yellow florets, the stem

proliferous at the summit from 4 to 12 inches long. It has lanceolate

wavy leaves, heads in axillary and terminal globose clusters, the outer

iuvolucral scales cuspidate, cottony, with glabrous points. It is a native

of Great Britain, as well as the following species :

F. minima is distinguished by having its stem dichotomously

branched, and the outer involucre scales bluntish, cottony, with

glabrous points. The florets are yellow with very small heads. Like

the other species it is found in dry, sandy, and gravelly places.

F. Qallica has linear, acute, revolute leaves, the heads conical in

axillary terminal clusters, shorter than the leaves. This species ia

very rare.

F. ajiiculata has a cottony stem proliferous at the summit, the

leaven all oblong, blunt, apiculate, the heads prominently 6-angled,
half-sunk in, tornentutn, forming lateral, axillary, and terminal clusters,
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unrounded and overtopped by one or tiro bluut leaves. It smells

liko tansey. The (tern is mostly erect, with abort branches below.

The heads an rather Urge, 10 to 20 in a cluster.

(Babington, MantuJ of Bnluh Botany.)

FILAMENT, in Botany, the part of the stamens which bears the

anther. It U sometimes long and slender, heuoe iU name filament.

In some plants however it is nearly or altogether absent, and not

unfrequently flat and broad. [STAMEN.]
F1I.AKIA. fEsTOlOA.]
FILHEKT. [CoBTLUS.]
KILE FISH. [BAUBTBS.]
FI'LICES, or FILtCA'CE.f:, a natural order of Plants, being the

highest group of the class Cryptogamia, or Acrogeus. The species are

floweriess planU, consisting of leafy fronds, which ore produced from
a rhisoma unfolding in a spiral manner, and traversed by veins which

form definite parts on the under surface, and produce unilocular, rarely

multilocular, cason containing reproductive sporules.
The parts of these plants which require most attention in their

study, and on modifications of which modern classifications depend,
are the veins and organs of reproduction. The veins are either

produced equally from both sides of a midrib, or they radiate from
the base or axis of development, or from one aide of an eccentric or

unilateral cost*. They are either simple, or once or repeatedly

dichotomously branched, or the primary veins are pinnate ;
the

branches either simple or forked. Their apices are either free or

they are combined by various forms of anastomosis. The organs of

reproduction consist of a sporangiferoua receptacle, which is a thick-

ened point or lengthened portion of the ultimate veuules or veinleU.

It is generally superficial, sometimes immersed in the substance of

the frond, or considerably elevated, and then globose or columnar.
The sporangia, theca.-, or spore-cases, are transparent, globose, oval,

or pyriform unilocular cases, each girded by a more or less complete
elastic articulated ring, or destitute of a ring ; then sometimes oblong,

opaque, and multilocular, and usually pedicillate. The son are col-

lections of sporangia, and have the same form, position, and direction

as the receptacles. They are either nuked, or each sorus is furnished

with a membranaceous covering of various forms which rises from
the receptacle. This covering is called an indusium, and is a plane,
or vaulted, or cup-shaped membrane, produced from the receptacle
of each sorus, and is generally deciduous as it becomes replicate.
Often the entire margin (or lobules of the frond) is changed in texture,
and forms an accessory indusium. Sometimes the whole of the son
of each segment are included within a universal indusium which is

formed by the revolute margin of fertile contracted fronds.

The following account of the reproduction of the Kerns is given in

a Report to the British Association in 1851, on the higher Cryptoga-
mous Plants, by Mr. Uenfrey. Speaking of the Ferns, Mr. Henfrey
says:" This class formed for a long time the great stumbling-block to

those who sought to demonstrate the existence of sexuality in plants.
The young capsules were generally considered to be the analogues of
the pistillidia of the Mosses, and the young abortive capsules which

frequently occur among the fertile ones were supposed by some authors
to represent the antheridia, Mr. Griffith noticed a structure which
he was inclined to regard as the analogue of the antheridium in certain

of the ramenta upon the petioles." In the year 1844 Professor Niigeli published an account of his

observations on the germination of certain ferns, and announced the

discovery of moving spiral filaments closely resembling those of the

C'hura, on certain cellular structures developed upon the pro-embryo
or cellular body first produced by the

spore.
It is not worth while

to enter into an analysis of his observations, as they have since been

clearly shown to have been very imperfect ; it is sufficient to state

that be only described one kind of organ, and from his description it

is evident that he confounded the two kinds since discovered, regard-
ing them as different stages of one structure. The announcement of
this discovery seemed to destroy all grounds for the assumption of
distinct sexes, not only in Ferns but in the other Cryptogams, since it

was argued that the existence of these cellular organs, producing
spiral filaments, the so-called spermatozoa, upon the germinating
fronds, proved that they were not to be regarded as in any way con-
nected with the reproductive processes.
"But an essay published by the Count Suminski in 1848 totally

changed the face of the question, and
ojtened

a wide field for specula-
tion and investigation on this subject, just as it was beginning to fall

into disfavour. Count Suminski's paper gives a minute history of the
course of development of the Ferns, from the germination of the spore
to the production of the regular fronds ; and he found this develop-
ment to exhibit phenomena as curious as they were unexpected. The
cellular organs seen by Mageli were shown to bo of two perfectly dis-

tinct kinds, and moreover to present characters which gave great
plausibility to the hypothesis that they represented reproductive
organs ; moreover, this author exprevly stated that he had obtained
absolute proof of sexuality by observing an actual process of fertiliza-

tion to Uke place in the so-called ovules, through the agency of the

spiral filaments or spermatozoa. The main points of his paper may
be briefly summed up as follows : The fern-spore at first produces
a filamentary process, in the end of which cell-development goes on

until it is converted into a Marchantia-b'ke frond of small size and
exceedingly delicate texture, possessing hair-like radicle threads on its

under side. On this under side become developed, in variable num-
bers, certain cellular organs of two distinct kinds. The first, whi.-h
be terms antheridia, are the more numerous, and consist of somewhat
globular cells seated on and ariaiug from single cells of the cellular
Marchantia-like frond. The globular cell produces in iU interior a
number of minute vesicles, in each of which is developed a spiral
filament, coiled up in the interior. At a certain epoch the globular
cell bursts, and discharges the vesicles, and the spiral filaments moving
within the vesicles, at length make their way out of them, and swim
about in the water, displaying a

spiral
or heliacal form, and consisting

of a delicate filament with a thickened clavate extremity ; this, the
so-called head, being said by Count Suminaki to be a hollow v.

and to be furnished with six or eight cilia, by means of which the

apparently voluntary movement of the filament is supposed to be
albaM.

" The second kind of organ, the so-called '

ovules,' are fewer in
number and present different characters in different stages. At first

they appear as little round cavities in the cellular tissue of the pro-
embryo, lying near its centre, and opening on the under side. In the
bottom of the cavity is seen a little globular cell, the so-called

'embryo-sac.' It is stated by Count Summoki that while the ovule is

in this state one or more of the spiral filaments make their way into
the cavity, coming in contact with the central globular cell. The
four cells bounding the mouth of the orifice grow out from the

general surface into a blunt cone-like process, formed of four parallel
cells arranged in a squarish form, and leaving an intercellular canal

leading down to the cavity below. These four cells become <li

by cross septa, and grow out until the so-called ovule exhibits exter-

nally a cylindrical form composed of four tiers of cells, the uppermost
of which gradually converge and close up the orifice of the caual

leading down between them. Meanwhile the vesicular head of one of
the spiral filaments has penetrated into the globular cellule of the

embryo-sac, enlarged in size and undergone multiplication, and in

the course of time displays itself as the embryo, producing the first

frond and the terminal bud, whence the regular fern-stein is deve-

loped. In considering the import of these phenomena, the author
assumes the analogy here to be with the process of fertilisation in

flowering plants, as described by Schleiden, regarding the production
of the embryo from the vesicular head of the spermatozoa as

representing the production of the phanerogamous embryo, from the
end of the pollen tube after it has penetrated into the embryo-sac." The promulgation of these statements naturally attracted great
attention, and since they appeared we have received several contribu-
tions to the history of these remarkable structures, some confirmatory,
to a certain degree, of Sumiuski's views ; others altogether opposed t

them.
" In the early part of 1849 Dr. Wigand published a series of

researches on this subject, in which he subjected the assertions of
Suminski to a strict practical criticism

;
the conclusions he arrived at

were altogether opposed to that author's views respecting the supposed
formation of the organs, and he never observed the entrance of the

spiral filaments into the cavity of the so-called ovule. About the
same time M. Thuret published a series of observations on the
' Antheridia of Ferns.' In these he merely confirmed and corrected
the statements of Niigeli respecting the antheridia, and did not notice
the so-called ovules.

" Towards the close of the same year Hofmeister confirmed part of
Sumiuski's statements, and opposed others. He stated thut he hod
observed distinctly the production of the young plant (or rather the
terminal bud for the new axis) in the interior of the so-called ovule ;

but believed the supposed origin of it from the end of the spiral
filament to be a delusion. He regards the globular cell at the base of
the canal of the ovule as itself the rudiment of the stem, or enihryo-
nal vesicle (the embryo originating from a free cell produced in this),

analogous to that produced in the pistillidia of the Mosses. He also
describes the development of the ovule differently, saying that the
canal and orifice are opened only at a late period by the separation of
the contiguous walls of the four rows of colls.

" About the same time appeared an elaborate paper on the same
subject by Dr. Hermann Scnacht, whose results were almost identical.

Ho found the young terminal bud to be developed in the cavity <!'

one of the so-called ovules, which were developed exactly in th,

same way as the pistillidia of the Mosses. He stated also that tho

cavity of the ovule is not open at first, and he declares against the

probability of the entrance of a spiral filament into it, never having
observed this, much less a conversion of one into an embryo. In tho

essay of Dr. Metteuius, already referred to, an account of tin- develop-
ment of tho so-called ovules is given. His observations did not decide
whether the canal of tho ovule, which he regards as an intercellular

space, exists at first, or only subsequently, when it in entirely closed
above. Some important points occur in reference to the contents of
the canal The contents of the canal in a mature
of a continuous mass of homogeneous tough substance, in which line.

granules, and here and there large corpuscles, are embedded. Hi
down to the globular cell, or embryo-sac, and is in contact with it.

ThU mass cither fills the caual or diminishes in diauieter from the
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blind end of the canal down to the embryo-sac; in other cages it

possesses the form represented by Sumiuski, having a clavate enlarge-
ment at the blind end of the canal, and passing into a twisted filament
below

; in this latter shape it may frequently be pressed out of
isolated ovules under the microscope, and then a thin transparent
membrane-like layer was several times observed on its surface. In
other cases the contents consisted of nucleated vesicles, which emerged
separately or connected together." The embryo-sac consists of a globular cell containing a nucleus,
and this author believes that the commencement of the development
of the embryo consists in the division of this into two, which go on

dividing to produce the cellular structure of the first frond.
" With regard to the contents of the canal the author says,

'

Although
I can give no information on many points, as in regard to the origin
of the contents of the canal of the ovule, yet my observations on the

development of the ovule do not allow me to consider them, with

Suminski, as spiral filaments in course of solution
; just as little

have I been able to convince myself of the existence of the process
of impregnation described by that author. It rather appears to me
that the possibility of the entrance of the spiral filaments and the

impregnation cannot exist until the tearing open of the blind end of
the canal in the perfectly-formed ovule, as after the opening of the
go-called

' canal of the style
'

in the pistillidia of the Mosses."
" Another contribution has been furnished by Dr. Mercklin, the

original of which I have not seen, but depend on analyses of it

published in the ' Botanische Zeitung,' and the ' Flora' for 1851, and
further in a letter from Dr. Merckliu to M. Schacht, which appeared
in the ' Liimsca

'

at the close of last year." He differs in a few subordinate particulars from M. Schacht, in

reference to the development and structure of the prothallium, or

pro-embryo, and of the antheridia and spiral filaments ;
but these do

not require especial mention, except in reference to the vesicular end
of the spiral filament described by Schacht, which Mercklin regards
an a remnant of the parent vesicle, from which the filament had not
become quite freed. The observations referring to the so-called ovule,
and the supposed process of impregnation, are very important ; they
are as follows :

" '
1. The spiral filaments swarm round the ovule in numbers, fre-

quently returning to one and the same organ." '
2. They can penetrate into ovules. This was seen only three

times in the course of a whole year, and under different circumstances;
twice a spiral filament was seen to enter a still widely open young
ovule, then come to a state of rest, and after some time assume the

appearance of a shapeless mass of mucilage ; the third case of pene-
tration occurred in a fully developed ovule through its canal; it

therefore does not seem to afford evidence of the import of the spiral

filament, but certainly of the possibility of the penetration." '
3. In the tubular portion of the ovule, almost in every case,

peculiar club-shaped granular mucilaginous filaments occur at a
definite epoch ; these filaments, like the spiral filaments, acquiring a

brown colour with iodine. These mucilaginous bodies sometimes
exhibit a twisted aspect, an opaque nucleus, or a membranous layer,

peculiarities which seem to indicate the existence of an organisation.
" '

4. These club-shaped filaments are swollen at the lower capitate

extremity, and have been found in contact with the embryo-sac, or

globular cell, which forms the rudiment of the future frond.
" '

5. The spiral filaments, which cease to move and fall upon the

prothallium, are metamorphosed, become granular, and swell up.'" Hence the author deduces the following conclusions :

" ' That these clavate filiform masses in the interior of the ovule
are transparent spiral filaments, which at an early period, while the
ovule was open, have penetrated into it; which leads to the pro-

bability that
" '

1. The spiral filaments must regularly penetrate into the ovules;
and 2. They probably contribute to the origin or development of the

young fruit frond (or embryo). In what way this happens the author
knows not, and the details on this point given by Suminski remain
unconfirmed fact*.'

" An important point in this essay is the view the author takes of
the whole process of development in this case. He regards it as not

analogous to the impregnation in the Phanerogamia, since the essen-

tial fact is merely the development of a frond from one cell of the

prothallium, which he considers to be merely one of the changes of
the individual plant, while all the other authors who have written on
the subject, with the exception of Wigand, call the first frond, with
its bud and root, an Embryo, and regard it as a new individual

; or
at all events, even a distinct member of a series of forms, constituting

collectively the representatives of the species.
"

Finally, Hofmeister, in his notice of this essay in the '

Flora,'
declare* that the development of the so-called embryo, or first frond,
commences not by the subdivision of the globular cell, or embryo-sac,
but by the development of a free cell, or embryo vesicle in this, like

what occurs in the embryo-sac of the Phanerogamia ; and he asserts

that this is the first stage of development from the globular cell in

nil the vascular Cryptogams, including that found in the pistillidia
of the Mosses."
The position of the Ferns in a natural system of classification has

not l>een a matter of much difference. Their imperfect organs of

reproduction have at once led to their being placed by most botanists

among Cryptogamia ; nevertheless Bory St.-Vincent elevates Ferns to

,he rank of a class intermediate between Monocotyledons and Acoty-
edons, or Cryptogamia ; at the same time he rejects the view of

Jussieu, who, from the mode of germination of their sporules, placed
;he Ferns among the Monocotyledons. Their relation with the flower-

ing plants is seen through Cycadaceie, with which order they agree in

;heir gyrate vernation and their pinnate leaves. Their affinity with

^ryptogamic Plants is obvious in the Equisetacece and Lycopodiacece.
The order of Ferns may be divided into the following sub-orders,
which Lindley regards as of the rank and value of orders :

I. GLEICHENIACE.E. The thecas with a transverse or obliquely trans-

verse complete elastic annulus or ring, bursting vertically. The species
are tropical, or extra-tropical only in the Southern Hemisphere, of a
harsh and rigid texture, simple or generally with copious dichotomous
branches and gemmse in the axils

;
the ultimate branches pinnatifid.

None of the genera of this order, as understood by Hooker, are British.

It includes about forty species.
II. PoLYpoDlACE.fi, with the sori dorsal, often near or at the margin,

various in form, sometimes constituting au uniform linear or spreading
mass, naked or furnished with an involucre, the thecte 1-celled, with
a longitudinal or oblique elastic articulated generally incomplete ring,

bursting transversely and irregularly. This is a very extensive sub-

order : the species inhabit almost every part of the world, from the

tropics to the arctic and antarctic regions ; they are exceedingly vari-

able in size and appearance, including the largest tree-ferns and the
smallest herbaceous species. It contains by far the largest number
of genera of any of the sub-orders of Ferns. Many of these are very
extensive, and have no British representatives, as Cyathea, Bemitelia,

Alsophila, Diclctonia, &c.

III. OSMUNDACE.E has the thecco with an operculiform ring, or

without one, reticulated, striated with rays at the apex, bursting

lengthwise, and usually externally. The species of this sub-order are

not numerous.
IV. DAN.SACE.E. The thecae sessile, without any ring, concrete

into multilocular sub-immersed masses, opening at the apex. This
is also a small sub-order, with three genera Daruea, Marattia, and

Kaulfuitia.
V. OPHIOGLOSSACE.B. The thecns single, roundish, coriaceous,

opaque, without ring or cellular reticulation, half 2-valved, with a

straight vernation. It embraces the genera Op/tioglossmn, Jldimntho-

ttachyi, and Botrychium.
The following is an arrangement of the British genera of Ferns :

Sub-Order Polypodiacea.

Tribe Polypodita. The sori nearly circular, without an iudusium.

Genera, A lloiorus, Polypodium, Woodtia.

Tribe A tpidiece. The sori nearly circular, covered by au indusium.

Genera, Laatrea, Polystichum, Cystopterit.

Tribe Atplmiett. The sori oblong or linear, covered by an indusium

opening longitudinally on one side.

Genera, Athyrium, Asplenium, Scolopendrium.

Tribe Grammitidece. The sori elongate, without an indusium.

Genus, Ceterach.

Tribe Adianlarife. The thecso covered by a marginal or sub-marginal
elongated part of the frond, or by a separated portion of the

cuticle, resembling an indusium.

Genera, Blechnum, Pteris, Adiantum.

Tribe HymenophyUea:. The thecse opening irregularly ;
the ring oblique,

eccentric, transverse, complete ;
the receptacle terminating a vein

at the margin of the frond.

Genera, Trichoma.net, J/ymenophyllum,

Sub-Order Oamundacere.
Tribe Osmundece. The vernation circinate

;
the rachis solid ; thethecro

stalked.

Genus, Otmunda.

Sub-Order Ophioyloiia,cea>.

Genera, Opkioyloiswn, Botrychium.

The Ferns have a wide geographical distribution. The herbaceous
and shrubby kind being found towards the north and south poles :

whilst the tree-ferns rival the gigantic palms in the forests of tropical
climates. It is these last which give a peculiar character to the

vegetation of the countries where they grow, as their foliage and stems
differ altogether from any that are observed amongst flowering plants.
The proportion which they bear to other plants varies much in

different parts of the world. In Jamaica they are in the proportion
of 1 to 9

;
in New Guinea as 28 to 122 ; in New Ireland as 13 to 60 ;

in the Sandwich Islands as 40 to 160; on continents they are less

numerous ;
in equinoctial America 1 to 36

;
in Australia 1 to 37 ; in

France 1 to 63
;
in Portugal 1 to 116 ; in the Greek Archipelago 1 to

227 ;
in Egypt 1 to 971. In the north their proportions are greater;

they form in Scotland 1 to 31
;
in Sweden 1 to 35 ; in Iceland 1 to 18

;

in Greenland 1 to 10
;
and the North Cape 1 to 7.

The properties and uses of the Ferns are not in proportion to their

numbers in the vegetable kingdom. Many of them deposit starch in

their rhizomatn, from which food may be prepared. The roots of
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ffriArotliiu* nm/rH/HMreeatii in Nepaul ;
thoveot Anytoplrrii evtcta

arc uned in the same mnniuT in the Sandwich Inlands. J>ipln:iuM

rtc*le*t*m, Vyaikra nedtMarit, Pterit aculenta, and lllfirlimia dicko-

tomm, all yield at&rch, and an employed OH food in different countries.

[CTATHKA.] The Adiantum Capilhu Vmerii yields astringent and
j

aromatic secretions. [AoiAirrux.] Some of the American polypo-
diums are aaid to possess powerful medicinal effect*, and are used as

anti-rheumatic, anti-venereal, and febrifugal remedies. The Angiopteru
crreta yields an aromatic oil, which is used in the Sandwich Islands

to perfume the fixed oils, as cocoa-nut oil. The stums of many species
contain bitter principles, aud have hence been used as tonics. Species
of AtpidiuM aud AipleniuM have been used in European medicine.

[Asrioirx ; ASI-LKNIUM.] The Brazilian negroes form tubes for their

pipe* from the stems of Merlentia dichotoma. Otmunda rtgalit had
at one time a great reputation in medicine.

(Babington, Manual of Britith Botany ; Liudley, Natural System ;

Hooker, Spteiet Pilioun ; J. Smith, The Genera of Perm ; Journal of
'

Botany, vol. iv. ; Newman, History of Britith Perm; Burnett, Outlines

of Botany ; Meyen, Pjlanzen-Oeographit.)
FIN. [FisH.]
FINCH. [BULLFINCH; CHAFFINCH; COCCOTHRAUSTES; FRISOILLA.]
FINGER [SKELETON; HAND.]
FINGERLINO, the young of the Salmon. [SALMONID.E.]
FINSCALE. [LECCISCUS.]
FIR. [ABIES; Pisus.1
FIRE-FLAIRE. [TRYOON.]
FIRE-FLY. [ELATERID.B; LAUPTRIDX.]
FIRE-STONE, a local term for the Upper Greensand, as it occurs

along the edges of the chalk-hills south of London, as at Mesterham
and Petersfield. (Fitton, 'On Greensand,' in 'Geol. Trans.')
FIKOLA. [NCCLEOBRANCHIATA.]
FISH (French, Poisson : German, Fisch), a name applied to all the

species of a class of animals occupying the lowest station of the four

great divisions of the section Vertebraia.

A Fish may be denned as a Vertebrate Animal, breathing through
the medium of water by means of branching or gills, having one
auricle and one ventricle to the heart, cold red blood, and extremities

formed for swimming.
In considering fishes, perhaps the most important thing which

offers itself to our attention is the apparatus called the Branchia-, or

Gills. This apparatus is situated on each side of the neck, and consists

of numerous lamina: fixed on arches. These lamin.-c are covered with
innumerable blood-vessels, and are so constructed as to present a con-

siderable surface to the water, so that the blood may receive a

sufficient portion of the oxygen contained in that element. As the

water in contact with the gills becomes deteriorated, it is necessary
that a constant current be caused to flow over them. In most fishes

this is effected by their taking the water in at the mouth and expelling
it from under th? gill-covers. The blood, which is constantly sent to

the bronchia! from the heart, is distribute 1 by means of the arteries

to every part of the body, whence it returns to the heart by means of

the reins.

Kir. 1

the fore legs constituting what is termed the Pectoral Fins (fg. 1, a),

and the posterior extremities the Ventral (fly. 1,6); besides these fin*

ordinary fishes are furnished with one or two Dorsal Fins (]i>j. 1, c c),

:ui Anal Fin (fg. 1, </), and a Caudal Fin, or tail.

All these fins are not always present, nor when present are they
always in the same relative positions; and we shall hereafter t'uul

that both the absence of certain fins, and the peculiar position of

these organs, afford characters in the classification of fishes. Tln> tins

consist of a thin elastic membrane supported by rays. The rays aiv

of two kinds those which consist of a single bony piece, usually
hard and pointed, are termed spinoua rays ; aud when the rays are

formed of numerous portions of bone united by articulations, and

frequently divided longitudinally into several filaments, they are

called flexible rays. The principal organ of motion is the tail
;
the

dorsal and ventral fins apparently serve. to balance the fish, and the

pectorals to arrest its progress when required.
The Bones of fishes are of a less dense and compact nature than in

the higher orders of animals, and always remain in an isolate*!

similar to that of the embryo of the Mammalia, The skeleton may
be divided into four chief parts the vertebral column, the head, the

respiratory apparatus, and the limbs. The vertebral column consists

of vertebra! which are concave at each end and pierced in the middle ;

and when joined together the hollow space between each two is

occupied by a gelatinous substance, which passes from one space to

the next through the hole in each bone. This hole is usually v.iy

small, but in some of the Chondropterygians it is so large that the

bodies of the vertebrae are mere rings. To the vertebra: are attached

the ribs
;
in fact the ribs are the main support of all the other bones.

The head varies more in form than in any other class of vertebrate

animals. The same bones as those found in other oviparous animal*

are almost always traceable. We shall confine our observations to

those which are most frequently referred to in technical description*.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2, upper jaw of a Trout : f, intermaxillary bone ; /, maxillary bone."

Fig. 3, front view of the mouth of a Trout: I, the vomcr furnished with

teeth ; m BI, palatine bones also furnished with teeth ; n, the tongue iili

recurved teeth.

The upper jaw consists of maxillary and intermaxillary bones ;
in

the greater number of fishes the intermaxillary bones (/</. 1, e) con-

Fig. 1, Skeleton of Common Perch.

a, the pectoral fin ; , the ventral fln
j

e r, the doriul Hni ; i, the anal fln
; <, tho intermaxillary bone j /, the maxillary bone ; g, the opcrculuni j ,

the

rub.oprrciilnm ; i, the prc-oprrculum ; *, the intcr.opcrculum.

stitnto the chief portion of tho upper jaw, the maxillary bones

(fly- I./) being placed behind and parallel to thrni >md articulated to

the vomer. (Pig. 3, 1) In the salmon tribe and some other fishes how-

Ac the breathing apparatus in the fish is suited to aquatic habits, so

likewise is every part of its structure. The body is generally of an

elongate oval compressed form, covered with scales directed back-

wards, and furnished with fins ; thus being beautifully adapted for ever the intermaxillary bones (fy. 'J. I'"' ' proportion, and

swimming. Manv fishes moreover hare a bladder filled with air form a continuous lino with the fore-part of the maxillary bones,

rituatedfinmediately beneath the spine, by tho dilatation or comprcs- (Ply. 2, /.) In the Chondropterygians tho maxillary and Inter-

ion of which their specific gravity is said to be varied. 1 Ifl maxillary bones are reduced to mere rudiments, their functions being

part of the body is thrown forwards towards the head (so that fishes performed by the bones analogous to the palatines, and sometimes by

may be said to have no neck), and thus the hinder part of the body the vomer.

is more free and fitted for motion. The limbs are fonnod into fins, !
Tho lower jaw is generally composed of at least two bones on
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each side, tlie dental portion in front, and the articular portion
behind.
The Palatines (fig. 3, m TO) are extended longitudinally on each side,

and form part of the roof of the mouth; they are often furnished
with teeth.

The Opercular Bones. The chief portion of the sides of the head
behind the eye consists of the opercular bones : these are generally
four in number, and are termed the operculum (fig. 1, g), the sub-

operculum (fig. 1, A), the pre operculum (fig. 1, i), and the inter-oper-
culum (fig. 1, i). The first of these covers the gills.

The Branchiostegous Rays (fig. 1, o), which are often mentioned in

descriptions, are situated under the opercular bones.
The Teeth in fishes are almost entirely osseous ; they are usually of

a simple spine-like form, and recurved at the tip. Teeth are found
in almost every bone in the interior of the mouth

;
in the superior

and inferior maxillary, and intermaxillary bones ; likewise on the
branchial arches, pharangeal bones (which are situated in the throat),
and on the tongue. There ia considerable variety in their structure,
aa will be found in the various descriptions of fishes found in other

parts of this work.
The Scales are composed of two substances, one resembling horn

in its texture, and the other of a harder and bone-like nature; they
are generally attached to the skin by their anterior edge, and consist

of numerous concentric lamina; (secreted by the skin), the smallest of

which is first formed. Certain scales, forming a continuous series, in

a slightly waved line from the head to the tail of the fish, are pierced
in or near their centre, and furnished with a tube through which a

slimy matter is poured, which serves to lubricate the body of the
animal. This series of tubes forms a line visible on the sides of the

body, and which is termed the lateral line.

The structure, form, and position of the scales of fishes are very
variable, and have furnished M. Agassi/. (

' Recherches sur les

Poissons FoBsiles') with characters for a new classification of these
animals.

As regards the senses, those of taste and touch appear to be but

slightly developed in fishes. When we find the tongue thickly covered
with teeth (as is often the case), and used as an organ of prehension,
and when we consider the quick manner in which the food is swallowed,
it would certainly appear that their sense of taste is very slight. The
sense of touch is probably most developed in the cirrhi attached to

the mouth of those fishes that have them. The long filaments with
which the fins of some fishes are furnished also perhaps serve, through
the sense of touch, to indicate the vicinity of weeds, or other objects
in the water.

The eyes are differently placed in the various species of fishes, in

accordance with their habits : for the most part they are placed

laterally, and in some (those that live at the bottom of the water) we
find them directed upwards. In some of the species of sharks (those
of the genus Zyyitna) they are situated at the end of an elongated
lateral process on each side of the head.

The sight in fishes is acute
; the range of vision however is probably

somewhat limited. The eyes (which are furnished with a spherical

lens) are generally large, but in some species they are very small,
whilst others appear to be destitute of them.

Although fishes appear uot to possess certain portions of the auditory
apparatus, observed in animals of a higher grade, they nevertheless

possess the sense of hearing.
There are reasons for the belief that the sense of smell in fishes is

tolerably acute : their olfactory nerves are of large size, and disposed
over a considerable extent of surface.

By far the greater number of fishes are of carnivorous habits ;

there are some however which feed upon vegetable substances, and
we find the stomach modified accordingly as in other animals.

The sexes of fishes, if we except the sharks and rays, offer no very
decided external characters by which they may be distinguished : as

in the higher animals however, observes Mr. Yarrell, "the respiratory

organs occupy more space in the males than in the females ; and, on
the other hand, the abdomen is larger in the females than in the males :

the males may therefore be known from the females by their some-
what sharper or more pointed head, the greater length of the gill-

cover, and the body from the dorsal fin downwards being not so deep
compared with the whole length of the fish."

The sexual organs of fishes are in the generality of the species of a

more simple nature than is observed in the higher orders of the

Verttbrala,
"
consisting, as will be found, towards the season of pro-

ducing then- young, of two elongated oval lobes of roe, one on each

ride of the body, placed between the ribs and the intestinal canal ;

the lobes in the female, called hard roe, contain a very large number
of roundish grains, called ova or eggs, which are inclosed in a delicate

membranous tunic or bag, reaching to the side of the anal aperture,
where an elongated fissure permits egress at the proper time. In the

males, the lobes of roe are smaller than in the females, and have the

appearance of two elongated masses of fat, which are called soft roe ;

they remain however firm till the actual season of spawning, when

they become by degrees more and more fluid, aud'the whole is ulti-

mately voided by small portions at a time under slight abdominal

pressure" At tho season for depositing the spawn, which varies with almost
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every genus, some species repair to the gravelly shallows of rivers,
and others to the sandy bays of the sea. This movement is called by
fishermen '

going to hill,' or '

roading;' other species resort to bunches
of weeds. In many instances, when ready to deposit her spawn, a
female is accompanied by two males, one on each side a provision
of nature which seems intended to secure the impregnation of the

largest quantity of ova, and the range of the influence of the male
fluid is enormously increased by diffusion in water. The adhesive
nature of the surface of each egg supplies the means of attachment
to any of the various substances near which it may happen to be left

;

and the time required for the appearance of the young fish is very
variable, depending upon the species, the season, and its temperature.
The young fish is first apparent as a line wound round the central
vitelliue portion of the egg, and ultimately escapes by rupturing the
external capsule with its tail."

We now proceed to give an outline of Cuvier's classification of fishes,
since it is that which is perhaps most generally adopted : it is never-
theless in many respects very artificial.

Fishes are divided by this author into two series, that of Ordinary
Fishes, or Ossei, distinguished by having the skeleton bony ;

the
osseous matter being disposed in fibres ; the sutures of the cranium
distinct; maxillary and intermaxillary bones, either one or both
present : and that of the Cartilaginei, or Chondropterygii, distinguished
by having the skeleton cartilaginous ; the bones destitute of fibres ;

sutures of the cranium indistinct ; maxillary and intermaxillary bones
either wanting or rudimentary, their place being supplied by the

palatine or vomer.
These two series are subdivided aa follows :

Series 1. Oaei.

Section 1. Pectinibranchii.

Order 1.

Family Percidce.

Loricati.

Scicenidce.

Sparida.
Mimidce.

Sqnamipinnat i.

Scombridve.

Tanioidie.

A canthopterygii.

Family Theutyes.

Pharyngiens labynnihi-
formes.

Mugilidce.
Gobiadce.

Lophiadw.
Labridce.

Centriacidie.

Order 2. Malacopterygii.

I. Abdominales.

Family Cyprinidte.
Esocidce.

Siluridie.

Salmonidie.

Clupeidce.

2. Subbrachialcs.

Family Gadidce.

Pleuronectid(e.

Discoboli.

Echeneididie.

Order 3. Apodes.
Murcenidui.

Section 2. Plectognathi.

Gymnodontidw.
Sclerodermi.

Section 3. Lophobrancldi.

Syngnathidce.

Series 2. Cartilaginei, or Chondropterygii.

Order 1. Ekutheropomi.
Sturionidce.

ChiniGridce.

Order 2. Plagiostomi.

Squalida.
Raiidcz.

Order 3. Cycloslomi.

Pteromyzidce.

The characters of the two great series or sections into which fishes

are divided, it has been shown, are taken from the nature of the

skeleton. It remains for us now to make a few observations upon
the minor subdivisions.

In the Oaei, or bony fishes, there are three sections. Those of the

first, the Pectinibranchii, possess the following characters : Branchiae

in continuous pectinated ridges, furnished with an opercular and

branchiostegous membrane
; jaws complete and free. Section 2,

Plectognathi : Branchias with the pectinations continuous ; opercule
and rays concealed beneath the skin

;
external aperture a simple cleft

;

jaws incomplete ; maxillary firmly attached to the side of the inter-

maxillary, which alone forms the jaw ; palatine arch united to the

cranium by suture, and immovable. To this section belong the globe-

fishes, file-fishes, &c. Section 3, Lophobranchii : -Branchiae in small

tufts ; opercule large, confined on all sides by a membrane, with only
a small hole for the external aperture ; branchiostegous rays rudi-

mentary ; jaws complete and free. To this section belong the pipe-

fishes, hippocampus, &c.

The two latter sections contain but a limited number of species :

the Pectinibranchii, ou the contrary, contain all the ordinary and

typical fishes, and, as is seen in tho foregoing list, is subdivided

into three orders. The fishes of the first of these orders, the
3 o
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ActmlkapltryyK, are distinguished by their baring the anterior port of

the doml, anal, and ventral fius furnished with simple piuou rays.
. iiuiTKRYuii.] The perches, mulleU, gurnards, mackerels, Ac.,

belong to this order. In the second order, the Malocopterygii, all the

fin-rays are flexible, with the exception sometimes of the first ray of

the dorsal and pectoral fins. The three principal divisions of the

Malacofttrygii are founded either upon the position of certain fins or

their absence. In the first division, the Alxlominalei, the ventral fins

are situated far behind the pectorals ; as in the carp, tench, bream,

dace, roach, pike, salmon, Ac. In the second group, the Sttbbrackiala,

the ventral fin* are situated immediately beneath the pectorals (or
even a little before them) ;

as we find them in the cod-fish, haddock,
and whiting. The flat fishes also belong to this group such as the

plaice, flounder, turbot, sole, Ac. To the third and last of these

greater divisions of the Malacopteryyii belong the eels, which have

received the name Apodtt, from their possessing no ventral fins.

In illustration of the three orders into which the Cartilaginei are

divided, the Sturgeon will serve as an example of the first, or the

SteulJkeropomi. The Playiottomi contain the Sharks and Rays ; and'

the Lampreys and Myxines chiefly constitute the Cyclottomi.
Mr. M'Leay, to whom Natural History is so largely indebted for

methods of classification, has given a new arrangement of fishes.

The basis of this method is the quinarion system. He bases his

classification on three generally admitted facts, which he holds to be
incontestable. The first is the near approach of fishes to Datrachian

Amphibia, which, with Swainson, ho considers to be made by means
of Lophiut and Maltht. 2nd. The near approach of fishes to the
Cetaceous Mammalia, the viviparous sharks constituting the con-

necting link. 3rd. "As the grand character of fishes as a class is

their being the most imperfect of Verttbrata, the most typical of

fishes ought therefore to be the most imperfect of them, namely, the

furthest removed from the type of Vertebrate;" a position which

many naturalists will be inclined to combat. He regards as examples
of such fishes the Cydottumi. Bearing the above ' fundamental facts

'

in mind, he constitutes the following primary divisions :

Aberrant Group, Ctcndbranchii. Gills pectinated.
1. Playiaitomi. Cartilaginous Fishes with fixed branchiae, lead-

ing to Mammalia.
2. Stariono. Cartilaginous Fishes with free branchiae.

3. Otltnopttrygii. Bony Fishes with free branchiic, leading to

Amphibia.

Normal Group, Actenobranchii. Fish breathing with gills, not

pectinated.
4. Lopkobranehii. Bony Fishes breathing by tufts arranged in

pairs along the branchial arches.

5. Cyclottomi. Cartilaginous Fishes breathing by a series of
cells.

Mr. M'Leay has not presented an analysis of the families and

genera included under the above five orders, with the exception of
those of the third, Oitinopterygii, a term by which he proposes to

denominate the osseous fishes having pectinated gills. The following
table of his subdivisions of this important order will convey to the
naturalist a clear idea of his system.

Ottinopterygii.

A.
Aberrant Group, Acanthopterygii. Spines in the first dorsal fin

hard.

Tribe 1
,
Balittina. Maxillary bones soldered to the intermaxillaries,

and both to the palatine arch
; opercula and gills concealed beneath

the skin. Includes the families Balittidae, Ortraciontida, Cephalatpit,
Orthagoritcida, IHotlonlida.

Tribe 2, Percina. Bone* of the jaws free and complete. Operculum
distinct. Operculum or pre-operculum generally with dentated edges,
or with spines. Includes Chatidontid<t, Percidtz. Sconxenida. C'iri-lii-

tidtr, SptZida.
Tribe 3, PittiUarina. Bones of the jaws free and complete. Oper-

culum distinct. Operculum and pre-operoulum generally with smooth
edge*. Scombridte, Futularida, Oobioida, Lophiida, Labrida.

B.
Normal Group, Halacopterygii. Spines in the dorsal fins soft.

Tribe 4, PUuroneclina. Ventral fins, when existing, inserted uixl r

the pectoral*, and directly suspended to the bones of the shoulder.

AxyuMtda, Kchtnddtc, Uydopltrida, Pleuroneclida, (Jadida.
Tribe 5, Abdominalet. Ventrals suspended behind the pectorals,

and not attached to the bones of the shoulders. Silurida, CypriniJtr,
, Clupcidce, Salmonida:.

Geographical Distribution of Fishes. Thiit branch of ichthyology
is beginning to attract the attention and research which the interest
of the subject demands. Within the last twenty yean the example of
Ynrrell has been followed in many countries, and valuable local mono-
graph* published, with excellent illustrations. In the north of

Europe, bnride* the writing* of Nil-m and Kckstrom, the fishes of
Denmark have been illustrated by Henrik Kroyer. Thono of Belgium
have been carefully examined by M. de Selys Longchamp*. In
that naturalist's 'Faune Beige' fifty-three fresh-water fishes and
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forty-one species inhabiting the tea are enumerated. Of the former,

forty-three live only in fresh-water
;
six in fresh-water, but go to the

mouths of riven in winter; and four live in the sea, but migrate to the
rivers in spring or summer. Of the sea-fishes thirty pass up the Schelde
as far as Antwerp. The fresh-water fishes of Central Europe have

engaged the attention of Agassiz. Freyer has published an account of

those inhabiting Carniola, amounting to thirty two species. Italian

ichthyology has been admirably illustrated by Prince Charles Lucien

Bonaparte. In Asia the fishes of the Caspian have been described by
Eichwald in his 'Fauna Caspic-Caucasica, published in 1841. Those

inhabiting the rivers of Syria have been enumerated by Heckel (1843)
from the collections of Kotschy. Fifty-seven species inhabit the riven
Uroutes and Euphrates, of which no fewer than forty-five are Cyprin <>/".

Indian ichthyology has received valuable contributions from M'Cl. 1-

Und, whose papers have been chiefly published in the 'Calcutta
Journal' In Siebold's 'Fauna Japonic*' (1842) are accounts and

figures of Japanese fishes by Temminck and Schlegel. The most
valuable contribution ever made to our knowledge of the ichthyology
of Eastern Asia was communicated to the British Association at

Cambridge in 1845, in the form of a report on the '

Ichthyology of

China,' by 'Sir John Richardson. From his researches it would

appear that the fishes of that region are not only very numerous as

regards species, but also very valuable on account of the extensive

fisheries there carried on. His remarks on their distribution are

highly interesting. It would appear that chains of islands or coasts

having an east and west extension determine the extent of the range
of species and groups of species. For example, to take the inter-

tropical zone of the ocean, we find a great number of fishes common
to the Red Sea, the coasts of Madagascar, the Mauritius, the Indian

Ocean, the south of Chins, the Philippines, the Malay Archipelago,
the northern coast of Australia, and the whole extent of Polynesia,

including the Sandwich Islands. As regards the generic forms of the
fresh-water fishes, China agrees with the peninsula of India. Were
the vast zone in question, embracing more than two-thirds of the
circumference of the globe, to be suddenly elevated, we BUOU!
the remains of fishes similar everywhere throughout, the species which
have a local distribution being few and unimportant. This result of
Sir John Richardson's researches is of the highest importance when
brought to bear on geological considerations. Sir John Richardson
has also been engaged in the special investigation of the ichthyology
of Australia, and his many valuable memoirs on that subject may be
consulted in the ' Transactions of the Zoological Society,' and in the
' Annals of Natural History.' In Dieffenbach's ' Travels in New
Zealand' (1843), the same indefatigable and philosophic zoologist has

published, in conjunction with Dr. Gray, a list of the fishes of New
Zealand. Ninety-two species are there enumerated. In Smith's
' Illustrations of the Zoology of South Africa,' figures and descriptions
are given of the fishes of the Cape of Good Hope. The researches of
Dr. Peters on the eastern coast of Africa, have made us acquainted
witn the ichthyology of that interesting region. With those of the
northern port of Western Africa we have had ample information in

the valuable memoirs of Lowe on the fishes of Madeira, (' Zoolo-

gical Transactions and Proceedings.')
The labours of Jenyns on the fishes collected during Captain

Fitzroy's voyages have contributed materially to our knowledge of
the ichthyology of the southern extremity of South America, whilst
that of Guyana has been illustrated by Sir Robert Schomburgk, in

the ' Naturalists' Library.' De Kay's
'

Zoology of New York' (1842)
has made us acquainted in detail with the fishes of the United States.

They amount, so for as known, to 440 species, distributed through
156 genera and 32 families. In the State of New York there are
126 Acanthopterygii, 115 Malacopteryyii, 3 Lophobranchii, 18 PUcto-

gnatki, 3 species of sturgeon, and 27 cartilaginous fishes.

The distribution of fishes appears to be determined by the same
laws which regulate that of other aquatic animals. Climate, compo-
sition of the element in which they live (whether salt, brackish, or

fresh), and conformation of the sea or river bed, on which the depth
of water depends, are the great regulating influences. The great
distinctious of form and colour between fishes of tropical and those of

trmperato regions, evince the influence of climate; the fact of the
fisheries for certain species commonly used for food being invariably
conducted in deep water, whilst others can only be maintained among
shallows, shows the influence of depth; the fact pointed out liy Sir

John Richardson that the seas, by ranges of land or reefs extending
for great distances under the same climatat parallel, are peopled by
tile same species of fishes, is an instance of the action of the combined
influences of climate and depth. The distinctness as to genera and
species of the greater number of river and lake fish from those inha-

biting the Hca depends on the second of the three great influences
enumerated that of the composition of the element in which they
live. Urcat depths cut off the range of species even when climatal
conditions arc similar. Hence the fishes of the coast of the United
States are for the most part distinct from those on our own side of
the Atlantic. Some fishes have very limited ranges in depth com-

pared with others, and, generally speaking, it may be assumed that
those having the greatest vertical range (that is, range in depth) have
also the widest horizontal extension, n fact depending on the cup::ity
of such species for living under a greater variety of conditions.
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Barriers of land, as chains of mountains, determining the courses of

rivers, are often the boundaries between two distinct specific assem-

blages of fresh-water fish, and in like manner a very narrow strip of

land may divide two very distinct marine faunas. The distribution
of marine vegetables, affecting the distribution of numerous marine
Invertebrata which feed on those vegetables, and in their turn serve
to furnish food for fishes, will materially affect the distribution of

many species of the latter. So also will the presence of currents, and
even the agency of man, assisting often unintentionally in the con-

veyance of ova from one country to another. Distant regions, pre-

senting similar conditions, such as the arctic and antarctic seas, are
inhabited by species representative but not identical, and presenting
a general aspect very similar, depending on characters of form and
colour, &c. It ia probable also that the fishes inhabiting the greater

depths of tropical seas resemble those of temperate climes, and that
those of the latter in like manner approach arctic forms.
A brief glance at the range and distribution of the principal genera

will best serve to illustrate the above positions.
The lowest and most anomalous of all the species of fishes, the

Branchiottoma, is generally distributed through the seas of Europe.
Only one species is known, yet we cannot but hope that the researches

of the many active naturalists now occupied with the study of marine

zoology will bring to light forms connecting the Lancelet with other

genera. The Myxine, or Glutinous Hag, almost equally strange in form
and structure, is confined to the most northern and most southern

seas, and is replaced in the higher parts of the southern hemisphere
by the equally curious and nearly allied genus Heptatrema. The
Lampreys inhabit the fresh-waters of Europe and North America,
but the species in each are quite distinct. Lcpidosiren, the connecting
link between fishes and reptiles, so dubious in organisation that its

position ii still disputed, is an inhabitant of the west of Africa, and a

genus closely allied has been discovered by Dr. Peters on the eastern
coast of the same continent.

The Rays and Sharks are universally distributed, but many of the

genera and species are very local and apparently regulated in their

range by climatal zones. The seas of Europe can boast of the greater
number, though fortunately the most formidable of the species are

exotics. The largest species, as the great Silachut maximua, the

Basking Shark, are harmless, and have their favourite habitats in the

temperate zone. Size among fishes does not appear to bear any
relation to latitude. Chimaera is northern and southern, extending
from the frigid zone. The Sclerodermi are for the most part southern
and tropical, especially the curious forms of Cestracion and Astracion,

Monacanthui inhabits the American and Chinese seas
; Triodon, the

Indian Ocean
; Tetrodon, Diadon, and Batista have wider ranges.

The typical genus of Pipe-Fishes (Syngnaihut), is cosmopolitan, and has

a very wide geographical distribution. Six species are found in the

British seas, two on the coast of the United States, and Mr. Jenyns
has described new forms from Valparaiso, Tahiti, and Patagonia.
Hippocampus is of the temperate zones of both hemispheres, and in

the tropical seas is replaced by Solenoiloma and Peyasus. The
Sturgeons inhabit the Western European seas, the Caspian, the Black

Sea, and the Mediterranean. Three species are North American.
Of the Eels, Anyutlla, Conger, and Murcena are typical and cosmo-

politan. Gymnarchiu is Egyptian, Gymnotut (the Electrical Eel) South

American, both inhabitants of fresh-water. The osseous flat fishes are

very generally distributed ; the largest species are inhabitants of

northern geas. The Mediterranean boasts of many species of Pleu-

ronecta. Species of Sole are found in both northern and southern

hemispheres. The Gadidie are inhabitants of northern and temperate
seas, and certain species, as the Tusk, do not range farther southward
than Norway and Scotland. Ltpidotteus, one of the few remaining
genera of Sauroid fishes, which appear to have played a most im-

portant part in the waters of ancient geological epochs, is confined to

the rivers of America, and some allied forms to northern Africa. The

herring tribe, Clupeidce, baa a wide distribution, and forms of tbe

typical genus Ctupea are found in the southern as well as in the

northern hemisphere. The species however are locally distributed
;

thus the true Herring is unknown in the Mediterranean, where its

place is taken by the Sardine, and the herrings of the South American
coasts are quite distinct from those of the north. Even within very
limited areas, as in that of the British seas, the species have peculia-
rities of distribution, as we see in the prevalence of the herring,

properly so called, on the coasts of Scotland and in the Irish Sea, while

it is replaced by the Pilchard on the south-west coasts of England
and south of Ireland : the Whitebait is also a remarkable instance of

local distribution. itormyra, Esoccetnt, and Esox are the typical
forms of pikes ;

the first is North African ;
the flying fishes are

oceanic and Mediterranean, and the pikes proper are inhabitants

of the temperate zones. The restricted genus Esox is confined to

fresh water.

The important family of Kalmonidce has its most valuable members
in northern regions, some with a wide range, the same species of trout

occurring in Lapland and in Switzerland. In North America the

Trout* are represented by very similar but distinct species. M'Clel-

land has described a true salmon from India inhabiting the tributaries

of the Oxus. Thin instance however does not affect the essentially

temperate and subarctic character of the distribution of iheSalmonuhc,

for this Indian species was found at an elevation of 11,000 feet,
where we must expect to find temperate forms prevail. Jenyns has
made known a peculiar genus of Salmonidce, which he has named
Aplochiton, inhabiting the seas of the Falkland Islands and Tierra
del Fuego. ajore is a genus constituted by De Kay, and confined to

the United States. The Argentines are Mediterranean, and Stemoptyx
is oceanic.

Among the most characteristic fishes of the fresh waters of tropical
countries are the Siluridce, which abound in the regions of Central

Asia, where almost all the species of the typical genus SUums occur.
A single oifset finds its way to Europe. Pimelodus and Ccdlichthys
are American genera of this family; the electrical Malapterurus,
North African ; Loricaria, South American. Equally interesting and
well marked in distribution is the fresh-water family Cyprinida. The
true Carps are characteristic of the Old World ; Vatastoma and

Anableps of the New World.
Of the Acanthopterygious Fishes the genera Centrisciis and Fistu-

laria are, with the exception of a single Mediterranean species,

tropical. The genera of Labridce have well-marked provinces. Thus
the numerous species of Scarus are grouped together in tropical seas,

being replaced in temperate regions by Labrus&nd Crenilabrus. There
are offsets however of each. The frog-fishes Lophius and Chironectes

are chiefly represented in Africa and South America. A single

Lophius is a native of European seas. De Kay enumerates seven

Lop/tiadre as inhabitants of the United States, and Richardson has

described some Australian species. The Goby tribe prevails in Europe
and Asia. Some of the species of Gobiua are remarkable for the

depth at which they live. The Blennies are truly European, with

very few exceptions. The Gunnels are mostly of northern seas.

Some species of the Goby tribe inhabit fresh water, as the geuus
Tienioides, which is found in marshes in India. Comeptwus lives

in Lake Baikal, and one or two species of Gobius proper live in rivers.

The Mugiloida are very generally extended. They have been said

to be absent from North America, but this is incorrect, four species
of Mugil inhabiting the United States. Atherina is also a cosmopo-
litan genus.
The Labyrinthiform Pharyngeans are essentially tropical, being all

natives of the eastern regions of Asia. Their organisation is pecu-

liarly adapted to their climatal range. The Teuthyes are fishes of

warm climates, and many species inhabit the Australasian seas. The
Mackerel tribe includes a number of genera, which have very various

areas of distribution. Among them the Dolphins (Coryphcena) are

Mediterranean and oceanic ;
the Dories (Zeus) mostly European ;

Vomer, exotic
; Notacanthus, arctic ; Lichia, Mediterranean. Scomber

and the allied typical genera of the tribe are mostly cosmopolitan.
The Chetodons are essentially equatorial.
The family of Sparoidece gives the most prominent feature to the

ichthyology of the Mediterranean and seas of Southern Europe.
Payrus has a wide range, but chiefly through warm regions. The

Scienoidea;, very numerous in species, are mostly equatorial. The

important family of Triglidce, of which the Gurnard is the type, has

a very extensive distribution. The true Gurnards are mostly Euro-

pean ; Scorpcma ranges from Europe to Australia. PLatycephalus is

peculiarly Indian. Kebaates is a genus of the Old World, with one or

two exceptions.
The Percidce, chief of the Acanthopterygious families, is partly

composed of marine and partly of fresh-water genera. The genus
Perca is characteristic of the northern temperate zone. Mesoprion,

Diacope, Plectropomut, and Serranus are cosmopolitan. Mullus and

Paralepis are European genera, llolocentris, Myripriitia, Priacanthus,
and Dtdes are represented in both hemispheres. Ambassia is an Indian

fresh-water genus. Percophis, Pinyuipet, Centrarchus, and Pomotis

are American. Beryx, Trachichtes, Helotes, Pelotea, and Chironeina

are Australian.

Point Fishes.^In the study of extinct fishes the structure of the

scales is of first importance, and according to their particular cha-

racters the whole of the fossil species have been divided. M. Agassiz
makes four orders, each of which contains fishes having a cartilaginous
skeleton ;

in each there are genera the species of which have

spinous rays in the dorsal fin, and other genera where all the rays of

the dorsal fin are soft. There are likewise in each order both apodal
and abdominal genera ; and in two of the orders there are in addition

certain species in which the ventral fins are thoracic, and others in

which they are jugular. These four orders are named by M. Agassiz

Placoides, Ganoides, Ctenoidts, and Cycloidei.
The name Placoides (from irAa, a plate or slab) was applied to the

first of these orders on account of the irregularity which the solid tegu-

mentary parts present. They consist of masses of enamel, which are

often of considerable size, and sometimes minute. To this family

belong the Cestracionites, of which there is but one existing genus

(the genus Cestracion), the Squalidce, Raidte, and Cyclostomi.

The second order, Ganoides (from yavbs, splendour), are distin-

guished by the angular form of the scales; these are composed of

layers of corneous or osseous substances, disposed one upon the

other and covered by a thick coat of enamel, and consequently
resemble teeth in their structure. This order contains the following

families : Lepidoidei, all the species of which are fossil
;
the Sau-

roide, which are also fossil, with the exception of two genera, Lepieostcua
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ml PolfpKrui; the Pyettodonta, likewise fotdl; the Scltrodtrmi,
GymuadoiUtt, Lopkobrmckii, Goniodoatet, SUnrida, and Sturuma.

la the third order, Ctatoidet (from KTIHH, a oomb), the scale* consist
of lamina whose posterior and free margin it pectinated. A struc-

ture very evident in the Chtetodons and Flat-Fishes (PUnronrcti<ltt),
which M. Agassi* thinks ought to be placed close together. In this
order are also arranged the Percida, Polyacanthet, Sciamuhr, Sparida,
Scorpmuda; and A /*ow*.

Order four, Cyttoidtt (from KA<M, a circle). The families which

belong to thia order have the scale* formed of simple lamina;, with
the posterior margin smooth. The scales of the lateral line are
formed like the others, but instead of flat laminae they consist of
ducts placed one within the other, of which the retiring portion,
which is applied against the disc of the scale, forms the tube through
which flows the mucous secretion which covers the fish. This tube is

sometimes bifurcate, or even ramified. The Labrida, Mugilidtr,
Atkerina, Scombrida, Gadida, Gobiada, Muramida, Lucioida, Salmo-

ni<l<e, Clupei<l<r, and Cyprintda belong to this tribe.

In his work entitled ' Kecherches sur les Poissons Fossiles'
M. Agas*iz has employed this arrangement in his description of Fossil
Fishes. At the request of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, M. Agasaiz has drawn up a list of fishes occurring in

the British strata, and
}
we subjoin an abstract of this report The

geological classification' is that developed in the articles PAL.EOZOIC
SERIKS and SALIFKROUS SYSTEM.

TABLE I. General 2>ittribution of Ike Orders of Fossil Pithtt.
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Cestraciontes.

Ctenoplychiut, 1 species.

GAXOID FISHES.

Lepidoides.

Diptertu, \ species.

Oiteolepii, 4 species.

Acanthodet, 1 species.

Diplacanthui, 4 species.

Cheiracanthus, 3 species.

CJieirolepis, 3 species.

Cephalatpit, 4 species.

Pterichihyt, 8 species.

Coccottetw, 3 species.

Chelonichthyi, 2 species.

Sauroides.

Dlploptcrut, 3 species.

Platygnathut, 3 species.

Dendrodut, 3 species.

iMmnodui, 1 species.

Oricodiw, 1 species.

Megalichthyt, 1 species.

Coslacanthes.

Holoptychins, 5 species.

Glyptottew, 2 species.

Pkyllolepit, 1 species.

Glyptolepit, 2 species.

Carboniferous Syttein.

PLACOID FISHES.

Ichthyodorulites.

Onchiu, 6 species.

Ctenacanthut, 6 species.

Ptychacanthui, 1 species.

Sphenacanthia, \ species.

Atteroptychius, 2 species.

Phyionemiu, 1 species.

ffyracan/hui, 4 species.

Oracanthui, 4 species.

Leptacantlna, 2 species.

Trutychiui, 1 species.

Cladacanthus, 1 species.

Cricacantltiu, 1 species.

Orthacanthui, 1 species.

Pleuracanlhtu, 3 species.

Cestraciontes.

Ormluf, 2 species.

Helodtu, 9 species.

Chomatodm, 3 species.

GANOID Fism:-.

Lepidoides.

Acanthodes, 1 species.

Amblypterut, 3 species.

Palcemiteiu, 6 species.

Eurynotut, 2 species.

Platyomtu, 1 specie*.

Plectrolepu, 1 species.

Sauroides.

Megalichthyi, 2 species.

Diploptenu, 2 species.

Pygoptenu, 3 species.

Arrotepit, \ species.

Oroynalhui, 1 species.

Graptolepia, \ species.

Pododui, 1 species.

Ccelacanthes.

Cmlacanthiw, 2 species.

Holoptychiiu, 8 species.

Ifiijilvpygut, \ species.

Ifroncmut, 1 species.

Phyllolepis, 1 species.

Permian Sylem.

PLACOID FISHEH.

Ichthyodorulites.

Gyi-oprittii, 1 species.

GAXOID FISHES.

Lepidoides.

Palaonitcui, 5 species.

J'l'ttyiomut, 3 specie.i.

Saui '
>

Ai-rolfpii, 1 species.

Pyyoptcrut, 2 species.

Coalacanthes.

Coelacant/ius, 1 species.

Triatsic System.

PLACOID FISHES.

Ichthyodorulites.

Hybodus, 1 species.

Nemacanthus, 2 species.

Leiacantliua, 1 species.

Cestraciontes.

Acrodta, 1 species.

Ceratodus, 10 species.

Hybodontes.

ffybodus, 1 species.

GANOID FISHES.

Lepidoides.

Gyroltpii, 3 species.

Pateoniicus, 1 species.

Sauroides.

Saurichlhys, 3 species.

(N.B. Agassiz includes the Bone-
bed at the base of the Lias in

the Triassic System.)

Oolitic Syttem.

PLACOID FISHES.

Ichthyodorulites.

Leptacanlhits, 3 species.

Nemacanthui, 1 species.

Myriacanlhiu, 3 species.

Atteracanthut, 5 species.

Jlybodut, 13 species.

Prittacanthut, 1 species.

Cochliodas, 5 species.

Piammodut, 4 species.

Poxilodiu, 6 species.

Pleurodut, 2 species.

CtenoptychiiM, 8 species.

Clenodut, 3 species.

Pttalodta, 8 species.

Hybodontes.

Cladodut, 8 species.

Diplodtu, 2 species.

Squalid es.

Carckaroptit, 1 species.

Cydarthiiu, 1 species.

Squaloraia, 1 species.

Chimerides.

Chimasra, 11 species. (This in-

cludes several generic groups of

Egerton.)

GAHOID FISHES.

Lepidoides.

Dapediiu, 7 species.

Telragonolepii, 14 species.

Cenlrolepu, 1 species.

Amblgurut, \ species.

Semionotiu, 1 species.

Lepidottu, 13 species.

Pftolidophorat, 12 species.

Xothotomut, 1 species.

Ophioptii, 2 species.

Sauroides.

Engnathui, 13 species.

Ptycholepit, 1 species.

Conodus, 1 species.

Pachycormut, 9 species.

Caturui, 3 species.

Thrasonotus, 1 species.

AmUyiemiui, 1 species.

Sauropsii, 2 species.

Leptolepii, 4 species.

Saurottomus, 1 species.

Aspidorhynchiu, 2 species.

iuf, 1 species.

Cuclacauthes.

Ctenolepit, 1 species.

Oyroiteui, 1 species.

Pycnodontes.

Gyrodui, 6 species.

Sp/usrodiu, 3 species.

Gyronchiis, 1 species.

Microdon, 2 species.

Periodus, 1 species.

Pymodus, 13 species.

Acipenserides.

Chondrostem, 1 species.

Cretaceous System.

PLACOID FISHES.

Ichthyodorulites.

Ptychodtu, 5 species.

flybodus, 1 species.

Chimcera, 1 species.

Spinax, 1 species.

Cestracioutes.

Ptychodus, 5 species.

Acrodus, 1 species.

Slrophodut, 2 species.

Squalides.

Scylliodui, 1 species.

Notidanus, 2 species.

Cora.r, 1 species.

Otodm, 1 species.

O.n/rhina, 1 species.

Lamna, 3 species.

Chimerides.

Chimcera, 5 species.

GANOID FISHES.

Lepidoides.

Ltpidotus, 1 species.

Sauroides.

Caturta, 1 species.

Ccelacanthes.

Macropoma, 2 species.

Pycnodontes.

d crotemniw, 1 species.

Gyrodn*, 4 species.

Pycnodiw, 5 species.

Sp/uerodus, I species.

Sclerodermes.

Dercctit, 1 species.

Cestraciontes.

.4cro<itt, 8 species.

Ceratodtw, 1 species.

Slropliodui, 6 species.

Hybodontes.
Jfybodw, 10 species.

Splienonckui, 3 species.

Squalides.

Thyellina, 1 species.

Oxyrhina, 1 species.

Raies.

Arthropterug, 1 species.

CTENOID FISHES.

Percoides.

Beryx, 3 species.

CYCLOID FISHES.

Ifypiodon, 1 species.

Enchodut, 1 species.

Saurocephattti, 2 species.

Satirodon, 1 species.

Tetrapterut, 1 species.

Acroynathut, 1 species.

Aulolepis, 1 species.

Oimeroidcs, 2 species.

Tertiary System.

PLACOID FISHES.

Raies.

Myliobatei, 16 species.

Zyyobatet, 1 species (Crag.).

Aetobates, 2 species.

Pristit, 3 species.

/Jaio, 1 species.

Squalides.

Notidanus, 1 species.

C/lypltit, 1 species.

Carcharodon, 2 species.

Note. In the preceding Lists the

as given by Agassiz.

Otodns, 2 species.

Lamna, 1 species (Crag.).

Chimerides.

Elasmodns, 1 species.

Edaphodon, 3 species.

Passalodon, 1 species.

Ptal-iodm, 1 species.

GANOID FISHES.

Pycuodontes.

Pymodus, 1 species.

Periodna, 1 species.

Gyrodus, 1 species.

Phyllodus, 6 species.

Piiodns, 1 species.

Acipenserides.

Acipenser, 1 species.

CTENOID FISUES.

Percoides.

Myripristis, 1 species.

Cosloperca, 1 species.

Euryijnathus, 1 species.

Podocephalus, 1 species.

Synojihrys, 1 species.

Brachygnathus, 1 species.

Percostoma, 1 species.

Sparoides.

Sciwnwus, 2 species.

Teuthies.

Ptycliocephalus, 1 species.

Pomapltractus, 1 species.
'

Calopomus, 1 species.

CTCLOID (ACANTHOI'TEKYGIOCS)
FISHES.

Scomberoides.

Cybium, 1 species.

Codopoma, 2 species.

Bothrosteus, 3 species.

Phalaerus, 1 species.

Jikonchiw, 1 species.

Ec/ienue, 1 species.

Scombrimts, 1 species.

Caelocephalus, 1 species.

Naupyyus, 1 species.

Xiphioides.

Terotp(ena, 1 species.

CaslorhyndiUi, 2 species.

P/iasyanus, 1 species.

Acestrus, 1 species.

Sphyi'senoides.

Sphyrcenodua, 2 species.

Labroides.

Auchenilabrus, 1 species.

Blennioides.

Laparus, 1 species.

CYCLOID (MALACOPTEBYGIOUS)
FISHES.

Scomberesoces.

ffypsodon, 2 species.

Labrophagns, 1 species.

Clupeides.
Halecopsia, 1 species.

Afeyalops, 1 species.

Characins.

Brychctus, 1 species.

Gadoides.

Khinoccphalus, 1 species.

Merlinus, 1 specie?.

Ampheristus, 1 species.

Goniognathus, 1 species.

Anguilliformes.

Rhynchorhinus, 1 species.

(Doubtful Family.)

Pachycepludus, 1 species.

Bliipidolejiis, 1 species.

Glyptocephalus, 1 species.

Gadopsis, \ species.

Loxostomus, 1 species.

French titles of the families arc retained,



FISH. FISH.

The following description of aome of these fishes, from ProfoHor

Ansted's picturesque .Sketches of Creation,' will give the general
reader an idea of the formi assumed by some of the extinct fishe*

of our own island :

" The tribe of existing PUooid Fishes most resembling those whose

remain* are found foasil. is that of which the Sharks are the well-

known repreaentativea. These powerful and rapacious animals, which

are at this day the tyrants of the deep, seem to have been, when first

introduced, of small size, and were accompanied by some few species
of the next or Ganoid order. Only nine species of these Shark-like

monsters hare yet been determined with certainty from the Silurian

and Devonian rocks, and of these two only are from the former. It

is chiefly the Oanoid Fishes whose remains are handed down to us in

the Old Red-Sandstone and other rocks of that period. Sixty distinct

species of these fishes have been mentioned ;
and almost all of them

are known from British specimens. Most of them are remarkable for

exhibiting strange peculiarities of shape, approximating them in some
instances to the structure of the lower orders of animals, combined
with some apparent affinities to the class of reptiles. The most
remarkable group of these fishes contains several genera, three of

which will require special notice : they are the Cephalatpit, or

Buckler-Headed ; the Pterichlhyi, or Wing-Fish ; and the Coccottetu,

so called from the berry-like tubercles with which its bony scales are

covered.
" The most extraordinary part of the first of these fishes, the

Buckler-Headed, is the head, from which its name is taken. This
has been compared to the crescent-shaped blade of a saddler's cutting-

knife, the body forming the handle. It is extremely broad and flat,

extending on each side considerably beyond the body, and the bones

appear to have been firmly soldered together, so as to form one shield,

the whole head being thus apparently covered by a single plate of

enamelled bone, and when seen detached from the body, hardly to be

distinguished from the head of a trilobite. The body, compared with
this singular head, appears extremely diminutive ; the back is arched,
and gradually recedes in elevation towards the tail, which is of mode-
rate length ; the fins are few in number, and not very powerful, but

appear to have possessed a bony ray in front, the rest of the fin being
more fibrous. The whole body was covered with scales, which varied

in shape in different parts, and seem to have been disposed in series.

This fish never seems to have attained a large size, the best preserved
specimen having only a length of seven inches, with a breadth of three

inches between the points of the crescent-shaped buckler. It has

been supposed by Professor Agassiz that the singular shape of the
head served as a defence to this animal in case of attack ; and one
can readily imagine that the soft substance of the Orthoceratites,

probably the largest and most formidable of its enemies, would be

injured by any attempt to swallow so singular and knife-like an animal
as the one before us. Like many and indeed most of the species

belonging to the Qanoid order of fishes, and common in the older

rocks, the bones of the head and the scales of this strange monster
were composed internally of a comparatively soft bone, but each was
coated with a thick and solid plate of enamel of extreme hardness,
and almost incapable of injury by any ordinary amount of violence.

The detached scales, the buckler bead, and sometimes the complete
outline of the animal have thus been able to resist destruction, and
are found in sandy rocks composed of such coarse fragments that
their accumulation would seem to have been accompanied with vio-

lence sufficient to have crushed to powder almost any remains of

organised matter, and from which indeed we never obtain any frag-
ments of shell* or other easily-injured substances. The remains of
this tish have been found in Herefordshire and many parts of Wales,
as well as in Scotland, and lately also in Russia

; but the animal was

strictly confined to the period of the Old Red-Sandstone, though it is

not easy to giu>n what may have been its habits, in what depth of
water it preferred to live, or in what way it obtained its food.

" The Pleneklhyi is even more strikingly different from any existing

prcies of animal than the singular monster we have just been

describing. Reverting to the graphic description of Mr. Miller, we
find it compared to the figure of a man rudely drawn, the head cut
off by the shoulders

;
the arms spread out at full length as in the atti-

tude of swimming ; the body rather long than otherwise, and narrow-

ing from the chest downwards; one of the legs cut away at the hip-
joint, and the other, as if to preserve the balance, placed directly
under the centre of the figure, which it seems to support Something
of this appearance i indeed pmvnted in the fossil remains of these

creatures, once the tenants of the sea in our own latitude
;
but we

are now able to describe with more minuteness, if not so vividly, the
real nature of the animal It was of small size, not more than a few
inches or a foot in length ; its head and body were defended by strong
plates of bone, coated with enamel

;
and iU shape and proportions

were singularly unlike those of ordinary fishes, the head being small,
and the body much flattened but swelling out immediately at the

junction of the head and neck, and gradually tapering thence towards
the tail. From the junction of the head and body there extended
that pair of ningular paddles, or wings, from which the genus ha*
been named, and which have been supposed to answer the same pur-
pone as the horns of the

crescent-shaped
shield of the Crphatatpit,

and to defend the animal from the attacks of its soft-mouthed enemies.

Besides those paddles, which were hard and pointed, and nearly as

long as the body, at least some species of Plcrichthyi seem to have
been provided with another smaller pair extending from the part
where the body is attached to the tail ; and it is thought that this

second pair of wing* may be the remains of anal fins, the other pair

representing the pectoral fins. The body, like the head, was certainly
covered on the upper side by hard plates, accurately fitting one
another, but the lower part both of the head and body was probably
defended by tough skin, capable of distension, and enabling the crea-

ture to swallow prey of large size. The position of the mouth is not
known with certainty, but it may have been formed by a transverse

slit, covered by thick fleshy lips, situated round the edge of the plate
which defended the head

;
this position, and the absence of teeth,

readily accounting for the difficulty there is in discovering remains of
it in imperfect specimens. The eyes and the apertures of the nostrils

were probably extremely small, and placed on the edge of the broad

plate, the only indication of the head hitherto met with. The tail

was not long, but seems to have been thick and conical, and covered
with scales overlapping each other like the tiles on the roof of a
house.

" The departure from the general form of most fishes in this

animal is so remarkable, that, when first discovered, it was looked

upon by some naturalists as an insect, by others as a crustacean, and
by others again it was thought to be connected with reptiles, owing
to the singular resemblance of one small species to the shell of a
tortoise. Strange as it undoubtedly is however in all respects, this

genus forms one of an extinct family of fishes, and it is allied to the
other genera of its class by the genus Coccottetu, which at one time
was thought still more anomalous. The Coccoiteiu is entirely with
out the wing-like projections which characterise the Pttrichthyt, and
while when seen, as in ordinary specimens, lying on its back and crushed,
it appears to bear no resemblance to any fish or other animal,
recent or extinct; it was not in reality much unlike many well-known
fishes in its general outline, although so oddly coated with large broad

plates, which were studded with enamel instead of scales.
" The head of the Coccotteui was large, broad, and high, nearly cir-

cular in shape, covered by several plates, and attached to the body by
a very small articulating surface, resembling in this the insects, and

departing widely from the fishes. The jaws are large in proportion,
and armed with very strong pointed teeth

;
the mouth opened as in

the cod and other well-known fishes, and no doubt rendered the
animal sufficiently formidable

;
and the lower part of the head seems

to have been covered with a tough membrane capable of distension,
and enabling the animal to swallow very large bodies ; the upper part
of the body was chiefly covered by one large plate, and the lower

part by four plates of rather curious shape. The tail was large, and
much longer than the body, and was provided with two small fins.

The detached plates, more especially those which covered the body,
are frequently found fossil in certain localities of the Old Red-Sand-
stone. The fishes just described form together one of several groups
characteristic of the period we are now considering. But another

group also, containing four genera, is worthy of notice, as contrasting
strongly with the Cephalatpidet (as the former are called), and instead
of being clothed with large plates, these are recognised by the

extremely minute scales with which the fish belonging to it are
covered. These scales give to the skin an appearance very strikingly
resembling shagreen." The size of the fishes thus brought together is generally small,
and their shape is squat and awkward, the head being large, and the

body dwindling away to a very small tail They have however largo
teeth, and must have been powerful if not very rapid fishes. Their
fins offer some peculiarities, being formed of a multitude of delicate-

jointed rays, generally terminated by one very powerful ray or spine,
sometimes simply planted in the flesh, sometimes articulated to bone.
Both this group and the former are entirely confined to the first

epoch, and almost entirely to the particular period of the Old Red-
Sandstone.

" Another group of these ancient fishes (Dipterians) is remarkable
for the great magnitude to which the fins were developed, and the
fact that in all of them the fins on the back and below the tail are
double. The jaws of these animals were provided with sharp pointed
teeth

;
the head inclosed as if in a box of cartilage coated with enamel,

and the scales of the body are in some species so large as not to have

required more than half a dozen to reach from head to tail. This
however was by no means a general character

;
and the presence of

prominent spines supporting and defending the fins is probably more
essential It is probable that almost, if not all, the fishes of this

family of Dipterians were more rapid swimmers and more voracious
than those of the former two families. They are all however of small
size. Besides these there is another family, chiefly developed in tho
latter part of the period, and attaining a larger size. One of the
members of this group has been named Jfoloptychiut, and is confined
to the Devonian period. Its head was small compared with the size

of the body, whose proportions were so robust, and its covering of

large, rounded, deeply-wrinkled scales, on so grand a scale as almost
to deserve being called gigantic. The actual measurement of the body
in one complete specimen is 30 inches by upwards of 12 inches. The
jaws wore of bone coated with naked enamel ; a row of thickly-net
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pointed teeth fringed the lips, and within this row another, whose
bulk was at least twenty times as great. The other genus, Meyalich-
thys, was perhaps more strikingly characteristic of the next succeeding
period, during which the Carboniferous Limestone and Coal were

being deposited ; and it may therefore be as well to postpone for the

present any description of it."

(Owen, Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, vol. ii. ; Yarrell, British

Fishes ; Agassiz, Recherches mr les Poissons Fossiles ; Agassiz, Report on
the Fossil Fish of the Devonian System ; Transactions of British Asso-

ciation, 1842
; Richardson, Report on the present Stateof the Ichthyology

of New Zealand, ib. ; Agassiz, Synoptical Table of British Fossil Fishes,
ib. 1843 ; Agassiz, Sur let Poissons Fossiles de VArgile de Londres, ib.

1844.)
FISH-LICE. [CAUCUS.]
FISHES, FOSSIL. [FiSH.l
FISHING-FROG. [Lopnius.]
FISSIROSTRES, the Swallow Tribe of Birds, distinguished by a

very broad bill with a very wide gape, and small and feeble feet.

They belong to the order Insessortt, or Perchers, and take their food
on the wing. [HIRUNDINID^; ; INSESSORES.]
FISSURELLID.E, a family of Prosobranchiate Gasteropodous

Mnllusca. This family constitutes a very natural transition from
the Limpets [PATELLID^E], to the completely spiral univalve shells.

All the species of this family are remarkable for some solution of

continuity in the shell, either a perforation or a slit in the region of

the vent. The form of their shells is more or less conical, with
indications of a rudimentary spire at the apex, which often disappears
with increasing age. The animals have well-developed heads, with
short muzzles and subulate tentacles, at the external bases of which
are the eyes placed on rudimentary pedicles.

This family embraces the genera Fisiurella, Emarginvia, Punctu-

retta, Parmophorus, and Rimuia.
The Fiisurellce, which Cuvier places among the Scutibranches, his

seventh order of Gasteropoda, have a large fleshy disc or foot

beneath the belly, like the Patella, and a conical shell fixed upon
the middle of the back, but not always entirely covering it, for this

shell is pierced at its summit with a small aperture, generally oval,

which, according to Cuvier, serves at the game time as a passage for

the water necessary to respiration and as an outlet for the excrements.
This aperture penetrates into the cavity of the branchuc situated on
the fore part of the back, and in the bottom of which the vent

discharges itself. This cavity is, besides, widely opened above the

head. There is on each side, symmetrically disposed, a pectinated
bronchia or gill. The tentacula are conical, at the external bases of

which the eyes are situated. The sides of the foot are fringed with

filaments. Dr. Gray says,
" In the young state of the Fissurellce,

the hole by which the faeces pass out of the shell is placed a little

in front of its recurved and spiral apex ; in this state it has been

formed into a genus under the names of Rimuia and Puncturella.

But as the animal grows, the hole enlarges in size backwards, and
the true apex being absorbed, the hole appears in the adult shell

to be placed on the tip, and in some species even to extend
behind it."

The muscular impression ia in the form of a horse-shoe, with the

opening in front.

Animal of Fisiurella.

Shell of Fintirella.

De Blainville thus arranges the genus :

o. Species which have the middle part of the borders of the

opening excavated as it were, so that when placed upon a flat

surface, they only touch it at their extremities. Ex. Fissure!'"

nimbota.

Deshayea observes that the synonymy of this species hag been

very faulty from the time of Linnaeus downwards
;
and he remarks

that three species are confounded under Patella nimbosa in the 12th

edition of the *

Systema Natura).' Deshayes adds that the species
was named in Lamarck's collection, and that he has seen it, and
therefore knows what Lamarck meant by his Fissurella nimbosa.

The figure from which our cut is taken, that of Martini I. t. xi.

f. 91-92, is one of those references which Deshayes would leave

untouched as indicating the species.

Fissurella nimbosa.

. Species more depressed, &c., so that when placed upon a flat

surface, the extremities are raised, forming a kind of canal. Ex.

Fissurella rosea. Locality, Guyana, &c.

Fissurella roiea.

y. Conical species with horizontal borders.

Locality, Mediterranean and Atlantic.

Ex. Fissurella Greeca.

Fitturella Oraca.

The distribution and habits of the Fissurellida; are the same as those

of Patella. Like that genus, Fissurella is littoral, and has been found

at depths ranging from the surface to 25 fathoms.

The following species are described as British by Messrs. Forbes

and Hanley : Fisiurella reticulata, Puncturelta Noachina, Emaryinula
reticulata, E. rosea, E. crassa.

Genera, Emarginula and Parmophorus. Cuvier observes that the

EmaryinuUe have exactly the same structure as the Fissurella, with

this exception, that the former, instead of the aperture at the apex
of the shell, have in their mantle and shell a small slit or notch at

their anterior border, which opens into the branchial cavity. The
borders of the mantle envelop and cover a great portion of those

of the shell.

The eyes are situated upon a tubercle at the external bases of the

conical tentacula. The edges of the foot are furnished with a row of

filaments. G. B. Sowerby observes that " the animal of the Fismrella

is very nearly related to that of Emarginula, as the shell is to the

Emaryinula itself ;
the fissure in the anterior margin of the latter

serving for the same purposes as the perforation in the vertex of the

former. One difference however is peculiarly observable, which is that

in Emarginula the vertex is directed posteriorly, contrariwise to that

of Fissurella ; for Lamarck is mistaken in speaking of the notch or

fissure in the edge of Emarginula as posterior." Of Parmophorus
Cuvier says that, like the Emarginula;, its shell is covered for a consi-

derable portion by the turned-up edges of the mantle ;
this shell he

describes as oblong, slightly conical, and without hole or notch. The

branchia; and the rest of the organs are the same as they are in the

two preceding genera. G. B. Sowerby thus writes upon this point

( 'Genera of Shells ') :

"
Emaryinula is more nearly related to Fissw-

rella than to Patella, inasmuch as its branchiae are not external, and

the little fissure or notch in the anterior edge is only the termination

of a narrow canal, that serves the same purpose in this shell as the

perforation in the summit of Fissurella. It is observable that

Lamarck has placed Emaryinula next to Parmophorus, without

seeming to have remarked the very great resemblance of the animals

to each other; we have thought ourselves justified, both by the

characters of the shells and of the animals, in uniting them ;
this may

be objected to perhaps on account of the great difference in general

form ;
but we answer that there are some species of Lamarckian

Emarginula, one of which we have figured, which approach very

nearly to Blainville's Parmophorus in shape. Another objection may
raise from the apparent want of the anterior fissure in Parmophorus
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but it will be seen that the anterior edge of the shell is always some-

what emarginate, while in the situation of the bronchia*, the anterior

fissure in the mantle of the animal, and in the position of the vertex

in the shell, they exactly resemble each other ; we therefore consider

the Parmopkori of Blainville and Lamarck as elongated and com-

prated EmaryinuUr." Deshayes, in hi edition of Lamarck (1836), thus

i Tpronsos his opinion :

" Cuvicr was the first who gave anatomical

details of the genus Kmaryinula, and he made it appear how much

analogy existed between it and Fumrrlla. There exists, nevertheless,

between these two genera sufficient differences to warrant their con-

tinuance in systematic arrangement. But it is not so with regnnl to

Parmopkortu. M. de Blainville, to whom we owe this lost genus,
and who was the first to make the animal known, had judiciously

preconceived the necessity of its junction with Emarginula. In

fact, not only have the ouinmla of the two genera a perfect

analogy, and not only can they be with difficulty distinguished
in some cases and in some species, but the shells themselves,
as might have been supposed h priori, offer some passages from
the one genus to the other, the number of which will be aug-
mented by new researches. When we have before us a fairly complete
series of living and fossil species belonging to the two genera the

following observations occur : The two fossil species of Parmophorut
have no trace of a marginal notch ; Parmophoria Australia has the

anterior border a little depressed in the middle, aud within the shell

is to be seen, corresponding with this depression, a small crest indi-

cating the separation of the mautle. Among the species of Emargin ulit

brought home by Messrs. Quay and Qoimard there is one which they
name Parmopholda, and which would seem to be entirely deprived
of a marginal notch. In the Subemarginula of M. de Blainville the

shells have no longer this notch, but they have within a deep ridge

(Hilton) in the place of it. In other species, as in Emarginula rubra

of Lamarck and E. elegant of M. Defrance, the small interior ridge is

terminated on the border by a very short notch
;
and from this

commencement to the termination of the series of species we see

this notch become deeper and deeper, and change at lost into a deep
slit occupying one half of the height of the shell." After dwelling

upon the differences of the shells in other points of external form,
M. Deshayes observes that the general aspect of the shells leads the

zoologist to separate the genera, while the structure of the animals
tends to fuse them into one, and thus concludes :

" M. Sowerby has

come, as we have before said, to this conclusion, and in his ' Genera
of Shells' has united the Parmophori to the Emarginulcc. This

example will without doubt be followed by other zoologists."
We entirely agree in this conclusion, and consider the following

arrangement of Emarginula; by De Blainville as merely arbitrary,
and calculated to assist the conchologist and fossil zoologist in his

subdivision of this molluscous form.

Animal of Emnrginula.

Shell of Emerfinula (E. arnica).

a. Species whose notch is in the middle of the back of the shell, and
far from reaching the edge. (Kimula ? or Kimulaire > of Defrance.)
Kx. Emarginula, BlainriUii.

marginula Bltmrillii.

P. Compressed species, whose anterior border is deeply notched, and
the summit strongly marked. (Les Entoilles.) Kx. Emarginula
flitura.

y. S|..-cies utill more compressed, whose anterior border is only bent
into a gutter, and whose summit is still evident. (NubemaryintU<e.)
Kx. Emnrginula emargtnata.

Emarpinula Jiuura.

a, natural slw
; t, mifpilficd ; f, tn(tniBed, the shell turned up, showing the

animal In titu.

fmarginata.

S. Species very much depressed ; the summit very little developed
and prtemedian, with a small notch. Ex. Emarginula depntta.

Einarginula dtprtua.

Parmophorut (Scutum of De Montfort). Kx. P. Autlralit, syn.

clonyatui (Patella ambigua, Linn.)

Localities, seas of Australia and New Zealand.

fannopliona Australis.

Emarginula and Parmophoriu are littoral shells like Patella, and
their habits ore similar to those of the last-named genus. Emargi-
nula has been found at depths ranging from the surface to 11

fathoms.

fouil FaiureHidte.Q. B. Sowerby says that a few fossil species
are found in the truly marine formations above the Chalk. Deshayes,
in his Tablex, enumerates 33 living species and 8 fossil (tertiary).
Of these, P. (Jrtrea, J>. coitaria, and P. ncglecta, he states to be both

living (the two former in the European and Indian oceans, and tin-

Utter in the Mi-diti-rninean) and fossil, in the pliocene (all three) and
mioceue (the two latter) periods of Lyell (Sicily, Italy in the sub-

Apeunine beds, English Crag, and Totirniue). He mentions three

Sicilian specios, three Italian (Hub-Apemiine beds), one in tin- I'.n^lirli

Crag, two at Dax, two in Touraine, two at Angers, and four at I

The Fiuurella Noachina of Deshayes, Patella Noac/timt ( Ly<-H, i*

living in the northern seas, and found fossil in Sweden and Norway.
It appears to be between a FitiurcUa and an Emarginula, and it is not

iin|Ht<iblc that it may be a Fiuuretta in a young state.

O. B. Sowerby (' Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells') observes that

the fossil Emarginula are scarce.
"
They occur," odds that author,

"
in the calcaire grosser and its contemporary strata ;

in the crag of

Suffolk, Essex, and Norfolk
;
and in the Bath oolite. They are very

elegant little fossils, particularly Lamarck's K. ctyptato. We cannot

consider his P. elongatut as a species of this genus, for its verti-x in

anterior, as its muscular impression demonstrates; consequently wo
find in it no mark of a canal at either end

;
it must therefore be

classed with Palill'i."

Deshayes, in his Tables, gives 7 living species of Emarginula, and
11 fossil (tertiary), one, E.fiuwa. an inhabitant of tho European and
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Mediterranean seas, fossil in the Crag at Bordeaux and Dax, and at

Paris (Pliocene, Miocene, and Eocene periods of Lyell). De la Beche
enumerates two in the Blue Maria of the south of France, namely, one

closely approaching E. Jisiura of Lamarck and E. reticulata of Sowerby.
In the Cretaceous group he gives two, E. Sanctce Catherine and
E. pelayica, both from Rouen. In the Oolitic group he records one

species, E. scalarii, Sowerby, from the great oolite at Ancliff, Wilts.

Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck (1836), enumerates 11 living

species, and 5 found only in the fossil state, namely E. coslata and
E. clypeata, Lamarck, from Grignon; E. radiola, Lamarck, from
Fames ; and E. elegant and E. clathrata, Deshayes, the first from Paris
and Valognes, and the other, a rare species, from Parnes.

Deshayes, in his Tables, gives 2 living and 2 fossil species of

Parmopkorut (tertiary), one from Touraine (Miocene period of Lyell) ;

and he enumerates 2 from the Crag, 3 from Touraine, 3 from Angers,
5 from Paris, and 2 from Valognes. In his edition of Lamarck he
notes 2 species only as fossil, one, P. elongates, Lamarck, with a variety,
from Grignon, and the other, P. anguetus, Deshayes, from Paris.

Woodward in his ' Manual of the Mollusca," gives the following
numbers of the fossil species of Finurdlidts :

Fiaurelta, 25 species. Great Britain and France.

Pnncturella, 2 species. In the Glacial Formations of North Britain.

Emarginula, 40 species. Triassic, Britain and France.

Parmophorus, 3 species. Paris Basin.

FISTULA'RIA, a genus of Acanthopterygious Fishes, remarkable
for the extreme elongation of the anterior part of the head, forming
a tube, at the extremity of which is the mouth. The Pistularia taba-
caria of the Antilles is the type. It lives on little fishes and Crustacea,
which it draws out from the interstices of stones and holes in rocks

by means of its long trunk or beak. Two other species are known, the
f. terrata and the P. immamlata. They are all small fishes, not

reaching two feet in length, slender, and eel-shaped.
FLABELLA'RIA, a genus of Fossil Plants. P. borassifolia is

found in the Coal Formation. (Steinberg.)

FLACOURTIA, the type of the order Placourliacea, was named in

honour of Etienne de Flacourt, a director of the French East India

Company, and the commander of an expedition to Madagascar in 1648,
of which he gave an account. This genus is dioecious

;
the staminiferous

flowers have their stamens densely crowded, a hemispherical receptacle,
and are glandless at the base ; the pistilliferous flowers have the

calyx 4-5-cleft, deciduous ; the stigmas 4-9, each furnished with a

longitudinal furrow above
;
the seeds long. The species are thorny

shrubs, with whitish sepals and yellow stamens.
F. Ramrmtchi has roundish ovate acute crenated leaves. This shrub

attains a height of 8 feet, and is a native of the island of Madagascar,
where it is called Ramontchi. The fruit, which is edible, is about the
size of a small plumb, is red when ripe, at length becoming violet-

coloured. It has a sweet and acid taste. There is a small island off

the coast of Madagascar which is covered with these trees. This
island is called by English sailors Plum-Tree Island ; by the French,
Isle aux Prunes.

P. laj/ida has elliptical leaves, serrated, bluntUh at both extremities.
It is a native of the mountainous districts of the East Indies. The
fruit is about the size of a common currant, and of a red colour.

The fruit is eaten by the natives, and the tree is called by the TeUngese
Pedda Caurew.

P. inermit has elliptical crenato-serrated leaves, with short axillary
racemes of hermaphrodite flowers. It is an unarmed tree, attaining
a height of 30 feet. It has reddish-purple berries of a pleasant acid
taste. It is a native of the Moluccas, where it is also extensively
cultivated for the sake of its fruit. There are several other species
of Ftacourtia, all of them yielding edible fruits. The young shoots
and leaves of P. cataphracta, which have the taste but not the bitter-

ness of rhubarb, are considered astringent and stomachic, and are

prescribed in the Circars accordingly. The infusion of P. sepiaria is

thought to be useful as a remedy for the bites of snakes.

FLACOURTIA'CE^;, or FLACOURTIA'NE^E, Bixads, a natural
order of Plants belonging to Lindley's parietose group of Polypetalous
Kxogens. It has from 4-7 definite sepals cohering slightly at the base

;

the petals equal in number with the sepals, and alternate with them,
sometimes wanting ;

the stamens hypogynous, equalling the petals, or
twice as many or some multiple of them, and sometimes appearing
as scales forming a nectary ;

the ovary roundish, distinct, sessile, or

slightly stalked ; the style absent or filiform
;
the stigmas equal in

number to the valves of the ovary, more or less distinct from each
other

; the fruit 1 -celled, sometimes iudehiscent and fleshy, some-
times capsular, 4-fl-valved, filled with a fine pulp inside

;
the seeds few,

thick, usually enveloped in a pellicle formed by the withered pulp,
the albumen fleshy, somewhat oily, the embryo straight in the axis,
with the radicle turned to the hiluni, and therefore usually superior;
the cotyledons flat, foliaceous. This order consists of shrubs and
small trees, with alternate simple coriaceous leaves on short stalks,
and axillary many-flowered peduncles.
The affinities of this order are with Samydacere, Laciitemacca,

Panyiacea, and Titiawe. They may bo distinguished from all other

plants by their nnilocular fruit having their inside wholly covered
with the placentae. About 31 genera and 85 species are referred to
this order.

BAT. HIST. DIY. VOL. H.

These plants are uatives of the hottest parts of the East and West
Indies and Africa. Three of the genera Flacourtia, Hydnocarpus,
and Chaulmoogra yield plants used by man ; few, if any, are cultivated
for ornament.

llydnocarpw (from vtivov, a tuber, and Metros-, a fruit) has dioecious

flowers, the staminiferous ones with 5 stamens, 5 sepals, the two outer
ones being ovate, 5 petals with villous margins furnished with a scale
on the inside

; the berry is spherical, terminated by four reflexed
tubercles. There is only one species of this genus, which is a tree
about 30 feet in height, the If. renenata of Gsertner, and H. inebrians
of Vahl. It is a native of Ceylon. The fruit when eaten produces
sickness, giddiness, and a dangerous form of intoxication. It is

greedily devoured by fishes, which become stupified, but when taken
in this way they produce poisonous effects as food.

Chaulmoogra (Gynocardia) is a dioecious genus ; the staminiferous
flowers with a 4-5-lobed calyx, 5 petals with a scale at the base of
each

; the pistilliferous the same, except the stamens, the ovary supe-
rior, 1-celled, with numerous ovules, and 5 parietal placentse, 5 styles ;

the fruit succulent, dry, 1-celled, many-seeded.
O. odorata has short-stalked, alternate, bifarious, drooping, lanceo-

late, entire, acuminate, smooth, exstipulate leaves, 6 to 10 inches long,
14 to 24 inches broad. It is a native of Silhet. The seeds are

employed extensively by the natives of India as a remedy for
cutaneous diseases. In those cases they are applied externally ;

the
testa being removed from the seed, the perisperm is beaten up with
clarified butter into a soft mass, and applied to the part affected three
times a day. The Indian names of this plant are Chaulmoogra and
Petarkura. [PANGIAC&&]
Other genera belonging to this order are Ryaiuca, named by

Vahl after John Ryan, who collected plants in Guyana; Patrina,
named after M. Patris, who collected plants in Guyana ; Soamea, after

Philippe Rose Roume de St. Laurent, an agent of the French govern-
ment at St. Domingo, who was of great service to Poiteau, who
travelled there ; Kiyydaria, after Francis Kiggelar, a Dutch botanist
of the 17th century ; Stiymarota, Mdicytw, Erythrospermum, Panyium,
and Vareca.

(Don, Dichlamydeout Plants ; Lindley,' Natural System ; Lindley,
Flora Hedica ; Burnett, Outlines of Botany.)
FLAG. [IBIS.]
FLAGSTONE. A variety of Sandstone in which the laminated

structure prevails is thus termed. Other laminated or thin-bodied

rocks, as certain limestones and some argillaceous beds of the Silurian

series, receive the same title. The laminations of flagstone arise
from peculiarity of deposition ; the laminations of slate (properly so

called) arise from a new structure superadded to that of deposition,
and possessing a certain symmetry and relations to lines and axes,
which are at least analogous to crystalline arrangements,
FLAMINGO. [DUCKS.]
FLAX. [LINUM.]
FLEA. [PuLEX.]
FLEABANE. [CONYZA.]
FLEXUOSI. [AMMONITES.]
FLINDERSIA. [CEDBELACEA]
FLINT, a mineral substance composed principally of Silica.

[SILICA.] It is found mostly in the Chalk Formation. The true

origin of this mineral substance as it occurs in the Chalk of Europe
especially has been, and still is, the subject of much discussion

among microscopists and geologists. Mr. Bowerbank believes gene-
rally in the origin of flints (and some allied minerals) from sponges.
In confirmation of this view spicula, such as characterise the Siliceous

Sponges (Ilalispongia), are found in flint, and on the surfaces of flints

peculiar marks of organisation referrible to spongeous texture.

Ehreuberg, finding in some flints abundance of Infusorial Ammalcula,,
suggests the origin of flint from aggregations of these siliceous-shielded

Microzoaria. Mr. Charlesworth has recently found flint occupying the
closed pulp cavity of a tooth of Mososaurut, and regards this fact as

opposed to both speculations.
There can be little doubt that, whatever substances are found in the

flint, or it may be found in connection with, it has been depo-
sited from solution in water. Not only is flint found in connection
with sponges and Infusoria, but also with Echinodennata and other
animal remains of the Chalk. The substance called Chert has the

general characters of Flint, and frequently contains in its interior loose

particles of sand. [AGATE.] From this circumstance there can be little

doubt that the chert has been formed from the deposit of silica upon
rolled masses of sand. In the same manner it appears probable the
siliceous matter has been deposited in the cavities left by sponges and
other animals after they had been covered up by the chalk at the
bottom of the ocean. It has been supposed, in the case of sponges,
that this process goes oni at the bottom of the sea, but this is highly
improbable, and it is much more likely that the flint is formed by a

process of percolation long after the animal remains with which it is

found in contact have been buried up by the chalk. That silex is

readily made to assume this form is seen in the cases of silicified wood,
in its deposit in vegetable structures, in its existence around the

locality of geysers, and in the very ready manner in which it is precipi-
tated in an insoluble form from its solutions.

FLINTY-SLATE, or SILICEOUS SCHISTUS, is a substance
3 a
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which U found chiefly in bed* in transition mountain*. It occur*

in Saxony, the Han, Bohemia, Ac. It occur* al*o in Scotland, in the

Portland and Huirfoot Hill*, in the Isle of Sky*, Ac.

The substance in of various colours, gray, bluish-gray, and red ; its

structure U rather slaty ; on the edge* it is translucent ; it U dull, or

only glimmering; hard, and broken with difficulty.

It contains about 75 per cent of silica, the remainder being lime,

magnesia, and oxide of iron.

The Basanite, or Lydian Stone, is considered to be a variety of

flinty-date ; it has not however a slaty structure, and is not so hard

as flinty-tlate. It occurs in Bohemia and Hungary, but was first

brought from Lydia in Asia Minor, whence its name. It is employed
when polished for trying gold by a comparison of colours, and has

thence obtained the name of Touchstone.

KLIX\VKK1>. [SlSTMBRIUM.]
FLOAT-STONE, a variety of Quartz found in the Chalk Forma-

tions of Menil Montant, near Paris. It consists of fibres or filaments

aggregated m a spongy form, and so light as to float in water.

FLOOR, or FLUKE. [PLEURONECTID.E.]
FLOKA. The collective vegetation of a country is called its Flora,

in the same manner as the animals are culled its Fauna. Thus we

speak of the Flora of Great Pritain, the Flora of Europe, meaning
thereby all the plants growing in those parts of the world. The term

in also applied to books, or lists, descriptive of the plants of a country.
FLOS FKKRI. [AKRAGONITK.]
FLOT N I ii'.H. [PuraoHBotnxB.]
FLOWER, that part of a plant in which the organs of reproduction

are placed. The flower originates from a bud, and is nothing more
than a particular modification in the perfecting of the parts contained

in the bud ; namely, the several foliar organs and internodcs. Only
two essential processes of development can exist, and from those only
two essential organs, as fundamental organs, can bo formed in the

plant ; namely, the Axis and the Leaf. All the several parts of the

flower must therefore bo referrible to these fundamental organs, and

be tracud back to them. Since Gothe's time this tracing back has

been termed the Metamorphosis of Plants. Originally this mode of

considering the flower rested solely on Comparative Morphology, and

the observation of cases in which the interruption of the usual pro-

ceases of development, in some or all parts of the flower, caused those

parts to reassum* forms in which it was not difficult to recognise the

nature of tin: fundamental organ from which they had been produced.
Tin* latter has been termed Retrogressive Metamorphosis. As examples
of it, we may mention the different monstrosities, the doubliug of a

flower through the transition of the stamens into petals, the transition

of the petals and sepals into the common leaves of the plant, &c.

This mode of establishing the foundations of the doctrine of meta-

morphosis has however two essential faults : since, in the first place,

it seeks to obtain individual facto by means of hypotheses and com-

parisons ; while, secondly, its progress depends entirely upon favour-

able circumstances. The only correct and sure ground on which to

rest this doctrine is the history of development
In Phanerogamic Flowers the following parts are distinguished,

proceeding from without inwards : 1. The Floral Envelopes, as the

External Calyx (Epicalyx), of which the parts are Leaves (Phylla);
the Calyx, the parts of which are Sepals ;

the Corolla, the separate

portions of which are Petals ; or, instead of these throe, the Perianth

(Perianthium), whose separate parts are Leaves (Phylla) : 2. The
Stamens (Stamina), around and within which some stunted accessory
foliar organs appear under very various names : and lastly, 3, in the

centre of the flower, the Pistil (Pistillum), the separate foliar organs
of which are Carpels (Carpella). In the stamens the lower thread-

like portion, which is termed the Filament (Filainentum), is distin-

guished from the upper thick and hollow port, containing the Dust

(Pollen), called the Anther (Anthera). In the pistil, the lower part sur-

rounding the Ovules or Seed-Buds (Gemmulo?) is called the Qennen ;

the up]ier free part, which is usually covered with papilla, is termed
the Stigma, and between these two frequently a stalk-like elongation
of the germen occurs, called the Style.
The flower of Phanerogam ia is the only physiologically determinate

organ of the plant, since it contains the apparatus for the regular

propagation. But to this only two parts contribute namely, the

stamens, as generators and receptacles of the pollen ;
and the seed-

bud or ovule, as the place in which the pollen ia developed into the

embryo. All the remaining parts of the flower namely, the envelopes
of the whole perianth, the calyx and corolla, the receptacles con-

taining the seed-bud (the germens, styles, and stigma), ore not, in a

physiological sense, essential, and they may be abnent, without the

flower losing its correspondence to the character by which a flower

is defined.

In the correct (morphological) view of the flower, there is no dis-

tinction between essential and inessential forms, and therefore it is

necessarily more proper to divide it into axial and foliar organs.
The following relations should be borne in mind : The axis and its

modifications are the basis of the flower, because to them the foliar

organ* are attached. Attached to the outer part of the axis of the
flower occur ceveral form* of true foliar organs, the floral envelope*,

accessory leaflets, and stamens. The innermost part ia occupied by
organ* which are formed from true axial organs, or an intimate blend-

ing of these with foliar organs, which are termed the female apparatus,
or better, the rudiment of the fruit. At the same time the part* of
the flower are usually grouped together and treated generally, accord-

ing to the relations of number and position, as well as of duration.

Thus we obtain this plan for our following investigations :

A. The Axial Organs of the flower.

S. The number, relative position, and duration of the parts of the
flower.

G. The true Foliar Organs of the flower.

a. The Floral Envelopes.
b. The Stamens.
c. The Accessory Foliar Organ*.

D. The Rudimentary Fruit.

a. The Pistil

b. The Spermophore.
c. The Seed-Buds.

The Anthers have been called the male organs of a plant (with tho

superfluous collective term Androooeum); the Seed-Buds and their

receptacle the Pistil, the female parts (together the Gynocoeum). A
flower that contains both parts is termed Hermaphrodite (Flos Her-

maphroditus). Flowers that contain only one of those kinds of organs
are termed Unisexual Flowers (Florcs Uuisexuales, Diclini). When,
in the last case, male and female flowers (mas et femina) appear on
the same individual plant, such plant ia termed Monoecious (Plant*

Monoica) ; when theyappear on separate individuals the plant ia termed
Dioecious (Planta Dioica). An Inflorescence which contains both male
and female flowers, also is termed Inflorescentia Androgyua.
again it must be distinguished whether the male and female blossoms
are formed upon different plans, as in the Cupulifene (Diclines); or

whether, through the suppression of one or other part, a pseudo-
diclinous condition appears in a flower formed on the plan of a

hermaphrodite. This latter condition, which is never found to run

through all the examples of any species of plant, brings monoecious
and dioecious species into hermaphrodite genera, and suggested to
I, inn.eus the establishment of his '23rd class, fulygamia, where in

on and the same species male, female, and hermaphrodite flowers

arc present.
There are very few flowers of so simple a structure that tin y

consist only of one simple essential part, so that no formation of int !-

nodes is possible within the (lower
; and the extremity of the pedicels

immediately supports tho floral parts existing. This is the case in

the male flower of tho Euphorbia, where the end of a pedicel bears

one single stamen ; also in the male flower of the Abietinea, where
one single foliar organ, converted into a stamen, constitutes the entire

flower. It is also the case in the female flower of Ta.rut, where the

small pedicel, clothed with bracts, terminates immediately in the

naked seed-bud. In the generality of flowers however several parts
are united which do not stand at equal heights on the axis, and thus

more or fewer undeveloped internodes take part in the structure of

the flower. The original condition of the internodea, is here also

moat frequently permanent ; and the pedicel, after the detachment of

all the parts of the flower, frequently ends in a small slightly
thickened knot, which represents the collective internodes of the flower

in an undeveloped condition, the simple base or receptacle of the

flower (Torus). Examples in which individual internodes become

elongated are rather rare. In some families they are elongated
between the inner floral envelopes and the stamens (Androphorum),
and between the stamens and the germen (Gynophorum). Tho latter

is generally termed Germen Stipitatum. There are examples of both in

the I'aniJtoracKC and the Capparidactcc.
A considerably longer part, without elongation of the individual

internodes, frequently occurs as a gynophorc in flowers which contain

many germens (as in the Jlotaceie, the Jtaniinculaccic, Magnoluuxa,
&C.) Again, the gynophorc is often presented as a hemispherical or

cushion-like part, as in some other Kotatttr and SanunciUacea. A very
rare form of it is that of a reversed cone, which bears the germens
upon a base turned upward, as in A'etumbiuni. In the rarest instances,
with the exception of this case, the axis of the flower is elongated
within the floral parts even without ending as a germen ; but this

does sometimes occur, as in tho male flowers of some Palms and
other plants ;

for example Cliamtnlorea, where the points of the petals
unite with the apex of the axis of the flower which passes up through
them.

In very crowded inflorescences, the torus of an axillary bud

developes obliquely, and rises up on one side, especially beneath the

germen, so as to appear a* a part of its side-wall ; this happens with
most of the Grasses. A similar circumstance, arising from a similar

cause, happens when many single germens are present in one flower,

by the division of the torus, which forms the basis of each of those

gel-menu, and thus assumes the appearance of forming a part of tho

wall of the germen (as in folnmoyetou and Jtryadacta).
But tho dcvclopement of the internodes into a Disc, or in a hollow

cup, is far more frequent in the flower. If the collective internodes

of the flower form a hollow body, or even a cylindrical elongated

tube, which incloses only seed-buds, and bears all the floral part*

u|i"n its upper edge, all this is the so-called Inferior Germeu or Ovary
(Germen Inferum).

Every other similar expansion of the internodea of the flowers
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which does not immediately bear seed-buds, is called the Disc (Discus).
This may be situated beneath the rudiment of the fruit (Discus Hypo-
gynus), and then may be flat, as in Potent ilia and Frayaria ; or cup-
shaped, as in Sota, Popttlus (mas), &c. This latter may be free

(Sola), or may be blended with the germen situated inside it (Pyrus) ;

or it may pass off from the middle of the (half-inferior) germen
(Discus Perigynus), as in many Myrtacea ; or, lastly, it may rise above
the (inferior) germen, and stand upon it (Discus Epigynus). Here it

is very rarely (or never ?) flat, but funnel-shaped, as in Godetia ; in the
form of a long tube, as in (Enothera ; or resembling a style, as in the
OrcMdace(e and A ri&tolochiacece. In all these cases, the foliar organs
of the flower may be situated in very different places. Usually,
indeed, they collectively form a zone around the edge of the flat or
concave discs

; then the discs may be said to correspond to as many
discs lying one above another as there are internodes implied by
the number of foliar organs. Frequently the true foliar organs stand
around the edge of the disc

; and upon its inner or upper surface the

gennens are arranged in one or more circles (as in Rosa, Punica,
Onagracece). More rarely the floral envelopes alone stand on the

border, while the stamens are then at a distance from them, upon an
internal prolongation of the disc, as in the Orchidacea:.
The disc is by no means always regularly developed, but sometimes

enlarged at one side only, whereby the whole flower appears oblique,
thus in Reseda. The most remarkable structure ia in Pelargonium,
where the disc forms a cavity to one side of the peduncle, arid in

Tropceolmn, where the spur is formed solely by the disc.

There are but few special observations to be made respecting the
structure of the internodes of the flower

; it is in general like that of
annual stems

;
but it should be remarked that they often possess

fewer vascular bundles, and these of simpler development. The inter-
nodes (as also some of the foliar organs) within the flower, frequently
do not have the epidermis developed, but, instead of this, a delicate
soft cellular tissue, somewhat yellowish in colour, and often con-

taining a saccharine secretion, forms the investment of the surface

(Nectarium).
It is very rarely that a flower consists of one part only, as in the

male flowers of Euphorbia, Lemna, and Wolffia, which are formed of
one foliar organ, the anther

;
or the female flower of Tax us, which is

formed of one axial organ, the seed-bud. Usually more parts unite to
form a flower : thus the female flower of most of the Aracece consists
of one or more seed-buds, and a carpel surrounding them. The male
flower of the Salicactce consists of a scale-like disc and several stamens.
In the generality of cases, male and female organs are both present in
the same flower : they are seldom naked, as in Hippuris, but usually
surrounded by floral envelopes.

In axillary flowers, those parts which are turned towards the

peduncle are termed the upper, and those turned towards the bract,
where it is present, the lower. Some plants exhibit the peculiarity
that the pedicel, until the time of the blooming, makes a half turn

(analogously to the twining stem), and it may be the true pedicel, as
in Calceolaria and some Orchidacea ; or the inferior germ, as in most
of the Orchidacea. By this curve, the upper parts of such a flower

(in those plants the lip) become apparently the under; and such
flowers are termed Flores Resupiiiati. The term is sometimes falsely
applied to those Orchidaeece in which no such twisting takes place,
but in which the lip stands regularly as the upper part of the flower,
as, for example, in Epipogium.
The individual organs of the flower taken generally, according to

the common view, and known by collective names, may originally
consist either of one piece or of more than one : in the first case they
are partes monomers;

; in the second case partes di-, tri-, or polymera).
In the latter case the parts may be entirely separated and inde-

pendent of one another, or they may be grown together in various

ways. These coherent sets were formerly also called partes monomene.
De Candolle better termed them partes gamomene ; as, for example,
Hemerocallit = perianthium gamo- (mono-) phyllum, hexamerum

;

Salvia, corolla gamo- (mono-) pctala, peutamera ; Kola, coralla penta-
petala, Ac.
The coherence occurs here in the same manner as in the stem-

leaves, but on account of the crowded position in the flower-bud,
much more frequently. It happens either that a single foliar organ
grows together by its edges into a tubular or cup-like organ, as for

example occurs frequently in the so -called monomerous floral

envelope (Bracteole) ; or that several foliar organs grow together by
their edges : this commonly affects all the edges of a circle of leaves,
but sometimes two edge* remain ununited, as with the calyx of
Gatiiana lutea. So, again, this process is usually simultaneous in

development at all the edges of a circle ; but it sometimes happens
very much later a, on two uppermost leaf-edges, whereby the single-

lipped forms arise, as in the corolla of Teucrium and the Sores ligulati
of the Compoiita ; or, 6, with each pair of leaf-edges at the side of the

leaf-circle, whereby the two-lipped forms (partes bilabiate) of descrip-
tive botany arise. Another kind of blending also occurs in the flower,
of which no example occurs in the stem-leaves, and ouly one in the
bracts and bracteoles, namely, the cupula of the Cupuliferce ; this is,

the blending together of two or more circles, as in the two circles of
the floral envelopes of many Jjiliaccir ; or in these and the two circles
of stamens, in the circle of petals and stamens, in the Labiade, &c, ;

and in general in all flowers to which are ascribed stamina perianthio
vel corolla; (not calyci) inserta.

The coherence of the stamens of one or more circles has been well

termed, since Linn;eus's time, fraternity (Adelphia) ; and, according to
the number of brotherhoods in a flower, Monadelphia, Diadelphia,
Polyadelphia. When the foliar organs of the flower are coherent, the
blended part is termed the Tube (Tubus Periauthii, Calycis, Corolla;,

&e.) ; the free parts, the Limb (Limbus) ; and the boundary of the two,
the Throat (Faux). One of the most striking examples of coherence,
which also has no analogue in the stem-leaves, is found in the blending
of the foliar organs of the flower at the point only, the union never

extending farther
;
so that the foliar organs are connected above, but

free below, as in the corolla of the male flowers of Chamcedorea,
Casuarina, and in the androphore of Symphyonema montanmn

(?).

Abortion in the flower means that some part present in the rudi-

mentary condition is arrested during the development and gradual
perfecting of the flower, and thus at last retires from observation.
There is no other kind of abortion. So soon as the individual parts
of a flower become distinct members, the foliar organs appear arranged
around an ideal and real axis of the flower (the axial organs of the

flower), and in the rudimentary condition always regularly. Through
subsequent unequal development of the single parts, the flower fre-

quently becomes unsymmetrical, or, as it is called, irregular. This

irregularity is always such that the upper part of a flower becomes

developed differently from the under. Such irregularity very seldom
affects the germen, which almost universally remains regular even in

unsymmetrical flowers
; yet there are cases in which this is the only

symmetrical part, as in many of the Scrophidaracece, Acanthacece, and
Oryptocoryne spiralig. If the unsymmetrical flower, with or without
coherence of its parts, is divided into two halves, an upper and under,
developed in different ways, they are generally termed bilabiate ; but
if ouly one single foliar organ ia developed in an aberrant form, that
leaf acquires the name of Labellum, or Lip. Rare indeed are the cases
where the entire flower is unsymmetrical, as in Goodyera discolor.

It is not possible to state in general terms the number of parts
which may unite to form a flower. We find of foliar organs alone
sometimes as many as fifty or sixty united in one flower. Certain

combinations, on the contrary, are rarely met with : no monomerous
flower possesses double floral envelopes. When the various parts of
the flower are present in large numbers, these arise universally in one
or more circles (Whorls) at the same height on the axis, and at the
same time. When circles containing members of equal number follow
in succession, the members of the one circle usually stand opposite
the interspaces between the members of the preceding circle (the
circles and their members alternating) ; they seldom stand precisely
before them (the circles and their members opposite). But it by no
means is to be assumed that the members of each circle are always of

equal number in a flower. The number of members often increases

up to the stamens, and thence diminishes
; it is rare for the circle of

the carpel to contain the greatest number, as in the Malopece and
Mali-acea;. The generality of monocotyledonous plants with perfect
individual flowers have regular homomerous circles through the entire
flower : in dicotyledonous plants thia is relatively rarer

;
the outer-

most and innermost circles have usually fewer members. Again,
respecting the number of circles which follow one another, no general
statement of importance can be given. Seven different forms of foliar

organs may possibly exist in the same flower, namely, the epicalyx,
calyx, corolla, accessory corolla, the stamens, accessory stamens, and
the carpels ; but there is no flower in which all occur in conjunction.
All these foliar organs may be present in one or more circles, with
the exception of the epicalyx, in which there is no example of a double
circle. Perianth, calyx, corolla, accessory corolla, and carpels occur
in one, or more rarely in two circles. Stamenti may be present in one,
two, three, or possibly even four circles ; more circles than this are
not exhibited in the normal condition of the flower. If the number
is increased, which seldom happens except in stamens and carpels, as
in Ranunculacete and Dryadace<e, the Maynoliacea;, &c., they stand no

longer in circles but in a spiral. In monocotyledouous plants with

perfect individualised flowers, with the single exception of some
Scitaminacece, five trimerous circles of foliar organs of the flower

appear to be formed in those where a second circle of petals exists.

The greatest multiplicity of forms occurs in the dicotyledonous plants.

Lavatera, for example, has an epicalyx, calyx, corolla, stamens, aud

carpels in five circles, with increasing numbers of members ; those of
the calyx and corolla alone are equal. Gnidia virescent has periauth,

stamens, accessory stamens, and carpels, but in eight circles, which
are throughout composed of two members each. It ia by no means

neceasary that all the parts of a circle of floral foliar organa should be

ultimately developed in the same manner ;
and many floral structures

which have hitherto been apparently inexplicable may probably, by
keeping this truth in mind and following out the history of the

development, be readily traced back to the original type.
The duration of the individual parts of the flower is very various

;

the axial organs, so far as they support the rudiment of the fruit or

aid in its formation, persist naturally at least uutil the ripening of
the seed, then fall away with it; or if it becomes disengaged from

them, die away with the remainder of the plant. When axes bear

only male organs or flowers their duration ia different
;
sometimes
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they are cast off at a trae articulation, sometimes they remain upon the

parent plant, and gradually die away. The foliar organs of the flower

are equally various in their duration. Perianth, corolla, and accessory
corolla commonly perish soon after the perfecting of the flower ; cither

they are cast off by true disarticulation, or they wither upon the

parent plant. The epicalyz and calyx frequently share the fate of

the axial organs supporting the rudiments of the fruit ; the carpels
almost invariably. The carpels are rarely destroyed before the per-

fecting of the seed, as in Ltontice, and according to Robert Brown in

J'rliotantliti Tkrla. The stamens die away almost immediately after

the disperrion of the pollen ; either they are cast off, or they dry up
and die away within the flower.

The terminology in use is as follows : Those parts which fall away
immediately, when their perfect formation is but scarcely completed,
are termed caducous or fugacious (partes coductc) ;

those which endure
somewhat longer are termed, if they are cast off by duarticulation,
deciiluous (partes decidiiic) ; if they retain their position, and die by
gradual withering and drying up, marcescent (partes marcescentes) ;

those parts which remain long, still vegetating, are termed persistent

(partes penistentes) ; if they change their forms by further growth
they are termed excrescent (partes excrescentes).
As among the floral envelopes are usually reckoned the perianth,

the calyx, and the corolla, we may also include here the epicalyx.
Under the term perianth, in its narrowest sense, only those foliar

organs fall which, at leant two in number, are applied closely to the
flower and upon one level

;
so that all individual foliar organs on the

axis of the flower, which only inclose stamens or germens, may be
termed bracts. All these bracts have this in common, that they are

merely foliar organs peculiarly modified
;
and consequently all the

peculiarities of form which occur in the latter naturally appear in the
former also. It is not often that the leaves of the floral envelopes
have great thickness ; they are almost always more or less flat But
the forms analogous to the pitchers or pouches are here frequent,
much more so than U the case with the stem-leaves ; and these are

termed, according to their various resemblances to objects, cup-shaped,
as in the lower petal of Polygala ; hood-like, as in the upper leaf of

the perianth of A con it tun ; and so on. If a long sac-like appendage is

fanned at the basis of a perianthial leaf expanded above, it is called

a spur (calcar), as in Orckit, Delphinium, Fumaria, &c. The formation
of the spur is frequently conjoined with the formation of a symme-
trical flower, where one upper or lower foliar organ forms a spur.
The flattened expanded form, which is connected with the axis by a

linear prolongation, frequently occurs in the sepals ( ').
This expanded

surface is termed the limb or blade of the leaf (lamina) ;
the narrowed

base is not termed petiole but claw (unguis). True articulation is

frequent between the floral envelopes and the axis, but it never occurs
in the continuity of these leaves (?) ;

therefore there are no true com-

pound perianthial leaves, though a simply divided limb is frequent,
an the petals palmatifida in Reseda, the petala pinnatifida in Xckizo-

pelalum, Ac, An indication of true articulation may probably be
afforded in the separation of the upper part of the tube of the flower
in itirabilit, of the calyx of the Datura from the lower, and in some
(similar cases.

True stipules are not met with in the floral envelopes, but appen-
dages analogous to the ligula appear, to which indeed a part of the
structure described as the corona belongs. As in the Narcistu* and
the Lychnii, the scales of the throat of the Boraijinacta; also belong
here. These parts are formed in very various fashions on the floral

envelopes, and such appendages are sometimes exhibited standing
upon the surface of the foliar organ, in three or more rows, one above
another. Almost all parts recognised as corona and accessory corolla

(paracorolla) belong here, in particular a part of those elegant forms
exhibited in the fitapeliateamnd the Pa*rijtoi-acr<e ; so also does a portion
of the so-termed nectaria, as, for example in the petals of Jtanunculia.

All these are mere dependent appendages of the foliar organs, which
re developed originally simple and flat, all these parts being produced
from them subsequently. Here also occurs the one-sided development
of a foliar organ : this is seen frequently in the petals of the Apocy-
nacea ( \'i*ca, fferium, and Cerbera).
The collective form of one or more circles, whether coherent with

each other or not, is more accurately designated according to further

peculiarities, as tabular (tubulosum), bell-shaped (cauipanulatuin),

funnel-shaped (infundibuliforme), salver-shaped (hypocrateriforme),
rotate (rotatum), Ac.

Five kinds of floral envelope* are easy to be distinguished. When
all the foliar organs are similarly or nearly similarly developed in n
circle of one evident form, colour, and structure, they are described
under the general name of perianth, the single organs of which are
called perianthial leaves. If in the floral envelopes of one flower we
can distinguish two circles differing in form, colour, and structure,
the outer is named the calyx, it* component organs being sepals ;

while the inner is termed the corolla, it* single parts petals. Then
if three circles of forms are distinguishable the outermost is called
the epicalyx, the leaves of which may be denominated phylla.
When between the simple or manifold floral envelopes and the
tamens other independent foliar organs occur which exhibit a
structure very imperfect and abnormal compared with the true

envelopes, these are called a paracorolla, of which it will be

necessary to speak further on, among the accessory parts of the
flower.

The Perianth consists, according to the preceding considerations,
of one or more circles of leaves, which are developed so as to be
similar in colour, form, and structure. The following series of its

forms may be more minutely characterised :

The individual foliar organs are always expanded in a flattened

form, seldom divided into limb and claw, and, at least when they are
not coherent, usually oval or lanceolate. They may be green, as in
the male flower of Urticacta, or of various colours, as in ThymtHacece ;

they may be firm and solid, and that especially when green, as in

Klira<ji>act(t ; or of delicate texture, as in Ariilolochiacta ; or they
may be developed as delicate sapless scales (palesc), or bristles and
hair, as in the Typhacece and Cyperacta. The perianth is almost uni-

versally regular, rarely (in some Ranvnculacecc and Orchidacea)
symmetrical ;

in these cases never (?) 2-lipped, but often with one lip,
as in the Orchidacea. This is then not unfrequently developed,
hollow (cucullatum in Aconitum, calcaratum in Orekidaeea), and it is

commonly the uppermost leaf of the perianth. Its foliaceous por-
tions may be free, as in Juncacae ; or coherent, as in Funtia, Hemtro-
callu, &c. ; they may consist of one circle, as in Urticacece ; or of

more, as in Liliacea. The ports are frequently blended with the
stamens : in the coherent perianth the tube is sometimes straight, as

in Narcittu* ; sometimes curved, as in Ariitolochia. The mouth is

mostly naked ; sometimes, but seldom, as is the case in Narciutu,
furnished with appendages which form a corona, which however ore
rare in the perianth, and in free foliar organs only (?) occur on the lip :

the inner circle often has a beard.
The structure of Perianthial Leaves, is on the whole, that of very

simple leaves, which exhibit no specal peculiarities, particularly if

they are green. The ramifications of the vascular bundles are there-
fore simple ; the separation into an upper and under parenchyma layer
is seldom exhibited

;
but the epidermis usually. In the coloured and

delicate parts the cells of the parenchyma contain colouring matter.
In general the parenchyma is very loose and almost spongy, with

homogeneous transparent fluid contents, and large intercellular cavi-

ties tilled with air; hence the white colour. The epidermis is less

developed in coloured leaves, and more resembles the structure of

epithelium; stoniates are sometimes present, especially upon the
under surface, but the epidermal cells of the upper surface are often
raised in shorter or longer papillx, which give the upper surface a

peculiar vclvut-like appearance. It U very frequent here to find the
secreted layer of the epidermis (cuticle) regularly and delicately
striated (aciculatus), which certainly contributes to heighten the

brilliancy of the colour, and perhaps, by its effect upon the rays of

light, to the production and modification of the peculiar tints.

Occasionally, especially at the base of hollow parts, no epidermis is

produced at certain points, and the parenchyma assumes a peculiar
structure, to perform the function of secretion of a juice containing
much sugar ; as, for instance, the nectary at the base of the perianthial
leaves of Fritillaria, very various parts on the labellum of the

Orchidacea, Ac. In rare coses the texture is hard and almost woody
from the interspersion of many thickened porous parenchymatous
cells, as in the species of Sanlain and Dryandra (?). In paleaceous
perianths the spiral and other vessels are not found in the usually

simple vascular bundles, and in hair-like perianths even the vascular
bundles themselves are wanting.
The Calyx only exists when a corolla occurs with it

;
it therefore

can never be confounded with it. It is always the external of two
dissimilar sets of envelopes. Its series of forms very much resembles
those of the perianth; perhaps it is not so frequently delicate in

structure and colour, as in the Scitaminacca, Musacctr, Sutomacece,
Ranunculus, Tropirolum, Ac. Usually it consists of one circle of

sepals, more rarely of two (as in the Herberidacea). These sepals are

always very simple, oval, or lanceolate, seldom pinnatifid, very
frequently brood at the base and tapering to a point, or very small

(denies calycis obsoleti) ; sometimes they appear only as dry scales,
or as tufts of hair (the pappus of the Compotita). Appendages
seldom occur upon the sepals, but they are frequently of hollow or

concave form. The number of the sepals in each circle U in Mono-

cotyledons frequently three, more rarely four or two; in the

Dicotyledons it is most frequently five, but also two, three, or four,
and perhaps sometimes more. Coherence of the sepals with one
another may occur in every way, but never with the corolla and

stamens, nor with the germens ;
that which is so called being quite

another condition. Both in free and in coherent sepals, regularity
and symmetry are met with

; the latter often exhibit the bilabiate

structures.

That which has been said of the structure of the perianth applies
also to the calyx, only that here green foliaceous sepals are the

more frequent
The Corolla, which only exists as the inner set of floral envelopes

accompanying a calyx, may be compared to a very delicate and
coloured perianth. No true corolla occurs perfectly green and

resembling the leaves; its series of forms is greater than that of

any other of the floral envelopes. In the Monocotyledons it presents
in general only simple, round, oval, or lanceolate leaves, very seldom

having claws. In the Dicotyledons the forms are infinite, ai are
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also the variety and splendour of the colour. The following are the
iiKiin points in the structure of this organ :

The individual petal exhibits, on a reduced scale and in a delicate

condition, almost every variety of form of the leaf, with the

exception of the truly compound. CoAcave forms are here frequent,
such as the hood-shaped, pitcher-shaped, or spurred petals, &c. ;

these latter very often on individual petals of an otherwise regular
corolla as in Fumaria. Fringed and feathered forms, aa well as

variously lobed petals, are also by no means rare. The limb and
the claw are often clearly to be distinguished. Parts analogous
to the ligule, and every imaginable form of appendage, with the

exception only of the stipules, occur frequently, and characterise

genera and families.

On this account it is indispensable to distinguish the simple
appendages of the petals from the independent foliar organs. To
the former belong the scales (fornices) of the JSorayinacece, the
scales of the corona of the Silenacece, the formations generally
described as coronas in the Stapeliaceie and some other Asclepiadacece,
the nectaria of Ranunculus, Panuuna, &c.
The corolla consists of one circle, rarely of two (three series in

Berberit), or more (four series in Nympluxa). In Monocotyledons the
number of members is equal to those of the calyx ; in Dicotyledons
the number of five in a circle predominates, though it is some-
times composed of two, of four, or of a greater number in Dryas.
The number of members is equal to that of the calyx, or greater ;

very rarely indeed it is smaller
;
this last case occurs with Hibiscus.

Suppression is not infrequent, and sometimes involves all the foliar

organs of a corolla at once, as in the summer flowers of many
species of Viola, in Lejiidium ritderale, and in some species of Acer.
The coherence of organs in every way is still more frequent; never
indeed with the calyx or the germens, but frequently with the
stamens.
The corolla, whether with free or with coherent petals, may be

regular or only symmetrical. In the latter the bilabiate formation
is the most frequent, especially in five-membered circles, hi such a

way that, according as the odd petal is on the upper or the under
side of the flower, the upper lip consists of three or of two petals.
In the hitter case these two are very often little or not at all

coherent, as in Teucrium, the so-called radiated flowers of the

Compotila (floribus ligulatis vel radiatis). Peculiar forms of sym-
metrical flowers are, for instance the personate flowers (corolla

pcrsonata), in which the upper petals of a coherent corolla are so

curved inward that they close the entrance of the tube (as in

Antirrhinum), the incurved portion is termed the palate (palatum) ;

the true bilabiate or mouth-like corolla (corolla ringens), in the

Lalnatte, in which the two petals forming the upper lip often present
a concave form overhanging the lower lip, termed galea ;

the so-called

papilionaceous flowers of the Leguminoce, in which the uppermost
leaf, which is broad and large, surpassing the others, is termed the

standard (vexillum), whilst the lateral petals, as wings (alac), are

usually dissimilarly developed, and the two undermost, very frequently
coherent, also developed unequally at the two sides, approach each
other in a concave form, so as to form the keel (carina). Sometimes
all the petals of the papilionaceous flowers become coherent at the

lower part, and form a tube, as in Trifolium ; or individual petals
are abortive, &c. The most irregular of all the forms have hitherto

received no names ; such as appear for instance in the Polygalawi?,
the Baltaminacece, Tropaolafeie, 4c.

All that was said respecting the structure of the perianth holds

also for the structure of the corolla, remembering only that this is

more delicate. The contents of the cells vary much in colouring
matter, and their distribution in groups is sometimes very remark-
able. Very dense texture, in consequence of the presence of much-
thickened porous cells, as in the Amarantacece, is infrequent. The
structure of the epidermis, and its development into papilla;, hairs,
&c. is very manifold. Development into surfaces secreting nectar,
both at the bottom of concave forms and upon the appendages, is

especially common. The petals also occasionally secrete a viscous

substance, in consequence of which they adhere together, as happens
at the points of the inner petals of the Pumariacect.

The Epicalyx is seen where three separate series of foliar organs
are distinguishable in the floral envelopes, and it is the outermost of

these. There are not many plants which exhibit an epicalyx. In
form and structure it much resembles the calyx. It occurs with
free leaves (as in Ptutijtora), and coherent leaves (as in Lavatera). Its

leaves are seldom delicate, such as are seen in the corolla, but are

often dry and membranous (as in Kcabioia), but generally green and

leafy (as in the Malracnr).
For an account of the other organs of the flower, see STAMEN

;

FRCIT; PISTIL; SEKD. For the functions of the flower, see REPRO-
DUCTION IN PLANTS.

(SrMeiden, Principles of Scientific Botany.)
I I.OWKKIN'i; KKItX. [08MUNDA.]
FLOWERING-RUSH. [BUTOMACE*.]
FMJCKKINE, the name given to the native Deutofluate of Cerium,

which occurs at Finbo and Broddbo, near Fahlun, in Sweden. It

occurs both massive and crystallised. The crystals are either six-

sided plates or prisms; they have a yellow or reddish colour;

fracture uueven ; dull
; translucent, in very thin fragments : when

heated by the blow-pipe on charcoal it becomes slightly brown, but
does not fuse

;
in the reducing flame it becomes colourless, and in

the oxidating flame, with borax and a phosphate, it yields an orange-
coloured globule : when heated in a tube with an acid, the glass is

corroded.

FLUELLITE, a compound of Fluoric Acid and Alumina, which
occurs at Stenna-Gwyn, in Cornwall, iu octahedral crystals, the

primary form being a rhombic prism : the crystals are colourless and
transparent, with a vitreous lustre. It is extremely rare.

FLUKE. [PLEURONECTID.E.]
FLUKE-WORM. [ENTOZOA.]
FLUOR. [FLUOR-SPAR.]
FLUOR-SPAR, Fluor, Fluate of Lime, Derbyshire Spar, is a well-

known mineral, which occurs in many parts of the earth, but

especially and in great plenty in Cornwall, Derbyshire, and Durham.
It occurs both crystallised and massive. The primary form of the

crystal is a cube, the cleavage is parallel to the planes of the regular
octahedron, distinct, but seldom with perfect surfaces : it assumes a
vast number of secondary forms, as the octahedron, rhombic
dodecahedron. The late W. Phillips mentions his possessing at least

70 beautiful varieties of form, and he has figured a fragment of a

crystal from Devonshire which, if it were perfect, would exhibit
322 planes. It occurs colourless, and of almost every colour, as

gray, purple, black, brown, red, yellow, green, and blue : in Derby-
shire the last is the prevailing tint, and the massive Fluor of that

county is termed by the miners ' Blue John.' It is frequently
transparent, but more commonly only translucent; its lustre is

vitreous. Specific gravity 3'1 4. Hardness 4 '0. Streak white, or slightly
coloured. Fracture conchoidal. When powdered and thrown on a hot

coal, Fluor-Spar exhibits a phosphorescent light, which is blue, green,
purple, or yellow ; when thrown in mass into the fire, it decrepitates.
The massive varieties are nodular or amorphous : the structure of
the former is large fibrous, or columnar, with divergent fibres : the
structure of the amorphous variety is crystalline, granular, earthy,
compact, and occasionally straight or curved laminar. The crystallised
varieties are more common in Cornwall and the west of England ;

the massive varieties in Derbyshire and the north of England. It

occurs in many places on the Continent also. In the United States
of America a variety called CMorophane is found at Huutingtoii,
Connecticut.

Fluoride of Calcium is found in the teeth, in bones, and iu the
ashes of plants. It is used for obtaining Fluoric Acid, which is

employed in etching. [FLUORIC ACID, in ARTS AND So. Div.]
Fluor-Spar is, strictly speaking, to be considered as a Fluoride of

Calcium, composed of

One Equivalent of Fluorine
One Equivalent of Calcium

18
20

Equivalent . . .38
The blue and variegated Fluor-Spar of Derbyshire is turned into

various ornamental forms, candlesticks, &c. ; that of Cornwall is

used as a flux in the reduction of copper-ore.
FLUSTRA. [CELLARI.EA.]
FLY, a name applied almost indiscriminately to all insects

possessing wings ; by many however restricted to the various species
of Dipterous Insects, an account of which is given under the head
DIPTERA.

FLY-TRAP, VENUS'S. [DION^A.]
FLYING consists in the power which many animals possess of

raising themselves in the air, and in moving through it in various

directions, supported by the atmosphere alone.
In the article SWIMMING it is shown that man and many of the

lower animals are very nearly equal in weight to an equal bulk of
river water; consequently a man's weight is very nearly or quite
supported when he is immersed in water. But the case is widely
different when he is in the air, as the density of this is to that of
water very nearly as If to 1000 ; hence it follows that a man should

]|
be

JQQQ
less in weight than he is at present, in order thai he might

be supported in the air with as little effort as he is in water. The
physical constitution of the air is also very different from that of

water, and presents other obstacles to the efforts of a man to raise

himself in that medium.
The air is compressible, and consequently much heavier near the

surface of the earth than it is in the elevated regions of the atmo-

sphere ;
and it appears from numerous experiments that as the height

increases in an arithmetical, the density decreases in a geometrical

progression. Thus, supposing an animal to ascend in the air 34, 7,

14 miles, the density at the surface, being unity, would decrease in

the ratio of the numbers J, i, j'a ;
so that if the animal were as light

as the air itself at -the surface of the earth it would continually
increase in weight with respect to it as it ascended, and could not be

supported unless a force equal to the difference between the weight
of the animal and its own bulk of air were properly applied for that

purpose.
It appears from an elaborate investigation of M. Chabrier that the
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quantity of force expended, if the weight of the body be called W,
is proportioned to */ W directly, and inversely as the square root

of the density of the air.

There are varioiu methods of ascertaining that the air diminishes

in weight u we ascend in it. We know that the barometer falls when
taken to the top of an elevated hill

;
and it is owing to this circum-

stance that the barometer is used to measure the heights of mountains.

The difference between the specific gravity of air and that of moat

animals is so great that there are but a few speciea amongst the whole

range of the Mammalia that are capable of flying, and these possess

very modified organs for that office.

Attempts have been made to construct mechanism that would
enable man to propel himself in the air, and fly by means of his

muscular movements. This however is not likely ever to be effected,

in consequence of the great weight of his body with respect to that

of the air which it displaces. We know that when adventurous

persons have descended from the car of a balloon by means of a

parachute the surface of the latter which is presented to the wind
must be very great to prevent too rapid a descent. The unfortunate

termination of the life of Mr. Cocking arose from his not having
estimated more accurately the quantity of surface, and consequently
the strength of material that was necessary to prevent his falling
with too great velocity. Indeed we may dismiss the subject of a

man attempting to fly by the application of his muscular force to any
machinery at present known ;

but seeing how extremely difficult it is

for any heavy body to be supported in the air, much more to fly, it

must be a matter of curiosity at least to inquire into the means

employed by animals which are naturally endowed with the power of

flight.

Amongst the higher orders of Mammalia we find the Bats

possessing the greatest power of flight. The figure of the Bat

resembles in some degree that of a bird. In order to render it fit for

aerial progression the body is small, and the bones of the skeleton are

extremely light. The arms are long, and peculiarly constructed : the

fore arm has its motion restricted to flexion and extension, and cannot
rotate upon its long axis like that of a man. This gives the arm a

much greater degree of firmness during flight. The hand moves out-

wards and inwards horizontally, in the same manner as that of birds,
and cannot move upwards and downwards on the fore arm, which
would weaken the force of the wing in flight

Fig. 1. Kalong But.

The wing of the bat instead of being clothed, and having its surface

Increased with feathers, is composed of a membranous expansion,

panning from the neck to the tail In order to increase the surface of

the wing the bones of the fingers are very long ; the thumb is not
inclosed in the membrane, but lies in front of the wing, and termi-

nates by a strong hook for prehension. In the Bat the area of the

wings with respect to the weight of the body is very considerable.

Indeed the surface exceeds that of many birds. The muscles which
move the wings are extremely powerful, and these animals are enabled
to keep on the wing during a period of many hours. They appear
also to be endowed with an extraordinary and peculiar sensibility,
and can fly through an intricate labyrinth even when deprived of

sight The velocity of some species of the Bat tribe is very great
They chase and capture the insects on which they prey whilst on the

wing.
There are some other species of Mammalia said to be capable of

flying, such as the Galeopitkecu$, or Flying Cat, and the Ptrromyi
Alpitu, or Flying Squirrel, but the notion is entirely without founda-
tion. They are certainly provided on each side with an expanded
membrane, as seen in Jig. 2, but these membranes have by no means
the turfsce requisite to enable them to fly ; neither are they capable
of moving like the wings of birds. They may be useful as parachutes,
to break their velocity of descent in falling or leaping from trees,
bat could never raise the body again from the ground into the air.

Fig. 2. Flying Squirrel (Plrromyi Alpiniu).

Most Birds are capable of flight, but their facility of flying varies

in different orders; and some, as the ostrich and cassowary, arc

devoid of the power of flight altogether ;
but this defect is compen-

sated by their great speed in running. [RUNNING.]
In the Ostrich and Cassowary the wings are very small and the body

extremely heavy, both which circumstances are unfavourable to flight;
but in birds which are endowed with great velocity the converse of
this is found, the body being very light and the surface of the wings
km.

In order to adapt birds for flight the most refined mechanism has
been bestowed upon them. The skeleton is extremely light, and the
bones hollow and filled with air : the body is traversed by air-

cavities. The figure of a bird is such as to present a very small
amount of surface to the wind in the direction of its motion, so that

during its flight the animal is retarded as little as possible by the

resistance of the air. In birds of passage, such as woodcocks, &c.,
which are known to cross the sea SOO miles at one flight, Sir George
Cayley found the length of the wing to be three and a half times
that of its greatest transverse section. The feathers keep the body
warm and tend to increase its surface without adding materially to

its weight The muscles which move the wings are very large and
endowed with great power. In some birds they are capable of con-
tinued action during many successive days. The figure of the wing
is nearly triangular, and the surface decreases as the distance increases

from the shoulder joint, which is the axis on which the wing moves.

(Fig. 8.) This figure of the wings is of great importance for rapid
flight, as it enables the muscles to move them with greater velocity
than they could do if the surface increased with the distance from
the body of the bird. The wing is also concave below and convex

above, so that the down stroke is much more effectual than the up
stroke. The bones of the fore arm and fingers which support the

wing are jointed, so that the wing unfolds itself outwards horizontally
after it has been raised in the air, as in the Bats

;
and by these means

the wing is prevented from yielding, both in the up and down stroke,
to the resistance of the wind. The tail of the bird performs the

office of a rudder, and tends by iU elevation or depression to elevate

or depress the head. The elevation of the tail raises the head, and
vice verso.

The mechanical effects of the tail have been demonstrated by
Borelli, and also by Mr. Bishop in the '

Cyclopaedia of Anatomy
and Physiology,' article

' Motion.' The tail is also turned obliquely
to alter the course of the bird, but the effects of this organ are not

very powerful in directing its path to the right or left.

The number of flappings which any bird must make in order to

fly depends on the weight of the bird, the surface of the wings, and
the specific gravity of the atmosphere, the earth's gravity being

supposed constant at all heights to which any bird ascends. In most
of the smaller orders the wings move with very great rapidity,
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indeed far too great to enable us to count them by the eye. The
winga of the diminutive and beautiful Hummiug-Bird oscillate with
sufficient rapidity to emit a humming sound ; hence its name. If
we can be satisfied that it is the number of flappings of the wings
which determines the pitch of the sound produced, we have a ready
method of ascertaining the number made in a given time, because
we can easily find in any work on acoustics how many oscillations are

necessary to produce the required tone.

Fig. 3. The Great Ibijuu.

The velocity with which any bird moves depends on the number of

flappings made by the wing in a unit of time, each flapping being

supposed to constitute one elevation and one depression of the wing.
It is estimated by M. Chabrier that the swallow expends as much
force merely to sustain itself in the air as would be sufficient to raise

its own weight 27'5 feet per second, and that its number of flappings

is about 15 per second. This estimate of the number of flappings is

however obviously greater than the bird employs; and notwith-

standing all the care and attention which M. Chabrier has bestowed

on the subject it is found that birds fly with much less expenditure
of muscular force than would appear to be necessary by mathematical

analysis.*

Fig. 4. Humming-Bird.

The velocity of some birds is very considerable. It has been gaid

that the Eider-Duck can fly 90 miles in an hour, and the Hawk 150

* Sir George Cavley bai estimated that n force equivalent to onc-hovsc

power (mining 550 lb. one foot high in a second), if applied to appropriate

machinery, would sustain 115 lb. in the air. This however he considers

only tn approximate value, but perhapt not far from the truth.

miles in the same time : there is however reason to suspect the

accuracy of these accounts. With regard to the Pigeon the case is

different. It is well known that these birds are trained to transmit

intelligence on special occasions in which great speed is required ;
and

their velocity has in consequence been more accurately taken. Some
years ago two trained pigeons were started from Brighton at the
same time : one arrived in London in 70 minutes, the other in 78
minutes. Now, if we estimate the distance traversed by the birds in

question at 49 miles, it follows, by the rule of three, that the bird

which accomplished the journey in 70 minutes travelled at the rate

of 42 miles per hour, and the other at that of 38 miles; and it is

probable that the former is about the maximum velocity of the

Pigeon. It appears that in general pigeons make about 23 flappings
of the wing in 5 seconds. The Rook, which has a large surface of

wings, makes from about 10 to 15 effective strokes in a second.

Some birds, the Lark for instance, ascend vertically in a right line

into the air to such heights as to become quite invisible, during which
movement they pour out their well-known joyous song, so pleasing to

the ear in consequence of its peculiar melody and purity of tone.

The warbling of this bird is distinctly heard even when the little

sougster itself appears in the zenith (owing to its great altitude) as a

mere speck.
" Hark 1 hark ! the lark at Heaven's gate sings !

"
Cymbcline.

When birds poise themselves in one position in the air, their wings
oscillate in very small arcs compared with the arc through which they

sweep when in rapid motion.

Many of the small, and indeed some of the larger birds, such for

example as the Woodpecker, move from one place to another by a

series of jerks, produced by three or four strokes of the wings made
in rapid succession ; immediately after which they close their wings,
whilst the body is forced forwards like a projectile, iu the path of a

parabolic curve. Of all known birds the Great Condor of South

America appeal's to have the greatest power on the wing. It is said

to be capable of elevating sheep and other animals into the air, and

of carrying them to the mountains to feed upon them at leisure.

The greatest weight it is capable of supporting in the air is not

accurately known, but it is doubtless very considerable.

Fishes being adapted by their structure to move and respire in the

dense fluid of seas and rivers, are not constituted for flying. There

appear to be only two species of fish endowed with the power of

suspending themselves above the surface of the water; namely, the

VaclyUfternt, and the E.cocelus, or Flying-Fish.

Fig. 5. Flying-Fish (Ejcocelusf.

In the Kxocelia we observe that the pectoral fins assimilate very

nearly in figure, situation, and dimensions to the wings of birds ;

and if, with the velocity and inclination of the latter, they possessed

the power of oscillation, there seems to be no reason why they should

not keep in the air as long as they could respire in that medium.

But this does not appear to be the case. Their motions have been

observed by Mr. Bennett, who states that he never saw them sustain

themselves in the air for a longer period than about 30 seconds, and

that they made no vibratory movements of the fins. According to

Captain Basil Hall, their longest flight is about 200 yards ;
and they

have been known to raise themselves as high as 20 feet above the

surface of the water. From these statements an estimate may be

made of the amount of force required to project the body into the

air to such an amazing height and distance. At least it must be

concluded that the muscular force employed is very great.

Amongst the numerous tribes of Insects, there are vast multitudes

endowed with the power of flight. Now, although the mechanical

principles on which this power depends are the same as those in

birds, yet there is a considerable difference in the mechanism

employed to effect their aerial progression.

The bodies of insects are traversed by air-tubes, which render

them light and buoyant. The jointed structure ot their frame

enables the animal to curve, shorten, or elongate the body on itself.

The wings present various forms (jig. 6, a, b, c, d, ,/), which exert

a material influence on the velocity and mode of their flight. :

well known that some insects are provided with one pair of wings,

and others with two. If we examine the surface of the wings, we

perceive cords, which are composed of hollow tubes passing across

the disc; these are called neurw, and when filled with fluid, confer
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on the wing strength and resistance, in the same manner as the

cordagv strengthens the Bail* of a ship. The wings are elevated and
deomMirt by mean* of the expansion and contraction of the thorax,
and are connected with the respiratory movement* of the animal.

Fig. 8. Wing* of Insect*.

a, wing of Beetle ; *, wing of Earwig ; r, wing of Smw-Fly ; d, wing of

Crane-Fly ; t, wing of Common Fly ; /, wing of Midge.

The Diptera have one pair of wings, which are elliptical in form,
and connected with the mesothorax. Amongst the Dijitera, we are

familiar with the House-Fly, and the Blue-Bottle Fly. The former
of these, it is well known, almost swarm in our houses, wherever

sugar or ripe fruits are to be found. If an attempt be made to

capture them by the hand, it is necessary that the movements should

be made with the greatest rapidity in order to effect the object, as

they are very watchful and agile.
The wings of the Diptera move far too rapidly to render it possible

to count the number of strokes effected by them during flight. The

House-Fly moves with considerable velocity ; it is frequently observed

to play round the cars of horses, when travelling at the rate of 10

or 12 miles an hour. The sound by which the flight of insects is

accompanied does not arise, as is generally supposed, from the

oscillations of the wing : if such were the case, there would be no

difficulty in ascertaining the number of strokes.

The weight of the large Blue-Bottle Fly is less than one grain, and
it hu an area of wing amounting to about one-twelfth of a square
inch, which is a much greater surface than is to be found in most
other insects.

Fig. 7. Humble-Bcc. Fig. 8. Srrphiu.

The Diptera are provided with two poisers, which are small bodies

occupying the situation of the posterior wings of four-winged insects,
and exert a considerable influence on their flight It is said that if

one poiser be cut off, the insect flies but a short distance with great
difficulty, and then (one side being rendered lighter than the other)
loses ita balance, and falls to the ground. If both poisers be removed,
it flies very unsteadily. The Crane-Fly makes use of its long legs
to direct ita movements in flight ;

the two anterior legs being directed

forwards, and the posterior legs backwards. Hr. Kirby considers the
former to represent the prow, and the hitter the stern of a ship.

In those- insect* which are provided with four wings, the anterior

pah* are attached to the mesothorax, and the posterior pair to the
metathorax. In the Colcopltra, the elytrum, or sheath must be
elevated before the wings can be unfolded. The sheath adds weight
to the insect, without contributing to aid its suspension in the air;

indeed, in flying against the wind, the progress of the animal in

rather retarded than accelerated by the sheath
;
but by the inclination

of its surface the head is elevated so as to render the axis of the body
nearly vertical during flight.

In the Stag-Beetla, the weight of the body is very great compared
with the area of the wing, being about 40 grains to T25 square
inch. In consequence of this diitproportion, and the additional

impediment of the elytra, the Coltoplera are unable to fly against a

strong wind. Some entomologist* maintain that none of the

Culeoptera can fly against the wind, but Mr. Kirby confutes this

opinion, and mentions a species (Meloimlha /foplia) which, he says,
can fly in all directions.

The Dtrmaptera, such as the Earwigs, expand their wings like a
fan. They take their flight generally towards the evening. The
(rrylltu dome* icHI, or House-Cricket, flies with an undulatory motion
like the woodpecker.
The Diurnal Lepidoptrra, or Butterflies, fly with a peculiar undu-

latory movement of the body, and have an enormous surface of

wing compared with their weight. In the down stroke the two

wing* on each side lock together, producing by their combined action

a greater effect These wings spread out like a fan, and their Kiirf.ic<-

rather increases than decreases as the distance from the -.

which the wings move increases. (Fig. 9). It is this form of wiug and
extent of motion, which produce the undulating flight to which
allusion has already been made.

Fig. 9. Butterflies (Lfpidoptero}.

Although in the Diurnal Ltpidoptera the surface of the wings is so

great with respect to the weight of the body, these insect* do not fly
with proportionate velocity; but ore, nevertheless, endowed with
sufficient speed to outstrip the schoolboy, when engaged in the chace
of these beautiful insects.

The Nocturnal Lepidoptera, the Moths, possess considerable power
of flight The areas of their wings, instead of increasing with the
distance from the axis of motion, decrease, as seen in fig. 10. They
more nearly resemble the triangular figure of the wings of birds.

The anterior wing is much larger than the posterior, but they act
in unison with each other. The volume of the trunk of the Moths
is usually much greater than that of the Diurnal Lepidopttra, and they
fly with greater precision and velocity. Some species, the Silkworm-
Moth for instance, is said to travel upwards of 100 miles a day.

Flu. 10. Moth* (Isfitloptcra}.

The Dragon-Fly affords a good example of the locomotive organs
of the Nenroptera. They are furnished with four wings of a pecu-

liarly delicate texture, the neura resembling net-work. (Fiy. 11.) Unlike
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the Lejndoptera, the two wings ou either side, being provided with
a distinct set of muscles, act independently of each other, and are
detached. The anterior and posterior wing are nearly equal in size,
and the surface of the four wings, compared with the weight of the
body, is greater than in Coleoptera and Hymenoptera. The velocity
of the Dragon-Fly is very great, and necessary on account of its

predaceous habits. They chase and capture the insect on which
they feed with great ease, and the beauty and rapidity of their
evolutions in the chace are worthy of attentive consideration.
Leuwenhoek observed one of this tribe in a menagerie 200 feet in

length, chased by a swallow. The insect flew with such velocity,
and turned to the right and left in all directions so instantaneously,
that the swallow, with all its powers of flight and tact in the chace,
was unable to capture it the insect always keeping about 6 feet in
advance of the bird. Tht wings are attached to the upper part of
the body, about the centre of gravity, by which the animal is kept
steady during flight.

Fig. 11. Dragon Fly.

In the Ifymenoptera (jig. 12), the ratio of the area of the four wings
to the weight of the body is less than in the Dragon-Fly ;

and they
are consequently obliged to make a far greater number of strokes in

the same interval of time
; because, both in birds and insects, when

nil other things remain the same, the number of strokes made by
the wings will vary as the square root of the weight directly, and as

the area of the wings inversely.
The area of the anterior and upper wings (jig. 7, a) is much

greater than that of the posterior. The Humble-Bee has about
1-1 2th of a square inch of surface of wing to each grain weight of

its body.

Fig. 12. Bees and Snapdragon.

Be are celebrated, not only for the geometric instinct which they
display in the structure of their hexagonal cells so as to provide
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themselves with the greatest amount of room in the hive, whilst

occupying the least possible space, but they are also known to fly
between two distant points by the shortest road that is, by the

straight line. In consequence of the small amount of the surface
of wing in the ffymcnoptera, the Humble-Bee, Wasp, and Hornet,
cannot fly with much speed against a strong wind; and in that
direction the fleet schoolboy is enabled with ease to outstrip them.
The Ichneumonece are provided with a larger surface of wing, as

compared to the weight of the body, than the Bees.
The mechanism of the locomotive organs of birds and insects

provides us with all the data necessary for the study of aerial

progression. It affords ample proof that to render a man whose
weight is 150 Ibs., capable of supporting himself in the air by means
of a pair of artificial wings, with the same facility as birds and insects,
would require an extent of surface far beyond the control of his

muscular force; and hence we conclude that the art of flying by
means of muscular exertion, however applied, is denied to man.
FLYING-DRAGON, or FLYING-LIZARD. [DRACONINA.]
FLYING-FISH. [DACTTLOPTERUS ; EXOCETUS.]
FO'DIA, a genus of Mollusca established by Bosc, and generally

arranged by zoologists at the end of the simple Ascidians, and next
to Sipapillaria ; It is not better known than the last-named genus.

Fodia rubescent.

It has the following characters : Animal oval, mammillated, d ivided

throughout its length by a vertical partition, which contains the

stomach, into two unequal tubes, opening at each extremity by an

orifice, the upper oue being a little sunk, and irregularly deutated,
and the lower edged by a circular border forming a kind of sucker

(ventouse), and serving to fix the animal.

Bosc founded the genus from a mollusk found on the coasts of
North America.

FCENI'CULUM, a genus of Exogenous Plants belonging to the natural
order Umbellifera;, to which the common herb called Fennel belongs.
It was formerly considered a species of A-nethum, but since the re-

modelling of the natural order Apiaceie by Koch, it has been univers-

ally looked upon as a distinct genus. Anethwm in fact belongs to the
sub-division Peucedanc<e, with thin flat fruit, while Fwniculum form.s

part of Setelineee, the fruit of which is tapering or very little com-

pressed, and by no means flat.

/'. rulyare, is a biennial plant with leaves cut into hair-like

segments, yellow flowers, and glaucous stems. The fruit is ovate, not

quite two lines long, pale bright-brown, smooth, the ridges sharp with
but little space between each, the lateral ones rather the broadest,
terminated by a permanent conical disc. Common on chalky cliffs in

the southern parts of England, and everywhere cultivated 1'or the
sake of the agreeable aromatic quality of its leaves. Oil of funnel is

obtained from the fruit.

F. dulce, the Finocchio Dolce of the Italians, is an annual sort which
is cultivated in Italy as celery with us

;
and its blanched stems are said

to be an excellent vegetable, resembling celery, but more tender and
delicate, with a slight flavour of common fennel. The summers of

England are not warm enough to render it possible to cultivate this

successfully.
1'. piperitum is a wild Fennel, occurring on dry elevated hills in

Sicily, where it is called Finocchio d'Aeino. It is known from Common
Fennel by its long slender stem, short rigid leaves, and very hot

biting fruit.

f. Panmorium is cultivated in various parts of Bengal, under the
name of Panmuhuree. or Mudhoorika in Sanscrit. Its fruit has a
warmish very sweet taste, and aromatic smell, and is much used by
the natives with their betel and in their curries. The root is white,

nearly fusiform, and almost simple ; the stem is erect, branched from
the base to the top, from 2 to 4 feet high, the branches erect, round,
and smooth, with a uniform pale-glaucous tinge and not striated.

The umbels are terminal, rather concave, but not regular ;
the flowers

small, bright deep-yellow, the petals long, ovate, with their points
rolled in. The stamens longer than the petals. The fruit is used

medicinally in India as a warm aromatic and carminative.

P. Capente is a species little known, with a thick esculent aromatic

root, found in the interior of the Cape of Good Hope.
/'. tingetana is a native of Africa, in the province of Tangiers. It has

a taper branched stem ;
the leaves are supra-decompound and shining ;

the segments oblong lanceolate, cut and toothed ;
the upper petioles largo

and sheathing. The umbel is terminal on a short stalk ; the lateral

flowers are few, the male on longer stalks. Sprengel considers this the
3 I
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Silnhion of the ancients, from which the later Cyrmaicum, or Ala
c/iurw was procured, but Viviani asserts that F. HngctaM does not

grow in the country of Cyrene, but only occur* more to the
westward.

ITS. [REPRODCCTIO* IN ANIMALS.]
I "i M>. The materials taken into the system of organised beings,

nncl by which their functions are maintained, and out of which their

bodies are formed, are called Food. Food in its widest sense is the

raw material out of which plants and animals are manufactured. We
shall confine ourselves here to the consideration of the food of animals,
and of man in particular.

Tlie great cause of the necessity of a constant supply of new mutter
or food to the body is the waste of the materials of which the blood
and organs aro composed, during the performance of their functions.

The result of this wnste is seen in the form of the various excretions

which are thrown off from the body by the skin, liver, kidneys, and
bowels. We shall find, then, that the food, the blood, and the excre-

tions, represent each other, that they contain substances of the same
nature, and are nil composed of the same ultimate elements.

If we take a portion of human flesh or blood, and seek for its

ultimate elements, we shall find that, on accurate analysis, they will

yield the following elements :

Carbon.

Hydrogen.
Nitrogen.

Oxygen.
Sulphur.
Phosphorus.

Potassium.

Sodium.
Calcium.

Magnesium.
Iron.

Manganese.

Aluminum.
Copper.
Chlorine.

Fluorine.

Silicon.

Few or none of these elements occur in the human body in their

pure form, but are combined variously with one another, forming
compounds having very different physical properties and chemical
relations. These elements may be divided, for physiological purposes,
into two classes

;
the first four, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro-

gen, being called Organic, whilst the remainder are called Inorganic
elements. The first are called organic elements because they are
found universally present in plants and animals, and because no animal
cell and no vegetable cell can grow unless the whole of these elements
exist. Hence, as they lie at the foundation of all organic existence,

they are properly designated by this term.
The inorganic elements, though very generally present in large

classes of animals and plants, are not universal Man requires phos-
phorus and calcium in the form of phosphate of lime for his bones ;

but many of the lower animals contain no phosphate of lime. Sea-
animals and plants will not live without chlorine and sodium in the
form of common salt ; but fresh-water plants, and plants away from
the sea-shorn, do not require this constituent. The term inorganic,
then, is applied to these elements to express their different relation
to plants and animals, and will also point out their frequent occur-
rence in the mineral world. The elements of man's body however
are all derived from the mineral world, and are identical with the
same bodies in inorganic substances. The carbon found in the human
body is identical with that which forms, in its pure state, the diamond

which enters into the composition of graphite and various kinds of

coal, and is found in limestone and chalk, forming a part of the car-

bonic acid of the carbonate of lime, of which these rocks are composed.
The hydrogen of the human body is the same as the gas which, united
with oxygen, forms water, and when combined with nitrogen pro-
duces ammonia. The oxygen of the animal is identical with the gas
which, with nitrogen, forms a fifth part of the atmosphere, and which,
combined with the metals, forms oxides, of which the greater portion
of the earth's surface is composed. The nitrogen of the organic world
is identical with that which constitutes BO large a portion of the

atmosphere. Nor are these elements alone identical in and out of the
human body ; but we find that they possess the same chemical proper-
ties, and that their agency in the human body depends on these

properties. Thus, carbon and hydrogen are inflammable bodies, and
have a great affinity for oxygen, with which they unite, forming car-

bonic acid and water, giving out heat during the process of union.
This very process goes on In the animal

body, and constitutes one of
the most important functions of the body. The characteristic features
of the functions snd properties of animal and vegetable bodies depend
on the chemical relations of the four organic elements.

These elements never enter the system in their, pure form. Carbon,
however needed in the animal frame, cannot be appropriated pure ;

and a man would starve with the Koh-i-noor diamond in his mouth,
were be not allowed to exchange it for more digestible forms of
carbon. The gases hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, would, any one
of them in their pure state, destroy human life

; and even when the
two last are mixed with the atmosphere, they will not support life in

that form. Again, we may mix them in various ways, and not be
more miocemful. Carbon combine* with oxygen to form carbonic acid,
and hydrogen combines with nitrogen to form ammonia, and these
two compounds unite together to form common smelling-salts, or
carbonate of ammonia. But xmelling-salU, though they contain all

the organic elements, will not serve for human food. Nevertheless
what is not food for man is nutriment for plants. Carbonic acid and

-'-, supply plant* with materials of growth. It is from these

two bodies that the vegetable kingdom elaborates all the secretions
which give to plants elegance of form, beauty of colour, deliciousness
of scent, deadlines* as poisons, and nutritiousness as food. The plant
stands between the mineral and animal kingdoms, preparing the former
for the service of the latter. Without plants there could be no an
In the whole range of natural history we are presented with no
instance of an animal existing directly on mineral matter. It in true
that many animals are carnivorous, and live on the flesh of )<.<r
animals. The lion and the tiger prey upon the deer and the ante-

lope ;
but if we go one step further we still arrive at the vegetable

kingdom as the source of animal nutrition. The deer and the ante-

lope are herbivorous creatures, and the flesh of their body is formed

directly from the plants they eat. So with the animals eaten by
man ; they are all grain or herb-eating animals, and supply to man
the materials they have obtained from the vegetable kingdom. At
the same time the best standard we can take of food is milk, which
is derived from the animal When human milk is examined, it gives
the following results in every 1000 parts :

Water 870
Butter 62

Sugar . 63
OiMI M
Salts 5

1000

These five constituents of milk may be regarded as typical of .ill

kinds of food, whether obtained from the animal or vegetable kingdom.
Hence, we may class alimentary substances according as they are

represented by one or other of these constituents of milk.

1. Aqueout. Water is required not only as the medium of coin, y-

ing the other substances into the body, but it forms a prominent
constituent of the body itself. Blood contains 790 parts of water to

210 parts of solid matter in every 1000. Muscles contain 770 parts of

water to 230 parts of solid ingredients. The brain and nerves contain
about 800 parts of water in 1000. If food does not contain water

naturally, it is taken into the system in the form of tea, coffee, beer,
and also in its pure state. The quantity of water taken with the food
should be about in the proportion of four to one, as we find it in milk.

We cannot however judge of the quantity contained in solid food till

we know its composition. Thus many substances which appear solid

contain large quantities of water. In potatoes, for instance, there are

75 parts of water in every 100.

2. Olcaginout. The butter of the milk represents oily and fatty
matters in general, which seem to enter into the composition of all

healthy food. They are taken by the inhabitants of tropical coun-
tries in the seed of the cocoa-nut, as well as by those of the polar
regions from the fat of the seal and many kinds of fish. They are

obtained from both the animal and vegetable kingdoms, being kn..wn

by the name of suets, fats, and lards, from the former source ; and
oils and butter from the latter.

3. Saccharine. The sugar of the milk represents Severn 1 substances
obtained from plants and used as food. Sugar itself varies in it*

composition according to its sources ; hence we have cane-sugar,
grape-sugar, maple-sugar, &c. Sugar has also a composition nearly
approaching that of starch, and this substance is very generally found
in the vegetable diet of man ; pure in the form of arrow-root, tapioca,
and sago ; combined in the flour of wheat and other cereal grasses.
Of all the animal products used as food, sugar is found alone in

milk.
4. Proteinaceom. The casein of the milk, which, when *cp:u ;>*.. 1,

is known by the name of cheese, has, in common with two other

vegetable and animal substances, cjillcil tilu-ine and albumen, a prin-

ciple for their basis named protein. [PROTEIN.] These substances
form the chief part of the fabric of the body, anil in their capacity of
food perform a very different function in the body to the butter and

sugar before mentioned.
5. Inorganic. The salts of milk are the saline substances which,

entering into the composition of various parts of the human body, are

necessary to its integrity and health. The importance of the presence
of these substances is frequently overlooked in food, and many diseases
of the human frame arise from their absence. They are conveyed
into the system in both animal and vegetable food

;
but in common

salt we have an instance of a substance belonging to this class taken

directly from the mineral kingdom as food without the intervention
of an organic body.

In addition to these forms of dietetic substances found in milk, i)

food of the adult human being constantly contains certain principles
which do not appear to be represented in the milk. Thus, the sub-
stances called condiment*, as the various spices, contain volatile oils,

which, although not essential to the diet of man, seem to exert a very
beneficial influence when taken into the system. In tea and coffee

there is a principle called theine, which seems to be the active ingre-
dient of these substances. In the fruit of plants also, we have acids,
as the citric, tartaric, malic, and oxalic acids, which seem to act very
beneficially in certain states of the system. As these substances seem
to act medicinally rather than dietetically, they may be properly
called, as a class, the medicinal constituents of food. The following
classification will give an idea of the kinds of food :
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Class I. Alimentary Substances.

Group A. Aqueous, containing water as a principal ingredient. Exam-

ples : Tea, coffee, beer, wine.

Group B. Carbonaceous, containing carbon as a distinguishing

ingredient,
1. Saccharine. Examples : Sugar, starch, cellulose.

2. Oleaginous. Examples : Oil, butter, fat.

Group C. Nitrogenous, containing nitrogen as a distinguishing feature.

1. Vegetable. Examples : Flour, oatmeal, maize.

2. Animal. Examples : Butcher's meat, cheese.

Group D. Inorganic.
1. From organic sources. Examples : Potash in fresh vegetables,

phosphate of lime in flour and flesh.

2. From the mineral kingdom. Example : Common salt.

Class II. Medicinal Substances.

Group A. A cids. Examples : Citric acid in oranges, tartaric acid in

grapes, oxalic acids in rhubarb-leaves.

Group B. Volatile Oils. Examples : Mustard, pepper, nutmeg,
cloves.

Group C. Alkaloids. Examples : Theine in tea and coffee, theobro-
miue in chocolate.

We shall here make a few general remarks on the nature of the
substances in the groups indicated, referring for special information
on the plants and animals yielding food to the various articles devoted
to these subjects throughout the '

English Cyclopaedia.'
Under the head of WATEHS, MINERAL, will be found an account of

Water and the substances it usually holds in solution. In taking it

as an article of diet, the following general remarks should be borne
in mind :

First, It may be taken in too large quantities to be carried off by
the other emunctories, and then it remains in the system to impoverish
the blood, and to reduce the amount of solid matter that is necessary
for the performance of the functions of the tissues of the body. This
is one of the results that take place from what is called the ' water
cure.' Unless persons have sufficient vigour to take the exercise neces-

sary to throw off by the skin the water that is taken into the stomach,
serious ill effects must necessarily arise. The good that is effected by
thin system of the treatment of disease must be attributed more to

the exercise it renders necessary than to the unnatural quantities of
water taken into the system.

Secondly, Water may not be taken in sufficient quantities to carry
on the healthy functions of the system. If the food is taken too dry,
it is only imperfectly digested, and many important constituents,
such as the salts, are not taken into the body in sufficient quantity.
A deficient quantity of water in the blood will also prevent the

healthy process of nutrition, and wasting and degeneration of the solid

parts of the body will occur. It would be difficult, perhaps, to lay
down any law with regard to the quantity of water individuals should

take, and perhaps it is safer to rely on the instincts of the body,
which seem to point out how much we ought to take by the feeling of

satiety that comes on after enough has been taken. We may however

get at something like an approximation of the proportion of solids and
fluids required by the system in food, by examining the composition
of milk, in which we find the proportion of water to solid parts is as

870 to 130 in 1000 parts, or about as seven to one.

Thirdly, The good effects of water may be destroyed by the sub-

stances with which it is taken. Although the stomach has the power
of separating water from the food in which it exists, it yet often

happens that the fluid articles of diet are injurious. Water itself

may contain so large a quantity of saline matters, or of organic
matters in a state of decomposition, as to cause serious disease. The
taking habitually water in the form of fermented liquors, as beer and
wine, as also the admixture of distilled spirits, may cause irritation

and congestion of the mucous membranes, and derangement of the
nervous system.
We now proceed to speak of the Carbonaceous Group. This class

of substances is sometimes called Respiratory and Combustible. They
are called respiratory because it is through the function of respiration
tht they become useful in the system. They are called combustible
because it is through the process of combustion that their effects upon
the system are developed. This class of foods does not, in fact, con-

tribute directly to the nutrition of the body, but they are consumed
in maintaining the animal heat. The temperature of the human body
is always a fixed one

;
and if we place a thermometer upon the tongue,

or under the arm, or in any other unexposed part of the body, we
hall find that it stands at the point in the index of Fahrenheit's
thermometer marked 98. [HEAT, ANIMAL.] This heat the human
body maintains equally at the poles and under the tropics. No
external temperature alters it, and we have thus conclusive evidence
that it is produced from within. The cause of this heat is the com-
bustion of the carbon and hydrogen contained in the carbonaceous

group of foods. Starch, sugar, and oil are conveyed from the stomach
into the blood, and whilst in the blood they are brought in contact
with oxygen ga, which is taken in during respiration, and the conse-
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quence of this contact is the union of the carbon and the hydrogen
with the oxygeu, the formation of carbonic acid gas and water, and

the giving out of heat.

The human body is preserved at the same temperature by the

regulating action of the skin. When large quantities of heat are

generated in the body, by exercise or other causes, then the extra

heat is carried off by the perspiration from the skin ; but when the

body is exposed to a low temperature, and its heat is rapidly con-

ducted away by surrounding cold, the heat is maintained by increased

supplies of food belonging to the carbonaceous group. The animal

beat of the lower animals varies according to the circumstances of the

creature. Those performing great muscular exertions, and living iu

cold climates, have a higher temperature than man; whilst those

which are not active in their habits, and live in hot climates, have a

temperature lower than that of man.

The substances belonging to this group which enter into the food

of man are cellulose, starch, sugar, and oil.

Cellulose forming the external membrane of the cells of all plants

is found in all food derived from the vegetable kingdom. It has a

composition almost identical with starch, but differs in being insoluble

and indiffusible in water. There can be little doubt however that it

:y are iudigestil ,

of food as carrots, turnips, radishes, uncooked vegetables, &c., not

being readily digested. Cellulose is converted into starch by the

addition of sulphuric acid, and it is not improbable that some change
of this sort may take place when it is taken into the stomach. It is

however seldom taken by human beings alone, although recom-

mended by no less an authority than Benjamin Franklin, who
showed by example that saw-dust puddings might be used as an

article of diet.

Starch enters very largely into the diet of man, and of the lower

animals. It is distinguished from cellulose by its ready diffusibility

in water. [SECRETIONS, VEGETABLE.] On this account it appears to

be much more readily absorbed from the stomach or converted into

the forms in which food is taken up into the system. Its property of

uniting with water and forming with it at a high temperature a

gelatinous mass, explains the change which takes place iu boiling the

flour of the grains in which it is contained.

Starch is found in some plants in greater quantities than in others
;

it is however very generally found in perennial roots and rootstocks,

in the stems and in the see'ds of plants. There are few or no vege-
tables or parts of plants that are eaten that do not contain starch. It

is found in turnips, carrots, potatoes, cabbages, parsnips, beans, peas,

wheat, barley, oats, and the rest of the Cei-ealia; in chestnuts, walnuts,

hazel-nuts, and all other seeds ; in the apple, the pear, the plum, and

cherry, and all other fruits. In many of these things however it is

not the distinguishing alimentary ingredient, but it is often separated,
and is used pure as an article of diet. The substances in which it

occurs pure are arrow-root, sago, and tapioca.
What is sold under the name of arrow-root in the shops, is a form

of starch procured from the rootstocks of various species of plants

belonging to the family Marantacece. There are three kinds of arrow-

root known in the shops, the West Indian and the East Indian

arrow-roots, and Tous les Mois. [MAUANTA.]
Although there is much difference iu the price of arrow-root, its

composition is always the same. Even the substances used to

adulterate arrow-root, as potato and sago starch, are of the same

composition ; and though the appearance and flavour of the arrow-

root may be impaired, its ultimate dietetical action is the same.

Although arrow-root, sago, tapioca, and potato starch, are all

composed of the same constituent, their flavour is very different ;

hence the preference given to arrow-root as an article of diet. This

flavour depends on some peculiar principle which is produced in the

plant from which the starch is obtained, and by very careful preparing
can be entirely got rid of. Arrow-root is used for making cakes,

puddings, and a thick gelatinous fluid in great request in the sick room.

It is a property of starch to combine with water at a temperature of

180, and form a gelantinous compound. This property of starch

renders it very useful in cookery, and seems to increase the digesti-

bility of the starch itself.

Arrow-root is frequently regarded as nutritious ;
but it will be

seen that it is not nutritious in the proper sense of that word. Those

foods can alone be called nutritious that contribute to the building

up of the fabric of the body by adding those materials to the tissues

which are being constantly removed by the wear of the body. Now
starch does not perform this function, and is entirely consumed in

the body in maintaining its animal heat. Arrow-root however and

the other forms of starch, are frequently mixed with nutritious

matters, such as milk and bread; and in this way the food into which

they enter becomes nutritious.

Another form of starch is Sago. It is starch obtained from the

inside of the trunks of palms, and other trees. Many plants yield
starch in their stems, which, on being prepared, is called sago by
Europeans. The sago which is sold in the shops of England is princi-

pally imported from the islands of the Indian Archipelago, and is the-

produce of a palm called the true Sago-Palm, or Sayui Itei'is. There
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in however another palm belonging; to the same genus, the & Rumpkii
|

(the 1'riekly Sago-Palm), which yields the >ago that U consumed by
the natives of India.

Sago U not generally eo carefully prepared a* arrow-root, and it in

a much cheaper article of diet IU ultimate action is perfectly the

same as arrow-root. It is now often employed by starch-makers to

procure the finer kinds of starch used by manufacturers. When thus

prepared, it is used to adulterate arrow-root.

Tapioca is another form of starch. It is brought to Europe from

South America, nnd is the produce of a plant known to botanists by
the name of janipka Manifiot. It is a poisonous plant, anil the

Indians in tht- countries where it grows extract a poison from it,

which they use to poison their arrows, before they obtain the starch.

Cassava, which is eaten by the natives, is procured from the same

plant, but is prepared in a different way from tapioca. The starch of

tapioca does not differ iu chemical composition from that of sago
and arrow -root, and it is used in the same way, and for the same

purpose*

An Indian family preparing Tapioca. The woman Is poinoning an srrow
with the juice which cxadra from the bag containing the Tapioca.

There are many other well-known plants which owe their dietetical

properties to the starch they contain
; amongst these we may mention

the potato, the carrot, the turnip, the parsnip, the cabbage, the Jeru-
salem artichoke. From any of these starch might be prepared.
The roots of Arum maculatum, though acrid, contain much starch.
When cooked, the acridity of the plant is got rid of, and they are
eaten with impunity. These roots are employed in making the
substance called Portland sago, which is the starch separated from
the rert of the matter of the plant. This sago is used for the same
purposes as the other kinds of sago.
The rooUof Orckit matcula, which is a common plant of our meadows,

form the substance called salep. When it is boiled, it forms an
agreeable article of diet, which, before the introduction of tea and
coffee, was rery generally used in this country. It is now almost
entirely disused in Oreat Britain.

Starch differs in some of its chemical and physical properties
according to the plants whence it is obtained. In this way chemists
hare distinguished several kinds of starch. Inuline is a form of starch
obtained from the Initla lltlenium, a plant not uncommon in our own
fields. [IRULA.] Lichen-starch is another form, which is found in
almost all kinds of A Igtr as well as Lichens. This starch has the same
power of thickening water at a high temperature as arrow-root and
tapioca ; and hence, when any of these plants are boiled in water,
they form a thick mucilaginous decoction. The thickness of th fluid

thus obtained, under the erroneous notion of its being nutritious, has led
ne of many species of sea-weeds and lichens as articles of diet.

One of the planU of this kind, which has been used most extensively
and is still largely employed, is the Iceland-Moss {Crtraria hlandica).
It belongs to the family of Lichens, and is a native of the northern

parts of the world. This and other lichens probably contain other
>:! secretions besides starch, u we find they are capable of

supporting animal life. The Rein-Deer-Mon (Cenomyct rangiferina)
is an instance of this. In the northern parts of the world as well as
iu mountainous districts this lichen grows in great abundance, and

during the winter season is the principal support of the rein-deer. In

spite of the extreme cold to which it is subjected this plant grows
with vigour, nd the rein-deer, in <>r<!< r to obtain it as food, is obliged
to remove with its nose the snow with which it is sometimes covered
for many feet. The Cup-Moss (Cenomyre pyjcidata) of our own moon
belongs to the same genus as the rein-deer moss, and is also used as

an article of diet in the same way as the Iceland-moss. The Tripe de
Roche is another of these lichens which has been used as an article of

diet It has a melancholy interest attached to it, as it has so often

formed the chief article of diet of our arctic navigators. Two
species

of lichens, the Gyrophora probotcidea and (/. rrota, afford the Tripe de
Roche. Although they are said to be nutritious, they are described

as having bitter, nauseous, and purgative properties.

Amongst the aea-weeds which have been used as articles of diet

noue is better known thaii the Chotulrui criipui, which under the

name of Carrageen-Moss, Irish Moss, and Pearl-Moss has been for a

long time used in Europe. [Ai.o.ti] It grows on the rocky sea-shore*

of Europe ; and when washed and dried, and then boiled with water,
makes a mucilaginous decoction, which, like the gome preparation of

the Iceland-moss, has been recommended in consumption, coughs,
diarrhoea, and other diseases. It has however no bitter principle,
and is probably less tonic than the lichen. This and other sea-weeds

have been occasionally had recourse to by the poor inhabitant* of the

sea-shores of Europe, more especially Ireland, when the ordinary corn
or potato crop bos foiled. They contain however but little nutritious

matter, and persona soon furnish who live upon nothing else. There
are certain forms of sea-weed which are often eaten as an addition to

other kinds of food. There is in all of them a certain flavour of the

sea, arising probably from the saline matter they contain, which
renders them very objectionable to some persons as articles of food,
and which will probably always form an objection to their general
use. Of those which are eaten in various parts of England we may
mention :

1. Laver, Sloke, Slokam (Porphyra taciniata). It is on all our son-

shores
;
and when employed as food U salted and eaten with pepper,

vinegar, and oil.

2. Green Laver, Green Sloke, Oyster-Green (I'lra latiuima). The
I'lra is not BO good to eat as the Porphyra, and is only hod recourse

tc when the latter is not abundant.
3. Tangle, Sea-Ware, Sea-Girdles, Sea-Wand, Red Ware (Laminaria

digitata). It is cooked by boiling for a long time, and adding pepper,
butter, and lemon-juice. Cattle ore fed on it when young in some

parts of the British Islands.

4. Bodderlochs, Hen-Ware, Honey-Ware, Murlins (Alaria aculenla).
The part of the plant which is eaten is the thick middle rib which
runs through the frond. It is sometimes called the Eatable Fucus.

5. The Dulse of the south-west of England is the Iriilea edulii of

botanists. It is eaten by the fishermen of the south-west coasts of

England, who before eating it piuch it between red-hot irons. In
Scotland it is cooked in the frying-pan. It is said to resemble in iU
flavour roasted oysters.

6. Dulse of the Scotch, Dellisk, Dollish, Duileisg, Water-Leaf

(Rkodomenia palmata). The Highlanders and the Irish, before the
introduction of tobacco, were in the habit of drying this weed and
using it as a masticatory. The Icelanders use it as an article of diet

under the name of the Sugar-Fucus. In the islands of the Mediterranean

Archipelago it is employed as an ingredient to flavour soups, ragouts,
and other dishes.

Several other sea-weeds have been employed as food, but these are
the principal that are at present used iu this country. In China the

people are very fond of sea-weeds, and many kinds are collected and
added to soups, or are eaten alone with sauce. One of these, the
Plocaria teuajt, is sometimes brought to this country under the name
of Chinese Moss. The decoction it makes is so thick that it is used
as glue. The Corsican Moss, which has a reputation in medicine a*

well as a diet, is the Plocaria Helminlhacortot, and is found on the
coasts of the Mediterranean. Another sea-weed was recently imported
into London under the name of Australian Moss

;
but although atl'< >rd-

ing a very thick jelly, it tastes too strongly of the sea to be rendered

pleasant by any kind of cooking.
The next dietetical substance of which we have to speak is Sugar.

Sugar is distinguished readily from starch by many properties.

Sugar is soluble in water, whilst starch is only diffusible through it.

Sugar is susceptible of fermentation, and of being converted into

alcohol, which starch is not Sugar has a peculiar sweet taste, whilxt
starch is insipid. It is on account of the solubility of sugar that v, .

never, or very seldom, find it in plants iu a solid condition. It is

always dissolved in the water naturally contained in the plants in

which it exists. Sugar is not so frequent a product of vegetable
change as starch

;
but is, nevertheless, very generally found during

some period of the growth of the majority of plants. [SUOAE.]
Sugar, like starch, is not nutritious, but is taken into the system

with the object of maintaining animal heat Persons may even get
fat on sugar, but the living tissues are not nourished by any of the
carbonaceous productions of plant*. It is true, that in countries
where the sugar-cane is grown, slaves and their children, during the

period of its gathering, partake of it in large quantities, and are

nourished upon it
; but the sap of the sugar-cane, and the cane itself,
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contain other alimentary principles besides sugar, which assist in the
nutrition of the body.

Sugar, being readily soluble in water, is more digestible than starch.

Of the substances which maintain animal heat, it is the most easily

digested ;
and hence we may see a reason why it is supplied to the

young of the higher forms of animals. For this purpose it is secreted,

by the female of all the Mammalia, in the milk, which is furnished

universally to their young during the first months of their existence.
The instinctive love ofsugar, so well known as a distinguishing character
of the child, seems to point out its adaptation to the wants of the
infant system. Readily digestible however as sugar is, it is one of
those substances which speedily undergoes decomposition. When
taken into the stomach and the system, its elements seem to enter
into secondary combinations, which are very injurious. This is why
so many persons find it necessary to limit the quantity of sugar which
they take in their diet. The changes however which it so frequently
undergoes in the adult system, do not appear to take place hi children ;

hence the child may eat sugar with impunity, although its parents
may not

Although there are various kinds of sugar, having a different com-

position, they seem all to act dietetically in the same way upon the

system. The most common form of sugar in plants, and that which
is most frequently eaten in diet, is Cane-Sugar, so called from its being
yielded by the sugar-cane. It consists of

Carbon

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Water .

Atoms.

. 12

. 9
, 9

2

The other kinds of sugar which are eaten, are milk-sugar, C2,H 19

O
19 + 5HO ; and grape-sugar, C,, H,, 12 + 2HO. It will be seen that

cane-sugar resembles etarch in its composition, and it is probably
formed in the plant from that body. Although cane-sugar is found
in the sugar-cane, the beet, and the maple, it ia not so frequent in

plants as grape-sugar, which is the form in which sugar is found in

the fruits and other parts of plants which may be sweet.
The sources of sugar, as an article of diet, are of course very

various; it is only separated however from a limited number of

plants. Of these the principal ig the sugar-cane (Sacc/tarum
officinarum).
The sugar eaten by the inhabitants of France is principally

obtained from the Beet (Beta vulgarit). In tropical countries it is

obtained from the juice of palms, as from the Jaggary Palm
(Caryota urnu), the Cocoa-Nut Palm (Cocot nudfera), and others.

It exists in the stems of all grasses, and is prepared in America from
Maize (Zea ifayi). The Birch (Betula alba) in this country, and the

Sugar-Maple in America (Acer taccharinum), also yield it in their sap.

Grape-sugar, also called Glucose, is found in the fruits of most

plants. It seems to act on the system in precisely the same way as

cane-sugar.
The result of the fermentation of grape-sugar is the production of

Alcohol, which does not difer much in composition from sugar.
The following is the decomposition :

C. II. O.

2 Atoms of Alcohol . . . . 8 12 4
4 Atoms of Carbonic Acid . . . 408
2 Atoms of Water 022
One Atom of Grape-Sugar . . 12 14 14

Alcohol is taken as an article of diet in the form of beers, wines,
and spirits. Although resembling sugar in its composition, its effects

on the system are very different. It acts on the nervous system as
a stimulant and narcotic, and might perhaps be regarded as one of
the medicinal forms of food. A question has arisen amongst
physiologists as to the action of this substance on the system. Liebig,
and with him many others, maintain that like starch and sugar
and oil, the elements of the alcohol unite with oxygen in the system,
and thus by combustion assist in maintaining animal heat. On the
other hand Dr. Carpenter, and those who repudiate the use of alcohol
in diet, maintain that it is not destroyed during respiration, and
consequently does not promote animal heat any further than as it

stimulate* the heart's action.

Alcohol when taken as an article of diet not only acts upon the
nervous system, but on account of its chemical action on albumen
exert*! an injurious influence when taken in large quantities upon the
mucous membrane of the stomach. It is thus that when indulged
in, it becomes a source of indigestion, and lays the foundation of
serious diseases. Taken in small quantities in the form of wine or

beer, it seems to exert a favourable influence on the digestive function,
and to belong to that class of foods to which spices and condiments
are referred. Taken medicinally it is often capable of exerting
powerful effects, on account of its rousing action upon the vascular
system. It does not seem to be necessary to health, as there are

many nations that never use it, and individuals, in countries where
it is habitually taken as an article of diet, find their health not

materially injured by debarring themselves from its use.

The quantity of alcohol contained in fermented beverages varies

very much.
With regard to wines, when the juice of the grape contains large

quantities of sugar in comparison with the water, and the fermen-
tation is complete, then the alcohol is abundant, and strong wines
are produced ; whilst, when the sugar is iu small quantities, or the
fermentation is incomplete, weak or thin wines are the result. Ports
and sherries are strong wines, whilst those of the Rhine are generally
weak.

Sweet wines are those in which all the sugar is not converted into
alcohol. This is mostly the case with wines made from other fruits

besides grapes. Hence the well-known sweetness of what are called

British wines. This does not however arise from an imperfect fer-

mentation, but from the acid contained in other fruits not being
tartaric acid. One of the most remarkable properties of tartaric acid
is that it forms an insoluble salt (the cream of tartar) with potash,
which is generally found in fruits

; and in wines made from the grape
this salt falls to the bottom of the cask, forming the tartar or lees of
the wine. But other acids, as citric, malic, and oxalic acids, are not
thus precipitated from their solutions, and they remain in wines,
giving them a very acid flavour, which would render them unpleasant,
unless sugar was added to cover their acidity. Sweet wines are

objectionable as articles of diet, on account of the sugar they
contain, which, when held in solution in wine, seems more likely to

decompose, and thus prove injurious to the system, than when taken
in its pure form. In wines made from other fruits besides grapes,
the acid is also liable to objection.

Effervescing wines are those which are bottled before the fermen-
tation is complete, so that a large quantity of the carbonic acid, which
would be otherwise got rid of, is retained in solution in the wine, and
escapes when the bottle is uncorked. Such is champagne. Effer-

vescing wines are more liable to disagree with delicate stomachs than
others, on account of their imperfect fermentation rendering them
liable to further change in the stomach

; and this state of change is

probably communicated to the substances used as food contained in
the stomach.
The skins and stalks of the grapes, if not the juice, contain tannin.

This substance is a powerful astringent, and its presence seems to be
the cause of the astringent character of many red wines, as port,
claret, and others. There is slso a difference in the quantity of free

tartaric acid contained in wines
;
and those which have the largest

proportion of this constituent have an acid flavour. Some of the
wines made from grapes are so sour as to be very unpalatable : this

is more especially the case with the poorer white wines of the Rhine.
The quality iu which wines differ from each other most is what is

called their bouquet, or flavour. It differs in wines made from
different kinds of grapes, and differs in the same grape in different

districts and in different seasons. It is well known that the vintage
of one year produces a better or worse wine than that of another, and
this depends on the development of the peculiar flavour of the wine.

Liebig says that the bouquet is dependent on an acid which he calls

ccnanthic, and which, combining with the alcohol, forms an ether
which gives the odour and flavour to wines.

The quantity of alcohol contained in wines differs very much. The
ports and sherries consumed in England contain the largest quantity.
But then much of this is added. It is added in the form of brandy.
Brandied wines keep best, but are not the best to drink. Unless
wines are naturally strong, they will not keep without the addition of

alcohol. Clarets, hocks, and Moselles, are seldom brandied. Some
of the hocks do -not contain more than seven per cent, of alcohol,
whilst port and sherry contain twenty-five per cent.

Ardent spirits, distilled liquors, differ from wine in their having
been submitted to distillation after the fermentation, which produces
the alcohol. Brandy is distilled from wine; and peach-kernels, or

other vegetable matter containing oil of bitter almonds, are added to

give it a flavour. All the parts of the plants belonging to the division

of the order Rosace(s, called Amygdalece, contain oil of bitter almonds.
Rum is distilled from molasses or treacle in the West India Islands,
and pine-apples are added to give a peculiar flavour. Gin is distilled

in Holland, from rye; in this country from wheat, the grains of which
are allowed to become saccharine, and then fermented. Juniper
berries are employed to give the peculiar flavour to gin. Whiskey is

distilled from wheat, barley, or oats, treated in the same manner as

for gin. Nothing is added to flavour it; but the smoke of the peat,

by the aid of which the distillation is effected in both Ireland and

Scotland, gives a characteristic flavour to this liquor. Liqueurs

belong to this division; they are distilled spirits containing large

quantities of sugar, and are flavoured with all kinds of substances, as

celery, bitter almonds, gentian, wormwood, &c.

Beers, Ales, and Porters, differ from wines in the addition of a

bitter principle, most frequently the hop, to the fermented liquor.

The saccharine matter for fermentation is obtained through barley.
The grain of barley is steeped in water, and allowed to germinate.
When the starch of the grain is converted into sugar, it is submitted

to heat, and malt is formed. The malt is placed in boiling water,
and hops added ;

when cooled, the process of fermentation is allowed

to take place, and the beer is completed. When the malt is slightly
charred during the process of drying, it gives a dark colour to the
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beer. It i then oiled porter. The** fluid* vary much in itrvngth
and bitterness, according to the quantity of malt and hop* employed.

Beer U the safest of these beverages for habitual UM ; but even this

may be indulged in too freely, and disease may be the result. Of the
various kinds of brer, that which ia to be mort commended, is the

weak form of bitter air, which is now so generally employed in the
households of London and its neighbourhood. Beer acts as a tonic

ou account of its bitter principle, as well as a stimulant, and is

frequently, ou this account, found to be a valuable addition to the

ordinary diet.

The Oleaginous Group of foods is somewhat peculiar. They are

taken in various forms from both the vegetable and animal kingdoms,
and are known under the name of butter, oil, lard, suet, fat, &c. The

following formula will express the composition of this class of

bodies:

Carbon .

Hydrogen
Oxygen .

11

10
1

It will be seen that the oxygen ia in considerably less proportion
than in the foregoing substances of this group, and we may conse-

quently conclude that the hydrogen as well as the cnrbon is consumed
in the system in maintaining the animal heat. This is an important
point, as it frequently happens that the value of the heat-giving

group of foods is estimated by the quantity of carbon alone. That
oil has more power in maintaining animal heat than sugar or starch,
is seen in the fact that it is eaten in larger quantities by men who
live in cold regions than by those who live in the warmer parts of

the earth. Just as we pass north or south from the tropics, man
adds oil to his food according to the degree of cold to which he is

exposed.
Oil seems also to be deposited in the tissues of man and other animals

as a source of combustible materials when these fail in their natural

food. Thus the Kumittantia get fat in summer to supply them with
their winter's store of fuel Hybernating animals, which are fat when
they commence their sleep, woke up quite thin. Their fat has been
exhausted in maintaining their animal heat during hybernation.

[ADIPOSE TISSUE.]
Oil performs another function in the system. It is very evident

from its general presence in every tissue of the body that it bos an
action in connection with the development of the proteinaceous
tissues. It seems to assist their development, to act as a kind of

preparation for their growth. In this way its curative action in

certain forms of disease may be explained. There is no doubt of the
beneficial action of cod-liver oil in scrofulous diseases, and its action

can only be explained on the above supposition. In connection with
the use of cod-liver oil it may be stated that animal oils appear to be
in a different physical condition of aggregation from vegetable oils,

and are certainly more readily digested and appropriated by the

system.
The vegetable oils chiefly used as food are those obtained from the

Olive (Olea JSvrojuta) and the Almond (Amygdalui dulcit). Many
seeds, as the Cocoa-Nut (Cocot nucifera), Almond (Amygdala*), Chest1

nut (C'attanta), Walnut (Juglani), Hazel-Nut (Corytut), Brazil-Nut

(Bcrlholletia), contain oil.

The fat of animals is the great source of oleaginous food from the
animal kingdom.
We now come to speak of the Nutritious, Proteinaceous, or Nitro-

genous articles of diet. The substance called Protein [PROTEIN] is

the basis of these. It is the first element that appears in the develop-
ment of the vegetable cell. It is consequently universally present in

plant*. It also constitutes the chief material of the tissues of animals.
It assumes in both kingdoms various forms, and is called albumen,
fibrine, and casein, according to its physical and chemical properties.
Some animals derive this constituent of their bodies directly from

the vegetable kingdom, as all the herbivorous and graminivorous
creatures; others derive it indirectly from the plant through the

animal, as the various forms of Carnirora. Man obtains his supply of

protein from both sources. As a sect has arisen of persons who
deny the propriety of man's taking animal food, it may be well to

examine the evidence on which bis claim to be regarded as a flesh-

rating animal rests. We shall dismiss the sentimental objection, that

life ought not to be taken as unworthy of serious refutation, as every
one must feel that for carnivorous animals to prey upon lower animals
is a natural law.

" In the first place, the experience of the races and nations of men
who partake of animal food U decidedly in its favour. Amongst the
northern and European nations this practice is universal ;

ami it is

precisely amongst these people that we sec the greatest amount of

physical power, and moral and intellectual development existing.

Amongst these nations, those individuals and classes who partake
moat largely or exclusively of a vegetable diet, are alike physically,

intellectually, and morally degraded. It is a well-established fact,
that amongst those classes who get the least animal food, as also in

those
public

establishments where meat is only spsringly allowed,

mortality is greatest, and disease is most rife. One of the most
common forms of disease generated by an exclusively vegetable diet
is scrofula, and when traceable to this csuse, the mort speedy remedy
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is the addition .if animal food to the diet There are also many
other forms of disease produced by the want of animal food, which

require for their cure but an abundant supply of the needed material.
I need not, I am sure, specify facts to verify this statement. The.

experience of every medical man would confirm it
; and there is no

Mirguon or physician connected with the great medical charities of
this country, but has every day, unfortunately, ample opportunities
of witnessing the ill-effects of a vegetable diet, and the benefit, in

such cases, of the administration of animal food.

"Nor are we at a loss in accounting for the beneficial act

the flesh of animals as food. From what I have before said, it will

be recollected that the muscles and other tissues of animals are

composed principally of protein ;
so that they truly constitute the

most nutritious kind of diet It has also been found, not alone as a
matter of general personal experience, but by direct experiment, that
aiiimal food is more digestible than vegetable food. The experiment*
to which I allude are those performed by Dr. Beaumont of America,
on a man that had received a gun-shot wound in such a position as

to form a perforation into his stomach. This wound never h-

and enabled Dr. Beaumont to perform the experiments alluded to.

By placing various kinds of food in the stomach of this man, he was
enabled to ascertain how long each required to digest ;

and it was
found that the flesh of animals was much more digestible than any
of the more nutritious forms of vegetable food, as bread, and the

preparations of flour.

"Could we not find reasons for partaking qf animal food in ita

nutritiousness and digestibility, we might find ample justifi
from the structure of map as compared with some of the lower
animals. To the comparative anatomist it is sufficient that he knows
the structure of the teeth, jaws, or stomach of an animal, to tell

whether it fed on vegetable or animal food; and when he finds the

structure that characterises the one or the other combined, ho like-

wise knows th.it the animal will require both kinds of food. Let us,

then, for one moment glance at the structure of the teeth, jaws, and
stomach of vegetable-feeding animals, and compare them with
creatures feeding entirely on animal food. We may take tin-

ruminant animals, as the sheep and the ox, as specimens of pure
vegetable-feeding animals. On examining their teeth it will be found
that they have broad surfaces, made rough for the purpose of nibbing
on each other, and between those teeth the grass anil grain they eat
are well ground before they are swallowed. In order that these teeth

may be moved with facility over each other, the jaw, in addition to
the up and down movement, which is essential to the reception of the
food into the mouth, has a lateral movement, by which the tritiu

of the food between the teeth may be effected. The food thus

prepared passes down a long oesophagus, or gullet, into a compli
bog or stomach. In the ruminants, though not in all vegetable-
eating animals, a process of digestion or maceration is carried on

previous to the final mastication of the food between the teeth, and
its ultimate digestion in the stomach.

"
If we turn now to the structure of flesh-eating animals, of which

the Carnirora, embracing such animals as the lion and the

may be taken as the type, we shall find that instead of teeth furnished
with broad surfaces, they have teeth with sharp points for holding
and cutting their food. Their lower jaw has no lateral mm
but a powerful up and down action, by which their sharp teeth are

brought over each other and made to act in dividing their food, some-

thing in the way of the .blades of a pair of scissors when used in

cutting. In passing to the stomach, we find the gullet short, and the
stomach small and simple in .its form, adapted for food that is read My
digested and speedily conveyed into the system.

" On an examination of these organs in man, it will be found tli.it

they are a true mixture of these two classes. His teeth are partly

adapted for grinding, whilst some of them are supplied with the sharp
projections which ore characteristic of the Carnirura ; thus evident 1 v

adapting them for the mastication of both vegetable and animal
A slight lateral movement of the lower jaw with the up and down
action is expressive of the subserviency of his structure to a mix. .1

diet. In the stomach also we find indications of the same interme-
diate position in its structure

;
and the same conclusion is foiv.-d upon

us, that it is part of the apparatus of on animal intended for subsisting
upon a diet composed of animal and vegetable substances.

" That man can live on food derived entirely from plants, or entirely
from animals, is a well-known fact. The natives of many j.:.

;

Asia never eat animal food, whilst the Hudson's liny hunter, some <

in the northern parts of the world, and the Guachos of tho Pampas
of America, seldom or never have vegetable food ; but neither the

physical, moral, nor social condition of either the one or the other
would prompt the suggestion that man attains his highest develop-
ment exclusively on either vegetable or animal diet In the various

positions in which man is placed in tho world, there can be no doubt
that the relative quantities of flesh to food derived from plants, may
vary much with great advantage ;

but there seems to bo no position in

which man in health can be pronounced to be the better with abstinence
from either the one or the other kind of food. That man does subsist-

on either exclusively only proves the great range of his adaptation to

the varying conditions in which he may bo placed on the surface of
the earth ; but certainly it is no proof of his labouring under a
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necessity for the supply of one to the exclusion of the other."

(Lankester,
' Letters on Diet.')

Of the three forms of protein referred to above, fibrine is found in

the flesh and blood of all animals, ag gluten in wheat, barley, oats, rye,
and the other Cerealia. Albumen is found in the juices of many plants,
as cabbage, cauliflower, asparagus, &c.

;
it is also found in the nervous

system and blood of animals. Casein is present in milk, also in the
seeds of leguminous plants, as peas, beans, and lentils.

In the animal body is found a substance called Gelatin, which

appears to be formed out of the proteinaceous tissues. [GELATIN.]
This substance is necessary to the existence of the animal body, and
what cellulose is in the vegetable kingdom, gelatin appears to be in

the animal kingdom. Although often taken into the system with
animal food, especially in soups and jellies, there appears to be no
evidence that it is even converted into a proteinaceous tissue. Experi-
ments on this subject have been performed both in France and

Belgium on an extensive scale, and the conclusion arrived at was the

same, that gelatin is not used for forming auy of the proteinaceous
tissues of the body ; at the same time it is not improbable that the

gelatin may be appropriated for the purpose of renewing the gelati-
nous portions of the tissues, which are very extensive in the animal

body.
It will be thus seen that although gelatin cannot be said to be

nutritious in the sense of nourishing the actively vital parts of the

body, it may assist in keeping up certain parts of the fabric. It need
not then be rejected from our food ; but it cannot be too widely known,
that, as the basis of soups and jellies, it may be administered under
the supposition of its being nutritious, and thus lead, if used alone in

diet, to disastrous results.

Of the forms of protein which occur in food, Casein demands a
short notice. Although, as dissolved in milk, it is very digestible, it

becomes, when separated and known by the name of cheese, very
indigestible. When milk is deprived of its butter, and the pure
casein made into cheese, as is the case with some English cheeses, as

those from Suffolk, it becomes so hard as scarcely to be digestible.

[CIIEKSE, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.] But in most cases the casein is

curdled with the butter, and a large per-centage of this substance is

found in all good cheeses. Stilton cheese is made by adding the
cream of one milking to that of another, so that this cheese has double
the quantity of butter that other cheeses possess. The indigestibility
of separated or insoluble casein will perhaps explain the neglect of

beans, peas, and lentils, ag articles of diet, although they contain a
much larger quantity of nutritious ingredients than most seeds.

In concluding these general remarks upon diet, we present our
readers with a summary of the conclusions on this subject arrived at

by one of our most recent physiological writers. Dr. Carpenter, in

his
'

Principles of General and Comparative Physiology,' thus concludes
this part of his subject :

" The waste of the tissues, of which gelatin is the basis, may be

supplied either by albuminous, proteinaceous, or gelatinous compounds,
since there is no doubt that albumen may be converted into gelatin,

although the reverse process cannot be performed. As gelatin does

not exist in plants, it must be formed in herbivorous animals at the

expense of the albuminous elements of their food
; whilst in carnivo-

rous animals it is probably derived immediately from the gelatinous

components of the bodies on which they prey. The materials of the

adipose tissue, and the oleaginous particles which seem requisite in

the formative operations of the system, generally are derived in the

carnivorous races from the fatty substances which the bodies of their

victims may contain
;

whilst the herbivorous not only find them in

the oleaginous state in their food, but have the power of producing
them by the conversion of farinaceous and saccharine matters.

" The foregoing statements are applicable to all tribes of animals
' cold-blooded

'

as well as ' warm-blooded.' We have now to consider

the special case of the latter. In the carnivorous tribes the waste of

the tissues is so great, in consequence of the restless activity which is

habitual to them, that it appears to furnish a large proportion of the

combustible material required for the maintenance of their proper

temperature. The remainder is made up by the fat of the animals

on which they feed
; and it is to be observed that the amount of this

i much greater in the bodies of animals inhabiting the colder regions
of the globe than in the inhabitants of tropical countries. In the

herbivorous tribes the case is different : they are for the most part
miih leas active ; and the waste of their tissues consequently takes

place in a less rapid manner, and is far from supplying an adequate
amount of combustible material, especially in cold climates. Their

heat is in great part sustained by the combustion of the saccharine

and oleaginous elements of their food, which are appropriated to this

purpose without having ever formed part of the living tissues ; and
the demand for these will be larger in proportion to the depression of

the external temperature, a greater generation of caloric being then

required to keep up the heat of the body to its proper standard.

Hence, cold-blooded annuals can usually sustain the privation of

food longer than warm-blooded, and this more especially when they are

kept cool, to that they are made to live slowly, and death when at last

it does eniue is consequent upon the general deficiency of nutrition.

On the other hand, warm-blooded animals, whose temperature is

uniformly high, must always live fast, and deprivation of food is fatal

Food.
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flesh, MM! asked,
'
It it not true that we we composed of the same

substance* which serve M our nourishment ?
'

In fact the simplicity
of this view is now generally acknowledged ; and albumen, gluten,

catein, Ac., are now recognised as flesh-formers in the same tense that

any animal aliment is.
" The old mode of estimating the value of dietaries, by merely

giving the total number of ounces of solid food used daily or weekly,
and quite irrespective of its composition, was shown to be quite
erroneous ; and an instance was given of an agricultural labourer in

Gloucestershire, who in the year of the potato famine subsisted

chiefly on flour, consuming 163 ounces weekly, which contained 20

ounces of flesh-formers. When potatoes cheapened he returned to a

potato diet, and now eats 321 ounces weekly, although his true

nutriment in Sean-formers wan only about 8 or 10 ounces. He
showed this further by calling attention to the six pauper dietaries I

formerly recommended, to the difference between the salt and fresh

meat dietary of the sailor, Ac., all of which, relying on absolute !

weight alone, had in reality no relation in equivalent nutritive value.
'

"
Taking the soldier and sailor as illustrating healthy adult men,

they consumed weekly about 35 ounces of flesh-formers, 70 to 74
ounces of carbon, the relation of the carbon in the flesh-formers to

that of the heat-givers being 1:3. If the dietaries of the aged were
contrasted with this it would be found that they consumed less flesh-

formers (25 30 ounces), but rather more heat-giver* (72 78 ounces) ;

the relation of the carbon in the former to that of the latter being
about 1 : S. The young boy about 10 or 12 years of age consumed
about 17 ounces weekly, or about half the flesh-formers of the adult
man ; the carbon being about 58 ounce* weekly, and the relations of
the two carbons being nearly 1 : 5.J. The circumstances under which

persons are placed influence these proportions considerably. In
workhouses and prisons the warmth renders less necessary a large

|

amount of food fuel to the body; while the relative amount of
labour determines the greater or less amount of flesh-formers.

Accordingly it is observed that the latter are increased to the

prisoners exposed to hard labour. From the quantity of flesh-

formers in food we may estimate approximately the rate of change
in the body. Now, a man weighing 140 Ibs. has about 4 llw. of
flesh in blood, 27 Jibs, in his muscular substance, &c., and about
5 Ibs. of nitrogenous matter in the bones. These 37 Ibs. would be

received in food in about eighteen weeks ; or, in other words, that

period might represent the time required for the change of the tissues,
if all changed with equal rapidity, which is however not at all probable.
"All the carbon taken as food is not burned in the body, port

of it being excreted with the waste matter. Supposing the respira-
tions to be 18 per minute a man expires about S'5'3 ounces of carbon

daily, the remainder of the carbon appearing iu the excreted matter."

E.camplet of Dittarie*.
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The substances used as food which we have called medicinal are

very numerous. They include acids, volatile oils, and the vegetabl
alkaloids.

The acids are eaten in fruits, such A3 the citric, malic, tartaric, ant
oxalic acids. It is possible they may be decomposed in the system
and furnish the materials of animal heat. They seem however t(

perform a more important part in dissolving up the mineral ingre-
dients taken into the system as food. This seems one way in which
carbonic acid acts beneficially when taken in wines, beera, anc

effervescing waters. Acetic acid, or vinegar, acts probably in the same
manner as the other acids.

The volatile oils are added to other kinds of food, and, as condi
menta and spices, form a conspicuous feature in diet. We may class

these, with alcohol, as stimulants of the mucous membrane of the
stomach.
The use of tea, coffee, chocolate, and Paraguay tea [THEA;

COFFEE
; ILEX

; THEOBROMA] in infusion constitutes a curious class
of alimentary substances. In tea, coffee, and Paraguay tea, a principle
is found identical in every instance, to which the name Thein or
Caffein has been given. A substance very similar, Theobromine, is

found in chocolate. It is undoubtedly upon the action of these
substances that the dietetical uses of these plants depend.
Two theories have been advanced to explain the action of this

principle. Liebig suggested that the taurin found in the bile was
formed from the waste tissues of the body carried into the blood; and
that this taurin was necessary for the production of carbonic acid gas,
or rather to get rid of the carbonaceous matter in the system in the
form of carbonic acid gas. The taurin must be constantly formed,
otherwise the heat of the body ig not maintained, the carbonaceous
matter not got rid of, and disease is engendered. If persons have not
sufficient food, or if the digestive organs do not enable them to carry
a sufficient quantity of nutriment to the system, the tissues of the

body are consumed to form taurin. Liebi? found that thein had a

composition identical with taurin, or so nearly as to render it a suffi-

cient substitute for taurin, and thus by the use of thein he supposed
we were actually preventing the waste of the body, and so maintaining
health at less expense than we could by taking more solid food.

Persons who cannot consume a sufficient quantity of food to

yield the carbon necessary for generating animal heat, have recourse
to tea, and find it actually a nutritious article of diet ; and it is

only, says Liebiv, "by such means as this that it can act as a
nutritious agent." But another theory has been advanced by Dr.

Pluyfair. He says thein has a composition very similar to nervous
matter. Now, seeing that every operation of the mind must be
attended with a loss of nervous matter, there is a necessity for a

supply of that nervous matter to enable the mind to carry on its

operations. A large quantity of proteinaceous matter would be

required to be supplied to form the nervous matter with proper con-

stituents if taken in by means of meat or bread. But these alkaloids at

once become a constituent of nervous matter ; and this accounts for

the agreeable stimulus and permanent effect on the mind produced
by the use of tea and coffee, particularly by studious persons, as

well as those whose nervous systems are exhausted from various

causes.

In any just estimate of diet the mineral ingredients should be consi-

dered. The forms which they assume in the system are not well-known,
but we have a capital instance in the phosphate of lime, which, forming
a part of the bones, we know must be supplied through the diet.

This substance is found in the cereal grasses, and perhaps one reason
that man takes these grasses every where for the substantive articles

of his diet is the possession of this substance. Iron is another sub-
stance which is frequently deficient in the blood. It is naturally
xii|>plied in the food

;
but this failing, iron is given medicinally. Potash

in combination with vegetable acids seems to have the power of

preventing scurvy. [SCURVY, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.] Chloride of
sodium is another well-known instance of the necessity of mineral

ingredients in the food.

A few plain rules for taking food will properly conclude this

article.

In the first place, food should be properly cooked. Many substances
which are very indigestible when in the raw state are rendered

perfectly digestible by cooking. Although the stomach is capable of

digesting fruits and some kinds of seeds without any exposure to

heat, yet, as a general rule, the breaking down of the tissues which
eccurs in cooking greatly facilitates the digestion of both animal and

vegetable food. But whilst that cooking is proper which enables the
stomach more easily to reduce the food to the condition of chyle,

:ire extremes of preparation which however palatable are to be

avoided. Food that is much prepared, so as to reduce it to a fluid

condition, as soups, stews, and various made dishes, do not present
sufficient solid matter for the healthy process of digestion to be
carried on. When the object is to prevent the stomach from doing
duty such food is proper. It may also be taken occasionally with

advantage as a variety in diet, but food taken long together in this

furin ifl iiijuriou-*.

M'n-li indigestible food at a time should be avoided. Many of the
articles of our diet are less digestible than others, and when taken in

small quantities are not injurious. It is when such substances are
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made the principal constituents of a meal that danger is likely to
arise. To mention only a few of the less digestible kinds of foods :

Unfermented bread and biscuits, uncooked vegetables eaten as salad,

unripe fruits, cheese, pie-crust, fat meats smoked, as bacon, and the
fat of meat, some kinds of fishes, especially the Crustacea, crabs,
lobsters, &e. Heavy meals of any one of these articles of diet, or
mixtures of them, may be very injurious, and produce serious attacks
of indigestion, if not other diseases.

Solid food should be well masticated before it is swallowed. The
teeth are organs given us on purpose to perform this function, and its

accomplishment is attended also with the mixture of the saliva with
the food, which seems to be au important step in the process of

digestion. Although by hasty mastication persons in business hope
to save their time, they should know that at least it is a loss of food,
if not immediately a loss of health. Much more food is digested
when it is well masticated than when it is swallowed very hastily in

large masses. Food that is imperfectly masticated is digested with

difficulty, and remains sometimes so long in the stomach as to produce
irritation of the stomach, and remaining unacted upon it putrifies,

producing pain and tainting the breath.

Even where mastication is very complete it is always better to
swallow slowly, as by this means every part of the food is brought
more fully under the influence of the gastric acid of the stomach, by
which it is prepared for absorption into the blood.

Full and heavy meals should be avoided. It is better to get up
from table with an appetite than to feel that no more food could be
taken. It is always difficult to say how much should be with pro-
priety taken. Some systems will bear twice as much food as others,
whilst there are those who require twice as much food as others.
Scales and weights are dangerous instruments at table, as some men
will starve on what others will thrive. There is an instinct which, if

obeyed, constantly cries
"
Hold, enough ;

"
which if men would listen

to would always guide them right. The feelings after eating should be
those of refreshment and comfort feelings that are not often present
when too large a meal has been eaten. All food taken into the sys-
tem and not wanted is likely to be in the way, and the processes
adopted by nature for getting rid of the incubus are not unfrequeutly
attended by disease and death.

Persons who habitually over-eat are frequently obliged to have
recourse to medicines to correct the errors of their indulgence. Such
an unnatural way of correcting the evils of an unnatural habit is itself

likely to produce disease in the system.
Active bodily exertion should not be taken immediately after the

principal meal. The stomach requires a supply of blood to perform
ts functions. If the current is diverted to other organs digestion is

prevented. On this account reading at meals is an objectionable
practice. The brain in this process gets the blood which the stomach

Requires. Long walks and hard study should both be avoided after a
'nil meal.

Long fasting is bad. It is bad when the body is resting; it is much
worse when the body is actively engaged. The stomach, like all other

organs, performs its functions in virtue of the stimulus afforded it by
;he blood. If the blood is allowed to go a long time without a
renewal of its constituents it no longer supplies the nervous system
with energy ;

the stomach, ami even other organs, flag in the perform-
ance of their duty, and as a consequence digest^n is imperfectly
>erformed. How often should man eat iu the day ? In the morning,
at noon, and at night, is the answer given by the instincts of man.
The body can go longer without food whilst resting than when

awake; hence persons may with safety go a longer number of hours
>etween the night and morning meal than between the morning and

noon, or the noon and night meals.

There are no rules without exceptions in certain cases, and there
are many circumstances which must modify the application of the

"oregoing rules, as well as in other ways regulate the taking of food.

Age is a perpetually modifying influence. The new-born infant

requires the food which nature has provided for its use every hour or

>. As it grows older the intervals at which it takes its food

>ecome longer ; but it should be always recollected, that as a rule

children should have more eating times than adults. Grown-up
leople are too apt to assume that what is good for themselves is good
or children ;

hence as great an amount of suffering is entailed on
:hildren by restricting the quantity and times of taking their diet

amongst the rich as come upon them from absolute want amongst the

K>or. The craving appetite of children is no vice of fallen human
lature, but the incessant demands of an ever-wasting yet ever-growing
lumau body. Bread and butter, or treacle, or common cake, should

always be allowed if asked for by rapidly growing boys and girls

between the hours which adults find convenient for their meals. An
vil however arising out of the healthy appetite of youth should be

'uarded against; it is, that whilst growing a habit is acquired of

ating large quantities of food which aro no longer required when

growth has ceased. If the appetite is not checked by reason at this

oeriod of life, the habit of eating more than is necessary may be

reductive of evil results.

Old age requires a more frequent recourse to food than the adult,

hough not in so large a quantity. "A little and often" is a maxim
hat enables many age:l persons to continue their influence in the

3 K
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world, whiUt an attempt to maintain the habiU of youth and middle

age baa cost many declining ones their liven.

The mode of life influence* the diet The sedentary, the inactive,

do not consume ao much muscle and nerve in their exutence as the

active and laborious, and accordingly require lea* food. The tailor

ought not to eat ao much ai the day-labourer ; and the lady all day
in her drawing-room or carriage cannot expect the appetite or the

enjoyment of food which ia bestowed by the laws of nature on her

housemaid.
Other thing* being the same, more food is required in winter than

in summer, more in cold climates than in hot ones. This arises from
the greater consumption of certain parts of the food in maintaining
the animal heat in order to keep off the external cold. Hence, to

bring the appetite of Christmas to the Midsummer meal is to run the

hazard of a surfeit ; whilst the traveller who carries the eating habit*

of the north to countries under the line frequently perishes of fevers

brought on by repletion.

(Moleachott, Phytiologie da NaJirungt Mitlel ; Ward, Science of
Health ; Food of Han, in Knight's Shilling Volumes

;
Lecture* on Ike

food of Man, by Dr. Lankestcr; Lttteri on Diet, by Dr. Lankester;

Pereira, On Ike Diet of Man ; Liebig, Chemiitry of Food ; Liebig,
LeUert OH Ckemiitry; Archer, Popular Economic Botany; Carpenter,
PrmcipU* of Pkytiology.)
FOOL'S-PARSLEY. [^TIICSA.]
FOOT. [SKELETON.]
FOOT-PRINTS, impressions of the feet of Reptiles, as of Cheirothe-

rium [AMPHIBIA], and Birds (Omithichnitet), are now become recog-
nised evidence of the existence of particular races of organic beings,

in certain geological periods, though no other traces of them remain.

By this evidence, the air-breathing Vertebrata appear to be of higher

antiquity than was formerly supposed, and to date from the lower

parts of the Silurian system.
FORAMIXIFERA (Foramen, fero), a group of minute Marine

Animals of low organisation, consisting of a slimy transparent jelly,
invested with a hard, usually calcareous shell; found in sen-Bond

and amongct marine refuse dredged up from deep water. Owing to

many of their shells having a spiral form, these creatures were long

thought to be highly organised Molliuca, allied to the living A'autilut

an error into which most naturalists fell until recently, when these

animals became the subject of a more rigorous and searching inves-

tigation than they bad previously undergone.
Though usually very minute, their elegant forms early attracted

the attention of naturalists. They were noticed by Gualtieri, Planchus,
and Ledermnller, prior to the appearance of the '

Syrtema Naturae
'

of l.muuuK. In the latter work they are included amongst the

\autili, the animal, as well as that of the recent Nautiltu pompiliut
with which Linnicus associates them, being alike unknown to the

Swedish naturalist. In the 12th edition are descriptions of 15 species.
In 1780 Soldani, on Italian priest, published two elaborate works

abundantly illustrated, and largely devoted to the recent and fossil

forms of Foraminiferous Shells. He divides them into groups (such
as Nautili, Jfammonite, and Ortliocerata) in the most arbitrary manner
but the works are monuments of his labour and perseverance. In
1784 some of the British species were figured by Walker in his
' Teatacea Minuta Rariora.' The ' British Conchology

'

of Montague
1803 (and 'Supplement,' 1808), contained a still larger number o

British forms, respecting the majority 67 which the error of Linnicus
was still followed ; but some were shown to be so different from the

true Nautili as to require removing from that genus. In 1803 Fichte

and Moll figured many of the spiral forms, which they included amongst
the Nautili. In 1808 De Montfort attempted to subdivide the group
into a number of separate genera, but still regarded them as Cephalo-
poda, in which view he was followed by Fleming and other more
recent writers.

In 1626 the study of the Fvraminifera received a fresh impulse
from the labours of M. D'Orbigny, a French naturalist, who in tha

year presented his first memoir on the subject to the French Academy
This memoir embraced the classification of the whole of the Cephalo
podous Molliuca, or animals allied to the Cuttle-Fish ;

with which

group of organisms D'Orbigny, like his predecessors in the study
imagined the Foraminifera to have the closest affinities. He ilii id.--

the Utter into five great families, which were a^ain subdivided into

a number of genera, most of them new
; the various forms being thus

thrown' into natural croups in a way that had not previously been

attempted even by De Montfort Though D'Orbigny retained the
erroneous idea of his predecessors as to the zoological relation of the

Foraatinifera, this error did not affect the value of his subdivision

of the class, which constituted an important step in advance of al

that had been done by others. Indeed the valu* of his classification

is shown by its retention in the writings of all who have succeedet
him in the study. He distributed the species into 55 genera, intro

dicing into the catalogue an enormous number of new forms, whicl

he discovered in sands brought to him from various port* of the globe
The views of D'Orbigny and his predecessors respecting the Molluscou
character of these animals were sanctioned by Cuvier in an edition o
the ' Animal Kingdom,

1

published in 1828.
I ii I

k
:'.j M. 1 Injardin presented a memoir to the ' Annalrs des Sciences

Naturullc*,' based upon an examination of the recent animals of tha

Furaminiftra, in which he rejected the idea that they had any aflinitics

with the Mollutca. He pointed out the fact that the animal which
tenanted the calcareous shell was a mere animated slime, having no
visible organisation, and consequently very different from the highly

organised Cephalopoda, with which they had previously been asso-

inted. He considered their true zoological position to be near the

Amaba, commonly known as the Proteus Animalcule, and that they
onstitute part of a larger group, to which he assigned the name of

ikizopoda. In 1834 and 1839 Professor Ehrenberg presented two
memoirs to the Academy of Berlin, in which he advocated the opinion
hat the Foraminifera were polype-bearing animals, allied to the

''luitra and other Moss-Corals, by him termed Bryoioa, and of wlii. h

hey formed the first order, PolytluUamia. He also assigned to them
uternal organs which no other observers have been able to discover :

>ut notwithstanding these errors he did good service by the discovery
hat the White-Chalk Rocks were principally composed of the aggre-

;ated shells of Foraminifera, which by their gradual accumulation
lad thus produced widely-extended masses of calcareous strata, many
lundreds of feet in thickness. The existence of numerous Fossil

Foraminifera in the Chalk had been demonstrated by Mr. Lonsdale
n 1835 ; and still later, the rich harvest of beautiful forms to be

obtained from these Cretaceous strata was further demonstrated by
. D'Orbigny in his monograph

' On the Foramiuifera of the White
thalk.'

In 1845 Professor Williamson published a memoir in the ' Transac-

tions of the Literary and Philosophical Society ofManchester,' in which
IK further demonstrated the entire' absence of any real resemblance

Between the Foraminifera and the Cephalopoda, and tha consequent

necessity of arranging the former in an inferior portion of the zoolo-

gical scale. At first he adopted the idea of Ehreuberg, but in a

subsequent memoir (1848) he came to the conclusion that they were

not polypiferouK, but that they approximated to the Sponges on the

one hand, and, as had been asserted by M. Dujardin, to the Amctba on
the other : their true position in any linear arrangement being imme-

diately above the former of these classes of objects. In another

memoir, read in 1851, describing the complicated structure of some
forms of the genus Orbiculina, Professor Williamson says,

"
Looking

at the structure of the shell of the Orbiculina adunca, and especially
at the large orifices which communicate between its various cavities,

we cannot fail to observe that it is a reticulated calcareous skeleton,

whose proportionate relation to the size of the soft animal has differed

but little from that of the siliceo-keratose network of mnny sponges
to the slimy substance with which they are invested. The attempt
to isolate the various portions of 0. adunca, and raise each portion to

the rank of an individual animal, even in the limited sense in which
we should admit such a distinction in the polypes of a IfrrtiUaria or

of a tlonjunia, appears to me wholly inadmissible. If the soft

structures of Orbiculina are as devoid of visible organisation as those

of our British Foraminifera, and I have very little doubt that such
will prove to be the case, the whole animal will be very little raised

above tliePolypifera, only possessing a symmetrical calcareous skeleton,

which is at once both external and internal." (' Transactions of'the

Microscopical Society of London.')
In 1846 M. D'Orbigny published his work 'On the Fossil Fora-

miuifera of the Tertiary Basin of Vienna,' in which he abandoned
the views advocated in his earlier writings. He now recognised the

inferiority of these objects to the Cephalopoda, with which he had

previously arranged them. He rejected the idea that they were

aggregated creatures, as held by Ebrenbcrg, as also the existence of

the intestinal canal and organs of reproduction described by the

illustrious Prussian ;
but he arrived at the

'

conclusion that they
held a position intermediate between the Polypiffra and the

A'c/iinodermata.

M. D'Orbigny says,
" After what has preceded upon the character-

istics of the Foraminifera, the comparison demonstrates that they
cannot be'arranged in any of the known Zoological Classes. Much less

complex than the Echinoilermata or the Polypifera as to their internal

organisation, they have through their filaments (pseudopodia) part
of the mode of locomotion of the former, and are l.y their i.-oKt.-.!.

non-aggregated, free existence, more advanced in the scale than tin-

latter. This individual existence of the Foraminifera, the liberty
which they enjoy, and their mode of locomotion, are characters
which deserve to be taken into consideration. Although less complex
than many Polypiftra, they have not a common aggregate life. A
multitude does not unite to form a regular body as amongst the

Polfptfera.- They are locomotive, which the others are not. Their
means of locomotion are complex, and the great regularity of the
testaceous envelope of their segments places them far above the

Polypifera, On the other hand, much less perfect than the /.

tltrmata, they are very inferior to them in all r< .-
1

' \\ e believe also

that, because of the radiation of their filament*, the position of the

F'lniuiinifera is in the interval (embnitM IM in. nti of the radiating
animals of Cuvier, between the Kchinodii-n,ni,i ;nnl the /W///>i/co, as

an altogether independent class." (' Sur les Foraiuinifores Fossiles du
Bassin Tertiaire de Vienne/p. 19.)

There can be no doubt of their great inferiority to the Echinodcrmata,
which possess a distinct alimentary canal, a nervous circulating and
Mxunl system ; and connecting with the defined digestive cavity of
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the polype recent discoveries respecting its reproduction by ova,

through the agency of medusiform buds, we must conclude that

these latter are equally removed from the structureless animals of the

Foraminifera. In the preceding argument M. D'Orbigny forgets that

the freedom, isolation, and independence, upon which he lays so much
stress, are the characteristics of the fixed compound Polypifera, in

their embryonic or larval states. Consequently this feature, which in

the Foraminifera is normal and persistent, betokens inferiority rather

than superiority to the Polypifera, in which aggregation and fixation

indicate maturity and a higher development. The argument drawn
from their symmetry is of no value. Nothing can be more sym-
metrical than many of the sponge spicula ;

and in the vegetable

kingdom the symmetrical plants (Detmidea) are amongst the

lowest forms.

An additional memoir by Professor Williamson, in 1851 (' Quarterly
Journal of Microscopical Science,' vol. i.),

afforded other and still

more striking evidence of the probable correctness of the views

previously enunciated, as furnished by the structure of a species
of Faujayintt, and especially showed that the new growths which
added to the thickness of the shell were all applied to its exterior

and not to its interior, apparently indicating that the gelatin-
ous animal had the power of extending itself over the exterior

of the shell, or of retreating to its interior at will, reminding us of

the movements of the gelatinous envelope in some of the less highly
organised Fungiform Corals, (Rymer Jones, 'Animal Kingdom,'
p. 19.) In 1845 Dr. Carpenter laid before the Geological Society of

London an elaborate memoir on the structure of some interesting
fossil forms belonging to the genera Orbitoidea and Nummttlina,
which, with the publication of M. D'Orbigny on the Foraminifera of

Cuba, constitute the chief additional works that have appeared on
this subject.
The following is the latest classification of the Foraminifera adopted

by M. D'Orbigny, and though marked by some serious imperfections,
it is the best that has been hitherto published. The five principal
divisions are chiefly based on the variations in the arrangement of

the successively added segments.

Order 1. Monoitega. Animal consisting of a single segment. Shell

composed of a single chamber. Genera : Gromia, Dujardin ;

Orbulina, D'Orbigny ; Oolina, D'Orbigny.

Order 2. Stichotega. Animal consisting of segments arranged in a

single line. Shell composed of chambers superimposed linearly
on a single straight or curved axis. No spiral growths :

Glandvlina, D'Orbigny. Rimulina, D'Orb.

Nodoiaria, Lamarck. Vaginulina, D'Orb.

Orthacerina, D'Orb. Marginulina, D'Orb.

Denlalina, D'Orb. Conulina, D'Orb.

Frondiculana, Defranee. Paronina, D'Orb.

LingiUina, D'Orb. Webbina, D'Orb.

Order. 3. Ifelicotteya. Animal
a spiral. Chambers piled

forming a spiral volute :

Crittellaria, D'Orb.

Flabellina, D'Orb.

Robvlina, D'Orb.

Fiuulina, Fischer.

Nonionina, D'Orb.

NummuHna, D'Orb.

Auilina, D'Orb.

Siderolina, Lamarck.

Hanerina, D'Orl).

Opercvlina, D'Orb.

Verltbralina, D'Orb.

Polytlomella, Lamarck.

Peneroplit, Lamarck.

Vendritina, D'Orb.

Spirolina, Lamarck.

t'yclolina, D'Orl..

J/Uitola, Lamarck.

Orbiculina, Lamarck.

Order 4. Entomostega. Animal composed of alternating segments
forming a spiral. Chambers piled up or superimposed upon two

alternating axes, forming a spiral :

Robertina, D'Orb. Jfeterottegina, D'Orb.

Attcrigerina, D'Orb. C'aaridulina, D'Orb.

Amphittegina, D'Orb.

Order 5. Enallottega. Animal composed of alternately arranged
segment* without forming a spiral. Chambers disposed alternately

along two or three distinct axes, not forming a spiral :

/',>:, iihitvi, D'Orb. Textilaria, Defranee.

Vutvulina, D'Orb.
) (Jib. Bolivina, D'Orb.

I i'Orl>. Mtgrina, D'Orb.

ii'i-itin, li'Orb. Cuneolina, D'Orb.

ti'emmulina, D'Orb.

consisting of segments arranged in

up or superimposed on one axis,

Alreolina, D'Orb.

Rotalina, Lamarck.

Globigerina, D'Orb.

Planoi-biiJina, D'Orb.

Truncatulina, D'Orb.

Anomalina, D'Orb.

Rotalina, D'Orb.

Vatrulina, D'Orb.

Verneuilina, D'Orb.

Bulimina, D'Orb.

Uvigerina, D'Orb.

Pyrulina, D'Orb.

Ftn'i'txhin, D'Orb.

Cauderina, D'Orb.

Chryaalidina, D'Orb.

Clarulina, D'Orb.

Gaudryna, D'Orb.

Order 6. Agathistega. Animal composed of segments wound round
an axis. Chambers wound round a common axis, each one

investing half the entire circumference :

Uniloculina, D'Orb. Oruciloculina, D'Orb.

BUoculina, D'Orb. Articulina, D'Orb.

Fabularia, D'Orb. Sphasroidina, D'Orb.

Spirolocwlina, D'Orb. Quinqueloculina, D'Orb.

Triloculina, D'Orb. Adelosina, D'Orb.

The simplest type of the Foraminifera (Monostega) presents but a

single segment, and is illustrated by the Orbulina uninrsa (Jig. 1),
which is a small spherical shell with a lateral aperture, the interior of
which has been occupied by the living jelly to which the shell owes
its existence. The beautifully symmetrical Lngence, or Flask Animals
(fig. 2), the British species of which .have been figured by Professor
Williamson in the 'Annals of Nat. Hist.,' also belong to this type.

In the order Stichosteya, as for example the Nodosaria, Denta-
Una (fig. 3), the shell advances beyond the simple type of the

Monostega by a process of linear budding. The first cell is usually
spherical, as in Orbulina, but through the orifice in this primary cell

there protrudes as a growth from the contained animal segment, a
second segment, usually a little larger than the first, which speedily
incases itself in a shelly covering. This new growth is succe'ssively
followed by others developed in the same way, until the organism
attains to its maturity, when it exhibits a series of cells arranged end
to end in a straight or but slightly curved line.

In the Helicoitega, a large and conspicuous group, the gemination
takes place with a spiral bias, producing the nautiloid form of shell
which misled the earlier microscopis'ts. Sometimes all the convo-
lutions are visible. (Opercnlina, fig. 4.) In others the outer convolution
embraces those previously formed, and conceals them (Cristellaria,

fig. 5). In a third type all the spiral convolutions are visible on one
truncated half of the shell, whilst they are embracing ou the others

(Faujasina, fig. 6), thus combining the other two types. Some genera,
like the Stichostegous and Heliostcgous orders, develop on tha

plan of the latter, up to a certain stage of their growth, when the

arrangement of the cells ceases to be spiral and becomes straight,
(Spirolina, Jig. 7), as in the Nodosaria: The orifices penetrating the

septa and connecting the contiguous segments are sometimes single,
and at others more numerous.

1. Orbulina universa. 2. Lageiia ttriata, var. perluclda. 3. Dent(t!ina

commutiis ; Chalk. -1. Opercvlina. 5. Ci'iiteltaria Lyonsii ; Chalk. 6. /''>,/t.

fin/Jin. 7. Spirolintt,

In the Enlomottega the shell is spiral, as in the Helicostega, but
instead of each chamber being equilateral, it has a larger and a

smaller side, the position of which is alternately reversed as the

segments are multiplied. (Cassidulina, jig. 8.)

In the Enallostega the new segments are arranged alternately on

opposite sides of a central line, so as to form two parallel, non-spiral,

alternating series (Textilaria, fig. 9), the segments being connected by
a single orifice.

The Agathistega present an entirely different aspect, as well as

structure, from the rest of the Foraminifera. They are much less

transparent than the majority of the other orders, being composed of

a material resembling white porcelain, and which presents a rich

amber-brown hue when viewed by transmitted light. They are

usually more or less oblong, and as each new segment is equal to the

entire length of the shell, it follows that the terminal orifice presents
itself alternately at its opposite extremities. Sometimes the new

segments are spread out in one uniform plane (Spiroloculina, fig. 10),

at other times each new segment instead of being exactly opposite its

neighbour, is a little on one side of it
; consequently the chain of seg-
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menu is wound round the primary central one,u the thread is around
a Iwll of wonted. (Qxim/ndociUtaa, Triloculina.)

In the preat majority of the specie* the interior of each chamber is

siraplo and undivided, but there are Rome forma, especially amongtit
the Jfrlicnitrga, in which the newer and more external chamber* are
subdivided either by transrerae pillars or by complete partition!
perforated by one or more a|>ertures. through which prolongations of
the gelatinous Rubtance unite the various segment* of the soft animal.

(OroicWmo, jiy. 11.) Ordinarily but one such chain of communica-
tion* exit (animal of Rotaii*a, fg. 12); but in the cases just referred

to, there u a great increase in the number of such orifices, so that
the septa become completely cribriform. The distribution of these

aperture* affects the gemmation or mode of growth, since it is

through them that the new segment* nre successively formed, the

gelatinous substance being extended by a process of budding or

sprouting. An increase in the number of such orifices is most
common where the consecutive segments present a rapid increase in
their size. In the genus Orliic*lina, this growth is sometimes fo
remarkable that the new segments soon form concentric circles,

embracing all those previously formed. (Orbiculina complanata, fig \\ ,)

In such examples the connecting apertures are distributed round the
entire periphery, and gemmation most probably takes place simulta-

neously through them all
; so that the soft animal, if decalcified by an

acid, would present a succession of rings, inclosing one another, and
connected together by transverse radiating bars.
The memoirs of Professor Williamson have shown that the shell

inclosing each new segment in at first very thin
; but as additional

calcareous chambers are formed, each such addition not only encases
the new gemmation of the soft animal, but extends over all the
exterior of the previously-formed shell. The exact way in which this
is accomplished is doubtful

;
but it is probable that the soft animal

hm the power of diffusing itself over the shell, and depositing upon
its surface additional layers of calcareous matter.

18

. Omuidulina. 9. Ttzlilaria. 10. Spiralorulin*. II. Orticulina com.
planala. I la. Part of two chamber* of an OrUeulina. 12. Decalcified
nlml of I Rfntina. IS. Ratalina ftolularii, Ti*wrd *l * truupamit objrct
bowing the foramina. 14. Horizontal section of Fig. 6, ihowinu the mtrrni!
rtm of tube*. IS. Powil Xummulma. 16. Vertical Mellon of Fig. 11.
l;. I'mirunliiM Irirariaola : from the Chalk. 18. Rotalina Lornnaria,
from Uw Cb*lk. 1. GloUf^ma crrtect* ; from the Cballu

The foramina in the calcareous shell present various appearances.
Sometimes they are large and conspicuous (Koialina ytobularii, fig. 13) ;

at other* they are so imall that their existence is only to be demon-
strated by means of high magnifying powers. Through these fora-

mina, long delicate processes of the soft animal, termed pseudopodia,
arc protruded. The exact use of these, whether for tactile, pr. h

and locomotive purposes, or for the imbibition of nutritive fluid, ia not

very clear
; but they very probably fulfil in some degree each of these

functions. They may be regarded as analogous to the prolongation*
which the Proteus Animalcule (Anwrba) extends in various direction*

;

only in the Foraminiftra these organ* are more delicate as well as
more uniform in thickness than in the shelless creature referred to.

Professor Williamson has also demonstrated the existence in several

species of a curious system of interspace* and branching tubes, which
ramify amongst the calcareous layers forming the walU of the shells.

(Horizontal section of Faajatina, fig. 14.) These are especially
obvious in the genera Faujanna, Optroilina, and AmphitUgitta. The
tubes open at the exterior of the shell, especially at the peripheral
margins, either by a few large or by numerous small aperture*.
These canals are probably designed to admit water to the interior

segments of the animal, with which they communicate through (!>

minute foramina. In some coses the pseudopodia are prut:

through such of these canals as are situated in the umbilical region ;

hut. these appear to be exceptional instances.

The relations of the Foraminifera to Palicontology render tin-in

interesting objects to the geologist Many of the more recent calca-

reous strata chiefly owe their origin to the accumulation, through
successive ages, of these minute atoms. The White Chalk Hocks are

mainly composed of them ; vast ranges of Tertiary Strata present the
same characteristic features ; and though the older Limestones have
been so altered by pressure and chemical agents that their origin is

lea* clear, there ore many indications that they have primarily resem-
bled the rocks of more recent age an inference that is n-i

probable by the great extent to which sediments now accumulating
in the bottom of the sea are charged with these little organisms, and
in some cases entirely composed of them.
The Fossil Foramittifera are chiefly distinguishable from recent ones

in the greater prevalence of specimens of comparatively large size.

Though one recent species was brought from Borneo by Sir E. Belcher

measuring more than 2 inches in diameter, the living forms usually
range from the Jth to the

-,-,',
1' of an inch. But the Tertiary Strata of

the earth abound in examples of the fossil genus Nutnmulite (A
T m-

mtiiina, fg. ] 5), so called from their resemblance to coins, which vary
from the }th of on inch to the size of half-a-crown. These are often
so abundant as to form mountain masses, extending through the Alps,
Northern Italy, Greece, Syria, Egypt, and Northern India. Thr
Mokkadam Mountains in Egypt, where the stone used in building the

pyramids was obtained, chiefly consist of these Nummulites, which
are known to the natives by the name of Pharoah's Pence.

Xiimmutilci trntimlarit.

The structure of the Nummulites has been investigated by Mown.
Jolie and Leytneric, and especially by Dr. Carpenter, whilst the <:

forms have been studied by M. iJ'Archinc. The genus belongs to the

group of the order Hrlirott;/a, in which the outer convolutions com-
pletely embrace the earlier-formed one* ; hence it in only by making
microscopic sections, or thin slices, that their structure can be fully
seen. When such a section is carried horizontally through the
of the shell the segment* present a spiral arrangement ; they a* well
as the convolutions being remarkable for their small size and conse-

quent great number. In other respects they present few or no eswnt i.il

differences distinguishing them from more recent forms. A still more
curious genus, known by the name of Orbitoida, occurs in America,
Switzerland, and India; in the former of which countries it appcu-s
largely to represent the Nummulites of the Old World. The labours
of I >r. Carpenter have revealed a remarkable structure in this genus,
but one that appear* to have some recent representatives.
Forms of Foraminifera have been found in every formation from

the Silurian to the Tertiary. In mot countries the superficial marls
and nilts which are associated with prat arc found to be full of the
siliceous shields of IHatomacrir, and with these are found the calcareous
hells of Foraminifera. They diminish in numbers as we pass below
the Chalk

; perhaps also they recede more from the forms of exist-

ing minute Poli/thalamarta, but this is a point requiring further

investigation. The most abundant forms in the Chalk belong to

Kotalia, Spirolina, and Te.rtilaria. In the Oolites and Mountain
Limestone the forms generally resemble those of TextHaria.
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The following table exhibits a summary of the distribution of the

genera :

In Cainozoic Strata of Britain, according to Morris's Catalogue.

Anomalina. PoJymorphina.
Siloculina. Polystoniella.
CritteUaria. Qtiiiujueloculina.
Dentnlinn. Rotidina.

Glandulina. Rosalind.

Globiyerina. Rotalia.

MarginiUina. Spiroloculina.
Nodosaria. Textilaria.

Nonionina. Trilocidina,

Operculina. Truncatulina.

Planorbulina.

In the Cainozoic Strata, taken generally, Broun enumerates 46

genera, and Ehrenberg has augmented the number.

In Mesozoic Strata. Chalk
of Maestricht, Meudon,
\VilU, &c.

(Morris's Catalogue.)

Bvlimilina,.

Crittellaria.

Ventalina.

Gaudryina.
Globiyerina.
Lituola.

Marginulina.

In Mesozoic Strata. Oolite

of Caen. (Bronn.)

Oolite of StonesBeld.

Oolite of Yorkshire.

In Palaeozoic Strata. Moun-
tain Limestone of Bristol.

Roialina.
Rotalia (7 species British).
Fiderolina.

Spirolina.
Tcxtilaria.

Truncatiithi'r.

Turbinulina.

Cnstellaria.

Planularia.

Tejctilaria (?).

Rotalia (!).

Rotalia (?).

Textilaria (>). frequent.

TextUaria
(.').

Limestone of South Devon. Genus
(?).

In a fossil state the shells of Rotalia show the minute perforations

through which the pseudopodous tentacula passed, and by a careful

examination of the remains of those bodies embalmed in flint Dr.

Mantell (' Medals of Geology,' TO), i. p. 232) has shown the general
internal arrangement of the shell, and general form, if not the minute

Foramiiiiftr of the Mountain Limestone, forming the centre of an oolitic grain,
J'owcr 120. (Original.)

Foiamini/rra of the Chalk, obtained by brushing it in water.

POWCT 120. (Original.)

organisation, of the animal inhabitant. In a communication to the

Geological Society of London this author has expressed his opinion
that the soft body of Kotalia is actually silicified, and distinguishable

by colour from the clearer flint which has replaced the shell.

The relation of the Fossil Foraminifera to the recent types is perhaps
closer than that of most other tribes. It appears not only that several

Tertiary forms are identical with living species, but further, according
to Ehreuberg, that no less than nine or ten Foraminifera of the Chalk
are undistiuguishable from existing species. The following is the list

of those species and the localities where they occur in real Chalk :

1. Globiyerina, bulloides

2. Globigerina, helicina

3. Sosalina globularis
4. Kotalia ocellata .

5. Rotalia gloltulosa .

6. Rotalia perforata
7. Rotalia turgida
8. Textilaria aciculata

9. Textilaria globulosa
10. Spirolina cylindracea

Denmark.
Cattolica.

Graveseud.
Cattolica.

Riigen.
Cattolica.

Graveseud.

Brighton.
Riigen.
Paris.

Even if some doubt must remain as to the exact identity of the

specific forms thus declared to occur, both in recent and in cretaceous

beds, the analogies are too close and too numerous to allow of hesi-

tation in admitting that the Foraminiferous races of the Mesozoie and
Cainozoic periods have more decided affinity than appears in any
other group of organic life. As some of the Polypiaria of the Silurian

series pass upwards into the Devonian era, some of the Foraminifera
of the Chalk, with Terebratula vitrea and T. Caput Serpentis, appear to

reach our own day ; and thus by feeble, but not to be neglected links,
the systems of ancient and modern life are united into one only
partially discontinuous series ;

the seeming interruptions being in the

higher grades of life, the less striking connections being formed by
the simpler marine organic structures, which might better survive

great physical catastrophes, and better endure successive variations

ill the condition of the sea.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. [CiTnns.]
FOREST-FLY. [HIPPOBOSCA.]
FOREST-MARBLE, one of the upper beds of the Bath Oolite

aeries. [OOLITE.]
FORFICU'LID^E, a family of Insects belonging to the order

Orthopttra, and, according to some authors, constituting the order

Dermaptera.
To this family belong the various species of Earwigs. They are

distinguished from the Orthopterous Insects (excepting the lilatla;

and the Mantis tribes, which with the forficul(e constitute Latreille's

family Cursoria) by having the posterior legs formed for running.
Their wings, when folded, are almost always disposed horizontally on
the body. The females have no corneous ovipositor. Both sexes

however are furnished with two corneous forcep-like appendages at

the hinder extremity of the body. The antenna; are slender, filiform,

inserted before the eyes, and vary considerably as to the number of

their joints; the thorax is generally of a rounded form, and but

slightly convex.

The family Forficulida is divided by Dr. Leach into three genera,
the principal characters of which are taken from the number of joints
to the antennae. This first genus, that to which he restricted the

name of Forficula, is distinguished by having 14 joints to the antenna).

In the next genus (Labidoura) the antennae have 30 joints ;
and in the

last, the genus Labia, the antennae are 12-jointed.

To the first of these genera belongs our common Earwig (Forficula

auricularia, Linn.), an insect too well known to require a description.

Earwigs appear to prefer damp situations
;
are found under stones

and under the bark of trees, frequently in great abundance. They
are also found in flowers, which they destroy by eating the leaves, &c.

A remarkable fact connected with the habits of the Earwig is, that

the female sits upon her eggs in the manner of the hen
;
and the

voung (which resemble the parent, except in being of a paler colour

and having neither wings nor elytra), as soon as they are hatched,

creep under the belly of the mother for protection.
The wings of the Earwig are transparent, of large size, and when

expanded are shaded like a fan : the principal nervures radiate from

one point near the anterior margin. These organs when not in uee

are folded beneath two small horny wing-cases, and hence to the

common observer the animal appears wingless.

The male and female common Earwig differ considerably in their

anal forceps, those of the female being less curved and destitute of a

tooth-like process which is observed on the inner side at the base of

the forceps of the male.

There is in this country another species of Earwig almost equally
common with that we have just noticed, but which is of a much
smaller size. It is found about hot-beds and dunghills, and differs

from the common Earwig somewhat in its habits as well as in its

structure. This belongs to the genus Labia.

One species of the genus Labidoura is also found in England, but

is of rare occurrence. It is of a much larger size than the common

Earwig.
FORGET-ME-NOT. [Mvosolis.]
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menta U wound round the primary central one,u the thread is around
a ball of worsted. (Q*i*q*elociUuia, Trilocuiinn.'i

In the great majority of the species the interior of each chamber is

simple and undivided, but there are dome forma, especially amongst
the Ilrlicotteyn, in which the newer and more external chambers are

subdivided either by transverse pillars or by complete partitions

perforated by one or more aperture*, through which prolongations of

the gelatinous substance unite the various segments of the soft animal.

(Orbifulino, f<j. 11.) Ordinarily but one such chain of communica-
tions exist (animal of Rtuolino, fa. 12); but in the cases just referred

to, there is a great increase in the number of such orifices, so that

the septa become completely cribriform. The distribution of these

apertures affects the gemmation or mode of growth, since it is

through them that the new segments arc successively formed, the

gelatinous substance being extended by a process of budding or

sprouting. An increase in the number of such orifices is most
common where the consecutive segments present a rapid increase in

their size. In the genus Orbicnlina, this growth is sometimes so

remarkable that the new segments soon form concentric circles,

embracing all those previously formed. (Orljiculina complanala, Jig 1 1 .)

In such examples the connecting apertures are distributed round the
entire periphery, and gemination most probably takes place simulta-

neously through them all
;
so that the soft animal, if decalcified by an

acid, would present a succession of rings, inclosing one another, and
connected together by transverse radiating bars.

The memoirs of Professor Williamson have shown that the shell

inclosing each new segment is at first very thin ; but as additional

calcareous chambers are formed, each such addition not only encases
the new gemmation of the soft animal, but extends over all the
exterior of the previously-formed shell. The exact way in which this

is accomplished is doubtful ; but it is probable that the soft animal
ha; the power of diffusing itself over the shell, aud depositing upon
its surface additional layers of calcareous matter.

lla

The foramina in the calcareous shell present various appearance*.
Sometimes they are Urge and conspicuous (Kotalina globularii, fig. 1 3) ;

at others they are so small that their existence is only to be demon-
strated by means of high magnifying power*. Through these fora-

mina, long delicate processes of the soft animal, termed pseudopodia,
arc protruded. The exact use of these, whether for tactile, prehrn-i :.

aud locomotive purposes, or for the imbibition of nutritive fluid,

very clear
;
but they very probably fulfil in some degree each of these

functions. They may be regarded as analogous to the prolongations
which the Proteus Animalcule (Anurba) extends in various directions;

only in the Foraminifera these organs are more delicate as well as

more uniform in thickness than in the shelless creature referred to.

Professor Williamson has also demonstrated the existence in several

species of a curious system of interspaces and branching tubes, which
i ramify amongst the calcareous layers forming the walls of the shells.

(Horizontal section of Faajatina, fig. 14.) These are especially
obvious in the genera Faujatina, Operculina, and AmjJiutfyina. The
tubes open at the exterior of the shell, especially at the peripheral

margins, either by a few large or by numerous email apertures.
These canals are probably designed to admit water to the interior

segments of the animal, with which they communicate through the

minute foramina. In some cases the pseudopodia are protruded
through such of these canals as are situated in the umbilical region ;

but these appear to be exceptional instances.

The relations of the Foraminifera to Paltcontology render them

interesting objects to the geologist. Many of the more recent calca-

reous strata chiefly owe their origin to the accumulation, through
successive ages, of these minute atoms. The White Chalk Hocks are

mainly composed of them ; vast ranges of Tertiary Strata present the

same characteristic features
;
and though the older Limestones have

been so altered by pressure and chemical agents that their origin is

less clear, there are many indications that they have primarily resem-

bled the rocks of more recent age an inference that is rendered

probable by the preat extent to which sediments now accumulating
in the bottom of the sea are charged with these little organisms, and
in some cases entirely composed of them.
The Fossil Foraminifera are chiefly distinguishable from recent ones

in the greater prevalence of specimens of comparatively lni>;

Though one recent species was brought from Borneo by Sir K. Belcher

measuring more than 2 inches in diameter, the living forms usually

range from the Jth to the yAsth of an inch. But the Tertiary Strata of

the earth abound in examples of the fossil genus Nummulite (.Yum-

mnlina,jig. 15), so called from their resemblance to coins, which vary
from the Jth of an inch to the size of half-a-crown. These are often

so abundant as to form mountain masses, extending through the Alps,
Northern Italy, Greece, Syria, Egypt, and Northern India. The
Mokkadam Mountains in Egypt, where the stone used in building the

pyramids was obtained, chiefly consist of these Nummulites, which
are known to the natives by the name of Pharoah's Pence.

IS 1G

8. Cauiduliiia. 9. Tezlilarla. 10. SflrolonliM. 11. Orbiculina com.

flaiuila. lla. Part of two chamber* of in OrUeuIina. 12. Dccalclnrd
animal of a Ronaltna. 1 3. Rontlina globular!*, rifwrti a< a transparent object
fhoin(c the foramina. 14. Horizontal ncction of Ki(f. 6, allowing the internal

TMm of tube*. 19. Fowll Xummu/ma. 1(1. Vertical arrtion of Fig. 1:,.

It. rrrmftifilitta tri&irinala ; from the Chalk. 18. Koialina Lortirtaria,
from tb Chalk. U. GloUftrina creUuet ; from the Chalk,

yummulitct laitictilaiit.

The structure of the Nummulites has been investigated by Messrs.
Jolie and Leymerie, and especially by Dr. Carpenter, whilst the specific
forms have been studied by M. IVArchiae. The genus belongs to the

group of the order l/rlinidiya, in which the outer convolutions com-

pletely embrace the earlier-formed ones
;
hence it 1 only by making

microscopic sections, or thin slices, that their structure can be fully
seen. When such a section is carried horizontally through the

of the shell the segments present a spiral arrangement ; they as well
as the convolutions being remarkable for their smnll si/,c and conse-

quent great number. In other respects they present few or no tv

differences distinguishing them from more recent forms. A still more
curious genus, known by the name of Orbitoirla, occurs in America,
Switzerland, and India; in the former of which countries it appears
largely to represent the Nummulites of the Old World. The labours
<>f Hr. Carpenter have revealed a remarkable structure in this genus,
but one that appears to have some recent representatives.
Forms of Foraminifera have been found in every formation from

the Silurian to the Tertiary. In most countries the superficial marls
and silts which are associated with peat are found to be full of the
siliceous shields >t . mid with these are found the calcareous
shells of Foraminifera. They dimini.-li in numbers as we pass below
the Chalk ; perhaps also they recede more from the forms of

ing minute Paljmalamaam, but this is a point requiring further

investigation. The most abundant forms in the Chalk belong to

Rotalia, Kpirolina, and Te-rtilaria. In the Oolites and Mountain
Limestone the forms generally resemble those of TextUaria.
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The following table exhibits a summary of the distribution of the

genera :

In Cainozoic Strata of Britain, according to Morris's Catalogue.
Anomalina. Polymorphina.
Siloculina. Polystomella.
Cristettaria. Quinqmloculina.
Dentalina. Jtotttlina.

Glandulina. Rosalina.

Globigerina. Rotalia.

Maryinulina. Spiroloculina,.
Nodosaria. Textilaria.

Nonionina. Trilocitiina.

Operculina. Truncatulina.
Planorbitlina.

In the Cainozoic Strata, taken generally, Bronn enumerates 46

genera, and Ehrenberg has augmented the number.

In Mesozoic Strata. Chalk
of Maestricht, Meudon,
Wilts, &c.

(Morris's Catalogue.)

In Mcsozoic Strata. Oolite

of Caen. (Bronn.)

Oolite of Stonesfleld.

Oolite of Yorkshire.

In Paleozoic Strata. Moun-
tain Limestone of Bristol.

Sulimiiina.

Criitellaria.

Dentalina.

Gaudryina.
Globigerina.
Lituola.

Marginnlina.
Nummulina.
Ilnsalina.

Rotalia (7 species British).
Sideroltna.

Spirolina.
Textilaria.

Tnmcatulina.
Turbinulina.

Criitdlaria.

Planularia.

Textilaria (?).

Rotalia (!).

Rotalia (/).

Textilaria (?). frequent

Textilaria (>).

Limestone of South Devon. Genus (?).

In a fossil state the shells of Rotalia show the minute perforations

through which the pseudopodous tentacula passed, and by a careful

examination of the remains of those bodies embalmed in flint Dr.

Mantell (' McdaU of Geology,' vol. i. p. 232) has shown the general
internal arrangement of the shell, and general form, if not the minute

Foraminifer of the Mountain Limestone, forming the centre of an oolitic grain.
Power 120. (Original.)

t'l.iaminifera of the Chalk, obtained by brunhlng it in water.

Power 120. (Original.)

organisation, of the animal inhabitant. In a communication to the

Geological Society of London this author has expressed his opinion
that the soft body of Rotalia is actually silicified, and distinguishable

by colour from the clearer flint which has replaced the shell.

The relation of the Fossil Foraminifera to the recent types is perhaps
closer than that of most other tribes. It appears not only that several

Tertiary forms are identical with living species, but further, according
to Ehrenberg, that no less than nine or teu Foraminifera of the Chalk
are undistiuguishable from existing species. The following is the list

of those species and the localities where they occur in real Chalk :

1. Globigerina bulloides

2. Globigerina helicina

3. Rosalina globidaris
4. Rotalia ocellata .

5. Rotalia globulosa .

6. Rotalia perforata
7. Rotalia turgida
8. Textilaria aciculata

9. Textilaria globulosa
10. Spirolina cylindracea

Denmark.
Cattolica.

Gravesend.
Cattolica.

Riigen.
Cattolica.

Gravesend.

Brighton.

Riigen.
Paris.

Even if some doubt must remain as to the exact identity of the

specific forms thus declared to occur, both in recent and in cretaceous

beds, the analogies are too close and too numerous to allow of hesi-

tation in admitting that the Foraminiferotis races of the Mesozoic and
Cainozoic periods have more decided affinity than appears in any
other group of organic life. As some of the Polypiaria of the Silurian
series pass upwards into the Devonian era, some of the Foraminifera
of the Chalk, with Terebratula ritrea and T. Caput Serpentis, appear to

reach our own day ; and thus by feeble, but not to be neglected links,
the systems of ancient and modern life are united into oue only
partially discontinuous series

;
the seeming interruptions being in the

higher grades of life, the less striking connections being formed by
the simpler marine organic structures, which might better survive

great physical catastrophes, and better endure successive variations

in the condition of the sea.

FORBIDDEN FRUIT. [Cnnus.]
FOREST-FLY. [HIPPOBOSCA.]
FOREST-MARBLE, one of the upper beds of the Bath Oolite

series. [OOLITE.]

FORFICU'LIDjE, a family of Insects belonging to the order

Orthoptera, and, according to some authors, constituting the order

Dermaptera.
To this family belong the various species of Earwigs. They are

distinguished from the Orthopterous Insects (excepting the Blattce

and the Mantis tribes, which with the Forficulce constitute Latreille's

family Cursoria) by having the posterior legs formed for running.
Their wings, when folded, are almost always disposed horizontally on
the body. The females have no corneous ovipositor. Both sexes

however are furnished with two corneous forcep-Iike appendages at

the hinder extremity of the body. The antennas are slender, filiform,
inserted before the eyes, and vary considerably as to the number of

their joints; the thorax is generally of a rounded form, and but

slightly convex.

The family Forficulidce is divided by Dr. Leach into three genera,
the principal characters of which are taken from the number of joints
to the antennae. This first genus, that to which he restricted the

name of Forficula, is distinguished by having 14 joints to the antenna:.

In the next genus (Labidoura) the antennas have 30 joints ;
and in the

last, the genus Labia, the antenna; are 12-jointed.
To the first of these genera belongs our common Earwig (Forficula

anricularia, Linn.), an insect too well known to require a description.

Earwigs appear to prefer damp situations
;
are found under stones

and under the bark of trees, frequently in great abundance. They
are also found in flowers, which they destroy by eating the leaves, &c.

A remarkable fact connected with the habits of the Earwig is, that

the female sits upon her eggs in the manner of the hen
; and the

young (which resemble the parent, except in being of a paler colour

and having neither wings nor elytra), as soon as they are hatched,

creep under the belly of the mother for protection.
The wings of the Earwig are transparent, of large size, and when

expanded are shaded like a fan : the principal nervures radiate from
one point near the anterior margin. These organs when not in uee

are folded beneath two small horny wing-cases, and hence to the

common observer the animal appears wingless.
The male and female common Earwig differ considerably in their

anal forceps, those of the female being less curved and destitute of a
tooth-like process which is observed on the inner side at the base of

the forceps of the male.

There is in this country another species of Earwig almost equally
common with that we have just noticed, but which is of a much
smaller size. It is found about hot-beds and dunghills, and differs

from the common Earwig somewhat in its habits as well as in its

structure. This belongs to the genus Labia.

One species of the genus Labidoura is also found in England, but

is of rare occurrence. It is of a much larger size than the common
Earwig.
FORGET-ME-NOT. [Mvosons.]
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FORMATION, a geological term subordinate to 'system,' and

including special
'

groups,' or assemblages of strata ; in a looser tense

it applies also to pyrogenous rooks and mineral veins.

FORMICA a genus of Insects belonging to the family Pormicida.

It is distinguished by having the foot-stalk of the abdomen composed
of a single joint, the mandibles triangular, and denticulated at the

edge. The females are destitute of a sting. This genus comprises
about a dozen British

species,
the largest of which in the Hill-Ant or

Horse-Ant, P. rufa. The neuters in this species are about one-third

of an inch long, of a black colour, with the thorax, abdominal scale,

and a Urge part of the head, red. It makes its Urge conical nest in

the open ground in woods, &c., amassing together large quantities of

sticks, straws, Jtc. For a description of these nests see ANT.

P. mtyuinea is of a blood-red colour, with the eyes and abdomen

black, and the wings dusky at the base. The neuter is similarly

coloured, except that the head ia darker. The male ia black, with

red legs. This species burrows iu wood, and is one of those

which steal the young of other species, rearing them to perform the

duties of the nest Two of the species subject to these marauders
are P. cunicularia and P. futca, both of which are inhabitants of this

country. The latter species ia of a shining black colour, with a alight

ashy tinge ; its form is rather long, and it is nearly smooth
;
the

three or four basal joints of the antenna: are of a red colour, aa are

also the legs; the abdominal scale is large and triangular; aud the

ocelli are distinct. It establishes its nest under stones, moss, &e.,

and at the foot of trees, the nest being entirely under ground.

Among the exotic species of this genus are to be found many
which are extremely injurious or annoying in their habits. Of these

the Sugar-Ant of the West Indies ia perhaps the most extensively

prejudicial. P. taccharirora, as it is called, establishes its nest at the

root of sugar-canes, lime-trees and lemon-trees, where it loosens the

earth so that the trees are either blown down by the violent gales, or

so completely deprived of nourishment at the roots that they soon

die. Some years ago the injuries committed by this insect were so

great that a reward of 20,000?. was offered by the planters to any one
who should discover an effectual mode of destroying them, yet nothing
could be found to stay their ravages. The aid of fire was even

resorted to in vain; the insects rushing into the flames in such

myriads as to extinguish it. Heavy torrents of rain at last effected

their destruction.

/'. intlefata, another exotic species, ia described by Colonel Sykes as

being an extraordinary instance of the operations of instinct in so low a

form of animal life. The fondness of these insects for sweet substances

is very great, and their attacks on such things were resisted in every

possible manner, yet although the table, on which the confectionary and
sweets were, was placed with its legs in water and removed a short dis-

tance from the wall, they succeeded in reaching them, to the great
astonishment of all, until the mode of access was discovered. Colonel

Sykes says,
"
I observed an ant upon the wall about a foot above the

level of the sweets ; it fell, and instead of passing between the wall and
the table and alighting upon the ground it fell upon the table." Others
followed its example with similar success; and it was no longer
a matter for doubt as to how they continued to swarm iu such
numbers about their favourite food, however carefully guarded.
KOKMK'ID.E, an extensive family of Hymeuopterous Insects,

belonging to the section A culeala, and to the sub-section Jletcroyynn
of Latreille, comprising the Linmean genus Formica, or the numerous
tribes of Ants. The family is distinguished by the wingless state of

their abortive females, by the great length of the basal joint of the
antenna: in the females and the neuters, in which they are elbowed at

the extremity of this joint, and by the first or the first and second

joints of tho abdomen being knotted ; the upper lip of the neuters ia

large, horny, and perpendicular, falling between the jaws ;
the eyea

are rounded, or oval and entire ; the jaws are large in many of the

species, the form of these organs varying greatly in many of the

species. In their structural character the Pormicida resemble the

Tiphitt and Doryli belonging to the section of the Sand-Wasps. The
neuters are smaller than the male*, and these are smaller than the
females; ; the abdomen in the first and last of these sexes is composed
of six segments, in the mole of seven. The females and neuters are

furnished with a sting in many of tho species. Those species which
have stings emit an irritating fluid into the wounds which they make,
while the stingiest species discharge a rrd transparent fluid on to the

skin, causing painful blisters.

The various genera of this family, according to Latreille, are :

Formica, Polytryiu, Pmera, Myrmica, and Alia. This lust genus
differs from Myrmica only in having very short palpi ; the head of
the workers is generally very thick. Acepknlota it tho Visiting
Ant of the West Indies. [Axr; FORMICA; POLYKBUDS; PONKBA

;

MlHMICA.j
FORSTERITE, a Crystallised Mineral, the primary form of which

is a right rhombic prism. The crystals are colourless, translucent,

brilliant, and small; they are harder than quartz. This substance
occurs at Vesuvius accompanied by pleonastc and pyroxene. It has
not been accurately analysed, but contains silica and magnesia.

IL was first found in the Ulue Clay at Highgntc, nearII. COPAl
London

; it occurs also at Wochlow in Moravia.
It occurs in irregular pieces or small nodular Its colour

is yellowish or dull brown ; nearly opaque. Lustra resinous. Fracture
conchoidaL Specific gravity 1'046. When heated it yields an
aromatic odour, and melts into a limpid fluid; it burns with a >vll. in-

flame and much smoke. When strongly heated in contact with the

air, it is totally dissipated.
FOSSILS. The term '

Fossil,' in its general acceptation, signifies
that which may be dug out of the earth. In this sense, antiquities,
as well as natural metallic and mineral bodies, may be said to be
fossils. But the word is generally used among geologists and minr-

ralogisU sometimes to designate simple
and compound ininrnil

bodies, such as earth, salts, bitumens, and metals, but more generally
the petrified forma of plants and animals which occur in the strata

that compose the surface of our globe. Most of these fossil species,

many of the genera, and some of the families, are extinct
; and all of

them were considered in the darker ages to owe their origin to the

plastic power of the earth. They were named Lapidtt trftomorpAi,
L. fyurali, and, as their organic nature began to be suspected, L.

illluriani. Superstition was, in old times, busy with some of them,
the Belemnites and Ammonites for example.
The appellation Pelrifacta,

'

Petrifactions,
1

soon became common in

books and catalogues of cabinets, and then Sir John Hill's prop
to denominate such petrified bodies extraneous or adventitious

fossils, was adopted by many naturalists. Parkinson objected to
' Petrifactions

'

an a general term, and distinguished 'Fossils' by em-

ploying the expression
'

Primary Fossils
'

to denote those mineral
substances which are supposed to have been native, or, in other words,
to have existed primitively in the earth ; and by applying the appel-
lation 'Secondary Fossils' to the petrified exuviaa of plants and
animals. Though the terms of this last-mentioned writer are now no

longer adopted, he must always be considered as one of the fathers of

this branch of geology, a branch which William Smith first effectively
used as the key to the stratification. In the steps of Smith the first

writers on this subject have since trod
;
and the study of '

Organic
Remains,' by which name the animal and vegetable bodies penetrated

by or converted into mineral substances are now known aa a whole,
has become of first-rate importance in deciphering the history of the

lithological structure of the earth's crust. The well-known Eocene,
Miocene, and Pliocene periods of Lyell, for instance, depend in a great

degree upon the proportionate absence or presence of living species

among the organic remains which have hitherto been discovered in

certain groups of strata of comparatively modern origin.
Some notices of the fossil plants and animals, when snch are

known, are given in the articles which relate to existing families,

genera, or species; and extinct families, genera, and species are

treated of under their respective heads.

FOSSORES, a family of the aculeatcd Ifymenoptera. [HVMKNOITERA.]
FOUQUIERA'CEjE, a natural order of Plants belonging to

Lindley'a syncarpous group of Polypetalous Exngens. The species
are trees or shrubs, with entire oblong fleshy clustered leaves, seated
in the axil of a spine or n cushion, with scarlet flowers arranged in a
terminal spike or panicle. The sepals are 5, imbricated, ovate, or
roundish ; the petals 5, regular, combined in a long tube, arising from
the bottom of the torus or calyx ;

the stamens 10 or 12, arising from
the same line as the petals, but distinct from them, exsertcd

; tho

anthers 2-celled ; the ovary superior, sessile ; the style filiform, trifid ;

the ovules numerous ;
the capjule 5-cornered, 3-celled, 8-valved

;
the

valves bearing the dissepiments in the middle; the seeds in part
abortive, compressed, winged, affixed to the axis ; the embryo strait,

in the centre of thin fleshy albumen ;
the cotyledons flat. This order

was separated by De Candolle from Portutacete for the following
reasons :

"
1, because the petals were iu a long tube of the same

nature as that of gnmopetalous Craitulacen- ; 2, because the capsule
consists of three loculicidal c^lls, that ia to say, which separate through
the middle, forming three septifcrous valves; and 3, because the embryo
is straight, with flat cotyledons, and stationed iu the centre of tl. -i,y

albumen." (Lindley, 'Nat. System.') In the structure of their flowers

Pouquirractr resemble Cramtlacetr ; and in the character of their fruit,

Loaiateir, Turneracett, and Stacl-hoiuriaretr.

There are only two genera comprehended in this order : J'ou>]uirra,
named after Dr. Peter Edward Fouqtiiere, a professor of medicine nt

Paris ; and Bronnia, named in honour of Henry George lironn. 1m
has written on leguminous plant*. Each of these genera has a single

species : both plants are natives of Mexico. Of their properties little

is known.

P.formoia is a showy shrub, and may be grown in a light rich soil,

and propagated by means of cuttings, which will root freely in mn.l

under a hand-glass in heat. Jlroitnia has been referred by some
botanists to Tamarieactir.

(Lindley, Xatural Syttem ; Burnett, OiUtinft of Botany; Don,
liiihlnmydcoiu Plantt.)
FOX.' [Vri.riDA]

CI.OVK. [DmiTAi.is.]
UUAl'KS. [VlTls.]
T\II,<;I; \ss. [ALOPB

'
>

FRACTURE, in Minrralo^y, means the irregular surface wlurh

appears when n mineral in brokvn, so that surfaces do not constitute

a Cleavage. The kinds of fracture arc determined by the aspect and
forms of the surface presented by tho mineral. Werner divide* the
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varieties of fracture into compact, fibrous, radiated, and foliated.

The compact may be splintery, even, conclioidal, uneven, earthy, or

hackly. The fibrous may be coarse or delicate, straight or curved,

parallel or diverging ;
and the diverging again is either stellular,

scopiform, or promiscuous. The radiated fracture is broad or narrow,
straight or curved, diverging or promiscuous ;

and streaked or smooth.
FRAGILARIA. [DIATOMACEJ:.]
FRANCOA'CE^E, Francoadi, a very small natural order of Exogens,

consisting of the genera Framcoa and Tetilla. They are South American
herbaceous plants, with lyrate radical leaves and a scapose inflorescence.

The sepals and petals are four ; the stamens four times as numerous
and hypogynous, half of them being rudimentary. The pistil consists

of four carpels adhering by their interior angles, with a sessile

4-lobed stigma. The seeds are numerous, and contain a minute embryo
lying in a mass of fleshy albumen. Great differences of opinion have
existed among botanists as to the affinities of this order. I)r. Limlley

that its nearest affinity is with Dioncea, which chiefly differs

in its unilocular fruit, anisomerous flowers, and the want of sterile

stamens. Its seeds are absolutely the same in all essential respects.

A portion of the flower-stem of francoa louchifolia.

1, the stamens and pistil ; 2, a transverse section of the ovary ; 3, a seed ;

4, the nucleus of the seed taken from within the spongy testa ; 5, a longitudinal

section of the nucleus showing the minute embryo.

KKANCOLIN. [PEBDICID.E.]
FRA'XKKXIA, a genus of Plants, the type of the natural order

Prankmiacea, and named in honour of John Frankenius, a professor

of botany at Upsal, and the first enumerator of the Swedish plants

in
'

Speculum Botanicon.' It has a 5-cleft style, the lobes oblong,

with the stigmas within. Capsules 1 -celled, with three or four valves,

and many seeded. These plants are small and heath-like, with

prostrate stems; the flowers usually rise from the forks of the stem,

or are disposed in terminal corymbs.
P. pulterulenta, the Powdery Sea-Heath, has its leaves opposite

in whorls, obovate, retuse, glabrous, and the under surface powdery,

with ciliated petioles ;
a slender root, and axillary terminal flowers

of a pale red-colour. This plant grows in the sand by the sea-shore

in many parts of Europe and Asia ;
it is occasionally found on the

coMt of Sussex in England, but is very rare.

P. lent* has clustered, linear, glabrous leaves, with revolute margins,

ciliated at the base; prostrate downy stem, and terminal axillary

solitary flowers. It is a native of the muddy salt-marshes by the

sea-coast, in many parts of Europe and the Canary Isles. In England

it in found principally on the eastern coast, and flowers in the months

of July and August. The flowers are generally flesh-coloured, but

sometimes white, with yellow claws.

Don enumerates 16 species of this geniw, besides those already

named as being found in Great Britain. Of those not British plants

the majority occur in Africa and Australia, and some are found

n South America. F. hiepida grows on the rocks extending from the
island of Cyprus to Siberia. The hardy species of this beautiful

evergreen genus are well adapted to ornament rock-work, and may be

easily cultivated. They may be propagated by cuttings or by dividing
the roots, and may also be grown from seed under a hand-glass.

(Don, Dichlamydeoui Plants ; Babington, Manual of British

Botany.}
FRANKENIA'CE/E, Frankeniadt, a small natural order of Exogens,

allied to Violacece and Sauvayesiacece, with a procumbent habit, small

leaves, and very often minute flowers half hidden among the leaves.

They are all furnished with a tubular ribbed calyx, and that, together
with their having 5 petals, a definite number of hypogynous stamens,
and a 1-celled capsule bursting into valves, to whose edges the seeds

adhere, gives them a distinctly limited character. The species are

chiefly found in the south of Europe and north of Africa
; they how-

ever occur in various other parts of the world
; four species from

Australia
;
two are natives of the Cape of Good Hope ;

one of South
America

;
and three of temperate Asia. Endlicher says they are

mucilaginous and slightly aromatic. The leaves of Beatsonia portu-

lacifolia are used in St. Helena as tea. Franl:enia paucijlora,
remarkable for the size of its flowers, is a very pretty greenhouse
shrub.

A twig of Frankenia pulverulcnta, natural si/.c.

1, a flower
; 2, the pistil and stamens

; 3, a transverse section of the ovary,
all magnified.

FRANKINCENSE, a resinous substance, the produce of the Alies

excelta- (De Candolle), the Pinua allies (Linn.), Common Spruce-Fir,
from which it either exudes spontaneously or more abundantly from
incisions of the bark. When it first flows out it is liquid, but on

exposure to the air concretes, and is collected during autumn and
winter. It occurs in two states, in tears (Tims, or Olibanum sylvestre),

and in large irregular lumps or compressed cakes. When recent the

colour should be white, or only inclining to yellow, subdiaphanous,
soft, tenacious, and glutinous : by the action of time it becomes hard,
and even friable, the colour having deepened into an orange hue. By
the heat of the hand it softens, and by a higher temperature liquifies.

It possesses a turpentine-like odour and taste. It is insoluble in

water, but completely soluble in alcohol with the aid of heat.

It consists of two kinds of resin mixed with oil of turpentine. By
melting it in water, and straining it through strong cloths, it is

deprived of much of its oil, when it is termed Pix ArMa, or Burgundy
Pitch.

For the genuine Thus, or Frankincense of the ancients, see Bos-

WELLIA ; also OLIBANUM, as the substances distinguished by this name

(derived from the Arabic Looban) were of different kinds, and

procured probably from Africa and Arabia, as well as from India.

FRANKLINITE, a Mineral which occurs in attached crystals,

granular, and massive. The primary form of the crystal is a cube
;

its colour is deep iron-black. Opaque. Lustre metallic. Specific

gravity 4'37 to 4'09. Hardness 6'0 to 6'5. Streak deep red-brown.

Cleavage parallel to the planes of the regulur octahedron, but very
indistinct. Fracture couuhoidal. Magnetic, but without polarity.

The massive varieties are amorphous. Structure granular, compact.
This mineral is found at Franklin, New Jersey, North America.

According to Berthier it consists of

Peroxide of Iron

Oxide of Zinc

Red Oxide of Manganese

17
16
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FRATERCULA. [AuK.]
FRAXINELLA, the common name of a Plant belonging to the

filaments, having glandular tubercles at their apex, and roundish
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anthers ; the style single, didin*Us striated lengthwise, terminated

by a blunt papillose stigma ;
the capsule itipiUte, composed of 6

carpels, which are connected on the inside, compressed, 2-seeded.

D. frajcnuUa, Bastard or Palm Dittany, False White Dittany,

Fraxinella, has 4-5 pain of leaflets, cordate at the base, acute at the

apex, finely serrulated; the racemes long; the calyx unequal. It is

found wild in the south of Europe, especially in Germany, France,

Spain, Austria, and Italy.
The leave*, flowers, and stem of this plant, when gently nibbed, emit

a strong lemon odour, and when bruised the scent is more powerful
The volatile oil which gives it its peculiar odour is secreted iu the

largest quantities in the pedicles of the flowers, which are covered

with little glands of a rusty red colour, which exude a viscid resinous

juice. The volatile oil from this plant is evolved in go large quantities
that it will bum when a light is held near it, and, in a dark place,

may be seen to take fire. It was formerly used iu medicine under the

name of Dictaiumu albiu, and the root was considered stomachic,

nnthelmintir, and aperient Stoerek, to whom we are indebted for

the re-introduction of so many European plants into modern medicine,
recommended it in epilepsy, intermittent fever, and ameuorrhcea.

The plant used iu medicine under the name of Dictamniu Creticui,

the Dittany of Crete, is the Origanum Dictammu of Linuxus. [Um-
ounnt]

/>. anyiu'ifolia, has 4-5 pairs of leaflet*, alternate, ovate-lanceolate,

acuminated, finely serrulated ; the racemes long ; the calyx nearly equal.
It is a native of the Altai Mountains.
There are several varieties of Fraxinella found iu gardens, with

white, red, and purple flowers. They will grow in any common
garden soil, from seeds, which ripen well in this country.

(Don, DicUamydemu Plantt ; Burnett, Outline* of Botany ; Lewis,

Hitlury ofMateria Medica.)
KKA 'XI XL'S, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Oleacea, under which the Common Ash is comprehended. They
inhabit various parts of the more temperate regions of the northern

hemisphere, both in the Old and New World, but are unknown in a

wild state in the southern. Although, if strictly limited, the species
are destitute of corolla, yet the genus does, in fact, belong to the

natural order of the olive and lilac, a transition to which is afforded

by what are commonly called Flowering Ashes, the Orni of modern
botanists, in which a corolla exists in the form of four long narrow

petals. Both these genera have the kind of fruit called a key, or

technically, a 'samara,' that is, a seed-vessel which does not open,
which contains one or two cells, and which is prolonged into a thin

wing at the apex. As they are all called ashes in the gardens, and
are exceedingly nearly related to each other, we notice them both iu

this place.

Fraxiiuu, or True Ashes.

Of these the most important is the Common Ash (P. excelsior), a
tree inhabiting the cooler parts of Europe, from Great Britain to a
considerable distance through Asia. It is said to exist in Japan in

a wild state, but this requires confirmation
;

it docs not occur in

North America, but species similar to it in appearance are common
on that continent. The ash is one of the most useful of our British

trees, on account of the excellence of its hard tough wood, and the

rapidity of its growth. In its appearance too it is singularly graceful
for a European tree, often resembling in its slender stems and thin

airy foliage the acacias of tropical regions. Every one who has seen
the beautiful effect of the ashes mingled with the ruins of Netley
Abbey, near Southampton, must have been struck with this peculiarity.
The principal objection to the ash is the injury it does to the plants
which grow in its neighbourhood, by rapidly exhausting the soil of

all iU organisable materials. In consequence of this, few plants will

thrive, or even grow near it; and hence the impropriety of the
common practice of planting the ash in hedgerows ; the extent of its

roots may always be distinctly traced by the langour and paleness of

the crops that stand near it Many varieties, or supposed varieties

of it, are known to cultivator', and many more might easily be col-

lected if it were worth the while
;
for it sports very much in a wild

state. The most .striking of the reputed varieties are the following :

1. P.ptndula, the Weeping Ash; with all the characters of the
common wild tree, except that the branches grow downwards instead

of upwards,
so that if grafted upon a lofty stem the head will toon

reach the ground and form a natural arbour. This if said to have

originated accidentally in a field at Uamlingay, in Cambridgeshire.
2. The Entire- Leaved Ash ; with all its leaves simple, broad, ovate,

coarsely serrated, and puckered. Nothing can well be more unlike

the common ash than this, which nevertheless appears upon good
RMtlmritv to be merely a seedling variety. Out of leaf it is hardly
diitingiiixbable by its branches from its prototype.

3. P. criipa, the Curled-Leafed Ash ; with very short stunted

branches, and deep green crumpled leaves. If this is, as it is said to

be, a mere monstrous variety of P. csctltior, it is one of the most
remarkable with which we are acquainted. It has a particularly
dark aspect; its leaves are so thick, and its shoots so short, that
it forms a blackish round-headed tree of the smallest dimensions.
Ito origin is unknown

; it, as well as the Ornut, is sometimes called

/'. Theojihraiti.

4. P. verncon, the Warted-Barked Ash. In this the stems are
covered over with a great number of little grayish brown tubercle*

;

otherwise the plant has the appearance of the common ash.

Besides this, the only European ash that deserves notice is the P.

l>arrifolia, Small-Leaved Ash. It* foliage is much finer and nar-

rower than in P. esctltior ; the leaflet* are narrow and finely serrated,
the bark is rugged, the growth Blow, and instead of the toughness so

characteristic of the latter species, the branches are so brittle as to be
liable to constant injury from high winds. It is however a very
beautiful tree, and for ornamental purposes where size is no object,
it should be planted, especially as a single tree. It is possible that

P. rotlraia may be a variety of it : but nothing can be inure erroneous
than the idea that it is itself a variety of P. uctltior. It is found

only in the southern parts of Europe.
In the Levant occurs the /'. lintiififoliii, Leutisk Ash, a most

graceful species, with long narrow leaves, composed of five or six

pairs of small, distinct, sharply serrated, shining leaflets. It inbabiU
the country about Aleppo, and is hardy in this country, where it

forms a tree of the most elegant appearance, intermediate, as it wrn ,

iu appearance between a willow and an ash. The branches arc deep
rich

purple.
It is often called /'. Ckiueiuu in the nurseries,.

With regard to the species of American Ash we have, in the first

place, to remark that they are not well adapted to this climate, being
in general too ill prepared by our short cold summers to bear our

winters, and moreover injured by spring frosts : circumstances much
to be regretted, because some of the species prove very handsome
trees. In the second place, the number of species has no doubt been

greatly exaggerated by writers upon garden botany ;
we cannot how-

ever at all agree with a modern writer upon these subjects, who
believes all the American ashes to be one and the same species. The
following are, we think, undoubtedly distinct :

-

P. pulietcau, the Black American or Downy Ash, with three or four

pairs of leaflets, which are nearly entire, flat, dowuy beneath, as well

as the branches. A swamp tree in the middle states of the American
Union.

/'. Americana, the White American Ash, with seldom more than
three pairs of leaflets, which are smooth, flat, nearly entire, and

glaucous on the under side ; the branches smooth. A large tree in

Cauada and the northern states of America,
P. aambucifolia, the Water-Ash, or Elder-Leaved Ash, with three or

four pairs of leaflets, which are rugose, constantly serrated, hairy at

the axils of the leaves underneath ; when bruised smelling a little

like elder ;
buds deep blue. A common tree in forests in the northern

parts of North America.
/'. qaadranyulata, with the shoots distinctly and sharply quadran-

gular. A tree from Ohio, among the most unsuitable of the American
ashes for this climate.

P. epiptera, the Wing-Topped, Seeded, or Two-Coloured Ash, with
the keys very brood and wedge-shaped at the upper end and taper at

the base. The young branches are green, covered with white dots.

A small tree, found all through the American Union.
All the foregoing can be procured in the English nurseries, and

they perhaps form the only distinct species of the genus. A great

many supposed species were distinguished by the late Mr. Dose, whose
names are current iu collections ; but they can scarcely be deternniH .1

with precision. A fine collection of Ashos exists iu one of the
enclosures in Kensington Gardens.

/'. Caroliniana, the Carolina Ash, has 2 or 3 pairs of leaflets, oval,

petiolate, serrated, glabrous, and shining above. The flowers are

calyculate. The branches glabrous and, like the budx, ln-mmi-li.

Tho racemes loose, an inch and a half long, often twin from the
same bud. The pedicles numerous and umbellate. The calyx
small and campanulate. It id a tree from 30 to 50 feet high ; native
from Pennsylvania to Carolina. It in a very remarkable varirtv,

readily distinguished by the size of iU leaflets, which are nearly
round. In America it is entirely neglected as a timber-tree, and in

Europe it is solely considered as ornamental.
There are a great many varieties of the species P. trceltior, some of

whieh undoubtedly deserve to be considered distinct species. Several
of them yield the sweet resinous laxative substance known by the
name of Manna. P. ejcceltior not only produces it in the warm
climate of South Europe, but is reported to have a tonic febrifugal
bark aud leaves almost as cathartic as those of Senna, producing
unequivocal action on the system.
The species of this genus which moat extensively produce Manna

are now described under the genus

Ornut, or Flowering Ashes.

0, KurojKta, or Common Manna-Anli, i a small round-headed tree,

with leaves resembling those of the Common Ash, only the 1>

are elliptical, abruptly acuminated, and have a considerable collection

of bairn at the base of the midrib underneath. In the summer when
the leaves are full grown the trees become ornamented with a pro-
fusion of white delicate blossoms, which give them a strikingly
beautiful appearance. The species inhabits the southern parts of

Europe, especially the woods of Calabria and Apulia, and in those

countries flowers iu April.
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0. rotundifoliti is universally distinguished as a second species of
this genus ; differing in its leaves being much longer, the leaflets

roundish, ovate, acute, not cuspidate, coarsely serrated, entire, arid

rather cuneate at the base, and not at all hairy underneath. In flowers
it is much the same. It is a native of Calabria and elsewhere in the
south of Europe.

These two plants are interesting as producing the sweet laxative
substance known in the apothecaries' shops under the name of Manna.
It is a secretion from the leaves and branches

; and, according to F^e,
is caused either by artificial wounds or by tlie puncture of an insect.

Both species yield the substance, but, according to Tenore, that from
0. rotundifolia is of better quality than the other.

" In Calabria and Sicily," says this physician,
"
in the hottest part

of the summer month?, the Manna oozes out of the leaves, and from
the bark of the trunk and larger branches of the Fmxinm, or
Calabrian Ash. The Omits likewise affords it, but from the trunks
and larger branches only, and that chiefly from artificial apertures ;

whereas it flows from the Fraxinus through every little cranny, nnd
bursts through the large spores spontaneously. The different qualities
of the Manna are from different parts of the tree."

The sweetness of this substance is not due to the presence of sugar,
but to a distinct principle called Mannite, which differs from sugar in

not fermenting with water and yeast. Some trees yield the Manna
spontaneously ;

these only grow in the most favourable situations,
and the ?ap runs out during the greatest heat of summer. It begins
to ooze out about mid-day, in the form of a clear liquid, which soon

thickens, and continues to appear till the cool of the evening, when
it bi'gins to harden into granules, which are scraped off the following
morning. This kind is called

' Manna in Tears,' and is as pure and
white as the 6uest sugar. Inferior qualities are obtained by making
incisions in the trees, which forms the principal pnrt of the Manna
sold in our shops.

(London, Arboretum Eritannicum.)
FRAZE'RA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

CfntUtnacea, named after John Frazer, a collector of North American
plants. It has a 4-eleft deeply-parted calyx. The corolla 4-parted,
rotate, deciduous, with a bearded orbicular gland in the middle of
each segment. The stamens 4, inclosed ; filaments filiform

;
the

c,i]j-ulo compressed, partly margined, 1-celled. The seeds few,
imbricated, elliptical, winged, and fixed to the margins of the valves.

F. C'aroliiteatit, the F. Walteri of Michaux, is the only species of
this genus. It has a biennial root ; stem from 3 to 5 feet high, erect,

sub-quadrangular, and smooth ; leaves opposite and verticillate,

oblong, lanceolate, the lower ones a foot long and more than 3 inches

broad
;
flowers in aggregate clusters. This plant is indigenous in the

swamps of the Carolinus, and is found on the borders of lakes in

Pennsylvania and New York. The whole plant has a very stately

appearance, and in character approaches so near to Swertia that,
without examining the fruit, it might be mistaken for a species of

that genus. The root yields a powerful bitter, nearly as pure as that

of quassia, and wholly destitute of aroma. It is fully equal in its

medicinal effects to gentian, and when fresh is said to be emetic and
cathartic. The roots have been imported into Europe as a sort of

<':diimba, and hence have acquired the name of American Calumba.
This plant requires moisture, anil flourishes best in a peat soil. It

should be protected the winter after being raised from seed or that

preceding its flowering.

(Don, Dichlamydeout Plan's ; Lindley, Flora Medica.)
FR K KSTi >\ E. [SANDSTONE.]
FUKHII.l.'S. fCoBViDA]
FRKNCH BERRIES. [RHAMNUS.]
F1UGATK. [PELECANID.E.]
nUKGE-TREE, the English name of the American shrub

ni/hiu Vii-i/i.

FRINGILLA, a genus of Birds belonging to the order Frinr/illidw
atid the division Intettora. The beak is straight, longer than deep,

conic, and pointed ; mandibles nearly equal, cutting edges entire,

forming a straight commissure; nostrils basal, lateral, oval, partly
hidden by the frontal plumes. Wings with the first quill-feather

longer than the fifth, but a little shorter than the second or third,

which are equal, and the longest in the wing. Legs with the tarsi of

moderate length ; toes divided, and adapted for hopping and perching ;

claws curved and sharp.
f. cceltbi, the Chaffinch. [CHAFFINCH.]
P. montifi-inyiUa, the Mountain Finch, Brambliug, or Bramble

Finch. This bird is a visitor to this country only in winter, coming to

us from the north, but at different times, according to the temperature
of the country from which it emigrates. They have not been known
to breed in any part of this country ;

those kept in confinement

under the most favourable circumstances have never done so. It is

not an uncommon bird in Denmark. Mr. Hewitson saw them at one

flaoe

in the southern part of Norway, where they were breeding,
b is described as building in fir-trees

;
the nest formed of moss, and

lined with wool and feathers; the eggs four or five in number, white,

tinged with yellow, and spotted with dark red, like those of a chaf-

finch. The call-note of this bird is a single monotonous chirp.

FRINOI'LLID^E, a family of Birds belonging to the order

J-nl'.uorti and the division Coniroitra, This family is commonly
HAT. HIST. PIV. VOL. II,

known by the name of Finches. According to Mr. Vigors this family
embraces, iu addition to Alauda [ALAUDIN^B], to which Emlcriza

(the Buntings) [EMBEKIZID.E] and its affinities seem nearly allied, the

greater part of the Linuaean Fringillte, together with the Liumeau
Tanagne [TANAGER], which approach them iu their external characters
and in their habits, as far as has hitherto been ascertained. These
latter groups contain many natural genera which may be traced, in

his opinion, from the point of their connection with the Linnacau

Fringillce back, by a gradual increase of the base of the bill in
breadth and height, to the family of Loxiadce [LoxiAM], which
unites with them at the opposite extremity of the series of families

which compose tbe tribe. The Frinyillidfc again, according to the
same author, by means of the sharp-pointed and lengthened bill of

Carduelis, and by the extension of the eulmen of the upper mandible
iu nn angular form for some extent upon the front of the head,
conduct us on the other side to the gee us Icterus (Briss.), which
commences the succeeding family. Here Mr. Vigors thinks that the

genus Ploccus of Cuvier also seems to hold an intervening station

between the two groups, so as to render it difficult to decide in which
of them it should be placed. There is also, he states, another decided
line of relationship between the two families, namely, that which
some species of the Linnaean Alauda, particularly A. OtaJMMtf, bear
to the Sturnus Ludovicitmus, or Crescent Stare, of Dr. Latham. This
latter bird is well known as the Alauda mayna of Linnajus and of the
American ornithologists. But its still stronger affinity to the Sturni
and Icleri necessarily places it among them. The former relationship

appears to Mr. Vigors to be one of analogy, not of affinity ;
while the

direct passage between the families is found iu Ploccus (the Weaver
Birds). [PLOCECS.] Mr. Vigors makes Fringiltidie the first, and
Loxiadce the last family of the Coniroslres. Mr. Swaiuson makes the

Fringillidai (including Loxia, apparently ;
for his Coniroslres consist

of the Cowidw, Slurnidw, Fringillidte, Musophayidce, and Buccridce,

omitting Loxiadce) the third family; and the order of the names

given will show the position he assigns to it.
" No group in the

ornithological circle," writes Mr. Swainson in his '
Classification of

Birds,' vol. i.,
" exhibits this powerful structure (strength of the bill)

so much as that of the Fringittidce, where the bill is short and

nearly conic
;
both mandibles are equally thick, and when closed their

height and breadth are nearly the same. Iu many of the Finches (as
in the sub-genera Amadina, Coccothraustes, &c.) the thickness of the

bill at its base in comparison to the size of the head is enormous
;

but in Loxia ottrina of Vieillot, a rare and most extraordinary bird

from Western Africa, the bill in not much inferior to the size of tho

head. It is well known that all these ' hard-billed
'

birds, as the old

writers aptly called them, feed entirely upon seeds and nuts
;
and tho

harder these are the stronger are the bills of such species as are

appointed to derive nourishment from the different sorts
; whenever

nn insectivorous and frugivorous diet is united, as is the case with

most of the Tanager Finches, the upper mandible is notched for the

obvious purpose of more firmly securing that part of their food

which can escape."
M. Lesson, in his

' Table Me'thodique,' places the Fnngillidte as the

third family of the Conirostres, and makes it consist of the following

genera : Emberiza of Linnaeus, Emberizo'ides of Temminck, Fringilla
of Linnaeus namely, P//rgita, Fr'uiyilla, and Carduelis of Cuvier ;

Linaria of Bechsteiu; Vidua of Cuvier; Coccolhranstes of Brissou;

Pyrrhula of Brisson ;
Loxia of Brisson ; Paittiroeira of Temmiuck

;

Cun/thtu of Cuvier; C'olius of Brisson and Linnanis; P/tytotoma of

Molina
;
and Ploceus of Cuvier.

Cuvier, in his '

Regue Animal,' arranges the Buntings (Embtrita of

Linnaeus) immediately after the Titmice (Parut of Linnaeus) ;
and

next to the Buntings he places the Sparrows, Lea Moineaux (FringiUa
of Linuieus).

Cuvier designates the Buntings as possessing an extremely distinct

character in their conical short straight bill, the narrower upper
mandible of which, entering within the lower, has on the palate a

hard and projecting tubercle
;
and as grauivorous birds which have

little caution, and readily enter the snares prepared for them. Those

Buntings which have an elongated nail on the hind toe, like the larks,

are distinguished by Meyer under the generic name of Plectrophanes.
The Sparrows (FringiUa) are characterised by Cuvier as having a

conical bill more or less large at its base, but not angular at the com-
missure. They subsist principally on seeds, and are subdivided by
that zoologist as follows: The Weavers (Ploceus, Cuvier), a form
found in both the old and the new continents. Those of the Old
World make a nest by interweaving very skilfully the fibres of vege-

tables, whence their name. Such are the Toucnam Courvi of the

Philippine Islands (Loxia Philippina of Linnaeus), with its pendulous

nest, having a Vertical canal opening below, which communicates

laterally with the cavity where the young are laid
;
and the Repub-

lican (Loxia soda of Latham), which builds in society, and whose

conjoined nests form one large continuous mass with numerous

compartments. Among the Weavers of the new continent Cuvier

places Le Maugeur de Riz, Petit Choucas de Surinam, de la Jamaique,

Cassique Noir, &c. (Oriolus nigcr, Oriolus oryzivorus, Cormis Surinam-

ensis, Omelin), which in countless flocks lay waste the fields of many
of the warm parts of America. Next to tho Weavers are placed the

Sparrows, properly so called (Pyrgita of Cuvier), of which the well-

3 '.
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known Common or House-Sparrow (Fringilla domtttiea of authors,

Pyryita domeHieo of Cuvier), the companion of civilised man on a

large portion of the globe, maj serve as the
type.

Cuvier makes the

Finches, Les Pincpns (FrinyiUa of Cuvier), follow. These have the

bill rather leas arched than the sparrows, and a little longer and

stronger than the linnets. Their habits are more gay and their song
more varied than those of the sparrows ;

and the Chaffinch, Le Pincon
Ordinaire ( Frinyilla etrlda of Liumeun), may be taken as an illustration

of the genus. [L'UAKriM'ii.] The Linnets and Goldfinches (Les
Linutteg, Lmana of Bechstein), and Cbardonnerets (Cartluelit of

Cuvier) come next, and the Serins or Tarina, Canary Birds, for

example. fCANARt BIRO.] Then come the Whidah Finches, Widow-
Birds, as they are popularly called (Vidua of Brisson and other

authors) ; and next to them the Grosbeaks, Gros-Becs (Cocrolhratute*
of Brisson and others), to which Cuvier considers there is a gradual
passage from the linnets without any assignable interval, and whose

completely conical bill is only distinguishable by its excessive size :

of these the Common Grosbeak (Loxia Coccothranxtet of Linnaeus) may
be considered aa the type. Pityitu, to which Cuvier assigns certain

foreign species, succeeds. It has, as well as Coccothratulei, a large

bill, which is slightly compressed, arched above, and sometimes has a
salient angle in the middle of the edge of the upper mandible. The
Bullfinches (PyrrhtUa) conclude the tribe.

After the Sparrows Cuvier places the Crossbills (Loxia of Brisson),
and the Durbecs (Corythut of Cuvier, Strobilophaga of Vieillot),

observing that they cannot be placed at a distance from the bull-

finches and crossbills. The bill of Corythut, convex all round, has its

point curved above the lower mandible. Colhu he considers as nearly
approaching the preceding.

M. Temminck thus defines the character of the Buntings (Emberiza
of Linmeus) : Bill short, strong, conical, compressed, trenchant,
without a notch

; mandibles having their edges included (the upper
mandible being smaller than the lower), and a little distant from each
other at the base. Nostrils basal, rounded, surmounted by the frontal

feathers which partially cover them. Feet with three anterior and
one posterior toe, the anterior toes entirely divided and the posterior
toe with a short and curved nail : in a small number of species this

nail is straight and long. Wings with the first quill rather shorter
than the second and third, which are the longest Tail forked or

slightly rounded.
It will be observed that in this generic character M. Temminck has

omitted the projecting tubercle on the palate, and he gives as a reason
for this omission that it is not visible externally.
The principal food of the Buntings consists of farinaceous seeds, to

which insects are occasionally added. The greater number haunt
woods and gardens, and build their nests in bushes. Those which
have the posterior nail or claw long live among the rocks, or in the

plains, and do not frequent the woods. In almost all the species the
sexes present a marked difference, the males being variegated with

lively and well-defined colours. The young may be distinguished
from the females, which they much resemble, by their more sombre
colouring, and a greater number of deep spots. None of the indi-

genous species moult twice, but the greater part of the foreign species
do so regularly, and the colours of the males change considerably in
these two moults : in the summer they are adorned with brilliant

.colours ; in the winter they put on the modest livery of the female

(Temminck.)
The same ornithologist divides the Buntings into two sections :

I. The Buntings properly so called.

These have the posterior claw short and curved, and live in the
woods and gardens. They appear to moult but once a year. Some
parts of their plumage, which are coloured with lively tints in the

summer, are clouded in winter by the ashy shading with whii-h tin-

feather* are terminated ; these colours are without mixture in the

spring, especially the deep black, till it becomes clouded with reddish
after the autumnal moult The common Yellow Hammer (Embtrita
citrituUa) may be taken as an example of this section, which also

contains, among other species, the Ortolan (Embcrwa hnrlulana of
I.MIIM-UII, Ortolan Bunting of Latham) and the Cirl-Bunting (Emberiia
Cirliu of Liniueus).

IL The Spur-Buntings (Bruaus Kporonuicn, Plectrophanes
of Meyer).

This section has the back claw long and but very slightly arched.
The specie* composing it live always on the ground in open places.
Their moult is simple and ordinary, but the colours of the plumage
change considerably by rubbing and the action of the air and light, so
that their summer dress appear* very different from that which these
birds assume in the autumn.
The numerous genera into which, as we have seen, the genus

Frinyilla of Illiger has been subdivided, do not accord with M.
Temrainck's views ; and aa this excellent ornithologist has aa much
practical experience aa any of those who have mode this interesting
branch of natural history their study, and prrhnpn more, -.,- think
it right to put the student in possession of his opinions on this

(object
M. T*mminek, then, thus defines his genus Qros-Bec (Fringilla of

Illiger) : Bill short, strong, convex, straight, and completely conical ;

upper mandible swollen as it were, a little inclined towards the

point, without any arete, and with the upper part depressed, often

prolonged into an angle between the frontal feathers. Nostrils basal,

round, placed near the front, behind the homy elevation of tbu

swollen part of the bill, partially hidden by the feathers of tin' front .

Feet with the tarsus shorter than the middle toe
;
the anterior toes

entirely divided. Wings short
;
the second or third quills graduated,

the third or fourth longest Tail varying in form.

These birds, according to M. Temminck, feed on all sorts of seeds

and grains, which they open with the bill, at the same time rejecting
the husk ; it is only very rarely that insects are added to this diet.

They inhabit all the countries of the globe, but particularly the

regions of the torrid zone and warm latitudes. They raise many
broods annually, collect together in numerous flocks, and migrate in

associated flights. Of all the winged class they are, after the Pigeons
and Gallinaceous Birds, the most easily domesticated. The greater
number of foreign species and some European undergo a double
moult. When this takes place, the male assumes in winter the livery
of the female. The young of the year differ from the old ones

brtfore the autumnal moult ; but after that period it becomes

impossible to distinguish them.

Upon this extensive genus M. Temminck proceeds to remark that

methodists have essayed to class these birds in many genera, under
the designations of Strobiloplioga, Coccothrautta, Frinyillii, Piuarr,

Pyrgila, Vidua, Linaria, and Carduelu. The manners of all these

birds being, with some slight shades of difference, absolutely the

same, it is impossible, in his opinion, to have recourse to the invention

of new names as the means of subdividing this great group. M.
Temminck declares that he took the greatest pains to compare more
than a hundred foreign species with our indigenous species, and the

result of this examination confirmed him ill the conclusion that there

exists a gradual passage, without any demarcation, from one spi -i i. .-

to another. This natural series has, he observes, been recognised l>y

Illiger, who unites all these birds with a thick and conical bill (' K

bee gros et conique') in one great genus under the name of Frin<jill<i,

comprising the Bullfinches (Pyrrhula) therein. M. Temminck, how-

ever, thinks that these last ought to be classed in a distinct genus, in

consequence of the form of the bill, certain habit*, and perhaps also

with reference to the countries they inhabit. The genus Loxia, he

remarks, has been restored by Illiger to the limits assigned to it by
Brisson ; and he adds that he (M. Temminck) has separated from tin-

genus Lojria of Linnaeus a species singularly characterised by the

form of the bill, under the name of Pnllirottra. M. Cuvier, he goes
on to observe, has, in the 'Hegne Animal,' indicated, rather than
established characteristically, many genera and sub-genera. M. Cnvier

allows that there is a gradual passage, without any assignable

interval, from the Linnets to the Grosbeaks. The species of his

genus Vidua, or Widow-Birds, are distinguished by some of the

upper coverts of the tail being excessively elongated in the males.

This distinction, available for recognising the males only, disappears
in the moult; for in winter they have no conformation of t

differing from that of the females
;
and at that season it would be

difficult to pronounce whether they were Linnets, Sparrows, or

Finches (Pinsons). M. Temminck agrees that to facilitate the

methodical arrangement of the great number of species composing
this genus, it is necessary to have recourse to an artificial classification,

by the aid of which the species may be easily found. The simplest.

method, in his opinion, is to form three sections in the genus
FringUla, under indications which have more or less reference to the

three different groups of bills, which may be separated into Lalicona,

Srevicona, and Longiconet. In the first section may be comprised,
be thinks, the greater number of the pretended Loxia of authors,
some soi-diwint Beugalies, and the Sparrows (Moiueaux), wliieli

resemble ours in the colours of their plumage; in the second, some

Sparrows (Moineaux) of authors, the Finches (Piusons), the Linnets

(Linottes), and those indicated as Widow-Birds ( Yiiiuir), Bcngalies,
and Senegalies; in the third the Tarius, some Senegalies, and the

Chardonnereta.

I. Laticontt.

Bill Urge, convex, more or less swollen on the sides.

The Grosbeak, Haw-Grosbeak, or Hawfinch (Loxia Coccothraiula
of Linntcua, Fringi/ta Coccolhrautla of Temminck), is placed by that

author at the head of this section, which contains, among other

specie*, the Green Grosbeak or Greenfinch (Loxia chlorit of Linutcug,

Frinyilla chlorit of Temminck) and the Common Sparrow.

II. Brevjcotut.

Bill in the shape of a cone, more or less short, straight, and

cylindrical, often conical throughout.
M. Temminck commences this section with the Chaffinch. The

Linnets also belong to it

III. Longiconti.

Bill in the form of n straight cone, long, and compressed ;

points of the two mandibles sharp.

The Citril Finch (Frinyilln Citrintlla of Linnicus) appears at the
head of this section, which also comprise*, among other species, the
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Siskin (Fringilla tpintu of Linnaeus), the Lesser Redpole, and the

Goldfinch.

In the second Tolume of his
'
Classification of Birds," Mr. Swainson

makes the Coccothraustinie the typical group, a sub-family composed
of the Hawfinches, Weavers, Goldfinches, and Linnets. They live

entirely upon trees, and have the bill very strong and entire. Genus,
Coccothrauttei ; sub-genera, Pyrenettet (Sw.), Coccoborus (Sw.), Cocco-

thrauttet (Briss.), Spermnphaga (Sw.), Dertroidet (Sw.). Genus, Ploceut ;

sub-genera, Vidua (Cuv.), Euplectet (Sw.), Pluceus (Ouv.), Symplectet
(Sw.). Genus, Amadina (Sw.) (Bengaly); sub-genera, Estrdda (Sw.),
Amadina (Sw.), Spermestet (Sw.), Erythura (Sw.), Pytelia (Sw.).

Genus, Tiaria (Sw.) ; Genus, Cardttelis (Sw.) ; Genus, Linaria (Briss.) ;

sub-genera, Linaria, Leucosticte (Sw.), Chloris (Sw.). The second or

sub-typical group he makes to contain the Tanagrince. Genus,
Tardivola (Sw.) ; Genus, Tanagra (Linn.); sub-genera, Pity/us (Cuv.),

Tanagra (Linn.), Ramphopit (Vieill.). Genus, Phrrnitoma (Sw.) ;
sub-

genera, Lamprotet (Sw.), Phuenitoma (Sw.), Tachyphomu (Vieill.),

Leucopygia (Sw.). Genus, Nemosia (Vieill.); Genus, Aglaia (Sw.) ;

sub-genera, Eupltonia (Sw.), Tanagrdla (Sw.). Genus, Pipillo (Vieill.) ;

sub-genera, Arremon (Vieill.). The third consists of the Fringillino!,
or True Finches, differing materially from the two former ;

their

bill* are generally smaller, but more perfectly conic; seeds form their

food almost entirely ; and they chiefiy live upon the ground. Genus,
Pyrgita (Antiq.) ; sub-genera, Aimophila (Sw.), Leucophryt (Sw.).

Genus, Fringilla (Linn.) ; sub-genera, Patterella (Sw.), Fringilla,
Zonotrichia (Sw.), Ammodramut (Sw.), Chondestei (Sw.). Genus,
Emberiia ; sub-genera, Emberiza (Linn.), Fringillaria (Sw.). Genus,
Leptonyx (Sw.); sub-genus, Melophut (Sw.). Genus, Plectophranes

(Meyer); sub-genera, Miliaria (Sw.), Plectrophanet (Meyer). Genus,
Agrophiliu (Sw.). The fourth contains the Alaudime. Bill much
more slender than in any of the preceding ;

hind claw always more
or less lengthened. Genus, Alauda (Linn.) ; Genus, Calendula (Linn.) ;

sub-genera, Myafra (Horsf.), Braconyx (Brachonyx ?) (Sw.). Genus,
Agrodroma (Sw.) ; Genus, Macronyx (Sw.) ; Genus, Certhilauda (Sw.).
Mr. Swainson considers that the Alaudinie pass into the fifth, the

Pyn-hulinac (Bullfinches). Genus, Pyrrkulauda (Smith); Genus,
Pyrrkttla ; sub-genera, Crithagra (Sw.), Spcrmophila (Sw.). Genus,
Ptittirottra (Temm.) ; Genus, Corythiu (Cuv.) ; Genus, Htemorrhout

(Sw.). ; Genus, Lojia (Linn.).
In Mr. Darwin's collection is a series of Ground-Finches, so peculiar

in form that Mr. Gould was induced to regard them as constituting
an entirely new group, containing fourteen species, and appearing to

be strictly confined to the Gallapagos Islands. He proposes the

following generic names for them : Geotpiza, Camarhynchua, Cactomis,
and C'erlkiada. Mr. Darwin remarks that these birds are exclusively
confined to the Gallapagos Islands

;
but their general resemblance

and their indiscriminate association in large flocks rendered it almost

impossible to study the habits of particular species. In common with

nearly all the birds of these islands, they are so tame that the use
of the fowling-piece in procuring specimens was quite unnecessary.
They appeared to subsist on seeds deposited on the ground in

great abundance by a rich annual crop of herbage. (' Zool. Proc.,'

1837.)

Having thus endeavoured to give the student a general sketch of

this family of birds, and the views of some of the leading ornitholo-

gists with regard to them, we conclude with a list of the spedes
found in the British Islands as given in Mr. Yarrell's work on ' British

Birds.'

Patter montanut, the Tree-Sparrow ; Fringilla montana, Penn.
;

Pyi'ytia, Fleming; Paster montanut, Selby ; Fringilla montana,
Jenyns ; Pyrgita, Gould

; Fringilla, Temm. [PASSER.]
Patter dometticut, the House-Sparrow ; Fringilla domestica, Penn. ;

Pi/ryita, Fleming; Passer dometticut, Selby; Pyrgita, Gould.

[PASSER.]
Coccothrauttei Morit, the Green-Finch or Grosbeak

;
Loxia

ehlorit, Penn. ; Coccothrauttei, Fleming ; Fringilla, Jeuyns. [Cocco-
THBAU8TES.]

Coccothrauttet vulgarit, the Haw-Finch ; Loxia Coccothraustet, Penn.
;

Fringilla Coccollirauttet, Jenyns ; Uaccothrauile* vulgaris, Gould
;

[COCCOTHRAUBTES.]
Carduelit elegant, the Goldfinch ; Fringilla Carduelit, the Gold-

finch
; Carduelit elegant, Selby and Gould. [CARDUELIS.]

Carduelit ijnnut, the Siskin ; Fringilla tpinut, Penn. ; Carduelit,

Selby and Gould
; Fringilla, Jenyns and Temm. [CARDUELIS.]

Linola cannabina, the Common Linnet; Fringilla Linota, Linnet-
Finch of Penn. ;

P. cannabina Red-Headed Finch ; F. Linola, Brown
Linnet ; P. cannabina, Greater Redpole ; F. Linota, the Linnet of

Bewick; Linaria, of Selby; Prinyilla, Gros-Bec Liuote of Temm.
[LINOTA.]

Linota canetcent, the Mealy Redpole of Gould and Bonaparte ;
L.

borealit, Macgillivray ; Fringilla, Gros-Bec Boreal, Temm. [LINOTA.]
Linota linaria, the Lesser Redpole, or Common Redpole ; Frinyilla

linaria, Lesser Red-Headed Finch of Pennant; Rose-Linnet of

Fleming ; Linaria minor, Lesser Redpoln Linnet of Selby and
Gould

; Gros-Kec Sizerin of Temminck. [LiNOTA.]
Linota montium, the Mountain Linnet, or Twite; Fringilla montana,

Twite-Finch of Penn. and Gould; P. montium of Montague and

Jenyns; Mountain Linnet of Bewick. [LiNOTA.l

Pyrrliula vulgaris, the Bulfinch. It is Loxia pyrrhula of Peniiaut,

Montague, and Bewick
; Pyrrhula vulgaris of Fleming, Selby, Jeuyns,

and Gould. [BULLFINCH.]
Pyrrhula enudeator, the Pine Grosbeak

;
Loxia enucleator of Penn. ;

Corythut, Common Hawfinch of Fleming and Gould
; Pyrrhula, Pine

Bulfinch of Selby and Jenyns.
FRITILLA'RIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Liliacece. It has a perianth of 6 leaves with a nectariferous depression
at the base of each

;
the style trifid at the apex ;

the seeds flat. Of this

genus the Common Fritillary, F. meUagris, is a native of Great Britain.

It has a single-flowered leafy stem, the leaves all alternate and linear-

lanceolate. It inhabits meadows and pastures, and is found through-
out Europe. It has flesh-coloured flowers, with numerous dark and
sometimes white spots. F. montana, grows in the mountainous
districts of Europe. It has the 2 floral leaves, opposite, and distinct

from those of the stem. P. pyrcenaica of Sibthorp, the F. tulipifolia
of Bieberstein, is found in Greece. The species are often cultivated

in gardens on account of their flowers. They blossom in April and

May, and will grow in any common garden soil. (Babington, Manual
of British, Botany ; Koch, Flora Germanica.)
FROG. [AMPHIBIA.]
FROGSBIT. [HYDROCHARIS.]
FROND, a botanical term intended to express such organs as are

composed of a stem and a leaf combined. The leaves of ferns and

palms were thought to be of this nature. It is not now however

applied to the leaves of palms, but is still employed to express those
leaf-like expansions of the C'ryptogamia which bear the orgaus of

reproduction.
FRONDICULARIA. [FORAJIINIFERA.]
FRONDIPORA. [MILLEPORID*:.]
FRUIT. In botanical language, that part of the plant which in the

early stages of its growth is called the Pistil [PISTIL], and which
contains the ovules or seed-buds, becomes the Fruit, when the ovules

by the presence of the embryo, are changed into seeds. The Style and

Stigma, when they still remain, retain their names, but the Germen
is called the Pericarp. In this sense, there are of course some plants
which have no Fruit, because they are not provided with a Germeu ;

these therefore have naked Seed-Buds, or Ovules, and also naked Seeds

(Semina nuda) ; such are Coniferce, Cycadacece, and Loranthacece.

But there are some plants in which the germeu is easily destroyed, so

that the seed-bud is developed without an envelope to the seed : these,
in order to distinguish them from the former, are termed Semina

denudata, as in Leontice and PeHosanthei.

Fruits may be divided, according to the analogy of the flower, into

Naked and Covered (Fructus nudus et Fnictus tectus), according as

the germen only appears to exist, as in Lilium, or as this is surrounded

by other floral parts, as in Nicandra. When one pistil is developed
into a fruit it is called a simple fruit (fructus simplex), as in Nigella ;

when several, a compound or multiple fruit (fructus multiplex),
as in Ranunculus.
The parts of the Fruit are the Pericarp, the Spertnophore, the

Funiculus, and the Pulp.
The Pericarp is the transformed germen : sometimes it is united

with the other persistent parts of the pistil, style, and stigma. The
latter are seldom of particular importance ; and all that need be said

of them is that they are sometimes retained, as in Papaver, or they
are more developed, as in Pulsalilla. The forms of the pericarp are

exceedingly diversified, but admit of no general definition : they fre.

quently exhibit hairs, prickles, protuberances, and membranous

expansions (alas), prominent ribs (costac or juga), and pits in their

interspaces (valleculse), &c. The pericarp essentially determines the

varied appearances of the fruit, by its diversity of structure. The

parenchyma of the germen is developed in various ways. In the

simplest cases, we find in the mature pericarp only the epidermis of

both surfaces, and between these a uniform layer of parenchyma,
without vascular bundles, as in the lower Aracece, or traversed by a few

simple bundles. In other cases only the epidermis of the external

surface is perceptible, whilst the entire parenchyma, with the epider-

mis of the inner surface, is succulent or fleshy, as in Atropa; or it

may be, that under the epidermis of the outer surface some layers

of cellular tissue are woody, whilst the underlying are fleshy; in

both cases very frequently passing without determined boundary into

the pulp.
lu many other cases four layers are distinctly discernible, and

have been named, counting from without inward, Epicarp, Mesocarp,

(also Sarcocarp, or Flesh, 'caro'); and the two inner undistinguished

coats, the Endocarp. Those varieties of structure in the fruit are

most important which cause the peculiar solutions of the continuity

in the fully mature condition. Hence we obtain two comprehensive
classes of fruits, according as their construction causes a separation

into individual parts or not. The latter may be termed the berry-like,

and the former the capsular. The capsular are again divided into

two groups, according as the pericarp either opens and suffers the

seed to escape Capsules with their portions called valves; or sepa-

rates into individual parts, which do not again open, but firmly inclose

the seed Splitting Fruits (Schizocarps), and thuir parts called Meri-

curps. The Berry-like Fruits are also sub-divided into three groups,

according as the inner layers are the more tough and solid, and the
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outer the more flehy and juicy Stone Berries (Dru)iei); or the

reverae True Berries (Bitocn) ; or, lastly, nil the layer* p|>ejir thin

nn.l dry, or leathery (Aclucnia). All these forma may, with the

gennen from which they arise, be superior or inferior, one- or many-
cell.-d, or one- or many-seeded : which only require to be noticed \\ li u

deviation* in the structure of the geraien have arisen through abortion,

being otherwise self evi .

a. The Capsular Fruits occur in the uiot diverse families. The
mode of bunting (Dehisoenoe) is especially to be observed. The

simplest process
is an apparent wholly irregular tearing open at any

place, as in .Viecratfra : usually however the form of this ikhiscence is

very regular, even though it may be confined to a small part of the

fruit, as in Paparer, AiitiiT/iiiiiim, Ac.

The solution of continuity U cither vertical or horizontal : in the

latter case, the upper port forms a kind of cover upon the under, and
the capsule is termed circumscUsile. In the first case, the pericarp,
&c. falls away in more or fewer separate pieces, which are termed
valves. In many-celled fruits the valves may separate entirely from
the persistent septa, aa in Cobaa tcantlem (dehiscentia septifraga) ;

or

the septa may split into two lamella;, and each valve may bear one of

these lamella) on each of its margins (dehiscentia septicida, valvulic

margine septifenc) ; or the septa may remain undivided, adherent to

the mill lie of the valves (dehiscentia loculicida, valvuhc tnedio septi-

fenr). If in any of these kinds of dehiscence a sUlk-like mass of

cellular tissue remains standing in the axis of the fruit, it is called

the Columello.

From what has been said, it is sufficiently evident that these

solutions in the continuity are not at all dependent upon the original

composition. Such a relation has been assumed ; and to the Hue in the

external circumference of the pericarp, where the edges of real or

pretended carpels have become blended, the term 'doraal suture,'

has been applied, while the term ' ventral suture
'

designates merely
the line where the margins of one and the same carpel or similar

part have become blended.

In the generality of capsular fruits, the above-mentioned four

layers of the pericarp may be distinguished from each other; but

they are usually very thin and membranous or leathery, or more

rarely woody.
o. The Schizocarps, or Splitting Fruits, are usually distinguished

chiefly according to the direction in which the cleft occurs. This is

either parallel with the axis of the fruit, or perpendicular to it, that

is, the solution of continuity is either vertical or transverse. In

both, the separate parts are usually only one-seeded. In the first

case the separate parts are sometimes named Cocci or Mericarps, in

the last case Joints or Articulations
;
and they are distinguished,

according to the texture of their layers, us dry, coriaceous, and succu-

lent. The first (the mericarpa) are proper to the families Ritbittcer,

pkorbiaee<r, Labiata, Horaginacea, Gtraniacetr, Tropieolacea,

Maltaeta, L'utbellifercr, 4c., &c. ; the last (the joints) to some of the

LcyuminijurimA Crvcifcra. In the first a columella is not uncommon.
c. The Stone-Berries, characteristic of the AtnygdaUtt, but also

presented in other families, owe their peculiarity to the remarkable

diversity in the structure of their layers, and indeed of the paren-
chyma layers, the inner of which are always hard, and often woody;
whilst the outer are fleshy or coriaceous : both are developed in a

greater thickness than usual
(/. The True Berries, predominating in the families of Orottulariacta,

Pauijtoracca, Cucurbilacttr, and the Aractte, and occurring occa-

sionally in many other families, depend essentially on the fleshy or

juicy texture of the inner layers of the pericarp : this condition often
exists to the extent of a dissolution into single cells, tumid with

fluid, whilst the external layers are solid, and sometimes even woody,
as in Layenaria.

e. The Acluonia, with always thin dry layers, not usually distin-

guishable, characterise the families of the Onuses, Cyperacctt, C'upuli-

ferir, Comjxuilir, and Dipntett, predominate in the Dryaeta and
Jtanuneiilaeea, and occur singly in other cases. They arc one-celled

and one-seeded, generally originally, but sometimes, as in the

Cu),ulifcnr, through abortion of cells and seed-buds.
With regard to the Spermophore it may be remarked, that in the

dehiAcenoe of the fruit portions of cellular tissue are separated from
tho valves or septa, to which the seeds remain suspended, and which
have been termed Spermophores. In these separations sometimes
actually independent organs become solved from their union with
others, as in Cruci/era, and sometimes merely pieces of independent
organs become detached, as in the Aidrpadacetr.
The I'ulp in the fruit assumes two conditions

;
on the one hand it

passes into the loose cellular tissue of the pericarp in the true berries,
as in iSofanum ; and on the other into the subsequent products of the

funiculus; namely, into the aril in its widest sense, as in Arum, and
probably into the true aril, as in Uilm.

The Funiculus exhibits manifold varieties, such as hairs, warty
expansions among the seeds, membranous, continuous, or lobed enve-

lopes of the seed (arils), and so forth.

There are often parts external to the germen, which are persistent
till after the maturation of the seed [Ssio], and they often undergo
many changes ; and when they become fleshy they assume the appear-
ance of fruits. They are called Spurious Fruits. The most remarkable

example of this is seen in the case of the fruit of the Fig (/';), in

which the peduncle or receptacle swells up and incloses the true fruits.

The pedicel
in //., ..i -hUcit also swells up and assumes the form of

a fruit. In the Pine-Apples (XiKuuum) the bracts enlarge and become
the part eaten. In the Mulberry (Moriu) the perianth is tin- fleshy

part ;
in the Bladder-Campion (1'ncitljaliu baccifcr) tho calyx enlarges ;

in Mirabilii it is the corolla
;
and the hips of the Rose (Rota) are the

dilated disc, whilst in the Strawberry (Prayaria.) the sweet juicy part
U the receptacle.
The terms applied to the fruits of plants by botanists are very

numerous. The same kind of fruit has frequently several names,
whilst the same name has been applied to several different kinds of

fruits. The following enumeration of some of these terms is
|

by Schleiden in his '

Principles of Scientific Botany,' whose remarks
on this subject deserve careful attention from those interested in the
further development of this subject :

Enumeration of the Various Forms of Fruit

I. Seed naked (Semm nudum).
A. Seed solitary.

1. Bacea. Seed inferior. Ex. Vitcum.
2. S/Jialtrocarpium. Seed with a fleshy aril. Ex. Taxut.

/.'. Fructifications.

8. btrobUut. Spikes with woody spermophores. Ex. /'iniu.

4. llaUnihu. Capitula with confluent fleshy bracts. Ex.

II. Simple Fruits (Fruelut simpler).
A. Capsule (Captula).

t Superior.
5. Captula circuuucitid.

0. Ulricului, Gartner, No. 5. One-celled, originating from a

carpel ; few-seeded. Ex. Chtnopwlium.
7. Pyxidium, No. 5. One- or many-celled, formed of several

carpels; many-seeded. Ex. Hyotcyamn*.
8. Follicvlia. One-celled, or ninny-celled, one-valved. Seeds

on the two margins of the valve. Ex. Pmniit.
9. Conceptatula. Two disunited fvlliculi with one separating

spermophore. Ex. Atclepiai.
10. Ltyumen. One-celled, 1 -seeded, or many-seeded, two-valved.

Seeds on the two borders of one fissure. Ex. 1'isum.

11. Siliqna. Two-celled, two-valved, separating from tii

persistent spcrmophore, forming a Septum (Ret

Ex. .Vatlhiola.

12. Silicula. A very short Siliqua. Ex. Thlapti.
18. Ceratium. A Sili-iua in some Famariacm and Paparcracca.
14. Rlttyma, Elastically two-valved (?), dehiscing from a Cvlu-

mclla. Ex. Euphorbia.
15. Capiula. One-celled or many-celled, many-seeded, dehisc-

ing by valves or pores, Primula, Antirrhinum.
ft Inferior.

16. Diplotegia, Desvanx. Inferior capsule, dehiscing by pores.
Ex. Campanula.

B. Splitting Fruits (Schizocarpium).
17. Cretaocarpium (?). In Umbdlifcra, Rubiatea.

a. Mericarpia. The separate parts of the Schitocarpium.
18. Carcerulut. In Tropaiolacar, Malvacccc.

19. Ackanium. In Borayinacece, Lamiacctr.

C. Stone Fruits (Drupa).
20. Di-upa. Originally one-celled, l-seeded,2-seeded. The Mao-

c i r/;/ urn fleshy, tho L'ndocarpium woody. Ex. Amyy-
daltu.

21. Tryma, (imagined to be) one-celled by suppression in

Juglani.
D. Berry (Bacca).

22. Baeca. Many-celled, inferior. Ex. Kibrt.

23. XuculdniHm. Many-celled, superior. Ex. Vilii.

24. Ptpo. One-celled, inferior. Kx. /

25. Hetpiridium. Coriaceous portion, strictly separated from
the pulp. Ex. Citrui.

20. A mphiiarca. Woody toward the exterior. Ex. Cracentla.
E. Cloaed Fruit (Achmium).

27. Aclurnium (Auftarmn), Cypteta (I.indley). One-celled,

one-seeded, not blended with the seed. Ex. Compotitir.
28. (jtant. Through abortion one-celled, one-seeded. Ex.

Corylut.
29. C'aryopiii. One-celled, one-seeded (imagined to be) blende 1

with the seed. Ex. the Grasses.

80. Samara. Two-celled, winged. Ex. Acer.

31. Carcerulut. Many-culled, not winged. Ex. Tilia.

III. Multiple Fruits (Pructva multiplr.r).
A. Several Achtcnia.

82. Etrtrio. If wholly free. Ex. Ranunculi!*.

88. Sipiearpiiim. If connected. Ex. Magnolia.
li. Several Berries.

84. Ettrrio. Connected. Ex. Rabni.
IV. Fructification* (Fritrttu WMfWlAw).

A. Capilula. With H flat or cup-shaped fleshy peduncle..
' I: , /Vein, Vanteaia.
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B. Spikes with fleshy bracts and perianths.
36. Soroaia. Ex. Ananaaa, Moras.

C. a. Spikes with woody bracts.

37. Strobilus. Ex. Betula.
b. Spikes with woody bracts and perianths.

38. Strobilus. Ex. Casuarina.
V. Spurious Fruits (Fructut spurius).

39. Cynarkodon. Free one-seeded Achjenia, surrounded by a

fleshy disc. Ex. Rosa.
40. Pomum. Many-seeded Achamia in one circle, blended with

the fleshy disc. Ex. Malus.
41. Balawta. Many-seed Aehaenia in two circles, blended

with the fleshy disc. Ex. Piuiica.
4 2. JJiclaium. Achaenia enclosed in a hardened perianth or

corolla. Ex. Spinacia, Mirabilis.
43. Sphalerocarpium. Achrenia inclosed in a drupaceous

perianth. Ex. Hippophde.
FUCACE^E, a natural order of Alyce, or olive-coloured inarticulate

S.-a-Weeds, whose spores are contained in spherical centres, immersed
in the substance of the frond. The root has almost always a conical

disc, rarely branching or creeping. The fronds are of an olive-brown
or olive-green colour, becoming darker in drying ; of a tough leathery
substance, and fibrous texture, tearing lengthwise with facility ;

dichotomous or pinnate; rarely irregularly branched, but very
variable in habit. In the simpler kinds (Splancnidium) there is no
distinction into parts (as stem, leaves, receptacle), but the fructifica-
tion is equally dispersed through all parts of the plant ;

in others

(DurvMaa, Sarcophycut) there is a stem ending in a phyllo-caulon or
leaf-like frond, through which the fructifications are scattered; in
others (ffimanthalia) there is a simple frond of small size, and a

branching receptacle of fructification resembling a frond
;
in others

(Fuctu, Cyttoteira) there is a branching or imperfectly leafy frond,
some portions of whose branches finally swell and are converted into

receptacles of fruit ; and, finally, in the most perfect kinds (Sargassum,M ni-'jinarfa) there is a branching frond, with well-formed mostly
distinct and nerved leaves and receptacles, from their origin set

apart as organs of fructification (not formed by swellings of the old

branches), developed either in the axils or along the edges of the
leaves or branches. Air-vessels are present in almost all, either in

Mii'Ulery swellings of the stem and branches, as in facia, or as distinct

organs, as in ffarytutimi, stalked, and mostly springing from the same
part as the fructification. Receptacles of the fruit, mostly more or
less distinguishable from the barren portion ofthe frond, swollen, succu-

lent, often filled with slimy mucus, either formed from the metamor-
phosed ends of the branches, or evolved from the axils or sides of the
branches or leaves. These receptacles are pierced by minute pores,
which communicate with small spherical chambers formed by an
introflexion of the walls of the receptacle at the points where they
occur. The little chambers (called Coneeptacles by some writers,

Scaphidia by others) contain sometimes spores, or reproductive bodies,
analagous to the seeds of more perfect plants ; sometimes antheridia,
supposed to be analagous with stamens

; sometimes both organs in
the same chamber. The spores spring from the sides of the chamber.
One of the surface-cells being fertilised, gradually enlarges, projects
from the wall of the chamber, becomes more or less obovate, and
finally is converted into a perispore, or membranous transparent
case, in which is contained the spore or spores. These last are
formed from the matter contained within the enlarged cell. At first

the contents are nearly fluid, of a pale olive colour; gradually they
acquire density, become darker, and at length are consolidated into
a single sporule, as in Cystoseira, ffalidrys, &c., or formed into two,
four, or eight sporules, as in Fucus, Himanlhalia, &c. The antheridia
are borne on branching jointed threads, called Parauemata, which
rise, like the spores, from the walls of the conceptacle, and com-
monly fill the greater part of its cavity. Each antheridium is an
oblong cell, forming the terminal articulation of the branches of the

paranemata, and is filled with minute orange-coloured bodies called

Sporidia (by 3. Agardh), closely resembling the zoospores of the
lower Algce, and like the latter endowed with spontaneous move-
ments. The motive organs are vibratory hairs, or cilia, with two of
which each little body is furnished.

The Fucacece are easily known from all other Olivaceous Sea-Weeds
by,a character at once natural and easily ascertained, namely, the

position of their spores within little hollows sunk in the substance of
the plant, and communicating with the surface by a pore. The order
is represented in most climates, from high northern and southern
latitudes to the equator. Very few species vegetate in the polar
regions of either hemisphere. In the north the species of Fucus and
Himanlhalia alone reach to the Icy Sea

;
and in the Antarctic Ocean

the order is limited to DurvUlaca, and to Scytothalia Jaquinotii, a fine

Al'jci allied to sub-tropical forms. The British species, excluding
three doubtful natives, are but fourteen

; yet from the strictly social

habits of several of them, they cover more surface of tidal rocks than
all the other Alyce put together. It is these plants which impart the

deep brown colour to the belts of rocks exposed on the recess of
the tide.

The following is a synopsis of the British g uera of these plants :

Sargassum. Branches bearing ribbed leaves. Air-vessels simple.
Halidrys. Frond linear, pinnate, leafless. Air-vessels divided into

several cells by transverse partitions,

Cystoseira. Ryot scutate. Frond much branched, bushy. Recep-
tacles cellular.

Pycnophyc'Jts. Root branching. Frond cylindrical. Receptacles
cellular.

Fucus. Root scutate. Frond dichotomous. Receptacles filled
with mucus, traversed by jointed threads.

Jii/iiant/talia. Root scutate. Frond cup-shaped. Receptacles
(frond-like) very long, strap-shaped, dichotomously branched.

I. SARGASSUM. Frond furnished with distinct, stalked, nerved leaves,
and simple axillary stalked air-vessels. Receptacles small, linear,

tuberculated, mostly in axillary clusters or racemes. Seeds in
distinct cells. The generic name is from Sargazo, the Spanish
term for masses of sea-weed found floating in the ocean in some
latitudes.

1. S. vulgare; and
2. S. bacciferum, though both of them have been found cast on

our shores, have no just claim to a place in our British Flora, being
natives of the tropics, occasionally driven, with other tropical pro-
ductions, by the force of the western currents on our Atlantic coasts.
The species of this genus are found over a wide extent of ocean, and
have been generally called ' Gulf-Weed." They appear like floating
meadows in the midst of the ocean, sometimes for miles in extent,
and probably support a larger number of livina; creatures than the
most productive pasturage iu Great Britain. Myriads of Mollusks,
Radiata, Fishes, and Crustacea may be seen playing about in these
masses ; and the abundance of Zoophytes which find shelter in such
situations can hardly be estimated. The weed is eaten in China. In
the East it is used in salads, and forms a pickle.

II. HAMDBYS has compressed linear fronds, pinnated with disti-

chous branches. The air-vessels are lanceolate, stalked, divided
into several cells by transverse partitions. The receptacles are

terminal, stalked, cellular, pierced by numerous pores, which
communicate with immersed spherical conceptacles.

//. siliqiuaa has linear very narrow branches, compressed linear
lanceolate air-vessels, slightly constricted at the septa, rnucronate.
It is found on rocks and stones in the sea, at and below half-tide
level.

III. CYSTOSEIRA has a frond furnished with branch-like leaves,

becoming more filiform upwards. The air-vessels are simple,
arranged within the substance of the branch-like leaves consecu-

tively. The receptacles are cylindrical, more or less lanceolate,

tuberculated, and terminal. The seeds in distinct cells. The
name is derived from two Greek words, signifying a little sac and
a chain.

C. ericoides has a thick woody short stem, cylindrical, and beset
with numerous slender filiform branches, variously divided, and
densely clothed with small spine-like awl-shaped ramuli (or leaves).
It is found on rocks in the sea, and has the property of being iridescent
when under water in a growing state. In drying it becomes nearly
black, and does not adhere to paper.
The other British species of this genus are C. gi-anulata, C.

frniicidacea,, C. barbata, and C. fibrosa.

IV. PYCNOPHYCCS has a root composed of branching fibres. The
frond is cylindrical and dichotomous. The air-vessels, when
present, innate and simple. The receptacles terminal, cellular,

pierced by numerous spores, which communicate with immersed

spherical conceptacles, containing in the lower part of the recep-
tacles parietal simple spores, and in the upper tufted antheridia.
The name is from two Greek words, signifying thick sea-weed.

P. tuberculatus is found in rock-pools, on the recess of the tide, near
low-water mark. It is better known by the name of Fucus tubercn-

Inlns. It is very different in many respects from Fucus proper. When
dry it becomes very brittle and black.

V. Fucus has a plane compressed, or cylindrical frond, linear,

dichotomous, coriaceous. The air-vessels, when present, are

innate in the frond, simple, and large. The receptacles terminal

(except in Fucus nodosus), turgid, containing tubercles imbedded
in mucus, and discharging their seeds by conspicuous pores.

P. vesicutosus is common on all our sea-shores. It is the Sea-

Ware, Bladder-Fucus, Kelp-Ware, Black-Tang of Scotland, and
sometimes Lady-Wrack. In Gothland, according to Linnaeus, it is

Swine-Tang, because boiling it and mixing it with a little coarse flour

they give it to their hogs. In the Hebrides, cheeses are dried without

salt, being covered with the ashes of this plant, which abounds with
salt. In Scania it is used as thatch and fuel. The root is a hard flat

disc. The fronds are from 2 to 3 feet in length. The air-vessels,

as large as nuts, are in pairs ;
the receptacles, in pairs, and often

forked, terminate in branches. There is a variety of this which is

often called Fucu.1 Salticus. It is found among grass and moss in

marshy ground occasionally overflowed by the tide. Lightfoot men-
tions that during the snow-storms in the Highlands, the red deer

descend from the wild mountains to feed on this sea-weed. Ho
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mentions also that the saponaceous mucus of the vesicles has been
recommended to remove glandular swelling*, and the calcined powder
of the plant is said to be valuable as a dentifrice. The great use now
made of this weed, as well as of others, is in the manufacture of kelp
and iodine.

P. ceranoidtt is sometimes called the Horned Fucus. It resembles
the preceding species, but is much thinner and more transparent, the

midrib is more distinct, and the leafy part is narrower, although it is

a more graceful plant than P. retiftdona.

P. trrraiia. Serrated Sea-Weed, is very common on all our sea-

shore*. It is perennial. The frond differs from the" preceding by
being serrated. In Scotland it is called Black-Wrack, or Prickly

Tang. It is not so rich in kelp and iodine as the others. It is useful

as manure. In Norway it is used as food for cattle, mixed with meal.

The Dutch use it to cover their crabs and lobsters, to keep them alive

and moist, preferring it to any other because it is destitute of that

mucus which causes them to ferment and putrefy. It is a handsome

species, the fronds on both sides being dotted with pencil-like clusters

of whitish capillary fibres, and the fronds being often broad.

P. no<lonu, Knobbed-VVrack. The root is a large hard conical

mass, from which spring several branches, from 2 to 4 or 6 feet in

length. It is called in some places Yellow Wrack. In England it is

often called Sea-Whistle, in consequence of the custom among children

of converting the vesicles into whistles. The air-vessels are called

cracker* ; for when thrown into the fire they make a slight

explosion.
/'. tfactaii is found on muddy sea-chores, usually in land-locked

bay* and among boulders. The frond is from 6 to 10 inches long,

densely tufted
; branches crowded, spreading, compressed at the base,

cylindrical upwards. The vesicles wider than the frond. In substance

leathery ; when dry somewhat horny.
P. eanaiiculalut. Channelled Fucus. This is abundant on rocks on

the sea-shore near high-water mark. It is perennial. Cattle are

exceedingly fond of it, and never fail to browse on it in winter as soon
as the tide leaves it within their reach.

VI. HIMANTHAI.IA has coriaceous orbicular top-shaped fronds. Very
long strap-shaped receptacles, repeatedly forked, spring from
the centre of the frond, filled with mucus, traversed by jointed
fibres, and pierced by numerous pores, which communicate with
immersed spherical conccptacles, containing either parietal spores
or antheridia.

//. lorea is common on rocky sea-shores. It seems difficult to deter-

mine as to the duration of this plant Some regard it as annual, as

the thongs are produced every year ;
but others say the long thongs

are only receptacles, that the cup-shaped disc is perennial, and that

this part is truly the plant. The cup-shaped frond which adheres

firmly to the rock is more than an inch in diameter. The branches
or receptacles are in Scotland about 6 feet long. In Cornwall they
are sometimes 20 feet long. The name in English signifies sea-thongs.
The fruit consists of tubercles immersed in the fronds, and these

tubercles discharge their seeds by pores, which give the thongs a

potted appearance. This is remarkably the case when, after lying on
the shore for some time, every pore is covered with a yellow dot,
which is the mucus of the plant discharged in the death-struggle
which goes on, when, torn from the rock and tossed out by the waves,
it lie* withering in the open air. Dr. Neill mentions that in the north
of Scotland a kind of sauce for fish or fowl, resembling ketchup, is

made from the cup-like or fungus-like fronds of this sea-weed.

(Harvey, HrUuh Marine Alga ; Landsborough, BrUith Sea- Weeds.)

FUCHSIA, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order Oua-

gracea. This genus was named after Leonard Fuchs, one of the

earliest of modern cultivators of botany. He was born at Wembdingen,
in Swabia, in 1501, where he kept a school, but was made a professor
at Ingoldstadt in 1621, whence be removed to Anspach, and sub-

sequently to Tubingen, where he died in 1556. He wrote a great
work on Botany, with the title

' De Stirpium Historia Commentarii

Inrignn,' which was published in folio at Basle in 1542. This work
wa* illustrated with wood-cuts executed by Spacklin of Slrassburg.
These engraving* an admirably done, and some of them would bear

comparison with the wood-engraving* of the present day. This work
has been translated into almost every European language, and many
edition* of the original Latin have been published. It was however

only a part of a great work which the author had on band ; and when
be died he left about 1500 drawings, with which he had intended to

illustrate a second and third part.
The genus Fuchsia has the tul of the calyx adhering to the ovarium

at the base, and drawn out at the
apex

into a cylindrical 4-clcft tube,
whose lobe* soon fall off; four petal* alternating with the lobes of the

calyx, and inserted in the upper part of the tube, very rarely wanting ;

eight stamens
;
the ovary crowned by an urccolate gland ;

the style

filiform, crowned by a capitate stigma; the berry oblong or ovate-

globose, 4-valvrd, 4-ce)led, many-seeded. The species are shrubs,

usually with opposite leaves, and axillary 1 -flowered pedicels, which
are sometimes disposed in raceme* at the top* of the branches. The

flowers, which are very elegant, are usually drooping, of a red colour,

rarely white, sometimes 5 cleft, and decandrous. There are few

genera of plant* in which, under cultivation, there is a greater

tendency among the flowers to sport; and thus they frequently
afford the most interesting and important illustrations of the doctrines
of morphology.

P. tnicrop/iylta, the Small-Leaved Fuchsia, has pubescent branches,
with opposite, small, elliptic-oblong, acutish, toothed, glabrous, a little

ciliated leaves; the pedicels axillary, shorter than the flowers; the

calyx funnel-shaped, with ovate-acuminated lobes; retuse toothed

petals. This plant is a native of the volcanic mountain Jorullo, in

Mexico. It has a scarlet calyx, with deep red petals, and blossoms
from June to September. It wo* first described by Humboldt,
Bonpland, and Kunth, in their work on American Plants, and was first

introduced into England in 1 828. It is now one of the most commonly
cultivated of the species in the gardens of Great Britain.

/". coeeinea, the Scarlet Fuchsia, has glabrous branches, opposite leaves,
or three in a whorl, ovate, acute, denticulated, on short petioles ; the

pedicels axillary, drooping, longer than flowers ;
the lobes of the calyx

oblong, acute, exceeding the petals, which are obovate and convolute.

It is a native of Chili, in marshy district), and is found as far south as

the Strait of Megalhaens. It is one of the species earliest introduced
into the gardens of Great Britain ;

and was first described by Aiton in

the ' Hortus Kewcuvis.' It has a scarlet calyx, with violaceous petals.
In its native countries the wood is used for obtaining a black colouring-

matter, and the leaves and young branches are used as medicine. It

grows and blossoms in the open air in the summer, but requires

protection in the winter.

P. corymbiflora (corymbifera, Walpers), the Corymbose Fuchsia, hoi
branches somewhat tetragonal ;

leaves opposite, petiolate, oblong
lanceolate, almost entire ; the pedicels three, nearly terminal, nodding,
shorter than the flowers ;

the lobes of the calyx lanceolate-acute, twice
the length of the petals, which are oblong-lanceolate. This elegant
shrub is about 6 feet in height, and is a native of Peru about Chincao
and Mima, in shady groves. It has scarlet flowers 2 inches long,
which hong down in beautiful corymbs. The berries are ovate-

oblong, of a reddish-purple colour. This plant, although described

by Ruiz and Pavon, was only introduced into our gardens about
the year 1838, and is now justly considered the most ornamental

species of this beautiful genus.
P. arboreta**, the Arborescent Fuchsia, has glabrous branches, the

leaves three in a whorl, oval-oblong, acuminated at both ends, ]"(;-
late, quite entire ; the panicle terminal, trichotomous, nearly naked ;

the calyx funnel-shaped, with the lobes ovate, acute, and spreodiugly
reflexed, also the petals. It is a native of Mexico, and has been intro-

duced into this country since 1824. It is a larger plant than most of

the species, not unfrequently attaining a height of 15 feet.

/'. yracilu, the Slender Fuchsia, has the branches finely pubescent ;

the leaves opposite, glabrous, on long petioles remotely denticulated ;

the pedicels axillary, nodding, as long as the calyx ;
the lobes of the

calyx oblong-acute, exceeding the petals, which ore convolute and
retusn

;
the stigmas undivided. This plant was first dcscril>ed by

Lindley, and has been grown in this country since 1823. The flowers

have a scarlet calyx and purple petals.
About fifty species of I'urhsia have been described, and many more

than those named above have been introduced into the gardens of

Europe. They are all American plants. They thrive well in a rich

light soil
;
and young cuttings of them strike root readily in the same

kind of soil when covered over with a hand-glass. Many will grow in

the open air in this country throughout the winter with a very slight

protection. When planted in clump* on lawns or borders they should
be mulched at the root to preserve them through the winter. In the

spring, when the ground is cleared, the stems of the preceding year,
which are generally dead, should be cut off quite close to the ground,
to allow tljp young shoots to spring from the root

(Don, IHcHlamydeoiu Plant* ; Walpers, Kepertorinm liolanica

Sytttmatictr, vol. ii. ; Bischoff, Lrhrbucli tier Bvtanik.)

FUCHSITE, a Green Mica from the Zillerthal, containing 4 per
cent of oxide of chromium. From the crystallisation of mica, two
additional species have been made out of the old species so called.

The common mica has an oblique prism for its primary. Many micas
when in perfect crystals have the form of a hexagonal prism, ami

but one axis of polarisation ; this last fact proving the primary to

be a regular hexagonal prism. This species is properly distinguished,
and has boon called hexagonal mica.

FUCOIU.KA. [PsEUDozOAUiA.l
FUCOI'DKS, the vogue title for many Fossil Marine Plants, given

by Brongniart They are mostly referred to other genera by later

writer*. There is a peculiar geological interest in the distribution of

Fucoids, since Dr. Forchhammer (' Reports to the British Asso-

ciation,' 1844) has shown the probability of their influence in the

mctamorphism of rocks.

FfCUS. [FOOtou]
FULGOKA, a genus of Hemiptorous Insects, popularly known as

Lantern-Flies, on account of their power of emitting light in the

dark. The Fulgora lalrrnnria of Linntcus is the type. It is a native

of South America. The form of this insect is very remarkable, on
account of the regular inflated and enormous head, out of which the

phosphorescence was said to proceed. The celebrated Mademoiselle
Mcrian was the first naturalist who observed this property, and in

her great work on the insects of Surinam she gives an account of her
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discovery. Strange to say, however, many travellers deny altogether
the luminosity of the Lantern-Fly, whilst others as strongly assert
it. It is probably a sexual peculiarity, and only exhibited at certain

periods in the animal's life.

FULGURITES are vitrified sand-tubes, supposed to have originated
from the action of lightning ; they are called by the Germans
Blitzrohre.

These tubes were discovered in the year 1711 by the pastor
Herman, at Mussel, in Silesia ;

and they were again discovered in

1805 by Dr. Hentzeu, in the heath of Paderborn, commonly called
the Senue, and he first attributed their formation to the agency of

lightning.
These tubes have since been found in great numbers at Pillau,

near Kb'nigsberg, in Eastern Prussia ; at Nietleben, near Halle on
the Saale

;
at Drigg in Cumberland, and some other places.

At Drigg, the tubes were found in the middle of sandbanks, 40 feet

high, and very near the sea. In the Senne they were most commonly
found on the declivities of mounds of sand, about 30 feat high ;

but
sometimes in cavities, which are stated to have been hollowed in

the heath, in the form of bowls, 200 feet in circumference, and 12 to

1 5 feet in depth.
These tubes are nearly all hollow. At Drigg their external diameter

was 2J inches; those of the Senne, reckoning from the surface, are
from one quarter to seven lines internal diameter; but they narrow
as they descend lower, and frequently terminate in a point : the
thickness of the tube varies from half a line to an inch.

These tubes are usually placed vertically in the sand
; but they

have been found at an angle of 40 degrees. Their entire length,

judging from those which have been extracted, is from 20 to 30 feet ;

but frequent transverse fissures divide them into portions from half
an inch to 5 inches in length.

Usually there is only one tube found at a place ; sometimes how-
ever, at a certain depth, this tube divides into two or three branches,
each of which gives rise to small lateral branches, from an inch to a
foot in length ; these are conical, and terminate in points, inclining
gradually to the bottom.
The internal part of the tubes is a perfect glass, smooth and very

brilliant, resembling hyalite. It scratches glass, and gives fire with
steel. All the tubes, whatever may be their form, are surrounded by
a crust composed of agglutinated grains of quartz, which have the

appearance, when examined by a glass, of having undergone incipient
fusion.

The colour of the internal mass of the tubes, and especially that
of the external parts, depends upon the nature of the sandy strata

which they traverse. In the superior beds, which contain a little

soil, the exterior of the tubes is frequently black
;
lower down the

colour of the tube is of a yellowish-gray ;
still lower, of a grayish-

white
; and lastly, where the sand is pure and white, the tubes are

almost perfectly colourless.

That the cause of these tubes is correctly attributed to lightning is

shown by some observations presented to the Royal Society, in 1790,

by Dr. Withering. On opening the ground where a man had been
killed by lightning, the soil appeared to be blackened to the depth
of about 10 inches; at this depth, a root of a tree presented itself,

which was quite black ; but this blackness was only superficial, and
did not extend far along it. About two inches deeper, the melted

quartzose matter began to appear, and continued in a sloping direction

to the depth of 18 inches
;
within the hollow part of one mass, the

fusion was so perfect, that the melted quartz ran down the hollow,
and assumed nearly a globular figure.

Professor Hagen, of Konigsberg, has made a similar observation.

In the year 1823 the lightning struck a birch-tree at the village of

Kauschcn. On cautiously removing the earth, Professor Hagen found,
at the depth of a foot, the commencement of a vitrified tube, but it

could not be extracted from the sand in pieces of more than two or

three inches in length ;
the interior of these fragments was vitrified,

as usual ; several were flattened, and had zigzag projections.
It is also to be observed, that Saussure found on the slaty horn-

blende of Mont Blanc small blackish beads, evidently vitreous, and
of the size of a hemp-seed, which were clearly the effects of light-

ning. Mr. Ramond has also remarked on the Pic du Midi, in the

Pyrenees, some rocks, the entire face of which is varnished with a

coating of enamel, and covered with beads of the size of a pea ; the

interior of the rock is totally unchanged.
FULICA. [RALLID.E.]
FULIGULA, FULIGULIN^E. [DUCKS.]
FULLERS' EARTH, a Mineral product, formerly much used in

the fulling of cloth, whence it derives its name. It occurs massive,
and is usually of a greenish-brown or dull gray colour; sometimes it

is nearly of a slate colour. It is opaque, dull, and its specific gravity
is 1 -8 to 2-2. Greasy and soft, yielding to and polished by the nail.

Fracture uneven, earthy ;
in water it breaks down into a soft pulpy

mass. Before the blow-pipe it fuses into a white blobby glass.
It is found at Nutfield, near Reigate, in Surrey, and occurs in

regular bd near the summit of a bill, between beds of sand or

undstone, containing fossil wood, cornua ammonis, &c. There are

two distinct beds of Fullers' Earth ; the upper has a greenish colour,
1* 6 feet in thickness, and rests upon the other, which has a bluish

tint, and is 11 feet thick; in these beds, but especially in the latter,
there are found considerable masses of sulphate of barytes, frequently
in regular crystals. Fullers' Earth is also found iu Kent, Bedford-

shire, Bath, Nottinghamshire, and Sussex. It is met with also ill

Styria, Saxony, and some other places.

According to Dr. Thompson's analysis, this substance consists of

Silica 44
Alumina 23'06
Lime 4'08

Magnesia 2

Protoxide of Iron 2

Water 24 '95

100-09

Dr. Thomson observes that, allowing the lime, magaesia, and
protoxide of iron to be in the state of silicates, and as mere acci-

dental constituents, Fullers' Earth is a hydrous bisilicate of alumina,
consisting of two equivalents of silica, one equivalent of alumina,
and two equivalents of water.

FUMA'RIA (from the Latin Fttmus, smoke, in allusion to the

unpleasant smell which it exhales ;
the French, with the same meaning,

call it Fumeterre, and hence our English word Fumitory), a genus of

plants the type of the natural order Fumariaccoit It has 4 petals, the

upper one spurred at the base, 2 sepals, diadelphous stamens, fruit inde-

hiscent and 1-seeded. There are about 12 species of Fumaria, which are

smooth slender herbs, with small racemose white or purplish flowers.

1 3 2

Corydalis hitea.

I, the two sepals, stamens, and pistil ; 2, a longitudinal section of the ovary ;

3, a longitudinal section of a seed, showing the ovary : all more or less

magnified.

F. capreolata, Rampant Fumitory, has ovate acute sepals, toothed,
as broad as the corolla, and half its length ; globose emarginate fruit ;

bracts about a third shorter than the fruit-stalks. It is a climbing
plant, and has cream-coloured flowers tipped with red or purple.

F. officinalis. Common Fumitory, has ovate lanceolate sepals,
narrower and two-thirds shorter than the corolla, broader than the

pedicel ; fruit globose, truncate, slightly emarginate ;
bracts two or

three times shorter than the fruit-stalks. It grows in corn-fields and
cultivated land throughout the world, and is plentiful in Britain. The
flowers are of a pale-red colour, deep-red at the summit, with a

green keel to the upper and under petals. The leaves are succulent,

saliue, and bitter, and the expressed juice is recommended as a

remedy in cases of hypochondriasis and cachectic states of the body.
It is said to correct acidity and strengthen the stomach. Boerhaave
used to prescribe it in black jaundice and bilious affections. It has

also gained some reputation as a cosmetic. Dr. Cullen recommends
an infusion of the leaves in cutaneous disorders, and lie also advises

the use of it as a tonic whenever bitter remedies are desirable.

F. micranlha is distinguished by its sepals being orbicular dentate,
broader than and nearly half as long as the corolla ;

fruit globose,

slightly pointed ;
bracts longer than the fruit-stalks. This species is

found both in England and Scotland, and has pale purple flowers in

dense spikes.
P. fa.rvifl.ora has ovate sepals as broad as the corolla and about two-

thirds shorter. It greatly resembles F. offi.cina.lit, but is smaller in all

its parts. The flowers are of a pale-red colour. It is found in

Kent, and is also very common in the East Indies, where it is used

as a medicine. The leaves have a bitter taste, and Dr. Whitlaw Ainslie

mentions it in his ' Materia Medica of Hindostau.' The Mohammedans

employ it as a diuretic, and in maniacal cass.
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P. \',nllantii has iU aepal* narrower thiui the pedicel*, and many
time* shorter than the corolla. Globose fruit, scarcely pointed ;

bract* about at long as the pedicel*. The flowers are mostly white

with a purple lip. This is a British specie*, and is also found iu

sandy fit-Ms in the neighbourhood of Paris and Montpelier.
With the exception of one or two species, this genus seems hardly

worth cultivation, having but a weedy and insignificant appearance.
Such however as have a climbing tendency, look well if sown under a

hedge and allowed to twine amongst the stems and branches.

(Don, JtitMatzydeotu Plaxtt ; Babington, Manual of Brit. Hot.)
Kl'MAKlAi K.E, Fumrvortt, a small natural order of Exogenous

Plants, consisting of slender-stemmed herbaceous plants, many of which
scramble up others by aid of their twisting leaf-stalks. They are

rather succulent, with watery juice. Their leaves, which havo no

stipule*, are repeitedly divided till the terminal lobes become small
ovate leaflets ;

their flowers, which are extremely irregular, consist of

2 membranous minute ragged sepals, 2 exterior distinct linear petals,
and 2 others, which hold firmly together at the points; there are 6

stamens united into two parcels, and the ovary is a 1 -celled case with

1 seed or many seeds, whose placentation in parietal ; finally, the seeds

consist principally of albumen, in which there ripens a very small

embryo. Fuinai-ia offi<-inalis is one of the commonest of weeds.

Many are objects of cultivation by the gardener for the rake of their

showy flowers ; all ore reputed diaphoretics. They only inhabit the

cooler parts of the world, alike avoiding extremes of heat or cold.

Two species are found in the Cape of Good Hope. The affinities of

the order are with Dro(racta, Papareracece, Berbtridacea, and
Ertuuitatea. There are 15 genera and 110 species described.

Kl'MITORY. [CoiiYDAUs; FUMARIA.]
FUNA'RIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Mtuci,

or Mosses. It has terminal fruit-stalks, with an oblique double

pi'rirtome, both the outer and the inner having each 16 teeth,
the inner ones opposite to those of the outer. There are three
British species of this moss : P. hygromttrica, P. Xuhlenbergii, and
F. Hilernita.

P. hygrometrica has the leaves very concave, ovate, apiculate, entire,
the nerves excurrent ; the fruit-stalk curved, flexuosc. It is a native

of Great Britain, and is found by waysides and under hedg-s, especially
on spots where a wood-fire has been burning on the ground. It may
be thus constantly found on the site of gipsies' encampments. It has
obtained its specific name liyyrometrica from its fruit-stalk having the

property of twisting in different directions when moisture is applied
to it On taking a dry fruit-stalk into the hand and moistening the
lower part with the finger, the capsule will turn itself from the right
to the left by making two, three, or more turns ; on moistening the

tipper part in the name manner, the capsule turns itself more rapidly
in an opposite direction. Under the microscope the stalk exhibits an

elongated cellular tissue twisted in a spiral form. The cellular tissue

is not however turned uniformly, but at two-thirds of the length of
the stalk it commences to assume a straighter form, and at the upper
part it again turns itself, but more acutely, in au opposite direction
to that of the lower part. The cause of the turning iu two different

directions depends on this structure of the cellular tissue. The
capsule turns itself in an opposite direction to the spires which are

moistened, and the circumstance of its turning more rapidly on the

upper end being wetted, depends on the more acute angle made by
the upper spirts. The dryness of the fibres is not the cause of this

phenomenon, as the green fruit-stalks, although perfectly dried, do
not turn when moistened. The movements in this case are probably
owing to the shortening of the vegetable fibre by the contact of
moisture. In the green stalk the thick fluid contents of the cells

leave a precipitate when they are dried, which fills them up and
p. . tits the action of moisture upon them. In the ripened Btalk this

precipitate is (Unsolved and absorbed, and otherwise applied; and thus
the cells, being empty, act like hollow tubes.

(Lankester, On the Structure of Fanaria 7/ >/</>"" 'n'ra; Ann. of
ffal. llitt. vol. iv. ; Link, Rfport on the Progrea of Jlotamy, 1841,
translated for the Kay Society, voL i. ; Hooker and Taylor, Mutcoloyia
Brilannica.)
IT SGI, Under this name botanists comprehend not only the

various races of mushroom*, toadstools, and similar productions, but
a large number of microscopic plants forming the appearances called

mouldinew, mildew, smut, rush, brand, dry-rot, Ac. Notice has been

occasionally taken of these plants under their respective heads ; in

this place some general account will be given of them as a large
natural order.

Nothing can well be more different than the extremes of develop-
ment of Fungi, if the highest and the lowest forms are contrasted ;

as for example, tho large fleshy Botdi, which grow on the trunks of

trees, and the microscopic mould-plant*, composed of thread* much
too delicate to be distinguished by the naked eye. Nevertheless, it

turn* out upon inquiry that the latter is only a simple form of the

former, or, in other words, that a Boletui is merely an enormous
aggregation of the vegetable timue constituting a Mucor, developed

the same plan, subject to the same influences, possessing a
Mtnilir chemical character, and propagating by means which are

altogether analogous.
Viewed with reference to their whole extent, the plant* of this

order may be described as cellular or filamentous bodies, having a
concentric mode of development, often when full grown
amorphous, nourished through their thallus (spav.

living in air, propagated by colourless or brown spore*, and some-
time* inclosed in asci and destitute of green gonidia.
That they are cellular or filamentous may be easily ascertain' .] l.y

examining them with even an indifferent microscojie ; perhaps they
might be even simply described as cellular, for their filameuton.-

seems nothing but cells drawn out. Sometimes, as in the genus
they consist of spheroidal cells, having little connection with each

other, each cell containing propagating matter, and all sep:
from each other in the form of a fine powder when ripe : the smut iu

com is of this nature ; or. as iu Vylindroejiorium, the cells are trun-
cated cylinders not adhering, so far as we can see, and separating in

like manner when ripe. In plants of a more advanced organisation,
as the genus Manilla, the constituent cells are connected iu series,
whie.h preserve their spherical form, and also contain their own
reproductive matter; while in such plants as Anjeiyil/m the cells

partly combine into threads, forming a stem, and partly preserv.

spheroidal form for the fructification. (Fiy. 24.) From adhering in

simple series, the structure of Fungi advances to a combination of
such series into strata, wheuce result the various kinds of dr\
thick leathery expansions developing amidst decaying timber; I

complicated form is thence prod need in the form of puff-balls, truffles,

Bclerotiums, and the like, iu which a figure approaching tint <>f a

sphere is the result, the reproductive cells being indiscriminately
confused in the interior of such plants ; and finally, the organisation
is so much complicated that, independently of a mere aggregation of

tissue, we find envelopes of various kinds for the. protection of the

propagating mass, as in Agaricui aud Geattrum, and special receptacles
for the propagating matter, as in liulctm and numerous others.

It is probable however that in all 1'nmji, and certain that in most
of them, the first development of the plant consists in what wo here
call a filamentous matter, which radiates from the centre formed by
the spore (or seed), and that all the cellular spheroidal appeal
are subsequently developed, more especially with a view to the dis-

persion of the species. We purposely say dispersion, not multiplication ;

for it is certain that the filamentous matter is quite as capable of

multiplying a fungus as the cellular or spheroidal This is partly

proved by the common Mushroom (Agaricui campatrw), whoso fila-

mentous matter is commonly sold under the name of spawn for tho
artificial multiplication of that species in gardens ; and more com-

pletely by some recent experiments of M. Audouiu, who found that
the Botryti* Bauiana would inoculate caterpillars and other larva; as

readily by minute portions of its spawn a* by its spores or ueed-like

spheroidal particles. Although however there seems so much reason
to ascribe the presence of a filamentous spawn to all Fungi, yet it is

seldom seen by the ordinary observer
;
for it develops out of sight,

under ground, in the midst of the decaying matter on which Fungi
BO often appear, or through the very substance of living matter; and
it is only the aggregation of spheroidal matter which we see. It

would appear that for the growth of the former darkness is necessary,
and that the latter is stimulated into existence by the action of a
feeble quantity of light. To apply to these parts familiar and
valent names, we should say that the stalk or stem radiates in dark

damp situations where it is buried from eight, and that the spheroidal

part or fructification alone is able to develop beneath the light of day.
The spawn of the mushroom is its stem ; the mushroom itself is the
fructification of the plant.

It is generally believed that spiral cells are unknown in Funyi
Corda however, in his microscopical work on these plants, figures
them iu the genus Trichia, calling them Elaters, and thus assigning
them a nature analogous to that of the organs known by the same
name in Jungermanniaceie and Marchantiacece. They were first

detected by the younger Hcdwig. Berkeley has also detected them
in the genera Batarrca and Podaxon.
The concentric growth of the filamentous stem or spawn of Fungi

may generally be witnessed in damp cellars, when they begin to grow
without impediment upon the walls or decaying wood. Nothing is

more common iu such situations than to see a beautiful white floccu-

ltntmutter, which a breath almost will dissipate, spreading from a

nearly equally in all directions; such appearance^, rrm<Tly
called Byssi, have been ascertained to be the spawn of various kinds
of Fungi, the fructification of which is probably never
Evidence of the existence of a similar mode of growth may be found
when the spawn itself is not visible, as in fields where Fuiigi so often

spring up in circles or rings ; this arises from their stem having origi-

nally spread circularly from its point of origin, and thrown up its

fructification at the circumference of the circle so foi

As Fungi spring up in great numbers where there is decaying
animal or vegetable matter, it has been supposed that the cells of

vegetables or animal* grow into these form* of life. But that they arc
not equivocally generated is sufficiently proved by each species having
its own particular kind of seed or spore; a provision that would In;

perfectly unnecessary if the species sprang up out of decaying matter

by the mere action of particular combinations of external forces. To
assert the existence of fortuitous creations in this class of plants is

contrary not only to analogy but to the plainest evidence. The
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experimental observer may indeed discover that Fungi will regularly
develop in one kind of chemical mixture and not in another. Dutro-

chet, for example, found that, if he acidulated a weak solution of
white of egg, different species of Manilla rapidly formed upon it

;

while, if he rendered such a solution slightly alkaline, the genus
Jiat t'ijtis made its appearance ; and that the solution in its simple state,
neither alkalescent nor acidulated, produced no Fungi a remarkable
circumstance enough. But it would be too much to infer from such
an experiment

" that invisible germs of a filamentous plant may be
created by the chemical action of an acid or an alkali on organic
matter dissolved in water, and that they develop by virtue of the
vital action which would be the necessary attribute of the chemico-

organic molecular compound." On the contrary, the experiment only
showed that the seeds of Funyi, like those of other plants, require
special soils in which to grow ; that Botrytii will not grow in acid

mucilage, nor Manilla in alkaline, nor either in mucilage in a neuter
state. This ia only what happens in plants of a more highly-organised
nature. Who ever saw the horned-poppy of the sea-shore growing
spontaneously in an inland field, the marsh-marigold on a dry heath,
or the reindeer-lichen of Lapland on a heath in Italy ? Let any one
take a few different kinds of seeds, and commit them all to the ground
in the same place ; some will spring up and flourish, others will just
appear above ground and then perish, others will make an attempt to

germinate. This, an every-d:iy event, is a sufficient explanation of

the fact elicited by SI. Dutrochet's experiment. Every kind of seed
has something specific in its nature, in consequence of which it requires

particular kinds of soil, and some special combination of heat, light,
and moisture, to be roused into a state of vegetation. As to the

presence of the seeds of Hulrytit and Manilla in the vessels in which
M. Dutrochet's experiments were conducted, it is perfectly easy to

conceive that the seeds of such common plants exist everywhere sus-

pended in the air or adhering to the cleanest vessels
; they are so

numerous as to baffle all powers of calculation ; they are so minute
as only to become visible when aggregated in masses of many
thousands ; and so generally dispersed that it is difficult to con-

ceive a place in which they may not be reasonably supposed to exist.

Tin: very genenil existence of dry-rot is no weak evidence of this.

[DRY-HOT.] -

Fiwji are among the most numerous of all plants in regard to

genera and species. Mr. Berkeley gives the number of genera "as 598,
and the species as 4000

; but new forms are constantly being added
to those already known. It is generally asserted that they are uncom-
mon iu tropical countries, but it is doubtful whether this is true, as

recent travellers have brought home collections as well as indicated
the existence of many forms in tropical climates.

They usually prefer damp, dark, unventilated places, such as cellars,

vaults, the parts beneath decaying bark, the hollows of trees, the
denser parts of woods and forests, or any decaying matter placed in

a damp and shaded situation ; and are most especially averse to dry-
ness and bright light. Even when they appear upon the live leaves

of trees, the stems of corn, or in similar situations, it is either at the

damp and wet season of the year, late in the autumn, or in damp and
shaded places ; and M. Audouiu has shown experimentally that when
live injects are attacked by them it is only when they are confined in

damp unventilated places. (' Comptes Kendus,' 1837.) In stations

favourable to their multiplication they often commit extensive ravages,

attacking and destroying timber, and producing decay in all kinds of

vegetable matter of a soft and succulent nature
;
nor is it to dead

matter that their ravages are confined. They sometimes fix them-
selves upon live insects, producing great havoc among the silkworms
in the manufactories of Italy, and are probably the cause of a more
extensive destruction of such animals than we at present have any
idea of. Under the name of mildew and blight they commit excessive

damage among living plants, as the farmer and orchardist know too
well to their cost.

There is frequently considerable difficulty in distinguishing Fungi
from the other forms of C'ryptogamic Plants. They are distinguished
from Lichens by their more fugitive nature, their more succulent

texture, their want of a thallus or expansion independent of the part
that bears the reproductive matter, but more particularly in their

never containing germs distinct from the fructifying bodies of a

vegetable germ so constant in Lichens.

From some forms of Alga: they differ very little, but the most
obvious distinction is th'eir mode of growth. The Alijte like the
Lichens do not derive their nutriment from the bodies on which they
grow, which is the case with all the Fungi. There are however
certain free forms of Fungi which it is difficult to distinguish from

Alyce by this character
;
such are the moulds which are developed in

ink, milk, and other liquids.
It has been stated that Fungi are distinguished from Algir by the

absence of spontaneous movements. It is no doubt true that the
nii'litiun of the protein which is the motile agent in all plants is

dill'erait in Fungi from what it is iu Alga-, but this is no general
: :tion. In those Fungi which are developed in water, in one

instance at least, the A Mi/a prolifera, or Sajiraleynia fera.c [Aciu.vA ;

H.\i'iioi.K<;su], tin; movements of the spores are as active as in any
of the A tijit.

"In tin! simplest form Funyi are little articulated filaments com-
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posed of simple cellules placed end to end. Such is the mouldiuess
that is found upon various substances, the mildew of the rose-bush,
and in short all the tribes of Mucor and Mueeda. In some of these
the joints disarticulate, and appear to be capable of reproduction; iu
others spores collect iu the terminal joints, and are finally dispersed
by the rupture of the cellule that contained them. Iu a higher state
of composition Fungi are masses of cellular tissue of a determinate

figure, the whole centre of which consists of spores attached, often
four together, to the cellular tissue, which at length dries up, leaving a
dust-like mass intermixed more or less with flocci, as iu the puff-balls,
or sporidia, contained in membranous tubes or asci, like the thecse of

Lichens, as in the Sphserias. In their most complete state they con-
sist of two surfaces, one of which is even and imperforate, like the
cortical layer of Lichens

;
the other separated into plates or cells and

called the hymenium, to whose component cells, which form a

stratum resembling the pile of velvet, the spores are attached by
means of little processes, and generally in fours, though occasionally
the number is either less or greater." (Lindley.)
The following is Schleiden's account of the development of the

organs of reproduction in the Fungi :

" The most simple (Hyphomycetes, filamentous Funyi) form, at the
end of the thread-like cells, narrower protuberances, in each of which
a spore is developed : this at length separates, having consequently a

double membrane, the cell of the spore itself and the covering
(sporangium) arising from the parent cell, as, for instance, in Pent-

cUlium and Jiott-ytis. In others the thread-like cells form a spheric.il

swelling at the extremity, from which project a number of such.

prolongations, each of which contains a spore, while the whole forms
a divided sporangium, as for instance, in Mucor and Penicillium.

"In others (Ooateromycetet, the ventricular Fungi) the tlireail-likc

cells combine into pointed, or non-pointed, variously-shaped sporo-

carps ;
in or upon which are spores, of the development of which we

know nothing. After the scattering of the spores, the thread-like

cells often remain as tender wool, as iu the Ti-ichiacete, or as a delicate

network (capillitium), as, for instance, in Stemonitis, Oribraria ; and
the external capsule (uterus peridium) generally composed of. fine

filamentous cells, is then dissolved, or bursts in different regular

ways, as in Arcyria and Getalrum.
" In the most highly developed Fungi(Ifi/menomi/cetcs, membranous

Fungi), elongated pouch-like cells (probably only the ends of the

interwoven filiform fungus-cells, developed into the sporocarps, or

cells formed at the ends of these cells) combine by arrangement side

by side so closely as to form a membrane (hymeniuin). Sorno of the

cells of this membrane enlarge considerably (sporangia), and send
out from one to six points at their free extremity, in each of which a

spore is developed. The filiform cells of the fungus then either form
round masses, closed in all round (sporocarps), with cavities in their

interior, the walls of which are clothed by the hymenium, or they
form definitely arranged columns in Merisma, tubes iu Polyporut, or

lamella; in Dcedalea and Ayaricus, which are clothed by the hyme-
nium, as in the Hymenomycetes. Of the latter we only know, with

any amount of accuracy, the law of development relating to the Toad-

stools, and more especially that of the Ayaricinete. Iu these latter

there are formed, at definite parts of the flocculent mycelium, small

hollow heads (volvjc), at the bottom of the cavity of which there grows a

corpuscle, shortly pedunculated below, .and enlarged into a spherical
form at the top. In the lower part of this protuberance a horizontal

circular cavity is formed, to the upper surface of which are attached

the tubes, lamellae, &c., which bear the hymeuiiun. The bottom of

the cavity is only formed by a membrane (indusium), which is either

separated from the pedicel on its further development, or, loosening
itself from it and the upper part at the same time, remains as a

membranous ring (annulus) upon the stalk. The upper part, which

supports the hymenium on its lower surface, dilates subsequently,
and appears as an umbrella-like expansion, called the cap (pileus).

The whole then breaks through the volva, which is very soon
dissolved."

During their growth the same Funyi assume very different forma

and appearances. It thus happens that the same species has not only
been described under different specific names, but even referred to

different genera. Fries states that he has traced no less than eight

genera of different authors to mere degenerations or imperfect states

of Tkdep/iora sulphured. Nees von Esenbeck also states that the same

fungoid matter which produces Sclerotium mycctospora in the winter,

developes Agaricus volvaceus iu the summer. Professor Henslow has

also shown that some of the supposed species of Undo are forms of

Puccinia, Arcgma, &c. Kiitzing, in an essay on the ' Transformations

of Plants,' carries his views on this subject very far, and maintains

that according to different circumstances the same species will

produce A lg<t, Fungi, Lichens, or Mosses.

In the article ENTOFHYTA will be found an account of the plants

growing on man and living animals. Many of these are Fungi.
Professor Balfour, in his ' Class-Book of Botany,' gives the following
account of diseases in plants produced by Funyi :

"The attacks of Parasitic Fungi cause extensive injury and disease

in plants. Some think that the spores of Funyi coming into contact

with the plant act both as the predisposing and exciting cause of

disease
; others, perhaps more correctly, think that some change is

3 M
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fimt produced in the cells of the jilaut, which enable* the spore* to

find a nidus, nod then the tiiMMegoMon rapidly, assuming a peculiar

type on account of the preaeoo* of the fungiu : in the same way at

vegetable organisms found in dtMUM of the skin are not to be looked

upon aa the origin of the disease, but aa being developed in textures

proviooaly inorl-id, anil aa giving often a peculiar character to the

iliaeaae. Many of the duration of cultivated crops are attributed to

fungi. The spores of Fungi are very minute, and are constantly

floating in the air. Thry can easily be applied to the surfaces of

plants. When they find an appropriate soil they send out extensive

filiform ramifications, which spread under the epidermis of plant*,
raise blister*, and finally burst forth in the form of orange, brown,
and black spot*, constituting the fructification. They attack the

stem, leaven, flowers, and fruit. Different species are restricted to

different plants, and even to different parts of the same plant. The
forms which the same fungus assumes seem to vnry sometimes

according to the plant ou which it grows. The disease called Bunt,
Smut-Halls, or Pepper-Brand, is occasioned by the plant called Vrqdo
curie* by Do Candollo, and L'rtdo fcelida by Bauer. It attacks the

grains of wheat, and may be detected in them in their earliest state.

It consist* of extremely minute globules of a dark colour, at first

attached to a thread-like matter or mycelium. Bauer estimates the

diameter of each of the globules at l-1600th of an inch, and conse-

quently a grain of wheat (reckoned at less than 1-1 000th of a cubic

inch) would contain four millions euch spores. The spores, or

powdery matter, have a disgusting odour; hence the specific name

given to it. The disease is propagated by contact. Steeping the

grain is recommended by some as a means of prevention, and alkaline

solutions have been suggested as a remedy. Undo linearii, which is

met with aim in this disease, is considered as being a young state of

the Mildew-plant. Another disease called Smut, or Dust-Brand is

caused by a fungus called L'rtdo tegelam. It resembles the Bunt'

fungus in colour and shape, but ita spores are not half so large, and
it does not possess a fetid odour. This fungus destroys the oar of

corn by first causing the innermost parts of the flower to become

abortive, while the pedicels on which these are seated swell and
become very fleshy. The fungus then consumes the whole of this

fleshy mass, and at length appears between the chaff-scales in the

form of a blnck soot-like powder. It is said also to attack the stem
and leaves. When ripe the spores burst through the epidermis, and
are dispersed in the form of a black powder like charcoal. The spore
is l-2SOOth of an inch in diameter. Smut is rare in wheat; it is

common in barley, and more so in oats. It is also seen in many
grasses, such as Arrhenathcrum arniacrmii. The disease denominated

Rust, Red Rag, Red Robin, and Red Gum, is caused by a fungus
called Undo rvbiyo. It forms yellow and brown oval spots and
blotches upon the stem, leaves, and chaff. The spores burst through
the epidermis and are dispersed as

very
minute grains. The disease

is common in corn and in grosses. Mildew is a disease caused by a

fungus denominated Puccinia graminit. The ripe spore-cases of this

plant are small dark brown club-shaped bodies, their thicker end

bring divided into two chambers, each filled with minute spores, and
their lower end tapering into a fine stalk. The sori, or clusters of

spore-cases, burst through the epidermis sometimes in vast numbers.
The minute spores seem to enter the plant by the stomata. Some
think that they, as well as other minute spores, are absorbed by the

root*. The disease attacks wheat Spring wheat is less liable to this

disease than winter wheat, and heavy soils are less subject to it than

light ones. Many have supposed that the Barberry is in some way
connected with the production of Mildew. This idea has been proved
to be erroneous by the experiments of Standinger, near Hamburg,
and of Hornemann at Copenhagen. Unger entertains the idea

that blight, mildew, and smut are to be considered as exanthe-

matous diseases of plant* caused by the spores of Funyi entering the

itomata,
" Henslow ha* shown by experiment, that if the diseased seeds of

wheat be steeped in a solution of sulphate of copper they will not

produce diseased grain, and that the sulphate of copper does no

injury to their germination. The solution used is one ounce of

sulphate of copper to a gallon of water for every bushel of wheat,

drain also steeped in hot water does not reproduce these fungoid
dinmrii In Kut Lothian, with the view of preventing smut, seed-

wheat is often steeped in stale urine, and afterwards some newly-
slaked lime is sifted on it Sometimes a solution of salt is used as a

pickle. Fourcroy and Vauquelin ascertained by analysis that blighted
wheat contained an acrid oil, putrid gluten, charcoal, phosphoric
acid, phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, phosphate of lime, and no
trace* of starch. A* regards Bunt or Pmwr-Bnad, Henslow remarks,
that upon simply immersing the grain in water the infected seed*

float, and on the water being poured out, nothing but the sound
one* remain in the vessel. This simple process of separation is not

however perfectly effective, because in thrashing the wheat many of

the infected grains are crushed, and the spores are dispersed in the form
of fine powder which adhere* obstinately to the sound grain, by
means of an oily or greasy matter found in tlie I'unyi. In order to

detach them thoroughly it ho* been considered useful to add some
alkaline Icy to the water in which they are washed. The alkali

unite* with the oil and form* a soapy matter. Lime has been used
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for this purpose, common potash, substances containing ammonia,
aud the liquid from stable dung have also been employed ;

other

matters, as sulphate of copper, act by destroying the vegetating

powers of the I-ugi.
" Mr. Ellis, of Earning, Kent, says that the invariable prevent i-m

of si.mt in wheat is accomplished by scalding the blackest wheat in

boiling water, and afterwards dying it with lime. The wheat
;

in a colander or in a basket is immersed in boiling water for a few

seconds, just long enough to wet it completely, it is then imme-

diately dipped in cold water, afterwards dried with lime, mixed with
other wheat, and sown. By this means the wheat was always found
to be cured of smut, while the vegetating principle was unit

great care being taken that the water was boiling, and the wheat.

taken out of the water as soon as completely wetted. Mr. Kllis

tried an experiment on a bushel of the blackest wheat he could

procure, which he divided into sixteen equal parts, sowing them all

the same day, bnt with different treatment The result at I-..

was that the wheat sown without preparation produced 33 black
care out of every 100, while that dipped in boiling water aud
limed had not a black ear in several thousands which were examined.

Many other species of Undo as well as f'ftUayo give rise to diseases.

They receive their names from the plants on which they are parasitic,
and it seems probable that the some species presents various forms

according to the situation in which it grows. Uttilayo Maydit, a
maize smut, is a fungus which gives rise to protuberances on different

parts of the maize. The stem, upper leaves, and especially the
bracts become immensely swollen when attacked by this disease, and
the ovaries, ovules, and male blossoms are not exempt. The
affected are at first white tinged with red, smooth, and juicy. The
cellular tissue increases in volume, and is permeated by radiating
hues consisting of mycelium and spores. The spores are twice a*

large in linear measure as those of the oat smut At first the small
balls contain a dark strong-smelling fluid, but ultimately the mane*
become dry, and present a quantity of dark dust mixed with irregular
threads. Uflilayo rittata causes disease in grasses in India. The
spores of Uttilayo hypodytet also cause disease in grasses. The spores
are black and round, aud the disease they occasion is denominated

grass-smut. The plant is described by Tulosue. According to

Leveilld, the immense quantity of black dust resulting from it in

the hay-fields of France produces injurious effects on the haymakers.
A species of Dcpazta or Seploria sometimes produces disease in the

knots of wheat Various species of Eryei),he, such as E.
;
,

E. penicillata, E. graminit, . adunca, and . bicornit give rise to
kinds of mildew. Erysiphcs are often met with in common pea crops.
Some say that Oidiums are merely particular states of Erysiphei.
The plant producing mildew in the vine is Oidium Tutkari of

Berkeley. Other species of Oidium probably cause mildew in the

peach, rose, hop, pea, and onion. For destroying the mildew in

vines sulphur is recommended to be dusted on them. Some also use
a solution of hydro-sulphate of lime, mode by boiling sulphur and
lime in water. A fungus called Rltizoctoma Mali is said to grow on
the roots of apples, pears, and quinces, and to cause destruction to

the trees. Ergot is a monstrous state of the grain in which the

enlarged and diseased ovary protrudes in a curved form resembling
a cock's spur, hence the name from the French '

ergot,' incai

spur. The ovary is black externally, spongy internally, and coi

much oily matter. Some consider it as produced by the attack of a

fungus, which induces a diseased condition in the ovarian cells. The
disease is usually met with in rye, and the name of spurred rye
is applied to it It sometimes occurs ill wheat and in barley, and
it bos also been noticed in Lolium pennne, L. arrente, 1'

pratenitt, P/Ucttm pratente, Dactylit ylomerata, Anihojcaiilhum vitui-a-

turn, Phalant arundinacea, and Alopecurut ayr.stit. Ergot consists

of a very dense tissue formed by polygonal cells, united intimately
with one another, and filled with an oily fluid. It is developed in

the uuimpregnated ovule of rye, for although extremely dilated by
the cntophytc aud rendered difficult of recognition, the integuments
of the ovule increase without completely losing the form which they
would have assumed, if they had grown into a true grain, imitating
in this respect the ovaries of wheat, in which Tillclin Cariet (limit )

has replaced the seed. The solid mass which has been called >

Hum clarut by Do Caudulle, and the filamentous portion called

fyAacc/i'a by Leveilld and Fde, and r/fntntiu by c; only
properly speaking organs of vegetation. The fungus defined to

grow from this apparatus is an elegant Sjiharia, probably that
called by Fries Cordylicepi purpurea. This plant has been seen l.y

Schumacher in diseased cereal grains, and it has been detect. . I l.y

Roussel in Sclerutium clarut, growing ou Jiromui tylraticia and A

calamayroilit, and by Dumeril in Ergot of Rye. Tulasne has shown
that this t'ordylicep* is produced from the Ergot when it i allowed to

vegetate. Ergot of Grasses and Ergot of Vyperacea, according to

Tulasne, do not belong to the same vegetable species. Rye affected

with this disease, when used aa bread, is very prejudicial. The Abbe*
Tessier showed that Ergot caused gangrene in animals that fed .m it,

and many instances are recorded of gangrene ,,| i! extremities

occurring in persons who had lived on diseased rye. Ergot is said

to prevail in rye grown on wet and stiff land.
" The disease which bos recently attacked the 1'otato in various parts
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of the world is by many attributed to the attack of Fungi. This
view has been strongly advocated by Berkeley, who describes the

fungus as Botrytis infestans. The spores are supposed to enter the
stomata and to cause disease in the leaves in the first instance,
which afterwards extends to the tubers. The effects produced on the
leaves resembled much those caused by poisonous gases, such as

hydrochloric, sulphuric, and nitric acids.
"
Berkeley attributes the Potato disease entirely to Fungi. He

states that the disease commenced in the leaves. They were attacked

by the mould, which ran its course in a few hours
; and from the

rapidity of the action, the period for examination of the leaves has
often passed over. The fungus generated does not live on decayed
or decaying matter, but is one which produces decay, and renders the

plants unhealthy. The fungus acts by feeding on the juices of

plants, preventing the elaboration of the sap in the leaves, obstructing
the admission of air and the emission of transpired fluids. The stem
is thus overcharged with moisture, and ultimately rots, while every
source of nutriment is cut off from the half-ripe tubers. The atmos-

pheric conditions during the late disease made the fungus spread
rapidly.

" While there is no doubt that the Botryt!s is developed in the

progress of the Potato disease, the question arises whether or not it

is the originating cause. The view which seems to be most consonant
with the phenomena is, that changes are induced in the cells of the

potato by cultivation which render the leaves liable to disease. Atmos-
pheric influences are thus enabled to act upon them, so as to cause
alterations in their cells ; and the attack of a fungus, such as the

liutrylii, accelerates the morbid action, and causes it to assume a

peculiar form. In this way high cultivation, atmospheric influences,
and Funyi, all contribute to cause disease. In the Potato disease of

1845, Hailing says that brown granular matter was deposited in the

cells, first in those near the epidermis, then the cellular walls lost
their transparency, and the cellules could no longer be isolated by
boiling water ; next the cell-wall was destroyed, and small cavities
were formed in the midst of the tissue, in which were agglomerated
grains of starch, and finally parasitic organisms appeared in the
cavities. The vegetable parasites developed were Polyactii alba.

Fiuisporium Solani, F. dulymum, F. candidum, and Oidium violacewn.
When the disease had advanced insects were also present." Crum attributed the disease of the tubers of the Potato to rupture
of the starch-cells, and mixture of their contents with nitrogenous
matter, thus causing fermentation, as in the Apple and Grape. Solly ob-

jects to the fungus theory of the Potato disease. He says that decaying
organic matter is necessary for the growth of Funyi. He thinks that
the disease is caused by the presence of putrifying azotised matter in

the stem, just below the surface of the soil
;
that this is carried to

all parts of the plant, causes a struggle between vital and chemical

forces, and induces decomposition by a process of fermentation. The
azotised matter, in a condition to act as ferment, is produced by the
state of the season, by deficiency of light, and by other meteorological
causes. Analyses show that the constituents of the diseased potato
undergo a rapid and important change. Dr. Lyon Playfair and Mr.

Phillips found that the amount of albumen and gluten decreased from
2'34 in the sound potato to '32 in the diseased

; and when the disease
advanced they finally disappeared." Mitscherlich says that the change which cellulose undergoes by
the action of a peculiar ferment is characteristic of the substance.

This fermenting agent is obtained when half putrid potatoes cut up
into pieces are placed in water, with portions of fresh potatoes, and
allowed to stand till the cells of the fresh portions begin to be easily

separable. It is also formed, though more slowly, when fresh potatoes
cut up are set aside covered with water

;
the liquid is filtered, and

fresh potatoes, cut in slices, added to it; when these are decomposed,
a portion of the liquid may be treated with water, and more slices

of potato added, which soon become decomposed, and in this manner
increase the activity of the liquid. Hence, just as in the fermentation
of an infusion of malt, the yeast, the fermentative fungus, becomes

augmented, so does the ferment increase. It only acts upon the

cellulose, which forms the walls of the starch-cells of the Potato
;

first

the cells separate from each other, so that it furnishes us with a con-

venient means of obtaining the cells with their contents in an isolated

state, and facilitating their examination ; the walls of the cells are

subsequently also dissolved, and the starch-particles fall out : in this

manner, in 24 hours, a slice of potato is rendered so soft to a depth
of two lineo that this portion can be removed by a pair of forceps,
the hard mass of the potato lying beneath the softened layer, so that

this process takes place successively from the outside towards the

interior ;
not by the whole of the jiotato being simultaneously per-

meated by the ferment to the innermost portion. Exactly the same

process as that which we can produce spontaneously, he says, occurs

in the Potato disease, which during late years has done so much
miachief. In this also the cellulose, and not the starch, is decomposed ;

and the liquid, which the author had kept for a long time in contact

with one of the diseased potatoes, immediately produced the decom-

position of a sound one. This decomposition is therefore, he says,
nnt. the disease itself but merely the resultof it. Its cause undoubtedly
depends upon the dying or the previous death of the entire plant,
and just as it is well known in the case of other plants that they die

when the apices of their roots are too strongly cooled, so may a sudden
cold rain following a long warm winter produce a similar condition
of the potato plant. It is only after decay has commenced that

Fungi and insects attack the plaut."
Liebig attributed the Potato disease to diminished or suppressed

transpiration, depending upon the hygrometric state of the atmo-
sphere. He refers to Hale's accurate researches in regard to the Hop
blight, in which the disease is traced to the want of correspondence
between absorption and transpiration, and a consequent stagnation
and decomposition of the juices. The same thing, he thinks, takes

place in the potato in consequence of cold and an atmosphere loaded
with moisture

; and he shows that in 1845 and 1846, when the disease
overran Europe, damp, cold, and rainy weather followed heat and
drought just at the period of the most luxuriant growth of the

potato. The vessels and cells became charged with fluids ; and, owing to

the checked transpiration, there was stagnation of the sap and death.
"
Fungi and putrefaction are, according to him, the consequences

of the death of the plant. Klotzsch proposes to check the Potato
disease by pinching off the extreme points of the branches and twigs
to the extent of half an inch downwards when the plants have
attained the height of six or nine inches above the soil, and to repeat
this on every branch or twig on the tenth or the eleventh week. This
check to the stem and branches, he thinks, will direct the nutrient
matters in the direction of the increase and multiplication of subter-

ranean as well as aerial branches. This leads to increased development
of tuber, and strengthens the leaves and stalks. Tombelle Lomba, of

Namur, says that he has saved potatoes from disease by cutting off

the stems after flowering with a very sharp sickle, and then covering
the ground with earth to the deptu of uot less than au inch and a

half. The top dressing thus applied was not disturbed till the

potatoes were ripe. The haulm was removed after being cut. It is

said that the tubers acquired a good size and were of excellent

quality. If these facts are true, it would appear that while leaves are

necessary to the development of tubers the latter on acquiring a
certain size can continue their growth by their own proper and
unassisted vitality. The general conclusions to be drawn from all

that has been said relative to the Potato disease are, that changes are

induced in the cells and vessels of the potato by certain obscure

meteorological and epidemic causes
;
that an alteration takes place in

the cellulose and in the contents of the cells, which speedily leads to

decay ; that parasitic Funyi find a nidus in the decaying organic
matter, so as to accelerate and give a character to the disease

;
and

that, as yet, no remedy has been devised."

For an account of the Fungi supposed to produce Dry-Rot in

timber see the article DRY-ROT.
In many parts of the world the Fungi afford a supply of food to

the inhabitants, although not more than half a dozen species are to

be found in the markets of London, and only the common Mushroom,
Truffle, and Morel are eaten iu Paris ;

in Italy aud other parts of

Europe a large number of species are consumed. [AGARICUS.]
Dr. Badham, in his work on the ' Esculent Funguses of England,"

gives descriptions and drawings of the following species of British

Fungi as those which may be used as food :

Ayaricus acris minor, A. alutaceus, A. atramentarius, A. campeitris,
A. castaneus, A. caudicinus, A. comatns, A. delicioius, A. emeticus,
A. erqwisitus, A. fusipes, A. heterophyllus, A. melleus, A, nebularis,
A. orcella, A. oreades, A. ostreatus, A. personal us, A. piperatus, A. fro-

cents, A. prunulus, A. ruber, A. rubescens, A. sanguineus, A. vaginatus,
A. violaceus, A. nrescens, A. virgineus, A. ulmarius, A. Ciesarea,
Boletus edulis, B. luridus, B. scaber, Cantharellus Marina, Clavaria

coraltoides, Fistuiiita hepatica, Helvetia crispa, H. lacunosa, llydnum
repandum, Lycoperdon Bovista, L. pluinbeum, Morchclla. semilibera,
Peziza acetabula, Polyporus corylirms, P. frondosiw, P. tuberaster,

Verpa digitaliformia.
Too great caution however cannot be employed in distinguishing

the edible from the poisonous species. In the markets of Rome an

inspector of Funguses is appointed, whose duty it is to examine all

Fungi exposed for sale, and none are allowed to be sold but with his

express sanction. But it would appear, from a case quoted iu Liudley's
'

Vegetable Kingdom,' that Fungi which are usually iuocuous may,
under certain circumstances, become poisonous. The fungus con-

sumed in this instance by a family in Cambridgeshire was the

Agaricm pcrmnatus, a species sold in Uovent Garden under the name
of Blewitts, and which all writers agree iu regarding as perfectly free

from danger.
The poisonous principles produced in the Fungi have sometimes

been employed in medicine, an instance of which is given above in

the Ergot. The action of a species of Hwista has been found similar

to that of chloroform. [BovisTA.] The Amanita mnscaria possesses
an intoxicating property, and is employed by northern uations as an

inebriant. The following is the account of Langsdorf, as given by
Dr. Greville :

"This variety of Amanita muscaria is used by the inhabitants of

the north-eastern parts of Asia in the same manner as wine, brandy,

arrack, opium, &c., is by other nations. Such Fungi are found most

plentifully about Wischua, Kamtchatka, and Willowa Derecona, and

are very abundant ill some seasons and scarce in others. They
are collected in the hottest months, aud hung up by a string to dry iu
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the air ; some dry of themselves on the ground, and are said to be
far more narcotic than those artificially preserved. Small deep-
coloured specimens thickly covered with wart* are also said to be

more powerful than those of a larger size and paler colour. The
usual mode of taking the fungus is to roll it up like a bolus and
swallow it without chewing, which the Kamatehtkadales say would
disorder the stomach. It is sometimes eaten fresh in soups and

rauces, and then loses much of its intoxicating property. \Vln-n

steeped in the juice of the berries of I'tiffinum uliyinoium its effects

are those of a strong wine. One large or two small Fungi are a
common dose to produce a pleasant intoxication for a whole day,

particularly if water he drunk after it, which augments the narcotic

pi ineiple. The desired effect comes on from one to two hours after

taking the fungus. Giddiness and drunkenness result in the same
manner as from wine or spirits : cheerful emotions of the mind are

first produced, the countenance becomes flushed, involuntary words
and actions follow, and sometimes at last an entire loss of conscious-

ness. It renders some remarkably active, and proves highly .stimu-

lating to muscular exertion. By too large a dose violent spasmodic
effects are produced. So very exciting to the nervous system in many
individuals is this fungus that the effects are often very ludicrous.

If a person under its influence wishes to step over a straw or a small

stick, he takes a stride or a jump sufficient to clear the trunk of a tree.

A talkative person cannot keep silence or secrets, and one fond of

music is perpetually singing. The most singular effect of the
Amanitu is the influence it possesses over the urine. It is said that

from time immemorial the inhabitants have known that the fungus
imparts an intoxicating quality to that secretion, which continues for

a considerable time after taking it. For instance, a man moderately
intoxicated to-day will by the next morning have slept himself sober,
but (as is the custom) by taking a tea-cup of his urine he will be more

powerfully intoxicated than he was the preceding day. It ia there-

fore not uncommon for confirmed drunkards to preserve their urine
as a precious liquor against a scarcity of the fungus. The intoxi-

cating property of the urine is capable of being propagated, for every
one who partakes of it has hia urine similarly effected. Thus, with a

very few Amanita a party of dninkards may keep up their debauch
for a week. Dr. Langsdorf mentions that by means of the second

person taking the urine of the first, the third of the second, and so

on, tbe intoxication may be propagated through five individuals."

71 are often phosphorescent The light given out by species of

Rhisomorpha I KIIIZOMOKPHA] in the coal-mines of Dresden is described
as giving them the appearance of an enchanted castle. Agaricut
Gardneri, which grows on a sort of palm called Britada in Brazil, is

highly luminous. The same phenomenon has been observed in A.
olraria* in the south of Europe, and in two species of Funyi at Swan
Hirer. Dr. Hooker describes a luminous fungus aa growing upon
decaying wood in the forests of the Sikkim Himalaya.

It is generally stated that Funyi differ from the rest of the vege-
table kingdom, in the absorption of oxygen and the disengagement of
carbonic acid gas. In experiments which have been performed, this

has been the result ; but it is well known that the tissues of Funyi
are easily decomposable, and it is more probable that the absorption
of oxygen and the giving out of carbonic acid gas ia the result of

decay, rather than of the true growth of the plant The following
sulwtances were found by Payen in his analysis of Fungi : 1. Water

;

2. Cellulose ; 3. Three Nitrogenised Substances
;

4. Fatty Matters
;

5. Sugar ; 6. Volatile Hatter ; 7. Sulphur ;
8. Salts, containing Silex

and Potash. These substances are analogous to the ordinary products
of the decomposition of water, ammonia, and carbonic acid by deoxi-

ilation, and must either be formed by that process in the fungus
itwlf, or taken directly up from the substances on which they grow,
by absorption.A curious fact connected with the development of Funyi is the
occurrence of vegetable cells, referred to this order, in liquids under-

going fermentation. During the conversion of malt into beer, plant-
cells are constantly observed to be present, and these have been
described as a plant, under the name of Xaccliaromycn C
During the preparation of flax, as now carried on at Belfast, Professor
AUnian lias observed present cells resembling those of N , /wom.yw.
Whether these are true plant-cells or not, is still a question ;

an. I 'it is

still more a question as to whether they have anything to do with the

changes going on in the solutions in which they occur. This point is

alluded to in the article KXTIUMIYTA. They are probably a result,
and not the cause, of fermentation. These cells have not escaped
the observation of Schleiden, and the following is his account of
them :

" In the hut place, I must mention a highly interesting analogy,
which, when more accurately examined, may perhaps one day lead to
the most satisfactory explanation of the process of cell-formation I

mean vinous fermentation. We have here a fluid in which sugar and
dextrin, and a nitrogenous matter, as a cytoblost, are present. At a
certain temperature, which is perhaps necessary to the chemical
activity of the mucus, there originates, without, as it appears, the
influence of a living plant, a process of cell-formation (the origin of
the so-called fermentation-fungus), and it appears that it is only the
vegetation of these cells which produces the peculiar changes that
occur in the fluid. Whether this organism is really a fungus, is a
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matter of indifference ; but whether it alone, through the ncti .

its vital processes, determines the process of fermentation, deserves to
be accurately determined.

"
1 will hero add my own observations on these fermentation-cells.

I bruised some currants with sugar, and, having pressed the juice
through a cloth, diluted it with water and filtered through folded

paper. Thf fluid was bright red, quite clear and transparent, and,
under the microscope, showed no trace of grannies, but preset r

number of little drops of a pure clear oil. At the end of tw. -nt y-foiir
hours the whole fluid was opalescent, and presented, under Hi.- micro-

scope, a number of granules suspended in it. On the second day
these granules had greatly increased, and there appeared amongst
them perfectly-formed ferment-cells. There also appeared, now and
then, vesicles of carbonic acid gas. On the fourth day fenm-ir
was very active. At the bottom of the vessel and on the surface of
the fluid, yeast had formed

; but these yeasts consisted of singl
or several attached one to another. In the solitary cells could l>e

observed the way in which one cell was formed from another. The
ferment-cells do not in this state permit of a distinction between the
contents and the membrane of the cell. In the midst of the cell

there is a transparent spot; but whether hollow, or a solid in

I could not decide. The remaining parts appeared entirely homoge-
neous, yellowish like a nitrogenous substance, sometimes mixed with
small solitary granules. In a similar way, a solution of sugar with
elder-flowers was examined, and gave similar results. Other i

were obtained in the following way : Pure white protein (albumen)
from the white of an egg, was dried, and rubbed down witli

and left to ferment : the fluid at first was perfectly clear. On the
third day, the small portions of protein, which at the comn
nient exhibited a sharply angular aspect, assumed partly a granular
aspect, and some a more or less rounded form. These globules
showed an active molecular movement, and some appeared strung
together. On the fourth day there was seen between these granules
round or elongated cells, which were either solitary, or arranged
together in a line with a tendency to the formation of branched fibres.

These cells were not more than one-third of the diameter of ordinary
ferment-cells. An active fermentation went on, and gas-bubbles weiv

given out from the protein-granules and the linear cells. Proper
ferment-cells did not make their appearance. Fluid albumen, mixed
with sugar, and filtered, became thickened ou the second day, and
contained little granules of albumen (coagulated?). The further

phenomena were similar to those exhibited by the preceding, except
that there were developed a few true ferment-cells. Protein moistened
with water displayed the same appearances as when mixed with sugar
and water; ultimately putrefaction came on, and the develop],,

Infusoria, but the vegetable formation preceded. There appears to

be two very different types of ferment-cella, according as the fluid

contains organic acids and essential oils or not. From the phein
exhibited by the ferment-cells, one might be inclined to ivirard them
as similar to animal-cells, which are formed through a cavity in the

cytoblost, and which afford indications of the nucleoli in their highest
development. But thia analogy is not tenable, and the above o!

tions must be regarded as imperfect If we take fully-devi

ferment-cells, and treat them with ether, alcohol, or caustic alkalies,
there will be found in the fluid a number of globular delicate cells,
with thin but clearly distinguishable walls, which contain a clear fluid,
with here and there very small granules, which, alone or in groups,
arc attached to the inner surface, of the cell-wall, and (almost?)
always a largo round flat body (a cytoblost ? )."
The classification of Fungi has occupied the attention of many

observers. That of Fries is the foundation of most of the systems
adopted by modern wri<

Fries in the first place divides the whole order into four Cohorts,

distinguished by the following characters :

Cohort I. HYMKNOMTCETES. A llynieuiuni pn sent
;

that i*. the

fungus opened out into a fructifying membrane, in win -h the

spores (seeds) arc placed, usually in the inside of aaci (transparent
simple coses). The texture wholly filamentous.

Cohort II. PVIIKXOMVCKTES. A IVrithecinm present; that is, the

fungus closed up ; then perforated by a hole or irregular laeer.,

and inclosing a distinct kernel holding asci. Texture olwuivly
cellular; that of the stroma (receptacle) somewhat filamentous.

Cohort III. <JATBUOMYCETES. A Pcridium present; that i-. the

fungus at first closed up, and containing loose spores having no
asci. The texture cellular.

Cohort IV. CONIOMTCETES, Spores naked
;
that is, the fungus in its

elementary state, eventually having the spores quite naked,

although they may have been covered at first. Tin- texture

between filamentous and cellular; and the thallus often appan ntly
absent.

Ib- then subdivides these cohorts each into fourOrdera, oa follows :

Cohort I. HYMEXOMYCETES.

Order 1. Piltati. The Hyiuenium on the under side, and having asci.

(Fig. 1, Agarictu.)
Order 2 El,;.'hi,, i. The Hymeuium on the upper side, and having

asci. (Pig. 2, MonMla.)
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Order 3. Clarati. The Hymenium on both sides, and haying asci.

(fig. 3. Clavaria.J
Order 4. Tnmdlini. Amorphous. The Hymenium confounded with

the receptacle. Asci none. Membranous or gelatinous, with a

filamentous texture. (Pigs. 4, 5, Dacrymycet.)

Hymcnomycetous Fungi.

\. Agariau odortu, reduced in size ; 2, Jforchelta eiculrnfa, reduced in size
;

3, Claruria cinrrca, reduced in size
; 4, Dacrymycei stillahu, growing in wood,

natural size
; 5, the same magnified.

Cohort II. PYREXOMTCETES.

Order 1. Splutriacei. The kernel filled with asci, and deliquescent.

(Fi'ji. 6, 7, Cucurbitaria.)
Order 2. Phacidiacei. The kernel filled with asci, and dry. (Figi, 8, 9,

Cenanyium.)
Order 3. Cyliiporei. The kernel filled with naked spore-cases, and

disintegrating. (Fig. 10, Sphceronema.)
Order 4. Xylomacti. The kernel filled with naked spore-cases, and

dry. (Pig*, 11, 12, Actinothyrium.)

13

Pyrenomycetous

0, Ciiriirtnlarirt einnnliarina, magnified; 7, a section of the same; 8 and
9^

Cftiangiuiii ferriiffinnsvm, magnified; 10, Sphtrruncma subulatnm, magnified

11, 12, Actinatliyrium graminii, magnified.

Cohort III. GASTEROMYCETES.

Order 1. Arvjioyaitret. Spore-cases immersed in a receptacle distinct

from the peridiiiin.
Order 2. Trickoiptrmi. Spore-cases naked, among filaments distinct

from the peridium. (Figi. 1", 18, Scleroderma ; figi. 13, 14,

A n i/ria.)

Order 'n-miuti. Spore-cases naked, covered by filaments

constituting a peridium. (Figs. 15, 16, Spumaria.)
Order 4. Kdernliarei. Spore-cases immersed in a receptacle constitut-

ing the peri'limu. (I'i'ii. Ill, 20, Chatomium.)

17

Gasteromycetous Fungi.
13 and!4, Arcyria punicca, magnified; 15, 1G, Spumaria miicilago, magnified;

17, 18, Scleroderma Cepa, magnified : 19, 20, Chatomium elatum, magnified.

Cohort IV. CoNIOMYCETES.

Order 1 . Titliercularini. Spore-cases plunged in an entangled recep-

tacle, upon a free receptacle. (Figs. 21, 22, Futarium.)
Order 2. Mucorini. Spore-cases upon a filamentous receptacle, at

first inclosed in a little peridium. (Fiys. 25, 26, Slilbum.)
Order 3. Macedines. Spore-cases at first concealed by filaments. (Figt.

23, 24, Aspergillua.)
Order 4. Jfypodermi. Spore-cases springing from under the cuticle of

trees. Figt. 28, 29, Exotporium.)

Coniomycetous Fungi.

21, 22, Futarium tremelloidei, magnified; 23, a stem of grass covered with

Atpmjitlus penicillattis ; 24J the fungus itself, magnified ; 25, Stilbum tomcii-

toswn, growing on a piece of wood ; 26, a highly magnified representation of

the same ; 27, a spore case ; 28, Eiosporium Tillce, growing on a leaf
; 29, a

section of the same magnified ; 30, three of the spore-cases, still more magnified.

The following arrangement of the Fungi is given in Lindley's
'

Vegetable Kingdom
'

:

Spores generally quaternate, on distinct Sporo-1 Hymenomycetet, or

phores. Hymenium naked / Agaricacea;.

Spores generally quaternate, on distinct Sphoro- "I Gastcromycetes, or

phores. Hymenium inclosed in a Peridium. . / Lycoperdacea.

Spores single, often septate, on more or less 1
Cmiomycete3 or

distinct Sporophores. Flocci of the fruit obsolete,
^ l'mlinacefe.

or mere peduncles J

Spores naked, often septate. Thallus floccose.
}
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Sporidia contained (generally eight together) \Atcomyctttt,
in AwL /

or

Spore* surrounded by a vesicular veil or Sporan- \ Pkytomyeeta, or

gium. Thallus floocow. / ilucoracea.

(Fries, SyHema iffnlogicum ; Oreville, Cryptogamic flora; Neutt

Fi/tlrm dtr Pil:t ; Corda, Inmt ; Endlicher, Oentra Plantarum ;

Hooker, BritiA flora ; Howerby, Ftuiyi ; Itullinrd, Ftgurwi of Funyi ;

I.iudley, VegttaMt Kingdom ; Ilerkuley, I'aptn in Annulto}' Natural

I/itlory.)
KrXGIA. [MADBEPHrtLKEAj
KritXAiurs. [CEKTIIIADJE.J
KI'ltXK. [I'l.KX.]
FUSTIC. This name appears to bo derived from Fustet, the

French name of a yellow dye-wood, the produce of Venetian sumach.
A wood similar in colour and uses, but larger in size, having been

[

subsequently imported from the New World, had the same nam*
applied to it with the addition of Old, while the other, being smaller,
is called Young Fustic

; but these, so far from being the produce of
the same tree at different ages, do not even belong to the same genus.
Young Fustic, or as it is sometimes called /ante Fustic, is the I

produce of Rhm Cotiniu (Anacardiacctr), a native of Italy, the south
of France, and of Greece ; much of it is exported from I'atras in the

Morea; and it also extends into Asia. It is supposed to be the
Culinut of Pliny, being still called Scotino near Valcimara, in the

Apennines, where it is cultivated on account of its uses in tanning.
The root and the wood of this shrub arc both imported, deprived of
their bark, and employed for dyeing a yellow colour approaching to

orange, upon wool or cottons, prepared either with alum or the nitro-

muriate of tin with the addition of tartar. The colour is a beautiful

bright yellow, and permanent when proper mordants are employed.
Only small quantities of this kind of Fustic are imported.

Dr. Sibthorp was of opinion that Khamniu infectoria, or K, oleoida,
of which the berries are called French and Persian Berries, yielded
the Fustic of commerce, and informs us that its yellow wood is

called by the Greeks '

chrysoxylon.' He also thought that it was
the I.yfium of Dioscorides, but this has been shown by Dr. Itoyle to

be a specie* of Bcrberii, of which genus all the specie* have yellow
wood.

Old Fustic, the ' Bois Jaune
'

of the French, is on the contrary the

produce of a large tree, Moriu tinctorta, the Dyer's Mulberry, of the
natural family of I'rticacca, a native of Tropical America ami the
West India Islands. The tree attains a height of 60 feet; the wood
is yellow-coloured, hard, ami strong, but easily splintered,

ami i*

imported in the form of large logs or block*. The yellow colour
which it affords with an aluminous boe, though durable, is not very
bright M. Ch:ipt:il discovered that glue, by precipitating its tannin,
enabled its decoctions to die yellow almost a* bright as those of
weld and quercitron bark. The Fustic from Cuba is

preferred,
and

fetches the highest price, varying from 8/. to 9/. 10*., while that from
Jamaica or Columbia varies from &l. 10. to 6t 10*. per ton. The
tree is figured by Sloane, and noticed by Marcgrave and Piso. Browne
describes it as a native of Jamaica, and deserving the attention of

planters, as it is only propagated by birds, who are fond of its sweet
roundish fruit.

The several countries from which Fustic was imported, and the

respective quantities received from each, were in 1S36

Italy and the Italian Islands

Ionian Islands ....
Morea and Greek Islands

British North American colonies

British West Indies

United States of America
Mexico ....
Columbia
Brazil

Total .

Tons.

4

n
18

108
2053
SM
172

4917

In 1850 the quantity imported into Liverpool was 9808 tons, of
this 1771 tons were re-exported.

(Sinimonds, The Commercial Products of the Vegetable Kingdom.)
FUSUS. [SlPDONOSTOUATA.]

/-IAD-FLY. [Bois;
r GAUID^J, a family of Fishes, generally arranged as the first of

the lub-brachiate division of the Malacopterygii. This family
embrace* the whole of the species of the Linnicau genus Gadut.

They are eajily known by the position of the ventral fins under the
throat, and tho pointed character of these fins. The body is rather

long, a little compressed, and covered with small soft scales. The
head is well-proportioned and naked. All their fins are soft The
jaws and front of the vomer have unequal pointed teeth of middle
or small size, and disposed in several rows like a card or rasp. Tho
gill-covers are large, and they have seven rays. Most of the species
have the dorsal fin contained in two or three bundles ; they have
also fins behind the vent, and a distinct caudal fin. The stomach is

large, and the intestine long. The air-bladder is large and strong, and
in some coxes notched on the margins.
The greater number of the species of Gadidtt live in the cold or

temperate seas, and furnish the greater portion of the fish obtained
in the fisheries of Europe and America. The flesh of most of the

specie* is white, easily separable into flakes, is agreeable to the taste,
and easy of digestion. They are probably more useful to man than

any other family of fishes. Their reproductive powers are very
great, and the numbers in which they exist in some part* of the ocean
is perfectly incalculable.

A detailed account of these fish is given under their generic names.
Tl- following are tho British specie* of this genus as given in the
'

liritixh Museum Catalogue
'

:

I. Morrhua. [MoRRBOA.]
1. Morrliua C'aUariai, Common Cod.
2. M. Jiylrfinu,, Hnddock.
3. ./. liuca. Bib and Pout
4. M. intnuia, Poor.

G
I

II. Mcrlangut.
1. Mrrlunytu rulijarin, Whiting.
2. M. atltui, Couch's Whiting.
3. M. carbonaritu, Coal-Fish.
4. M. Potlachitu, Pollack.

III. Merluciut. IMEBLCCIUS.]
1. Ma-luciut vulyani, Common Hake.

IV. Lola, [LorA.]

1. I*ta molra, Lin:.'.

2. L. rul'jarii, Burbot.

V. Motclla. [MOTEF.T.A.]

1. Motella tricirraia, Three-Bearded Hock-Ling.
2. M. cimliria, Four-Bearded Bock-Ling.
0. .'/. m nutria, Kive-Beardcd Rock-Ling.
4. M. aryenteola, Silvery Gade.

VI. Jirotmivi. [BROSMIUS,]
1. Brosmiiu Brotme, Torsk.

VII. Phycii. [Pnvcw.]
1. Phycii bifiifcuK, Forked Hake.

VI It. Itaniceps. [HANK-HI'S.]
1. Ranicept fatcuf, Trifurcated Hake.

The genus Srotula in found in the West Indian Seaa, and /,.,/-

dolepriu in the Mediterranean and Atlantic Seas.

GADOLINITE, a Mineral, containing Yttrium. [PVROCHI.OKE ;

YrruiuM.]
GADWALL. [DUCKS.]
GA'GEA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Liliaceie,

and the tribe Atphotltlnr. It has a perianth of nix patent leaves,
the stamen adhering to the base of the perianth ;

the anthers erect,
attached l>y their bases. The flowers of the species are corymbose
or umbellate.

<'. lutea (the Oi-nilho'jnlum luteum of many botanists) has the
radical leave* usually solitary, linear-lanceolate, flat

; the bracts two,
opposite ; the peduncles umbellate, simple, glabrous ;

the segments
of the perianth oblong, obtuse; the bulb ovate, solitary. The stem
of this plant U about 6 inches high, and shorter than the leaves.
It* flowers are yellow. It is a native of England and Scotland in

woods, but is a rare plant It is a native of Europe, and is found on
the Alps in Switzerland. Koch describes 10 species of this genus as

natives of Germany and Switzerland.

(Babington, Manual of Brtiiih Jiotany ; Koch, Flora Germanica.)
GAHNITE, a Mineral, also called Automolite. It is a variety of

Vine/, containing 34'8 per cent of oxide of zinc. It has a dark

green or black colour. Its hardness is 7 '5 to 8, and specific gravity
I -'!. It is infusible alone, and nearly so with borax. With soda it

forms at first a dark scoria, ami when fused again with more soda, a

ring of oxide of zinc on tho charcoal.
< i.\LAOO. [LKMI HII..K.J

(-JALANGA, or QALANGAL, is usually mipposed to have been
introduced by the Arabs, but it was previously mentioned )>y .Ktm+.
The Arab* call it Kholingan, which appears to be derived from the
Hindoo Koolinjan, or Sanscrit Koolunjuna, indicating the country
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whence they derived the root, as well as the people from whom they
obtaiued their information respecting its uses. The plant which

yielded this root was long unknown, aud it was supposed to be that
of a Pepper, of an Iris, of A corns Calamut, or to be the Acorus of the
ancients. Kcempferia Galanga was so called from its aromatic roots

being supposed to be the true Galangal. The tubers of Cyperus
longus were sometimes substituted, and called English Galangal. Two
kind-', the large and the small galangal, are described

; these are

usually considered to be derived from the same plant at different

stages of its growth, but Dr. Ainslie, in his ' Materia Indica,' insists

upon the greater value of the lesser, as this is warmer and more
fragrant, and therefore highly prized in India. It is a native of China,
and the plant producing it is unknown. Dr. Ainslie does not prove
that it is the Galanga minor of Europe.
The Greater Galangal has long been known to be the produce of a

Scitamineous plant, the Galanga major of Rumphius (' Herb. Amb.'
5. t. 63), which is the A Ipinia Galanga of Wildenow, and a native of
China and the Malayan Archipelago. It is fully described by Dr.

Roxburgh, in his
' Flora Indica,' vol. i. p. 28, ed. Wall. The roots,

perennial and tuberous, like those of the ginger, were ascertained by
Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Comb to be identical with the Galanga
major of the ihops. This is cylindrical, often forked, thick as the

thumb, reddish-brown externally, marked with whitish circular rings,

internally lighter coloured, of an agreeable aromatic smell, and a hot

spicy taste, like a mixture of pepper and ginger, with some bit-

terness. The stem is perennial, or at least more durable than those
of herbaceous plants. When in flower, about 6 or 7 feet in length ;

its lower half invested by leafless sheaths. The leaves are two-ranked,
lanceolar, from 12 to 24 inches long, and from 4 to 6 inches broad.
Panicle terminal, crowned with numerous branches, each supporting
from two to five pale greenish-white aud somewhat fragrant flowers
in April and May in Calcutta, where the seeds ripen, though rarely,
in November.

Several species of thia genus have roots with somewhat similar

properties. Thus Aljiinia alba and A. Chinemit are much used by the

Malays and Chinese
;
the former has hence been called Galanga alba

of Kccnig; and the latter has an aromatic root with an acrid burning
flavour. The fragrant root of Alpinia nulans is sometimes brought
to England, according to Dr. Roxburgh, for Galanga, major. Its

leaves, when bruised, have a strong smell of cardamoms, and the

Cttrdamomum plant is frequently placed in this genus, but has been
described under ELETTAIUA.

GALANTHUS, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
A maryllidacca:, consisting of the Snowdrop and another species. The
former plant is a native of subalpine woods in various parts of Europe ;

the second, which is the G. plicatus of botanists, inhabits the Asiatic

provinces of the Russian and Turkish empires.
Galanthut is thus characterised : Perianth 6-parted, 3 outer seg-

ments spreading, 3 inner shorter, erect, emarginate. Stamens equal,
subulate.

G. nivalu, the Snowdrop, has white drooping flowers with the inner

segments greenish. The scape 1-flowered, the leaves 2, keeled,

broadly linear, glaucous. It grows in thickets, and blossoms in

February and March.

GALATHEA. [GALATHEID.E.]
GALATHEID^E, a group of Crustaceans corresponding with the

genus Galathea of Fabriciu*, and establishing, in the opinion of M.

Milne-Edwards, a passage between the Anonuirous and Macrurous

Crustaceans, being more particularly approximated to the Porcellance.

[PoRCELLANiD.K.J Dr. Leach divided the genus established by Fabri-

ciuH into four : namely, the true Galatheie, Munidea, Grimot/tea, aud

sKylea. M. Milne-Edwards thinks that three of these genera should

be preserved, but agrees with M. Desmarest in coming to the con-

clusion that the genus Manidea has not sufficient characteristics to

admit of its adoption in a natural classification. With regard to

jEglta, M. Milne-Edwards considers it as approximating more to the
Porcelluna; than to the Galathea, and as occupying a place in the

section of the Anomura.
The Galalheidie, then, according to the revision of M. Milne-Edwards,

re thus distinguished : Carapace depressed and wide, but still

longer than its width, terminating anteriorly by a rostrum more or

less projecting, which covers the place of the ocular peduncles, and

presents on its upper surface many furrows or wrinkles, among which
one deeper than the rest defines the posterior part of the stomachic

region. Antenna; inserted on the same transversal line; internal

antennae but little elongated, placed under the ocular peduncles, and
terminated by two small, multiarticulate, very short filaments

;

external antenna: with no trace of palpiform appendages at their base,
but with a cylindrical peduncle and a long aud slender terminal fila-

ment. External jaw-feet (pates-machoires) always pediform, but

varying a little in their conformation. Sternal plate (plastron sternal)

widening a good deal posteriorly, and the last thoracic ring ordinarily
ili.stinct. Anterior feet large, and terminated by a well-formed claw

;

those of the three following pairs of limbs rather stout, and terminated

by a conical tarsus
;

fifth pair very slender, and folded above the

others in the branchial cavity ;
these last do not assist the locomotion,

and arc terminal' d liy a rudimentary hand. Abdomen nearly as

wide M the thorax, and longer, vaulted above and armed on each side

with a row of four or five large teeth formed by the lateral angle of
the superior arch of the different rings composing it, and terminated,
as in the greater part of the Macrurous Crustaceans, with .1 large

fan-shaped lamelliforrn fin. The number of abdominal false feet

varies; in the male there are five pairs, the first two of which are

slender and elongated, and the last three are terminated by an oval

lamina ciliated on the edge ;
iu the female, the first abdominal ring

is without appendages, but the four following segments have each a

pair of false feet composed of three joints placed end to end, aud

fringed with hairs for the attachment of the eggs,
Galathea, The whole surface of the carapace covered with trans-

verse furrows fringed with small brush-like hairs. Hepatic regions,
in general, well distinguished from the branchial, and occupying with
the stomachic region nearly half of the space of the carapace. Rostrum

projecting and spiny; eyes large and directed downwards; no trace of

an orbit. A spine above the insertion of the external antenna;, and
two others on the anterior part of the stomachic region. Basilary

joint of the internal antennas cylindrical and armed at its anterior

extremity with many strong spines ;
the two following joints slender

aud nearly as long as the first. Peduncle of the external antenna;

composed of three small cylindrical joints, the last of which is much
smaller than the others. External jaw-feet moderate, the two last

joints neither foliaceous nor even enlarged. Anterior feet long and

depressed. (Milne-Edwards.)
*

Species whose external jaw-feet present a row of teeth on the

internal edge of their second joint.

a Third joint of the external jaw-feet shorter than the second.

G. itrigosa (G. spingera, Leach; Cancer strigosus, Linn.). It hn

the rostrum triangular and armed with seven strong projecting spini-
form teeth. Lateral edges of the carapace with strong spiuit'orm
teeth. Three long spines at the anterior extremity of the first joint

Galathea strigosa.

of the external antenna;
;
a great spine under the auditory tubercle,

two smaller ones on the first joint of the external antenna;, aud one

on their second joint. External jaw-feet short, hardly overpassing
the rostrum when they are extended, their third joint much shorter

than the second, and armed beneath with two strong spines. Anterior

feet long, depressed, and very spiny ;
the hand very large, edged

with spines and ornamented above with small piliferous furrows

resembling imbricated scales
;
claws short, large, and with a spoon-

shaped termination. Feet of the second and third pair of the same

length. Abdomen furrowed transversely, but without a spine ;
the

seventh segment a little widened and rather narrower behind than

before. Colour reddish, with some blue lines on the carapace. Length
about five inches. It is found in thn Mediterranean, and is not

uncommon on the coasts of Great Britain. Mr. Crouch says it is

common on the whole of the south coast of Cornwall. It frequents

pools between tide-marks where there are loose stones aud sand.
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A Third joint of the external jaw-feet much longer than the

second.

G. tquamifcra. It is found on the coaita of England and France.

Specie* whose external jaw-feet have no den Illation on the internal

edge of their second joint

G. Momodon. It inhabit* the coasts of Chili.

U. ttcta, a new specie! described by Dr. Embletou, in found on the

EngUmh and Iriah coacte.

Grimolkta. Differing but little from Galathea, and hardly sufficiently
distinct for separation. General form of both essentially the same,
but the basilary joint of their internal antenna; is clavifonn and

hanlly dentated at its extremity, and the external jaw-feet are very

long, and have their three last joints enlarged and foliaceotu. (Milne-
Edwards).

M. Milne-Edwards observes that the crustacean figured by M.
( iueriu under the name of Orimotbee Sociale (' Voyage ofLa Coquille :

'

Crust., pL 3, fig. 1) differs from (j. greyaria in the form of the caudal

fin, the middle lamina of which is lees than the lateral ones. M.
Edwards proposes therefore to name it Grimothea Duperreii, in honour
of the navigator whose voyage made the species known.
OALAXAURA. [PSEUDOZOAHIA.]
GALBA. [ELATEKlDJi]
GA'LBANUM. Though the drug known by this name ia one of

those which have been the longest known, the plant which yields it

still remains undetermined, though it is stated by old writers to be a
native of Syria. The Greek name Chdlbane (xaA/Sojij) is evidently
the same as the Hebrew Chelbenah, by which the same substance is

supposed to be alluded to in the book of Exodus. Arabian authors
describe it under the name Barzud. The Persians call it Birzud, and

give Birceja as its Hindoo synonym. That the same substance is

intended, is evident from Khulyan and Hetonyon, as stated by Dr.

Boyle (' Illustr. Himal. Bot,
1

p. 28), being given as its Greek syno-
nyms, which are evident corruptions of Chalbanc and Metopion, the
names of this substance in Dioscorides. The plant yielding this sub-
stance is called Kinneh and Nafeel by Arabian and Persian authors,

by whom it is described as being jointed, thoruy, and fragrant Under
the first name it is noticed in the original of Avicenna, but omitted in

the Latin translation. D'Herbelot ('Bibl. Orient.') however states,
that the plant yielding Galbanum is called Ghiarkust in Persia.

These names are interesting only as showing that both the plant and

gum-resin appear to hare been familiarly known to both Arabians
and Persians, and that therefore the former is probably a native of
these countries, though usually stated to be only a native of Syria.
But if so, it could hardly have escaped the notice of the numerous
travellers who have visited that country.
One plant, often described as yielding this long-known gum-resin, is

Jiubon UManam, a native of the Cape of Good Hope, which Hermann
describes as yielding spontaneously, by incision, a gummy, resinous

juice, similar to Galbanum
;
but Mr. Don has observed that this plant

possessed neither the smell nor the taste of Galbanum, but in these

particular* agrees better with fennel
; and its fruit has no resemblance

whatever to that found in the gum. The fniit, commonly called seed,
was early ascertained by Lobel to be that of an Umbelliferous Plant,
broad and foliaceous, which he picked out of Galbanum, and, having
owed, obtained a plant, which he has figured under the name of
Ferula galbaniftra. This has been lost or become confounded with
other species ; but it is probable that it was the plant yielding
Ualbanum, as Mr. Don has recently obtained fruit in like manner,
and something similar, which he has determined to be allied to the

genus Siler, but differing in the absence of dorsal resiniferous caualx,
and the commissure being furnished with only two. The carpels
are about 9 lines in length and 4 lines broad, flat internally and
somewhat convene externally. As the plant is still unknown, it is

well worthy the investigation of travellers in the East, who might
otherwise suppose, from the name, assigned from the seed, having
been adopted in the ' London Pharmacopoeia,' that the plant was as
well known as iu product

Three aorU of Galbanum are distinguished : 1. Galbanum in grains
or tears; 2. Galbanum in masses; and 3. Persian Galbauum. The
two former come from Africa, especially Ethiopia ; the third sort
from Persia. Galbanum in tears is most likely the spontaneous
exudation from the plant ; and that in masses, obtained by incisions.

The first sort occurs in irregular generally oblong grains, mostly
distinct, but sometime* agglutinated together, about the size of a
lentil or small pea, of a colour verging from whitish into yellowish-
brown, more or lem diaphanous, opaque, or shining with a resinous
lustre. The odour is strongly balsamic, and disagreeable. The taste

u rainous, sharp, bitter, and disagreeable. Hpccjfic gravity, 1-212.

It ia partially soluble in alcohol, and the solution, as well as the

strong white smoke which is evolved when Galbanum is melted in a

platinum spoon, reddens litmus paper. It connisU chiefly of resin,

gum, volatile oil, and a trace of malic m-i.l.

Oalbnniim in ma*es consists of irregular pieces of a yellowish or
dark brown colour ; the odour is stronger than that of the preceding
kind, which, in its general characters, it much resembles, except that
it can be powdered only during the low temperature of winter.

Qeiger says that when this variety is pure, it is not to be reckoned
inferior to the former. Persian Galbanum, being very s >ft and tena-

cious, is sent in skins or chests. It often contains many fragments of

plant*.

Galbanum, like other umbelliferous gum-resins, U anti-spasmodic,
expectorant, and externally rubefacient It in inferior in power to

assafcotida, but usually associated with it in pills and plasters.
GALBUI.A. HALCTOMDJL]
GALE, SWEET. (Mvui, H
GALENA. |l,EAD.J
GALEOLARIA. [AcALtPHJt]
GALEOI'ITH ECUS. a genus of Mammalia, having relations to the

Lemuridtr and Cheiroptera. It is often formed into a family, and U
then called fltitroj,i<m or Galtopitlueidar. They are commonly
known by the name of Flying Lemurs, and are sometimes called

Flying Cats mid Flying Foxes. They are generally arranged under
the order Carnassiers, and some authors place them in the division

Cheiroptera ; but they differ from the Bats inasmuch as the toes of
their anterior extremities, which are all furnished with sharp claws,
are not more elongated than those of the hind feet, so that the mem-
brane which occupies the interval between the extremities to the
sides of the tail can hardly operate in executing more than the
functions of a parachute. The dental formula is as follows :

Incisors, i; Canines,
*

; Molars,
6~-

'

6
' * 00 66 34.

This is the formula given by M. Lesson ; but Cuvicr, iu his '

Regnc
Animal,' states that the canines are dentilated and abort like the

molars. He states that the two upper incisors are also dentilated

and much separated from each other; and that the six lower ones

are split into narrow strips like combs, a structure peculiar to this

genus.
F. Cuvier's formula is similar to that of M. Lesson, and was

probably copied by the latter. F. Cuvier describes the 12 molara
in both jaws as consisting of 4 false molars and 8 molar.". He telU

us that in the upper jaw, the intermaxillary bone, though very exten-

sive, has no teeth in its anterior part ; iu the posterior part there are

two on each side. The descending line in the upper part of the lower

figure marks the extent of the intermaxillary bone. The dentition, as

it appears to Mr. Waterhouse, is as follows :

Incisors, ; Canines, l
; False Molars, - 1?

; True Molars

The same author observes that the six foremost teeth in the lower

jaw of the Lemur (four only of which are, in his opinion, incisors ; for

he agrees with Geoflroy iu considering the remaining two as canines)

together bear a remarkable resemblance to a single incisor of Galeo-

pithecu*. Ho compares the two canines to the outer lamina; of one

Teclh of Onlcopillicntt, ont-third larger than nature. (I'. Cuvicr.)

of these incisors. Like one of these lamina-, the L-mur's canine is

dilated immediately above the base, and ha* ft longitudinal ridge on
the upper side

; whilst the incisors, like the intermediate lamina;, are
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grooved on the outer side near the apex. lu their almost horizontal
direction there is also a resemblance. lu the number of teeth the

Saleopitkeei agree with the Lemurs, excepting that in the former
the upper canines are wanting. In both these groups of animals
the incisors of the lower jaw are, he observes, opposed to a
toothless portion of the intermaxillaries. ('Zool. Trans.,' vol. ii.

part 4.)

Cuvier and others state that the Galeopitheci live on trees in the
islands of the Indian Archipelago, and there pursue insects, and perhaps
birds, as their prey : judging from the detrition of the teeth with

agt, he thinks that they must also feed on fruits. They have a

very large csccuui. In their teeth they present many analogies to the
Lemwida,

Dr. Gray makes the Galeopitliecidce the fourth family of the

('liiadrupedoid) Primates, and places it between the Lemuridte and
VerpertUionidie. (' Outline," &c., in

' Ann. of Philosophy,' 1825.)
.Speaking of the Galeopithecus of Pallas, Sir. Swainson observes :

" To give its most striking character in a few words, it is a lemur,
with the limbs connected with a bat-like membrane, or, in other words,
nut-rounded by a thin skin which they support, as the framework of
an umbrella supports its covering. By this singular structure the
a.iimal is supported in the air ; yet without the power, like the bats,
of sustaining a continued flight. Linnaeus places this remarkable
g -mis with the lemurs, while every one must perceive its intimate

atfinity to the bate; like them, also, these bat-lemurs are nocturnal
and insectivorous. The mamma; are pectoral ; and they sleep sus-

pended by their hind legs with their heads downward. M. Geoffroy
St. Hilaire therefore justly considers them as the form by which the
lemurs and bats are connected ; while their greater resemblance to
the former induces us to consider Galeopithecui as one of the aberrant

types of the Lemuridre," among which Mr. Swainson arranges the

genus, in the third part of his volume, between Aoleg and Ckeiroyaleus.

(' Natural History and Classification of Quadrupeds,' 1835.)
Three species have been recorded : 1. Galeopithecut rufut, Geoff.,

Audubon (Lemur rolant, Linn.) ; 2. GaUopithecua raricyatug. Cuv.,
Geoff. ; 3. Galeopithecut Ternatewtit, Geoff. : but the general opinion
seems to have been that one only, the Lemur volant of Linnaeus, had
been satisfactorily made out. In October, 1838, some specimens of

Flying Lemurs were upon the table at a meeting of the Zoological

Society of London ; and in reference to them Mr. Waterhouse pointed
out certain characters which appeared to him to indicate the existence

of two species in those specimens.
He remarked that in systematic works three species of the genus

Galeopit/ucut are described, founded upon differences of size and
colour. As regards the latter character, he had never seen two speci-
mens which precisely agreed ; and with respect to size, the dimensions

given of two out of the three species are, he observed, evidently taken
from extremely young animals. Mr. Waterhouse then proceeded to

distinguish the two species on the table, and proposed for them the

specific names of Temmi/nckii and Philippincntit.

d'aleojiithecus Temmmckii.

The first and larger species measured about two feet in total length,
and its skull was 2 inches 11J lines in length. The anterior incisor
of the upper jaw is broad, and divided by two notches into three
distinct lobes

; the next incisor on each side has its anterior and
i ior margins notched

;
and the first molar (or the tooth which

'" < npies the situation of the canine) has its posterior edge distinctly
ti'/tc hod. This tooth is separated by a narrow space, anteriorly and

"fly, from the second incisor in front and the second molar
Ix-liind

; the temporal ridges converge towards the occiput, near
j
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which however, he observed, they are separated usually by a space of
about four lines. Thia is probably the Galcopithecw volans of authors ;

but the identity cannot be said to be certain.

Skull of Galeopithecus Temminckii.

a, seen from above
; b, seen from below. (Waterhouse,

' Zool. Trans.')

Lower Jaw and Teeth of Galeopithccta Temminckii.

1, under side of the Lower Jaw; 2, side view of the same; 3, the three

foremost teeth on either side of the Upper Jaw ; 4, 5, outer and inner incisors

of the Lower Jaw. (Waterhouse,
' Zool. Trans.)

The second species, 0. Philippinensis, was described by Mr. Water-
bouse as being usually about 20 inches in length, and its skull as

measuring 2 inches 7 lines in length. He observed that this species

may be distinguished from G. Tcmminckii by the proportionately larger
ears and the greater length of the hands. The skull too ho described
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M narrower in proportion to iU length, the muzzle u broader and
more obtuse, and the orbit as mailer. The temporal ridge*, he

observed, generally meet near the occiput, or are wparated by a very
narrow (pace. The anterior incisor of the upper jaw is narrow, and
ha* but one notch; the next incuor on each side ia considerably

larger, longer, and stronger than in (1. Tcatminckii, and differ* more-
over in having it* edge* even : the same remark applies to the first

false molar. In this specie* the incisors and molars form a continuous

eriea, each tooth being in contact with that which precedes and that

which is behind it But Mr. Waterhouse concluded by observing
that the most important difference perhaps which exists between the

two species in question consists in the much larger size of the molar
teeth in the smaller skull, the five posterior molars occupying a space
of tan line* in length, whereas in O. Ttmminctii, a much larger animal,
the aame teeth only occupy nine lines. Several minor points of dis-

tinction existed besides those here mentioned. (' Zool. Proc.,' 1839
;

and see further ' ZooL Trans.,' vol. ii. p. 335.)

Skull of Gtllfopitlierut rhilippinml

a, upper side ; *, under tide.

Lower Jaw and Teeth of HalmpiOinia Philippinentb.

1, under tide of the tower Jaw ; 2, tide view of the name ; S, the three

fiirrmwt treth. Upper Jaw; 4, S, outer and Inner Inriwi* of Lower Jaw.

( WalertuMw, ' Zool. Tram.')

Mr. Watcrhouae remarks that the first two of (ho three

foremost Ucth of the upper jnw, commencing with the cmnllent tooth,

are situated in the intermaxillary bone, and are therefore incisors.

He adds that it is worthy of observation, that the posterior of these
two teeth (on each side) has a double fang.
OALEOP8IS (from yaXij, a weasel, and fyit, sight, aspect, the

mouth of the corolla gaping like that of a weasel), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Labiatce or Lamlacetr. It has the
anthers approaching in pairs, opposite cells bursting by two valves

transversely; the upper lip of the corolla arched, and the lower lip

3-lobed, n nei |iial. wit h two teeth on its upper side
;
a tubular 5-toothed

calyx, with equal teeth, or the two upper ones longest. The nut* are
rounded at the end. The species of this genus are annual divaricately
branched erect herbs, and rarely decumbent at the base. The flowers

are red or cream-coloured, or varied with both these colours. Tliis

genus may be easily recognised by the peculiar formation of its anth r.-.

which differs from any other of the Labiatat.

G. ochrolfuca, the Cream-coloured Hemp-Nettle, has a softly pubes-
cent stem with deflexed hairs, not thickened below the joint*, oblong
or oblong-lanceolate leaves, clothed with soft villi on both sin

The calyx is shaggy and glandular, and the upper lip of the corolla

deeply cut This species is found ia tlie nandy corn-fields of middle:

Europe, and also in England and Wales. The flowers are of a palo-

yellow or cream-colour, and bloom during the months of July ami

August
0. ladanum, the lied Hemp-Nettle, U distinguished by having tl <

iippur lip of the corolla slightly notched. It is a native throughout
Europe, and is found plentifully in the sandy corn-fields of

Britain. The flowers are of a purple colour, variegated with crimson
and white. A variety of this species, with flowers half the usual size,

is the I!, intermedia of Ueicheubacb, and the (1. parviflora of Lan
0. tetraliit, the Common Hemp-Nettle, has a hispid stem, thickened

below the joints, with oblong, ovate, acuminate, serrate leaves. The
calyx has tubular teeth, and a tube nearly equal. The tube of the
corolla is as long as the calyx, and has an ovate upper lip. It is of
a purple colour, and is a native of cultivated ground throughout
Europe and Middle Asia, and is plentiful in Great Britain.

G. rerticolor has the tube of the corolla much longer than the calyx.
The flowers are very large, yellow, and have a broad purple spot on
the lower lip. It is not easily distinguished by description from
G. tetrahit, of which it is regarded as a variety by many botanists.

(Don, Dichlamydtout Plant! ; Babington, J/aHua/c/./irifiA Botany.)
GALERITES. [CoNULus; Kaii.\nu:.|
GALEUS. [SQCALID*.]
GALIA'CE^E, Stellate*, a natural order of Exogenous Plants called

Slellata by Linnaeus, and merged in Cinckonacae by the school of
JuBsieu. It consists of herbaceous usually square-stemmed plants,
with a scabrous surface, verticillate leaves, and monopetalous How nv.
with an inferior didyinous fruit inclosing a couple of seeds containing
an embryo lying in a great quantity of horny albumen. Some yield
a dyeing substance in their roots, as the various species of Ma>loVr,
but the greater part are useless weeds. One of our common British

species of Galium, namely, G. verum, is astringent, and was formerly
used by fanners to curdle milk.

1, Stifrardia arcentit ; 2, n perfect flower, magnified; .1,
a vertical section

of the tame, without the corolla
; 4, a trannvenc section of a ripe fruit.

The species are natives of the northern parts of the northern

hemisphere, where they are very common weeds. The order is related

to C'inchonaccir, Cornaceir, and Ajiiaceir. There arc 8 genera and
320 iperiei. (U.M.IUM; MADDER; Asrr.it'

GALIPE'A, a genus of Plants belonging to tho natural order

, inhabiting the warmer parts of South America. Their leaves
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are often simple, occasionally 3-4-5-leafleted, not divided at the edge,
covered with pellucid or grandular dots. The flowers are small,
white or pink, often fragrant, iu axillary, extra-axillary or terminal

racemes, corymbs, or panicles.
G. cugparia is a tree from 60 to 80 feet high, evergreen, with an

ash-coloured bark and a pale yellow box-like wood. The leaves are

alternate, loug-stalked ; the leaflets 3, sessile, unequal, ovate, lanceo-

late, acute, smooth, entire, bright-green, gratefully fragrant, with
scattered glandular dots. The flowers are in axillary and terminal

recemes, on a peduncle as long as the petioles. The calyx and corolla
are white, with fascicles of hairs seated on glandular bodies on the
outside. The anthers have two short appendages. This species is

said by Humboldt to produce Angostura Bark, but this is denied by
Dr. Hancock, who assigns it to the following species.

G. officinalit is found in the higher lands of the missions of Carowy.
It is well known in the southern and back missions of the Orinoco.
The bark is smooth. The leaves alternate, 3-foliate

; the petiole about
the length of the leaflets, slightly channelled, the leaflets ovate, acute
at the base, acuminate at the apex, smooth, glossy, bright-green,

smelling when bruised and fresh like tobacco; from 6 to 10 inches

long, 2 to 4 inches broad
; some of the leaflets are marked with small

whitish round spots. The panicles are cylindrical, contracted, stalked,

longer than the leaves, with the branches about 3-flowered. The
calyx is campanulate, 5-toothed, hairy. The corolla white, somewhat
curved before expansion ; nearly an inch long, downy on both sides

;

of the 5 petals two larger than the others. There are 5 sterile stamens,
tipped with a pellucid watery gland. The fertile stamens 2 in number,
5 carpels or fewer, becoming villous as they mature

; 2-seeded, with a

strong elastic separable 2-valved endocarp. According to Dr. Han-
cock, this, which he found to yield the true Angostura, or Carowy
Bark, is essentially different from the Cusparia febnfuga of Humboldt.
An excellent account of that bark is given by Dr. Hancock in the
' Transactions of the Medico-Botanical Society.'

"
I am fully con-

vinced," says he,
" from ample experience of the virtues of this bark,

that it is one of the most valuable febrifuges we possess, being
adapted to the worst and most malignant bilious fevers, while the
fevers in which Cinchona is administered are chiefly simple inter-

mittents, for the most part unattended with danger. The natives use
the bruised bark as a means of intoxicating fishes, which affords a

very singular coincidence with what is mentioned by Dr. Saunders,
by the same use being made of Cinchona Bark by the Peruvian Indians.
Malambo Bark is supposed to be furnished by some plant allied to

Galipea.
QA'LIUM (from ydik, 'milk), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Oaliacea or Rubiaceat. The corolla is rotate, 4-parted ;

the fruit dry, not crowned with the calyx, and composed of two
indehiscent 1-seeded mericarps. The species are branched herbs with
variable infloresence.

G. cruciatum, Cro8wort, has elliptic oblong hairy leaves, four in a
whorl ; the flower-stalks lateral, corymbose, bracteated

; terminal
fertile flowers, mostly stamniferous ;

the fruit-stalks deflexed, and the
fruit smooth. It is a native of Europe, and is commonly found in

Great Britain.

G. molluyo, Great Hedge-Bedstraw, or Wild Madder, has about 8

leaves in a whorl, they are lanceolate-obovate or obovate-oblong ;
the

margins rough with prickles pointing forwards ;
the branches of the

panicle many-flowered, the lower ones spreading horizontally; the
fruit glabrous. This species is a native almost throughout Europe
and the Caucasus, and is found in Britain. The flowers are white,
and sometimes yellowish. The roots are creeping, and yield a red

dye like the true Madder, but of a brighter colour
; they also have

tlie property of colouring the bones of animals red that feed upon
them. This plant has been extolled by M. Jourdan, the director of

the hospital at Tain, in Dauphiny, as an effectual cure for epilepsy.
It is however to be feared that the cases he details, which are certainly

very marvellous, will not justify his reliance on this remedy.
G. tinctorium, the Dyer's Bedstraw, has smooth decumbent stems

;

linear-obtuse leaves, scabrous on the margin and keels ; elongated
axillary terminal and many-flowered peduncles. The corolla has
4 obtuse lobes, and the fruit is smooth and glabrous. This species is

a native of North America, in low marshy places, especially in Canada
and Newfoundland

;
it is also found in the Straits of De Fuca. It is

very nearly allied to G. trifidum, but is distinguished by the stems

being smooth and the flowers always 4-parted.
'.. i>aliutre, a native of Great Britain, nearly resembles G. tinctorium

when the leaves are more numerous than usual. It is said that from
the roots of this plant the Indians extract the red dye with which

they colour their feathers and the ornaments of their dress.

G. tcptcntrirmale, the Northern Bedstraw, has erect tetragonal
smooth stems

; oblong lanceolate leaves, 4 in a whorl. The fruit is

beset with hooked bristles
;
the flowers are numerous and of a milk-

white colour. The Cree women use the root of this plant to dye
red. It is a native of North America, about the lakes of Canada and
the United States.

'/. rei-uin. Ladie*' Bedstraw, or Cheese-Rennet, is distinguished by
having its leaves about 8 in a whorl, linear-setaceous with revolute

margin*, channelled above, downy beneath. The flowers iu numerous
small dense panicles of a golden-yellow colour. On loose sandy soils

the flowers are sometimes solitary and the stems much more branched,
but agreeing in other respects with this species. It is a native of

Europe and Siberia, in meadows, woods, and among bushes, and is

found in Britain very commonly in dry soils. The stalks and flowers
of this plant have been used in the cheese counties for the purpose of

curdling milk, and also for colouring it. Mathiolus says it produces an
agreeable flavour, and makes the cheese " eat sweeter." The French
formerly used to prescribe the flowers in hysteria and epilepsy. The
roots afford a rich red dye, superior in colour to madder. It was
grown at one time as a substitute for the true Madder, Rubia Tincto-

rum, but the roots are too small to render its culture profitable.
This plant seems to be the -ya\iov of Dioscorides.

G. aparine, the common Goose-Grass, or Cleavers, has from 6 to 8
leaves in a whorl ; they are linear-lanceolate, with marginal prickles
pointing backwards; axillary 3-flowered peduncles; reflexed granulated
fruit. It is a native throughout the whole of Europe, north of Asia,
and North America, in hedges, fields, and most cultivated places ;

it

is plentiful in Great Britain. This plant, according to Burnett, was
fancifully called by the Greeks Philanthropes, as they attributed the
readiness with which it cleaves to our habiliments to a love of the
human species. A mechanical cause will however fully account for
this tendency. It is thus it has acquired the names of Cleavers,
Catch-Weed, &c., and from being a favourite food or medicine of geese
that of Goose-Grass. Dioscorides relates that this plant was used by
the shepherds of his time as a sieve to strain milk, and Linnaeus tells

us it is still made use of in Sweden for the same purpose. It is the
OTropi'nj of Theophrastus. The expressed juice of this herb taken in
doses of four ounces or a quarter of a pint night and morning, during
several weeks, is said to be a very beneficial remedy in cutaneous
disorders, and is believed by the country people to be a purifier
of the blood and an antiscorbutic. The seeds have a corneous

albumen, and when roasted have been used instead of coffee. We are
not aware that they have been analysed, but it is not improbable that

they contain a principle similar to caffein, and if this be the case they
would form a valuable substitute for coffee. The roots of this

species, like most of the genus, afford a rich red dye, and birds that
feed on them have their bones tinged with the colour. The roots of
G. tubcroium are farinaceous, and in China are cultivated as a dietetic

vegetable. Loureiro says that when boiled they are both wholesome
and nutritious. Don enumerates 164 species of Galium, which are
distributed in every quarter of the world. The common name
Bedstraw given to all the species is from the verb to 'strew,' anciently
written 'straw.' Before the introduction of modern luxuries beds
were made by strewing with various herbs, and doubtless this was
one used for that purpose, and has thence acquired its common name.
These plants are very easily cultivated and propagated ; they will

grow in any common soil, care being paid to the situations in which
they are placed, which should as much resemble their natural positions
as possible ; those brought from marshes and bogs should have a
moist soil, and the natives of warmer climates should be protected
during the winter. None of them however are worth cultivation
unless in botanical gardens.

(Fraas, Synopsis Plant, Flor<v Classical ; Don, Dichlamydeous
Planti; Burnett, Outlines of Botany ; Babington, Manual of British

Botany.)
GALL. [BiLE.]
GALL-BLADDER. [LiVER.]
GALLI'COL^E, a family of Hymenopterous Insects of the section

Pupivora. Distinguishing characters : Posterior wings having but
one nervure ; anterior wings with two branchial cells, a radial cell of
a triangular form ; two or three cubital cells, of which the second

(where there are three) is very small, and third large, and bounded
by the apical margin of the wing ; antenna; of equal thickness from
the base to the apex (or with the latter portion slightly thickened),
and consisting of from 13 to 15 joints. The males with one joint
more to the antennae than the females. Palpi long; the maxillary
usually 4-jointcd, and the labial 3-jointed. Ovipositor lodged in a

groove on the under side of the body.
Latreille enumerates but three genera belonging to this family.

Those which have the antennas filiform, the abdomen much com-

pressed, the radial cell of the wing loug aud narrow, the two brachials

very distinct, and the first two cubitals small, constitute the genus
Jbalia.

The species of the next genus (Fiyitea) have the abdomen thickened
and rounded above, the antennae gradually thickened towards the

apex, but one brachial cell, the radial very distant from the apex of

the wing, and the second cubital wanting.
In the genus Cynips the abdomen is similar to the last, but the

antennae are filiform ; there are three cubital cells to the wing, the

first of which is large ;
the radial is elongated, and there is but one

complete cell at the base of the wing. [GALLS.]
GALLI'N^E, Gallinaceous Birds, the fifth order of the class Aves,

according to Linnaeus, who thus characterises it : Bill (a reaping
sickle,

'

Harpa colligens') convex
;
tho upper mandible arched over the

lower ;
nostrils over arched by a cartilaginous membrane. Feet

formed for running ;
the toes rough below. Body sebaceous, mus-

cular, delicate (purum). Food : grain collected on the earth and
macerated in the crop (ingluvies). Nest artless and placed on the
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(round ; egs numerous ; food pointed out to the young by their

parent. Polygamous. Analogous to the order Pecora in the class

Mammalia. (RA8ORB.1
UAI.UNSI'.tTA. [COCCID*.]
OAI.I.INTI.A. [KAt.i.mjt]
OALLIONELLA, a genus of riant* belonging to the natural order

Diatomiifter, and to Kutiing's family Mdotnna. [MELO8KIRIA.]
GALLS are the result of a morbid action excited in the leaf-buds of

crural species of the genus Qutrctu, or Oak.
The galls of commerce are chiefly those which occur on the Qutrciu

ia/etloria (Ollivier). They vary in sire from that of a pea to that of

nutmeg.
They originate in the puncture of an insect, Cynipt gattatinctoria.

The puncture is effected by the ovipositor of the insect, and an egg
is at the same time deposited. An interruption in the ordinary func-

tions of the tissues of the plant takes place ni the spot where the egg
is inserted ;

the consequence is an excrescence of vegetable matter,

principally tannin, formed round the egg, and furnishes a nidus for

the grub or larva when hatched. When this takes place the grub eats

its way out through the side of the gall; after which the vitality of

the excrescence either decreases or ceases altogether. The surface

has irregular elevations or lines, with the interspaces generally smooth.

The colour is white or yellow in one variety ; green, gray, or black

in another. The white variety, which is the largest, often has a hole

in the substance of the shell by which the larva has escaped. This
kind is the least powerful and least esteemed. The best (rails come

_
from Aleppo and Smyrna, but are often mixed with those from Syria*

and Cyprus. In 100 parts of Aleppo Galls Sir 11. Davy found gallic

acid, 6'2
; tannin, 26

; gum and insoluble tannin, 2'4 ; lime and other

Kilts, 2'4 ; woody fibre, 63. Braconnot also found ellagic acid. Galls

are devoid of smell, but have a disagreeably bitter taste, with a

powerfully astringent action. The whole of their soluble matter is

yielded to forty times their weight of boiling water ; ether dissolves

about half their weight, alcohol considerably more.

They yield a fine black colour with any of the salts of iron, and
are u*ed in the prejwration of writing ink. The quantity imported is

annually about 700 tons. A kind of gall has lately been imported
from China. Dr. Pereira describes it in the ' Pharmaceutical Journal'

under the name of Woo-pei-tre; they are of very irregular shape,
more bulky than the common galls, and hollow, the external shell

being only about ^ of an inch in thickness, very brittle, and of a

brownish-yellow colour. Mr. Doubleday says that the producing
insect in this case is one of the Apli it tribe. They are extremely
astringent, but have not yet been used in dyeing.
The infusion possesses all the valuable properties of the gall, as does

an alcoholic tincture ;
but decoction is an objectionable preparation.

For internal use the infusion is preferable to the powder, which, like

all substances containing much woody fibre, irritates the fitotnac'.i.

Galls may be employed in powder to form an ointment, which with

opium and camphor is of great service in painful haemorrhoids. As
a tonic in intermittent fever, and as an astringent in haemorr-

hagic or other discharges, galls are occasionally employed. But
the most extensive use is made of them in the arts, and as a

chemical teat.

GAMBOGE, GAMBOGIA. [QARCINIA ; HKBRADEKDBOS.]
< ; A 'MM A 1U "S, a genus of Animals belonging to the Amphipodous

Crustaceans, the Crevettes or Chevrettes of the French. It has the

following characters : Antennae inserted in front of the head between
the eyes, moderate, composed of three principal joints and a fourth

which is setaceouH, multiarticulate and terminal ;
the upper antennae

with a small, setaceous, multiarticulate appendage at the internal

extremity of their third joint. The four anterior feet terminated by
a large compressed hand provided with a strong hook or moveable

finger, which applies itself upon the lower edge; the next four feet

terminated by a single joint, or slightly curved nail
;
the lost six

longer, rained on the sides of the body, and with a delicate and straight
terminal joint There are long bifid very moveable filaments on each

aide under the tail, which is terminated by long, ciliated -appendages,
which are extended nearly in the direction of the body, and whieh

constitute a sort of spring, by means of which the animal executes

considerable leaps,
or aids iU swimming by a backward impulse on

the water. Body oblong, very much compressed, arched, divided

into thirteen segment* (including the head) ; each segment furnished

above with a cnisUceotu, delicate, semi-transparent, transverse lamina
or blade, and the first seven also furnished with a lateral cruataoeoua

piece which covers the base of the feet. (Demnarest.)
', I'ulrs, Kabricius and Latmll>< c ''inrr.r J'uler, Linnaeus; ffi/nlllii

Plex, De Geer; fyiiilla .Hurialilii, Mem-It; Gammaru* aijuaticiu,

Leach; Crerette des Uuisseaux, Oeoffroy ), the Fresh-WaterShrimp. This

crustacean, which abounds in springs and rivuleU, always swims near

the bottom on iU side, and its progression is principally performed by
the rapid jerks of the appendages of the tail. The animal is carni-

vorous and feed* principally on dead fishes, and often on the carcasses

of it* own spedm. The male may often be seen swimming 00

with the female, which is much small' r, and which In- liolds between
hi* leg*. She keep* her eggs till they are hatched, and the young for

OHM time seek shelter under her abdomen and the lateral appendages
ofberbody.

There are some marine species ; and Deamaret observes that the

genus bean the strongest analogies to those genera which have been
separated from it, in his opinion on sufficiently slight grounds, UU.I.T
the name* of LettcolMe, Dtnmine, Mclita. M
Orckalia, Ac. The greater part of these, M. Deamaret states, have
not been adopted by the more recent authors on the natural I.

of the Crustaceans; and the only ones which had been gem-rally
admitted when h wrote were Taiitriu and Coropli

S.iy he considers to I.,- founded on sulh'eient character.. M. I. iliville

however, in the fourth volume of Cuvier's '

Itcgne Animal '

(ed.
admits them all.

h-Wniir shrimp (flammartu Fnlff).

a, animal, magnified ; I',
UK- bead and antenna; of the tame, luirlily in

(iammarut (Amphipoda) is noticed by Mr. Wcstwood as one of the

types of each of the great groups of the typical Malacostracoux Crut-

tacea, which have been ascertained to undergo no change of lonn

sufficiently marked to warrant the employment of the term me!

phosis. ('Phil. Trans.,' 1835.) [CoBOPHlUM.]
GAMPSONYX. [FAU-O.MD.K]
GANGA, [TJWHAUNID.*:.]
GANNET. [PEU-..-AMI.I:.]

GA'NODUS, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes from the Oolite of

Stouesfield; 7 specie*. (Kgerton.) Ki-tVrn d '

liy Agassiz.

GANOID, a grand division of Fossil Fishes in the classification of

M. Agassiz. [Kisn.]
OANV.MK'D.V (Cray), a genus of Radiated Animals allied t

'lire and the Atteriada, and which U thus characterised :

Body hemispherical, depressed, thin, chalky, hollow. The back

rounded, rather depressed, flattened behind, with a rather sunk quad-
rangular central space. The sides covered with sunken angular
cavities, with a small round rim,', having an oblong transverse sub-

central hole in their base. Underside small, rather concave, with live

slight sloping elevations from the angles of the mouth to the

of the rather pentagonal margin. The cdce simpl". The mouth
central. Vent none. Cavity simple. Porictcs thin and minutely
dotted; centre of the dorsal disc pellucid.
The genus, in Dr. Gray's opinion, is very nearly allied to (ioldfuss's

Glcnotremila paradoxu* (' Petrifoct' tab. 49, f. It, and t. 51, f. 1

Dr. Gray points out the differences, and is induced to co:

two genera as forming a family or order between the Eeliin'nl > and
Asleriadrf ; allied to the latter in having only

a single opening to the

digestive canal, and agreeing with the former in shape and consistence,
but differing from it in not being composed of many plates.

Dr. Gray only knew of two specimens of Ganymeda, which he

believes were found on the coast of Kent, as he discovered them
mixed with a quantity of Dami* ' /'"'///". whi. h he collected several

years ago from fuci and shells on that coast Size of specimens one-

eight of an inch in diameter, (lanymcdapulcttella (Gray) is the name
of the species. ("/.,.}. Proa,' l^M.)
OAK-FISH, GAR-PIKE. [|'.M..M ;; Esox.]
GARCI'NIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

(tuitifrnr, named in honour of Dr. Garcin, who travelled in th-

Indies. It formerly consisted of few species, but no less than 21 are

enumerated by Dr. Wallich, 10 of which ho considers new. These
are distributed over the islands of the Indian Archipelago, in the

southern parts of China, in the Indian and Malayan peninsulas, in

Asam and Silhet, with one species (G. Cowa) extending as far north

as Monghir on the Ganges. They are all trees of consider;.!.

with opposite coriaceous shining oval leaves; numerous flowerx, which
are monoecious or dioecious; in the male, stamens numerous, in

on a large fleshy 4-lobed receptacle, anthers bursting longitudinally ;

iu the female, stamens numerous but imperfect, ovary 4-1". riled,
ovules solitary. The fruit fleshy and juicy, crowned with the ]>eltatc

stigma, is edible in many of the sj><

G. Miinyotta.no, is the most remarkable species, being the far-faun d

Mangosteon (Maugees, Marsden) of the Malays, reckoned one of thu

most delicious of all fruits, and not alone of the countries where it is

indigenous, but, as Marsden says,
"

is the pride of the Malay I.-landx,

.Mid perhaps the most delicate fruit in the world." It is a native of

the Malayan Peninsula and of the islands to the eastward of the Bay
of llcngal, forming trees of oomtderabla fiM, with a straight trunk

and numerous spreading opposite liram-hrs forming mi elegant e.mieal

head. The tree is considered one of the most oruam, nial in I

for gardens, also as affording an agreeable shade, Boutins com,

their appearance to that of citron-trees. It is in flower and fruit a
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great part of the year, according to Roxburgh, but Marsden says" the returns of its seasons are very irregular." So wedded is it to
its indigenous soil and climate, that the innumerable attempts made
to cultivate it elsewhere have uniformly failed. Dr. Roxburgh says," For these 35 years past I have laboured in vain to make it grow and
be fruitful 'on the continent of India. The plant has uniformly
become sickly when removed to the north or west of the Bay of

Bengal, and rarely rises beyond the height of two or three feet before it

perishes." The male and female flowers are sometimes on the same,
but usually on separate trees. The germ is superior, round, from 6-

to 8-ceJled, with one ovule in each, attached to the middle of the
axis. The ripe berry is spherical, of the size of a pretty large apple,
having the surface even, and crowned with the permanent peltate 6-

to 8-lobed stigma. The rind is thick, firm, though somewhat spongy,
of a dull-crimson colour, sometimes compared to that of the pome-
granate. Seeds as far as 8 in number inclosed in a very abundant
soft fleshy envelope which is delicately white, forming the edible part
of the fruit, described as delicious to the taste and as dissolving away
in the mouth. It is also extremely innocent in its nature, as almost

any quantity of it may be eaten without detriment, and persons sick
of almost any disease are allowed to partake freely of it without incon-
venience. The fruit before ripening is slightly acid. The rind is

powerfully astringent, and its decoction is employed in dysentery and
as a gargle in aphtha? of the mouth. The bark of the trunk and
branches is also considered astringent, and said to be employed by
the Chinese in dyeing.

(!. cornea, has oblong elliptic leaves, solitary and umbellate flowers,
lateral, terminal, and

drooping ; the stigma entire ; the berry the size

of a plumb. It is a native of the East Indies in the high remote
mountains of Amboyna. The trunk of this tree is very lofty, but
not very thick, it is covered with a black bark. The branches extend
wide, and divide into many short branches, which have a pair of leaves
at each joint, these are large, from 11 to 15 inches long and 4 inches

broad, but on old trees shorter, smooth, firm, and shining. The
flower rises between the upper leaves, drooping, having the form of a
small rose, of a yellow colour. The fruit is crowned by the entire

stigma, which appears like a wart. It is of a dusky-brown or smoky
colour on the outside, and within it has a mucous pulp, in which lie

a few seeds in the shape of a half-moon. It has a resinous smell
when fresh. The wood is heavy, and very hard like horn

;
it is used

for the handles of tools, and the young ones in building, the old ones

being too hard to work.
G. Cambogia has elliptic leaves tapering to both ends, terminal

solitary flowers, yellowish corollas, an 8-lobed stigma, the berry 8-

furrowed. It is a native of Malabar and other parts of the East Indies.

It is a tall tree with a trunk as thick as two men can compass, with

spreading opposite branches. The leaves are 5 inches long and half

that in breadth. The fruit is about 2 inches in diameter, drooping on

peduncles, 1 inch in length ;
the rind is thin, smooth, and yellowish,

the pulp is yellow, succulent, sweet, and eatable. It is very common
about Siam and Cambodia, where incisions are made in the bark, and
a quantity of gum-resin, called Gamboge, flows out, and is exported
to foreign countries.

It is called by the natives of Travancore Gharka Pulli, and
is therefore inferred to be Caeca Pulli of old writers. In Ceylon
the fruit is called Goraka, and much used by the natives in their

curries ; when ripe it is said to form a fine fruit as large as the Man-

gosteeti. Mrs. Colonel Walker, in her letters to Dr. Graham, describes

the outer husk of the fruit as being prepared by the natives by taking
out the pulp and seeds, bruising and then heaping it up until the

whole is soft. It is then smoked and kept within the influence of

smoke, being much used as a favourite ingredient in their curries and
also for preserving, along with salt, a small kind of fish, which thus
cured will keep for six or seven months.

The name Cambogia is derived from the province Camboja, or

Cambodge, whence it comes.
G. Cambogia, G. Cowa, G. lancecefolia, G.Kydia, G. peduncidata, and G.

paniculata,tA\ yield a kind of edible fruit, but of these the last is most
like the Mangosteen. From incisions madein the branches a yellow juice
exudes, and soon concretes, having a close resemblance to, and in fact

forming an inferior kind of gamboge ; whence it has been inferred
that the commercial gamboge is yielded by the species. Later

investigations have proved the incorrectness of the opinion, and the
true gamboge-tree of Ceylon has been determined to belong to a new
genus named llebradendran. [HEBRADENDRON.] G. Zeylona, G. comea,
and <!. pictoria (the last also supposed to be a species of Htbradendron),
all yield an inferior kind of gamboge.
GARDK'NIA (named after Dr. Alexander Garden of Cbarlestown,

South Carolina, a correspondent of Linna?us), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Cinchonaccce. It has the calyx usually
ribbed, with a tubular truncate limb divided into several lobes or
teeth ; the corolla funnel-shaped, or approaching salver-shaped, with
a tube much larger than the calyx, and a contorted spreading
5-9-parted limb; the anthers 5-9, linear, sessile in the throat; the

stigma clavate, bifid, or 2-toothed, with thick erect lobes; the dissepi-
ment* of the ovary 2-5, incompletely dividing it into cells; the berry
fleshy, crowned with the calyx, with a papery or bony lining,

incompletely 2-5-celled
;
the seeds immersed in fleshy parietal placenta;.

The species are armed or unarmed trees or shrubs, with axillary or
terminal, usually solitary, white and fragrant flowers.

Q. campanulata is a shrubby plant with short branches, spiny at
the opex, the spines solitary; the leaves lanceolate, smooth, acumi-
nated at both ends ; the flowers on short pedicels in terminal and
lateral fascicles ; the limb of the calyx campauulate, with a short
acutely 5-toothed border; the corolla sub-campanulate, 6-lobed; the
berry, roundish, ovate. This plant is a shrub 5 to 10 feet in height,
and is a native of the East Indies, in the forests of Chittagong. The
berry, is about the size of a golden pippin apple, and is employed by
the natives of India as a cathartic and anthelmintic.

G. arborea is an unarmed tree with ovate-oblong leaves, terminal,
almost sessile flowers, usually arranged in threes

;
the corolla with a

filiform tube and a 5-parted limb
; the berry drupaceous, smooth,

containing a 4-5-valved shell. It is a native of the East Indies. The
fruit is eaten by the natives of India. It is one of the most beautiful

species of the genus, and deserves a place in every collection.
There are about 50 species of Gardenia, which all bear elegant

sweet-scented flowers. They thrive best in a mixture of loam, peat,
and sand. Under the name of Cape Jasmines, double-flowered
varieties of G. florida and G. radicans are extensively cultivated.
Their flowers are very fragrant, and the best way of getting them
to bloom freely is to set them in a close frame with a gentle bottom
heat in the spring. In the winter they may be placed iu the green-
house. They may be increased by cuttings.

(Lindley, Flora Medica ; Don, Dichlamydeous Plants.)
GARLIC. [ALLIUM.]
GARLIC-PEAR. [CHAT.EVA.]
GARNET, a well-known precious stone, of which there arc many

varieties. Some of them are probably distinct species ; but agreeing
in form, and some other properties, they are classed together. This
mineral occurs crystallised, massive, and granular. The primary
form is a cube, but it occurs in the form of a rhombic dodecahedron.
The colour is various, and accordingly, as will be seen below, it has
received different names. It is transparent, translucent, rarely
opaque. Lustre vitreous, resinous. Specific gravity, 3'6 to 4'2.

Hardness, 6'5 to 7'5. Cleavage parallel to the planes of the rhombic
dodecahedron ; fracture uneven.

This mineral occurs in the mountainous parts of most countries.
The massive varieties are amorphous, structure granular, compact.

The crystalline varieties, according generally to their colour, have
received various names. Precious Garnet, Almandinc ; black,
Melanite, Pyreneite; greenish-yellow, Gi-ossularia ; yellow, crystal-
lised, Topazolite; granular, Succinite; brownish-yellow, granular,
Colophonite; greenish,.compact, Allochroite ; red, Pyrope, Carbuncle;
reddish-brown, Essonite, Cinnamon-Stone, Romanzovite ; ma<*nesiau

Rothoffite.

The following are the analyses of the Almandine, by the authors
named, and from the places mentioned :

Bohemia.

Silica . . . 3375
Alumina . . 27'25
Oxide of Iron . . 36
Oxide of Manganese 0'25

Lime .

New York.

42-51

19-15

33-57

5-49

1-07

97-25 Klaproth 101'79 Wachtmeister.

It appears that the essential ingredients of the Garnet are silica,

alumina, and oxide of iron ; these are frequently partially replaced
by oxide of manganese, lime, and magnesia.

Garnet occurs abundantly in mica-slate, hornblende slate, and gneiss,
and less frequently in granite and granular limestone. It is found
sometimes in serpentine and lava.

The best precious Garnets are from Ceylon and Greenland.
Groisularite occurs in the Wilin River, Siberia, and at Tellemarken in

Norway ; green Garnets are found at Swartzenburg, Saxony ; Melanite
in the Vesuvian Lavas

; Ouvarovite at Bissersk iu Russia
; Topazolite

at Mussa, Piedmont ; Aplome in Siberia on the Lena, and at Swartzen-

burg. Garnets also occur in several parts of the United States.

The Garnet is the Carbunculus of the Romans. The Alabandic
Carbuncles of Pliny were so-called because they were cut and polished
at Alabanda. Hence the name Almandine.
The clear deep red Garnets make a rich gem, and are much used

for ornament. Those obtained from Pegu are most vulufed. They
are cut quite thin on account of their deep colour. Cinnamon-Stone
is also used for the same purposes. Garnet when powdered is used
for the same purposes as emery.

(Dana, Mineralogy.)
GARROT. [DUCKS.]
GARRULUS. [Convict]
GARRYA, the only genus and type of the natural order of Incom-

plete Plants, Gairyacece. It was named by Mr. Douglas in compliment
to Nicholas Garry, Esq., secretary to the Hudsou's Bay Company.
The flowers of this genus are unisexual, the staminiforous and

pistiliferous flowers being upon distinct plants. The stiuniniferous

flowers are in pendulous catkin-like racemes, within connate bractetc.

They have a 4-leaved calyx and 4 stamens. The pistiliferous flowers
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are in pendulous racemes like the others, but with a 2-toothed calyx,
connate with the ovary, which ia 1 -celled. They hare two setaceous

Rtvlms two pendulous ovules, with fiiniculi as long as themselres.
The fruit is a berried pericarp, not opening, and containing two seeds.

The embryo is very minute in the base of a great mass of fleshy pulp.
The leaves are simple, opposite, exstipulate, evergreen, serrated or
entire. The species are shrubs, natives of California and Mexico.

Only two species of this genus have been introduced into Great
Britain ; they are very ornamental and grow best in a loamy soil, and

may be propagated by layer*.
'/'. cUiptica, the Elliptic-Leaved Garrya, has, when young, soft

pubescent purplish branches ; when older, they become smooth and

grayish. The leaves are dark-green, shining above, hoary beneath,
with simple twisted, interwoven hairs. The flowers are of a greenish
or

yellowish-white,
and are in bloom from November to February.

Only the stamen-bearing plant is in this country. During the season
of blossoming this shrub presents a striking and beautiful appear-
ance, with ita delicate pendulous catkins, which are from eight inches
to a foot in length. It is easily cultivated in our gardens, and is us

hardy as the common laurustinua.

G. taurifolia has elliptic oblong leaves either entire or very minutely
dentate. Both the staminiferous and pistiliferous flowers are solitary,
sessile, and opposite, having one in every bract This species, like

the former, is an evergreen shrub or low tree, and grows on the
mountains of Mexico. According to Loudon there is but one speci-
men of this very beautiful and desirable shrub preserved in the

garden of the Horticultural Society. It was brought over in the

year 1839. There are some other species of f/arrya recognised by
various botanists: G. Lindleyi, considered by Mr. Bentham as a

variety of G. laurifoiia ; G. macropkylla, G. oblonga, and G. ovata are
described in Bentbam's ' Plantae Hartwegianae

'

from specimens col-

lected by Mr. Hartweg in different parts of Mexico.

(Loudon, Encyclopedia, of Tree* and Shrubs.)
GARRYACE.*, Garryadt, a small natural order of Plants related

to Juylandacca, Caprifoliacea;, and Ifeluintfiaceir. The species are
shrubs with opposite leaves without stipules. The flowers are arranged
in pendulous amentaceous racemes within connate bracts. The
wood is without distinct concentric zones or dotted ducts. The
flowers are unisexual and amentaceous. There are four stamens
alternate with the four sepals, not elastic. The pericarp is berried,
indi'hiscent, 2-seeded

;
the embryo very minute, in the base of a fleshy

albumen. The two genera of this family are Garrya and Padgmia.
They are found in North America iu temperate latitudes, or in the
West Indies. They have the appearance and habit of viburnums or

dogwoods.
GARVIE, a local name for the Sprat. [CLUPEID.E.]
GASTEROMYCE'TES, a sub-order or cohort of Plants belonging

to the natural order Fungi. [Fusoi.] It is distinguished from the

higher forms of Fungi [HTMENOXYCBTES] by the reproductive organs
being included in a case of some kind or another.
The first tribe of the Gatteromycetei is Anyiogcutret. Of this tribe

there are four sub-tribes or sections. The first, Phalloidei, has a dis-

tinct receptacle at length bursting through the excipulum. Of this
section the genus Phallui is the type. [PHALLUS.]
The second section is Tuberacea;. [TUBERACK.K.]
The third section, Nvlulariacea, has a receptacle filled with free or

elastically pedicellate sporangia. The type of this section is Nidularia,
or Bird's-Nest Peziza. There are three species of this genus found in
Great Britain. [NIUITI.AKIACK.*:.]
The fourth section, Carpoholi, have a solitary sporangium protruding

from the receptacle. The genera belonging to it are Carpoboliu,
Spkarobotta, Tktlebolut, Pilobolut, Atractoboltu.
A species of the last named, A. ubiquitaritu, is found on wood,

tone*, and other things, after rain, appearing like scattered meal
The Rev. M. 3. Berkeley lays however that he is convinced that it is

of insect origin. Spkaroboliu iiellaltu is found on rotten wood and
sticks, in the autumn. In its early state it is covered by a fine woolly
or cottony web, which is very fugacious. When the young plants
have pushed through this web, they have the appearance of mustard-
seed*. Each plant consists of an outer and an inner membrane. At
the time of the opening of the outer membrane, the inner one, which
is then concave, and with its mouth uppermost, projects the ball of

sporules which it contains, like a bomb from a mortar, to a distance
of several inches. The cracking noise occasioned by this phenomenon
in so great as to be distinctly audible at some distance. " This is

unquestionably," says Dr. Orcville,
" the most wori.I.-rfiilly constructed

plant which it has fallen to my lot to describe. That so great a degree
of force should exist in a body not larger than a pin's had, and that
force exerted in defiance of considerable resistance, seems to surpass
the

power
of anything to account for it satisfactorily."

The tribe Pyrrnomycttu is frequently regarded as a sub-order or
cohort. [Penal.] It consists of genera having more or less the
characters of Sphtrria. [SHI-KIIIA.] Mot of the species are foun.l on
the decaying leaves of other plants, and vary with the species of the
plant on which they grow. The genera in wttoh the greatest number
of species have been described by British botanists are Cy1i*pora,
Pkoma, Dothidea, AHerona, Rhytitma, Pkatidivm, IfyHtrwm, and

The third tribe is Trichotpermi [TRICHOSPKRMI] ;
the fourth, Tricho-

dermarti.
[TRiciionERMACE.E.]

The fifth tribe, Peritporiacei, has a peridium scarcely distinct from
the nucleus, and the sporidia immersed in pulp, free or included in

pcridiola. The genera in this tribe are not numerous. Kacotlivm,
the Mouse-Skin Bynus, is placed here by some authors ; by Fries in

Byuacta. [BrasACE.e.]
The most extensive genus is Erytiphe, the species of which pi

.

various forms of mildew. It has a fleshy peridiutn opening at the

collapsing apex, sub-gelatinous within ; the sporidia included in nu
or more peridiola, often including sporidiola; the thallus floccose,

effused, free.

. pannom, the Rose-Mildew, is found on the leaves of the various

species of rose. It is easily known by its shining clothy aspect, \\ 1 ii.-l.

is very different from the rest of the genus. On this account it is

referred by Fries to Eurotium.

E. communu is an extremely common fungus, and is found on
various kinds of herbaceous plants. It is not improbable that tin-

various forms of Eryriph.'., which have been described according to the

species of plant ou which they grow, have a common origin. The
same may be said of the forms of Uredo, jBciditun, and Puecinia.

[MILDEW ; UREDO]
The sub-order Hyphomycetci of Berkeley and others includes many

of the genera that are referred by Fries to the fourth order, Conimaii-
cetet. The first tribe, CephcUotrichti, includes the genera Itaria,
A nthina, and Ceratinm. The species of the first two are not numerous
or common. Ceratium hydnoidti is not uncommon on rotten wood.
The tribes Afucori, Dematici, and Muccdines consist of various genera

of plants forming moulds, mildews, blights, brands, Ac. [MILDEW ;

Moi: I.IUXKSS
; SroRENDONEMA.] Some of the species placed in these

tribes by Berkeley are described under P.VSSACK.V:.

The tribe Sepidoniti includes the genera tiepidonium, Epoclinum,
Piilonia, and Futifparium. They have all a floccose mycelium, with-
out any distinct sporidiferous filament*; and the sporidia, heaped
together, lying upon and in general springing from the matrix. The
species of Futitporium are found in decaying fruits and vegetables.
[Fusoi ; ENTOPHVTA.]
The last sub-order, Coniomycetet, embrnp.es those Fungi whose spo-

ridia are produced beneath the epidermis of plants, and which in nuny
instances appear to bo rather diseases of the tissue than independent
existences. The first sub-section or tribe is Tubercularini. [Trm:u-
ITI.AKIXI.J The second tribe, Stilbotporei, consists of sporidia glued
together into a nucleus, without any covering, under the cuticle of

plants, at length bursting forth together with the gelatine or free.

The genera of this tribe are Ncmaipora, Septoria, Stilbotpora, Didyma-
tporium, and Melancoriutn.
The third tribe, Sporidetmiei, have their sporidia chained together

into flocci. The genera are Aregma, Torula, and Spttoccca.
The fourth tribe, Hgpodermii, includes those species of Funyi which

are found underneath the cuticle of living plants. They are said l.y
Fries to have " no proper vegetation, their sporidia arising from an

anamorphosis of the cells of living vegetables." To this definition

Berkeley objects, and regards the species as distinct plants. The
principal genera are Puecinia, +citlium, and Uredo. [^CIDIUJI ;

UREDO.]
GASTERO'PODA, the third class of Mollusks, according to the

system of Cuvier, who remarks that it is very numerous, and that an
idea may be formed of it from the Slugs and Shell-Snails. Before we
proceed to the sections, or rather orders, into which Cuvier has sub-
divided this extensive congregation, it will be necessary to put the
reader in possession of his views of the conformation necessary to

bring a molluscous animal within the class of Gasteropods.
These molluska generally creep upon a fleshy disc placed under the

belly ; but which sometimes takes the form of a furrow or that of a
vertical plate. The back is furnished with a mantle, which is more
or less extensive, presents diversities of form, and, in the greatest
number of genera, produces a shell. The head, placed in front, shown
itself more or less, according to its greater or less retirement under
the mantle, and is furnished with small tentacles, which are above
the mouth, and never surround it. Their number ranges from two
to six, and they are sometimes altogether wanting. Their proper
use is only for touching, and, at the most, for smelling. The eyes are

very small, sometimes adhering to the head ; sometimes at the base,
or at the side, or at the point of the tentacle ; and sometimes these

organs are altogether wanting. The position, the structure, ami UK:
nature of the respiratory organs vary, and afford grounds for dividing
the animals into many families; but they never have any olh. T than
a single aortic heart, that is to say, placed between the pulmonary v. in

ami the aorta. The site of the apertures by which the organs of

generation come out aud that of the vent vary ; but they are nearly
always ou the rii;ht side of the body.
Many of the Gasteropods are absolutely naked ; others have only a

concealed shell; but the greater number carry a shell, which is

capable of receiving and sheltering them.
These shells are produced in the thickness of tin- mantle

;
some of

them are symmetrical, consisting of more pieces than one
;
others are

symmetrical, but formed of a single piece ;
and there ore also some

non-symmetrical, which in species where they are very concave, and
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where they grow a long time, necessarily produce an oblique spire.

If the reader will imagine an oblique cone in which other cones are

euccessively placed, always larger in a certain direction than in the

others, it will follow that the whole rolls itself upon the side which ia

least. The part on which the cone is rolled is called the Columella,
or Pillar : this is sometimes solid, and sometimes hollow. When it is

hollow, the open end of it is named the Umbilicus. The whorls of

the shell may remain nearly on the same plane, or may extend
towards the base of the columella. In the last case, the preceding
whorls are raised one above the other, and form what is called the

Spire, which is pointed in proportion to the more rapid descent and
small enlargement of the whorls. Those shells with an elongated or

projecting spire are termed Turbinated Shells. When, on the con-

trary, the whorls remain nearly on the same plane, and are not

enveloped one within another, the spire is flat or even concave.

These are called Discoid Shells. When the upper part of each whorl

envelops the preceding ones, the spire is said to be concealed. That

part of the shell from which the animal comes forth is termed the

Aperture. When the whorls remain nearly on the same plane, the

animal, when it creeps, carries its shell disposed vertically, the

columella lying across the posterior part of the back
;
and its head

passes under the border of the aperture opposed to the columella.

When the spire is elongated it is directed obliquely to the right in

almost all the species : a small number only have it directed to the

left when they creep ; these shells are called Reversed or Left-Handed
Shells. The heart is always on the side opposite to that where the

spire is directed. It is therefore ordinarily on the left side
;

in the

reversed or left-handed shells it is on the right. The contrary of this

disposition holds good with regard to the organs of generation.
The organs of respiration, which are always situated in the last

whorl of the shell, receive the ambient element under its edge, some-
times by means of the mantle being entirely detached from the body
along the whole length of this edge, sometimes in consequence of its

being merely pierced by a hole. The border of the mantle is some-

times prolonged into a canal, so that the animal can advance to seek

the surrounding fluid without exposing either its head or foot beyond
the shell. For this purpose the shell, in such cases, has also on its

edge, near to that end of the columella (the base) which is opposed to

that whereto the spire tends (the apex), a notch or a canal for the

lodgment of that of the mantle. The canal is consequently on the

left in the ordinary species, and on the right in the reversed shells.

The animal being very flexible is able to vary the direction of its

shell, and most frequently when there is a notch or a canal it is

directed forwards ; the spire is thus behind, the columella on the left,

and the opposite border, or external lip, as it is termed by some cou-

chologists, on the right. A directly contrary disposition is manifested

in the Reversed Shells, and these, in consequence of this contrary

disposition, turn towards the left instead of turning towards the right,
as in the normal structure. It follows as a consequence that the

aperture of the shell, which is formed principally by the last whorl, is

more or less large in proportion to the other whorls, accordingly as

the head or foot of the animal, which is to be constantly protruded
therefrom and retracted thereunto, is more or less voluminous com
pared with the mass of the viscera which remain fixed within the

shell The aperture is moreover wider or narrower in proportion as

the same parts are more or less thick. There are shells whose aper-
ture is narrow and long ;

the foot, in such cases, is delicate, and
doubles together for the purpose of re-admission. The greater
number of aquatic Gasteropoda with a spiral shell have an Operculum,
or separate piece, which is sometimes horny, sometimes calcareous,
attached on the posterior part of the foot, and which shuts the shell

when the animal has re-entered it and is entirely retracted within.

Cuvier, in continuation, remarks that there are Gasteropods with the

sexes separate, and others which are hermaphrodites : of these lasl

some have the power of reproduction without the aid of a seconc

iudividual, while the others require a reciprocal copulation for the
continuation of the species. He adds that the organs of digestion

present as many differences as those of respiration, and he divides the

class into the following orders :

1. Les Pulmoues, Pulmonifera (Pulmobranchiuta of De Blainville).

This order is distinguished from the Mollusks inasmuch as they
re^i'ire the elastic atmospheric air by means of a hole opened under
the border of their mantle, and which they dilate or contract at their

pleasure. They have consequently no branchiae, or gills, but only a

net-work of pulmonary vessels, which creep around the walls am
principally upon the plafond of their respiratory cavity. Some are

terrestrial, others aquatic ;
but these last are obliged to come to the

surface of the water from time to time, in order to open the orifice o,

tlioir pectoral cavity for the purpose of respiration.
The Terrestrial Pulmouiferous Mollusks have all four tentacles

two or three only, of very small dimensions, have not permitted the

observer to see the lower pair. They are divided into those which
are naked, and those which are protected by a shell. They are al"

hermaphrodites.
Tlirme which have no apparent shell formed the great genus Limax

of Linnaeus ; and of these every one may find examples in the common
Slugs. [I.IMAX.j

ParmaceUa and Testacella lead the way to those which have a com-

_>lete and apparent shell, the borders of whose aperture, in the

majority of instances, are reflected into a little roll (bourrelet) when
he animal is adult. These were placed by Linnaeus under his great

genus Helix. The shell varies much in form
; being for instance sub-

;lobular or subdiscoid, as in many of the shell-snails ;
or elongated

and pyramidal, as in liulinia, &c. [HELICID.E.]
The Aquatic Pulmoniferous Mollusks have only two tentacula, and

always come to the surface to breathe
; they do not therefore inhabit

deep waters, but live for the most part in the fresh waters or salt lakes,
or at least near the sides and mouths of rivers.

Cuvier goes on to give Onchidium, Buchanan (Peronia of De Blaiu-

ille) [NCDIBRANCHIATA], as an example of the Aquatic Pulmouiferous
dollusks without shells.

Those with shells, which are sometimes discoid, as iu Planorlis, or

elongated and pyramidal, aa in I*imncea, &c., he illustrates by the

genera Phyaa, Scarabceui, Auricula,, and Conovulus.

2. Nudibranchiata (Polybranchiata Tritonia, &c., of De Blainville).

The Mollusks composing this order have no shell nor any pulmonary
cavity ; but their branchiae are naked, and placed upon some part of

the back. They are all hermaphrodites and marine. They often

swim reversed, with the foot concave like a boat, at the surface, aiding
their progression with their mantle and tentacles as with oars.

3. Inferobranchiata.

This order presents nearly the same form and organisation as the
Doridei and Tritonia : but their branchiae, instead of being placed
upon their backs, are arranged in two loug rows of leaflet-like append-
ages on each side of the body under the projecting border of the

mantle. Phyllidia and Dlphyllidiu,, Cuvier, belong to the Infero-
branchiata,

4. Tectibranchiata(MonopleurobranchiataolDe Blainville).

This order has the branchiae attached either along the right side or

upon the back, in the form of leaflets, which are more or less divided,
but not symmetrical The mantle covers the branchifo more or less,

and almost always contains in its thickness a small shell. The Tecti-

branchiata approach the Pectinibranchiata in the form of the organs
of respiration, and live like them in the sea

;
but the Tectibranchiata

are all hermaphrodites, like the Nudibranchiata and Pulmonifera.
The genera Plewobrtmchus, Cuv., Pleurobranchcea, Meckel, Pleuro-

branchidium, De Blainville ; Aplysia, Linn. ; Dolabdla, Lam. ;

Notarchue, Cuv.
; Burtatella, Blaiuv. ; Atera, Mull. ; Bullcea, Lam. ;

part of Sulla, Linn.
; Gasteroptera, Meek.

; Umbrella, Lam. ;
Gastro-

plex, Blainv.
; belong to this order. [BUBSATELLA; BULLID^E;

TECTIBRANCHIATA ; PATELLID.S.]

5. Heteropoda, Lam. (Nectopoda, Blainv.).

Distinguished from all the others, inasmuch as their foot, instead
of forming a horizontal disc, is compressed into a muscular vertical

plate, which serves them as a fin, aud at the edge of which, in many
species, a dilatation, in form of a hollow cone, represents the disc of
the other orders. Their branchiae, formed of feathery lobes, are

situated on the posterior part and left side of the back, directed
forwards

;
and immediately behind them are the heart and a liver of

no great size, with a part of the viscera and the internal organs of

generation. Their body, lined with a muscular coat, is elongated,

terminating most frequently by a compressed tail. Their mouth is

formed by a muscular mass, and is furnished with a tongue beset with
small hooks. The oesophagus is very long, the stomach delicate iu

texture, and two tubes at the right side of the packet of viscera give
exit to the excrements and to the ova or to the prolific fluid. They
generally swim with the back downwards and the foot above, and

they can swell out then- bodies by filling them with water by means
which are not as yet well understood.

To this description Cuvier adds, that the method of swimming
above described having induced Pe'ron to believe that the natatory

plate was on the back, and the heart and branchiae under the belly,
has given rise to many errors as to the proper place of these animals.

Cuvier adds, that the examination of their nervous system led him to

the opinion expressed in his memoir on the Mollusca, that they were

analogous to the Gasteropods. A more complete dissection, he observes,
made since, and that given by Poli, in his third volume, have com-

pletely confirmed this conjecture, and he states that the fact is that

the Heteropoda differ but little from the Tectibranchiata. M. Laurillard

believes that the sexes are always separate. Cuvier also remarks, that

M. De Blainville makes of his (Cuvier s) Heteropoda a family which he

names Nectopoda, and unites them with another family which he

names Pteropoda, and which comprehends none of Cuvier's Pteropoda,

except Limacina. To this, Cuvier observes, M. de Blaiuville refers

Aryonauta, upon what conjecture Cuvier knows not.

Forskal places all the Heteropoda of Cuvier under his genus
Pterotrachea. [CAHINAHIA; ATLANTIA; HETEROPODA.]

6. Pectinibranchiata (Paracephalophora Dioica, Blainv.).

This order is by far the most numerous division of the Gasteropods,
for it embaces nearly all those which have spiral univalve shells, and

miiny of those whose shells are simply conical. Their branchiae,
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composed of numerous leaflet* or fringe* (lanicres) ranged in |rallcl
order like the teeth of a comb (whence their name), are attached ujxra

one, two, or three line*, according to the genus, to the plafond of the

pulmonary cavity, which occupies the Ust whorl of the shell, and
Iiich forma a large opening between the border of the mantle and

the body. Two genera only (Cydotloma and l/cliria) have, in the

place of branchue, a vascular net covering the plafond of a cavity
i-iniilar in other respect* : theae are the only genera which breathe air ;

all the other* renpire water.

All the Ptctinitranckiala have two teuUcula, and two eyes some-

time* carried on their proper peduncles, a mouth in form of a

proboscu, which it more or lee* elongated, and the *exe* separate.
The iutroiniMive organ of the male, which is attached to the aide of

the neck, cannot ordinarily be retracted into the body, but is reflected

in the branchial cavity, and is sometimes very large, as may be see*
in the figure of B*cci*M undalum [ENTOMOSTOMATA ; BuccTM'Mj,
which will give a general idea of the form of a marine Pectinibranchiato

Testaceous MoUosk with a tnrbinated shell Paludina, indeed, can

cause this organ to re-enter the body by an orifice pierced at its right
tentacle. The rectum and oviduct of the female creep also along the

right ride of the branchial cavity, and between them and the branchitc

it a particular organ composed of cellule* containing a very viscous

liquor, serving to form a common envelopment or case, which include*

the egg*, and which the animal deposits with them. Several of these

deposited ovaries present very complicated and singular forma, and

jiiay be often found on the sea-beach.

The tongue of the Ptctinibranchiata is armed with small hooks, and
files down the hardest bodies by alow and repeated friction.

The greatest difference among these animals consists in the presence
or absence of the canal formed by a prolongation of the border of the

pulmonary cavity of the left Bide, and which passes by means of a
similar canal, or by a notch in the shell, so aa to enable the animal to

respire without leaving the shelter of its shell. Some of the genera
again are without an operculum ; and the species also exhibit differ-

ence* in the filament*, fringes, and other ornaments exhibited on their

head, their foot, or their mantle. These mollusks are arranged under

many families, according to the form of their shells, which, generally

speaking, present a sufficiently constant relation to the form of the
animal. But the student should remember that this is not a rule
without exception, as Dr. Gray has pointed out in his interesting

paper in the '

Philosophical Transactions.'

In this work the reader will find the numerous genera the leading
one* at l-at of this moot extensive order, principally under the
titles of the different families into which they have been separated by
coolagista, and sometimes under their generic appellations.

7. Tubuliliranc/iiata.

Cuvier consider* that this order should be detached from the

Peciinibranchiata, to which they nevertheless bear great resemblance,
because their shell (which is in the form of a tube more or less

irregular, the commencement of which only is turbinated or spiral) is

fixed to different foreign bodies ; they have in consequence no true

copulative organs, and fecundate themselves. Vtrmettu, Alayilut, and
.S//.,uura (all marine) belong to this order.

8. Scutibrancitiato. (Paracepftalophora Jlermajihroditica, with

exception of the Chiton*, De Blainv.).

Thi* order consist* of the Gasteropoda which bear a near relation-

ship to the Prctinibranchiata in the shape and position of the branchiic,
a* well as in the general form of the body, but which have the sexes
united in the same individual. The shells of this order are always
without an operculum, very wide in the opening (some of them may
be said to be almost all aperture), and many of them have shells
without any turbtnation, so that they cover the animal, and especially
it* branchiae, like a shield. The heart is traversed by the rectum, and
receives the blood by two auricles, a* in the generality of Bivalves.
Under this order Cuvier, in his hut edition of the '

Kcgne Animal,'
place* the IIallotida (Ear-Shells), Stonatia, Fiuurella, Emarginula,
and Parmopkontt. [FisfBKLUD*; PATILLIDJC.]

9. CyclvbrancMtala (Cerricolranchiata, Blainv.).

Branchiic in form of small leaflets or little pyramids, attached in a
cordon more or lea* complete under the border* of the mantle,
nearly a* in the /*fmbra*ckiala, from which the Cydobrancluata are

distinguished by their hermaphroditism ; for they have no organ* of

copulation, and can reproduce the species without having recourse to
a second individual. The heart does not embrace the rectum, but it

varies in situation. [('IIITO.NID.K ; I'ATKI.I.IDJL]
A general view of the structure and relations of the Shell-Fish is

given under Mou.rscx.
The following is a synopsis of the families and genera of Gatteropoda

as given in Mr. Woodward's ' Manual of the Mollusca' :

Order PUOSOBRAXCHIATA.

Section A. Siphonottomala.

Family 1. Ktrombid<r.

Genera, Strombiu, Pleroctrat, Xottcllaria, Serapkyt.
Family 2. Hfurieid*.

Genera, Uuref, Puania, Rantlla, Triton, Fatcioiaria,

Caneellaria, Tridtotropit, I'yrtda, Faint.

Family 3. ]lcciid<r.

Genera, Hutciimm, Pteudolira, Anulajc, Ualia, Tertbra, Eliunut,

Nairn, Phot, Kingimla (?), I'urpura, P*rpnrina. ilonocerot,

Pedienlaria, Ricinula, Planar it, Magiiut, Ctatit, Onitcia, Cithara,

Cauidaria, Dolittm, J/arjia, I'uiumbrlla, IMira, Ancillaria.

Family 4. Coitl<r.

Genera, fount, Plturoloma.

l-'.iniily 5. Volutitlir.

Genera, Valuta, Cynba, Uitra, Volraria, Maiyintlla.

Family 6. Cypntida.
Genera, Cyprtra, Erato, Orulmn.

Section B. ffolottomata,

Family 1. ffatieida.

Genera, \alica, Sigarcttu, Lamellaria, Xarica, Vdutina.

Family 2. PyramideUida.
Genera, Pyramidella, (Miottomia, CktmU;ia, Stflina, Lojronema,

Mackrucktiltu.

Family 3. Centkiada.

Genera, Cerilhium, Potamidti, Nerituea, Ptutiijiella, Ai*rrlait,
Strulhiolaria.

Family 4. Melaniada.

Genera, Mtlania, Paludoiniu, ifdanoptit.

Family 5. TnrriteUida:.

Genera, Turritclla, Adit, Cireum, Vtrmclta, SUiquaria, Scalaria.

Family 6. Litorinida.

Genera, Lilorina, Solarium, Phonu, Lacuna, Lltiopta, Jiitioa,

Stenea, Truncatella, Lithoglypliut.

Family 7. Puludinida:.

Genera, Paludina, Ampullaria, Amphibola, Valrata,

Family 8. Ncritida;.

Genera, Xerita, PUtol**, Xtrtiina, Xaritella.

Family 9. T*rbini<l<r.

Genera, Turbo, PhatianeUa, Jmperator, Trochtu, Rottlia, Mono-
donta, Dtlphinnla, Adeorbit, Enompltaliu, Stomatella, Brodcrifin.

Family 10. JJaliotidte.

Genera, Halwtit, Stomatia, Satturella, Pleurotomaria, Murchitoiiia,

Trockoltma, Cimu, lantkina.

Family 11. J-'iaurellidtr.

Genera, Futurtlla, Punctunlla, Kimtda, Emanjiuvla, Parmopfiofut.

Family 12. Calyptrceidtt.
Genera, Calyptrcea, Crepidula, Pdcopti*, J/ipponyx.

Family 13. PuttUida.

Genera, Patella, Acmaa, Gadinia, Siyhonaria.

Family 14. Dentaliadtt.

Genus, Dentalium.

Family 15. ChUonida.
Genus, Chiton.

Most of the families and more important genera are given under
their proper names in this work.

GASTEROSTEUS, a genus of Fishes, with hard cheeks, belonging
to the division Acanthoi>teryyii. The common name of the specie*
in this country is Stickleback. This genus is distinguished by the

following characters : Anterior dorsal represented only by free spiuex ;

body generally scaleless, but protected more or less at the sidi-i l.y

shield-like platen ; ventrals reduced to a single spine ;
head without

spines or tubercles ; brouchiostegous membrane with three rays.
Several species of Stickleback are found in the ponds and streams

of this country, and one species is found in the salt-water ; they are

very active and voracious, and live upon aquatic insects and worm*.
The most common species is the Three-Spined Stickleback (Hotter-

ottrut aculeatut. Linn.), which in distinguished by the body being pro-
tected at the side* with shield-like plates, and the possession of three

spines on the back. It is of an olive-colour above and silvery-white
beneath, and varies from 2 to 3 inches in length. In the breeding
season the male* assume a pink him on the under parts of the body,
and the general colouring of tUu upper parts is brighter, and often

green. According to Bloch this species spawns in April and June ; and

according to Cuvier in July and August
The number of scaly plates varies in the sides of the body, and I*

supposed by some authors of high authority to afford specific charac-

ters. The following are the principal varieties or species established

by Cuvier and Yarrell chiefly upon this character.

0. trackunu, Rough-Toiled Stickleback. (Yarrell, 'Brit FUhcx,'
vol. i. p. 76.) The scaly plate* extending the whole length of th<-

*ide*
; in number about 30.

tt temiarmatut, Half-Armed Stickleback (Yarrell). Lateral plate*

extending to a vertical line joining the vent and commencement of the

soft dorsal ; in number from 12 to 15.

O. liiurui, Smooth-Tailed Stickleback (Yarrell). Lateral plates

extending only a* far a* the end* of the i-ays of the pectoral film,

where these hut are laid bock.

O. brachycentnu, Short-Spined Stickleback (Yarrell). Lateral plate*
not extending beyond the pectorals ; dorsal and ventral spines very
short
The above are regarded as varieties of the Gatterottetu aculeaiut,

Linn., l.y Mr. Jenyn.-, who observes that that species
" U subject to
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great variation, not only in the number of lateral plates, but in several
other less obvious respects. The former may occasionally be found of

every intermediate number between that which characterises the
G. leiurui, Cuv., and that which appears in the G. trachurus of the
same author. This number moreover is sometimes found constant
in specimens which differ remarkably in other respects ; at other times

varying, when all other characters remain the same. From these
circumstances combined, I feel satisfied that the above are mere
varieties, notwithstanding the high authorities on which they stand
recorded as distinct species." (' Manual of British Vertebrate
Animals,' p. 349.)
A writer in th 'Magazine of Natural History,' vol. iii. p. 329,

relates some interesting observations illustrative of the habits of these
little fishes whilst in confinement in a tub. " When a few are first

turned in, they swim about in a shoal, apparently exploring their new
habitation. Suddenly one will take possession of a particular corner
of the tub, or, as it will sometimes happen, of the bottom, and will

instantly commence an attack upon his companions ; and if any one
of them ventures to oppose his sway, a regular and most furious
battle ensues

; the two combatants swim round and round each other
with the greatest rapidity, biting and endeavouring to pierce each other
with, their spines, which on these occasions are projected. I have
witnessed a battle of this sort which lasted several minutes before
either would give way ; and when one does submit, imagination can

hardly conceive the vindictive fury of the conqueror, who, in the
most persevering and unrelenting way, chases his rival from one part
of the tub to another, until fairly exhausted with fatigue. They also
us their spines with such fatal effect, that, incredible as it may appear,
I have seen one during a battle absolutely rip his opponent quite open,
so that he sank to the bottom and died. I have occasionally known
three or four parts of the tub taken possession of by as many other
little tyrants, who guard their territories with the strictest vigilance ;

and the slightest invasion invariably brings on a battle. These are
the habits of the male fish alone

;
the females are quite pacific ;

appear fat, as if full of roe ; never assume the brilliant colours of the

male, by whom, as far as I have observed, they are unmolested."
Dr. James Stark discovered uoarj Edinburgh a new species of the

present genus, which greatly resembles the common species, but is

rather smaller, and has four spines on the back. It is the G. fpinulosus
(Four-Spined Stickleback) of Yarrell and Jenyns.A still smaller species the Ten-Spined Stickleback (G. pnngitim,
Linn.) is distinguished, as its English name implies, by the possession
of ten spines on the back, and these are short and of equal length.

This, as well as the other species of the genus, is occasionally found
in the salt-water. It appears to be pretty generally distributed

throughout England.
Lastly may be noticed the Fifteen-Spined Stickleback (G. spinachia,

Linn.), which is also found in England, a comparatively large species,

being 5 or 6 inches in length, of an elongated and slender form, and
having the snout much produced. The fifteen spinea on the back are
small and short

;
the fins are proportionally large.

This species appears to be confined to the salt-water, and feeds upon
small Crustacea, as well as the eggs and fry of other fishes. It

constitutes the sub-genus Spinachia, and is the Spinachia vulgaris of

Fleming.
GASTRIC JUICE or ACID. [DIGESTION.]
GASTROBRANCHUS. [PETROMYZID*;.]
GASTROCH^E'NA, a genus of Acephalous Mollusca belonging to

the order LameUibranchiata. It was established by Spengler. Lamarck
places it between Pliolai and Solen, and Cuvier between Fistulana and
Teredina. M. Deshayes, in his edition of the ' Animaux sans Vertebres,'

ays that it is evident that Lamarck came to very erroneous conclu-
sions as to this genus. The animal, observes M. Deshayes, has two
posterior very short siphons when it is contracted ;

the lobes of the
mantle are united up to the gape of the valves and even a little higher;
this gaping of the valves as well as the divarication of the lobes of the

mantle, gives passage to a great short cylindrical foot, like that of the
Pholade* ; but this opening is not at all destined for the passage of
the siphons, as Lamarck supposed.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby (' Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells') remarks,
that the genera Pholat, Mya, Mytilus, and Chama, have by turns
served as a receptacle of the shells of this genus. He observes that
Lamarck has adopted Spengler's name, but has placed it next to

Pholat, apparently not having known that the animal forms its own
testaceous tube, either as a lining to the hollow it has previously per-
forated, or as a covering for its shell in those instances in which it

has not perforated at all, but in which it has taken up its abode, as it

frequently does, within some spiral univalve. Mr. Sowerby is further
of opinion, that the fact of the shell being inclosed in a testaceous
tube of its own depositing, renders it proper to remove it into
Lamarck's family of Tubicola, to which indeed it appears to Mr.

Sowerby to be more nearly related, though he notices a very consi-

derable analogy between the shelly tube of Lamarck's Tubicolie, and
the coriaceous epidermis, which not only in a great measure covers
the shell, but also incloses the tubes of the animal of Lamarck's
Pholadacerf, and Mr. Sowerby consequently thinks that the two
families might very properly be united.

Professor Owen, in his paper on Clavagella, remarks how closely that
WAT. HIST. DIV. voi,. n.

form follows the modifications which have been observed in Gastro-
chcena. [CLAVAGELLA.]

Cuvier says that it appears that the Gastrochcence constantly have a
calcareous tube, and quotes Dr. Turton, M. Deshayes, and M. Audouin,
as having observed it.

M. Rang says that all the Gaslrochcena; have not a calcareous tube,
though all of them burrow in stones after the manner of Pholades.
If this is to be taken literally, it does not exactly accord with the fact ;

for sometimes the animal does not burrow at all, at others (and very
frequently) it burrows in madrepores. M. Rang adds that two of the

species which belonged to the genus Fiatulana of Lamarck are now
arranged in this, and that this arrangement is due to M. de Blainville.

These two species, he says, are Fistulana clava aud F. ampullaria.
Of these, Fistulana clava is referred among the synonyms to Gastro-
chcena by Lamarck, and Fistulana ampullaria is declared by M. Des-

hayes to be a true Fistulana, but remarkable in this, that, according
to circumstances, it forms a free tube sunk in the sand, or perforates
calcareous bodies, and its tube serves as a lining to the cavity which
it inhabits

; this species therefore, he observes, would belong to the
Fiatulana; in the first case, and to the genus Gastrochcena in the second,
if indeed that genus be preserved.
M. Rang states that M. Charles Des Moulins, who a long time ago,

and before the observations made upon this subject, had discovered
the existence of a tube in the Gastrochcence, had shown him this tube,
not only in the living species on the French coast, but in the fossil at

Merignac. Following De Blainville, M. Rang would divide the genus
Gastrochcena into the two following groups :

a. Species whose shell is smooth and without a distinct tube,

Example, Gastrochcena cwneiformis, &c.

$. Species whose shell is striated from the umbo to the

base, and contained in a distinct tube.

Example, Gastrochcena clava.

M. de Blainville states that the animal of Gastrochcena has evidently
the greatest relationship to that of Saxicava ; but as it is not entirely
contained in its shell, it often supplies the deficiency by forming an
artificial tube adhering to the walls of the cavity which it inhabits in

calcareous stones.

This tube, in the opinion of M. de Blainville, offers only an acci-

dental character, and would thus make of species, or even of individuals
which are provided with it, Fistulana of Lamarck. Thus, he observes,
M. Deshayes has proposed to suppress the genus Gastrochcena, but he
would consider it more convenient not to admit the genus Fistulana ;

first, because it is founded upon the presence of a tube
; and secondly,

because it was established some time after Gastrochcena. He would
however prefer its restriction as he has restricted it in his '

Malacologie.'
In uniting the species characterised by the true shell, whether it have
an external tube or not, there exist already, he remarks, many species
of known Gastrochcence, both living in the seas of warm climates and
fossil in his country. M. Defrance, he states, nevertheless quotes
one fossil species only at Grignon, and an analogue ;

and he concludes

by observing that Gastrochcena clava would perhaps, if it were better

known, form a small, distinct genus,
Mr. G. B. Sowerby ('Zool. Proc.,' 1834) describes five new species

brought home by Mr. Cuming from South America and the Gallapagoa
Islands and Lord Hood's Islands,

The following is M. Rang's definition of the genus :

Animal oval, having the mantle closed with a very small anterior

rounded opening for the passage of a small, conical, or linguiform
foot : the tubes elongated and united throughout.

Shell delicate, oblique, oval, cuneiform, equivalve, very inequilateral,

gaping extremely at its antero-inferior part ;
umbones well marked

;

hinge straight and linear, without teeth ; an apophysis often showing
itself below the hinge in the interior of each valve

; ligament external ;

muscular impressions distinct, connected by a slightly marked pallial

impression excavated posteriorly.
Sometimes a calcareous tube, ampulliform, short, with a rounded

aperture, enveloping the shell and lining the cavity of the stone.

G. modiolina has been found on the English and Irish coasts. It

is a common inhabitant of the Mediterranean.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley adopt Gastrochcena as the type of a

family, Gastrochcenidce, in which they include with M. Deshayes not

only the genera Aspergillum, Clavagella, and Gattrochcena, but also

Saxicava; and express the opinion that Pelricola, and probably
Venerupis, have strong claims to a similar position. The following is

the definition given of this family in Forbes and Hanley's
'
British

Mollusca
'

:

"The animals of this aniily are oblong or claviform, and often

provided with very long siphons, united almost to their extremities,
where their orifices are ornamented with cirrhi. The mantle is closed

in front, except a small opening for the passage of a very small

digitiform foot, very different from that of the Pholas tribe. The

margin of the mantle around this opening is plain. The shell is

equivalve, and often gaping, with valves often very inequilateral,

united by a simple rudiment, or in some cases a toothed hinge, often

variable, even in the species of a single genus. They have no spoon-

shaped apophysis under the beaks, nor accessory plates behind them.

A calcareous tube sometimes protects the valves, and in certain genera
3 o
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1, a (troop of the tubes of Ga*lroefi<rna modiolinn, T.am. (Mediterranean) ;

one of the tube* is broken and shows the valves in situ ; 2, FHIUI Sotx

(Grignon) eat open to show the clavatc tube of a small fossil (liulrodnrna ;

3, a worn fragment of a Madrepore, broken to show the tube formed by a

specimen of Gatlrochitna emtiforma, Lam. ; 4 and 5, two views of the two
ralTes of the last.mentioned specie*. ( From the ' Genera of Recent and Fossil

Shells,' bj O. B. Sowerbjr.)

unite* with them. These tubes are very regular and curious in some
of the exotic species, especially in those which live buried in sand.

Thin habit is not merely the living habitually and freely in sand, as

the Razor-Fish do, but rather the treating of it in the manner of a
substance bored into

; and the tubes are to be regarded as the

linings of the perforations so made. All the species of the family
are borers, most of them preferring calcareous rock."
For an account of faxicava see LrrnorHAOiDJE.
OASTROCH^INID^E. [GASTROCH^NA.]
GASTROMARGAa [QPADRCMASA.]
OAULT. JCBALK FORMATION.]
GAULTHERIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Srieacat. It has a 5-cleft or 5-toothed calyx, bibracteato at the base,
after flowering becoming large and succulent, and covering the capsule
with a baccate coating. The corolla is ovate, ventricose, with a 5-cleft

revolute border, transparent at the base. There are 10 stamens,
inclosed, with flat filament*

;
anthers bifid at the apex ;

lobes biarigtatc.

The
hypogynoua scales 10, usually united at the base. The ovarium

half inferior. The capsule 5-celled, with a looulicidal dehiscence.
O. procumbent, Partridge-Berry, Chequer-Berry, Bosberry, Mountain-

Tea, is found on sterile sand and gravel in mountainous forests in tin;

driest situation in North America. It has a horizontal woody
rbizoma, often a quarter of an inch in thickness. The branches are

ascending, but a few inches high, round and somewhat downy. The
leaven are featured near the extremities of the branches, evergreen,
coriaceous, shining, ovml or obovate, acute at both end*, revolute at
the edge, and furnished with a few small scrratures, each terminating
in a bristle. The flowers are axillary, drooping, on round downy
rtalkit. There are two concave heart-shaped bracts. The calyx is

white, cleft into 5 roundish acute segment*. The corolla is whit.-,

urceolate, 5-angled, contracted at the mouth, the limb divided into
5 short reflexed segments. The filaments white, hairy, bent in a
semicircular manner to accomodate themselves to the cavity between
the corolla and ovary. The anthers oblong, orange-coloured, ending
in two double horns, bursting outwardly for their whole length.
Above the filaments the pollen white. The ovary is roundish,
depressed, 6-angled, resting on a reddish 10-toothed glandular disc ;

the style erect, straight ; the stigma simple. The fruit is a small
6 celled many-seeded capsule, invested with the calyx, which becomes
large, round, and fleshy, having the appearance of a bright scarlet

berry. The fruit contains an aromatic sweet highly pungent volatile

oil, which is antispasmodlc and diuretic. A tincture has been useful
in diarrheas. Cox states that the infusion it .useful in asthma. It

is used in North America as tea, and brandy in which the fruit has
been steeped is taken in small quantities, in the same way as

common bitters. The oil is known under the name of Oil of

Wintergreen, and is used by druggists to flavour syrups, and also by
perfumers.

'/'. ShaUon is a native of North America on the falls of the Columbia,
and near the Western Ocean. It has a procumbent hairy stem,
ovate subcordate serrated leaves, glabrous on both surfaces, the

racemes secund bracteate, clothed with rusty down. The corolla is

white tinged with red, downy, urceolate, with a closed limb. Tim
berries are globose, acute, fleshy, and purple. This plant grows in

the shade of close pine-forests wheru hardly anything else will grow,
which makes it a very desirable shrub for plantations. The berries

are much esteemed by the natives on account of their agreeable
flavour.

6. hitpida, Wax-Cluster, is a native of Van Pit-men' Land ;

it has long lanceolate serrulated leaves, pilose beneath as well as on
the petioles; the branchleta hispid ; racemes axillary and termiiml,
shorter than the leaves ;

the rachis and pedicels downy ;
the calyxes

baccate, fruit and ovaries glabrous, the stem erect. It bears snow-
white berries, with a flavour by no means unpleasant ;

in taste it is

said to resemble the gooseberry, but is somewhat bitter. According to

some Q. antipoda is said to have more merit as a fruit

The species are all ornamental, and grow best in a peat soil.

(Lindley, Flora Mtdica ; Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom; Don,
Dichlamydcoiu Plantt.)
GAVIAL. [CHOCODILID.*.]

. [BoviD*.]GAYAL.
GAY-LUSSITE, a Mineral, occurring in oblong crystals in a lake in

Maricoibo, South America. It is a hydrous compound of the
carbonates of lime and soda, (Dana, Mineralogy.)
GAZELLE. [ANTILOFEJ:.]
GEBIA. [THALASSINIANS.]
GECARCI'NUS (Leach), the name of a genus of Brachyurous

Decapod Crustacea, known familiarly to the English as Land-Crabs,
and to the French by the appellations of Tourlouroux, Crabes IVim . -.

or Crabes Violets, some of these terms being applicable not only t<>

different species, but to the same species at different ages, so that

those various names cannot be depended upon as specific designations.
Latreille placed this tribe of crabs immediately after Pinnotheres.

He seems to admit Playtmu and Graptu* into the same section with
the Land-Crabs, properly so called ; and next to Grapnu come the

Orbiculata (his fourth section), containing Coryitet, tic.

Desmarest places Gecarcintu at the head of the Quadrilateral of

Latreille, and arranges all the true Land-Crabs under that generic
title, which is preceded by Pitumnut, and succeeded by the Orbiculata,

of Latreille.

M. Milne-Edwards makes the Gecarcinians the second tribe of his

family of Catametopes ; and in his arrangement they stand between
the Thelpusians, the first tribe, and the Pinnotherians, the second
tribe of that family.

According to the last-named author the tribe of Gccarcinians is one
of the most remarkable groups of the class Crustacea; for it is

composed of animals breathing by means of bronchia:, or gills, and

yet essentially terrestrial, so much so indeed, that they would perish
from asphyxia if submerged for any length of time. They may be

distinguished easily from the rest of the family by their nearly oval

carapace, which is much elevated and convex above. The branchial

regions are in general very distinct, and project much below, occu-

pying nearly two-thirds of the surface. The front is very nearly as

large as the buccal frame (cadre lmcc.il), and strongly curved below.

The orbits are suboval, moderate, and very deep. The lateral borders
of the carapace are very much arched, and generally describe a
semicircle. The internal antennic are lodged under the front, and
fold back transversely in narrow and often nearly linear excavations.

The disposition of the external antenna} varies, and so do the jaw-
feet (pates-mltchnires) ; sometimes the fourth joint is inserted at the
external angle of the preceding, and remains exposed, as in tho

Ocypodians, and sometimes it is entirely hidden under its internal

surface. The feet of the first pair are long and strong; the suc-

ceeding feet are robust and long, and very nearly equal in size, and
their tarsus is pointed and quadrilateral. The abdomen of the male
is received in a deep excavation of the sternal plastron, and its second
articulation reaches nearly always to the base of the posterior
It is in general so long that it comes up to the base of the mouth,
and the appendages hidden beneath it are remarkably large. The
bninchitc are generally seven in number, namely, five fixed to the
vault of the sides, and two, in a rudimentary state, hi'Mcn under the

base of the preceding, and taking their origin from the jaw-feet ;

but in some species there are nine on each side. The respiratory

cavity is very large, and is raised into a vault highly elevated above
the bronchia;, so that above those organs there is a large empty space.
The tegumentary membrane with which it is lined is also very

spongy, and sometimes forms a fold along the lower edge of the

cavity, so as to form a kind of gutter, or longitudinal trough for

containing water when the animal remains exposed to the air.

(Milne-Edwards.) Observations on this curious reservoir were com-
municated to the Royal Academy of Science* in Franca by Messrs.
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Audouiu and Milne-Edwards some years ago, wherein the authors
show that in all the Crustacea the branchiae are fitted to perform the
functions of respiratory organs in the air as well as in the water ;

that the more or less rapid death of the aquatic species, when exposed
to the air, depends upon various causes, of which one of the most
direct is the evaporation from the branchiae, which produces their
desiccation ; that consequently one of the conditions necessary to
the support of life in animals which have branchiso, and live in the

air, is the having these organs defended against desiccation
;
and

lastly, that these dispositions actually occur in the Land-Crabs,
which all possess various organs destined for absorbing and keeping
in reserve the quantity of moisture necessary for maintaining a
suitable degree of moisture in the branchiae. [CRUSTACEA.]
The Land-Crabs, or Gecarcinians, inhabit the warm countries of

the New and Old World, and Australasia ; but as far as observation
has hitherto gone, America and its islands seem to be the places
where the form is most highly and most numerously developed.
Almost every writer on the Natural History of the countries last

mentioned treats largely on the habits of these creatures
;
and in the

works of Rochefort (' Histoire Naturelle des Antilles '), De Feuill<5e

(' Observations faites sur les Cotes d'Amerique '), De Labat (' Nouveau
Voyage aux Isles d'Amerique'), Sloane (' Natural History of Jamaica'),
Browne (' Civil and Natural History of Jamaica '), Hughes (' Natural

History of Barbadoes ), Catesby (' Natural History of Carolina'), &c.,
Ac., will be found details more or less ample, and highly interesting,
of their manners

; though most of the writers do not determine the

species sufficiently to enable us to judge of what particular Land-Crab
they are writing. All these authors will however well repay the
trouble of consulting them.

Latreille sums up what he considers the credible parts of these nar-
ratives thus :

" The crabs pass the greatest part of their life on land,
hiding themselves in holes, and not coming forth till evening. Some
keep about cemeteries. Once a year, when they would lay their eggs,
they assemble in numerous bauds, and move in the shortest direction
to the sea, without caring for any obstacles. After they have finished
their deposit they return much weakened. It is said that they block

up their burrows during their moult
;
and while they are undergoing

this operation, and are still soft, they are called Boursiers (Purse-
Crabs) [Bilious], and their flesh is then much esteemed, although it is

sometimes poisonous. This quality is attributed to the fruit of the
mauchineel, of which the people think, falsely perhaps, that the crabs
have eaten."

With regard to the alleged want of foundation for the story of the
Land-Crabs being sometimes poisonous, in consequence of what they
have eaten, there are so many testimonies to the fact, that it will be
a fault on the right side to be cautious. Thus Sloane, who praises
(as who does not ?) their delicacy of taste, says :

"
They are thought

to be poysonous when they feed on the Mansanilla-tree leaves or fruit,
which I suppose may come from some of it sticking to their chaps, or

lying undigested in their stomachs, which are not separated before

eating." Catesby writes :

" Some are black, some yellow, some red,
and others variegated with red, white, and yellow mixed. Some of

these, as well as of the fish of this country, are poisonous ; of which
several people have died, particularly of the black kind : the light-
coloured are reckoned best, and when full in flesh are very well tasted.

In some of the sugar islands they are eat without danger, and are no
small help to the negro slaves, who on many of the islands would fare

very ill without them. They feed on vegetables." Hughes, speaking
of the '

large white land-crab,' and its feeding on grass, &c., remarks :

"
They likewise often feed upon manchineel apples, as well as upon

the leaves or berries of poison-trees. At such times they are dangerous
to be eaten, unless very great care be taken to wash the fat, as well as
the other meat on the inside, with lime-juice and water." He says the
same in effect of ' the Mulatto Crab.'

M. Milne-Edwards thus gives his summary :

" The greater number
ordinarily haunt humid places, and hide themselves in holes which

they excavate in the earth, but the localities preferred by them vary
with the species. Some live in the low and marshy lands near the

sea, others on the wooded hills far from the shore ; and at certain

epochs, these last quit their habitual dwelling to go to the sea. It is

even reported that then these Crustaceans unite in great bands, and
thus make very long journeys without suffering themselves to be

stopped by any obstacle, and laying waste everything in their route.

Their principal food consists of vegetable substances, and they are
nocturnal or crepuscular in their habits. It is more particularly in
the rainy season that they quit their burrows, and they run with great
rapidity. It would appear that it is at the time of laying that they
go to the sea and there deposit their eggs, but we know of no decidedly
positive observation on this point. During their moult they remain
hidden in their burrows." (' Hist. Nat. des Crustaces.')
We select Browne's account of the Black or Mountain Crab (Cancer

ruricola, Linn.), because he resided many years in the island of

Jamaica, and seems to have lost no opportunity of making personal
observations :

" These creatures are very numerous in some parts of

Jamaica, as well as in the neighbouring islands, and on the coast of
the main continent. They are generally of a dark purple colour, but
this often varies, and you frequently find them spotted, or entirely of
another hue. They live chiefly on dry land, and at a considerable

distance from the sea, which however they visit once a year to wash
off their spawn, and afterwards return to the woods and higher lands,
where they continue for the remaining part of the season ; nor do the

young ones ever fail to follow them as soon as they are able to crawl.

The old crabs generally regain their habitations iu the mountains,
which are seldom within less than a mile, and not often above three
miles from the shore, by the latter end of June, and then provide
themselves with convenient burrows, in which they pass the greatest

part of the day, going out only at night to feed. In December and
January they begin to be in spawn, and are then very fat and delicate,
but continue to grow richer until the mouth of May, which is the
season for them to wash off their eggs. They begin to move down in

February, and are very much abroad in March and April, which seems
to be the time for the impregnation of their eggs, being then frequently
found fixed together ;

but the males about this time begin to lose

their flavour and the richness of their juices. The eggs are discharged
from the body through two small round holes situated at the sides,
and about the middle of the under shell : these are ouly large enough
to admit one at a time

;
and as' they pass they are entangled in the

branched capillaments, with which the under side of the apron is

copiously supplied, to which they stick by the means of their proper
gluten, until the creatures reach the surf, where they wash them all

off, and then they begin to return back again to the mountains. It is

remarkable that the bag or stomach of this creature changes its juices
with the state of the body ; and while poor is full of a black, bitter,

disagreeable fluid, which diminishes as it fattens, and at length acquires
a delicate rich flavour. About the month of July or August the crabs

fatten again, and prepare for mouldering, filling up their burrows
with dry grass, leaves, and abundance of other materials : when the

proper period comes each retires to his hole, shuts up the passage,
and remains quite inactive until he gets rid of his old shell and is fully

provided with a new one. How long they continue in this state is

uncertain ; but the shell is observed to burst both at the back and
sides to give a passage to the body, and it extracts its limbs from all

the other parts gradually afterward. At this time the fish is in the

richest state, and covered ouly with a tender membranous skin,

variegated with a multitude of reddish veins, but this hardens gradu-
ally after, and becomes soon a perfect shell like the former : it is

however remarkable that during this change there are some stony
concretions always formed in the bag, which waste and dissolve gradu-
ally as the creature forms and perfects its new crust. A wonderful
mechanism ! This crab runs very fast, and always endeavours to get
into some hole or crevice on the approach of danger ;

nor does it

wholly depend on its art and swiftness, for while it retreats it keeps
both claws expanded, ready to catch the offender if he should come
within its reach, and if it succeeds on these occasions it commonly
throws off the claw, which continues to squeeze with iucredible force

for near a minute after
;
while he, regardless of the loss, endeavours

to make his escape and to gain a more secure or a more lonely covert,
contented to renew his limb with his coat at the ensuing change ; nor
would it grudge to lose mauy of the others to preserve the trunk

entire, though each comes off with more labour and reluctance as their

numbers lessen."

Thus much of the habits of the Land-Crabs of the New World.
The late Bishop Heber, in his ' Narrative

'

gives an account of some
Land-Crabs in India, living at a great distance from the sea, and
obstructed by great obstacles in their passage to it.

" The plain of

Poonah," writes the bishop,
"
is very bare of trees, and though there

are some gardens immediately around the city, yet as both these and
the city itself lie in a small hollow on the banks of the river Moola,
they are not sufficiently conspicuous to interrupt the general character
of nakedness in the picture, any more than the few young trees and
ornamented shrubs with which the bungalows of the cantonment are

intermingled. The principal and most pleasing feature is a small
insulated hill immediately over the town, with a temple of the goddess
Parvati on its summit, and a large tank (which, when I saw it, was

nearly dry) at its base. All the grass-land round this tank, and

generally through the Deckan, swarms with a small land-crab, which
burrows in the ground, and runs with considerable swiftness, even
when encumbered with a bundle of food almost as big as itself. This
food is grass, or the green stalks of rice, and it is amusing to see

them sitting as it were upright, to cut their hay with their sharp
pincers, then waddling off with the sheaf to their holes as quickly as

their sidelong pace will carry them." Upon this passage Mr. Broderip
observes, that when we call to mind the position of Poonah, and read
of the neighbouring river and tank, we may feel inclined to ask

whether the river or the tank might not be the scene of ovipositing ;

and, he adds, that it is not improbable that there may be a race of

land-crabs appropriated to continental or even insular situations out
of reach of the ocean, and that fresh water may be as necessary to

their reproduction as sea-water is to the land-crabs of the West
Indies. Such a supposition, he thinks, is in unison with the bounti-

ful provisions of nature for the general diffusion of animal life.

(' Zool. Journal,' vol. iv.)

Mr. Westwood in his interesting paper
' On the supposed Existence

of Metamorphoses in the Crustacea' ('Phil. Trans.,' 1835), notices the

abdomens of several female crabs having the interior surface covered

with hundreds of eggs or newly-hatched young, which were in the
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collection of the late Her. Landsdown Guilding. One of the bottles

in which one of these wu deposited was labelled by the but-mentioned

gentleman,
'

Eggs and Young of a Land-Crab not undergoing Heta-

morphosia,' From tub apecinien Mr. Wattwood obtained eggs, and

young crab* evidently just hatched, and others at a rather later stage
of their growth. The eggs were of a dark reddish colour, showing
through the outer integument the rudiment*! limbs of a future

animal of a paler colour. On removing the thin transparent pellicle
which surrounded one of these eggs, the eyes were most conspicuous,
the tail was seen extended as a narrow plate, nearly reaching to the

eyes, and along its sides lay the large anterior cheliferous and the
four following simple pairs of liinbs. The existing organs, although
perfectly discernible, occupied only a small portion of one side of the

egg, iU greater part being filled with hardened matter composed of
minute molecular grains. The animal was in a sufficiently forward
state of development not to allow the least doubt to be entertained
as to the nature of these limbs, nor did any organs appear answering
to the two large split pairs of natatory organs of Zafa, The braiichijc,

in a fleshy and unorganised state, were also found at the base of the

legs. The eggs were 1 4 lines in diameter.

Mr. Westwood gives in hU ' Memoir '

figures of the egg, and of the

young crab in progressive stages of growth.
As an article of food some of the Land-Crabs, when in season and

well nourished, may be considered as combining the qualities of
wholesomeness and delicious flavour. We have conversed with men
of various tastes who have partaken of this luxurious food, and all

agree in describing it as exquisite. Indeed it appears that when
simply cooked in its own juices, in its own shell, it requires no con-
diment but a squeeze of the fragrant lime to make it one of the best
of dishes. " When the Black Crab (Oecarcinut ruricola) is fat," says
Dr. Patrick Browne,

" and in a perfect state, it surpasses everything
of the sort in flavour and delicacy ;

and frequently joins a little of

the bitter with its native richness, which renders it not only more
agreeable in general, but makes it sit extremely easy upon the stomach.

They are frequently boiled and served up whole ; but are commonly
stewed when served up at the more sumptuous tables." Land-Crabs
have been brought alive to this country, and have been exhibited in the

Zoological Gardens in the Regent's Park, London. The question has
been asked why are not these crabs imported for our tables as

regularly as turtle ( Barrels with grass and other vegetables, such
as they are generally kept in, when there is no better convenience, in

their native country, would not take much room on the deck of
vessels ; and if the crabs were collected at the proper time and allowed
sufficient moisture, and only sufficient to keep them in health, an

ordinary voyage would bring them to us, most probably, in very fair

condition.

SI. Milne-Edwards separates the Qecarcinians into the following
genera :

I'ca (Latreille). Carapace much wider than it is long, of a sub-
oval shape, and very much elevated

;
front narrower than in the other

Qvcarcinians, very much inclined, and nearly semicircular ; orbits

rather large, and open externally below their external angle ;
anterior

fossettes suboval, small, and separated by a small triangular prolon-
gation from the epistome ; the external antenna occupies the orbitary
internal canthus ; the buccal frame is of a rhomboidal form

;
the

second and third joint of the external jaw-feet are quadrilateral,
nearly of the same size, and terminate on the internal side by a

straight border ; the fourth joint is inserted at the external angle of

the preceding, and is applied against its anterior border; the feet

present nothing particular, except that the pincers are a little widened
at the end and slightly spoon-shaped, and that the tarsi are flattened,
not spinous, and nearly of the same form as in Ocypode ;

thoracic

branchiie five ; the membrane which lines the vault of the branchial

cavity is folded below and within, so as to form at its lower part a
sort of gutter or trough. (Mime-Edwards.)

Ufa una (Marcgrave). M. Milne-Edwards considers this to
:

Cancer L'fatad Cancer cordatui of Linnaeus, Cancer cordatiu of Herbst,

Ocypode cordata of Latreille (' Hist. Nat. des Crust et Ins.'), an
una of the same author (' Encyc. Method.'), and (lerarcinui I'm of
Lamarck. He observes that M. Latreille cites his Ocypode fottor as

one of the synonyms of Ufa mm, but that he (M. Milne-Edwards)
is inclined to believe that it is rather referrible to I'fa litru.

The lateral edges of the carapace in this species are furnished with
a small projecting and finely-dentilated crest. Pterygostomian regions

very granulous. Manus spiny above and within. Feet hairy below,
moderate in length; the third pair rather longer than the others.

Size, 2 inches (French). The I'ca una is a native of South Ann
Cardiioma (Latreille). Carapace more elevated and square than in

the greater part of the same tribe. Buccal frame in the shape of a

long squared figure, with its lateral edges straight. The second joint
of the external jaw-feet narrowed anteriorly, and the third, which is a
little shorter than the preceding, widening from behind forwards, so

that these organs leave between them, in the middle of the buccal

apparatus, a wide space with nearly the form of a lozenge ; the third

joint, which is nearly cordiform, is notched on its anterior border, and

gives insertion at its external angle to the fourth joint, which like the

succeeding ones always remains exposed. Front very large and nearly

straight Auteunary fossettes transversal, and separated by a semi-

circular and very wide surface. Feet of the third and fourth pairs

longest; the tarsi quadrilateral and very spiny. Branchiae placed
under the vault of the sides, seven on each side, the first being

ordinarily very small and the last two very long.
The species of this genus live in the woods, and dig deep and

oblique holes, whence they come not forth except at night. (Milne-

Edwards.)
C. Carnifejr. This, according to M. Milne-Edwards, is the Cancer

Carnifex of Herbst
; Ocypode cordata, Gtcarcinvi Carnifex, and t'anti-

toma Carnifex of Latreille ;
and he cites also liecarcinut kirtipa of

Lamarck, as a synonym, but with a query. Carapace very much
elevated, and its surface very much curved from before backwards,
but nearly horizontal transversely : its lateral edges marked by a pro-

jecting and elevated line. A small tooth behind the external orbitary

angle. Four rows of spines upon the tarsi
;
the two lower not nume-

rous. Pincers large on one side. Manus very largo. Fingers touching

nearly throughout their length. Length, 2 iuches (French). (Milne-

Edwarda)
It is found in the neighbourhood of Pondicherry.

Cardiioma Carmfti.

Cancer Hydromtu of Herbst, in the opinion of M. Milne-Edwards,
is evidently a species approximating closely to the preceding, if indeed

it can be distinguished from it.

Cardimma (ni<tiiliunii, which inhabits the Antilles, is more Hum
three inches in length, and the claws of the male ore larger than the

body, very much curved, and not touching except nt llu-ir extremity.

Oecarcoidea. Carapace more oval and less elevate. 1 tlian in tip in-r-

eading genera. Front of moderate length, straight, and very mneh
inclined. Antenuary fossettes rounded, and separated by a mnall

triangular prolongation of the front. Orbit* small
;

their inferior

border much less projecting than in the preceding genera, and leaving

between its internal angle and the external antenna a large and deep
notch. Buccal frame not so clearly circumscribed as ordinarily, and

rather circular than square. External jaw-feet with a wide space
between them

;
their third joint much less tlian the second, nearly

quadrilateral, little or not at nil narrowed backwards, and deeply

notched at its anterior edge, at the middle of which iv inserted the

succeeding joint, which is exposed.
0. Lalandii. Carapace inclining to oval, and without a crest on its
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lateral edges. Feet strong; pincers large, cylindrical, tuberculous,
and touching throughout their length ; anterior edge of the arms
nodulous ; succeeding feet dentilated on the edges, those of the third
pair the longest. Six rows of dentations on the tarsi. Colour
brownish-red. Length rather more than three inches. (Milne-
Edwards.)

It is found iu Brazil.

Gecarcinue. Carapace not much elevated, but very convex on the
sides. Front very strongly curved below. Orbits deep, inclining to
oval, and without a notch on the external side. Internal antenna;
nearly hidden under the front, which has a small prolongation that
goes to join the epistome. The disposition of the external antenna;
and that of the canthus of the orbit nearly the same as in the preceding
genus. Buccal frame nearly circular, and not clearly separated from
the pterygostomian region?. External jaw-feet very wide, but with a
space between them ; their second joint completely covers the suc-

ceeding joints, which are inserted on its internal surface. The external
appendage of these organs is hidden under their second joint, and its

extremity scarcely overpasses it. Feet presenting nothing remarkable,
excepting that their edges are armed with spiniforni teeth.

ft is an inhabitant of the Antilles and Australasia.
G. ruricola ; Cancer tcrrestrit, Seba ; Cancer ruricola, Linnaeus ;

the
Land-Crab, Sloane; the Black or Mountain-Crab, Browne; Crabe
Violet (?), Labat. Tarsi armed with six rows of spinifonn teeth.
Internal edge of the third joint of the jaw-feet without any remark-
able fissure. Carapace very large. A few teeth on the internal edge
of the carpus. Length rather more than three inches. Colour
purplish or reddish-violet, or yellow washed with red. (Milne-
Edwards.)

It is found in the Antilles.

Land-Crab (Gecarcima ruricola).

Fouil Gecarciniant. M. Desmarest, in his ' Histoire Naturelle des
Crustacea Fossiles," describes and figures a species which he notices as

being sufficiently common in collections under the name of Gecar-

cinut trit/jinotiu. The same author, in his ' Considerations Gc'nc'rales

Kur la C'lassc des CrustaciSs,' alludes to this figure and description ;

and observes that he has arranged the fossil, with doubt, under the

genus Gecarcinut. M. Milne-Edwards (' Histoire Naturelle des Crus-

taceV) expresses bis belief that this fossil is not a Gecarciniaa ; and

sayg that it would appear, from the form of the carapace, to approxi-
mate more to the genus Pteudoyrapsus.
GECKO'TID^E, a natural family of Saurian Reptiles, belonging to

Gray's sub-order Pacliyylotia, and the tribe Nyctiaura.
Their head is wide and flattened, with the mouth wide ; the nostrils

are distinct and lateral
;
the eyes large, hardly surrouuded by short

lids, the lower edge of which in the greater number of species docs

not project outwards, the pupil sometimes rounded, but most fre-

quently dentilated, linear, and lightly fringed ;
and the auditory

opening bordered with two folds of the skiu. The teeth are small,

equal, compressed, sharp at the point, entire, and planted in the

internal edge of the jaws : there are none on the palate. The tongue
is short, fleshy, capable of but little elongation, and free at its extre-

mity, which u either rounded or flattened, or very slightly notched.
Their neck is apparently little, in consequence of the width of the

back part of the head and the squareness of the shoulders. Their

body is thick and short, depressed, and low on the legs, with a belly
flat below, dragging on the ground, and largest in the middle. There
is no crest on the back. The tail varies, but is not long, and often has
folds or circular depressions, but never a dorsal crest.

The feet are short, nearly equal in length, wide apart, and robust
;

the toes nearly equally long, most frequently flattened below, widened,
and furnished with transverse imbricated plates ; the nails vary, but

they are ordinarily hooked, sharp, and retractile. The conformation
of the feet enables the Geckos to run with ease on the smoothest

surfaces in every direction, or to remain stationary on them with tho
back downwards, after the manner of a common house-fly.
The skin is defended by equal granular scales, most frequently

interspersed with other tubercular scales, the points blunt or angular.
There are femoral pores, or pores in front of the vent, on the same line
in the majority of species, and most frequently in the males only.
The limbs and sides are sometimes bordered with fringed membranes.

Skeleton. The skull of the Geckotidte is marked by some peculiar
characters. The bones are well defined, nor do the sutures seem to
be obliterated by age. In general contour it approaches the skull of
the Crocodilidce by its width, its flatness, and its length ; its particular
resemblances to the same part in that family are to be found in the
disposition of the orbits and in the articulation of the jaws. The
excavations for the eyes are very large and apparently incomplete,
inasmuch as the orbital frame is not entirely bony in its back part,
nor has it, so to apeak, any flooring, so that when deprived of the
softer parts the cavity communicates with the mouth. The articula-
tion of the jaw is quite backwards, and the os quadratum or interarti-
cular bone is wide, short, and hollowed on its posterior surface, for
the purpose of receiving the muscle, whose office it is to open the jaws
and keep them open. The skull differs from that of the other lizanls

generally in the extreme smallness of the jngal and temporal bones,
and in having the parietal bones divided longitudinally into two.

Skull of a species of Gecko,

a, cranium
; b, lower jaw ; c, a tooth enlarged. (Cuv.,

' Oss. Foss.')

The vertebra vary in number, and, according to Meckel, their body
is hollowed into two conical cavities, very nearly like those of fishes :

the spinal column is without any spinous processes or projections.
The first three or four cervical vertebra; only are without false ribs or
transverse articulated apophyses. These are gradually developed, and
go on increasing in length and curvature to the fifth or seventh, but
none of them are actually joined to the great anterior portion of the
sternum. Those which follow reach and are articulated with that
bone. They are succeeded by the free or abdominal ribs, which nearly
equal in number the vertebra; which precede the pelvis, at least in the
Banded Gecko.
The sternum in the Common Gecko (Platydac/ylus gutlatus of

Cuvier; Gecko verus of Merrem and Gray), consists of a very solid

plate, which receives anteriorly and laterally in two angular notches
the coracoid bones, which are wide and delicate, and the clavicles,
which are narrow, elongated, and flattened, more especially at their

sternal extremity. The rhomboid and backward portiou of this

sternal plate affords attachment on the two posterior facings to three

pairs of ribs. From the posterior or abdominal angle of this bone
two small parallel bones or sternal prolongations are given off, along
which three other pairs of ribs are affixed by ligaments. After these
six pairs of sternal ribs come seven other pairs, which are curved at

their free or abdominal extremity into an obtuse angle, so that they
are at this end directed forwards without any junction to a mesial

line, as in the Chameleons. M. Dumeril says that generally he has

only counted 17 ribs, but he observes that there are 24 in the Banded
Gecko (Platydactylui vittatw of Cuvier ; Gecko viUatui of authors).
Hence M. Dume'ril concludes that the number of ribs varies according
to the species.
The caudal and pelvic vertebra: require notice. The articulation of

the former is either weak, or the body of the vertebra itself is apt to

break iu the middle, so that a slight effort separates them, and many
individuals consequently lose their tails: When these are regenerated,

cartilage is generally found in the place of the former bone, and the

tail then presents a variety of forms.

The bones of the limbs do not differ from those of the other Saurians

so as to require any particular description, with the exception of those

of the feet, and there the difference is striking with relation to the

greater portion of the class. In the Geckotldce the bones of the feet

are so disposed as to receive the five toes of equal or nearly equal

length, and which radiate as it were from a centre so as to form a

nearly complete circle ;
for the external or great toe cannot separate

itself from the others to extend itself backwards. The toes are not

always furnished with nails
;
but they are often provided with very

remarkable ones, which by their mobility and retractility remind tho

observer of the organisation of the same parts in the Cats (Fdidoc).
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Muscular SytUrn. The muncles of the GtdMida are highly irritable,

u might be expected in Mioh nimble creature*. Their power of

adhering to unooth surfaces make* it necessary that the reautanoe

produced by the adhesion should bo instantaneously overcome in cue of

danger; and we accordingly find that a Gecko which at one moment
U fixed motionleM to a spot, vanishes u it were in the next from
under the hand stretched forth to capture it

The brain and nervous system are considerably developed in the

OtctotiJa, and the greater part of the senses are acute.

Sight The orbits, as we have seen, are large and without any
flooring or base, and as the eye in this family is very large in propor-
tion to the size of the animal, the projection of the posterior part of

the globe may be seen in the inside of the mouth much in the same

way as is observable in some fishes. There is scarcely any lid, and
what there is is so small that an additional appearance of prominence
U given to the eyebalL This lid is simple, circular, and adherent to

the globe of the eye by an internal fold. There U a nictitating mem-
brane. Most persons have seen that an epidermic scale which seems
to be the external layer of the cornea comes off in serpents with the
rest of the skin, and in the Geckos also the integument passes over
the front of the eyeball. The eye in such animals never appears
humid. M. Jules Cloquet has shown that in the serpents the tears

probably are diffused between the epidermic scale and cornea in order
to arrive at the nostrils. The pupil is sometimes rounded, but most

frequently presents a linear slit, the edges of which are fringed, so

that the animal can at its pleasure dilate or diminish the opening
through which the light and the images are to be admitted to the
retina. Like the Cats therefore, the Geckos, though said to be
nocturnal in their habits, can also see perfectly well in broad daylight

Hearing. The auditory apertures in this family are sometimes in

the form of slits, sometimes in that of oval or circular holes, and the

edges are often rounded and sometimes dentilated. Wagler states

that these apertures can be closed in Ptyodactyliu &nd Spheriodactyltu,
and it is extremely probable that the rims have a power of approxi-
mation generally. The tympanum lies deep, and the auditory cavity
communicates with the back of the mouth or throat for the admission
of air, as in most pulmoniferous animals. H. Dume'ril says, that he
has proved the sensibility of these nim>l to the least noises, and
that their sense of hearing is very fine.

Smell The structure of the nostrils in this family would not
lead to the conclusion that their sense of smelling is very acute,

though it is probably more highly developed than it is in the Frogs.
Taste. The Oeckolidce swallow their prey living, or nearly so, and

almost entire, but the presence and form of the teeth render it pro-
bable that they can masticate

;
and this power, combined as it is with

the form and structure of the tongue, which is soft, moveable, very
fleshy, and furnished with papilla:, seems to indicate a certain degree
of the sense of taste.

Touch and Integuments. The skin of the Geckos is generally
delicate, and adheres but little to the muscles, from which it in easily
detached. In the middle of the back, and sometimes on the sides,

granular tubercles rounded on their edges, with others which project
at the centre, and are even fashioned into facets, are to be detected in

the greater number. When the skin is detached and held up to the

light it is seen to be regularly furnished with small delicate rounded
escutcheon-like bodies, set in the thickness of the skin. The form aud
distribution of these bodies vary according to the different species in

the regions of the belly, of the neck, of the thighs, of the head, and of
the tail. M. DumeVil, who gives us this information, goes on to state

that generally the skin of the Gedcolidte is gray or yellowish, but that
there are species in which lively colours are disposed on some parts
of their bodies, and that it is even said that tiuts of red, blue, aud
yellow may be distinguished, which the animal causes to appear and

disappear nearly after the manner of the chameleons. Some travellers

assured Wagler that certain Indian Geckos became luminous or

phosphorescent during the night
In some of the species the skin is prolonged on the sides of the

body and tail into membranes regularly festooned or fringed, and the
Geckos generally moult or change their skins at certain periods of the

year, when their colours, as is usual in such cases, become brighter.
M. Dumeril says that be has himself observed this in living individuals

captured in their wild state at Cordova, in Spain, in the middle of the
summer. There can be little doubt that there is considerable sensi-

bility where the akin is constructed as it is in the Geckos ;
but in

considering the sense of touch, the curious organisation of the feet

and toes demands our particular attention. These are the great organs
of station or fixation and progression, and the manner in which they
perform their office is very interesting. H. Dunu-ril, after referring
to Wagler's reflections on this subject in his remarks on the J'laiy-

glotii, gives his own observations on this part of the organisation of
the Geckos. He refers to the comparative shortness and general
structure of the feet above given, and then proceeds to notice the

particular conformation of the toes in the greatest number of species.
The lower surface of these, and the sole, are very much dilated,

widened, and furnished with small plate* or lamella!, following or

overlying each other (lamelles placee* en recouvrement) in a regular
manner, but in a mode which vane* in the different species. The

which are sometimes wanting on all the toes, are most

frequently pointed, hooked, and more or less retractile, constituting a
sort of claws, which remain constantly sharp. The toes are some-
times united at their base, and, as it were, semipalmatod. In some of
the species, Ptywlactyltu and Spkeriodactyliu of Cuvier, for instance,
the extremity of the toe* expands, and widens considerably in form of
a fan or semi-disc, as in the Tree-Frogs.
The membranous and soft plates with which the lower surface of

the toes of the Geckos are furnished present a variety of modifications
in the different genera. Sometimes they are simple, or continued
from one edge to the other, and those of this class offer distinctions in

the furrows themselves, and in the curves described by the lines

which mark them ; sometimes they are separated longitudinally by a

groove ; sometimes they are complete or continued throughout the

length ; sometimes they exist on the last phalanges only ; and lastly,
in the aberrant genera they are hardly distinct The modifications of
this curious apparatus, as well as the absence or presence of the nails,
afford the leading characters on which herpetologists have esta-

blished the different genera, and we here present the various forms
collected by M. Dumc'ril.

Is

Form and structure of the under part of the toes of Geckotidte. The figure
marked with the numeral only, represents the foot : the figure marked with the

added letter a, represents the structure of the lower part of the toe. 2, 1'laty-

dactylus Cfprdtatita ; 3, Platydnctyht* .ftgi/ptiocul ; 4, 1'latydartylu* giittntui
<;rck<> rfriia, Common Gecko, of Gray); 5, Platydactylus homaloccphtilu*

(Ptychosoon, of Kiihl; fltropleura, of Gray); C, Plalydadylui Ltathianut

(Alralabo/fi Isachianui ; Grift*.,
' Anim. King.') ; 7, llemidaclylut Oualaisit

(Ptrofui, of Wiegmana) ; 8, lltmidactyltu tricdrut.

The numerals and letters Indicate the same parts at they do In the upper
fiiture, with the exception of 7, i, which represents a claw in profile. 2, Therii-

inctylui Tkteonyx ; 3, Ptyodaclylut llauelquutii (P. futtatiu, of KUppell,

House-Oecko, Griff. ' Anim. King.') ; 4, Ptyodactylui fimMattu (llreko

fimbriatiu of authors ; Fimbriated Gecko, Griff.,
' Anim. King.') ; 5, 1'kyllo.

ilaclylia porphyreui ; 6, Gymnoditctytiu tealitr (Stmoilailylui icaber of

Rilppcll ; Cyrtodactylttt, of Gray I) , 7, Gymnodaclytut pulchtllta (Oonyodac-
tylia futchtllui of Wagler ; Oyrlodactylut pulchellut, of Gray) ; 7, t represents
s claw of the animal seen In profile.

Digestive System. The numerous teeth of the Geckoa are similar

in form and length, placed on the same line, and fixed in a longitu-
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dinal furrow on the internal edge of the jaw by the external surface
of their roots. The enamelled crowns are cutting, and their base is

rounded. -I'rom their position in the jaw, Wagler has derived his

designation Pleurodonts, the teeth being attached laterally while they
are free internally, or in the furrow destined for their reception. In
the greater number the crown increases from above downwards.
These teeth are so closely set that they seem to touch each other, and

altogether form a very trenchant dentilated blade, though not long
enough for cutting up substances of any thickness, nor does the bite

of the animal inflict a wound.
The oesophagus is very wide, and M. Dume'ril notices an extraordi-

nary appearance therein, when it is remembered that the part is not

exposed to the light. In many species, both living and dead, which
he examined, he found the interior of this canal strongly coloured
with different but uniform shades, sometimes of an orange-yellow,
but principally of a deep black. There is no distinct limit between
the O3sophagus and the stomach ; the crop (jabot) is continuous, and
the whole forms a kind of longitudinal sac, which appears to be sud-

denly narrowed at the point corresponding to the pylorus, which is

not to be detected except by this diminution of diameter and its

position on the free and lower edge of the liver. The intestine is

arranged in sinuous folds, and about three times the length of the

oesophagus and ventriculus taken together, it turns to the left, and is lost

on the side of a true and large caecum, furnished with an appendage,
and terminating by a large tube which has its opening in the cloaca.

The triangular liver is placed in the mesial line, but its upper angle
is so much elongated, that in some species it forms a conical point, at

least twice as long as the base. This point lies in front of the stomach
in the space left by the two lungs when they are filled with air.

Below, the liver enlarges, and is divided into many lobes or indistinct

strips, with the exception of that on the left, which is longest The

gall-bladder is situated under the mesial lobe. M. Dume'ril states

that there does not appear to be a pancreas, but he observed in the

Common Gecko and in the Fimbriated Gecko (Ptyodactyltu fimbriatut)
a very small spleen situated on the left side of the stomach.

Circulating System. The shape of the heart varies. In the

Common Gecko it is large and flat, but has nevertheless a tolerably

regular conical form, the point of the cone being below, and the

base, which is slightly notched, leaning on the root of the two lungs.
In the Fimbriated Gecko, on the contrary, M. Dume'ril states the

heart to be proportionally smaller, and apparently formed of three

distinct but approximated portions, the two upper rounded and oval,

resembling auricles, and the other and lower portions small and
conical. He acknowledges that he has not followed out the vascular

system, but presumes that it resembles in its distribution that of the

other Saurians.

Respiratory System, and Organ of Voice. The glottis consists of

a longitudinal slit with two large lips, which form a sort of tubercle

behind the posterior notched portion of the tongue, the movements
of which it follows, and can consequently be lifted up and applied
to the concavity of the palate. The trachea is very large, and the

rings, which are cartilaginous anteriorly but membranous on the

gide next to the oesophagus, cause it to be considerably flattened.

The lungs form two sacs, as in the Salamanders, and are nearly

equal in volume and length. Their internal cavity is simple, but

there are polygonal cellules on their internal membranous linings,

and in the lines forming these the arterial and venous vessels are

ramified. The Geckotidce are without any goitre, and M. Dume'ril is

unable to account for the production of the voice, but he inquires
whether tho cry which they emit, and which is supposed to be in

some degree imitated by their names of '

Gecko,'
'

Geitje,' &c., may
not be assisted by the movements of the tongue, and its reception

in the concavity of the palate ; analogous, we suppose, to the pro-

duction of the sound with which a coachman or groom stimulates

his horses by applying the tongue to the upper part of the mouth
and suddenly withdrawing it.

Urinary and Genital Organs. There is no urinary bladder, nor do

the rounded kidneys, whose ureters are not long and open directly

into the cloaca, require particular notice. The organs of generation
in the males (which are smaller, more agile, and more brightly
coloured than the females) are double, and lodged on each side of

the base of the tail, which has consequently a swollen appearance.
The fggs, which are often deposited between stones, are quite round,
with a rather solid, slightly rough, calcareous shell, of a uniform

dirty white. M. Dume'ril has seen these eggs produce the young
ones, which were well-formed and very nimble.

The author last named states that he has observed in many species
fome peculiar organs, sometimes double, sometimes united in a single

flattened elongated mass under the abdominal parietes in front of

the pubis, in place of a urinary bladder. They appeared to be of a

fatty nature, and were sustained in one part by the os pubis, and on

the other possessed vascular or membranous single or double

prolongation*, rising in the thickness of the peritoneum as far as the

fiver. Though he knows not the office of these organs, he thinks it

probable that they may be destined to afford nourishment to the

animal in a state of hybernation. The pores of the thighs, &c. secrete

a thick humor ; and M. Dume'ril observes that these pores afford no

generic character.

The Oeckolidce are none of them large in size, and the greatest
number feed on small animals, such as insects, their larvae and pupse.
These they catch either by lying in ambush or by pursuing their
feeble prey in the holes and dark crevices to which it retires. The
structure of their feet enables them to run in every direction over
the smoothest surfaces, and they can even remain suspended beneath
the large leaves which a luxuriant tropical vegetation so frequently
puts forth. The sharp and retractile nails with which the feet of
the greater number are armed, enable them to cling to and make
rapid progress on trees with the smoothest bark, to penetrate the
holes of rocks, and to climb walls. Of sombre or varying colours

adapted generally to the locality where their lot is cast, they will
often remain for hours in positions as extraordinary as the flies and
insects for which they watch, the wonderful apparatus with which
their feet is furnished enabling them to overcome the general law of

gravity, and without which they would instantly fall to the earth.
The hues of their skins thus render them less objects of suspicion to
the little animals for which they lie in wait, and also serve to dodge
even the acute eye of the bird of prey that seeks to destroy them.
Their eyes, as we have seen, enable them to discern objects in the
dark, and are at the same time capable of bearing the rays of a bright
sun

;
for many insects are nocturnal or crepuscular, while the great

mass of them are diurnal. The pursuit of their prey leads them
near the habitations of man, whose dwelling always attracts certain
kinds of insects, and they sometimes fall victims to their appear-
ance, which frequently inspires terror, and often disgust. A Gecko,
confident in his powers of flight, appears boldly to await his adver-

sary, and his sudden disappearance at a nearer approach adds to the
horror which his uncouth form inspires. The poor Geckos too have
a bad name. They are supposed to poison whatsoever they touch,
be it animate or inanimate, and their saliva is said to vex the skin
of those on whom it falls with foul eruptions. Many of these
cuticular irritations, when they have actually existed from the interven-
tion of these animals, may have arisen from the extremely sharp
claws of a Gecko running over a sleeping man, or small blisters

may have been raised by the adherent apparatus at the bottom of
its feet.

The Geckotidai are found in all the four quarters of the globe, and
are widely distributed in warm climates. In this distribution, Europe,
as far as observation has yet gone, claims by far the fewest number.
Two species only have yet been found in this quarter of the globe,
and even these are common to the northern coasts of Africa. Prince
C. L. Bonaparte has noticed them in the ' Fauna Italica,' under the
names of Asccdabotei Mauritanicus and Hemidactylus triedrus. The
former is a Platydactylw of Dume'ril and others.

Systematic Arrangement. There can be little doubt that the
'AcTKoAajStuTijt of Aristotle and of the Greeks generally was a Gecko.

Aristophanes and Theophrastus, as Gesner has shown, speak of those
lizards which the Italians called Tarentola, whose bodies were short
and thick, and which clambered about the walls in the interior of
their edifices for the purpose of catching spiders, on which they fed,
under the names of Aicalabotea and Galeotes. That the Stellio of

Pliny was no other than a Gecko, Schneider has shown.
Linnseus placed the Geckos under his great genus Lacerta, and

recorded but three species (1766).
Laurenti (1768) seems to have been the first modern who established

the Geckos as a genus. Gmelin (1789, 13th edit, of '

Syst. Nat.') intro-

duced a section in the genus Lacerta, consisting of five species, under
the name of Gekkones, and the term Gecko was used as a generic
appellation for these Saurians by Lacdpede (1790), Schneider (1797),
Cuvier (1798), and Brongniart (1801).
Daudin (1803) divided the genus Gecko into three sections, taking

for the basis of his division the number and connection of the toes,
the form of the tail, and the disposition of the scales. These sections
consisted of the Geckos properly so called, the Geckottes, and the
Geckos with a flat tail. M. Dume'ril, who has written so much and
so well on this subject, and to whose writings we are so much indebted,
states that in 1806 he profited by the foregoing works, and established
in the 'Zoologie Analytique," and in his public lectures the genus
Uroplatus (1806), and he says that Oppel, in his 'Prodromus' (1811),
established the family Geckotidai after his (Dumdril's) indications.

M. Dume'ril, who established also the genus Urotornus, adopts in great
measure the system of Cuvier, and separates the Geckotidai into two

great divisions, each embracing subdivisions. These divisions take

the structure of the toes for their basis ;
the first consisting of those

Geckotidce which have dilated toes, the second of those whose toes are

not dilated. The subdivisions depend upon the variation in the

structure of the lower pari of the toes. The genera are Ascalaboten,

Platydactylua, Hemidactylus, Ptyodactylus, Thecadactylus, Sleno-

dactylus, and Gymnodactylua (1836).
Cuvier (1817-1829) placed these Saurians under his great genus

Gecko, which he divided into the following sub-genera : Platydactylus,

Hemidactylm, Thecadactylus, Ptyodactylus, Sphceriodactylus ; at the

same time arranging those Geckos which have retractile claws, but
slender or rather not enlarged toes, in three groups, under the names
of Stenodactylui, Gymnodactylus, and Phyllura, the latter embracing
those with a horizontally-flattened foliated tail.

Merrem (1820) places the Geckos in the first tribe (Gradientia) of
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the clui Pkolitbtti. The sub-tribe Atcalabotit, according to him,
embraces the Igwutida as weU as Gecko*.

M. Latreille (1801-1825) seems to hare adopted the views and

description* of Lac!pede in the first instance, and not to havegone much

beyond a change of nomenclature in the last work published by him.

M. Kitzinger (1826) make* his Ascalabotoids consist of the genera

Samdntt, Uroplattu, Ptyodaelyltu, /lemidacty'.iu, Tkecadactylut, Plycho-

:fion, Platydactyliu, Atcttlabota, Satodactylui, and PhyUunu.
Dr. J. E. Gray <182T-1834) arrange* the following genera under the

family Gtckotida : Unudadyltu, Platydactyltu, Gecko, Ptcropletira,

Tkteadaetfltu, Plyodoetylta, Pkyllunu, Eublrpharit, Cyrtodactylui,

PkyHadadylnt, Diplodactytut, and Gthyra.

Wagler (1830), under the family name of Platyglotti, make^ the

Gectvtida consist of the following genera -.Plyduaoon (Kuhl),
CVD*nnu (Wagler t'roplatiu of Dumdril in part), JUiacoeua (Wagler
one of L>uai5rU' Unptati), Thectuiactyltu (Cuvier), Platydaclylia

(Cuvier), Anaploput (Wagler), Uemidaetyliu (Cuvier), Plyrxl

(< 'uvier>, Splutnodaetyliu (Cuvier), AKolabotei (Lichtenstein), Eulle-

jAarit (Gray), Qonyodactylut (Kuhl), and Gymxodactylut (Spiz).

Dr. Cocteau (1835) arranges the Geckos into six divisions:

1, Plalyda&yltu, containing five subdivisions, represented
in part by

Anoplopiu of Wagler, Pkelnma (Cocteau), Pacfiydaelyltu (Wiogmann),
PlythotStn (Kuhl), and Pleropltum (Gray), with others resting princi-

pally upon the absence or presence of pores before the cloaca, and
the development of the claws ; 2, those Geckos which correspond to

Thecadaclylu* of Cuvier
; 3, J/emidactyitu ; 4, comprehending Plyo-

dactylut (ifroplattu, Diimc'ril; Hhncotua, Wagler; Cramrtu, Wagler);
5, Splurriodactyliu, comprehending Diptodaciyl\u (Gray) and Pkylto-

daetylui (Gray) ; 6, Sltnodactylut (EMephari*, Gonyodactylut, Oymno-
tl'ir/yliu, Cyrtodactyliu, Prittunu, PkyUurtu).
M. de Blainville (' Nouvelles Annales du Mus<5um,' April, 1836)

places the family of Geckos at the head of the family of Saurophians.
The species forming the genus /'Inti/tlacly'ia of Cuvier he designates
as Geckos ; those ranging under I/emidactylui as Demi-Geckos ; the

Ptyodactyli as Tiers-Geckos ; the Stenodaclyli as Quart-Geckos ; and
the Oymiutdac'.yli as Sub-Geckos.
The following cuts will convey an idea of tin form of some of the

GeckoliJte :

I'lntydartyttu honialocephalul (Plj/choioon, Kuhl ; Fttropttura, Cray).

1, rialyilarlylut Sryencllrniil. (Dum<?r!l.)

1, a, the underside of one of it* ton.
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1. Gymnodoctylia JfiliutH (Oyriodactyliu Ifiliusii, Gray).

1, a, the underside of one of its toes. (Dumeril.)

The following is a synopsis of the genera and a list of the species,

03 given in the ' British Museum Catalogue,' 1845 :

Synopsis of the Genera of Geckotida.

I. Toes dilated, with 2 rows of membranaceous plates beneath,
under the dilated part.

A. Last joint of the toes short, indexed, sheathed in the notch

between the front of the 2 series of plates. Claws 5-5.

a. Toes dilated, ovate, with 2 series of transverse equal plates
beneath.

1. Thecadactyliu.'FoeB half webbed. Femoral pores none.

Tail uniformly granular.

b. Toes linear, truncated, middle of the toes with 2 rows of

square plates beneath, the 2 terminal plates larger.

2. (Edura. Tail subcylindrical, with square scales, unarmed.
Toes all with 2 rows of small plates beneath.

3. Slrophura. Tail cylindrical, with 2 rows of spines above,

tip revolut*. The 2 middle toes with 2 rows, the rest

with 1 row of plates beneath.

< Toes linear, truncated, middle of toes with a single series of

plates beneath, 2 terminal plates larger.

4. Diplodactyltu. Terminal pair of toe-plates convex,
rounded at the end. Back and tail granular, uniform.

5. Phyllodactyliu. Terminal pair of toe-plates thin, square
at the end. Back and tail tubercular.

d. Toes slender, dilated at the end, with 2 diverging series of

plates beneath.

6. Ptyodactylut.Toe free. Body simple. Tail round.

7. Uroflala. Toes webbed. Tail and sides of the head and

body fringed.
8. Caudiverbera. Toes webbed. Tail and back with a

membranous crest.

I). Toes, last joint slender, compressed, elongate, produced,
clawed, free from the dilated penultimate joints.

a. Thumb with a compressed clawed terminal joint, like the

9. Hemidactylu*. Tail rather depressed, angular above,
with cross rings of spines, lower edge simple. Toes
free.

10. Ve/ernnia. Tail rather depressed, angular above, with
cross rings of spines, lower edge denticulated. Toes
half webbed. Skin of sides and limbs lax.

11. Dorywra. Tail depressed, uniformly granular, denticu-

lated on the edge. Toes free. Sides and limbs simple.
12. Platyuru. Tail depressed, uniformly granular, denticu-

lated on the edge. Toes half webbed. Sides and limbs

with a thin membranous expansion.
1 '',. Leim-VLt. Tail cylindrical, uniformly granular, tapering.

Toes slightly webbed. Sides and limbs simple.

14. Crounriu. Tail cylindrical, granular, with a festooned

fringe on each side.

&. Thumb with a compressed, clawless, terminal joint.

15. Boltalia.Tom free.
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c. Thumb without any compressed terminal joint, clawless.

16. Peripia. Toes all free.

17. Peroplua. Toes two middle united at their base.

II. Toes more or less dilated, with a single series of transverse

plates beneath.

C. Toes dilated, the last joint (only) compressed and rather

produced or wanting, the plates beneath the toes membra-

naceous, smooth.

a. Claws 5-5. Thumb with a compressed, free, clawed last

joint.

18. Theconyx. Toes free, dilated. Sides simple.
19. Pmtadactylua. Toes free, base slender. Sides simple.

20. Platydactylus. Toes webbed. Sides with a margin.

6. Claws 4-4. Thumb without any compressed, free, clawed,
last joint.

21. Gecko. Toes free, last joint short. Back tubercular.

22. Gehyra. Toes free, last joint rather elongate, very com-

pressed. Scales granular.
23. Amydoiaurm. Toes half webbed. Back granular.

Limbs and body simple.
24. Lyperosaurus. Toes half webbed. Back granular.

Hinder edge of legs with a slight fold of thin mem-
brane. Tail with a slight fringe.

25. Ptyc/iozoon. Toes webbed. Head, body, and tail with

membranes on the side.

c. Claws 2-2. All but the two middle toes without any
compressed last joint.

26. Twentola. Lower rostral shield very long.

d. Claws none. Toes all without any compressed last joint.

27. Phelsuma. Toes dilated, ovate. Tail rather contracted.

28. Pacliydactylw Toes slender, short, apex rather dilated.

29. Spltcerodaclylut. Toes slender, with a single rounded
disc at the tip.

D. Toes and thumbs clawed, slightly dilated below at the base,

the two or three last joints compressed, angularly bent, the

membranous plates beneath the toes transverse, smooth.

a. Toes rather thick, tapering. Tail round.

30. Naidlinug. Tail cylindrical, tapering, granular. Preanal

pores in 2 or 3 cross series. Back granular.
31. Eublepharis. Tail cylindrical, ringed with cross series of

tubercles. Back tubercular.

32. Homonota. Tail cylindrical, tapering, granular. Preanal

pores none. Back scaly.

33. Pritturut. Tail compressed, dentated above.

J>. Toes elongate, slender, compressed, versatile, joints bent at

angle.

34. Goniodactylui. Tail round, tapering, granular. Scales

granular. Preanal pores none.

35. Cyrtodactylus. Tail round, tapering, with rings of

tubercles. Back with rows of tubercles. Preanal

pores in 2 parallel rows.

36. Jleteronola. Tail round, tapering, with rings of tuber-

cles. Back tubercular. Preanal pores in an arched

series.

S P
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37. C*bi*a. Tail round, tapering, with ring* of tubercles.

The back tubercular. lYeanal and femoral pores none.

38. Gymttodattyltu. Tail rather depressed, tapering, with

ringi of tubercle*. Back tubercular. Preanal pores in

a curved senea.

39. .PAyrtunu. Tail depressed, cordate, end round, tapering.

S. Toeo and thumbs clawed, cylindrical, tapering, toothed on
the aide, the plntea beneath transverse, many-keeled,
denticulated.

40.

Lilt of the ipecies of GtrL-otida, with the Localities they inhabit

Tkecadactyliu rapicaudtu, the Turnip-Tailed Gecko. Tro-

pical America.
(L'dura marmorata, the Marbled CEdura. North Australia.

(E. rhombifer, the Lozenge-Spotted CEdura. West Aus-
tralia.

Stropkura ipiniffera, the Strophure.
Diplodactyliu rittatut, the Yellow-Crowned Diplodactyle.

Australia.

D. ornalut, the Beautiful Diplodactyle.
D, ocellatiu, the Eyed Diplodactyle. West Australia.

D. marmoratiu, the Marbled Diplodactyle. Australia,

I>. bilineattu, the Two-Lined Diplodactyle.
D. Untatm, the Lined Diplo<iactyle. Cape of Qood Hope.
D. Gtrhnpyy<w, the Naked Diplodactyle.

PhyUodactylu* pulcher, the Phyllodactyle.
P. tuberculalui, the Large-Tubercled Phyllodactyle.

Plyodaclyliu Gtcko, the Fun-Foot Egypt
l'i-lJateijiinlii-inttu, the Famocantrata. Madagascar.
/". linratut, the Sharp-Tailed Famocantrata.
Caudirerbera Peruviana, the Caudiverbera. Peru.

Jlemidaclylui trihtdrva, the Triangular-Tubercled Hemi-

dactyle.
II. maculatut, the Spotted Hemidactyle.
Jl. Brooi-ii, Brooke's Hemidactyle.
Jf. depretnu, the Groove-Tailed Hemidactyle.
//. remttulatva, the Warty Hemidactyle. Shores of the

Mediterranean
; Egypt

U. fatciatui, the Banded Hemidactyle.
Jl. Mabuuia, the Brazilian Hemidactyle. Brazil.

Jf. mercatoritu, the Wandering Hemidactyle.
Jf. frenatnt, the Streaked Hemidactyle. Ceylon.
Jf. Lftchenaultii, Leschenault's Hemidactyle. Ceylon.
Jf. rittatiu, the Streaked-Cheeked Hemidactyle. Borneo.
H. Jiellii, Bell's Hemidactyle.
Jf. Pentrianut, Wiegmann's Hemidactyle. Peru.
Vtltmaia Kichardtonii, the Velerneaia.

Doryura Buvringii, Bowring's Hemidactyle.
D. Garnotii, Garnet's Doryure. South Sea Islands.

Pla'yurut Sf/incitleriantu, the Platyure. Java.

Leictrut ornatut, the Banded Leiurus. West Africa.

Crotmrtu cnudirerbera, the Crossurus.
Jloltalia tublctru, the Boltalia. India.

Peripia Peronii, Peron's Peripa. Mauritius.

P. rarirgata, the Variegated Peripa. Australia.

Peroput mutilatui, the Peropus. Manilla.

Theconyx Xrychellcntu, the Seychelle Gecko. Island of

Seychelles.

Penladaciylut Duraucrlii, Duvaucel's Pentadactyle. India ;

Calcutta.

P. Leathianui, Leach's Gecko.
lirdeo rerui, the Gecko. India.

O. Retrttii, Reeve's Gecko. China,
Q. Ckintntit, the Japan Gecko. China and Japan.
O. Monarchic, the Amboyna Gecko. Borneo.
O. SmMii, Dr. A. Smith's Gecko. Prince of Wales Island.

O. riitalut, the Streaked Gecko. Cape of Good Hope.
O. birittaltu, the Double-Streaked Gecko.

Amydotaunu lutjultrii, the Sombre Gecko.

Gthyra oceaniea, the Oceanic Gehyra. Islands in the
Pacific.

fl. Amtralii, the Swan River Gehyra. Swan River.

Lyperotaunu Cttminyti, the Luperosaure.
Piytktaoon homalocephala, the Fringed Tree-Gecko. Java.
Tarnlola Mauritania, the Tarentula. Egypt
T. Aiyyptiaea, the Egyptian Tarentola. Kgypt
T. Ddalandii, Laland's Tarentola. Madeira ;

West Coast of
Africa.

T. Amerirana, the American Tarentola. North America.
T. Borntauit, the Bornean Tarentola. Borneo.
T. rlyptata, the Shi.-Med Tarentola. Qlaxgow.
1'hflmma Crptdianiu, Lac^pede's

Pbelxuma. Mauritius.
P. JUadagaicarinuit, the Madagascar Phcbuma. Mada-

gascar.
P. lituatum, the Lined Phelsuma. Madagascar.

Pachydaclyliu octllalus, the Eyed Gecko. Cape of Good

Mope.
P. mocWa/iw, the Spotted Pachydactylc. South Africa.

P. rlrgani, the Elegant Pachydactyle. South Africa.

^/'hirrodaelyliu tjmlator, the Banded Spbnrodactyle. South
America.

S. punctatittimui, the Lined Spheerodactyle. Martinique.
& foHttutieta, the Black-Headed Sphterodactyle. South

America.
& niyropunclattu, the Black-Dotted Sphterodactyle. South

America.
& Riekardtonii, Richardson's Sphterodactyle. America.

yaultiniu pacifciu, the Pacific Naultinus. New Zealand.

JV. elegant, the KakarikL New Zealand.

N. Grayii, the Long-Toed Kakariki. New Zealand.

If. punelatui, the Black-Dotted KakarikL New Zealand.

Eublrjiharii Jfardwickii, Hardwick's Eublepharis. Penang ;

Chittagong.
Homonota Guidichaudi, Guidichaud's Scaled Gecko. Chili.

Pritturui flaripunttatui, Ruppell's Pristurus. Abyssinia.

Goniodaftylui Timorentit, Bcie's Angular-Toed Lizard.

India.

(I. Australii, the Australian Angular-Toed Lizard. Aus-
tralia.

G. alboangularit, the White-Throated Angular-Toed Lizard.

South America.
G. ocdlattu, the Eyed Angular-Toed Lizard. Tobago.
G. Mauriiarticut. the Algerine Angular-Toed Lizard.

Cyrtodactyliu marmoratut, the Marbled Cyrtodactyle. Java.

Philippine Islands.

C. pulchellta, the Beautiful Cyrtodactyle. Singapore.
Jfeteronota Kendallii, the Bornean Heteronote. Borneo.
//. Hinoti, the Australian Heteronote.

t'ubina fatciata, the Banded Cnbina. Martinique.
0. LTOrbignii, D'Orbigny's Cubina. Chili.

Gymnodactylut Gectoida, the Gymnodoctyle. Shores of the

Mediterranean.

Phyllwrtu platurut. White's Phyllure. Australia.

P. Milintii, the Thick-Tailed Phyllure.
P. incrmit, the Spineless Phyllure. Australia.

Stenodactyliu guttatus, Wilkinson's Steuodactyle. Egypt.
GEDD. [Esox.]
GEDRITE, a Mineral occurring in crystalline masses having a

fibrous radiated or lamellar structure. Its colour is clove-brown.

The streak gray or yellowish. The lustre submetallic, feeble.

Hardness not above 5. Hough. Specific gravity 3'26. It occurs

in loose stones near Gedre in the Pyrenees. It has some re-

semblance to Anthophyllite and Hypersthene. It has the following

composition :

Silica 88-811

Alumina 9'309

Protoxide of Iron 45'834

Magnesia 4'130

Liine 0'668

Water 2'301

GEESE. [DDCKS.]
GEHLEN1TE, a Mineral occurring in square prisms. It has a

gray colour, aud is nearly opaque. The hardness is 5 to 5'6. The

specific gravity 2-9 to 3'1. It has the following composition :

Silica .

Alumina .

Lime
Protoxide of Iron

Water .

29-6

24-8

35-3

6-6

3-8

It fuses with borax with difficulty. It gelatinises with muriatic acid.

It comes from the Jassa valley in the Tyrol. (Dana, Mineralogy.)
GKHYRA. [GKCKOTID*.]
GELA'SIMUS, a genus of Brachyurous Crustaceans. [OCYPODIANS.]
GELATIN, an animal substance composed of Carbon, Hydrogen,

Oxygen, and Nitrogen, found present in all parts of the body, and

constituting the walls or external investment of the cells of which
animals are composed.
Amongst the component parts of all organised bodies the most

frequent is the cell. Modified in an infinite variety of ways, it gives
rise to the innumerable varieties exhibited both by plants and animals,
in the external form, the structure, and consequently the functions of

their organs. In the vegetable kingdom the substance employed in

the construction of these cells is cellulose combined with a little

protein. In the animal kingdom it is gelatin. The case is very simi-

lar, although the elementary form of the tissue and its chemical

characters are different, In animals we must distinguidh between the

persistent and the original cellular substance. The original in nil

probability varies in different cases, while the persistent exhibits a

constant and general character. The persistent tissue is consequently
a secondary product, and in this respect diners from the cellular sub-

stance in plants, which is a primary or original one
;
neither has it
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an actual cellular form like the latter. There is however a resem-
blance between the two in several points, especially in relation to

the large proportions in which they both exist, and to the several
functions which they perform.

Gelatigenous substance is so widely diffused over the body that it

would exhibit the entire shape of the principal organs, even if all other
constituents were separated. It constitutes the skin, the serous mem-
branes, the cellular sheaths of the muscles, the organic portion of bone,
and many other substances. It is insoluble in cold water ; acetic acid
renders it transparent and bulky; tannic acid renders it solid, and
prevents its putrefaction ; and when boiled it forms a jelly. It is in

consequence of the last property that it has received the name of
Gelatin. The gelatigenous substance (as in skin, areolar tissue, serous

membranes, &c.) is insoluble in cold water, and on boiling is merely
physically and not chemically altered. In the process of boiling

nothing is taken up and nothing separated ;
the alteration being similar

to that undergone by starch when heated in water.

The composition of Gelatin is represented by the formula
C 13 H10 N, 5

whether obtained from hartshorn, from isinglass, or from silk. Both
boiled and unboiled cellular tissue (after its conversion into glue)
combine with tannic acid, and produce compounds which are insoluble

in water and resist putrefaction ;
hence the power of all medicines

containing this substance to heighten the tone of the system. The
protein-compounds in a similar manner form hard and coherent com-

pounds with tannic acid. Peruvian and willow bark, catechu, and

many other astringent medicines produce compounds of this nature
in the organism.
On boiling Gelatin in water for a long time we obtain a hydrate of

gelatin, which no longer gelatinises : its composition is 4 (C 13
H10 N2

This peculiarity should be remembered, for the compound is likely
to be formed in the preparation of broth, and in the application of

Papin's Digester to cooking ;
and it is regarded by Mulder as doubtful

whether this hydrated gelatin can be again converted in the organism
into nutrient matter, and whether it may not produce noxious sub-
stances in the body. [FOOD.]
A Gelatin has never yet been discovered in the vegetable kingdom.

there is every reason to believe that it is solely produced in the animal

body. It is most probably formed from the decomposition of the

protein in the blood, through the action of the alkali in the serum,
and the oxidising influence of the atmosphere.
We are likewise imperfectly acquainted with the products of the

decomposition of the gelatigenous tissues in the body. Out of the

body we know that by the influence of oxidation on gelatin prussic
acid is formed, and that, by the action of alkalies, gelatin-sugar, leucin,
and extractive matters are produced, while ammonia is disengaged,
and an alkaline carbonate formed. Finally, when boiled in dilute

sulphuric acid, it yields extractive matters with either gelatin-sugar or

leucin. Since leucin is also produced from albumen when decomposed
by potash, we perceive an intimate connexion between that protein-

compound and gelatinous matters.

Besides the gelatin obtained from cellular tissue and serous mem-
branes there is another kind which has many of its properties, but
differs from it in composition. It was first described by Miiller under
the name of Chondrin. It is obtained from the cornea, and from those

cartilages which do not ossify by boiling them in water. Its compo-
ition in 10 (C.,, HM N4 0,,) + S.

Gelatin is extensively employed in the arts in the form of glue, and
constitutes the basis of leather. It is found pure in the air-bladder

of some fishes, and on being cut up constitutes isinglass. When
purified it can be formed into plates of almost glass-like transparency,
and when coloured is employed for making artificial flowers and many
other ornamental objects. Its relation to the other substances in the

animal body are considered under PROTEIN.

GELDER ROSE, or rather, GUELDRES ROSE, a double variety

of the Viburnum Opulut, a marsh shrub, common in this country and

all the north of Europe. The name of this variety is supposed to

indicate its origin in the Low Countries : it is also called the

Snowball-Tree, in allusion to its large white balls of flowers.

[VlBL-RNUM.I
GELIDIUM. [ALOJ5.]
( y-:MM ASTREA. [MADREPHYLLKEA.]
GEMMULINA. [FoRAttiNiFERA.]
GEMS-BOC. [ANTILOPEA]
GENERATIONS, ALTERNATION OF. During the course of

the development of many of the lower animals from the ovum to

their adult condition, they not only pass through various forms, as is

een in the Insect tribes [INSECTS], but at certain stages of their growth

they posneas the power of multiplying themselves. The individuals

which exhibit this phenomenon have been called
'

nurses,' and the

whole series of phenomena connected with this mode of reproduction

have been called by its first expounder, Professor Steeustrup, an
' alternation of generations.' This phenomenon has been particularly

observed in tne Acaleplue, Entozoa, Polypi/era, Salpie, and VorticMa.

In the various articles on these families of animals, their mode of

development is described. As however this subject is one of general

interest, and very imperfectly understood, we take the opportunity o

reproducing here Professor Steenstrup's general remarks on this

subject, from a translation of his work published by the Ray
Society :

" The mode of development by means of (
nurses,' or intermediate

generations, is thus seen to be no longer an isolated phenomenon in

nature. The circumstance of an animal giving birtk to a progeny
permanently dissimilar to its parent, but which itself produces a new
generation, which either itself or in its offspring returns to the form
of the parent animal, is a phenomenon not confined to a single class

or series of animals
;
the vertebrate class is the only one in which it

has not yet been observed. It would consequently appear that there

is something intrinsic in this mode of development, and that it occurs

as it were with a certain necessity ;
on which account it will undoubt-

edly soon be recognised to a greater extent and more generally. It

should no longer be considered as something paradoxical or anoma-
lous (as we have hitherto been too much inclined to deem both it and
the phenomena in which it is exhibited), it must be iu harmony with
the rest of development in nature, in which the fundamental principle
of this course of development must also be elsewhere expressed,

although it may be displayed in a form under which we shall less

readily perceive and recognise it. This is seen when we trace the
mode of development in question more widely through nature ; and
whilst contemplating- it through the phenomena in which it is mani-

fested, we comprehend it in -its true light."
If we collect and regard in one view the whole system of develop-

ment by means of 'nursing' generations, as it is exhibited in the

Bell-Shaped Polypes (Campanularia), the Claviform Polypes (Coryne),

Medusce, Salpa, Vorticellce, and Entozoa, it appears as a peculiar and

consequently as an essential feature in this course of development,
that the species (that is, the species iu its development) is not wholly
represented in the solitary, full-grown, fertile individual-1* of both

sexes, nor in their development ;
but that to complete this repre-

sentation, supplementary individuals, as it were, of one or of several

precedent generations are requisite. Thus, the distinction between
this course of development and that which is generally recognised in

nature, in which the species is represented by the individual (of both

sexes) and its development, is the want on the part of the individuals

of a complete individuality as representatives of the species, or of a

specific individuality, if I may so express it. If now we agree to

regard such an incompleteness in the individual as the essence of this

development, we shall comprehend its significance in nature when we
thoroughly consider this course of development in its various periods,

throughout the above-mentioned families, how it begins and advances,
so that at last we discover to what it tends. I believe, also, that we
might trace even now this development by means of precedent, pre-

paratory generations of ' nurses
'

in its peculiar course and advance,

notwithstanding the paucity of instances adduced in the foregoing
pages, and the many gaps in the series of observations. Thus we see

the greatest incompleteness and the highest degree of mutual depend-
ence in the Campamtlarice and similar Polypes, in which the genera-
tions representing the unity of the species are very unlike each other,
and in which all the individuals are fused, as it were, into an outward

unity, or into a set of Polypes. They exist, organically connected
with each other, and are normally free only in their firat generation,
and indeed only in their earliest stage of development, and only for a
short time, since the free-swimming ciliated embryo swims about iu

the water at most for some hours, in order to find a suitable place for

the foundation of a new polype stem. In the Corynce, or claviform

Polypes, the organic connection between the individuals and genera-
tions is rather more lax; the perfect gemmiparous or ovigerous indi-

viduals are usually quite free, often even at an early age (Coryne
fritillariO', Corymorpha), so that they do not attain their full develop-
ment until after their separation from the '

nursing
'

generation. In
the Medvjce and Salpre, the generations which are connected together
into one whole, become more like each other

;
the firat generation of

the Medusae is still fixed but more active and mobile iu its parts ;
the

individuals of the perfect generation leave the 'nursing' animal while

still very small, and undergo remarkable changes after they have
become free and are swimming freely about ; both generations of the

Salpce, finally, are free, and free awimmers, only the individuals of one
of them are organically connected with each other

; they have how-
ever no common organs (in the full-grown state), and if my explanation
of the alternate generation of the compound Ascidians is correct, we
have in that instance precisely the development of the Salpce at a

somewhat lower stage ; the individuals of the one generation are

organically connected, without having a common organ ;
but both

generations are fixed.
" In the class of Entozoa a similar progressive attempt at becoming

free and accomplishing a perfect growth appears evident to me.
" In the Cestoidea the generation of perfect individuals, constitutes

externally a unity ; they are only successively detached from each

other as the term of their existence approaches, and their whole
existence is throughout connected with the '

nursing
'

animal. In

some of the Trematoda, the later generations remain witliin the earlier

until they have attained their full development ; in others they forsake

them in an earlier condition, are free, and free swimming, and undergo
a complete metamorphosis ;

in aorne of these latter, the earlier gene-
rations are transformed into motionless, and, as it were, lifeless cysts,
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whiUt in others thry remain free tad active (the
' nurse*

' and '

parent
nurse*' of Oenmria rpkemrra and C. tcJtinata), but retain during their

whole life a form which, at most, resembles the larva) of the more

perfect generation. In thi way an advance in a certain direction

may indisputably be observed. At flrtt all the generation! constitute

a unity, not merely as regards the interior, but also with respect to

the exterior : they form a stationary colony ;
after which the genera-

tions an detached more and more from each other, and become at the

same time more free ; and, finally, all the individunls constituting the

station
are_ separate from each other, and acquire the power of

locomotion. In this latter stage, or that of freedom and perfec-

i,
we found the development of animals which are certainly no

longer attached to inanimate objects at the bottom of the sen, but live

buried in other animal organisms, and belong not to the sea but to

fresh water. In a still higher and more free stage than this we observe

the development of animals which do not belong to the water, but to

the air, as in that which occurs in the Aphidet. The propagation of

thsto creatures through a series of generations has been already long
known. In the spring, for instance, a generation is produced from
the ova, which grows and is metamorphosed, and without previous
fertilisation gives birth to a new generation, and this again to a third,
and so on, for ten or twelve weeks ;

so that in certain species even as

many as nine such preliminary generations will have been observed
;

but at last there always occurs a generation consisting of males and

females, the former of which, after their metamorphosis, are usually

winged ; fertilisation and the depositing of eggs takes place, and the

long series of generations recommences in the next year, and in the

same order. All the individuals are free, and enjoy the power of free

locomotion, and undergo a metamorphosis. Here, however, we have
before us aerial animals, and which are no longer parasites inhabiting
other organisms ; at most they are only externally parasitic, and on

plant* alone ; the phenomena of this mode of development are no

longer exhibited by i'ntaoa, but by Epiphyta. Nevertheless, the

course of development is in itself similar ; but in the external, more
free, and nobler form in which it is now exhibited, the endeavour to

attain something higher is manifest. Each link or generation certainly

brings its offspring nearer to the perfection aimed at; but this

approachment towards perfection is effected only by means of the
'

nursing
'

by special animals, and is committed to the still and quiet

activity of an organ, without the nursing animals themselves being
conscious of it ; it is a function merely, and not an expression of the

will. In all parts of the animal kingdom we see instances of the

still, quiet, and unconscious activity of the animal being developed
into voluntary actions, which are undertaken by it from an internal,

obscure, and irresistible impulse (or artificial impulse), as is the case

in this instance. The development and mode of feeding or nourishing
the young, exhibited in its course, of Bees, Wasps, Ants, and Termita,
affords a direct example of the mode in which the care of the young
is provided for, by the voluntary action of numerous individuals

devoted to that object. Those of the young which are to be developed
into the more perfect, fertile individunls are not protected in the

body of the foster-parents, nor is their nourishment secreted by one
of the organs ; both protection and food are afforded them by means
which are brought about by the conscious activity of the '

feeders.'

The Wasp, for instance, or the Wild Humble-Bee, which has been

impregnated in the autumn, and has afterwards sought a shelter to

protect iUelf against the cold of winter, prepares a solitary habitation

in which it builds cells and deposits its eggs. From the eggs proceed
larvae, but the insects into which these larva- are metamorphosed, are

not fertile ; they are barren, and all their faculties are directed to the

assisting of the parent animal in the better nourishing of the future

brood, to which end some of their external organs are transformed,
and to the erection of a better habitation and cells, into which they
convey the eggs of the female, and the food of the larvae to be developed
from them. Other cells, which contain a better sort of food, are

erected for a later and less numerous progeny of eggs ; and again in

others, which are more roomy and provided with the best kind of

food, but of which there are only a few, is the last brood of the female

deposited. From the first kind of cells proceed the barren individuals,
from the second the males, and from the third the females ; after

undergoing a metamorphosis, the males and females fly away, impreg-
nation take* place, and the males die

; the females however return,
and the whole multitude of barren individuals, which at the same
time perform the duty of feeding the young, build cells for their

various progeny of eggs, and nourish the three forms of larva; which

procssd from them. In this way the inhabitant* of the colony become

very numerous ; nevertheless they all die off in the winter : the fertile

females alone remain alive, and propagate the species the year follow-

ing, under the same development of alternating broods, the earlier of

which is always by far the most numerous, and assists in the develop-
ment of the latter. In the colonies of Bees, Ants, and Termita, the
same thing occurs

;
the many thousand individuals which constitute

one of these colonies are principally
'

feeders,' or individuals which
have oritrinated in the precedent divisions of the eggs of the females,
and in these is exhibited, even with greater precision, a more marked
division of labour in the feeding of the progeny ;

so that, out of the
varioiK precedent divisions, individual* apparently arise which assist

iu the iUvi:! i]uiiriit uf the more perfect progeny iu various ways.

Thus there 'are in a hive of bees, individuals which are employed
almost wholly in the feeding of the larva; (foragers), whilst others do
scarcely anything else than collect wax and build cells (workers). In

ant-hills, one set of the feeders is constantly employed in conveying
the larva from one place to another, according as they require a

greater or less degree of warmth, Ac., whiUt others are engaged in

building the passages or earth-cells, and in making excavations around
the habitation. Among the Termita also we are acquainted with
several forms of '

feeders,' constituting particular tribe* or classes ;

the description of labour, however, which each of these classes par-
forms, is unknown. It is known, however, that a form with a large
head and strong jaws is always posted at the entrance of the artificially
constructed dwelling, and keeps guard there as soon as any disturbance
is remarked, and thus constitutes the safeguard not only of the young
but of the whole community." Now in the cases in which the more perfect development of the

progeny is promoted, either by means of ' nurses' or of 'feeders' (under
which latter term we understand special individuals devoted to the
actual care or nourishing of the young, which office they fulfil by a
conscious activity), we see that nature always has in view the produc-
tion of a multitude of individuals to whose life or care is then com-
mitted the perfecting of a later generation or progeny, consisting of
less numerous individuals. This previous or preparatory multitude
seems to consist invariably of females, the males being apparently
excluded from any participation in the office, on whicti account the
males of all the animals among which the system of 'nursing' or of
'

feeding
'

obtains, constitute a very subordinate number. That the
'

nursing
'

should be committed to females alone appears to us very
natural, since we are acquainted with on organ in them whose natural
function would be to perform that office. The generative organs are,

indeed, in perfect (female) individuals divided, as it were, into two
parts of very distinct natures ; the ovarium for the preparation of the

germ and the production of the egg, and the oviduct and uterus, in

which the ova are, as it were, incubated, and the germ and embryo
sufficiently developed to allow of its being born. Now, it is actually
the case that no true ovary has been discovered in the '

nursing
'

generations ; on the contrary, the germs, as soon as they are percep-
tible, are situated in organs which must be regarded as oviducts and
uteri, as, for instance, in the most perfect

' nurses' we are acquainted
with, the Aphidu. In the ' nurses' of the trematode larva, the CVr-
taria echinata, I have remarked that the germs in their earliest

condition are collected into an organ at the root of the tail, which

may probably be regarded as a uterus, and that they appear to distend
this organ gradually to the size of the whole body. The accurate
anatomical researches of Professor Eschricht on the Salpa also show
in the most precise way that the associated brood of the Salpae does
not originate from ova, but that, as germs which are arranged iu a
definite manner between the walls of a hollow organ, it is contained
in what can in no case be an ovary, and which the author has termed
a '

germ-tube.' This organ lies in a cavity which may probably be
considered very nearly a uterus, which is however always, as it were,
a secondary receptacle for the germs ; but in the present instance it

cannot be shown that they have occupied any previous receptacle or

place of formation.

"From what we at present know, we may probably assume with some
degree of certainty that the '

nursing
'

individuals are never themselves

gemmiparous, but that they are born with germs in the organs in
which the embryos are afterwards nourished; nnd from all this it

appears as if the female generative organism were always divided in

those cases in which development by means of ' nurses
'

occurs, so

that as in the more perfect females an ovary especially is formed, so
in the 'nursing' individuals a much-developed uterus is presented,
in consequence of which, they, as individualised uteri, have assigned
to them, as the object of their existence, the performance of the func-
tions of a uterus, and their complete formation must thus necessarily
precede that of the germs which are committed to their fostering care.

We cannot readily perceive the reason, that liecause all 'nursing'
individuals must be of the female sex, it should follow that all those
individuals which feed the young should also be of that sex, and yet
this seems to be the law. Anatomy shows us that the 'feeders'

among bees, wasps, 4a, and probably those of all insects living iu

regular societies, are females, whose sexual organs remain in au un.ii-

veloped state. They present scarcely the vestige of an ovary ;
the

uterus is rudimentary, and all propagation consequently in the mate-
rial way, so to say, is rendered impossible ; the imperfection of the

organ does not even allow of their acting as '

nurses,' and the propa-
gative instinct in a physical, corporeal sense passes into a will for the

propagation of the species, into a nitta impelling to the feeding or

nourishing of the young; and the fulfilment of these impulsive duties
is favoured by the peculiar transformation which some of the organs
undergo at the expense of those intended for propagation, in order
that they may become adapted to the bringing up of the young.
Whence it follows that the development of the species in this case
does not take place by means of several generation!*, but through
several broods of the same generation. The reason of the great
number of '

feeders,' and for the common good of '

workers,' so that

they often constitute thousands, whilst the fertile individuals scarcely
amount tu hundreds, may be readily understood when we consider
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more closely the regular societies of bees and ants, and witness the
labour required for the nourishment of the young. But, on the other

hand, how the development of the species is promoted by the multi-
tude of '

nursing
'

animals of which we often see thousands for each

single fertile one, appears to us difficult of explantion, since, even all

of them can only be regarded as animated organs, which do not appear
to act for or with each other. It does not however seem to me impro-
bable that even the Aphides, trematoda nurses, and other parasites,
which are so immediately injurious to the organisms in or upon which
they live, are not destined merely to promote the extension of the

species, but that they also induce in the organisms themselves condi-
tions necessarily more and more favourable to a later generation ;

plants also and animals afford us many instances that to a certain

abundance of parasites there usually succeeds a complete overflow of
thorn.

"
I conclude with the remark that, inasmuch as in the system of

'

nursing' the whole advancement of the welfare of the young is effected

only by a still and peaceful organic activity, is only a function of the

vegetative life of the individual, so also all those forms o animals in
whose development the 'nursing' system obtains, actually remind us
of the propagation and vital cycle of plants. For it is peculiar to

plants, and, as it were, their special characteristic, that the germ, the

primordial individual in the vegetation or seed, is competent to pro-
duce individuals which are again capable of producing seeds or indi-

viduals of the primary form or that to which the plant owed its

origin, only by the intervention of a whole series of generations. It

is certainly the great triumph of Morphology, that it is able to show
how the plant or tree (that colony of individuals arranged in accord-
ance with a simple vegetative principle or fundamental law) unfolds

itself, through a frequently long succession of generations, into indi-

viduals, becoming constantly more and more perfect, until, after the

immediately precedent generation, it appears as calyx and corolla,
with perfect male and female individuals, stamens, and pistils (so that
even in the vegetable kingdom the grosser hermaphroditism does not

obtain, which is still supposed to take place in the animal); and after,
the fructification brings forth seed, which again goes through the same
course. It is this great and significant resemblance to the vegetable
kingdom, which in my opinion is presented by the Entozoa and all

'nurse' generations, and to which I have alluded in the preceding
Essay : I might almost say that the condition of continued dependence
incidental to the animal life, is to a certain extent one of less perfec-
tion than that which is presented in the progressive elevation in

development effected by the agency of the vegetative life."

GENET. [ViVEBBHWE.]
GENISTA (the Latin Genista), a genus of Plants belonging to the

natural order Ltguminowe. The calyx is 2-lipped ;
the upper lip

bifid, the lower trifid. It has a subulate ascending style ;
a terminal

oblique introrse stigma. The species have yellow flowers, and most
of tht-m yield a yellow dye. The Planta Genista, or Whin, the Gen of

the Celts, and the Genet of the French, was the badge of a long race

of English kings, hence called Plantagenets. Upwards of eighty species
are included in this genus, but few are applied to any important uses.

They are found principally in the south of Europe, and some few are

natives of Great Britain.

0. pitota, has a smooth procumbent stem, and obovate lanceolate

obtuse leaves ; ovate blunt stipules. The peduncles, calyx, and
underside of the leaf are silky, and the pods hairy. It is a native of

the south of France, and is also found in Suffolk and Cornwall in

England, in sandy places.
G. tinctoria, Dyer's-Weed, or Woad, has a depresssed stem, with

erect branches, without thorns ; lanceolate leaves, hairy at the edges ;

minute subulate stipules ;
racemose flowers

;
and glabrous corolla and

pods. The branches are from one to two feet high, glabrous and

downy above. This plant is a native of Europe, and is found in

pastures, fields, and thickets in England. The flowers yield a yellow
colour, which is much used for dying wool. When cows are allowed

to feed on this plant their milk becomes bitter and disagreeable, and
the unpleasant taste of cheese and butter is often attributable to

this cause. 0. tinctoria has also a medicinal reputation. The seeds

act as a mild purgative, and the ashes are also said to be a valuable

diurectic.

G. anylica, Needle-Whin, has a spinous ascending stem, leafless

below ; unarmed glabrous flowing branches ; ovate-lanceolate leaves
;

and glabrous stems and' corolla. It is a native of Europe, in

France and Denmark, and is found in Britain on moist boggy
commons.

G. acanthoclada has trifoliate leaves, nearly sessile ; linear, compli-

cated, silky leaflets
;

stiff and spinose branches. The flowers almost

opposite, and disposed along the branches in a kind of interrupted

pike. It is a native of the Levant in exposed places, and in the

inland of Melon. This plant appears to be the Me'Aaira fiifa of

Hippocrates, 2of>iri'oi of Theophrastus, and the 'AmriiAafloj of

Dioscorides.

Q. Hiijxmir.a has lanceolate villous leaves
;
branched stiff spines ;

terminal racemes, somewhat capitate. It is a native of Spain and the

south of France. Fraai states that this species is the '

genista
'

of

Roman writers (Virgil, 'Georg.' ii. 434
; Pliny, xxvj. 9. 12, 22. 24, <J;

Columclla, 4, 3i).

G. pwgans is an erect branched shrub with very few leaves, and
axillary flowers on short pedicels. It is a native of France, on hills,

especially in the Cevennes, where it is used by the villagers as a
cathartic.

G. monosperma has erect branches
; very few linear oblong leaves,

clothed with a depressed pubescence ; and lateral few-flowered racemes.
It is a native of Spain, Portugal, Barbary, and Egypt. On the shores
of Spain it is found to be very useful in binding the otherwise drifting
sand, and by its beautiful fragrant blossoms it converts a barren waste
into a lovely garden. The goats feed on the leaves and young
branches, of which they are particularly fond. The Spaniards call

both the plant and the districts over which they grow Retamas, from
the Arabic word Rsetam. The species of this genus thrive well in
a mixture of loam, peat, and sand, and young cuttings will easily
strike in a potful of sand with a bell glass over them, which must
be taken off and wiped occasionally, lest the cuttings absorb too much
moisture.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Plants; Babiugton, Manual of British Botany ;

Fraas, Synopsis Plantarum Florae Classical; Burnett, Outlines of
Botany.)
GENTIANA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Gmtianacea. It has a 4-5-parted calyx. The corolla is variously
divided, twisted to the right in aestivation, often with accessory lobes
between the principal ones, without depressed glands upon the petals.
The filaments equal at the base

;
anthers not changing. The stigmas

are terminal on the ovary or style. The placentae united with the

endocarp and overspreading the valves of the capsule.
G. Catesbcei is found in wet grassy meadows in the southern parts

of the North American Union. It has a branching fleshy root. The
stem is simple, erect, and rough. The leaves opposite, ovate, or

lanceolate, slightly 3-nerved, acute, rough on the margin. The flowers

crowded, nearly sessile, axillary, and terminal. The segments of the

calyx linear lanceolate, varying in length, exceeding the tube and
sometimes more than twice its length. The corolla is large, blue,

veutricose, plaited, its border 10-cleft
;
the 5 outer segments roundish

and more or less acute, the 5 inner bifid and fimbriate. The stamens
are 5 in number, with dilated filaments, and sagittate anthers. The
ovary is oblong, lanceolate, compressed, supported by a sort of pedicel.
The style is absent, stigmas 2, oblong and reflexed. The capsule
oblong, acuminate, 1-celled, and 2-valved.- The dried root is muci-

laginous and sweetish, then intensely bitter, approaching to G. lutea.

It is said to be the best substitute for that species.
G. Amanlla has a salver-shaped 4-5-cleft corolla, bearded in the

throat ; the calyx-lobes 5, nearly equal, lanceolate
; the leaves sessile,

ovate, lanceolate
;
the radical leaves obovate. It is very variable in

size and in the number of the flowers. It is from 3 to 12 inches high,
erect. The stem square, much branched. The flower is of a pale
purple colour, barely an inch long ;

the mouth of the tube is crowned

by a fine erect purplish fringe rather shorter than the limb, and rising
much above the stamens. The stamens answer in number to the
divisions of the calyx and corolla, being almost always 5, awl-shaped,
with roundish separate anthers. The styles are very short; the

stigmas ovate. This species is a British plant, and is one of the
substitutes for the true Gentian sold in shops.

G. campestris is rather paler than the last species and of more
humble growth, varying greatly in luxuriance. The stem ia somewhat

corymbose, with simple flower-stalks of various lengths. The leaves

are ovate, acute, and 3-ribbed. The flowers are somewhat larger than
in G. Amarella, 4-cleft, essentially distinguished by having the two
outer and opposite segments of the calyx ovate and very broad,

covering the two inner, which are narrow and lanceolate, or even awl-

shaped, all deeply serrated, and minutely fringed. This species is

found in Great Britain and in elevated pastures in many parts of

Europe. It is used as a substitute for the officinal Gentian.

G. purpwrea is native of Swizerland, Savoy, the Pyrenees, and

Norway. It has a simple and sub-divided root, many-crowned, taper,

thickish, long, yellow outside, white inside, intensely bitter. The
stem is obscurely 4-comered, green or greenish-purple, from 1 to 2 feet

high. The radical leaves are ovate, or ovate-lanceolate, apiculate ;

those in the middle of the stem ovate-lanceolate, scarcely acuminate,
the uppermost sessile, broad, lanceolate, uniting and sheathing at the

base, all 5-nerved, flexible, and bright shining green. The flowers are

terminal and axillary on short stalks. The calyx is oblong, scarious,

semi-transparent, slit longitudinally on the inner side. The corolla is

large, rather coriaceous, with a few scattered dots arranged in rows in

the inside
;
the tube yellow and striated, the limb 6-cleft, with broad

obtuse segments distant at the base. The seeds are brown, orbicular,

and winged. It is employed with the next species in continental

practice.
G. Pannonica has a tapering root, little branched, many-crowned,

rugose, as much as 2 feet long, thick, yellowish-brown outside,

whitish inside. The stem is round, green, or purplish, from 1 to 2

feet high. The leaves are ovate, somewhat apiculate, 5-uerved, the

petioles running down into a sheath, those on the middle of the stem

ovate-lanceolate, long ;
those at the top acuminate, about 3-nerved ;

all somewhat coriaceous and bright green. The flowers are sessile, or

on very short stalks (the upper whorl many-flowered), large, an inch

uud a half long. The calyx is campauulate, obso^ctely 5-Oornertd,
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bout 6-cleft, varied with red and green ; the segment* almost leafy
and unequal, divided by a wide sinus, sometimes lemilated, shorter

than the tube. The corolla is coriaceous, membranous, purple, with
a yellowish tube, marked all over into rows of deeper spots, the seg-
ments ovate, rather blunt, thrice as short as the tube. The seeds are

brown, winged, and round. The roots are extremely bitter, and are

used extensively in Bavaria and Austria in medicine.
'>. A'urroo is found in various parts of the Himalayas. It has a

rtem about I-flowered, obtuse leaves, the radical long, lanceolate,
those on the stems linear. The teeth of the calyx are long and
subulate. The corolla is funnel-shaped, with an intense blue

spreading 10-lobed limb, the
principal

lobes of which are ovate and

acute, the intermediate ones scale-like teeth. The root is used like

Gentian in the north of Italy.
G. lulea, the Common Gentian, is found in alpine meadows through-

out the middle of Europe. It has a cylindrical root, wrinkled, ringed,
thick, forked, brown externally, yellow within. The stem is 8 or 4

feet high, hollow, and stout. The radical leaves are ovate-oblong,
5-nerved, 2 or 8 inches broad, those on the stem sessile, ovate, acute

;

those next the flowers cordate, amplexicaul, concave, all a pale bright
green. The flowers are bright yellow, in many-flowered whorls,
stalked. The calyx is of a papery texture, and semi-transparent, 3- or

4-cleft, with short lanceolate unequal segment*. The corolla with a

very short tube, and 5 or 6 preen glands at the base, 5- or 6-parted,
with oblong acute veiny lobes. The anthers are subulate, some-
what united, becoming distinct. The stigmas revolute. The capsule
oblong and stalked. The seeds roundish, compressed, with a mem-
branous brownish border. The root of this species furnishes the
Gentian of commerce, a valuable bitter drug employed extensively in

certain forms of dyspepsia, in intermittent*, and as an anthehnintic.
In full doses it is apt to relax the bowls, and it does not always agree
with the stomach, in fact, it possesses a volatile principle capable of

producing nausea and a kind of intoxication. The root contains a

good deal of sugar and mucilage which enables the Swiss to prepare
from it a liqueur held in high esteem among the people.

G. niralit, G. verna, and 0. Pneumonanthe are all described as British

The following is an arrangement of the European species of this

genus :

A. Tube of the corolla short or greatly enlarged at the mouth.
Throat naked

; segments not fringed.

I. Flowers in whorls or heads.

a. Corolla without accessory plaits.
G. lutea; G. Thomarii

'

; G. biloba; G. Otarpentieri ; G.

Gaudiniana.

b. Corolla with accessory plaits.
1. Calyx a sheath deeply divided on one side.

G. liuni-ii ; Q. purpurea ; G. matrophyUa.
2. Calyx campanulate, with nearly equal teeth.

G. Pannonica ; G. punctata ; G. cruciata.

II. Flowers solitary or in pairs. Corolla with accessory plates.
G. aicleiiiadta; G. Pntumonanthe ; G. Fralichii; G.

frigida ; G. acaulit; G.excita.

B. Tube of the corolla cylindrical, or somewhat barreled. Throat
naked. Segments not fringed.

I. Pereinial. Stems numerous, simple, 1 -flowered.

G. Eararica; G. brachyjihylla ; G. verna; G. attira ;

G. imbricata; G. pumila ; G. Pyrenaica.
II. Annual Stem single, branched, many-flowered. No barren

shoots. Styles cloven.

G. prottrata ; Q. utriculota ; Q. niralit.

C. Throat or corolla bearded. Hoot-leaves obovate
; stalked.

I. Calyx tubular, 4- or 5-toothed.

G. carnpcttrit; G. Germanica; G. Amartlla ; G. obtutifolia ;

II. Calyx 4- or 5 -partite. Stem branched only at the base.
Flower-stalks long and naked.

G. leneUa ; Q. nana.

D. Throat naked. Segments of corolla fringed.
G. cilia/a.

As ornamental objects these plants are remarkable for the bril-

liant colours and beautiful forms of their flowers. The species are

extremely numerous, inhabiting
the temperate parts of Europe, Asia,

and America, chiefly in mountainous situations, where they breathe a

pure and rarined air, are exposed to bright light during the short
summers of nuch regions, and although fixed during winter in places
intensely cold, yet are so well prepared to resist it by the warmth of
their summer, and so much protected by the snow that covers them,
as to suffer no injury. These alpine plants are consequently difficult
to cultivate, or ev..-n uncultivable, from the impossibility of imitating
their natural atmosphere ; and hence it is only a very small number
that are ever seen in gardens. The prevailing colours of their flowers
ate either an intense pure blue, or a bright clear yellow : some idea
may be formed of the brilliancy of the former from that of G. acaulit,
common species in gardens, where it is much employed for making

edging to borders; the yellow species are equally represented by
(i. lutea.

The ornamental species that are found easily capable of cult:

are G. lutra, with yellow, and G. atdepiadea, G. taponaria, G. cruciata,
G. teplemjiila, G. acaulit, and G. Pneumonanihe, with blue flow.-i

these all require a good American border of peat-earth to grow in,

with the exception of G. acaulit, which prefers the hardest and
stiflest clay. Many other species are named in gardening book*, but

they generally perish as soon as they are brought under the hands of

the cultivator.

(I.iudley, Vegetable Kingdom; Wood, Tourittt Flora; Babington,
Manual of British Dotam/. 1

GENTIANA'CE^E, Gentianvortt, an extensive order of I

belonging to the MonopetalouH Exogens, and consisting of herbaceous

plant*, with opposite ribbed leaves, and flowers whose corolla is

imbricated
;
the stamens alternate with the petals ;

the ovary supe-
rior, with two cells standing right and left of the axis of growth ;

and
seeds containing a minute embryo lying in a mass of albumen. They
are generally considered to be in the closest alliance with Scrap/tula*

riacea, but it is possible that their resemblance to that order is one
of analogy rather than affinity. Along with Orobanchaccn

Monotropacea;, they seem rather to belong to the albuminous group
of Exogens, as has already been shown. [E.xouENS.] The flow

these plants are usually coloured with pure bright yellow, red, or

blue, and in many cases they are on this account among the most
beautiful of flowers ; but if we have a high development of form and
colour in the majority of the species of this order, so we also have in

the Guayana and Mexican plants belonging to the genus Voyra or

Leiphaimot the brown leafless habit and low development of Orolianr/ie.

This order is famous for its bitterness, which seems to pervade all

the species. Geniiana iteelf furnishes all the officinal kinds ; hut

Erythrcea Centaurium [EHVTHKJLA], a beautiful wild flower con

in many parts of England, is advantageously employed by country
people as a substitute

;
and the root of Frazera Waltcri [FRAZEHA]

has been used as a means of adulterating the bitter Caluinba-root.

Cherayta, a Himalayan annual, is remarkable for the pureness of its

bitter. The whole plant is pulled up at the time the flowers begin
to decay, and dried for use. There are 60 genera and 450 species of
this order.

3 l

Common Gentian (Ornliann Infra}.

1, a caprale ; the unit cut across* to >how the placenta) ; 3, a vertical section
of a magnified need.

This order extends over almost all parts of the world, from the

regions of perpetual snow upon the summits of the mount
Europe, to the hottest sands of .South America ami India. They
however do not appear in the Flora of -Melville Island

;
nml they
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form part of that of the Straits of Magellan. The most common genus
is Gtntiana, than which few genera display so full a series of colours
in the flowers

; red, blue, yellow, and white are all exhibited in it,

with many of the intermediate compound tints. For the properties
of the genera of this order see CICENDIA, CHLORA, MENYANTHES,
VlLLABSIA, AllATHOTES.

GENUS, an assemblage of species allied by common characters, and
subordinate to an order, family, tribe, or sub-tribe. A genus is fre-

quently a natural assemblage, but almost every naturalist has his own
particular views with regard to the propriety of uniting or separating
particular groups of species ;

it is therefore often an arbitrary group.
It is thus that the synonymy of genera becomes every day more
copious, and it is one of the difficulties with which the naturalist has
to contend in his studies. At present there are no generally recognised
rules for the construction of genera amongst plants and animals.

[FAMILIES OF PLANTS ; ORDERS
; SPECIES.]

GEOBDELLA. [ANNELIDA.]
GEOCICHLA, a genus of Birds established by Mr. Gould for a

pretty species resembling the Redbreast (Erithacus Rubecula, Swain-

son). It belongs, he observes, to an interesting group which was
first characterised by M. Kuhl, and of which the collection of the

Zoological Society possesses four well-marked species. (' Zoological
Proceedings,' 1836.)

GEOCOCHLIDES, Latreille's name for the Shell-Snails. Trache"-

lipodes Colimaces of Lamarck ; Limacine's of De Blaiuville ; Limacons
of De Ferussac.

GEOCRONITE, a Mineral occurring amorphous without cleavage.
The fracture is lamellar in one direction, and in the other granular
and conchoidal. The colour lead-gray ; streak the same. Hardness
between mica and calcareous spar. Lustre metallic. Opaque. Specific

gravity 5'88. It ig found in the silver-mine of Scala in Sweden, and
in the province of Galicia in Spain. An analysis of the mineral from
the Scala mine by Svanberg gives

Lead 66'452

Antimony . 9-516
Arsenic 4-695

Copper . 1-514

Iron 0-417
Zinc . 0-111

Sulphur 16-262

GEMOEYD^. [CHELOMA.]
GEOFFR^EA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Leyuminoste. One of ttie species, G. inermii, sometimes known as

Andira incrmit, a a native of Jamaica, Trinidad, Martinico, Porto

Uico, St. Domingo, and Guyana, in woods and on river-banks. It has
13 or 15 ovate-lanceolate leaflets, acute, glabrous on both surfaces,
the flowers pannicled on short pedicles ; calyx urceolate, clothed with

rusty pubescence. The flowers are arranged in terminal and axillary

ferruginous panicles, very showy, with reddish lilac petals. The
legume is the size of a large plum.
The bark of this tree is of a grey colour externally, but black and

furrowed on the inside. The powder looks like jalap. It has a

mucilaginous and sweetish taste, and a disagreeable smell. Its

medical effects are great. When properly exhibited it operates as a

powerful anthelmintic. It is given in the form of a powder, decoc-

tion, syrup, and extract, but should always be given in small doses ;

in large doses it is poisonous, producing violent vomiting, with fever

and delirium.

GEOLOGY, the science of the earth (as the Greek words 77) and

\lrfOt may be translated), includes, in a large sense, all acquired or

possible knowledge of the natural phenomena on and within the globe ;

whether these be now of frequent occurrence, the result of the exist-

ing combinations of physical agencies, or remain as monuments and
measures of those agencies in earlier periods of the history of the

planet.
Some of these phenomena are witnessed in connection with inorganic

bodies, and depend in a great degree on the laws of force which apper-
tain to and distinguish from each other the particles of matter ; others

are exemplified in organised structures endowed with vital functions

related to those structures
;
and there may yet be distinguished a

third order of effects, influencing and combining with both of the

former, and depending on laws of force which affect the whole mass
of the globe, as gravitation, or derived from extraneous agency, as

ligh't.

If at any certain epoch (as the present time) the phenomena thus

classed were known in detail, and reduced to general laws which

truly expressed the individual cases, the actual condition of the earth

would be really known ; if further it were possible to collect sufficient

evidence from monuments preserved in the earth of its exact state at

some former epoch, the variations to which terrestrial phenomena are

subject would be disclosed
;
and by the comparison of several such

surveys, taken at distant times, the laws of these variations would be

revealed with an exactness proportioned to the certainty with which
the intervals of time were determined. These laws of the variation

of the condition of the globe at successive epochs, combined with the

laws of chemical, vital, and mechanical action, which are assumed to

be essential and constant, independent of time, and exempt from

change, will furnish one, and only one, satisfactory general contem-

plation or theory of the origin, structure, and successive changes of
the globe, considered as part of the planetary system revolving round
the sun.

To reach this general theory is the ultimate object of modern
geology. The discovery of the right method of proceeding in this

attempt is of modern date
;
and all the most important steps of the

advance towards this '

high point of knowledge
'

have been taken
within the memory of the generation now passing away. If, as Sir
John Herschel tells us (' Discourse on the Study of Natural Philo-

sophy '),
"
geology, in the magnitude and sublimity of the objects of

which it treats, undoubtedly ranks, in the scale of the sciences, next
to astronomy," it owes this distinction to the fact that its modern
cultivators have sought within the ranks of inductive science better
methods of research and purer models of reasoning than those afforded

by the treasures of ancient philosophy which have been preserved to

our time. Nor is this the peculiar boast of geology. Every branch
of the study of nature was equally transformed by the introduction
of the Baconian methods of interpretation of nature

;
all the natural

sciences have advanced together ;
the knowledge of the constant laws

in the visible creation has been continually perfected ; and thus,
while the study of the long-past operations of nature has been imbued
with the exactness of chemical, zoological, botanical, and physical
research, the dry annals of one era in the history of the world have
been enriched into a long, instructive, and eventful history.

Among the ancients the notices of geology are few, and the interest

belonging to them is of a peculiar character. When chemistry, whose

operations manifest the existence of peculiar laws of force among the

particles of matter, was wholly unknown when the living wonders
of creation were but slightly considered by philosophers intent on
abstract principles no accurate survey could be taken of the con-

dition of any one part of the surface of the earth. But a small part
of that surface was known to any one people, and only in a few
situations were the changes in the aspect of nature so extensive as to

arrest the attention of the geographer, or so violent as to excite the

philosopher to search for the cause.

Among the anciently peopled and commercial states of the eastern
shores and islands of the Mediterranean both these circumstances

concurred, and there first awakened the powerful intellect of Greece
to speculation on the varying condition of the land and sea. Lower
Egypt is the gift of the Nile, and the learned people which possessed
it were compelled by the circumstances of'their situation to study the
nature and effects of the annual floods of the river. Herodotus (born
B.C. 484) estimates (ii. 11) that the Nile, if diverted into the Red Sea,
would fill that long gulf in less than 20,000 or even 10,000 years.
The notion of change thus distinctly impressed upon the minds of
the Egyptian priests was developed in a general and philosophical
form, and illustrated by special references to an extended series of

geological phenomena by their pupil Pythagoras (born B.C. 586).

According to the summary of their doctrine, and the tenor of the
illustrations of it which are given by Ovid, we cannot avoid seeing,
even through the injurious ornament of verse, that Pythagoras had

acquired a clear conception, a '
distinct idea,' of nature as existing by

the concurrent action of many complicated powers, which were subject
to continual or sudden variation in their relative intensity. Changes
of the relative level of land and sea, and divulsion of islands from the
mainland by the action of earthquakes, are distinctly announced ; the

displacement and limited duration of volcanic vents, such as /Etna;
the degradation of land by the action of atmospheric agency (' et eluvie

mons est deductus in asquor;') the submersion of land which had
been formerly peopled

Si quajras Helicen et Burin, Achaidas urbes,

Invenies sub aquis. (Ovid,
' Metam.' xv., 1. 293.)

the productioD of new land, and the occurrence of marine shells far

from the present seas
;

these phsenomeua, distinctly observed and

analysed, and clearly produced in proof of a general proposition,

justify a higher degree of admiration for the Samian philosopher
than is due to any of the merely speculative writers of antiquity.

Similar observations appear to have served as the ground-work of

Aristotle's exposition (' Meteorologica
'

) of the perpetual fluctuation

of natural phenomena ; the alternate excitation and rest of parts of

the earth's surface. But it is in Strabo that we find the most
sensible views of the causes of the occurrence of marine shells far

from the shore, the displacements of land and sea, the rising of

islands, the formation of straits, and other great geological phe-
nomena.

Having stated the views of Eratosthenes, as to the general fact of

the earth's globular form, and the production of the numerous minor

inequalities on its surface, by correspondingly numerous '

proximate
causes," such as the operations of water, heat, concussions, vapours,
and the like, he examines the opinions of Xanthus and Stratou,
which Eratosthenos had preserved. (Strabo, Casaub. 49, &c.)
The explanation of Xanthus (derived from an historical fact) that

the phenomena in question were due to great droughts which had
diminished the originally greater expanse of the sea, is regarded as

insufficient
;
and Strabo's hypothesis of adjacent but disconnected

seas, ont of which being raised to a higher level by sediment on its

bed, had forcibly opened itself a passage to the other, the Euxine to

the Propontis, the Mediterranean to the Atlantic, is shown to contradict
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received physical theorem*. Stnbo proposes to account for thane

and other phenomena by the general ipeoulation that the land, not

the sea, is lubject to changea of level, and that such changes more

easily happen to the land below the Ma,
' because of its humidity.'

The action of ./Etna in moving the shore* of Sicily and Italy in

spoken of in a familiar manner, and a long description of phenomena
bearing on the discussions succeeds, in which the opinions of many
author* are quoted.

Fifteen hundred yean elapaed after the era of Strabo, without

adding anything material to the stock of geological facts, or the

limited range of rational theory ; for, excepting the work of Omar
(10th century), in which the phenomena of ' new lands,' aud marine

shells found inland, are referred to a ' retreat of the sea,' there ia

not, on the inbject of geology among the Arabian writers, even the

usual amount of comment on the writer* of Greece and Home which
characterise* the literary effort* of the learned Moslems. (Lyell,
'

Principle, of Geology.')
In modern time* Italy, the fruitful mother of modern physical

science, offered in her volcanic cones, ranges of mountains, and shelly
marl* at their bases, the most attractive points to the intellectual

activity of the precursors and contemporaries of Galileo.

So recent are sound views of the true nature and relations of the

organic form* buried in the earth, that it is not very difficult for

English geologists to imagine the fierceness of the contest in which
Fracastoro (1517) was involved, to defend his opinions that the
' formed stones

'

(ss they were afterwards termed in England) were
not ' lusus naturae

'

produced by a '

plastic force,' but really the

remains of fishes, molluscs, Ac. ; and that they had not been rudely
scattered over the surface by the Noachian flood, but buried at great

depths by a more regular operation of water. These important
assertions were the subject of controversy for nearly two centuries

in Italy ; and in establishing the true nature of the organic remains,

Cardano, Colonna (1666), and Scilla (1670) overlooked or disregarded
the more serious and more seducing error of ascribing their iuhu-

niHtion in the earth to a general deluge. Georgius Agricola (1546)

adopted the wrong view of the origin of organic fossils : but Steno

(1669) of Copenhagen, opened a new line of inquiry, by noticing the

succession of rocks; distinguishing some as having been formed
before the creation of animals and plants ; insisting on the original
horizontal position of the strata ; the proof of violent movement of

the crust of the globe, afforded by the now inclined position of such
strata in mountainous countries

;
and the variations of condition to

which the surface of Tuscany had been exposed, by repeated over-

flows and retirements of the sea. (Lyell,
'

Principles.')
Scilla's masterly work on the organic remains of Calabria, pub-

lished both in Latin and Italian (' La Vana Speculazione disingannata
dal Senso,' 1670), may be considered as closing the long dispute in

Italy, among men of philosophical minds, on the subject of the

nature of organic fossils. Its course was comparatively very short

in England, for Plot (in 1677) is almost the only writer who really
and heartily embraced the doctrine of an occult cause, to escape
from the consequence of admitting the true origin of the 'formed

(tone*,' and Scilla'* work was abridged for the 'Philosophical
Transactions' in 1605-6, by Dr. Wotton. Lister's early views on
the matter (1678) express a doubt-, arising from knowledge ;

he saw
that the fossil-shells were different from the living types, and pro-

posed the alternative of a terrigenous origin, or an extinction of

species. Ray (1692) on ' Chaos and Creation,' Woodward's ' Natural

History' (169$), Scheuchger's 'Herbarium Diluvianum,' of the same
date, afford proof of the victory gained by the observations of

naturalists over the closet speculations of metaphysicians, on the

origin of fossil-shells in most parts of Europe ; and indeed, in France,

Paliasy's lectures and writings (his last publication bears the date of

1580) may be said to have established the truth contended for.

The victory was unproductive. In consequence of coupling with
the obvious truth a fatal and fundamental error, the shells and other
exuvia of the sea were maintained by Woodward and a host of

contemporaries and follower* to have been brought upon the land by
the ' universal deluge,' a* all writers except Quirini (1676) agreed to
term the Noachian flood. This error might speedily have been swept
away by the early arguments of Palissy, the investigations of Steno,
and the striking generalisation of Lister

;
but that, unhappily, from

a philosophical question, it became a theological argument The
fossil -shell* far from the sea were held to be physical proofs of the
truth of the Mosaic narrative ;

and the occurrence of these shells at

various depths and heights, and in rocks of different kinds, only
furnished additional arguments in favour of the violence of that

flood, which not merely was supposed to bare covered the mountains,
but to have entirely broken up and dissolved the whole frame-work
of the earth, aud to have deposited the materuils according to their

relative gravity. In vain bad Hooke, Ramazzini, and Kay, previous
to 1700, protested against the absurdity of this hypothesis, which
Leibnitz appears to have despised ; it was reserved for Mom (1740),
I'.. n|.. n (1749), LiniiKiis (1770), and \VhiU-hurst (1792), to hasten its

banishment from philosophy ; but even at thin day there are persons
who from time to time revive the discussions of the 16th century, as
a point of importance in Christian theology.
To account for the drynem and elevation of the countries where

fossil shells occur, there are but two hypotheses : the shelly bed of
the sea ha* been raised, or the ocean ha* abandoned it* ancient place.

Many of the Italian geologist* adopted the former view, and in con-

sequence repeated the opinion* and reasonings of Strabo, with the
advantage of referring to the elevation of Monte Nuovo near Puzxuoli,
in 1538, and Santoriuo, 1707 (Majoli, 1597 ; Vallisueri, 1721 ; Laxzaro
Muro, 1740). The better order of English writers (Hooke in 1668,

Kay in 1692 earthquakes were then frequent in Europe) adopted
the same views ; and Hooke in particular presented the phenomena
of earthquakes and volcanoes in the form of a general speculation,
which served to direct the opinions of subsequent systematisU like

Whitehurst
None of the philosophers who were concerned in establishing the

truths connected with organic remains were seduced by their success
into the vanity of proposing any general hypothesis on the formation
of the earth. But this creditable modesty, so characteristic of 1 1m

spirit of induction which animated Fracastoro, was not at all imitated

by the fanciful diluvialists, who followed in the wake of Woodward,
Unmet, Whiston, Catcott, and others. To determine whence came
the water which held at once in suspension the whole of the e\

parts of the globe, and whither it retreated, was necessary to help
out their extravagant proposition.
No ordinary hypothesis would meet these formidable problems,

and if we recollect that in answering them it was further required
to adopt views which should not trench on the arbitrary notions then
entertained as to the meaning of certain passages of Scripture, we
shall be disposed to regard even the monstrous violations of physical
truth which appear in the hypothesis of Burnet Woodward, and
Whiston, without surprise. Omitting minor circumstances whirli it

would be useless to particularise, Burnet, Woodward, and their

followers, agreed in adopting the notion of an interior abyss below
the crust of the earth, as the general reservoir from whence the
waters rushed to cover the earth, and into which they again with-

drew after the diluvial devastation was completed. \Vhistou, who
was far better versed in physical science than either of the others,
introduced in addition the notion of extraneous force ; he brought a
comet to envelop the earth in its misty tail, to cause violent rains,
raise vast tides in the internal abyss, and thus effectually destroy the
external crust of the planet It appears probable that mankind
seldom permit their imaginations to take such dangerous flights
without necessity ;

the hypothesis is made to suit the conditions of
the moment, and the chief error consisted in including among these
conditions a narrow aud unreasonable interpretation of the Mosaic
narrative.

The diluvial hypothesis has been sufficiently traced to its natural

consequence a monstrous violation of the laws of nature; another

general view, first distinctly stated by Vallisneri (1721), has been the
source of long-continued errors. Struck by the general diffusion of
marine fossils, he supposed the ocean to have once extended over all

the earth, and to have gradually subsided, leaving everywhere the

traces, not of a violent flood, but of the quiet super-fluctuation of
water. Perhaps Vallisneri found this notion in his travels ; at any
rate, the notion of a universal subsidence of the ocean appears to be
the German element of geological hypothesis, for Werner made it the
basis of his so-called theory of the earth, and thus obscured with a

physical improbability the important truths which he had established

concerning the succession of strata.

Starting from an entirely different point, Leibnitz (in 1680) pro-

posed one of the most general contemplations which has ever

appeared in geology. He commences with the concentration of the
mass of the globe in a state of great heat

; accounts for the funda-
mental primary rocks by the refrigeration of the surface, and explains
the violent action of water upon them by the collapse of this crust

on the contracting nucleus. Sedimentary strata are the natural

consequence of these watery movements subsiding to rest, and by the

repetition of the phenomena such features are imparted to the earth
a* to insulate many of the later deposits, and render it necessary to

be prudent in determining whether local or general agency has been
concerned in producing them. It would be difficult in general terms
more clearly to announce views now prevalent among those who
contemplate geology in connection with physical science. Cordier,
Von Buch, and I)e Beaumont have endeavoured by this speculation of
Leibnitz to explain some of the principal phenomena of geology
the elevation of mountains

;
but the merit of Leibnitz's theoretical

views was little regarded in England till Mr. Conybeare explained his

views to the British Association at Oxford at its first meeting in that

city in 1833.

The effect of Laplace's and Fourier's theorems on the operation of
interior heat have been augmented by Mr. Hopkins's labour.*

the grand views of Sir W. Herschel as to the constitution of the
universe have been applied to the history of the earth bv Sir Hvnry
l)e la Heche.

In the works of Kay (1692), and Hooke (1688), we may trace the
revival of another general speculation (that of Pythagoras), which,
instead of deducing the leading geological appearances from some
primal condition, with Leibnitz, suppose* the essential condition of
the world to be one of continual change, and assigns to modern
causes in action a measure of force capable of producing, in a sufficient
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lapse of time, phenomena as important as those of ancient geological
date.

Lazzaro Moro's views (1740) hare the same tendency to recall

speculation to the enployment of real causes seen in daily operation ;

Buffon (1749) appears to have unsuccessfully attempted the Union of
the fundamental view of Leibnitz and the regard for existing agencies
shown by Ray ;

Dr. James Button, of Edinburgh, rejected all inquiry
sis to the beginning of the world, and gave himself up entirely to an
explanation of the phenomena visible in the crust of the earth, on
the principle of a continual degradation of land by atmospheric
agency, the consequent formation of sedimentary strata on the bed of
the sea, and the periodical compensation of these effects by the action
of internal heat raising the bed of the sea, with the stratified

deposits thereon. A continual destruction of the existing land
through the agency of water, and an occasional uplifting of new
continents from the ocean bed these are the most striking points of
the Huttonian theory of the earth. Sir Charles Lyell differs from
Dr. Hutton chiefly by recurring to the original form of the speculation
as we may conceive it to have existed in the mind of Pythagoras or

Aristotle, could either of those men have become acquainted with
modern science. For, instead of the occasional occurrence of a
violent upward movement of the bed of the sea, the author of the
*

Principles of Geology,' contends for a continual compensation among
the agencies of nature, the perfect equality of modern and ancient

physical forces, and the possibility of explaining all, even the grandest,
of ancient geological phenomena by causes now acting, and acting
with their present intensity. No more definite or general proposition
has ever been advanced in geology, and its effects have been every-
where evident in the advancement of geological science.

Geological appearances are usually of a complicated character, and
must be analysed into their elementary parts before the inductive

process, which requires the comparison of facts agreeing or differing
with respect to a certain quality, can be usefully applied. Fossil
shells must be distinguished into fluviatile or marine, identical with
or different from recent kinds

;
rocks must be considered as to their

chemical nature, mechanical structure, geographical and other cha-

racters, before any valuable inferences can be gathered from them.

Though this kind of labour is not discoverable among the works of
the Greeks which remain to us, we must not hastily deny that they
attempted it In modern times Fracastoro, Palissy, and Steno, by
distinguishing the groups of strata; Lister, by discriminating recent
and fossil species of shells, and by noticing the geographical relations
of rocks ; Woodward, by his industrious collection of specimens and
methods of arrangement ;

'

Packe, by his remarkable chorographical
map of Kent

; Lehman (1756) and Arduino, by their classification of

rocks, according to the relative periods of their production ; and
Mitchell (1760), by his masterly determinations concerning the rela-

tion between the ranges of mountains and the inclinations of the

neighbouring strata have stronger claims to grateful remembrance
than are due to those who with much labour have merely produced
volumes of empty speculation.
John Gottlob Lehman (1756) may be considered as having the best

claim to a clear enunciation and proof of the different age and relative

position of classes of stratified rocks. In the French translation of
his work (' Trait*! du Physique, d'Histoire Naturelle, de Mineralogie,
et de Metallurgie ') he says,

"
Nothing is more natural than to group

all mountains in three classes. The first includes mountains which
are coeval with the formation of the globe; the second class was

produced by a revolution co-extensive with its surface
;

the third

consists of mountains which owe their origin to particular accidents

or local revolutions." This was not a mere speculation of what

might be convenient, for he adds,
" The mountains of the first class

are high, sometimes insulated in the plains, but generally connected
in a chain, traversing considerable parts of the earth. They differ

from those of the second class by their elevation and extent, by their

interior structure, by the mineral substances associated with them."
Pallas (' Journal de Physique," 1779), in addition to these general

views, maintains that the granitic rocks, then taken as primary, were
never formed by water, because they do not occur in beds, nor contain

organic remains
;
that the secondary mountains were produced from

the disintegration of granite ; and the strata of later date, by the :

wrecks of the sea elevated and transported by volcanic eruptions and !

ubqpquent inundations.

To these distinguished authors Werner, professor of mineralogy in I

Freyberg (1775), was a worthy successor. The first important addition

made by him to our previous knowledge on the subject was contained

in his
' Kiirze Klassifikation und Beschreibung der verschiedeuen

Gebirgsarten
'

(1787), where the mineralogical distinctions of rocks
j

may be viewed as a completion of the labours of the earlier Swedish

writers, Cronstadt, Wallerius, Linmeus, Ac., all of whom had glimpses
of the geological relations of the rocks they classified. It does not

appear that Werner proposed any views as to the geological relations

of rocks in advance of those of Lehman or Pallas till 17UO or 1791,
when the doctrine of 'formations' was explained in his lectures, which
imlcr'il was a powerful mode of diffusing instruction ;

for his amiable

manners, disinterested enthusiasm, and various knowledge gave him a

strong ascendency over the numerous pupils who, from various

lies, flocked to Freyberg. In 1795 Werner had matured his
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views as to the classification of all the stratified rocks, and from this
it is easy to estimate the real claim of Werner to a high place in the
ranks of modern geology. The great advance made by Werner
consists not in propounding the distinctions of great classes of rocks,
for this had become a common idea in Europe, but in practically

analysing these classes into their coustitutent groups, tracing the
order of succession among them, assigning their mineralogical
characters to each, and generalising this local truth into the doctrine
of formations universally succeeding one another in a settled order of
time. Parting from Freyberg with a better method of mineralogy,
and a more developed system of the succession of rocks than was
previously known, the pupils of Werner carried the influence of his

name and opinions over the world, and, unfortunately, the crude hypo-
thesis which was connected with the rich truths he taught was
embraced with an ardour very disproportionate to its value.

In France Rouelle (about 1760) had acquired ideas apparently as

general, and fully as well supported by local knowledge, as Lehman.
His views on organic remains were quite in advance of the time. In

England the notices of stratification by Mr. Strachey (' Phil. Trans.,'

1719), the Rev. B. HoUoway (1723), and the Rev. John Mitchell (1760)
are of great importance. Strachey presents an accurate section of
the coal strata of Somersetshire, with reflections on the strata above

them, and their geographical boundaries
; Holloway describes the

geographical relation of the sand-hills of Woburn and Shotover,
yielding fullers'-earth, to the chalk hills on the east, and the oolitic

tracts on the west ; but Mitchell enters into a general and masterly
discussion on the relation between geological structure and the

geographical features of the surface not to be paralleled for fully

fifty years.
Whitehurst must here be mentioned with honour. His '

Inquiry
into the Original State and Formation of the Earth,' 1778, is of small
value for the purpose he proposed, but it contains important facts

towards a right conception of the structure of the earth. His 16th

chapter, entitled ' The Strata of Derbyshire and other parts of

England,' is full of information, principally derived from the miners,
but evidently well methodised in his own mind. How could the

geologists of England neglect such passages as these following, which
are merely the scientific exposition of truths known for hundreds of

years previous by skilful miners in all regions of stratified rocks ?

" The arrangement of the strata in general is such that they invariably
follow each other, as it were, in alphabetical order, or as a series of

numbers, whatever may be their different denominations. Not that
the strata are alike in all the different regions of the earth, either

with respect to thickness or quality, for experience shows the contrary ;

but that the order of the strata in each particular part, how much
soever they may differ as to quality, yet follow each other iu a regular
succession, both as to thickness and quality insomuch that by
knowing the incumbent stratum, together with the arrangement
thereof in any particular part of the earth, we come to a perfect

knowledge of all the inferior beds, so far as they have been previously
discovered in the adjacent country." (Edit, of 1792, pp. 178, 179.)
In p. 186 is the following remark in capitals :

" N.B. No vegetable*
forms have yet been discovered in any of the limestone strata."

From these notices it is very clear that a distinct perception of a

fixed order iu the succession of strata was so prevalent iu the mining
districts of England as to attract the attention of the well-informed
classes of society. But it is extraordinary that Mitchell, who was

appointed Woodwardian professor in 1792 (according to Farey), and

by his physical and mathematical knowledge seemed especially able

to work out the whole system of English stratification, should, on his

retirement from Cambridge to his rectory of Thomhill in Yorkshire,
have contented himself with tracing the succession of strata in the

north of England, or rather between Cambridge and Thornhill, and

communicating the document to Smeaton, without giving it even to

the Royal Society, which had published his early papers. Had this
'

been done, or had Smeatou known the value of the paper put into

his hands, it could not have happened, that of all the able engineers
who before 1790 were engaged iu surveys and executing canals, not a

man should have attended to information of such singular value in

his profession ;
nor would Dr. William Smith have been occupied in

re-discovering some of the truths which constitute the foundation of

English geology.
The progress of Dr. Smith's discoveries iu geology is easily traced.

Commencing his career as a surveyor of land, and afterwards acquiring

great employment as a civil engineer, his attention was drawn in 1787
to the obvious distinctions in the soils and the subjacent strata of

certain parts of Oxfordshire and Warwickshire, which occupied, with

regard to one another, a certain geographical relation. In 1790 and
1791 the same relative position of the same strata was forced on his

attention in Somersetshire, with the addition of a series of coal strata

below the oolite, lias, and red marls with which he was previously
familiar. Assured by his own observation that the local knowledge of

the mines of Somersetshire which Strachey had published in 1719

was only a part of the truth, he set himself not to frame a hypo-

thesis, but to determine the extent of the regular succession of strata

in the vicinity of Bath, drew accurate sections of the strata in the

order of superposition, ascertained amongst them a general dip to the

cast, marked their ranges on a map of the surface, and in 1794, iu thu

3 <j
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coune of a prufwainnal journey from Bath into the north of England,
examined impartially whether the general feature* of stratification in

other part* of England corresponded with the impression fixed in liix

mind by abundant evidence, near Bath, that one general order of

succession of the strata could be traced throughout the island, with a

general dip to the east or south-east The result confirmed his view,

and excited him to devote time, professional income, and unequalled
labour to produce proof satisfactory to others. The result was a

geological map of England and Wales, drawn previous to 1801, when

proposal* were issued for the publication of it.

The strong conviction in his mind of the regular, orderly, and
ucrcmiJTo deposition of the strata, led him to a more minute analysis
of the characteristic marks of the several deposits than had ever been

conceived before. The remarkable resemblance and occasional proxi-

mity of many rocks near Bath, belonging to different places in the

section of strata, and which (to use a favourite expression of Dr.

Smith)
" had been successively the bed of the sea," prevented any

merely mineral distinction from being effectual ; and be was thus

forced to study with care the method of distribution of the fossil

organic remains in the rocks for the purpose of discriminating these

similar deposits. This was not long pursued before the local pecu-
liarities of the strata in this respect were connected to a general Ian- ;

and it was found that throughout the district in question the fossils

were definitely located in the rocks
;
each stratum had its own peculiar

species, wherever it occurred, and could thus be identified when in

detached masses and in distant localities. This great discovery was
recorded as a thing fully determined in a table of the Order of Strata

in 1799, of which copies were distributed beyond the British Islands.

The clear idea of each stratum being successively the bed of the sea

is apparently the germ of that happy expansion of geological truths,
unmixed with hypothesis and unfettered by a formula of merely
local stratification, for which English geology is indebted to Or. Smith.

Such an idea immediately suggests, not a speculation in cosmogony,
but various yet harmonious researches in the full spirit of inductive

science. The history of successive geological periods, all character-

isable by their chemical or mechanical products and contemporaneous
organic existence, was thus placed in a concentrated light as a general

problem for inquiry, and the effects were immediately obvious in the

employment of organic remains, and sections and maps of strata, to

determine the true condition of the land and sea from the earliest

periods to the present hour.

Against the hypothesis of Woodward, that the fossil exuviic in the

rocks were lodged in them by the ' universal deluge,' it was objected,
that though the fossil shells, corals, fish-teeth, Ac., resembled the
recent kinds, they were not the same. The question thus raised

could not rest. Lister affirmed that in general the fossil species ol

shells were entirely distinct from living forms ; Camerarius inquired
to what marine genus of animals Woodward referred the belemnites,
and received for reply that it was a mere mineral ! The ammonites
were admitted to be not nautili, but were declared to be '

Pelagian
shells' not likely to be thrown on the present sen-coasts by the
moderate force of tides and storms, which do not influence the deep
parts of the ocean. Linua-us continually points out the species o:

corals and shells to which no recent analogue is known ; and Solander

by giving suitable names to the extinct shells of Hordwell ('lit!

figured by Brander (1766), opened the way to the researches of Martin

Parkinson, Sowerby, Brocchi, Deahayes, Goldfuss, and more modern
writers.

Llwyd and Scheuchzer commenced the study of fossil plants, which
has lately been so much advanced by Steinberg, Adolphe Brongniart,
Lindley, and Joseph Hooker. But by none of those writers who com
pared the fossil and recent worlds of life under the aspects of zoology
and botany only could any clear notion be formed of the existeno
and destruction of a succession of different races of animals am
plant*. Lister had noticed the constant occurrence of a certain

belemnite in the red layers at the base of the chalk ; Morton hoc

distinguished the geological position of some fossils in Northampton
shire ; and Llwyd and Woodward had some knowledge of this kind

Roucllr and Werner hare chums to attention, but certainly it is U
Dr. William Smith that we owe the introduction of the importan
doctrine, that during the formation of the stratified crust of the earth
the races of animals and plants were often and completely changed
so that each stratified rock became in his eyes the museum of tha

age of the world, containing a peculiar suite of organic exuviae, th
remains of the creatures then in existence.

In France the same truth was put in a bright light by the micceasfu
labours of Cuvier and Alex. Brongniart in the vicinity of Paris

;
th

former of whom, by his great anatomical skill, succeeded in restorin
the vanished forms of many quadrupeds, different from those whic
now live ; while the Utter, collecting materials with great judgmen
from a wide field of research, brought the most convincing proof o
the almost total dissimilitude between the forms oflife of the secondary
and tertiary periods of geology, while both were fur the most part
distinct from those of the actual land and sea.

The general doctrine of many successive creations of life in th

globe, thus firmly established in England and France, was speedil
acknowledged in every country where accurate observations could be

mad*, and it only remained to trace out its consequences, and appl

lem to particular problems. One very successful effort of this kind
us been made by M. Deshayes and Sir Charles Lyell, who, observing

among a vast number of the tertiary fossil shells which are dill

rum existing types, some few of which are identical with them, pro-
XMed to determine what variation then* might be in the proporti
et existing species among the tertiary fossils from different localities

ad deposits of a different geological age. As a general result (subject
to exceptions) it may be stated, that the more recent the strata the

freater the amount of resemblance between their fossil contents and
le existing creation a result in harmony with general views of the
hole subject of the analogy of recent and fossil forms. Hence arises

method of classification for these strata of peculiar interest and

owor, though its successful application may for a time be delayed,
ili t ho philosophy of organic remains be more perfectly developed.
Without maps and sections of particular districts, representing the

x tent, thickness, and order of superposition of the several com)
rocks, the abstract truths of geology could never become of general
nterest or public value. Until the whole of the loud be thus surveyed
and described geological inferences may be insecure ; it is therefore

ratifying to reflect, that since Dr. Smith first proponed to puK
eological map of England (1801), a considerable part of Europe has
leen thus delineated. The first idea of such a map wa
aster in a communication to the Royal Society in 1683; Mil i

lescriptions in 1760 are such as to make it surprising that no map
came from his hands. The Wernerian school of geognosy pr<

>

none, we believe, so early as those few maps of the Board of Agriculture
in England (1794), which contained delineations of soils, and occasion-

ally of the rocks which gave them their distinctive qualities. In this

respect Dr. Smith had no precursor ;
and when his map of the strata

f England and Wales was produced, in 1815, it had no rival

.his time maps of England have been published by Greeuough, Phillip .

iurchison, Kuipe, and others. The geological survey of Great Britain

s also going on. Mr. Griffith has published a map of Ireland
;
Dr.

il'Culluch a map of Scotland; Von Buch's great map of Germany is

niblished
;

the Mining Engineers of France are completing thrir

survey of that country ;
the United States of America have made

great progress in a similar labour ; and the number of topographical
works illustrated by maps and sections is innumerable. Before many
fears have passed, the whole accessible surface of the laud will have
jcen mapped by geologists.
We may conclude this historical sketch of the progress of geology

with the following remarks from Sir Charles LyeU's
'

Principles of

Geology :

" A distinguished modern writer has with truth remarked, that the
advancement of three of the main divisions of geological inquiry have

during the last half century been promoted successively by three
different nations of Europe the Germans, the English, and tho
French. We have seen that the systematic study of what may be
called Mineralogical Geology had its origin and chief point of activity
in Germany, where Werner first described with precision the mint-nil

characters of rocks. The classification of the secondary form r

each marked by their peculiar fossils, belongs in a great measure to

England, where the labours, before alluded to, of Smith, and those of
the most active members of the Geological Society of London, were

steadily directed to these objects. The foundation of the third branch,
that relating to the tertiary formations, was laid in France by the

splendid work of Cuvier and Brongniart, published in 1808, 'On tho
Mineral Geography and Organic Itemaius of the Neighbourly
Paris.' We may still trace in the language of the science, and our

present methods of arrangement, the various countries where the

growth of these several departments of geology was at different times

promoted. Many names of simple minerals and rocks remain t

day German, while the European divisions of the secondary strata are
in great part English, and are indeed often founded too exclusively
on English types. Lastly, the subdivisions first established of the
succession of strata in the Paris basin have served as normal groups
to which other tertiary deposits throughout Europe have been Din-
pared, even in cases where this standard was wholly inapplicable.
No period could have been more fortunate for the discovery, in th-
immediate neighbourhood of Paris, of a rich store of well-preserved
fossils, than the commencement of the present century; for at no
former era had Natural History been cultivated with such enthusiasm
in the French metropolis. The labours of Cuvier iu comparative
osteology, and of Lamarck in recent and fossil shells, had raised them
departments of study to a rank of which they had never pre\ .

been deemed susceptible. Their investigations had eventually a

powerful effect in dispelling tho illusion which had long piv
concerning the absence of analogy between the ancient and m
state of our planet. A close comparison of the recent and

species, and the inferences drawn in regard to their habit*, accustomed
the geologist to contemplate the earth as having been at sue

periods the dwelling-place of animals and plants of different races,
some terrestrial and others aquatic, some fitted to live in seas, others
in ih- waters of lakes and rivers.

"
By the consideration of these topics, the mind was slowly and

insensibly withdrawn from imaginary pictures of catastrophes and
chaotic confusion, such as haunted the imagination of tho early
ooamogonists. Numerous proofs were discovered of the tranquil
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deposition of sedimentary matter, and the slow development of organu
life. If many writers, and Cuvier himself in the number, still con
tinned to maintain that ' the thread of induction was broken,' yet in

reasoning by the strict rules of induction from recent to fossil species
they in a great measure disclaimed the dogma which in theory they
professed. The adoption of the same generic, and in some cases even
of the same specific, names for the exuviae of fossil animals and their

living analogues, was an important step towards familiarising the
mind with the idea of the identity and unity of the system in distau
eras. It was an acknowledgment, as it were, that part at least of the
ancient memorials of nature were written in a living language. The
growing importance then of the natural history of organic remains

may be pointed out as the characteristic feature of the progress o
the science during the present century. This branch of knowledge has

already become an instrument of great utility in geological classifica

tion, and is continuing daily to unfold new data for grand and enlarged
views respecting the former changes of the earth. When we compare
the result of observations in the last fifty years with those of the three

preceding centuries, we cannot but look forward with the most
sanguine expectations to the degree of excellence to which geology
may be earned, even bj the labours of the present generation. Never
perhaps did any science, with the except^fn of astronomy, unfold in
an equally brief period so many novel and unexpected truths, and
overturn so many preconceived opinions. The senses had for ages
declared the world to be at rest, until the astronomer taught that it

was carried through space with inconceivable rapidity. In like manner
was the surface of this planet regarded as having remained unaltered
since its creation, until the geologist proved that it had been the
theatre of reiterated change, and was still the subject of slow but

never-ending fluctuations. The discovery of other systems in the
boundless regions of space was the triumph of astronomy to trace
the same system through various transformations to behold it at
successive eras adorned with different hills and valleys, lakes and seas,
and peopled with new inhabitants, was the delightful meed of geolo-
gical research. By the geometer were measured the regions of space
and the relative distances of the heavenly bodies by the geologist
myriads of ages were reckoned, not by arithmetical computation, but

by a train of physical events signs which convey to our minds more
definite ideas than figures can do of the immensity of time."

Geology is distinct from cosmogony. The history of the successive

phenomena happening on a planet revolving round an orb of light
and heat may be treated without reference to the condition of the
same material particles while they were subject to entirely different

conditions. Yet as in tracing the progress of a colony reference may
often be made with advantage to the previous history of the same
people in another region of the globe, so, in prosecuting geological
science in a just and liberal sense, it is advisable to take into account
the discoveries of collateral science, so far as these tend to give sure
indications of, or even to fix certain limits to, speculations concerning
the origin of the planetary masses.

For tbe successful prosecution of this inquiry geology must appeal
to two entirely distinct branches of collateral science, chemistry, and

astronomy ; which indeed agree in this, that they are both directed
to the elucidation of the properties of material substance

;
but the

former is occupied with a study of its elementary constitution, the
latter contemplates the relations of its congregated masses.

Chemisty, by analysis of the different sorts of matter visible near
the surface of the earth, teaches us that almost everything is of a

compound nature, and formed by the union of two or more elementary
particles, endowed with distinguishable properties, and capable of a

separate existence and of entering into new combinations. When
thus freed from their combinations by processes of art the elementary
particles or atoms, of the same kind, form, when reunited, solids,

liquids, or gaseous expansions, according as they are affected bytempera-
ture, pressure, and perhaps other less general influences. Oxygen,
the most abundant of all the elementary substances yet discovered,

expands immediately on being freed from union with solid bodies, to

a gas which occupies 2000 times the space it previously did ; and as

nearly half the ponderable matter of the globe consists of oxygen,
we must admit, as a plain consequence of this analysis, that upon a

general resolution of the compound rocks and minerals into their

constituent elements, nearly half the weight of the exterior parts of
the globe would expand into gas, and augment the atmosphere till the

accumulated pressure should liquify the gas, or prevent further decom-

position. What happens to free oxygen with the temperatures and

atmospheric pressures which now prevail at the surface, would (we
know by trial) happen to chlorine and other substances similarly
released from combination, under other temperatures and pressures.
As these conditions are now variable, and may be supposed to have

passed through all possible grades, it is not improbable that all the

substances which exist in the crust of the globe might be converted
into gaseous expansions if freed from combination. The great

antagonist force to the concentration of matter is heat ; by augment-
ing this agent some substances are decomposed and the parts rendered
volatile ; in other cases combinations take place which are also

volatile ; aud there are others in which gaseous substances combine
with solids at particular temperatures only. Now, as the substances

known in the outer parts of the globe are about 60 in number, as they

all separately stand in different relations to heat, pressure, electricity,
&c., it is conceivable that under particular conditions the mutual
forces of the various particles might be so arranged, and so balanced
by the influences of heat and other general conditions, that all sensible

solidity and liquidity should vanish, -and the whole globe dissolve
into an expansion, where the particles would be, if not all free, yet in

very different combinations from those we now see. This is con-
'

ceivable as an hypothesis, and chemistry can teach us no more
;
for

as we have not ascertained for each substance, taken singly, what
must be the conditions for its appearance as a solid, liquid, or gaseous
body, nor have the means of computing what variation in this respect
might result from particular admixtures of the substances, it is

impossible to deny that the hypothesis may be true, and it would be
equally uuphilosophical to assert that it is. In this dilemma we must
turn to the contemplation of phenomena which may serve to guide
us to a just decision. Omitting for the present all considerations of

geological phenomena, we must accompany the astronomer in his

survey of space, in order to discover if any masses of matter exist
which are of the nature of the gaseous expansion assumed

;
if this

be the case, we must further inquire if there be gradations in the
appearances they present such as to justify the belief in the possibility
of a gradual conversion of a planet into an expansion, or the contrary.
To these inquiries the far-seeing eyes of Herschel supply a positive
answer. Through various parts of the heavens are scattered large
expansions of attenuated matter, called nebulae, which are irregularly
reflective of light, various in figure and degree of condensation. The
latter circumstances being carefully studied, it appears that many of
them are of a globular or elliptical figure, as if the parts were
collected by a general attraction toward a centre; that others in

addition, appear to grow continually denser toward a centre, while
not a few objects show in the centre the brightness of a solid star
surrounded by a thick and extensive haze. Occasionally two or more
points of condensation appear in a nebulous mass, thus affording a
great analogy with what may be supposed to be the origin of our

planetary system.
Comets, which are to be regarded as nebula; attracted to some one

or more systems, supply another and strong analogy with orbitual

planets. But it may be reasonably expected that in addition to the

graduated appearances of expansion, condensation, and nebulous
solidity, there should be proof of corresponding gradations of density.
This proof, as far as relates to the nebulae far distant from our system,
can perhaps never be given, though appearances are in favour of the

view; even with respect to the comets which enter the solar system,
further researches must be made

;
but the planets themselves supply

such a proof, for their density varies exceedingly. The planets
nearer to the sun are denser than those farther removed ; Mercury,
being the heaviest, is almost thrice as dense as the earth, while

Jupiter, one of the distant orbs, is about one-third as dense as our
earth

; aud Saturn, which, excepting Uranus, is the most remote, is

only one-eighth or one-tenth as dense, and may be considered as light
as cork. (Herschel,

' Introduc. to Astron.,' p. 278.)

Finally, this general idea of the origin of the mass of the earth
from a nebular expansion, suggested by chemical facts, and supported
by the appearances in the visible heavens, is confirmed by the mathe-
matical researches of Laplace, who has by this supposition connected

together the most striking phenomena of the solar system ;
the

jeueral parallelism of the orbits of the planets, the consentaneous
direction of their movement round the sun, of the satellites round
ihe planets, the anomaly of Saturn's ring, and other important circum-
stances. We have therefore only one test more to which the hypo-
thesis can be subjected, namely, its accordance with what is known
of the actual constitution of the earth. This is still no question of

ijeology, but of astronomy. It appears however very, certain that
neither the figure of the earth, which is that of a spheroid of revo-
ution on its axis, nor the density of the earth, which is greater
;oward the centre than at the circumference, and so arranged that
the surfaces of equal density are symmetrical to the axis of figure,
are at all opposed to the doctrine in question, but rather confirm it.

From astronomical and chemical considerations, then, it is probable
ihat the mass of the earth once existed as ti part of a diffused nebula,
ike some now visible in the heavens ; and as no merely geological
evidence as to the changes operated on the condensed planet can be
of the smallest value in a question relating to the coudeusatiou of a

nebula, we must adopt the conclusion as a limiting condition of

;eological theory.
But however firmly we may admit the truth of the speculation of

;he condensation of planets from a nebular expansion, it can now
lave but little influence on the progress of geology. For it cannot
>e employed as the origin of deductions which mignt disclose circum-
tances hidden from observation in deep parts of the earth, and

explain complicated facts visible at the surface ; and this for want of

adequate knowledge of the successive effects which must happen
among the elementary particles or masses of a nebula during its

soudeusation, as well as of the uecessaVy consequences whicii such
3fTects must entail on the physical conditions of a planet.
There is however one point of importance which this speculation,

f adopted, may assure us of. The condensation of nebulte is gradual ;

he density of planets various the larger ones in general having the
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lead relative weight ; the earth must therefore b
supposed

to have

passed through a long range of condensation ; and thi implies a con-

tinual change of intensity among K>me at least of the physical

agencies which belong to it Whatever was the antagonist force to

toe central attraction of the nebular maw, the gradual decline of this

force mut have been felt, more or lea, by all the natural agencies
related to it by opposition or sympathy. Even the extraneous
influence of light is not independent of 'the change of conditions

produced.
The continual condeniintion of the mam of a planet necessarily

brings with it a change in the relative intensities of the agencies at

work among iU part*, because they operate under continually varying
conditions. Some would lose and others gain in strength, and thus
the aspect of the earth must have been continually changing, or

subject to periodical renovation. By those geologists who accept the
doctrine of the earth's continual condensation, from whatever cause,
the uniform intensity of natural agencies taken separately, the con-

tinual compensation of their antagonistic effects, and the production
of equal effects in equal times, must inevitably be rejected.

V. t though, in strictness, the preceding reasoning forbids assent to

Sir Charles Lyell's general principle, that the former changes of the
earth's surface " are referrible to causes now in operation," it by no
means follows that other causes (that is, other combinations or
measures of natural agencies) than those now in operation must be

appealed to for explaining the monuments of past revolutions of
nature which are preserved to our days. For if these monuments go
but a short way back on the scale of time, compared with the periods
which elapsed m the condensation of our planet, the causes may not
have sensibly varied during the whole course of phenomena traceable
in the crust of the earth. This must be decided by a study of the
monuments themselves, upon the general and acknowledged principle
that effect* are pro[K>rtional to the causes. Still less is it to be

imagined that the study of the effects of modern causes in action is

unfruitful in illustrations of the phenomena due to ancient causes;
on the contrary, there is no other way of learning either the kind or

degree of physical agencies concerned in geological operations of early
date than the comparison of these with the result* of the daily action
of the modern powers of nature.

The knowledge of the condition of the earth with respect to tempe-
rature is one of the most important steps which can be taken toward
a right general contemplation of the history of the revolutions which
it has undergone. This knowledge cannot be gathered by geologists

labouring as such ; it cannot be obtained by meteorological observa-

tions, however accurate ; nothing short of a mathematical theory of

heat, supported by a variety of data concerning the physical consti-
tute >n and relations of the earth to the sun and

space,
will be at all

available in grappling with the inherent difficulties of the subject
For thU theory we are indebted to Fourier.
The heat of any point on the surface of the earth regularly varies,

from hour to hour, with the rotation of the globular mass on its axis ;

from day to day and from season to season, with its revolution round
the sun ; and from year to year, with any change in the dimensions
or form of the earth's orbit There are however several causes of

irregularity or fluctuation of temperature not demanding notice in a
general view.

If in its long course round the sun the earth passed through parts
of the planetary spaces of unequal temperature, this would cause a
modification of the periodical, annual, and daily variations.
The atmosphere and the ocean by their various movements modify

all these circumstances, but not so as to disguise the results when an
average of many periods is taken.

In consequence there is for each point of the earth's surface a cer-
tain mean temperature, depending on the causes above stated

; and
the parts under the surface continually tend to acquire very nearly
the same temperature as the surface, but not at the same time. The
extremes of summer heat and winter cold are not felt till after they
have pawed away from the surface; and in proportion as \ve descend,
the influence of the daily, monthly, and annual variations grows less
and leas, because of the slowness of the conduction of heat through
earthy substances.

At a certain depth below the surface these variations become wholly
insensible, and the

temperature is constant, and nearly the same as the
m-an temperature of the surface.

If the temperature of the interior parts of the earth be now very
different from that constant heat which would result by communi-
cation from the surface (heated as before, and subject to the stated

variations), this difference would exercise a corresponding though
insensible effect on the surface heat, and be more or less sensible at
small depths below the inner surface of constant temperature.

Whatever may have been the proper or original temperature of the
inner parts of the earth, it is easy to conceive that in a very long time
the equilibrium of heat should be reached, and the earth receive from

i anil radiate into th ethereal space equal quantities of heat
in equal times

; while the temperatures at point* situated at very
great depths below the surface (many miles, for instance) would not
enribly vary from that of the mean beat of the place vertically
above them.
But if this equilibrium be not attained, the original state of the

earth as to heat may be ascertained, so far as to determine positively
whether it has formerly been hotter or colder than at present, by
merely trying at many points exempt from volcanic action, what is

the amount of heat at various depths, on the same or different vertical

lines, as compared with the corresponding points of surface.

These trial* have been made at various depth*, under different

circumstances, in salt-pits, coal-works, and mines of different metals,
in the British Isles, France, Germany, Mexico ; and in all situations

where the external influence of the air and the artificial effects of

light, respiration, Ac., could be guarded against or justly appreciated,
they agree in proving that after descending below the limit of variable

heat, a continual augmentation of temperature constantly occurs.

(1 Fahrenheit for 15 yards is a common ratio.) The mine of Kuhlun,

supposed to be an exception to this general truth, is extremely ill-

suited for experiment* (See Thomson's and Clarke's ' Travels in

Sweden.')
The consequence is obvious. The interior masses of the globe are

incomparably hotter than the parts at the surface
;
must form- rly

have been still hotter; and though now the interior heat is itlnit

wholly masked and stifled by the non-conducting stratified masses
which form the crust of *he earth, it nri-t f .rm.rly have influenced

in a decided manner the temperature, and with it all other phenomena
at the surface of the earth.

The same conclusion as to the existence of great heat in the central

parts of the earth has been drawn from considerations of the d

of the interior masses as compared to the superficial parts. While
the surface rocks are twice and a half as heavy as water, the mean
density of the whole globe is five times as great as that of water ;

moreover the density augments towards the centre with so much of

regularity, that the imaginary interior surfaces of equal density are

symmetrical to the same centre and axis as those of the exterior

spheroid. (Conybeare's
'

Report on Geology to British Association,'

1832.) Now, if the interior masses of the earth are compressible
even to a far less extent than the rocks near the earth's surface, the

pressure to the centre would have made the inner parts much more
dense than they are : the whole mass of the earth would have been
included in a much smaller volume were it not for some antagonistic
force, such as heat is known to be. Unless therefore we venture to

suppose the central and surface matter not subject to similar laws of

force, it must be admitted that the interior parts of the earth are still

very hot
This great truth established, we may inquire further into the state

of the interior masses. If the heat of the globe were increased its

diameter would be augmented ; there is a degree of heat which would

liquefy nearly all the substances of which it consists, taken singly,
and still more easily when in their usual combinations. Beyond this

degree of heat gaseous compounds would mix with or altogether

replace the liquid rocks, and the globe would be lost in a nebulous

expansion.

Turning to observations of phenomena, we find the interior rocks
to be such as were cooled from igneous fusion : they are exten-

perhaps universally, spread below our feet ; and thus we gather the
conviction that originally the whole or great part of the exterior

masses of the planet were in a melted state. The figure of the earth

is such as would result from revolution on its axis, provid>
whole or a very large part of the mass were in a state of fluidity or

viscidity ; to this figure the surfaces of equal density correspond both
as to centra and axis ;

and thus strongly corroborate the specula-
tions of Leibnitz, that the earth is to bo looked on as a heated and
fluid globe, cooled and still cooling at the surface by radiation of its

superabundant heat into space.
To determine whether it is now solid or partially fluid within is a

problem of high interest, and one which we may perhaps despair to

see completely solved, unlera certain HtrODOmioal phenomena (i>iv-

cession, nutation) should be found, when anahsed by a rigorous
mathematical deduction, to furnish interpretations which geology
alone can never attain to. As however Mr. Hopkins has presented
some simple views of the possible conditions of a cooling globe (as
the earth may be considered), we shall here briefly state them.

If the earth wore originally a hot fluid mass cooled by radiation,

the cooled ports would descend towards the centre, and be replaced

by others in a perpetual circulation. The tendency to solidification

in such a mass would be directly as the pressure, inversely as the

temperature, both which are at a maximum at the centre : solidifica-

tion would therefore be determined near the centre by the super
of pressure over temperature ; and at the surfa< r by tin- rapidity of

external refrigeration overbalancing the internal conduction of heat.

The numerical relations of these qualities are unknown. It cannot
therefore be decided by mere calculation whether the solidification of

the surface by radiation would precede or follow that of the centre

by pressure. Let us suppose, for simplicity, the relations of pressure,

heat, circulation, conduction, and radiation to be such that all the

mass goes on cooling till every part of ita fluidity is lost, and the

whole is reduced to such a degree of vi-ei<!ity as to prevent the

circulation of heated matter, the further distribution of heat

under thcnc conditions, be determined by conduction and radiation

only ;
a large part of the interior would assume equality of tempe-

rature: the solidification of the surface by cooling would be the
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first new phenomenon, to be immediately followed by condensation

through pressure about the centre
; and thus two solid masses would

be produced and continually augmented a spherical nucleus, and a

spherical shell while between them -would remain a large but
diminishing zone of viscous matter, subject to some changes of

temperature through the conversion of its surfaces from a liquid to a
solid state.

If, on the other hand, the effect of pressure to the centre became
superior to the expanding agency of heat, before the circulation of

liquid matter had ceased in the superficial parts, the centre would
solidify first; and the induration might proceed through a large
part of the globe, so as even to approach the surface before that
could be consolidated. If these conditions were reversed, consolida-
tion might proceed from the surface downwards, and would ultimately
reach the centre, and the whole mass be a stony globe.

It is important to remark that upon neither of these suppositions
is it required to admit the continual augmentation of heat to the

centre; to which M. Poisson objected, and instead of which he
proposed to account for the phenomena of the earth's interior

temperature, by supposing that the solar system had once passed
through other ethereal spaces than those which it now occupies, and
there experienced much higher temperature at the surfaces of the

planets. This hypothesis may be perhaps not very different in its

development from the more general theory of the nebulous origin of
the planets ;

but it appears unnecessary to discuss the speculation
after what has been said of the cooling of the earth.

We may now proceed to examine the modern causes of changes on
the surface of the earth. The never-ceasing activity of the powers of
nature may be viewed as an inextinguishable and unavailing effort to
restore an equilibrium which is incessantly disturbed. The protean
changes of the atmosphere ;

the varying effects which its chemical
and mechanical energies occasion among the masses of dead matter
and the forms of life

; the flowing of the ocean ; the subterranean
fire and wide wasting of the earthquake, are all efforts to obtain rest

consequent on a succession of perturbations. In this sense, not the
earth only, but all the solar system, and perhaps all the extent of the

heavenly spaces, conceivable rather than visible by man, is in the
condition of instability described in the Pythagorean Philosophy," Nihil est toto quod perstet in orbe."
These changes on the surface of the earth affect the geographical

boundaries of land and water, the relative level of land and sea, and
the forms, proportions, and distribution of animal and vegetable life.

In a popular sense they may be classed by their proximate agencies,
as depending on chemical and mechanical powers originating from
atmospheric action, rains, springs, rivers, &c. ; as depending on similar

powers residing in the ocean
; and as affected by volcanic forces. We

may also venture to contrast the effects of the watery agencies,
whether of atmospheric or oceanic origin, with the products of
volcanic fires. For the general effect of the watery agencies is to
abate the high and to raise the low, to equalise the level of land and
sea by abrading the former and filling the latter; but volcanic
effects are directly the reverse. They augment the original inequality
of the surface

; in some parts they raise matter from within the

earth, and form new hills to bear the ravages of the atmosphere ;

and elsewhere cause tremendous depressions of land, and sink in

deeper hollows the original basins of the ocean.
The external influences, thus contrasted with the interior powers

of the globe, are far more various in their aspect and more general in

their visible operation ; yet they may all be reduced to one or two
variable forces, independent of the terraqueous system. It is to the

unequal accession of heat from the sun, upon a globe whose distance

varies, whose parts are variously presented to the radiating beams,
and to the unequal abstraction of heat by the cold ethereal spaces
in which the earth circulates, that we may refer all the variations of

corpuscular and mechanical phenomena on the globe ;
while in the

varying diffusion of light we recognise the prime element of change
in the animal and vegetable world.
Minute as is their momentary impression, the sum of their effects

in a long time is prodigiously great ;
heat and moisture by alternate

influence weaken
; frost bursts

;
carbonic acid eats with cankering

tooth ; rains, swallowed up by the fissured rocks, abstract parts of

their substance ; land-slips, avalanches, and glaciers heap the valleys
with detritus, till swollen rivers or bursting lakes sweep away the
burden towards lower ground, or convey it even to the sea. Thus

chemically dissolved, mechanically suspended, or roughly rolled along,
the substance of all the rocks and mountains yields to a slow but
sure destruction, and those who, adopting the notion that ' time costs

nature nothing,' take as much of this as pleases them, may easily see,

in the effect of these operations, the total disintegration of the

exi.iting continents and islands, which is so conspicuous a feature in

Dr. Mutton's hypothesis of the decaying and renewing earth.

Nor is the sea less a theatre of change than the land. For, inde-

pendent of its receiving the spoils of the land, and distributing them
on it* bed, the untiring agitation of its waves undermines the cliffs

which are above its level, grinds away the rocks which are covered
and uncovered by the tides, and distributes the materials in various

ways, here making dangerous sandbanks, there adding to the low
bores a valuable heritage.

Nor even below the deep water of the middle ocean is all at rest.

There multitudes of sea animals, the Infusorial Animalcules, the

Zoophytes, and Mollusca, by their mere exuviae tend to fill up the

depths ; and certain tribes (the lamelliferous corals in particular), by
their peculiar growth and mutual adherence form calcareous islands
and reefs, similar in some important particulars to the ancient lime-
stone rocks. These coralligenous rocks are however not reared from
the extreme depths of the sea, but based on the summits of submarine
hills, or the crests of volcanic cones, and thus, in a general expression,
we may say that in modern nature most of the deposits of solid
matter in the sea are joined to the shores or shallows of the

previously formed land.

The sediments transported by rivers, and gathered by the wasting
of the elevated coasts, being for the most part deposited along the

sea-shores, and almost wholly below the level of high water, it is

obvious that from this cause alone the bed of the sea is filling up,
and its depth diminishing toward the shores ; but as the quantity of
water on the globe must be supposed sensibly constant, it follows
that the oceanic area must expand, or its surface rise a little. But
since the land is wasted by the waves, as we may suppose the aug-
mentation of area which results from this cause sufficient to balance
the elevating tendency of the littoral deposits of sediment, and that

upon the whole the effect of the watery agencies on the globe is

insensible in altering the level of the surface of the sea, as compared
to the deeper parts of its bed ; it follows, as a strict consequence,
that the area of the ocean is enlarging. This appears also probable
from observation

;
for the small addition of marsh-land on particular

shores, by the influence of rivers, winds, and storms, in raising
littoral sediments above the reach of all but the extremely high tide,
is not enough to balance the continual waste of land along many
thousand miles of perishing cliffs. By the mechanical agency of

water considered alone, the land is certainly losing in area, continually.
The accumulation of marine exuvije on the bed of the sea acts in the
same direction, and the growth of coral principally concurs in the
same result. Left to watery agency alone then the land may be

imagined to be continually diminishing, as Dr. Button and Sir Charles

Lyell suppose. If the shores of the sea did not waste away, the
annual additions of sediment brought from the uplands would every-
where cause the water to rise in level

;
if the land were supposed to

overhang its base at a certain angle depending on the diameter of

the earth, the area of the ocean would remain invariable
;
but as

neither of these conditions applies, it is certain that the area of the

ocean is extending, and probable that its level does not materially

change.
Volcanic phenomena, the earthquake, and the ignivomous mountain,

are to be viewed as cases of critical action. Whether the heat of the

interior of the globe be the residual portion of its original tempe-
rature (chaleur d'origine of Arago), or generated by the access of

water, or other bodies containing oxygen, to certain chemical

substances, it is to the disturbance of its equilibrium that the violence

and the tumult of volcanic excitement are owing. But there are

other and more gradual effects of the distribution of heat in and

upon the globe which require notice. The most important of these

is the gradual change of level of certain parts of the land, as coin-

pared with the general level of the ocean, one instance of which is

supposed to occur on the shores of the Baltic, where certain tracts

appear to be slowly rising above the sea. (Lyell, in '

Philosophical

Transactions,' 1835.)

Concerning this
'

secular inequality
'

(as it may be termed), of level

of land and sea, it is unfortunate that nothing at all important is

known towards determining the important question whether the

elevation of one tract of diy land or sea-bed is balanced or over-

balanced by the depression of another. Lyell assumes that the

depression of land from this cause exceeds the elevation, but it is

difficult to find sufficient evidence for this important postulate ;
and

to adopt it merely as a consequence of another unproved assumption
of a continual compensation of the agencies of nature is altogether
inadmissible.

If there be in the earth a pervading high temperature, which
diminishes from the interior toward the surface, in consequence of

the radiation from the surface, it appears from Sir John Herschel's

reasoning (given in Mr. Babbage's
' Ninth Bridgewater Treatise ') that

along the shores of the sea the isothermal lines of the interior of the

globe should rise, because of the continual deposition of imperfectly

conducting sediments there. For thus the radiation of heat along
these lines would be diminished until the interior heat had come
nearer to the surface. By the consequent expansion of the subjacent

earthy substances the sea-shore should rise, and thus the addition of

sediment from watery action, and the effect of the effort to restore

equilibrium in the disposition of the interior temperature would,

upon the whole, coincide in minutely raising the surface of the sea.

It is chiefly near the sea-coast, on the land or in the ocean, that

volcanic phenomena are at this day seen in activity, and this appa-

rently because the admission of water to some depth below the

surface is necessary to the excitement of the imprisoned forces of

heat. The elevated cones and large areas of melted rock, or accumu-

lations of scoriae and ashes, mark one of the prevalent effects of the

volcanic forces to be the withdrawal of matter from the interior to
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heap it on the surface of the earth. But the cavities left by thU

operation below the crust of the earth must often caune depression 01

I of land during the concussion and displacement* occasions

by earthquakes. In this manner it may easily be understood that
the volcanic inlands of the South Seu have been raised up from the

aea-bed there, and it may be supposed that under large tracts of the

ocean volcanic agency is employed in a similar way, and by a

superiority of elevation over depression raising irregularly the bed o!

the sea, and by consequence extending the area of its surface. If all

the cavities left below the surface by the heaping of volcanic matter
on the land were completely balanced by corresponding depressions
of the crust of the earth it would depend upon the proportion of

submarine subsidence corresponding to terrestrial elevation whether
the sea-level should fall and its area contract Every sinking of the

sea-bad corresponding to an elevation of the dry land would tend to

lower the level of water and to augment the area of land. Along
sea-coasts such correspondence must be admitted occasionally to occur.

If the cavities alluded to were not compensated by the sinking of the

superincumbent crust volcanic phenomena on the land would hardly
affect the area or level of the sea ; but similar eruptions in the sea

would raise its level and cause it to encroach upon the land. If it be
admitted as the most probable basis of reasoning whether subter-

ranean cavities exist or not, that the continual elevation is upon the
whole balanced by continual subsidence, submarine and continental

volcanic vents may be left out of consideration ; but the littoral and
insular volcanoes act in one certain way, and give as the general
result of all volcanic action a partial deepening and a general con-

traction of the sea, which counterbalances in kind the general effect

of the aqueous agencies ; but whether these completely antagonist

principles are equal in degree cannot be safely inferred from any data
now accessible to geology. Nor does it appear prudent to rest so

important a conclusion on the mere fact of the constancy of the
earth's dimensions, indicated by the invariable length of the solar

day ; the experience of 2000 years is as nothing in a question of such
infinitesimal differences of diameter as might be occasioned by changes
in the relative position of the really small quantities of matter raised

or sunk by volcanic powers.
Moreover it is impossible to avoid doubting whether even the

quantity of water on the globe is constant ; for so many combinations
of earthy substances require certain proportions of water for their

completion, and so much of volcanic excitement appears due to the

decomposition of water, that it would perhaps be safer to suppose
the water continually diminishing in quantity; nor is it at all unlikely
tbat such may be the case with the atmosphere.
The question of the comparison of the effects of natural agencies

in modem and ancient times is one of considerable importance in
relation to geological enquiries.
The statement of the effects of modern causes must necessarily be

received as true and applicable to other eras of the world, at least

in its general features ; because the chemical, mechanical, and vital

forces of nature are admitted as individually constant, though their
manifestations to our senses be ever so various in kind or degree, in

consequence of change in their combinations, the quantities of matter

operated on, external influences, &c. Fixed laws and variable

conditions are certainly recognised in existing nature, and they give
rise to extreme inequality in local results and combinations. It is

conceivable, by extending this idea, that the existing laws of nature
nhuuld be productive not only of results which, taken locally or

periodically, appear unequal in degree or diverse in kind, but that
under the influence of a general change of conditions they should
manifest a gradual decay or increase of strength, or spring into extra-

ordinary activity after long periods of apparent slumber. Let, for

instance, the sun's rays be supposed to fall upon the earth in smaller

quantity through the augmentation of the minor axis of the earth's

elliptic orbit ; let the temperature of the ethereal spaces rise : who
does not see that all the effect* depending on the external excitant
forces would immediately changer In like manner let the earth's

internal energy of heat be
supposed

to die away, whether for lack of

fuel, incrustation over metalloids, or a loss of general warmth in the

globe, the volcanic phenomena would be weakened, and no longer
balance the effect* of water.

Now, as these great conditions cannot be affirmed to be constant,
but, on the contrary, as one at least of them is known to be variable

(the earth's orbit), how "
baseless as the fabric of a vision

"
is the

assumption that the physical agencies on the globe have always
produced "equal effects in equal times," and that modern causes

acting with their present intensity have produced all the oldt r ].!,.-

nomena of geology. But it would be equally unjust, as observed

before, to assume that they hare not
;

the question, if capable of

determination, can only be settled by ample observation and logical
induction.

Among the ancient phenomena of nature we equally recognise the
contrasted action of water and heat, as at this day : by the former
the solid land was wasted, and stratified rocks were deposited along
the sea shores (as sandstones) and in the depths of the sea (as some
limestones), while the Utter manifested itself in the production of
uustratitied crystalline rocks, and the elevation and disruption of the
stratified bed of the sea. [ROCKS; STRATIFICATION.] The materials

arranged by the action of water in the stratified rocks of ancient date
are the same as those now carried by rains, suspended by the tide, or

separated from sea-water by the vital functions of invertebrate
; they

are, to a certain extent, similarly associated : the organic <

buried in them are not very differently arranged or groupe.:
those which now lie in the bed of the sea (Donati's Researches
Bed of the Adriatic

'

may be quoted in proof of this) ; the physical
conditions of their accumulation were therefore in a considerable

degree similar.

On a careful consideration of the facts, it appear* obvious that the

long series of stratified deposits was not accumulated without great
and even sudden changes of those physical conditions : th.

of sandstone are followed by others of clay or of limestone, for

different agencies and conditions were required. Over the same
spherical area of the earth's surface the predominant physical con-
ditions varied from time to time, and many times, so that the actual
state of the globe, as far as regards watery agencies, represents not all

its previous conditions, but is to be compared with each of tin-:

ceasively. The same is true of the igneous products in the crust of
the globe, which similarly varied from time to time in the same
spherical area.

Successive phases of the aqueous and igneous agencies over the
same region appear, either contemporaneously or successively, to have
affected all parts of the earth's surface accessible to man

;
so that

everywhere there is proof of great revolutions in the condition of
land and sea. Moreover it appears [OROAMU REMAINS] that to each

general system of stratified rocks, indicative of a corresponding great
system of physical agencies, peculiar races of plants and animals

belong : with new physical conditions new forms of life came on
the globe, vanished with those conditions, and gave place to others

equally transitory. If now we compare the inoduru survey of nature
with any similar work, executed on the same principle, for any one of
the earlier epochs, it is certain that the earth h.ts iiinlergouo MMIIV

very extensive revolutions in all that respects its aqueous, igneous,
and organic phenomena, before arriving at its present state : it n
equally certain that between the epochs of these revolutions the state
of the earth was not extremely dissimilar to that which we now behold ;

yet, because the organic beings preserved in the earth in each of these

systems are peculiar to it, and differ from the others, and from those
that now live, we cannot possibly doubt that the points of difference
were numerous, general, and important
To determine the cause of the change of physical conditions br

one system of stratified rocks and another is not difficult In existing
nature such a change might be easily produced in almost every region
by a disturbance of the level of some particular tracts of i.m.l, )>y
one great movement or many successive displacements. For ex >

let the Isthmus of Suez or the Isthmus of Darieii sink one huinireil

or a few hundred feet (perhaps scarcely beyond the range of the
|

of an earthquake), what mighty changes would be occasioned in the

Indian, Mediterranean, Atlantic, and 1'aciac Oceans, over areas ln. h

would appear considerable even when compared with many ancient

systems of strata changes of stratified deposits and physical condi-

tions, and consequent variations in the relative abun<lainv ami geo-
graphical distribution of organic beings. Now, though at this day
no such mighty changes are witnessed, we have only to eiiluv

conception of the actual effects of volcanic agency to see clearly that
this is the power which was employed in producing th m.
The analogy of the effects of aqueous and igneous agencies in all

past periods of the earth's history being assumed, we may prcxv
gather inferences as to the measure of the intensity \\itli which they
have operated, and the time which has elapsed during their operation.
This requires at least a brief summary of the chara itures

of the phenomena of successive steps of the earth's formation, in t un
order of their occurrence. Observation can only guide us to a 1,

ledge of the crust of the earth for a depth of a few miles at i

and from what we there behold it is probable that a much greater
extension of the power of observing would really help us but little

in tracing the history of the revolutions of our globe "I which m ma
menu remain for inspection. For at some moderate depth ! ] th

surface all marks of lamellar increase, indicative of prno.iieal forma-

tion, cease; all monuments of life and watery action terminate; ami
we behold the effects of heat alone. The general basis of all the crust
of the earth, in which we trace the combined results a

aqueous, and vital energies, is a mass of crystallised rocks, the
Fruit of great aud very general heat; which limits all inquiry in

that direction.

From the surface of these interior crystalline rocks, mostly of the
nature of granite, the monuments of physical changes left in the rocks
are capable of interpretation by the application of the knowled.
aave gathered of chemical, mechanical, and vital forces, but below it

all appears at first sight dubious and dark. Were these rocks of igneous
origin anterior to the whole crust of the earth now placed upon i i

Or does the interior heat slowly reconvert to granite t he masses of

sedimentary strata laid upon it by external watery agencies ! In the
ormer case the monuments of nature are complete to far a* any
hing analogous to the present system of surface agencies is

>ut according to the latter supposition, the earlier strata, with what-
ever of organic exuviiu lay in them, have been reabsorbed and melted
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into the hidden secrets of
the earth, and asimilar fate
awaits their successors.

To assume the truth of

either of these views is

altogether contrary to the

prudent spirit of modern

philosophy : no inspection
or analysis of the old

granitic masses ;
no merely

analogical comparison of

them with the fluid com-

pounds of existing volca-

noes ; no a priori reasoning
will solve the question.
Yet it appears capable of

solution by a full and im-

partial consideration of the

stratified crust of the earth

itself, which ought to show
in the nature and condition
of the lower strata as com-

pared with the upper, and
in the nature and abund-
ance and mode of conser-

vation of organic remains,
evidence not only of the

circumstances under which

they were accumulated,
but indications of the na-

ture and extent of the

changes which have since

occurred to them. This
mode of inquiry we shall

endeavour to follow.

This first diagram ia

intended to show how
very small is the supposed
depth of thn crust of the

earth, and of the most pro-
found parts of the ocean,

compared to the radius
of the globe. The thick-

ness of the crust of the

earth, here taken at 15

miles, is perhaps on a ge-
neral average not so much
as 5 miles. To this mere
film on the surface, of the

globe Inductive Geology is

confined ; though by help
of collateral science we
have learned many truths
as to the constitution of
the hidden interior masses.
The difference of the

diameters of the earth is

nearly 26 miles. If the
axis of the globe were

displaced 90 degrees, the
level of the sea would rise

at the old poles and sink
at the new poles about
half that quantity, or 13}
miles; and at other points
intermediate quantities,

according to their rela-

tions to the great circle

passing through the new
and old poles of rotation.

At the poles of this great
circle there would be no
alteration of level.

By imagining the depth
of 1000 miles, in the first

diagram on the following

page, to be repeated three

times, and the three radii

to be at the same time pro-

longed till they meet at a

point, which would repre-
sent the centre ofthe earth,
the reader will easily form a
notion of what ia intended.
The arc includes 20 degrees from the Adriatic to the Atlantic,

passing over the Apennines, the Alps, the English Channel, the Welsh
Mountains, and the Irish Sea, the depth of the narrow seas being less

than the breadth of the fine lines.

The general section (fig. 3), combined with the complete table of

British strata which follows (extracted from Phillips's
' Guide to Geo-

logy ') will serve for reference to the reader who may be unacquainted
with the arrangement of the stratified rocks in the crust of the earth.
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Strict of BrMtk Strata, beyunting at tht Surface, from tcAiVA all Waler-ifored Gravel and Rivtr Sedimenti are nppottd to be remored.

Tb* Marine Strata art marked by Figure* ; the Freeh-Water and .Estuary Beda by Letten
; the names of tome cbaracterUUe Fossils are In Italics.

TERTIARY STRATA.

(A small number of the Fossils are identical with existing species.)

Name* of Formation*.
General Thickness.

Yards.

Fresh-Water Marls

(
London Clay

|
Plastic Clay

Remarks.

I. CUy 16

. . S3

100 to 200

100 to 400

\ water-drifted mass of marine shell., pebbles, Ice., resting on more regular shelly beda of
annd or sandy limestone. About 40 per cent, of the shells are supposed to be identical
with existing species.

They Include a bed of (estuary shells, and occur only in the Me of Wight,
Maaa of clay rich in marine ahells, of which Si per cent, are identical with recent kinds.

{Variously

coloured sands and claya, the latter containing organic remaina identical with, or
much allied to, those of the London clay.

8ECOXDARV STRATA.

(All the Fossils belong to extinct species. They are different from those in the Tertiary Strata.)

3. Chalk .

4. Greeenaand

rith interstratiBcd flinla
; extinct Zonphyla,

. Weolden '.

i. Portland Oolite

. Oxford Oolite

7. Bath Oolite (near Bath)

( Of unequal hardness, soft above, marly below,

( Ananchytrt, and other Eehinodfrmata.

!

Upper Greensand, very fossiliferous, in general chalky.
Gault, a blue marl, or clay, often very fossiliferous. Relemnittt minima.
Lower greensand, or iron-sand, very fossilifcrous in places.
Weald clay, with fresh-water shells. Cypridrt.

Hastings sands, with land-plants, and bones of Iguanodrm.
Purbcck beda of .clay and limestone, with fresh-water shells.

A variably locally oolitic limestone ; some beds full of fossils.

Kimmeridfre clay, with layers of Oitrea drltmdta.

300

130

8. Liaa

150

130

350

v

i
9. New Eed-Saadatone

10. Magneslan Limestone 100

c. Coal 1000

11. Carboniferous or Mountain-Limestone . . BOO

11. Old Ked-Sandstone . . . . 100 to 8300

|
Upper calcareous grit.

'

Coralline oolite, with beds and masses of coral; Ectiinida; many shells.

Lower calcareous grit. Ammonite* catena. Pinna laneeoiata.

! Kefuwa
Cl

*rock }
AmmmUa Oallotifmii, Oryphaa dilatata.

Combrash, thin, impure, shelly limestone. Aeiculn echinata.

Forest marble. Shelly oolite, with concretionary sandy limestone.
Bath oolite. In several divisions, shelly, oolitic, compact, and sandy beds. Jfegalotaurui,

Apiocrinux,
Fullers'-earth. A scries of calcareous and argillaceous shelly beds.

Inferior oolite. Fholadomya. Trignnia ttriata.

Hand, with concretionary masses holding shells.

f" Upper lias shale. Full of characteristic saurian*, of Ammonite*, flelemnitet, and other shells.

Marlstone, replete with Trrebrntula, Pectinida, Arirula imrquiralrii,
I Middle lias shale. Contains Gryphtta, Ammonitet.
Lias limestone, with O'ryphaa incurra, Ammonitet Oonybeari.

I, Lower lias shale and coloured marls.

Coloured marls, gypsum, and rock salt. }

Kcd and white sandstones and marls. > Few or no organic remains.

Conglomerate and sandstone.

Knottingley limestone. A few bivalves in the lower beds.

Gypseous red marls. No fossils.

Mniroesian limestone. Shells, corals.

Marl slate. Fishes of remarkable forms.
! Ked-sandstonc. Plants of the subjacent coal series occur in it.

The subdivisions of the coal series are only locally ascertained. Gritstone and shales eontitute
the principal mass. Flagstone and iron-atone arc among the most characteristic b<
Fresh-water limestone and marine limestone are exceedingly rare and local. The shells are

mostly of irsluary origin. The plants arc mostly of terrestrial tribes and extinct v
f Millstone grit, series of sandstone, shales, cool, and thin limestones, forming a transition

group between the coal and the carboniferous limestones.

Yoredalc rocks, consisting of five or more beds of limestone, with alternating flagstones and
other gritstones, shales, thin coal, iron-stone.

Lower or scar limestone, In the north of Kngland and Scotland, subdivided by sandstones,
shales, and coal seams. They yield characteristic Crinoidea, 1'rtniitrlte^ Xjtirtferir,

litlttitcerata, Bellerophtm, (fonuititet.

Alternating limestones and red-sandstones, forming a transition group between the carbo-
niferous limestone and rcd-sand*tone formations.

ConKlomerates and sandston<-. No fnviU yet noticed.

Coloured marls and concretionary limestones, called '
cornstoncs.' A few fossils.

Tilntones, or flagstone beds. A few fishes.

PRIMARY STRATA.

All the fossils belong to extinct species, and often to extinct genem nnd families. They are difiercnt from those in the Secoinlirv timl

Tertiary Strata. It has been usual to class the upper systems under the title of Transition Strata, and to confine the name of Primary to the

mica-schist and gneiss systems. The following view of the Silurian Strata results from Sir Roderick Murcbison's researches :

13. Ludlow Rocks

II. Wenloek Limestone

15. Caradoc Sandstone

16. Landetlo Rocks

t Sandstones. Species of (trhirula, Lingtlla, Tcrcbratula, Spirifera.

060 ? Limestone. J'tntamertu, J/vmwitttotni.

I Shale.

,.

. i Corals and Crinoidea in vast abundance.

i-imnhali, I'riHluctn ttrnretaa, Orthoccrata, Calvmtni Ulamnttatkii. and other

(
Tril.

H30 i i . I rnfnmrrttx. Tprpbnittilii, (frtnist TrilobitP*.
^
*BiinU> VBnUAIonCK, |

400 Calcareouit flaggy brd% including AtapKiu liuchii, and other Trilobitc*.
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The stratified argillaceous rocka below, from the ravity of organic remains and other causes, are not so perfectly understood. The
following arrangement, based on the labours of Sedgwick, is however correct, with reference to the succession of deposits in the Welsh and
Cumbrian districts. The thicknesses are not exactly known.

IK"6 '" I

j|f

17. Plynlymmon Rocks

Bala Limestone

/ Argillaceous indurated slate, sanely slates. No fossils yet found in it.

( argillaceous rocks, -with Orbicula, Zofiphyla, and other organic remains.
Calcareous and

Calcareous and argillaceous rocks, with Orbicula, Zoopliyta, and other organic remains.

~ ' 19. Snowdon Rocks
6 '" I

Clay Slate

Chiatolite Slate

Hornbiende Slate

Mica-Schiit System

Gm-i* System

Variously coloured and indurated argillaceous slale. A few fossils have been observed in Wales.

Soft dark slate. No fossils known.

Soft dark slate, with chiastolite. No fossils known.
Soft dark slate, with hornblende. No fossils known.

No organic remains. The beds of mica-schist, composed of mica and quartz, alternate with

gneiss, chlorite-schlst, talc-schist, hornblende-schist, clay-slate, quartz-rock, and primary
limestone.

No organic remains. The gneiss beds, composed of mica, quartz, and felspar, alternate

locally with mica-schist, quartz-rock, and primary limestone.

Primary Periods. Gneiss and mica-schist, two of the most abun-
dant of the oldest stratified rocks, appear, as to their substance, to be

composed of the same parts as granitic rocks, namely, felspar, quartz,
and mica, with great variations of proportions, and some admixtures
and substitutions of other minerals, constituting alike granite, gneiss,

mica-schist, ic. But the ingredients are not in the same condition
;

in the granite all are crystallised ;
each mineral is independently a

crystal, or moulded in the cavities left between crystals ; in gneiss and
mica-schist the felspar, quartz, and mica are rolled or fragmented
masses. The character of worn surface of the ingredients, combined
with the lamination or stratification of the mass, assures us that

aqueous agencies have determined the aggregation of gneiss and mica-

schist : the character of the lamination, especially the minute flexures

which abound in these ancient rocks, suggests somewhat of pecu-

liarity in the condition of the water; and the internal crystallisation of

the attrited felspar reveals its origin from the disintegration of granite.
On the other hand it has been contended that the similitude of

the mineral composition of gneiss, or mica-schist, to granitic compounds
argues a similitude of origin ; and by some writers gneiss, mica schist,

Ac., are regarded even as igneous rocks
; by others it is thought that

gneiss and mica-schist are intermediate products between sandstone

and granite, retaining the lamination and bedding which indicate

their original aqueous origin, but assuming a new mineral composition
in consequence of the agency of heat. Neither of these views appears

satisfactory ;
to give a merely igneous origin to gneiss is evidently to

leave out half the phenomena ;
to suppose the mineral composition of

gneiss the effect of heat operating on a common sandstone will never
be allowed by those who have studied the rock as it appears in Zet-

land, Scotland, or Norway ;
for in all these places it is clear that the

granular minerals have not derived their external figure from con-

cretionary but really from mechanical action, while their exterior

structure is truly crystalline. There is however one mineral fre-

quently found crystallised in gneiss and mica-schist, namely, garnet ;

and the history of this mineral leaves no doubt that the rocks in

which it lies have been pervaded by a general high temperature,

enough to affect such a fusible substance as garnet, but not enough
to melt any one of the regular constituents of granite. Here then

appears decisive testimony as to the degree of heat which the gneiss
and mica-schist have experienced. By the operation of this pervading
heat the particles of calcareous rocks associated with gneiss and mica-

schist have undergone a great change : they have been converted to

crystallised marble of various colours and qualities.
The arguments above advanced, conclusive as we deem them on

the subject of the origin of gneiss generally, are not intended to

apply to cases where, by reason of this rock being buried at great

depths below the surface, extraordinary effects of heat may be expe-
rienced. There, no doubt, the gneiss such as we see it, clearly

revealing the history of its formation, may be wholly melted and

re-crystallised, so as to lose entirely all traces of its origin. Some
such cases may occur, perhaps even we may admit that evidence for

them exists in uplifted granitic regions; and thus some of the

monuments of the earth's early history may have been lost : but

that this cannot be the general rule almost every mountain-chain

bears testimony.
In these, the most ancient rocks which exhibit to us the combined

effects of aqueous and igneous agency, no traces of animal or vegetable
life occur, and the conclusion we adopt on the subject is, that few
or none of the organised wonders of nature were then in existence,

because the physical conditions of the globe within which the

existence of animals and plants is limited were not then established.

Only one other view of the subject is worthy of notice. According
to the hypothesis of the slow reconversion of stratified rocks to

granitic compounds, the want of traces of organic forms in the

gneiss and mica-schist is ascribed to the destroying agency of

heat on the calcareous matter of shells, corals, &c., and the car-

bonaceous substance of plants. That heat will affect such calcareous

and carbonaceous compounds in the manner assumed is certain.

Ftrhapg it might be difficult entirely to reject the hypothesis in the

case of the primary limestones, whose alteration to crystallised masses

BAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. It.

may be thought to have wholly destroyed the structure of the shells.

Yet as in the limestone of Teesdale, similarly altered by contact with
trap rocks, crinoidal stems retain their forms; and as near granite,
trap, &c., vegetable remains are recognised, if not in substance, yet
at least by their impressions in the shales or grits; and as, finally,

among some rocks of the same mineral nature as gneiss and mica-

schist, shells and plants of many sorts appear in the Col du Cliar-

donnet in Dauphine", the balance of evidence is decidedly against
this extreme application of the theory of metamorphism of rocks.

Upon the whole then the evidence afforded by a careful examina-
tion of the oldest strata, in regard to their mineral composition,
structure, and absence of organic remains, supports, we will not say
establishes, the opinion that these are not only the most ancient strata

which man can trace, but the oldest products of watery action on
the globe, aud in a great degree anterior to the origin of organic life.

The general results to which the study of the earliest systems of

i strata lead are these :

1. They are the oldest aqueous deposits visible on the crust of the

globe, and rest on masses which have received their present aspect
from the action of heat.

2. They furnish no proof of the contemporaneous or previous
existence of dry land.

3. They are equally destitute of evidence of the contemporaneous
or previous existence of plants or animals in the sea.

4. The rocks of this ancient system are peculiar in their aspect,
and though doubtless derived from disintegrated granite, &c., the
constituent particles appear to have undergone much less attrition

than those which compose rocks of later date.

5. These rocks are of such great extent as to approach nearer to
universal formations than any of later date.

As a general inference, it appears that the circumstances which

accompanied the accumulation of these rocks were greatly different

from what we now behold, since nowhere on the sea-shores are any
such products found, nor can we suppose anything analogous pro-
ducible in the bed of the sea, unless where some peculiar agitation of

water may hasten the disintegration of granite. The impression was

very strong among early writers of the entire want of accordance
between the causes of those early strata and those now in action.

De Luc (' Lettre
'

iii.)
more reservedly says,

" We have no reason
to expect that the operations of those times can be explained by
specific analogies with what we observe in the present state of the

earth."

And as one general hypothesis, we may say with the followers of

Leibnitz and Fourier, that the proper internal heat of the earth was
then only just so much reduced as to allow of a peculiar watery
action upon its cooling crystallised masses, but not enough diminished

to allow of the conditions within which the existence of organic

beings is restricted on the earth.

This hypothesis is independent of the consideration already pre-
sented as to the original condensation of the globe, and cannot, we
believe, be objected to on the ground of anything known concerning
the present state of the interior of the globe ;

on the contrary, the

temperature of the earth augments as we proceed downwards, and
this fact, being general, has been shown by Fourier to be inexplicable

except as a consequence of a general high temperature now existing
in the earth. The planetary spaces round the earth are colder than

any part of its surface (Fourier), and continually abstract heat from it :

the globe is continually growing colder though at an insensible rate,

and must have formerly been hotter, aud then must have lost heat

more rapidly. The obvious conclusion from the mathematical theory
of the heat of the globe, coupled with observations of the tempera-
ture below the surface, leads to the adoption, as an inference from

facts, of the view above proposed as an hypothesis to explain other

facts. [GNEISS; MICA.]
Skiddaw, Cambrian, and Silurian Systems. These argillaceous

rocks of the primary series of strata bear the same relation to the

gneiss and mica-schist as common clays bear to c ..minon sands in

modern nature. Some clays are not really more d'stinct from par-

ticular sands in their mineral nature than in the conparative fineness

3 R
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of their constituent particles. In consequence of differences of mag-
nitude and density, particle* of clays and sands which are derived by
watery action from the same Ma-cliff, avalanche, or glacier, are loon

separated, carried to unequal distances, and deposited in distant

msssss Such, in many cases, is the true origin of the sandstones and
shales of the secondary strata, and processes somewhat analogous

may perhaps be supposed to have occasioned the remarkable distinct-

ness and even reciprocity of occurrence of the gneiss and mica-schist

on the one hand, and the slaty rocks on the other. It is seldom that

both of these types of primary strata abound in the same geographical

region, though then is little doubt that both are derived from a

granitic basis. In some cases we may best Conclude that the mate-

rials of the slaty rocks were obtained from the wasted gneiss and
mica-schist.

Enormously thick u these argillaceous mosses are, and extensive its

is their geographical distribution, they offer in all countries a general
character of aspect which easily arrests the attention and impresses
the memory. The colour usually approaches to blue, gray, green, or

purple ; the texture is usually fine-grained, but portions are included

not very different from sandstone or conglomerate (grauwacke, or

olasmoaohist of Conybeare) ;
the structure is laminated and bedded

more or less perfectly, and often in addition complicated with regular

symmetrical joints ; there is another entirely distinct set of such

divisional planes called
'

cleavage,' traversing the planes of deposition.
All these circumstances give to the primary argillaceous rocks a deter-

minate aspect. The limited limestones which iuterlamiuate the mass

are, seldom so crystalline as those in gneiss and mica-schist, and they,
as well as the upper and some other parts of the slaty rocks, generally

yield organic remains, occasionally in great abundance. These are

almost wholly marine (local deposits of land-plants occur), and the
niml belong to invertebrate tribes Zoophyta, Conchifera, Crialacea

and augment in number and variety as we pass from the lower to

the upper parts of this series of rocks. [ORGANIC REMAINS.]
From a contemplation of the slaty rocks it results :

1. They not (infrequently rest on the granitic rocks with scarcely

any interposition of gneiss or mica-schist (Cornwall, Cumberland, &c.)
2. The proofs which they offer of the existence of dry laud are

chiefly (or wholly) derived from the organic remains of plants, which
are not certainly known among the lower groups, but become tolerably

plentiful in the upper parts of the systems.
3. The marine organic remains, shells, corals, Cruttacea, &c., are

very scanty in the older systems, and grow more and more numerous
and varied towards the upper strata.

4. The forms and structure of these earliest known fossil races of

animals have no extraordinary degree of simplicity, nor are they con-

fined to the lowest or least complicated tribes of Inreiiebratti.

5. The alterations which the rocks have undergone by the action of

heat are general, sufficient in most countries to superinduce new
structures (slaty cleavage), but not to destroy the traces of organic
remains.

A greater resemblance appears among these fine-grained strata to

the deposits from modern waters than is found in the earlier rocks :

there is less of peculiarity in their laminar and stratified structure ;

they are more varied ; and the alternations of deposits indicate

greater variety of natural
processes

and new conditions, such as the

elevation of land, the wasting effects of the atmosphere, and littoral

agitation, might occasion.

We may suppose,
in order to account for the origin and gradual

augmentation of the traces of organic life, that the flow of heat from
within the globe to the surface was retarded by the effect of previous
cooling, and by the addition of the older sedimentary rocks above the

granite ;
and this is in harmony with the fact that generally the lime-

stones of this system are less crystallised than those which are of

older date. [CAMBRIAN ROCKS ; CUMBRIAN ROCKS
;

SILURIAN

STSTIM.]
Passage from the Primary to the Secondary Period of Geological

Time. Before the close of the Primary period we find that some
limited tracts of land were reared above the waters, so as to nourish
the plants which occur in the grauwacke slates of North Devon and
the banks of the Rhine (supposing, with the general opinion, that the

foasiliferous rocks of Baden, ftc., are of this age). The sea had become

entirely fit for the residence of marine Zoophyta, which abounded so

as to constitute reels and islands
; Conchifera and Oaiteropoda forming

extensive beds ; Trilobita of many kinds, and a few traces of fishes.

These however are chiefly in the uppermost of the primary series,
and would be ranked as transition deposits by all geologists who use
that now neglected and somewhat hypothetical term. Yet it is

impossible not to be struck by the gradation of character which con-
nects into one long series the granitoid gneiss and the arenaceous
Ludlow rocks ; the fine-grained gneiss and mica-schist with the fissile

Snowdon slates and argillaceous Wenlock shale. In proportion as the

deposit* on a great scale resemble in character of accumulation those
of modern times, so the organic remains appear more and more
abundant. Some general change of physical condition, such as per-
haps only a change of heat will explain, must evidently bo admitted
as an hypothesis to connect together this series of phenomena.

After the de| tuition of the primary strata, the interior forces of

beat, no longer operating by a gradual metamorphosis of the pre-

viously deposited strata, and by a regulated change of the condition
of the sea, appear to have been thrown into a state of critical action,
and to have operated on the aqueous deposits of ancient date, as at
this day the volcanic fires below affect the sedimentary strata accumu-
lated from water above. There is hardly a mountain-range of much
importance throughout the world where the effects of great convulsive
movements affecting the primary strata cannot be seen : frequently it

is ascertained to be the case that these movements happened before
the production of any of the secondary rocks

;
and upon the whole it

is evident that the crust of the globe was broken up and dist

and the relative geographical distribution of sea and land materially
changed by the disturbance. The effects immediately appear : the
introduction of a new order of sodimeutary deposits, with new geo-
graphical relations ; the extinction of old and the creation of new
groups of organic beings; the commencement of a new act (so to

speak) in the great history of the earth.

What relation do the great convulsions here alluded to bear to the
movements of a modern earthquake t They are unquestionably due
to the same general force, namely, internal heat : a disturbance of the

equilibrium of this force is in each case to be admitted the causes
and effects are analogous but is the modern earthquake due to a

physical agency of equal intensity with that which occasioned the
ancient convulsions of the earth's crust ? The uplifting of a mighty
range of mountains is a common event, a characteristic occurrence of

early geological periods : minute and partial changes of level accom-

pany some modern earthquakes. There is no possibility of explaining
the former by the latter, except by taking them as differential quan-
tities, proportioned to the time elapsed, assuming that they always
(or on an average) operated in a certain direction ; and thus summing
an almost infinite series of minute changes to make one decided revo-
lution. This is, and must necessarily be, the view of the advocates of
the invariable constancy of the measure of natural agencies.

It is enough, in reply to this speculation, to
point to the phenomena

which require explanation : they are too mighty in extent, and have
too much simplicity and even rarity of character to allow of the
faintest belief that this hypothesis can be true. On a minuter inspec-
tion this conviction is deepened by the wont of any proof of the
occurrence of these thousands of small movements, which must have
succeeded one another for the production of the given effect. On the

contrary, the enormous and simple displacements, 100 to 4000 feet in

a vertical line, and ranging 10 or 100 miles in length; the mutual
connection of such faults

; the laws of their relative direction, and
other phenomena, utterly reject such on imaginary representation of
the measure of primeval igneous agency. A much less improbable
view, that the whole movement of a great mouutain-chain was accom-

plished by gradual elevation or depression, operating through long
time in one direction, is apparently difficult to reconcile with the
narrow and steep ridges produced, the numerous and powerful flexures

of thick rocks, the sudden and great fractures, and other characteristic

phenomena.
We are therefore driven to believe that the igneous effects of earlier

date were far more powerfully and generally excited, at particular

epochs,
than U now observed to be the case. We may be satisfied

that the present aspect of the earth U to be viewed as a period of

comparative repose ;
a period .of ordinary and regular action, and

frequent compensation among the agencies of nature
;
and may satis-

factorily compare it with the whole or some port of the primary
period, but not use it as a measure of the violence which accompanied
the transition from one early period to another, and thus, amidst great
local or general disorder, restored the equilibrium of the interior and
exterior agencies of natural changes. This being supposed, the volcanic

excitements of modern date being token as the terms of a series of
effects of partial and local disturbances, and re-establishments of

equilibrium, there may yet remain residuary phenomena not so com-

pensated, till some critical combination of events opens a wide access

to the interior energies of heat. It is even probable that such do
remain. The cavities left by the ejection of lava under the Andes are

probably not all compensated by the sinking of the earth in the

vicinity, because of the resistance of the coherent crust of rocks above ;

yet such resistance is limited, and it is at least conceivable that some

part of that mighty range may fall in, as did a great portion of Papau-
dayang in Java (1772).
What is here concluded to be true at this day for volcanic regions

taken singly, may easily bo assumed to be probable for large portions
of the earth, wheu the igneous energy was capable of more general
results, because 'not determined to many local centres of continual or

intermitting effect. But we must not leave out of consideration tint

gradually diminishing force of heat in the globe, whether this > due
to a gradual lowering of its proper temperature, or a gradual stifling
of calorific chemical processes. The loss of that heat by mere radia-

tion into the cold planetary spaces is a residual phenomenon of

infinitesimal value indeed, but of general application to the whole

globe, and capable in long time, and independently of local volcanic

action, of amounting to a tremendous force. For the heat of the
surface of the earth being determined by the heat of the sun and the

cold of its planetary path, the exterior crust would contract lees than
the interior nucleus, and it would depend on various considerations

whether at all, and after what intervals, a violent crushing of the
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crust should happen to relieve the extension of the solid or fluid

nucleus. During the earlier periods of refrigeration such critical

disruptions may have been frequent ; at later times they would occur
after long intervals, with greater violence; and finally, when solidi-

fication had gone to a certain depth, there might be no subsequent
paroxysm, so long as no external agency came to aid the interior

tension.

It may perhaps be worth remarking that the atmosphere of the
earlier eras of the world known to geology must be supposed to have
transmitted light, much as happens at present, else we should not
find the eyes of fossil trilobites constructed as are those of analogous
Crustacea at this day. (Buckland,

'

Bridgewater Treatise.')

Secondary Periodt of Geology. On the undulated bed of the sea,
round the ranges of primary rocks raised in insulated tracts by great
convulsion, secondary strata were formed, sometimes evidently derived
from the waste of the primary strata, through the influence of atmos-

pheric agency, or the wearing of the sea on its shores. But a consider-

able portion of these strata is of purely marine origin ; the calcareous

strata may be considered as derived from chemical decomposition of

the sea-water, separated from it by the vital functions of Mollusca and

Zoophyta, or generated by springs rising in the sea and loaded with
carbonate of lime. Of all these modes of formation modern nature
offers illustrations, some of them so extensive as to admit of com-

parison with many of the ancient limestone rocks. Others of the

secondary rocks appear to have been formed of ejected volcanic matter,
ashes and scoriae, which by diffusion in water have settled into deposits
of considerable extent. The total thickness of the secondary rocks

ia but small when compared with that of the primary groups, nor are

they, it is probable, spread over such extensive areas; but in the

variety and number of alternations of the different sorts of rocks

and in the diversity of their imbedded organic fossils they are alto-

gether superior. There is among them far more of the differences

which separate oceanic from littoral deposits ;
and we see abundant

proof that during their aggregation the arrangements of nature were

extremely analogous in general features to what we now see, however

great and numerous the points of difference may be.

On an attentive consideration of the several systems into which the

secondary strata are grouped, namely (in the order of superposition),
Cretaceous System ;

Oolitic System ;

Saliferous, or New Red-Sandstone System ; and
Carboniferous System,

it will be perceived that to each of them belong littoral, marine, and
oceanic deposits ; sandstones having been chiefly collected amid the

agitation of the shores, clays accumulated in quiet bays or gulfs, and
limestones aggregated in deeper water

;
and in each system, each of

these classes of deposited rocks contains somewhat characteristic, if

not entirely peculiar : sandstones, more or less felspathic, dark bitu-

minous shales, and gray limestones occur in the carboniferous system
red or blue colours belong to the sandstones and clays, and magne-

eiau combinations to the limestones of the next incumbent rocks;

light-coloured sands and pale-blue clays, with yellowish limestones,
mark the oolitic system ; and green or ferruginous sands, marly clays,
and soft white limestones distinguish the cretaceous rocks.

These distinctions are important, as guiding us to a right general
view of the changes of physical conditions which occasioned them.
These it is probable related chiefly to hydrography, and when we have

geological maps complete enough to make the required comparisons
as to the extent and distribution of the rocks, it appears possible that

the direction of oceanic currents, the lines of ancient boundary of

land and sea, may become sufficiently known to determine the par-
ticular subterranean movements which introduced new conditions and

produced new deposits in a given basin of the secondary ocean.

Each of the great systems alluded to is characterised by the plants
and animal remains which lie in it : the Lepidodendra of the carboni-

ferous sandstones and shales yield place to the Voltzia of the red-

sandstone, and the Cycadacecc of the oolites
;
the Products of the

carboniferous limestone are never seen among the oolites, which
abound with Trigmiae, Pholadomya:, &c., nor in the chalk, from which
these forms are absent ;

ammonites belong to all the systems, but the

groups differ in each; belemnites are confined to the two upper;
hamites, scaphites, &c., are scarcely met with out of the cretaceous

rocks.

These statements might be enormously multiplied [OncANic
REMAINS], but enough is said to show that the great features of

lithological distinction are accompanied by striking characters of

organic remains. These characters, so far as marine life is concerned,

may evidently be understood by the same inference of a change of

oceanic currents ; but the differences of the vegetable world seem to

bespeak a general change of the characters of climate.

Reviewing the four systems in succession, we shall find circum-

stances in each strongly indicative of peculiar combinations of the

physical agencies of nature.

Carboniferous System. To what shall we ascribe the abundance of

vegetation which furnished the materials of our coal strata? an
abundance so great as, upon any hypothesis of accumulation on the

spot where the plants died, or in the sea to which currents drifted

them, appears to have no parallel, unless amongst the most umbrageous

forests of Tropical America. By the gradual decay and periodical
transport of the woods on the Mississippi or Orinoco we may perhaps
best understand the accumulation of many beds of coal, alternating
with a far greater number of much thicker earthy sediments

;
but

even these aboriginal forests seem unequal to produce such enormous
coal deposits as we find in Britain and other parts of the northern
zones of the globe. The circumstances, whatever they were, which
favoured this development of vegetable power, were never repeated,
at least in these zones, though deposits of a similar nature to the
series of coal strata, and likewise containing fossil plants and thiu
beds of coal, diversify the sand and sandstones of the oolitic, creta-

ceous, and tertiary eras.

As a general inference we may observe that all the great thickness

(2000 or more yards) of the carboniferous system (excepting perhaps
part of the old red-sandstone series) is clearly derived from wasted
lands or sea-coasts, or from a decomposition of the sea-water by vital
or chemical agency. [COAL ;

COAL FORMATION.]
Whatever was the length of time which elapsed during the accu-

mulation of the carboniferous strata, it appears to have passed with
little disturbance of the level of land and sea ; for not a single
example (we believe) is mentioned of any real unconformity of strati-

fication in the whole series, from the base of the old red-sandstone to
the uppermost line of the coal strata. The ordinary agencies of the

atmosphere and the waves were in full employ, and some traces of
volcanic eruptions appear in the trap of Derbyshire and the north of

England ;
but there is not in the accumulation of the often repeated

alternations of limestone, sandstone, shale, &c., of the carboniferous

system, anything to require the supposition of greater general convul-
sions. It was a period not of repose, but of regular and orderly
action among the agencies of nature, so far as the parts where now
Europe and North America are situated : and the mineral deposits
and organic remains are to be compared with existing operations of

nature, in order to learn the physical condition of the ancient land
and sea.

After the formation of the carboniferous strata was ended in Europe
and America, the long tranquillity of the ocean in these parts was
broken by extensive and violent concussion, so that hardly a single

square mile of country can anywhere be found which is not full of
fractured and contorted strata, in consequence of subterranean move-
ments which mostly preceded the accumulation of the next system
of strata.

The relations of land and sea were so greatly changed by these
transient convulsions, that the new ridges of land and islands appear
to have been variously scattered in the ocean which flowed round the

already uplifted Grampian, Scandinavian, and Welsh mountains. An
equal or greater extent of laud appears to have been elevated in

Ireland, but with less violence and concussion ; and it is remarkable
that some of the greatest faults produced at this epoch were almost

wholly unaccompanied by the irruption of any igneous rocks, or any
other signs of merely volcanic action (Craven fault, great dyke of

Tynedale, South Wales coal-field, &c.)
The Red-Sandstone System, which is deposited upon and around the

broken tracts of the carboniferous system, presents us in some respects
with new conclusions, which however seem almost equally to apply
to the old red formation. No doubt the sands and clays of this

system were collected from wasted land and sea-coasts, and deposited
in shallow waters. But whence came the red and greenish colours

so characteristic of these strata and the analogous old red formation ?

The grains of sand which compose much of the rocks are not red, but
white rolled quartz sand, surrounded by red peroxide of iron like a

varnish. From none of the older rocks could this abundant red

pigment be derived so as to stain the whole sea-bed for 1000 feet or

yards in depth. It has been thought that volcanic action alone can

explain the occurrence of this iron. It is not however improbable
that the oceans which deposited the red-sandstone may have held

protoxide of iron dissolved in carbonic acid
;
and that from this

solution the peroxide of iron was precipitated, as is seen in iron-

springs at the present day.
Instead of the great quantity of vegetable matter buried in the coal

tracts, we haye in the principal part of the red-sandstones hardly a

few insignificant traces so few in England that scattered fragments
are valued in geological reasoning ;

neither are the marine reliquisc of

the magnesian limestones in the midst of the red rocks at all plentiful,

except in a few spots. Even taking the richer German series as a

type, the red-sandstone rocks must be pronounced singularly deficient

in organic fossils ;
and as, generally speaking, the same deficiency of

organic life belongs to the older red-sandstone below the mountain

limestone, it is at least a plausible supposition that the causes of the

red colour and paucity of animal life are somehow closely connected.

If we imagine that by reason of the great convulsions which followed

the carboniferous era new currents were brought into the same areas

of the ocean from tracts yielding abundance of new sediments, the

extinction of organic life would be the natural consequence, to be

followed afterwards by a gradual revival which is nearly the truth.

In the magnesian limestones of this system expire many of the forms

of the older carboniferous period, and at higher levels (as in Hie

Muschelkalk) we find a strong resemblance of the marine Zoophyta
shells and Crustacea to those of the younger oolitic system. Upon
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the whole there seems ration to think the new red-sandstone system
could not hare occupied a long time in its formation compared to

other deposits of equal thickness. [RED-SANDSTONE FORMATION.]
Oolitic System. Into the same European and Asiatic basins which

received the red clays, red sands, and mognesian limestones of the last

system, subsequent agencies brought blue clay*, sands more or leas

ochraceous, and limestones characterised by an oolitic texture. These

deposit* are parallel to the old rocks below, and no trace of nny change
of level in the region where they occur has been noticed in England
perhaps not in Germany. Mutt we refer to some distant convulsion

fur an explanation of the change of sediments, and for the equally

great change, or rather sudden development, of organic life, which
comes in with the oolitic era ? New and more abundant forms of

plants (t'ytaderr), with many varieties of Zoophyla, Moliuica, Cruttacea,

fishes, and gigantic reptiles of the laud, rivers, and the sea, mark thu

oolitic rocks, and render them justly comparable, as a system, to the

great carboniferous assemblage of strata. Locally indeed the oolitic

rocks yield coal among the interpolated grits and shales, just as

happen* among the rocks interatrutiued with the older mountain
limestone.

The resemblance of the oolitic to the carboniferous limestone tracts

is extremely great in general features ; and the reason is that both
are essentially sea-deposits, characterised by calcareous rocks formed
jn the deep sea, and liable to admixtures of sandstone and shales along
the shores. In such situations each u carboniferous. Both are highly
rich in oceanic life, but during the formation of the oolitic rocks there

is no proof that anywhere such excessive richness of vegetation was
renewed on the land as that which yielded the mass of coal-plants
in an earlier period. [OOLITIC SYSTEM.]

Cretaceous System. The last portion of the series of secondary
strata was deposited in the same oceanic basins as the earliest as fur

as Europe is concerned, but this is not the cose in America. Generally
in Europe the cretaceous rocks hare their stratification parallel to

that of the oolites, though some uncomformity in this respect occurs
in Yorkshire and Dorsetshire ; and in the south-east of France dislo-

cations affected the oolitic strata before the production of the creta-

ceous rocks. But these comparatively slight movements of the bed
of the sea appear totally insufficient to account for the complete
change in the chemical and minerologicnl character of the rocks, and
the new orders of Xoojihyta and Moilmen which date from the
commencement of the cretaceous era.

Sands coloured green by silicate of iron, white soft limestones with
beds or nodules of flint, seem to bespeak an origin from the waste of
other lands than those which discharged other sands into the ooliti-

ferous sea, and other modes of chemical or vital action in the sea
; yet

a scrupulous analysis of the oolitic system shows in its upper part
analogies to the cretaceous rocks so strong and so various as to render
it probable, if not certain, that the new conditions characteristic of
the new system were gradually or partially introduced till they entirely
predominated for greensanus alternate with the uppermost of the
oolitic limestones in the Alps, flinty nodules lie in the calcareous grit
and Portland oolite, and chalky limestones constitute the great portion
of the latter rocks in some situations of England. It is to be regretted
that we are so little able to determine upon good evidence what the
new conditions influential on the deposits of the cretaceous rocks
were

;
for their effects are very similar along a great range of the

Atlantic coast of North America from New Jersey to the Mississippi,
and throughout the interior of Europe.
The cretaceous period was not ended in England by dislocations

situated in or even near that part of the surface. In Ireland eruptions
of basalt of enormous extent cover the chalk, and indicate a crisis of
volcanic disturbance. In France, Elie de Beaumont refers to the

concluding part of the cretaceous period dislocations which range
north-north-west in the Jura, and travrrre the primary moss of Mont
Vim. After the chalk formation was completed in the south of
France the Pyrenees were uplifted to a great height, so as to limit
the tertiary basins of the south of France ; and it is supposed that at
the tame time the Apennines and the Carpathians experienced an

upward movement Conjecture hsa even joined to these the Allegha-
nies ; but it may be gathered from Professor Rogers's reports on the

geology of America ('British Association Keporti'), and accordant
notices of Frathentonuaiigh and other competent geologist*, that an
earlier date should be allowed to that mountain range. [CHALK
FOBMATIOIT.]

Tertiary Peri<xU.~ln general no contrast can be more complete
than that between the secondary and the tertiary stratified rocks : the
former retaining so much uniformity of character, even for enormous
distance*, as to appear like the effect of one determined sequence of

general physical agencies; the Utter exhibiting an almost bonndlrs*
local variety, and relations to the present configuration of land and
sea not to be mistaken. The organic bodies of the secondary strata
are obviously and completely distinct from those of the modem laud
and sea

; but in the tertiary deposits it is the resemblance between
fossil and recent kinds of shells, corals, plants, to., which first arrests
the judgment In general there is a decided break between the two
group* of rocks a discontinuity which is nowhere completely filled.

YA, besides the pseudo-tertiary or transition chalky rocks of Maestricht
and the Pyrenees, and the conchiferous marls of Gosau, we hare in

England and France above the chalk a prevalence of green and ferru-

ginous sands extremely similar to those below. Perhaps they !i.,-. >

been derived from the waste of these older rocks: Sir Charles I, yell

suppose* the tertiaries of the London basin to have been formed
from the waste of the secondary strata of Kent, Surrey, Sussex, and
Hampahire.

With the tertiary system came into existence (if we may trust the

negative evidence which the earlier strata present) many races of

quadrupeds, some birds, reptiles, and fishes, extremely auul

though for the most part specifically distinct from the modern di

of laud and water; thousands of corals, shells, Criutaeea, &c., which

present with living races quite as great analogy as obtains !>
'

the tribes of the Atlantic and the Pacific oceans of our day ;
tin-

general features of laud and sea as they now exist begin to appear,
and there can be no doubt that in a philosophical study of the revo-

lutions of the globe the tertiary era of geology cannot be properly

separated from the existing system of nature.

Yet during the deposition of these rocks the relations of lui.l and
sea were greatly altered iu Europe by the rising of the I'yi

beyond the height they reached after the cretaceous era, and by the

uplifting of the Alps from the Mediterranean towards Mont lilanc.

In England we may believe the upward movement of the southern

counties, connected with the Hampshire axis of elevation and 1 1.

of Wight convulsion, was euded before the close of the tertiary period.
The eastern range of the Alps from Mont Blauc to Vienna is :

date, and may be viewed as the most marked phenomenon of elevation

which accompanied or preceded the dispersion of erratic rocks iu

Europe. [TERTIARY StSTKM.]
The following table, from Professor Ansted's '

Elementary Geology,'

gives a summary view of tha various strata of the earth, arranged

according to the latest authorities, and also gives tha foreign equiva-
lents of the various British rocks :

Table of Clusiijicalion of Rockt.

TERTIAUY EPOCH.

Foreign Equivalents or Synonyms,
and chief Foreign Localities.

British.

Modern Deposits :

liaised beaches .

Tent bogs
Submerged forests

Doposiu in caverns

Shell marls

Newer Tertiary,
Series :

or I'lioccnc

1. Vppcr gravel and sand .

1. Till ....
:l. Mammalifcrous crag
4. Fresh vr.icr sand and

gravel

J. Kcd crag .

Middle Tertiary, or Miocene
Series :

C. Coralline crag

Lower Tertiary, or lioccnc

Series :

7. I'luvio.marine beds

8. Burton clnys . . .

9. Bagshot and llracklcsham
sand* . . .

10. London clay and Boguur
beds ....

11. rhuler and mottled clays,

sands, and shingles .

Similar appearances in Northern Kuiopc,

Siberia, and America.

These beds or their equivalents arc knoirn

in various part* of Northern 1

America. Other but very diHVrent de.

posits arc the newer beiU i-f

Others again arc found occupying a

large part of South America.

Sutaappcninc beds.

r.iuwn coal (of Ucrmany}.
llclgian tertiaries (crag).
Tlie Mvalik beds (India) arc supj

belong partly to this period.

PTouralnc and Itordeaux bed*.

Tart of the Molassc of Switzerland.

Vienna basin.

Certain I .-iatic, North Aii u.m,
and Noitll A met lean beds.

Paris Basin.

Onllnl France.

Moluse of Switzerland (lower bed.-).

Belgian tertiaries.

Various beds in Western Ai-ia and Imli .1.

Various beds in North and South Aim in a.

Nutnmulilic beds.

SECOKDA.IIT Krocii.

Cretaceous System ;

1.'. t
]i| cr chnlk nith (Unit

.Ik without flinx

14. Ixjwer chalk and chnll

marl .

13. 1'pper irriynsand .

10. Oault
17. Lower greenund .

i. Kentis.i rag .

t. AthriHcId clay

Spec ton clay

Scaglla li im tones of the Mediterranean.
Maestricht 1...I-.

M-Miiin.m elm-inn of D'Orbigny ((.'raie

blanche).
Turonlan beds of U'Orbliiny, (Ciait

tufallj ; <Juailrr.;niil-!rn, u! < .> rm.nn .

Altaian beds of D'Orbigny.
.J. <>! i ,. i many.

. ,111 <>i M\ it/ei land and Krancc.
lliUthon of Germany,
i'ondicherry beds.

Bogota beds, South America.

(I) Aptun beds of U'Orbigny.
(!) lills-conglomcrat of Ucrmany.
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Wcalden System :

18. Weald clay .

19, Hastings sand . . .

20 Purbeck beds

Oolitic System :

[11. Portland stone . . .

a. Limestones with clay and

cherty bands
b. Siliceous ?and . . .

22. Kimmeridge beds

f 23. Coral rag and calcareous

;

grits . ...
24. Oxford clay .

a. Stiff clay . . . .

6. Kelloway's rock .

f25.

Cornbrash . . .

20. Forest marble
27. Bradford clay . . .

23. Great oolite

. Stoncsncld slate . .

30. Fullers' earth

1. Inferior oolite . . .

Liassic System :

32. Alum shale .

33. MarUtone . . .

34. Lower lias . . .

35. White lias . . .

l"pt>er New Red. Sandstone, or
Ti lassie System :

36. Bone-bed of Aust Cliff .

37. Variegated marls, with
salt and gypsum .

38. Variegated sandstones .

Near Boulogne.
North of Germany.

Jura limestone is the usual continental

synonym of our oolitic series.

Lithographic limestone of Blangy.
Uonnenr clays.
Solnhofcn beds.

Beds itt South of Russia and in India.

Nerincan limestone.

Argilc de Dives.

Etagc Bathonien id the name given by
D'Orbijrny to our lower oulites.

Calcairc u polypiers.
Calcairc dc Caen.

Calcairc a gryphites.

Kcupcr marls, or Marncs irisccs.

Muschclkalk.

Bunler sandstcin, or Gics bigarrc.

Zcchstein.

Kupfcr Scltiefer and other shales.

llothe-todtc-licgcnde.

PALJSOZOIO EPOCH.

Magncsian Limestone, or Permian

System :

39. Magncsian limestone .

40. Dolomilic conglomerate .

41. Lower new red- sand-
stone ....

Carboniferous System :

The coal-measures occupy an important
place in various parts of the continent,
in Belgium, France, the Rhine, South

KH-M;I, and also in North America
;
in

various parts of Asia, and in Australia.

The foreign synonyms are, Stcinkohlen-

(rebirge, terrain houillier, terrain car-

boniferc, and terrain anthraxift-re.

The millstone grit is generally a bed of

subordinate importance out of the

British Islands.

The Kicscl Schiefcr of Germany is an

equivalent of the carboniferous lime-

stone.

The Belgium limestone beds and others

in Northern Bavaria are in the same

part of the series.

42. Coal measures . .

ft. Gritstones . . .

6. True coal-measures

c. Fresh-water limestone of

Ourdic House, near

Edinburgh .

43. Millstone grit . . .

n. Coarse griutones .

(/. Laminated shales

11. Carboniferous limestone

a. Bands ot fossiliferous

limestone .

4. Shales (calp, culm) . .

Devonian, or Old Kcd-Sandstone

45. Quartzosc conglomerates

(old red -sandstone)
in South Wales and
Scotland ; represented

by coarse red flag-

stones and slates in

Devonshire and Corn-
wall....

in. Cornttonc and marl of

the old red.sandstore.

Calcareous slate, lime-

stone, sandy beds, and

conglomerates of De-
vonshire and Cornwall.

Upper Silurian Series :

17. Tilcstonc . ...
48. Lndlow group . .

,
a. Upper Ludlow shales

b. Aymcstry limestone . .

r. Lower Lndlow shales

49. Wenlock group . .

a. Wcnloek limestone

6. Wcnloek limestone .

'
.

Devonian teds arc well known in Belgium,
the Eifcl, Westphalia, and North Ba-

varia. In Russia the old red-sand-

stone appears, and contains similar

fossils to those found both in the

corresponding beds in the British

Islands, and also in Devonshire and

Herefordshire. The palco/.oic beds of

Australia are supposed to be contempo-
raneous.

"
Silurian strata extend over much of the

northernmost parts of Europe, and cor-

responding latitudes in America. They
have been found in Brittany, in West-

phalia, near Constantinople, and in Asia

Minor. In South Africa, the southern-

most parts of South America, Australia,
and China, different contemporaneous
rocks have been determined. In

mineral character they are generally
distinct from the English beds, but

offer no marked characters uniformly
present.Lower .Silurian series :

50. Caradoc sandstone . .

51. Llandeilo flags

We may now turn to the consideration of the present aspect of the

globe.

According to every view of geological causes and effects, the

present aspect of our planet is the result of all its previous changes ;

these changes cannot be completely understood if we leave out of
consideration the daily variations which occur in the condition of the

earth, nor can the operation of existing agencies be completely repre-
sented to our minds without calling in aid the inferences derived from
a study of earlier phenomena.
One of the most important things ascertained by geological

investigation is the certainty that the operations by which stratified
rocks wero formed in the sea-bed, and the igneous rocks uplifted
from below, were repeated nearly in the same succession over most
parts of the globe. Some of the formations are very extensive : in
all countries the lower strata are of the character of gneiss, mica-

schist, slate-rocks, &c. These primary strata may almost be termed
universal: the organic forms which they contain, though few, are

very similar, or exactly identical, over enormous areas
;
and there can

be no doubt that during the deposition of these ancient rocks the
earth enjoyed an uniformity of conditions over its surface never since

repeated. There is no proof that laud existed anywhere in the earlier

part of this period no probability that any part of our continents
or islands then stood above the water. At the close of the primary
period the eS'ect of elevatory forces was manifested by the existence
of some narrow ridges and peaks of rocks, corresponding to some of
our present mountain tracts, as the Grampian and Cumbrian moun-
tains, and of others now vanished, which nourished the forests and
herbs whose destruction has yielded coal.

Through the secondary period this elevation of land proceeded
gradually, or by intermitting action, till at the close of that period
some of the principal features of European geography were visible

;

the ocean was contracted and divided into many basins and gulfs,
some of which remain, as the Adriatic, English Channel, German Sea,
&c.

; while others, as the Vale of the Danube, Sea of the Khiue, &c.,
have been dried by further elevation.

The same elevatory action continued through the tertiary eras

completed the geographical features of Europe, and though we cannot
trace so minutely in other parts of the world the contemporaneous
changes, enough is known to a:>sure us that the same causes have,
within the same general limits of time, produced, in all quarters
where dry land appears, the same phenomena.

In the preceding pages we have spoken of the elevation of land
from the sea as a thing perfectly well understood, and admitted as a
basis of reasoning. It is so admitted by geologists of every shade of

opinion who wish to explain effects by real causes. We shall here

present a short sketch of the reasons which have produced on this

important point so general an agreement among geologists.
1. In existing nature the combined influence of the exterior and

interior causes of change cannot materially affect the level of the sea

(as estimated by the mean radius of its surface). Within sensible

limits the sea-level is now permanent. 2. The land now above the
waters was formerly below them, and could only have been laid bare

by the elevation of parts of the sea-bed, or by the abstraction of the
ocean to other regions, either through depression of its bed or through
a displacement of the axis of rotation, or by an universal diminution
of the quantity of water on the globe, or by a change of the oceanic

level through great alterations of temperature at the surface or through
the mass of the globe.

In examining these possible modes of desiccation of land, geology
must have recourse to collateral science. The two last hypotheses,
namely, of a change of oceanic level, without change of external
form or axis of rotation, are insufficient for the purpose. Sound

reasoning rejects the supposition of an indefinite waste of oceanic

waters for miles in depth, because the position of our planet in space

yields no escape for the water; nor is there any ground for believing
that the quantity fixed in mineral compounds since the date of the

earliest strata is of much importance. A general change of tempe-
rature of the globe would certainly alter the relative level of land
and water, because their rates of expansion and contraction are

unequal. Between the boiling heat, 21 '2% and what is probably below
the mean temperature of the actual seas, 40, the contraction of the

water would be about '042 of the whole quantity. The land certainly
would contract less, and thus by a general cooling of the globe the

ocean-level would relatively sink. To put the case to extreme, we
shall suppose the contraction of the land = 0, the area of the water
to remain unchanged, and the mean depth of the sea ten miles

;
the

reduction of level of the ocean would be
-j-

4^ of a mile = 739 yards.

Now, as all the conditions of the problem have been taken in extreme,
as the deepest part of the sea probably does not exceed ten miles, as

one quarter of the spherical surface is land, and the area of the sea

must diminish as its level sinks, it is very obvious that the greatest

possible change of oceanic level from this cause could only go to one,

two, or three hundred yards at most
;
and therefore it is impossible

by such means to explain the desiccation of laud from 1000 to 10,000
or 20,000 feet high.

Moreover, during this cooling of the land and sea the whole globe
would contract; and from this cause the mean radius of the ocean

diminish and its mean depth augment, so as to reduce still more the

possible extent of laud that could be drained by its change of

dimensions.

The attraction of the ocean to other regions would lay dry parts of

its bed
;
and if astronomical science -permitted geologists to change
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t their pleasure the position of the axis of rotation of the earth, few
difficulties need (top the career of speculation ; but the earth is a

spheroid
of revolution, and if the attraction of the heavenly bodies in

the various positions which it takes with regard to them does not
disturb its axis of figure, neither can it be thought that the volcanic
fever of its surface can so alter the interior densities as to cause any
sensible change in this respect.
But that the bed of the sea may have mink, that other continents

than ours may have fallen below their ancient level, may be assumed ,

as readily as the rising of the existing land, but with this restriction,
that the sinking of the bed of the sea requires to be far greater than
the rising of the land, because three-quarters of the globe are eovered

by water, and thus a small difficulty is overcome by introducing a

greater.

Frequently however this dependence of the form of the existing
land upon the ranges of mountains is disguised by the extent of com-

paratively plain country which separates the mountains from the sea.

Thus, all the eastern half of England might seem to have its form

independent of the narrow ridges of the western mountains ;
ami it

is but a vague relation which links the Baltic, the Black Sea, and tin-

Caspian to the Hare, Saxon, Carpathian, Caucasian, and l'r.!i .u

chains. In these and many other cases it is necessary to admit tlmt

the general level of the sea has subsided, or that large tract* of land
have been raised gradually, or by successive movements round tin-

mountains, which in earlier times were uplifted by more violent

effects. The diagrams, fgt. 2 and 3, illustrate the fact of the ;

slope of the English strata from the western mountains; but tin-

cannot be explained by the violent elevation of these mountains, fur

I'ig. i.o, Red marl ; 6, lias limestone ; c, lias days ; d, lower oolite formation ; e, Oxford clay ; /, middle oolite formation ; y, Klmmcridgc clay ;

A, upper oolite.

Finally, on turning
to the phenomena
connected with moun-
tain chains, it is per-

fectly certain from
the position of the
strata often vertical

or contorted in the
sides ofchains, highly
inclined near them,
and gently sloping at

greater distances

that these rocks have
been displaced by an

elevating force acting
from below. The
direction of the force,
the geological time
of its occurrence, its

sudden or gradually
accumulated inten-

sity, and many other
characteristic circum-

stances, can be deter-

mined ; and upon the

whole no doubt re-

mains that elevating
movements have
raised the hind, and
there is no reason to

deny that depressing
movements may have
sunk the bed of the

Fig. 5. a, t>, c, d, e, f, have the same meaning as in Fig. 4 ; 1 1 1, m m m volleys which descend with the

slope of the strata, here supposed to dip south
; XN, and F, longitudinal valleys, or such u run parallel to

the outcrop of the strata
; T, a transverse valley, uniting the longitudinal one?.

Throughout all the

globe the outlines of

land and sea depend
principally on the dis-

position of mountain
chains and groups,
which in every in-

stance yet known are

certainly shown to

have been raised by
mechanical agency,

generally with a de-

gree of violence so

gnat as to require
the supposition of

great and general ex-

citement of the sub-

terranean forces of

heat America, for

instance, derives its

form from the chains

of the Andes and

Rocky Mountains,
the littoral range of

Brazil, the Allegha-
nies, Ac., mountains

probably of very unequal antiquity.

Fig. 0. The letters have the same signification at In Figi. 4 and t

rf i (.v . The Ghauts define the western
t India, as the Atlas mark the north-western border of Africa ;

* Pyrenees and Sierras give the form of .Spain; the Cornish,
Welsh, Cumbrian, Lammermuir, -and Grampian ranges explain the
figure of England and Scotland.

ended
(if, indeed, it bo

epochs. Thus, the Alps,

this happened princi-

pally before the de-

position of the coal

strata. A large area

round these moun-
tains has since been

gained from the sen

by more gradual

changes of level.

Similar phenomena
present themselves in

detached areas nil

over the world; but
in very unequal de-

grees, and with un-

equal differences of

level above the ocean,
even in neighbouring
tracts. It appears
therefore more pro-
bable that particular

regions have risen

round thesame points
and lines which once

experienced a violent

upward movement.
There is no reason to

deny that the ocean-

level may hare been

somewhat lowi-n-d

by the subsidence

of a part of its bed ;

but it has been al-

ready shown that no
reasonable (perhaps
no possible) sinking
oftheoccan-bed could

explain the pheno-
mena of the desicca-

tion of oven the

flatter parts of the

laud.

The interior f< a-

tures of every coun-

try, in like manner,
depend upon recog-
nised geological agen-
cies. The unequal
elevation of mountain

ranges above the sea

ia a phenomenon
which will be found
of great importance
in geological theory.
It appears to bo true,
at least in Km
that the most ele-

vated chains of moun-
tains are those whose
elevation was not

yet ended) until the tertiary or later

which bear on some of their heights
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date, to 8675 feet : while in the Harz the older mountains (Brocken)
rise to 3739 feet; in Wales (Snowdon) to 3675 feet; in the Grampians
(Ben Nevis) to 4350 feet. The highest point of Norway (Schnee-
Huten) is more than 8000 feet above the sea, but there can be no
doubt that violent as well aa gradual upward movements affected the
Scandinavian ridges to a late geological era.

liaised in this manner by violent or gradual movements out of the

sea, the dry land has since been subjected to waste by atmospheric
action

;
and there is no doubt of the truth, that to different sorts of

rock belong some differences of aspect, some characteristic scenery.
The forms of the hilla and valleys are not the same in the gneiss and
mica-schist of the Grampians ;

the clay-slate ranges of Wales
; the

limestone of Derbyshire ;
the oolites of Gloucestershire

;
the chalk of

Wiltshire ; even single rocks and waterfalls have distinctive charac-

ters, and the whole aspect of a country changes with its geological
structure. It thus appears that the nature and structure of the rocks,
their elevation above the sea, and the manner in which they attained

it, and the intensity and duration of the atmospheric agencies which
have since affected them, are the elements which determine in every
instance the physical aspect of a country.
No question in geological theory has been the subject of so much

debate, with so little of correct reasoning, as that of the origin of

valleys. By Dr. Hutton it was contended that atmospheric agency
and running waters had excavated valleys ; by De Luc the subsidence
of the crust of the earth was invoked ; Omalius D'Halloy introduced
the consideration of dislocations on the line of the valley ; and Dr.
Buckland appealed to the overwhelming force of a general flood.

None of these views is entirely wrong ; each contains partial truth
;

and the complicated problem of the inequalities of the surface of the
earth can be solved by combining them.

By violent elevation from the sea, rocks of whatever nature or

structure, must have been variously broken and fissured. It is con-

ceivable that some of these fissures might descend below the level of

the water. During the elevation some considerable effect on the
forms of the ridges and hollows would be produced by the agitated
water, but the smaller modifications which they have experienced
must bo ascribed to atmospheric agency. In these few words we have
the history of the rough hills, abrupt vallays, and deep lakes which

belong to mountain chains like the Grampians, Alps, and Pyrenees.
By gradual risings or interrupted lifts of the bed of the sea, other

phenomena would arise
;
the action of the sea upon the rocks, succes-

sively brought within the sphere of its littoral movements, would
concur with the form of pre-existing land, and the entrance of its

drainage waters, in extending the old and producing new valleys.

In the next diagram (jig. 6) the same country is represented as

rising out of the sea, which penetrates by the transverse valley across
the ridges of rocky hills, and flows round them up the vales of clay ;

its waves wasting the clays under the cliffs, and causing the top to

fall, exactly on the same principle that waterfalls at this day, by
wasting the argillaceous basis, break down the crowning limestone beds

throughout all the north of England.
The Giesbach, on the lake of Brienz, compared with the Staub-

bach
;
Hardrow Force in Yorkshire, or Ashgill Force iu Cumberland,

; contrasted with the Fall of Lodore, near Keswick, are iu this respect
very instructive

; nor should the cases be neglected where, as oil the
1

coast near Scarborough, Robiuhood's Bay, aud Whitby, the sea now
flows among the lias and oolitic rocks, and wastes their argillaceous

parts
on a small scale, almost exactly as in the above explauatiou it

I

is supposed to have wasted the similar but thicker clays, when the
1 whole system was rising above the waves. Pleasing illustrations of
this kind of action occur in the Medlock at Manchester, the Greta

j

near Ingleton, the sea-coast near Heysham, Sunderlaud, Berwick, &c.
In the Isle of Wight the fresh-water limestones and clays, and the
various beds of the plastic clay series about Culver, offer abundance
of curious examples.
The same mode of action is traced in the forms of mountains and

hills which are composed of strata of unequal resisting power ; as
mountain limestone and shale in the Yorkshire dales, oolite and
clay in the Gloucestershire Hills, Normandy, or the Jura mountains.
The diagram (fig. 7), given below, represents a cross-section of Weasley

;
Dale, which for a great part of its length exhibits, wherever a consi-
derable rock of limestone comes to the surface, a decided projection
and terrace on the hill side, aud below every such rock a slope formed
hi the alternating shales and thin sandstones.
How much of this appearance is due to atmospheric action and

rain since the river Yore has been running in its present bed, aud
how much to the influence of water bathing the hill-breasts at higher
levels, is not easy to determine

;
but the correspodence of the strata

on the opposite sides is such as to leave no doubt that all the vast

space of the valley has been really excavated out of continuous

strata; and the survey of the whole line of this and other rivers

appears to refute the opinion that the existing drainage waters have
carried off much of the detritus.

To conclude this brief notice of the origin of the principal inequali-
ties on the earth's surface, it may be proper to remark that the view
here given of the excavation of valleys at the time of the rising of
rocks from the sea, explains the otherwise unintelligible phenomenon

. of dry valleys in chalk, oolite, and other calcareous strata, which

Valley of the Yore, near Hawes.

The greater number of these extended or new valleys would be
directed at right angles to the axis of elevation in progress, and there-

fore, on the dry land, the greater number of valleys originating in these

circumstances will be found to run with the dip of the strata. How
exactly this agrees with the general character of the drainage channels
of the secondary strata of England above the red-sandstone requires

only to be mentioned
;
and it has been already shown that in all the

south-eastern part* of England where these strata occur there is sum- j

cient evidence that the elevation of these rocks was due to gradual
and long-continued, not violent and transitory movements. While
snaii gradual movements occurred, and strata of unequal hardness

and different structure (as limestone and clay, or sandstone, in diagram,
j

fly. 4), were brought within the range of littoral action, these would
be unequally affected by the tidal and other currents

;
the softer parts

would be worn away, the harder remain ; and thus the red marl
j

would be wasted parallel to the coast-line, or to a certain depth in

the water, below the cap of lias limestone ; the lias clays would yield
beneath the crown of lower oolite

;
the Oxford clay be excavated

below the middle oolite
;
and the Kimmeridge clay form a vale

between the middle and upper oolites.

The exact conformity of this with the appearance in nature is well

known. The general character of the actual drainage, as Dr. Smith
hag often and elegantly explained, may be represented in diagram,

ji'j, 5, where lit and mm m are valleys descending on the slopes of

the strata, N N and P, valleys formed iu softer strata parallel to the

coast ; T a transverse valley uniting the others.

wind and unite like the branches of a river, and have slopes and
features such as to prove their origin from moving water, but contain

no trace of a stream, no mark of a spring, and often no alluvial

sediment.

It appears also necessary to remark that, independent of the facts

here stated, there must be some importance attached to the effects

likely to be produced by the violent agencies, whatever they were, to

which the origin of diluvial phenomena is ascribed. The essential

thing however in this case being a relative change of level of land and

sea, the result of the watery agitation could only be to modify in a

greater or less degree the more considerable effects of previous

agencies of longer duration. Gravel heaped in particular places

conceals some of the earlier slopes of land, and covers with irregular
hillocks nn original sea-plain, but the great features of the country
remain comparatively unaffected by these transient disturbances.

Life on the Globe. Geology enables us to behold, in the present
varied and complicated arrangement of land and water, the result of

many and repeated actions of causes which are not yet extinct, but

continually occupied in similar operations, in different situations, and

under different circumstances. The laud which has been raised from

the sea by internal expansion seems to be slowly wasted away by the

action of water, and again restored to the deep. But new land is

formed by these ruins, and volcanic fires are yet competent to raise or

depress the bed of the sea.

The land is not all of the same antiquity; some regions must have

been covered by trees, perhaps or rather certainly traversed by quad-
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niped*. before the lubiUnce of olhen was laid on the bed of the

M*. Sine* life was developed on the globe, if geology has rightly

interpreted the monuments of nature, there has never been any con-

siderable period during which the land or ca via wholly deprived of

organic beings; but as the condition of the globe changed, <li form*

of life were altered, old race* perishod.new creations were kWaktoad,
the mim of auiinal and vegetable existence wan continually augmented,
and the variety of their forms ami habits continually multiplied, as

the conditions of land and sea were diversified, until man was added
to the wonders of creation, and historic time began.

If then, through all past geological time, organic life has changed
iU aspect as physical conditions varied if the present physical

aspect of the globe is derived from previous physical revolutions,

must we look on the present system of organic being, adapted to the

present physical conditions, as similarly derived by corresponding
revolutions from earlier systems of life, corresponding to earlier

Mutes of the land aud seat

If the physical aspect of the globe ia now changing, does its orgapic
enrichment "vary likewise; or ia the relation of organic life and

physical condition oiic of coincidence merely one of those adjust-
ment* independent in its nature, though associated iu time and

Ritu.ition, which offer the most convincing proof of continual super-
intendence of the divine lawgiver of nature ?

Though we cannot here enter at Urge on a subject which requires
tin' dcUkils which are found under another head [Onc.tMC UKMAINS],
there nre poinU of too general importance, in reasoning on the present
condition of the globe, to be wholly omitted : 1. Th relation of

furm and structure between the living and extinct worlds of life ;

2. The distribution of the existing forms of life, in reference to the

geographical features and geological history of different parts of the

globe.
The relation of living to extinct races of planU and animals is

various. In number, the Recent Flora is perhaps 100 times as con-

M.lerablc as the Fossil Flora, aud though this is in Borne degree owing
to the circumstance that, land-plants, insects, Ac., must necessarily be

comparatively rare in marine strata, yet the vast number of individual

plants accumulated in coal tracts does not appear to justify a very

nigh estimate of the variety of specific forms of plants in early

periods. The same is true of the marine races of shells, Crnttacea,

fishes, Ac. ;
fur both the total number of species, and the relative

number .to a given thickness of strata, augment from the early towards
the later formations, and are greatest of all iu the tertiary strata,

which in character of organic life most nearly resemble the modern

productions of nature.

On comparing the living with the vanished tribes of plants and

nnimals, we are struck with the fact that hardly one species of the

fossil kingdom is so peculiar iu its structure that nothing at all like

it is now in existence. Recent analogies of extinct forms are con-

tii.ually and unexpectedly presented to u.i by the attentive voyagers
who now explore the moat remote and unknown regions of the land

and sea, and continually revealed to us by the discoveries of compa-
rative anatomy, which detects in common forms traces of analogies to

extinct creations formerly altogether unsuspected. Thus the belem-

nite, the trilobitc, the ichthyosaurus, are reduced to their proper
i among ifoUiuca, Crustacea, and jRrptilia, and the whole

extinct and living world of nature becomes united into one general

system.
I'.ut this indubitable affinity between the plants and animals now

living and those which adorned the world in earlier ages does not

require us to adopt the speculations of Linuaras, Oken, Lamarck, St.

Ililnire, and the anonymous author of the 'Vestiges of the Natural

History of Creation,' that specific forms of plants and animals ore no
further permanent than the circumstances which surround them;
that as these change those vary ; that the immense variety of organic
utriicturo may have been denved from a few primitive types the

living gavial from the fossil Ttlrotauru*, the living cuttle from the

(n'fil /IflrmHatfjiia, the living from the fossil Kijuiscta. This doctrine,

plausible as it seems, and flattering as it is to that propensity in man
to derive everything from a beginning of which his own lenses may
give some notion, must be rejected for three reasons :

1. In existing plants and animals the experience of mankind, for

2000 or 3000 years, has shown no essential change.
2. There is no

proof,
drawn from examination of fossil reliquiro,

of this axsnmed change from one species to another, much less from
one genus to another. On the contrary, it is a very striking truth,
illustrated in almost every group of fossils, that while the same specie*
retains through many deposits of different age its essential charac-

teristics, new ones come into view in many of these strata, not by a

gr.idnal change, but by a sudden development.
3. The destruction of old race* and the introduction of new

appear in many cases to have been sudden and complete, at least

fatally.
In considering the distribution of existing forms of life, with

reference to the geographical features and geological history of
different parts of the globe, we cannot avoid being struck with the
fact that each species, each genus, and often each family, of plant*
mid animals, is especially abundant in and often exclusively confined
to particular ports of the land or sen, even among those animals

whose powers of locomotion are the greatest. Among fishes, birds,
and swift quadrupeds, this attachment to locality is scarcely lea*

remarkable than among Plant*, Zoophytes, and Moltutca, which have
no means of diffusing their races, except

what winds ami current*

give. It has therefore become an admitted truth in the philosophy
of natural history, that there are certain regions of the land and
tract* of the sea for which particular groups of plants and animals
were specially created, and to which for the most part their existence
is still confined.

The living species of plants and animal* which most nearly resemble
fossil races are variously distributed over the globe. Tree-ferns,

gigantic Kquiictatttr, and other plant* illustrative of the Flora of the
carboniferous period, may be found in Brazil, the Indian Islands, and

Australia; coniferous plants occur in colder latitudes, or at gi

heights in the tropics, as well as in the lias; Cyeadaetft occur in

South Africa and Australia, and tropical America, as well as in the
oolites. The recent Trigonia and Cerithium giyanteum ore found mi
she Australian shore

; J'huladomya was washed on the island of

Tortuga : and CacMtta belongs to the Indian Ocean. Linynl-i IK

Tound in the Moluccas ; but Tertlratuta in all seas : the nearest

living form to the old fossil crocodiles inhabit* the Ganges; while
tho bony pike, whose scales resemble those of Mtgalichthy*, li .

Lake Ontario.

Geological Time. There is perhaps no more difficult problem in

geology than the determination of the length of time which has

elapsed during the formation of the whole or any definite ]>

the crust of the earth. Time, as measured by generations of m< -n,

fails to carry us bock to remote geological epochs ;
man is but a

recent visitor of the globe; compared even to the secondary strata

Ilia date is of yesterday, for all the existing forms of life cease with
the lower tertiary rocks, only small proportions of them occur in tho
middle of that series, and traces of men have nowhere been sivn in

any but the most modern parts of the stratified masses of the globe.
If then the history of the human race does not commence till after

the deposition of at least the greater part of the tertiary strata,

liy what rules shall we attempt to compare the few thousand

years of his existence with the earlier periods of the history of tho

In a vague sense, nothing appears more obvious than the couch, ; >n

universally admitted among geologists, that the earth is of vast

antiquity, yet nothing more eludes the grasp of reasoning than the

seemingly easy task of computing its age. The rocks are indeed full

of monuments of time,
" rudera longinqui senslm pncterlapsi :rvi,"

but we have not yet learned fully to decipher them.
When we behold thousands of strata piled on one another iu a

regular series, each distinct by some peculiarity from the others
;

when we find among these the original products of chemical action

(as limestone), the slow sediments from gentle motion (clays), rough
.-;md and pebbles implying greater agitation ;

how can we refuse to

admit that Ion? time elapsed during the often repeated ch

chemical and mechanical agencies of water over the same portions of

the bed of the sea ?

When among these strata we observe the remains of plants and

animals, various in their kinds, regular in their distribution, so as to

prove that at successive times the same part of the sea nourished
successive races of animals, and buried iu its sediment distinct races

of plants, where in modern nature is it conceivable that such rcpe-
titions of change, in all the ranks of creation, could take place except
by the aid of almost immeasurable time ?

Descending to minuter inquiries, we find some particular strata

composed of fragments derived from a more ancient rock, which
after being deposited in water, was indurated, raised to the surface,
wasted by drainage, and again collected in rolled fragments on the
bed of another sea. The trees which are imbedded in certain rocks

(coal-measures, lias, Portland oolite, &c.), are often known by their

rings of growth to be some decads of years old, and iu particular
cases (Dirt-bed of the Isle of Portland) it is supposed that their

whole existence passed between the formation of two bed* ,,i

stone.

Every country affords examples of certain fossil shells confined to

oven a thin layer of shale, sandstone, limestone, or ironstone, and in

some instances (near Leeds and Bradford) tho youngest embryo
lloniatila and the oldest full-grown shell are found in one 1

6 or 1 2 inches thickness, in that alone, and apparently in the place of
their i|iiift existence, so as to indicate that the lifetime of Hint
(ioniiititc (0. Litleri) was consumed during the accretion of one
calcareous )>.<!, wl.i. h is about

j,,V, Dth part of tho thickness of the

coal-measures whose history it curicl^e'.
If again, among those strata produced by watery action wo find

alternations of volcanic rocks, and learn that at particular cpoclm in

the series of deposits mountains were raised from the sea, land

clothed with forests was submerged, and the physical geography of

particular regions entirely changed, we see clearly that such repeated
revolutions of nature agree with the history of the organic creations

in refuting the narrow views of those who would limit the age of

the world to the short annals of mankind.
But how are we to proceed further, so as to clothe with a more

philosophical character these almost poetic notions of the immensity
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of past geological periods ? Three orders of effects are in this respect
important :

1. The deposition of stratified rocks. 2. The changes of organic
life on the land and in the sea. 3. The displacements of land, and

changes of physical geography.
The phenomena of stratification are at this day repeated, aud on

a very considerable scale, in most parts of the world. Where great
rivers sweep earthy materials and vegetable reliquiae to the sea, as

in the case of the Mississippi, Amazonas, Rhine, the Po, and other

rivers, littoral aggregations take place, and new land is formed ; tides

and currents throw up sand-banks, or disperse the finer sediment far

from the shore over the quiet bed of the ocean. From the growth of

new land on the Adriatic and Egyptian coasts, by the action of the
Po and the Nile, some notion may be formed of the great quantity
of sediment annually transported by rivers to the sea, aud both
reason and experience show that the materials are there accumu-
lated in the same manner as the ancient strata were.

But are they now accumulated with the same, with greater, or
less rapidity ? If equal deposits are now formed in equal times, the
calculation of the age of the visible crust of the earth is as easy as it

would be philosophically useless
;
but to assume this principle is to

nullify the conclusion from it. Unless it can be shown, a priori,
that atmospheric influence must have been constant through all past
geological time, the assumption will not be accepted. This cannot
be satisfactorily shown, for the external excitants on which the

atmospheric actions depend contain variable elements. No certain

conclusion then can be rested on the comparison of the mere thickness

of the stratified rocks, as to the lapse of time, unless there can be fouud
an independent scale of time which may help to interpret the other.

Such a scale of time is perhaps contained in the series of organic

beings imbedded in the earth. These belong to many successive

systems of life, which may be compared with the existing forms of

nature, and- could we establish from history any rate of change in

organic life, any per-centage of species destroyed, or created in a given
series of years, some considerable steps might be laid for further

advance. But two or three thousand years appear to have made no

change on quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes, shells, or conspicuous
plants. As far as can be known by study of old writers on natural

history, sculptured monuments, coins, and mummies, no change of

external form or internal structure has been experienced since the

earliest historical era
;
the loss of a very few species is all that can

be safely admitted
;
and no proof is offered of a single newly-created

form, though the distribution of the different groups of plants and
animals has been varied by sea-currents carrying seeds and ova,
aud altered by man, who has learned to conquer by obeying nature.

As far therefore as the more obvious and characteristic forms of

animals and plants can be admitted to yield satisfactory evidence,
the period of two thousand years since the days of Aristotle would
be insufficient even as a uuit of measure by which to estimate the

intervals of geological time which elapsed during the deposition of

strata. This conclusion is strengthened by some and weakened by
other considerations. It is weakened by tho circumstance that the

changes of organic life appear to have been sudden ;
it is fortified

and illustrated in a powerful degree by comparing existing nature

with the tertiary era, for thus the ten or more thousand shells of

thig day appear to be joined to an equal number of others, into one

long series of definite organic forms, which, since the date of the

chalk, have admitted new and lost old species continually. Whether
these new" species, in any particular basin of strata, were parts of

one or more new creations there, or, as may perhaps be thought

probable, transferred from other centres of oceanic life, is quite

unimportant for the argument as to time. The effects resemble those

noticed among the older strata, the causes must be assumed to be

correspondingly similar, and the times must be in some degree

proportionate. Uniting therefore the tertiary and modern eras into

one great geological period, we may compare the unknown quantity
of time which it includes with other equally unknown and older

intervals in the history of the globe, correspouding to similarly

complete series of organic forms. This comparison is facilitated by
the remarkable fact of the almost total distinctness of the organic

beings of successive geological periods. Had the shells of successive

systems of strata been gradually changed by substitution, we should

hate been compelled to. compare not systems but formations, or

even individual strata; and the conclusions might have become

irremediably obscure.

The systems to be compared are : Tertiary, Cretaceous, Oolitic,

Saliferous, Carboniferous, Fossiliferous, and Primary.
The following table, extracted from Professor Phillips's

' Guide to

Geology,' gives the proportionate thickness and number of organic
forms of these systems :

Number of species of organic
Strata. General thickness. remains to 100 ft. thickness.

Tertiary . . 2000 feet . . .141
Cretaceous . . 1100 feet . . . 707
Oolitic . . 2500 feet . . . 45'6

Haliferoua . . 2000 feet . . . 8 '2

Carboniferous . 10,000 feet ... 47
Primary . . 20,000 feut . . . 2'0
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Hence it is very obvious that any conclusions as to time, drawn
from the mere number of species which were developed and destroyed
with any system of strata, will be totally opposed to others based

on the observed thickness of the strata. The inferences are obvious
aud important ; the numerical relations of organic life to the amount
of stratified deposits are variable; one cannot be used as a measure
of the other ;

the variety and abundance of organic life has been

augmenting from the primary to the tertiary eras, or the deposition
of strata was in the early ages of the world fifty times as rapid as

in the tertiary period. This latter conclusion can never be allowed,
since the fossiliferous primaries show clearly their origin from laud-

floods and littoral currents, aud these depend on influences which
cannot be supposed to have varied in any such proportion.

It thus appears that neither tho numbers of organic fossils nor the

thicknesses of strata afford a perfectly satisfactory scale by which to

measure past geological time
;
but whichever of them be preferred,

the age of the world cannot be estimated at less than several times

the whole tertiary period, and compared with this the historical

portion of time, which dates from the birth of man, contracts to a

point.

By uniting the two considerations above stated, it will appeal-

certain that the rate of organic development has been augmented,
and probable that the rapidity of sedimentary deposition diminished

since the primary era
;
and it is no slight argument in favour of tho

hypothesis of a gradually cooling globe, that both these phenomena
are natural consequences of it for that the greater influence of the

earth's proper heat in the earlier epochs would favour the mechanical

but limit the vital activity of nature seems to require no proof.

If however independent proof were required of this change of

ratio among the agencies of nature, we must appeal to a third order

of phenomena most certainly characteristic of disturbances of the

equilibrium of the earth's proper temperature : the fractures, con-

tortions, and other marks of the violent elevation aud depression of

the crust of the globe.
From what has been already stated it is very clear that the

principal phenomena of this description occurred specially at particular
intervals during the long periods of geology ;

for example, after the

primary period, after the carboniferous era, before and after the

accumulation of the cretaceous strata, after many of the tertiaries

were produced. Now, on comparing the amount of disturbance

effected at these epochs respectively, we are unable to perceive that

the efficient causes have diminished in force ;
for the elevation of the

Alps in the tertiary period is apparently quite as conspicuous a

phenomenon as can be found among older geological monuments.

M. Elie de Beaumont, to whose speculation as to the geographical
characters of subterranean movements allusion has already been

made, supposes that as many as twelve distinct epochs of mountain-

elevation may be recognised. The following is a brief summary of

the classification which best suits the geology of England :

Geological Period. Effects noted. Localities.

1. After the deposition Beds of argillaceous con. Derwent-Water.

of the Skiddaw rocks. glomcrates.
2. During the deposition Porphyry, greenstone, Under Helvellyn, in

of the Snowdon rocks. and trappean conglo- Sllowdon, &c.

merates.

*3. After all the primary Principal elevations of Grampians, Lammer-
strata were deposited. primary rocks. muirs, mountains of

Cumberland and
Wales.

Conglomerate Hocks follow in the old red-sandstone.

*4. Aflcr the deposition Immense faults, anticli- The great faults of

of the coal strata. nal axes, &c. Tyiicdale, the Peninc

chain, Craven, Derby-

shire, Flintshire, South

Wales, and generally of

the coal districts.

Conglomerates follow in the red-sandstone.

5. After the oolitic pe. Unconformity of Yorkshire, Dorsetshire.

riod. stratification between
oolite and chalk system.

*0. After the London Anticlinal axes and ver- Isle of Wight, Axis of

clay. tical strata. the Wcalden.

At tho three epochs marked by stars, the most considerable move-

ments and greatest changes in physical geography appear to h;ive

been produced. Such changes also occurred about the same epochs

ou the continent of Europe : the most universal of the phenomena
seem to be the two earlier ones

;
but it is almost impossible in any

case to prove that the occurrence of convulsions was synchronous at

distant points. Since then we can neither affirm anything with

respect to the change of force of the subterranean monuments at

different geological epochs, nor cau ascertain, except by reference to

the phenomena of stratification aud organic life, whether they occurred

more frequently in one period than another, it is impossible to draw

from the evidence of these disruptions any certain conclusion either

as to the change of the earth's proper heat or the extent of geological

time. If indeed the actual effects of earthquakes were to be placed

against tho mighty wall of the Penine fault, the vertical beds of tl

Isle of Wight, o the concealed dislocation of the coal-fields of Valeu-

3 s



ciennes, there wouKl be no doubt of the decay of natural agencies ;

but thu u not allowable, for the great dislocations alluded to are to

be viewed as phenomena of a short interval of violent movements
between long period* of ordinary action such aa now obtains on
-. .

'

.

It may be supposed that the number of these cams of very great
and extensive disturbance U in proportion to the time elapsed ; but

as none such has occurred within the reach of history for at least 4000

years, we see how very ancient is the earth ;
and further, we have no

data for accurately computing in numbers the vast periods which

ban elapsed in producing the stratified crust changing many times

its vegetable and animal races. On the whole, it appears that the day
is not arrived for theory to trust itself with the attempt to assign
definite values to the symbols of duration which remain in the earth.

Long, undoubtedly, perhaps as long as the periods which the study ol

planetary motion* lias revealed, must be the whole range of geological

time; but until we know at this day what ia the average rate of

deposit ion of sediment in the sea, or the u*ual ago of marine Mullu-wu,
until we can determine the numerical or structural relation! 1"

organic forms and physical conditions, or con convert the irregular

effects of volcanic fire.i into a calculable series of changes of tempera-

ture, there is little hope that the invitation of the Royal Society, to

awign the antiquity of the crmt of the earth, will be accepted by

prudent and competent geologists.
Eftmomic'il Ai>i-ti<-utiont of Geological Science. "Practice," says

Professor Whewt-11,
" has ever been the nurse of theory : art has ever

been the mother of science, the comely and buoy mother of a daughter
of for higher and serencr beauty. But the benefits are reciprocal ;

geology, nt least, is capable of well repaying the large debt which it

owes to the experience of the miner, the engineer, and the agricul-

turist, and indeed some of its truths ore already largely productive of

public benefit.
" There is hardly a district in this island where the reasoning of

geology has not checked extravogeut expenditure in search of coal or

u: ores where such are not to be found, and conquered the

civilulity of ignorance ever ready to listen to the delusive and almost

superstitious notions of merely working colliers and miners. The
false and deceitful promise of finding good coal by going deeper, will

not often again lure the landed gentry and respectable companies to

such adventures as sinking for cool in the oolites of Oxford, the sand-

stones of Sussex, or the Silurians of Radnorshire. But it is not

merely by preventing foolish and wasteful expenditure, in search of

imaginary treasures, that geology has aided the mining interest : it is

within our memory that the eminent practical men of the great
northern coal-fields doubted or denied even the existence of coal

iiiiili-r the magnesian limestone. Yet now the Helton colliery, and

(in consequence of Dr. William Smith's geological opinions) the South
Helton colliery, send enormous quantities of excellent coal to the

London market from beneath the dreaded magnesian limestone. The
almost universal prejudice of colliers that ' Red rock cuts off coal,'

has been vanquished in Lancashire, Staffordshire, and Somersetshire,
and reasons have been given by Conybeare and others for believing
that under the red rocks of the midland counties great tracts of coal

remain for the public advantage and the triumph of geology." (' Phil.

Mag. and Annals.')
Some years ago, Lord Dartmouth, guided by geological reasoning, in

opposition to the views of the local colliers, sunk a trial pit for coal

near Birmingham, and found it below red-randstonr rocks. It

was faulty near the pit bottom-; but this has not piwi nt< >! Ui.

establishment of a colliery, nor discouraged further attempts in the

vicinity.

Coal-working. In the practical department of coal-working, geology
can as yet render little aid, because the experience of the coal districts

hai hardly yet been turned into science. The subject of the '
faults'

(' trouble*,' as they nre often and justly called), from which no coal-

field i* exempt, and which by their effects on subterranean drainage,
and thu disarrangement of the subterranean works, their influence on
the quality of the coal, and other circumstances, ore of the lm;lK !

importance to the collier, is yet almost wholly unknown as a branch
of science. One general fact known concerning them (the com-

nre of the dip of the fault to the depression of the strain), may
be Illustrated in the subjoined diagram after Professor Phillips'*.

i Pit. 8. *'

In thii figure the faults a, A, and .r, decline variously from the
u hh'; and they are most frequently found to dip or decline

under that portion of the divided strata Which is relatively depressed,
as a and 6, not as T, which represents a rare and exceptional case.

I!y the sides of faults the strata nre often slightly or considerably
bent, sometimes in the direction tending to unite their disrupted parts,M ; sometimes in the contrary way, as It. In the former case they

art) said to '
ris? to an upthrow, and dip to a downthrow;' in tli

latter they
'
rise to a downthrow, and dip t> an upthrow.' If these

circumstances were carefully recorded by surveyors of col

science might eventually combine the detached facts into general

laws, show their dependence on other e iiidiiimiH, and thm put an

instrument of discovery into the hands of pract if il in" u.

It i* a common thing to find valuable coal-beds at tirt injur.

ultimately rendered worthless, by
the interposition of a w 'dgo or

band of rock, r, in some port of the thickness of the cool ;
thus tlic

Ki*. 9.

High Main Coal of Newcastle is split, and in a particular din

ruined by the ' Heworth Band.' The upper part of the i

fordshiro coal-beds goes off in
' the Flying Reed ;' and tho t.

bed of liamsley in Yorkshire divides into almost unknown par
1

the details of colliery working were more complete I. th<!

law of these phenomena could be more accurately traced, so as to

answer the anxious questions which such intrusive bands sugtr
coal proprietors.
The variations of quality in coal, whether of different beds in tho

same district (a common caw), or of the same beds in <l

tricts (as in South Wales, where good furnace cml is found in thu

cast, and antharcitic coal abounds in the west), are not now known in

a scientific form
;
and therefore science can give no help to pi-

Nothing but the union of the parties interested in coal-working can
furnish the data necessary for the establishment of general

[COAL-FOHMATIOX.]
The beneficial results which mining operations have derive.! fi

- n

geology ore in proportion to the degree in which the experience of
miners has been reduced to the form of science. On the subj
the situation of metallic treasures, already enough is known to show
that the occurrence of mineral veins is a circumstance de.pendiu:; ..-i

conditions which are more or less ascertainable. For example.
is not, and perhaps has never been, in tho British Isles, a single mine
of any metal worked in any stratum more recent than the 111:1.1:

limestone ; it is a general truth that rich veins of lead, copper, tin,

&c., abound only in and near to districts which have been greatly
shaken by subterranean movement; in Derbyshire, Alston Moor,
Flintshire, and, in particular tracts, especially Cornwall and IK-von,

it is very apparent that near the great masses of granitic rod.

veins are most richly filled. The some facts are almost-eqnally true

on the continent of Europe, and in other parts of the world, though,

occasionally, as in the Pyrenees, Auvergne, Ac., tin- pie-eiice of

igneous rocks may cause the exhibition of mineral veins in strata moru
recent than any of those which in England yield metallic ores.

In all cases where new mining ground is to be attempted, rules

such as those above noticed are valuable; but even in ill

partially known, or long worked, many problems ocrur which time

and combined registration of phenomena observed might easily solve.

These geological problems, as to the relation between the cont

a vein and tho nature of the neighbouring rock, the occunvin < (

certain cross-veins, tho depth of the workings, tea., usually ,

themselves to tho practical miner under the general question of tlio

probability of the vein being productive, and though the mining

experience of 2000 years has been found insufficient to answer i',

there appears no reason to doubt that it is capable of solution by tho

progress of geology. It is known that in a country of limestone,

gritstone, and shale, equally broken by the same fissures, the former

is generally most productive of lead (Alston Moor) ;
that

porphyritic rocks in Cornwall and Saxony ap|>ear directly influential

on the deposits of particular metals
;
that argentiferous lead <

more frequent in primary than in secondary strata; wilts of ],M,|

more plentiful in the upper parts of veins (Lead Hill*. Caldbcck

Fells) ; but the precise nature of the connection of the phenomena is

yet a desideratum, and it will bo long ere the dim and wavering light of

|
experience can be replaced by the steady beams of the toreh of

i
science. In the recent discoveries of gold in California and A<

'

we have an instance in which geological knowledge pointed ."'

fully to these districts as being likely to contain the precious, metal.

[MINKH.U. VKINS.]
In planning the lines of railways, canals, or common roado, the.

engineer will often be benefited by the records of geological sir

In looking at the geological map of England, for example, it must be

evident to any one acquainted with the geographical of the

different formations, that no canal can be mode from London t

western or north-western counties without a tunnel or summit level

on the chalk hills (as at the Kennct and Avon, between Wilton and
-. and on the Oran 1 .luuetic.n, at Tring). The oolitic range of

bills, with its basis of lias, presents a similar and parallel obstacle,

c..ni|iirn:d by tunnels on the Thames and Severn at Shepperton,
the Oxford Canal at Claydon, the Grand Junction at Braunston and
Blisworth.

Si then these and other ranges of hills compel the formation of

summit-, .evels and tunnel*, it is of importance that the whole of a
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country should be known to the engineer, as to its mineral structure

as well as its elevation, in order that the situation of these may be

properly fixed. It was inconvenient to make the Thames and Severn
tunnel at its present level, often much above the level of the spring
which is called the source of the Thames, and in the thirsty oolitic

rocks ;
for thus the cost of maintaining the supply of water by puddling

the canal, and engines for pumping, has been found very oppressive.
Tunnels and summit levels for canals should certainly be made in

argillaceous rocks, and geological investigations will often point out

situations where, from particular displacements of the rocks, this is

practicable, even in a range of hills BO continuous and so calcareous

as the chalk or the oolites.

The same rules do not apply to railroads, which, on the contrary,

may often be beneficially carried through dry rocky hills which would
absorb all the water of a canal.

In the execution of the works of canals and railroads, a good geolo-

gical map would often be found more serviceable as a guide to the

engineer than a great number of borings, unless these were placed in

situations corresponding to the variations of the strata, which such a,

map would indicate.

In some favoured countries the labours of the sculptor and the

architect are scarcely injured by exposure to the atmosphere for 2000
: while in our damp and changeable climate even the interiors

of cathedrals show, by the decay of their marbles and the destruction

of the stone walls, the necessity for an architect to study the dura-

bility of his materials. It is remarkable that the Romans were
more prudent or more fortunate in their choice of stone for buildings
in Bath and York than their successors have been. The relics in the

Institution at Bath abundantly prove that the rag beds of the oolite

are more durable than the finer and handsomer freestone which the

enterprise of Allen first introduced to common use. The tnagnesian
limestone in the Roman walls of York is in far better condition of

preservation than most of that which is of only half the age in the

face of the cathedral.

The Saxons in the north of England used the coarse and durable

n>illtoue-grit, which on the brows of the high mountains of Derby-
shire and Yorkshire stands conspicuous for its bold defiance to the

elements. In choosing from any given rock the parts which are most
fitted for permanent edifices, the examination of nature is perhaps
more instructive than even a study of buildings. Not every sort of

water exists in the deeper parts of the earth, and in fact fills the

whole space left by fissures in the rocks, unless where, as in diagram,
Jiff. 10, there be a fault which breaks the continuity of the communi-
cations along the rocks. At the surface there will be generally one or

more springs (2) along the line of such fault, F.

In sinking deep pits it is generally found that argillaceous strata

are quite dry within
;
for example, in the diagram above referred to,

the well a, supposed to be sunk in the London clay, yields no water
;

but the other strata, alternating with the clays, yield water in greater
or less quantity, and of quality corresponding with the nature of the

rock. Thus the well b, sunk down to the sands, lignites, &c., of the

plastic clay, yields some water, not always of good quality ;
but when

the well, as c, is made to reach to and penetrate the chalk, a great

body of good water commonly rises from that rock. [WATER ;
ARTE-

SIAN WELL, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
To drain land is to intercept the natural springs : this can never be

done upon good principles unless the geological structure of the dis-

trict be known. When porous rocks alternate with strata impervious
to water, the springs will commonly issue at several points on the

surface-line of junction of the strata, as at x and y in diagram, fig. 1
;

and by making a deep drain along the Hue of junction, Dr. Smith has

often accomplished the complete desiccation of wet lands in the oolitic

districts of England, which had been, in vain guttered in all directions

by the usual hollow drains.

The same principle applies, but not with the same ease of success,
to the draining of districts where gravel and clay are much inter-

mingled. The gravel acts as a porous rock, but its irregular distribu-

tion renders the operation of deep draining costly and less effectual.

From the same principles it follows that springs may be regulated,
and the subterranean reservoirs employed to store up water in the

winter, when it is little wanted, for the purpose of supplying the

demand in summer. This has actually been done by Dr. W. Smith,
who opened, in the sandstone rocks near Scarborough, a subterranean

reservoir ou the site of a little spring, closed it with a dam, and regu-
lated the discharge for the benefit of the town. [SPRINGS.]

(Lyell, Principles of Geology ; Lyell, Elementary Geology ; Ansted,

Geology, Introductory, Descriptive, and Practical; Ansted, Elementary
Course of Geology ; Phillips, Guide to Geology ; Jukes, Popular Physical

Geology ; De la Beche, How to Observe in Geology ; Portlock, A Rudi-

mentary Treatise on Geology.)

a, b, r, wells
; L, London clay ; P, plastic clay and sands

; C, chalk ; g, ganlt; G, lower grecnsand ; W, wcalden ; i, y, is, springs ;
the last at a firalt, F.

granite resists the carbonic acid and moisture of the air
;
but while

the rolled blocks from Snap-Fell retain, after thousands of years' expo-
sure on the surface, their surfaces of attrition, the granitic top of

Castle Abhol, in Arran, is so rotten that it may be easily beaten to

fragments by a hammer. The millstone-grit of Brimham is almost
;

I away over a hundred acres, while that of Agra Crags appears ;

to l>e more capable of withstanding the same agencies; and the

limidical stones of Boroughbridge have stood the storms of 2000

years, with little more injury than a few rain-channels which scarcely
reach the ground.
To the agriculturist geology has rendered some services, and pro-

bably may in future be appealed to for further aid. Lister's proposal
for the construction of a map of soils was only partially executed, after

a century, in some of the county reports made to the Board of Agri-
culture. The principal use, as it appears to us, of such a map (aud
this is in fact supplied by the maps of strata), is to aid the statistics

of agriculture by furnishing a basis for comparing the agricultural

practices on similar and dissimilar soils.

But geologieal science will appear more intimately connected with

agricultural improvements if we consider it as the basis of all sound

knowledge of springs and the subterranean distribution of water.

The rain which falls from the heavens upon all soils and rocks

in.lill'. rently, runs off the clays, but pinks into the limestones, sand-

utones, and other rocks, whose open joints act like so many hidden

ir. Owing to the complicated intercommunication of the

fissures, these reservoirs are slowly filled and slowly emptied ;
both

the supply from rain and the discharge from springs may and gene-

rally do go on together ;
and the jointed rocks may be viewed as

rijimliaing the supply and expenditure.
lint below the level of the springs thus formed, a great body of

GEOMALACUS (Allman) a genus of Molluscous Animals belonging
to the family Limacidce. [LlMACiD^;.]
GEOMYS. [MmtiDjE.]
GE'OPHILA (from yri, the earth, and <j>i\, love), a genus of Plants

belonging to the natural order Cinchonaceir. It has the limb of the

calyx 5-parted, with linear spreading segments ;
the corolla tubular,

with a pilose throat and 5 rather recurved lobes, with 5 anthers

inclosed ;
the stigma bifid

;
the berry ovoid, angular, crowned by the

; calyx, 2-celled, 2-seeded.

The species are creeping herbaceous plants with stalked cordate

leaves, like those of a violet f the stipules are solitary, undivided ;

the flowers sub-sessile, umbellate, surrounded by bracts, which aro

shorter than the flowers.

G. reniformis has the petioles hairy above
;
reniform obtuse leaves,

with the lobes at the base approximate; the bracts linear; the

peduncles 4-C-flowered, shorter than the leaves. It is a native of

moist shady places in the hotter parts of America, as Havanua,

Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Brazil, and the basin of the Orinoco. The root

of this plant is emetic, and may be used with advantage as a substi-

tute for ipecacuanha.
G. violacea has cordate reniform leaves, obtuse, glabrous, with the

lobes approximate at the base; petioles hairy above; umbels few-

flowered, almost sessile between the ultimate pair of leaves ;
braets

linear-lanceolate. It is a native of Guyana, in woods, and of the

Isthmus of Panama. It diffi-rs from (r. reniformis by the petioles

being shorter, the umbels hardly pedunculate, the corollas violaceous,

and the berries blue.

There are several other species of this genus, all of which were

formerly referred to the genus Psyckotria. They are G. diversifolia,

G. viola-folia, li. macropoda, and G. grucilis,
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t.Koi'Hii.rs.
[i

ii'il N A. a name sometimes given to the Dahlia, but

improperly.
UEOT.YrlH'S, Illiger's name for the Lemmings of Cuvier.

[MURIDJC.]
iSAURUS, Cuvier's name for a sub-genus of Saurians, found in

a fossil state only, and considered by him aa intermediate between the

IDMMdUM Monitors. The remains of this animal were first

obtained from the whitcliaaat Moiiheim, in Francouia, by Summering,
mid named by him Lacerla In a paper in the ' Nova Acta

phyaico-medica Academia! (',i'<n.re;e. Leopoldino-Carolinn) Natural

CurioKormn,' Dr. Uitgeu bos proposed a new name for this with
several other fossil animals. On this paper a writer in the '

Zoological
Journal' has the following remark*: "The first of Dr. Ritgen'a animals
is the Lartrta yiynntra of Summering, i/otujiaitnu of Conybearc and

Parkinson, for which Dr. Ritgen, without assigning a single reason for

the change of name, is pleased to adopt the more than sesquipedalian
i" Ji<ili/imnotaur<u crocwliloidtf. This appellation however may

serve, in some degree, to explain his views of its affinities and original

Invitation, inasmuch as it shows that he regards it as a lacertino

animal resembling a crocodile and inhabiting salt-water marshes,
intermediate therefore between the extinct i'naliosaui-i, or Sea-Lizards,
and the living Crocodiles of fresh-water streams. It is, moreover, the
(feotaurut of Cuvier's ' Ossemens Fossiles.' There is some little

.

ii-cnrity here, which wo will endeavour to dispel. That Cuvier'a

name, lieotaurtu, should be retained according to the laws of nomen-
f hit nre, there can be no doubt; and it appears that this provisional
name waa given, not in reference to the habita of the extinct lizard,

i use Cuvier's own words ('par allusion it Terre, mere des
') by an allusion to Terra, the Earth Ge (Fij) of the Greeks,

tin- laliled mother of the Giants. Indeed the sclerotic plates still

r !... lining in the portion of the cranium figured by Cuvier in hia

Ossemens Fossiles,' could not have escaped the observation of that
a -nte zoologist (who was so eminently olive to the laws of co-existence),
aa indicating aquatic habits. That he considered it subgenerioally
different from Musasaurta appears from the following observations :

Immediately after the allusion to the origin of the name, Cuvier says,
'-I cannot retain for it the epithet Giyantnu (Je tie pettx lui laisser

IVpithcte giganteeque) ; for, in the great genus Laccrta we have

already the animal of Haestrieht, or Moituaurui, which greatly stir-

paucd it, and there is also another (the Mryaloiiiurus) which is very
-n|NTi<ir in fizo (nous avons il'nbord 1'anunal de Maastricht, oit

MiHuuiiMnu, quo lc surpttme de bmnronp, et nous allons en voir mi
aiitre le M'fyalniatiriu qui lui est anssi trcs superieur).'

"

Again, in a note to tin- prrvioiH article in the 'UHseinens Fowiiles,'
' With revard to the fossil animal of Mnh -ini

<<;-uj), whirli M. fir S. iiiniiTing bos also regarded a.i identiiral

with that of Mnmtriclit (Monmiiirui), Ve shall see in a lucceeding
nili.V that it differs from the Moestricht animal in many respects.
M. Kcnnnnn von Meyer, in his most useful work '

Palscologioa
ynr flejchichto <lcr Erde und ihrer Ueschnpfe' ( 8vo. Frankfurt,

. widely separates the two iiub-feticra. The first, (,'rotaunu, he
!iti-- by tiriaattrui frimmrrinijii, syn. Lactrta tj\<jni,i.,<

, HalfUmnotavnu croco<liloi<lr of Ititgen. The second,
Mow*"

nirochampun, Wnglc-r, ho exemplifies by
Mianinurut t'amperl, P.MP. .'/. llnfmaniii, /Mctrta i/<<iau!rn. Sommer-

-.111 Tin-it (in part). In his 'Sy..t.in d< r Viisnilen Sanri.-r,'
M I, :'h fosnil Saurians he diviMin into four iu'dion*, denoted by the

A, B, C, and D, he places <rtoiaurvi under section A (Saurier
mil Zchen Kbnlich deucn an den lebcnden Sanriern), and Moituaurut
under section C (Saurier mit flossartigen Gliedmaasen)."
The remains upon which Cuvier founded bis sul>-genus were found

in the canton Meulenhardt, at the depth of 10 feet, and a few paces
fmm tho crocodile described by Cuvier (Oavial of Monhcim and of
IIoll : 'Ow. Foa.' torn. v.pp. 120-125

;
Crocwlilui jtriiciu of Sommer-

ing; ,f,ol<xhn priirut of Hermann von Meyer), by the labourers

Geoiain r;.i ;From Cuvlei'i figure*. )

*

a, h, pnrt of the hrad, \\liich ba* been cnmpromcd ; Rome of the irlrrntic

plntcn arc ntill Irft within the orbit, an nrrn in I- if. l>
; e, rf, r, terth \ihn-h IKK)

prcwrvrd their hard hilling brown enamel; /, f, vertcbrre ; /e.xhiliii-
of the cnlntnn ; nt-ar the last vcrtrbrip ore the remain* of the prUi< and ft'timni

;

i, five vertebra* like the flint of those In Viff. /. Fragments of ribs in i!

re seen near both sett.

employed to work the mines of granular iron (fcr en grains) whieh
fills the fissures of the strata of calcareous schist.

Sommcring, to whom the Count of Reysach gave these precious
fragments, to use Cuvier's expression (for in consequence of the

nature of the bed in which they were discovered they were not well

prexervid), published an accurate account of them in the 'Mrnp.in
of Munich '

for 1816, accompanied by a lithographic illustration,
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which Cuvier reduced, and published in his
' Osseuiens Fossiles

;'

Summering however thought that the bones belonged to a, young
individual of the Maastricht animal (Mososaurus.)
The bones were nearly calcined. Near the remains of the Saurian

were a flat ammonite 4 inches in width, a fragment of bluish shell,

and a great quantity of small scales, which, according to Siimmering's

conjecture, belonged either to fishes or perhaps to the animal itself, if

it was a Monitor, or some other lizard with small scales.

The localities given by Hermann von Meyer are the Flb'tz
; Solen-

hofen slate (Schiefer von Solenhofen) ; and, with reference to another

specimen (with a query), for which he refers to Dekay,
' Ann. of the

Lye. of New York,' vol. iii., the marl of the Greensand in New Jersey

(Mergel des Griiusandes in New Jersey).
The original specimens figured and described by Summering are

now in the collection of the British Museum (Wall-one A. B., 'Mantell

Fossils of the British Museum,' p. 175).

GERANIACE.E, Crarutlrills, a natural order of Exogenous Plants,

consisting chiefly of herbaceous plants or shrubs. They have tumid
stems separable at the points. The leaves are cither opposite or

alternate ;
in the latter case opposite the peduncles, with membranous

stipules. The flowers are white, red, yellow, or purple. The sepals

5, persistent, ribbed, more or less unequal, with an imbricated festi-

vation, sometimes saccate or spurred at the base. The petals 5,

seldom 4, in consequence of one being abortive, unguiculate, twisted in

:i'.-tivation, equal or unequal, either hypogynous or perigynous. The
.-.tainenu usually monadelpbous, hypogynous, twice or thrice as many
as the petals ;

some occasionally abortive. The ovary composed of 5

carpels, placed round a long awl-shaped torus or growing point, each

1-celled, 2 seided
; styles 5, cohering round the torus, and separable

from it
;

ovules semiauatropal, adhering to the torus. The fruit

formed of five shells, cohering round a long beaked torus, each piece

containing one seed, having a membranous pericarp, and terminated

by an indurated style, which finally curls back from the base upwards,

carrying the pericarp along with it. The seeds solitary, without

albumen. The embryo curved and doubled up, the radicle pointing to

the base of the cell ; cotyledons foliaceous, convolute, and plaited. The

long beak-like torus round which the carpels are arranged, and the

presence of membranous stipules at joints which are usually tumid, are

true marks of this order, and all plants not possessing these peculiarities

must be excluded. Among them is a South American genus called

JUiyncltolheca, which has been even elevated into a natural order, but

which, according to Lindley, is surely an oxalid without petals, for the

beak observed in its fruit belongs to the carpels and not to the torus.

It is clear that in this order the ovules do not spring from the margins
of the carpcllary leaves. The species, about 500 in number, are very

unequally distributed over various parts of the world. A great pro-

potion is found at the Cape of Good Hope, chiefly of the genus
/finium. Erodium and Geranium are chiefly natives of Europe,

North America, and Northern Asia. Pelargonium is found in Aus-

tralia. An astringent principle and an aromatic or resinous flavour

are the characteriotics of the order. Gtranium and Erodium are used

MI nirdirim-. Pelargonium is remarkable for its beautiful flowers;
it is nevertheless astringent in iU properties. The affinities of

(leraniacere arc with Jialsaminacea, Oj:alidace:e, and

(Lindlcy, Vujrlalle Kimjdum.)

Geranium prattnte.

1, a mnrnlflcd calyx, In the ctntrc of which li the rostrum, or licak, from

which the cocci are rolling back.

GERA'NIUM, Cranesbill (from yipavos, crime : the long beak which

terminates the capsules resembles the bill of a crane), a genus of

Plants the type of the natural order GeraniaceR. The flowers have
5 petals and 5 sepals, 10 inonadelphous stamens, alternately larger,
and with glands at their base. There are 79 species of this genus
enumerated, of which 13 are British; of these only two are applied
to any useful or medicinal purpose.

G. Robertianum has 2-flowered peduncles ; obovate, entire, or slightly

emarginate petals ; very long glabrous claws
; transversely wrinkled

downy capsules, smooth seeds, ternate agrimate leaves, jind stalked

trind inciso-piunatifid leaflets. This plant has small bright crimson

flowers, and is found on waste ground, walls, and banks in Great

Britain, in Brazil, and Chili. The whole herb has a strong disagree-
able smell, which is said to be a preventive against bugs. Atlecoction

of the plant is recommended as likely to give relief in calculous cases.

It contains tannin, and exerts an astringent action on the system, and
is given to cattle in some diseases.

G. maculatum, Spotted Crauesbil!, has a rather angular stem
covered with retrograde pubescence ; 3-5-parted leaves with deeply-
toothed lobes

;
obovate entire petals ;

the filaments of the stamens

hardly ciliated at the base. This species is a native of North

America, from Canada to North Carolina. The flowers are of a pale
lilac colour. On account of the astringent nature of this plant, it is

known in some parts of North America as Alum-Root, and is employed
successfully as a remedy in dysentery among children, a disease very

prevalent in the parts of the country where it grows. The tincture

is recommended in cases of ulcerated sore-throat and soreness of the

gums, &c. Dr. Bigelow discovered the presence of large proportions
of tannin and gallic acid in this plant. The quantity of tannin

appears to be greater than that 'of any other constituent.

The other British species are :

G. phacitm has 2-flowered peduncles, roundish wedge-shaped petals,
rather longer than the mucronate sepals; carpels hairy below,

transversely wrinkled above ;
seeds punctate, striate. It is found in

woods and thickets, rarely.
G. nodosum has obcordate long petioles, awned sepals, even downy

carpels; leaves 3- to 5-lobed, lobes ovate, acuminate, serrate. It is

found in Cumberland and Hertfordshire.

G. iyhaticum has 2-flowered peduncles, obovate slightly-notched

long petals, awned sepals, dotted seeds, palmate 7-lobed leaves. The
filaments of the stamens subulate, fruit-stalks erect.

G. pratense has 2-flowered peduncles, the 'carpels even, hairy, the

hairs spreading, glandular; seeds minutely reticulated; the filaments

of the stamens filiform, with a triangular ovate base; the fruit-stalk

deflexed.

G. sanguineum has peduncles mostly single-flowered; carpels smooth,
crowned with a few bristles ;

leaves nearly round, 7-lobed ; stem

diffuse, hairy the hairs spreading horizontally.
G. pyrenaicum has obcordate petals, twice as long as the mticrouate

sepals ;
claws densely ciliated

;
stem erect, villose.

G. putillum has bifid petioles, about equalling the mucrouate sepals ;

claws slightly ciliated; carpels with adpressed hairs
;
seeds smooth;

stem diffuse, downy.
G. dissfctum has smooth carpels with erect hairs, reticulated seeds;

stem diffuse, hairy ; leaves divided almost to the base, longer than

the peduncles.
G. columbinum has obovate emarginate petioles, ciliated claws

;
the

carpels smooth, with a few minute scattered hairs ;
the peduncles

longer than the leaves
; pedicels very long.

G. rotundifolium has spathulate petals, entire, obtuse, rather longer
than the shortly-awued sepals ;

claws glabrous ; carpels smooth, with

spreading hail's; seeds reticulated.

G: molle has oblong deeply-bifid petioles, ciliated claws ; carpels

transversely wrinkled, glabrous ;
seeds smooth ;

flowers small and

purple.
G. lucidum has obovate entire petals ; claws glabrous, very long,

nearly equalling the transversely rugose pyramidal calyx ; carpels

reticulated, triply keeled.

G. tuberosum, a plant growing in the south of Europe, particularly

in Italy and Silesia, is the yepdviov of Dioscorides (iii. 121), and the

Geranium tertium of Pliny (xxvi. 11).

The hardy perennial kinds of Geranium are very beautiful plants,

and well adapted for ornamental cultivation. They will thrive in

any common garden soil with ordinary care.

(Don, Iticldamydeous Plants ; Babiugtou, Manual of British Botany ;

Fraas, Synopsis Plantarum, Florae Clasticce.)

GERBILLUS. [MURID.E.]
GERFALCON. [FALCONID.E.]
GERMEN. [PISTIL.]

GERMINATION, the first growth of a seed, the act by which it

exchanges the condition of an embryo for that of a young plant. The

embryo of a plant is folded up in the inside of a seed, and is either

a short double cone on which two or more cotyledons are fixed, or a

simple more or less cylindrical body having no apparent distinction

between the cotyledons and the axis. [SEED.] It has moreover

little other than a cellular organisation, very often not possessing a

trace of the complicated vascular and tubular structure afterwards

developed. The act of unfolding, breaking through the integuments
of the seed, and acquiring a vascular and tubular as well as cellular

organisation, is germination. When a seed is placed in a moist
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itumtion sufficiently warm, and with access to *ir, (be following

phenomena, according to the researches of l)e SausKiire, anil tlio

more recent ones of Bouatiugault, take place : 1 , absorption of oxygen
from the atmosphere ; 2, a disengagement of carbonic aciil

disengagement of nmmonia; 4, convenion of starch into dextrin,

gum, sugar, Ac. ; 5, increase in bulk growth of the embryo.
All these phenomena were supposed to be connected with the

growth of the embryo, and the absorption of oxygen and the disen-

gagement of carbonic acid gas wen) regarded as on act of life and as

necessary to the process of germination. From this point of view

germination and vegetation, the growth of the plant, were stated to

bo antagonising processes* ; the one being a respiratory, an oxidating

process; the other a decomposing, a deoxidating process. At tlio

same time the albumen of the seed wan regarded as the sole source of

nutriment for tlio growing tissues of the young plant. In a paper
v

read at the meeting of the British Association, July, 1845, 1 >r. Lan-

kester proposed a new theory of the phenomena of germination. It

is obvious that the only essential process of germination is the growth
of the young plant or embryo. The process of development of the

embryo from primitive cytoblasts, is precisely the same as that of c\. ry
oilier part of the plant, and from an identity ofstructure Dr. Lnnkester
infcricd there mutt be on identity of function. But the ordinary

theory of germination given a different function to the tissues of the

embryo from that of the other parts of the plant. This Dr. Laukestcr

considers unnecessary, and attributes the absorption of oxygen, and
the disengagement of the carbonic acid gas and ammonia, to the

result of the decomposition of the starch and protein coutninei] in

the perispcrm of the seed, whilst the growing cells of the embryo
appropriate the carbonic acid and ammonia with water, just in the

Fame way as all other cells in the vegetable kingdom. The facts by
which this theory is supported, and which are not explained by the

old theory are, as follows :

1. In many plants there is little or no perisperm or albumen

developed, and .the conditions required for germination are those of

vegetation.
2. Many plants with horny and hardened perisperms, as the Pliyt-

elepkat nacroearpa, the Pkaui.r tlaclylifera, nud species of llach-ii,

Cocot, and Atiroearyum, germinate, without consuming any appreciable

quantity of the perispenn.
3. The quantity of carbonic acid obtained by De Saussure varied

not according to the number, but according to the mass of the

seeds, proving that it arose from the decomposition of the starch

as a chemical process, and not from 'the growth of the embryo as a

process of life.

4. I >c Saiiasnre found that the relation between the oxygen con-

sumed and the carbonic acid gas given out was different in different

plants, but this relation ought to be constant if the theory of oxidation

or combustion during germination be correct.

5. Boussingault observed that the changes supposed to be peculiar
to germination went on in the perisperm after the young plant had
d. v. loped its radicle and plumule, and was capable of an independent
existence.

6. The changes which take place in the chemical composition of

the jx-rispcrm of the seed during germination con be artificially pro-
: by mixing starch and protein (diastase) together, and exposing

them to the action of the atmosphere.
This theory modifies the view which is mostly taken of the usepf

the albumen. It does not appear to be deposited entirely for the nSc

of the young plant, but in many cases is merely an organ of support,
and bears the same relation to the embryo that the wood of a branch
doe* to the buds which grow upon it.

The progress of development in the embryo is usually first for the

radicle to lengthen, then for the cotyledons to unfold, and then for

the plumule to extend into a stem (Jiff. 8) ;
but in Kudogenn, the plu-

mule of which is often inclosed in the very substance of the cotyledon,
a somewhat different process take* place.

In 1'utmnogtlim lucent (fy. 4) the radicle generally swells and

lengthens, and at last produces from within its apex a papilla which
becomes the root; the cotyledon, which is spiral, at the same time
h ngthcns, and at last the plumule pierces through one side of the

embryo. In C'anma fadita (fiij. 7) the cotyledon always remains
inclosed in the albumen, merely swelling; the radiclo and cauliciiluit

ore protruded from the seeds; the former turns downward* and
emits a number of fine roots, the latter produces from within its

substance a conical body, consisting of several sheaths one wit Inn the

. which arc the rudiments of leaven. The (,'ocoa-nut differs from
i chiefly in its cotyledon swelling exci-niiii:-]-. ami becoming

spongy, filling the whole cavity of the m-e.l. ami absorbing the milky
fluid. Grasses offer only a slight modification of tin- same firm.

The embryo of maize, when divided vertically O'y. '.') appears like a

fleshy plate lying on one side of the flowery albumen ; at its back
next the albumen is the cotyledon, next the skin is a cone of sheaths

(as in C'rmna) forming the plumule, and at the base of the plumule
Another cone constituting the radicle. When such an embryo germi-
nates, the ra.licular cone pierces the soil, emitting from its interior,

through a kind of hheath, a few Blender roots, and protruding ''lnr;

from its surface; and th other cone, representing the plumule,
at the same time lengthens upwards in the form of a green

spire, leaving the original external part of the sheath at its

baie (fig. 3).

Many anomalies in the development of the embryo of both Exogcns
and Endogens might be pointed out, but they are of little interest to

any but professional botanists. Among the most striking ore the

following: In the genus I'intu the cotyledons are numerous, and

placed in a whorl (>/. 6) ; in the Cyrlnvxu the cauliculus enlarges
into a roundish turnip-like mass, from the apex of which *prii

leaves nml flowers, and from the base the roots (.>/. 1) ;
i:

a parasitical plant (>./. til. the radicle becomes a flat plate, com.
the under . ido, l.y winch it adheres to the bark of the plant it

upon, and from which the singular roots proceed, which eventually
insinuate themselves through the bnrk between the pi:''

wood.

The manner in which the radicle protrudes itself is different iu

Exogens and Endogens. In the former its point gradually length. n

and becomes a new root ; this is called 'cxorhizal' germination: in

the latter the point of the radicle opens and allows the tn;

to escape from within it, a phenomenon to which the term 'eiuloihi/ud'

is applied.

Attempts have been made to expedite the process of germination
by steeping seeds in a weak solution of chlorine, but no practical

advantage has been derived from the experiment. A more effectual

plan has been found for hard -shelled seeds, such as those of the

Acaeia, namely, boiling the seeds for a period between one and five

minutes. This has certainly, in some cases, had the effect of causing
seeds to grow which under ordinary circumstances would n.r

grown ; a circumstance to be ascribed, we conceive, to the hard

integuments of the seed being so much softened as to offer no great
resistance to the attempts of the embryo to escape from within them,

attempts which required no assistance when the embryo was in full

activity and the seed-coat comparatively soft, but indispensable when
these conditions are reversed by the loss of vigour in the embryo and
the excessive induration of the case containing it.

OKHV1LLIA, a genus of Molluscous Animals belonging to the

Conchifera, or Bivalves, hitherto only found iu a fossil state. II.

Defrance first noticed the genus, which h r M. de Gerville,
who discovered iu the Baculite Limestone of Normandy the specie*
on which the genus wa d. H. Dcslonchampg (' Mi'moires
de la Societc Linccnno de Calvados,' 1824) proposed several modi-
fications of the character, so as to allow the genus to embrace four
otli.-r shells in addition to the first-described species, 6'

tolcnoitlci, viz.: OerriUuc pernoitlei (Perna arli-iilniilm, Sow., 'II in.

Con./ t. 66), .
V
i7/f/i(rt, iitoitotif and cottatutu, Vhich are figur-

cd in the memoir. M. Defrauce thought that the l.ivah

furnished with a hymns, but M. Dcslonchamps conceives that (ii-i-rillin

has no opening for the passage of that appendage. "Should this

prove to be the case," writes the reviewer of the memoir (/.>..]

Jouin.,' vol. i.),
"
whic^t we ore rather inclined to doubt, it will

effectually separate the shells of this from those of the other
of the Mulli IK; tr. Their nearest affinity is with those of /

which they may be at once distinguished by possessing an apjurcntly
inner additional hin^e, formed of several oblique teeth, variously

disposed, according' to the species." Mr. O. B. bowerby (Micnera of

Kcccnt and !'..- il Slu-ll-.') who judges the genus to hav<

marine from its as ! w 1.o states that there is good i

for presuming that it was adherent by a hyasus, gives tins

following:
It has the following characters: Shell oblong, nearly c.|iiivalve,

very inequilateral, and oblique; hinge-line rather lonir, lim 'ar. m '.-u-ly

straight, with many irregular rather transverse little pits, and
'clow the dorsal

Mr. Sowi-rl.y regards it as an intermediate genus between A<
and /'mm. It r. IM observes, the former in its general
form and external appearance; whilst its hinge is somewhat like

that of the latter, though suflieiently d H'Tent to enable us to point
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out without difficulty the peculiarities by which it may at once be

known.

Cuvier, in his last edition of the '

Rogue Aniinnl,' places it under

Lcs Femes (Pa-no, of Bruguieres), between Crcnalula and Inoceramus.

M. De Blainville arranges the genus under his family Maryaritacea

(the third of his Acephalof/iora Lamellibranchiata), between Pulvinites

and Aricuta. He notices that the shell gapes anteriorly, perhaps for

the passage of a byssus, and describes the ligament as multiple and

inserted in many conical fossae forming a row within the hinge.
lie also describes the abdominal impression as single, and as rather

anterior.

Deslonchanips, speaks of the multiple ligament and the single some-
what oval muscular impression placed towards the middle of the

length of the shell and on the side of the dorsal edge, and remarks

that, like the Peiiias and other genera of the family Malleaceie, the

GervMice are covered externally with a delicate layer of fibrous

matter, and that they may b^ regarded as Perna with an articulated

hinge. The place assigned to them by M. Deshayes is between Penia
and Galillus.

Mr. G. B. Sowerby observes that many species have occurred at

various geological periods from the Lias upward to the Baculite

Limestone of Normandy. M. De Blaiuville mentions, the species as

found in the department of La Manche. The genus occurs in the

Cretaceous Group (Greeusand), and largely in the Oolitic Group.
GERVl'SIA (Zoology), a name given by Messrs. Quoy and

Gaimard to a genus of small Mollusks approximating nearly to

Plcuroltranchus.

GESNERA'CE^E, Gcsnerworts, a natural order of Mouopctalous
Exogens, allied to Scrophvlariocees, and with them forming a portion
of the Dicarpous group. They are principally characterised by having
an ovary more or less inferior, and a parietal placentation. The leaves

are rugose, without stipules, generally opposite or whorled. Flowers
in panicles or racemes, seldom solitary. The calyx is half-adherent,

o-parted, with a valvate or open aestivation. The corolla monopetalous,
tubular, more or less irregular, 5-lobed, with an imbricated ie.stivation.

Stamens 2 or 4, didyuamous; anthers often cohering, 2-celled, innate,
with a thick tumid connective; the rudiment of a fifth stamen is

present. Ovary half-superior, 1 -celled, with 2 fleshy 2-lobud parietal

polysperrnous placentas placed right and left of the axis, surrounded
at its base by glands or a fleshy ring ; style continuous with the ovary ;

etigina capitate, concave. Fruit capsular or succulent, superior,

2-celled, with 2 opposite lateral placenta}, each consisting of 2 plates.
Seeds very numerous, minute

; embryo erect in the axis or fleshy

albumen, with the cotyledons much shorter than the radicle ; testa

thin, with very close fine oblique veins, sometimes extended into long

hairs, or even flattened into a wing. They iuhabit the hot and damp
parts of South America, and in some cases overrun trees with .their

rooting stems in the manner of ivy. The prevailing colour of their

flowers is scarlet
;
some however are purple, as the Gloxinias, and

others pale-green, as Sinninyia and UryinonifL Many beautiful kinds

are known in our gardens ;
and several other magnificent species are

figured in Von Martius's ' Nova Genera et Species I'lautarum,' vol. iii.

loltnoidcl ; b, Gertillia ariculoidel. (1'ruin Suwciby's Genera.)

M. Rang gives Gereillta a place under the Malleacece of Lamarck,
lietween Mallow nnd fnoceramia. In his description he notices the

Might anterior opening as being doubtless ('sans doute') for the

paaaage of a by
M. Deshayes, in bin edition of Lamarck, 'notices the memoir of M.

Leaves and flowers of Gcsno'a grandls,

1, a corolla I.iiil open to show the interior; 2, a culyx, with the projecting

style ; 3, a transverse section of a capsule.
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OKITM, a genua of Plants belonging to the natund onler Kotare<r.

It has flat permanent calyx ; a limb in 10 acute deep segment*, 5

alternate one* much the smallest Petals 5, rounded, undivided, or

ilovcn, attached by their claws to the rim of the calyx opposite to its

mailer segment*, being about equal to the longer one*. The filaments

are numerous, awl-shaped from the rim of thu calyx, shorter than the

corolla. Carpel* superior, ovate, compressed, very numerous, in a

round head. Styles long, lateral, with a joint above the middle
;

lower part permanent, upper deciduous. Stigmas simple. Achenia

ovate, compressed, hairy, each with a long lateral tail, formed of the

enlarged hardened lower part of the style, terminating in a hook.

Koeeptacle cylindrical, dry, hairy, seated on the permanent reflexed

i .:% \

Q. riralf, Wati-r-Avens, is found in meadows and woods throughout
Europe, and in Qreat Britain. It has a root somewhat woody,
blackish, creeping, and ruuniug deep into the ground ; astringent,
with the flavour of cloves. The herbage is hairy, and of a deep green.
The stem from 8 to 12 inches high, slightly paniclod, otherwise simple.
The radical leaves are stalked, their terminal lobe very large, rounded,

lobed, and sharply crenate. The stem-leaves are few, stalked, tern .te.

or y lobed
; stipules of the latter ovate, acute, cut, purplish. The

flowers are almost pendulous, singularly elegant, growing upright as

tin- fruit ripens. The calyx of a rich purplish-brown, erect, subse-

quently reflexed. The petiole is erect, cloven, and of a tawny brown.

It is considered to be a stomachic, and in said to be useful in diarrhira,

and is also employed in the United States in diseases of the bladder.

6'. r6anm, Wood-Avens, is common in Great Britain and through-
out Kurope. The root consists of many stout brown fibres, astringent,
and in some degree aromatic ; it is said to give an agreeable flavour to

beer, and even to wine. The stem is 2 feet high, erect, round, rough,
and finely hairy ;

branched at the upper part, bearing several flowers.

The radical leaves are on long stalks, interruptedly pinnate, somewhat

lyrate; the odd leaflet rounded, often deeply 3-lobed. Stem-leaves

ternate, stalked
; upper ones simple, 3-lobed, wedge-shaped ;

all

variously notched and serrated, grass-green, veiny, and hairy. The

stipules of the stem-leaves very large, round, lobod, serrated, leafy.
The flowers terminal, solitary, stalked, commonly small, bright yellow,
erect. The calyx spreading, reflexed as tho fruit advances. Acln-nia

in an ovate head, numerous, downy, besides a few long coarse hairs

about the summit, each tipped with a ripe purplish deflexed awn
or tail, which is quite smooth, ending in a sharp small hook.

'.'. Canatlen't, Chocolate-Hoot, Blood-Hoot, is valued in Prince

Edward's Island for its leaves and root, which are used as a mild tonic.

(,'. inlri-meiliuin is found in damp woods in England. It has erect

or nodding flowers ; petals roundish, with a wedge-shaped claw
; calyx

of the fruit patent ; carpophore ;
lower joint of the awn longer than

the hairy upper joint ;
radical leaves interruptedly pinnate and lyrate ;

^m-leavcs 3-lobed; stipules round, toothed; stem from 1 to 2 feet

high. The flowers are larger than those of (i. urbanum, less than

ile, yellow ; calyx purplish. The upper joint of the awn is

covered with long hairs, but with rather a long glabrous point.

(Lindloy, flora Medica; Babington, Manual of Britith Botany.)
i li'. VSKliS. This name is applied to a series of intermittent hot-

springs, situated in the south-western division of Iceland, where

Dearly one hundred of them are said to break out within a circle of

two miles. These springs are evidently connected with the volcanic

phenomena which so remarkably characterise the whole* district of

Iceland. A recent investigator of the eruptive phenomena of

Iceland thus describes its more prominent physical features :

"The surface of Iceland slopes gradually from the coast towards
the centre, where the general level is about 2000 feet above the surface

of the sea. Ou this, as a pedestal, are planted the Jokull, or Icy
Mountains of thu region, which extend both ways in a north-easterly
direction. Along this chain the active volcanoes of the island ore

encountered, and in the same general direction the thermal springs
occur, thus suggesting a common origin for them and the volcanoes.

From the ridges and chasms which diverge from tho mountains

mighty masses of steam are observed to issue at intervals, hissing and

roaring, and where the escape takes place at the mouth of a cavern,
and the resonance of the cave lends its aid, the sound is like that of
tliuii'l' r. I/owcr down in the more pnrus strata wo huve smoking
mud pools, where a repulsive blue-black aluminous paste is boiled,

rising at times into huge bladders, which on bursting scatter tie ir

slimy spray to a height of 16 or 20 feet. From the base of the hills

upwards extend the glaciers, and on their shoulders are pi a

immense snow-fields which crown the summits. From the arches

and fissures of the glaciers vast mnssos of water issue, falling at times
in cascades over walls of ice, and spreading for miles and miles over
the country before they find definite outlet. Extensive morasses are

thus formed, which lend their comfortless monotony to the di m d

scene already before the traveller's eye. Intercepted by the cracks
and fissures of the land a portion of these waters is conducted to tho

hot rocks underneath
; here, meeting with the volcanic gases which

traverse these underground regions, both travel together, to issue at

the first convenient opportunity either as an eruption of steam or as

a boiling spring.
" The origin of the water which feeds the springs is here hinted at

That origin is atmospheric. The summits of the Jokull arrest and

mix the clouds, and thus cause an extraordinary deposition of

and rain. This snow and rain constitute the source from wh.

springs are fed. The nitrogen and ammonia which occur w

exception in every spring, exactly as we find them in ruin water,
furnish the proof of this; for the known deportment of these

substances preclude them from being regarded as real volcanic

products."
Tho springs which feed the Geysers, and which are poured out

from them again boiling hot, probably take their rise i i Mount
tho summit of which is not more than 30 miles from the Geyser
district It is here that the rushing water is sometimes heanl in

chasms beneath the surface, and it has more than once hap, ! <i tliv
after earthquakes some of the boiling fountains have increased or
diminished, in violence ami volume, or entirely ceased, or that new
ones have made their appearance.
The phenomena of the Geysers of Iceland have for a length of timo

arrested tin- attention o,f naturalists, and many explanations of them
have been given. No one has however so successfully investigated
the subject as Professor Bunsen, of Giessen. A summary of these

views, with experimental illustrations, were presented i

Institution by Professor Tyndall in June IS.'il!. After n -fen

the general eruptive phenomena of Iceland he described th<

Cieyser.
" We have here," he snys,

" a tube 10 feet wide and ,

deep; it expands at ita summit into a basin, which t'rori north to

south measures 52 feet across, and iu the perpendicular din
60 feet The interior of tho tube and basin is coated with a beautiful

smooth plaster, so hard as to resist the blows of a hammer. The
first question that presents itself is, how was this wonderful tube
constructed ? How was this perfect plaster laid on ! A
at the constitution of the geyser water will perhaps furnish ;1.

surmise. In 1000 parts of the water the following constituents are

found :

Silica

Carbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Sulphate of Soda .

Sulphate of Potash .

Sulphate of Magnesia .

Chloride of Sodium .

Sulphide of Sodium
Carbonic acid

0-1939

0-0083
0-1070

0-0478
0-0042

0-2521

0-0088

0-OJ57

" The lining of the tube is silica, evidently derived from the water;
and hence the conjecture may arise that the water deposited tho

substance against the sides of the tube ami basin. But tho water

deposits no sediment, even when cooled down to tho free/in:-

It may be bottled up and kept for years as clear as cry .-t.d, ami
without the slightest precipitate. A specimen brought from Icclund

and analysed iu this institution was found perfectly free from
incut Further, an attempt to answer the question in this way
would imply that we took it for granted that the shaft was made by
some foreign agency, and that the spring merely lined it. A painting of

the Geyser, the property of Sir Henry Holland- liiin-ell a:

witness of these wonderful phenomena was cxhibite 1. The

painting, from a sketch taken on the spot, might be relied on. Wo
find here that the basin rests on the summit of a mound; this mound
is about 40 feet iu height, and a glance at it is suflicient to shew that

it has been deposited by the geyser. But in building the mound the

spring must also have formed the tube which perforates the mound ;

and thus we learn that the geyser is the architect of its own till re.

If we place a quantity of the geyser water in an evaporating lu-iu

the following takes place : In the centre the fluid de|>sitn nothing,
but at the edges where it is drawn up the sides of the basin by capillary

attraction, and thus subjected to a quick evaporation, we I'm,!

deposited ; round the edge we find a ring of silica thus laid on. ,.n,l

not until the evaporation is continued for a considerable timo do wo
find the slightest turbidity in tho central portions of thu water.

This experiment is the microscopic represeiitaut, if the term be

permit t-d. of nature's operations iu Iceland. Imagine the case ! a

simple thermal spring whose waters trickle over its side down a

gentle incline : the water thus exposed evaporates speedily, and silie.i

is deposited. This deposit gradually elevates
'

> which (lie

water passes, until finally the latter has to chouse another course; tie

same takes place here, the ground becomes elevated by the deposit as

before, and thu spring has to go forward thus it is compelled t

travel round and round, discharging its silica and deepening the shaft

iu which it dwells, until finally, in the course of centuries, the simple

spring has produced that wonderful apparatus which has so long

puzzled and astonished both the traveller and the philosopher.
"Before an eruption the water fills both th tube and basin,

detonations arc heard at intervals, and after the detonation a violent

ebullition in the basin is observed; the column of water in the pipe

appears to be lifted up, thus forming a cuni* >!

of the basin and causing the water to lion . <T i- rim. |'i

nations are evidently due to the production of steam in the subter-

ranean depths, which, rising into the cooler water of the tub',

becomes condensed and produces explosions similar to those produce I

on a small scale when a flask of water U heated to boiling. Between
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the interval of two eruptions the temperature of the water in the
tube towards the centre and bottom gradually increases. Bunsen
succeeded in determining its temperature a few minutes before a greal

eruption took place; and these observations furnished to his clear

intellect the key of the entire enigma. A little below the centre the
water was within two degrees of its boiling point, that is, within two
degrees of the point at which water boils under a pressure equal to
that of an atmosphere, plus the pressure of the superincumbenl
column of water. The actual temperature at 30 feet above the
bottom was 122 centigrade, its boiling point here is 124. We have

just alluded to the detonations and the lifting of the geyser column
by the entrance of steam from beneath. These detonations and the

accompanying elevation of the column are, as before stated, heard and
observed at various intervals before an eruption. During these
intervals the temperature of the water is gradually rising. Let us see
what must take place when its temperature is near the boiling point.

Imagine the section of water at 30 feet above the bottom to be raised

six feet by the generation of a mass of vapour below. The
liquid spreads out in the basin, overflows its rim, and thus the
elevated section has six feet less of water pressure upon it

;
its boiling

point under this diminished pressure is 121 ; hence in its new
position its actual temperature (122) is a degree above the boiling
point. This excess is at once applied to the generation of steam :

the column is lifted higher, and its pressure further lessened ; more
(team is developed underneath

; and thug, after a few convulsive

efforts, the water is ejected with immense velocity, and we have the

geyser eruption in all its grandeur. By its contact with the atmo-

sphere the water is cooled, falls back into the basin, sinks into the
tube through which it gradually rises again, and finally fills the basin.
The detonations are heard at intervals, and ebullitions observed

; but
not until the temperature of the water in the tube has once more
nearly attained its boiling point is the lifting of the column able to

produce an eruption." In the regularly-formed tube the water nowhere quite attains the

boiling point. In the canals which feed the tube, the steam which
causes the detonation and lifting of the column must therefore be
formed. These canals are in fact nothing more than the irregular
continuation of the tube itself. The tube is therefore the sole and
sufficient cause of the eruptions. Its sufficiency was experimentally
shown during the lecture. A tube of galvanised iron six feet long
was surmounted by a basin

;
a fire was placed underneath and one

near its centre to imitate the lateral heating of the geyser tube. At
intervals of five or six minutes throughout the lecture eruptions took

place ;
the water was discharged into the atmosphere, fell back into

the basin, filled the tube, became heated again, and was discharged as

before.
"
Sir George Mackenzie, it is well known, was the first to introduce the

idea of a subterranean cavern to account for the phenomena of the

Geyser. His hypothesis met with general acceptance, and was even

adopted undoubtingly by some of those who accompanied Bunsen to

Iceland. It is unnecessary to introduce the solid objections which

might be urged against this hypothesis, for the tube being proved
sufficient, the hypothetical cavern disappears with the necessity which

gave it birth.
" From the central portions of the geyser tube downwards, the water

has stored up an amount of heat capable, when liberated, of exerting
an immense mechanical force. By an easy calculation it might be
shown that the heat thus stored up could generate, under ordinary

atmospheric pressure, a column of steam having a section equal to

that of the tube and a height of nearly 1300 yards. This enormous
force is brought into action by the lifting of the column and the

lessening of the pressure described above.
" A moment's reflection will suggest to us that there must be a limit

to the operations of the Geyser. When the tube has reached such an
altitude that the water in the depths below, owing to the increased

pressure, cannot attain its boiling point, the eruptions of necessity
cense. The spring however continues to deposit its silica and forms a
'

laug,' or cistern. Some of these in Iceland are of a depth of 30 or

40 feet. Their beauty is indescribable ; over the surface a light vapour
curls, in the depths the water is of the purest azure, and tints with
its own hue the fantastic incrustations on the cistern walls

;
while at

the bottom is observed the mouth of the once mighty Geyser. There
tuee in Iceland traces of vast, but now extinct, geyser operations.
Mounds are observed whose shafts are filled with rubbish, the water

having forced a way underneath and retired to other scenes of action.

We have in fact the Geyser in its youth, manhood, old age, and death,
here presented to us : in its youth as a simple thermal spring, in its

manhood as the eruptive spring, in its old age as the tranquil laug,
while its death is recorded by the ruined shaft and mound, which

testify the fact of its once active existence.
" Next to the Great Geyser the Strokkur is the most famous eruptive

spring of Iceland. The depth of its tube is 44 feet. It is not how-
ever cylindrical like that of the Geyser, but funnel-shaped. At the

mouth it is 8 feet in diameter, but it diminishes gradually, until near

the centre the diameter is only 10 inches. By casting stones and

peat into the tube and thus stopping it, eruptions can be forced which
in point of height often exceed those of the Great Geyser. Its action

WM illustrated experimentally in the lecture, by stopping the gal-
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vanised iron tube before alluded to loosely with a cork. After some
time the cork was forced up and the pent-up heat converting itself

suddenly into steam, the water was ejected to a considerable height
thus demonstrating that in this case the tube alone is the sufficient
cause of the phenomenon." (' Proceedings of Royal Institution.')
The results of the researches of Professor Bunsen on the Geyaers

of Iceland seem to throw great and unexpected light on the pheno-
mena of volcanoes. Sir Charles Lyell closes his account of Bunsen's
researches with the following remarks :

" In speculating therefore on the mechanism of an ordinary volcanic

eruption, we may suppose that large subterranean cavities exist at
the depth of some miles below the surface of the earth, in which
melted lava accumulates, and when water containing the usual
mixture of air penetrates into these, the steam thus generated may
press upon the lava and force it up the duct of a volcano, in the same
manner as a column of water is driven up the pipe of a Geyser. In
other cases we may suppose a continuous column of liquid lava,
mixed with red-hot water (for water may exist in that state, as Pro-
fessor Bunsen reminds us, under pressure), and this column may have
a temperature regularly increasing downwards. A disturbance of

equilibrium may first bring on an eruption near the surface, by the

expansion and conversion into gas of entangled water and other con-
stituents of what we call lava, so as to occasion a diminution of

pressure. More steam would then be liberated, carrying up with it

jets of melted rock, which being hurled up into the air may fall in
showers of ashes on the surrounding country, and at length, by the
arrival of lava and water more and more heated at the orifice of the
duct or the crater of the volcano, expansive power may be acquired
sufficient to expel a massive current of lava. After the eruption has
ceased a period of tranquillity succeeds, during which fresh accessions
of heat are communicated from below, and additional masses of rock
fused by degrees, while at the same time atmospheric or sea-water is

descending from the surface. At length the conditions required for a
new outburst are obtained, and another cycle of similar changes is

renewed." ('Principles of Geology,' p. 558.)

GIANT, a man of great or unnatural stature. In the following
article we shall mention those deviations from nature which sometimes
occur in the proportions of the human form, both as regards the arrest
or excess of development, and thus include the description of Dwarfs,
or men who are unnaturally small, and beneath the usual size, as well
as of Giants, who exceed the ordinary proportions of the human race.
In considering this subject we will first allude to the question,
whether the size of man generally was ever different from what it is

at the present time. Secondly, we will inquire if it is probable that
races or nations of giants or pygmies ever existed. Lastly, we will
state the ordinary proportions of the human frame, and enumerate
a few examples of men who have much exceeded or have fallen far

short of the common standard, and inquire whether these peculiarities
of stature can be accounted for in any satisfactory manner.

It is a very common opinion, that in the earlier ages of the world
men in general possessed superior physical properties, and were of a

greater size than they are at present ; and this notion of diminished
stature and strength seems to have been just as prevalent in ancient
times as at present. Pliny observes of the human height (vii. 16),
that " the whole race of mankind is daily becoming smaller

;

"
a most

alarming prospect if it had been true. Homer more than once makes
a very disparaging comparison between his own degenerate contempo-
raries and the heroes of the Trojan war. But all the facts and circum-
stances which can be brought forward on this subject tend to convince
us that the human form has not degenerated, and that men of the

present age are of the same stature as in the beginning of the world.
In the first place, though we read both in sacred and profane history
of giants, yet they were at the time when they lived esteemed as

wonders, and far above the ordinary proportions of mankind. All the
remains of the human body (as bones, and particularly the teeth),
which have been found unchanged in the most ancient urns and

burial-places, demonstrate this point clearly. The oldest coffin in the
world is that found in the great pyramid of Egypt, and Mr. Greaves
observes that this sarcophagus hardly exceeds the size of our ordinary
coffins, being scarcely six feet and a half long. From looking also at

the height of mummies which have been brought to this country, we
must conclude that the people who inhabited Egypt two or three

thousand years ago were not superior in size to the present inhabit-

ants of that country. Lastly, all the facts which we can collect from
ancient works of art, from armour, as helmets and breastplates, or

from buildings designed for the abode and accommodation of men,
concur in strengthening the proofs against any decay in nature. That
man has not degenerated in stature in consequence of the effects of

civilisation is clear
;
because the inhabitants of savage countries, as

the natives of America, Africa, Australia, or the South Sea Islands,
do not exceed us in size. It has been supposed that before the Deluge
men might have been of a larger form than they are at present, as

;hey are said to have lived to a much greater age ; but this is a mere

assumption, unsupported by any evidence whatever.

When investigating the subject,'whether any peculiar races of men
lave ever existed who have greatly varied iu size from the ordinary

proportions of our form, we need not allude to the fabulous stories of

.he giants and pygmies of antiquity, the former of whom are said to

3 T
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have made war against Jupiter, and the latter to have been not more
than a foot high, and to have carried on war against the cranes which
used to come and plunder them. Mention is made of giant* in several

place* in Scripture, before the Flood, in the sixth chapter of Genesis,
and more plainly after it (Numbers, xiii.) ; but, as Dr. Durham
observes, the ancients vary as to the signification of the Hebrew word

'nephilim' in Genesis. Some translate it by a word signifying
' violent men,' and think that instead of giants in stature, monsters of

rapine and wickedness were intended to be represented; and Dr.
Johnson says that the idea of a giant is always associated with some-

thing fierce, brutal, and wicked. With regard to the giants in

Numbers, who are more particularly mentioned, it is probable that
the fears of the spies magnified their dimensions. Races of giants are

also alluded to by the Greek and Roman historians. The Germans
are particularly noticed by Ctesar ('De BeL Gall.,' lib. L), and by
Tacitus (' De Morib. German.,' a 4), as being of large size. We have
no data for determining their exact stature, but there is no proof that
it exoeeded that of the tallest of the present German races, many of

whom, a* the inhabitants of Saxony and the Tyrol, are very large'
men. The notion of the existence of giants in former times, has in

many instances been founded on the discovery of the bones of different

large animals belonging to extinct species, which have been ascribed
to human subjects of immoderate stature. (See the story in Herodo-

tus, i. 68.) The bones of an elephant have even been figured and
described by Buffon as remains of human giants, in the supplement to

his classical work (torn. v.). The extravagance of such suppositions
has been completely exposed by the accuracy of modern investigation.

Descending to more modern times, the people who have excited the
most curiosity and given rise to the most conflicting statements are
the Patagonians. The first navigators by whom they were observed

represented them as being of colossal stature ; but though more recent
and accurate accounts describe them as being a very tall race of men,
yet the highest does not much exceed 7 feet Captain Wallis measured
several of them carefully, and found that the stature of the greater
part was from 5 feet 10 inches to 6 feet. The height of the Patago-
nians was also measured with great accuracy by the Spanish officers

in 1785 and 1786 : they found the common height to be from 64 to
7 feet, and the highest was 7 feet 1J inch-

It was once supposed that a nation of white dwarfs existed in the
interior of Madagascar, called Quimos or Kimos, with very long arms,
but the report is now believed to be perfectly fabulous, and the only
fact adduced in support of it was that the Count de Modave, the
governor of the French settlement at Fort Dauphin, purchased a
female slave of light colour, about 34 feet high, with long arms reaching
to her knees. Blumenbach thinks that this was merely a mal-formed
individual. From these and similar observations we may conclude
that there is no truth in the existence of giants or dwarfs, except in

peculiar individual instances ; at any rate, as Dr. Pritchard observes
(' History of Mankind '),

"
every variety of stature which has been

found to occur, as the general character of a whole race, is frequently
surpassed by individual examples among the inhabitants of the same
country."

There is no fixed law by which the human stature can invariably
be determined, though there U an average standard from which the
deviations either way are not very considerable. The human race
varies mostly in height from 44 feet to a little more than 6 feet,

though men are occasionally met with of a much greater stature.

Taking away the disposition to deal in the marvellous, we may pro-
bably assert that no man ever existed of the height of more than 8 or
9 feet. This may be supposed from what we see at present, and
from the deviations which occur in the ordinary course of nature in
animals. A skeleton was dug up some years ago on the site of a
Roman camp near St. Albans, beside an urn inscribed ' Marcus Anto-
ninus.' Mr. Chewlden, who ban described it in the '

Philosophical
Transactions' (No. 883), judged

that it was 8 feet in height Goliath,
Og (king of Bason), Maximinus the emperor, and others mentioned in
acred and profane history, were also probably very tall men, whose
height baa been magnified, but who were no bigger than some now
occasionally met with. There are many authentic instances of men
who have much exceeded the ordinary height, which have occurred
in oar own time* : one of the King of Prussia's gigantic guards, a
Swede, measured 84 feet ; and a yeoman of the Duke John Frederick,
at Brunswick-Hanover, waa of the same height (Haller,

' Element.
Phy.,' lib. xxx. sec. 1. Several Irishmen, measuring from 7 to 8 feet
and upwards, have been exhibited in this country; the most cele-

brated, whose skeleton in in the museum of the College of Surgeons
in London, was Charles Byrne, who went by the name of O'Brien : he
died at the age of 22, in 1783, and measured 8 feet 4 inches. The
skeleton it 8 feet in height Many examples of dwarfs might al*o be
mentioned, Buffon says that Bebe, the dwarf of Stanislaus, king of

Poland, was 23 inches (French) high, and well-proportioned : he died at
23. But of numerous other instances on record most seem to have been
rickctty and diseased individuals. Thus, in the skeleton in the museum
of the College of Surgeons, of Madlle. Crachami, the Sicilian .1wnrf, who
died at the age of 10 years, and which is only 20 inches in height, the
bones appear to have undergone hardly any change after birth. There
seems to have hem a complete arrest of development, the epiphyses
of the bones remaining unossified. One of the most perfect specimens

of a dwarf was the individual exhibited in London under the name of
General Tom Thumb, He was 28 inches in height, and bis head mid
limb* were remarkably well proportioned. Two dwarfs from S

America were exhibited in London in 1853, and called Aztecs. Th.ir
beads were small in proportion to their bodies. They exhibit-

deficiency of intellect indicated by the small development of tlu-ir

brains.

We may remark that the ordinary size of man is particularly well

adapted to his wants and uses
; and we generally observe that those

individuals who deviate greatly from the common statul.u.l, i-iilu-r

one way or the other, are neither well-proportioned nor healthy. The
head in giants is commonly too small for the rest of the body, ami in

dwarfs too large.
Both giant* and dwarfs have frequently offspring of similar stature

to their own, so that a race of men might possibly arise of extraordi-

nary xmallness or gigantic size. Of the propagation of giants we have
an experimental proof in a fact related by Dr. J. R. Forstcr (' Obser-
vations on a Voyage Round the World '). It is well known that the

king of Prussia had a corps of gigantic guards, consisting of the tallest

men who could be drawn together from all quarters. A regiment of
these huge men was stationed during fifty years at Potsdam. "A
great number of the present inhabitants of that place," says Forster,
" are of very high stature, which is more especially striking in the
numerous gigantic figures of women. This certainly is owing to the
connexions and intermarriages of those tall men with the females of
that town." Dr. Pritchard is of opinion that peculiarities of stature

may in some measure be owing to peculiarities of climate. In his
'

History of Mankind '

(vol. ii. ), he observes, that " there are many nations
of very considerable stature in South America. The Patagouiaus are
the most remarkable example, but nearly all the nations of this great
country, though distinct from each other in language, manners, and
descent, are taller and stouter than the average standard of the
human species. . . In Ireland men of uncommon stature are often

seen, and even a gigantic form and stature occur there much more

frequently than in this island : yet all the British Isles derived their

stock of inhabitant) from the same sources. We can hardly avoid
the conclusion that there must be some peculiarity iu Ireland which

gives rise to these phenomena." Again :

" The tall, lank, gaunt, and
otherwise remarkable figures of the Virginians and men of Carolina
are strikingly different from those of the short, plump, round-faced
farmers in England, who are of the same race." Lawrence (' Lectures
on Man') thinks that the source of the deviations from the ordinary
stature in man is entirely in the breed, and that they are quite
independent of external influences. In endeavouring to account for

the diversities of stature which occur we must make an observation
which is equally applicable to differences of colour, features, and
other particulars, in which individuals and particular races dill, i-

from each other, namely, that the law of resemblance between parents
and offspring which preserves species, and maintains uniformity in

the living part of creation, suffers occasional and rare exceptions ; but
that under certain circumstances an offspring is produced with new
properties different from those of the progenitors.
GIANTS' CAUSEWAY, a remarkable columnar basaltic forma-

tion on the northern coast of the county of Antrim, in Ireland,
situated about midway between the towns of Ballycastle and
Coleraine.

The trap district with which this formation is connected occupies
almost the whole of the county of Antrim, and a considerable portion
of the eastern part of Londonderry, comprehending an area of about
800 square miles on both sides of the valley of the Bann. The surface

rises gradually from the channel of this river till it attains a consi-

derable elevation on each side, when it breaks down iu precipitous

escarpments, sloping abruptly to the primitive district of London-

derry on the west, and overhanging the coast on the east and north
in a series of striking elevations commencing near Belfast, and termi-

nating west of the embouchure of the Bann. Throughout this area
the basalt is found capping all the eminences, and constituting the

general super-stratum in beds of an average thickness of about 500
feet Beneath the basalt occurs a series of secondary formations

peculiar
to this area, which has led to the supposition that they may

nave been elsewhere removed by some denuding force, "to whirl,,
in this quarter alone, an effectual resistance was opposed by the
firm and massive super-stratum of basalt which covered and pro-
tected them." (Rev. W. Conybeare, in 'Trans. Geological Soc.,'
vol. iii. p. 127.)

These formations, which are similar to those underlaid by the
coal-measures of the south and east of England, consist, in descending
order, of thick beds of indurated chalk, the white limestone of

Antrim, succeeded (unless where the series is broken, as it frequently
is, by the superior stratum extending beyond the outgoings of the

inferior, as at Fair-head, where the basalt rests immediately upon the

coal-measures), by mulatto or green sandstone reposing on blue

argillaceous limestone, which again rests on the red-sandstone of the

coal-formation, which appears to underlie the greater part of the
basaltic tract

The mass of basalt is considerably thicker towards the northern

extremity of the area, and it U here chiefly that the series of columnar
formations occur. There are three distinct beds of such formations,
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the uppermost of which is perhaps traceable in the cliffs of the Cave-
Hill over Belfast, and is distinctly observable at Fairhead, on the
north-eastern extremity of the coast, where the mural precipice of

greenstone is articulated into columns of enormous dimensions but
rude structure, some of them measuring 250 feet in length by 6 feet

on the side. The same formation appears occasionally to recur

along the verge of the precipice which trends westward hence to

Dunaeverick, at a short distance from which the two lower beds

emerge from the sea, and, rising along the escarpment of the rock,
form colonnades of the most striking appearance for a distance of

nearly three miles, when the upper one is lost in the surrounding
masses of basalt, while the lower stratum sinks again under water,
its denuded extremity forming that particular group of columns
known as the Giants' Causeway.
A section of the cliff at Bengore-Head, immediately adjoining the

Causeway, gives the following arrangement :

Feet.

1. Basalt, rudely columnar 60
2. Red Ochre, or Bole 9
3. Basalt, irregularly prismatic 60
4. Columnar Basalt 7
5. Intermediate, between Bole and Basalt 8

6. Coarsely Columnar Basalt 10
7. Columnar Basalt, the upper range of pillars at Bengore-Head 54
8. Irregular Prismatic Basalt. In this bed the wacke and wood

coal of Port Noffer are situated 54
9. Columnar Basalt, the stratum which forms the Causeway by

its intersection with the plane of the sea . . . .44
10. Bole, or Red Ochre 22

11, 12, 13. Tabular Basalt, divided by seams of Bole . . .80
14, 15, 16. Tabular Basalt, occasionally containing Zeolite . . 80

488

It is observable that the dimensions of the columns dimmish and
the perfection of their structure increases as the strata descend. Thus
the most perfect arrangement is found in the lowest stratum, of

which arrangement the Causeway affords the most perfect specimen.
The upper part of the stratum being here denuded for a distance of

about 300 yards, exhibits an irregular pavement formed of the tops
of polygonal columns, so closely arranged that the blade of a knife

can with difficulty be inserted in the interstices. The columns are

chiefly hexagonal, but polygons of five, seven, and eight sides are of

frequent occurrence
; and there is one instance of a triangular prism.

These columns are divided into joints of unequal length ;
each joint

is formed by the adjacent extremities being relatively convex and

concave, an arrangement which is further secured by the overlapping
of the external angles. These convexities and concavities are seg-
ments of spheres, the base of each of which occupies a circle inscribed

in the polygon of the pillar ;
the intervals intercepted between the

peripheries of these circles and the sides of the polygon are all in the

plane perpendicular to the axis of the column. The stone is the

most compact and homogeneous variety of basalt, and is more or less

sonorous when struck with a hard substance. The entire mass of

these columns, of which about thirty feet are exposed above the

surrounding shingle at the highest point of their denudation, bears

a strong resemblance to an artificial mole projecting from the base of

the cliff into the sea.

It is probable that the columnar beds of which the exposed edges

present these remarkable appearances along the coast underlie the

cupping of tabular basalt to a considerable distance inland, as columnar
facades break out on the seaward slope of the entire line of elevations

extending from Ballycastle to Bushmills, and indications of a columnar

tendency have been observed in beds of tabular basalt as far inland as

fikn Rovel, near Cushindall, and at the Cave-Hill, near Belfast. Along
the coast at Ushethaven, Roanscarave, and Thivigh, are several

smaller causeways nearly as perfect as the one described. The colum-

nar strata of the islands of Rathlin and Staffa indicate the extent of

the same formation northward and eastward.

The vicinity of the Giants' Causeway affords numerous appearances

confirmatory of the opinion that the basalt when superinduced over

the secondary strata was in a state of fusion from heat : such are

the conversion of old red-sandstone into horustone, the conversion of

clay -slate into flinty-slate, the conversion of coal into cinders, and in

numerous instances the conversion of chalk into granular marble, all

arising from the contact of trap dykes with the altered strata. At

Kenbaan, near Ballintoy, the basalt is found inclosing detached masses

of chalk, as well interspersed through trap dykes as in the mass of

the formation. Similar instances occur near the Cave-Hill.

Although this is the most important trap district in Ireland, yet
basaltic formations are not altogether peculiar to it, columnar facades

having been observed in the county of Limerick. [BASALT.]

(Philotopkical Traruactiow ; Traneactions of the Geological Society,

vol. iii. ; Guide to the Giantj (JavMway, Dublin.)
GIBBON. [HTLOBATES.]
GIBBSITE, a Mineral consisting of a hydrate of alumina. It

occurs in small stalactitic shapes, or marntnillary, and iucrusting.
The colour is grayish or greenish-white. The surface is smooth but

nearly dull. Structure sometimes nearly fibrous. Its hardness is 3

to 3-5. Specific gravity 2'3 to 2'4. It occurs in a bed of iron ore at

Richmond in the United States of America. This mineral results

from the decomposition of felspar, and consists of little else besides
water and alumina.

GIESECKITE, a form of Elceolite from Greenland. [EL.sor.iTE.]

GIGANTHOLITE, a Mineral which occurs crystallised in six- and
twelve-sided prisms. Its cleavage is parallel to the six sides of the

prism. Colour greenish to dark steel-gray. Lustre between vitreous

and waxy. Hardness about 3'5. Specific gravity 2-862 to 2'878. It

is found near Temmela in Finland. The following is its analysis by
Wachtmeister :

Silica ....
Alumina
Peroxide of Iron

Magnesia
Protoxide of Manganese
Potash .

Soda ....
Fluorine, a trace

Water with Ammonia

46-27
25-10

15-60

3-80

0-89

2-70

1-20

6-00
. 101-56

GILBERTITE, a Mineral occurring in plates lying irregularly

together. Its colour is white with a shade of yellow. Hardness 275.
Lustre silky. Translucent. Specific gravity 2'648. It is found near

St. Austell, Cornwall. The following is its analysis by Lehunt :

Silica

Alumina
Lime .

Magnesia
Protoxide of Iron

Water .

45-155

40-110

4-170
1.900

2-430

4-250

-98-015

GILBERTSOCRINUS, a genus of fossil EcUnida, from the Moun-
tain Limestone. (Phillips.)
GILL-COVERS. [FisH.]
GILLENIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Rosacea, and the sub-order Spirew. It has a tubularly campanulate
5-cleft calyx, 5 linear lanceolate petals, 10-20 stamens, very short,
inclosed in the tube, 5 carpels almost united into a five-celled capsule,
and 2 seeds in each cell. There are only two species of this

genus.
0. trifoliaia has several stems from the same root, a foot or two in

height, alternate trifoliate leaves, the flowers, which are few in

number, forming a sort of panicle. The calyx sub-campanulate, or

tubular, with the lower half narrowest, the border divided into 5

reflexed acute teeth. Petals 5, the two upper ones separated from the
three lower ones, white with a reddish tinge on the edge, lanceolate,

unguiculate, contracted, and approximated at the base. The stamens
about 20, in a double series within the calyx. Capsules 5, diverging,

oblong, acuminate, 2-valved, 1- or 2-seeded. It is a native of North
America in shady places, from Florida to Canada. The root is

emetic, and possesses properties similar to those of ipecacuanha. It

must however be administered in larger doses, and is not so certain

in its effects. Some authors attribute a tonic power to this plant
when taken in small doses.

0. stipulated is distinguished by its foliaceous ovate deeply-cut

stipules. It grows in humid woods and damp places from Tennessee

to Kentucky, in North America. The medicinal properties of this

species are the same as those of 0. trifoliata.

The species of GUlenia are elegant and hardy plants, and are

therefore worthy of cultivation. They grow best in a peat soil,

and may be readily propagated by dividing at the roots early in

the spring.

(Don, Dichlamydeous Plant! ; Lindley, Flora, Sfedica.)

GILLIESIA'CE^E, Gillexiadt, a very singular natural order of

Endogens, with the habit of the Scilleous division of Liliaceas, but

with extremely remarkable flowers. In the first place there are

several bracts at the base of each flower, resembling a calyx, and in

reality constituting an involucre ;
and secondly the calyx is either an

urceolate 6-toothed body, or a single lobe resembling a labellum.

Of the two known genera, Gillesia and Miersia, one has six perfect

stamens, the other has only three perfect and the remainder sterile

and nearly obliterated. They are natives of Chili. ('Botanical

Register,' folio 992.)
GILLS. [FiSH.]

GILLYFLOWERS, the common name of the Garden Stock, Mat-
thiola incana. [MATTHIOLA.]
GILT-HEAD. [CHRYSOPHRYS; CBENILABHUB.]
GINGER. [ZlNGIBEH.]
GINSENG, a root found in China, to which extraordinary pro-

perties have been ascribed : it is not only considered a universal

remedy for all maladies, but is spoken of in the highest terms as a

specific in particular circumstances. Volumes have been written in

Chinese upon the supposed virtues of this root. It is affirmed that it

wards off fatigue, invigorates the enfeebled frame, restores the

exhausted animal powers, makes old people young, and BO on. Tha
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thU root, which we
nrncanihlr part* of

d by danger* suffi-

>tamU believe the

weight in gold has been given by the Chines
are told grows only in the most remote i

Chinese Tartary, where iU collection U at

cient to appal the stoutest man. Neverthel

Ginseng to be nothing more than a plant call

aUo found in North America, where no such qualities as those spoken
of by the Chinese are recognised.
GIRAFFA (Camelopard of Pennant and authors), a genus of Rumi-

nants, with persistent horns common to both sexes, comprising the

tallest of the known quadrupeds. Dr. J. E. Gray makes this genus
the type of the tribe tiiraffina. Horns covered with a hairy skin,

with a tuft of hair at the tip. He gives the following synonyms :

Camelopardina, Gray,
' Ann. Phil.' 1825 ;

' Cat Mamm. R M.' xxvi

Camelopardalu, Cuv. ' Tab. Elem.' 1798.

Giraffida, Gray,
' L. M. Rep.' xv. 807, 1821 ; H. Smith, Griffith,

1 A. K.' v. ; J. Brookes,
' Cat Mus.' 63, 1828.

Derexa, Uliger,
' Prod.' 104, 1811.

Ptenieornio, b, Latr.
' Fam. Nat' 1821.

Caaulopardalidte, Selys Longchamps, 1842.

Elaphiens, part,
' Pomet' L c. 184.

Xuminalia tlereoceria, part, 'Rafin. Anal. Nat* 56, 1815.

Ruminant la B. Pyynocerate, part, Bronn,
' Index Palaeont' ii. 709.

Cameli, ft Wagler,
' N. Syst Amph.' 431, 1830.

Cernda, part, Ogilby, 'P. Z. S.' 184, 1836.

ferrteormo, , Sundevall,
'

Pecora,' 62.

I'nguligrada, part, Sundevall,
'

Pecora,' 52.

Oaicornia, RUppell, 'Verz. Senck. SammL' 183, 1845.

Camelopardalina, Sundevall,
'

Pecora,' 52.

Comelopardinea, Lesson,
' N. Tab. R. A.' 168, 1842.

Les Girafes, F. Cuvier,
' D. Sci. Nat' lix. 513.

Giraffa has the following characters : Lip not grooved, entirely
covered with hair, much produced before the nostril ; tongue very
extensile

;
neck very long ; body short ; hinder legs short ; false

hoof none
; tail elongate, with a tuft of thick hair at the end.

G. Camelopardalit, the Giraffe or Camel-Leopard, is the only species.
It U the Cerfut Camelopardalit, Linn. ; C. Capentit, Geoff, Ogilby ;

Camelopardalit Gira/a, a, Sundevall; Giraffa Camelopardalit,'Briaaou;
Camelopardalit Girafa, Gmelin.
There is a pale variety, which has the following synonyms :

Camelopardalit Girafa, ft. JEthiopica, Sundevall; Camelopardalit
Sennaarentu, Geoff. ; Camelopardalit sEthiopictis, Ogilby ; Camelo-

pardalit, Plin.
; Camelo-pardalut, Jonst ; Camelut Indicia, Joust. ;

Gyraffe, Belon; Tragut Giraffa, Klein; Camelopard, Penn.
; Kamel

paani, Vosmaer ; Giraffe Thevet, Buffon, Levaill., Shaw, Lichtenst. ;

Giraffe, or Cameleopard, Harris.

The structure and history of this extraordinary animal have a high
interest for the naturalist We shall first speak of the anatomy of
its bones.

The skeleton of a Giraffe arrests the attention of the observer at
once : the head lifted on high upon the extremely elongated neck,
the high withers, and the slender length of limb, taken together, con-
trast strangely with the bony fabrics of the other quadrupeds. A
man who looks up at such a skeleton for the first time, and without

previous knowledge of its structure, must be struck at finding that
the towering neck consists of exactly the same number of bones that
form his own. The skull is light and thin. The horns are considered

by Dr. Ruppell (who during his travels in Northern Africa obtained
in Nubia and Kordofan three specimens, two males and one female)
as constituting the principal generic character, they being formed by
distinct bones, united to the frontal and parietal bones by a very
obvious suture, and exhibiting throughout the same structure as the
other bones. In both sexes, he observes, one of these abnormal bones
is situated on each branch of the coronal suture, and the male possesses
an additional one, placed more anteriorly, and occupying the middle
of the frontal suture. The existence of this third appendage is con-
sidered to furnish a complete refutation of Camper's theory with regard
to the unicorn, namely, that such an occurrence is contrary to nature,
and to prove at least the possibility of the existence of such an animal.
This appendage is conspicuous in the plate containing the crania

(' Atlas zu der Reise im Nordlichen Afrika,' von Eduard RUppell ;

pL 9, fig. a, a) ; and, as it ii there represented, rises abruptly from
the <M frontis with all the appearance of a third horn. Cuvier, in his
last edition of the '

Regne Animal
'

(1829), follows Dr. RUppell ; and,
speaking of the horns, says their bony core (noyau osseux) is articu-

lated in youth by a suture on the frontal bone. In the middle of the
chanfrein is a tubercle, or a third horn, larger and much shorter, but
equally articulated by suture.

The well-known accuracy of Dr. RUppell demand* every degree of

respect ;
and if the figure alluded to be a correct representation of

the ordinary state of the adult Nubian male Giraffe, and not an acci-

dental deformity, the third born would form a good ground for specific
distinction. There are skulls of the Cape Giraffe, both male and
female, in the museum of the College of Surgeons, and that of the

male, which is an adult with the persistent teeth, has no such horn ;

but there is a considerable gradually-rising protuberance, which is

more strongly develop.*! than the same part in the female cranium.
In all the crania wbi'-'i wr hnvr awn, and in all the living specimens,

es possess this protuberance as well as the males, though
high a degree of development ;

and the true horns, at leas*

the females
not in so hi

the bony cores, are much larger in the male than in the female.

may be said that the living and dead specimens which were at first

received from North Africa were
comparatively young, though some

of them were not so very young. In the giraffes in the Garden of the

Zoological Society at the Regent's Park the protuberance will be seen,

though that of the female U not quite so highly marked perhaps as

those of the males. In a paper read before the Zoological Society of

London, Professor Owen has shown that this middle protuberance

arising from the head is not a true horn articulated by a suture, but

merely a thickening of the os frontis. ThU position Professor Owen
is enabled to lay down from the section of the skull of a male

(Northern) Giraffe, and from the examination of various crania of

both Nubian and Cape (male and female) old and young giraffes.

There appears to be no evidence to lead to the conclusion that there

is anything at any time in this part of the structure naturally that

Skull of the male Giraffe, from KUppcIl's figure.

can be considered more than a mere frontal protuberance occasioned

by the thickening of the bone a protuberance which will not sepa-
rate upon maceration as the two horns will, in the young animal at

least The lightness of the cranium is owing in great measure to the

sinuses, which are minutely described by Professor Owen in his paper ;

these run along the whole upper part of the cranium, and the occiput
is raised by their extension. He shows that a principal object of

these sinuses is to increase the surface of the attachment of the liga-

ment supporting the head, and draws attention to the remarkable
vertical extension of the condyleg of the occiput a structure which
enables the animal to tilt its head back, and gracefully and easily to

raise it till it is on a line with the neck. The reader will find the
section of the head above alluded to in the museum of the Royal
College of Surgeons. In the same museum he will find entire crania

of the Cape Giraffe (male and female), with other detached bony parts ,

and a perfect skeleton of the Nubian Giraffe, though it is that of a

comparatively young animal The position and appearance of the

elastic cartilages on the posterior edges of the scapulsc are here exhi-

bited, a beautiful provision for the easy springy carriage of the body,
which is principally suspended from the muscles there attached, and

slung as it were between these points and the sternal and lumbar

regions. In the British Museum and the museums of the Geological

Society and College of Surgeons, London, are specimens of the skele-

tons of this animal.

Professor Owen found the lignmentum nuchtc immense, consisting
of two bilateral moieties

;
it commences at the sacrum, gains fresh

accessions from each dorsal vetebra, the spines of which are remark-

ably elongated for that purpose, is inserted into all the cervical

vertebrae, with the exception of the atlas, and attached to the extended
surfaces of the occipital region of the skull produced by the organisa-
tion above alluded to. Before we proceed to notice the softer parts
we must refer to the dentition, which offers the same formula as that

characteristic of the deer, goat, antelope, sheep, and ox, namely,

T .0 , 66
Incisors, ; canines, ; molars,

8 6 6
= 32.

In the ' Nova Acta Physico-medica Academie Caesarem Leopolilino-
Carolimc Natura! CurioHorurn,' torn, xii., part 1, is a paper by 1 )r.

U'Alton on the teeth of the Giraffe, written, it would seem, princi-

pally with a view to correct the notion apparently entertained by I >r.

Bojanus in a preceding paper in the same part, not only that the

dentition of the Merycotherium has certain points indicatory of that

animal being intermediate between the camels and the sheep,
" camel-

iiiiini inter etovillum genus," but that it might possibly be the Giraffe.

Dr. D 1

Alton figures the teeth of the latter, and shows, by a compari-
son with those of the Merycotherium, their discrepancy both in size

and structure from those of the fossil animal.

The tongue of the Giraffe requires particular notice. Sir Everard
Home remarks, that besides being the organ of taste, it has many
properties of the proboscis of the elephant, one being an elongation
of the organ of smell, the other of taste. The proboscis is incapable
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of elongation, he observes, beyond one inch in extent, in consequence ]

destined to retract it. Professor Owen, in a note to his edition of
;s cartilaginous tubes; while the tongue may be extended to 'Hunter's Animal (Economy* (8vo , London 1837) says "A moat

li inches after death, and can in the living body lie so diminished in
' 1 - :*~ 1 J *-"-the living body

size as to be inclosed within the animal's mouth.
beautiful and forcible example of the use of tendon iu limiting the
length of a muscle to the extent of motion required to be produced

ism, he remarks, must exist by which this elongation :
in the part to be moved, occurs in the sterno-thyroidei of the Giraffe

y be performed, as in the tongue of the rein-deer
;
but he states ! Had these muscles been continued fleshy as usual from their origin

'

that a post-mortein examination would be necessary to decide this.
,
through the whole length of the neck to their insertion it is obvious

i the organ as being very smooth
; that is, it is smooth when that a great proportion of the muscular fibres would have been

the papilla; are not raised, as they can be at pleasure, but rougher useless, because such a condition of the muscle would have been
nthey are, and slightly adhesive; it is spotted, but the spots are ! equal to have drawn down the larynx and os hyoides more

not raised, and there is a
black rete mucosum, to pre-
vent, as he thinks, the sur-

face from being blistered by
the exposure to the sun.
"In the absence of an op-

portunity," continues Sir

Everard, "of examining the
internal structure of the
Xariffa's tongue after death,
I was led to the opinion
that the change of size is

effected by the organ con-

taining a reservoir, out of
the course of the circulation,
which can be filled with
blood at the will of the

animal, so as to give it

rigidity, and enable it to

extend itself for the per-
formance of the different

actions in which it is em-

ployed with the smallest

possible degree of muscular
exertion. It occurred to
me at the same time, that

whatever construction may
be the means by which the
Xariffa's tongue is able to

apply itself to such various

purposes, whether that

which appeared to me pro-

bable, or any other, some-

thing similar would be met
with in other animals, par-

ticularly in the tongue of
the deer, which, after death,

readily admits of being
drawn out to the extent of

8 inches, although when
immersed in rectified spirits
it contracts to 5 inches.

For the purpose of such

an examination, a deer's

tongue, recently after the

animal's death, was injected
with minute red injection,
so as to distend the arteries

and show the course of the

circulation in them to the

greatest advantage. This

tongue was afterwards di-

rided longitudinally in a

perpendicular direction, also

in a horizontal one, to show
the muscles of which it

is composed, as well as the

other parts that it con-

tained." From this examination, the structure of the tongue
of quadrupeds in general is described by Sir Everard as being

longitudinally divided into two equal portions by a middle line ;

the muscular structure occupies the whole of the interior sub-

f\tance, receiving a large supply of nerves and bloodvessels from a

lateral nerve and artery that pass along the outer edge ; these are

imbedded in a very loose cellular tissue, the texture of which admits

of the bloodvessels being distended to a very great degree, so as to

enlarge the volume of the tongue ;
and beyond this tissue, surround-

ing and forming a case for the whole of the upper and lateral part of

the organ, is a strong very elastic covering of some thickness, which

yields when the muscles and the trunks of the arteries are distended

with blood, so as to give both extent and rigidity to the organ, and
admit of the different actions in which it is employed. Sir Everard

then adds, that there can be no doubt of the structure of the Xariffa's

tongue being the same ;
its actions depending upon the combined

powers of muscular contraction and elasticity ;
its increase and dimi-

nution of size arising from the bloodvessels being at one time loaded

with blood and at another empty.
The chief modification in the muscles of the tongue in in those

Skeleton of Giraffe
;
the curved outline from the posterior edge of the scapula shows the

position of the clastic cartilage above alluded to.

than one-third of the ex-
tent of the neck, which is

neither required nor per-
mitted by the mechanical
attachments of the parts.
The sterno-thyroidei there-

fore proceed from the head
of the sternum blended

together in one fleshy fasci-

culus for about 9 inches,
and end in a tendon which
is continued for 6 inches;
this then divides, and the
muscles proceed again
fleshy for about 16 inches,
when a second tendon in-

tervenes in each between
the preceding and the next

fleshy portion, which is

finally inserted into the

thyroid cartilage, and by a
continued fascia into the os

hyoides : thus the quantity
of contractile fibre is propor-
tioned to the required extent
of motion by intervening
tendons

; the steruo-hyoidei
being wanting, or their

place supplied by the sterno-

thyroidei, as in some other
ruminants. The analogue
of the omo-hyoideus is in
the same animal adjusted to
its office by a different and
more simple modification;
its origin is removed from
the shoulder-blade to the
nearest point (the third
cervical vertebra), from
which it could act with the

requisite force and extent

upon the os hyoides."
Sir Everard Home fancied

that the Giraffe on which
he made his observations,
the individual belonging to

George IV., preferred lick-

ing the hand of a lady to
that of a man. Mr. Davis,
who saw a great deal of the

animal, never observed this.

It may be easily believed

that the animal distin-

guished the fair hand
from which it received

gifts and attention
;

but

certainly the giraffes in the

Zoological Garden at the

Regent's Park exhibit no such preference. They appear to use their

tongues generally as organs of examination, and the power of

prehension is so great that we have seen the tongue, when extended

to the utmost, grasp an ordinary lump of sugar, of which the animals

seem very fond, and convey it into the mouth. We have also observed

the giraffes retrovert the tongue for the purpose of cleaning the

nostrils, an office which its flexibility enables it to perform in the most

perfect manner. The utility of such a power of prehension and
extension to an animal whose principal food consists of the leaves

and slender twigs of trees is manifest. Mr. Davis says that the tongue
can be so tapered as to enter the ring of a very small key.

With regard to the stomach and digestive organs generally, the

Giraffe, it is true, wants the receptacle for water which the camel and

dromedary possess. There are no water-cells belonging to the rumen
as there are in Camelidce ; and this part of the structure is, as

Professor Owen points out, fashioned according to the horned rumi-

nant type. But he also shows that the reticulum is not, as stated by
Sir Everard Home,

" destitute of the cellular structure met with in

other ruminants," but that it has cells, though very shallow ones, as

in the rein-deer. Professor Owen further states that the coils of the
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colon in the Giraffe are spiral, as they are in the deer and in the

antelope* ;
and that like them it has a simple caecum, which it 2 feet

2 inches in length. The first giraffe (female) disnected by Professor

Owen had a double gall-bladder, each bladder of the usual size : this

i* piMarred in spirit in the museum of the College. The other two

giraffe* (males) wen without a trace of gall-bladder. He believes

therefore that absence of the gall-bladder, as in the deer (the antelopes
hare it), U the ruV-.

Head of Giraffe (Nubian) with the tongue elongated.

Head of Giraffe (profile), showing the frontal protuberance and the mane.
(Nubian.)

The kidneys in the giraffes examined by Professor Owen were
not lobulated as in the oz, but simple, as in the deer and antelopes.

Professor Owen found the male organs to agree with the horned
ruminant type ;

that is, the prostate is divided, not single as iu tin-

camel There is a peculiarity in the termination of the urethra
; for

it is continued as a membranous canal one inch and a half beyond
the extremity of the glans, adhering to the prepuce. The female

organs differ also from those of the camels, and agree with those of
the true ruminants, exhibiting processes for the cotyledons in the
interior of the cornua,

These are the principal observations made by Professor Owen in

lis interesting paper, but he also notices one beautiful provision in

the structure of the animal which we must not omit The nostrils

of the Giraffe are provided
with cutaneous sphincter muscles, and

can be shut at will like the eyes. Professor Owen supposes that the

object of this mechanism is to keep out the sand when the storms of

the desert arise.

Every one must be struck with the beautiful large eye of the

Giraffe; and it will be found upon further examination that it is

so placed that the animal can see much of what is pasting on
all sides, even behind it, without turning the head. Thus it U
approached with the greatest difficulty ;

and if surprised, or run

down, it can direct the rapid storm of kicks by which it defends

itaelf in the most accurate manner. We need hardly add that the

horny hoofs are divided, and that the two small lateral toes generally
seen in the true ruminants are wanting.
We now proceed to speak of the history and arrangement of the

Giraffe : In Deut, xiv., where there is an enumeration of meats,
clean and unclean, we find (verse 5), among the beasts which the

Israelites are permitted to eat,
" the hart, and the roebuck, and the

fallow deer, and the wild goat, and the pygarg, and the wild ox, and
the chamois." So it stands, or with very slight variation, in the more
modern English translations. In the black-letter Bible "imprinted
at London by Robert Barker, printer to the king's most excellent

majestie (1615)," we find the same verse thus written: "The hart,

and the roebucke, and the bugle, and the wilde goate, and the

unicorne, and the wild oxe, and the chamois." In the '

Physic*
Sacra,' the verse is thus given in Latin : "Cervum, Capream, Ibicem,

(o) Hircocervum,
'

(6) Unicornem, Urum et Tarantlum ;

' " and a note

adds,
"
(a) Alii legunt Bubalum aut Bovem Sylvestrem, (6) Tragehv

phum." Opposite to this stands the following version of the same :

" Cervum et Capream, Bubalum, Tragelaphum, Pygargum, Otygem,
Camclopardalum." These are the Tigurine and Vulgate versions.

The original word, it appears, is 101, Zemer, and Scheuchzer observes

that Hieronymus, many interpreters,
and many versions render the

word by Camelojiardalu, which is the Zurapha, Zerafet, and Ziirafet

(plur. Zcrafi and Zeraif), of the Arabians; Sumapa, Ziiruapo, Zurnepa,
of the Turks

;
an interpretation which renders the Arabians and

Jews doubtful whether the flesh, which is said to be hard and
difficult of digestion, be permitted by the law. Bochart rejects the
term Camtlopardalit, because that animal is not an inhabitant of
either Arabia or Palestine, but of Nubia and Ethiopia, and therefore

was long unknown to Europeans. Schcuchzer adds that Aristotle

says nothing about the Cainelopard or Cameleopard "de e.1 nil

prorsus habet Aristoteles" and that the first of the Greeks who
described it was Agatharchides, who lived in the time of the sixth

Ptolemy (Philometor). This animal, he continues, was not seen at
Rome before the time of Caesar :

" Unde iuferre licet, non ignotam
fuisae duntaxat Mosis tempore, sed et Alexaudri, qui Mose posterior
est minis 1200." Wherefore the commentator has recourse to the
tVivine or Caprine genus, and selects the Rupicapra (Chamois),
observing that 'our two versions' read Tarantlum (the rein-deer,

which, he says, in Meuiuzk. Lex. has the cognomen of Siirnapa and
liiruffu). In Scheuchzer's plate (ccxxix.) of the clean and unclean
animals (Levit., xi 2), the Giraffe does not appear, but at pi.

cccxli. (Deut, xiv. 5), he figures a CameleopardtUii and Tarandta
' Cameel-Pardel

'

and '

Hennthier,' the former with sharp antelope-
like horns, and the latter with a spotted skin and somewhat extra-

ordinary antlers. With the exception of the head and horns, that

part of the Camelopard which appears the hind-quarters are hidden

by the other figure is not bad. Both figures appear to be copies
from Jonston, who seems to have copied one of his Camelopards
from Geaner. Schcuchzer introduces the body and head of a <

lopard with the same antelope-like boms, but rather more cun. i m
the background of pi. xxxii. (Gen. iii. 21). The commentator
in the ' Pictorial Bible,' where a good cut of the Giraffe is given, says,
with reference to the word 'chamois,' "The Arabic version uiulrr-

stood that the Giraffe was meant here, which is very likely to have
been the case

;
for the Chamois is not met so far to the southward as

Egypt and Palestine. The Giraffe or Cameleopard (Camclopardalit
dhraffa) is a singular as well as beautiful creature found in the central

parti of Africa. The Jews had probably many opportunity
becoming acquainted with the animal while in Egypt, as had also the

Seventy, who resided there, and who indicate it in their translation

of the Hebrew name."
Bclzoni notices the Camelopard on the walls of the sekos of the

Memnonium, and on the back of the temple of Ermenta. In Gau's
' Nubien '

(pi. 16) is the representation of a rvlief, for the general
character of which we refer to the work itself, and to the interesting
account published in the '

Library of Entertaining Knowledge :

British Museum Egyptian Antiquities,' vol. i. In the procession
appears, among other animal*, a well-executed figure of a Giraffe led

by a man dressed in skins. The author of the useful and amusing
book hut quoted supposes the relief to represent the booty obtained
after a victory.

KoHellini, in his great work on Egypt, gives the coloured engraving
of a Pompa, wherein a Giraffe (' M.C.,' No. xxii., fig. 2), the spots on
which arc very close, is depicted as led by two men, who hold cords
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tied to the fore legs below what is called, in common parlance, the
knee. A green monkey with a red face, &c., and a long tail, is

climbing up the Giraffe's neck. The subligacula of the leaders, who
appear to be Nubians (?), are different

; those of the one are spotted
like a leopard-skin, and thia man has a dark blue close cap on his

head
;
those of the other show a sort of reticulated pattern, and he

wears a close cap with a light ground and light blue spots. And here
it is worthy of note that we find in the enumeration of the rare

animals exhibited in the Pompa of Ptolemy Philadelphus at Alex-

andria, described in so lively a manner by one of the Deipnoaophists
(Athenaius, lib. v. c. 8, s. 32), one camelopard KaMTjAoiropSoAis /nia.

Whether the Itrrdfoios (Hippardius Horse-Pard) of Aristotle (lib. iL,

c. 1) be the Giraffe appears to be doubtful, and the prevailing opinion
seems to be that he meant by the word some species of Deer. The
passage which mentions the fmre'Aaifwj (Hippelaphus Horse-Stag or

Horse-Deer)* states that both these animals have cloven feet and the
head armed with horns, but that the female of the Hippelaphus has
no horns ; thereby intimating that the female of the Hippardius had.
This however would be equally applicable to the rein-deer.

The celebrated Praenestine pavement, said to have been made by
the direction of Sylla, who had held the office of quaestor in Numidia,
represents the Giraffe both grazing and browzing, and it seems to be
a good opinion that the artists employed to work in mosaic even in

Italy and Spain were Egyptian Greeks. Still the animal itself does
not appear to have been seen in Italy before the time of Julius

Caesar, who exhibited it among other animals in the Circensian

games.t
In his description Pliny appears to have taken the darker parts of

the skin of the animal as forming the ground colour, and relieved by
the lighter tint. This ia probably the same animal as that mentioned

by Varro, who alludes to a Camelopardalix, as having been lately

brought from Alexandria, in figure like a camel and spotted like a

panther. The Giraffe afterwards became a not unfrequent and con-

spicuous part of the Roman shows. Thus the third Gordian had ten
at one time. We trace the animal in the writings of Artemidorus,
Strabo, Oppian, Heliodorus, and others, till the great blank of
literature intervenes.

After the revival of letters, we find in Belon a good description

upon the whole, and a very tolerable figure. In the small 4to.

entitled 'Portraits d'Oyseaux, Animaux, Serpens, Arbres, Hommea
et Femmes d'Arable et Egypte, observez par P. Belon du Mans, le

tout enrichy de Quatrains, pour plus facile cognoissance des Oyseaux,
et autres Portraits' (1557), the figure is given with only the following
notice and quatrain above and below it :

' Portrait de la Giraffe,
nominee en Latin Camelopardalis : les Arabea 1'appellent Zuiiiapa.'
The quatrain ia

" Belles de corps les Giraffes, et doulces,
i int en maintien du Chcmeau la maniere.

Leurs pieda sont haults devant et has derriere ;

Foil Mane et roux
; cornes eourtes et mousses."

Gillius states that he saw three at Cairo, and gives a description of

the animal. Prosper Alpinus relates that he saw a Camelopardalis,
"
quern Arabes Zurnap, et nostri Giraffam appellant," and likens it to

a very elegant small horse.

Gesner, who among other synonyms, enumerates Giraffa (alias

Gyrapha, Girapha) as the name of the Camelopardalii, or Camelo-

pardta, or Camelia Indica, gives also Zirafa, as well as Nabit

(Ethiopian), Girnafa, (Persian), and Serapha (Arabian). His figure,
which he says is taken from an Italian printed book, by an anony-
mous author, is evidently made up principally from the descriptions
of the ancients. It baa antelope-like subrecurved sharp horns, and a
short sharp-pointed tail with something of an upward curve, in which

may be traced the ' caudam Dorcalidia, id eat Capreoli,' as the text

hag it, attributed to the animal by Oppian. In the 'Additiones'

(Icones, &c.) is presented a much better figure, as far as the horns are

concerned, but with a neck, and of a height, generally out of all

proportion. The drawing is said to have been diligently taken at

Constantinople, where the animal had been sent as a present to the

emperor of the Turks, and transmitted to a friend in Germany, A.D.

1559. The figure is without spots.
Aldrovandus gives a figure of the animal with its elongated tongue

protruded and browzing upon a tree, which, awkward though it be,

would be not very far wrong, were it not for the flowing mane and
little sharp horns with a curve forwards.

Jonston gives no lesa than five figures, three with and two without

pots, some with and some without manes, under the names of

Camtlopardai, Camelopardalis, Gierafra, and Cameli Indici, but all

with sharp horns of various degrees of curvature, besides two long-

Mr. Ogilby says (' Zool. Proe.' 1836) that Tragelaphut Bippelaphus

(Antiliipf picta of authors), the Nylghau [ANTII.OPK,*;] or Ncelghae, and not

the Saumcr Deer of India, is the animal described by Aristotle under the name
of Hippelaphus.

t "Nabin (Pliny, lib. Till. e. 18) .Ethiopes vocant, collo similem eqno,

pedibttfl et cruribus bovi, camclo caplte, albis maculis rutilum colorem distin-

gnentibus, umle appcllata Camelopardalis, dictatoris CeBsaris Circensibus ludin

primum visa Komie. Kx eo subinde cernitur, aspcctu magis quam feritatc

conipiciia : quare etiam oris feras nomen invenit."

necked hornless spotted quadrupeds, one designated as Camelui
Jndicus versicolor, the other as alius Camdus.

It ia not to be wondered at that some of the figures and deacriptions
given by such writers as the author last quoted cast a doubt upon
the very existence of the animal, and it may not be uninteresting,
before we proceed to the later writers on the natural history of this

extraordinary animal, to note some of the other evidences preaerved
in old or uncommon books. In the ' Historia del Grand Tamerlane'
(Madrid, 1782), "The ambassadors sent by the king of Castile,
Henry III. (1403 2nd embassy), to the great Tamerlane, arrived at a
town called Hoy, now Khoy, on the confines of Armenia, where the
Persian empire commences. At that town they fell in with an
ambassador whom the sultan of Babylon had sent to Tamerlane. He
had with him as many as twenty horaemen and fifteen camels, laden
with presents which the sultan aent to Tamerlane. Besides these
there were six ostriches, and an animal called Jornufa (Giraffe), which
animal was formed in the following manner : In body it was of the
size of a horae, with the neck very long, and the fore legs much
taller than the hinder ones

;
the hoof was cloven like that of the ox.

From the hoof of the fore leg to the top of the ahoulder it was
aixteen hands (palmos) ; and from the shouldera to the head sixteen
hands more

; and when it raised its neck it lifted its head so high as
to be a wonder to all. The neck waa thin like that of the stag ; and
so great was the disproportion of the length of the hinder legs to
that of the fore legs, that one who was not acquainted with it would
think that it was sitting, although it was standing. It had the
haunches slanting like the buffalo, and a white belly. The akin waa
of a golden hue and marked with large round white spots. In the
lower part of the face it resembled the deer

; on the forehead it had
a high and pointed prominence, very large and round eyes, and the
ears like those of a horse

;
near the ears two small round horna, the

greater part covered with hair, resembling the horns of deer on their
first appearance. Such waa the length of the neck, and the animal
raised its head so high when he chose, that he could eat with facility
from the top of a lofty wall

; and from the top of a high tree it

could reach to eat the leaves, of which it devoured great quantitiea.
So that altogether it was a marvellous sight to one who had never
seen such an animal before."

(' Library of Entertaining Knowledge
Menageries.')
In the '

Principal Occurrents in John Leo (Leo Africanus) his Ninth
Booke of the Historie of Africa

'

(Purchas, lib. vi. c. 1, sec. 9), we find

among the animals of Ethiopia,
" The Giraffa, so savage and wild

that it ia a very rare matter to see any of them
;
for they hide them-

selves among the deaerts and woods where no other beasts uae to
come

j and so soon as one of them espieth a man it flieth forthwith,
though not very swiftly. It is headed like a camell, eared like an
oxe, and footed like a *

; neither are any taken by hunters
but when they are very young." In the index of the same bo'ok we
find

"
Camelopardalis, a huge wilde beast

;

" and a reference to page
1183, where we find (Purchas, lib. vii. c. 8, s. 2) in the same paragraph,
where mention ia made of the Abassine soil (Abaaaia, from Fernandez),
thia sentence: "Hares, goats, harts, boars, elephants, camells, buffala,

lions, panthers, tigrea, rhinocerotea, and other creatures, are there

seene, and one so huge that a man sitting on horsebacke may pass
uprighte under his belly ; hia shape is like a camell, but his nature

divers, feeding on leavea which he reacheth from the tops of trees
with hia necke stretched forth." In the margin is printed,

" This
aeemeth to be the Camelopardalis ;

"
and, indeed, the description will

do very well for it, with the exception of the horse and hia rider

passing
"
upright under hia belly."

Again, in the fifth volume, ',The Sixt Booke, chap, i., of Africa, and
the Creaturea therein,' and s. 2,

" Of the beasts, wild and tame," is

mentioned "the Giraffa, or Camelopardalis, a beaat not often seene,

yet very tame, and of a strange composition, mixed of a libard, hart,

buffe, and camell, and by reason of his long legs before, and shorter

behinde, not able to graze without difficultie
;
but with hia high head,

which he can stretch forth halfe a pike's length in height, feeds on the
leaves and boughs of trees.

In a note ia added, "P. Bellon, lib. ii. c. 49, doth largely describe

him. (See hia description in Moreson and Sandye.) Also Master
Sanderson saw one at Cairo, and hath described him in his

'

Voyage,'
which I have printed." (Tom. i. lib. 9.) Upon turning to the passage

(lib. ix. c. 16, s. 2) it appears that Sanderson saw the animal at

Couatantinople.
" The admirableat and fairest beast I ever saw waa a

Jarraff, aa tamo aa a domesticall deere, and of a reddiah deere colour,
white brested, and cloven-footed

;
he was of a very great height, his

fore leggea longer than the hinder, a very long necke, and headed like

a camell, except two atumpes of home on hia head. Thia faireat animal 1

was sent out of ^Ethiopia to this Great Turke's father for a present.
Two Turkes, the keepers of him, would make him kneele, but not

before any Christian for any money. An elephant that stood where

this faire beast was the keepers would make to stand with all his four

legges, his feet close together, upon a round atone, and alike to us to

bend his fore leggea." t

Here there is a word wanting in the original.

t c. xvi.
"
By the permission of Almightic God,

Sundrie the personal! voyages performed by John Sanderson, of London,
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In the ' MuMum Tradesoantiniim '

(1656), at the end of the second

action,
" Four-footed beast*, with some hide*, borne*, hoofes," we

find
" divers horns answering to those by authors attributed to the

Jbcs, (raztlla, llti'ixlaphtu, Traydapkiu, Cervta palmatut, Camelo-

panialit, ic."

In LudolTs '

-Ethiopia,' of which there is a curious translation,
' made English by J. P., Gent

'

(1 682), the following paragraph appears
in the chapter

' of four-footed beasts
'

:

" The next is the C'am</o-

pardali,, or Panther-Camel, which is not
"

(as big)
" and bulkie as the

elephant, but far exceeds him in tallness. For this beast is so very
high that a man of a just statue (stature) reaches but up to bis

knees, so that it seems very credible what is reported, that a man on

horseback, sitting upright on his saddle, may ride under his belly.
He derives his name from hence, that he has a long head and a long
neck like a camel, but a skin s|H>tted all over like a panther. The
Romans, when they first beheld this beast, called it a wild sheep,
tho' being more remarkable for its aspect then (than) its wildness or

fierceness, as we read in Pliny. By the Abissines, by reason of the
mallness of his tayl, he is called Jerata-Kaein, that is, Slender

Tayl ; by the Italians Giraffa, from the Arabian word Zucaffa

(Zuraffa?)."

Hasselquist, who travelled in the years 1749-50-51-52, mentions, in
his '

Voyages and Travels,' the Cervut Camdopardalit. The Camel-
Deer, lielon.

; Camclopardalii Girafa, Alpin., Egypt, Zurnap, Arab.
" The colour of the whole body, head, and legs of this animal is

variegated," says the traveller, "with dark brown spots; the spots
are as large as the palm of a man's hand, of an irregular figure, and
in the living animal are of various shades. This deer is of the bigness
of a small camel ; the whole length from the upper lip to the tail is

24 spans. It is met with in the shady and thick woods of Senaar
and -Ethiopia. N.B. This is a most elegant and docile animal ; it has
been seen by very few natural historians, and indeed scarcely by
any except Bellonius; but none have given a perfect description
or good figure of it I have only seen the skin of the animal, and
have not yet had an opportunity of beholding it alive." In the
' Act Upsal.' the same zoologist gives a very minute description of
the animal *

Brisson gave it a generic station, under the name of Girafa, in the
first section of his fifth order, consisting of those quadrupeds which
have no incisor teeth in the upper jaw, but eight in the lower, and the
hoof divided. This first section contains those genera which have
simple horns; and, besides the Giraffe, comprises the goats, the sheep,
and the oxen.
Our countryman, John Ray, places the Giraffe under his Cerrinum

genus, the fourth of his ruminants, with the deer, as the title implies.
Linnaeus, in the last edition of his 'Systema Naturse' (1766), gives

the Giraffe as the first species of his genus Cervut, or Cermu Camelo-

pardalit, and describes it as being a Cervta with very simple horns,
and the fore legs or feet longest

"
C. cornibus simplicissimis, pedibus

anticis longiasimis." The habitat he gives as Ethiopia and Senaar,
and adds, that the animal even then was obscure, and that it is

sprinkled with white spots like fawns: "Animal etiamnunc obscurum,
adspersum mactilis albis, ut oervi juniores." He alludes to its grazing
with divaricated legs, but says that its principal food consists of the
leaves of tree*.

A drawing, which appears to have been a mere rude sketch, nothing
worth, together with a notice of the Giraffe, was brought under the
observation of the Academie des Sciences (1764). This drawing and
notice related to one of these animals which had been found during a
journey made in 1762, as far as two hundred leagues northward of the

Cape of Good Hope. liuffon notices this as extending the geogra-
phical distribution of the Giraffe, which had been confined to Ethiopia
by Thevenot and the majority of writers ; but this is the principal
contribution to the history of the animal in the count's article, which
is indeed learned and eloquent, but erroneous in many point*, and
unnecessarily severe on Hasselquist for the dryness and imperfection
of his description. Buffon gives the description of tho Swedish
naturalist in a note, and though there may be some obscurity in the
part relating to the horns when read by one who had never seen the
animal and of this BuObn particularly complains that very part
hows the accuracy of HasseUnuMt For instance, Haaselquist, after

describing the hairs round the edge of the top of the horns, says,"
Apex cornuum in medio horum pilorum obtusus, nudus

"
(the apex

of the horns in the midst of these hairs is obtuse and naked), thus
conveying in a few words the real condition of that part of the
structure, and showing the acutenem of his observation. But Buffon
had no very great love for Linnams or his pupils ; and Bparrman, in
his Voyage to the Cape,' attacks the French zoologist in no measured
terms, exposing with a rough hand his blunders, and appearing
resolved to appease the mnnes of the meritorious Hasselquist for the
insult of the count Buffon's figure is bad, particularly about the
horns, and the mane is too long.

mereh.nl, bevnn In October, IS84, ended In October, 1003, with nn hl.torlc.ll
dncripUon of Cmuunllnoplr." The MCOIU! vojrage to Constantinople >ppe>n

r commenced In 1491, and Samlerwm arrived there on Palni.sim.1iiy,
ere," T be,

" then I remained tint or ercn veere*. In which time I had
the riew of muiy .nlmI." After enumerating nomc, be commence* the
puigraph which we hare giten la the preceding p*|*.

The description of M. Allamand, in his
supplement to Buffou's

account, taken from the specimen sent by M. Tulbagh, governor of
the Cape of Good Hope, and preserved at Leyden, well supplies the
defects of Buffon, and he gives accurate measurement*. We would
particularly call attention to the following observations of M. Alla-
mand :

"
Although the boms are solid like those of a deer, I doubt

whether they are shed like them : they seem to be an excrescence of
the os fronton, like the bone which serves for the core of the hollow
horns of oxen and of goats, and it is scarcely possible that they can be
detached. If my doubt is well founded, the Giraffe will be a peculiar
genus (un genre particulier) differing from all those under which are

comprehended the animals who shed their horns and those whose
horns are hollow but permanent" Again, he says, "the adult giraffes
have in the middle of their forehead a tubercle which seems to be tha
commencement of a third horn : this tubercle does not appear upon
the head of our specimen, which probably was as yet too young to
show it" M. Allamand also remarks that in this young Kprrimrn the

height of the posterior legs equals that of the anterior, and that the
mane is three inches in length.

In 'Phil. Trans.' (voL Ix. p. 27) is the following 'Letter on a

Camelopardalis found about the Cape of Good Hope, from Captain
Carteret to Matthew Maty, M.D., Sec. R. 8.,' dated on board of the

Swallow, Deptford, April 20, 1769 read January 25, 1770:
"

Sir, Inclosed I have sent you the drawing of a Catnelopardalis
(Tab. 1), as it was taken off, from life, of one near the Cape of Good
Hope. I shall not attempt here to give you any particular description
of this scarce and curious animal, as it is much better known to you
than it can be to me

; but from its scarcity, as I believe none have
been seen in Europe since Julius Casar's time (when I think there
were two of them at Rome), I imagine its drawing and a more certain

knowledge of its reality will not be disagreeable to you. As tha
existence of this fine animal has been doubted by many, if you think
it may afford any pleasure to the curious, you will make what use of
it you please." The present governor of the Cape of Good Hope has sent out

parties of men on inland discoveries, some of which have been absent
from eighteen mouths to two years, in which traverse they liavu

discovered many curiosities, which it is to be hoped they will in con-
venient time communicate to the world. One of these parties crossed

many mountains and plains, in one of which they found two of
these creatures, but they only caught the young oue, of which the
inclosed is the drawing, as it was taken off by them ; they endeavoured
to bring it alive to the Cape Town, but unfortunately it died. They
took off his skin, which they brought as a confirmation of the truth,
and it has been sent to Holland. These particulars, as well as the

drawing, I got from Mr. Barrawke, first secretary to the Dutch Com-
pany at that place, in the presence of the governor. I am, Sir, your
most humble, most obedient servant,

" PH. CAKTEBET."
To this is appended the following note :

"The animal described in this letter is now in the Cabinet of
Natural History at Leyden, where I have seen it this year.

" M. MATY."
Then comes the figure, and opposite to it, p. 29 :

"Dimensions of a male Camelopardalii, killed in a journey made
in the year 1761, through the country of a tribe of Hottentots called
the Momacquas :

Ft. In.

"
Length of the head 18
Height of the fore leg, from the lower to the higher

part 10
From the upper part of tho fore leg to the top of

the head 70
From the upper part of tho fore leg to the upper

port of the hind leg 56
From the upper part of the hind leg to the tail . 1 6

Height of the hind leg from the upper to the lower

part 85"
Pennant, in the first edition (1771) of his 'Synopsis of Quadrupeds,'

shows to what extent the doubts of the animal's existence had been
carried; for, after adverting to its locality, "the forests of Ethiopia
and other interior parts of Africa," and its habits, he proceeds :

"
I

saw the skin of a young one at Leyden well stuffed and preserved ;

otherwise I might possibly have entertained doubts in respect to tho
existence of so extraordinary a quadruped. Belon's figure is vrry
good." The specimen here alluded to was most probably that men-
tioned by M. Allamand and in Captain Carteret's letter.

Tho tmvels of Dr. Spun-man occupied a period from the year 1772
to 1776. Ho gives Allamand's description, and adds the following :

" This animal, when it goes fast, does not limp, as some have imagined,
but sometimes paces and sometimes gallops. Every time it lift? up
its fore feet it throws its neck back, which on other occasions it holds

erect; notwithstanding this, it is by no means slow when pursued, as
M. de Buffon supposes it to be, but, on the contrary, it requires a fleet

hone to hunt it. In eating the grass from off the ground it some-
times bends oue of its knees, as horses do

; and, in plucking leaves
and small branches from high trees it brings its fore feet about a foot
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f ul a half nearer than usual to the hind feet. A Camelopardali* which

JJajor Gordon wounded in the leg, so that it could not raise itself

1 .-I n 11 the ground, nevertheless did not show the least signs of anger or

.tment; but, when its throat was cut, spurned against the ground
with a force far beyond that of any other animal. The viscera

resemble those of gazelles, but this animal had no porus oeriferus.
The flesh of the young ones is very good eating, but sometimes has a

strong flavour of a certain shrub, which is supposed to be a species of
Mimoaa. The Hottentots are particularly fond of the marrow, and

chiefly for the sake of this hunt the beast, and kill it with their

poisoned arrows. Of the skin they make vessels, in which they keep
water and other liquors."

Le Vaillant did not meet with the Giraffe till his second journey into
the interior of Africa from the Cape during the years 1783-84-85. But
at the end of the second volume of his first journey, which commenced
in 1780, he gives figures of a male and female Giraffe, and a compen-
dium of his observations, remarking that it is a kind of anticipation
which is owing in some measure to solicitations which he ought to
consider as commands. As Le Vaillant appears to be the first well-

informed zoologist of modern times who saw the animal in a state of

nature, and as he hunted it and brought it down with his own fusil,
his account is worthy of particular attention.

"
If," says Le Vaillant,

"
among the known quadrupeds precedency

be allowed to height, the giraffe without doubt must hold the first

rank. A male which I have in my collection, and of which a figure
is given in the eighth plate, measured, after I killed it, 16 feet 4 inches,
from the hoof to the extremity of its horns. I use this expression
in order to be understood

; for the giraffe has no real horns, but
between its ears, at the iipper extremity of the head, arise in a per-
pendicular and parallel direction, two excrescences from the cranium,
which without any joint stretch to the height of 8 or 9 inches, termi-

nating in a convex knob, and are surrounded by a row of strong
straight hair, which overtops them by several lines. The female is

generally lower than the male. That represented in the following
plate wag only 13 feet 6 inches in height ;

and her incisive teeth, which
were almost all worn away, incontestibly proved that she had
attained to her full growth. In consequence of the number of these
animals which I killed and had an opportunity of seeing, I may
establish as a certain rule that the males are generally 15 or 16 feet

in height, and the females from 13 to 14 feet. Whoever should judge
of the thickness of these animals from the above dimensions would
be greatly deceived. The eye indeed that is accustomed to the long
full figures of Europe, finds no proportion between a height of 16 feet

and a length of 7 feet, taken from the tail to the breast. Another

deformity, if it may be called so, makes us contrast the parts before
with those behind. The former have a considerable thickness towards
the shoulder, but the latter are so thin and meagre that they do not
seem formed the one for the other. Naturalists and travellers who
speak of the giraffe all agree in making the hind legs only half the

length of those before ; but did those who assert so really see the

animal, or, if they saw it, did they consider it attentively? An
Italian author, who certainly never saw it, caused a figure of it to be

engraved at Venice, in a work entitled 'Descrizioni degli Animali,"
1771. This figure is formed exactly from the descriptions which had
then been published of the animal ; but this exactness renders it so

ridiculous, that we must consider it, on the part of the Italian author,
as a severe criticism on all the accounts which had appeared, and
which have been so often repeated." Le Vaillant then goes on to

remark that of all the old authors who have treated of this animal,
Gillius is the most accurate, who expressly says that the Giraffe has
its four legs of the same length ;

but that the fore thighs are so long
in comparison of those behind that tne back of the animal appears
inclined like the roof of a house. "

If," says Le Vaillant,
"
by the

fore thighs Gillius means omoplate, or shoulder-blade, his assertion is

just, and I perfectly agree with him." In a note it is added, that

among the moderns the most exact engraving is without doubt that

which was executed under the inspection of Dr. Allaman, from draw-

ings furnished by Colonel Gordon. After observing that the account
of Heliodorus is far from being correct, Le Vaillant continues thus :

" The horns, forming part of the cranium, as I have already said,

can never fall off. They are not solid like those of the stag, nor com-

posed of any substance analogous to those of the ox ; much less do

they consist of hair united, as Buffon supposes. They are simply of

a bony calcareous substance, divided by a multitude of small pores
like all bones, and are covered throughout their whole length with

short coarse hair, which has no resemblance to the soft down that

covers the young horns of roe-bucks or stags." The French traveller

then notices the defective figures of Buffon and Vosmaer, observing
that the defects disgrace and render of no utility to science such false

representations, which people very improperly confide in on account

of the reputation of the authors who publish them. He states that

the Giraffes, both male and female, are spotted in the same manner ;

and that, without paying attention to the inequality of size, they

may easily be distinguished from each other, even at a distance. The

male, on a grayish-white ground, has large spots of a dark-brown

colour, almost approaching to black ;
and the female, on a like

ground, has rpots of a tawny colour, which renders them less

striking. The young males are at first of the colour of their
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mother, but in proportion as they advance in age and size they
become browner.
The Giraffes feed upon the leaves of trees, and particularly on those

of a Mimosa, peculiar to the districts which they inhabit. Meadow-grass
also forms part of their aliment

;
but they are not under the necessity

of kneeling down to browze or to drink, as some have improperly
believed. They often lie down to ruminate or to sleep, which causes
a considerable callosity on the sternum, and makes their knees to be
covered with a hard skin. "Had nature," says our author in conclu-

sion, "endowed the giraffe with an irascible disposition, it certainly
would have had cause to complain ;

for the means with which it is

provided either for attack or defence are very trifling. It is indeed a

peaceful and timid animal ; it shuns danger, and flies from it, trotting
along very fast : a good horse can with difficulty overtake it. It is

said that it has not strength to defend itself; but I know, beyond a

doubt, that by its kicking it often tires out, discourages, and even
beats off the lion. Except upon one occasion I never saw it make use
of its horns : they may be considered of no utility, were it possible
to doubt the wisdom and precautions employed by nature, whose
motives we are not always able to comprehend."

Gmelin, in his 13th edition of the 'Systema Naturse' (1789),
elevates the Giraffe to a genus under the name of Camelopardalis,
with the following generic characters : Horns very simple, covered
with skin (simplicissima pelle tecta), terminated by a fasciculus of
black hairs. Lower incisor teeth (dentes primores inferiores) eight,

spatulate, the last deeply bilobated externally. He gives one species,

Camelopardalia Glraffa, and says that it inhabits Senuaar, between

Upper Egypt and Ethiopia, where it has been now seen : that it is

rare in Abyssinia, and most rare in more southern Africa
;
that its

haunts are leafy woods ;
that it is wild, timid, very swift (celerrima) ,

and elegant ;
that it reposes prone like a camel

;
that it feeds on grass

by divaricating the fore legs, but that its principal food consists of the
leaves of trees.

In the third edition of Pennant (1793), several additions are made
to the description of the Giraffe, but he does not notice Le Vaillant,

though the first part of the travels of the latter, containing the
account which we have already given, was published before the issue

of the edition and before it left Pennant's hands ; for the preface
with his signature is dated 'Downing, December 1792.' He alludes

to the measurement in the ' Journal Historique,' and, quoting Pater-

son, describes the horns as one foot and half an inch long, ending
abrupt, and with a tuft of hair issuing from the summit, adding that

they are not deciduous.
" The height of that killed by Mr. Paterson," he continues,

" was

only 15 feet. The head is of an uniform reddish-brown
;
the neck,

back, and sides, outsides of the shoulders and thighs, varied with

large tesselated, dull rust-coloured marks of a square form, with
white septaria, or narrow divisions

;
on the sides the marks are less

regular ; the belly and legs whitish, faintly spotted ;
the part of the

tail next to the body is covered with short smooth hairs, and the
trunk is very slender

; towards the end the hairs are very long, black,
and coarse, and forming a great tuft hanging far beyond the tip of
the trunk; the hoofs are cloven, 9 inches broad, and black. This
animal wants the spurious hoofs. The female has four teats. Mr.
Paterson saw six of these animals together ; possibly they might have
been the male and female with their four young." Pennant then goes
on to say that the animal inhabits the forests of Ethiopia, and other

interior parts of Africa, almost as high as Senegal ;
but is not found

in Guinea or any of the western parts, and, he believes, not farther

south than about 28 10' lat., ('Journal Historique '), among the

Nemaques (Namaquas) on the northern side of the Orange River, and
that it is very timid but not swift. He says, after alluding to the

necessity for the animal to divaricate its legs very widely if it would

graze, that it therefore lives by browzing the leaves of trees, especially
those of the Mimosa and a tree called the wild apricot.

" When it

would leap," he adds,
"

it lifts up its fore legs and then its hind, like

a horse whose fore legs are tied. It runs very badly and awkwardly,
but continues its course very long before it stops. It is very difficult

to distinguish this animal at a distance, for when standing they look

like a decayed tree, by reason of their form, so are passed by, and by
that deception escape." Immediately after this, Pennant repeats
verbatim the sentence from the first edition, stating that he had seen

the skin of one at Leyden, otherwise he might have entertained

doubts, &c. The figure given in this edition is evidently taken from
a stuffed specimen, but comes much nearer to the animal than any of

those we have hitherto mentioned, except Le Vaillaut's. Mr. Paterson

who is here mentioned was sent to the Cape as a botanist by Lady
Strathmore, and he brought to this country, on his return, the first

entire specimen of a Giraffe recorded. Lady Strathmore gave it to

John Hunter, in whose museum it long was, and the Trustees of the

Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons transferred the skin to the

British Museum when that of the college was cleared of the stuffed

skins to make way for preparations more in unison with its general
zootomical character. This skin, now almost entirely hairless, is still

to be seen in the British Museum, where there are also four other

specimens and nn entire skeleton.

The animal, after this, still continued to be noticed in books of

Natural Historv, but nothing worthy of notice occurs to us, though
3 u
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UM reader may be referred to the 'Zoography' of Wood, and especially
to Shaw'* '

Zoology,' for the information there collected.

Curier, in the fir-t edition of hi
'

Regnc Animal,' (1817), speaks
of the Giraffe, Cuaieiuixinlalit, as having fur its characters couical

persistent
horns in both sexes, covered with a hairy akin, aud as

being one of the mo.it remarkable animal* on account of the length
of iU neck, the disproportioned length of the fore leg*, the osseous

tubercle on the chanfrein, Ac., but dismisses it with a very brief

notice. He place* it between the Deer (CVn-iu) aud the Antelopes

Major (now Lieutenant-Colonel) Hamilton Smith, who has devoted
so much attention to the Cervine and Antclopine groups, observes

that the Giraffe stands isolated among the Ruminating animals in

family, genus, aud even species : iU character*, he remarks, offer a

mixture of several genera; among which the followers of the

quinary system may select whether to class it, with llliger, among
Cameline, or, with other naturalists, amongst Cervine or Antelopine
animals. The same zoologist points out its assimilation with the

camels by the length of the neck, the callosities on the sternum and

knees, and the want of spurious hoofs, on approximation so obvious
that it did not escape the notice of the ancients

; but, he adds, that

the pediiuculated form of the frontal process, in the shape of horns,
recalls that character in the Muntjak Deer, while the stiff hairs which
crown their summits seem to want only the gluten to cement them
into true horns and embody it in systematic arrangement with the

Caricoruia. From a comparison of the characters which Colonel
Smith institutes, he thinks that the Giraffe appears most naturally

placed immediately after the Muntjaks, and before the family of

Caricomia, or those Ruminants which arc distinguished by the

possession of true horns.

M. Lesson, in his 'Manuel' (1827), places the Camelopardinees
between the Cervules (CVrriw Muntjak, (Virtu moschux or motchattu,
and Cerria lubcoraultu) and the Tubicornes (Antelopes, &c.).

CuTier, in his last edition of the '

Regne Animal' (1829), appears
to take the same view of the case as Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, for he
there places the Giraffe between the Muntjak and the Ruminants a

Cornet Creuaes, the first genus of which is AntUope. The character

assigned to the genus in this edition differs somewhat from that given
in the former one, for Curier, who seems to have been acquainted with
Dr. Riippell's interesting memoir above alluded to, adds that the bony
core (noyau osseux) of the boms is articulated in youth upon the os

frontis by a suture, and that in the middle of the chanfrein is a
tubercle or third horn, larger and much shorter, but equally articulated

by a suture. He still keeps the observation as to the disproportioned
height of the fore legs.

Fischer, in his
'

SynSynopsis,' introduces the Giraffe (Camelopanlalu]
between CVrriu (Ctrrut (luitutntit, Linn., C. minuttu, Bloinv.) and

Antilvpe (A. ccrricapra). He notices the opinion of M. Geoffroy, thai

the Giraffe of Senaar differs in species from that of the Cape, and he
allude* to the following names of the animal: Jiratalla Amhar,
Deba of the .Ethiopians ; Naip of the Hottentots

; Impatoo of the
r. I n !'.-.

Mr. Swainson, 'Classification of Quadrupeds' (1835), appeals to the

opinion and views of Colonel Smith, as confirming the station assignee
to the Camtlopardir, in his tabular exposition of the families of

Ruminants, namely :

Tribe Jluminanln. The Ruminating Quadrupeds.

OMl. Awnliul T JI!!A A|A. In.. [AfttUOpWUXt AntClOpCS
Duo-iypicai. ^ cue, sienuer.

Typical. \ heavy; robust /

(Horns

solid, deciduous. C'rrvidtt. Stags.
Horns wanting; fore legs 1 Un .

, \r,,.v.
..,. -v-_ uT7*v- i.:_j-r

Group.

(Horns

solid, deciduous.

Horns wanting; fore legs 1

shorter than the hinder /
Hon

ve^hort,
covered

J
Camtlopanla. Giraff(^

The following in Mr. Swainson's definition of his family Camelo-

panlir :" Frontal processes (in both sexes) prolonged in the shape o

horns, covered with hairy skin, which is continued from the scalp, am
terminated by long hard bristles."

"
UamelopardaUi, Ant, cutting

1 1 f
teeth, _

; canine none
; grinders, -' . Head long ; upper lip entire

8 8

lacbrymary linu* wanting ;
neck enormously long, with a ihort mane

the anterior parts much elevated; back sloping; legs slender, the
hinder ones shortest ; tail tufted. _'. Sp. Africa. 1. 6'. anlv/uorvm
8w., Northern Giraffe. 2. C. auttralii, Sw., South African Giraffe

The ruminants are united by this genim ami CametiutntheSolipeilet.'
The family i* accordingly placed in this part of the work, between thi

.Vfifhulie and the tribe Solipedtt (single-hoofed quadrupeds), the firs

genus of which, in Mr. Swainson's arrangement, is C'amtltu. Mr. Swain
son adds, that there seam* good reason for believing that a thin

specie* of Giraffe exists in the interior of Africa.

In December 1836 Mr. Ogilby divided the Kuminantut into the fnl

lowing families : 1, C'am'liilir; 2, Utrtitlil; 3, Motrhidat; 4, Cain-id,,

H, Jivridtr. The genus Camtlopardalii is placed by this zoologist, to
whom we arc indebted for much and valuable information coucernin
the Ruminant*, as the first of the CVrridVr, with the following charac-

ters : Horns, in both sexes, persistent (perennia), simple, c<>

ith skin. Klmmrm, none, Lachrymal sinuses, none. InU-r

bun, small. Inguinal folliculi, none. Teats, four. Two speci>

recorded under the name* of I'. .Ktlaupuut an

ther genera admitted by Mr. Ogilby into the family Ccrridce are

''itrandut, Alert, Cti-vui, Caprcr, and Pros.

The main result of Professor Owen's observations (1838) is to agree
with Cuvier in placing Camclopardalii between Certiu and AntHope,
and he thinks somewhat nearer the deer. He finds that the organ*
f relation are those chiefly modified in correspondence with the

Kxtiliar geographical position and habits of the Giraffe, the organs of

utrition differing but little from those of other horned Ruminant*.
Dr. Gray places his tribe Giraffiita after the Jivvuta and before the

,'crrina, in the order L'nglata.
We must now trace the reappearance of the living animal in Europe,

i. Lesson states that the first were an offering by the Prince of

Damascus to the emperor Frederick II., and described by Albertus

itaguus, under the name of Sercph and Anabula. The author of tin-

Menageries' remarks that, till the year 1827, when a Giraffe arrival

n England and another in France, the animal had not been seen in

Jurope since the end of the 15th century, when the Soldon of Kgypt
sent one to Lorenzo de' Medici. This individual was represented in

,he frescoes at Poggio Acajano, a villa belonging to the grand duko of

Tuscany, between Florence and Prato. It was, the author odds, very
amiliar with the inhabitants in the former city, living on the fruit*

of the country, particularly apples, and stretching up its long neck to

,he first-floors of the h mses to implore a meal. Of the comparatively
ate arrivals, another was at Venice in 1828, and a fourth was sent to

Constantinople, but died there. These animals, according to the same

authority, were all presents from the Pasha of Egypt The Giraffe

sent to the French menagerie did well : that presented at the same
time to George IV. was the shortest and weakest [The consuls of

each nation drew lots for the choice.] She wag never in good health

and had been roughly treated, and though sue had grown 18 inches

up to June 1829, she sank gradually and died in the autumn of

that year.
The Zoological Society of London had entered into a contract for

the purchase of Giraffes, and in 1836 four of these animals (three
males and one female) were safely brought from the south-west of

Kordofan, where they were captured, to the gardens of the society at

the Regent's Park. The following account of the capture of these

animals is given by the author of '

Zoological Anecdotes :'

" M. Thibaut quitted Cairo in April 1834, and after sailing up the

Nile as far as Wadi Haifa, the second cataract, took camels and pro-
ceeded to Debbat, a province of Dongolah, whence he started for the

desert of Kordofan.
"
Being perfectly acquainted with the locality, aud on friendly terms

with the Arabs, he attached them still more by the desire of profit
All were desirous of accompanying him in the pursuit of the giraffes,

for up to that time they had treated them solely for the sake of their

flesh, which they ate, aud the skin, of which they made bucklers and
sandals. The party proceeded to the south-west of Kordofan, ami in

August were rewarded by the sight of two beautiful giraffes ;
a rapid

chase of three hours, on horses accustomed to the fatigues of the

desert, put them in possession of the largest of these noble animals
;

unable to take her alive, the Arabs killed her with blows of the sabre,

and cutting her to pieces, carried the meat to their head-quarters,
which had been established in a wooded situation an arrangement

necessary for their own comfort, and to secure pasturage for their

camels. They deferred till the following day the purxnit of tin-

motherless young one, knowing they would have no difficulty in again

discovering it. The Arabs quickly covered the live embers with slices

of the meat, which M. Thibaut pronounces to be excellent
" On the following morning the party started at daybreak in search

of the young giraffe, of which they had lost sight not far from the

camp. The sandy desert is well adapted to afford indications to a

hunter, and in a very short time they were on the track of the object
of their pursuit ; they followed the traces with rapidity and in silence

lest the creature should be alarmed whilst yet at a distance; but

after a laborious chase of several hours through brambles and thorny
trees, they at last succeeded in capturing the covet, i

pii/.-. It was
now necessary to rest for three or four days, in order to render the

giraffe sufficiently tame; during which period nn Arab constantly
held it at the end of a long cord ; by degrees it became accustomed
to the presence of man, aud was induced to take nourishment, but it

was found necessary to insert a finger into its mouth to deceive it

into the idea that it was with its dam ;
it then sucked freely. When

captured iU age was about nineteen months. Five gir.iH
- . n-

taken by the party, but the cold weather of December 1S.'U killed

four of them in the desert on the route to Dongolah ; happily that first

taken survived, and reached Dougolah in January 1835, after a sojourn
of twenty-two days in the desert

"
I 'nwillhig to leave with a solitary specimen, M. Thibaut ret urn, ,1

to the desert, where he remained three months, crossing it in all

directions, and frequently exposed to great hardships and privations ;

but he was eventually rewarded by obtaining three giraffes, all smaller
than the first A great trial awaited them, as they had to proceed by
water the whole distance from Wadi Haifa to Cairo, and thence to
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Alexandria and Malta, besides the voyage to England. They suffered

considerably at sea, during a passage of twenty-four days in very tem-

pestuous weather, and on reaching Malta in November they were

detained in quarantine twenty-five days more
;
but despite all these

difficulties they reached England in safety, and on the 25th of May
were conducted to the gardens. At daybreak the keepers and several

gentlemen of scientific distinction arrived at the Brunswick Wharf,
and the animals were handed over to them. The distance to the

gardens was not less than six miles, and some curiosity, not unmingled
with anxiety, was felt as to how this would be accomplished. Each

giraffe was led between two keepers by means of long reins attached

to the head : the animals walked along at a rapid pace, generally in

advance of their conductors, but were perfectly tractable. It being
BO early in the morning few persons were about, but the astonishment

of those who did behold the unlooked-for procession was ludicrous in

the extreme. As the giraffes stalked by, followed by II. Thibaut

and others in Eastern costume, the worthy policemen and early
coffee-sellers stared with astonishment, and a few revellers, whose

reeling steps proclaimed their dissipation, evidently doubted whether

the strange figures they beheld were real flesh and bone, or fictions

conjured up by their potations ;
their gaze of stupid wonder indi-

cating that of the two they were inclined to the latter opinion.
' When the giraffes entered the park, and first caught sight of the

preen trees, they became excited and hauled upon the reins, waving
the head and neck from side to side, with an occasional caracole and

kick-out of the hind legs, but M. Thibaut contrived to coax them

along with pieces of sugar, of which they were very fond, and he had

the satisfaction of depositing his valuable charges without accident

or misadventure in the sanded paddock prepared for their reception.
The sum agreed on with M. Thibaut was 2501. for the first giraffe

he obtained, 200/. for the second, 1501. for the third, and 1001. for the

fourth in all 7001. ;
but the actual cost to the society amounted to

no less than 23S6J. 3*. Id., in consequence of the heavy expenses of

freight, conveyance, 4c."

One of these animals (a male) died shortly after its arrival. In

1838 the following were the measurements of the three survivors :

Height as far as reach. Wither.

Feet. Inches. Feet. Inches.

. 13 8 7 11

. . 13 7
'

5i
. 12 11 7 4
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foreign bodies, u sand and gravel, which the bird* iwallow ; them
bruise the grains of corn by the action of the muscles, and deprive
them of their viulity, when the gastric juice acts upon and dissolves

them. The pebbles thus perform the vicarious office of teeth.

HunUr inferred that the action of the great digastric muscles of

the itomach in birds wat rotatory, and lays,
"
Although the motion

of the guzard i hardly visible, yet we may be made very sensible of

iU action by putting the ear to the side of a fowl while it is grinding
iU food, when the stones can be beard moving one upon another."

The pyloric or intestinal orifice of the gizzard is furnished with a

valve, which is of considerable sixe in those birds which swallow large

stones, as the ostrich
;

it prevents them from passing into the intes-

tines, and it also keeps the food in the stomach until it bar undergone
a sufficient degree of trituration or mastication to fit it for nutrition.

GLACIERS, a French word received into our language, and
which must not be confound'*! with Glacicre, which has a different

signification.
The glaciers, as defined by Saussure, are those eternal masses of .ice

which are formed and remain in the open air in the valleys and on
the slopes of lofty mountains.

In speaking of glaciers we generally refer to those of the Alps, as

being the best known, though there are many in other places. The

glaciers of the Alps have been frequently described by travellers,

geographers, and naturalists, but by none in so much detail as by
Ssussure and Oruner.

If, says Saussure, a spectator could be placed at a sufficient height
above the Alps to embrace at one view those of Switzerland, Savoy,
and Dauphind, he would see a mass of mountains intersected by
numerous valleys, and composed of several parallel chains, the highest
in the middle, and the others decreasing gradually as they recede.

The central and highest chain would appear to him bristled with

craggy rocks, covered even in summer with snow and ice in nil those

places
that are not absolutely vertical

;
but on both sides of the chain

he would see deep and verdant valleys, well watered and covered with

villages. Examining still more in detail, he would remark that the

central range is composed of lofty penks and smaller chains, covered
with snow on their tops, but having all their slopes that are not very
much inclined covered with ice, while the intervals between them
form elevated valleys filled with immense masses of ice, extending
down into the deep and inhabited valleys which border on the great
chain. The chain nearest to the centre would present to the observer

the same phenomenon, but on a smaller scale, beyond which he would
see no more ice, nor even snow, aave here and there on some of the
more elevated summits.
From what precedes, continues Saussure, I recognise two kinds of

glaciers, quite distinct from each other, and to which all their varieties

may be referred. The first are contained in the valleys more or less

deep, and which though at great elevations are still commanded on
all sides by mountains higher still ; while the second are not contained

in the valleys, but are spread out on the slopes of the higher peaks.
The distinguishing features of the two kinds are the greater extent

nnil depth of the former, and the greater compactness of the mass;
but as these circumstances seem to depend on the situation of the

glaciers, as is proved by the insensible passage of the one kind into

tin- other in many localities, the distinction of Saussure seems to have
little foundation.

The formation of the glacier;, whatever are their position and

appearance, is due to the great quantity of snow which falls in the

high and cold regions of the mountains, and which the beat of summer
can but partially thaw. When the slopes of the lofty peaks are very

rapid,
the snow, being unable to rest upon them, slips down into the

valleys in the form of avalanches; and this being added to what falls

directly into the valleys, there is accumulated an enormous quantity
that becomes compressed by its own weight This snow is subse-

quently converted into a kind of ice by the following process : The
rains which occasionally fall, and the water resulting from the partial

melting of the snow in the warmer months, percolates the mass,

tccping it throughout ;
and in this state, being seized by the cold of

the succeeding winter, it is consolidated into a glacier. It will how-
ever be easily conceived tl at the ice so formed is very different from
that found in pondi or lake*

;
it has neither the hardness, the com-

pactness, the solidity, nor the transparency of the latter, but is, on

nlrary, porous and
opaque.

The water in filtering through the

mass not being able to drive out all the air lodged in the interstices,
this air, together with that which is liberated during the subsequi-ut

congelation, collects into bubbles of various forms and sizes, destroying
the transparency and cohesivencss of the mass. With regard to the

now which rest* on the slopes, it is evident that it will be subject to

the same effect of rain mid warmth as that iu the valleys, but, from
the very position in which it IK-s, the water in great port runs oft", or

is only retained towards the bottom of the slope, whence it results
J

that the glaciers so situated are in general of much looser texture

than the glaciers of the valleys. It is only towards the bottom, M h.-n-

the water accumulates, that the ice of the former acquires a consist-

ence equal to that of the Utter. This solidity decreases as you ascend,
till towards the top there is nothing but snow.

The surface of the glaciers depends entirely upon the ground on
which they rest. When the bottom is even, or but slightly inclined,

the surface of the glacier, though rough and granulated, U also even,

presenting but few crevices, and these not wide ; but in proportion as

the bottom is inclined or rugged the surface is abrupted and uneven.

Ebel, who follows Saussure, says, that wherever the slope exceeds SO
or 40 degrees, the beds of ice break into fragments, which get dis-

placed, upheaved, and piled together in every variety of fantastic

form, and exhibit immense chasms many feet in breadth, and often

more than 100 feet deep.
The splitting of the ice on a change of weather, or in consequence

of unequal pressure on an uneven bottom, shake* the very hills, and

produces a noise which, reverberated from the mountains, sounds like

thunder. The breadth and depth of the chasms thus occasioned vary
considerably according to circumstance*. Sometimes their dimensions
are rapidly increased, either from the slippling away of the lower mass
while the upper remains stationary, or in consequence of the erosion

of the water running down them from the thawing of the surface ;

and at other times they are suddenly closed up by the descent of the

upper portion against the lower, which is fixed. The ice at those

fissures down which the water flows freely is generally transparent,
and is observed to be of a greenish colour towards the top and bluish

towards the bottom. These clefU are frequently hidden by a

covering of snow, which render* them exceedingly dangerous.
Along the anterior edge and lateral margins of some of the larger

glaciers there are masses of dubris accumulated into the form of long
dykes or parapets, which in the Tyrol are known by the name of
' trockno muren,' and iu Savoy by that of '

moroiu,' which has iiMir

generally prevailed. In Iceland, where the glaciers are called
'

jokul,'
the moraines are named '

jokii Isgiii rdc.' The formation of the moraines
is easily conceived. When the rocks bordering the glaciers are

themselves bare of snow or ice, in consequence of the rapidity of the

slope, and are schistose or stratified, they are easily disintegrated by
the alternate action of wet and frost, heat and cold, and the fragments
thus detached roll down to the lateral edges of the glacier, when- the

greater part is stopped, while some isolated blocks ore urged farther

towards the middle. The general inclination of the glacier and ito

progressive motion downwards also collect a quantity of these d<Sbris

along the anterior boundary of the ice-field, so that in some cases the

whole glacier is entirely surrounded by a moraine. Wherever the

mountain-slopes arc protected by a glacier of their own, or where the

rock is of compact indestructible granite, no moraine is formed.

Thus it happens that some glaciers have a moraine on each side,

others on one side only, and some none at all. Occasionally also a
moraine is found where none could have been formed, in which case

it is one that has been brought down from a higher station by the

motion of the glacier, as is evident from the nature of the I

These moraines sometimes attain a height of a hundred feet It is

observable however that when the glaciers have diminished in size,

the moraine is above the ice-field
;
and when, on the contrary, the

glacier has increased the moraine is lower than the ice, and in some
cases the moraine and the ice ore on a level.

M. Agassiz, of Geneva, in a paper on glaciers, moraines, and erratic

blocks, published in the '

Bibliotheque Universelle,' No. 24, 1837, h.-n

called attention to the existence of moraines at the height of >

hundred feet above the bottom of the superior Alpine valleys, li. i ,

there are no longer any glaciers ;
but in descending into the lower

valleys they are found in succession as high us twelve, fifteen, anil

eighteen hundred feet They may even be observed at two thousand

feet above the bed of the Rhone, in the neighbourhood of St Mauri'-",

in the Vallais, and can also be traced at a great height round the Lake
of Geneva : from this fact and other collateral circumstances M. Agassiz
concludes that at one time the glaciers covered the whole of the plains
of Switzerland to a height of 3300 feet above the level of the sea, or

2155 feet above the present surface of the Lake of Geneva, urn!

extended as far as the jura. To account for the existence of such
masses of ice he supposes the alternate cooling and heating of the

globe at distant but given periods. He appeals to fossil remains in

confirmation of his theory, and tries to explain the existence uf Ill--

erratic blocks of the Jura by supposing them to be the transport rd

moraines of his immense glaciers.
Besides the bordering moraines there are long and hi^h i-Mx. -

formed of fragments of rocks, boulders, sand, and earth, in the middle
of the glaciers, and at a considerable distance from the margins, to

which however they are generally parallel. These banks, which iu

the German cantons of Switzerland arc called
'

guferlinien,' are some-
times numerous and high. Thus, in traversing the great ioe-field

above Montanvert, Saussure crossed four or five of them which wnv
30 or 40 feet high, an elevation due in port to the quantity of the

di'-lirin, and in part to the sinking of the surrounding ice, which thaws,
while that under the heap, sheltered from the sun, remain* inithau. I.

The glacier of Kosboden is said to exhibit the greatest number of

these ridges, and of the largest dimensions. The formation of those

banks is thus explained. The glacier progressively slipping down

upon the inclined bottom of the vulluy recedes from the sides, carry-

ing part of the lateral moraine along with and upon it. This r

often leaves a considerable apace, particularly in the wider valleys,

between the foot of the mountains and the edge of the glaciers, which

space, during the succeeding winter, becomes filled up with fresh

snow, which is converted into ice by the process already described
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and on which a new moraine is collected. This recedes like the first,

and so on ; so that were it not that the moraines of the opposite
sides sometimes become confounded into one, and because the motion
of the ice on the irregular slopes of the valley disturbs the order and

parallelism of the banks, they might serve to determine the age of
the glaciers.

In winter, as well as in summer, there is continually a quantity of
water flowing out from the lower parts of the glaciers, though much
less abundantly in the former than in the latter season. This water

proceeds from the thawing of the under surface of the glacier, occa-

sioned by subterraneous heat. In the winter it oozes from under the
ice in small streamlets ; but in the spring and summer mouths, when
it is greatly increased in quantity, it bursts away the ice from before

it, and gushes out in plenteous streams from the caverns it has exca-

vated; some of these grottoes are 100 feet high, and from 50 to 80
feet wide, presenting very various and sometimes highly picturesque
appearances. The torrents of the glaciers are remarkable for the

whitish-blue colour of their waters, which they maintain for a
distance of some leagues.

There is a phenomenon, which the Germans call
'

gletschergeblase,"
which results from the sudden escape of the air imprisoned beneath
the glaciers. On a change of temperature this escapes through the

crevices in strong currents of insupportably-cold wind, driving like

snow-dust the fine icy particles with which it is loaded.

All the Alpine valleys being inclined planes, it is natural to suppose
that the glaciers must slip down by their own weight, whenever any
circumstance destroys their adhesion to the sides and bottoms of. the

valleys. This adhesion is constantly diminished, even in the depth of

winter, by the natural warmth of the earth, which thaws the under
surface of the glacier ;

but as this takes place only in those parts
where the great thickness of the ice protects the soil from the effects

of external cold, the mass by this action is but partially disengaged,
and therefore still maintains its position. But when the warmth of

summer heats the Boil all around, and thaws the ice at its surface and

edges, the liberation of the glacier goes on with rapidity, aided as it is

moreover by the erosion of the uuderflowiug currents, and the abra-

sion of the lumps of ice and the stones which they bear along. Then
it is that the whole mass, obeying the impulse of gravity, slips down
and invades the fertile valleys below, presenting the singular spectacle
of an ice-field terminating on flowery meadows and contiguous to rich

harvests. The limits which the descending glaciers attain are subject
to variation.

Great attention has been lately given to the causes of the descent

of glaciers. The hypotheses by which the descent of the vast masses

of frozen snow down the valleys of the Alps and other mountainous

regions has been explained, or attempted to be explained, are essentially
two. First, the original notion of Saussure, put in its most original

form, that the glacier-masses descended the valleys by the force of

gravity ; and secondly, the later notion of Charpentier, that the icy
masses were pushed down the valleys by an internal expansion caused

by congelation of water in their internal cavities. Each of these

original notions takes at least two forms. Saussure's hypothesis,

indeed, appears in three modifications of importance.
1 A. The view of Mr. R. Mallet, communicated to the Geological

Society of Dublin, recognises the descent of the glacier by gravity,
but adds the hydrostatic pressure of water below the glacier upward
and forward ;

and it is impossible to deny to this speculation the

merit of removing some considerable difficulty in the reception of

the general hypothesis of Saussure.

1 B. The view of Professor James Forbes, who, besides noticing

p'-culiar structures (the blue bands) in the glacier ice, and measuring
the velocity of glacier movements in different parts of the valley,

and in the central and lateral parts of the '
ice-current' (if we may so

apeak), has proved the bending of the ice from a straight transverse

line during its movements
;
and hajs, by means of artificial prepara-

tions, imitated some of the peculiar glacial structures. His view is,

that glaciers descend the valleys iu consequence of so much mutual

yielding and adjustment (plasticity) of their parts as to entitle them
to be regarded as viscous or semifluid masses, flowing slowly under

the influence of gravity.
1 C'. Mr. Hopkins, recurring to the original notion of Saussure,

maintains the mechanical probability of the glaciers sliding down
tlfuir containing valleys^ as solid bodies; that is to say, sliding in

consequence of the general slope of the valley, and not in consequence
of the internal displacements and readjustments of the icy mass.

Displacements and readjustments happen in this view no less than iu

Mr. Forbes'g hypothesis. The icy mass is subject to extension, to

flexure, and fracture under tension, and a variety of accidents, which

Mr. Hopkins has employed to explain the unequal rates of move-

ment, the varying forms of fissures, Ac. in glaciers. Ice may be

regarded as in a certain degree plastic, since it is flexible ; but none of

these things interfere with the essential condition of this hypothesis,

namely, the sliding of the whole ice-mass on its bed. This sliding is

in a great measure due to the perpetual slow fusion of the lower

surface of the ice, which leaves it in a constant state of disintegration,

Ac. Mr. Hopkins has made experiments on the sliding of ice
;
from

which it results, that even at angles of inclination from the horizon

much below 1 degree, the movement of the ice masses on a rough

flagstone, while the lower surface was subject to slow fusion, was
very discernible, and found to follow a simple law proportioned to
the sine of the angle of inclination.

2 A. The second branch of the hypothesis alluded to, originating
with Charpentier, has further ramified into two forms. Charpentier
thought the congelation of water in many fissures of the glacier
must necessarily urge portions of it forward in the direction of least
resistance. But as the glacier is sliding by day and by night, iu
summer and in winter, sliding unequally in different parts of its

descent, and not with such an order of inequality as fits to the
hypothesis; and as there is no assignable reason (in this hypothesis)
for the formation of new fissures, and the continuation of the
process, this whole speculation (the dilation hypothesis) has beeu
abandoned.

2 B. Another form has been given to it by M. Agassiz. This
eminent explorer of the Alpine glaciers ascribes their onward move-
ment to congelation of water, not in the cavities of Charpentier,
but in minute capillary fi.-jsures and spaces among the granular
constituent masses of the glacier. With such a power of expansion,
altogether independent of gravity, M. Agassiz esteemed it possible
to allow of the movement of glaciers, even across level countries,
and thus to account for many geological phenomena difficult to be
otherwise explained, as erratic blocks and other diluvial phenomena.
Mr. Hopkins has, however, exclusively shown that by the means
supposed no such power of onward movement can be exercised. Mr.
Forbes has proved the actual phenomena of glaciers to be incon-
sistent with the assumption of such congelation as a cause and with
the effects ascribed to it by Agassiz. It is clear from all experiments
and mechanical reasonings, that gravity causes the descent of glaciers ;

but there remain some further researches to be made into the true
internal structure of ice, and the true state of the lower surface of

glaciers, before we can regard the inquiry as complete.
The most recent writers on the phenomena of the glaciers are the

Messrs. Schlageutweit, who have published a work on the '

Physical
Geography of the Alps.'
The investigations of Agassiz and others into the history of. the

glaciers of the Alps, &c., and their former greater extension, have
rendered it very probable that this enormous ice-power has been

actively at work in early geological periods in situations where now
no fields of ica ever occur. Observations of effects such as glaciers
are known to produce on surfaces which they traverse

; smoothed
and rounded rocks grooved surfaces striatiou parallel to the grooves

appear to require the existence and movement of glaciers down
some of the valleys which intersect the Snowdoniau, the Cumbrian,
and Irish mountains. One of the effects attendant on glaciers is the

transport of detritus on the surface of the ice till it melts, or iu
the case of the glacier meeting the sea, breaks off in an iceberg to
be drifted by oceanic currents. It is believed by Agassiz that the
immense single blocks of stone which lie on the Jura, opposite the

valleys of the Alps, have been deposited there by glaciers, not
drifted by water-currents, and this speculation he has applied to far

greater areas and more difficult cases, such as the accumulation of
erratic blocks, gravel mounds, and diluvial heaps in level regions like

those which margin the ancient tertiary Bay of Dublin, or abound in

the central plains of England. From so great an extension of this

speculation, founded as it is on au erroneous hypothesis of glacial

movement, Mr. Hopkins's demonstrations warn us to dissent
;
but if,

as may be easily believed, the ancient glacier streams of Cumberland
delivered the detrital blocks of Shap and Carrock into the sea by the

breaking off of icebergs, these may have been drifted by currents to

Staffordshire, to the mouth of the Tyue, and the valleys of York and
Holderuess.

It may be objected that for such an icy covering to Snowdon and

Skiddaw, a great reduction of climate is necessary, aud that this is

not consonant with the general tenor of geological inferences, which

point to more elevated temperatures in early periods. But the reply
is easy. The evidence of warm climates in northern zoues relied on

by geologists applies to far earlier periods ;
and in respect of this

comparatively late period, a reduction of temperature to the extent

required for the productiou of glaciers on the mountains of Wales
aud Cumberland is perfectly possible by a mere change of the dispo-
sition of laud and water since in fact the temperature of the
British Islands is now iu excess above the mean of their latitude by
5, 10, 15, and more, and this excess is merely due to oceanic

currents and other conditions which vary with the distribution of

land and water.

Notwithstanding the immense accession of snow and ice which tho

glaciers receive every winter, and which is much greater than what
could possibly be thawed by the mere effect of a short summer in tho

higher Alpine regions, it is found that they have not sensibly increased.

If for one or a few years in succession some of the glaciers are observed
to descend lower than usual, they are found iii the following years to

recede proportiouably ;
thus they are confined within certain limits

by a compensating process of nature. The evaporation from ice, and

particularly from snow, is considerable even iu winter, aud goes on
with great rapidity iu a dry aud rarefied air

;
and subterranean heat,

as we have already observed, produces throughout the year a certain

diminution of the glaciers at their under surface. In the summer the
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general thawing of all the part* exposed
to the direct rays of the nun,

to the warm atmosphere, and to the heated soil at the edge* of the

tends greatly to diminish the quantity of ice an effect

by the mechanical action of the torrent* which Una thawing
L But all these causes, powerful as they are, would be insuf-

ficient to prevent a constant though gradual increase of the ice, were
it not for the advance of the glaciers into the warm atmosphere of

the lower valley*. The greater the increase of the preceding winter
the greater the pressure from above, and the lower the glacier slips
into the thawing region. The farther it slips the greater space is left

behind to be filled up, and consequently the greater time must elapse
before the mass can again be urged forward. During this time the

lower extremity, subjected to the heat of two or three summers,
recede* as much as or more than it had before advanced ; and thus an
admirable compensation is established, by which the cultivated lands

of the lower valleys are secured against the unlimited encroachments
of the glaciers.
The number and extent of the Alpine glaciers is very considerable, i

From Mont Blanc to the borders of the Tyrol there are reckoned
.

about 400 glaciers, of which a very few are only 3 miles in length ;

the greater number range from 10 to 15 miles long, and from a mile
to 2J miles broad. The thickness of some of the glaciers is also very
considerable, being from 100 to 600 feet

It is calculated that the glaciers of the Tyrol, Switzerland, Pied-

mont, and Savoy form together a superficial extent of 1484 square
miles. Such are the great reservoirs whence some of the principal
rivers of Europe draw their inexhaustible supplies. It is observable
that there are but fw glaciers in the direction of east and west.

The above account refers chiefly to the glaciers of the Alps ;
but

as all glaciers, wherever they may be, have the same origin, it is

presumable they are also subjected to like influences, and present
similar phenomena.
The Pyrenean chain, as also the Sierra Nevada, have glaciers,

though they are almost all on the northern slopes, there being none
on the southern declivities, except in such places as are sheltered from
the sun and south wind by other and morn advanced mountains. In
the mountains of Norway there are several glaciers. Spitzbergen has
its eminences covered with snow and surrounded by glaciers.

In let-land the glaciers are both numerous and extensive
; they

generally hang on the rapid slopes of the mountains, and sometimes

wholly encase them. These ice-clad elevations are termed Jokiils,
the principal of which is that named Klofa Jokul, in the eastern

quarter of the island, and which, according to Henderson, forms, with
little or no interruption, a vast chain of ice and snow mountains not
lew than 3000 miles square. Another, called Blafell's Jokul, extends
from near Tindafiall 100 miles across the island in a westerly
and northerly direction, and near the Lake Uvitarvatn presents the
most magnificent glaciers. There are numerous other glaciers ; many
of them, besides the usual phenomena, exhibiting marks of the extra-

ordinary convulsions occasioned by volcanic action and the emission
of hot water from the sides of the mountains.

Greenland, as far as is known, contains innumerable glaciers, many
of great thickness

;
and the inhabitants of both the cast and west

coast are persuaded of their continual increase. It is remarkable that

although (Jraah, in his account of Greenland, describes the glaciers as

formed in the same manner with those of the Alps, yet he and all

travellers notice the beautiful transparency and consequent compact-
ness of the northern glaciers, and of the icebergs which have been
detached from them ; a circumstance which seems to denote some
peculiar modification of the process of their'formation.

Along the south-west coast of South America there are extensive

glaciers, as also in the Strait of Uagolhoens, and in Tierra del

Fuego.
In the Himalayas glaciers have been observed, and all the phenomena

presented in Em-ope have also been found there.

(Saussure, Voyage* dam let Alpr; Mallet, in Traru. of the />W
Owl Society ; Forbes, in Jamttun'i Journal, and Tour in the Al/*;
Hopkins, in Cambridge Trant. and Phil. Magazine ; Lyell,

GLADIOLUS, Corn-Flag (from 'gladius,' a sword, referring to the

shape of the leaves), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order
Jridacetr. It bos a tubular 2-lippcd corolla ; segments undulate and

unequal; stigma trifid
;
seeds with on arillus; root a coated bulb;

leaves ensiform, sheathing. The species in the gardens are bulbous,
and are chiefly brought from the Cape of Good Hope.

(/'. ttgetvm has about 10 flowers in two rows. The upper division

of the corolla is divaricate, the lower segment nearly equal and lanceo-

late ; anthers longer than the filaments ; capsules with 3 furrows. It

ha* been supposed to be an aphrodisiac, a reputation obtained from
iU acrid qualities, which are however common to the whole of the
order. The Hottentots eat the tubers or corn of several species of
this genus, the starch they contain rendering them nutritious.

<!. irijihyllui has about 3 flowers in one row ;
the anthers much

shorter than the filnuicnt*. It is found in the mountains of Carrara.
O. paliulnt has 8 or 4 flowers, secund

;
the tube twice as long as

the ated-veanel ; the claw of the middle division curved and remote
;

the lobes of the stigma papilloso-ciliate almost from the base ; anthers
shorter than the filaments; auricles at the base obtuse, parallel;

capsules oblong, obovate, rounded at the top, marked with six equal
furrows. It is found in Germany.

II. eoinmunit has secund flowers ;
the filaments half as long again as

the anthers ; auricles at the base obtuse and parallel ; the tube half

as long again as the germen ; lobes of the stigma gradually broader

upwards, papilloso-ciliatc almost from the base; capsules S-.

obovate, impressed at the top ;
the seeds broadly winged. It is found

near Stettin and Frank furt-on-Oder.

n, niijrimt has secund flowers
;
the tube three times as long as the

germen; division of stigma linear from the base to the middle, nn<l

with a smooth margin suddenly enlarged at the top with u papilloso-
ciliate margin ;

the capsules obovate, 3-edged. A native nf lllyrix
(/. \mbricaltu has secund approximate flowers ;

the tube nearly
three times as long as the germen ; the division of stigma gradually
broader upwards, papilloso-ciliate almost from the base ; the capsules
with 3 rounded angles. Found in Bohemia and Silesia.

H. hifeiltu has a lax spike; flowers 4 to 14, obliquely alternate
;

division of corolla alternately pink and purple, uppennost very broad,

covering the 2 lateral ones, the 3 lower unequal ;
anthers about as

long as the filaments; seeds globose, prolonged downwards. It is a

native of Sicily.
'/. llf/zantinut has numerous flowers in two rows

;
the upper seg-

ment of the corolla covered by the lateral ones
;
the lower division

lanceolate, the middle largest ;
the anther* longer than the filaments ;

seeds winged ;
leaves long, enaiform, and linear. Found in Sicily.

GLAND, a term applied to cells and collections of cells in the aniin.il

body, which have the power of absorbing or separating the various

substances which pass into or are separated from the circulating

fluid. In one sense all the cells of the animal act as glands, for they

separate from the blood the peculiar substances of which they are

composed. The term gland however is only strictly applied to special
forms of tissue which separate peculiar matters.

" A true gland,"

says Dr. Carpenter, "may be said to consist of a closely pocket! col-

lection of follicles, all of which open into a common channel, by
which the product of the glandular action is collected and delivered.

The follicles contain the secreting cells in their cavities, whil-t tin -ir

exterior is in contact with a network of bloodvessels from which the

cells draw the materials of their growth and development"
In a wider sense however the term gland has been applied to those

parts of the body which are engaged in absorbing the food or carrying
to the blood the materials of used-up tissues. [AMOUNT SYSTEM ;

ABSORPTION], In all casea the cell is an active agent whether of absorp-
tion or Reparation. The agency of the cell in absorption is seen in

the way in which the chyle is taken from the intestines and carried

into the lacteaK
Professor Goodsir has recently shown that there is a continual

development of cells at the extremity of each villus in the small

intestine, and that these cells arc the agents by which the secretion

of the nutritious fluid is accomplished, and by which it undergoes its

first preparation for the purposes it is subsequently to fulfil. The
nature of this process we give in Professor Goodsir's own words,

omitting those portions which do not bear specially on the point
"As the chyle begins to pass along the small intestine, an increased

quantity of blood circulates in the capillaries ofthe gut In consen

of this increased flow of blood, or from some other cause with which I

am not yet acquainted, the internal surface of the gut throws off its

epithelium, which is intermixed with the chyme in the cavity of the

gut. The cast-off epithelium is of two kinds, that which covers the

villi, and which, from the duty it performs, may be named prot

epithelium; and that which lines the follicles, and is endowed with

secreting functions. The same action then, which in removing the

protective epithelia from the villi prepares the latter for their peculiar
function of absorption, throws out the secreting epithelia from the

follicles, and thus conduces towards the performance of the function

of these follicles. The villi, being now turgid with blood, ei

and naked, are covered or coated by the whitish-gray matter already
described. This matter consists of chyme, of cast-off epithelia of the

villi, and of the secreting epithelia of the follicles. The function of

the villi now commences. The minute vesicles which are interspersed

among the terminal loops of the lactcals of the villus, increase i :

by drawing materials from the blood through the coats of the capil-

lary vessels, which ramify at this spot in great abundance. While
this increase in their capacity is in progress, the growing vesicles are

continually exerting their absorbing function, and draw into their

cavities that portion of the chyme in the gut necessary to supply
materials for the chyle. When the vesicles respectively attain in

succession their specific size, they burst or dissolve, their coi

being cast into the texture of the villus, an in the case of any other

species of interstitial cell. The deliris, and the contents of the dis-

solved chyle-cells, as well as the other matters which have already
subserved the nutrition of the villus, pass into the looped network of

lactcals, which, like other lymphatics, are continually employed in

this peculiar function. As long as the cavity of the gut contains

chyme, the vesicles of the terminal extremity of the villi continue to

develop, to absorb chyle, and to burst, and their remains and contents

to be removed along the lactcals. When the gut contains no more

chyme, the flow of blood to the mucous membrane diminishes,

I elopmcnt of new vesicles censes, the lacleals empty themselves,
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and the villi become flaccid. The function of the villi now ceases till

they are again roused into action by another flow of chyme along the

gilt. During the intervals of absorption, it becomes necessary to

protect the villi from the matters contained in the bowel. They had
thrown off their protective epithelium when required to perform
their functions, just as the stomach had done to afford gastric juice,
and the intestinal follicles to supply their peculiar secretions. In the
intervala of digestion the epithelium is rapidly reproduced."

Eitremity of a villas with its absorbent vesicles distended with chyle, and
the trunks of iU lacteal* seen through Hi coats. Very highly magnified.

The researches of Professor Goodsir have likewise thrown much light
on the general process of secretion. He shows, by an admirably
selected series of observations (chiefly on the lower animals), that
secretion is a function of the nucleated cell.

If the membrane which lines the secreting portion of the internal
surface of the ink-bag of Loliijo sag'Mata (Lamarck) be carefully freed
from adhering secretion by washing, it will be found to consist

almost entirely of nucleated cells, of a dark brown or black colour.
These cellg are spherical or ovidal. Their nuclei consist of cells

grouped together in a mass. Between these composite nuclei and the
walls of their containing cells is a fluid of a dark brown colour.

ThU fluid resembles in every respect the secretion of the ink-bag
itself. It renders each cell prominent and turgid, and is the cause of
its dark colour.

The dilated terminal extremities of the ducts in the liver of Helix

aperia (Mttller) contain a mass of cells. If one of these cells be
isolated and examined, it presents a nucleus consisting of one or
more cells. Between the nucleus and the wall of the containing cell

is a fluid of an amber tint, and floating in this fluid are a few oil-

globules. Thia fluid differs in no respect from the bile as found in

the ducts of the gland. The liver of Modiola rufgari* (Fleming)
contains masses of spherical cells. Between the nucleus and the wall of

each of these cells a light-brown fluid is situated, bearing a close resem-

blance to the bile in the gastro-hepatic pouches. The nucleated cells

which are arranged around the gastro-hepatic pouches of Pecten

opercularii are irregular in shape, and distended with a fluid resem-

bling the bile. The hepatic organ which is situated in the loop of

intestine of Pirena prunum (Fleming) consists of a mass of nucleated

cello. These cells are collected in groups in the interior of larger
cells or vesicles. These nucleated cells are filled with a light-brown
bilious fluid. The hepatic organ situated in the midst of the repro-
ductive apparatus, and in the loop of the intestine of Phallnsia,

vulyarin (Forbes and Goodsir), consists of a number of vesicles, and
each vesicle contains a dark-brown bilious fluid.

The hepatic caeca in the liver of Patella vulgata contains vesicles

inclosing a body which consists of a number of nucleated cells full of

a dark fluid resembling the bile. The kidney of Helix aspersa

(Miiller) is principally composed of numerous transparent vesicles.

In the centre of each vesicle is situated a cell full of a dead white

granular mass. This gland secretes pure uric acid. The ultimate

elements of the human liver are nucleated cells. Between the nucleus

and the cell-wall is a light brown fluid with one or two oil globules

floating in it. The vesicular cseca in the testicle of Squalus comubicus
contain nucleated cells, which ultimately exhibit in their interior

bundles of spermatozoa. The generative caeca of Echiurus vutgaris

(Lamarck) contain cells full of minute spermatozoa. Aply&ia punctata
secretes from the edge and internal surface of its mantle a quantity
of purple fluid. The secreting surface of the mantle consists of an

arrangement of spherical nucleated cells. These cells are distended

with a dark purple matter. The edge and internal surface of the

mantle of the Janlhina frayilis (Lamarck), one of the animals which

supplied the Tyrian dye, secretes a deep bluish-purple fluid. The

secreting surface consists of a layer of nucleated cells, distended with a

dark purple matter. If an ultimate acinus of the mammary gland of

the bitch be examined during lactation it is seen to contain a mass of

nucleated cells. These cells are generally ovoidal, and rather transpa-
rent. Between the nucleus and the cell-wall of each a quantity of

Uuiil is contained, and in this fluid float one, two, three, or more
oil-like globules, exactly resembling those of the milk.

The secretion within a primitive cell is always situated between
the nucleus and the cell-wall, and would appear to be a product of

the nucleus.

The ultimate secreting structure then is the primitive cell, endowed
with a peculiar organic agency, according to the secretion it is destined

to produce. Mr. Goodsir names it the primary secreting cell. It

consists, like other primitive cells, of three parts the nucleus, the
cell-wall, and the cavity. The nucleus is its generative organ, and
may or may not, according to circumstances, become developed into

young cells. The cavity is the receptacle in which the secretion is

retained till the quantity has reached its proper limits, and till the
period has arrived for its discharge. Each primary secreting cell is

endowed with its own peculiar property, according' to the organ in
which it is situated. In the liver, it secretes bile

; in the mamma,
milk, &c. The primary secreting cells of some glands have merely to

separate from the nutritive medium a greater or less number of
matters already existing .in it. Other primary secreting cells are
endowed with the more exalted property of elaborating from the
nutritive medium matters which do not exist iu it. The discovery of
the secreting agency of the primitive cell does not remove the
principal mystery in which this function has always been involved.
One cell secretes bile, another milk

; yet the one cell does not differ
more in structure from the other than the lining membrane of the
duct of one gland from the lining membrane of the duct of another.
The general fact however that the primitive cell is the ultimate

secreting structure is of great value in physiological science, inasmuch
as it connects secretion with growth, as phenomena regulated by the
same laws. The force, of whatever kind it may be, which enables
one primary formative cell to produce nerve and another muscle, by
an arrangement within itself of the common materials of nutrition,
is identical with that force which enables one primary secreting cell to
distend itself with bile and another with milk.

Instead of growth being a species of imbibing force, and secretion
on the contrary, a repulsive, the one centripetal, the other centrifugal,
they are both centripetal. Even in their latter stages the two pro-
cesses, growth and secretion, do not differ. The primary formative
cell after becoming distended with its peculiar nutritive matter, in
some instances changes its form according to certain laws

;
and then,

after a longer or shorter period, dissolves and disappears iu the inter-

cellular space in which it is situated ; its materials passing into the

circulating system if it be an internal cell, and being merely thrown
off if it be an external cell. The primary secreting cell, again, after
distenion with its secretion does not change its form so much as
certain of the formative cells, but the subsequent stages are identical
with those of the latter. It bursts or dissolves, and throws out its

contents either into ducts or gland-cavities.
The general fact of every secretion being formed within cells

explains a difficulty which has hitherto puzzled physiologists, namely,
why a secretion should only be poured out on the free surface of a

gland-duct, or secreting membrane. We have attempted to illustrate

Mr. Goodsir's views by the accompanying figures :

1. Cells from the kidney of Helix aspersa. The contained secretion is dead,
white and presents a chalky appearance.

2. Cells from the ink-bag of Loligo sagitta.

3. Cells from the liver of the Patella nilgata. In this instance the bile is

contained in the cavities of the secondary cells, which constitute the nucleus of

the primary cell.

4. Cells from the mamma of a bitch. In addition to their nuclei these cells

contain milk-globules.

After describing the development of glandular tissue Professor
Goodsir concludes his paper on this subject with the following
remarks :

"
It appears to be highly probable therefore that a gland is origi-

nally a mass of nucleated cells, the progeny of one or more parent
cells ; that the membrane in connection with the embryo gland may
or may not, according to the case, send a portion of the membrane in

the form of a hollow cone into the mass
;
but whether this happens

or not, the extremities of the ducts are formed as closed vesicles, and
then nucleated cells are formed within them, and are the parents of

the epithelium cells of the perfect organ. Dr. Allen Thomson has
ascertained that the follicles of the stomach and large intestines are

originally closed vesicles. This would appear to show that a nucleated

cell is the original form of a follicle, and the source of the germinal

spot, which plays so important a part in its future actious. The
ducts of glands are therefore intercellular passages. This is an

important consideration, inasmuch as it ranges them in the same

category with the intercellular passages and secreting receptacles of

vegetables.
" Since the publication of my paper on the secreting structures, in

the 'Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,' in 1842, I have

satisfied myself that I was in error in attributing to the cell-wall the

important function of separating and preparing the secretion con-

tained in the cell-cavity. The nucleus is the part which effects this.
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The Mcrction contained in the cavity of the cell appear* to b the

product of the solution of successive developments of the nucleus,
which in tome instance* containi in iU component vesicles the

peculiar secretion, ai in the bile-cells of certain Mollmca ; and in

othen becomes dercloped into the secretion itself, as in seminal cells.

In every instance the nucleus is directed towards the source of

nutritive matter; the cell-wall is opposed to the cavity into which
the secretion is cast This accords with that most important obser-

vation of Dr. Martin Barry on the function of the nucleus in cellular

development. I have also had an opportunity of verifying and to

an extent which I did not at the time fully anticipate the remarkable
vital properties of the third order of secretion referred to in the

memoir to which I have just alluded. The distinctive character of

secretions of the third order is, that when thrown into the cavity of
the gland they consist of entire cells, instead of being the result of

partial or entire dissolution of the secreting cells. It is the most
remarkable peculiarity of this order of secretions, that, after the

worsting cells have been separated from the gland and cast into the

duct, or cavity, and therefore no longer a component part of the

organism, they retain so much individuality of life as to proceed in

their development to a greater or less extent in their course along .the

canal or duct before they arrive at their full extent of elimination.

The most remarkable instance of this peculiarity of secretions of this

order is that discovered by my brother. He has observed that the
seminal secretion of the decapodous crustaceans undergoes successive

developments in its progress down the duct of the testis, but that it

only becomes developed into spermatozoa after coitus, and in the

spermatbeca of the female. He has also ascertained that, apparently
fur tbe nourishment of the component cells of a secretion of this

kind, a quantity of albuminous matter floats among them, by absorb-

ing which they derive materials for development after separation from
the walls of the gland. This albuminous matter he compares to the
substance which, according to Dr. Martin Barry's researches, results

from the solution of certain cells of a brood, and affords nourishment
to their survivors. It is one of other instances in which cells do not
derive their nourishment from the blood but from ports in their

neighbourhood which have undergone solution, and it involves a prin-

ciple which serves to explain many processes in health and disease.
"

I conclude therefore, from the observations which I have

made, 1st, that all the true secretions are formed or secreted by a
vital action of the nucleated cell, and that they are first contained in

tbe cavity of that cell ; 2nd, that growth and secretion are identical

the same vital process under different circumstances."

Having thus examined the nature of the process by which the cell

secretes, we may now refer to some of the more prominent modifica-

tions of the organs called glands. The simplest condition of a Gland
is the simple inversion of a secreting membrane called a follicle.

These occur in the skin, as in the sebaceous follicles, and also in the
mucous membrane of the stomach, where they are called gastric
follicles. In these cases we have simply a pit in the membrane covered
with secreting cells. In the early stages of the development of all

glands we have this simple condition, and in the permanent condition
of the more complicated glands, when occurring in the lower animals,
we have the same simple development. Thus the liver in some of
the Polypes and lower Mollutca consists merely of a series of separate
follicles placed in the walls of the stomach. The chick whilst in the

egg presents the same condition of this organ. The same simplicity
is seen in the commencement of the development of a mammary
gland in the Mammalia. In the Ornithorhynckut this organ consists
of a mere cluster of blind sacs. In the same way in many fishes the

psncrsss begins its existence as a mere group of blind follicles. The
next stage in the complexity of a gland is where a number of follicles

O|HMI into a single tube. Such a condition of the gland is seen in

what are called the Meibomian glands of the eye. The larger glands
of the body, as the pancreas, liver, and parotid gland, are but mere com-
plicated stages of this process. Innumerable follicles empty them-
selves into tubes which again empty themselves into other tubes until
the whole contents of the gland are thrown out from some common
outlet.

For further information on the subject of the Glandular System
re LIVER; PAMCREAS ; BII.E; PAROTID; DIGESTION; HUKETION;
AMORBKNT SYSTEM ; SALIVA; KIDNEYS; URINE; SKIN.

GLAPHYUIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Myrtacrtr. The limb of tbe calyx is fi-lobed, petals 5, berry fi-celled,

many seeded ; seeds fixed to the axis, 2 rows in each cell. The species
are small Indian trees, with alternate minutely-stipiUte leaves, and
few-flowered axillary peduncles.

'via is called by the Malays
' the Tree of Long Life,' probably

from its maintaining itself at elevations where the other denizens of
the forest have ceased to exist It affords at Bencoolen a substitute
for tea, and is known by the name of the Tea Plant Various species
of Lrptotptrmum and MeJaltna bear the same name in the Austra-
lian colonies.

Q. srricca has lanceolate acuminated leaves. It is a imtive of Pulo
Pcnang and on the west coast of Sumatra, The calyx, peduncles,
bracts, and young leaves are silky ; the petals and cells of ovoriuin
6 or 6 in number.
(JI.AHKOLA. [CllABADniAD.Il]

GLASSWOUT. [SAUCORKIA.]
GLAl'KKU SALT, imtive Sulphate of Soda. It h monoclinate,

and occurs in oblique rhombic prisms. It is found in efflorescent

crusts, of a white or yellowish-white colour, also in mineral waters.
Its taste is cool, saline, and bitter. It is distinguished from Epsom
salt by its coarse crystals and the yellow colour it gives to the blow-

pipe flame. The artificial salt was first discovered by Glauber, a
German chemist It is found in sea-water, and is obtained from this

source for use in medicine and the arts. At Knilua, in Hawaii, one
of the Sandwich Islands, it is found abundantly in a cave, whei

constantly forming. It is also found in Austria and Hungary, and
the United States of America.

ULAUBERITE, a native Sulphate of Lime and Soda. It occurs in

oblique crystals, which are usually flattened, with sharp edges;
nearly transparent, and yellowish-grey in colour. The taste is weak,
and slightly saline. It is found in rock-salt at Villa Kubia in Spain,
at Ausxee in Upper Austria, and Vic in France.
GLAUCIUM (from yAawtih ,

'

sea-green, or glaucous,' in allusion to
the colour of the plant and its habitation by the sea-side), a genus of
Plants belonging to the natural order fapareracea. It has 2 sepals,
4 petals, and indefinite stamens; elongated 2-valved capsules, a bi-

lamellate stigma, and ovate renifonn seeds. Tbe species are evergreen
glaucous biennial or annual herbs, abounding in a copper-coloured acrid

juice, said to be poisonous and to occasion madness. The flowers ore

yellow or crimson ; and the English name of the genus, Horn-Poppy,
originates in the horn-like shape of the pods.

d. luteum, Yellow Horn-Poppy, has a smooth stem and a tuber-
cular scabrous pod. The flowers are large, and of a golden-yellow
colour. It is found on the sandy sea-shores of Great Britain, and also
in the Caroluuu and Virginia. It is the nymny Kipa-rlns of Theophrastus
(' Hist Plant,' 9, 13).

0. phoeniccum is regarded by De Condolle as a variety of G. cornic*-
lalum. It is a native of the south of Europe, and is occasionally
found on the coast of England. It is however considered by liabiug-
ton to be a doubtful native. The flowers are crimson, and have an
elegant appearance. Don enumerates six species of d'laucium, none
of which however are applied to any useful purposes. The species of

Horn-Poppy thrive well in any common garden-soil, and may be easily
raised from seeds, which ripen in<great abundance.

(Don, Dichlamydfotu Plant*; Babington, I/on. Brit. Sot.)
GLAUCOLITE. [LABBADORITE.]
GLAUCONIE, a French term used principally by M. Brongniart,

to signify some stratified deposits associated with the chalk, which
correspond to the greeusands of English geologists. The Qlan
Crayeuse is considered by M. Brongniart to be the equivalent of the

upper greeusand, and the Qlauconie Sableu.se of tho lower greensaud.
The same author uses the term Glauconie Grossicre for a deposit
above the chalk.

GLAUCONOME (Glauconome, Nereidis filia), is used to denote a
genus established by Goldfuss, for species of Celluliferous Polyparia
found in the chalk of Westphalia.

(jlauconome is also the name of a fresh-water genus of couchifers of
the family Veaerida, established by Dr. Gray in his 'Spicilegia
Zoologica,' [YKNEKIIML]
GLAUCO'PIS, a genus of Birds established by Forstor (Caltcat of

Bechsteiu and Vieillot), belonging to the order Intcuorei.
It has the following generic character : Bill moderate, strong,

robust, thick, with the base enlarged towards the commissure
; upper

mandible convex, vaulted, curved towards the end, and without any
notch

; lower mandible following the curvature of the upper, straight
below, hidden in part by the sides of the upper mandible. K-.

basal, lateral, round, partially closed bya large membrane, and entin ly
hidden by the curled and velvetty feathers which advance from tho
forehead. Feet strong, robust; tarsi longer than the middle toe;
toes nearly all of a length, the external toe united to the middle one,
and the internal toe soldered (soude") at the base. Wings short;
the first quill short, the three following graduated, and the fifth

longest Tail long, graduated. (Temminck.) The above character
is adopted in Lesson's '

Manuel,' and the following threo species are
there arranged under the gcuu*, namely, G. cinerea, G. Uucoptcra, and
G. Tcmnura.
M. Temrninck describes (1. Temnwa as one-third larger than (J. Ttmia

(Corrui variant of authors), or the Pic Temia of Le Vaillant's ' Birds
of Africa.' He observes that the striking character in G. Tt m
consists in a very graduated tail (queue trcs <Stng(5e), all the feathers
of \\ hii-h aru truncated and cut, as it were, transversely at their extre-

mity. The whole of the plumage is black, a little lustrous on tl,.-

wings and tail. Bill and feet black. Total length 12 inches. It in

"omul in Cochin China. M. Lesson observes that this species will
form a new genur.

In Mr. Swainson's '
Classification of Birds,' vol. U., part 4, G. Tern-

n*ra is referred to CVyjutrt'na, and the following generic character is

{ivcn by him : some of the characters, not inserted in his own notes,
rest on the authority of the ' Manuel d'Ornithologic.'

(ilnucupii (Forster). Bill short, strong, robust ; the culinen elevated
and curved from the bare ; tipper mandible destitute of a notch

;

nii'li-r mandible straight (on the gonys), the margin covered by Unit
of the upper and furnished at the base with two iv.-liy unities.
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Nostrils basal, lateral, partly closed by a large membrane. Feet very
strong, formed for walking. The tarsus longer than the middle toe

;

lateral toes short, of equal length, and divided to their base
; hind

toe strong, armed with a long curved claw. Winga short. Tail rather

lengthened, rounded; the feathers ending in setaceous points.

Glaucopa Tannura. (Tcmm.)

In the third part of the '
Classification of Birds," in the same vol.,

Mr. Swainsou states that the QtatteepHUt, or Rasorial Crows, form the

only division of the family which he had then analysed with a view
to determine its chief generic types. As a whole he thinks that they
are distinguished from all other birds by their short finch-like bill,

the commissure of which is always arched, and sometimes sinuated
like that of a FrinyiUa. The genus Glaucopis, which he considers

the pre-eminent type, shows this structure, in his opinion, in great

perfection, "added to another which is equally indicative of the
rasorial structure, that is, strong walking legs. Following this we
have the Senegal Piapec, forming our genus Ptilostomw, intimately

related, according to M. Temminck, with his Gamut gymnocephalus."

[COKVID<E.]
"
Upon this authority we conjecture the last-mentioned

bird may prove the grallatorial type. The singular genus Brachystoma,
from New Holland, long since noticed by us as connecting this bird

with the jays, leads at once to the Finch Crows of India, all of

which, in our opinion, are merely variations of that type named

Crypririna by M. Vieillot. Some of these, from their close resemblance
to Glaucopw, have actually been placed in that genus by M. Tem-
minck, who seems to have overlooked the entirely different structure

of their legs. The circle is thus closed, and we find that these five

types represent the primary divisions of the whole class."

The following are Mr. Swaiuson's views of the position of the

Corvidce : He is of opinion that the Cormdte are nearest allied to the

Hornbills, although the intervening forms are few. The genus Frigillus

(Freyilut ?) is the only representative he at present knows of that

vb-fainily which intervenes between the Bucerulie and the Corvin<c.

He observes that the whole family has never yet been analysed, so

that the leading divisions alone can yet be made out or stated with

any degree of certainty ;
and says that the little value which can be

attached to speculations on the rank of the present genera, founded

upon mere synthesis, will best appear by looking to those artificial

arrangements that place short-legged Hollers close to the long-legged
and powerfully constructed Grakle (Gracvla religioea), two genera
moreover which analysis has convinced him do not belong to this

family. "Nothing in short," continues Mr. Swainson, "is more easy
than to divide a group like this into three, five, seven, or any other

given number
;
but the divisions must always be considered as tem-

porary, until confirmed by analysis. We have not yet carried our

investigations so far as to lay before the reader an arrangement of all

the genera of this family ;
nor will our space admit of an attempt to

demonstrate those groups in it which we have already marked out.

KiT. HIST. D1V. vol.. n.

We shall therefore merely intimate what we conceive to bo the only

He excludes from the family Epimachus, as belonging to the Suctorial
Birds

; Coracias, as being completely united to Eurystomus by two
species ;

and Gracula, as united to Pastor among the Slurnidce. The
Paradise Birds, hitherto arranged with the Crows, form, in his opinion,
the most aberrant group of his Tenuirostres, and one placed between
the Hoopoes and the Honey-Suckers. From the Crows he proceeds to
the Starlings (Sturnidai).

In the '

Synopsis of a Natural Arrangement of Birds
'

(part iv. of
the same vol.), Mr. Swainson observes that " there are a few altera-

tions in the arrangement of the groups from what they appear in the

foregoing part : this has resulted from further analysis, and by incor-

porating our researches up to the latest time." We here find the
Oorvida thus arranged : Sub-family Coniuce, Typical Crows Corvus,
Pica, Nucifraga, Barita, Vanya, Platylophus, 1'Itonygama. Sub-family
Oarnifma, Jays Garrulus, Cyanurus, Dyaornithia, Sub-family Qlim-

copince, Wattle Crows Crypsirina, Plilostomus, Brachys/oma, Qlancopu.
Subfamily Coracince, Fruit Crows Coracina, Cephaloptcrus, Gymno-
cephalus. Sub-family Frigillince (FregilinrE 1 ) which, he remarks,
contains at present but two European birds (P. Pyrrhocorax and
F. erythropus), which almost appear to be types of as many genera.
The characters which he gives are, he observes, more strictly applicable
to the first. [CoRViD.E ; CORACINA.]
GLAUCUS, a genus of Molluscous Animals named by Forster, and

placed by Cuvier among his Nudibranchiata ; by De Blaiuville under
his Polybrancldata (Family Tetracerata) ;

and by Rang made the type
of a family, Les Glauques (Glaucidce), which together with Glaucus

comprises the genera Laniogerus, De Blainville
; riarcea, Quoy and

Gaimard; Eolidia, Cuvier; Carolina, Bruguieres; and Tcrgipes,
Cuvier.

It has the following generic characters : Animal gelatinous, elon-

gated, slightly flattened, and terminated backwards in a point. Foot

very narrow and almost rudimentary. Head distinct, furnished with
four very short flattened and triangular teutacula

;
the mouth sub-

terminal. Branchia; disposed in pairs on the sides, and fitted for

swimming, being formed by oblong processes (palettes oblongues)
surrounded by digitated appendages. Termination of the organs of

generation in a common tube at the anterior part of the right side ;

vent on the same side, more backwards. (Rang.)

Glaiictts,

a, common tubercle of the organs of gener ition
; 4, vent

; c, one of the

digitations magnified. (Dc Blainville.) a "would rcj resent the anus, according
to Mr. Bennett.

Deshayes, in his edition of Lamarck (who made Glaucus the first

genus of his family Tritonians), remarks, that, notwithstanding the
researches of several accomplished naturalists, there still exists uncer-

tainty as to many points of the anatomy of this genus. The description
of M. De Blainville, he observes, leaves doubts concerning the organs
of respiration ;

nor is it, he adds, certain that the digitations of the
fins are branchiae : in the opinion of M. Deshayes they are not.

M. Quoy, he continues, says that these digitatious are very caducous
in the living animal, which detaches them when they are touched

;

and it is not to be believed that this would take place if these parts
were destined for so important a function as that of respiration.
M. Deshayes therefore points out the necessity of new researches as

to the organisation of these animals. The same zoologist states that

the majority of naturalists are now convinced that as yet but one

species is known
;
and he adds, that it must be confessed that the

figures given are very inexact, with the exception of that given by
Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard (' Voy. de 1'Astr.,' Zool. t. 2, pi. 21, f. 6 to

14), which conveys a good idea of this elegant animal.

Mr. G. Bennett states that during a voyage from England to Sydney,
in 4 26' N. lat., 19 30' W. long., with light airs and calms prevailing
at the time, a number of damaged and perfect specimens of the Glaum*

hcxaptcrygmi (Cuvier), were caught in the towing-net, and placed in a

glass of sea-water, where they resumed their vital actions and floated

about, exhibiting a brilliancy of colour and peculiarity of form that

excited admiration. The back of the animal, as well as the upper
surface of the fins and digitated processes, and the upper portion of

the head and tail, were of a vivid purple colour, varying occasionally
3 x
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in iU intensity, appearing brighter in colour when the animal was
active or exciteil, and deeper when it remained floating tranquilly

upon the lurface of the water. The abdomen ami under surface of

the fin* were of a beautiful pearly white colour, appearing a* if it

had been enamelled. The usual length of Mr. Bennett'* specimens,
measured from the extremity of the head to the tail, when extended

floating upon the surface of the water, was one inch and three-quarters,
sometimes one or two lines more or less. Mr. Bennett describes the

body of the animal as nibcylindrical, terminating in a tail, which

gradually becomes more slender towards the extremity until it finally
terminate* in a delicate point ; the head is short, with very small

conical tentacula in pairs, two superior nnd two inferior
;
three (and

in (I. ortoptrryyitu, Ctivier, four) branchial fins on each side, opposite,

palmated, and digitated at their extremities, the number of digitations

varying, the central digitatioiu being the longest, and the first branchial

fins, or those nearest the head, larger and more dense than the others.

The body is gelatinous, and covered, he says, by a thin and extremely
sensible membrane. " When taken in the hand," continues Mr. Be,n-

nett,
"
the under surface of the animal soon becomes denuded of the

beautiful pearly white it previously had, and at tliat time appears
like a small transparent bladder, in which a number of air-bubbles are

observed together with the viscera. On the abdomen being laid open
a large quantity of air-bubbles escaped ; and perhaps a query may
arise how far they assist the animal in floating upon the surface of
the water. The figure of Glancui lie.ra)>terygita in Cuvier's work
' Sur les Mollusque*' is tolerably well executed, but no engraving
can convey to the beholder the inconceivable delicacy and beauty of

this mollusk. In thn engraving alluded to there is an inaccuracy, at

least as compared with the specimens before me, in the digitated pro-
cesses of the fins not being sufficiently united at the base : in the

living specimens before me they were united together at the base, and
then branching off became gradually smaller until they terminated in

a fine point. Again, in the .engraving in Cuvier's work the anal
orifice is placed on the right side, whereas in my specimens it was
situated on the left ; for in all the specimens I examined 1 found tho
anus was disposed laterally, and could be plainly distinguished situated
on the left side of the 'animal, a little below the first fin. This I

consider also the orifice of generation, as in some of the specimens
examined a rather long string of dots resembling ova was seen to

protrude from it. One of the animals discharged from this orifice a

large quantity of very light brownish fluid
;
this no doubt was the

f.. -

"

Numbers of the same species were taken by the same zoologist
towards the end of the same month in 2 26' N. lat., 19" 51' W. long.,

light airs, nearly calm. Often when at rest the animal would drop
one or more of the fins, but on touching them they would be imme-

diately raised to their former position, and the fin was turned bock as

if to throw off the offending object From Mr. Bennett's observations
it appears that the Glauci actually feed upon Porpihr, and probably
upon Vtlella and Janihitut ; that the animal shows more sensitiveness

on the back than it does when touched elsewhere ; that it does not
seem to be disturbed by the contact of another Glaucia ; that the
fins have an undulating and a twisting movement ; and that a circu-

lating fluid could be perceived by means of a gloss through the semi-

transparent membrane of the back, close to the surface, flowing in

two directions one taking a course downwards and the other upwards.
It appears moreover, from the testimony of Mr. Bennett and others,
that no means have yet been discovered for preserving these evanescent

creatures, which lose their beauty and form even when taken olive

out of the water and laid upon the hand. " The digitations of the
fins fell off, the least movement destroyed the beauty of the animal ;

it speedily lost all the deep purple and silvery enamelled tint*, and
became a loathsome man." (' Zoological Proceedings,' 1836.) Spirit,
it is to be feared, would never preserve them in a state availalil- for

examination. Wo mention this to induce those observers who may
have the opportunity, to follow out their researches on the animal'*

organisation, by watching it narrowly with good glasses whilst it is

alive.

OLAUX, a genus of Planta belonging to the natural order Primu-
lacta. It has a bell-shaped calyx, 6-parted, coloured, and. without

any corolla, by which peculiarity it is distinguished from all other

plants of the same order. There are 5 stamens inserted at the base
of the calyx ; the capsules are few-seeded, opening with 6 valves.

There is but one specie* of this genus.
(j. mnriiima, the Black Saltwort, has a procumbent item, opposite

ovate glabrous leaves, axillary sessile pink flowers with obtuse seg-
ments. It grows on the sea-shore and salt-marshes, and is a native of
Great Britain.

(Bsbington, Manual of flriiufi Botany.)
OLEA1). [KAUOMIMC.]
GLECHOMA. [NEI-KTA.]
GLEDITSCHIA, a genus of Plants named in honour of Gottlieb

OlediUch, a professor at Berlin, and author of a work on the sexual

system of Linncus entitled
'
Consideratio epicrixcos Sicgrsbcckionae

in l.innnei systema plantanim sexuale et methodum botnnicam.'

(IlUchoff, p. 562.) He was a good botanist, and contributed a valuable

paper on the reproductive organs of the Funyi to the ' Transactions of
the Berlin Academy' in 1748. This genus belongs to the natural order

and the sub-order Canitft. The flowers arc unisexual,
the calyx has 3-4-5 equal sepals, which are connected together at the
base into a cupule. The

petals
are equal in number to the sepals;

two of them are connected into a carina. The leaves are abruptly
pinnate and bipinnate on the same tree. The flowers have a greenish
colour, and are disposed in spikes.

Q. Iriacanthot, the Three-Horned Acacia or Honey Locust, is a

large tree, native of the Carolines and Virginia, and attaining a height
of from 60 to 80 feet. When the tree is young, the trunk and
branches are covered with small prickles, which become hard as it

increases in age, and form a formidable defence. The foliage is of a

light shining green, and is particularly elegant In the neighbourhood
of London the leaves do not appear uutiflate in the spring, and drop
off early in the autumn. The seeds are covered with a sweet pulp,
which, when infused and fermented, forms an intoxicating liquor
which was used by the American Indians.

G. monosperma, the One-Seeded Gleditschia, is a native of the

Carolina*, Florida, and Illinois, in damp woods. It attains a height
of from 60 to 80 feet, and much resembles the former species. Wlien
none of the seeds ripen it is impossible to distinguish them. There
are 8 species of Glediltchia enumerated, a1

! of which possess the same
general character?. As ornamental trees they are much esteemed,
both on account of their elegant foliage and the varied and picturesque
forms assumed by the tree, together with the singular appearance of
the spines. They require a deep rich soil in a situation not exposed
to high winds.

(Loudon, ncyclop<tdia of Trea and Sltrubt; Don, I>ichlamydeou4
Plants.)

GLEICHENIACE/E, on order of Plants constituted by Von Martins,
and forming part of Liudley's alliance Pdicalti in the ' Natural System.'
In the '

Vegetable Kingdom
'

it is reduced to the rank of a tribe umli-r

the order Polyi>odiace<e, and with the name Gleicheneer. The species
have the following characters : Spore-coses dorsal with a transverse

occasionally oblique ring, nearly sessile, and bursting lengthwise
internally ;

the spores oblong or kidney-shaped. It includes the genera
Gleiekenia, Mrrltiula, Sticheriu, Platyzoma, Calymella,
GLENOTKEMITES (TA^KTJ, articular cavity, rpn/ut, a perforation),

a genus of Echinodemutta, with only one opening in the crust
; estab-

lished by Goldfuss, and by him compared to Cidaritct ; found in the
chalk of Westphalia. ('Petrifacti Germanuc.')
GLIKES, the fourth order of Mammalia in the '

Systema Natures
'

of Linnteus, who thus characterises it : Incisors (denies primores
incisores) two above and below ; Canines (laniarii) none. Feet nngui-
culatc; progression salient (cursu salientes). Food obtained by
gnawing the bark of trees, roots, vegetable?, &c. This is the character

given in the 'Synopsis' of the Mammalia. In the course of the
work the dental formula is thus stated : Incisors (denies primores),
two (bini) above and below, approximate, remote from the molars ;

no lauiorii. The genera placed by Linntous under this order in his hut
edition are, liyttrix (Porcupines), Leptu (Hares, Rabbits, 4c.), CWor
(Beavers, ic.), Mia (Rats and Mice, Guinea-Pigs, Agoutis, Marmots,
Lemmings, Hamsters, Dormice, Jerboas, the Paca, &c., and the
American Flying Squirrel (Sciuriu Americanut volant, Ray), .Sr/uciu

(the Squirrels), and Noctilio (one of the Bats). [CBHBORBBA
BODBBUa.1
GLOBBA, a genus of Planta belonging to the natural order Zinge-

bcractce, indigenous in the tropical parts of Asia, especially in the
islands of the Indian Ocean and the continent of India, where they
extend as far north as 30 along the forest-clad base of the Himalayan
Mountains, and even ascend them to elevations of 2000 and 3000 feet

;

coming into flower in the rainy season. In a family abounding in

highly ornamental plants, many of the species of GUtbba are likrw i

showy ;
for the cultivation of which, in European latitudes, a climate

and culture are required similar to that so successfully adopted for
Urchidacea;. The herbaceous parts yearly die down to the root-stocks ;

the leaves are distichous, lanceolate, with the sheaths split ; inflores-

cence terminal, loosely panicled or racemose, flowers mostly yellow.
In GMIta is now included the genus Mantitia, which was so named
from the resemblance of its flower to the Mantin insect; and tlio

species G. taltatoria, commonly called Opera-Girls, from the supposed
resemblance of the flowers to dancing figures. Tho fruit of (J

urt/orntM is said to be eatable.

GLOBE-FISH. [TETRODOX.]
GLOBE-FLOWER. [TROLLICS.]
OLOBIOl'KI'HAI.rs. [CETACEA.]

(LUliri.\M.\'^K.K,Setaffi*acea,Sclagi<ltotUna\ey, a very small
natural order of Exogens, nearly allied to Diptattac, A iterator, Vtrltcn-

acra, and Myoporacctt. The species ore herbaceous plants, or small
branched herbs. The leaves are alternate, generally sessile, toothed
or entire, without stipules, usually in clusters; flowers sessile, spiked
with large bracts

; calyx spathaccous, or tubular, persistent, with a
definite number of teeth or divisions, rarely consisting of two sepals ;

corolla tubular, hypogynous, more or less irregular, with 5 lobes,
imbricated in [estivation ; stamens 4, usually didynamous, arining
from the top of the tube of the corolla, seldom 2

; anthers 1 -celled,

usually adnate to the dilated top of the filament, rarely versatile ;

ovary superior; style 1, filiform; stigma nearly capitate; ovules

solitary, pendulous, anatropal disc hypogynous, fleshy ; fruit 2-celled
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the cells either separable or inseparable, 1-seeded, membranous; seed

solitary, pendulous ; embryo in the axis of a little fleshy albumen ;

radicle superior. The chief part of this order comes from the Cape
of Good Hope. The species are of but little importance. Some are

sweet scented. Globularia Alyssum is a bitter drastic purgative, once

supposed to be the A\iniov of Dioscorides, and hence called Frutex

terribilis. G. vulgaris has similar properties. Both are emetic.

A twig of Globularia longifvlia, in flower.

1, the calyx, corolla, and Siemens in their natural position; 2, a corolla,

separate, with the stamens and style ; 3, the ovary enclosed in the calyx, half

of which is cut away to expose it. All magnified.

GLOIOCLADIE^E, a sub-order of Sea-Weeds belonging to the

natural order Cryptonemiacea. The fronds are loosely gelatinous, the

filament* of which they are composed lying apart from one another,

surrounded by a copious gelatine. The favellidia are immersed

among the filaments of the periphery. It embraces the following

genera :

Cruoria. Frond crustaceous, skin-like.

Nafcaria. Frond filiform, solid, cellular ; the ramuli only composed
of radiating free filaments.

Gloiotiphonia. Frond tubular, hollow, the walls of the tube com-

posed of radiating filaments.

A^makon. Frond filiform, solid, elastic, filamentous; the axis com-

posed of closely packed filaments, the periphery of moniliform free

filaments.

Dudremala. Frond filiform, solid, gelatinous, filamentous, the

axis composed of a net-work of anastomosing filaments ;
the periphery

of moniliform free filaments.

Crouania. Frond filiform, consisting of a pointed filament, whorled

at the points, with minute multifid gelatinous ramuli.

(Harvey, British Sea- Weeds.)

GLOMERID^E, a sub-family of Insects belonging to the family

Chilopoda and the order Myriopoda.
GLORIO'SA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Hliacea, tribe Tulipace.ee, so named from the splendid appearance of

its flowers. One species, G. superba, is indigenous in most parts of

India, with a species, or variety, G. simplex, at moderate elevations on

the Himalayas, while G. virescens is a native of Senegambia. The

root is fleshy, the stem climbing, the leaves lanceolate, undulated,

and terminating in a tendril serving to support the plaut. The six

petals are undulated and reflexed, but pendent before flowering. The

nearly horizontal stamens and declinate and oblique style give the

flowers a very peculiar appearance, while their large size and the red

and yellow colour of those of G. superba make it worthy of cultivation.

Tfcis is successfully effected in hothouses. The fleshy root has a

bitter and acrid disagreeable taste, and by some is said to be poisonous,

but probably without sufficient foundation.

GLOSSOI'ETRA (y\uaaa, a tongue, and ireVpa, rock), the name by
which many early inquirers into the history of organic remains

designated a great number of fossil teeth of fishes allied to the shark,

which are found abundantly in the upper secondary and tertiary

strata of England, France, Germany, Italy, &c. They were also called

Lamiodontts, Odontopetrce, &c.

Amidst the difficulties which embarrassed the naturalists of the

16th century in their attempts to establish the true nature and origin

of the organic remains of plants and animals found in the enrth

[GEOLOOYJ, the obvious resemblance between the fossil and recent

teeth of fishes WC3 a valuable and powerful argument. Fabio Colonna

(' De Glossopetris Diss.,' 1627) and Agostino Scilla (' La vana Specu-

lazione,' &c., 1670) pointed out the close agreement, in several cases,

between the fossil teeth of Malta, Calabria, &c., and the teeth of living

sharks
;
and the argument from similarity of form was made complete

by considerations of the peculiar polish, hardness, chemical quality,
and even colour of the fossil specimens. Scilla's figures are excellent.

Ray, in a letter to Dr. Robinson (1684), makes the same use of the

Glossopetrce.
" Some other bodies besides shells, commonly esteemed stones,

there are found in the earth, resembling the teeth and other bones of

fishes, which are so manifestly the very things they are thought only to

resemble, that it seems to me great weakness in any man to deny it

Such are the Glossopetne dug up in Malta in such quantities that you
may buy them by measure and not by tale ; and also the vertebres of

thornbacks or other cartilaginous fishes there found, and sold for

stones, among the Glos8opetr&, which have no greater dissimilitude to

the teeth of a living shark, or the vertebres of a quick thornback,
than lying so long in the earth, as they must needs have done, will

necessarily induce. Now in this same Isle of Malta we found also

many shell-like stones, which why we should not esteem to have been

originally the shells of fishes I see no reason
;
for if in one and the

same place we find many teeth and bones of fishes entire and unpetri-

fied, and likewise stones exactly imitating the shells of other fishes, a

great presumption to me it is that these were originally the things
whose shape only they now seem to bear. Neither are these Glosso-

petra found only in Malta, but also in many places of Germany, far

remote from the sea
;
in a hill near Aken, in so great plenty, that

Goropius makes it an argument they could not be the teeth of sharks.
' In collo illo (saith he) qui Aquis-grano imminet, tantum id genus
fuisse piscium quis crederet quantum de Glossopetrarum copii con-

jectari deberet ?
' "

Llwyd (1698), whose opinions on the real nature and origin of

organic fossils were turned in a wrong channel by the apparent impos-

sibility of understanding how the various animal and vegetable
exuvia) could be placed in their subterranean repositories by the

Noachian flood, a proposition which his judgment rejected, describes

a considerable number of fish teeth according to the following
method :

Ichthyodontes cuspidati (considered to be incisor teeth of fishes

Such of these as are triangular in figure (sagittati), flat with keen
and often serrated edges, are called Glossopetrce,

Others which are more nearly round, elongated and pointed, he
calls Plectronitce. (Tr\iiKTpov, a cock's spur).

Ichthyodontes scutellati (supposed to be molar teeth of fishes). Of
these such as were round, umbonate, or scaphoid, were termed

Hufonitce,
The angular ones were called Rhombiscus.

The flattened pod-shaped teeth were called Siliquastra.

In Helwing's curious work,
'

Lithographia Angerburgica' (1717),
the state of knowledge on the subject in Germany appears little

advanced, since he takes the trouble to reject the supposition that

the Glostopetne were serpents' tongues. He describes several species
of sharks' teeth under the titles of Glossopelra and Odontopetra.

Until a very recent period there was little progress made in the

study of the parts of fossil fishes beyond the views of Llwyd. Neither

the Glossopetra: nor the Bufonites were at all better understood in

England, till the successful researches of Mantell in Sussex re-

awakened the zeal of collectors ;
and Cuvier, besides renovating the

whole subject of recent ichthyology, announced his intention of com-

posing a systematic history of fossil fishes. The drawings which that

great man had collected for the purpose were put into the hands of

M. Agassiz, whose extraordinary zeal and success have made a new
era in fossil ichthyology. According to the views of this distinguished

naturalist, all, or nearly all, the fish teeth known to the early collectors

as Glossopetra; belong to the family of sharks, which must formerly
have been more numerous and included more various structures than

the living races. The Siliyuastra and other of the scutellate ichthyo-
dontes of Llwyd are likewise teeth of sharks.

The following short synopsis may be convenient to collectors (see

also Dr. Buckland's '

Bridgewater Treatise') :

Family of Sharks. Group 1, Cestracionts. (Siliquastra, Rhombiscua,

&c. of Llwyd.) Teeth having a broad grinding surface.

2, Hybodonts. (Plectronitos and Glossopelrcs of Llwyd.) Teeth

pointed, striated on both sides.

3, True Sharks. (Glossopetrce df Scilla, Llwyd, &c.) Teeth

triangular, striated on one side only.

Many of the Bvfonitce of old writers belong to the extinct genera

Pymodus and Gyrodus of Agassiz ; though they have often been com-

pared to the teeth of Ancm-hicas lupus, from which, according to

Cuvier, they differ essentially in structure. (' RSgne Animal.')

The geological distribution of these fish teeth is curious. Llwyd
mentions that scutellate ichthyodontes had not occurred to him in

the maritime regions of England, but were found not le ti plentifully

than the cuspidate kinds in the interior counties, as Oxford, North-

ampton, Gloucester, Berks, Bucks, &c. This is in agreement with

conclusions of later date, for M. Agassiz has found that the whole

group of Cestracionts is confined to strata of the transition and secon-

dary series
;
while only one of the race (Ceslracion Philippi, or Port

Jackson Shark), is now living.
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Dr. Hucklaiid inp-nioutly remark*, that " the greater strength and
flattened oouditiou of the teeth of the fmniliei of sharks that pre-
vailed iu the formations beneath the chalk had relation, most

probably, to their office of cruthing the hard coverings of the C'rut-

tarta, and of the bony enamelled scale* of the fishes which formed
tli.-ir food." (' Bridgewater Treatise.

1

)

GLOSSOPHAGA. [CHEIROPTERA.]
OLOSSOPORIS, a genus of Animals belonging to the order

Anntlida, and placed commonly near the Leeches. It bos a

posterior disc, but it is not suctorial.

GLOSSO'PTERIS, a genus of Fossil Ferns, proposed by M. Adolphe
Brongniart to include species whose elongated leaves or fronds are

covered by fine arched dichotomous often anastomosing nervures.

Examples occur in the Carboniferous and Oolitic systems of strata.

[COAL-PLANTS.]
OLOTTALITE, a Mineral belonging to the group of Zeolites. It

occurs crystallised ; the crystals appear to be cubic and octahedral
Hardness 3-5. Brittle. Colour white. Lustre vitreous. Translucent.

Specific gravity 2'181.

Before the blow-pipe it swells and melts into a white enamel. With
carbonate of soda it gives an opaque white bead, and with borax a
translucent glass.

It has been found near Port Glasgow, Scotland.

According to Dr. Thomson's analysis it yields :

Silica 37-014

Alumina 16-303

Lime 23-927
Peroxide of Iron 0-500

Water 21-250

-98-M8
GLOTTIS. [LARYNX.]
GLOW-WORM. [LAIIPTRIS.]
GLUMACEOUS PLANTS are what are more commonly called

Graminacea and Cyperacece, to which Juncacttt and a few other

orders are occasionally added. They derive their name from the

flowers consisting of glumes only.
OLUMALES. [ExDooENS.]
QLUMIFER..E, a subdivision of Endogenous Plants, embracing

the orders with glumaceous flowers, Cyperacea and (Jraminacca.

[ClTKRACE.E; QsUMDUkCUj
GLUTTON, the vernacular name for the Wolverene. [GuLO.]
OLYCE'RIA (from y*.vitip6s, sweet), a genus of Plants belonging

to the natural order Graminacea; and the tribe Pestucinea. It has

unequal acute sub-membranous glumes, the outer palea with 5-7

strong prominent distinct and parallel ribs, and a scarious margin,
subcylindrical, unarmed; the styles terminal. The species are hand-
pome grasses with long stems, and mostly inhabit watery places.
The following are the British species of this genus :

O. aquatica has an erect panicle, repeatedly branched and spreading,
rachis semiterete, branches scabrous ; spikelets linear, oblong, of 5-10

flowers, outer pale, obtuse ; leaves smooth, with slightly compressed
sheaths. The root is creeping ; stem three to six feet high, smooth,
and slightly compressed ;

sheaths very long ; leaves long, rough on
the edges and keel ; ligule short

; panicle large. Branches angular,
slender, branched ; outer pale, with the central nerve extending to

the summit.
O. jtuilant has a second panicle, slightly branched, very long ;

branches nearly simple, roughUh ; spikelets linear, of 7-12 ; adpressed
lanceolate oblong acute flowers, outer pale, nearly thrice as long as

broad ; sheaths compressed; stem ascending, rooting below or floating ;

sheaths nearly smooth, striated ;
leaves pale green, acute

; ligule

elongate ; panicle remarkably elongated, often nearly simple. Branches
without callosities, ascending, lowermost in pairs ; spikelets

adpressed ; outer pale, rather shorter than the inner, with n trian-

gular central point ; anthers about five flmes as long as broad,

purple, pale yellow when empty.
O. flicata has a compound panicle; branches compound, nearly

smooth, erect when in flower, divaricate with fruit ; spikelets linear,
of 7-20 ; oval-oblong rather acute flowers, outer pale, twice as long as

broad, sheaths
compressed.

The sheaths ore rough and furrowed.
Leaves glaucone, bluntish, plicate when young ; ligule shorter

;

panicle much branched ; branches with callosities at the base, lowermost
about in fives ; outer pale, with throe teeth at the end

; anther about
three times as long as broad, cream-coloured, fuscous when empty.

(BaliimtU'ii, Miinwil of Hriluh Botany.)
(il.YfKKINK. [Awros TiasCE.]
CI.VCKUIS, a genus of Dorsibranchiate Annelids. It is distin-

guished by the form of its head, which terminates in a conical fleshy
horn-like point, which is divided at the top into four very
tentacles.

<!I,YCINK. [WlSTAIlIA.]
(iLYCYMKKIH. [PTMHKAB&]
GLYCYKIir/.A, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Pabarttr, or Lrgumiaoitr, consisting of herbaceous plants with
pinnated leaves, small flowers in axillary spikes, and route running
very mush in the soil iu which they grow. The technical character
of the genus is given by De Candolle thus :--" Calyx naked, tulmlar,
6-elcft, bilabiate; the two upper lobes grow together beyond the

others. Standard ovate-lanceolate, straight ; keel 2-headed or
2 petalled, straight, acute. Stamens diadelphous. Style filiform.

Legume ovate or oblong, compressed, 1 -celled, 1-4-seeded."
(/'. glalira, the common Smooth Liquorice, has ovate rather retuse

cadets, somewhat clammy beneath, as well as the branches ; stipules

wanting; spikes or racemes of flowers pedunculate, shorter than tho
.eaves ; flowers distant

; legumes glabrous, 3- or 4-seedod. I

native of the south of Europe from Spain to Tauria, also of ('him,
and is cultivated in France, Italy, Germany, and England for the sake
of its roots. The flowers are of a pole blue colour. The name
Liquorice, according to Du Theis, is said to be a corruption of the
French word 'reglisse,' which is itself a corruption of (Hycyrhiza. '\'\\<:

roots abound in a saccharine mucilaginous matter, which is slightly

bitter, and readily soluble in water. A powder, and the well-k

common extract, are prepared from it. Tho decoction iu different

form) is a common remedy for coughs.

Common Smooth Liquorice (Olj/ryrhaa glalira).

The Common Liquorice-Plant is cultivated in many parts
of England, especially about Pontcfract, whence the name of
Pomfret cakes, applied to a fine preparation of liquorice. Though
commonly grown iu tho field it requires very superior culture in

order to produce fine roots for sale in the market. The soil in which
it ill-lights to grow is rich black mould, but where this cannot be

procured a fresh loam will answer tho purpose, provided there is not
much wet clay in its composition. It must be at least three feet

deep to allow a free passage for the roots, as they are generally
ex|>ected to be a yard in length, and as the straight ones are more
highly pri/.cd than those which are crooked. On this account tho

spade is more useful than the plough in cultivating the ground, and
though at first it may be expensive, yet the husbandman will in the
end be well repaid for his trouble.

After the ground is fixed upon it must be well covered with good
rotten dung, trenched three feet in depth, and left in this state

during the winter to be mellowed by frost. About March, if the
weather is fine, the plantation should be formed. Plants are cit In r

raited from seeds or, as is more commonly the cose, from a divii>>n

of the old roots, which are cut into pieces eight or ten inches long.
Choice should be made of those which, as planters term it, have

good eyes, that is, buds, and which are more likely to push and grow
strong.
A garden line must then be set for the first row, and holes made

with the setting stick about a foot and a half apart ;
into whirli thr

sets must be dropped and covered about two inches with soil The
rows must be at least three feet apart, anil the plants in one row
should be alternate with those of the other; this will not only K\VV.

them more room, but will have a neat appearance, forming regular
rows from whatever part the fielil is vicv.

"For the first year," says Abercroinby, "you may cultivate a light
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crop of lettuce or onions between the rows. During summer keep
the ground free from weeds, and when the subordinate crop comes off

hoe and dress the ground. At the close of autumn, or as a winter

dressing, fork or dig between the rows to stir and refresh the surface
;

and cut down the decayed stems. After three or four years' growth
the main roots will be of a mature size, and fit for consumption or
the market. It is an excellent plan to cover the crowns of the plants
in winter with good rotten dung, as it not only preserves them from
severe frosts, but is washed down by the rain and becomes valuable
nourishment to the roots."

G. echinala has oval lanceolate leaflets, mucronate, glabrous ;

stipules oblong, lanceolate
; spikes of flowers capitate, on very short

peduncles ; legumes oval, mucronate, 2-seeded, echinated by bristles.

It is native of Apulia, on Mount Gardano, and in the northern pro-
vinces of China and of Tartary. The whole plant is glutinous to

the touch. The roots are horizontal, in taste like the Common
Liquorice.

(Don, Dichlamydeoiu Plants ; Lindley, Flora Medico,.)

GLY'PHIS, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes from the London
Clay. (Agassiz.)

GLYPHISODON, a genus of Acanthopterygious Fishes belonging
to the family Scuenida. The gill-covers are entire, and they have a

single row of trenchant and sometimes notched teeth. The species
are found in the Atlantic, but are more abundant in the Indian Seas.

GLYPTOCE'PHALUS, a genus of Fossil Cycloid Fishes from the
London Clay. (Agassiz.)
GLYPTODON (Owen, EO named from the fluted character of its

teeth), a genus of extinct Fossil Animals belonging to the order

Edentata, and allied in form and structure to the modern Armadillos.
The first notice of the discovery of the remains of the skeleton of a

large edentate animal, with fragments of a tesselated bony armour,
similar to that of the Armadillo, appears in the note appended to the

end of Cuvier's chapter on the Megatherium, in the 4th edition of the
' Ossemens Fossiles,' published in 1823. This notice occurs in an
extract from a letter addressed by D. Daniasio Larranaga, curd of
Monte Video, to M. Auguste St.-Hilaire. The facts stated in this letter

are as follows : A femur was discovered in the Rio del Lance, branche
du Saulis Grande, which weighed 7 Ibs.

;
it was short, but might be

from 6 to 8 inches in width
;

it resembled in every respect the femur
of an Armadillo ; with it was found a portion of tesselated bony
armour, of which the curd promises to send one of the component
pieces to M. Auguste Geoffroi. The tail was very short and very
stout

;
it had in like manner a bony armour, but this was not verti-

cillate or disposed in rings. These fossils were stated to have been
met with near the surface of the earth, in alluvium or strata of

transport, indicative of a very recent epoch. Similar fossils are said

to occur in analogous strata near the Lake Nirum, on the frontier of

the Portuguese colonies.

These remains were supposed to belong to the Megatherium, and
Cuvier does not appear to suspect that they belonged to anything
else, as he merely remarks that the Megatherium had pushed its

analogies with the Armadillos so far as to be covered like them with
a scaly cuirass.

Subsequently remains of this kind were sent to England, and in

the meantime M. Laurillaud and Mr. Pentland, on comparing these

with those originally sent to England, came to the conclusion that

they belonged to the genus Dasyput. This however was doubted by
Mr. Clift and Professor Owen, seeing that the conformation of the

alveoli of the jaw indicated a dentition differing more widely from
that of the existing sub-genera of Armadillos than their respective
dental characters differ from one another. "

It was at this conjunc-

ture," says Professor Owen,
" that Sir Woodbine Parish received the

intelligence of the discovery of an entire skeleton, covered with its

tesselated coat of mail, about 5 feet below the surface, in the bank
of a rivulet near the Kio Matanza, about 20 miles suuth of the city
of Buenos Ayres ; and with the account of this remarkable discovery
there was at the same time transmitted a drawing or sketch of the

whole animal, which has since been lithographed, and one of the teeth

of the fossil itself. This tooth Sir Woodbine Parish obligingly sub-

mitted to my examination. Its general structure proved it to belong
to an animal referrible to the Edentata of Cuvier

;
but its character

was so peculiar that I had no hesitation in pronouncing it to differ from

that of any known edentate animal, recent or fossil, and from its

intimate texture, to be indicative of a new sub-genus of the Armadillo

family, for which I proposed the name of Gl'jptodon, in reference to

the plated or sculptured character of the tooth."

The (jlyptodon differs from the Megatherium not only in the form

and structure but in the number of its teeth, which appear to be

eight on each side of each jaw, as in the section of Armadillos called

Cubattout by Cuvier. It differs from the Armadillos in the form of

the lower jaw, and in the presence of a long process descending from

the zygoma, in both which respects it resembles, and evidently indi-

cates a transition to the Megatherium.
Numerous remains of this curious and interesting animal have been

found in various parts of the country, and a very fine specimen, with

the coat of mail almost entire, is to be seen in the museum of the

College of Surgeons. Portions of this animal are also to be seen in

the collection of the British Museum.

Although, when tho remains of the Glyptodon were first brought
to Europe, it was not thought improbable that the Megatherium also
was inclosed in a gigantic suit of armour, no remains that could be

regarded as the tesserae of such a covering have yet been discovered.
It is always difficult however to establish a negative, but the follow-

ing arguments have been adduced by Professor Owen against this

supposition, and will be probably regarded by most naturalists as
conclusive :

"
1. The opinion of Cuvier and Weiss, in favour of the Meyatherium

being so armed, rests ou no better ground than the mere fact of bony
armour of some gigantic quadruped and the skeleton of the Mega-
therium, having been discovered on the same continent.

"
2. The skeleton, or its parts which have been actually associated

with the bony armour above mentioned, belongs to a different and
smaller quadruped.

"
3. No part of the skeleton of the Megatherium presents those modi-

fications which are related to the support of a bony dermal covering."
4. The proportions of the component tesserjo of the bony armour

in question to the skeleton of the Glyptodon, are the same as those
between the dermal tessera) and skeleton of existing Arma-
dillos, but are vastly smaller as compared with the bones of the

Meyatherium.
"

5. No bony armour composed of tessera;, having the same relative

size to the bones of the skeleton of the Megatherium, as in the

Glyptodon and existing Armadillos, has yet been discovered.
"

6. The skeleton of the Meyatherium has never been found asso-

ciated with bony armour of any kiud, neither have its parts been
found associated."

(Owen, Proceedings of Geological Society, vol. vii., 2nd series.)

GLYPTO'STEUS, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, from the Old
Red-Sandstone of Elgin and Clashbennie (Agassiz) : two British species.

GMELI'NA, an Asiatic genus of Plants named after Gmeliu, the
author of ' Flora Sibiriea,' belonging to the natural order Verbenacece,
of which only one species was formerly known, but five are described

by Dr. Roxburgh, and a sixth (with some doubtful species) noticed

by Dr. Wallich, in his ' Indian Catalogue.'
The genus is characterised by having a small 4- sometimes 5-toothed

calyx, the corolla large, obliquely campanulate, the border irregularly

4-parted, something like those of foxglove in shape, but mostly yellow
in colour. Stamens 4, didynamous, with the anthers 2-cleft. Germ
superior, 4-celled

;
cells 1-seeded ; attachment sub-superior. Drupe

with a nut, from 1- to 4-celled. Embryo erect, without perisperm.
All the species of Gmelina form shrubs or trees, of which the latter

are valued for their timber. They are found in the islands of the
Indian Ocean, extending thence into the Malayan and Indian penin-
sulas. G. Asiatica and G. parmfolia are common in' various parts of

India, and G. arborea extends from Prome and Martaban even to the

Deyra Valley, in 30 N. lat.

The leaves of G. parvifolia, are remarkable for rendering water

very mucilaginous, and are employed medicinally in India
; but G.

arborea (Goornbar and Koonihar of the natives) appears to be the
most valuable for its timber, as, besides being spread over a wide
extent of territory, it attains great size. Dr. Roxburgh mentions it

squaring into logs of from 18 to 24 inches, which are occasionally

nearly 30 feet long. The wood resembles teak, the colour being the

same ;
the grain rather closer, but it is somewhat lighter. It seems

particularly valuable for situations where it is exposed to both the

influence of air and of water. One experiment was made by placing

part of an outside plank in the river Hoogly, a few miles below

Calcutta,
" a little above low-water mark, exactly where the worm is

thought to exert its greatest powers." Dr. Roxburgh states, that

"after remaining three years in this situation, though examined from
time to time, the piece was cut, with the view of carrying a

specimen of it to England; and to my great joy, I found it as sound
and every way as perfect throughout as it was when first put into

the river." (' Fl. Ind.,' iii. p. 85.) In another experiment this wood
remained good for seven years, while teak, similarly placed, required
to be replaced after six years. Hence Dr. Roxburgh suggests experi-
ments on and employment of this wood in ship-building.

GMELINITE, or HYDROLITE, a Mineral belonging to the group
of Zeolites. It occurs crystallised. Its primary form is a rhomboid

;

usual form an hexagonal prism ; cleavage parallel to the primary

planes. Fracture uneven. Hardness 4 '5. The colour white, passing
into flesh-red; streak white; lustre vitreous; translucent. Specific

gravity 2'05.

Before the blow-pipe it increases in bulk, and assumes the appear-
ance of an enamel, but does not melt into a glass. It is found in the

Viceutine; at Glenarm, county of Antrim, in cavities in amygdaloidal
rocks ; and also in North America. [CJIABAZITE.]
The following is an analysis by Connell from Glenarm :

Silica .
48-56

Alumina . IS'05

Lime .
513

Soda . . 3-85

Potash 0-39

Peroxide of Iron O'll

Water 21'6G

9775
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GNAPHA'LIUM (from yrtC^wAor, which signifies the wool which

the fuller cut* off in fulling tlie cloth), genus of Plants belonging
to the natural order Cbmpotidr, to the sub-order Corymliiferte, the

tribe Smefumidnr, the nub-tribe Gnafkalita, the division llclichrytea.

It has the ray-florets pistilliferous, the centre with both stamens and

pistils, all of them tubular; the pappus capillary ; the receptacle

flat, naked ; the involucre hemispherical, imbricated ; the scale*

equalling the floreU, but not mixed with them. The corolla of the

outer florets is often obsolete. The species of this genus have a soft

pubescent foliage with dry flowers, which' keep for a long time

without perishing, and like those of some ajiecics of llelirhrytum
and Xerantkemum, are called

'

everlastings
'

or 'immortal' flowers.

The species are numerous. Five are British. Of these (J. tjiginonm
is the most common, growing in wet and sandy places. G. lotto-

adimm. O. tytratieum, 0, mpinum, and (!. jiwillum are all rare plants.

Several of the species of the old genus Gnaphalium are referred to

new genera as Anttnnaria and Filayo. Q. tlioicum is Antennaritt

dioiea of Gjcrtner. It grows on mountain heaths in Great Britain,

and is commonly called Cotton-Weed, and by the older herbalists res

Cati. IU flowers were admitted into the older pharmacopoeias under
the name of ' Flores hispiduli Pes Cati.' They are astringent, and were

employed in the cure of hooping-cough, phthisis, and haemoptysis.
U. amarium (lldichryium arenarium) has been employed as a remedy
in dyspnoea. Q. Stcrchat of Linnaeus, Goldilocks, the JJtlichiytum

StcreJuu, is mentioned by Theophrastus ('Hist PL' 9, 21). The
flowers of this plant were formerly much used in medicine, but are

seldom employed at the present day.

(Babington, Manual of Brititk Botany ; Burnett, Outline* of Botany;
Fraas, Synoptit Plant. PL Clauicte.)
GNAT. [CcuciDES.]
GNATHODON, a genus of Conchiferous Molliuca with the

ligament inclosed in the cartilage pit, established by Dr. Gray. This

peculiarity of structure is also found in a new genus Mu/inia.
GNATHO'STOMA (yviiios, a jaw, and a-r&tia., the mouth), a genus

of Nematoid i'ntoioa [ENTOZOA], discovered by Professor Owen in the
stomach of the tiger. These worms, the largest of which are about
an inch in length and a lino in diameter,' were found in the substance

of several small cellular tumours situated immediately beneath the

mucous membrane of the stomach, and apparently formed by the

condensation and thickening of the submucous cellular tissue, which
was probably owing to the irritation of the EiUozoa. Only a pair of

then timl was found in each tumour, and they always consisted of

male and female, the former of which was about one-fourth smaller

than the latter.

In both sexes the body is round, elastic, and attenuated at both
extremities ; the tail is more obtuse and bent in the male ; the head
U obtuse and truncated in both of them. The integuments ore trans-

parent, and, from the intestinal and genital tubes showing through
the surface of the body, appear to be striated transversely. The
anterior two-thirds of the body are covered with a circular series of

minute reflected spines, each furnished with three points. The mouth
is surrounded by a tumid circular lip, and armed with several rows
of spinous processes of a similar structure to those on the body. The
orifice of the mouth itself is bounded on each side by a jaw-like pro-
ceat (whence the name of the genus), the anterior margin of which is

formed into three straight horny points, or processes, directed for-

wards. The male organ of generation consists of a slightly-curved
slender spiculuui, not furnished with a sheath as in the Stronyyliu,
and surrounded by eight distinct pointed papillic.
The most interesting point in the internal structure of this entozoon,

and which does not appear to have been hitherto detected in any other
animal of this class, is the existence of a distinct salivary apparatus,
similar to what is found in the J/ololliuria and other Echinodermata.
" This apparatus," says Professor Owen,

"
consists of four elongated

straight blind tubes, each about two lines in length, which are placed
at equal distances around the commencement of the alimentary canal,

having their smaller extremities directed forwards, and opening into

the mouth, and their closed obtuse ends passing backwards into the
abdominal cavity. When examined with a lens of a quarter of an
inch foctw, the parietes of these salivary tubes present very distinct

oblique or spiral decussating fibres
; their contents are semi-pellucid

in the recent worm, but become opaque in
spirit

of wine." The
existence of this salivary apparatus along with the more perfect
organs of mastication, as the jaws, in this cntozoon U highly interest-

ing, as it shows an approximation to the structure of the digestive
organs in the higher classes of MijtpiQ.,

Professor Owen has since found the (tnaihottoma in the stomach of
other animals of the Cat kind, as the leopard.

Beautiful preparations of both the male and female worms dis-

sected are preserved in the museum of the College of Surgeons in
London.

( ; X K I ss, a German term for the lowest series of stratified primary
roclu, the introduction of which marks the obligations which British

geologist* owe to the school of Werner; while such tern as lias,

cornbrash, gault, Ac., record the original discoveries of Smith and
oUur English writers. As there are no organic remains in the gneiss
strata, and the variations of its composition and structure appear
independent of ths relative antiquity of the deposits, it is impossible,

except by the help of the included limestones, quartz-rock*, clay-slates,

Ac., even to attempt the division into formations of the vast thickness
of the gneiss strata which appears in the Highlands of Scotland, the
mountains of Scandinavia, Ac.

Gneiss is generally a compound of the same three minerals as

granite, namely, quartz, felspar, and mica. In the same manner as

granite varies in the proportion of its ingredients, the magnitude of
the component crystals, the absence of mica, or the substitution of
other minerals for it, so gneiss exhibits corresponding variations.

Dr. M'Cullooh, whose examination of the gneiss tracts of Scotland
was very complete, presents an extended synopsis of the varieties of

gneiss which he had observed. His table includes indeed a great
number of mineral compounds different from the general char.i

gneiss, but is nevertheless valuable to the geologist He con-i I.T.-

gneiss in three divisions : first, of regular composition, containing at
least three of the four minerals quartz, felspar, mica, and hornblende ;

secondly, of irregular composition, containing compact felspar ; and

thirdly, of irregular composition in other respects. ('Treatise on
Hocks.')
The following U a synopsis of the first division :

Granitic Gneiss. This U always large grained.
a. Composed of quartz, felspar, and mica.
6. Composed of quartz, felspar, and hornblende,
c. Composed of quartz, felspar, mica, and hornblende.

Schistose Gneiss. The structure is foliated like mica-schist, or

granular like quartz-rock.
a. Composed of white felspar and quartz in minute grains

with rare scales of mica (resembles quartz-rock).
I. Composed of felspar and quartz as above, but with abund-

ance of mica (so as to resemble mica-schist).
c. In this the mica is extremely abundant, so as to form

continuous lamina.
d. In this the mica is predominant, and there are large inter-

spersed crystals of felspar.
e. Composed of large grains of quartz and felspar with little

mica.

Laminar Gneiss. Each substance occupying a distinct Km ill,

a. Composed of quartz and felspar.
6. Composed of quartz, felspar, and mica.
c. Composed of quartz, felspar, and hornblende.
d. Composed of felspar and hornblende.
e. Composed of quartz, mica, and hornblende.

All the varieties of rock comprised under the title of gneiss are

stratified, the beds varying much in thickness, and being most
remarkably subject to contortions both on a large and small scale,
especially where granite veins cross the lamina;.

Gneiss is an interesting rock for study to the English geologist
Over a considerable portion of the mainland, and in the western
islands of Scotland, gneiss is the predominant and fundamental
rock. It is also found abundantly in Ireland, The picturesque
features of gneiss present almost every imaginable variety, a broad
expanse occupied by this rock sometimes extending over considerable

tracts, and being only relieved iu its savage monotony by occasional

pooh) of water or patches of bog ; while in other districts it forms
wild and rugged hills, assuming a mountainous character, and
displaying broken and craggy faces of rock. (Ansted.)

Gneiss admits of considerable variety by the substitution of other
minerals for either the quartz, felspar, or mica of which it is ummlly
composed. The mica, for instance, may be replaced by talc, forming
what is called Stratified 1'rotogine. In some cases hornblende is

superseded to the ordinary materials, forming a syenitic gneiss.
GNETA'CE^S, Joint-Fin, a natural order of Plants belonging to

the small class of Gymuosperms. The species consist of small trees

very much branched, or of sarmeutose shrubs with opposite or
clustered branches, and thickened separable articulations. The leaves
are

opposite, entire, with pinnate veins, sometimes very minute and
scale-shaped. The ligneous tissue of the wood is marked with
circular discs. The flowers are monoecious or dioecious ; the stamens
are contained in a 1 -leaved calyx; the ovary is perforated at the

apex, containing in a single cavity a solitary erect ovule ; the ovule

pointed by a style-like process, formed from the membrane of the
nucleus

;
there is no trace of a style or stigma.

This small order of plants has been formed by Blume, whose
memoir in the ' Aunales des Sciences Naturclles

'

contains the prin-
cipal knowledge we have of this order. "This little family, he
says,

"
constitutes a part of that natural class of vegetables in which

the fertilisation of the ovule takes place immediately, without the aid
of style or stigma, through the foramen of the ovule itself. Through
Ejihrdra, which has hitherto been placed with font/era

1

,
the order is

closely connected with the latter : and, on the other hand, it tends
towards Canarinacea, plants of a higher degree of organisation ;

since Gnetacea is beyond all doubt an instance of a more perfect
kind of evolution than either Coniferat or Cycadacea, From both
these orders (inttamt difler in the greater perfection of their sexual

organs, especially of their stamens; and at the same time their

ovules are not absolutely naked, but covered with a pericarpial

integument pierced at the summit. In the male flowers the perianth
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is tubular ; at first quite closed up, in the manner of certain A Ho-

carpece, but eventually it is ruptured by the rising of the stamen.
There is no trace of a perianth of this sort in the neighbouring
orders

;
but in Conifera a totally different organisation of anther

occurs, that part not opening, as in Gne'acetf, by transverse pores of
the apex, but always at the side, and generally longitudinally."
The species of this family are natives of the temperate parts of

Europe, Asia,nnd South America. Gnetum is an inhabitant of the
hottest parts of India and Guyana.
Some of the species of Gnetum are used as food. The seeds of

0. Gnetum are eaten in Amboyna, and are roasted, boiled, or fried.

The green leaves are cooked and eaten like spinach. The inside of
the fruit of G. urem is lined with stinging hairs; the seeds are,

however, eaten ; the stem exut.es a transparent gum, and when cut
across yields a large quantity of transparent water, which is drunk.

(Lindley, Natural System of Botany.)
GNU. [ANTILOPE.E.]
GOAT. [CAPRE.E.]
GOAT'S-BEARD. [TRAGOPOGON.]
GOAT-MOTH. [Cossus ]

GOAT-PEPPER. [CAPSICUM.]
GOATSUCKERS, the English name of those Night-Swallows

commonly termed Night-Jars; whence the name Caprimulgidce, by
which the family ia generally known among ornithologists. Mr.
Rennie changes the name of the European Night-Jar to Nyctichelidon
(Night-Swallow), objecting that the name Goat-Sucker, which it has
received in all languages, and which, he thinks, has been most
absurdly continued by systematic naturalists hi the term Caprim ulyui,
shows the opinion of it entertained by the vulgar. Now we cannot
admit this great absurdity, though we entirely agree with Mr. Rennie
that "

it is as impossible for the night-jar to suck the teats of cattle

(though most birds are fond of milk), as it is for cats to suck the
breath from sleeping infants, of which they are popularly accused."
If every zoological name that haa not a sure foundation were to be

changed, there would be no small alteration in nomenclature and not
a little confusion ; as it is, the perpetual change of names is quite
sufficiently perplexing. Nor are we at all sure that such names as

Caprimulgut are not of some value as showing, in connection with a
true history of the habits of the bird, how the errors and super-
stitions of old times have vanished before the light of modern
investigation. Thus much as an apology for not changing the family
name Caprimulyida.

Mr. Vigors remarks that when we search among the Perchers for

that point where they approximate the Owls, we at once light upon
a group, the Caprimulgut of Linnaeus, whose genera] appearance and
habits point out the affinity.

" The nocturnal and predatory manners
of this genus," says Mr. Vigors,

" the hawking flight, the legs
feathered to the talons, the large ears and eyes, the very disc that
surrounds the face, and the pectination of the external quill-feathers,
observable in some of the species, the general softness of the plumage,
together with its peculiarly striking colour and markings, produce a

similarity between it and the Strix that has attracted the eye of the
common observer no less than the naturalist. The provincial names
of this genus have generally a reference to this resemblance; while
the earlier scientific describers of the different species have for the
most part ranked them with the owls. I know not whether the

singular character observable in some of the species of this family,
the serrated nail of the middle toe, may not be cited as an addi-

tional proof of their approach to the birds of prey. The strong toes

of the hitter are lost in Caprimulyas : but a construction of similar

import (for the serration of the nail appears capable of being applied
to the purposes of seizure only), preserves, though faintly, the

resemblance. May we not almost venture to affirm that this appar-

ently trivial appendage is an instance of that beautiful shading by
which nature softens down the extremes of her neighbouring groups

one of those minute and delicate touches by which she marks at

once an affinity and a deviation ? But while we may discern at a

glance the general approximation of these two families, we must at

the same time acknowledge that they stand in need of an intermediate

link to give them a closer connection. The weakness of the bill and
of the legs and feet of the Caprimulyui still keeps it at some distance

from the owls, in which the same members are comparatively

sft-ong; while the wide gape of its mouth serves to divide the

families still further. A connecting link has been however supplied

by an Australian group, the Podargua of M. Cuvier, which harmonises

these discrepant characters. We have an opportunity of observing

among the specimens in the collection of the Liunean Society, how
far the bill of this extraordinary genus combines the different forms
of that of the two genera, and how far the legs, still maintaining
the characteristics of C'aprlmulyui, such as the unequal length of the

toes, are related to those of Strix by their superior robustness. Here
indeed there is a beautiful gradation of affinities. All the front toes

of Caprimulyut are united by a connecting membrane as far as to the

first joint; those of M>-i.r are divided to the origin; while those of

:/iu partake of the characters of both, in having the middle
toe connected with the outer, but divided from the inner. Again, as

I have already remarked, Caprimulgut has the nail of the middle toe

dilated and serrated : f-lrir has it, generally speaking, undulated and

entire at the margin ; but in Podaryus the same part displays the
singular dilatation of the one and the marginal integrity of the other
It is difficult to say to which of these groups it comes nearest, until
further and more accurate accounts than we at present possess of its
food and economy may determine its actual situation. At present it
remains oscillant between the two families, and may decidedly be
pronounced the immediate passage from the birds of prey to the
perchers." Mr. Vigors adds in a note that he had latterly obtained
accounts from actual observers of some of these Podaryi in Australia

stating their manners to be generally conformable to those of th
Caprimulgi.
Mr. Vigors further observes that the union between the two families

of Caprimulyida and Jlirundinidce in the most essential particulars,
in the habits, economy, and general conformation, is too evident to
the common observer, and too universally acknowledged by scientific

writers, to need any further illustration. But he remarks that it is

gratifying to observe how, even in minute particulars, a gradual
succession of affinities imperceptibly smooths the passage between
conterminous groups; nor does he pass over without remark the
circumstance of the hind toe of Caprimidgus being usually retractile,
which enables it to place all its toes in front, in a similar position to
that which they maintain in Cypsclius, where the family of the Hirun-
dinidce terminates. He notices also the conformation of the tail in
the two families as showing a similar affinity, observing that some
species of Caprimulyus, then lately arrived from Brazil, exhibit the
forked tail of Hit-undo, one of which, indeed, the 0. psalurus of
Temminck, has this character developed to an almost disproportionate
degree.

"
Leaving those typical families," continues Mr. Vigors," with the short bill, and taking a general survey of the tribe, we

may perceive that the Caprimulgidce unite themselves to the longer-
billed families, by means of the Linnean Todi, which preserve the
broad base of the bill of the latter, but lead on, by comparative
length of that member, to the succeeding family of Halcyonidie. If
we compare the bill of the type of the last-mentioned genus, the
Todui viridie, Linn. [MusciCAi'iDJ:], with those of Caprimulyus and
Halcyon [KINGFISHERS], we shall perceive that it stands exactly mid-
way between them in the relative proportions of strength and breadth
which it bears to each. In the length also of the tail, an important
character in the groups that feed ou the wing, it maintains a middle
station between them." For the group which forms the immediate
connection between the present family of Todidce and the preceding
Caprimulgidce, Mr. Vigors observes that we are indebted to Dr. Hors-
field, since in the depressed and broad-based bill and wide gape of

Eurylaimus we recognise the characters which unite those families

[MUSCICAPID/E], and Mr. Vigors refers to the valuable plates of the
'

Zoological Researches in Java
'

as exhibiting the intimate approach
of the bill of this latter genus to that of Podargus Javanemis, Near
to Eurylaimus, which in the opinion of Mr. Vigors is united to Tuclus

by some species now referred to the former genus, but which were

originally included in the latter, he would place the genus Eiirystomus
of Vieillot [MEROPID.E], which in the essential characters of the bill,
and from all Mr. Vigors could ascertain of its general habits and
economy, seems to him to bear a striking affinity to the present group.
Here also the same considerations would incline him to arrange the

Calyptoiiicna of Sir Stamford KafHes, which differs chiefly from the

groups now mentioned in its comparatively shorter bill and the

singular covering of plumes that project over the upper mandible.
All these and some other corresponding genera will be found, Mr.

Vigors makes no doubt, on more accurate knowledge of their economy,
to belong either to the present family, which is placed at the extre-

mity of the fiiiirostres, or to that of Pipridie, which forms, in the

system of Mr. Vigors, one of the aberrant groups also of the neigh-
bouring circle of Dentirostres, and thus comes in contact with the
Todidce. Mr. Vigors admits that more extensive knowledge respecting
these birds will determine the line of demarcation between them

;

but the general affinity by which they approach each other, at least, in

continuous families, may at once, in his opinion, be decided without
hesitation. (' On the Natural Affinities that counect the Orders and
Families of Birds,'

' Linn. Trans.,' vol. xv.)
Mr. Swainson (

( Classification of Birds
') considers the order of

Fissirostres to be best represented by the Swallows and Goat-Suckers;

observing at the same time that the former are the most isolated,
whilst the latter, above all other birds, show the nearest affinity to

the Owls. " No species indeed," says Mr. Swainson,
" has been yet

discovered which would perplex a naturalist to decide to which of
these families it belonged, but that is not material ; we do not uphold
the injudicious theory that every one of nature's links is so perfect,
or rather so well known, as to leave no unequal intervals in the series

;

ou the contrary, we maintain that such interruptions are frequently
found, and in this manner are the Goat-Suckers detached by a slight
interval from the Owls." The same author remarks that the Fissi-

rostral Birds, as a whole, are peculiarly distinguished by having the

powers of flight developed in the highest degree ;
all the energies of

their nature, he observes, seem concentrated in this one perfection ;

for their feet are always very short, weak, and generally so imperfect
as to be of use only to rest the body after flight ; their food being

exclusively insects captured upon the wing.
" To accomplish this,"

proceeds Mr. Swniiison "nature has given to their mouth an
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enormous width, by which, Mipcnulded to their amazing flight and

rapidity of movement, they are almost sure to
capture

their prey.
Who that ha* watched the (wallow or the goat-sucker has failed to

recognise the*a peculiar perfection! T A* the nocturnal goatsucker*
frequently prey upon beetle* and large moths, the mouth, in such

species, is defended by itiff bristles ; but these appendages are

rendered unnecessary to the swallows
;
their game consisting entirely

of those little soft insects seen in the air on a summer's evening or

s|>orting on the flowers of a sunny field. The goat-sucker* choose the

twilight, and catch their food precisely in the same way, excepting,

indeed, that their little short feet are sometimes used for the same

purpose, a most singular part of their economy, first noticed by our

countryman White. Some of these nocturnal birds (Poyardut,* Cuv.)
have a bill nearly as strong ss an owl's ;

others are furnished with
forked tail* of excessive length ; and one species, discovered during
our researches in Brazil (CaprimiUgut diurnal, Temm.) quits the
nocturnal habits of its congeners, and in cloudy days may be seen in

troops of 15 or 20 skimming over the surface of ponds, precisely, in

the manner of swallows." Mr. Swainson then remarks that the
Swallows and the Goat-Suckers are, in fact, connected by certain

swifts, for the Balassiau Swift is described as a nocturnal bird, appear-
ing at sunset and going to rest at sunrise ; and thus he enters the

family Hiruntiinidir. [HmfXDixiD*.]
The Cai>riuiulyii!(t, according to Mr. Swuiuson's classification, consist

of the following genera and sub-genera. But it should be remembered
that he states that he bos thought it best not to attempt a natural

arrangement until the family is better understood.
The following are the characters of the family : Plumage lax, soft.

Bill exceedingly small ; gape enormous ;
feet very short, weak ; the

hnllux directed forwards. (Swaiusou.)
Podargut, Cuvier. Size large ; the middle claw not serrated

;
the

ballux not directed forward.

Sub-genera, Podargut proper. Bill large, very strong, the tip and

margins of the upper mandiUe folding over those of the loner
;
cul-

men elevated and arched ; true rictal bristles none ; tongue very thin,
entire

; tarsus short. (Swainson.)
Several species of this sub-genus have been found in Australia, and

we select as an example of these
P. AiuuraJu. It is variegated above with ashy brown and dirty

yellow ; head and sides of the back conspicuously striped with black
;

forehead and dorsal plumage lightly dotted and banded with white ;

tesseUted beneath with black stripes and approximating dirty yellow
bands. Length of the body 20 inches, and of the tail 84 inches.

Co'.d- Hirer Coat-Sucker (PoJargtii luimrralit).

Mr. Vigors and Dr. Homfield observe that the birds of this genus
in the collection of the Lintncan Society bear such a general resem-
l.lwice to rach other, that they felt some hesitation in describing them
n.< different species. The careful examination of many individuals in
their own country will, in the opinion of these zoologists, alone deter-
mine with certainty whether they are distinct or merely varieties of

Podarfut mart be meant.

the same species from age or sex. They state however that Dr.

Latham, as well as themselves, distinguished this as a
species

under
the name of the Cold-River Uoat-Sucker from the Wedge-Tailed
Goat-Sucker (Podargut Stanicyantu). Mr. Swainson also cites it as a

-i
. :.-.

P. Jaranauii of Horcfield, the Cbnbba-Wonno of the Javanese, is

an Asiatic example of this genus. In general colour it is ferruginous
or rufous, with a tint of Isabella, varied by undulated t*nsverse bands
of dork brown ; a collar of )>ale whitish Isabella, variegated with two
very narrow bands of deep brown, passes round the lower part of the

neck, and from this collar several huge irregular white marks are

disposed in an interrupted series from the axilla to the middle of the
back ; on the breast and belly several white feathers are scattered ;

the transverse bands are strongest on the rounded tail ; feet rufous ;

claws blackish ; bill obscure yellow and rather shining ;
middle toe

not dentated. Length, 9 inches.

Chabba-Wonno (roiargut

The habits of this bird are not known. It is nocturnal, and conceals
itself in large forests.

The other two sub-genera arranged by Mr. Swainson under the

genus Podargut are Jlgothelet, Horafield and Vigors, and A'yrfiAiw,
Vieillot.

Mr. Allis has stated that the sclerotic ring of the great Podaryut
docs not present the slightest appearance of distinct plates, being
simply a bony ring.
M. Lesson is of opinion that Stealornu [Gi'ACHABO BIHD] forms the

passage between the Caprimalyi and the Crows.
Cdprimulyut, Linnaeus. Bill remarkably small and weak

; the sides
indexed and sometimes gaping; tarsus short; all the toes directed
forwards

; the inner and outer toes equal ; the middle claw pectinated.
(Swainson.)

Mr. Swainson subdivides the genus into the following sub-
genera :

Ca^rimul'jut. Gape strongly bristled
;

toil lengthened, rounded ;

lateral toes equal. (Swainson.)
C. Euroiia-ut, the Common Goat-Sucker. The male has its plumage

IBBVV ntiii|i^ isunviivil VUC INtOU Ui \fltV UfWWf
mandible extends along each title of the lower part of the he.-,d, :,i,d

there is a central patch of white upon the throat; quills with the
outer webs blotched with reddish-brown, and the three <>\

i < with a large white patch near the tips of the inner webs
; tail

irregularly marked and indistinctly barred with blackish-grey and
yellowish-brown; the two external feathers on each side wli
their terminatiun

; plumage of the under parts yellowish-brown, with
transverse blackish bars

;
bill and irides dark brown

;
tarsi

i

Female with the plumage of the male generally, but she wonts the
white spots on the quills and tnil-frathen.

This is most probably the Aryofl^Aat (or Goat-Sucker) of Aristotle
and the Greeks, and the Caprimulyui of Pliny and the Romans.
There is indeed, as we shall presently see, another Knropean

, but it is very rare. The Cajirimulyva Kuropaui is the
Calcabotto Piattaglioue, Porta Quaglie, Boccaccio, and Cova-Terra,
of the Italians

; ChoUcabras of the Spaniards ; Tettc-t'ln \ i
-.-,

Engouleveut Ordinaire, and Crapaud Volant, of the French; Milch-
sauger, Geissmilcher, Nocht Rabe, Nocht Schwalbe, and Tag-Schlafer,
of the Germans ; NaUkrafTa, Natxkarra, and Quallknarren, of the
' Fauna Suecica;' Nat-Ravn, Nat-Skade, and Aft, n IJakke, of Bnmnich;
Muckenstecker and Nachtrabb of Kramer ; Adcryn y drorll, 151
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of the Welsh; and Goat -Sucker, Night -Jar, Jar -Owl, Churn-

Owl, Fern-Owl, Dor-Hawk, Night-Hawk, and Wheel-Bird, of the

English.

Common (joat-Suckcr (Uuprimulgui Europavi).

The absurd story of the goat-sucking habits of this bird may be

traced back as far as the time of Aristotle, and is probably of much
older date. It has all the appearance of a deep-rooted popular preju-

dice, which was so extensively believed when that zoologist wrote, as

to demand, in his opinion, insertion in his '

History of Animals." In

the ninth book of that history (c. xxx.), Aristotle says,
" The bird

called Jlrjothelat is a mountain-bird, a little larger than the blackbird

(KOTTI*)>OU), and a little less than the cuckoo. It lays eggs to the

number of two or three at most, and is of a slothful nature (/SAoitiico's).

Flying upon the goats, it sucks them (OrjAofei Se rav atyas Kfotr**-

whence it has its name. They say that when it has

sucked. He Bays that the operation makes the teat dry or blind (

paoeiv), and BO the flow of the milk is stopped. He speaks of the

great audacity of the bird, observing that it is fearless of the vengeance

n*d and foot of Common Goat-Sucker (Capr'unvlgut Zuroptmi).

of the goatherds (iii. 39). .(Elian also refers to its goat-sucking pro-

pensity in c. 22 of book xvi. Pliny ('
Nat, Hist.,' ix. 40) states that

the "
Caprimulgi are nocturnal thieves: for they cannot see by day

(interdiu enim visu carent). They enter the folds (stabula), and fly

to the udders of the goats in order to suck the milk, from which

injury the udder dies away, and blindness falls upon the goats which

HAT. HIST. D1V. VOL. II.

liave been so sucked." Nor is the charge of goat-sucking the only
False accusation made against the Night-Jar. White (' Selborne')
informs us that the country-people have a notion that the fern-owl,
or churn-owl, or eve-jarr, which they also call a puckeridge. is very
Injurious to weanling calves, by inflating, as it strikes at them, the

fatal distemper known to cow-leeches by the name of puckeridge.
11

Thus," says White,
" does this harmless ill-fated bird fall under a

double imputation, which it by no means deserves
;

in Italy, of

sucking the teats of goats, whence it is called the Caprimulrfus, and
with us, of communicating a deadly disorder to the cattle. But the

truth of the matter is, the malady is occasioned by the CKstria boms, a

dipterous insect, which lays its eggs along the chines of kine, where
the maggots, when hatched, eat their way through the hide of the

beast into the flesh, and grow to a very large size." (White,
'
Sol-

borne.') Belon, in his folio edition (1555), gives no figure of this

species, but appears to confound it with an Owl, 'L'Effraye' or

'Fresaye.' In the small 4to. 'Portraits d'Oyseaux,' &c. (1557), a

figure is given at the end of the owls, which, though bad, cannot

be mistaken for anything but the Goat-Sucker, with the titles of
'

Ai7o07)\as, Slrix Caprimulgus, Fur noclnrnus, Effraye, Frezaye," with

the following old quatrain :

" Le hidcux cry de la Freznye effiayc

Ccluy qui 1'oit : die vole dc nuict,

Et a tetter les chcvres prend deduict.

T'esbahis-tu s'clle se nom Effraye ?
"

The food of the European Goat-Sucker consists chiefly of night-

flying and evening-flying moths and beetles, Phaliena, Melolmithcc, &c.

In the stomach of one which Willughby opened were seeds as well

as beetles. The Fern-Chafer, Melolontha solstitialis, seems to be a

favourite food, and hence the bird is frequently found in those neigh-
bourhoods where fern abounds. It spends the summer in the tem-

perate countries of Europe, but on the approach of winter retires to

the south of the Mediterranean Sea. Its arrival in these islands may
be looked for from the middle of May to the end of that month, and

its departure takes place towards the end of September or beginning
of October. The earliest appearance of the bird in White's ' Calendar'

is dated on the 1st of May, and the latest on the 2Cth of that month.

The last-named naturalist paid particular attention to the habits of

this species. "There is no bird, I believe," writes that delightful

observer, in a letter to Pennant,
" whose manners I have studied more

than that of the Caprimulyus (the Goat-Sucker), as it is a wonderful

and curious creature
;
but I have always found that though some-

times it may chatter as it flies, as I know it does, yet in general it

utters its jarring note sitting on a bough ;
and I have for many an

half-hour watched it as it Bat with its under mandible quivering, and

particularly this summer. It perches usually on a bare twig, with

its head lower than its tail, in an attitude well expressed by your

draughtsman in the folio
' British Zoology.' This bird is most punctual

in beginning its song exactly at the close of day ;
so exactly that I

have known it strike up more than once or twice just at the report of

the Portsmouth evening gun, which we can hear when the weather is

still. It appears to me past all doubt that its notes are formed by

organic impulse, by the powers of the parts of its windpipe, formed

for sound, just as cats pur. You will credit me, I hope, when I

assure you that, as my neighbours were assembled in an hermitage
on the side of a steep hill, where we drink tea, one of these churn-

owls came and settled on the cross of that little straw edifice and

began to chatter, and continued his note for many minutes ;
and we

were all struck with wonder to find that the organs of that little

animal when put in motion gave a sensible vibration to the whola

building ! This bird also sometimes makes a small squeak, repeated

four or five times ;
and I have observed that to happen when the

cock has been pursuing the hen in a toying way through the boughs
of a tree." Again :

" On the 12th of July I had a fair opportunity

of contemplating the motions of the Caprimulyut, or Fern-Owl, as it

was playing round a large oak that swarmed with Scaralmi sohtitiales,

or Fern-Chafers. The powers of its wing were wonderful, exceeding,

if possible, the various evolutions and quick turns of the swallow

genus. But the circumstance that pleased me most was, that I saw

it distinctly, more than once, put out its short leg, while on the wing,

and by a bend of the head deliver somewhat into its mouth. If it

takes any part of its prey with its foot, as I have now great reason to

suppose it does these chafers, I no longer wonder at the
use^of

its

middle toe, which is curiously furnished with a serrated claw." Mr.

Vigors (loc. cit.) remarks that the Common Barn-O.wl (Strix flammea)

possesses the same character of serrated unguis : and that some other

species of the Strigidce exhibit somewhat of the rudiments of it ; thus

establishing more closely the affinity of the Owls and the Capri-

mulgi Mr. Vigors adds that his conjecture as to the use of the

serrated claw that is, its being devoted to the purposes of seizure-

is considerably corroborated by the passage from White above quoted.

At the same time he refers to Wilson, who in his account of the

Cavrimnlgus Carolinensis (Antrostomus Carolinensis of Prince C. L.

Bonaparte) assigns a different use to this serrated claw. Of this

species Wilson says, "Reposing much during the heat of the day,

they are much infested with vermin, particularly about the head, and

are provided with a comb on the inner edge of the middle claw, with

which they are often employed in ridding themselves of these pests,
3 T
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at Ittbt when in a cUU of captivity." Upon this Mr. Vigors observes
that such can be at best but an accidental use to which the serration

oan be applied. There are many other groups of birds, he adds, poe-

snsaing the same character, to which the same application of it can
nerer be amjgned for instance, the greater port of the genus Pete-

cm** of Linmouit. Many of those birds, whom feet, Mr Vigors ob-

serve*, are naturally ill adapted by their webbed structure for laying
hold of any object, are yet fouud to incubate mnong trees, where the

errated claw may give them a further power of prehension ; they are

aim, he remark*, asserted to seize their prey occasionally with the

foot ; In which aoU the structure of the nail, as in the case cited by
White impacting the Caprimulgut, may be peculiarly useful " The
family of the A rdevta among the wading birds equally exhibit," says
Mr. Vigor*, in conclusion,

" au analogous construction in the middle
nail. Here again thia character seems adapted to their mode of life

in enabling them to hold their prey more firmly in those slimy and

muddy situations where it might otherwise elude them ; while, at the

same time, it may assist their feet (which, like those of the PtUcanidft,
are naturally ill suited for grasping) in their hold among the trees,

where, like some also of the latter family, they build their nests."

Mr. Dillon is of opinion that the chief use of the serrated claw
is simply to comb out or dress the vibri&uo which surround the

gape. Mr. Swainson opposes thia view, observing that there is an
American group of this family which have no bristles round the bill,

and yet have the serrated claws ; and another group in Australia

which have bristles round the bill, and yet with the claw smooth
and simple. He also observes that the Heron tribe have the gape
smooth, but the claw serrated. Mr. Renuie remarks that the passage
in Wilson "appears to settle the question;" but he gives no satisfac-

tory reason why.

Fialiirm marroplmu (old male).

The Qoat-Snckrr is sometimes to be feen abroad in gloomy day* ;we hare n it on such day*, anil generally on the ground. On a t're.-

it is observed to perch not acrom a branch, but on its longitudinal
direction. These birds affect tho neighbourhood of oaks, where in

May they find the Mclaloniha tulyaru, and at Midsummer the M. sol-

slitialii. White graphically describes the evolutions of one round his
'

great spreading oak,' where it was hawking after a brood of some

particular
Pkalttna belonging to that tree. On this occasion he says

it exhibited a command of wing superior to the swallow itself. Tho
same author states that when a person approaches the haunts of thia

species in au evening they continue flying round the head of the
obtruder ; and by striking their wing-t together above their backs, in
the manner that the pigeons called Sinitera are known to do, make a
a short snap ; perhaps at that time, he adds, they are jealous of their

young, and their noise and gestures are intended by way of menace.
The eggs, two in number, oblong, white or dusky, and streaked some-
what like the plumage of the bird, are equal in size at each end, and
are laid on the bare ground, generally among fern, heath, or long
grass, sometimes in furze-brakes or woods, but always near the latter.

Montagu describes the noise made by the male during incubation
when perched, and with his head downwards, as not unlike that
of a spinning-wheel, and notices its uttering a sharp squeak as

it flies.

The other European species, Caprimulyut ruficollit, which is very
rare, has been shot in the oak-woods some miles distant from Alge-
ziras, and also in the valley of the Rio del Mel, near that city. The
Spanish name for it is Samala. Mr. Gould has no doubt that iu natural
habitat is Northern Africa. Prince Bonaparte notes it as occurring
in south-western Europe during the summer.

Mr. Gould has established a new genus for some of the American

Caprlmulgi, under the name of Antronlomus. [Wnu'-I'iKiii-Wii.L.]
Ptalarut (Sw.). Gape strongly bristled. Tail excessively long, and

very deeply forked.

P. macrofteria. A bright ruddy demi-collar ornaments the back

part of the neck, and the two external tail-feathers iu tho male arc
much longer than the others. The tail of the female is much shorter.

It is a native of Paraguay and Brazil.

Cliordeila (Sw.). Gape perfectly smooth. Wings very long, equal
to the tail, which is slightly forked.

C. Americana*. Ground of plumage above, sides of the head, and
front of the neck, dark liver-brown, glossed with greenish. Head,
neck, and upper rows of lesser wing-coverta, spotted with yellowish-
brown; back, scapulars, and tertiaries, mottled with brownish-white
and a little wood-brown, the pale colour forming speckled bars on the
tail and its coverts ; intermediate wing-coverts more thickly mottled
with a purer white : greater coverts spotted with brown on the

margin ; baud on middle of quills, beginning on tho inner web of the
first and ending with the fifth, and a broad arrow-shaped mark on the

throat, pure white. A white dotted superciliary band reaches to the

nape. Lateral tail-feathers banded with white. Plumage below and
inner wing-coverts barred alternately with brownish-white and liver-

brown. Bill blackish. Legs pale. Tail forked. Middle toe, which
is longest, with a serrated claw.

This is the Caprimulgus Americanus of Wilson, and the C. Vinjiiii-
anm of Prince Bonaparte, who notices the bird in his

'

Geographical
and Comparative List,' as Chtrdcila Virginlanut (Bonap.), and
Caprimulgiu Pojatvt (Vieill.). It is the Peesquaw of the Cree
Indian*.

Sir John Richardson says that few birds are better known in the
Fur Countries than this, which ranges in summer even to the most
remote arctic islands. Colonel Sabine notices it, in the appendix to

Captain (now Sir Edward) Parry's
'
Fir.st Voyage,' as the Musquito

Hawk, and states that a female was found on Melville Island, lying
dead on the ground about a quarter of a mile from the sea. He adds,
that these birds are known to breed and inhabit as far north as
Hudson's Bay ; but as they live

principally
in woods, and feed on

musquitoes and other winged insects, which are very rare in the
North Georgian Islands, it is more than probable that the individual
found dead was an accidental visitor, and hod perished for want of
food. It was extremely thin, but the plumage was in good preserva-
tion. Fabricius does not mention it, he observes in conclusion, as
known in Greenland. Sir John Richardson states that its very peculiar
noise is most frequently heard in tho evening, and often seems to be
made close to the listener, though the bird that produces it is so high
in the air as to be nearly imperceptible. He describes this sound as

resembling that produced by the vibration of a tense thick cord iu
a violent gust of wind, and says that the Pisk (the common name for
the bird) considerably resembles some of the Falconula in its evolu-
tions in the air. It often remains stationary, fluttering its wings
rapidly, and then suddenly shoots off a long way by a gliding motion :

at that moment the loud vibratory noise is heard. "
It also traverses

the air backwards and forwards, quartering the sky as regularly as the
Hen Harrier surveys a piece of ground. The female deposits her eggs
on the ground without making any nest, generally selecting the border
of a cultivated field or au open glade in the forest, and during incu-
bation aits to close that she may be almost trodden down. When any
person approaches her the male sallies from the adjacent thicket and
stoops at the intruder, passing within a foot or two of hix head, then

rising again and wheeling round to repeat the same manoeuvre. In
the meanwhile his mate flutters from the nest along the ground as if
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disabled, and hides herself at a short distance among the gray grass,
from which she can hardly be distinguished. The Pisk makes its

first appearance at Great Bear Lake generally about the last day of

May, and was observed hatching on the Saskatchewan on the 8th of

June. Its eggs are narrower than those of Caprimulgua vociferus, but
of the same colours, rather differently distributed ; they measure

Dearly 14 lines in length." (' Fauna Boreali-Americana.')

TUk (Choririlct Amtriciinut).

Upper figure, male ; lower figure, female, with an egg.

Sir John Richardson states the extreme northern range of this bird

u 68 N. lat. (east of the Rocky Mountains, migratory), and he notices

it as observed in the summer, when it is common, on the Saskatchewan,
lat. 53 to 54" N., and from 600 to 1000 miles distant from the sea-

coant; a very common in the vicinity of Philadelphia, lat. 40 N.

(Bonaparte), but as not having its winter-quarters in the United States.

It also appears in Sir John's list of species which summer or breed

in the Fur Countries and in Pennsylvania, but winter farther to the

southward. In Prince Bonaparte's
'

Geographical and Comparative
List,' the southern and central parts of North America are recorded

an the localities of the species.
Scotornit (Sw.). General structure of Caprimulyus; but the outer

toe is shorter than the inner.

Sub-genera, Scotornu. Rictus strongly bristled. Tail lengthened,

graduated, or rounded. (Sw.)
-S'. climalwus, African Long-Tailed Night-Jar. Its size is rather

mailer than that of Maerodiptiryx, although, from the develop-

ment of its tail, it is much longer. The bristles considerably

exceed the length of the bill; the third quill is longest; the

first is rather shorter than the fourth, while the fifth is -j^ths of

an inch shorter than the fourth. The tail is very long, measuring
from the base 9 inches, of which 3 j inches are occasioned by the two

middle tail-feathers exceeding the others; the outer lateral toe is

shorter than the inner. The ground colour of the plumage is light

ferruginous-brown varied with dark freckles. The chin and rictal

stripe white
;
the lesser wing-coverts have at their tips a broad band

of white, and the greater have a terminal spot of cream-colour, much

smaller than the former. The ground colour of the five primary quills

is entirely black, without any rufous, their tips ouly being freckled

with gray ;
but they are crossed in the middle by a snowy-white broad

band beginning in the iuner web of the first and terminating on the

outer web of the sixth quill : the remaining quills are varied with
black and rufous and tipped with white. The tail is variegated in the

usual manner, the middle pair of feathers having about twenty very
slender transverse bars, but much undulated, while the outer margin
of the exterior feather, and the tips of that and of the next are pure
white. No gray in the plumage. Total length, including tail,

13 inches. (Sw.)
It is a native of Africa, and is common in Senegal.

African Long-Tailed Night-Jar (Scotonils clitilat lints). (Cajiritinifgtts

climaturus, Vieill.)

Jfacrodipteryx (Sw.). Rictus strongly bristled
; wings long, equal to

the tail, and with a lengthened reuiform feather in each. Tail
even.

M. Africanus, Pennant-Winged Night-Jar, or Long-Shafted Goat-
Sucker. It has wings, for the small size of the bird, very long, rather

exceeding, or at least equalling, the tip of the tail, which is quite even
and consists of ten feathers. Of the first three quills, which are much
the longest, the first is shorter than the third, which is slightly suc-

ceeded by the second. The long-shafted feathers are inserted imme-

diately between the primary and secondary quills. The bristles

of the mouth are strong and equal to the length of the bill, which is

weak. The middle toe is lengthened, and the lateral toes are equal.
Colour of the plumage mixed, as in others of the family. Upon each
web of each of the primary quills is a row of nine rufous and nine
black spots : the rufous bars become very small towards the tips,
where the black predominates. The lesser quills are black, with four

rufous bands, the tips black. The middle tail-feathers are gray,

speckled with black points, and crossed by six black bare, all of which
are irregular, excepting the last, which, as on all the other feathers,
is regular, well defined, and placed just behind the tips; the outer
web of the exterior feather is fulvous white, with about ten
black spots, at equal distances from each other. Some of the

scapulars have a broad cream-coloured stripe, which forms a con-

nected series when the feathers lay over each other, but those

which are conspicuous on the supposed female can scarcely be
discerned in the male

;
this latter however has a few obscure white

mottles on the chin, throat, and round the ears. Total length
about 8 inches.

Mr. Swainson, from whose 'Birds of Western Africa,' the above

description is taken, observes that the female is entirely destitute of

the long-shafted or supplementary feathers. " Now this," says Mr.

Swainson,
"

is a very important fact, for it goes far to prove that they
are not essential to the economy of the species ;

for if otherwise, both
sexes would possess them, unless it be contended, a supposition

highly improbable, that the male feeds in one manner and the female

in another. In the absence of all information upon this point, we
are led to conclude that they are more ornamental than useful, given
to the male sex as attractive decorations to the female, in a similar

manner as the flowing feathers of thu Paradise Bird are known to

distinguish the male sex. Whether or no these ornamental plumes
are lost after the season of incubation is a subject for future inquiry ;
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but they are certainly of very unequal lengths in different individuals.

We have *em them in one bird only 7 inches long, while in that now
before tu they meuurein extreme length IT inches ; the webs occupy

exactly six, while all the rest of the shaft is naked, the rudimentary

Pennant-Winged Nightjar, or Long-Slmftcd Goat-Sucker (ifacroJijitcryx

Africamu). M:ilc.

hain on each side merely indicating the position of the laminae, hod

they been developed. We cannot subscribe to an opinion we have

heard expressed, that these latter have been rubbed or worn off.

FnXIktrf din:a.

Another specimen, which we suppose is tho female, is perfect in nil

it* plumagr, but has no indication, as already observed, of these

feathers. In their texture they are remarkably flexible, moving about
with the least breath of wind. The inner web is so broad, that the
lamina: in tho middle measure 24 inches

;
the outer web, on the

contrary, ia very narrow, and the longest lamin* are hardly half

an inch."

This is the Caprimulgiu Macrodiptcriu of Afzelius, and the Ca^i-i-

mnli/ui longipamu of Shaw.
It is a native of Sierra Leone, Africa.

Proiihera (Sir.). Kictus almost smooth
; wings very long, equal to

the tail, which is short and even
;
tarsus very naked.

P. diurna (Caprimvlijut iliurntu, Wied., Nacnnda, Temm.). Tho
plumage of the female is above a mixture of gray-brown, yellowish-
red, and browuish-black, marked with great spots of blackish-

brown, with wide borders of yellowish-red ; chin
pale-yellow, striped

with gray-brown ; tail marbled with brownish-black and bright-

yellow, with nine or ten transverse bands speckled with brownish-
black. Plumage beneath white lineated with gray-brown ; middle of
the belly white, spotless. Length rather more than 10 inches.

It is a native of Brazil and Paraguay.
GOAT'S-THORN. [ASTRAGALUS.]
OOAT-WKKI). l.K...'1'o..n M.]

'

QO'BIO, a genus of Fishes belonging to the section Malacopteryyii
Abdominaia and family Cyprinidte. The species of this genus differ

chiefly from the true Carps in having the anal and dorsal fins short
aud destituteof bony rays. G. fluviatilis (Hay), the Common Gudgeon,
affords the best example of this genus.
The Gudgeon is a ISritish fish, and ia found in many streams that in

their course flow over gravelly soils. The Thames, Mersey, Colne,
Kennet, and Avon, produce fino Gudgeons. They swim together in

shoals, feeding on worms, aquatic insects, and their larvic, small
molluscous animals, ova, aud fry. They afford ample amusement to
those sporUuieu who are satisfied with numbers rather than weight.
The Gudgeon rarely exceeds 8 inches in length. It spawns in May, and
the young are about an inch long in August
GO'BIUS, a genus of Acanthopterygious Osseous Fishes belonging

to the family Gobioidce. All the speciea have two dorsal fins, scaly
bodies, aud a disc beneath the throat formed by the united ventral
fins. By means of this disc they have the power of attaching them-
selves to rocks. Several specie* of Goby are met with on the British
coast The largest is the Gobiiu nigcr of Liuiiipns, which attains the

length of 6 incites, and ranges from Cornwall to the Orkneys. Mr.
Couch has inquired into the habits of tho Black Goby, and fiuds that
when it has seized its prey it carries it off alive in its mouth to its

resting-place, which is among rocks. The other British Gobies, G.

bipunctatut, G. minMut, G. yracilit, and G. unipunctatu*, are mostly
inhabitants of sandy ground. On the shores of the Mediterranean
Gobies abound, aud are also fouud in deep water, even to a depth of
Till fathoms. The deep-water species are distinct from those frequenting
the coast-line.

The species of Gobitu are very tenacious of life, and are capable,
like their neighbours, the Blennies, of living some time out of water.
The most remarkable fact connected with the history of these fishes
is their nidification. That the Goby built a nest was known to tho
ancient Greeks. This nest they construct in spring, of seaweeds, 4c.,
and in it the female deposits her eggs, whilst tho male watches over
them until they are hatched. The nest of the Goby is very well

built, and has of late been observed on our own coasts. True Gobies
occur in the seas of the southern hemispheres as well as in those of
the northern.

GOBY. [Genius.]
GOUWIT. [SCOLOPACID.K.)
GOLD, one of the precious metal*. It differs remarkably from

other metals, with a very few exceptions, in the fact that it ia found
in nature in its metallic state. It is occasionally fouud mineralised

by tellurium. Native gold is Monometric, and occurs in cubes
without cleavage, also iu grain*, thin lamina?, and masses, sometimes
filiform or reticulated. The colour varies iu shade, sometimes being
a bright yellow, at others almost silvery-white, from tho quantity of
silver with which it is mixed. It is very ductile and malleable.
Hardness 2'5 to 8. Specific gravity 12 to 20, varying according to
the metals alloyed with the gold. Native gold usually contains silver,
and in very various proportions. The finest native gold from Russia

yielded gold U8-U6, silver 0'16, copper 0'35, iron 0"06
; specific gravity

19-099. A gold from Marmato afforded only 73'45 per cent, of gold,
with 26'48 per cent of silver: specific gravity 12-666. This last is

in the proportion of 3 of gold to 1 of silver. Tho following pro-
portions have alao been observed : 31 to 1, 5 to 1, 6 to 1, 8 to 1

;

and this is the most common
; 12 to 1 also is of frequent

occurrence.

Copper is often found in alloy with gold, and also Palladium and
Rhodium.
A Rhoilium Gold from Mexico gave the specific gravity 15'5 to

16'8, and contained 34 to 43 per cunt of rhodium.
Iron and copper pyrites are often mistaken for gold by those

inexperienced in ore*. Gold is at once distinguished by being
easily cut in slices and flattening under a hammer. The pyrites
when poiindeil arc reduced to powder : iron pyrites is too hard to

yield at all to a knife, and topper pyrites affords a dull greenish
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powder. Moreover the pyrites give off sulphur when strongly heated,
while gold melts without any such odour.

Native Gold is to a large extent obtained from alluvial washings.
It is also found disseminated through certain rocks, especially quartz
and talcose rocks, and it is often contained in pyrites, constituting
the auriferous pyrites ;

the detritus affording gold-dust has proceeded
from some gold-bearing rocks.

Gold is widely distributed over the globe. It occurs in Brazil

(where formerly a great part of that used was obtained), along the chain
of mountains which runs nearly parallel with the coast, especially
near Villa Rica, and in the province of Minas Geraes

;
in New Granada,

at Antioquia, Choco, and Orion
; in Chili

; sparingly in Peru and
Mexico

;
in the southern of the United States. In Europe it is most

abundant, in Hungary, at Kb'nigsberg, Schemnitz, and Felsobanya,
and in Transylvania, at Kapnik, Vorospatak, and Offenbanya; it

occurs also in the sands of the Rhine, the Reuss, and the Aar
;
on the

southern slope of the Pennine Alps, from the Simplon and Monte
Rosa to the valley of Aosta

;
in Piedmont; in Spain, formerly worked

in Asturias ; in the county of Wicklow in Ireland ; and in Sweden at

Edelfors. In the Ural Mountains there are valuable mines, also in

the Cailles Mountains in Little Tibet. There are mines in Africa at

Kordofan, between Dar-fur and Abyssinia ;
also south of Sahara, in

the western part of Africa from Senegal to Cape Palmas ; also along
the coast opposite Madagascar, between 22 and 23 S. lat., supposed
to have been the Ophir of the time of Solomon. Other regions in

which gold is found are China, Japan, Formosa, Ceylon, Java,
Sumatra, and the Philippines.

Until lately nearly all the gold of commerce came from Asiatic

Russia and Mexico, but recent discoveries of gold in California and
Australia have opened new and vast sources of supply.
From 1600 to 1700 the entire supply of gold for Europe was

obtained from America, whose mines are estimated in the one hundred

years to have produced 337,500,000^. worth of the precious metal.

During the 18th century the supply of gold and silver was still

mainly derived from the Americas, the great mine of Valenciana,

producing 125,000t sterling per annum for 40 years, and the district

of Zaccatecas adding largely to the amount, although these were

rapidly failing towards the end of the century. A great increase of

gold was produced from the mines of Russia, which are still very

productive; they are principally alluvial washings, and these washings
seldom yield more than 65 grains of gold for 4000 Ibs. of soil, never

more than 120 grains. The alluvium is generally most productive,
where the loose material is most ferruginous. The mines of

Ekaterinburg are in the parent rock a quartz constituting veins in

a half-decomposed granite called Beresite, which is connected with

talcose and chloritic schists. The shafts are sunk vertically in the

beresite, seldom below 25 feet, and thence lateral galleries are run to

the veins. These mines afforded between the years 1725 and 1841

679 poods of gold, or about 30,000 Ibs. troy. The whole of the

Russian mines yielded in 1842, 970 poods of gold, or 42,000 Ibs.

troy, half of which was from Siberia, east of the Urals. In 1843 the

yield was nearly 60,000 Ibs. troy; in 1845, 62,000 Ibs. troy; and in

1846, 75,353 Ibs.

In the five following years to 1851 nearly 296,932 Ibs. troy weight
of gold have been raised in Russia.

At the Transylvania mines the gold is obtained by mining, and
these mines have been worked since the time of the Romans. The
annual yield of Europe exclusive of Russia is not above 250,OOOJ.
The sands of the Rhone, Rhine, and Danube contain gold in small

quantities. The sands of the richest quality contain only about 56

parts of gold in 100,000,000. Sands containing less than half this

proportion are worked. Africa yields annually at least 4500 Ibs. troy,

and Southern Africa 1250 Ibs. The mines of the United States have

lately produced about 1,000,000 dollars a year.
In South America the gold region of California extends aloug the

valley of the Sacramento and the valley of San Joaquin, immediately
south. The gold occurs in flattened grains, or scales, and occasionally

in lumps of large size. The yield is enormous. The amount
received at the mint in the United States in 1851 was at the rate

of 32,000,000 dollars a year. The aggregate production of gold in

South America does not appear to have increased within the last five

years. The rate of produce in the Australian mines is as follows :

The Sydney district produced from 29th May 1851 to 31st October

1851, 67,152 oz. gold, value 214,886^., or to November 1851, 79,340 ox.

gold, value at 257,855/. 7., and to December 31, 142,975 oz. gold,

value 464,668/. 15. In the Victoria district to the end of December

1851, Ballarat produced 25,108 oz., value 75,3242. ;
Mount Alexander,

30,007 oz., value 96,02U. In December there was shipped from

Victoria 145,11 oz
,
on the 8th January, 75,188 oz. Only about two-

fifths of the gold realised is sent by the Government escort, hence

there is much difficulty in arriving at the actual amount. But the

imports to this country may be safely relied on as representing the

maximum produce of our colonial gold-fields, and the auriferous

districts of America.
From November 1850 to June 1851 the IJank of England issued

9,500,000 sovereign*, being at the rate of 18,000,000 a year, and so

great is the increasing demand for gold coins, that the rate of

production can scarcely keep pace with it.

It may be interesting to know that from the account kept at the
Bank when the light coin was called in, in 1842, that 12,000,0002.
were received light, and 36,000,0002. still circulated of full weight ;

40,000,0002. may therefore be regarded as the quantity of gold coin
in circulation, allowing from 3 to 4 per cent, for the natural wear of
the coin. The following table gives over an extended period the

Coinage of Great Britain.

Reign of
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Wo subjoin an account of the auriferous rock* of Australia from
the loture of Mr. Juke* :

"Sir K. Murohuon, in his address to the Geographical Society in

1844, alluded to the pouibly auriferous character of the Great
Eastern Chain of Australia, being led thereto by his knowledge of

the auriferous chain of the Ural, and by hia examination of Count
Stnelccki's specimen*, maps, and sections. Some of Sir R. Murchi-
son's obeerrations having found their way to the Australian papers, a

Mr. Smith, at that time engaged in some iron works at Berrima, was
induced by them in the year 1849 to search for gold, and he found it.

He sent the gold to the Colonial government, and offered to disclose

iU locality on payment of 5001. The governor however not putting
full faith in the statement, and being, moreover, unwilling to encourage
gold fever without sufficient reason, declined to grant the sum, but

offered, if Mr. Smith would mention the locality, and the discovery
was found to be valuable, to reward him accordingly. Very unwisely,
a* it turns out, Mr. Smith did not accept this offer; and it remained
for Mr. Margraves, who came with the prestige of bis California.!!

experience, to re-make the discovery, and to get the reward from

government on their own conditions.
" This first discovery was made in the banks of the Summer Hill

Creek and the Lewis Ponds River, small streams which run from tlm

northern flank of the Conobalas down to the Macquarrie. The gold
was found in the sand and gravel, accumulated especially on the

inside of the bends of the brook, and at the junction of the two

water-course*, where the stream of each would be often checked by
the other. It was coarse gold, showing its parent site to be at no

great distance, and probably in the quartz veins traversing the meta-

morphic rocks of the Conobalas. Mr. Stutchbury, the government
geologist, reported on the truth of the discovery, and shortly after-

wards found gold in several other localities, especially on the banks
of the Turon, some distance north-east of the Conobalas. This wrs
a much wider and more open valley than the Summer Hill Creek,
and the gold accordingly was much finer, occurring in small scales anil

flake*. It was however more regularly and equably distributed

through the soil, so that a man might reckon with the greater

certainty on the quantity his daily labour would return him. At the
head of the Turon River, among the dark glens and gullies in which
it collect* its bead waters, in the flanks of the Blue Mountains, the

gold got 'coarser,' occurring in larger lumps or nuggets, but these

being more sparingly Mattered. The reason of these circumstance*,
which are common, to all auriferous regions, has been given in the

former part of this Lecture when speaking of the power of moving
water.

" With the subsequent history of the 'gold diggings
'
of Australia,

the discovery of many rich auriferous districts, both in New South
Wale* and Victoria, you must all be more or less familiar.

" In Mr. Arrowsmith's map, appended to the Parliamentary Report
just issued, all the auriferous spot* are marked in yellow. They occur
at intervalsalong the flanks of the Great Eastern Chain, or on its lateral

spurs and subordinate ranges through an extent of country about
1000 mile* in length, about as far as from London to Gibraltar or the
confine* of Turkey, or as from London to Iceland in a straight line.

The principal localities marked on this map are Grnfton Range and
Unmet River, north of the Condamine

; Stanley Creek and Canning
Downs in the Moreton Bay district ; several spots in the neighbour-
hood of Liverpool Plains; the Turon and Conobalas on the Mac-

quarrie, below Bathurst
;
the Abercrombie River nt the head of the

Lachlan ; some spots on each side of Breadalbane Plains ;
the Braid-

wood and Aralueu diggings in the Shoalhaven district; Lake Eimeo
in the Australian Alps ; and Ballarat, and Mount Alexander and
Mount BUckwood, north-west of Port Philip."

In every one of these localities granite and metamorphic rocks

occur, and quartz veins are frequently spoken of. This is an impor-
tant fact to bear in min.l.

" In scarcely any of them do we find mention made of the gold
bring Men in the actual rock, but in the drift clay, aand, and gravel,
or lying loose on the surface of the ground. The hundredweight of

gold, indeed, found by Dr. Kcr north of Bathurst, is described as a
block of highly auriferous quartz, lying among a lot of other loose

block*, evidently derived from a broad quartx vein running up the
hill behind them. Such, a mass, indeed, could hardly be transported
far from iU original site by any conceivable current of water.

"The superficial drift in which the diggings have been carried on
varies in thickness from a few inches to 20 or 30 feet. Th- following
1* an extract from a lecture given by a Mr. Gibbon, in Melbourne, and
reported in the ' Melbourne Argus,' giving an account of the Ballarat

digging* :

' On toe surface of the earth was turf in a layer of about
a foot thick, below which was a layer of rich black alluvial soil, and
below that gray clay; below that again was a description of red

gravel, which was sometime* very good ; then red or yellow clay, in

which gold was found ; and then a stratum, varying in thickness, of

clay streaked with various colours, and scarcely worth working ; and
the next stratum was of hard white pipe-clay, which was a decided
barrier. Immediately above it however was n thin layer of chocolate-

coloured clay, tough and soapy. This was the celebrated blue clay,
and was very rich.

" ' The ground on which the diggings were situated was a sloping

bank. The blue clay is found near the surface on the brow of the

hill, that is, at the depth of about a foot
;

but it is sometimes

necessary to dig 20 feet before arriving at it'
" Mr. Latrobe, governor of Victoria, describe* the Ballarat digging*

as carried on through
" '

1. Hed ferruginous earth and gravel
" '

2. Streaked yellowish and red clay." '
3. Quartx gravels of moderate size.

" '
4. Large quartz pebbles and boulders ; masse* of ironstone set

in very compact clay, hard to work.
" '

5. Blue and white clay.
"'6. Pipe-clay." ' In some workings the pipe-clay may be reached at the depth of

10 or 12 feet, in others not at 30 and upwards.'" To enter farther into the details of the several diggings would be
alike tedious and useless. I must refer you for them to the two

Parliamentary Reports published, the one in February and the other
in June, and to the many small publications with which the shop* are
now swarming.

" My object to-night has been to give you such a rough sketch of
the geology of Australia, and of the geological facts and prinriplr*
that ought to guide any one in his search after gold, as may be of nao
to those intending to emigrate there.

" In conclusion, I may perhaps be allowed to utter one word of

advice.
"
Gold-digging is very hard work just such work as you see navi-

gators at in railway cutting, or brick-makers in a brick-pit. You
mu-t work hard all day, lie hard all night, with but little shelter,
often with scanty food, and with nothing of what you have probably
been accustomed to consider necessary comfort. If you find you have
no luck at the diggings, or if your health, or strength, or resolution

fail you, do not therefore give up or despond altogether. You go out
to dig for gold ; do not be ashamed to dig for anything else. I speak
to those now who have been hitherto unaccustomed to manual labour.

Recollect, it is the avowed object of your voyage, and the only thing
you have to trust to. If you fail to dig up gold there are lands to be

ploughed, sheep to be herded and sheared, cattle to be tended, corn
to be sown and reaped every one of these fully as honourable occu-

pations as digging for gold. Go, then, with a bold and resolute heart,
determined to get your living by the strength of your owu anns and
the sweat of your own brows ;

and be assured, that industry mid

perseverance lead to fortune in Australia with fewer impediment*
and uncertainties in the way than in any p.u-t of the world."

Since the above was written, other districts in Australia have yielded
the precious metal, and every day is adding to our knowledge of the
wide extension of this metal on the surface of the earth. A few
months ago it was announced that gold had been discovered at

the Cape of Good Hope ;
and at the beginning of the present year

the late Dr. Stanger delivered a lecture at Natal, in which he pointed
out the probability of gold being found in the neighbourhood of that

colony. For an account of the Salts of Gold, and its applications in

the arts and sciences, see GOLD, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.

(Lectures on (fold delivered at the Muteum of Practical Geology;
DMIU. Mniiiiiil of Mineralogy.)
GOLD-CAKP. [CvrniNiD*.]
GOLDFINCH. fCARDUEua.]
GOLDF1NNY. [CREMI.AI>.M;S.]
GOLD-FISH. [CYPRINIDJE.]
GOLD OF PLEASURE. [CAMELINA.]
GOLDSINNY. [CRESII-ABRUS.]
QOLT, or GAULT, an argillaceous deposit, separating the upper

greensand (also called firestone, malm-rock, &c.) from the lower green-
Hand (al.to called Woburn sand, iron-sand, Ac.). In Kent, Sussex,

Surrey, the Isle of Wight, Wiltshire, and Cambridgeshire its geological
situation and organic contents may be well studied. The clay of

Specton, on the Yorkshire coast, unites the characters of Golt and

Kimmeridge Clay. [('IIAI.K FORMATION.]
ci >M i'ln >I,1TK, a name given by M. Brongniart to conglomerate

rocks of the Tertiary series, which in Switzerland are called

Niigelflue.

OOMI'ltOMlMA. [DlATOMACE*.]
GONGYLOPHIS. [BoiD*.]
GONIAT1TES, an extinct group of fossil shells, belonging to tho

division of Cepbalopodous Mollutca. The species which it contains

are usually nrrnnged, by writers on organic remains, as a section of

Ammonites; but their appropriate characters were never completely

given till M. Von Bitch, following Haan of Lcyden, publish'
' General Essay on the Sutures of Ammonites

'

(read to the Academy
of .Sciences at Berlin in April, 1830; translated in the ' Annales dea

Sciences Naturelles,' 1833).
The families or genera of frniiti/i and Ammonites are seldom well

understood by the conchological student, because the real distinctions

between them are not the meat apparent The most constant of all

the characters of Ammonites is the situation of the ipli"ii, which,
instead of perforating the disc of the transverse internal plates as in

NautUiu, touches and lien parallel to the inner face of the shell on the

dorsal line. There in another obvious and generally complete dis-

tinction in the form of the sutures, or intersections of the transverse
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internal plates (septa) with the inner surface of the shell. lu Ammo-
nites this suture is undulated or angularly bent into lobes and sinuses

;

in Nautilus, even or gently waved. The exceptions to this are few,
but remarkable. Nautilus ziczac of Sowerby (Dr. Buckland's '

Bridge-
water Treatise,' pL xliii. fig. 3) has sutures waved as much as some
true Goniatites, and there is in fact every degree of sinuosity in the

edges of the septa of the nautiloid and ammouitic families.

M. Von Buch supposes the sinuous edges of the septa of Ammonites
to be necessarily derived from the dorsal position of the siphuncle.
" All the other differences," says he,

" are derived from this capital
distinction. The Nautilus, which passes a very large siphon through
the middle of the septa, appears sufficiently attached by this mem-'
brane to the basis on which it rests. There is no need of any other

support, and the septa remain in general smooth and concave without
sinuosities on the edges. The small dorsal siphon of the Ammonites
would not suffice to secure the animal from displacement on the

surface of its cell." Other supports are necessary, and they are found
in the marginal lobes which the form of the animal impresses on the

partitions of the chambers. These are generally six in number ;
one

ventral V, one dorsal D, and two on each side L, L'. (See fig. 1
;
and

Dr. Buckland's '

Bridgewater Treatise.')

Fig. 1.

M. Von Buch, viewing Goniatites as a section of Ammonites,

presented the following characters of the group in 1830 :

The lobes of the septa are completely deprived of lateral denticu-

lations or symmetrical crenatures, so that their contour presents

always a continuous uninterrupted line. The siphon, compared to

that of other Ammonites, is small and delicate
;
the strife of growth

are gigmoidal on the sides (as in fig. 2), inflexed from the aperture on

the back, go as to form a sinus there in the aperture, thus resembling

Nautili; whereas in Ammonites generally the striae advance along

the dorsal line supported probably by the siphon. The last chamber

of Goniatites extends, according to Count Munster, more than one

turn beyond the concamerations, but in Ammonites only three-fourths

of a turn.

Later investigations have scarcely modified these fundamental views,

except by showing a greater variety in the forms of the sutures than

was at first expected.

Eighteen species of Goniatites are distributed by Von Buch in the

following manner :

Sutures with rounded lobes :

a. Dorsal lobe simple 4 species.

b. Dorsal lobe double ... .1 species.

Sutures with pointed lobes :

a. Dorsal lobe simple 6 species.

b. Dorsal lobe double ... .7 species.

Count Munster ('Ann. des Sci. Nat.,' 1834) gives 22 ascertained

and 4 doubtful species (mostly different from Von Buch's) from the

Fichtel-Gebirge. His arrangement is different, namely :

1 With simple lobes slightly sinuous and

rounded ... ... 4 species.

2. With angular or linguiform lobes :

t a. Shell entirely involute, sutures with one

lateral angular lobe ... .8 species.

i. Shell entirely involute, sutures with two

lateral lobes 4 species.

c. Shell evolute, three lateral lobes . . 6 species.

Doubtful species
* species.

Martin, in 'Petrificata Derbiensia,' 1809, figured two species of

Goniatites: Sowerby, in the 'Mineral Couchology of Great Britain,'

added two others; and Professor Phillips, in the second volume of

the ' Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire,' 1836, has raised the

number of British species from the carboniferous limestone, mill-

stone-grit, and coal-formations, to 33 species, the septa of which are

completely ascertained. ,

Beyrich ('De Goniatitis in Montibus Rhenams Occurrentibus,

1837) describes 18 species (8 of them supposed to be new), and

presents a general classification of all the Continental species sup-

posed to be distinct, at that time known by the descriptions of

Haan, Von Buch, Munster, Goldfuss, &c. The number of species of

Goniatites at present known is about 150.

In external form Goniatites present an almost complete series of

gradations from the involute sub'globular figure, common among
Nautili, to the discoid spiral shape of the flattest Ammonites. The

following figures, from Phillips's 'Geology of Yorkshire,' vol. ii. pi. 19

and 20, will illustrate this :

Fig. 2.

' Goniatites truncatus. (Phillips.)

Fig. 3.

Goniatites Listfri. (Sowerby.)

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Goniatites ipirorb'u. (Phillips.) Goiiiatita Gilsoni. (Phillips.)

Most of the Goniatites have rounded backs
;
a few are cariuated, as

G. vittiger and G. rotiformis, Phillips.
In nearly all the Goniatites the surface is marked by transverse

sigmoidally-bent lines of growth ;
a few have merely annular strife ;

in some these stria? rise into tubercles on the inner edge of the whorls

(G. Listen, Sow. ; G. subnodosus, Munst.). The striae are occasionally
reticulated by spiral lines. Radiating undulations occur on some of

the flatter species ; in a few (G. Gibsoni) there are ribs divided after

the manner of many Ammonites ;
and G. binodosus, Munster, has

two rows of tubercles. In all these particulars the parallelism of the

series of Goniatites to that of common Ammonites is very remarkable.

This analogy with the usual forms of Ammonites is augmented by
the occurrence of constrictions on the cast of the interior of the

shells. (Fig. 3, c.) These constrictions, corresponding to internal

thickenings of the shell, are most remarkable in the involute Gonia-

tites. (See Phillips's 'Geology of Yorkshire,' vol. ii. pi. six. fig. 1, 2,

24, 26; pi. xx. fig. 1
; Muuster, in 'Ann. dus Sci. Nat.,' pi. v. fig. 2;

and Beyrich, in his '
Dessertation,' tab. ii. fig. 8.) They are parallel

or nearly so to the lines of growth, and cross the sutures without any
definite relation. They may be viewed as periodical thickenings of

the edge of the aperture, and as contributing to strengthen the last

chamber of the enlarging shell. They vary as to number and position
in individuals of the same species. The aperture of many Goniatites

resembles that of the recent Nautilus Pompilius.
The sutures of the Gouiatites are extretm-ly various, beautiful, aud

characteristic of the speuies. Individuals of several of the species

have been compared almost from the nucleus to full growth without

any great change being visible in the form of the septum (as for

instance, G. Listen), but in others this is not the case. The following

arrangement and accompanying figures will show the principal
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variations of the suture*. The arrow is in each case supposed to point
towardt the aperture.

Division 1. The dona] lobe simple ; one lateral lobe.

a. Lateral lobe single and rounded. G. espantiu, Von Bucli,

fg.6.
i. Lateral lobe tingle and angular. G. mUirrii, Minister, Jig. 7.

Division 2. The dorul lobe simple ; more than one lateral lobe.

a. Lateral lobaa linguiform, and nearly equal G. llemlovi,

Sowerby, .ty. 8.

4. Lateral lobes rounded and nearly equal. G. terpentiniu,

Phillip*, jf9. 9.

r. Inner lateral lobes very much the largest. G. Mttnitrri, Von
Buch, fg. 10.

d. Lateral lobe* very unequal and oblique. G. Ifirninghautl,
Von Bm-h, >;/. 11.

Division 3. Donal lobe divided ; lateral lobe single.

a. Lateral lobes and sinuses rounded, ii. bidortalU, Phillips,

fig-ll
i. Lateral lobes and sinuses angular. G. atrialtu, Sowerby,

fg. 13.

Division 4. Donal lobe divided or complicated ;
lateral lobes more

thsn one.

O. eyclolobui, Phillips,/?. 14.

-

-

The same transition rocks which contnin a large portion of the
"'iitincntal specie* of Goniatites yield a cognate group, from which
they are with difficulty distinguished. There were first separat. .1 l.y
( (,unt Munstrr, under the name of Clymrnia. It GoniatiU-s are consi-

dered as of the ammonoid, Clymenur may be included in the uautiloid

type. Their siphon is always ou Uie inner margin, and the sepU,
instead of a reflex wave on the dorsal Hue. h:in- tin r,- :i IK-IK! forward
toward the aperture. The Clyiuruiir have all the same variation* of
form and surface which have been ineiitionod with regard to (ioiii.i-

tites. Figt. 15 to 18 represent the forms of septa of Clymenitr, for

comparison with those of Gouiatitcs.

Fit. 1*.

Clymruia romprrua. (Mdniter.)

Tig. 17.

i'lymrnia tliala. (MUnetcr.)

Compared with ordinary Ammonites, the differences of the sutures

are easily seized ;
but by the group of Ceralilei of ll.ian, which is

supposed to be peculiar to the niuschrlkalk, the transition is not

difficult, as the Bubjoined figures show.

Fin. 19.

Auimmiitri planicoitatus. (Sowerby.)

Fig. 20.

Ciraritfi nodoivt, vnr.

Goniali/tt, and their nllie*, the Clymmitr, appear entirely confined

to the rocks of the carboniferous and older systems of strata. Only
one species ((loniatiltt Liftrri, Sowerby) is mentioned as occurring in

the coal-formation, and that in the lowest portion (near Bradford,

Halifax, and Sheffield, Yorkshire).
In the strata presumed to lie below the old red-sandstone occur

many other species ; at leant H> in the fact on the continent of Europe,

though in Great Britain and Ireland they are but rarely met with in

the primary and transition strata.

The Ooniatites yet described arc almost entirely from European
1 -call tie*. Von Dechen quotes <1. Liittri from India. (' Hiuidl'ucli

der Geognosie.') None are mentioned in the slaty rocks of \\ . t

moreland or Wales ; none occur in tin- Silurian Hocks: they are not

rare in Devonshire (occurring about Banistaple and near Launceston).
It is in the North of England, from Derbyshire to the Tweed, and
in the limestones of the carboniferous system of strata, that iln-y

specially abound. About Kuuixkilli n, and near Castleton, in the Isle

of Man, the same rocks yield a considerable number of species.

The following is a list'of the British species as given in Tennont's
'

British Fossils,' 1847 :

CARBOBIFEROUS GRODF.

t'i'oniatitri Udonalii, Phil. G. carina, Phil.

(/. lifena, Phil.

<j. Jlrotmii.

G. calyx, Phil.

G. creninria, Phil.

(,'. ../.-tolobm, Phil.

G. rfuciw.
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0. donalis, Brown,
ft. notuttu, Phil,

ft. excaratiu, Phil.

(f. erpantus, Buck,
ft faicicviatus.
G. foraminosus, Phil.

If. iMioni, Phil,

ft Gilberttoni, Phil,

ft granonu, Portl.

ft Hmtlowi, Sow.
ft. implicatut, Phil,

ft. intercottalis, Phil,

ft. intermedia*, Brown,
ft. jugomw, Brown,
ft Kenyoni, Brown,
ft tou*.

ft. Litteri, Sow.
ft. Lonythorni, Brown,
ft. Loonoyi, Philips.
ft. mixonottu, Philips,
ft. minutussimu*, Brown.
ft. misotobut, Phil,

ft mutabilit.

ft. nitidus, Phil,

ft. obtusws, Phil,

ft. pamdoxicus, Browri.

ft. pan-ua, Brown,
ft paucilobus, Phil,

ft platylobut, Phil,

ft. proteus, Brown,
ft reiiculatus, Phil,

ft rotiformu, Phil,

ft serpentinui, Phil,

ft. Smithii, Brown,
ft spharicus, Sow.
ft. sphceroidalis.
ft. spirorbis, Phil,

ft splendidus, Brown,
ft itenolobus, Phil,

ft striatut, Phil,

ft striolatus, Phil,

ft. fubiulcatus, Brown.
ft Iruncatus, Phil,

ft. undulatut, Brown,
ft. t'e'ca, Phil.

ft. rittiyer, Phil.

DEVONIAN GROUP.

l-'oniatitci biferui, Phil. ft fincaris, Miinst.

ft carionaritts, Sow. ft mixolobus, Phil,

ft crenittrta, Phil. ft. terpentinns, Phil.

ft. excaroltw, Plul. ft. tpiralit, Phil,

ft. globotut, Miinst. ft. tpirorbii, Phil.

ft. t'nc07W<ajM, Phil. ft Irarutioritw, Phil,

ft intiyaii, Phil. ft rinctum, Sow.

HDXIODUS. [SQI-ALID-F..]

OONIO'GXATHUS, a genus of Fossil Cycloid Fishes, from the

London Clay. (Agassiz.)
GONIO'PHORUS (Agassiz), a genus of Fossil Schinida, from the

Greenaand. (Morris, Catalogue.)
GONIOPORA. [MADREPOR.KA.]
GONOPLACID.<E, Gonoplaciant, an order of Brachyurous Crusta-

ceans, whose carapace is either square or rhomboidal, and much
wider than it is long. The posterior border, measured between the

base of the fifth pair of feet, equals, nearly always, the half of its

transverse diameter; while in the tribe of Ocypodians, as well as in

the Cyclomctopes, and the greater part of the Oxyrhynchi, the length
of this border is only about a fourth of the greatest width of the

carapace. The front is but little inclined, and very wide ;
it does

not curve downwards so as to unite itself throughout nearly its whole

width to the epistome, as in the Ocypodians, and it is equal to two-

thirds of the buccal frame measured at the point of its greatest width.

The in ill. 11- peduncles are in general very much elongated and rather

small ;
their length often equals five or six times that of their dia-

meter, and the cornea which terminates them is always small. The

external angle of the orbit ordinarily occupies the lateral extremity
of the carapace. The internal antenna) are always horizontal, quite

exposed, and lodged in little pits (fossettes) distinct from the orbits.

The external antennae are disposed nearly as in the Ocypodians. The

epiatome is often placed at some distance behind the inferior orbitary

border, a character which is always met with jn the Cyclometopes, and

exists but rarely in the family of Catametopes. The buccal frame is

generally wider at its anterior border than at its posterior part, and

the fourth joint of the external jaw-feet is inserted nearly always at

the internal angle of the preceding articulation. The sternal plastron

is very wide, aud is sometimes perforated for the passage of the intro-

minive male organs (les verges) ;
but in general these organs are

Inserted, aa in other families, at the basilary joint of the posterior

feet, and are lodged in a small transversal canal hollowed in the

Hternal plastron at the point of union of its two last segments, a canal

which serves them for a sheath till they arrive under the abdomen.

The length of the anterior feet varies
;

it is sometimes very consider-

able, and those of the third or fourth pair, which are always the

longest among the eight last, have nearly two and a half times the

length of the post-frontal portion of the carapace : they are all slender,

and terminated by a styliform tarsus. The abdomen of the female is

very wide, and covers nearly the whole of the sternal plastron ; but

that of the male, on the contrary, is very narrow, and instead of

extending to the basilary joint of the posterior feet, loaves exposed

a considerable portion of the sternal plastron between its external edge

and the base of those feet. In the greater number of cases its second

ring is entirely linear, while the others are sufficiently well developed.

Such is the character given to this tribe by M. Milne-Edwards, who

placet) it between the Ocypodians and the Grapsoidians, and divides

it into the four following genera :

Pteudorhombila (Milne-Edwards). M. Milne-Edwards states

that the crustacean which is the type of this new genus is very

remarkable, inasmuch as it holds a middle place between the Cance-

rian and the Gonoplaxes. The form of its carapace approaches that

of the Panopes, and of some other Ciuicerians, for it is slightly arched

in front, and between the orbits and the" lateral borders a considerable
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portion of its contour is curved backwards after the manner of the
latero-anterior border of tha carapace of the Cyclometopes ; but never-
theless its general form is that of a rhomb, and its posterior border

occupies more than the third of its diameter. The body is very
thick, and much elevated anteriorly. Front nearly horizontal, and
divided into two truncated very large lobes. Eyes, antennae, epis-

tome, and external jaw-feet, presenting the same disposition as in the
Crabs. Sternal plastron much wider than long, and very strongly
curved from before backwards; at its posterior part, which is very
wide, may be remarked on each side, in the male, a canal of consider-
able calibre, which lodges the intromissive organs, the origin of which
may be seen at the base of the posterior feet. The anterior feet are

very strong, and very long in the male ; the succeeding feet present
nothing remarkable, except that those of the form of the abdominal
of the same length as those of the third pair, second pair are nearly
rather shorter than the following ones. The and that these last are

appendages differs but little from the form of those of Xanthus.
P. quadridtntata. Length about 2 inches ; colour rosy. Locality

unknown.
M. Milne-Edward adds that the crustaceans figured by De Haan

under the name of Cancer (Curlonotiis) longimanus (' Fauna Japonica,"
Crust., pi. vi. fig. 1) appear to him to come very near the preceding
species ; but as the description was not published, he could not

pronounce upon their identity.

Gonoplax (Leach). Carapace more than one and a half times as
wide as it is long, and rather strongly narrowed backwards; the

fronto-orbitary border extends the whole of its width, and the front
itself is lamellar, slightly inclined, and terminated by a straight border.
The ocular peduncles equal more than a third of the width of the

carapace ; they are of medium size, and present no notable swelling
at their extremity. The internal antenna: are large and of ordinary
form

; the basilary joint of the external antennas is small and cylin-
drical like the following ones, and their terminal stem is very long.
The epistome is much less advanced than the lower border of the
orbit

; the buccal frame is much wider than it is long, and a little

narrowed backwards ; the form of the external jaw-feet is the same as
in the crabs. The disposition of the sternal plastron is nearly the
same as in Paeudorhombila, but it is to be remarked that the trans-

versal canal which lodges each of the intromissive organs is not

completely shut below. The anterior feet are extremely long and
nearly cylindrical ; those of the second pair are longer than the
second or the third; and those of the last pair are nearly of the same
length as the second. The abdomen of the male presents seven distinct

joints, like that of the female.
ft. rhomboides. M. Milne-Edwards remarks, that M. Latreille

believed that this species could not be distinguished from G. angulata,
and says that perhaps it may be only a variety ; but he at the samo
time retains it as a species, and points out certain differences between
it and ft. anyulita. Length about an inch ; colour yellowish mingled
with red.

Gonojilax rhoiitboides,

It inhabits the Mediterranean and the Ocean, and keeps among
rocks at considerable depths, and seems to live solitary. According to

M. Risso it swims with facility, and rises often to the surface of the
water without ever coming out.

It feeds on small fish and radiated animals.

Professor Bell, in his 'British Crustacea,' says ft. angulata is a
British species, and states his conviction that ft. rhomboidet is only a

variety.
3 /.
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u (Lutreilic). A genus with tho general contour of

jT, but distinguished by the form of the jaw-feet, ami above

all by the length of the ocular peduncles. Carapace rhomboid*! and

Tory wide ; the transverse diameter U 10106110101 twice as long as the

longitudinal diameter, and the anterior border occupies the whole

length of it ; stomachal region mnall and nearly quadrilateral ; bran-

chial regions large and nearly of the came form ; front curved down-

ward*, very narrow, and resembling that of Ocypode ; it only occupies
about the fifth of the transversal diameter of the carapace, and doe*

not entirely cover the basikry portion of tho ocular peduncles, which
are very long, slender, and terminated by a somewhat oval and very
small cornea. The orbits have the form of a transversal groove
hollowed out under the anterior border of the carapace, and directed

obliquely u|>; within, their inferior border is much more projecting
than their superior border, but below the external angle it U incom-

plete, so that their cavity is not closed at this point The internal

anienmc are lodged under the front, and their stem, of a fair length,
U bent transversely ; the disposition of the external antenna) is nearly
the same as in Gonoptajr. The cpistoine is linear, and is continued
with the lower orbitary border. The lmec.nl frame is wider than it is

long, and arched (cintrd) in front. The external jaw-feet do not meet

(' ne se reucontrent pas tout-a-fait ') ; their second joint is very wide,
and the third much less, especially anteriorly, supports at the external

angle of its anterior border the terminal stemlet ('tigelle terminate').
The sternal plastron is nearly of the same form as in Gonoplax, but
much wider ; and, in the male, instead of presenting transversal

grooves for the lodgment of the intromissive organs, which in the

genus last-named come out at the base of the posterior feet, it is

itself perforated at a distance from the border to give a direct passage
to these appendages of the spermatic conduits. The disposition of

the feet is nearly the same as in Gonoplax.
M. trantttriu*. Length about ten lines ; some hairs on the feet.

It has been taken at Pondiclu'ry. (Mime-Edwards.)
Cteutotona (De Haan). Front much wider than in Macrophihalmui,

occupying about the third of the anterior border of the carapace, and
a little inclined; ocular peduncles large, and of moderate length;
orbits of the ordinary form ; buccal frame at least as wide in front as

behind; third joint of the external jaw-feet nearly of the same
sue as the second, and nearly square; anterior feet short in the

two sexes.
' '. /xracAii Carapace smooth and hairless ; hands (monus) very

large in the male ; thighs grauulous above. Length four lines.

It is found in the Red Sea.

M. Milne-Edwards thinks that Ocypode (Cleutotoma) dilatala (De
Moan,

' Fauna Japonic*,' Crust, pi. vii. tig. 3), the figure only ol

which is published, comes very near to C. Lcachii ; and he is also ol

opinion that the crustacean figured by M. Savigny, pi. ii. no. 2, and

designated by U. Audouin as Macrophlhnlntui Boirii might be
referred to this genus. M. Milne-Edwards however had not examined
the buccal apparatus.

fouil ttmoptacute. M. Desmarest ('Hist Nat. des Crustaccs

FoBtiles') enumerates the following Fossil species of the genus Gono-

plajt, Leach: (i. Latretllii, generally incrusted in an argillaceous

grayish, rather hard limestone, which does not soften in water

(calcaire argileux grisatre assez dur, et qui ne se delate pas dans 1'eau)
from the Last Indies. (1. inciia (Cancer lapidetccnt of Rumphius)
incrusted in a gray, calcareous, argillaceous, and sandy stone; from
the Indies, rather frequent Ii. r.maryinala in on argillaceous, sandy
calcareous stone, of a yellowish-gray ; frequent in collections, ant

noted as coming from tho East Indies. (j. impraia, approaching
very near to the other species from the East Indies in its colour ant

in the incrusting stone, whence M. Desmarest U much inclined to

think that it came from the same stratum. At the same time he

siys, that it should be stated that the specimen came to him from
the Musdum d'Histoire Naturelle in a wrapper marked ' From Mouu
Marius, at Rome.' O. inceria, locality not mentioned

;
tho specimen

belonged to the Marquis de Dree.
M. Milne-Edwards observes, that the last-mentioned species, wliicl

is referred by M. Desmarest to the genus ()fnopl<i.r, approaches th

recent species in form, and may well belong to the group ;
but it

carapace is square instead of trapezoidal, and the lateral borders are

not arched. M. Mime-Edwards is further of opinion that the greate
|*rt of the Fossil Uonoplacidit described by M. Desmarest ought tc

be referred to the genus Macrv^hllialmnt rather than to Gonoplax
for the form of their front, and even that of the carapace in general
is entirely that of the ifacnqMluilmi, and differs remarkably from
the shape of tho same parU in Honoptaje; and he records the followin

species: MtKropUktUmtu LatrtiUH (Oonojdnx Latmllii, Desm,)
M. mrinu (t'unrrr la/iidetcttu, Humph. ;

(I. incita, Desm.) ; a
tmnrginnt**, Desm. Of (/. impnaa M. Milne-Edwards remarks tha
it comes very near the preceding species, but ought not to be referred

to the same genus, because its carapace is nearly as long as it is^widc
and iu anterior feet are very short and convex (renfloes).

OONOPLAX, a genus of Brachyurous Decapodous Cnutacea.
One of the species, (I. anyukUui, is found on the llntish coasts.

The species are herbaceous plants, rarely shrubs, without milk,
ith simple or glandular hairs, if any are present ;

leaves scattered,
ften lobed, without stipules, very rarely opposite ; inflorescence

erminal, variable ; flowers distinct, never' capitate, usually yellow,

lue, or pink. The calyx is usually superior, rarely inferior, equal
r unequal in from three to five divisions. Corolla always more or

ess superior, mouopetaloiis, more or leas irregular, wither^
ube split at the back, and sometimes capable of being separated into

ve pieces. When the calyx only coheres with the base of the

vary, its limb 5-parted with one or two lips, tho edges of the segments

jeing thiuner than the middle, and folded inw.ir.ln in icstivation.

itamons fl, distinct, alternate with the segments of the corolla ;

nthcrs distinct or cohering, 2-celled, bursting longitudinally ; poll, n

imple or in fours; ovary 1- or 2-celled, rarely 4-celled, with detinit<-

vules. The fruit a 1-. 2-, or 4-celled capsule, with many solit ;.<

mmerous seeds attached to the axis of the dissepiment, \vl

usually parallel with the valvea, rarely opposite to them. The great

.

OOODESI AUEJJ, Voodtniadi, a small natural order of Ezogcnou
'

Goodriiia otata.

1, a front view of a corolla ; 2, the ovary with the stamen*, ctylc, and cupule

surrounding the stigma ; 3, the ovary with the superior calyx.

peculiarity of this order resides in the stigma, which is seated at the

bottom of a cup or covering called an indusium ;
unknown in

Bellworts or Lobeliads, to which the genera might otherwise bo

referred. It is of the same nature as what is found in Hninonwl -

and Styleworts, and is to be regarded as nothing more than a remark-

able exaggeration of the rim which surrounds the stigmatic surfaiv

of Heathworts, and of tho plates which cover the style of Cranes-

bills and Balsams. These plants belong to Australia and tho islands

of tho Southern Ocean, or only advance into India iu the form of a

Sctrrola. There arc 1 4 genera and 160 species. The order is allied

to LobclittcffF and XtyliduKctr.

GOODYERA, a genus of Plants belonging to tho natural order

Orchidacetr, and the tribe Limodorca. It has a riugunt perianth ; the

lips entire, included, saccate at the base ; the stigma rostellated, sub-

cordate
;

the rostellum erect, bipartite, with a large squarish

appendage between it< slender segments. One species of this genus,
H. rr/.r/i., is found in Scotland. It has a stem 6 to 8 inches high,
with the radical leaves ovate, stalked, reticulated, and H..- wli ..!

upper part of the plant covered with minute stalked glands. It is

found principally in fir-forests. (Rabington, Manuat.)
GOOSANDER. [DucKS.]
GOOSE. [DUCKS.]
<;<insi:i;Kimv. [ HIDES.]
GOOSE-GRASS.
OORAL.
i;ni:i: BILL.

GORGONIA, a genus of Animals belonging to tin 1

r-l, r

/'o/v/fi/ero, and tho type of tho famil; '". It Ii

following generic characters: Polype-mass rooted, arborrw.-nt, con

sisting of a central axis backed with a polypiferous crust ;
the axis

horny, continuous, and flexible, branched in co-equality with tho

polype-mam; the crust when recent soft and fleshy, when dried

porous and friable
;

the orifices of the polype-cells more or less

protul>crant Tho species of On jomta tlm- .1. im. .| are not ninn

Dr. Johnston enumerates four species as being found on the I

coasts.

.rucoia, the Warted Sea-Fan, is somewhat fan-shaped, much
and irregularly branched, the branches cylindrical, nexiioun, backed

when dry with a white warted crust; segments of tho cells unequal.
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obtuse. This polype is found abundantly on the whole of the south
coast of England. It lives in deep water.

G. pinnata, branched and pinnated, the branches compressed
polype-cells in regular rows on each margin, mammillate, unarmed
This species was dredged by Professor E. Forbes and Mr. M'Andrev
in the sound of Skye, where they found it attached to stones in 3i

fathoms water.

G. placomui, irregularly branched, the branches disposed in :

dichotomous order and a flattish form, cylindrical, warty ; cell

protuberant, conical, surrounded at top by little spines. This is thi

Warted Sea-Fan of Ellis, and is found on the Cornish coast, but
is rare.

G. ancepn, the Sea-Willow of Ellis. It is branched, sub-dichoto
mous ; branches with the flesh flat on each side, with a row of little

mouths along both the margins. This is a rare species. It was fouuc

originally by its describer Mr. Dale, near Margate. It is of a violel

colour when fresh. It is a doubtful native of our seas.

O. ftabellum has been found on British coasts, but it has been

undoubtedly accidental.

(Johnston, British Zoopkylei.)
GORLANDITE. [LEAD.]
GORSE. [ULEX.]
GOSHAWK. [FALCOXID.E.]
GOSSY'PIUM, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Malvaceae, common to both the Old and New World, and which, from
the hair, or cotton, enveloping its seed being so admirably adapted
for weaving into cloth, is, after those affording food, one of the most

important groups of plants. There can be no doubt that it is indigo-
nous in America, as, besides the distinctness in species, specimens of

cotton still attached to the seeds, as well as cloth fabricated from the

former, have been brought by Mr. Gumming from the Peruvian
tombs. Some of the cloth, consisting of chequered squares of black

and white, very nearly resembles some modern patterns. Humboldt
has moreover stated that it formed the only clothing of the natives of

Mexico, and is one of the plants they most anciently cultivated.

With respect to the Old World, the almost universal use of cotton as

clothing in the East is well known ;
and as the species, so far as ascer-

tained by botanists, appear to be Indian and Chinese, the historical

investigation is interesting as proving an early communication between

the civilised nations ofremote antiquity. Though Rossellini incorrectly
states that cotton was employed as mummy-cloth, it must hav been

known to the ancient Egyptians, as he found some of the seed in

one of the monuments of Thebes. In later times, we learn from

Arrian that muslin was exported from India to the Arabian Gulf,

and from that country cotton was no doubt first made known to the

rest of the world.

The Sanscrit name of the Cotton-Plant is
'

karpasi,' and the Hindoo
'

kupas;' the cotton itself is in the latter language called 'rooi.' The
<__

ja interesting, as '

karpasus' occurs in the '

Periplus
'

of Arrian,

book of Esther (chap, i v. 6), is also derived ;
so likewise the Latin

'carbasus.' Dr. Royle, in his 'Essay on the Antiquity of Hindoo

Medicine' (note, p. 145), infers, that as in the above passage of Esther,

white, green, and blue hangings fastened to pillars of marble are

described in the court of the garden of the king's palace ;
the practice

appears similar to what is now adopted iu India, where calico cur-

tains, usually in red and white stripes, and stuffed with cotton (com-

monly called 'purdahs'), are employed everywhere in India, and at

Delhi even in the king's hall of audience. This consists of colonnades

of pillars supporting a light roof in the court before the private

apartments of the palace. On the outer rows of pillars these purdahs

are suspended ; hence, the author infers, we may understand the use

to which were applied the rows of pillars in front of the palace in the

ruins of Persepolis.
Cotton was no doubt in later times cultivated and manufactured

into cloth. Pliny (lib. xix. c. 1) states that Upper Egypt produces

a small shrub which some call 'gossypion,' others '

xylon,' bearing

fruit like a nut, from the interior of which a kind of wool is produced,

from which very, white and soft cloth is manufactured. Had it been

common in Egypt in the time of Herodotus, it could not have

escaped him ;
as he says specially of the Indians, that they possess a

kind of plant which, instead of fruit, produces wool of a finer and

better quality than that of sheep: of this the natives make their

clothes. Nearchus describes the dress of the Indians as being made

of flax from trees (' Library of Entertaining Knowledge,' Egypt. Autiq.,

ii p 125). Theophrastus (lib. iv. c. 9) clearly describes the cotton

with leaves like the vine as being abundant iu the Island of Tylos in

the Persian Gulf. Heercn, in his work on the ' Commerce of the

Ancients
' comes to the conclusion that these plantations of cotton in

the Island of Tylos were the result of the commerce with India, the

true country of the cotton. The inferences from these quotations of

the original introduction of cotton from India into Egypt are in some

measure confirmed by there being no species of Gostypium indigenous

and peculiar to the latter country. In conclusion, it is necessary to

refer to the facility with which cotton is distinguished from linen to

controvert the assertion of Rossellini that it was always employed

for mummy-cloth ;
as the result of numerous observations by Bauer,

&c., with the most powerful microscopes of modern times, and every
variety of mummy-cloth, has proved that it is invariably composed of

linen, and not of cotton cloth. The one fibre is easily distinguished
from the other; that of cotton having a flat tape or riband-like

appearance, while the fibre of the linen has a round tubular and
even-jointed structure. (Egypt. Antiq., 'Library of Entertaining
Knowledge,' vol. ii. p. 182.)
The genus Gossypium is characterised by having a double calyx,

of which the inner is cup-shaped, obtusely 5-toothed, the outer or
involucre tripartite, with the leaflets united at the baae, cordate, with
the margins irregularly cut. Stigmas, 3-5. Capsules, 3- or 5-celled,
many-seeded. Seeds clothed with wool-like hairs, or cotton.
The species of Gossypiurn, occupy naturally a belt probably

exceeding the torrid zone in breadth, but in a cultivated state we
have cotton now extending on one hand to the south of Europe, and
Lower Virginia and even Maryland iu the United States of America

;

while on the other we have it as far south as the Cape of Good Hope,
and in America to the southern parts of Brazil. Within these limits
it may also be seen cultivated at considerable elevations. Baron
Humboldt mentions having seen it even at 9000 feet of elevation in the
Equinoctial Andes, and in Mexico at 5500 feet. Dr. Royle states that it

is cultivated in small quantities at 4000 feet of elevation in 30 N. lat.
in the Himalayas. The localities suited for the production of cotton

depend as much upon the climate as the soil, and also upon the specific
peculiarities of the different kinds of cotton plants. That the pro-
duction of cotton is so much influenced by external circumstances is

not more remarkable than in many other cultivated plants ; indeed,
we might expect it to be more so from the susceptibility of this hairy
development to the influence of situation. Humboldt has remarked
that G. Sarbadense, G. Itirsutum, and G. religiosum flourish in a climate
where the mean annual temperature is from 82 to 68 ; but that
G. Itcrbaceum is successfully cultivated where, the summer heat being
75 or 73, that of winter is not less than 46 or 48. The cultivation
of this cotton however does not depend so much on winter cold as on
sufficient length of suitable summer heat. The thermometer iu

Upper Virginia is sometimes as low as zero of Fahrenheit in winter,
and yet cotton can be cultivated during the long summer.

It is remarkable that a genus so important for its product, and so

long known, and with comparatively so small a number of species,
should yet have these undetermined. The celebrated De Candolle

states, that no genus more urgently requires the labours of a mono-
graph from a careful botanist who could have the opportunity of

seeing the species in a living state. The confusion has in a great
measure proceeded from botanists absurdly neglecting the cultivated
in their search for new species ;

and cultivators being incompetent or

unwilling to distinguish varieties from species, frequently raising the
former to the rank of the latter, because the produce, in which alone

they are interested, happened to be more or less valuable. In the

proceedings of the East Indian Committee there is an interesting
.etter from Mr. Spalding, where he informs us that the American
cultivators confine their attention to such plants as are of annual

growth. 1st. The Nankeen Cotton, introduced at an early period.
This is abundant in produce ; the seed covered with down, the wool
of a dirty yellow colour, and usually low priced. 2nd. The Green-
Seed Cotton with white wool, which, with the former, is grown in the
middle and upland districts, whence the latter is called Upland
Jotton, also Short Staple Cotton, and, from the mode in which it was
cleaned, Bowed Georgia Cotton. 3rd. The Sea-Island or Long Staple
Cotton, which is distinguished by the black colour of its seed, and

)y the fine, white, strong, and silky long staple by which it is sur-

rounded. This is grown in the lower parts of Georgia and South

Carolina, near the sea, and on several small islands which are not

very distant from the shore.

The species admitted by botanists are not yet clearly determined.
. De Candolle admits 13 species, and notices others. Two have

since been described by Dr. Roxburgh, one by Rocusch, and another
n the ' Flora de Senegambie.' Of varieties Mr. Bennett says he knows
more than one hundred kinds, and that they appeared to him never-

mding. Dr. Royle, the most recent author who has treated expressly
if the species, admits eight species, in which are absorbed some of

3e Candolle's; while others are avowedly unnoticed for want of

materials for satisfactory determination. But from his own observa-

.ions, Dr. Roxburgh's 'Flora Indica,' as well as from Swartz, 'Observ.

Jot.' for the West Indies, and the specimens, though few, in the
iritish Museum, it is probable that several of the cultivated species
are correctly determined.

G. herbacewn (Linn.), which is herbaceous in temperate, and

isually with bi-trienuial stems 4-6 feet high in tropical countries, is

o doubt the Xylon s. G. antiqttorum, and includes also the G. Indicum
f Lamarck, which would indeed be the preferrible name for this

pecies. The younger parts of the stem, as well as the flower- and

eaf-stalks, hairy and marked with black spots. Leaves hairy, palmate,
-

(generally) 5-lobed, lobes broad and rounded with a little point, or

n the woody varieties sub-lanceolate and acute. Stipules falcate,
anceolate. Flowers of a lively yellow colour, with a purple spot
tear the claw. Segments of exterior calyx dentate, sometimes
ntire. Capsules ovate, pointed, 3- or 4-celled. Seeds free, clothed
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with finely-dhering grayish down under the short-staple white

Thii and it* varieties arc thaw chiefly cultivated in India. It has

been procured from China and the Malayan Peninsula, and also from

Egypt '' p<rtaliim, from Senegambia, is probably a variety. It

in that cultivated in the Mediterranean region, and must have been
the species taken to America from Smyrna.

Q. ortorwm, Linn. Stem arboreous, 15-20 feet, sometimes shrubby,

young part* hairy, tinged of a reddUh colour. Leaves palmate, 3- or

4-lobed, hairy, dotted with blackinh spot* of a dark green colour ;

lobe* elongated, lanceolate, sometimes mucrouate, sinus obtuse, glands

one, sometimes three. Stipules oval-shaped. Flower* solitary, with

short peduncle*, red, with a yellowish tinge near the claws. Leaflets

of the exterior calyx cordate, ovate, entire, sometimes dentate.

Capsule ovate-pointed, 3- or 4-celled, seeds covered with a greenish-
coloured fur, enveloped in fine silky yellowish-white wool. This

species U found in the island of Celebes and in every part of India.

It is noticed among lists of the plants of Arabia, and also of Egypt.
It is planted near temples and habitations of Paqueera in India,

and is stated to be sacred to the Hindoo deities, and therefore employed
only for making muslin for turbans. The species is marked G. rtligio-

mm in Heyne's
'
Herbarium,' and one specimen of (/'. Barbadtnte is

marked </. arboreum in the ' Linnean Herbarium.'

U. rttiyiotum. Perennial. Stem 3-4 feet, branches and petioles a

little velvety, hirsute towards the apex, aiid covered with black

point*. Leaves cordate, superior 3-lobed, inferior 5-lobed, deeply
divided ; lobes ovate-acuminate, entire, pubescent (some of the lower

ones ovate-acuminate), one to three glands ; stipules lanceolate,

deciduous (cordate - acuminate, Roxb.). Flowers large, fulvous,

peduncles short, dotted ; leaflets of the exterior calyx large, cordate-

acuminate, deeply laciniate, hairy and dotted ; capsule ovate-

acuminate, dotted, 3- 4- or 5-celled ; seeds black, covered with

firmly-adhering short tawny fur under the long tawny-coloured wool.

I

Gottypittm

1, branch with full *nd half-blown flowrri ; 2, ctpiulc bunt open, thowinp
the cotton In three dlrltloiu corroponding with the cclli of the capsule ; 3,

erd enveloped with cotton.

There is considerable confusion with respect to tha species which
should be called Q. rtligioium. The distinguishing characteristic of
what is considered such at present is the having tawny-coloured
instead of white wool Then are at least two distinct localities for

this kind of cotton, one Siam, the other China. From the latter

country it was introduced both into India and America under the
uaine of Nankin Cotton. Dr. Hovle is of opinion that two distinct

*Icies yield Uwny-coloured cotton ; one with small velvety-looking

leaves and much dotted in every part, of which lie has seen specimens
from Macao, Tahiti, and Ouzerat The other is a much larger plant,
with the general appearance and leaves of Q. Barbadentf, of which
there are specimens in the ' East Indian Herbarium.' Mr. Wilkinson
has brought specimens from Egypt of a rather tawny-coloured cotton,
with brownish seed, free from fur, which he says is there called

'gotun Hindi-.-.'

(,'. hirnUum, Linn. Shrubby, about six feet high, young pods very
hairy. Leaves, the uppi-r undivided, cordate, acute ; the lower 3- or
5-lobod ; lobe* ovate, acute (triangular, Roxb.), hairy on the under
and smooth on the upper surface. Petioles very hairy, dotted with
black 8]>ots ; glands 1 or 2 to 3 ; stipules lanceolate (Cavanilles) ;

corolla, base yellow, purplish towards apex (uniform yellow, Roxb.);
exterior calyx ovate-acute, very hairy, cordate, 3-toothed (Cav. laci-

niate, Roxb.) ; capsule large, ovate-acute ; seeds many, free, clothed
with firmly-adhering green down under the fine Ion;; white wool.

(Swartz.) Thu species is cultivated in Jamaica, according to Swarta ;

and would appear, from the description of the seed, to be the Green-

Seeded, Short-Staple, or Upland Cotton of the Americans.
Q. Barbadtntc. Stem shrubby, 6-15 feet, smooth ; leaves, the upper

3-lobed, the lower 5-lobed ; lobes ovate, acute, smooth, often pubes-
cent on the under surface

;
leaflets of exterior calyx large, deeply

laciniate ; flowers yellow ; capsule ovate, acuminate, smooth ; seeds

$-12, free, oblong, black, and without any other pubescence than the

long fine easily-separable cotton. Swartz describes this species as

extensively cultivated in the West Indies : it is also the (1. ritifulium
of Cavanilles. It is one of the cultivated cottons of Egypt

It is more than probable that the Sea-Island or Long Staple Cotton
is a variety of this species, as ita seeds agree in character. More than
this it is not possible to say, as, among the numerous collections

which London contains, strange to relate, there are none in which

genuine specimens of cultivated cottons, properly named, can l>e seen ;

but it is to be hoped that travellers and naturalists will be induced
to pay a little more attention to the products of a country, whether
natural or the result of art, and deposit them in our museums, with
the plants which produce them.

Several other species, as G. punctatvm, from Senegal ;
(1. obttuifolium,

from Ceylon ;
and 6'. j'crurianum, from Brazil, have been described ;

but Dr. Koyle is of opinion that all the specie* of cotton may be
reduced to four G. Pcrurlanum (0. acuninatum) ; G. Iiulicutn

(0. herbaceam) ; Q. arboreum ; and G. Barbrulen.it.

For further information the reader is referred to the works quoted
above, and to Hoyle'a

' Illustrations of the Botany, Ac., of the

Himalayan Mountains.' [COTTOX, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.]
(iuTlllTE, a Mineral, to which also the name Lepidol-romUe is

given. It is a hydrous peroxide of iron, differing from the brown
iron-ore by containing half as much water. The crystals are of a
brown colour, and blood-red by transmitted light when sub-trans-

parent. It has a hardness of 5 ; and its specific gravity 4 to 4'i It

is found with hicmatite at Eiserfeld in Nassau, at Clifton in Cornwall,
also in Siberia. Taryite, from the Ural, seems to be identical.

GOUR. [BoviDJi]
QOURD, a kind of fruit obtained from various plants of the natural

order Cucurbitacea. In countries having hot and dry summers the
different kinds of this fruit are held in high estimation, and are a
valuable article of consumption, acquiring a very large size, abounding
in nutritious matter, and being moreover very wholesome. The
largest is the kind called Potiron Jaune by the French, which some-
times weighs above 2 owt. All the most esteemed kinds belong to the

genus (.'m-tirliita, the species of which are almost entirely destitute of
the bitterness that renders other fruits of the same natural order unfit

for food : thus the Vegetable Marrow is supplied by the Vucurbittt

urifera ; the Potiron by C. mariiaa ; the Squash-Gourd, a very deli-

cate sort, and perhaps the most agreeable of all when cooked in a very
young state, by C. mdopcpo ; and the Orange-Gourd by C. aurantia.

Bottle-Gourds, which are bitter and dangerously drastic, are the fruit

of Layenaria rulyarit ; while what is called the Colocynth-Qourd, a

powerful purgative, is in reality a kind of melon, the Uucumit

caiocyittllii. [CUCURDITAOEX.]
GUVVDIE, a name for the fish called the Sword Dragonet

[CAI.I.IONTMUB.]
O'WDNOOK. [SCOJIBERESOX.]
GRACILLARIA. [Aui.n; RHOUYMKNIACE&]
GRACULA. [CORAUAS.]
GRAINING. "[LKUC-I8CUS.1
GRAINS OK PARADISE are hot, acrid, aromatic seeds, produced

upon the coast of Guinea, and used for medicinal and other purposes
as stomachic and cordial stimulants. They are produced by the
Amomum Grana Paradili of Linnreus, and Amoinum yrandijlorum of
Smith. [AMOIIUH.]
URALL/E (Wading-Birds), the fourth order of the class Atei,

according to Linnajus, and placed by him, in his last edition of the

'Systema Natursc,' between the orders Antem (the third) and Gallirue

(the fifth).

Linnicus thus characterises the Gralla ; Bill (a sounding staff,
'

bacillus tentans ') subcylindrical. Feet wading, the thighs half naked.

Body compressed, the skin very thin, sapid; the tail short. Food,
consisting of animalcules, obtained in marshes. Nest most frequently
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made on the ground; sexual congress varying ('nuptiis variis').
Analogous to the Sruta.
The same author divides the order into two sections :

* Feet four-toed.

Pkatnicoptcrus, Platalea, Palamedea, Mycteria, Tantalui, Ardea,
Recurviroitra, Scohpax, Tringa, Fulica, Parra, Rallus, Psophia,
Cancroma.

* Feet cursorial, that is, 3-toed.

ffcematopui, Charadrius, Otis, Struthio.

In the body of the work Linnaeus gives the following definition of
the Grotto: : Bill subcylindrical, rather obtuse. Tongue entire, fleshy.

Thighs naked above the knees. [GRALLATORES.]
GRALLATOTIES (Illiger), the fourth order of Birds according to

the system of Mr. Vigors, the Ranores being the third, and the
tfatalorei the fifth.

Mr. Vigors considers the Gmllatores as one of the aberrant groups
of the class, and as exhibiting an equally circumscribed sphere of
action as the Raore. Holding an intermediate station between the
Gallinaceous Birds, which are restricted to the land, aud the Nata-
torial groups, which are confined to the water, their typical groups
appear to Mr. Vigors to be those which partake most equally of the

advantages of both elements ; and the aberrant groups those which
discover a more predominant inclination to either.

" Of the five

families," continues Mr. Vigors,
"
into which the order before us

branches out, we may, in this point of view, pronounce those two to

be most typical which inhabit the land, but derive their support from
the water, or, to speak more correctly, which derive their whole

support from the latter element, without possessing those powers of

swimming or diving which are peculiar to the true water-fowl. The
exclusive food of such groups will be fish, water reptiles and insects,

JUollutca, and animalcules
;
and their distinguishing external charac-

ters, length of legs and bill, the former for the purpose of wading,
the latter for that of seizing their prey, or of extracting it by suction

from the waters or marshes. Of the three remaining families, two,
as I have observed in an early part of this inquiry, will be found to

deviate from the more typical, in their food and manners being more

terrestrial, and their general appearance and structure more conform-

able to that of some groups of the preceding order of Raaorei : while

the third, by its capability of swimming and the rudiments of the

natatorial membrane that connects the fore toes of some of its species,

equally deserts the same type, and goes off, on the other hand, to the

Natatortt. Taking these peculiarities into consideration, we may
venture to view the order according to the following arrangement,

placing, an usual, the more typical families in the centre :

Grmdte.

Ardeida, Leach.

Scolopacida.
Rallidue, Leach.

Charadriadae, Leach.

" The following disposition distinguishes the normal and aberrant

families :

Normal Group.
{ Ardeidce.

Bills long, principally fitted for suction . .

Aberrant Group.
r Rallidte.

Bills short, and fitted for capturing, not sucking i Charadriadce.

\_
Gruidce."

The species that enter into the different families are noticed in the

articles which treat of them, as well as the mode of union between one

family and another.

Mr. W. S. M'Leay, in his paper
' On the Comparative Anatomy of

Certain Birds of Cuba,' observes that the relations of analogy pointed

out by Linnaeus between Mammalia and Birds are, as Hermann has

observed, not always correct; aud that his errors have arisen from

the misfortune of his not detecting the natural group of Aristotle and

Ray, which the latter has called Ungulata.
"
Having," says Mr.

M'Leay,
"
only been able to seize Aristotle's subdivisions of To pfv

ai>K 4^<j>o<!i'To, he lost the parallelism of analogy, and fell, as I shall

hereafter show, into very glaring mistakes. In the '

Systema Naturae
'

however he has mentioned that very striking analogy which appears

between the groups of GralUe and Bruta [GiiALL*], that is, accord-

ing to the parallelism of analogy, between the order of Grallatores

and L'nyulata, since the Bruta, as we have seen, do not form an order,

but only a natural subdivision of the Ungulata. That this analogy

is demonstrably true, I deduce from the following facts. Of their

respective classes, the orders of Ungulata and Grallatoret contain

examples of the longest legs in proportion to the body witness

Camelopardali* and Hosmantopui (Himantopui of authors ?).
Both

orders present us, in groups not exactly aquatic, with instances of the

toea being soldered together, as the Horse; or connected together

with a web, as the Flamingo. Both orders present us with the

greatest elongation of muzzle or facies witness Myrmemphaga [ANT-

EATER], or Antilope (particularly A. Buualui) [ANTILOPE.E], and

Scolopax ; and also with the most depressed form of muzzle witness
Hippopotamus aud Platalea, which genera also afford us the truest
specimens of wading Verlebmta. In both orders we have the most
elongated claws witness Megalonyx and Parra. Both orders afford
us the swiftest animals in running as the Horse aud Tachydronms ;
and the most pugnacious on account of love as the Bull and Machetes.
The Bull moreover and the Butor (or Bostaurus, for hence comes the
bird's name) [BITTERN], afford us the loudest aud hoarsest voice of
their respective orders; where we have also the most remarkable
instances of the upper and under inaudible touching each other
merely at their base and point, as Mi/rmecophaya, or the whole of the
Ta /lev owe cyi^oSoWa of Aristotle, and Anastomus, Illig. Both orders
exhibit ornamental appendages to the head as the antlers of the
Stag and the crown of the Crane; and both afford us the only
instances of true horns, as Bos, or Rhinoceros, and Palamedea,, Linn.
To see a hundred such instances of resemblance it is only necessary
to walk into a museum. I shall therefore only further say, that both
orders contain polygamous animals, are generally gregarious, and
more graminivorous than granivorous, being essentially inhabitants
of marshes and savannahs. Thus then with Linnaeus I place the

Bruta, or rather the whole order of Ungulata, to which they belong,
opposite to the Grallatores."

Mr. M'Leay then proceeds to observe that four orders in each class

being disposed of, it follows by parallelism of analogy that the Gtires

ought to be placed opposite to the Rasores. But he asks, setting
theory wholly aside, is this position true in fact ? Linnaeus, he
remarks, from the above-mentioned error in his series of affinity con-
sidered the Rasores to be analogous to his group of Pecora. But this

group, according to Aristotle and Ray, is only a subdivision of Un-
gulata, which have, Mr. M'Leay considers, been now proved to be

analogous to the Grallatores. If therefore, he concludes, Linnaeus be

right in making his Bruta analogous to the order of Wading Birds, it

follows that his Pecora must be so also.

In the same paper therefore Mr. M'Leay gives the following tables
of analogies between the Mammalia and Aves :

Animals typically

1. Ferte carnivorous . .

2. Primates omnivorous . .

3. Glires frugivorous . . .

4. Ungulata . frequenting the vicinity of water
5. Cetacea aquatic

1. Raptores.
2. Imessores.
3. Rasores.

4. Grallatores.

5. Natatores.

Scansores. Inscssores. Aves.
Psittacida representing the . Dentirostrei, and therefore the . . . Raptores.
RhamphastidfB joining the . Cttnirostres, and forming part of the Insessorea.
Cuculid(E forming part of the Scansores, and joining the Jtasores.

Certhladtt joining the .... Temiirostres, and representing the . Grallatores.
1'icidae representing the . . . Fissirostres, and therefore the . . . Nntatores.

The latter table, Mr. M'Leay observes, will express several analo-

gical relations of the utmost value, and the reader will find them fully
explained in Mr. M'Leay's memoir. (' Linn. Trans.,' vol. xvi. p. 1.)

Mr. Swainson (' Classification of Birds," vol. i.) remarks, that the

grallatorial or tenuirostral type is shown in birds, as in quadrupeds,
by a great slenderness and elongation of the jaws, muzzle, or bill

for all these, he states, are merely different terms to express nearly
the same thing ;

" The notch in the bill, when it exists, is very slight,
and the feathers of the front are considerably advanced upon the
base of the upper mandible. The opening of the nostrils is very long,
often tumid, but never round. Great swiftness either of foot or of

wing is a constant indication of this type. Sometimes, as in the

Snipes, both these characters are united ; at other times, as we see in

the Humming-Birds, this swiftness is confined only to flight ; while
in some few, as in the Flamingo, the wings are short, but the feet very
long. The aperture or gape of the mouth is generally very small, as

in all suctorial animals, witness the whole of the typical GraUatores,
or Waders, and their representatives the TrochilidiK. The smallest

birds, no less than the smallest quadrupeds, are of this type, which is

again represented by the little gliriform Mammalia."
Mr. Swainson gives, in the same volume, the following table of

analogies :

Primary Orders Typical Orders of

Types. of Birds. Characters. Quadrupeds.

1. Typical Insetsores Organs of prehension and general Quadrumana.
structure highly developed.

2. Sub-typical Itaptoret Carnivorous; claws retractile. Fertx.

3. Aquatic Natatorel Live and feed in the water
;

feet Cetacea.

very short or none.

4. Suctorial Grallatorcs Jaws much prolonged ;
burrow for Gliref.

their food.

5. Rasorial Ratores Head with crests of horn or fea- I'ngttlala,

thers; habits domestic
; feet

long, formed for walking.

Mr. Swaiuson considers that " these analogies are so perfect, and
the series so completely in unison with those of all other animals,"
that he deems it unnecessary to go into any long details.

In further support of the relation between the Grallatores and

Glirei insisted on also in the 'Natural History and Classification of
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Quadrupeds,' Mr. Swainson adverts to the elongation of the upper

jaw or mandible of these animals, a peculiarity which ia more con-

spicuous, be says, in them and their representative* than in any other

groups.
"
If," continues Mr. Swainaon,

" we examine, for instance,

the bill of the woodcock family, we find that its termination in regard
to the contour gives an almost ludicrous resemblance to the muzzle

of a rat, particularly if we fancy that both were of the same size.

Now it is perfectly clear, that as these two animals when feeding

generally insert their muzzle in the ground, so there can be no doubt

that this particular formation is essential to that propensity. The

only quadrupeds, again, which have the snout inclining upwards, are

of the gliriform type ;
and the only birds in which the bill takes the

aame direction are typical of the Orallatont. The Sorez, Datyput,
&c., are all types of the gliriform quadrupeds, as those of Troc/iilus,

Arotett*, Trimga, are of the grallatorial structure in birds : so that

the resemblance of the snout of Kama and Avotetta are as like as it

ia possible, considering that one is a quadruped and the other a bird.

To the same type also belongs the Echidna, or Porcupine Ant-Eater,
the American genus Myrmecopkaga, and the Indian Manii : all these

are pre-eminently characterised by that great prolongation of muzzle
which constitutes, as before mentioned, one of the chief characters of

the type we are now illustrating." We have given Mr. Swainson's

own words, that the reader may have on opportunity of forming his

own opinion as to the premises and conclusion ; and we must further

add, with reference to this volume, that Mr. Swainson considers that

the typical structure of the wading foot " U found in the Sandpipers

(Triaga), Tatlers (Totanui), and Snipes (Scolopax)."
In the second volume of ' The Classification of Birds,' we find that

Mr. Swainson considers that the families under which the Waders are

naturally arranged are these :

"
1, the Ardeadir, or Herons

; 2, the

Charadriada, or Plovers; 3, the Trinrjiilir, or Sandpipers; 4, the

Rallula, or Kails
; 5, the Tantaiitltr, or Ibices (Ibises)." Mr. Swainson

is of opinion that the 2nd and 3rd ore the typical groups. In the

aame volume, farther on, we find the families of the (iraUatora in the

following order : Ardeada, Tantalida;, Rallida, Scolopacidai, Chara-

driada, and at pages 28, 32, &c., will be found other analogical tables

and explanations regarding the order.

PottU GraUatora.

The fossil remains of the families of this order will be noticed

under the articles which treat of them. But we may here state that

the remains of Wading Birds occur in various strata. For instance,
in the gypsum of the Paris Basin (Tertiary Eocene period of Lyell)
the bones of birds referrible to the genera Scolvtxix, Tringa, and Ibis

have been found ; and, in the fresh-water formation of Tilgate Forest

(secondary series) Dr. Mautell found the remains of a Wader larger
than a common Heron. But this bird must have been a pigmy when

compared with those gigantic Waders (apparently) whose footsteps
Professor Hitchcock records as being preserved in the new red-sand-

atone of the valley of the Connecticut. The professor refers these

fossil footsteps to at least seven species of (Irallatorei with very long

legs, and ranging from the size of a snipe to twice the dimensions of

an ostrich.

These footmarks, which Professor Hitchcock names Ornithichnitci,
were found at various depths beneath the actual surface in quarries
of laminated flagstones, at five places near the banks of the river,

within a distance of 30 miles. The inclination of the sandstone is

from 5 to 30, and the tracks appear to have been made on it

before the strata were so inclined. Seven of these tracks, which
the professor figure*, are considered by him to have been made by
seven different species, if not genera. The footsteps appear in

regular succession on the continuous track of an animal in the act of

walking or running, with the right and left foot always in their proper
places. There is occasionally a variation in the distance of the

intervals between each footstep on the same track, but to no greater
amount than the alteration of its pace by the bird would explain.

Many tracks of different individuals and different species are often

found crossing each other, and the footsteps are sometimes crowded

together in the same manner that impressions of the feet of ducks
and geese are left on the muddy shore of the stream or pond where

they resort. The professor remarks, however, that none of the foot-

steps appear to be those of web-footed birda ; they most resemble,
he states, those of (irallie (Waders), or birds whose habits resemble
those of Grallir. The impressions of three toes are usually distinct,

except in a few instances ; that of the hind toe is mostly wanting,
as in the fooUteps of modem (trailer. But we must now draw the
reader's attention to the most remarkable among these footmarks,
hitherto found in one quarry only, at Mount Thorn nesr Northampton,
where were discovered four nearly parallel tracks of a gigantic bird,
whose foot measured 15 inches hi length, exclusive of the largest claw,
which was 2 inches in length. All the three toes were broad and
thick. In one of the tracks a regular succession of six of these

enormous footsteps appeared at a distance of 4 feet from each other ;

in others the distance varied from 4 to 6 feet, and it is supposed
that the Utter was the longest step of this bird-giant whilst it was

running.
The fooUteps next to be noticed are those of another enormous

bin!, whose toes were however more slender than those of the last

(< h-nilhii-knilft yiyantrut), but measured from 15 to 16 inches in length,
exclusive of a remarkable appendage extending backwards from the
heel 8 or 9 inches, and apparently intended to sustain the animal
when walking on a soft bottom. The impressions of this appendage
bear a resemblance to those of wiry feathers or coarse bristles, which

appear to have sunk into the mud and sand nearly an inch deep ;
but

the toes had sunk much deeper, and the mud was raised into a ridge
several inches high r.-und their impressions, similar to the elevation
round the track of on deplum'. in clay. Six feet sometimes seem to
have made the length of this bird's stride. Other tracks indicate

shorter steps; and the smallest impression tallies with a foot of only
an inch long, with a step ranging from 3 to 5 inches. It is to be
noted that in every track the length of the step increases with the
ize of the foot, and is much longer than the steps of any known
existing species of birds. A greater length of leg is thence in:

th:m that of modern Wading Birds; and it is considered that the

stops which are 4 feet asunder probably indicate a leg of G IV- 1 in

length.
The margin of shallow water subject to changes of level, and in

which sediment* of sand and mud were alternately deposited, appears
to have been the locality where these ancient birds congregated. The
inferred length of limb would have been well adapted for wading in

such a
place.

The bones of fishes only (Paltroihrinnum) have yet been found in

the rock that has transmitted to us these footsteps,
" which are of the

highest interest to the palaeontologist, as they establish the new fact

of the existence of birds at the early epoch of the new red-sandstone

formation
; and further show that some of the moat ancient forms of

this class attained a size for exceeding that of the largest among the
feathered inhabitants of the present world, and were adapted for

wading and running rather than for flight."

(American Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xxix. ; Buckland,
Bridifetcater Treatite.)

GHAMINA'CE.t;, or GRASSES, are a very extensive and important
natural order of Endogenous Plants, comprehending many of the
most valuable pasture plants, all those which yield corn, such as

wheat, barley, and maize, the sole source of colonial sugar in the

sugar-cane, and the most fragrant of all plants in the form of Ainli"-

pogons. Their structure is among the most simple of the perfect
forms of vegetation; a stem clothed with alternate leaves whose
stalks are universally thin, and constituting as many sheaths to guard
the young and rapidly growing shoots, a few rudimentary leaves

collected at the ends of the branches of inflorescence, and constituting

flowers, a very small number of stamens, and a single seed inclosed

in a thin pericarp, are all that nature provides to enable these plants
to preserve their race and to distinguish their numerous kinds from
one another. Vet, with such a simple apparatus, many thousand

species are so precisely characterised that the natural order of Grasses
is perhaps one of the easiest to study and arrange, provided the task

be commenced upon right principles. The floral leaves, called glumes,

paleae, and scales, offer a prodigious number of different appeal

according to the manner in which they are combined or modified ;

and the inflorescence, the number of stamens, the texture of tin-

parts, or the relation of the sexes to each other, afford additional

means by which the distinctive characters are varied.

This is, no doubt, one of the wise provisions of Providence by
which man is enabled to distinguish good from evil, the useful from
the useless, the profitable from the unprofitable. For in no class of

plants U it more necessary than in grasses to know how to choose

between different species. For instance, most grasses are saccharine

and nutritious to cattle, but the species of Jlolcun, Jlromtu, &c., are

as frequently worthless. There ia a great difference between the

value of grasses for pasture ; certain kinds suit the meadows, others

marshes, others upland fields, and others bleak and sterile hills, where

they furnish valuable food for sheep : these kinds will not grow indis-

criminately, or are not equally mutable for different soils and situations,
and it is therefore essential for the husbandman that he should be

capable of discriminating between them. Some indicate the quality
of soil : the species of Dactylii, J/olcut, and Jiromni are inhabitants

of sterile land; the fetlucat and Alopecuri of better soil; while
various Pott and Cynoturut are found only in pasture-land of excellent

quality. Most grasses are perfectly harmless, if not nutritious
; yet

the single species Lulivm tcmlcnttn is a deleterious species in the

midst of harmless Lolia ; and liromm purgant and Fetluca quadriden-
tala afford similar instances of this singular exception to ordinary
rules.

For these and similar reasons, classification, which at all times is so

necessary, here becomes the very foundation of nil corrvct knowledge,
and it has accordingly very particularly excited the attention of syste-
matic botanists from the time when the general term (Iramcn was
broken up by Linnrcus into a number of different genera. It is not

desirable in this place to show by what degrees the knowledge of

botanists upon this subject has advanced from the days of I.inmcus

up to the present time. Those who are desirous of gaining this

information should consult Palisot de Bcauinis' 'Agrostogra]>hir,'

published at Paris in 1812, and the subsequent writings of Brown,
Kunth, Nees von Escnbeck, and Trinius. We shall confine ourselves

to a general technical description of the order, partly founded upon
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the
'

Agrostographia synoptica
'

of Kunth, and to brief characters of

its tribes as they stand iu the ' Genera Plantarum '

of Endlioher.

General Character. Roots in all cases fibrous; stem, called culm

by some authors, cylindrical, rarely compressed, varying in length
from a few inches, as in Knappia, agrostidea, to 80 or 90 feet, as in

the Bamboo ; usually fistular, except at the joints, where it is always
solid ;

sometimes solid throughout, as in the Sugar-Cane ;
coated with

silex, which is also secreted occasionally in lumps in the hollows of

the stem under the form of the opalescent substance called 'tabasheer;'

in most cases only of annual duration, but sometimes shrubby or

arborescent. Leaves one to each node, with a sheathing petiole, the

limb membranous, usually narrow
;
the sheath quite surrounding the

stem, slit on one side, usually with a ligula at the apex. Spikelets

terminal, panicled, racemose, or spiked ; sometimes immersed in the

thickened rachis
; very seldom several fascicled, or united together,

and surrounded by a general spathe. Flowers hermaphrodite, or

polygamous, sometimes monoecious, very rarely dioecious, destitute of

true calyx or corolla, surrounded by a double set of bracts, the

outer constituting the glumes (or calyx of some authors), the inner

the palea; (or corolla of others) ;
all together forming a distichous

apikelet of one or more florets. Glumes alternate, the outer usually

the largest and most distinctly ribbed, and often having its midrib

extended into a beard or awn ;
sometimes both awned ;

some-

times the lower glume only present ; occasionally both absent
;

these glumes are only found at the base of the spikelets, and may
belong to one floret only or to many. Palesc usually in pairs, and

alternate with each other; the lower and outer 1-3-many-veined,

usually keeled, awued or awnlesa; the upper and inner usually two-

veined, more membranous, smaller, awnless. sometimes absent.

Hypogynous scales regarded by Kunth as remains of the ligula ; by
most other botanists as the rudiments of a corolla, usually two on

each side of the base of the inner palea ;
sometimes a third is added

in front of the inner palea ;
sometimes united with each other, some-

times deficient. Stamens hypogynous, usually definite, very rarely

indefinite ;
if six or three, placed all round the ovary ;

if fewer thau

three, placed next the outer palea ;
filaments long and flaccid ;

anthers

versatile, linear, bifid at each end. Ovary solitary, simple, with two

styles (rarely three"), each having a feathered or branched stigma,

one-celled, with a single ovule attached to the pericarp by the whole

side, or the lower part of the side next the upper palea. Fruit a

caryopsis iu most cases, occasionally an utriculus
;
the pericarp thin

and membranous, in the former case adhering firmly to the seeds, in

the latter distinct from it. Seed containing a large quantity of floury

albumen, on one side of which (that next the lower palea) there lies

a lenticular embryo, composed of a thin cotyledon, whose edges are

doubled outwards over the plumula and radicle, which therefore press

upon the side of the pericarp next the outer palea. The plumula is

free, and consists of several sheaths overlying each other ;
the radicle

is composed of several tubercles which break through the sides of the

embryo as soon as germination commences.

Under this character M. Kunth assembles about 2500 species, a

number far below the real amount, which is probably near 4000, and

M. Endlicher 234 genera (now increased to 291), which are classified

by the latter botanist as follows :

Tribe I. Oryzeo;. Spikelets sometimes 1-flowered, with the glumes

frequently absent ;
sometimes 2-3-flowered, with the lower florets con-

sisting of but one palea, and neuter, the upper only being fertile. Palea;

of a stiff papery texture. Flowers often unisexual, usually hexandrous.

This tribe includes the following genera :

Ittrtia. SlepharocMoa.

Potamochloa. Oi-yza.

Potamophila. J/ydrocMoa.

Zizania. Jfyyroryza.

Caryochloa.
Luztola.

Zhrharta. Tetrarrhena.

Micnhena. Diplax.

Pharos. Leptaspii.

rudiment of an upper floret
;
or 2-flowered, with both florets either

hermaphrodite or male ; or 2-3-flowered, with the. terminal floret

fertile, the rest incomplete. Glumes usually equal. Palese often

shining, hardened in the fruit. Styles or stigmas mostly long. It includes

the following genera :

Lygeum. Zca.

Coix. C'hiancmche.

Selerachne. Polytoca.

Cornucopia. Crypiii.
Mibora. Alopecurus.
Limnas. Bcckinannia.

Phlcum. Fingerlmlhia.
C/iondrol&na. Hilaria.

Phalarit. JJiyraph'u.
Holcw. Reynaudia.
Desprelzia.

Phleum.

Tribe III. Panicea;. Spikelets 2-flowered, the lower floret being

incomplete. Glumes thinner than the palece, the lowermost often,

occasionally both, being abortive. Palese more or less coriaceous or

papery, usually awnless, the lower concave. Caryopsis compressed
from the back. It includes

Reimaria.
JUiliwn.

Olyra.

Thrasya.

Panicutn.

Bluffia.

Stenotaphrum.

Seryhaasia.
Thytanolaina.

Opliimenns.

Ckanuerhaphia.
Setaria.

Penicillaria.

Trachyozui.

Lappayo.
Latipei.
Navicnlaria.

Spinifex.

Paspalum.
Amphicarpum.
Strephium.
ErioMoa.

Rhynchelytruni.
Ichnant/tus.

Isaclme.

Acralherum.
Melinis.

Cluetium.

Berchtoldia.

Peniiisctntn.

Gytnnothrie.
Cenchrus,

Anthephora.
Lopholepis.
Echinolama.
Thouarea.

Neurachnc.

Oryai.

Tribe II Phalarvltat.-^Spikelets hermaphrodite, polygamous, or

1 -flowered, with or without a sfpiUform

Streptoslachys.

Tribe IV. Stipea. Spikelets 1-flowered. Lower palea; rolled

inwards, awned at the apex, and usually indurated iu the fruit
j awn

simple or trifid, usually twisted, and articulated at the base. Ovary
stipitate. Squamulaj usually three. Under this tribe are included^

Oryzopsu. Ortenia.

Piptatlierum* Lasiagrostie.

Dichelachme. Ort/iorapMunt.
Macrochloa. Stipa.

Jjriocomch Streptachne.
Aristida* Stipagrostis>

Tribe V. Ayrostidece. Spikelets 1-flowered, very rarely with the

awl-shaped rudiment of an upper flower. Glumes and palem 2,

membranous-herbaceous ;
the upper palea usually artistate. Stigmas

usually sessile. This tribe includes
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Lycurut.
Pkippiia.
Cinma.

Ayrottu.

tioieodwontya.
Ckatturv*.

ftnOtmm.

Cfomata.
Cotraallou.

Colpodium.
t'.],

ii il !;><.

fporoboltu.
(niitridium.

Polypoyo*.

Slifa. Aptra.

Tribe VI. Arnndinetr. Spikelets cither 1-flowered, with or with-

out the rudiment of an upper floret, or many-flowered. KloreU

usually surrounded or covered with long soft hairs. Glumes and

pales 2, membranous-herbaceous, the former usually as long as the

florets or longer, of the latter the lower awued or awuless. Usually
tall grasses. It includes

Stricura. Catamagroitis.

Dryejcia. Lachnayroitii.

Pcittapogo*. .\MIIIUfhilit.

Artutdo. . Ampclodetmo*.

Grapktpkormn. Phraijmitct.

Ampkidonajc. Uyneriuin.

Calamafroitu.

Tribe VII. Papfopliorta. Spikelets 2-many-flowcm), the upper
withering. Qlume* and paleic 2, membranous-herbaceous. Lower

palea with 3 or more subulate awued divUious. Inflorescence capita<-

opiked or panicled. It includes

A mphipoym. Diplopoyon.

Trirhaphit. Paiqiophorum.
Ennea/ioyon. I'nli/rliajiliii.

Euraphi*. Cut'

K'hinaria. l.'athtitfnm.

Trib VIII. UkloritUrr. SpikHet* in unil.itrral spikes, 1-many-
flowered ; the upper floret* withering. Glumes and pale*: 2, mem-

branous-herbaceous, the latter awnlesi or awned, the former perma-
nent on the rachis, and the anterior one inserted higher up tlmn the
other. Spikes digitate or pauicled, rarely solitary. Rachia continuum-,
not jointed. It includes

MictocUoa. Sckaenefeldia.

Cyitodon. J>afti/lo<:lcninm.

Eiutachyt. CUarit.

/!'' I'l-t. F.lctuint.

HarpocUoa. i'ttnium.

Mclanoctnchrli. Chondrotittm.

Opitia. Spartina.
Eulriana. A thcropogo*.
Arulidium. ll,t(rotega.
Ti-ij,luiliera. Triathrra.

iiiimnuixj'ni. Polyodon.
Penlarliaiikit. Polytchiiiit.
T,iirna.

Tri/ilaiit.

Plcurajihii. Hrvmitlium.

Chloru.

Tribe IX. A vcntir. S|>ikflets 2-many-flowered ; the terminal floret

usually withering. Qlumes and pule;c 2, membnui..u> In tlceous ;

the lower jmlea mostly awned ; the awu usually dorsal and twisted.
It includes

Ilicrochloc.

A laxia.

t'oryneiitwrut.

Du]>ontia.
A iroptit.

Layunu.
Cotobani/ius.

Trichata.
A vena.

Tnitac/ii/ii.

Trichoiiterya.
Brandtia.

Chcftobromut.
Triodia.

A iitlio.ranthum.

Podopogon.
Jteckampna.
Aira.

Triietarla.

Tntetun.

A ci-ospclion.

ArrhenalhcruiH.
A nuopoyon.

line.

I'ommertulla.

llanlhonia.

Tribe X. l'i*tv.cc<r.~ Spikelets many-flowered, rarely few-flowrn <l.

Qlumes and paletc 2, membranous-herbaceous, rarely coriaceous, the
latter usually furnished with an awn which is not twisted. Inflores-

cence almost always panicled. It includes

Saleria.

Sromida.

Diuanthelium.
Phalaridium .

(Xyceria.

Lophodilana.
Eatonia.

Calachnt.

Chtucolytrum.

Poo.

Kraijrottit.
Tetrachne.

Cmlotheca.

Catabrota.

Jirita.

Calotticca.
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AnthocMoa.
Molinia.

Kttlcria.

Wtinyenheimia.
Ltiriochloa.

Cynosurut.
Lamarctia.

Lophatherum.
Playialytrum.
Ampkibrom iw.

Ortkoclada.

Diarrhcna.

A rundinaria.

Phyllottachyt.

Chusquea.
Guadua.

Schizoitachyum.
Beeiha.

Bambutida.

ifelica.

A irochloa.

Fckismus.

Dactylis.
Urochltena.

Chrysurus.
Ectrosia.

Elytrophorus.
Pestuca.

Bromut.
Uniola.

Arthrostylidium.

Streptoyyna.

Meroetachys.

Jiainbus'i.

Briza.

Tribe XI. Jlonlta. Spikelets 3 -many- flowered ; sometimes 1-

flowered. Terminal floret withering. Glumes (occasionally deficient)

and palese 2, herbaceous. Stigma sessile. Ovary mostly hairy. In-

florescence spiked ; spike simple, solitary ;
rachis sometimes winged.

In this tribe are collected the Cerealia, namely, wheat, barley,

rye, Ac. It includes

Ti-iticum.Lolium.
Secale.

jf.<jilop.
Pariana.

Elyat in.
llordeum.

Polyantha ix.

Jl'ilrtfltlll.

Tribe XII. Rottbnetteve. Inflorescence spiked ; the rachia in most
canes jointed. Spikelets 1-2- or very rarely 3 flowered, lodged in

hollows of the rachis
;
either solitary or in pairs, one being stalked

and withering. One floret of each spikelet, either the upper or the

lower, usually incomplete. Glumes 1-2, sometimes altogether wanting,

mostly coriaceous. Palera membranous, awnless, or now and then
awned. Style 1-2, sometimes very short, or altogether absent. It

includes

Nardus. Psilurus.

Lepturus. Oropetium.
Ophinrus. ffemarthria.
Vossia. Mnesifhea.

Jlottboi'lla. Ratzeliiryia.
Xerochloa. Tripadcum.
Maniswis.

Tribe XIII. Andropogonea;. Spikelets 2-flowered
;
the lower floret

being almost always incomplete. Palea thinner than the glumes,
usually transparent. It includes

Pcrotis. Leptothrium.

Zoysia. Dimeria.
Artkra.ron. Eriochrysis.
Sacchamm. Imperata.
Pogonatherum. Erianthws.
Eulalia. Leptatherum.
A pocopis. JSlionurus.

A nthistiria. Perobachne.
Diectomis. Aphida.
Batratherum. Jfoloyamium.
Lepeocercis. Anatherum.

Trachypogon. Andropogon.
J/eteropogon. Jschcemum.

Pogonopsis. Thelepogon.

Arthropogon. Zeugites.

Atlotcropsis. Bkyttia.

Poffonathentm.

The following list of British

of British Botany :'

Digilaria.
Sctaria.

Anthoxantkum.
Phlmm.
Knappia,
Polypoijon.

Agrostis.

Slipa.
Piamma.

Cynodon.
Leersia.

Lagurns.
Corynep/ioriis
A vena,

llolcut.

Kceleria.

Molinia.

Poa.
Sclerochloa.

Cynosurus.
Festuca.

Serrafdlcui.
Tnticum,

FJymm.
Nardws.

geuera is from Babiugton's
' Manua

EchinocUoa.
Phalaris.

Hicrochloe.

Alopccitrus.
Gastridimn.

Milium.

Apera.
A rtmdo.

Phraymites.
Spartina.
Sesleria.

A ira.

Trisetum.

A rrhenat/iemm.

Triodia.

Melicti.

Catabrosa.

G/yceria.
Briza.

Dactylis.
Jiromm.

Bracltypodium.
Lolium.
ffordeum.

Lepturus.

HAT. 0MT. DIV. VOL. IL

" The family is very numerous. Persoon's
'

Synopsis
'

contains 812

species, l-26th part of all the plants therein enumerated. In the system
of Roomer and Sehultes there are 1800, and since this work, were it

brought to a conclusion, would probably contain 40,000 in all, it may
be assumed that the grasses form a 22nd part. It is more than

probable however that in future the grasses will increase in a larger

ratio than the other phanerogamic plauts, and that perhaps the just

proportion will be as 1 to 20 or as 1 to 16. Greater still will be their

proportion to vegetation in general when the number of individuals

is taken into account, for in this, respect the greater number, nay

perhaps the whole, of the other classes are inferior. With regard to

locality in such a large family, very little can be advanced.
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one the grames there are both land and water, but no marine

plant*. They occur in every mil, in society of other* anil

the but in mch a degree as entirely to occupy considerable districts.

Sand appear* to be lew favourable to this class, but even this has

specie* nearly peculiar to itself. The diffusion of this family has

almost no other limit* than those of the whole vegetable kingdom.
Grasses occur mul.-r the equator, and Ayrottit alyitla was one of the

few plants which Phipps met with on Spitzbergen. On the mountains
of the south of Europe Pun diiticka and other grasses ascend almost
to the mow line, and on the Andes this is also the case with P.

ntalmlauit and P. dactyloida, Jkyeuxia riyida, and Fatu-.a datyant/ia.
The greatest difference* between tropical and extra-tropical grasses

appear to be the following :

"1. The tropical grasses acquire a much greater height, and occasion-

ally assume the appearance of trees. Some species of Bambiua are

from 50 to 60 feet high.
"

2. The leave* of the tropical grasses are broader and approach
more in form to those of other families of plants. Of this the genus
Patpaltu affords many examples."

3. Separate sexes are more frequent in the tropical grasses. Zea,

Soryk*m, Andropoyon, Olyra, Anthutiria, Itchtemum, jKgilops, and

many other genera which only occur in the torrid zone, and are there

found in perfection, are monoecious or polygamous. Uolcva is

perhaps the only extra-tropical genus with separate sexes.
"

4. The flowers are softer, more downy, and elegant
"
5. The extra-tropical grasses on the contrary far surpass the tropical

in respect of the number of individuals.
" That compact grassy turf, which especially in the colder parts of

the temperate zone* in spring and summer composes the green
meadows and pastures, is almost entirely wanting in the torrid zone.

The grasses there do not grow crowded together, but like other

planta, more dispersed. Even in the southern parts of Europe the

assimilation to the warmer regions in this respect is by no means
inconsiderable.

" Antnilo donax by its height reminds us of the Bamboo, Saccharum

Ravama, S. Tcneri/a, Imperata arundinacea, Lagunu ovatut, Lygeum
tparlum, and the species of Andropoyon, JKgilopi, &o., by separate
sexes exhibit tropical qualities. The grasses are also less gregarious,
and meadows seldomer occur in the south than in the north of Europe.
The generality are social plants." The distribution of cultivated grasses is one of the most interest-

ing of all subjects. It is determined not merely by climate but

depends on the civilisation, industry, and traffic of the people, and
often on historical event*. Within the northern polar circle agricul-
ture i* found only in a few places. In Siberia grain reaches nt the

utmost only to 60, in the eastern parts scarcely above 55', and in

Kamtachatka there is no agriculture even in the most southern parts

(51). The polar limit of agriculture on the north-west coast of

America appears to be somewhat higher, for in the more southern

Russian possessions (57 to 52") barley and rye come to maturity.

Only in Europe, namely in Lapland, does the polar limit reach an

unusually high latitude. Beyond this dried fish, and here and there

potatoes, supply the place of grain.
" The grains which extend farthest to the north in Europe are barley

and oats. These, which in the milder climates are not used for bread,
afford to the inhabitants of the northern parts of Norway and Sweden,
of a part of Siberia and Scotland, their chief vegetable nourishment

Rye is the next which becomes associated with these. This is the

prevailing grain in a great part of the northern temperate zone,

namely in the south of Sweden and Norway, Denmark, and in all the

lands bordering on the Baltic, the north of Germany, and part of

Siberia. In the latter another very nutritious grain, buckwheat, is

very frequently cultivated. In the zone where rye prevails wheat is

generally to be found, barely being here chiefly cultivated for the

manufacture of beer, and oat* supplying food for the hones. To these

there follows a zone in Europe and Western Asia where rye disappears,
and wheat almost exclusively furnishes bread. The middle and the

south of France, England, part of Scotland, a part of Germany,
Hungary, the Crimea, and Caucasus, as also the lands of middle Asia,

where agriculture is followed, belong to this zone. Here the vine is

also found, wine supplant* the use of beer, and barley is consequently
les* raised. Next comes a district where wheat still abounds, but no

longer exclusively furnishes bread, rice and maize becoming frequent
To thin zone belong Portugal, Spain, part of France on the Mediter-

ranean, Italy and Greece, further, the countries of the East, Persia,

Northern India, Arabia, Egypt, Nubia, Barbory, and the Canary
Inlands ; in these latter countries however the culture of maize or

rice toward* the south is always more considerable, and in some of

them several kind* of Soryktm (Doura) and I'un Abyuinica come to

be added. In both these regions of wheat, rye only occur* at a con-

siderable elevation, oat* however more seldom, and at last entirely

disappear, barley affording food for horse* and mules. In the eastern

part* of the temperate zone of the old continent, in f'hina and Japan,
our northern kinds of grain are very unfrequr-nt, and ric is found to

predominate. The cause of this difference between the cant an.) the

west of the old continent appears to be in the manner* and pecu-
liaritie* of the people. In North America, wheat and rye grow as in

Europe, but more sparingly. Mais* i* more reared in the western

than in the old continent, and ric predominate* in the southern
provinces of t

... In the torrid

nates in America, rice in Asia ; and both these grains in nearl y
quantity in Africa.

" The cause of this distribution is, without doubt, historical, for
Asia is the native country of rice, and America of niiizo. IP

situations, especially in the neighbourhood of the tropics, wheat is

also met with, but always subordinate to these other kinds of grain.
Besides rice and maize there are in the torrid zone several kind* of

grain as well as other plants which supply the inhabitant* will,

either used along with them or entirely occupying t li.'ir
|

are, in the new continent, Yams (Dioicorea alata), the >l

(Jatropha, Manihot), and the Batatas (Cmrolrultu 1 Its root
of which and the fruit of the Pisang (Banana Mtua) funiinh universal
articles of food ; in the same zone in Africa, Uoura (

-
' 'i*ang,

Manihot, Yams, and A radii* liypogira; in the Kist Indies ami on the
Indian Islands, Kleiuinc eoracana, E. ttri an frumcntactHM,
several Palms, and Cycadacea which produce the Sago, Pisang, Yams,
Batatas, and the Bread-Fruit (Artocarput incita). In the islands of
the South Sea, grain of every kind disappears, it* place
upplied by the bread-fruit tree, the pisacg, and Tacca pin

the tropical parts of Australia there is no agriculture, the inhabitant*

living on the produce of the sago, of various palms, and some specie*
of Arum.

" In the high lands of South America, there is a distribution
similar to that of the degrees of latitude. Maize indeed grows to
the height of 7200 feet above the level of the sea, but only pr<
nates between 3000 and 6000 feet of elevation. Below 3u<

it is associated with the pisang and the above mentioned vegetables,
while from 6000 to 9260 feet the European grains abound : wh
the lower regions, rye and barley in the higher, along with which
Chenopodia.m Quinoa as a nutritious plant must also be enumerated.
Potatoes alone are cultivated from 9260 to 12,300 feet T
of the tropic of Capricorn, wherever agriculture is practised, con
able resemblance with the northern temperate zone may be ob.-

In the southern parts of Brazil, in Buenoa Ayres, in Chili, at the

Cape of Good Hope, and in the temperate zone of Australia, whrat.

predominates ; barley however and rye make their appearance in the
southernmost parts of these countries, and in Van Diemen's Land. In
New Zealand the culture of wheat is said to have been tried with
success, but the inhabitants avail themselves of the Aero.".

furcalum as the main article of sustenance. Hence it appears t

respect of the predominating kinds of grain, the earth maybe d,

into five grand divisions, or kingdoms the kingdom of rice, of

maize, of wheat, of rye, and lastly of barley and oat*. The first

three are the most extensive
;

the maize has the greatest range of

temperature, but rice may be said to support the greatest numb r uf
the human race." Schouw, in Jameson's '

Philosophical Journal.'
The uses of this most important tribe of plant* for fodder, food, and

clothing, require little illustration. The abundance of wholesome
frccula contained in their seeds renders them peculiarly well adapted
for the sustenance of man

;
and if the Cereal Grasses only, such as

Wheat, Barley, Rye, Oats, Maize, Rice, and Guinea Corn, are the kinds

commonly employed, it is because of the large size of thi'ir grain
compared with that of other grasses; for none are unwholesome in
their natural state with the exception of Latin in temulent/

common weed in many part* of England, the effects of whi

undoubtedly injurious. Jinmiu purgant and catkartictu are s

be emetic and purgative; Jiromut mollU is also unwholesom
Patuca ijuadridrntata is said to ba poisonous; Molinui ntria is

injurious to cattle ; and some other species are supposed to affect

the milk of cows which graze upon them.

Among corn-plants not generally known may be mentioned EUumne
caracana, called Natchnee on the Coromandel coast, and Nagla Ragee,
or Mand, elsewhere in India; Sctaria Gcrmanica, yielding German
millet; and J'n>iicm frumentaceum. There are many other specie*.
The value of grasses as fodder for cattle is hardly loss than that of

corn fur human food. The best fodder-grasses of Europe are usually
dwarf species, or at least such as do not rise above four nr fi .

from the ground. The most esteemed are Lolium prrcnnc, J'

and Peilnen pralentu ; Cynotwtu crittntui, and various species of Poa
and dwarf Patnca. The fodder-grasses of Brazil are of far-

gigantic stature, and perfectly tender and delicate. In Australia
the favourite is Anthislirin aiutrali*, or Kangaroo Grass; in India
A. ciUala is also in request; but the most common Indian foddn-

grasa i* Doorba, Doorwa, or Hurryalee (Cynodon i/,/,v///.,,,i.
>

Gram (Triptacnm dactyloida) has a great reputation as I'.i.ld.r \:\

Mexico ;
and attention has lately been directed to the Tussac Grass of

the Falkland* (Pettuca JlabeUata), a species forming tufts five or six
feet high, and said to be unrivalled for its excellence a* food for cattle

and hone*.
The fragrance of our sweet Vernal Grass is by no means confined to

it; other species pomes* the same quality, which is connected with
the presence of aromatic secretions, which li .-ivc in part recomtn

grasses to the notice of medical prociM "igar is a p
product of grasses. It exists in great quantities in the Su^ar-Cono
(HatcHarum officinal-urn). Maize so abounds in it, that it* cultivation

ha* been proposed iu lieu of tho sugar-cane.
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For economical purposes Grasses are often of much importance.
The strong stems of the bamboo are employed instead of timber and
cordage. The cuticle of some species contains silex, which occurs in

large masses after the burning of a heap of corn or a stack of hay in
the shape of a colourless glass mass.

For an account of the diseases of this tribe of plants see ENTOPHYTA
ERGOT, and FUNGI. The uses of various species are described under
ANATHERUM, COLK, DOXAX, ELECSIJJE, CYNODOJJ, GYNERIUH, ARUNDO,
and ELYMCS.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom ; Babington. Manual of British Botany.)
GRAMMATITE. [HORNBLENDE.]
GRAMMATOPHORA. [DRACONINA.]
GRAMPUS. [CETACEA.]
illANADILLA. [PASSIFLORA.]GRANATE^E, a natural order of Plants separated by David Don

from Myrtacea [MYRTACEJ;], and containing only the species of the

genus Punica. [PumcA.] It differs from Myrtacetz in the leaves being
destitute of glands, and in being without the intramarginal vein, as
also in the nature of its fruit, its pulpy seeds, and convolute cotyledons.
(G. Don, DiMamydeous Planli.)
liltAXATCM. [PuxiCA.]
GRANITE, one of the most abundant rocks seen at or near the

surface of the earth, and, from the variety of discussions to which it

has given rise, one of the most celebrated. Wherever the stratified

rocks, which were deposited by water, are seen to their very base,
tli. v are in all quarters of the world observed to rest on other unstra-
tified rocks of the nature of granite. This rock appears in many
instances to have been in a fluid state since the deposition of those
strata which cover it, for it is seen to penetrate into their cracks and
fissures, just as iron enters in veins the cracks of the sandstone which
forms the sides or bed of the furnace. The fluidity of granitic rocks
is now almost universally attributed, and with sufficient reason, to
the effect of great heat analogous in its origin to that which supplies
the energies of volcanoes, but probably more general in its distribution
and more uniform in its action.

It is impossible to say how much of the mass of the earth is

composed of granitic rocks, though from the matter thrown up by
volcanoes we see that mineral compounds in some degree analogous
exiat to considerable depths. To what extent it can be demonstrated
that the sedimentary stratified rocks have been derived from disinte-

grated granites is yet uncertain, and Sir Charles Lyell has recently
introduced the consideration of the more difficult question, whether

granite haa not been produced and may not still be forming by the

remelting of such sedimentary aggregates into the general mass of the
interior of the globe. The bare mention of such expanded views
shows the high interest which attaches to the contemplation of

granite. [GEOLOGY.]
Granite is one of the most beautiful of rocks, and viewed mineralo-

gically its composition is remarkable. Mica, felspar, and quartz, in

distinct crystals, or else filling interstices between crystals, constitute

the typical varieties, and the most abundant masses of granite ; but
it in impossible so to limit the signification of the term. Hornblende
must be included among the legitimate constituents of granite, if we
are to use the term in a manner at all consistent with geological

experience or the variations of granitic compounds. Other minerals,

especially actiuolite, chlorite, talc, compact felspar, steatite, garnet,

zircon, 4c., enter into and sometimes considerably modify the aspect
of granite. The colours vary : the felspar is red, gray, yellow, white,

green; the quartz is usually clear white or gray; the mica is black,

gray, white, brown, and in various degrees eilvery ;
the hornblende is

dark green or black. The mica and felspar are invariably, and often

(especially in cavities) beautifully crystallised ;
the quartz commonly

fills the interstitial spaces left by these minerals, but small pyramidal
crystals of quartz in great perfection may be sometimes seen imbedded
in the faces of the prismatic felspar crystals, which are also sometimes

penetrated by the filmy plates of mica.

Except in the veins which ramify into stratified rocks, and there

grow fine-grained and even compact (like the base of some porphyries),

granite, as its name implies, shows the grains of its component parts :

the size of these varies extremely. The mica in the granite of Rubies-

law, near Aberdeen, forms himimc some inches across
;
but in that of

Cornwall, Skiddaw, &c., it exists in small plates ;
the felspar in

Granite of three ingredients (the typical varieties) :

Quartz, felspar, and mica, uniformly blended, or with distinct
additional crystals of felspar, then called Porphyritic Granite.

Quartz, felspar, and hornblende. (Syenite of authors.)
Quartz, felspar, and mica. (Instead of the mica, chlorite or talo
sometimes appears.)

Granite of four ingredients :

Quartz, felspar, mica, and hornblende, or actinolite. (Syenite of
some authors.)

Quartz, felspar, mica, and compact felspar, or porcelain clay.
Quartz, felspar, hornblende, and chlorite, or steatite.

GRAPE-HYACINTH. [MuscARi.1
GRAPE-VINE. [ViTis.]
GRAPHIDACE.E. [LICHENS 1

GRAPHIS. [LICHENS.]
GRAPHITE, Plumbago, Slack Lead. This substance occurs crystal-

lised and massive. Primary form a rhomboid. Occurs in imbedded
hexagonal prisms. Cleavage parallel to the terminal planes of the
prism, very distinct, and the lamina; flexible. Fracture granular and
uneven. Hardness I'O to 2'0. Colour steel or blackish-gray. Streak
black, shining. Lustre metallic and glistening. Unctuous to the
touch. Opaque. Specific gravity 2 P08 to 2'45.

Found in Greenland and in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia in
the United States.

The massive varieties occur amorphous, in reniform masses and
irregular nodules. Structure foliated, granular, compact.
Found in various parts of the world. That of Borrowdale in

Cumberland is of the best quality for what are called black-lead
pencils ; while the commoner sorts are used for making melting-pots,
for diminishing the friction of machinery, and for protecting iron from
rusting. That which is imported from the East Indies is remarkably
soft. Plumbago conducts electricity, is infusible, and very difficult
of combustion.

Professor Vanuxem has analysed several varieties of Graphite.
No. 1 was a pure specimen from Borrowdale, and No. 2 from Bustle-

town, Pennsylvania.

Carbon 88'37
Silica

Alumina .

Water
Oxides of Iron and Manganese .

5-10

1-00

1-23

3-60

99-30

No. 2.

94-4

2-6

0-6

1-4

99-0

graphic granite is almost cue huge crystallised mass ; large detached

crystals in the granites of Snap and Ben Nevis make those rocks

porphyritic, but in gome of the building granites of Aberdeen all the

ingredients are in small grains.
The proportion of the ingredients in typical granite varies greatly :

tin: mica is sometimes absent, or replaced by hornblende. The fol-

lowing is a general view of the most remarkable granitic mixture*, to

wljiuh some authors apply distinctive names, but we think with little

advantage to geology, borne of these, mineralogically speaking, are

:';al with rocks of the trap family [SYKNITE], but certainly occur as

parts of a granitic series, viewed geologically. (M'Culloch, 'On Rocks.')

Binary Granite, composed of two ingredients : as felspar and

mica, quartz and felspar, either equally blended (as in Muncaster

Fell, Cumberland), or in segregated portions (as the graphic

granite); quartz and hornblende (M'Culloch); felspar and

hornblende.

It was at one time supposed that Graphite was a carburet of iron,
but, in the opinion of Berzelius, the experiments of Karsteu have
proved that it is a peculiar form of carbon, and that the substances
which it contains are in a state of mixture merely and not of chemical
combination.

According to Dr. Thomson, Graphite is found usually in primary or
transition rocks. At Borrowdale it occurs in nests in a greenstone
rock, which constitutes a bed in clay-slate. In Inverness-shire it

occurs in gneiss; at Arendal in Norway, in quartz-rock; and in the
United States, in felspar and mica-slate, but always in primary rocks.
The material for lead-pencils, when of the finest quality, is first cal-

cined and then sawn up into strips of the requisite size, and commonly
set in wood (usually cedar) as they appear in the market. It is much used
now in small cylinders, without wood, for ever-pointed pencil-cases. Gra-

phite that cannot be thus used for pencils is reduced to a powder, and
on being submitted to pressure it is made to adhere into a solid mass,
which is subsequently cut up in the way referred to above. Graphite
is also added to clay for making a kind of pottery. It is also exten-

sively employed for diminishing the friction of machinery, also for
the manufacture of crucibles and furnaces, which withstand a great
heat. For this purpose it is mixed with half its weight of clay. It
is also employed as a wash forgiving a gloss to iron-stoves and railings.

GRAPSIDyE, Grapsoidians, a tribe of Brachyurous Crustaceans

belonging to the family of Catametopes, placed by M. Milne-Edwards
between the Gouoplaciaus and the family of the Oxystomes,and approach-
ing in his opinion nearer to the tribe of Gonoplacians than to the Ocypo-
diaus. He gives the following as the characters of the Grapsoidians :

Carapace in general less regularly quadrilateral thau in the Gono-

placians and Ocypodiaus : its lateral borders are nearly always slightly
curved, and its fronto-orbital border frequently does not occupy more
than about two-thirds of its transversal diameter. The body is nearly
always compressed, and the sternal plastron but little or not at all

curved from before backwards. The front is nearly always strongly
recurved, or rather bent down, and very wide, occupying about the
half of the anterior border of the carapace, and exceeding on each
side the edge of the lateral borders of the buccal frame. The orbits

are oval-shaped and of moderate size ; and the lateral borders of the

carapace are slightly curved and nearly always trenchant. The ocular

pedicles are large and short
;
their insertion is below the front, and

the cornea occupies one-half of their length. The internal antennae

are sometimes vertical and lodged in distinct pits (fossettes), which
are open at the upper surface of the carapace ;

but in the great

majority of instances these organs are entirely transversal and com-

pletely covered above by the front
;
their terminal stem is nearly
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always of the ordinary length, and terminated by elongated and

multiarticiiUte appendages which are Tory distinct. The external

antenna: here fill the gap which exinU between the front and the

inferior orbital border, and which forma a communication for the

antennary piU with the orbits. Their first joint is nearly always

abort, but rather Urge, and nearly entirely covered by the front

The three following joints and the terminal stem are very little

developed. The anterior border of the epistome is always placed on

the same line as the inferior border of the orbit, with which it is

continuous. The buocal frame is but little or not at all narrowed in

front, and the terminal stemlet of the external jaw-feet always spring*
from the middle of the anterior bonier, or from the external angle of

the preceding joint, and is never hidden below it The palp of these

jaw-feet presents nearly the same form as in the crabs ; it is large, and
terminated by a multiarticulate appendage bent back inwards under

the third joint of those members. The sternal plastron is not very
wide backwards, and gives insertion to the mtroniissive organs. The

disposition of the feet varies ; those of the first pair are in general

short, and those of the four last pairs are very much compressed ;

these last are sometimes natatory, a character which is not met with

in any other crustacean of this family. The abdomen is composed of

even joints, and its second articulation extends nearly always, in both

one and the other sex, as far as the origin of the posterior feet The
thoracic branch!* generally amount to seven on each side. The epimure
of the last thoracic ring is nearly as much developed as that of the

preceding ring, and concurs to form the vault of the flanks
;
thus the

superior or epimerean cellule of this penultimate ring does not cover

the cellule which corresponds to the posterior foot, as ia the case in

the Oecarcinions.

The greater numbers of the tribe, as far as the manners of the

crustaceans composing it are known, live on the shore, or ou the rocks

which border the coasts; they are very timorous, and run away with

much swiftness.

M. Milne-Edwards, who gives the above definition and account of

the Orapsoidians, divides the tribe into seven genera, namely :

Saarma (Say). Carapace quadrilateral, nearly equilateral generally,
and very much elevated in front ;

fronto-orbital border occupying its

whole width
;
lateral borders straight, and posterior border very long.

Front nearly always suddenly bent down, and its length very consider-

able, exceeding half of the transversal diameter of the carapace.

Eyes large and of moderate length; orbits inclining to oval, with

generally at their external angle a large gap, which is continued with

a horizontal gutter situated immediately below the lateral border of

the carapace, a character found in Macroplithalmvu, but which does

not exist in the majority of the Qrapsoidians ;
lower border of the

orbit horizontal and directed forwards ;
a very strong tooth is directed

towards the front from its internal part Antennary pita transversely

oval, and the space which separates them generally very large, Basi-

lary joint of the external antennae more or less cordiform, giving
insertion to the succeeding joint in a notch situated in the middle ol

its internal border; its width is considerable, although the front

exceeds it laterally. Epistome very short and projecting, like all the

surrounding parts ; it is continued with the interior orbitary border,

and below that border there is a horizontal gutter which terminates

at the angle of the buccal frame ; there are also other furrows under

the pterygostomian regions, the surface of which ia granulous or

reticulated ; it is generally divided into small squares of great regu-

larity, and this character alone would suffice to distinguish the greater

part of the species of Saarma from nearly all the other Catametopei
The disposition of the external jaw-feet is also very remarkable ; for

there is always a wide lozenge-shaped space
between them, and their

third joint longer than it is wide, and longer than the second, is

rather oval, and but little or not at all truncated anteriorly. It is also

to be noted that there exists on the surface of this lamellar portioi
of the external jaw-feet a projecting line or crest which is carriet

obliquely from its external and posterior angle to its interior (anterior ?

and internal angle; this crest is generally furnished with hair, am
there is a deep furrow near its external border. The sternal plastron
is generally convex from behind forwards, and in the male the anterior

portion of the cavity which receives the abdomen is rounded and sur

rounded with a small border. The anterior feet of the male are

nearly always much longer than those of the second pair, and ter

minuted by a strong and convex hand. Sometimes it is the same with

the female. The feet of the second pair are shorter than those of tin

thin), and terminate, like all the succeeding feet, by a large roundot

irtyliform joint which is more or less distinctly canaliculated, generally

downy, and almost always completely devoid of spines. The seconc

ring of the abdoman is in general nearly linear, and the last is mud
more narrow at its base than -the penultimate ring, so that at tlii

point the abdomen is abruptly narrowed. In the female the last join
of the abdomen is very small, and in general lodged almost entire!,

in a notch of the preceding ring.
The species of this genus are found upon the coasts of America,

Africa, and Asia.

Mr. Say, who first separated these crustaceans under the generi
asm* Saarma, afterwards reunited them to Qrapnu ; but M. Milne

K.Iwards, who has entered into the details of the construction o

/Swanno above given, in order to point out its distinctions, is of opinio

lat it ought to be distinguished, and to be considered as constituting
ne type of a rather numerous genus, which the latter divide* iuto

lie following sections :

A. Species whose carapace is at least as wide as it is long, and but
little or not at all narrowed posteriorly.

a. Lateral borders of the carapace armed with two or three t.-. t'n

(comprising the external orbital angle). Body very thick,

especially before.

5. tetrayona (Cancer tetragontu (?), Fabr. ; C. fatcicularii, Herbst
;

.-yimU telragona, Olivier; Graptut Mrayona, Latreille). Length
28 lines. Locality, Indian Ocean.

a a. Lateral borders presenting no tooth behind the angle of the
external orbit Body depressed.

S. quailrata (Cancer quadratia, Fabr. ; Ocypodt plicala, Bosc.)
^ength, 8 lines. Locality, the neighbourhood of Pondicherry.

B. Species whose carapace in much longer than it is wide, and

strongly narrowed backward*.

5. Pitonii (Arala plnima of Piso). Length, 8 lines. Locality, the
Antilles. M. Milne-Edwards says that Latreille bns confounded this

ipecics with b'raptui cntentaliu. M. Milne-Edwards is also of opinion
hat O. JftuarJii (Deamareat) and Cancer Hiipantu (Herbst) beloug to

,bjs genus.

Cycloyrapiiu (Milne-Edwards). Body much less flattened than in

Graptiu and wider, the transversal diameter of the carapace much
exceeding its length. Front inclined, but far from being vertical.

Lateral borders of the shell elevated, delicate, and very much cum 1,

and its lateral walls forming ordinarily a nearly straight angle with

its upper surface. Eyes nothing remarkable ; orbits directed

forwards and presenting almost always below their external angle a
wide and deep notch, which, as in Saarma, is continued backwards
with a transversal gutter hollowed out in the pterygostomian regions
of the carapace below its lateral border. Antennary pits much less

narrow than in Graptut, and the basilary joint of the externa

antenna! much less wide. External jaw-feet much resembling those

of Graptut : their third joint shorter than the second, wide as it in

long, enlarged anteriorly and strongly truncated at its anterior bonier;
a small projecting and piliferous crest runs obliquely from the air

and interior angle of this joint to the posterior and external angle of

the preceding joint, so as to form with that of the opposite side a

triangle, the base of which is backwards ;
the external appendage of

these jaw-feet nearly reaches the anterior border of the third joint of

their stem, and terminates by a multiarticulate appendage. Feet of

nearly the same form and disposition as in Grajtiu, except that the

tarsus is not so large, and has no
spines.

The species are distributed in the seas of Asia exclusively.

(Milne-Edwards.)
M. Milne-Edwards divides the genus into the following sections:

A . Species having the lateral border of the carapace entire.

a. A deep gutter springing from the external orbital gap and
directed forwards.

C. punctaitu. Length, 15 lines. Locality the Indian Ocean,

a a. No well-marked post-orbital gutter.
C. integer (Grapttu integer, Latreille). Length, 4 lines. Locality

Brazil.

B. Species the lateral border of whose carapace is dentated.

4. External orbital gap but little marked. Orbita directed forward.

C. quadridentatia. Length, 10 lines. Locality, Australia.

b b. External orbital gap very wide. Orbits very oblique.

C. LatreUlii (Graptiu renotia, Latreille). Length, 4 lines.

Locality, Mauritius.

Pteudoyraptut (Milne-Edwards). M. Milne-Edwards observe* th.it

one of the characters pointed out with reason by M. Latreille as

distinguishing the natural groups of Graptut and Playiuia is the

having the external jaw-feet narrow and notched on their internal

border, so that these organs, instead of closing the mouth completely,
leave between them a vacant lozenge-shaped space ;

but he remarks
that this disposition is not met with in all the species which are

usually arranged under the genus Grapna ; and as these modifications

of the buccal apparatus coincide with other characters, and seem to

indicate a natural division among these animals, he has taken it as the

basis of their classification, and proposes for those walking Urap-
soidious whose mouth is completely closed by the external jaw-feet
the name of Ptevdograpnu, with the following generic character :

General form approaching that of Cyclograptui more than that of the

other Orapsoidiaus, the body being thick, and the carapace, convex

above, being rather regularly rounded on the sides. Basilary joint
of the external antenna! nearly square and joined to the front, its

external border being in contact with a vertical tooth which elevates

itself on the floor (plancher) of the orbit, as in Macrup/ii.'.

and the Ocypodions. Internal border of the second and third joint
of the external jaw-feet straight, and this last joint, remarkable for

being much wider than it is long, presents in the middle of its

anterior border a notch whence springs the terminal stemlet (tigelle).

Sternal plastron nearly circular, and slightly curved from before

backwards. Anterior feet of the male very large, and much longer
than any of the succeeding feet, which are rounded and terminated

by a hairy tarsus, and completely deprived of spines. Abdomen of
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the male extending quite to the base of the posterior feet, and its
wind joint linear. The species are fouud.in the Asiatic seas.

P. penciliyer (Cancer setosus
('<), Fabricius; Grapius pcncilliger,

Latreille). The feet are rounded and furnished with a thick-set
down. Length, rather more than an inch. Locality, seas of Asia.

_
,

' i
; urupstitf ruutx, auu mat it is prooaoiy ine species n^ureu Dy Me

latness of the body, and present the following characters :--
Quoy and Qaimard under the name of the Painted Grapsus. (' Vo

er surface of the carapace always nearly horizontal and nearly de jj Freycinet
'

pi. 76 fig 2 )

; its anterior border rarely occupies its whole width, but the
ice is not considerable, and in general its posterior part is not *> Third joint of the external jaw-feet as wide as it is long,

Pteudograpsus pencilliger.

Graptus (Lamai-ck, in part). M. Milne-Edwards retains in this

genus those species which are, for the most part, remarkable for the

extreme flatness of the body, and present the following characters :

Upper
square
difference

narrowed the lateral borders are delicate, and ordinarily a little

curved. Stomachal region very large, and branchial regions very
extended, and nearly always marked with salient oblique lines. Front

very wide, and inclined or even completely bent down ;
the upper

part, in general, divided into four lobes, which often become very
projecting. Orbits deep, and their inferior border at least as salient

as the superior border, but the external extremity does not open into

a horizontal gutter situated under the lateral border of the carapace,
as in Sesarma, and presents one or two small notches at most

;
the

A. Species having the third joint of the external jaw-feet longer
than it is wide, and without any remarkable dilatation towards
the external angle.

G. pictus (Pagtuiu maculattts, Catesby ; Cangrejo de Arrecife, Parra ;

Cancer tenuicristatus, Herbst; Cancer grapsus, Fabricius; Grajtsua
pictus, Latreille). Length, rather more thau 2 inches. Colour red,
with irregular yellow stains. Locality, the Antilles.

Catesby gives the following account of the habits of this species
under the name of Payurus maculatus, the Red-Mottled Crab :" These crabs inhabit the rocks hanging over the sea

; they are the
nimblest of all other crabs

; they run with surprising agility along
the upright side of a rock, and even under rocks that hang horizon-

tally over the sea; this they are often necessitated to do for escaping
the assaults of rapacious birds which pursue them. These crabs, so
far as I could observe, never go to land, but frequent mostly those
parts of the promontories and islands of rocks in and near the sea,
where, by the continual and violent agitation of the waves against
the rocks, they are always wet, continually receiving the spray of the
sea, which often washes them into it

; but they instantly return to
the rock again, not being able to live under water, and yet requiring
more of that element thau any of the crustaceous kinds that are
not fish."

M. Milne-Edwards remarks that Messrs. Quoy and Gaimard brought
from the Sandwich Islands a Grapsus which bears a strong analogy
to Grapsui pictus, but which, it appears to him, ought to be dis-

tinguished from it, on account of the great number of little conical
hairs disposed in small transversal ranks on the branchial and
stomachal regions, the greater extent of the front, and some other
characters

;
but as he had not examined more thau one individual in

a bad state of preservation, and as Grapsua pictus presents consider-
able individual differences, he cannot pronounce on the distinction

decidedly, but notes the fact on account of its interest in regard of

zoological geography. He observes that in the collection of the
Paris Museum he has designated this crustacean under the name of

Grapsus rudis, and that it is probably the species figured by Messrs.

Voyage

u ,
and

dilated outwards towards the anterior angle.

G. varius (Cancre Madre (?), Rondelet; Cancer marmoratus, Fabri-

cius; Grapsus varius, Latreille). Length about 18 lines. Colour
violaceous-red, variegated with small irregular yellowish stains.

Locality, the rocky parts of the coasts of Bretagne, Italy, &c. (very
common).

-

Nautiloyrapsus (M. Edwards). Differing but little from Grapsus.
Carapace, instead of being wider than it is long and nearly flat, as in

Grapsus, longer than it is large, and convex above. Regions no
tooth which elevates itself from their lower wall, beneath the articu- I distinct. Front advanced, lamellar, and simply inclined. Lateral
lation of the eye, is in general very strong. Disposition of the I borders curved and long. Internal border of the second joint of the
antenna; nearly the same as in the preceding genus, except that the

|

jaw-feet nearly straight, and the third joint even longer than in

autennary pits are in general less wide, and separated by'a narrow
, Grapsus varius, but nearly of the same form. Feet much shorter

space between them. External jaw-feet strongly notched within, so thau in Grapsus. The intromissive organs of the male traverse a
as to leave between them a large vacant lozenge-shaped space ;

their simple notch of the border of the sternal plastron. For the rest
third joint is trapezoidal, and resembling the Grapsi of the
terminates, anteriorly by a .* .^ second division.

straight and very'wide border; _ >WJf| feOt'Vv ,r***~. The single species known is

it is in general nearly of the
^*S*jJBhw ejfw -vv^K j^JBBP^

5 found in all latitudes and met
length of the second joint, and ^SKN. atv'f? ~^'~- ""''M S&mm? with far at sea, often floating
carries the succeeding joint at ^^^^^\ \$K<7 ) A ,-21$w M^^^ ou ^ucus natans, or on large
its external angle, but it is ^JyJ\ jyvS'^L fMMMri^BmH^ AtsiP marine animals.

sometimes very short, strongly !* -
' '^^tSl^^mmf^^^^^^^ 7̂^-^ N. minutus (Cancellus niari-

dilated on the external side, >^^F J^^M^O?ii:f&9^wS^iipi^fck. " "'s
'

'/"'"'''"'""> Sloane
;
Turtle-

and gives insertion to the >^5r><i ^SlM^^^m^^Syf'^9X^S^^^'::<J^mm. Crab, Browne; Cancer minutus,
fourth joint towards the middle Jjff^JiSSsF^^^B^KFJ^"^'Jr^ iBW Fabricius; Grapsus minutus,
of its anterior border. Ptery- J^S()ffir"'-^*^^SH^S^sS!&-"^^S^' "'** '"^*8ilN\ Latreille ; Grapsus cinereus,

goiitomian regions smooth, or ^tJf^Hk. "*^*?%5iBvl*2P?SSME5t JvTm^t.
^a^ '

*^raPse Uiiie, Lamarck

never presenting the disposition W I'm ^.StSS. <^^S?f*^ l\ mM * " 'mes
> varying much in

o remarkable in Sesarma. Feet Mm j&'> Sa^C^JS^^j
'

'\'A^^ KM V c l ur' M. Milne-Edwards says
of the -first pair short, the arm ifaf JfS '""'C'l^r^^^^^^^ """'jjJniFjt W\ that he sees no sufficient reason

enlarged and spiny within, xlf Ifm Km il^L ^or distinguishing this species
Lands short but rather stout j^w' mx. ^w .

from Grapsus tcstudinuDi,

feet remarkably flattened; their H?j Jjf T|&^ IfB Ptarjusia (Latreille). Re
third joint entirely lamellar iff ^I|L Mf sembling Grapsus generally, but

below in its external moiety, ^ 4 MM ' distinguished at once by a sin-

its superior border delicate and gular disposition of the internal

elevated, and the tarsus large
'*' antennae not met with in any

and very spiny. Second pair of Oraptui pictus. other brachyurous decapod,
feet much shorter than the according to M. Milne-Edwards.

third, which, in their turn, are in general much shorter than the These organs, instead of being bent back under the front, are

penultimate feet. Abdomenof the male triangular; that of the female each lodged in a deep notch in this
part,_so

as always to be

very wide, its last joint large, and not inclosed in a notch of the

preceding joint, as in Sesarma.

Graprtu, as above modified, is spread over nearly all parts of the

world. The known species generally inhabit rocky coasts, and run

with great rapidity.

uncovered superiorly. Carapace broad and flattened, its anterior

border occupying only one-half of its width, which is most extended
towards the level of the last pair of feet but one. Portion of the

front between the antennary pits triangular and curved downwards.

Eyes short and large; orbits directed forwards and upwards, and
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o]>r*ted from the auU'iuinry pit*. Internal nutoaua) vortical;

external autennx occupying the internal aii^le of the orbit, and
nearly of the mine form as in (Jrapttu. Anterior bonier of the
fnunc very projecting, and continuous with the lower orbital border.
The external jaw-feet close the mouth completely, and are not
notched within a* in Orapnt ; they arc in form generally very nearly
the lame a> in the Crabs and 1'ortunut ; the thinl joint in nmr?i
shorter than the preceding one, nearly square, and notched at it*

anterior and internal angle for the insertion of the succeeding joint.
Sternum very wide and deeply notched backwards for the recaption
of the abdomen. Aut.-rior feet generally moderate in the male and
small in the female; claws ordinarily with a spoon-shaped termi-

nation ; succeeding feet di<t|x>sed an in Grapita ; sometimes the thinl,
sometimes the fourth pair longest ; they are in general ciliated on the

*u)K-rior border, and the tr.m is always armed with strong spines.
Abdomen and braucliiie as in tiraptut.

Playtuia belongs more particularly to the Indian Ocean, and is

found from the Cape of Good Hope to Chili. (M. Edwards.)

A. Species having the superior border of the last eight feet armed
with teeth nearly throughout its length.

J'. elarimana (Cancer planittimut, Herbst). Length rather more
than an inch : antepenultimate ring of the abdomen soldered to the

preceding ring in both sexes. It is found in Australia, and Vanicoro,
Mew Zealand.

. rtagiula elarimana.

B. Species whose lost four pair of feet are not armed above with
more than a ainglo tooth placed near the extremity of the upper
border of their third joint.

P. deprena (Cancer deprctsiu, Herbst
; Grajttut dcpreutu, Latrcille

;

P. imautculala, Lamarck
; P. drprnta, Latreille). It is a native of

the Indian Ocean, seas of China, Xew Guinea, &c.
M. Milne-Edwards observes that the specific name of this Playutia

i* badly chosen, inasmuch as it is less flattened than the greater part
of the species. He is also of opinion that P. Jtprenxt of Say (' Acad.

Philad.,' torn. i. p. 100) appears to be nearer to P. tquamota than the

species here mentioned, but he thinks that it ought probably to be

distinguished from it.

Vnrunn (M. Edwanls). Carapace very much depressed and

nearly quadrilateral, but thu lateral borders arched. Front wide,
straight, and trenchant. OrbiU approaching to oval

; a fissure on
their superior border, their external angle very salient, and hardly
any inferior border. Internal antenna bent back a little obliquely
outwards, and then- pita completely separated from the orbits by the

baiilary joint of the external antenna;, which joins the front, and

preaeuts nothing remarkable. Epistome larger than it is in the greater
part of the Qrapsoidians, and external jaw-feet nearly joining it

;

their internal border is nearly straight, and the third joint, very
much dilated externally, carries the following joint towards the
imddln of it* anterior border, which in very large and notched.
Anterior feet largo ;

and the succeeding feet, instead of terminating

by a largo and cylindrical or atyliform tarsus, as in the other

Orapsoidians, with their Innt joint wide, flattened, ciliated on the

edges, and lanceolate. Abdomen of the male with seven distinct

joint*.
V. lilterata (Cancer littcratut, Fabriciui; Grapiui litlcratui, Bosc.).

Locality, Indian Ocean.

I.KI'IS, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, from the
Carboniferous system of Carluke. (Agassiz.)

M'TO'I.ITHUS (literally writteu-stone '), a name used by
UoDMH chiefly to include appearances in stone* resembling drawings

as of maps, ruins, vegetable forms, &c. Thu* the Florentine, or
Hiiin Marble, the dendritical ramifications on many limestones, and the
moss-like form* in agates, tc. were naked as Qraptolite*.

Among the species included by l.iunicus is one resembling
from the Transition Strata of Gothland.

<;i:ASSHOl>l'KK. [Ciivi.i.

GRASSHOPPER-WABBLER.

GRATELU'PIA, a gonus of Conchiferous Molltuca, established by
M. Charles Di'suioulinx, for a fossil bivalve which had been confounded

by H. de Bastcrot with the genus JJuna.r, mi. In- the name of Doata
irrtgulan*. But one species, Gratelupia dunaciformit, was known
(from Bordeaux, Miocene Formation of Lyell), till Mr. Lea discovered
a second in the Claibome Tertiary (Eocene of Lyell), which he ha*
named Gratcluiiia, Moulintii, after the founder of the genus. Diameter
1 inch, length 1-4, breadth l'. It ha* the following characters:
Animal unknown. Shell subtrigonnl, equivalve, regular,
<iiuiliitor.il, a little attenuated at it* posterior part, and presenting at
the postero-iuferior bonier a slight sinuosity. Umbones very small,

projecting but little, and hardly inclined forwards. Hinge consisting
of three cardinal divergent teeth in each valve, and of from three to
six cartlini-serial teeth converging towards their summit*, lamellar,
with their edges finely dentilated, and situated a little behind the

.summit, under the ligament; a single lateral anterior tooth un.l.-r

the lunule in the left valve, corresponding with a pit similarly
situated in the right valve ; external ligament long, convex, over-

passing the serial teeth. Muscular impressions nearly equal, oval,
united by a pallia! impression largely and very deeply excavated
backwards.
The genus was named by M. C. Desmouliua after Dr. Gratcloup.

Grntclupia Slmilintii. (Leu.)

GRAUWAl KE (or Graywacke, as it is often written in English
works on geology), a Gorman term applied to some of the ancient
stratified rocks, which has been with some unwillingness admitted by
English geologists, either in the original sense, signifying a particular
kind of rock, or as typifying a group or series of strata in which such
rocks form a conspicuous portion.

In the former sense Grauwacke Rocks may be considered as having
almost the same relation to clay-slates that argillaceous sandstones
and conglomerates bear to common clays ; for argillaceous shite, by
including rolled fragments or minute grains of quartz-sand, with or

without mica, becomes the grauwacke and grauwacke slate of Werner
and his followers. When the sand or gravel predominates so as nearly
to exclude the argillaceous cement, the distinction between grauwacke
and sandstone is almost imaginary, just as, on the other hand, indu-

rated shale and soft clay-slate are not always certainly distinguishable.
In the pass of Lennie, above Callender, in the Lamir.crmulr Hills, in

the primary series of rocks near Cavan in Ireland, and in Suow.loii,

the student may study examples of the genuine grauwacke of tlie

German writers ; while fine-grained sandy rocks, corresponding t" the

title of grauwacke slate, are common in Westmoreland, Cumberland,
Wales, the laic of Man, the Lammcrmuir Hills, 4c. .

Viewed geologically, the Grauwacke Rocks lie in the midst of the

primary argillaceous strata, and constitute a part of the 'Iran

series' of the continental geologists. The '

grauwacke
Sir Henry I>o la Beche includes the Silurian Rocks of Sir Roderick

Murchixon, and a portion of the older strata designated as Cambrian
Rocks by Professor Sedgwick. [GEOLOOT.] It is uncertain whether
the term 'grauwacke' will in future be used merely to characterise

rocks of a certain kind lying in the Cambrian or other series of argil-
laceous schists, or be allowed collectively to represent a geological

group of strata.

Mr. Conybeare ('Reports of the British Association') is desirous

of substituting for this somewhat rude term the more learned name of

claimoschist (it\<topa, a fragment). M. Bronguiart inclndi M m my
varieties of grauwacke and grauwackc slate under the term psammite
(tjxLipor, sand). [GEOLOGY ;

i i. \TIKK-ATIOX.]
ORAVKL. The small fragments of rocks which have been drifted

by any forces of water over the surface of the earth are usually
designated by this general term, which is happily frco from any
hypothetical meaning. Many parts of the surface of the earth are so

covered. From the geographical phenomena, mode of accumulation,
and other circumstances, the mode of action of the water may be often

completely determined. It i* certain that much of the undulated
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surface of the land has been traversed by powerful currents of water
iu directions different from those of the fresh-water streams now run-

ning ;
that in other case* the sea has acted on the land at greater heights

and under different circumstances from what we now behold
; and a%

a great part of the evidence for this is to be collected from the study
of gravel deposits, we see how important is a right knowledge of the
facts concerning these in repressing vain speculation and directing
sound inferences. Whether the gravel observed at any spot was trans-

ported along the natural drainage hollows of the surface may be often

certainly known by inspection of the nature of the fragments and
the examination of the physical geography of the country in which
they occur. Whether the waters descending these valleys performed
the effects while flowing at higher levels, under the influence of dams,
lakes, or other peculiarities, may also, often be determined by suitable
examination.

It will often be thus found that the gravel was not transported
down the existing drainage hollows, but across hills and valleys, lakes,
and arms of the sea. Under existing circumstances no ordinary
action of nature can occasion such effects

;
it is therefore a question of

great importance whether iu ancient times the circumstances of phy-
sical geography were so different as to allow of the effects being per-
formed by ordinary action, or whether an extraordinary action must
be appealed to. The latter opinion has been held by diluvialists,

reasoning on the distribution of gravel and large boulders of rock

dispersed from the Alps and the Cumbrian Mountains
;
but various

attempts have been made to explain the phenomena by supposed
changes of physical geography, the aid of icebergs, &c. For deter-

mining this and such questions it should be examined whether the

gravel, tc., contains remains of organic beings ; whether these are of
land quadrupeds, land shells, land plants, or marine shells, bones of

whales, dolphins, &c., in order to know whether the currents of water
were derived from surface drainage or the movement of the sea. It

i important to find out whether the gravel was deposited in still or

agitated, in deep or shallow water, in lakes, flood-channels, or the
sea : whether it now rests in included hollows, or in insular hills ;

whether marine deposits of gravel alternate with others attributed to

fresh-water currents ;
'Whether gravel of local origin lies over or under

other gravel brought from a distance.

GRAYHOUND, a variety of Dog remarkable for the keenness of

its sight, the symmetrical strength and beauty of its form, and its

great swiftness in the chase. There are many varieties of the Gray-
hound, from the Irish Grayhound and Highland breed (the latter

made familiar to us by the pen of Sir Walter Scott and the pencil of

Kdwin Landseer), to the smoothed-haired southern breed, and that

pretty pet, the Italian Grayhound.
In ancient times the Grayhound was one of the three animals whose

presence marked the possessor to be a nobleman or gentleman ; and
we find it recorded as being accepted by kings in payment, as in the

case of the fine paid to King John, consisting of "500 marks, 10

horses, and ten leashes of Grayhouuds."
Formerly this hound was principally employed in chasing the stag.

Thus Queen Elizabeth was gratified one day, after dinner, by seeing
from a turret sixteen deer pulled down by Grayhounds upon the lawn

at Cowdrey Park in Sussex ;
and the old ballads,

'

Chevy Chase
'

among others, speak of their being used for the same sport in earlier

times.

The well-known old lines descriptive of the perfections of a Gray-
hound have never yet been superseded :

" Headed lyke a snake,

Ncckyed lyke a drake

Foiled lykc a catte,

Ta.vlled lyke a ratte
;

Syded lyke a bremc,
And chyned lyke a bemc."

In modern times, many distinguished sportsmen (the earl of Orford

in particular, who is said to have died on the field where his favourite

bitch Old Czarina won a great match) have paid much attention to

the breed, and have been rewarded by some of the best dogs ever

seen. Major Osbaldeston, Major Topham, and Colonel Thornton were

among those who were celebrated for the pure blood and admirable

powers of their Grayhounds. The names of Czarina, Jupiter, Claret,

Snowball, the Miller, Schoolboy, and -Major, together with many
others of note, are still familiar to those who attend the great coursing

meetings. We refer the reader who is interested to
' The Sportsman's

Cabinet,'
' Rural Sports,'

' The Courser's Manual,'
' The Sporting

Magazine,' and similar works, for further information.

The Grayhound is supposed to have reached his full growth when

two years old, aud to be on the decline from his fifth or sixth year,

when he is apt to begin to 'run cunning.' Dame Juliana Berners gives

a greater latitude, making nine years the point at which he becomes

too old for service :

" And when he comes to that yere,

Hare him to the tanncre,

For the best whelp ever bitch had,

At nine years ia full bad."

Sir Walter Scott, who quotes these lines, well vindicates the cha-

racter of the Grayhound for intelligence, attachment, and sagacity,

qualities which some, without any good reason, have denied to this
noble race. [Doo.]
The Grayhound seems to have been a distinct variety of the Dog from

a very early period in the history of this species. It exists at present
in Egypt, aud seems to be represented in the old Egyptian paintings.

t is probable also that this was the form of dog with which the
ancient Hebrews were best acquainted. We annex a representation
of this dog from a drawing by Colonel Smith.

Arabian Grayhound.

GRAY-LAG. [DUCKS.]
GRAYLING, a fish of the Salmon tribe, inhabiting many of the

streams of England, in some of which it is abundant. It is also
found in Sweden, Norway, and Lapland. [SALMONID.E.]
GRAYSTONE, a term proposed by Mr. Poulett Scrope to include

certain volcanic rocks composed of felspar, augite, or hornblende,
and iron; the felspar being sometimes replaced by leucite, or
melilite.

GRAYWACKE. [GRAUWACKE.]
GREBE. [COLYMBID.E.]
GREENBONE, two of the common Fish of our shores" (the Gar-

Fish (Belone vulgaris), and the Viviparous Bleuy (Zoarces viviparus).
[BELQNE ; ZOARCES.]
GREEN-FINCH. [COCCOTHRATJSTES ; LOXIA.]
GREEN-IRON-EARTH, also called Hypochlorite, is a Mineral

occuring in reniforrn, botryoidal, and globular masses. Its colour is

green, passing into black and yellow. Lustre resinous and dull.
Brittle. Found at Schneeberg iu Saxony. The following is its

analysis by Schular :
-

Silica . . 50-24
Oxide of Bismuth . . . . . 13-03
Alumina 14-65
Oxide of Iron 10'54

Phosphoric Acid with traces of Manganese 9-62

98-08

GREENOCKITE, a Mineral, consisting of Sulphuret of Cadmium.
It occurs crystallised iu 6-sided prisms, with 6-sided pyramids.
Hardness 275. Lustre vitreous, sometimes almost adamantine.
Translucent to transparent. Specific gravity 4'842. Found at Bishop-
town, Renfrewshire, and on the Cochno-Burn, on the north side of
the Clyde. The following is its analysis by Connell :

Sulphur 22'56
Cadmium 77'30

99-86

GREENOVITE, a Mineral, occurring in small amorphous crystal-
line masses. Primary form a doubly oblique prism. Colour deep
rose-red. Hardness greater than that of fluor-spar ; does not scratch

glass. Some of the faces are brilliant, others often dull and tarnished.

(Specific gravity 3'44. It is found at St.-Marcel in Piedmont.

Analysis, by M. Delesse :

Silica 30-40
Oxide of Titanium . . .42-
Lime .... ... 24-30
Protoxide of Manganese .... 3'80

100-50

M. Delesse observes that this mineral is analogous to Sphene.
GREENSANU. [CHALK FORMATION.]
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OREENSHAXK, the common name for well-known Wading;
Bird, referred by tome ornithologists to the Oodwits ; by other* to

the Snipe*. [Scoi.OPACll>..]
ORKKNSToNE. Rocks in which fel*i>ar U combined with horn-

blende, or lea commonly augite, the mixture being evident and the

ingredient* distinct, are usually called Greenstone. In such rocks

the felspar ii usually white or greenish, and less completely crystal-
lised than in sienito ; grains of pyrites frequently occur ; the masses
hare a rude prismatic figure (Corygills, Isle of Arran) ;

and by decay
show a globular interior structure as in basalt [BASALT.] If augite
and hornblende be in effect the same mineral generated under
different circumstances, and bypersthene be analogous, if not identical,

it is perhaps probable that geologists may hereafter be disposed to

adopt a suggestion of Dr. M'Culloch, and divide sienitee, greenstones,
and basalts according to the substance united with felspar, which is

present in all We shall then have hornblendic sienitc, greenstone
and basalt, angitic sieuite, greenstone and basalt, hypersthcnic
sienite, greenstone and basalt, the distinctions between sienite, green-
stone, and basalt being chiefly founded on the aggregation of the rock'

and the character of the felspar. The geological history of green
stone is very similar to that of basalt, and in the same tract of

country one quarry may give fine-grained basalt and another distinctly
marked greenstone. [ROCKS; BASALT; AUOITE; HORNBLEXHK; TRAP.]
OURS. This French equivalent of the English word grit, or

sandstone, includes several rock*, which may be thus noticed :

Ores de Fontainebleau .

Ores de Virnne 1

Ores des Carpathes J

Ores de Luxembourg .

Ores bigamS .

Ores Voegien

Ore* rouge

(Ores rouge)

Ores houillier .

A tertiary rock.

Equivalent of the greensands.

Between the lias and the variegated
marls.

]'.'
i
u i valent of the hunter sandstein

(German,) and new red-sand-
stone (English).

A local red grit rock on the
flanks of the Vosges Moun-
tains.

The sandstone below the mag-
nesian limestone (termed rother
sandstein in some parts of

Germany, also called rothc todte

liegende).
Grits of the coal formation.

ORENGESITE, a Mineral, consisting of hydrous silicate of iron.

GREVILLEA, a genus of Proteaceous Plants named by Robert
Brown in honour of Dr. Greville of Edinburgh.
GRE'WIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Tiliaeta, so-named in honour of Dr. Grew, celebrated for his work
on the anatomy of vegetables. Though the family takes its name
from the European genus Tilia, its species are distributed chiefly

through tropical countries. Orewia now consists of upwards of 60

species of moderately-sized trees or shrubs, which hare leaves

resembling those of the elm, yellow or white flowers, and many of
them pleasant-tasted subacid fruit. The calyx consists of 5 coriaceous

sepals, which are coloured internally. Petals 5, each provided with
a gland or scale at the base, inserted with the numerous stamens
into the elevated receptacle ; germ superior, generally 2-celled ; stylo

single ; stigma 4-lobed ; drupe with from one to four 1- or 2-seeded
small nuts. The species of Graoia are fonnd in the tropical islands
and the hot parts of the Old World, extending west to the west coast
of Africa, and south to the Cape of Good Hope. In India they are
common in every part, both iu jungly forests and the dry open
plains ; some of the same species extend from the southern to the
most northern parts ; a few even ascend the Himalayas to moderate
elevations. Species are also found in Arabia and

Egypt.The species of Tiliacea are noted for their mucilaginous properties,
as well as for the remarkable tenacity of the inner fibre of their

bark, as exemplified in the Tilia, or common European lime-tree :

that of Urtwia oppotiti/olia is employed for making ropes with in

the Himalayas; and O. deulira, figured by Dr. Koyle in '
11

tioos of Himalayan Botany,' t 22, and called Dhamn<m I

natives, is valued for the strength and elasticity of its wood. Cattle
are fed on the leaves of some species, as (i. didyma, at moderate
elevations in the Himalayas. The pleasant-tasted subacid fruit of
several species is eaten by the natives of India, but principally used
for making sherbet. Orewia atiatirn, or pkalta, is that principally
employed and cultivated in their gardens.

' III AH, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Myrtacea.
It has the tube of the calyx adhering to the ovarium; the limb
small, 4 -cleft, obtuse ;

the petals 4, coriaceous ; the stamens numerous,
inserted in a square disc

; the filaments joined into 5 series at the
base ; the inner ones very short ; the anthers kidney-shaped, small

;

the style wanting; the stigma cruciate, hidden in the incurved

stamen*; the fruit ovate, 8-furrowed, crowned by the calyx. Th'-tv
is but one specie*, G. caulijtora, the Anchovy Pear. It is a tall little-

braoohed tree with very long oblong leaves, and large white flowers
seated on abort many-flowered peduncles. It is a native of sub.tlpinu
district* of Jamaica la boggy places. The fruit is an ovate berry the

nize of an alligator's egg, and of a brownish russet colour, and is

pickled and eaten in the same way as the mango. It in readily

propagated by seeds, and the young plants must be kept iu .-.

heat It grows best hi a loamy soil, and may also be propagated by
large cuttings placed under a hand-glass iu heat

(Don, I)ichlamydnu Planti.)
GRIFFON
CIUI.SK. [S.U.MONIDJC.]
CHIMOTIIKA. KM-ATHEID.*.]
GRI'SLEA, a genus of tropical Plants belonging to the natural

order Lylhracetr, or SalicaruKar. The genus is characterised by
having a tubular calyx, which is from 4- to 6-toothed ; the petals,
4 to 6 in number, are inserted between the divisions of the calyx ;

the stamens, twice as many, arise from the bottom of the calyx,
and have their long filaments extending with the style beyond its

tube; the capsule is superior, 2-celled, many-seeded, and covered

by the persistent calyx. The plants of this genus consist of shrubs,
with opposite, very entire leaves, dotted on the under surface with
dark-coloured glands. The peduncles are axillary and many-flowered;
the flowers reddish-coloured. The species are not more than three
in number, of which one, G. itcunda, U found in the warmer parts of
South America, and the others in India. G. tomentoia, the best
known and most useful species, is found in the islands of the Indian
Ocean, in China, and in every part of the continent of India, espe-
cially in the jungly tract* at the foot of its several ranges of
mountains. Iu such situations its bright red calyx, retaining its

colour till the seeds are ripe, gives the whole plant a very showy
appearance, and points it out to the collectors of its flowers, which
form an article of commerce. These are much employed by the
natives of India for dyeing a red colour, and having some degree of

astringency, are also employed in Indian medicine. The plant is

known by the names of Dharee, Dhaee, &c., and the flowers by that
of Dhaeephool.
GRIS(JNT . [VlVERRIDX.]
GRISTLE. [CARTII.AKE.J
GRIT. Hard sandstones are called Grits in the north of England,

and indeed many soft sandstones are so termed. In particular
districts some distinctive terms are applied, as millstone-grit, mi-
grit, white-grit, grindstone-grit, &c. Almost universally in the north
of England the term ' freestone

'

belongs to such gritstones as will
work easily and to a good face; 'calliard' stones are intractable,
close-grained, almost flinty grits ;

in Aldstonc Moor, (.'uinlwrl.iud, the
term 'hazel' is given to some hard grits; at Newcastle the word
'post' signifies a 'bed,' and is generally associated with gritstone .

rocks.

In geology the most remarkable rocks to which the word grit is

applied, are the calcareous grit (in which however there is often
little of calcareous matter), a part of the middle oolite formation

;

the millstone grit, which contains beds of quartz pebbles, ami is

altogether a coarse irregularly laminated rock. [SAXDSTUXE.]
GROFYRITE, a Mineral consisting of hydrous silicate of alumina

allied to Hallnysitc. | ll.u.t.oysrrE.]
GBOKVTBLL. [I-ITIIOSI-KHMI-M.]
GROSBEAK.
OROSSULARIACIC.'E, Cinrant-Worti, a natural order of Exo-

genous Plants, consisting of 2 genera and 95 species. The
consist of shrubs, either unarmed or spiny. The leaves alternate,
lobed, with a planted vernation, often with a membranous edge to
the base of the petioles. Flowers in axillary racemes, with bracts at
their base, rarely unisexual by abortion ; the calyx superior, 4- or

KUn Gromilaria.

1, s (lower magnified ; -, the ovary and tvle, from which the calyx, pctal,
and taraenfl have been cut off; 3, a calyx laid open, to ohow the petal* and the

Insertion of the i>tamen
; 4, a tranvcrsc ncclion of a fruit exhibiting the

parietal placentation ; s, a longitudinal Mction of a seed, with the minute
embryo at the end of the albumen.

5-parted, regular, coloured, imbricated, or somewhat valvate in

(estivation
; petals 5, minute, inserted in the throat of the calyx ;

stamens 5, inserted alternately with the petals, very short; ovary
1 -celled, with 2 opposite parietal placenta; ovules numerous, on short
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stalks, anatropal, style 2- 3- or 4-cleft. Berry crowned with the
remains of the flower, 1-celled, the cell filled with pulp; seeds nume-
rous, suspended among the pulp by long filiform cords; testa

externally gelatinous, adhering firmly to the albumen, which is horny;
embryo minute, with the radicle next the hilum.

Notwithstanding the great dissimilarity in the appearance of these

plants and Indian Figs, the two orders were formerly confounded,
and are still accounted by many writers conterminous, chiefly on
account of their both having inferior pulpy fruit and parietal placentas.

They are natives of the mountains, hills, and woods and thickets of the

temperate parts of Europe, Asia, and America, but unknown in Africa.
In North America they are particularly abundant, and on the moun-
tains of Northern India they contribute to give a European character
to that remarkable region. In the tropics of Asia and the South Sea
Islands they occur in the form of Polyosma, a genus which derives its

name from the excessive fragrance of its flowers.
To this order belongs the genus Ribes, of which the Gooseberry

and Currant are different species. The Black Currant is tonic and
stimulant, and has fragrant glands upon its leaves and flowers. FRiBES.1
GROSSULARITE. [GARNET.]
GROUND-HOG. [AARD-VABK.]
GROUND-IVY. [NEI>ETA.]
GROUNDLING. [Courris.]
GROUNDSEL. This commonest of annual weeds is the plant

called Senecio tulgarit by botanists, which was originally a native of

Europe and the north of Asia, but which has followed the steps of
man in his progress of colonisation till it has established itself in

almost every place where there is a European settlement. It forms
one species in the largest genus of plants yet known, no fewer than
five hundred and ninety-five others being distinguished by M. De
Candolle in his ' Prodromus.' Although in the eyes of man a worth-
lew weed, Groundsel contributes largely to the support of small birds,
which feed upon its fruit, or seeds as they are commonly but

incorrectly called. [SENECio.l
GROUSE. [TETRAOXID.E.]
GROUSE, RUFFED. [BONASIA.]
GRUB, a name applied to the chrysalis or pupa state of insects; it

is also sometimes applied to the larvtf state. [PupA.]
GRUID^E, a family of Birds, including those known by the name

of Cranes, and closely allied to the Ardeidce, a family embracing the

Spoon-Bills, Herons, Bitterns, and Storks.

Willughby thus generally defines his section of Cloven-Footed
Piscivorous Water-Fowl :

" These have very long necks ; their bills

also are long, strong, ending in a sharp point to strike fish, and fetch

them from under stones or brinks : long legs to wade in rivers and

pools of water : very long toes, especially the hind toe, to stand more

firmly in rivers
; large crooked talons, and the middle serrate on the

inside, to hold eels and other slippery fishes the faster, or because they
sit on trees. Lean and carrion bodies, because of their great fear and
watchfulness." He makes the section to consist of the Herons,
Bitterns, 4c., Storks, "the Ibit of Bellouius" (Belon), and the
Spoem-Bills.
Ray places at the head of the Aves Aquaticce, the "

Fissipedes
"

(Cloven-Footed), "quao circa aquas versantur, iistamen non innatant"

(which haunt the waters, but do not swim in them). The first section

of these, consisting of the "
Maximo;, singulares et sui generis," con-

tains the Cranes (Gnu, including the 0. Indica and G. Balearica, the

JctbiriLs, the (jCtriania, and the Ankima). Then come the "Aves

oquaticic, fissipedes, piscivonc, ranivorac, et serpentivonc," the Storks

and the Ibis niyra. Next to these are arranged the Ardearum genus
(Herons and Bitterns), and then the A rdece Exotica;, including the

Soco, &c., and the Spoon-Hills.
The Stork, the Heron, the Spoon-Bill, &c., with a heterogeneous

crowd of other birds, are brought under Brisson's 17th order.

The genus Ardea, in the 12th edition of the 'Systema Natura?,'
embraces the Herons, the Bitterns, and the Cranes (including the

Balearic Crane and the Demoiselle, Anthropoides) ;
the Jabiru, Boat-

Bill, and Spoon-Bill are generically distinguished under the names of

Afyctcria, Cancroma, and Pla.ta.lea,. They form part of Liund's 4th

order, Grallce.

Dr. Latham's 7th order, Grallce, embraces the Ardeidce and Gruidce

among the rest of the Wading Birds.

The same families are scattered through M. Lace'pode's Oiseaux de

Rivage (Grallatoret).
M. Durae'ril's 5th order of birds, Echassiera (Waders), contains his

16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th families. The Oyster-Catcher is included

in the 16th (Pretsirottres, or Ramphosteues) ;
the Open-Beak, Bec-

Ouvert (Anattomut of Illiger),' the Heron, the Stork, the Crane, the

Jabiru, and Ibit (Tantalus), form the 17th family, the Cultirostres, or

Ramphocopet. The Spoon-Bill and Boat-Bill belong to his 1 8th family,
the Lattroilrei, or Ramphrtplatei.

Among the Grallatores of Illiger the Herodii contain the genera

Griu, Ciconia, Ardea, Eurypyga, Scopus, Cancroma, and Anastomus.

The genera Tantalia and Ibit form the Palcali, and Platalea is placed

among the ////ynbaim.
Cuvier's Echassiers comprehend the. Brevipennes, the Pressimstrcs,

the Cultiroilra, the Longirottret, and the Macrodactyles.
The CuUirotlra consist of the Cranes, the Boat-Bills, the Herons,
AT. Him. mv. VOL. ii.

the Storks, the Jabirus, the Ombrettes, the Open-Beaks, the Tantali,
and the Spoon-BiHs.
M. Vieillot's Echassiers are divided into two tribes : the 1st, the

Di-tridactylous ; the 2nd, the Tetradactylous. The 6th family of
these Waders (Latirostres) consists of the Spoou-Bills and Boat-Bills; the
7th (Herodions) comprehends the Ombrette, the Open-Beak, the

Herons, the Storks, the Jabirus, &c. ; and the 8th (^Erophones), the
Cranes (Grus and Anthropoides).
The Ardeidce and Gruidce are placed by M. Temminck under his

2nd family of Grattes (Waders).
In M. De Blainville's method the Ardeidce and Gruidce are compre-

hended under the Ciconiens, his 3rd family of Grallatores, and in
the same method as further developed by M. Lherminier, the 23rd
family (first sub-class, or Normal Birds) consists of the Cranes (Gnu
of Pallas) ;

and the 24th family (same sub-class) of the Herodii of

Illiger.

Mr. Vigors considers that the Grallatores are naturally divided into
these five families : Gruidce, Ardeidce, Scolopacidce, Rallidce, Chara-
driadcE ; and he places the Ardeidce in the normal group and the
Gruidce in the aberrant group. He remarks that the species that
enter into the family of Gruidce, most of which were comprised
originally in the genus Ardea .of Linnaeus, are. separated from the
remainder of that group by their food, which is chiefly vegetable ;

by their manners, which approach nearer to those of the land-birds ;

and by the formation of their bills and feet, the former of which
are more obtuse at the end, and the latter shorter than is observable
in the true Arclece. In these characters, Mr. Vigors observes, as well
as in their general appearance, more particularly with respect to their

plumage, they have a near alliance with the Strut/tionidce. Psophia
[AGAMI] of Linnseus is the first genus of this family to which
Mr. Vigors calls our attention. This genus, in the comparative
shortness of the bill, is considered by Mr. Vigors to be connected
with the Anthropoides of M. Vieillot, the Numidian Demoiselle;
while he regards the Crowned Crane of Africa (the Balearic Crane of

authors, Ardea pavoninct of Linnaeus) as uniting this genus to the
true Grus of the present day. "If the genus Dicholophus of M.
Illiger," continues Mr. Vigors, "be found to belong to the Wading
Birds, of which I have little doubt, its situation will most probably
be in the present family, to which it bears a nearer resemblance in

plumage and general structure than to any other division of the order.

In this case it will form a more immediate link than any group at

present known in the family with the Ckaradriadce, which meet it at

the corresponding extreme of the order; its shorter and more elevated
hind toe forming the passage between the fully tetradactyle foot of
the Gruidce and the tridactyle foot of the Charadriadce." We have
seen [CAKIAMA] that the habits of Dicholophus are not those of the

Wading Birds, although in the whole of the visceral arrangement a
close affinity may be observed to the Gruidce,

Mr. Vigors remarks further that Cuvier has noticed the union that
takes place between the last groups alluded to by Mr. Vigors and
those of the Ardeidce by means of the genera Aramus of Vieillot and

Ewypyija, of Illiger. These, he observes, lead to the extensive

assemblage of species contained under Ardea (Linn.) and Ciconia

(Briss.), both of which groups are connected by their general form
and habits, but differ by some minute yet strongly-marked generic
distinctions. Intermediate between Ardea, and Ciconia appear those

forms which display so remarkable a dilatation of the bill, namely,
Cancroma, Phcenicopterus, and Platalea of Liuntcus. The two last of

these groups, continues Mr. Vigors, are equally distinguished by a

greater development of the membrane that connects the toes than is

observable in the other Waders, which join them on each side
; and

in one of them, the Phcenicopterus, this character, he remarks, is

carried so far to the extreme as to have occasioned some systematists
to place the birds of that genus among the Natatores. [DUCKS.]
"
But," says Mr. Vigors in conclusion,

" the whole of the family have
a membrane more or less extensive at the base of the toes

;
and if we

compare the feet of the common Ciconia alba, of the Platalea, and
the Phcenicopterus together, we shall see a gradual increase of this

membrane in extent until it reaches the extreme in the latter genus.

Among the groups that are allied to Ciconia there are many that

resemble it in general character, but deviate from it in the form of

the bill. Among these we may particularise Scopus (Linn.), distin-

guished by its more compressed and furrowed mandibles ;
the Mycteria

(Linn.), where the point of the bill turns upwards ;
and the Anasto-

mus (111.), where the mandibles, united at the base and at the point,
leave an open space in the centre. The genus Tantalus (Linn.) bears

an evident affinity to the same group, and has consequently been
united to it in the arrangement of every systematic naturalist. It

differs chiefly by the downward curvature of the bill. To this genus

may be united the Ibis of M. LaccSpede, which, in its more slender

bill, bears an affinity to Eurypyga, from whence we commenced our

inquiries into the family." The same author unites the Scolopacidce

with the Ardeidce by means of Numenius of Brisson, as approaching
Ibis most closely in its bill.

Prince Bonaparte makes the Herodii the 3rd family of the order

Grallce, and includes under it the genera Grus, Ciconia, Ardea, and

Aramus: his 4th family (Falcati) consists of the genera Tantalus

and Ibis, (' Specchio Comparative.')
4 B
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Mr. Swainson (' Natural History and Classification of Binls,' vol. it)

i* of opinion that the Ardeada, or Heron*, by means of the Crane*,
show the strongest affinity to the Ostriches, and thus unite the rasorial

with the wading order. "
Nearly all the Cranes," write* Mr. Swainson," are Urge birds, with abort and powerless wings, long and frequently

naked necks, and more terrestrial in their habits than any of their

congeners. The beautiful genus Ph^ihia (Ptopkia I), if truly belong-

in*; to this family, is more of a gallinaceous than a wading bird."

After referring to the genus Anthropoid**, Mr. Swainson thus con-
tinues :

' The more typical cranes (Gnu, Pallas) are large birds, few
indeed in specie*, but dispersed over

Europe, America, and Asia :

they aeem to prefer the seclusion and security of marshes, and feed
both opoo soecU, herbage, worms, and small reptiles. The Ardeathr,
or Typical Heron*, differ from the last in being composed of birds

decidedly carnivorous
; they are known by a larger and more pointed

bill, and by the superior length of the legs. The herons, as a whole,
are the moat beautiful of all the waders, not so much from the colours
of their plumage as from the elegant crests and prolonged feathers
which ornament nearly all the species. They build in societies, but

generally feed and live solitary. Like the kingfishers and many of
the fissirostral birds, the greater part watch for their prey from a
fixed station : a sheltered nook by the side of a river, or a projecting
rock by the sea-side, over deep water, frequently serves them as a
convenient post ; here they watch for passing fish, which they dex-

terously spear or transfix by their long and sharp bill. Some of these
birds are of a gigantic size ; others are very small, but have all a very
long neck, covered more or less by strong and loose feather?. The
Tiger-Bitterns (Tiyritoma, Swaiuson) are exclusively found in South
America, but the true bitterns seem restricted to no particular climate.
The Boat-Bills (Cancroma, Linmeus) differ most essentially from the

herons, since they have a short and very broad bill, shaped some-

thing like a boat with its keel uppermost" [BoAT-BiLt.] . .
" The

Spoon-Bills (Plntalea) show a different but a no less singular form of

beak, from which their name has been derived. The Storks (Ciconia)
are among the largest of the heron family, one species (Ciconia
piyaiUca) measuring, when standing erect, near 5 4 feet; they are
social and useful birds, and from destroying vast numbers of reptiles
and other vermin are encouraged in many countries to build on the
habitations of man. The chin and eye* are bare of feathers, but in

llyctena, which possibly enters into this family, the greatest part of
the head and neck is entirely bare : one species inhabit* America, one
Ana, and one Australia. The tufted umbre forms the African genus
Scoput, and is the only species known ; the plumage is particularly
oft, and the back of the head furnished with a lax tuft of feathers :

this is obviously allied to the Open-Bills (Anattomue, III), a singular
form, remarkable for a thick and very powerful bill gaping iu the
miiMle. . . These are the principal genera which appear to enter
this family, of which the herons and cranes form the two most typical
group*."

In the '

Synopsis
'

(same volume), Mr. Swainson places the Ardtada
a* the first family of the Grallatoret, or Waders, with the following
definition :

" Size Urge ; bill long, conic, very hard, straight, and
compressed ; hind toe moderate, and placed on the same level as the
then." The family, according to thi* author, includes the following

genera and sub-genera: ArdeaArdea, Egrttta, Butor (Bitterns),
Tigruoma (Tiger-Bitterns), Nyctiardta, Swainson (Night-Herons);
Oomcroma; Plalalea ; Ciconia (including Mycteria as a sub-genus);
Samatopta; and Bcoptu.

Specie* of the families Gnudcc and Ardeidce are to be found in all the
four quarters of the globe. They seldom occur in the very cold regions.We now proceed to give the characters of the genera of Oruidce :

Onu (Palla*). Bill of the length of the head or rather longer,
bong, rtraight, oompre*ed, the point in the form of an elongated

cone, obtuse towards the end ; lateral base of the mandible deeply
channelled

; base of the bill elevated. Nostrils in the middle of the
bill, pierced through and through in the groove, and closed backwards
by a membrane. Region of the eyes and base of the bill often naked,
or covered with warty excrescence* (mamelons). Feet long and strong,
a large naked space above the knee

; three anterior toes, the middle
one united to the external by a rudiment of a membrane, interior
toe divided, posterior toe articulated higher on the tarsus. Wings
moderate; first quill shorter than the second, which last i* nearly as

long a* the third, and that is the longest ; secondaries nearest to the
body, arched, or very long and subulate in some foreign specie*.

Bill of Common Crane (Gnu cinerea).

In the greater part of the species the trachea of the male forms

Circumvolutions upon iUeJf ; in the other similar sinuosities occur in

both (exes, which do not differ in external appearance. Moult once
In the year. (Temminck.)

Gnu cinerta. The general plumage is ashy gray ; throat, front of
the neck, an<l occiput, very deep blackish gray. Forehead and space
between the eye* and bill furnished with black hairs

; top of the bead
naked and red. Some of the secondaries arched, longer, and loose-
barbed. Bill greenish-black, horn-coloured towards the point, and
reddish at the base

; iris red-brown. Feet black. Length from th.-
bill to the end of the tail 3 feet 8 or 10 inches. The old birds have
a large whitish space behind the eyes and along the lateral part of the
upper portion of tho neck.

Common Crane (Gnu cinerea).

Young Birds before their second autumnal moult. No nakedness
on the top of the head, or the space hardly visible. The blackish ash-
colour of the front of the neck and occiput non-existent, or only
indicated by longitudinal spots.

This is the rtpavos of the Greeks; Gnu of the Romans; Grue
and Grua of the Italians; Grue of the French; Grulla of the

Spanish ; Kranich and Ascbgrauer Kranich of the Germans
;
Trone of

the Danes
; Goran of the Welsh

;
and Crane and Common Crane of

the English.
The habits of the Crane are migratory and gregarious. Mr. Sclby

remarks that in its contourand gait it bears a considerable resemblance
to some of tho Stnithionida, and that we are reminded of the ostrich

by the long flowing plumes that overhang the tail. He is of opinion
that through this and other families its affinity to the Rasorial liinlx

is readily traced ; and ho observes that in its internal conformation it

differs very essentially from the more typical familea of the Orallatora,
and that its strong and muscular stomach indicates a different p
economy from that of the Ardeid<t. This is quite true; but whilst
the Crane frequents open and cultivated lands for the sake of newly
sown corn and seeds to be found in such tracts, it isfar from averse
to small testaceous mollnsks, worms, frogs, and other reptiles.
Temminck says that the nest is placed among the rushes, Ac., and
sometimes on the walls of isolated houses. The pale bluish-green

eggs, marked with brown, ore two in number.
Temminck states that this crane inhabits the marshy plains of the

Oriental countries
;
that it is common in the north, migrates regularly

in spring and autumn, is rare in its passage in Holland, and only in

very severe winters. Asia is one of the tracts of country much fre-

quented by it Dr. Von Siebold notices it in his list of birds killed at

Japan. Mr. Selby states that its equatorial migrations extend to

India, Egypt, and other warm parts of Asia and Africa, but that it

retires in summer to the northern and eastern parts of Europe to

breed. The migrations are performed high iu the air, and the pro-

gress of the flock may be traced by the loud cries of the birds when
they are beyond tho reach of sight The nighttime is frequently
chosen for these changes of locality. Prince Bonaparte notes it as

very rare and accidental near Rome
; Willughby however saw many

of them in the poulterers' shops in winter. But it is in England that

the alteration of the country by drainage and enclosure has caused

perhaps the most remarkable absence of these fine birds. They were
numerous in the time of our ancestors, and highly esteemed by them,
both as objects of sport and as furnishing a dish fit for the table of

prince*. By 25 Henry V11I., c, 11, confirmed by 3 and 4 K.hv. VI..

c. 7, twenty pence was tho forfeiture for each egg of tho Crane taken

and destroyed. Willughby says,
"
They come often to us in England;
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and in the fen countries in Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire there are

great flocks of them ; but whether or no they breed in England (as

Aldrovandus writes he was told by a certain Englishman, who said he
had often seen their young ones), I cannot- certainly determine, either

from my own knowledge or from the relation of any credible person."
In Pennant's time he had come to the conclusion that the Cranes had
forsaken our island. "A single bird," says he, "was killed near

Cambridge about three years ago, and is the only instance I ever

knew of the crane being seen in this island in our time." Dr. Latham
mentions only four instances as occurring within his memory of the

Crane having been met with in England. (Pennant, 'Brit. Zool.,'

1812.) Montagu and Dr. Fleming mention a small flock that visited

Zetland in 1807, and Mr. Selby received information of one killed in

Oxfordshire in December 1830. The Crane can now be only regarded 1

as an accidental and rare visitant to our islands.

"The flesh is very savoury and well tasted, not to say delicate"

(Willughby), and indeed it seems to have been highly prized in former

days. At the iutronazatiou of George Nevell, the archbishop above

alluded to, 'Mi cranes were served, and in the Northumberland
Household-Book the price of the Crane (Cranys) is marked sixteen

pence. At the marriage-feasts also above mentioned, one of the items

in the first is
" 9 Cranes, every Crane three shillings and four pence ;"

and in the second we find
" Item for a Standert, Cranes 2 of a dish"

for the second course; and in the expenses we find "Item, in

Cranes 9 . . . 01. 30*. Od." The long drooping feathers are valuable

aa plumes.
Anthropoidti (Vieillot). Mr. Bennett remarks (' Gardens and

Menagerie of the Zoological Society') that the name of Anthropoides,
conferred upon this genus by ita founder, M. Vieillot, owes its origin

to a mistaken reading of a passage in Athenseus, which the French
academicians of the 17th century improperly applied to the Demoiselle,
or Xiimidiau Crane, regarding the resemblance to man implied by the

term Anthropoidca as a convincing proof that the Otus of the Greeks

was a synonym of the bird, which they were themselves describing
under the name of Demoiselle, from its elegant attitudes. "It is

difficult however," says Mr. Bennett, "to conceive how these learned

men, with M. Perrault at their head, could have stumbled on so gross
a misapprehension ; for the passages cited by them from the Greek
and Roman authors prove beyond all question that the Scops and
Otiu of the former and the Ario of the latter were in truth nothing
else than owls, and had consequently no connection with the

Numidian Crane. M. Savigny, on the other hand, refers the latter

bird to the Crex of Aristotle and other classical authors
;
but we

must confess that we entertain considerable doubt of this opinion also.

The scattered notices of the ancient Crex appear to us by far too

scanty and indefinite to admit of their positive appropriation ;
and

they combine moreover several traits which are quite irreconcileable

with the identity of the two animals. With the exception of this

distinguished naturalist, almost all the modern authors who have

spoken of the Demoiselle have merely copied Buffon, who with sin-

gular inconsistency, at the same time that he corrects the error of

synonymy into which the academicians had fallen, adopts all their

quotations founded upon this very mistake. The truth is, that the

real history of the bird cannot be traced with certainty beyond the

period of M. Perrault's memoirs, in which it was for the first time

described under the fanciful denomination which it has since attained."

We have given this passage entire because the exemplary and indus-

trious zoologist who penned it is, in our opinion, borne out in his

observations, and because it conveys a good lesson of the danger of

hastily appropriating Greek or Roman names to existing animals.

Such an appropriation should never be made without the clearest

evidence of the identity of the species. But however right Mr.

Bennett may be, the term Anthropoides is now generally received by
ornithologists as the generic appellation for certain species of cranes,

and must be retained, the only question being what species should be

arranged under it. The Demoiselle and the Balearic Crane were the

only two species of Anthropoidei (Vieillot), till a third and most

elegant species, Anthropoidei Stanleyunus (Vigors), Anthropoides
ParodUout (Bechstein), was added. Mr. Vigors would include the

whole of these three species in the genus ;
but Mr. Bennett remarks

that the discovery of that species, closely allied as it is to the

Demoiselle, seems to determine the existence of that form as a distinct

type, and to render it .more necessary to isolate the Crowned or

Balearic Crane (Balearica pai'onina, Ardea pavonina, Linn.), under

another generic name, Salearica (Brisson).

A. Virgo, Ardea Virgo of Linntcus, the Demoiselle, is about 3 feet

6 inches high measured to the top of the bead : from the point of the

bill to the tip of the tail it is about 3 feet in length. Upper part of

the head light gray ;
sides of the head, neck, and depending breast-

feathers, blackish ; head and neck fully feathered. A tuft of pure
white loose-barbed feathers, three or four inches long, directed back-

wards with a curvature downwards behind each eye. General tint

slaty-gray; outer portions of all the quill-feathers dingy-black.

Secondaries longer than the primaries, forming when the wings are

folded dependent downward-curved plumes. Bill yellowish or flesh-

coloured ; . iris reddish-brown.

The habits of the Demoiselle are migratory, and its food consists m
great measure of grain and seeds, though it occasionally takes small

fishes, mollusks, and insects. Gizzard muscular. The Demoiselle

produced young in the menagerie at Versailles, and one which was

hatched and bred there lived twenty-four years.

Demoiselle (Anthropoidei Virgo).

Africa is the head-quarters of this bird. It has been observed in

the north, along the Mediterranean, the west from Egypt to Guinea,
in the interior, and in the south near the Cape of Good Hope. It has

been killed in Nepaul, according to Mr. Gould
;

is found on the

southern coasts of the Black Sea and Caspian, and has been observed

at Lake Baikal. It is occasionally seen in Europe, and appears about

Constantinople in October. At the inundation of the Nile great
numbers arrive in Egypt.

A. Stanleyanus (so named by Mr. Vigors in honour of the late Earl

of Derby, then Lord Stanley, President of the Zoological Society of

London), A. Paradisceus of Bechstein, the Stanley Crane, is in its

general plumage bluish-gray, the top of the tumid head, which is well

covered with soft feathers, is whitish, and there is a brownish post-

Stanley Crane (Anthropoidea Paradisicus, TCcclistein

ocular band ; the irides are chestnut-black, and the points of the

quills, tail, &c., are brownish-black. Length from the tip of the bill

to the end of the tail 3 feet 6 inches. Mr. Vigors mentions particu-

larly the greater length and development of the hallux iu this species,

in which character, he observes, the bird seems to be intermediate

between A. Virgo and the more typical Gruidir. He considers the
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Balearic Crane u according with this ipecim in thin particular, and by
the additional character of the naked cheeks and caruncle under the

chin, u exhibiting a still nearer
approach

to the true UIMI. A. Virgo,
on the other hand, by the (light development of the hallux, appear*
to him to posM** the nearest affinity of all the birds ill the group to

tiu> Ckaradnada.
"In mannert and gestures," says Mr. Vigors, "the Anthropoid*

fUanlryanmt appean to conform moat intimately with the Demoiselle,

displaying the aune delicacy and elegance of attitude, and the same

majesty, together with the aame graceful playfulnesa in all its move-
ment*. I once had the good fortune to aee it when released from the

bounded into the air, and traversed the yard with singular velocity,
and a peculiarity of motion which could neither be termed running
nor flying : with its wings expanded, and its long quill-feathers

streaming just above the ground, it sailed and swept along the opn
space without regard to the numerous spectators who watched its

movements, luxuriating in all the buoyancy and excursiveness of new-
felt liberty. I understand that it is particularly eager in its pursuit
after insects, which it takes when they are upon the wing ; and that

they seem to be iU natural and most acceptable food. We may
readily conceive what myriads of winged creatures it would encircle
within its wings as it swept along its native marshes, in the manner
observed above, and which it would thus bring within the compass of
iU prey." (' ZooL Joum.,' voL ii.)

This beautiful bird is an inhabitant of the East Indies.

A.paroninut, Vieillot (Balearica paronina, Brisson ;
Ardea paronina

of Linnaeus), the Balearic or Crowned Crane, received its English and
French common name from its being supposed to be the Balearic
Crane of the ancient*. Its height when full grown is about 4 feet.

Wo select Mr. Bennett's description :

"
Its plumage is of a bluish-

slate colour on the neck and on both surfaces of the body ;
the quill-

feathers of the tail and the primaries of the wings are of a beautiful
black ; the secondaries, which extend beyond the base of the tail, of
a bright and glossy-brown ; and the wing-coverts pure white. The
cheeks and temples are entirely naked, and are coloured of a bright
rosy-red, which sometimes overspreads the whole of the naked
surface, and sometimes is confined to a portion of it, the remainder in
this latter case becoming perfectly colourless and of a dull white.
Beneath the upper part of the throat a similar naked space is gradu-
ally developed, which terminates in a dependent fold of the skin, like
the wattle of a turkey, but more uniform on its surface, and of a
brilliant rod. .As this prolongation U not always met wit, it has been

Crowned Crane (.Inlkiufvultt par<iinM).

considered by some writers as a mark of sex ; but of the two birds
examined by the French academicians, the one ponsessed it and the
othrr not, and yet both were females ; it may therefore with greater
probability

be considered as the result of age. The fore part of the
head in covered by a close tuft of short, smooth, even, velvety feathers
of a deep black

; and behind them rises a very remarkable creat, con-
siting of a Inr.-e number of flat yellowish filaments, each twisted
spirally on itself, fringed along iU ed^es with a series of block-pointed

hairs, and terminating in a blackish |>enciL These filaments are of

nearly uniform length, and measure 4 or 5 inches from base to tip.

They take their origin from a roundish space on the back of the head,
and expand equally at their extremities into a circle of considerably
larger diameter than the head itself. The bill, logs, and feet are of
a dusky-black ; and the iris is remarkable for being almost destitute
of colour. As in most of the birds of this family, the feathers of
the lower part of the neck are long, narrow, and gracefully dependent
over the breast."

This description is so good in the main that we have given it in the
author's own words ; but his observations with regard to the wattle

require confirmation. Indeed, he himself, as secretary to the Zoologi-
cal Society, subsequently brought under the notice of a meet-

ing of its members, specimens from the Society's museum, of Crowned
Cranes from Northern and from Southern Africa, with the view of

illustrating the characters which distinguish as species the birds from
those several localities. Their specific distinction, he stated, on the

authority of Professor Lichteustein, had been pointed out, nearly 30
years from that time, by the professor's father, who gave to the Cape
bird the name of Grtu Jltyulorum. This distinction had not however,
Mr. Bennett remarks, been generally known among ornithologists,
although to those connected with the Society it had for some time
been familiar, from observation both of numerous skins and of living
individuals. In the bird of North Africa, for which the specific name
of 1'uroiiinui will be retained, the wattle is small, and there is much
red occupying the lower two-thirds of the naked cheeks : in that of
South Africa the wattle is large, and the cheeks are white, except in

a small space at their upper part ; the neck also U of a much paler
slate-colour than that of the North African species. Mr. Bennett
added that the latter characters had been observed to be permanent
in an individual presented to the Society in April 1829, from the collec-

tion of the late Marchioness of Londonderry, then still living at the
Umlcns. They existed also in both the individuals presented by Sir

Ixiwry Colo.

Dr. J. E. Gray remarks, that the oval form of the nostrils in the
Crowned Crones, added to other distinguishing characters which had

Mtly been pointed out, might be regarded as indicating a generic
difference between them and the Demoiselle and Stanley Cranes, in

which the nostrils have the lengthened form usual in the genus tiria,
a genus from which they scarcely diller, except in the comparative
shortness of their bill. For the group including the Crowned Cranes
the name of Jialeurica might, he thought, be retained, and that of
.1 ntlirupoidei be appropriated to the one comprehending Anthropoid**
Yu-go, Vicill., and A. Parmluoeut, Bechst ('ZooL Proc,')
The species with the small wattle and other differences will, accord-

ing to this proposition, stand as Balearica pavonina. It is a native of
Northern and Western Africa.

The species with the large wattle, &c., will stand as Baltarica
loitim. It is found in Southern Africa.

These birds are presumed to be migratory ; but little U known of

them, except in captivity, to which the birds are easily reconciled,

living in friendship with the domestic poultry, and other captives,
and even, as we have heard, interfering to prevent disputes. In a
state of nature they are said to frequent swampy places, and to subsist

partly upon fishes, worms, and insects, and partly on vegetable
substances. They run with the wings expanded, and with great
rapidity. Their note is loud, trumpet-like, and hoarse. In the

catalogue of the African Museum, one of the species, there called the
Kaffir Crane, is said to be held sacred by the Kaffirs bordering upon
the Cape Colony ; and if one should happen to be killed, even by
accident, a calf or young cow must be slaughtered as on atonement.
Mr. SwaiuKou (' Classification of Birds') notices specimens of Anita
pavonina, Linn., as having been brought to him when in Malta, from
the little inland of Lampidosa, where, he says, they are by no means

:l. '.

Our English readers will find moat of the birds above described

living in the Gardens of the Zoological Society in the Regent's Park,

many others of this very fine family of buds.
The bird called the Adjutant Crane, belongs to the family Ardeida.

It is the Ciconia Aryitla of naturalists. [Cicu.MA.j
(iHl'INA'I.KS, a name given by Linuteus to the natural order of

Plants now called Ucraniucetr,

(.iUL'MIXAMKIUA, a Plant belonging to tho natural

JfwtMMt yields a fruit which U spoken of by Mortius as excellent

eating.
<il[ V 1,1,1 IX*: (Aclutida, Leach), a family of Insects belonging to

the order A'europtera. Distinguishing characters : Thighs of pos-
terior legs large ; tibia' armed with spines ;

abdomen terminated by
two long and slender fleshy appendages ; tarsi of the anterior and
intermediate pairs of legs 3-jointed; antenna) usually long and
.cetaceous.
The three principal genera contained in this family arc '.injllw,

/;.<i, ami T.-iiliiclylv. In the genus (iryllut the anterior tarsi

are simple; the labial palpi are short; the anal appendages are long
and slender, thickest at the base and pointed at the apex ; the elytra
in the females are studded with minute nervures which cross each

I other in an oblique manner; in the males the nervures are lessnuiner-

I

ous and irregularly disposed ;
the wings are longer than the elytra,
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and when not in use are folded longitudinally ; the females are
furnished with a long ovipositor.

Gryllui domeaticua (Linn.), the Common House-Cricket, affords an
example of this genus. This insect is about three-quarters of an inch
in length, and of a pale-brown colour, with blackish markings on the
head and thorax. It is found throughout Europe ; frequents houses,
and prefers the vicinity of the fire. The male makes a shrill noise,
which is caused by the friction of the elytra against each other.
These insects are of nocturnal habits, take to the wing readily, and
can leap a considerable distance. The wingless specimens are the
larvae, and those which have only rudimentary wings are the pupte.
There is another species which i tolerably common in some parts

of England and in various parts of the continent the Field-Cricket,
or Grasshopper (G. campettria, Linn.). This insect is of a larger size
than the house-cricket, and of a black colour

;
the inner side of the

hinder thighs is red, and the elytra are brown, with a yellowish band at
the base. The field-cricket generally frequents dry sandy districts

;

it burrows in the ground and preys upon other insects. The female is

said to lay about 300 eggs. G. riridiuimui is the Common great
Green Grasshopper. [LocusTA.]
The species of the genus GryUotcdpo, are remarkable for the large

size of the anterior pair of legs and their fitness for burrowing ; these

legs are very broad, and flattened, notched beneath at the extremity,
and bear a great resemblance to the fore feet of the inole hence the
name of Mole-Cricket has been applied to them.

i/ototpa vulyaru (Lat.), the Mole-Cricket, is common in some parts
of England, but appears to confine itself to particular districts. It
is upwards of 2 inches in length and of a brown colour

;
the legs are

yellowish. This insect excavates subterranean galleries of consider-
able extent, and in so doing throws up small mounds of earth, after
the manner of its prototype, among the Mammalia. It is said to do
much mischief in gardens and plantations by injuring the roots of

plants. As yet it is doubtful whether these insects prey upon worms
or other insects, or whether they feed upon roots. Latreille

supposes the former to be the case. We understand that the Duke
of Devonshire's grounds at Chiswick are much infested by this insect.

In Tridactylus the antenna; are short and 10-jointed; the tarsi are

3-jointed ; the females have no distinct ovipositor, but the apex of
the abdomen is furnished with four small appendages, of which the
two upper are 2-jointed. In lieu of tarsi to the posterior legs there
are some small moveable hooked appendages (three in the typical

species) ; the elytra are shorter than the abdomen, and of a triangular
form ; the wings exceed the elytra in length.
The small insects belonging to this genus are highly interesting, not

only on account of their peculiar structure, but also in their habits.

The species as yet discovered are very limited in number, and have
been found only in the south- of Europe and in North Africa ; they
invariably live near the margins of rivers, lakes, or other pieces of

water, and it appears essential that the soil should be damp and consist

of fine sand. In this sand they burrow, first vertically to the depth
of a few inches, and then they form numerous small horizontal

galleries. In the construction of these galleries they are probably in

search of food. Sand at eaten and voided by these insects, and it is

supposed that they receive their nutriment from the minute animal-

cula; left in the sand by the retiring water. For a detailed account

of the habits of these insects see
' Histoire Naturelle des Insectes," by

Messrs. Audouin and Brulld, torn ix. p. 192.

The genus Repipteryx of Mr. Newman (' Entomological Magazine,'
voL ii. p. 204) is closely allied to the last-mentioned insects. The

species upon which that entomologist founded the genus is from Para
in South America.

In the family Gryllidce are also included the genera jEcanthus,

Phalangopii, Platytlactylm, Spluerium, and Cylindrodes. The species

upon which the last mentioned genus is founded is figured in Griffith's

Cuvier's 'Animal Kingdom Insects,' vol. ii. pi. 131. It is remark-

able for its slender and cylindrical form, but in many respects

approaches the genus Gryllotalpa.
GRYLLOTALPA. [GBYLUDJE.]
GRYLLUS. [GRYLLID*:.]
GRYPHjfiA, a genus of Conchifera monomyaria (Lam.) closely

allied to the oyster, and very abundant in the secondary strata of

Europe from the Lias upwards to the Chalk, but scarcely known in

tertiary strata. [OSTKACEA.]
GRYS-BOC. [ANTILOPE^.]
GUACHA'RO BIRD (Stealornis, Humboldt; Podarrjus, Guv.,

Temm.), a Bird which has been confounded with Podaryus, but which,

according to the account of its food and habits by Humboldt, and to

the opinion of some ornithologists, may be considered a genus distinct

from the true Podargi. It has the following generic characters :

Bill hard, horny, much wider than it is high, nearly equalling the

head in length ; upper mandible strongly bent downwards into a rather

sharp hook, and armed near its middle with two small teeth. Nostrils

linear, longitudinal, nearly closed by a plate placed half-way down the

mandible; lower mandible rather slender, dilated at its base; gape

considerable, and extending to the posterior part of the eye ;
base of

the bill furnished with stiff hairs directed forwards. Feet short,

weak, with four toes separated up to their base
;
claws arched and

weak, not dentilated. Fourth quill longest. (Humboldt.)

Steatorms Caripensis, (Humb.), the Guacharo Bird, is the type of
the genus. It is the size of a common fowl; plumage sombre
brownish-gray, mixed with small striae and black dots

; large white
heart-shaped spots bordered with black on the plumage of the head
and on the wing- and . tail-feathers. The plumage of the back is
without spots. Tail wedge-shaped

Guachavo Bird (Steatornia Caripensis

Baron Alexander de Humboldt, in his ' Personal Narrative,' gives
a lively description of the locality and habits of this remarkable and
useful bird, and we shall endeavour to select the chief points of his
account.

The cueva, or cavern, of the Guacharo, and the coolness of the

climate, give celebrity to the valley of Caripe. The people love the
marvellous, and are never tired of discussing the subject of a cavern
that givesbirth to a river and is haunted by thousands of nocturnal

birds, whose fat is employed in the Missiones for culinary purposes.
The traveller on his arrival at Cumaua soon hears of the stone of

Araya for the eyes of the labourer of Arenas who gave suck to his
infant and of the cavern of Guacharo, said to be several leagues in

length even to weariness. The cavern, called by the natives ' a mine
of fat,' is not situated actually in the valley of Caripe, but at the
distance of three short leagues from the convent, towards the west-

south-west, and it opens into a lateral valley terminated by the Sierra
del Guacharo. Humboldt and his party, accompanied by the alcaids,
or Indian magistrates, and the greater part of the monks of the

convent, set out for the Sierra on the 18th of September; and they
at first traversed for an hour and a half a narrow path towards the

south, across a plain covered with beautiful turf. They then turned

westward, tracing up a small river which issues from the cavern.
The ascent continued for three-quarters of an hour, during which
they went sometimes in the shallow water and sometimes between
the torrent and a rocky wall, on a very miry and slippery soil. This

part of the road, with its incumbrauces of falling earth, scattered
trunks of trees, over which the mules could hardly pass, and a pro-
fusion of creeping plants that covered the ground, was very fatiguing.
When they arrived at the foot of the lofty mountain of Guacharo

they were only 400 paces from the cavern, without yet perceiving the
entrance. The torrent runs in a hollow excavated by the waters :

and they went on under a ledge, or cornice, the projection of which
prevented them from seeing the sky. The path winds like the river,
and at the last turning they suddenly stood before the immense
opening of the cave. Humboldt, who had already been familiar with

caverns, confesses that the reality far exceeded his expectations.
The Cueva del Guacharo is pierced in the vertical profile of a rock,

and the entrance is towards the south, forming a vault 80 feet broad
and 72 feet high an elevation but a fifth less than that of the Louvre.
The rock surmounting the cavern was covered with trees of gigantic

height, and all the luxuriant profusion of an intertropical vegetation.
Our space prevents an enumeration of the beautiful and curious plants,

among which the Orc/iidaceee are not forgotten, recorded by the Baron,
and dwelt on by him with a pardonable rapture ; but it is worthy of

observation, that this luxuriance penetrated even into the vestibule

of the cave. The travellers saw with astonishment plaintain-leaved
Heliconias 18 feet in height, the Praga Palm, and Tree Arums, follow
the banks of the river even to the subterranean places. There the

vegetation continues, as in the deep crevices of the Andes, half shut
out from the light of day, nor does it disappear till a distance of 30 or

40 paces from the entrance. The party *vent forward for about
430 feet without being obliged to light their torches. Where the

light began to fail, they heard from afar the hoarse cries of the
Guacharo Birds. These birds quit the cavern only at nightfall,

especially when there is moonlight ;
and Humboldt remarks that it

is almost the only frugivorous nocturnal bird yet known. It feeds

on very hard fruits, and the Indians assured Ij^m that it doea not
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ounue either the lammellioorn insect* or the** Pkaltna which Mire

n. food to the goatsucker*. He states that it u difficult to form an

id** of the horrible noise made by thousands of the*e bird* in .the

dark recesses of the cavern, whence their shrill and piercing cries

strike upon the vaulted rocka and are repented by the echo in the

depthi of the grotto. By fixing torche* of oopal to the end of a

long pole, the Indiana ahowed the neata of these birds 50 or 60 feet

above the heads of the explore, in funnel-shaped holes, with which

the cavern-roof is pierced like a sieve.

Once a year, near Midsummer, the Ouacharo cavern is entered by
the Indians. Armed with poles they ransack the greater part of the

nesta, while the old birds hover over the heads of the robbers, as if

to defend their brood, uttering horrible cries. The young which full

down are opened on the spot. The peritoneum is found loaded with

fat, and a layer of the same substance reaches from the abdomen to

the vent, forming a kind of cushion between the bird's legs. Hum-
boldt here remarks that this quantity of fat in frugivorous animals,

not exposed to the light, and exerting but little muscular motion,

brings to mind what has been long observed in the fattening of geese
and oxen. It U well known, he adds, how favourable darkness and

repose are to thi* process. At the period above mentioned, which is

generally known at Caripe by the designation of ' the oil harvest,'

huU are built by the Indians, with palm-leaves, near the entrance

and even in the very porch of the cavern. There the fat of the young
birds just killed is melted in clay-pots over a brushwood tire

;
and

this fat is named butter, or oil (manteca, or aceite), of the Ouacharo.

It is half liquid, transparent, inodorous, and BO pure that it will keep
above a year without becoming rancid. In the kitchen of the monks
of the convent of Caripe no other oil is used, and Humboldt never

found that it imparted a disagreeable taste or smell to the aliments.

The quantity of very pure manteca collected does not exceed 150 or

160 bottles, each being 60 cubic inches; the rest, which ia less trans-

parent, is preserved in large earthen vessels : the whole hardly seems

to correspond with the immense annual carnage of birds. The use

of the Ouacharo oil is very ancient, and an Indian family, bearing
the name of Horacomas, pretend to be the lawful proprietors of the

cavern, as deaoendants from the first colonists of the valley, and lay
claim to the monopoly of the fat; but, when Humboldt jrrote, the

monks had taken care that their righU were merely honorary. The
Indi.n. were obliged, in conformity with the system of the mission-

aries, to furnish oil of Guacbaroes sufficient for the church lamp ; the

rest, Humboldt was assured, was purchased from them. He observes

that the race of Ouacharo Birds would have been extinct long uince

if several circumstances had not contributed to its preservation. The
native*, withheld by superstitious fears, seldom dare to proceed far

into til* recesses of the cavern. Humboldt had great difficulty in

parmading them to pan beyond the outer port of the cave, the only

portion of it which they visit annually to collect the oil
;
and the whole

authority of the Padres was necessary to make them penetrate as far

a* the spot where the floor rises abruptly at an inclination of sixty

ilag.mii, and where a small subterranean cascade is formed by the
tomot. In the minds of the Indians this cave, inhabited by nocturnal

birds, is associated with mystic ideas, and they believe that in the

deep renesses of the cavern the souls of their ancestors sojourn. They
say that man should avoid places which are enlightened neither by
the sun nor the moon ; and " to go and join the Uuacharoes" means
to rejoin their fathers in short, to die. At the entrance of the cave

the magicians and poisoners perform their exorcisms to conjure the

chief of the evil spirits. It appears also, as another cause of preserva-

tion, that Ouacharo Birds inhabit neighbouring cnverns too narrow
to be aooeasible to man, and from these perhaps the great cavern is

repeopled ; for the missionaries declared that no sensible diminution
of the birds had been observed. Young birds of this species have been
sent to the port of Cumana, and have lived there several days, but
without taking any food ; the seeds offered to them not suiting them.
The crop* and gizzards of the young birds opened in the cavern
contain all sorts of hard and dry fruits, which are conveyed to them
by their

parent*:
these are preserved, and, under the name of 'semilla

del Ouacharo' (Ouacharo seed), are considered a celebrated remedy
against intermittent fevers, and sent to the sick at Cariaco and other
low localities where fever prevail*. Our limit* will not allow in to

ponue Humboldt's description further; and we must content
ourselves with referring the reader to the ' Narrative' for many inte-

resting details respecting the cavern itself and the surrounding
noenery, giving only in conclusion, the situation, elevation, and tempe-
rature of this extraordinary grotto.
The Cneva del Ouacharo, then, is situated nearly in 10 10' lat.,

and consequently in the centre of the torrid zone. It* elevation is

504 toise* about the level of the Oulf of Cariaco. Humboldt found,
in the month of September, the temperature of the interior air in

every part of it between 64 6' and 66 of Fahrenheit, and the external

atmosphere 61 2'. At tBe entrance, the thermometer in the air gave
63* 7' ; but when it was immersed in the water of the little subterra-
neous river it stood, even to the end of the cave, at <!2' 2'.

GUAIAri'M, a genus of Plant* belonging to the natural order

XfyopkyUaeea, and inhabiting several of the West India islands, in
low place* near the sea. The most remarkable species is O, ojRcinalt,
from which the hardlcompact black-green wood called Lignum Vita!

is obtained, which is so heavy that it sinks in water, and from which

pestles, ship-blocks, rollers, castors, Ac. are turned. This plant

growl about twelve feet high, with round knotty branches. The
leave* are equally pinnate, with about three pairs of opposite, smooth,
roundish ovate or obovate oblique leaflet*. The flowers are a beau-
tiful bright blue, growing in small axillary clusters. The petals are

oblong, downy in the inside, about three times as long as the sepal*.
There are ton stamens, and an ovate compressed ovary, which become*
an inversely heart-shaped succulent yellow capsule, with from two to

five cells, and a single roundish compressed seed in each cell This

plant produces the gum-resin known in medicine under the name of

Ouaiacum, which is bitter, acrid, and stimulant, partly soluble in

water, and wholly in alcohol It is employed as a diaphoretic and
alterative. [QCAIACDM, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.] The foliage is very
detersive, and ia used in the West Indies to scour and whiten floors,

which it is said to do better than soap. Spike cylindrical, elon-

gated; bracts 3-nrnvd. Flower rose-purple and fraerant. Pollen-

celU open in front and below, stopped below by oblong glutinous
valves quite distinct from the stigma, and to the broader ends of

which the glands of the pollen masses are attached. It U found
in hilly pasture*.

officinal*.

1
,
a magnified view of the ttamcni and ovary.

(1. albida has a 3-lobed lip, the lobes unequal and entire, the middle
lobe longest and broadest

; sepals and lateral petals connivent, spur
much shorter than the germen, root-knobs clustered. The stem is

from 6 to 12 inches high ;
leaves oblong-obtuse, upper ones lanceo-

late-acute ; the spike elongated, cylindrical ; the wood, according to

Hernandez, is internally blue. It is called in some of the West Indian
Islands Bastard Lignum Vibe.

Q. arboreum is a large tree terminating in a beautiful head, with

very hard wood, and is called by the natives of Cumana (iuaiacum,
but they give this name to all hard woods. The leaves have 7 to

14 pairs of oval-oblong blunt leaflets, which are unequal at the

base, and are usually alternate, the petioles and branchlets somewhat

pubescent ; the petals unguiculate, and orange-coloured; the stamen*
with short appendages at their base

; capsules stipitate. 6-winged.
GUAN. rCRACID-B.]
OUANITE, a native Phosphate of Magnesia and Ammonia, found

by Tescheurcher in Ouano. It has a specific gravity of 1'5, and a
hardness of 2'0. It occurs in brilliant rhombic prisms.
OUANO, the Peruvian name for the droppings of sea-fowl. In

some of the islands off the coasts of America and Africa this imbalance
has accumulated in such immense <jimiititi.-< OK to have repaid the
labour of collecting it and bringing it to Kurope, where it is used a*
a manure. It is now universally admitted to be one of the most
valiuMe of manures, and although it obtains a liiirli price it is increas-

ingly employed in the agriculture of Europe. One of the advantages
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of this manure seems to arise from the fact that it is produced by
animals in which the excretions of both the kidneys and intestines are

mixed together, and thus contains a large variety of those matters

which nre necessary to the existence of plants on which man
feeds. The following analysis from Liebig's

'

Chemistry in its Appli-
cation to Agriculture and Physiology,' will give an idea of its ultimate

constituents :

Sample from
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paw. with the hollow downward upon the ant-heap, as fast as the
j

emmet* cnwp into their treacherous palmc* they lick 'em off with

sreat comfort to their stomachs ; and there they will lie till there is

Jot an emmet left. They are also pernicious to fruit and apples, and

will dtroy whole fields and gardens, unless they be carefully looked

after. For they are very cunning, and will never venture in till the

return of their spies, which they send always before, who giving

information that all things are safe, in they rush with their whole

body, and make a quick dispatch. Therefore they go very quiet and

silent to their prey, and if their young ones chance to make a noise

they chastise them with their fists ;
but if they find the coast clear,

then every one hath a different noise to express his joy. Nor could

there be any wmy to hinder them from further multiplying, but that

they fall sometimes into the ruder hands of wild beasts, which they
have no way to avoid but by a timely flight, or creeping into the clefts

of the rocks. If they find no safety in flight they make a virtue of

necessity, stand their ground, and filling their paws full of dust or

send, fling it full in the eyes of their assailant, and then to their heels

again." Such is the account upon the strength of which Buffon

makes his reference ; but that is not all, for the translation at least is

graced by a Urge plate illustrative of these wonderful scenes, and

there is not the vestige of a tail among the whole party of apes,

twenty-six in number.
This species has the following characters : Top of the head greenish-

yellow mixed with a slight tinge of block
; neck, back, and sides of a

deep chestnut brown, passing downwards as far as the shoulders and

haunches, where it changes into a dusky slate-colour continued on
the limbs and tail, which last U considerably longer than the body,
and has on each side of its ,base a remarkable white spot. Under
surface of the body and inside of the limbs pure white, separated from

the neighbouring colours by an abrupt line of demarcation. Naked

upper part of the face, comprehending the orbits and cheeks, bluish

purple. Lips, and so much of the chin as is without hair, flesh-

coloured. On the sides of the face large bushy whiskers of a light

straw-colour mixed with a few blackish rings advance forwards and

cover a considerable portion of the cheeks. Above the eye-brows a

transverse black band, extending on each side as far as the ears, and

surmounted by a narrow crescent-shaped stripe of gray, which is

sometimes scarcely visible. Ears and hands livid flesh-colour. (Ben-

nett,
' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society of London,'

vol. i.)

Mr. Bennett remarks that the name of Mona appears to be of Arabian

origin, and is indiscriminately applied, under various modifications, by
the Moors of Northern Africa to all the long-tailed monkeys without

exception. From the language of the Moors, he observes, it has passed
into those of Spain and Portugal, in both of which it has precisely

the same signification. Mr. Bennett however does not agree with

Pennant and Buffon, who consider it, in its Egyptian form of Monichi,

to have been the origin of the English word monkey, which appears
to him to admit of a much more obvious, though not very flattering

derivation, from the parent-stock of our native tongue. He also

expresses his doubts of the accuracy of Buffon in referring the Cebut

of the ancients to this particular species, to which principally, on

account of its being a native of the north of Africa, the latter has

restricted the previously generic name of Mona.

Barbery is generally supposed to be the native place of this monkey.
They are brought from Africa, and bear a European climate well,

whence it is conjectured that they inhabit the north of Africa, or

dwell in mountainous districts.

In a state of nature it is not known
;
for Ludolfs account, to which

Buffon refers, cannot, as we have endeavoured to show, be applied
with any degree of certainty to this species. M. F. Cuvier gives a

very entertaining account of its manners in captivity. The individual

which he figures and describes from the Paris menagerie appears to

have been most amiable and intelligent, and to have been distinguished
for its dexterity in unlocking chests or drawers, untying knots, search-

ing pockets, Ac. The individual in the possession of the Zoological

Society from which Mr. Bennett's description was taken was capricious,

savage in temper, and altogether of a worse character.

t'rrroecoM. Resembling Cercopithectu in some points, but differing
in others. Facial angle about 45". Head inclined to the triangular
form ; muzzle rather lengthened ;

nose flat or convex ; thumbs of the

anterior hands slender, and placed near the fingers ; those of the

hinder extremities larger, and placed at a greater distance. Pygal
callosities large.

It U the C. abmu, Singe Vert, of Brisson ; Samia tabcea of Lin-

naeus; Green Monkey of Pennant; St. Jago Monkey of Edwards;
Guenon Callitriche, and Callitriche, of the French zoologists.

It is greenish-yellow above, arising from the ringing of the hairs

with various shades of yellow and black, but- assuming more of a dark

grizzled appearance on the sides of the body and outer sides of the

limbs, which become gradually darker towards the hands. The face,

ears, and naked parts of the hands jet black, the face triangular,
bounded above the eyes by a straight line of stiff black hairs, and on
the sides by spreading tufts of Tight hairs with a yellowish tinge,

meeting in a point beneath the chin. Neck and chest white
;
under

parts of the body of a yellowish tinge ; inside of the limbs gray.

Length of head and body 16 or 18 inches; that of the tail somewhat

more. (Bennett,
' Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society,'

vol. L)
In Adauon's '

Voyage au Senegal
'

will be found a good account of

the habits of the species in a state of nature, and their silent and

unflinching endurance of wounds and death from the gun. They
associate in large troops, and are scarcely to be traced among the

boughs except when they occasionally break some of them in tlu-ir

gambols, which are performed in silence, though marked by great

agility. When shot at they make no noise, but gather

companies, knit their brows, and gnash their teeth, as if they meant
to attack the enemy. In captivity their disposition in general is not

amiable, and they are considered captious and malicious ; but, as Mr.

Bennett observes, much of their character, as in other species .depends
on their age and education.

Green Monkey (Crrcoetlia lalxrui). F. Curier.

They are found in Africa (forests of Mauritania) and the- Cape do
Yercl Islands. Edwards figured bis specimen from au individual that
was brought from St Jago. Brisson appears to have been the first

describer of the species from a specimen in the museum of Reaumur.
Pennant says that it is also found in the East Indies, and that Sir
Ashton Lever had his specimen from thence. [SIMIAD.E.]
GUEVI. [ANTILOPE.*:.]
GUEVINA. [XYLOMKI.ON.]
GUILLEMOTS, the common name of the species of I'ria, a genus

of Sea-Birds which some ornithologists place among the family of

Divers, or Colymbida. Linnams places the species Grylic and Troile

at the head of his genus Colymbut. Cuvier arranges the genus under
his family Plongeurs, or Brachyptdres. Prince Bonaparte arranges
them in the second section of his family Pygopodes, the genus
Colymbtu forming the first section. Lesson makes them belong to
the family Alctula, which he seems to consider as synonymous with
the Plongeurs of Cuvier.

Mr. Vigors, on leaving the Colymbidir, enters the family of .1

by means of the genus {.Via (Ilri&s.), which was originally included
in the Colymbiu of Liniiicua, and from which, he observes, it bus been

separated chiefly on account of the tridactylo conformation of its

foot This character distinguishes the greater part of Mr. Vigors's

group of Alcada, which, in addition to I'ria, contains the genera
Alca [Ann], and Aptmodylu [PENGUIN] of Linnious. The latter

genus, Mr. Vigors remarks, apparently carries to the extreme the

typical character of those groups in which the wings, becoming
gradually shorter, and less furnished with feathers, lose at length
all their powers of flight, and assume the functions of fins, instead
of wings, to assist the bird in its progress through the water. The
whole of the family, united by the form of the foot, is separated
into generic groups by the different shape of the bill.

" And here,"
continues Mr. Vigors,

" a beautifully progressive series of affinities is

apparent throughout the whole group. Beginning from the true

Aplenodyta, we may observe that the bill of that genus U long,
rather slender, and somewhat curved; while, that of Catarrhacta

(Briss.), which succeeds, is shorter and more elevated at the ridge ;

thus leading the way to Spheniicut (Briss.), where the sides are

compressed, and the culmen elevated into a sharp edge. This
structure approaches the form of the same member in the true Alca

[AUK], in which the sides are still more strongly compressed, and the
culmen more elevated. The Fratcrcula (Boss.), the well-known
Puffin of our rocky coasts [Ark], following A lea, exhibits the extreme
of this singular construction

;
and there cannot be a more interesting

subject of contemplation to him who may wish to witness the mode
in which nature harmonises her groups, than the gradual change of

form that unites the short and elevated bill of this lost genus with
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the long and slender bill of Aptmodytea. A similar gradation of

affinities between conterminous groups leads us back again to the

point from whence we started. Some species of the Linncean Alca,
which M. Temminck has united under the generic title of Phaleris

[ACK], with bills less elevated at the culmen, and more tapering than
that of Fratercula, lead us gradually to the Mergulus of Ray, the

Little Auk of our cabinets. [AuK.] This genus, strongly and dis-

tinctively separated both from Alca and Una, in the former of which

groups it has been placed by Linnaeus, and in the latter by M.

Temminck, may be considered as intermediate between them. It

thus brings us to Vria, where the pointed and tapering bill, again

discernible, reconducts us to Aptenodytes." ('
Linn. Trans.,' vol. xiv.)

Mr. Swainson, in the first part of the second volume of the
1 Classi6cation of Birds,' appears to differ from Mr. Vigors, for he

arranges the Guillemots, together with the Divers and Grebes, under

the Colymbidce. The Alcidce (Alcadcs) include, according to the same

author, the Penguins and the Puffins, and "all those singularly
constructed groups where the wings are abortive, or in other words

assume more the appearance, as they perform the office of fins ;

" but

he remarks that the natural series of the genera have been com-

menced by some with Vria ; by others, with some of the Alcce, or

Puffins. In the '

Synopsis
'

however, at the end of the volume, we
find Uria the first genus of the '

family A Icadce : Auks,' with the

observation that the individuals in this group are so few that the

author has not considered it expedient to adopt the sub-genera,

particularly as their natural series has not been marked out. The

genera which Mr. Swainson here places under the family Alcadee are

Uria, Briss. ; Alca, Linn.; Mormon, III; Chimerina, Esch.;

Phaleris, Temm. ; Aptenodytes, Foret.

Uria. Bill moderate, robust, straight, acute, and compressed ;

upper mandible slightly curved towards the point ;
the lower mandible

forming an angle more or less open. Nostrils basal, lateral, concave,

longitudinal, pervious, half shut by a large membrane covered with

feathers advancing on the bill. Feet short, plunged as it were in the

abdomen, BO that the lower end of the tibia only is perceptible, and

placed beyond the equilibrium of the body very far back ; tarsi

short, slender ; three toes only, all anterior and entirely webbed :

nails compressed, rather curved and sharp ; wings short, narrow, and

acute, the first quill longest ; tail very short, rounded.

Bill of Common Guillemot (I'ria Trolle).

Foot of Common Guillemot (Uria Troite],

The Guillemots seem especially framed for existence in the arctic

and even polar regions, and are seldom, comparatively, found in the

warmer latitudes. In the north they swarm on all the rocks and

islets of the chilling seas. In the short but bright summer that gilds

some of their northern haunts, they make haste to deposit their eggs,

sometimes only one, on the bare rock, without wasting the precious

days in making a nest. On the naked ledge that overhangs the sea

the young Guillemot is hatched, and as soon as it is able to bear the

shock, is conducted or rather tumbles from its hard nursery into the

b<5som of the ocean, where a plentiful harvest is spread for it. Here

the Guillemots are indeed in their element ; plying their way with

wings and feet beneath the waves and even beneath the ice, they
make prey of the small fish and crustaceans, which form their prin-

cipal food. Their native rocks or the ice-caverns shelter them from

the storm, and it is only when the winter is more than hyperboreally
severe that some of these species are driven for a temporary resori

to more temperate climates. Their flight is sharp and rapid, thougl
of no long duration, and generally directed just above the surface of

the sea. The eggs, which are reckoned palatable, notwithstanding
their fishy diet, are thick in the shell, which has a dull appearance.

Sir John Richardson notices Uria (Mergulus) Alle [AuK], among
the species which merely winter in Pennsylvania, and migrate in

summer to rear their young in the Fur Countries Uria Brunnichii

U. OryUe, and U. Alle in his list of birds detected in the North

HAT. HIST. DIV. VOL. II.
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In tin- Hritiah Islands they are numerous (among other loealites) in yard*' iliotuuce, ieem to be well aware of the security of the station

the Orkneys, on the Bus Rock, the Farn or Fern Isle-i, the cliff* of they have chosen. The great body of the breeding birds arrives

Scarborough, the Needles and cliffs of the Isle of Wight, the Ooodeve towards the end of March, or the beginning of April, nt which time

Rucks not far from St Ives in Cornwall, and the Isle of Priestholm,
' most of them have acquired the perfect nuptial plumage. I have

contiguous to the Island of Anglesey, 4c. however obtained them much earlier, and when the white upon the

throat was only giving place to the pitch-coloured black that distin-

guishes them till after the sexual intercourse. At tl.i- time, they
often lose so many of their quill -feathers as to be totally in

tli.-ht; but these are soon reproduced, and the colonies which had
made the English coasts their summer quarters retire to more
southern latitude* to pass the winter months. Their place in this

country ia but sparingly supplied by a few stragglers from the great
bodies that, being bred in still higher latitudes, make the firth* of

! Scotland and its isles the limit of their equatorial migration." (' lllua-
'

tratious of British Ornithology,' vol. it)

Much cannot be said in favour of the flesh of the Foolish Guillemot,

though the people of Kamtschatku kill numbers of those birds for

food. The principal reason however for the attack upon them arisen

from the value of their skins ns an article of clothing to the inhabit-
'

ants of those cold regions. The eggs seem to be generally accounted
delicacies.

V. Grylle, the Black Guillemot. Description of both sexes in complete
i
winter plumage. Summit of the head, nape, and all the upper parts,
with the exception of the middle of the wings, of a rather deep
black ; the wing-coverts forming a large white space, or speculum.
Cheeks and all the lower parts from bill to tail pure white

;

red.* Bill black ; interior of the mouth and feet bright red. Length
from bill to claws about 13 inches. In this state M. Temminck. whose

description we have selected, says that V. minor ttriata of Brisson,

U. Baltica and U. Grylloida of Briinnich, are individuals in different

stages of moulting, passing from winter plumage to that of summer ;

that the Spotted Greenland Dove of Edwards ('Glean.,' t. 50) is a

very exact figure of a moulting individual; and that the Spotted
Guillemot of the 'British Zoology' and Latham ('Syn.') are vai

or different states of the autumnal and spring moults.

Common Guillemot (I'ria Troile).

An adult and a young bird of the year.

The appellation of Foolish Guillemot has been given to this species
from its often suffering itself to be taken by the hand or killed on the

spot, especially in the breeding reason, rather than quit the cliff it has

chosen for its abode. The sea is the favourite resort of these birds when

they leave their cliffs, and there they seek their food, consisting prin-

cipally of small fish, email marine crustaceans, and small bivalves,

living with the greatest facility. They are with difficulty roused to

flight Early in April and May, or at the end of March, they begin
to assemble on their favourite cliffs in Britain, and lay their single

unprotected egg on the flat bare ledge of rock. This egg is generally
of a pale green, blotched and stained with black and dark brown

(umber). Sometimes the egg is white, with or without a few spots.

It is a remarkable sight to see these birds, where they abound, sitting

upon their eggs on their rocky shelves, often in line, and BO close

that they nearly touch each other. As soon as the young are capable
of migrating, which is in August, or by the end of that month, they
are said to disappear from our shores. Mr. Selby, whose obervations

are always valuable, gives the following interesting account of these

birds :

" Incubation lasts for a month, and when the young are first

excluded they are covered with a thick down, of a blackish-gray
colour above, and white beneath. This gradually gives place to the

regular plumage, and in the course of five or six weeks from the time

of hatching they are capable of taking to the water. During the time

they remain upon the rock the parent* supply them plentifully with

the young of the herring and herring-sprats, which form the prin-

cipal food of this and other species belonging to the A hadtt. Upon
the Northumbrian coast these Guillemots breed in great numbers on
the Fern Islands, a locality that ha* afforded me ample opportunities
of attending to their economy and watching the changes they undergo.

They have selected the summit* of three fine isolated pillars, or

marae* of ' whinntone' (trap-rock), that rise upwards of thirty feet

above the level of the sea. Upon these the rggs are laid a* close as

possible, merely allowing room for the birds to sit upon them, which

they do in an upright position. The appearance they make in a dense
mac* ia curious, and the interest is increased by the number of Kitti-

wake* (Lam tridaclylv) which hover around, and which breed in

the small aide clefts, or on the projecting angles of the rock; and by
the n'sU of two or three Crested or tirreii Cormorants, which, from
the unusual confidence they display in continuing to sit up"
eggs, even when overlooked from the opposite precipice at only a few

llUuk Uuillrmot (I'ria Gryltr).

An mliilt and a young bird.

Young of the Year. Throat, breast, and the lower parts, white
;

piiniinit of the head, nape, lower part of neck and side* of the breast,

blackish, spotted with gray and white ;
back and rump of a dusky

black, some of the scapulars and feathers of the rump terminated

with whitish ash ; wing* black, with the exception of the speculum,
which is white, but marked with ashy or blackish stains

;
inside of the

mouth and feet livid reddish; iris blockish-brown.t In this state

Temminck savs brown ; but Mr. Gould (' Birds of Europe ') describes and

Agures them as red in the iiult. and this we believe to be right.

t In our copy of Prison the iris U coloured red. In Mr. Gould's ' Birds of

Europe
' tbe Iris is brownish, Inclining to olive, and the feet are yellowish-

brown.
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there is a very faithful figure of the bird in Friach,
'

Vog. Deutsch.
'

t. 185 (Temminck).
Summer Plumage, or Nuptial Dress. Male. The whole plumage,

the middle of the wing alone excepted, of a sooty-black ; wing coverts

forming a large space or speculum of pure white. Bill black, the
inside of it and the feet bright red.

Female. Rather less. The black of the plumage less deep, and
the white of the plumage less extended and less pure. At the periods
of the two moults white feathers in more or less quantity are visible
on the under parts of both sexes. M. Temminck, who gives this

description, refers to the following synonyms and works as illustra-

tive of this state of plumage, and some of its stages : U. Grylle, Lath.
;

Colymbui Grylle, Gmel. (Linn. !) ; Columba, Groenlandica, Briss. ; Le
Petit Guillemot Noir, Buff. ;* Black Guillemot, Lath. ('Syu.'); Penn.
'Brit. Zool.,' p. 138, t. H. 4, an individual preserving some of the
feathers of its youth; Penn. 'Arct. Zool.,' p. 516, No. 437 Edw.,
'

Glean.,' t. 50. ; Der Schwarze Lumme, Bechst.,
'

Naturg. Deutsch,'
v. iv. p. 586 Meyer, 'Taschenb.,'vii. p. 446 Meyer, 'Vog. Deutschl.,'
T. L Heft, 13, t. 3 and 4 Naum,

'

Vog.,' t. 64, No. 6. f. 100, very
old male.

M. Temminck remarks that the indications of the pretended species,

Cephui lacteolia( Pallas, 'Spic.' v. 5, p. 33), which Latham has recorded
as his Uria lactcola, (' Ind.' v. 2, p. 798, sp. 3) Colymbui lacteolus

(Gmel.) have reference to an individual in its winter plumage, acci-

dentally variegated with white; and that this albino was obtained by
Pallas on the maritime coasts of Holland.
Mr. Selby observes that from the short description given by Cuvier of

his genus Cephus, in the '

Regne Animal,' it is evident that the Rotche,
or Little Auk, of some of our writers (Alca Atte) is there considered
to be its typical representative, and not the Black Guillemot ; and,
he observes, this appears still more evident from the note at the
bottom of the same page, in which (after adverting to the figures of
thf Lesser and Spotted Guillemots in the second volume of Pennant's
'
British Zoology,' pi. 83) Cuvier says,

" Ces sont des Guillemots pro-
prement dits. Au contraire, I'Alfa AUe, Penn. ('British Zoology,' 11,

pL 82, 1; All 'in, 1, 85), appartient aux Cephus" Mr. Selby goes on
to remark that Dr. Fleming has however appropriated this generic
term to the Black Guillemot, making the distinction between it and
Uria to consist in the want of a terminal notch in the upper mandible

;

but as this character does not appear to be constant, Mr. Selby having
seen some specimens with the notch, though not so fully developed
M in the Foolish Guillemot, he has retained it in the situation where
it was originally placed by Dr. Latham.
The note alluded to by Mr. Selby is in the first edition of the

'

Rcgne Animal ;' but in Cuvier's last edition (1829), which Mr. Selby
does not appear to have seen, the note is omitted. In this edition

the generic appellation
"
Cephut (Vulg. Celouibes de Greenland)

"
is

retained with the same characters, but the subsequent part is very
much altered, for it stands thus in the last-mentioned edition :

" The species most known, called Petit Guillemot, or Pigeon de Green-

land (C'olymbu* minor, Gm. Enl. 917; Mergulus AUe, Vieill., Gal. 295;
'Brit. ZooL' pi. H. 4, f. 1

;
Edw. 91

;
Naum. 1st cd. 65, f. 102), of the

size of a good pigeon, is black above, white below, with a white mark
on the wing as in the Guillemot. Its bill is black and its feet are red.

It inhabits all the coasts of the north, and nestles under ground

(' niche sous terre ').
We see it also sometimes in winter." Notwith-

standing the confusion in the passage just quoted, and some parts of

the description, references, and alleged nidifieation which can hardly
be made to apply to the Little Auk, or Rotche, it seems probable
that Cuvier meant to take that bird, as Mr. Selby observes, as the

type of his genus Cephtu.
It is also called the Black Greenland Dove, Sea-Turtle, or Dovekey,

by the northern voyagers ;
is the Sesekesewuck of the Cree Indians,

and Gwylim du Eas gan longwr of the Welsh.

It inhabits the same countries as Uria Troile ; migratory during
winter along the borders of the ocean

;
more rarely seen on land than

Uria Troile, and then only by accident; very rare in the seas and

lakes of the interior. (Temminck.) Widely distributed in the arctic

circle, and met with in very high latitudes, inhabiting all the icy

regions of Europe and North America. (Selby.) Abounds in the

arctic seas and straits from Melville Island down to Hudson's Bay,

tffid remains, though in diminished numbers, all the winter in the

pools of open water, which occur even in high latitudes among the

floes of ice. Small flocks extend their migrations, iu that season, as

far south as the United States. (Richardson.)
Mr. Selby observes that in the northern parts of Scotland and its

isles this is a numerous species, but becomes of rarer occurrence as

we approach the English coast, where indeed it is but occasionally met

with. "
Although Montagu," continues Mr. Selby,

" has mentioned it

group of islands almost annually during that period ;
and had it been

a visitant I feel confident it could not have escaped my observation,

or that of the keepers of the lighthouse, who reside there. It cer-

tainly breeds, though in very small proportion, upon the Isle of May,

* M. Temminck speaks of Buffon's description as being correct, but not BO

the figure in the ' Planches cnlumine>* (f>17).

at the mouth of the Frith of Forth, but is not found in large congre-
gated numbers till we reach the vicinity of the Orkney and Shetland
isles. In these parts it is resident throughout the year, never migrating
to the same extent as the preceding species (Uria Troile) and the
Razor-Bill Auk. Its habits are very similar to those of its congeners,
and it is rarely seen upon land, except for the purpose of incubation.
It breeds in the crevices or on the ledges of rocks, whence it can

readily drop into the water or get upon wing, and lays a single egg,
of a grayish-white, speckled with black and ash-gray. Its food consists
of fish, Crustacea (Crustacea), &c." So far Mr. Selby, with whose
accuracy as an observer we have often had occasion to be satisfied

1

.

Mr. Gould moreover speaks of its depositing on the ledges of the rocks
"

its single egg." We must however now let one of the most inde-

fatigable observers speak for himself, more especially as his account
differs so essentially from those above mentioned, and indeed from
those of most other authors, except Nuttall. "

Wherever," says
Audubon,

" there are fissures iu the rocks, or great piles of blocks
with holes in their interstices, there you may expect to find the Black
Guillemot. Whether European writers have spoken of this species at

random, or after due observation, I cannot say ; all I know is, that

every one of them whose writings I have consulted says that the Black
Guillemot lays only one egg. As I have no reason whatever to doubt
their assertion, I might be tempted to suppose that our species differs

from theirs, were I not perfectly aware that birds in different places
will construct different nests, and lay more or fewer eggs. Our species

always deposits three, unless it may have been disturbed
;
and this

fact I have assured myself of by having caught the birds in more than

twenty instances sitting on that number. Nay, on several occasions,
at Labrador, some of my party and myself saw several Black Guille-

mots sitting on eggs in the same fissure of a rock, where every bird
had three eggs under it

;
a fact which I communicated to my friend

Thomas Nuttall. What was most surprising to me was, that even
the fishermen there thought that this bird laid only a single egg ;

and
when I asked them how they knew, they simply and good-naturedly
answered that they had heard so." The same graphic author address-

ing the reader tells him, in order to satisfy himself, to go to the desolate
shores of Labrador. "

There," continues the American ornithologist," in the vernal month of June, place yourself on some granite rock,
against the base of which the waves dash in impotent rage ; and era

long you will see the gay Guillemot coming from afar by the side of
its mate. They shoot past you on fluttering wings, aud suddenly
disappear. Go to the place ; lay yourself down on the dripping rock,
and you will be sure to see the birds preparing their stony nest, for

each has brought a smooth pebble in its bill. See how industriously
they are engaged in raising this cold fabric into the form of a true
nest before the female lays her eggs, so that no wet may reach them
from the constant trickling of the waters beneath. Up to the height
of two or three inches the pebbles are gradually raised : the male
stands by his beloved

;
and some morning when you peep into the

crevice you observe that an egg has been deposited. Two days after

you will find the number complete." (' Ornithological Biography,'
vol. iii.)

Captain Sir James Ross, R.N., who in March 1823 shot near Igloolik
the specimen described by Sir John Rickardson, says that one indi-

vidual only was obtained by the expedition during the winter, although
several others were seen off Fury Poiut in February, 1833. It was, he

adds, subsequently met with in great numbers as they travelled along
the high precipitous land between Fury Point and Batty Bay, where
the birds congregated in vast quantities during the breeding season,

affording to the party many delicious meals, and proving a valuable
addition to their then scanty stock of provisions. Several thousands
were shot by their sportsmen ;

and by means of this providential
supply of fresh food several of the men, who had been long afflicted

with that most dreadful malady the sea-scurvy, were restored to health.

Captain Sir J. Ross adds that it is not equal in flavour to Uria Troile,
but is much more numerous and more extensively dispersed along the
coasts of the arctic seas.

The species of this genus are but few. Speaking of Uria lackry-
mam, the Bridled Guillemot, Mr. Gould, in his ' Birds of Europe,'
where it is beautifully figured, states that he is doubtful of its specific

value, as it bears so close a resemblance to U. Troile, from which it

differs only in the white mark which encircles the eyes and passes
down the sides of the head. It inhabits the same localities as

U. Troile, and is even often found in company with it on various parts
of our coast, particularly iu Wales, where Mr. Gould has been informed
joth kinds are equally numerous. He remarks that it was first

described as distinct by Choris, who states that it is abundant at

Spitzbergeu and in the neighbouring seas; and adds that M.
Temminck and the French naturalists consider these two Uria!

distinct.

If. Brunnichii, Briinnich's Guillemot, the Thick-Billed Guillemot;
The distinctions of this species have been well pointed out by Colonel
Sabine in his memoir on the birds of Greenland. It is at once

distinguished at any season of the year from the Common Guillemot

jy the shortness, stoutness, regularity, and greater depth of its bill.

[t is on this account that it has been called the Thick-Billed Guillemot;
This bird is recorded to have been occasionally seen in the British

Islands. It has the habits of the Common Guil'
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(JIINCA KO\VI.. [PI1A3IAMD.B.J
CCINKA-rKl'] r.i;, the seeds of two specie* of Amomxm, found

ou the west coast of Africa, within the tropic* ; the one, A . yrann
Paraditi ; the other, A. gnatdijlorum. They tare powerfully aromatic,

stimulant, and cordial, and are used for the same purposes as

Cardamoms.
GUINEA-PIG (Caria Cokaya, Restless Gary), the well-known

Brazilian rodent now domesticated in Europe. I HYSTIIICID.K.]
t;riXr.A-\Vn|;M. |I-:N,.,U.]
GUM.. [LAitiDjt]
GULO, the generic name under which the Glutton, or Wolverene,

and the Orison (tlaliclu of Bell), with other Carnivorous congeners,
have been arranged.

M. F. Cuvicr, in the 32n 1 number of his 'Denta des Mammiferes,'
aaya that he might have treated of the Orison, the Tayra (Q. barbalut
of Oesmarest), and the Glutton, in his preceding article, where he
treats of the dentition of the Putois (Putoriut of G. Cuvier), Zorille

(Zorilia), and Martee (Martens) ; for he remarks, the dental arrange-
ment of the Orison and Tayra resemble that of Putoriiu, and that of

the Orison is similar to the formula observed in Martes. The two
first, he states, have two false molars above and three below, and the

last has an additional one in each jaw. For the rest, these animals
have nothing in their teeth to distinguish them ; that is to say, he

continues, they have the same incisives, the same canines, and the
same tubercular teeth. They have consequently all a relish for blood,
and could not be separated from each other were it not for the

plantigrade feet of the Orison, the Tayra, and the Glutton, an organi-
sation which does not however change their propensities, and only
leads to the modification of the means by which they satisfy their

appetites.
The dental formula of the group has been stated as follows :

Incisors,
jj

; canines, ^j ; molars,
JT ^, or

^j,
= 34 or 38.

Tcclh of Gulo. V. CuTltr.

The well-developed carnivorous dentition, united with the planti-
grade foot, teems to have thrown a difficulty in the way of zoologist*,M to the proper place of these animals in a natural arrangement.

I.inntcui placed the Quickhntch (I'm* lutcut) among the Bears;
but he appears to have considered tin- <;]ntt..i, of the old continent
not only as a diflcient specie*, but as a different form, under tl>

of Miuttla Gulo. This species is preceded by the M. lutru, M. lulrti,

M. lulreola and .V. Imrbara the latter the Galrra of Browne, Jam. (?) ;

and at the end of the description of M. Gulo Linwcua inquires
whether all these species ought not to be referred to the genus
Kirerro. " Cum fata mihi denegarint pnemisM species intueri vivas,
videant alii numne ad Viverras referri debeant; hoc suadet I.ntiv

statura ; hoc Gulonis factor, scansura arbortim, summa lanieua."

('Syst.Nat.,'ed. :

Baron Cuvier (1817-1829) notices the position among the Bean
assigned to the Glutton by Linnxus, but does not allude to its place
among the Mutttlte of Linnaeus, though he observes that the Gluttons

approach more to the Martens in their dentition as well aa in their

general nature, while they only show their proximity to the Bears by
their plantigrade feet They have, he observes, three false molars
above and one below in front of the carnivorous tooth (carnassiere),
and behind it a small tubercular tooth, which in the upper jaw is

wider than it is long. The upper carnivorous tooth has only one
small internal tubercle, and this, he remarks, in very nearly the dental

system of the Martens. He concludes by stating that the Gluttons
are animals with a moderate tail, with a fold under it in lieu of a

pouch, and in other respects resembling the Badgers in their

contour.

Dr. J. E. Gray ('Annals of Philosophy,' 1825) divides the Vnida,
the second of his five families of the order Fera, into five sub-

families. The third of these sub-families, which he places in his

second section (tubercular grinder 1 1 above and below), is Gulunina,
and consists of the genera Gulo, Retz; Galera, Browne; Gruonia, Gray;
and Mellirora, Storr.

M. Lesson (1827), in his 'Manuel,' arranges the genus Gul".

between the Badgers and the Hatel t.l/t/'i '../. Storr.); and he gives
the following definition of the genus :

" Feet pentadactyle ;
two

folds of skin, but no pouch near the vent; body more or less

slender (efiile), more or less elevated on the legs ;
tail rather

short." The dental formula stated by Lesson is the same as that

above given.
Dr. Fischer (1829) places Gulo between Mydaia and Ailurut.

Mr. Swaiuson, in his
'
Classification of Quadrupeds' (1835), saya," In its-general appearance and physiology the Otter is not unlike the

ordinary Polecats; and the resemblance is still further strengt

by the latter having semi-palmuted or half-webbed toes, and occa-

sionally frequenting the water in search of fish. On the other hand,
the Grisson (Orison), Gulo riltata (ritlatut), and the Taira, (i. barbura

(barbanu), now placed among the Gluttons, have their feet also semi-

palmated ; and, observes M. Cuvier, it appears they have sometimes
been mistaken for otters. We may thus terminate the series of the

iftutelina: with the genus Gulo, which, although plantigrade, appears
to have an affinity to the Polecats through Lutra, while at the same
time it may open a passage to the Badgers and Bears." In the same

page Mr. Swainaou writes,
" It will be a question for future investi-

gation whether the Gluttons (Goto), the Rattels (Ratels), Raldut, and
the Badgers (.Wild), form the aberrant portion of the Ursine circle,

or whether they merely represent the Bears, and enter into the circle

of the Mutlelida. For the present we may consider the two last in

the former light, and thus pass onward to the sub-family of /

typically distinguished from all others of the Mtwtclidit by their

great size, their omnivorous diet, and their short tails." In the third

part of the work, "the class Mammalia, arranged according to its

natural affinities," Gulo is placed among the Mtutclinir, a sub-family
which is preceded by Viterintc ( Vireirina; 1 ), and followed by
Urtinte.

The species of Gulo noted by Cuvier are : 1, the Glutton (i'rtu*

Gulo, not of Linnanis, as Cuvicr quotes it, but of Pallas and Gimlin)
of the old continent, which, Cuvier observes, does not appear to differ

from the Glutton of North America (i'rtui Ituctu of Linnaeus);

'2, the Orison ( Virerra rittuta, not, as Cuvier quotes it, of Lin

who has no such species of I'irrrra in hit last edition of the 'Syatema
Naturte,' but of Oiueliu) ;

and 3, the Taira, or Tayra (Muttela larbara
of Linmcus).

Lesson admits the following species of GtUoiwt : G. arctic** of

Demurest ; L'rna Gulo, Linn. (Ginel.), &c., the Glutton, with I'rtut

Iincut, Linn., as a variety ; G. rittaiut of Desmarest; Yirerra >

Linn. ((JineL), lie., the Orison; '/'. barbatut of Desmarest; M
' (lull limn). Linn.; the Taira, or Galera, Grand Furet, of

D' A/ara
; and G. oricntalu of Horsfield, Nientek of the Javanese.

Dr. Fischer makes the recent species consist of G. arcticiu, Dcsm.,
G. r ittatm, Desm., G. barbatut, Desm., G. lanatiu and G. CajKnnt,
Desrn. (the Katel), observing that this last would be better rei

to a distinct genus, and making "this general remark on the whole

generic assemblage
" Qcnuo e spcciebus nimis hcterogeueis uti vidi tur

cniiflatum." In his addenda he introduces G. larrattu, Teinm. and
Hamilton Smith, and < <:>iuilton Smith.

1 >rison has been separated into a genus, named Galiclit by Mr.

Bell, and (iriionia by Dr. Gray, who also distinguishes the Tayra
genetically under the name of Galtra, Browne

;
and observes, ou the

occasion of defining his genus Jlcliclu ('X.o-il. I'r .

.,' 1831), that the

Gulo oricntalii of Dr. Horsfield's 'Zoological Kesearches in Java'

appears to him to form a second species of the genus.

Pallan, and after him Pennant, who both arranged tho form among
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the Bears, treat the Glutton of the old and that of the new continent

as identical
;
and indeed zoologists seem now to agree in coming to

that conclusion, but the synonyms afford good evidence of the

difference of opinion that has prevailed with regard to its proper
position.
The Glutton (Gulo luscui) is the Carcajou of La Hontau and the

French Canadians; Quickhatch (Ursula affinis Americana) of Catesby

(Carolina) ; Quickehatch of the English residents at Hudson's Bay ;

Quickhatch, or Wolverene, of Ellis ; Wolverene of Pennant ; Wolverin,

Quiquihatch, or Carcajou, of Graham (manuscripts) ;
Kablee-arioo of

the Esquimaux of Melville Peninsula ;
Ks 6 week of the Esquimaux

of Boothia Felix
; Naghai-eh of the Chippeways ; Ommeethataees,

Okeecoohagew, and Okeecoohawgees (whence, as Sir John Richardson

observes, the term Quickhatch of the European labourers in the

service of the Hudson's Bay Company is evidently derived), of the

Crees, or Algonquins ;
Rosomak of the Russians ; Jarf, Filfress, of the

' Fauna Suecica' ; Timmi of the Kamtschatkans; Haeppi of the Koratzki
;

Glouton of the French ;
Gulo of Olaus Magnus ; Gulo, Vielfrass, of

Geaner
; Hycena and Urm Freti Hudsonis of Brisson

;
Mustela Gulo

and Urnu Iwcut of Linnaeus; Uraus Gulo of Pallas and Gmelin;
Toxui Gulo of Tiedemann ; Gulo arcticus of Desmarest

;
Gulo vulgaris

of Griffith's Cuvier ;
Gulo luscus of Sabine.

Wolverene, or Glutton (Qulo htscvt].

Olaus Magnus seems to have been the source whence most succeed-

ing writers have drawn their marvellous accounts of the Glutton,

setting forth its cruel and destructive powers, its inordinate voracity,

and the means which it adopts for filling itself till it is ready to burst,

and for getting rid of the load which it has swallowed. Buffon, who,

too prone to censure other writers, and even nature herself, appears

to have had almost the appetite of a Pliny for every wonderful tale,

eloquently presents the relations of the older writers, not forgetting

Ysbrandt, describing the Glutton as a ferocious animal, prompt to

attack the larger quadrupeds, and even fearlessly approaching man.

He tells us that the wily beast supplies the want of swiftness by the

extraordinary degree of cunning which it manifests in surprising its

prey ;
he relates how it will climb a tree, and there lie in ambush

for the elk and the rein-deer, pouncing on their backs as they pass

unsuspiciously beneath, and adhering so firmly by its claws, that all

efforts to dislodge the grim rider by the tortured and terrified animal

are vain. Nor is this all ;
it is said even to bait the ground by

throwing down the moss which is so favourite a morsel with the rein-

deer to lure that animal to its destruction. So much for legends.

Turn we now to the accounts of actual observers. Sir John Richard-

son remarks that this character of the Glutton seems to be entirely

fictitious, and to have partly originated in the name of Glutton having

been given occasionally to Lynxes and Sloths, adding, after recap-

itulating it, that it is very dissimilar to the habits of the American

Wolverene.
Buffon's name of the '

Quadruped Vulture,' as applicable to the

Glutton, has more foundation in fact, for it appears to prey occasion-

ally at least upon the dead bodies of quadrupeds ;
but so much

cannot be said for his repetition of the assertion that, the beast will

approach man without fear unless indeed it is sorely pressed by

on Richardson states that the Wolverene feeds chiefly upon

the carcasses of beasts which have been killed by accident, that it has

treat strength, and that it annoys the natives by destroying their

hoards of provision, and demolishing their marten traps.

Mr Graham in his manuscripts informs us that the Wolverenes are

extremely mischievous, and that they do more damage to the small

fur trade than all the other animals conjointly. They will, he states,
follow the marten-hunter's path round a line of traps extending
40, 50, or 60 miles, and render the whole unserviceable, merely to
come at the baits, which are generally the head of a partridge or a
bit of dried venison. They are not fond of the martens themselves,
but never fail of tearing them in pieces or of burying them in the
snow by the side of the path, at a considerable distance from the trap.
Drifts of snow often conceal the repositories thus made of the martens
at the expense of the hunter, in which case they furnish a regale for

the hungry fox, whose sagacious nostril guides him unerringly to the

spot ;
and two or three foxes are often seen following the Wolverene

for this purpose.
Such is Mr. Graham's interesting and, we believe, faithful account

of the hab'ts of the Wolverene. May not the attendant foxes have

given rise to the story that the arctic fox is the jackal, or provider
of the Glutton ?

Sir John Richardson says of the Glutton,
"
It is so suspicious, that

it will rarely enter a trap itself, but beginning behind, pulls it to

pieces, scatters the logs of which it is built, and then carries off the
bait. It feeds also on meadow mice, marmots, and other' rodentia,
and occasionally on disabled quadrupeds of a larger size. I have seen
one chasing an American hare, which was at the same time harassed

by a snowy owl. It resembles the bear in its gait, and is not fleet ;

but it is very industrious, and no doubt feeds well, as it is generally
fat. It is much abroad in the winter, and the track of its journey in

a single night may be often traced for many miles. From the short-

ness of its legs, it makes its way through loose snow with difficulty,
but when it falls upon the beaten track of a marten-trapper, it will

pursue it for a long way." (' Fauna Boreali-Americana.') The same
author remarks that the Wolverene is said to be a great destroyer of

beavers, but that it must be only in summer, when those industrious
animals are at work on laud that it can surprise them ;

for an attempt
to break open their house in winter, even supposing it possible for the
claws of a Wolverene to penetrate the thick mud-walls when frozen

as hard as stone, would only have the effect of driving the beavers
into the water to seek for shelter in their vaults on the borders of the
dam. He further tells us that though the Wolverene is reported to

defend itself with boldness and success against the attack of other

quadrupeds, it flies from the face of man, and makes but a poor fight
with a hunter, who requires no other arms than a stick to kill it.

Captain Sir James Ross (Appendix to Sir John Ross's ' Last

Voyage") gives a striking narrative of the boldness of the species
when urged by famine. The incident happened at Victoria harbour.
"
There," writes the gallant captain,

" in the middle of the winter,
two or three months before we abandoned the ship, we were one day
surprised by a visit from one, which, pressed hard by hunger, had
climbed the snow-wall that surrounded our vessel, and came boldly
on deck, where our crew were walking for exercise. Undismayed at

the presence of twelve or fourteen men, he seized upon a canister
which had some meat in it, and was in so ravenous a state that whilst

busily engaged at his feast he suffered me to pass a noose over his

head, by which he was immediately secured and strangled. By dis-

charging the contents of two secretory organs, it emitted a most
insupportable stench. These secretory vessels are about the size of
a walnut, and discharge a fluid of a yellowish-brown colour, and of
the consistence of honey, by the rectum, when hard pressed by its

enemies."

The Wolverene produces young once a year, in number from two
to four, and the cubs are covered with a downy fur of a pale cream
colour. (Richardson.)

It is found throughout the whole northern parts of the American
Continent, from the coast of Labrador and Davis's Straits to the
shores of the Pacific and the islands of Alaska. It even visits the
islands of the Polar Sea, its bones having been found in Melville

Island, nearly in latitude 75. It is not rare in Canada. The extent
of range to the southward is not mentioned by American writers.

(Richardson.)
Sir James Ross remarks that some traces of the existence of

the Wolverene in the highest northern latitudes were observed
on two of the Arctic expeditions : but none of the animals were
seen on those occasions

; although, he observes, we know that it

remains throughout the winter as far north as 70 N. lat., and is not,
like other animals of that rigorous climate, subject to any change of

colour from the intense cold. A few days previous to the arrival of

the Esquimaux near Felix. Harbour, in January 1830, the tracks of

this animal were first seen
; and soon after the skins of two old and

two young ones were brought to the ship by the natives, who had
taken them in traps built of stone. During each of the following
winters their tracks were occasionally seen, and at Victoria Harbour

they were very numerous.
Pennant notes it as inhabiting Lapland, the northern and eastern

parts of Siberia, and Kamtschatka.
Lesson states that it inhabits a complete circle round the north pole,

in Europe and Asia, as well as America.
We have seen what mischief the Glutton does to the trapper, and

the skin of the animal does not compensate for its destructive habits.

Pennant says that the skin sold in Siberia for four or six shillmss ;
at

Yakutsk for twelve shillings ; and still dearer in Kamtschatka, where
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the women dre their hair with its white pnw*. which they reckon A

gnat ornament. The fur, he adds, is greatly esteemed in Kurope, and

h* remarks that the skins of the north of Kurope and Asia, which

an sometimes to be seen in the furriers'
shops,

are infinitely finer,

blacker, and more glossy than those from America. Sir John Richard-

son says that the fur of the American Glutton bean a great similarity

to that of the black bear, but that it is not so long nor of so much
value.

The head of this animal is broad and compact, suddenly rounded
off on every side to form the nose ; jaws resembling those of a dog in

shape ; back arched ; tail low and busby ; legs thick and short : whole

aspect indicating strength without much activity. Fur generally
dark -brown, passing in the height of winter almost into black. A pale
reddish-brown band, more or less distinct, and sometimes fading into

soiled brownish-white, commences behind the shoulder, and running

along the flanks turns up on the hip and unites with its fellow on the

rump; the short tail thickly covered with long black hair; some
white markings, not constant in size or number, on the throat and
between the fore legs ; legs brownish-black ; claws strong and sharp.

Sir John Richardson, from whose work (' Fauna Boreali-Americana')
the above description is taken, adds that the animal places its feet on

the ground much in the manner of a bear, and imprints a track on

the enow or sand, which is often mistaken for that of the bear by
Europeans on their first arrival in the Fur Countries ;

but the Indians

distinguish the tracks at the first glance by the length of the steps.

It has the following dimensions :

Feet. Inches.

Length of head and body 2 6

Length of tail (vertebra) 07
Length of tail with fur 010

The Orison, Gulo riltatut of Desmarest, Vivtrra vMata of Schreber

and Omelin, Lulra riltala of Traill, L'rtta BratUteatu of Thunberg, and

Oalietu viltala of Bell. The anatomy of this animal has been made
known to us by Mr. Martin, who, in the '

Zoological Proceedings
'

for

1833, states the results of the post mortem examination of a male which
had been kept in the Oardeus at the Regent's Park. The animal,
from the nose to the insertion of the tail, measured 1 foot 6 inches,

and the tail was 64 inches in length. The intestines, as in the

Muitclidct generally, exhibited no division into small and large, except
that the rectum became gradually increased in circumference ;

their

total length was 4 feet 5 inches. The stomach, when moderately
inflated, measured 10J inches in its greatest circumference, 13 along
its greater, and 4 inches along its lesser curve. The omentum was thin

and irregularly puckered together. At about 5 inches from the

anus commenced a group of thickly crowded mucous follicles, occupy-

ing a space of 4 inches in length. The anus was furnished with two

glands, each of the size of a nutmeg, and containing a fluid of the

consistence and colour of liquid honey, and of a most intolerable

odour : the orifice or duct of these glands opened just within the

verge of the anus. The liver was tripartite, the middle portion being
divided into one large and one small lobe ; on the under side of the

large lobe, in a deep furrow, was situated the gall-bladder, of a moder-
ate size and somewhat elongated form. The biliary secretion entered
the duodenum an inch and a half below the pylorus. The pancreas was
long, flat, and narrow ; beginning in a curved form near the pylorus,
and following the course of the duodenum for about 4 inches. The
spleen, tongue-ahaped, was loosely attached to the stomach and 6 inches
in length. The lungs consisted of three right and two left lobes.

The heart was of an obtuse figure, measuring an inch and a half in length
and an inch in breadth. The primary branches of the aorta were, 1st,

a right branch, or arteria innominate, which, running for a quarter of

an inch, gave off the two carotids and the right sub-clavian
; and,

2nd, a left branch, passing to form the right subclavian. The
epiglottis was acuminate, and in close approximation to the tongue,
which was tolerably smooth, with a crescent of distinct fossulate

papilloi at its base. The os hyoides waa united by a succession of
four bones on each side to the skull. The kidneys were of an oval

form, the right being half its length higher than the left ; length of
each an inch and a half. The tubuli entered the pelvis of the kidney by a

ingle large conical papilla. Supra-renal glands small. The testos

each as large as a small nutmeg; the cremaster muscle, embracing the

spermatic cord as it emerges from the ring, very distinct The penis
had bei-n injured in removing the skin of the animal

;
its length from

the pubes was about 34 inches, and its muscles were very distinct It

contained, as in the dog, a slender bone, 1 J inch long, rather stout at
it* commencement, then narrowing as it proceeded till near the apex,
when it suddenly bent at an obtuse angle, giving off at this part two
small

processes.
The distance of the prostate from the bladder was

an inch and a half.

The habits of the Orison are very sanguinary, and it is a great
destroyer of the smaller quadrupeds. It inhabits the greater part of
South America, but more particularly Ouyana and Paraguay. Dr.

Rennger note* both it and Oulo barbarm among the plantigrade
Oanmnra of Paraguay, where both species are called Yaguape.
The head is rather large ; ears broad and short Body very much

elongated ; for above deep brown, each hair tipped with white, which
give* a gray or hoary aspect to the upper psrts. A broad white line

passing on each side of the front to the shoulders. Nose, throat, under-

side of body, thighs, and legs, black. Length about 2 feet.

Oriwn (Gulo rit(alta).

There is a notice in the 'Zoological Proceedings' for 1830-31 of the

exhibition of a living quadruped referrilile to Gulo bnrbaria. It was

presented to the Society by Edmonstono Hodgkinson, Esq., of Trinidad,
who described it as being

"
playful and gentle, although easily i

and very voracious. It is exceedingly strong, as is indicated by its

shape; and it baa the same antipathy to water as a cat" Mi.

Hodgkinson suspected it to be a native of Peru. He obtained it in

Venezuela, where it was presented to him by the president, General

Paez. The name he received with it was the Guache ; but this

appellation, it was observed by Mr. Bennett, was probably erroneously

applied to the present animal, belonging rather to the Coati, the

orthography of which is variously given as Coati, Couati, Quaeje,

Quachi, and Guachi. The latter form, it is remarked, occurs ih the
' Personal Narrative

'

of the Baron Von Humboldt, where it evidently
refers to a nocturnal species of Natua. The form and general appear-
ance of the animal were remarked to be altogether those of a Miulela,
to which genus, it was observed, it should probably be referred,

together with the typical Gulo barbarui. A
specimen

of the latter

was placed upon the table, from which the living animal was shown
to differ by the absence of the large yellow spot beneath the n<

remarkable distinction in this group, but on the occurrence of which,
unless confirmed by several specimens, it was considered improper t-<

propose regarding it as a distinct species.
There is a figure and description of the Galera, referred to by Lin-

ntcus for his Mtutela barbara, in Browne's 'Jamaica,' p. 485, tab. 49.

Browne calls it the Oalem, or Guinea Fox, and says that it is often

brought to Jamaica from the coasts of Guinea (Guyana ?),
winre it is

a native, and frequent enough about all the negro settlements,

he says, of the size of a small rabbit or cat, ana very strong in its fora

. liich are much shorter than the hinder. [MusTEUDJB.]
Fossil Gluttons have been detected in the ossiferous caverns

;
Hula

pefcnM(Qoldfuss), for instance, has been found in those of Uailenreutb,
and Sundwick, in Westphalia. Professor Kaup also records another

extinct species, Gulo antalilurianiu (Kaup), from the Epplesheim
.

GUM, a vegetable substance frequently met with iu the tissues of

plants. It exudes from some plants in large quantities, especially tho

species of Acacia [Ar.\n.\], and is collected for commercial and
medicinal purposes. [GfM, in ARTS AND Sc. l)iv.] In a pure state

gum is clear, and when dry it is brittle like glass. It IB soluble, in

water and dilute acids, but not so in ether, alcohol, and volatile and

fixed oils. The action of alcohol makes it horny, and it H e..l..ured

pale yellow by iodine. Its composition is nearly identical with

and dextrine. Bcrzelius makes it C,, H,. On ,
and MuM

H 10 1(r
It closely resembles dextrine, and through it is allied to

starch. The substances called Cerasin, Arabin, and Vegetable Mucilage,
seem to be modifications of gum. The prineip.il difference between

gum and dextrine consist* in the fuel that by tho action of dilute

sulphuric acid, or diastase, the latter is converted int.. ^rape-sugar,
which is not the case with gum. Gum seems, to originate with

dextrine. M Srutcil.]
GUM-KI'.SINS are substances found in plants in which Cum and

Resin are mixed together in various proportions. Some families of

plants, as the UmbeUifera, are remarkable for exuding these sub-

stance*. Ammoniacum, Assafootida, Sagapenutn, and Galhanmn, are

examples. They frequently contain mixed with them a volatile oil
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which gives to them a medicinal value. TGuM-RESiNS, iu ARTS AND
Sc. Div.]
GUM-TRAGACANTH. [ASTRAGALUS.]
GUM-TREE. [EUCALYPTUS.]
GUMS. [DEXTITION; TKETH.]
GUNNELL. [MUR.ENIM.]
GURHOFFIAN. [DOLOMITE.]
GURNARD. [TRIGLA.]
GUTTIFER.E. [CLCSIACE*.]
GUYAQUILLITE, a form of Fossil Resin found in South America.

It is soluble in alcohol.

GYALL, the name of the Indian Jungle Bull, Hot frontalw of
Lambert. [BOVID.E.]
GYMNADE'NIA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Orchidacece and the tribe Ophrydinece. It is distinguished from the

genus Orchio by the glands of the pollen masses being without a

pouch. There are two British species, G. conopsea and G. albida.

0. conopsea has a 3-lobed lip ; the lobes equal, entire, obtuse
; the

lateral sepals spreading, spur filiform, twice as long as the germeu ;

root-knobs, palmate. The stem is a foot high; leaves linear-

lanceolate.

G. Ereyerii is a native of South America at the river Magdalena.
It has blue flowers

;
leaves with two or three pairs of unequal leaflets,

the extreme ones oblong, elliptical, unequal-sided, middle pair
obovate, lower ones roundish

; peduncles umbellate.

G. verticale is a native of Mexico and St. Domingo. The flowers

are blue with vertical petals. The leaves with three or six pairs, but

usually five pairs of oblong coriaceous mucronate leaflets, the outer
ones obovate, which are as well as the branches very smooth.

0. sanctum is . tree 20 feet high, a native of South America,
particularly in the island of St. Domingo, Mexico, and Brazil.

GYMNARCHUS, a genus of Malacopterygious Apodal Fishes. The

body is long and scaly ;
the gill opening before the pectoral fins

;

dorsal fin running the whole length of the back
;

tail ending in a

point ; head naked and conical ; mouth small, with a single row
of cutting teeth. G. Nilotieia is the only species; it inhabits

the Nile.

GYMNEMA, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order

Aiclepiadacea. It has a sub-urceolate 5-cleft corolla, the throat

usually crowned by five scales or teeth inserted in the recesses between
the segments of the corolla. The stamineous corona is wanting. The
anthers terminate by a membrane, the pollen masses are erect, fixed

by the base. The follicles smooth. Seeds comose, generally margi-
nate. The species are usually twining shrubs, natives of the East

Indies, the tropical parts of Australia, and Equinoctial Africa.

The leaves are opposite, membranous, and flat. The umbels iuter-

petiolar and cymose. In the greater number of species the stamens

are not usually naked, but are furnished with a gland-like body or

fleshy tuft at the base of each filament.

G. lactifcrum, Cow-Plant, or Milk-Bearing Gymnema, has an erect

stem, or rather twining ;
the leaves are on short petioles, ovate, bluntly

acuminated, usually unequal-sided; the umbels many-flowered,
shorter than the petioles ;

the throat of the corolla crowned by five

fleshy tubercles ;
the tube furnished with double pilose lines

running from the tubercles. It is a native of Ceylon, where the milk

of the plant is sometimes substituted for cow's milk, and the leaves

are boiled with food.

0. tingent is a native of Pegu. It has a twining glabrous stem,

cordate leaves, acuminated to oval
;
the umbels or corymbs often twin,

at first shorter than the petioles, and at length spirally elongated ;

the glands of the filaments one-half shorter than the stamens; follicles

cylindrical, epoon-shaped ; stigma simple, oval, inutic, crowning the

tube of the corolla, and therefore exceeding the stamens. The

flowers are largish, numerous, and of a pale-yellow colour. The

calyx 5-cleft to the base. From the leaves of this plant a green dye
is prepared by the Burmese. Seventeen species of this genus are

enumerated, none of them of any particular interest.

(Lindley, Vegetable Kingdom ; Don, Dichlamydeous Plants.)

GYMNETRUS, a genus of Fishes belonging to the group of

Riband-Shaped Acanthopteryrjii. It has the following characters :

Body elongated, compressed ;
a single dorsal fin extending the whole

length of the back ;
ventrals consisting each of a single ray, only

sometimes very long and dilated at the end ; no anal fin
;
teeth

pointed, small. The species of this genus have very rarely been

obtained entire. They have generally been taken dead, and con-

sequently have been crushed and mutilated. Of the species of this

genua, Mr. Yarrell says, "three probably belong to the Mediterranean,

two to the seas of the North of Europe, and two to India. One

northern species, besides one of those apparently belonging to India,

has been taken on the shores of this country. That of the north has

occurred more than once in Scotland ;
that of India once on the coast

of Cornwall."

0. Ilawkenii (Bloch), Hawken's Gymnetrus, the Oared Gymnetrus,

the Ceil Conin of Cornwall. This species has been taken in Corn-

wall. The following description has been drawn up by Mr. Couch

from a drawing and notes of a specimen taken in a net at Mount's

Bay in 1791 : "The length without tbe extremity of the tail, which

was wanting, wan 8i feet; the depth 104 inches; thickness 2$ inches;

weight 40 Ibs. In the drawing the head ends in a short and
elevated front

; eye large ; pectoral fin round
; no anal fin

; the dorsal
fin reaches from above the eye to the tail. The ventrals are formed
of four long red processes, proceeding from the thorax, and ending
in a fan-shaped appendage, of which the base is purple, the expansion
crimson. The back and belly are dusky-green ; the sides whitish

;

the whole varied with clouds and spots of a darker green ; the fins
crimson." A very fine specimen of this fish caught off the coast of

Northumberland, was exhibited in London at the time the discovery
of the Great Sea-Serpent was announced, and was supposed to explain
the nature of this discovery.
The Gymnetrus arcticus of Cuvicr, the Vaagnaer, or Deal-Fish, has

been referred to the genus Trachypterus. [TRACHyriERUS.l
GYMNOCEPHALUS. [CORACINA.]
GYMNO'CLADUS (from jiip.vas, naked, and KA.<8or, a, branch),

a genus of Plants belonging to the natural order Leyuminosce. It has
dioecious flowers

;
the calyx tubular, 5-eleft

;
the petals five, equal,

oblong, exserted from the tube
; the stamens ten, inclosed

;
the legume

oblong, thick, filled with pulp inside. There is but one species,
G. Canadensis, the Kentucky Coffee-Tree. It is an upright deciduous
tree, with compound alternate, stipulate, bipinnate leaves, and white
flowers in terminal racemes. The branches of this tree are without
any appearance of buds, which, during the winter, gives it the aspect
of a dead tree, and hence the Canadian name '

chicot,' or stump-tree.
The wood is hard, compact, and of a fine rose colour. In America it
is used in cabinet-making and carpentry. It has the property of

rapidly converting its sap-wood into heart-wood, so that the smallest
trees may be converted to useful purposes. The seeds were at one
time roasted and ground as a substitute for coffee in Kentucky and
Tennessee ; but they are not often used in this way at the present
day. The pods, preserved in the same way as the tamarind, are said
to be wholesome and aperient. This tree grows well in Great Britain,
but does not ripen its seed.". It is best propagated by imported seeds,
but it will also grow freely from cuttings of the roots. It requires a
rich, deep, free soil. (Loudou, Encyclopedia of Trees and Shrubs.)
GYMNODACTYLUS. [GECKOTID*.]
GYMNODERUS. [CORACINA.]
GYMNOGASTER. [TRACHYFTERUS.]
GYMNOGENS, or GYMNOSPERMS, one of the divisions under

which the vegetable kingdom is now classified. The name is derived
from the seeds being naked, that is to 'say, unprotected by a peri-
carpal covering, and fertilised by the pollen coming in direct contact
with the ovule, not by the intervention of the apparatus callad

stigma and style. In this respect Gymuosperms are analogous to those
reptiles which, in the animal kingdom, have eggs that are impregnated
by the male after they have been deposited by the mother.
The plants comprehended in this class have nearly an equal relation

to flowering and flowerless plants. With the former they agree in

habits, iu the presence of sexes, and in their vascular tissue being
complete; with Ferns and Club-Mosses, among the latter, some also
accord in habit, iu the peculiar gyrate vernation of the leaves of some
Cycads, iu their spiral vessels being imperfectly formed, and in the
sexes being less complete than in other flowering plants ;

the females
wanting a pericarpal covering, and receiving fertilisation directly
through the foramen of the ovule, without the intervention of style
or stigma, and the males sometimes consisting of leaves imperfectly
contracted into an anther bearing a number of pollen-cases upon their
surface. So great is the resemblance between Club-Mosses and cer-
tain Conifers, that there is no obvious external character except size

by which they can be distinguished. Gyrnnogens are known from most
other Vasculares by the vessels of their wood having large apparent per-
forations or discs. [CONIFER^;.] It is not however on this account to be
understood that they differ in growth from other Exogens ; on the
contrary they are essentially the same, deviating in no respect from
the plan upon which Exogenous Plants increase, but having a kind of
tissue peculiar to themselves. At this point of the vegetable kingdom
there is a plain transition from the highest form of organisation to
the lowest. Gymuogens are essentially Exogens in all that appertains
to the organs of vegetation; they have concentric zones iu their
wood, a vascular system in which spiral vessels are found, and a
central pith, but they are analogous to reptiles in the animal king-
dom. The two most remarkable of the orders are Conifers and
Cycads. Of these the former is connected with Club-Mosses among
Acrogens by means of the extinct genus Lepidudendron, and their
branches are sometimes so similar to those of certain Lycopods them-
selves as to leave no doubt of their relation. Compare, for instance,
Lycopodium phlegmaria, and Canningltamia sinensu. Some Cycads
have the gyrate vernation of the leaves of true Ferns, along with the
inflorescence of Conifers; and their mode of forming their trunk,
although essentially the same as that of Exogeus, yet resembles the
growth of Acrogens in lengthening by a terminal bud only. While
however the class of Gymuogeus is thus distinctly marked by the
most important physiological peculiarities, it approaches the highest
forms of vegetation by that portion of it which bears the name of
Joint-Firs (Gnetacece) plants with all tho structure of their class, but
with the manner of growth of Chlorauths

(Cltloranthaceai) and Beef-
woods (Caauarinacece). (Liudley

'

Vegetable Kingdom.')
The following figure of Juniperue Oxycedrus will show the pecu-
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liaritira of this claa : fig. 1 is male catkin ; f<j. 2, a scale from it

baviug anthen on iu under aide ; Jig. 8, a female clutter of flower*

aatod at the end of a scaly peduncle; Jig. 4, a longitudinal section of

the same, showing the naked ovule* seated within the scales ; Jig. 5 is

a ripe fruit, composed of three scales, become fleshy and consolidated,

and burying the seeds within their centre ; jig. 6 is the same fruit

divided transversely, to show how the seeds are placed within the ripe

fruit; Jig. 1 is a seed; Jig. -6, a longitudinal, and Jig. 9, a trans-

verse section of the same. [CrcAJUOE*; TAIACE.K; GSETACEJS;

Juuipfrtu Oxyetdrtu.

GYMNOP3, a gnus of Birds established by Cuvier and described

by him ns having a bill strong og that of the Orioles ; the nostrils

round, without scales or any membranous entourage, and a great part
of the head denuded of feathers. He refers to (jraculu calva, QmeL,
.tfino Dumonlii, Less., and GractUa cyanotit, Lath. (Meropt cyanutit,

ah.), as examples.
. .YMN'isl'ERMS. [GTJMOOEXS.]
(iYMXO'TUH, a genus of Fishes belonging to the section Apodti.

It has the following generic characters : Gills partially closed by a

membrane, and opening before the pectorals ; the vent placed very far

forwards ; body without any perceptible scales, and without dorsal

fin ;
anal fin extending the greater part of the length of the body.

(/'. etectricut (Linn.), from the resemblance it bears to an eel, and

the electric power which it possesses, has been called the Electric-Eel

It Is about 5 or 6 feet in length ; the head is rather broad aud

depressed ; the muzzle is obtuse : the body, compared with that of

the common eel, is stouter and shorter in proportion ; the anterior

part is nearly cylindrical, but towards and at the tail it is compressed ;

the pectoral fins are small and rounded ;
the anal fin commences at

a short distance behind the line of the pectoral fins, and extends

uninterruptedly to the tail
; there is no caudal fin. IU colour is

brownish-black.
The Electric-Eel is said to communicate shocks so violent that men

mod even horses are overpowered by them. This power is dependent
on the will of the animal, but decreases in strength if frequently

repeated, unless at considerable intervals. The organs by which this

shock is produced are minutely described by Hunter in the 65th
volume of the '

Philosophical Transactions.' All the species of

Gymnotut inhabit the riven of South America. [KLtxTHiciTY or
ORGANIC BEINGS.]
The genus Ctrajnu of Cuvier contains such species of (rymnolia of

the older authors an have the tail lengthened and tapering, and the

body compressed and furnished with scales. They also inhabit

South America.

GYMNU'RA, a genus of Animals belonging to the family Talpida
and the order t'era- of Dr. Gray. The only species of this genus was
first described by Sir Stamford Raffles. It was afterwards more

accurately examined by Dr. Hun-field and Mr. Vigors, who figured it

in the '

Zoological Journal.'

Sir Stamford Kaffles referred the species to the Linnican genus
Virerra, and recorded it as Viteira Qymnura. But although he did

not nominally raise the animal to the importance of a genus, he gave
so clear and accurate a description of its generic characters that Dr.

Horsfield and Mr. Vigors do not hesitate to attribute the first indi-

cation of the group to him ; and they proceed to give the generic
character of (iymnura :

Q I) O Q g
Incisors, - ; canines (Laniarii), ; molars, =44.

6 1 1 i 7

Incisors, 2 above, remote, very large, subcylindrical, rounded at

the apex ; 6 below, the four intermediate approximate, rather short,
inclined (proclives) compressed, the anterior surface (pagiun) convex,
the interior flat, edge rounded (scalpro rotundato), the two lateral

abbreviated, acute. Canines (Laniarii), 2 on each side above, remote
from the incisors and shorter than then), the anterior ones the longest ;

1 on each side below, very large, conical, subarcuate, looking inwards.

Molars, 8 on each side above, remote from the canines, the three

anterior unicuspid, the first elongated and sectorial ; the second and
third abbreviated

;
the fourth with an elongated conical point and a

posterior and exterior abbreviated lobe or step (gradu) at the base ;

the fifth with the exterior cusp very long, aud the Ulterior one abbre-

viated
; the sixth and seventh very large, multicuspid, the cusps

.-lib-abbreviated and rounded ; the eighth smaller aud more fashioned

for triturating (subtritorius), the cusps rather obtuse ; 7 below, the

three anterior unicuspid, compressed ;
the first and second shorter

;

the third sub-elongated ; the fourth with an elongated cusp, an
anterior lobe, and another posterior lobe (gradu) abbreviated; the

fifth, sixth, and seventh very large, multicuspid, the cusps rather

elevated and acute.

Head elongated, acuminated, narrowed, compressed on the sides,

Saltish above. Muzzle (rostrum) obtuse, elongated, stretched forward

(protensum), much surpassing the lower jaw in length. Nostrils

lateral, prominent, with the margins convoluted. Tongue rather

smooth, large. Auricles rounded, somewhat prominent, naked. Eyes
small. Whiskers (vibrissa

1

) elongated.

Body rather robust, ground of the fur (cordaris) soft, but with
distant erect sub-elongated harsh hairs. Tail rather long, smooth,
attenuated, naked, scaly, with a few scattered hairs in youth.

Feet moderate, plantigrade, pentadactyle, the fore feet with a
rather short thumb, the three intermediate fingers rather long and

sub-equal ;
the hind feet with a very short great toe, the three inter-

mediate toes very much elongated, and the external toe moderate.

Claws moderate, narrow, curved, compressed, very acute, retractile.

Such is the character given by Dr. Horsfield and Mr. Vigors to

Gymnura, and they state their opinion that the nearest affinity to this

genus appears to be met with in Tupaia (Raffles). From that group
however they say that Qymnura is sufficiently distinguished, besides

the difference in the system of dentition, by the elongation of the

rostrum, the comparative robustness of the body, the setose character

of the hairs, which are sparingly mingled with the soft fur, the small

retractile claws, and the nakedness of the tail In general appear-
ance they hold that the group bears a strong resemblance to some

species of the Marsupial genus Didtlphii.
O. Raffnii, the Bulau or Tikus, bos the body, feet, stripe above the

eyes, scattered occipital hairs, and the basal half of the tail, block ;

the head, the neck, the scattered hairs of the back, and the other half

of the tail, white. (Horsfield and Vigors.)
An adult specimen examined by Horsfield and Vigors measured

1't. In. Lints.

Length of the body and head from the extremity
of the proboscis to the root of the tail . 123

Length of the tail 10

Length of the head 043
Length of the proboscis .... 008
Breadth of the head across the earn . . 016
Distance between the eyes .... 010
Height at the shoulder .... 050
Height at the rump "

Length of the anterior taru.i and toes . 019
Length of the posterior ditto ... 020

M. Lesson ('Manual,' 1827), places thu li-lth genus, Oymnura,
between the dogs with hyicua'i feet (Canit jiictut, Desm. ;

Jfyana picta, Tetnm.), and Vitcrra, Liiin., the first sub-genus of

which he makes to consist of the true Civets. He says of Gymnura,
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" We form this genus in eonfonnity with the opinion (d'aprcs 1'avis
of M. Desmarest, in order to place in it an animal closely approxi
mating to the Civets, and perhaps approximating still nearer to th

Paradoxuri, which are plantigrade. We place it provisionally among
the digitigrades. It has a pointed muzzle, a soft tongue, roundec
ears, erect and naked, compressed claws, curved and sharp, a nakec
tail, and the following dental formula :

"
Incisives, _ canines,

11,
1 l'

moRu-s, ?H^ = 40.66
" In the upper jaw the two middle incisives are the largest, am

separated (c'carte'es) one from the other ; the two lateral ones are ver
small ; the canines are moderate. The first molar has two points, the
second one only ; the fourth and fifth have four tubercles, the sixth
has only three.

" In the lower jaw the canines are long.
"Species, Gymnura Rafflesii, Vivcn-a Gymnura, Raffles. Thi

species, from the East Indies, has the muzzle, which exceeds the
lower jaw by an inch, pointed ; the eyes are small, the moustaches
long; the tail, which is naked, like that of a rat, is only 10 inches

long, and the head and body measure 1 foot. The fur consists of two
sorts of hair, a short under fur (bourre) very thick and soft, and a

long harsh hair
;
the body, legs, and first half of the tail are black ;

the bead, the neck, and the shoulders are white ; a black band passes
over the eyes. Habits unknown."

Gymnura Itiiffletii. Horsficld and Vigors.

M. Lesson does not state from what specimen he has taken his

descriptions, which vary from those of Dr. Hdrsfield and Mr. Vigors,
in some instances essentially ;

but the latter state the ample materials

from which they defined their characters.

Cuvier says,
" The genus (fymnura of Messrs. Vigors and Horsfield

' Zool. Journal,' iii. pi. 8) appears to approach Cladobates in its teeth,

and the shrews (musaraigues) in its pointed muzzle and scaly tail. It

has five unguiculated toes on all its feet, and rather stiff bristles

(soies assez rudes) projecting forth from the woolly hair. It cannot

be well classed till its anatomy is known."
The term Gymnura has been applied to designate a genus of Sea-

Ducks [DUCKS] ;
and Spix uses the word Gymnuri as the name of a

family of South American Monkeys.
GYNA'NDRIA, one of the classes in the artificial system of botany

invented by Linnaeus, the character of which is to have the stamens

and pistil consolidated into a single body. The principal part of

the class consists of Orchidaceous Plants, forming in it the order

ifonandria.
GYNOCARDIA. [FLACOUKTIACE^.]
GYPAfiTOS, Starr's generic name for the Liimmergeyer, or

Bearded Griffin (Gypaetos barbaius), a bird of prey which may be

considered as intermediate between the Eagles and the Vultures.

[VULTURID.K.]
GYPOGE'RANUS (Illiger), a genus of Birds embracing the well-

known Secretary Bird. Mr. Bennett, in the 'Tower Menagerie,'

remarks that the singular conformation of this bird, so different in

many respects from that of the order to which both in its leading

characters and in its habits it obviously belongs, rendered it for a

long time the torment of ornithologists, who puzzled themselves in'

vain to assign it a definite place in the system, and could not agree

even with regard to the grand division of the class to which it ought
to be referred.

" Thus "
continues the author,

" M. Temminck was at

one time inclined toTefer it to the Gallinaceous order; and M. Vieillot,

after repeatedly changing his mind upon the subject, at last arranged

it among the Waders, with which it has absolutely nothing in com-

mon except the length of its legs. It appears however to be now
almost universally admitted that its closest affinity is with the

Vultures, with which it agrees in the most essential particulars of its

organisation, and from which it differs chiefiy in certain external

characters alone, which unquestionably give to it an aspect exceed-

ingly distinct, but are not of themselves of sufficient importance to

authorise its removal to a distant part of the classification. It con-

stitutes in fact one of those mixed and aberrant forms by means of

which the arbitrary divisions of natural -objects established by man are

HAT. HIST. mv. vor,. n.

so frequently assimilated to each other in the most beautiful, and
occasionally in the most unexpected manner." Mr. Swaiuson, in the
first volume of his 'Classification of Birds,' places the "Secretary
Vulture of Africa" among the Vultwidie; but in the second volume
of the same work (1837), he makes it a genus of the Aquilincc, & sub-
family of the Falconidce.

Dr. Sparrman first saw this bird (a drawing of which, given by
M. Vosmaer under the denomination of Sagiltariu*, he alludes to) in
the neighbourhood of the warm baths of Hottentot Holland. "

It is

not," he says,
" a very shy bird, but when scared begins at first to

endeavour to save itself by alternately hopping and scudding along
very swiftly, and afterwards does it more effectually by flight. In
external appearance, in some respects it resembles the eagle, and in
others the crane, two birds certainly very unlike each other

; though
iu my opinion it ought to be referred to neither of these genera. The
Hottentots give it a name most suitable to its nature, namely, as
translated into Dutch, Slaugen-Vreeter (or Serpent-Eater); and in
fact it is for the purpose of confining within due bounds the race of
serpents, which in Africa is very extensive, that nature has principally
destined this bird. It is larger than our crane, with legs 2,^ feet long,and the body in proportion less than the crane's. Its beak, claws,
stout thighs covered with feathers, and short neck, are like those of
the eagle and hawk kind." Then follows a particular description of
the bird, after which the Doctor continues thus :

" This bird has a
peculiar method of seizing upon serpents. When it approaches them
it always^akes care to hold the point of one of its wings before it, in

rendered it almost senseless, it then kills it and swallows it without
danger.

_
Though I have very frequently seen the Secretary Bird,

both in its wild and tame state, yet I have never had an opportunity
of seeing this method it has of catching serpents ; however I cau byno means harbour any doubt concerning it, after having had it con-'
Brmed to me by so many Hottentots as well as Christians

;
and since

this bird has been observed at the menagerie at the Hague to amuse
and exercise itself in the same manner with a straw. If, finally, this
serpent-eater is to be referred to the Accipitres, or the Ha'vvk kind,
the name of Falco Serpentarius appears to be the most proper to

distinguish it by in the 'Systema Naturso.' It has even baen remarked
that these birds, when tame, will not disdain now and then to put up
with a nice chicken."

Sparrman, it is true, did not himself see the scene which he
describes

; but that his account is correct in the main will not be
doubted when we present the reader with a translation of the testi-

mony of an eye-witness of one at whose relations the devoted
admirers of Buffoii were too apt to smile increduously, but whose
accuracy is now generally allowed to be unimpeachable. We give it

entire, because even in those parts which are not directly illustrative
of the habits of the bird, the difference between the actual observer,
.he field zoologist, who had studied nature in her own wilderness, and
,he cabinet theorist, who had only viewed her through the false
medium of his own brilliant but delusive imagination, is strikingly
lisplayed. Le Vaillant, in one of his journeys iu the Namaqua
country, arrived at a spring at the very moment when a Secretary
was drinking there : he killed it at the first shot, and gave to the well
,he name of the Secretary's Fountain. His narrative then proceeds as
'ollows :

" The Dutch have named this bird the Secretary on account of the
uft of plumes which it carries at the back of the head

; for, in
lolland, clerks (gens de cabinet), when they are interrupted in their
writing, stick the pen among their hair behind the right ear> so as to
mitate in some degree its crest. Buffou, speaking of it, says that it
.as only been known at the Cape recently ; and the proof which he
idduces is, tha.t Kolbe and other succeeding writers say nothing of
t. This is advancing a groundless assertion (uu fait faux), and
indeavouring to prove it by another as true as the first. The
Secretary is known in the colonies both under the name of Secretaris
and that of Slang-Vreeter. It is under this last denomination that
Colbe speaks of it; and he certainly knew it, at least from the
elation of others, because he exactly enumerates all the kinds of
ood which it habitually takes. It is true that, in his description, he
rauslates the Dutch word Slang-Vreeter by the French word Pelican,
nd that consequently he makes a single species out of two very
ifferent ones. But Kolbe was no naturalist, and his work contains so
nany other errors that it would be astonishing not to find this. I have
'>eeii more surprised, I confess, to see that our modern naturalists,
ven those'who have spoken of the Secretary in the greatest detail,
uake no mention of three bony and blunt protuberances which it
las at the bend and last joint of the wings, but infinitely less appa-
ent than iu the Jacaua or iu the Kamicki. This omission has
ppeared strange to me, in Buffon particularly, who has not described
t from the relation of others, but from an individual which he had
efore his eyes, and which I believe was iu the cabinet of Mauduit.
t is nevertheless an essential omission, because it deprives the
ccretary of one of its principal distiuctive characters, and because
he protuberances of which I speak form one of the arms of the bird,

4 D
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as I h*ll presently show. I dull permit myself moreover to make
remark on what Buffon ha* written. According to him the Secretary

differ* from other bird* in its timid nature ; and it* timidity is even

uch, says he, that when attacked by iU enemies it has no other

resource for iU preservation excepting flight This is an error.

Thote who have been able to study this bird know that, living

especially on reptiles, it U continually at war with them
;
that

|W
seeks them everywhere, and attacks them courageously. For thin

assertion I cite the testimony of Querhoent, and bring forward in

proof of it the fact which I have witnessed.
" lu descending from a mountain into a very deep bog (fondricre)

I perceived, nearly perpendicularly below me, a bird which raised and

lowered iteelf very rapidly, with very extraordinary motion*.

Although I well knew the Secretary, and had killed many of these

birds at Natal, it was impossible for me to recognise it in the vertical

situation in which I found myself, and I only suspected that it was one

from iU> bearing;. Having found means, by favour of some rocks, to

approach sufficiently near, noislessly and without being discovered, I

found that this bird was a Secretary combating a serpent. The fight

was very slurp on both sides, and the skill (la ruse) equal on the part
of each of the combatants. But the serpent, which perceived the

inequality of its strength, employed that adroit canning which is

attributed to it, in oruer to save itself by flight and regain its hole ;

while the bird, divining its intention, stopped it at once, and throwing
itself before the serpent by one spring cut off iU retreat. Wherever
the reptile essayed to escape there it always found its enemy. Then,

uniting skill with courage, it erected itself fiercely to intimidate the

bird, and presented, with a frightful bias, a menacing gape, inflamed

eyes, and a head swollen with rage and poison.
" Sometimes this offensive resistance suspended hostilities for an

instant ; but the bird soon returned to the charge ;
and covering its

body with one of its wings as with a shield, struck its enemy with the

other, with the bony protuberances of which I have already spoken,
and which, like small cluba, overpowered it the more surely, inasmuch
as it presented iUelf to the blows. In effect, I saw it reel and fall

extended: then the conqueror threw himself upon it to finish his

work
;
and with one blow of the bill split its skull.

"At this moment, having no further observations to make, I killed

it I found in its crop (for it has one, which nobody has stated), on

dissecting it, eleven rather large lizards, three serpents as long as one's

arm, eleven small tortoises very entire, many of which were about
two inches in diameter, and, finally, a quantity of locusts (sautcrelles)

and insects, the greater part of which were sufficiently whole to

deserve being collected and to be added to my specimens. The
lizards, the serpents, and the tortoises had all received the stroke of

the bill on the head. I observed besides, that independently of this

mass of aliments the craw (poche) of the animal contained a species
of pellet, as large as a goose's egg, and formed of the vertebrae of

serpents and lizards which the bird had devoured previously, scales of

small tortoises, and the wings, feet, and corselets of different Scarabai.

Doubtless when the undigested mass is become too large, the Secre-

tary, like other birds of prey, vomits it and gets rid of it It results

from the superabundant quantity of nourishment which this specimen
bad secured, that in attacking the serpent of the bog, it was not

hunger which had stimulated it to the combat, but the hatred and

antipathy which it bears to these reptiles. Such an aversion as this

is of an inappreciable advantage in a country where the
temperature

wonderfully favours the multiplication of an infinity of noxious and
venomous animals. In this point of view the Secretary is one of

nature's real benefactions; and indeed its utility and the services

rendered by it are so well recognised at the Cape and in its neighbour-
hood, that the colonists and Hottentots respect it and do not kill it

;

herein imitating the Dutch, who do not kill the stork, and the

Egyptians, who never injure the ibis.
" The Secretary i* easily tamed, and when domesticated, every kind

of nourishment, cooked or raw, agrees with it equally. If care be
taken to feed it well, it not only lives amicably and peaceably with
the poultry, but when it sees any dispute going on it runs to separate
the combatant* and to restore order. It is true that if it be permitted
to sufler from hunger, it provides for itself, and then falls without

scruple upon the ducklings and chicks. But this abuse of confidence,
if abuse of confidence it can be called, is nothing but the imperious
effect of want, and the pure and simple exercise of that necessity
which devote* the half of all that breathes to the appetite of the

other half. I have seen tame Secretaries at many house*. The eggs
ordinarily amount to from two to three, nearly as large as those of

a goo**, and white like those of a hen. The young remain a long; time
before they quit the nest, because their legs being long and slender,

they sustain themselves with difficulty. They may be observed, even*

up to the age of four month*, unable to progress except by leaning
on their heel* ; which gives them a strikingly clumsy and ungraceful
air. Nevertheless, a* their toe* are not so long nor their claws so

curved as the other bird* of prey, they walk with much more facility
than those. So that when they have attained the age of seven
months they may be seen to

develop easy and graceful movements
which suit well with their noble beating. Buffon, quoting the Dutch
naturalist, says, that whan the latter was drawing his Secretary, the

curious bird came to look upon the paper with outstretched neck and

upstanding crest, as if admiring it* likeness, Ac. Certainly the Secre-

tary is sufficiently interesting on account of iU instinct and natural

qualities, without requiring to be gifted by its historian with an

admiring taste for drawing and a sort of pride at seeing itself repre-
sented. If Voamaer's Secretary approached him, Htretching out its

neck and raising it* crest, it was, in my opinion, neither from curiosity
nor delight, but only from a sort of habit which is common to many
other birds. We know that the majority of them, when they are
familiar and domesticated, love to have their polls scratched

;
that

this titillation seems to give them pleasure ; and that they present
themselves to the first comer and stretch out their neck to beg for this

service. We see this in Europe with reference to the peacock and
the parrakeet

" The Secretary U found on all the arid plains in the neighbour-
hood of the Cape. I have found it in the east, on the whole line of

coast, in Caffroria, and even far inland. But in the west, although this

part of Africa presents deserts still more arid than those of the east,
and although it consequently offers to the bird the different s< <

food which are congenial to it, I have never met with one beyond the

country of the Great Namaquaa. I will add only one word on this

interesting animal : it has not the bill of a gallinaceous bin!, as

Vosmaer says it has
;
but a true bill of a bird of prey. Nor has it,

as Buffon declares, the leg bare of feathers like the shore birds

(oiseaux de rivage). For the rest, I refer to my
'

Ornithology,' where
I shall enter into greater details on the subject of the Secretary." (Le
Vaillant,

' Second Voyage dans I'lutoVifiir de 1'Afrique,' Ac., torn, ii.)

M. Lesson quotes the account of Mr. Smith, wlio i. ! itrs that one

day he saw a Secretary take two or three turns on the wing at a little

distance from the place where he was. The bird soon Buttled, and
Mr. Smith saw that it was attentively examining an object near the

spot where it had descended. After approaching it with great precau-
tion the Secretary extended one of it< wings, which the bird con-

tinually agitated. Mr. Smith then i ;x larRc serpent raising
iU head, and appearing to wait the approach of the bird to <l:irt ii|*>n

it; but a quick blow of the wing soon laid it prostrate. The bird

appeared to wait for the serpent's, raisins itself, in order to repeat the

blow ; but this the serpent, it seems, did not attempt, and the Secre-

tary walking towards it, seized it with the feet and bill, and rose

perpendicularly into the air, whence the bird let the serpent fall on
the ground, so that it might be securely destroyed.

Gmelin placed the Secretary at the bead of the genus Falco, imme-

diately after the genus Vultur.

DumeYil, Temmiuck, De Blainville, Latreille, Vigors, and Illiger

place it in the order of Rapacious Birds.

Baron I'uvier arranges the form among the Falcons.

M. Vieillot places it among the (irallutnra.

M. Lesson makes the third and lost family of his Diurnal Birds of

Prey consist of Oypogeranut ; the first consists of the Vulturidir, and
the second of the Palconida.

Mr. Swainson makes the Secretary the third and last type of the

family Vulluridcc.

Mr. Ogilby, at a meeting of the Zoological Society of London (July,

1835), observed that a Secretary (Gypogeranus] in Mr. Kendall's collec-

tion offered some peculiarities when compared with the common Cape
animal, which at first induced Mr. Ogilby to believe that it might be
a distinct species, and in this opinion he was in some degree confirmed

by Mr. Gould ; but he stated that a more attentive comparison of

specimens from both localities (Mr. Kendall's having been *.;,-

the Gambia), had considerably shaken his original opinion. Mr. Ogilby
remarked however that utill greater diAurenoe* are indicated by Son-

nerat in his figure and description of the Secretary of the Philippine

Island*, and which, as far as the former was aware, had not been
noticed by more recent naturalists. Whether or not the Secretaries

of these three localities, the Cape of Gocd Hope, the Gambia, and
the Philippines, may eventually turn out to be really distinct, or only
varieties of the same species, roust, he further remarked, be left for

future observation ; but, as it w.mM be at least useful to direct the

attention of travellers, collectors, snd zoologists to the subject, he
stated the

principal
marks which appeared to distinguish each, giving

them provisionally specific name* derived from the localities which

they respectively inhabit as follows :

1. 0. Captnrii, with the plume of long cervical feathers commencing
upon the occiput, spreading irregularly over the upper port of the

neck, narrow throughout the greater part of their length, as if the

beard had been cut on each side close into the shaft of HIM quill, and

spreading only at the point. Inhabits the Cape of Good Hope.
2. O. Gambieiuii, with the cervical crest commencing some distance

below the occiput, arranged in two regular series, one on each side of

the neck, with the intermediate space clear, and composed of lon^

npatule-shaped feathers, much broader throughout than in the last

specie*, though similarly decreasing in width towards the root. In

both them species the two middle feathers of the toil are considerably

longer than the others. Inhabit* Senegambia.
8. 0. Pkilipprnnt, with the cervical crest spread irregularly from

the occiput to the bottom of the neck, the longest feathers be-in

situated the lowest, which is just the reverse of what is obsen
O. Oambiauil, and with Ihr two exterior tail-feathers the longest, so

that the tail appear* forked This is apparent not only iu Sonnerat's
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figure, but is expressly mentioned in his detailed description, and, if

confirmed by future observation, is clearly indicative of a specific
distinction. Inhabits the Philippine Islands. Described and figured
in Sonnerat's '

Voyage a la Kouvelle Guinee,' p. 87, t. 50.

The colours of the three species or varieties here indicated do not,

says Mr. Ogilby in conclusion, seem to be materially different in other

respects.
Sonnerat commences hia description by saying that the Secretary is

not only found in the Philippines, but that it also inhabits Africa, and
is known at the Cape of Good Hope. He speaks of the bird as being
of the size of a turkey (Coq d'Indc), and as having the bill and feet

of the Gallinaceous Birds, but notices that the legs are denuded of

feathers to just above the knee. Of the accuracy of the description,
as far as the alleged gallinaceous bill and feet are concerned, the
student will have an opportunity of judging from the African speci-
mens in our museums, and the living bird in the menagerie of the

Zoological Society of London at the Regent's Park. But travellers

and collectors will do well to bear Mr. Ogilby's provisional distinctions

in mind
;
for the foirn, as we have seen, is so interesting to zoologists,

that every modification of it must be considered of value. Speaking
of the manners of the bird described in the '

Voyage a la Nouvelle

Guin^c,' Sonnerat says that it is sociable, and lives in a state of

domesticity ;
that it hunts rats, and might, in this point of view,

become useful in the colonies, where probably it would not be dif-

ficult to multiply it. Although he describes the bill and feet of the

Secretary as being those of the Gallinaceous Birds, he states that it

feeds on flesh, and ought consequently to be placed in the ranks of

the Birds of Prey, among which, he adds, it forms an entirely
insulated genus.

Gypoyeranus is, as M. Lesson has stated, and as appears by its

skeleton, a true Bird of Prey, with long legs : the number of the

cervical vertebrae, an important feature according to the views of

some zoologists, is thirteen, the atlas included. It is difficult to draw
the line . between the dorsal and cervical vertebraj in birds

;
but in

two skeletons of the Secretary in the museum of the Royal College
of Surgeons (No. 1207 and No. 1207o), there are nineteen vertebra,

counting from the ilium to the cranium, and of these thirteen may
be considered cervical, because in them the costal processes are

anchylosed.
The following are the generic characters of this bird: Bill

rather slender, shorter than the head, strong, very much hooked,
curved nearly from its origin, and furnished with a cere at its base,

rather vaulted, compressed at the point ;
nostrils placed at a small

distance from the base, lateral, pierced in the cere, diagonal, oblong, open.
Feet very long, slender, the tibia feathered, but not quite to what is

called (improperly) the knee behind, whilst the feathers come a

yery little below the joint before ;
tarsus long, more slender below

than in its upper part ;
toes short, warty below, the anterior toes

united at the base by a membrane; hind toe articulated upon the

tarsus. Wings long, armed with obtuse spurs ;
the first five quills the

longest and nearly equal

Bill of Secretary (Gypogerama Serpcntarius).

M. Lesson says that a single species (African) (Fako Serpentarius,

GmeL) composes this genus, and that attempts have been made to

introduce the breed into the French sugar islands
(Martinique,^

&c.),

in the hope that it might diminish the race of the formidable Trigo-

nocephalut, the Yellow Serpent of the Antilles (Trigonocephalm

lartceol'tlus, Opp.), the most dangerous reptile of those parts, six or

seven feet in length, and rivalling the Rattlesnake in the intensity of

its poison.

Size, about three feet in length. Eye full, surrounded by a naked

skin, with a series of hairs beneath the overshadowing feathers in the

form of an eyebrow ; eyelashes long and strong. Plumage, when

perfect, for the most part bluish-gray, with a reddish-brown tinge on
the wings; greater quills black. Throat and breast nearly white;
rest of the under surface black, reddish, and white intermingled, the

plumage of the legs bright black, with a slight intermixture of brownish

rays. Occipital crest, which can be raised or depressed at pleasure,

consisting of feathers without barbs at the base, but spreading out as

they advance, and coloured of a mixed black and gray. Two middle
tail-feathers louge.it.

Secretary (Gypogeranus Serpentariua).

The Secretaries live in pairs, and do not collect in flocks
; they

build on high trees
;
but if these are not to be had, in very close

thickets. They run with considerable swiftness, and are approached
with difficulty by the sportsman.
At first sight this bird resembles the Cariama (Palamadca cristata),

but this is only an external resemblance, as their internal structure

and habits differ much. [^ARIAMA.] Both these birds are now to be

seen alive in the Gardens of the Zoological Society, Regent's Park. 1

GYPS. [VULTCRIDA]
GYPSOCALLIS (Don), a genus of Plants belonging to the natural

order Ericatew. It is one of the names proposed by David Don for

a section of the genus Erica. These genera have not been generally

adopted. (Don, Dichlamydeous Plants.)

GYPSUM, a native Sulphate of Lime. It is called also in various

forms Selmite, Plaster of Paris, and Alabaster. It is monoclinate, and

crystallises usually in right rhomboidal prisms with beveled sides. It

has a hardness of 1'S to 2'0. Its specific gravity is 2'31 to 2'33. The

crystals are remarkably foliate in one direction and cleaving easily,

affording laminae that are flexible but not elastic. It occurs also in

laminated masses often of large size. It is found also in fibrous

masses with a satin lustre, in stellated or radiating forms consisting
of narrow lamina?, and also granular and compact. When pure and

crystallised it is quite clear and pellucid like glass, and has a pearly
lustre. It is sometimes gray, yellow, reddish, brownish, and even

black and opaque. It is composed of one atom of sulphuric acid and
one atom of lime. In its crystallised form it is combined with water,
thus:

Sulphuric Acid . 46'3

Lime . 32'9

Water . 20'8

100-0

Its formula is S0 3 + CaO. Before the blow-pipe it becomes

instantly white and opaque, and exfoliates, and then falls to powder or

crumbles easily in the fingers. It fuses with difficulty, and presents
no action with acids.

The following are its principal varieties :
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Mmilt, transparent UK! foliated.

Kaiiia-'rH (ippnu, baring a radiated structure.

Soli* SfMir, or Fibroin Gypnim, with white and delicate fibres.

Alaktutcr. or .Soir C/jpwMM, white or light, with a very fine grain.
Ptatltr o/ Parit, when burnt and ground.

uni in all it* varieties, is readily distinguished from all other

iiiinrntls. by it* softneiw, by iU becoming an opaque powder without

fining before the blow-pipe, and the absence of all effervescence or

gcUtiniaing with acids.

Sulphate of Lime is a frequent constituent of the strata of the earth.

It is found in layers in the Magneaian Linn-stone, is abundant in the

Ix>nilon Clay, and is a prominent constituent of many tertiary deposits,
as that of Puns. It is constantly present in the river and spring waters
of ( i rent Britain. It is found in the Thames, in the springs of Bath and

Bristol, and in many others, Gypsum is worked at Paris, ground and
burned, hence called Plaster of Paris. When water is added to this

powder it becomes a paste, which subsequently hardens
;
hence its

Yaried uses in the arts, whenever the object is to procure casts or

models in relief. Alabaster comes mostly from Costelino in Italy.
It is cut into rases, statues, and ornaments of various kinds. Ala-
baster is also found in the Mammoth cave in Kentucky, United States.

It occurs in singularly beautiful imitutinn of flowers, leaves, shrub-

beries, and vines. Massive Gypsum occurs abundantly in New \ '..

accompanying the rocks which afford the brine springs. It is also

found in Ohio, Illinois, Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Nova
Scotia. It is abundant in many parts of Europe.
An anhydrous sulphate of lime is found, which is called Anhydrite.

[AMirnmTK.]
< lypmim is used as a manure. [MANURES, in ARTS AND Sc. Div.l

OTreY-WOBT. [Lvt-oirs.]

(JYHACA'NTIIUS, a gmus of Fossil Placoid Fishes, from the
Mountain Limestone and Coal Strata. There are four British species.
OYR-FALCON. [KAI.CIINII..K.]

GYKIXID.K, a family of Coleopterous Insects belonging to the
section fmlamrra, and the sub-section Jlydrodephaga, or

'

Beetles, and distinguished by the minute size of th<> antenna-, winch
are clubbed and shorter than the head, the second joint being dilated
into a kind of ear externally ;

the two fore lego are long and advanced
in front like arms, but the four posterior legs are very short and

compressed, but broad, forming two pair of short strong oars. The
eyes are four in number, two being placed above and two below

;
the

palpi are very small
;
the thorax short and transverse

;
and the elytra

oral, depressed, and obtuse at the extremity, leaving the tip of the
abdomen exposed.

This family corresponds with the genus Qyrinat of Linnnni", and
unlike the Dytictdir to which they are nearly ullie.d, these insects are

distinguished by the metallic brilliancy of their covering ; living for
the most part on the surface of the water, they r, ,-, ive the impressions
of the light in a more direct manner than the /'///iVr'c/./, and are

accordingly ornamented with tints of a brassy or bronzed metallic

hue, which glitter in the sun in the greatest degree. The velocity
with which they execute their evolutions upon the surface of the
water is really surprising, and has obtained for them the name of

Tourniquet* by the French, and Whirlgigs and Waterflies by the

English. Sometime! indeed they remain stationary for a time, so
that it seems easy to secure them, but on the least motion they are

instantly alert, escaping with surprising agility and diving to the
liottom of the water. The situation of their eyes adds greatly to
their defmce, enabling them to see objects both above and below
them. In the 'Journal of a Naturalist' we find the following account
of their proceedings :

" Water quiet, still water affords a place of
action to a Terr amusing little fellow (Gyrinui natnt^r), which about
the month of April, if the weather be tolerably mild, we see

gamboling upon the surface of the sheltered pool ; and erery school-

boy who has angled for minnows in the brook is well acquaint'
thin merry little swimmer in his shining black jacket Retiring in

the autumn, and reposing all the winter in the mud at the bottom of
the pond, it awakens in the spring, rise* to the surface, and commences
its summer sport*. They associate in small parties of ten or a dozen
near the bank, where some little projection forms a bay or renders
the water perfectly tranquil ; and here they will circle round each
other without contention, each in hi* sphere, and with no apparent
object from morning until night with great sprightliness and
lion, snd so lightly do they more on the fluid, as to form only some
faint and transient circles on it* surface. Very fond of society ;

\M-

seldom see them alone, or if parted by accident they soon rejoin their

busy companions. One pool commonly affords space for the amuse-
ment of several parties, yet they do not unite or contend, but

perform their cheerful circling* in separate family associations. If

we interfere with th. ir merriment they seem greatly alarmed, disperse
or <livc to the bottom, where their fears shortly subside, as we soon
again see our merry little friends gamboling as be for.. \Vh
dire t" i of the water in the manner above described, they

carry with them a little bubble of air affixed to

'""dies. Also they are sometimes to be found flying, their well-

formed wings permitting such an oncrati. m, while the hii;h p"li-h of
the body protects them from the action of the wnt-r." With the

exception of a few exotic species, the insects of this family are of a
small size, seldom exceeding a quarter of an inch in length; and the.

largest ones do not reach one inch. Some of the species are found
on the margins of the ocean. They emit when touched a disagree-
able scent, arising from a milky fluid which exudes from t'

parts of the body, and which is not readily dispelled. The structure
of the fore le.sra indicates their mode of life, serving as arms to

convey the food, which they find floating upon the surface

water, and which consists of small dead insects, 4c., to the i.

The number of species of this family does not exceed 50 or i;>

of these not more than eight or nine are found in thin count,
these the Gyrinua natator is the most common. It is of a brilliant

bronzy black colour, with the sides of the body and antenna) metallic ;

the margins of the elytra and legs reddish. The elytra are
with lines of impressed spots. About a quarter of an inch in length.

GY ROC All PI'S, a genus of Plants containing few species, but these
few are widely distributed one being found in South America on the
mountains of New Granada and Caracas, a second on those of tlm
Coromandel coast, and two others in the tropical parts <>

Gyrocarptu has, in conformity to the opinion of Mr. Brown, been
considered as allied to and l.y .--nine it has been placed in /,;
Illume refers it to his new order of lUiycttn. Dr. I.ind!,y considers
it as belonging to O, . The (lowers are pul

hermaphrodite; the perianth superior, 4- to S li 1 :

! opposite to divisions of perianth; anthers 2c -lied, with th

opening by a valve from below upwards; drupe 1 -seeded, having
d to it two long membranous wings, the prolong

divisions of the perianth The embryo is inverse;

I

the cotyledons twisted spirally. The America-!
the Asiatic species as to have been thought identical by Dr. Ko\
The latter grows to be a largo tree with co

deciduous about the end of the rainy season ; after which the '

make their appearance in the cold weather, but an; -hoi fly followed

by the new leaves. The wood of this tree is whitish-coloured aud
very light It is preferred whenever procurable for making the cata-

marans, or rafts, on which the natives come off to ships through the

heavy surf of the Madras coast
GY'RODUS (yvpos, round, o&ofa, a tooth), a genus of Fossil Fishes

established by Agassiz. The mouth of these fishes was armed with
rows of round grinding teeth in the palate for the crushing o;

Cnulacea and fHii -s with bony scales. In very fine specimens five

rows, which were placed on the os vomer in the roof of the mouth,
) in the stone, though no other part of the h' ad is preserved;

but generally the teeth are loose, and were in that

Jiufonitci by the old writers (Llwyd, &c.) on organic ;

land's '

Bridgewater Treatise.') The fishes of this genus belong to thu

Oolitic Strata.

GYKui;UNITES (yTpoi, round, YUMO, angle). This name was given

by Lamarck to small fossil bodies found in fresh-water tertiary

(Isle of Wi-rht, near Paris, &c.), under the supp.i.-itioii that, they were
shells of Polythuliunous Cephalopoda. ('Animaux san

torn, vii.) Lamarck was aware that his opinion was contested, and
that some persons imagined the small globular transversely carinated

Gyrogonitet were the seeds of an aquatic plant, but he "could not

believe it" It was however demonstrated in the 'Geological Trans-

actions' (vol. ii., second series), that they were in truth the fruits of

Chara, a genus of plants found in many fresh-water ponds. Tin
ir-Uof this plant are v IUB, (lir. m ;:ni n i, //

vi Yfydavx Fotsilrt, article 'Charactrc;' Lyell, 'Memoir,' in

"riant, vol. ii., new series.)

(lYIM'I.EHls, agenus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, from theNewUed-
Sandstone Strata and bone-beds of the Lias. There are three I'.ri'i h

species. (Agassiz.)

GYRO'NCHUS, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, from the Oolite

G YHOPIU'STIS, a genus of Fossil Placoid Fishes, from the Red-
tie near Belfast (Agassiz.)

c;Yl;<>STi:rs, a genus of Fossil Ganoid Fishes, from the Lias.

(Agassi*.)
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